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To All Citizens’
Council Members
IN MISSISSIPPI
"The Citizens’ Council" is your
newspaper, and your State Directors in authorizing its publication
did so with the feeling that the
great majority of our members
want such a paper and will subscribe to it.
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Jackson, Miss.

Mississippi Citizens’ Councils Probe By Assembly
Are Protecting Both Races
Of NAACP At State
College Proposed

EDITOR’S NOTE~The following is the[pie of the state. The council polfirst in a series of thrt~ articles, which !
’were carried on the front vases of the] cy iS to screen members carefully
I Charleston. S. C.. News and Courier. nndlfo~, charQ~*~- o,~d do,~o,~,~ohllit,,
are the only a~icl~ ap~rin~ ~ ~ by ...........
~ .........
a wrier w~ h~ studi~ the Citi~’]as well as ~or their determination
Council movement sufficiency ~ s~k
to keep the races separate.
with authority.

By Thomas R. Waring
Editor o! The Nouns and Courier
JACKSON --Citizens’ Councils,
60,000 strong and growing fast,
are mobilizing Mississippi to
As an introduction, every effort
guard both whites and Negroes.
is being made to place a free copy
Their aim is to preserve sepaof this issue in the hands of each
ration of the races against assaults
member.
from the National Association for
The best way for Council memthe Advancement of Colored Peobers to handle their subscriptions
ple, !n alliance with the federal
is for the local Council to vote to
government. At the same time,
subscribe for the entire memberthey are dedicated to protect the
ship. Many Councils have already
rank and file of Negroes from the
done this. When this is done, the
wrath of ruffian white people who
secretary should forward to the
may resort to violence.
Jackson office in the Walthall Ho"Economic pressure," a methtel the membership list with propod of combating Negro pressure
er addresses and remittance at
from the North, is not organized
$2.00 per member.
by the Councils. Individuals who
Subsequent issues will be mail- belong to councils may have pered, direct to each member.
suaded Negroes to remove their
names from school integration peTO OTHER STATES
titions by various means short
To all Citizens’ Council memof vio~ence. These means could
ber~ in Texas, Louisiana, Arkaninclude firing employee, or refussas, Alabama, and South Carolina;
ing to renew le~ses for shareto members of: Tennessee S,~clety
croppers who have followed the
For The Maintenance of SegregaNAACP line.
tion; Tennessee Federation For
If such tactics have been used
Constitutional Government; Amer--and there seems little doubt
ican States’ Rights Association of
that they have--they were adoptBirmingham; G e o r g I a States’
ed on individual initiative and not
Rights Association; Patriots of
as a group action.
North Carolina; Defenders of
Spokesmen for ~he ~ouuc|l~ s~V
State Sovereignty of Virginia; The
that pressures would have been
Virginia League.
exerted whether or not the councils existed. They insist that the
We want you to feel that "The
councils have served to channel
Citizens’ Council" Is your newspapublic feeling away from violence
per Just as much as it is for Misand toward an orderly handling
slssipplans. It could Just as easily
of race relations in a state where
have originated in South Carolina
whites and Negroes are evenly dior another state. There is" no
vided.
pride of origin or pride of publiEspecially do they deny NAACP
cation.
charges that the councils have
"The Citizens’ Council" is simcreated an atmosphere that incites
ply designed to serve a useful
murder and lynching. In fact, they
purpose, to provide a means of excite instances in which they have
changing authoritative informaprevented bloodshed.
tion among the responsible moveThis article is the first of three
ments throughout the South, and
articles prepared after an on-theto present, at least In a small way,
spot inspection of Citizens’ Counsomething of the Southern viewcils in Mississippi by the editor
polrit to our friends, and to some
of The News and Courier. It tells
not so friendly, In the North and
how the councils are set up and
West.
how they operate.
There are already established
A quick check of citizens here,
official correspondents for our
wlthoutSattempt at completeness,
indicate~ a ~nerally favorable
pape.r with some of your organizations, and we trust that by the
public opinion. Even though the
time our next issue goes to press
"man in the street" may be hazy
the roster will he complete.
about the council methods, he approves of resisting attempts to
Every effort is being made to
mingle white and Negro people
place a free copy of this issue in
in public schools and elsewhere.
the hands of each member of
Opposition to the councils apyour groups.
pears to be centered among some
The subscription method bemembers of the clergy, who have
ing followed by many of the Misaccepted the idea of race equality
sissippi Councils is also suggested as a Christian principle, and
for your states.
others whose interest in the public schools is so intense they re~ THE GENERAL PUBLIC
gard public education as more
"The Cltizens~ Council" is beimportant than racial separation.
ing offered, of course, to the pubSome opponents still are relying
lie at large. It is by no means
on legal action i~ the courts for
limited to circulation among memamicable settlement of the probbers. All members ar~e being enlem.
couraged.to spread the circ~lation
Everybody questioned, howas much as possible outside the
ever, agreed on one thing: The
Councils in the hope that a betleadership of the Jackson Cititer understandi~ng of the aims
zens’ Council, with 1,100 memand purposes of the Council movebers, represents the best citizens
ment will result, and that a great
in this capital city of 116,000
deal of misinformation, intentionpopulation. Not even the clergyal or unintentional, will be corman, who called the movement a
rected.
"tragedy," had a word to say
against the caliber of the officers
A much larger hop~ is~ that a
wider understanding of t~e deadly
and directors of the Jack, on unit.
attack upon our society will reSpokesmen for the council say l
that for the most part, councils:
sult, and that the Council movethroughout Mississippi are equal-i
ment will gain ~tdded momentum
ly representative of the best p.e~among patriotic Americans.

At the last count, 263 councils
had been organized throughout
the state. They start at the grass
roots level as a sort of town meeting. Neighbors get together and
, form a council. Its leaders make
up a county organization. The
counties then are grouped by congressional districts. Each district
elects members of a state association.
The association has set up an
office here to help the movement
spread. It publishes pamphlets
and soon will start a monthly
newspaper. There is no state
chairman. Nominal leadership rotates among the directors. Robert B. Patterson of Winona is executive secretary and W. J. Sire’mona of Jackson is administrator.
Expenses so far have been held
to a minimum because most of
the work has been voluntary. The
local councils are autonomous.
:They expect only advice from the
!state association. The association
urges, however, that annual dues
of members be set at $5 of which
$2 is sent to support state head’ quarters.
The Citizens’ Council movement, started 14 months ago, has
stirred interest throughout the
Soqth. Organt~ftt|~ns have
up in several states under many
names, but this one seems to have
had the greatest success. After
studying its operations and conferring with its leaders, this observer from South Carolina believes the councils are both sound
and decent, and loaded with power for good. More details will be
told In articles to follow this one.

CARTER’S
"MIDDLEGROUND"

~’

News A_nd Courier
ORANGEBURG, S. C. (Special)--An investigation of activities of the National Assn, for the
Advancement of Colored People
among the faculty and students
of State College by the South Carolina General Assembly was asked
here last night.
Meanwhile, the Roy. Matthew
D. McCollum, president of Orangeburg NAACP chapter, wa~ quoted
by a Negro newspaper as saying
all NAACP and allied records of
the chapter have been destroyed.
Rep. Jerry M. Hughes, in calling for the investigation, said:
"Such an investigation would
determine who are members and
sympathizers of the
NAACP
.among the faculty and
student
body, the extent of such
member
participation in such activities and
whether or not its members are
misleading the Negro citizens and
misrepresenting the aims and obJectives of the NAACP to the Negro people."
He added that the investigation,
which he will seek in the next
term, would determine whether or
not the activities of member~ of
the NAACP within State College
are detrimental to the welfare of
the college and its students.
the Afro-American of Pittsburgh,
Pa., as saying the NAACP records
were de]~troyed "after an offer of
$10,000 was made for a list of
members and after several efforts
were made my unnamed residents
(in Orangeburg) to obtain the
list."
The article also stated that Roy.
McCollum claimed he had received
numerous threats against his life
but "had fortified his home
against invasion by backers of the
white Citizens’ Council local chapter, furiously waging a death war
with the NAACP in Orangeburg."
Roy. McCollum, when question-

ed about the article, said he would
not deny making the statements
to representatives of the Negro
newspaper. "I have no comment
to make," he stated.
Sheriff George L. Reed said
Roy. McCollum has not reported
any death threats to his office.
"We haven’t heard a thing from
him," Sheriff Reed said.
Another article appearing in
the same issue of Afro-American
reported that Negroes were boycotting stores "suspected of supporting the Citizens’ Council’s
economic pressure campaign
against persons who signed an integration petition."
The article bylined John H. MeCray, said 23 Orangeburg mer,chants were named on a "Do Not
’Patronize" list of NAACP leaders.
McCray reported that the store
’ believed heaviest hit by the "boycott" is an exclusive women’s apparel store "for many years patronized by women who teach at
S. C. State and Claflin Colleges
and the public school in and
around Orangeburg."
McCray also wrote, "campaigns
among school children have been
organized and these are expected
i to be especially potent when taken
over by students at both S. C.
Sta~e and Claflln. A Claflin Col;l:g~ facul’~y n,e::~ber, wh~
that his name not be used. said
the Methodist operated college
would not as a matter of Chrlstlan
practice do further business with
local firms exerting economic pressures, unless it has no alternatives."
W. T. C. Bates, president of the
Orangeburg Citizens’ Councff, said
last night that any boycott planned by the NAACP is "a sure way
for us to get the names of NAACP
members and supporters of this
un-American group. Boycott or no
boycott, Orangeburg schools will
continue to operate on a segregated but equal basis."

By John Temple Grave~
"Alone, alone---all, all alone,
Alone on a wide, wide sea..."
My nationally distinguished
friend HeAding Carter hinted to
Duke University’s commencement
audience how "lonely and beset"
his "middle ground" makes him
and what penalties his "combative Journalism" imposes on him.
Hodding should be of good
cheer--and count his blessing!
MEMBERSHIP NOT PROHIBITED BY HATCH ACT
The fine art of not following
ORANGEBURG S.C.--Henry D. laws of the country. He also exthings through on the desegregaRichardson, Orangeburg post ofpressed his ~tbsolute agreement
tion situation, which he c~alls the
fice
clerk,
has
made
public
a
letwith the principles of the various
"middle ground," has worked well
ter from the office of Sen. Olin D.
Citizens’ Councils that are being
for him, North and South. As for
Johnston
saying
the
senator
was
organized throughout South Carohis "combative Journalism" the
heartily in favor of Citizens’ Counlina."
penalties are small in comparison
cils
as
a
method
of
fighting
the
with the rewards reaped.
ECONOMIC PRESSURE
integration of schools.
He has no inkling of what the
An organization calling itself
Mr. Richardson had written
real Taboo can be.
"Help Negro Entertainers Get
Sen. Johnston to ask if his memIf his Mississippi legislature got
Employment" has started a post
bership in a Citizens’ Council was
mad at him and enabled him to
card campaign demanding that TV
a violation of the Hatch Act or
tell it to "go to hell" before his
networks hire more negro enterrules
of
the
Civil
Service
Commisnational audience, the legislators
tainers (as if there were not alsion.
had good cause.
ready too many) on sponsored
Mr.
Richardson
received
his
anInstead _of using his national
shows. All negroes are asked to
swer from H. W. Brawley, exeaudience to tell the nation how
boycott television-advertised procutive
director
at
Sen.
Johnston’s
tragic a situation has been forced
ducts
unless the sponsors use
office. It said in part
on the South by the desegregation
negro performers. The first flood
"I
have
been
advised
by
the
decision--and he admits it is
of postcards was aimed at the
Civil Service Commission that
tragic--he confines himself to:
Jackie Glosses show, which th@
your
Joining
this
organization
will
criticizing measures being taken
outfit charged, never uses negro~s.
not violate the Hatch Act or any
to relieve the situates, at the same
The cards asked that readers reother
act
in
regard
to
Ciril
Servtime giving a lip service to segrefuse to buy Nestle Company proice Employees’ outside affiliagated schools. A "middle ground"
ducts as Gleason is sponsored by
tions.
like his is enough to make any
Nestles.
"In talking with Senator Johntroubled legislature mad.
ston before he left the city, he
A man so able to eat his cake
The NAACP has advanced one
stated emphatically that, had the
and have it too isn’t very "beset’
of its former officials into an ez"i ecutive Job on the, President’s
it seems to me.
I C~mmission ruled that it would
!staff at the White House. The
A man who manages to get ap- ] be a violation of the Hatch ~ct or
,Negro s name is Everett Frederic
plausa in most of the North and]Civil Service regulst~n. Im wouM
Morrow and his selection was
halt of the ~uth is a glutton for l have immediately taken steps to
’made by Sherman Adams.
co~npany if he still feels "lonely." I remove such legislation from the

Senator Olin D. Johnston
Backs Citizens’ Councils

!
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diuiuippi Councils
Complete Organization

By Congressional
Districts
During September, in a series
of meetings by Congressional Districts held at lndlanola, Starkviile,
Winona, Canton and Port Gibson,
pursuant to a recommendation of
the State Executive Committee,
the organization of Councils by
counties and districts was completed.
Reason for the series of meetings at this time was principally
to enlarge representation on the
State Executive Committee to include the many new counties
which have organized during recent months and to take preliminary .steps toward setting up district lines of responsibility. It is
felt that this will materially
strengthen and make more efficient various administrative procede,ca.
There was remarkable enthus~
lure and determination shown at
every district meeting, as indicated by the fast that every single
organized county in Mississippi
wa~ represented by local chairmen or alternates.
The meetings were conducted
by Robert B. Patterson, Executive
Secretary, and all followed a similar agenda as listed below:
1. Explanation of District Organization in each Congressional
District.
2. Designation of County Chairman or Director from each county.
3. Election of State Executive
Committeemen. (2 or 3 depending
upon number of counties organtzed in each District.)
4. Election of District Chairman.
5. Reregistration of all county
voters.
6. The absentee ballot.
7. Discum~ion of the District Legal Advisory Committee and Distrier Information and Education
Committee.
8. Membership.
9. The Citizens’ Council Newspaper.
I~flLST CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT
Executive Committee
John B. Cunningham, Brooksville
--planter and merchant
Will E. Ward, Starkvllle--attorhey
Dialect Chairman
Eugene J. Hardy, Columbus -planter
County Chairmen
Attala H. E. Jenkins, ~allis~
school superintendent

Lowndes Walter Swoops, Columbus~real estate and insurance
Noxubee W. S. Mulling, Prairie
Point--planter
Oktibbeha Horace Harned, Jr.,
Starkvllle--planter, state senator
Winston Dink Chapman, Louisrills----attorney
SECOND CONGRESSIONAL
D/STRICT
Executive Committee
M. L. Branch, Wtnona--planter
M. P. Moore, Senatobia--cattleman
Ben Perry, Grenada--banker
District Chairman
George Buchanan, Philip--planter
County Chairmen
Tats John M. Callicut, Coldwater
--planter, mayor
Tallahatchie Harvey Pennington,
planter, state senator
Carroll Bernard Sanders, Vaiden
--planter, hardware store
Swearengen,
Yalobusha S. A.
Oakland--planter
Montgomery M. L. Branch, Winona--planter
Grenada C. C. Carpenter, Grenada-planter
THIRD CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT
Executive Oommittee
W’ilburn Hooker, Lexington--merchant, planter, insurance, state
representative
Fred Jones, Inverness~planter,
board of supervisors, ex-senator
Pete F. Williams, Sr., Clarksdale
--wholesale grocer.
Dtst riet Chairman
Edd Brltt, Indianola--planter,
cotton ginner
County Chairman
Leflore W.S. Curry, Itta Bena-lumber company
Tunica John Dulaney, Jr., Tunics-attorney
Coahoma Eddie Peacock, Clarksdale----banker
Bolivar Guy Simpson, Shaw-lumber company
Washington Martin Heard, Leland--real estate, insurance
Sunflower C. K. Holland. Sunflower--planter
Holmes William Moses, Lexington--auto dealer
Humphreys Gladstone Mortimer,
Belzonl-~auto dealer
Quitman Just organized
I~OURTH AND SIXTH
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRIC’-rS
Executive Committee
Fred A. Anderson. Jr., Gloster-attorney, lumberman
Judge Tom P. Brady, Brookhaven-~circuit judge
Ellis W. Wright, Jackson--funeral director
District Chairman
gdgar A. McCaa, Pert Gibson~
REA manager

By Eldridge Thompson
News sad Courier Roving
Reporter
LAKE CITY, S. C. "The best defense is often a good offense,"
Hugh G. Grant of Augusta, Ga.
said at a meeting of the Lake
City Citizens’ Council.
"A v i g o r o u s counter-attack
should be started immediately in
South Carolina and in every other
state in which the Nationa[ Association for the Advancement of
Colored People is attempting to
force racial integration," he said.
Addressing about 400 people,
Mr. Grant, former U. S. minister
to Albania and Thailand, said "the
sovereign rights of our people are
in great danger. The integrity of
both white and Negro races is
Jeopardized since the ultimate
goal of the NAACP is complete integration."
Mr. Grant said the white citizens of this state should organize
in every community and county.
Every white citizen should be asked to "stand up and be counted
on this issue," he said. "There is
no middle ground. You are either
for or against segregation."
Mr. Grant said delaying tactics
are not sufficient. "This battle to
preserve the segregation pattern
must be fought on a national level
as well as within the state.
"This can be accomplished only
through widespread grassroots organization," Mr. Grant said. "The
voices of millions of white citizens must reach the floors of
Congress."
The Georgia Citizens’ Council
leader urged the group here to
insist by contact with their senators and representatives to support the resolution introduced by
Sen. Eastland of Mississippi calling for an investigation of members of the U. S. Supreme Court.
"Unless the leaders of the national Republican and Democratic
parties change their tune on this
issue involving the constitutional
rights of the people of the states
to manage their own affairs without federal interference, then I
favor the formation of an independent party before the 1956
election," Mr. Grant declared.
The Augusta man said that ministers, regardless of their church
affiliation, should support the
South’s moves to retain segregation. "Any preacher, Baptist,
Methodist or what have you, who
favors integration should be asked
by his congregation to move on
to other parts," Mr. Grant said.
He told the Lake City audiences
that the Ku Klux Klan is not the
answer to the segregation ’fight.
"I detest violence of any kind but
County Chairmen
Hinds Ray Cannada, Edwards--planter
Yazoo Nick Roberts, Yazoo City
--merchant
Claiborne Lewis N. Ellis, Port
Gibson--store manager
Jefferson .W.M. Drake, Church
Hill---cotton merchant
Adams George Guiledge, Natchez~ept, supt., Armstrong
Tire & Rubber Co.
Franklin Robert B. Haltom, Roxie~lumberman
Amlte Charlie Barren, Smithdale--merchant
Lincoln Hugh Mitchell, Brookhaven--manager Creosote plant
Walthall Edd Duncan. Tylertown--county superintendent of
education
Jeff Davis Dewey Meyers, Prentiss--cold storage, oil, packing
house
FI~WH CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRH~r
Executive Committee
J. O. Hoilis. Carthage--attorney
Marion Simpson. Canton--sheriff
District Chairman
Jack Armstrong. Jr., Forkville
County Cha/rmen
Madison G. B. Herring, Canton
~attorney
(Continued on Page 3 }

I dislike people who are of the
school of waiting and hoping¯
must openly and vigorously
launch our offensive against those
who would destroy our way of
life."

The Myth Of
’World Opinion’
.Vews and Courier
C~ttzens of the Southern region
of the United States, mocked and
abused for political reasons by
their own countrymen, can sympathize with the race problems of
South African white men. The
proportion of blacks in that country is much greater than in the
Southern states of this republic.
Measured in terms of population,
its problems are greater than
ours.
The South African Observer,
published at Cape Town, has this
to say about the picture of South
Africa being given to the outside
world.
"In our era of the conditioned
proletariat, those who own and
control the press throughout the
world are able to guide and misguide at will. This is particularly
evident in the treatment of foreign news. Every journalistic
trick is used to arouse feeling
against any county marked out as
the enemy.
"United Nations, Unesco, the
empires of Wall Street and Moscow and their dupes, viz. internationalists, I i beral s, liberaldemocrats and leftists generally,
have marked out South Africa as
an enemy because it is a bastion
of white conservatism; because it
believes in national sovereignty
and western Christian civilization; and because it will not accept the Fabian, Socialist and
Communist doctrine of Equality.
The voice of all those organizations and groups is called ’world
opinion’. A captive and controlled
press--with its fellow vehicles of
propaganda, the radio and the cinema-has succeeded in endowing this meaningless term with a
mystic quality and made a fetish
¯ . . "World opinion today is not
the opinion of the peoples of the
world. It is a highly unreal myth
manufactured and purveyed by
the press, the radio, television and
the news agencies. It is Moscow’s
¯ nd Wall ,Street’s instrument for
liberalizing conservatism, reddening liberalism and communizing
labour.
"World opinion welcomes the
destruction of white nations, supports the national struggles of
black and brown men. It hails
the end of ~egregation of black
and white -- a segregation that
men by their very nature seek
and prefer. It sees nothing wrong
with British women being sired
by blacks¯ Englishmen becoming
colored.
"If South Africa were to submit
to world opinion, even as enunciated by Adlai Stevenson, whose
intellectual equipment and moral
character are so much revered by
The Cape Times, it is easy to
guess where it would lead us. Mr.
F.tevenson is the representative of
the USA’s Democrats--a political
hotchpotch of assorted bedfellows.
most of whom hate most of the
others. Just examine something
of that party’s record-- a party
very largely dominated and directed by persons of Eastern European origins:
"It recognized (1933), courted,
made deals with Russia and Stalin. saving the crumbling Communist economy at that time.
"It is the party primarily responsible fo r establishing the
communist grip ou the world today.
"I~ is the party that handed
treasury printing blocks to Russia and planned to establish an

Reunion of Redhead
Tan Hubby,
Kisses in Union Station
Is Shindig
F r o m The Pittsburgh Courier
( Negro Newspaper)
Already shy of 50,000 male
marital prospects, the Capital’s
supply of eligible men for tan
girls was further decimated,
ginning in the late "forties" with
a sudden resumption of plural inter-racial marriages.
(~n the very night that one of
the biggest administrative bigots
of the city was shouting defiance
at the "rising tide of junglebreeds" in D. C., his very own
daught.er, then 24, was registered
on an all-night uptown hotel interlude with a famous Jazz musician of a famous orchestra.
While the president of a Dixiefocused civic association was
screaming at the U. S. Supreme
Court, while it weighed the restrictive covenant codes, or
claimed, in loud tones: "...they
shall not squat here," four Negro
women and fifteen Negro men had
filed for interracial marriage 11o
censes in the municipal court
house (civil side) on E Street,
N. W.
On a sunny October afternoon,
in 1953, at the huge Washington
terminal, a dazzling, dasl~ing Nordic redhead . . . about five feet,
nine inches tall..¯ weighing
about 130 pounds, wearing a
black, silken dress that held on
tightly, going "round the curves,
matched with shoes and gloves
¯ . . attracted the attention of the
usual thousands found therein¯
Eyes, trained ou her, blinked
wttb mounting interest.
Impetuously, she suddenly lunged into the arms of a chocolate
hued six-foot, four-inch U. S.
Army private¯ In the smacko of
an inflammable kiss, both her
arms curled up and around his
bulging neck¯ Witnesses, black
and white, .gasped for breath!
A ripple surged through the
hesitating crowd that bordered on
confusion, as the duo, arm in arm
and apparently very happy in reunion, boarded a taxicab on the
Massachusetts Avenue elevation of
the terminal at, d sped away.
atom bomb factory in Russia after
the war.
"It is the party that employed,
encouraged and protected Communist personnel in high places in
the U. S. Government, Treasury,
Uno, Unesco and every lnternation~d agency.
"It was responsible for Yalta
and Teheran.
"It left Russia astride Europe
and Asia after the war and gave
her Manchuria. It disarmed Chiang Kai-Shek and virtually handed over China to the Communists.
"It plotted the destruction of
the British Commonwealth, and
under the cloak of ’anti-colonialism,’ built up a dollar empire.
"It was responsible .for Hireshims . . . Nagasaki . . . Dresden.
"It was responsible for the Ko*
rean debacle.
"It packed the courts to put
through its New Deal policy.
"It flooded the Northern cities
with Negroes for their votes, and
is primarily responsible for enforced integration of white and
black in the USA today."
"World opinion" as described
by The South African Observer is
opposed to the Southern states of
North America--at least, as that
opinion is reflected by the metropolttan press. Today the white
people of South Africa and the
white people of the Southern
states are the targets of many
critic,s. Those critics do not live
with the same race problems that
exist in the two regions. The pressures against the Southerners of
Africa and North America seem
to take on some of the same vicious character that the critics
themselves deplore.

MISSISSIPPI COUNCILS~
(Continued from page 2)
J. H. Young, Hillsboro--,~cott
school superintendent
Leaks Ray Henderson, Carthage
--gas and oil dealer
Neshoba B u r d e t t Richardson,
Philadelphia---circuit clerk
Rankin T. R. Irby, Goshen
Springs--planter
DUTIES OF OFFICERS FROM
EACH C~NGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT
1. The Executive Committee (3
men): This Committee is a part
of the State Executive Committee that directs the State Association and sets its policies. In
addition t h e s e committeemen
maintain a constant liason with
the district chairman and with all
county chairman in their district.;
They attend the regular monthly
meeting of the State Executive
Committee and assist the County
Chairman in the sol,;tion of any
problems that apply to his district.
2. The District Chairman: This
officer maintains constant laison
with all County Chairmen within
his District. He. maintains a list
of all local Chairmen and officers
within his District. He assists
County Chairmen in solving County problems when called upon.
He calls meetings of all County
Chairmen within his District when
necessary. He seeks cooperation
County Chairmen in
from the
providing speakers for Council
meetings in his District and in
completing its organization.
3. The County Chairman: This
officer maintains contact with all
local dhairmen within his county
and with the District Chairman.
He should be able to contact any
neighboring C o u n t y Chairman
when necessary. He should be
able to contact the District Executive Committee at any time for
advice or to make recommendations.
~rHE DISTRI(~T INFORMATION
AND EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Each County Chairman with the
recommendation of his Board of
Directors is asked to submit the
name of one man from his County
to serve on the District Information and Education Committee.
It is suggested that these selections include Educators, Doctors,
Ministers, Newspapermen or
others who have training in research and dissemination of information. These men should be
devoted to our cause and should
have the time to give to thought
and action on this committee.
The purpose of this Committee
is to devise means of nullifying
the tremendous propaganda assault being waged against the
minds of our young people and
our citizens. It is hoped that the
good influence of this committee
will be felt in our schools, our
churches, our homes, our radio
programs, our newspapers, our
State Legislature and eventually
in our moving pictures, our Federal Government and in every
other media possible.
’ This Committee should meet
from time to time as necessary
and make recommendations to
the County Chairmen or the State
Executive Committee.
THE DISTRICT LEGAL
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Each County Chairman with
the recommendation of his Board
of Directors is asked to submit
the name of one man from his
county to serve on the District
Legal Advisory Committee This.,
selection should be a prominent!
lawyer and preferably the Chair-’
man of your County Legal Advisory Committee.
The purpose of this Committee
is to devise legal means for preventing integration. Many legal
problems that will arise in the future can be anticipated and solved by this committee This Committee will be expected to furnish
legal advice to counties within
their District, and to the State
Association. Various legal information and advice pertinent to
our great problem will be submitted to this committee from
time to time for their information.
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Jackson Council
Pledges Support of
LEAC Program
The board of directors of the
Jackson Citizens" Council strongly
commended Governor Hugh L.
White and the Legal Education
Advisory Committee for positive
action taken in approving six legislative proposals.
The Council’s sentiments were
expressed in a letter to the Governor as follows:
Honorable Hugh L. White, Chairman
Legal Education Advisory Committee
Jackson, Mississippi
Dear Governor White:
The Board of Directors of the
Jackson Citizens’ Council wish to
express to you and to the members
of the Legal Education Advisory
Committee their warm commendation for the action taken this
week by the committee in approving the six legislative proposals
listed hereunder.
1) Prohibition of common-law
marriages by statute.
(2) Repeal of compulsory
school attendance law.
(3) Provide penalties for champetty, unauthorized practice of
law and "agitation court suits" to
end segregation.
(4) Provide penalties for persons interfering with state law
under color of federal authority.
(5) Provide penalties for abusive and obscene telephone calls
and define and provide penalties
for criminql libel.
(6) Creation of a state authority for maintenance of segregation.
We particularly approve and
support the spirit of these proposals in that they represent the
interposing of the sovereignty of
the State of Mississippi between
its citizens and coercive federal
authority inspired by pressure
from radical left-wing organizations such as the so-called National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
The action of the Legal Education Advisory Committee is in
the finest tradition of constitutional American government.
backed by ample historical precedent. Many of us have long
realized that the most logical and
in fact the only, course of action
designed to meet headon the continuing crisis forced upon us by
the creeping socialists and racemixers is one based upon a positive assertion of our State’s
Rights.
The clearest and most immediate danger arising from the assault upon the $.outh is of course
that of racial integration. Your
actions are calculated to meet that
threat with a sharp counter-attack. But we trust that the deep
significance of your historic legislative proposals, insofar as they
suggest a pattern of future action
in dealing with the entire question of unconstitutional seizure of
powers by enemies of the American Republic acting within departments of the federal govern!merit, will not be lost upon our
people.
A gian~ stride has been made
on our side of the struggle, and
we are heartened by this evidence
of courageous and intelligent leadership. We offer the full and active support of our Council in
implementing your program.
REV ER,½E PETITION
In Sautes, S. C.. fourteen of the
21 negroes who signed an NAACP
anti-segregation petition w h i c h
~vas presented to the school trustees, later put their signatures on
a counter petition FOR SEGRAGATION circulated by the Citizens’ Council. The 14 said they
did not understand what the
NAACP petition meant and that
they were confused by a high
pressure agitator brought in by
the NAACP.

Mississippi Notebook
BY TOM ETHRII~E
(Feature Columnist Clarion,
Ledger)

could plsa~ the NAACP more.
They have torn their shirts trying
to bring about such intervention.

Texans Will F’q
ToPreserve Segregation
The 8outhcra

There’s a rainbow of holm in
the dark "integration" sky in
Federal ~oolm and Martial Law
as.
would have another black eye for
The courageous spirit of Texas
Mlssi~ippi and a big feather in
manhood
which had linen som~the NAACP cap. Such a situation
what dulled by more than twenty
might have given that organizayears of imported prolm~anda,
tion the "foot in the door" it has
brought into this country by way
so desperately wanted. Federal
l of Washington, is re-asserting itintervention might have made it
self and definite steps are being
easier to overthrow established
taken to counter the worst blow
customs in a state that is a fordirected against the 9outh sine~
midable stumbling block to the
the Civil War.
unrelenting NAACP drive for InFollowing the Supreme Court’s
tegration.
While our leaders were urging ruling which applied only to
fain Negro children in Virginia.
sanity and Justice in the brutal
South Carolina, Delaware, KanTill affair, NAACP leaders seemed to be doing Just the opposite.
sas and the District of Columbia,
Their inflamatory statements only
the NAACP, compom~d partly of
Negroes but mostly of rich white
added fuel to flames which could
have gotten out of hand had our
trash, saw a chance to put a fast
people of both races been less senone over. They gave the So,uth
the rush act, with their attorney~
sible.
and representatives spilling out
into each State and insisting that
Two Wrongs Never Make A
In African Jungles Long Ago,
de-segregation was now the law
Right. The overwhelming majorcunning witch doctors preached
of the land. They were about to
ity of all races and creeds in
a similar doctrine. The Congo
get by with it when the people of
America recognize thi~ fact. That
witch doctor was happiest when
is why law-biding people have reTexas, as well as its officials
inciting his emotional followers
waked up and went into action.
fused to be stampeded into rash
to anger. Trouble was his busiactions by headline-hungry hate
As a result of this awakening,
ness and he thrived on it. He loved
mongers and latter-day witch docCitizens
Councils have sprung up
the limelight and lost no opportors.
in many sections of the State comtunity to strut, talk big and throw
That is why the State of Misposed largely of parents whose
his weight around.
sissippi has moved swiftly to inchildren would be affected by inWhen a fellow tribesman was
sure justice. That is why the U.
tegration and who have Joined
slain by rivals, the witch doctor
S. Government has refused to inthese organizations in order to do
immediately sprang into action.
terfere, as agitators hotly demand.
everything within legal limits to
He ordered the victim’s mangled
That is why not one single act
prevent this tragedy from being
body displayed for all to see. As
of violence between white and
visited on the schools, now and in
infuriated tribesmen filed by, the
colored citizens has resulted from
the future.
dead one’s family sobbed and I the tragic Till case.
A majority of school boards
moaned. Meanwhile the witch And last-but not least, that is
throughout the State have taken
doctor screamed, raved and rant-lwhy the American concept of Justhe position that segregation will
ed. In the language of Churchill
tics and fair play will never hold
continue in the 1955 school term,
--this was his finest hour.
innocent persons responsible for
pending further clarification of
crimes committed by a few.
the subject.
"~Ve Must Avenge Our MurIt is true that a district Judge
dared Brother," the witch doctor
HODDING’S HEROICS
in Big Springs, Texas, who is a
would shriek. "Behold his torn
convert to racial deviation, ruled
B,v John Temple Graves
body, the work of fiends and
recently that the law of Texas
demons! We must punish the en"And he sees across a weary land
which allocates money to schools
tire tribe of those who did this
a stra~glin9 road in Spain,
on a segregated basis is illegal
dreadful thing. Every man, woUp whi(’h a lean and foolish knight
but this ruling has served to stifman and child must pay. All are
~orever rides in vain."
fen the spines of Texans who exbad and all are guilty!"
Hodding Carter is plump--and
pect to exhaust every legal source
That was years ago, in darkest
rides with profit and applause.
in preserving segregation and preAfrica. Yet our nation has Just
But his heroics begin to’look a
vent, if possible, hot-headed and
heard almost identical utterances
bit foolish--even up North.
illegal organizations from taking
in the violent statements from
In a fascinating second piece
the matter into their own hands.
NAACP’s headquarters in New about himself (and the South) in
The turning of the tide from
York City. True these outbursts
the current Look Magazine he
abject surrender to active resls~
did not urge bloodshed, but the
tells how lonely and ganged-up-on
tance is believed to have been
leaders must have been aware that
he is---and at the same time how
spired largely by the insolent and
it might easily result from this
his Southern mail runs three to
overbearing attitude of the brown
angry outburst.
two in his favor and his national
boys in this National Association
10 to one, and how sociable peofor the Agitation of Colored PeoThe Nation Was Shocked At
ple are with him at home.
ple who got drunk on @hat they
The FurT of a senseless MississipHe speaks of "venomous attacks
thought was power of their race
pi crime. It was further shocked
on (his) freedom of the press"
over white people’s institutions
by the carefully-staged Congo
even as he prints pridefully his
and who acted accordingly.
circus at a Chicago funeral home,
front page editorial freely telling
where the youngster’s last rites
The people of Texas. like those
the Mississippi Legislature to go
were used as an occasion to collect
of the Deep South, have always
to hell for denouncing him (adfunds for promoting further rabeen extremely fond of good Nevising his Look audience as freely
cial strife and perhaps to fatten
meanwhile that "a Mississippi leggroes, and have been their best,
the wallets of agitators.
islative majority is mentally and
and only. friends among the peoFor a brief time it appeared as
morally incapable of insulting anyple of the forty-eight States of
if the witch doctors and their asthe American Union.
body." )
sociates might be entirely sucBut it is when he writes of himBut in the final analysis and
cessful in employing Jungle techself as "this battered Episcopalwhen the chips are down, they
niques to incite mass hatreds, and
ian" that he Just about breaks
just don’t go much for arrogant
perhaps violence. They had all
your heart-~or something.
Mulattoes who come barging into
the cards necessary, but failed
Mr. Carter was turkey-hunting
the State from out of the East
possibly because they do not realwith four friends on his private
making threats, giving out insultly understand their people. Like
boat with a private cook when the
ing interviews through the press
other Americans the great majorcruel words of the Mississippi
and issuing orders to school
ity of Negroes apparently want
Legislature were relayed to him.
boards, before rolling away in
no part of Congo concepts.
A simple man at simple play--cut
long black Cadillacs.
down in his prime by a horrid.
This big-shot behavior backsweaty legislative majority mereThousands of Respectable Nefired
with a bang that reverbegroes who viewed Till’s remains ly because he chose to tell tales
rated throughout the State and
were understandably disturbed up North rather than help down
provided a needed shot-in-the-arm
and indignant. Yet to their eterSouth.
to apathetic Texans and served as
nal credit they kept their heads
I continue to believe Mr. Cara warning of what the future
ter a gentleman who honestly
and refrained from rash actions
might hold unless the citizens
doesn’t think things through and
which would only have compliwent into action and asserted their
is sincerely unaware of his concated an already deplorable situaConstitutional rights. They are
venient and highly profitable intion. If the ill*considered Chicago
doing that now.
consistencies. But I suspect that
demonstration was intended to
I
a
time
has
come
when
he
must
touch off more violence, it failed
While the matter is far from
stop and think.
in its pdrpose.
settled, It is now clear that Texas,
And. also. do something about
along with other States in the
Analyzing possible motives, it
his
ego.
South, will exhaust every legal
is conceivable that the funeral
resource available in resisting the
frenzy was deliberately contriveu
The founders of the American
attempt of a Marxist-conscious Sugovernment
sought
to
curb
the
deto further aggravate the situation
preme Court to bring about monpravities of human nature by
in Mississippi. Had federal intergrelization of the white race by
limiting the powers of those who
vention been necessary to prejudicial ruling.
governed.
serve order here, nothing on earth

NAACP Witch Doctors
The NAACP and their assoclales, seeking to exploit the unforlunate Till affair, have dug deeply Into their bag of tricks. In a
sense, they have reverted to ancient tribal instincts. They have
unsuccessfully tried to replace
American concepts of Justice with
those of the African Congo in
centuries past.
Since the horrifying details of
the Till crime first came to light,
the NAACP ha~ harped on a curiously un-American theory. They
have argued that the guilt and
responsibility rests not merely
with Emmett Till’s killers but
with the entire state of Mississippi
as ~vell. Their hysterical outbursts
blame our entire clergy, press and
citizenry.
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Conflicting Views On
Segregation
Dr. D. M. Nelson, President
Mississippi College
Clinton, Mississippi
Dear Sir:
You have met me only once, last
May, at chapel services at Mississippi College. I accompanied my
pastor, and one or two others from
our church. I was introduced to
you in your office prior to the
chapel service. It was I who accompanied at the organ.
Today I received a package of
materials from the Citizens Council of Mississippi. I was greatly
surprised to find that the President of Mississippi College had
written an article that was either
with or without his permission included in this package.
I now speak only my own convictions, but convictions that I believe are held by a rapidly growing multitude of Southern Baptists. I was born in Arkansas and
reared in the south. While a student at college I was associated
with many students who I am sure
would’ disagree with your views on
the race question¯ Then later,
while I was a student at the
Seminary, our professor, taught a
course in race relations; I am convinced that he would not agree
with your views on the race question.
I am enclosing in this letter
some pamphlets published by the
Christian Life Commission of our
Southern Baptist Convention. I
am inclined to believe, and sincerely hope that these come nearer representing the convictions of
our denomination than does your
pamphlet included in the Citizens
Council material.
Without question you are far
wiser and more experienced than
I, but I cannot help but question
the wisdom of a man in your’position, a spokesman for Mississippi
Baptist, and indirectly for Southern Baptists. casting his lot with
the organization that sent me this
packet of materials. The tactics
of the Citizens Councils and the
materials they mail are repulsive
and absolutely insulting to my intelligence. I am embarrassed that
the President of Mississippi College. where six of the finest youths
from our church are now students,
and where three additional ones
will ~nroll this fall, has contributed to a "hate" campaign as unChristian and un-American as I
believe this to be.
Dr. Nelson, I do not expect you
to a~ree with me, but I am compelled to spe~ak my convictions.
Sincerely, in His service,
/S/ Robert
Minister of Education
In the negro "r e p u b 1 I c" of
Liberia, no white man is allowed
to vote, own property or hold offlee.

August 31, 1955
Mr. Robert ~
Minister of Music and Education
Dear Brother
I have read your letter with
interest and conflicting emotions.
You can imagine my deep regret
that my views on the mixing of
the races can not be in accord with
tours nor of your schoolmates nor
of some of your teachers.
No, Robert, I do not claim to
speak for MississipPi Baptists or
Southern Baptists. As its longtime president, I do claim the
right to speak for Mississippi College, and when the occasion presents itself and the interest of the
college demands it, I do respond
promptly and as correctly as the
light given me and study and long
experience direct me.
Bible Does Not Justify Integra~on
It is my considered Judgment,
free from personal bias and preJudice, that the mixing and mingling of the equally numbered white
and colored races in the public
schools of Mississippi poses the
most serious situation which this
state has ever faced¯ And what
aggravates it and adds to the difficulty of solution, so many of our
religious leaders, like you, are trying to Justify integration on religious grounds and to make it appear that segregation is Bible condemned and unChristian. Such a
position is untenable and cannot
be sustained either by the Word
or the works of God, and must
therefore, fall of its own weight¯
Evolution Fad
At the turn of the present century, as this writer can remember,
the disturbing word was "evolution." The theory grew out of the
concept that all organic life originated from a common cell which
was spontaneously generated, and
through growth a n d mutation
came up from the amoeba to higher forms, ultimately reaching the
monkey state and whose end result was man. During that period
of agitation and discussion, materialism was in the saddle and
God was given a small place in His
world, if indeed He existed at all.
Then the encouraging thing was
that the conservative religious
’forces revolted at the idea an~
threw their weight against it. It
was argued with telling effect that
all of the various forms of life
were created after their kind and
this order in the natural world is
still maintained. With this continuous assault, aided by succeeding scientific discoveries which
reveal that matter itself may be
only another form of energy, and
only the intangible and spiritual
are real and abiding, the material
evolutionist has been driven from
his high seat and the word, evolution, once so popular, is seldom
US~ now.

THE SOUTH IS MOBILIZING

Organize for Victory
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL Will
Keep You Officially Informed

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Citizens’ Councils
203 Walthall Hotel, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’ Council as follows and find payment
enclosed:
[] From Now thrd October 1956
$2.00
(Please Print)

Name ............................................................................
Addr~z .........................................................................
City ..............................................................................
State .............................................................................

UN DELGATE URGES
FOR THE NAACP
Cleveland, Ohio -- Charles H.
Mahoney, negro U. S. delegate to
the United Nations General Assembly, told the convention of the
National (negro) Insurance Association to get ready for a fully’
race-mixed s o c i e t y. Mahoney
ominously stated: "The recent U.
S. Supreme Court anti-s.egregation
ruling has implications no one can
follow. It doesn’t r e s t with
schools or parks or playgrounds."
He ended his speech by urging all
negro insurance companies to give
$1,000 to the NAACP. Did Ike
appoint this negro to the UN--to
run around at the American taxpayers’ expense soliciting funds
for the NAACP?
MONGRELIZERS’ ,VRATH
DESCENDS ON DR. PEALE
In his nationally syndicated
column, the Rev. Norman Vincent
Peals, famous clergyman from
New York, gives advice on personal problems¯ In a recent column he advised a negro not to
marry a white person. Dr. Peals
didn’t know what hit him. He was
torn to shreds by the NAACP and
allies in bitter personal vituperation. At last reports he had refused to back down to appease the
wrath of the race-mixers¯ It is
later than we think when a prominent and highly respected man of
God is savagely attacked for opposing miscegenation.
IntegratJon Communist Inspired
The big word today, Robert,
which is Communist inspired, is
not evolution, but "integration"¯
As the evolutionist would unify
life by reducing it to a common
origin, the cell, so the integrationist would break down all racial
barriers and merge all classes and
nationalities and races into one
huge mass of humanity. This Is
what the Communists have been
attempting to do for almost half
a century. Integration is the big
word in their vocabulary. And
whereas the weight of Christian
thought and action was directed
against the acceptance of the
theory of organic evolution, much
of it is being used today to accelerate the coming of a classless
society and a racelees world¯ Such
a position finds as little support in
the Scripture as the theory of
evolution¯
And in nature,
the
handiwork of God, variety
and
differences and distinction
are
found everywhere¯ No two flowers
on the same bush are alike¯ No
two leaves on the same tree are
identical. Finger printing is possible because the palm of every
hand is different. The sensitive
feeling of some people are hurt
when the terms inferiority and superiority are used in speaking of
different races, but the fact remains that races are different,
radically different, and man is not
responsible for this difference, but
God. And for a people not to
recognize and respect these racial
characteristics and dlssimiliarities, but attempt to merge them
in the crucible of miscegenation,
expecting therefrom an improved
race, is the height of blasphemy.
Nature of Citizens’ Council
In your letter you speak disparagingly of the Citizens’ Coun-~
cii. You must know that its membership is composed of the descendants of those who suffered
much and sacrificed all to build
and preserve for us our cherishe¢
southern way of life. These members are the first citizens of our
communities. They are supporters
of all good causes and are interest’ed in transmitting our rich heritage untarnished to coming generation.
We greatly enjoyed the visit of
you and your associates to our college and our chapel exercises.
Come again and inspire us with
your messages and melodies¯ From
our short acquaintance with you
we are convinced that you have
greater possibilities as a musician
than as a philosopher.
Fraternally yours,
D. M. Nelson, President
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Integration Poll
By H. R. SULLIVAN
A Special Writer Savannah, Ga.
Here is what I believe to be a
final summing up of the South’s
racial dilemma, together with one
rational solution.
This solution is based on one
significant proposal of the South
Carolina "Committee of 52" in its
report to the General Assembly¯
If this solution is too m u ch
trouble, then the sooner we obey
the new so-called "law of the
land," the better. Let the South
eliminate the white race as something not even evil or pernicious
but as something merely too
troublesome to be annoyed with.
In short, it is not worth preserving.
I. We know that the Fourteenth Amendment was secured by
force and fraud and therefore was
not a true expression of the will
of the people.
2. We know, as Sen. Russell has
stated, that the May 17 (1954)
edict was based on the writing of
left-wing "psychologists." Sen.
Eastland has fully documented,
this charge, and has also proven
that Myrdal’s "An American Dilemma" (the main basis of the
court edict) was virtually a proJect of the NAACP¯ The court
Justices themselves, according to
Eastland, have many personal ties
with leaders of the NAACP, not to
mention the many awards receive~
by them from the NAACP¯ Yet the
NAACP was the main litigant in
the case:
3. Now, South Carolina’s "Committee of 52" has suggested to the
South Carolina General Assembly
that it take steps as necessary to
interpose the sovereignty of the
state between the federal courts
and the local school officials in
regard to court usurpation of state
authority¯
4. That is the crux of the matter. The federal "Law" has been
turned against the South by a subverted court¯ Since the South does
not choose the course of violence
and public demonstrations
(though many people have done
so over matters of far less importance), it must either yield to
force and fraud, or it must "interpose the sovereignty of the state"
between the federal courts and its
own people¯
5. Following that line of reasoning. I submit what would appear
to be the only sensible plan. Let
the legitimate voice of the Southern people be heard clearly on this
problem for the first time ever.
Let us use the polls for the very
purpose for which they were designed. By the democratic process,
let the qualified voters of each
affected state decide the fate of
their highly significant bi-racial
civilization. In short, do the peo)Is of the affected state want
race-mixing or race-separation?
6. This time we will not have
a fraudulent vote purporting to
represent the opinion of a disfranchised people under military
rule during a period of radical
Recgnstruction. The Fourteenth
Amendment was not a product of,
either democratic or constitutional
processes. This time we will not
have an undemocratic edict, or
ukase, handed down by nine allies
of the NAACP, selected for their
well-known left-wing views. No,
this time, if the decision of the

legally qualified voters themselves is truly decisive either way,
the duly elected leaders of the
state government will have a clear
mandate from them. If this be a
democracy (which we were told
in W’orld War II we were fighting
for), then the Voice of the People
is a higher Court of Appeal than
any politically-nominated leftwing court¯ The people should be
the final Court of Appeal.
7. Here, then, would be the implementation of the proposal of
that highly respectable "Committee of 52" in the only truly demecratic procedure that we know:
namely, the legal exercise of the
people’s voting privileges.

FROM
SOUTH AFRICA
Citizens’ Councils
Winona, Mississippi, U. S. A.
Dear Sirs:
In South Africa we are fortunate in having a government and
the majority of the European
population standing four-square
behind a segregation policy. Determined efforts, however, have
been made and are being made by
UNO, UNESCO, World Communism and Wall Street’s financial
junta to discredit South Africa
and smash down our policy.
They have not succeeded so far,
but it is alarming to what extent
Liberalism and the multi-racial
idea have paralysed so many English people in
England and in
Africa.
I have been following closely
political trends in the U. S. A.,
and have felt very keenly for the
tr.ue American descendents of the
Founding Fathers who would turn
in their graves to see the present
trends in the U. S. A.
¯ . . Adlai Stevenson did not
make a favorable impression in
South Africa except amongst
Leftists and Multi-racialists¯
I am coming to the conclusion
that although it is necessary to
inveigh against crime, it is more
necessary to expose the criminals.
In the same way, it seems that we
are inveighing far too much
against Communism, Liberalism
and Multi-racialism, instead of exposing the names and identities of
the individuals and groups whose
master plan it is to destroy the
European race and make the
world safe for World Communism.
Many Whites in Africa will be
heartened by the news that you
are organizing as you are doing,
because our local English newspapers~and the U. S. Information
Services---give the impression that
Integration is becoming an accomplished fact in the U. S. A. The
news of your fight will not only
give a great measure of moral
support here, but will help us to
burst through the Press iron curtain.
9. E. D. Brown, Editor
South African Observer
Cape Town
(Mr. Brown ordered 2,000 copies each of Dr. Gillespie’s A
CHRISTIAN VIEW ON SEGREGATION, our pamphlet THE
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL and Judge
Brady’s BLACK MONDAY).

Dedicated to the maintenance o] peace, good order aud domestic tranquility in our Community and in out" State wnd to the preservatlo~ o] our States’ Rights.
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THE FRAME-UP

THE
SUPREME
couRT

The High Court’s Second Mistake

of 12 months, opleadership has lover a period
headed. courageous
position to
integregated schools
been found in each instance,
and~would~ calm down: we were to
the members that belong to our
we
Councils come from every walk have a cooling off period;
soothed and lulled into
be
of life. Every¯ man who is a pa-’[w°uld
.an easy compliance.
triotic law-abiding American who,
It is evident now that the
loves his state and nation should i
~ court’s slick strategy has misfired.
be proud to take part in this move-,
i Far from calming down. opposimeat.
they
can,local
of course,
elect a
Coun-i hea
After
units have
organized
iti°n
daily more resot is growing
lute. Far from cooling off, the
of
reseut meut grows more
ty Chairman to represent thelintense.
county in the State Association.
t
I In September of 1954, the up’portents of integration could not
I.’R.ATF,’R N ITY FALLS T() I’lFTlpossibly, have rallied 2,000 per(’OIA)R BAR
I sons to a meeting in Norfolk. Yet
,~;tatr Times
last Thursday night, far more than
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (UP)-- 2,000 turned out to jam the NorA move to eliminate the "white lfolk Auditorium in a demonstraon ly" memhership requlrement~tion against mixed schools. This
meeting was called by the Defendfrom the Kappa Sigma fraternity
era of ~tate Sovereignty and indiconstitution failed hy only 40
vidual Liberties, which now has
votes of a total of 413 ballots at
30 organized chapters in Virginia
the organization’s annual meeting
and a membership of 5.000 peryesterday,
Northern
and
Western
dele-[sons. Within t, he next few weeks.
gates, proposing the*amendment, other chapters will be established
said chapters of the fraternity[in Brunswick, Louisa and Culpeper.
might be banned at some state
The same story is developing
colleges and universities if the rathroughout the South. In Mississial requirement was kept.

Private Citizens Formed
Citizens Councils

in the public schools? For one
thing, they Insist on handling local affairs through local government. By sounding public spin2
ion, they strengthen state offiBy THOMAS R. WARING
cials in firm and orderly conduct.
Editor o~ The News and Courier
JACKSON, Sept. 15 (Special) They also serve as a safety valve
to prevent outbreak of violence
--The men who formed the Citiwhile lawful means are being
zens’ Councils in Mlssi~ippi are
private, ~atriotic citizens. While found to combat integration.
they are molders of public opin"Violence." Mr. Patterson said,
ion, they take no part in politics "is caused by frustration. The
as a group. Nor are they led by average man dislikes violence. He
politicians. But they are forming knows that segregation in which
the kind of parade the politicians he strongly believes, has been upare proud to lead once It is on the set in the South by 250,000 members of the NAACP against the
march.
What kind of men are heading wishes of 40 million white Souththis movement, with an enroll- erners. If he is convinced that he
meat already numbering more can protect his interests by lawful
than 60,000?
means, he loses his frustration."
Here in Jackson, where the loState Sovereignty
cal Council has 1,100 members,
It
was
the Citizens Councils,
the leaders are pillars of the community. They are the kind that Mr. Patterson says, that helped
run the chamber of commerce and to put the state legislature in a
the Community Chest, serve as of- frame of mind o appropriate $1~6
million for school construction,
ficers of churches and do the
much of it for improving Negro
civic chores in every town worthy
schools. He cited specific instanof the name,
Among the directors are’~nk- ces in which cool heads from the
the councils prevented mob action.
ers, lawyers, and a surgeon; real
Despite attacks from opponents
estate and insurance men: a cot--a sign, the councilmen believe,
ton broker and a bond broker, an
automobile dealer, an advertising that they are reaching their targets---the councils do not make a
man and a wholesale merchant.
practice of denying rumors. Nor
The chairman is a funeral director and the vice chairman sells does the state association meddle
in affairs that do not concern it.
road machinery.
Local councils--263 in number Its purpose is to maintain peace
and state sovereignty, which it believes are the keys to peace.
a state association with an office
in Jackson. Two men are glvtng
Realistic
full time to the movement. They
Since November of 1953, Mr.
are Robert B, Patterson, a planter
Patterson has made 500 speeches.
of Winona, and XVilliam J. SireThe day of this Interview, he remona of Jackson, formerly a man-. ceived
76 letters, about 30 of
ufacturers’ agent until he took
i which came from South Carolina.
over the management of the JackInquiries pour in from many states
son office. Both have made scores
:and even some foreign countries.
of speeches, though neither had
In the last year the state associaprevious experience in that line.
tion has spent $25,000---contrlbuBoth are under 40: both are dedited largely in small sums from
cated to the cause of racial segrethe various councils. There are
gation, states rights
and the no donors of lavish grants such
Southern way of life.
as have been given the forces of
Patterson. still in his early 30’s,
integration.
was football captain at Mississippi
"We must be realistic," Mr.
A. & M. and a paratrooper in
Patterson said in underscoring the
World War II. He is married and
need for organization. "The NAA
eral Washington press has strughas three children. Sim~nons, eduCP will stop at nothing."
gled manfully to conceal the truth
cated in Mississippi and abroad,
.--of what massive integration can
served with the British army. Pie
Fourteen men started the Citimean in terms of educational levzens Councils at a meeting in lnmarried a girl from Greenville,
elsand socialproblema. The white
dianola in July of 1954. They
S. C., and they have two children.
parents of the District have had
worked out aims, purposes and
Judge Brady
to learn this the hard way--and
mode of operating.
These two men with the hell) of
they have fled into Arlington by
clerks, handle the large corres"The idea for the four committhe thousands. This Fall, Washpondence and other details of ortees was horn," says the assoington’s schools are 63 per cent
ganiuation. One of the founders
ciation’s annual report: "Memcolored--a startling gain of two
and most atriculate spokesmen is
bership and finance, legal advisfull percentage points in a single
Judge Thomas Pickens Brady of
ory,
political and elections, inyear. White parents remaining in
Brookhaven. A native of Missisformation and education. Within
the District are grouping thetnselsippi with South Carolina ancesthe scope of these four fields of
yes in ever tighter residential
try. Brady is a state circuit judge.
activity lie the real heart and muslines.
He was educated at Lawrenceville,
cle of the Citizens’ Councils. The
We begin to take heart.
Yale and Michigan. He has travidea of solid and unified backing
eled and is widely read. He has
At the cost of God knows what
of circuit clerks, sheriffs and loa flow of eloquence and a gift
bh)odshed and bitterness, the
cal and state officials in the propfor writing that have found excourt might possibly have ira- ’
er discharge of their sworn duties
posed its legislation upon
a pression in dozens of addresses
was worked out. The concept of
stunned and leaderless South
in and a book. "Black Monday." This
assembling non-political communthe Fall of 1954. The Fall
of book is a powerful indictment of
ity leadership into a unified tmdy
the Supreme Court decision of
1955 finds us much better equpto provide the best thinking on
May 17. 1954, and of enforcing rapeal to resist. We still have far
the local level, dealing with local
cial theories by judicial edict.
problems, became deeply rooted."
too many separate organizations
Strongly as these men feel on
seeking the same aims; we still
Gro~h
the subject of race. they have no
lack leadership in too many places.
sympathy with the Ku Klux Klan
As the word spread--~’mueh of
But day by day, the opposition to
nor any other order favoring vioit by mouth through the. towns
mixed schools Is growing stronger
lence and oppression. They are in
and countryside of this agriculand more effective.
tural state -- the organlsation
no sense architects of an Amerimushroomed. The response is
can Fascist movement. Rather
VCe can say now to the NAACP
proof of the movement’s popularthey are firm supporters of the
that it will have to fight a hunity. It has given the opposition a
Republic and of Jeffersonian dedred times harder for every inch
mocrbcy.
sharp setback. It has put strength
of ground that it gains: and we
How do they propose to get
and confidenc~ into the hand~ of
can say to the Supreme Court,
around the Supreme Court decree
Mississippi’s own officials to earwith more than mere bravado, the
ry out the wishes of the people.
that races shall not be separated,
~louth ha~ just be$~n to fight.

ORGANIZATIOS ()F A IA)CAL
CITIZENW
Ily R. I|.
The incentive to organize a Citizens’ Council must come from
within the Community itself. Certain leading citizeus must decide tha~ they need a local organization In order that their
community can do its part to protect itself and to unite with their
State and their section of the
country in destroying the monster of integration that threatens
our Nation.
One of the local leaders must
take it upon himself to call a
~eetlng of from ten to twenty
Community leaders. Advantages of
a local organization are discussed
and a vote taken as to whether or
not this group should organize.
A Temporary Chairman is elected,
a meeting date Is set for the next
week and each man present
told to bring several of h~s friends
who are sympathetic towards the
movement to the next meeting. A
nominating committee should be
appointed from this group to have
a satisfactory slate of officers to
present for election at the second
meeting.
At the second meeting, a speaker can address the gathering, tellThe Rich.toad NClcs Leader
ing them of the erroneous docA
great
deal
has
been
written,
sippi, Citizens Councils are provid.
trines behind the "Black Monday’"
over tileso past 16 months, about
tag a powerful counter-force
decision of the Supreme Court
the massive error committed by
against the well-disciplined NAA
and further stress the need for
the United States Supreme Court
CP. In Soutln (,arolina, Citizens
local, state and regional orgapizain May 1954. In its two decisions
t’ounclls have come into being in
ties.
of May 17, the court threw away
most of the counties with heavy
The group can next elect perthe Tenth Amendment, rewrote
Negro population. In Tennessee,
m~nent officers to include Chairthe Fourteenth Amendment, and
the Federation for Constitutional
man, Vice-Chairman, Secretary
usurped the prerogatives of ConGovernment, sparked by Professor
and Treasurer, and a Board of
gress in administration of the DisDonald Davidson, of Vanderbtlt
Directors. The Chairman and DItrict of Colu~nbia. The court abanUniversity, is offering leadership
rectors can appoint the four comdoned the established precedents
of the highest stature.
mittees as follows~
of 58 years, turned its I)ack on
1. Information and Education
The "year of grace" has proved
lawbooks, and went to a left-wing ~ to be just that, though in not quite
2. Legal Advisery
Swedish sociologist for testimony the way the court envisioned. It
3. Membership and Finance
to supl;ort its legislative enact4. Political and Elections
has accorded the South an oppormeat.
The magnitude of this lawIn rural counties it might be
tunity to pass new laws, and to
fully
better to have a countywide or-Iless decision is not yet
estahlish a new legal defense
.
grasped.
l against invasion of State and lobeen cal responsibilities. M or e than
eachganlzati°nsmall districtwith directOrSwho couldtr°m ii But relatively little has
lsaid
of the
second
a meeting in their I)reclncts . I call
take,
which
wascourt’s
a mistake
in tac- mis- this, the year has p,’ovided an oper
better
by precinct,
ln limpose upon the South what Mr.
areas. toInorganize
large cities
it might ne
portunity for the South to learn
. I tics. When the court decided to
a little something--though a libcounties with two or three large
I Mvrdal imagined was good for the
......
cities it might
ne letter to term
__
.
!~outn.
it ueciued to delay the fUll
two or [nree or more separate
councils. This, of course, will[impact
of its opinion. First the
vary according (o the population!c°urt would stab us in the back,
......... !a year later it would shoot us in
ann geographical
layout el the I .~ "e - "" v, , .....
t the n ao It "O’JIO De less. palnuny

Jackson, Miss;

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second of
thr~ article, which were csrri¢~l on
front ~ of the Charl~n, S. C,. News
and ~urier, ~r an on-~s~t Su~
of Citiz~s’ Counci~ in M~ippl by
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Life Magazine Can Q---I
UO~-~

ORGANIZES

"I an, glad to have ,men one Of

Scripture For Own Purpose !i.iite+itls~’i~t;ieJi’i~’tt’iil~d~t~i!in~d’l’ili’i?,i!

FOI All||
COMSTITI.ITIONAL

By NI(’HOLA,~I ½TANF(IRI)
A Special Writer
NEV¢ YORK.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Nicholas Stanford is
the pen name of a professional writer who
lives in the suburbs of Philadelphia and
work~ in New York. He is a r~putable
citizen who has first hand knowledge of
the conditions about which he writes.
The pen name is necessary to protect
l~im from reprisals for describing conditions which are taboo in the Northern

ties would have heen for the Mis-’°rganizati°n’
sissippi Citizens" Councils to de-i "The tides of executive. ~egislasand that the Department of Jus- tire and judicial invasion and contice "investigate" race conditions!trol of state and ~ individual conin the East Bronx.
Iduct will never cease until the peoA Mississippi dei)utation mightlple, goaded beyond endurance,
turn upon their reforming toralso have attended the Blankenship trial, displayed the Confedermentors, demand a halt, and then
ate flag and sounded the Rebel ~enforce it. The fundamental principles laid down in our ConstituYell.
tion and Bill of Rights are the
No such thing occhrred, the atdefinitions and axioms of a free
titude of Mississippi being, apsociety, and are cherished by all
parently, that it is happy to mangood Virginians and Americans.
age its own affairs and let the
These principles should serve as
rest of tbe nation do likewise+
Unfortunately this is a senti- a rebuke and a stumbling-block

The devil can quote Scripture
for his purpose, and so can Life
Magazine.
O/ticial Publication ot the
Life’s cold venomous hatred of
the South and all things Southern
recently took the form of an ediPublished monthly at 203 Walthall Hotel. Jack,on, Mississippi. by the
torial. "In Memoriam: Emmett
~ment not reciprocated in Newlto those who tear at us, both from
ASSOCIATION OF CITIZENS’ COUNCII~S OF MISSISSIPPI
Till.’"
York City, from whence emanate, twithin and from without. I hope
Says Life: "Emmett Till was a
STATE ’EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND OFFICERS
with one or two exceptions, all ithat our Virginia people may now
FRED A. ANDERSON, JR ...............................
Glo~ter
child. One of the South’s tradisee the dangers confronting them
magazines of national circulation.
TOM P. BRADY ...........................................
Brookhaven
tions
is
the
religion
of
Jesus,
Who
and unite in this or some other
M. L. BRANCH ................................................
The
fierce
unremitting
hostility
Winona
I. B. CUNNINGHAM ......................................
Brookaville
similar organization to overcome
said:
"’But
whomsoever
shall
ofof
New
York
City
toward
the
J. O. HOLLIS .............................................
Cat, hale
Lexington
E. W. HOOKER .............................................
fend one of three little ones which
the forces of evil. which apparentsouth is puzzling, since it exists
FRED JONES ................................................
Inverne~
believe in Me, it were better for
ly are determined to destroy our
with no apparent provocation. But
M. P. MOORE ..........................................
Senatobia
BEN PERRY ........................................
Grenada
him that a millstone were hanged
American way of life, and substithat it exists is undeniable.
~Canton
MARION SIMPSON ........................................
Starkville
about his neck, and that he were
tute in its place a totalitarian
WILL E. WARD ...................................
"Sleep
well,
Emmett
Till,"
says
Clarksdale
FETE F. WILLIAMS, SR .................................
drowned in the depth of the sea."
form of government."
ELLIS W. WRIGHT ...........................................
Jackson
Life Magazine ominously, "you
R. B. PATTERSON, Executive Secretary ......................
Winona
Here a factual observation is in
September 12, 1955
will
be
avenged?"
W. J. SIMMONS, Administrator .................................
Jackson
order. Emmett Till was not a
ELLETT LAWRENCE, Finance Chairman ...................
Greenwood
(signed) WE. M. Tuck
By
whom?
Surely
Life
MagaWinona
FORREST HEATH, Treasurer .................................
child. He was a teen-ager and,
5th District. Virginia
zine
is
not
about
to
launch
a
punSubscription $2.00 a year- payable in advance.
to judge from published photoCongress of the United States
itive
expedition
against
the
State
BULK RATES- Parcel Post Prepaid.
graphs, a husky one. He was old
of Mississippi, its sedentary be100 Copie$--$10.00 a month--S108.00 a year
enough to make improper ad250 Copie~--$20.00 a month--$216.00 a year
spectacled authors at right-shoul"Very frankly, I do not believe
500 Copies--S37.50 a month--S415.00 a year
vances. He was old enough, acder-arms, its flat-heeled lady "rethe salvation of the American peocording to his own boast, to have
W. J. SIMMONS ..............................................................
Editor
searchers" serving as a women’s
ple lies in the hands of those
"been with white women before."’
army corps.
who hold puhlic office; it lies in
The Cltlgens’ Council is not responsible for the return of unsolicited articles,
His advances alarmed Mrs. Milmanuloripta or other materials submitted for possible publication. All such
Not at all. It is far easier, and
the hands of the American people
am to the point of running to her
matter should be accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope if a
in the long run just as effective.
r~urn of such material is desired.
who, if they are to save themcar for a gun. (Those who from
hy means of half-truths and maliselves, must arise and put a stop
the start suspected the wire servcious distortions of fact. to poison
to the power we are placing in
ices
were
not
telling
the
whole
RESPONSE TO FIRST ISSUE
the nation’s mind against Missisthe hands of our leaders."--J,
story in calling the provocation a
slppi.
Bracken Lee, Governor of Utah.
"wolf
whistle"
were
confirmed
It may be of interest to our readers to know that 125,000
when
Mrs.
Milam
took
the
stand).
copies of the October issue of THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
Till was old enough to accomwere distributed, and requests are still being received for bulk
pa,ly his "passes" with an obscenshipments.
ity which Mrs. Milam refused to
Lacking the normal channels available to commercial i repeat.
All these things are part of the
newspapers, and having no funds for advertising, the circuladepressingly fa,miliar pattern of
~tate Times
tion problem confronting THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL was Negro teen-ager behavior which is
The
Chicago
branch
of
the
Nais the NAACP’s stock in trade.
unique.
making New York, Philadelphia.
tional
Association
for
the
AdEvery such act is a log added
Chicago and other cities unsafe
The entire job was accomplished through the splendid
vancement of Colored People has
to the fire by which the NAACP
and unfit to live in.
cooperation of organization leaders throughout the South on
asked for occupation of Missishopes to force federal action of
They are not, however, strictly
sippL by Federal troops.
one sort or another in the field of
the state and local levels.
speaking, the actions of a "child."
It would take colossal stupidity
inter-racial relations. It is an or"No righteous man." says Life.
Response to THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL has been active
ganization devoted to causes, but
or brutal calculation to make such
the righteous newsmagazine with
from the Potomac to the Rio Grande, and from the Far West
a
request.
NAACP
leaders
are
not
devoid of humane consideration
a big circulation built on sensaand New England to Florida.
stupid, however simple and misinof the individual. It wants the
tionalism and sexy pictures. "can
formed many of their followers
form of political and economic
Our particular thanks go to the Congressional District condone a brutal murder."
equality for the Negro, among
may be.
Very
true.
It
was
unfortunate
Chairmen and County Chairmen in Mississippi, to the DeTroops
are
needed
in
Mississipother aims; it doesn’t care who is
fenders of State Sovereignty and Individual Liberties in that the murder occurred. It was
hurt in the process.
pi, the NAACP resolution said. to
unfortunate that young Till didn’t
Virginia, to the Patriots of North Carolina, to the South Caro- keep his hands to himself. It was
There is a mighty field of opporhalt a "wave of terror, intimidation and lynching Of Negroes" in
tunity open to au organization
lina Citizens’ Councils, to the Georgia States’ Rights Councils,
unfortunate that the case hapwhich would truly dedicate itself
to the Alabama Citizens’ Council, to the Tennessee Federa- pened in Mississippi, favorite the state. The statement shows a
callous disregard for the truth.
to the "advancement of colored
whipping-boy
of
the
"liberals"
tion for Constitutional Government, to the Tennessee Society
No sensible person denies there
people." Negroes need continuwho
write
the
big-circulation
For The Maintenance of Segregation, to the Louisiana Citi- newsmagazines, rather than in
is some racial tension in Missis-’ ing help in their progress toward
sippi. As long as two races exist
better standards of morality and
zens’ Councils, to the Arkansas Citizens’ Councils, and to the New York City where any crime,
health and responsibility. They
side
by
side,
each
subject
to
heing
Texas Citizens’ Councils.
however violent, is forgotten in
need better trained leadership
incited by extremists found in
The warm support of certain distinguished and eminent three days.
among their own people, and susboth,
there
will
he
some
tension.
But to portray the late Emmett.
Southern newspaper editors, writers and radio commentators
tained support from all their
At this difficult time, calmer
Till as an innocent dewy-eyed babe
is highly indicative of the growing awareness among our is to overstep the hounds of acheads are constantly and effectivefriends.
ly at work for the preservation of
finest analysts that the imperative need now is for the South
In its hitter campaign to gain
curacy to a degree unusual even
order. The present situation canimmediate objectives, the NAACP
for Life Magazine.
to ORGANIZE.
not by any stretch of the imaginadisregards the foundations upon
In the Scriptural passage quoted
tion be termed a wave of terror.
which progress of any sort must
by Life’s editorial writer there is
Negroes by the hundreds of
be hased. The seed it sows means
a significant qualification: "...
thousands w a 1 k Mississippi’s it will reap a harvest of hate, not
those little ones which believe in
streets, trade in its stores and atonly for itself hut for the whole
on a business-like basis. Our
Me." Believers are taught to be
From the very beginning your
tend its schools in perfect freeNegro race.
cause is too vital to have to be
respectful toward their elders, and
State Office has been and is now
doe and security.
worried
about
whether
we
can
pay
to
leave
others
persons’
wives
If there is racial tension in Mlsoperating on a day-to-day basis.
There have been acts of violence sissippi, the NAACP’s lrresponsisalaries
and
expenses
for
next
alone.
Had
Emmett
Till
followed
How so much has been accomhut they have been unrelated sis- i hie statements have contributed to
week or next month, as has been
these precepts he would be alive
plished is a mystery to me. It
deeds of individuals, not lynch’lit; if there is progress toward so:,today.
the case heretofore.
speaks well for the patriotism and
lags. Each has been condemnedllution of tremendous problems facIt is the world’s tragedy that!
patience of our Executive SecreLife’s crocodile tears flow on:
as the taking of human life is al-ling all the people of Mississippi,
anyone
starting
a
movement
like’
tary.
"He went, and was slain. In the
ways condemned,
it will have been made in spite of
ours has to battle all the way for
Your directors request and urge
dark night of this deed his childThe charges were phrased in this organization.
funds,
whereas
anyone
starting
that all Councils, beginning with
ish cries for mercy fell on deaf
words as inflammatory as a fana-I
a left-wing movement advocating
January 1, 1956. put their memears." And so forth.
tical mind could devise. Theyl
mongrelization
can
get
all
the
fibership on a calendar year basis;
All this is superb tear-jerking
were intended, not to add weightI I regret to say that the course
nancial aid and publicity required.
collect all dues in November and
emotionalism which compels a
to the rediculous demand of thei°f the Supreme Court of the
Our fight Is moving upstream, and
remit to the State Office at least
United States in recent years has
sort of grudging admiration, even
resolution, but to insult a state
although its progress is slow. this
$1.00 for each member of each
been such as to cause me to portif one despises the bias and prejuand
to
degrade
it
in
the
eyes
of
progress is. nevertheless, definite.
Council. Some Councils, apprecidice which inspired it.
tier the question whether fidelity
.those
who
don’t
know
the
truth,
Each Council will be sent sufating the great work being done
to fact ought not to compel us to
When
%’illiam
Blankenship.
Jr..
The NAACP knows full well
ficient 1956 membership cards.
at the state level--and most of
remove from the portal of the
a
white
Protestant
boy
of
Till’s
there
isn’t
the
slightest
possibility,
These cards are in three parts,
the work is being done there-building which houses it the maage, was shot to death last spring
or the slightest need, of Federal
one for member, one for local
have passed resolutions to remit
jestic words: "Equal Justice Unas a result of the teen-age race
troops
being
sent
into
MississipCouncil, and one for the State Of$9~.00 per member. It is hoped
der the Law." and to substitute
warfare raging in the East Bronx.
pi. Why, then, the resolution?
flee, and they are numbered. This
that other Councils will do likefor them the superscription. "Not
his
"childish
cries
for
mercy"
likeWhat
other
purpoSe
could
be
will be a much better record for
w ise.
Justice Under The Law, But Juswise fell on deaf ears. Odd that
served ?
all concerned and in addition, the
If we can get in these dues, all
tice According to the Personal NoLife
Magazine
at
that
time
did
not
It
is
entirely
possible,
the
conState Office will have the actual
of them. not later than December
tions of the Temporary Occupants
tinued slandering misconstructions
go on record with an equally flamname of every member in MissisI, 1955, we will then know what
of This Building."
ing
editorial
on
race
antagonism
of
the
NAACP
will
incite
some
sippi.
we have to work with and can
in
the
Bronx.
further
violence
in
Mississippi,
--Senator Sam J. Ervin,.Jr.,
ELLETT LAWRENCE, Finance
budget ourselves aeeordlngly.
and violence by others, of course,
of North Carolina
The
corollary
to
NAACP
actlvlChairman
Frankly, we must get or~snl~ed
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Slander From Chicago

NAACP Sows Seeds Of Hate

Fin ,auce Chirmn’s Request

THE CITIZENS’ COIT~CIL

litics Versus Security
The Clarion-Ledger
For the first time since World
tng fact that our armed forces are
~i~ ’War Two, the U. S. Navy has been
having trouble maintaining adeforced to request draftees, I0,000
quate strength through recruit:’in number,, to fill depleted ranks
ment programs. In New Orleans
’in that armed forces branch. Ofthe other day, Assistant Secreftcial reason for this unusual retary of the Navy Albert Pratt exquest is that men who enlisted for
pressed concern over the serious
the Korean War are now leaving
shortage of Navy personnel. Other
In large numbers. However, there
service branches are similarly conmay be a far different and more
cerned.
~eerious explanation.
To curry favor with the NAACP.
Rec’ently, the Army and Navy
leftwingers and militant minority
both have experienced difficulties
pressure groups, the administrain securing desired numbers of tion has adopted a racial integravoluntary enlistments. D e s p i t e!
tion policy which could seriously
elaborate campaigns, increased
impair or even destroy armed
pay .and other substantial induceforces morale. As a soldier, Genments, the nation’s youth seems
eral l~isenhower vigorously opmarkedly hesitant to join eittier
i posed racial integration. He realbranch of service.
Real reason for this recruitinglized from experience and observelag, many qualified observers be-. i ti°n that it was impractical, unlleve, is that a powerful undercur-tnecessary and undesirable. His
i views in this respect are a matter
rent of resentment exists toward
at official record.
the administration’s policy of in-~
discriminately mixing the races! However. President Eisenhower
without regard for the wishes ofTM reversed his own mature judgthose affected. In this connection, ! meat. As a politician, racial init should be remembered that our tegration in the armed forces has
armed forces have traditionally a powerful appeal to a leader who
derived their substantial peace-’~ once condemned it. President
time strength from white youngs-i Eisenhower now favors what Gen[eral Eisenhower once fought.
ters of the South.
While such matters never gain!While extremely reluctant to do

Publications Available
May be o~lered from Clti~ens’ Councils, Wlnona, Miss.
Black Monday--Judge Tom P. Brady’s Book ................

$1.00

Pamphlets
A Christian View on Seg~’egation--An address by Rev. G. T.
Gillsspie, D.D., President Emeritus of Beihaven College,
Jackson, Mississippi, before the Synod of Mississippi of
the Presbyterian Church in the U. S.--$0.00 per hundred.
Conflicting Views on Segregation--Reprints of a Series of
letters between Dr. D. M. Nelson, President of Mississippi
College, Clinton, Mississippi, and an unnamed alumnus~
$6.00 per hundred.
A Review of Black Monday--An address by Judge Tom P.
Brady of the Fourteenth Circuit Court District, made to
the Indianola Citizens’ Council.--$5.00 per hundred.
The Citizen~’ Council--Its aims, objectives, and plan of
organization.--$3.00 per hundred.
Recommended
The Cult of Equality--by Stuart O. Landry, Pelican Publishing Co., 305 Chartres, New Orleans. $3.00.
M.v Old Kentucky Home, Good Night--by W. E. Debnan,
1313 Williamson Drive, Raleigh, N. C. $1.00.
You and Segregation---by Herman E. Talmadge, Vulcan
Press, Inc., 401 Fourth St., S. W., Birmingham, Ale.
$1.00 (paperl $2.50 (cloth).

I$OME CHOICE QUO~ATION~
FROM AN OFFICIAL COMMUNIST BOOKL~F PUBLISHED
WORKERS LIBRARY PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK, TITLED
NEGROES IN A ~OVI~I’ AMI~RICA":
"No white worker is d~rv~g,
of the name of Communist unl~.
’he constantly carries on a struggl~
i against every manifestation of
race prejudice among the ~work"A Soviet Government must
confer greatar benefits upon the
Negroes than upon th~ whites for
the Negroes have started with l~ss.
This is the real test of equality,
This in the only way that the basis for real equality can be esinblished . . ."
"Any act of discrimination or
of prejudice against a Negro will
become a crime under the revolutionary law. The basis or race
prejudice will no longer exist because capitalism will no longer
exist . . .Then it will no longer be
a question of wiping out the basis
for such prejudice, but of merely
obliterating the remnants . . . To
the first generation of new Soviet
Americans, race prejudice and discrimination will appear like a horrible disease of a past age . . ."

NAACP Plans For Police State Revealed

the public spotlight, there are re-l s°, one might conclude that our
ports of widespread dlssatisfac-IC°mmander in Chief favors poli~’rom Augusta Courier
like this a person could be prosedetermine for itself whether it
ties with the new racial integra-~ttcs shove security.
would have a public or a private
cuted for a criminal offense?
The national defense demands
ties policies of president Eisenschool
system?
that
our
armed
forces
be
mainThe
NAACP
and
other
radical
hewer and his politically-minded
Judge Rose. That is right.
tained at proper strength. To do organizations have I)iils pending,
Judge
Rose. If the purpose el
advisors. Despite strenuous and
Mrs. Forrester. I would like to
so, politics must be eliminated Iher°re Cong.ress see..king to l~e~
imaginative propaganda to the
the abolishment is to circumvent
ask the witness what he means
completely. This necessarily in- state offi~ia,s and the peep
the Supreme Court decision, Fedcontrary, the new departure in
there by saying:
personnel mixing is said to be proeral
legislation, in m~ opinion,
cludes the short-sighted and po- thee South who oppose the Su.prem.e
would
"Such an ’amendment
!should be enacted preventing such
voking considerable ill feeling.
litica motivated policy of race/C°urt decision on segregation
groups
discourage
the
vigilante
mixing. Having sown the seeds
Southerners and Northerners alike
certain action.
that have sprung up in
discord, the administration may l Judge D. A. Rose, Chairman of
resent being larded over by some
Mr. Forrester. I am talking of
quarters
for
the
purpose
of
defythe National Civil Rights" Comwell reap harvest of impaired
Negro non-cams and officers who
regardless
what the purpose is.
ing the law of the land by presmittee of t h e Antidefamation
morale unless steps are speedily
sometimes choose il~-considered
Judge Rose. I think it is imsure
and
intimidation."
League of B’nai B’rith, appeared
taken to remedy the damage.
ways of asserting their racial
portant that the motivatiozi be
Judge Rose. Well, shortly after
before a Senate Judiciary SubOtherwise, t h e administration
equality and demonstrating autaken into consideration.
the Supreme Court decision, the
committee of the House on Wedmust be prepared to accept the
thority to those under them.
Mr. Forrester. How would you
Congressman
knows
that
there
~esday, July 27, 1955 and said:
inevitable consequences.
All signs indicate the distressvigilante
groups
in
demonstrate
what the motive was?
arose
many
"These Acts u n d ert a k e to
the country
that are trying to
Judge Rose. If ~ public school
punish state officials and conspirbring about defiance of the law
system had been in existence for a
acies by private individuals to deand that are discouraging integraconsiderable period of time with
prive persons of t h e i r rights,
vigorous support on the part of
tion in public school system of
privileges and immunities secured
colored and white children. I think
the.~tate and its citizenry on a
under our federal Constitution and
legislation of this type would not
segregated basis, and if the SuBy M. H. SASS Columbia, S. C.
laws."
not only put a quietus on such
preme Court should decide such
ment
has
been
the
active
support
The Citizens’ Council moveRose Admits Objective
~roups
but
would
discourage
them.
segregation is a violation of our
and assistance rendered by S. E.
ment in South Carolina, although
! think it is important to have
Constitution, and by mere coinciUnder cross examination by
Rogers
of
Summerton,
one
of
the
only two months old, is already
Federal
legislation
to
tell
these
Congressman
E.
L.
Forrester
of
dence of time there should be a
attorneys who argued the nowwell on its way.
people that Congress intends to
Georgia, Judge Rose finally admitdecision of the State to abolish the
famous
Clarendon
County
ca~e
beTo date there are some thirtyimplement the decision of the
)ublic school system, the concluted that the object of the legislafore
the
U.
S.
Supreme
Court.
Mr.
odd councils, with the establishSupreme Co~trt. These vigilante
tion
was
to
send
to
j
all
state
sions
are inevitable, and I think
Rogers has personally helped to
meat of others expected in the
such action would be in direct
o f ficlals and individuals who ’groups are now trying to disorganize
twenty
or
more
local
near future.
contravention of t h e Supreme
courage by pressure and intimidaabolish their public school systems
councils.
To the little town of Elioree in
tion
and
other
means,
particularly
Court" decision and the law of the
in
order
to
avoid
the
Supreme
Orangeburg County heads the
Orangeburg County belongs the
in the South, the carrying out of
land.
Court
decision
forcing
a
mixing
of
roster in number of local groups,
distinction of being the birthplace
the Supreme Court decision.
the races.
Mr. Forrester. Then you would
with
its
nine
individual
councils
of the State’s first Citizens’ CounMr. Forrester. You feel you
advocate a law, a Federal law,
thoroughly
.covering
the
county.
Below
we
quote
verbatim
the
cil. The Elioree council was formhad a right before the Supreme
that would prevent a State from
questions propounded by CongresNext comes Williamsburg with
ed in mid-August of 1955, shortly
Court decision to encourage anyabolishing its public school sysman Forrester and the answers
seven. Clarendon, Florence, and
after the receipt by local school
thing
you
Wanted
to,
but
now
untem. It is just as simple as that.
give
by
Judge
Rose:
Darlington
also
are
strongly
orofficials of an NAACP integration
der the Supreme Court decision
Judge Rose. No, it is not that
ganized. Other counties reprepetition. Once the ice had been
Mr. Forrester. Yes. You said:
you would make it a Federal ofsented
are
Bamberg,
Calhoun,
simple.
The p u rpose may be
broken at Elloree, councils soon
lense for anybody who did not
"By strengthenin.g the old Civil
simple, but I think if the basic
Fairfield, Lee, Charleston, Beaubegan appearing al.I over the lowRights Act, Congress could make
agree with you?
purpose of the abolishment is to
fort, Allendale and Dorchester.
er part of the State.
it crystal-clear that wilful violaJudge Rose. No sir. I think ~accomplish that purpose, there
STATES’ RIGHTS LEAGUES
Only a few days after the found,
tion of the right of school children
everybody had a right to try to
should he a law to prevent that.
In addition, there are in several
ing of the Ellroee body, a devei-i
I
.
¯
to e q
uality of education without
carry out in reality the spirit of
opment took place which gave counties organizat~on~ known as
Mr. Forrester. Let me see if I
great impetus to the establish- States’ Rights Leagues. Recent re- segregation is a federal offense."
the Constitution. Now that the
understand you correctly. Every
Supreme Court has spoken, and
meat of Citizens’ Councils and to ports indicate that these groups, I As I understand the witness, he
State of the United States has a
spoken with unanimity, the groups
public school system?
the State’s anti-integration move- I which have performed valuable iis recommending that in instances
that disagree with the Supreme’
I service in their respective counties ~~~
ment in general
Judge Rose. That is right.
Court decision should not be per--some of them, in fact, antedated ] vides that the name of the central
"(~)MMITTEE OF 52"
Mr. Forrester. And has had for
to by many months the State’s first i body shall be "Association of Citimitted to adopt any subterfuge
This was the presentation
some time?
or
evasive
methods
to
avoid
carry(the Citizens’ Council--are changing[zens’ Councils of South Carolina"
the Gressette Committee
Judge Rose. That is right.
on]their designations to Citizens’ and calls for organization on a
ing out the decision of the SuState legislative committee
territorial
basis.
Once
this
statepreme
Court.
Mr. Forrester. So what you are
~lCouncils. (The Darlington Counschool segregation) of a pro-segwide body has completed its or-i
Mr. Forrester. Suppose a State
i ty States’ Rights League, for exsaying is that if a State had a pubregation resolution signed by fifganization, a rapid increase in the!
ample, has already announced that
lic school system for a number of
should abolish its public school
ty-two South Carolinians. This
number of local councils is likely.
it
is
sponsoring
the
district-by;ears before the Supreme (~ou~t
system. Do you advocate legislagroup, now known as the "ComThe Citizens’ Council movement
district formation of Citizens’
tion where-under that would be
decision, if they should abolish the
mittee of 52" and including in its
in South Carolina has been well
Councils in that county and that
an offense?
)ublic school system now yon
number some of the outstanding
received by press and public alike.
it will itself merge into the counwould hold that was a subterfuge
business, agricultural, and religJudge Rose. Yes, sir.
Among the white population at
cil movement. I
to circumvent the Supreme Court
ious leaders of South Carolina,
Mr. Forrester. In other words.
least, there has been virtually no
STATE AS,~X~’IATION
decision and you would make it a
was a decisive factor in breaking
you would deprive the States of
sign of opposition. When the
The South Carolina councils are
Federal offense?
down the seeming apathy which
being able to have any control
councils were first beginning to
!at the present time in the process
had in general prevailed up to
Judge Rose. Under the circumspring up in this State, one white
whatever over their school sys!of completing their statewide orthat time. Its resolution, the first
Lances I have outlined, yes.
church
group
issued
a
somewhat
tems?
ganization. At a joint meeting of
important expression of statewide
~ostile resolution (a co-author of
the steering committee of the
Judge Rose. I would deprive
opinion, was widely publicized
which was subsequently transferthrough news stories and paid ,Committee of 52 and the heads of
Communism is socialism. Lenin
-~ the States of trying to get around
red
at
the
request
of
his
caners
local Citizens’ Councils, held in
newspaper advertising, and wa~
merely
changed the name in Rusgation); since that time. however, the Supreme
Court decision by
Columbia on October 10, a conresponded to not only by thoustheeo means
sia to distinguish the vigorons
there has been almost no criticism i " ~
stitution drafted by Attorney S.
’
ands of individual endorsements
movement in Russia from the
from
white
sources
and
in
fact
Mr.
Forrester.
I want to find
E.
Rogers
and
generally
similar
I
more or less lethargic movements
but also by the mushrooming
to that of the Mississippi Associaseveral ministers, both white and i out from you, are you advocating
throughout Europe.
spread of Citizens’ Councils.
Negro, have issued statements fa- legislation whereunder a S t a t e
tion was adopted with minor
Another outstanding factor in
(John T. Fytna)
voting segregation
I would be deprived of its right to
changes. This constitution prothe success of the council move-
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Rebel Yell For "Ole Miss"
BY HOLMES ALEXANDER
McNau~ht Syndicate
Wa~hfngton, D. C.

behind every effort to invade
tion and miscegenation on the
people of the South; if you believe in the rights of the sovereign
states to handle their own internal affairs; if you realize that
difference, ~pathy and the inclination of some [o accept desegregation as "inevitable" are our greatest enemies; if you are positively
dedicated, in your own mind, to
the preservation of segregation
without equivocation or qualification; if you are ready and willing to do something positive about
this very serious and present problem-then you should immedla"tely join .... "

November, 1955
TEXAS
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
NEWS BRIEFS

By JOHN TEMPLE GRAVES
Great taboo can put individuals
or a whole people off rocker in
these times of much mental derangement.
A job for the sober and respectable Citizens’ Councils could be
stimulation of mental and spiritual health now ill Mississippi and
the South, health in appreciation
of the fact that e.xcept on the race
question we are not alone but
leading a nation’s grand march-economic, political, editorial, literary and spiritual.

Ads’ In
i’Hate
N. Y. Press ¯

I|.v NI(’HOI,.S.S NTANF()RD
A Special Writer
NEW YORK
"Hate ads" are hack in the New
York papers F’rom its inception
in 1940, PM---a leftist newspaper
sponsored hy Marshall Field which
nuw out of business--incessantHere is a ~vereign stat~ which
ly crusaded about something or
~ldly takes arms against its sea
other. One such crusade was for
of trouble and, by op~sing, seeks
the aholitton of what it called
to end It. Racial relations are the
"hate advertising," meaning hotel,
chief cau~ of the trouble.
resort and real estate ads in which
~ can sit in the corner with his
the word "restricted" appeared.
~ ~mpromlses or can ~w his
PM’s "hate ad" crusade was
~k to what Is rational, what
joined by the New York Post, al~e~t~b~. Any~dy can~but ~n
All such notices carry the names
most as leftish as PM itself. Ted
~t sad s~ll ~ g true Ml~lssippiO. Thackery, then co-publlsher of
Ms. ~wn hero they don’t play the
of the officers and directors of
the Post, was publisher of PM
the Citizens’ Council which dis~me that way. White ~olks down
(then known as The Daily Comtributes them, as well as the adhere are for white supremacy.
dress and phone number of the
pass) when it finally expired in
¯hat attitude of no~ompromise,
195’2.
headquarters. This is no Klan reD~mp~asement, n~apology,
The PM campaign was so great
viral.
It
is
no
vigilante
~d~ion~f-the-soul -in-torment,
a
success
that today no advertiser
men(.
The
leaders
are
among
the
~ a minority posture in our times.
would dare to use the word "rebest men in the community. Great
It Is undoubtedly reactionary, it
stricted" in a hotel or real estate
care is exercised to exclude or
possibly reprehensible -- but, oh
expel
persons
of
rowdy
reputation
ad.
my ~oul, how refreshing!
land behavior. The basic purpose,
A euphemism for "restricted,"
Understand, "Ole Miss" is not so stated, of these councils is "the
however, had to be invented. With
without her foibles and even some
so many neighborhoods "going
maintenance of segregation hy all
Peeksniffery. Whatever the man’s legal and legitimate means."
colored," as New Yorkers put it,
elncerity, I’m not much impressed
tile status of a neighborhood from
by the Nordic who says that most The resistance movement has
the racial standpoint is one of the
been
Negro people really like segregao I
called
rebellion and civil
first things a prospective houseand
an
attempt
to
lion and believe that it’s the best’disobedience
:~n~cYh°~
~Utdh:: tah~n:nk’Yl
h~n~ author
ofoffice
severalis
book~.
The
adbuyer or tenant wants to know.
.
gg
.
~
’~dress
of
the
I125
Davis
the past. All this
thing for both races. And I ant retreat into
el course, m~t we may blow it ~ Building Dallas
The euphemism is °’inter-ranot deeply convinced by the Negro i may he so.
But the rebellion is
down with hugles like lhe Bards .....
cial," meaning, a Negro neighboragainst our federal
who aeys that his people desire not so much
hood.
nothing more than the right to government as against the invisiThe
South
needs
to
appear
beone
of
the
most
unwarranted
and
The New York Times does not
hie authority of a one worldist
educational integration and that
fore hoth political conventions
unjustified invasions of States yet accept ads using this phrase,
government
which
seeks
to
gobble
they’d waive the exercise of other
next year with representatives
though
Rights in the history of our coun" it does permit the descrip up our own. The disobedience is of
rights.
who are not delegates hut who can
I try. --Gnvernor Allan Shivers of;ti°n, "Good neighborhood," i. e.,
the sort that Thomas Jefferson
Some truth, no doubt, lurks
speak its will for constttntional
not yet "going colored."
Texas.
deaerihed as "obedience to God."
within each of these assertions,
government and states’ rights
"Inter-racial" ads do, however,
And the retreat into the past looks
but neither one of them is impreswith a bargaining voice as loud
appear in The Daily News and~
more like a resolute refusal to
more to comfort and maintain a
sive or convincing. Not for such
as the NAACP’s or the, ClO’s.
of all places---The New York Post.
fly frown sacred and beloved
Southern
determination which had
occasional sophistry (which is far
More and more it has seemed
A rerent "inter-racial" ad in the
ground.
been flagging ot~r losing hope (unfrom being characteristic and typ~o this column that (be makings
Post hegan with these words: "If
til la~elyl in i~nportant quarter:}.
Ical) is "Ole Miss" to he celeOne thing "Ole Miss" has sureOf such a voi(’r exist in the Citiyou like St. AIbans..."
tie is too busy viewing the South
brated, but for the fearless action~
zens" Council. the States’ l(igbts
ly" done, better than most of her
The point here is that St. Alwi~h dlarm in Northern periodicand forthright statements in heAssociations and other organizasisters in the Union -- she has
hans was one of the first towns
all t,) lend much of a hand for
half of her sovereign integrity as
tions of top-drawer Southerners
brought the very best people ell
on I,ong Island to begin "going
pOStl)onPments which may or nlay
a republican form of government.
lle)’,.ommuoity into the practice eli which the (h’:~eg~egation (teei:qou
coh)red.’" A /nan who moved out
not he indefinite, depending on
On May 17, 1954, the supreme
self-government. Hamilton called lhas brought ahout.
of St. Albans last spring said: "I
how resolute the South continues
court of the United States issued
them the good, the rich and the
had no (’hoice. Negroes bought the
to he.
its decision against school segregawise. Jefferson, with equal aphouses on in)th sides of me. I’ve
Put them together, as suggested
Resolutions lhus far is without got a teen-age daughter to think
Hen. Two months later, almost to
proval, called them the aristocrats
here, keep them sternly free of
benefit
frolll
Mr
(’(trier
O[
any"~he day, 14 men gathered at Inof "virtue and talent." This relunatics of the far right, and hotahout."
thing hut soap al h,)m(, and sour
dlanola, Miss., and formed the
puhlican term ot government, as
The PM cr|l.,4ade did not get as
heads of the Klan, and ~hey might
[are mltside.
first Citizens’ Council, the basic
tar as Philadelt)hia and the papers
the constitution names it, is not
speak as the South has not been
unit of the non-violent, nonsecret
pure democracy. But neither is
there were frank in their adverspoken for since the Confederate
"Yon ~nd Segregation" { Vulresistance movement which is nowlthe political bosshood which runs
lisem(,nts until quite recently. Mr.
War. With a man shove politira!
can Press) I)y former (Joy, Herthe strongest popular force in the ~ many of our states with a lot less
Annenberg Inquirer would have in
parties to lead them, the South’s
man ~. Talm3d~e. is ~orce~ul, its editorial section resounding
11 Southern states. The member-lregard for the people. By and
witching economic hour CaR he
clear qllq~alJfie(I, full of
ship drive in this state is launchedl, large, I believe, the kind of selfstatments on FEPC attd "civil
its witching l)olitical hour.
The hook nlay lie disagreed wilh
rights", while among the real esin language which will not attract igovernment that the founders inThe
halanee
of
political
l)ower
Mississippi
hut it can never be called
the fainthearted
bali- itended
still
’
or the
tate ads would be any number
holds the fort in !is here for the taking.
go~ir. Mr. T;Hmadge impressively ah)tl~ this line: "FOR SAI,E, COLminded,
, llut it will not be taker hy
as~()ciales lhe ~onth’~ fi~:hl against OltEl). t;. i., No down payment,"
"If you believe there can be no
leaders who are party slaves, able
~ed,,rally ilnl)OSed (le~egr~-gation
¯ compromise on the matter of seg-i
ct(’.
i to go only a limited distance.
There are no hopeless situawith the whole vital (’;illS(’ ()f conregation; if you believe that inteAround 1950-.51 the NAACP beI
slitu~ionalism ahd wHb what th~s
O O 0
gration will bring evils of mis- tions; there are only people who
grin
agitating for a change, and
have grown hopeless ahout them. i Hodding Carter to the contrary,
writer has hoen (’alhttg tile Secozld lhe word "mixed" or "mixed
cegenatlon; if you I)elieve that
--An. I the Citizens’ Conncils and States’
Princil)le of Am~rica. to wit, the[ neighborhood" was substitnted for
social intermingling and misceg~:Rigbts organizations bare proved
prinriple that there shall he not i,,(,olored.,, It works just as well,
erie(ion will he seriously detribe a force against vigi antes : only rule by majority
but rnle i since everybody knows what it
"The history of liberty is the land to
violence.
mental to both races and to our
Without them, tbe’against majority.
civilization; if you realize that
history of the limitations of gov,
The ,.(,nstitution is especially Imeans’ _
either Communist influences orernmental power, not the increase Klan or a counterpart would be
all over the South now. The pro-:’dear to Southerners because
economic pressure groups stand!el it.’" (Woodrow Wilson)
Americans for Democratic Acvocation is sore, the urge
swell- are a minority people with a i)e-~
tion (AI)A) are tile successors of
ing.
.culiar l)roblem.
the socialist movement in the
O O O
; It exists to protect such people
United States, which died hecause
The organizations are determ- in such prol)lems against the
it was too feeble--and 1 might
THE SOUTH IS MOBILIZING
ined not to be taken by lunatic.~iranny of 51 per cent.
add, too honest, i John T. Flynn)
of the fat- right, either by Ameri-i When the Constitution itself
can fascists and fanatics who el-i comes to need protecting, as now.
We wilt find our most fertile
ways try to horn in on States’
against a legislating Supreme
field for infiltration of Marxism
Rights Sontherners. The moveCourt. Mr. Tahnadge is convinced
within the field of religion, bement in the South is no kin to
I that sovereignties reserved in the
cause religious people are the
them. It includes middle-of-themost gullible and will accept ali instrument for the states are sufroad people and true liherals as
imost artything if it is couched in
ficient if supported by a determwell as conservatives.
ined Southern people.
i religious terminology. (Lenin)
JACKSON, Miss.--Next time I
u~lim~r my portable artillery
ma~ ~ In another star--and
another m~--but right now I’ve,
got one long Reb~ Yell for "Ole~

NI,~ROb~ PICKET FAIR
The Youth Group of the NAACP
of Dallas picketed the State Fair
gates on Negro Achievement Day,
October 17, in protest against the
fact that Negroes are not allowed
in two concessions and also are~is
not permitted to eat in the same
restaurants on the grounds with
whites.
The at te mpt boomeranged.
Some three thousand more Negroes attended the Fair that day
O¢
than on the same day last year,
More than it needs to persuade
and considerable public resentits colored people of anything, the
ment was aroused against
the
South may need now to muster its
NAACP.
own soul for believing, for carryEA.~ITLAND TO SPEAK
ing on without surrender, for reArrangements are being perfecfusing a science as lodged in
ted to have Sen. Jas. O. Eastland
ideology and anti-Americanism as
of Mississippi speak in Dallas,
Senator Eastland has shown Gunprobably at a public dinner, in
nar Myrdal’s to be, for denying
the near future. The affair is bereligious leadership that steps out
of religion’s province into biology ling promoted by the Texas Citizens Council, Dallas.
and police regulation.
SURGES NAMEI) OFFICE
¢¢
MANAGER
These states have been made
i
Austin E. Surges of Dallas has
psychopathic at times by poverty,
been made office manager of the
ill health and trouble at home plus
Texas Citizens Council of the same
outside discrimination and misuncity. Mr. Surges, a former chamderstanding. But today there is
ber of commerce manager, is the!

i

Organize [or Victory

THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL Will
Keep You Officially Informed

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Citizens’ Councils
203 Walthall Hotel, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’ Council as follows and find payment
enclosed :
-= For One Year
$2.00
i Please Print )
Name ............................................................................
Address ........................................................................
City ...............................................................................
State .............................................................................

"’ELIMINATE THE negative,
accentuate the positive-And don’t fool with Mister InBetween!"
Hodding Carter has his technique ot the negative down fine

now.
Negatively up North he implies
leave us alone down South and
we’ll come home, wagging our
tails behind us. But we won’t.
Negatively in the South he says
--as at Coker College last week-"this, too, will pass away." But it
won’t, it we are inert like Hodding.
Mr. Carter’s idea that legal oh*
fuses(ion and delay can postpone’
desegregation indefinitely would
come better from him if he did

THE CI ,HZENS’ COUNCIL
Dedicated to the maintenance of peace, good order and domestic tranquility in our Community and in our State and to the preservation o/ our States’ Rights.
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INTERPOSITION

PLAN FOR ACTION NOW!
Joht Statement Of United States Senator
James O. Eastland, Congressman John Bell
Williams And Judge Tom P. Brady

NEWS DIGEST
ALAIgAMA
.MontKon,cry--In an interview
with Representative Adam Clayton
Powell in the executive mansion
in Montgomery, Governor Folsom
said he would comply with Federal
Court order to admit Negroes to
University of Alabama graduate
school, and was encouraging Negroes to register and vote.

The time has come in the life
of our country for the sovereign
States of this Nation to take stock
and review their relationship to
the Federal Government. Should
not the gradual usurpation of the
sovereign rights of the States by
the Federal Government through
illegal decisions by the United
States Supreme Court cause the
States of this Union to view with
coocern this trend? Should not
the States thoroughly investigate
and take such steps as are necessary to prevent such wrongful encroachments? When the Federal
Judiciary usurps a power specifically reserved to a State, it usurps
it from all States and not merely
the State in question.

Just

Montgoutcry--Negro spokesmen
and bus company officials discussed segregation issues at length
without reaching an agreement to
4nd the boycott. Montgomery Attorney Jack Crenshaw said the
company has no Intentions of hirIng Negro bus drivers now---"but
who can say what will happen in
ten years."
AI~KA NHA.N
Hoxi, .... ltoxie School Board
flied suit seeking injunction
against three anti-integration organizations. The injunction seeks
a permanent injunction to prevent
the organizations from interferring tn tile operations of the
town’s integrated schools." Would
prevent 1. Boycotting schools. 2.
Picketing schools. 3. Trespassing
on school prol)crty. 4. Threatening
bodily harm.
i,iltle R*~’k--Federal court in
Little Rock has handed down an
injunction against ~A’hite America,
Incorporated, W h i t e Citizens’
Councils. of Arkansas and Hoxie
Citizens’ Council. The groups were
enjoined in any way from interfering with de-segregation.
Hoxic- Pro-segregation leader
Jim Johnson said that tentative
plans are underway for a volunteer private school for Hoxle residents who favor segregation.
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles--Los Angeles Fire
Chief John Alderson announced
his resignation rather than carry
out an integration order of the
City Council. He would not transfer Negro firemen to white stations.
DELA~VARE
Milford -- The Milford school
district is involved in a disagreement over relations with Integrated schools. The student council, headed by a seventeen year
old, Is attempting to extract from
the board a clear-cut policy. The
board was elected on a pro-segregationist platform.
~’AtiHINGTON. D. C.
The A. F. of L. has chosen A.
Philip Randolph, President of The
Sleeping Car Porters Union, as
one of its nominees for the board
of the merged federation. The
C. I. O. selected Willard Saxby
Townsend. President of The United Transport Service Employees.
~t’ANHING~N, D.C.
glsenhower’s conference of Education ran into difficulties when
Clarence Mitchell charged (he
was a Negro delegate) that Southern delegates are "subversive."
WAN~INGI~}N, D. (’.
i~Ot’Ii~’ ~ULING$4
1. Oklahoma. The court made
it clear that no state can require
a candidate to place a racial designation after his name on a ballot.
2. VirKini~. The court found
insufficient evidence upon which
to rule on constitutionality of
marriage laws.
3. Texa~. The court declared
that neither the Labor Relations
Board nor the State Courts had
power to sustain imposed racial
"discrimlnatlon~."

#ackson, Miss.

Governor Fie..cling L. Wright
On Interpos,t,on
Statement of
Fielding L. Wright
This being the zero hour in the
fight to preserve constitutional
government and the rights of the
sovereign states, and having advocated an organized effort in all
my speeches and statements on
the subject in the past, I want to
state my position on the immediate controversy over the question
of Mississippi’s position In the effort to pass a Resolution of Interposition.
The South’s weakness in the
past has been the lack of unity or
co-ordinated effort. Divided, we
can never make our power effective: united, we have a powerful
voice that even the practical politicians will heed. Our ~ection is
under relentless attack today--s
hate campaign of lies and abuse is
being carried on against us. While
we of the South face our most
grievous crisis, the other sections
of our country are now vitally affitted. Interposition is the way to
place this question before the entire nation for an expression of
approval or disapproval of the
United States Supreme Court decision on segregation. Historically, Interposition simply means the
right of the stat~ to interpo~
their ~overeignty between the Federal government and the object of
its encroachments upon powers reserved to the states. If you believe that the Supreme Court decision was an encroachment on the
powers of the several state~ to control their internal affatr~ and you
are willing to fight to protect that
right of the states, then you should
be willing to support Interposition.
The Interposition Resolution simply calls on Congress to submit a
constitutional amendment to be
voted on by the Legislatures of
the 48 states, submitting the question as to whether or not they are
willing to surrender their powers
to maintain public schools and
other public facilities on a basis
of separation as to races.
The Great State of Virginia--

the cradle of Democracy--is proposing such a resolution and calling on its sister states to Join her
in this method of making war on
our enemies. Mississippi should
be the first state to enlist, thereby
maintaining her reputation as a
stalwart champion of State Sovereigr, ty as provided under our
Constitution.
To my mind, this is our challenge, and this is the hour.
It is my earnest hope that the
people of Mississippi will grasp
the full significance of the crisis
confronting us all, and that forgetting all personal differences,
we will unite with one voice in’
sober and determined support of
our sister states.
Thank God the Light of Liberty
still burns in Virginia!
TEXA~
l~nffvlew--A sixteen year old
negro student was killed and two
others wounded by shots fired into
a care in Longview, Texas. A second attack occurred immediately
thereafter upon several houses, the
school bus, the school and the
house of the Negro school principal’s brother.
~,hermaa--North Texas State
College at Denton must admit Negro students unless a United States
District Court order is overruled.
Te~ar,---A suit is pending in
Cnlted States Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals at New Orleans for $1
million to challenge the whole
Texas segregation structure.
Hou~on- Monsignor Daley.
Priest of St. Mary Catholic Church.
refused to baptize a Negro infant.
The parents complained to Bishop
W. J. Sole. The Priest told the
Negroes to take Ihe child to St.
Nicholas, an all Negro Church.
Te~a~ (’~ty~A resolution defending the principle of segregation was passed Tuesday by members of the Missionary Baptist Association of Texas All the Texas
Ministers were for the resolution.
Three thousand churches repre’sent this faith.

gists and not upon constitutional
rules of law, and destroy constitutional guarantees which have
been in existence for over eighty
years.
7. The proper means for obtaining the results desired through
these illegal decisions, is by Constitutional Amendment, since the
United States Supreme Court has
no constitutional right to invade
the province of Congress.
Repeatedly, in the past, whenever the Federal Government attempted to usurp the sovereign
rights and powers reserved to the
States. those States affected" took
such steps as were necessary to
void and hold for naught such illegal actions.
The author of the Right of Interposition or Nullification is the
author of our Declaration of Independence, Thomas Jefferson,
who, with the Father of our Constitution. James Madison, first advanced this sacred right.

The Black Monday decisions
rendered by the United States Supreme Court constitute the most
dangerous ahrogation of the
sovereign rights of the States
of this Union ever perpetrated by
any branch of our Federal Government. We think the Southern
(;eorg/a
States should carefully consider
In 1792, the sovereign State of
the doctrine and the precedents
Georgia first invoked the Right of
that a State has the legal right of
Nullification, and thereby proInterposition to nullify, void, and
hibtted the Federal Government
hold for naught the deliberate,
front exercising jurisdiction in a
dangerous and palpable infracsuit against the State of Georgia.
tions of the Constitution commitGeorgia called on all of the States
ted by the Supreme Court; infracto decide whether this power had
tions that are so great that our
been granted to the Federal Govsystem of Government is jeoparernment. The States decided the
dized. The highest authorities
question and held that it had not
and strongest precedents exist
been granted, and the Eleventh
which not only justify such action
Amendment w a s subsequently
by the States, but demand it. Do
ratified, formally declaring that
not the States have the right to
Georgia was right, that the Feddefend that sovereignty? Are we
eral Supreme Court was wrong,
helpless to define the powers
and that this right had not been
which the States delegated to the
delegated to the Federal GovernFederal Government? We are
ment.
llably informed that the State of
Kentucky and Vl~tnl~
Virginia will seriously consider
In 1798, the states of Kentucky
passing an Act of Nullification at
and Virginia invoked the sacred
the January meeting of its Leg/~
I Right of Nullification in order to
lature. Should not the other
protect freedom of the pre~ and
,qouthern Htat~ ~eriously con~lder
speech from the Alien and Sedi~upporttng Virginia?
tion Acts of Congress. Those
Reasons For Nullification
States when faced with a "de¯ Some of the fundamental realiberate, dangerous and palpable
sons why, in our opinion, the
exercise" by the Federal GovernSouthern States should seriously
meat, of powers not granted to it,
consider taking steps to nullify
through Jefferson and Madison in
these decisions are listed below,
the Second Kentucky Resolution,
together with Instances where in
~asse r ted "The unquestionabln
each case States were successful right" of a sovereign State. In
in nullifying Acts of Congress or , such an emergency, la to Judge
decisions of the United States Su- ~of the infraction of the Constitupreme Court:
tion. They declared further that
The Fourteenth Amendment i"a nullification by the sovereignunder which the tyrannous declties of all unauthorized Acts done
slons were rendered was frauduunder color of that instrument, |a
lently procured and is illegal,
the rightful remedy."
2. The decisions violate and
Pennsylvania
abolish the established principle
In 1809, the Governor of Pennof stare decisis,
sylvania, when convinced the Fed°
3. The Supreme Court bus no;eral Court had usurped powers
power to make a decree which [not delegated to it. called out the
would have the effect of an Act i State Militia to resist the execnof Congress.
irish of a Federal Court decry.
4. The Supreme Court does nail
New England ~lalem
have the power to do by Judicial’ In 1814. at a Convention in
decree or fiat that which it has de-~Hartford, Connecticut. ti~e States
clared Congress itself does not ,, of Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
have the constitutional right to
New Hampshire, Vermont and
do.
Connecticut exercised the solemn
i 5. The tyrannous decisions renrights of Interposition, and nulll!tiered under the interpretation of
lied the Federal Lawe involved
which were believed to invade the
the Fourteenth Amendment proreserved rights of these States.
vide as their ultimate result that
+ This Declaration cam e among
the first ten amendments to our
Constitution operate against the
other Resolutions from the HartStates. and not for the protection
i ford Convention, "In eases of dei of the States, as the "’Bill eli liberate, dangerous and pallr~hla
i Rights" was originally intended.
¯ ~, infractions of the Conetitntloa,
I 6. The decisions are based upon
fecting the sovereignt$, of a
the writings of left-wing soctolo(Continued 0n pag~ 4)
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public opinion."
~
In mobilizing public opinion, theisons interfering with state laws
Citizens" Councils are careful to I under color of Federal authority.
use only "lawful, coherent and I We are gratified to see the logBy THOMAS Ft. WARING
proper modes, and the prevention ical expansion of this doctrine to
Editor .f The News and (’oarier
of violence or racial tension." ’ cover the hroader aspects of the
JACKSON, Miss. (Special) -- Council spokesmen emphasize that : problem.
they have nothing but kind feel- In these days of sore travail for
Deeper even than the race issues
ings for Negro citizens who make our own state and for her costirring men’s passions is the right
up so large a part of the Southern : states, we are blessed to have men
of free citizens to free and decent
population. They firmly believe of wisdom and courage to chart
government.
that they are standing guard be- a course of action in the finest
Citizens’ Councils, already ortween
ruffian elements of bothiconstltutional traditions of our
ganized in 263 Mississippi communities and rapidly spreadin~
~races who might come to blows!country.
’over race pressures.
! We pledge our full and active
through the South, are sparkinl
Those pressures, directed by tbelsupport toward the realization of
new life into time-honored prinNational Assn. for the Advance-[these programs.
ciples of the Republic--principles
ment of Colored People, have set[
that have been neglected and even
up a climate for violence and
,
besmirched in recent years.
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the last of
three articles which wee carried on the
front pages of the Charlt~ton. S. C. News
and Courier. after an on-the~pot survey of
Cititens" Councils in Mt~la~ippi by the
editor.

"Tile fate of this nation," says
the annual report of the Assn¯ of
Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi,
"lnay rest in the hands of the
Southern white people today. If
we white Southerners submit to
this unconstitutional judge-made
law of nine political appointees,
the malignant powers of mongrell-

b,oodshed. Den, ands ha,’e been From Washington State
made for counter-pressure among I
the white people. Some employ-[ orEdit°r’sanswer Note:the manylt is nOthundredspoasibleof tolt~te~print
era and patrons have warned that ! received from all over the country. All
they will not have any dealingsIdes’Ix appreciated. The following letter

’1 printod herewith ~s a typical expression of
expr~ed to us eountle~

a p~)int of view
with Negroes who seek to break i time."
down race harriers by judicial l’Dear Editor:

force. The councils themselves,~
however, neither organize nor pro-~ Congratulations are certainly
;due to you and your staff. Though
mote "economic pressure." Rather I may he the first (he Is not) and
they try to mold public opinion, possibly, the last (we holm not)
zatiOn,wili surely communism destroy and this atheism nation
through the massed strength of
from within¯ Racial intermarriage
who would venture to congratuW. J. SIMMONS ..............................................................
Editor
civic leadership.
has already begun in the North
late you from the State of Wash"We have proven to our Negro
The CiUsens" Council is not r~ponsible for the return of unsolicited articles.
andthe South. unless stopped will spread to
ington, l want to take time to do
manuserlpt~ or other materials submitted for pouible publication. All such
citizens," says a council pamphlet,
matt¢r should be accompanied by a self-addre~ed stamped envelope if a
so
now.
"that the NAACP is a ieft-wing,
return of such material is desired.
I have read and reread your
"Inlegration represents darki
power-mad organ of destruction
hess, regimenlation, totalitarianthat cares nothing for tits Negro¯lmany articles concerning the
ism. communism and destruction.
We have the support of the thtnk-lmaintenance of segregation withl in the community, the state and
Segregation represents the freeins conservative Negro people who .~ ¯ ....
’
dora to choose one’s associates. believe in segregation and who r th~
The following factual Informathe study. Only those seniors born
Atnericanism, state sovereignty
have pride in their race. We want.. Isa/ t~et me say that your effort an~
crlflce Is the most
tion has been obtained from an
in 1930 through 1933 were inand the survival of the white race.
and
to help them develop ra(lal prtuel
address by Dr. Arthur L. Benson,
eluded in the study. Nine hundred
’’~
~u,
nderstanding that l have ever
These two ideologies are now euin a segregated society.
Director of Teacher Examinations,
twelve white seniors from 26 col-lgaged in mortal conflict and only
~read. No real American who beDespite statewide response that’ - v
t. ,one
~ can survive. They cannot be
Educational T e s t t n g Service,
leges in 7 southern states and o17
lhe es ’m the fundamental prtnhas brought in more than 60 000
Princeton, New Jersey, delivered
Negro seniors from 11 colleges Inl fused any more than day can exist
, el lea
Jp
o feffe
J rso ¯ hi,in Democracy
memberships in a year some per- coul d d eny th s truth.
to the annual meeting of the
5 southern states composed the !in night. The twilight of this great
’
i
,
.
sons ao not" understand fully the
Southern Association of Colleges
1429 total. The National Teacher E nation would certainly follow.
p le of the State of
I The p,eo
.
. ,
purposes
of
the
C~tizens
Court ~V~a
and Secondary Schools in Decem’
sh
i
ngton
are without a doubt
Examination is composed of two ’Choose ye this day whom you will
’
......... !
lolls. A man buttonholed on the "l com-letel~ i-nora,,t or ,~,P ~.,.,..
ber, 1954.
............
]street in Jackson expressed an all
being continuously
brainwashed
nation
ana t ~ J lne optional I~xFYeshman Testing
l.n~L-in~, h ~ v w* n d "~n*t~|i,~ " I
-amlnatlon. The average scaled ,,n~’~.~c~i~’~ln~lz~a~ti’~’.,~on.~’~’~.~’. It°° typical view when he said that by a misconception of the truth.
Statistics derived f r o m the
score of the Weighted Common
Freshman Testing Program in
catchword disguises the Citizens’,..tol~onybus making -avmen son °f-his a-c-qualntancestwere
Every__ c.oncelvable form of coin’
y
. t-"^~’’
~v:
munlcatlon to alter public opinion
Examination Total Score for the
which the 1953 National College
- detect sinister
Councils
and sub- th^lr
a
"^~o
"~
~-~’~^¯
’"¯Is use~- to misinform the people of
¢
ut,o.,
ot,cv
tu
,ur,~t
~,~tt
~
white
...........
seniors
was
a~o
ano
tot
toe
Freshman Testing Program of the
. behind the
verslve forces
¯ at ~ork
topics.
Others
are
afraid
to
such
this state. Is it little wonder then
Negro seniors 434. The average
Cooperative Testing Division reattack on Southern customs.
be mixed up in a militant movothat they have no idea whatsoever
scaled
score
for
the
whites
gave
veal results from freshmen in nine
Sen. James O. Eastland of Mismerit. Most of those questioned,
a percentile rank of the 49th perof the real truth?
"colleges which practice segregasissippi has called the roll of lefthowever, agreed that present concentile, and the average scaled
The campaign that is being cartion---all these colleges being lowing affiliations of many sources
ditions are explosive, and that
score for the Negroes a rank of
ried on in this state is only too
cated in the area of the Southern
cited in the sociological findings
"something ought to be done/’
the 4th percentile. Five percent of
Association of Colleges and Secsimilar to that of every state
of the Supreme Court. These are
Long ago, Edmund Burke said:
the Negro scores were up to or
which allows the NAACP to opondary Seho01s. One-third of the
only
a
beginning,
Citizens’
Coun"All that is necessary for the
above 580 which was the average
erate. The pitiful part is that the
freshmen’ in each college were
cil organizers believe, of exposures
triumph of evil is that good men
scaled score for the whites. Sixty
whole campaign Is heing swallowplanning to teach at a later date.
which determined searchers may
percent
of
the
Negro
scores
were
do nothing."
ed hook, line and sinker.
The colleges include four colleges
find in the shadows of federal govbelow the scaled score achieved
for whites with 698 freshmen and
I want to say that I will do
ernment
today.
by 95 percent of the whites.
five colleges for Negroes with 761
everything in my power, to the
They are organizing at the
freshmen.
limit of the law, in helping, to
Professional Information Test
neighborhood
level, where every
counteract this terrible distortion
Psychological
On the Professional Information
man can see and know personally
of the truth. It is the God given
On the Educational PsychologicTest (a division of the Common
the people with whom he associduty of every American citizen to
Examination) the average scaled
al Examination (a division of the
ates. The cotlncils have been carestand up and speak out against
National College Freshman Testscore for the white seniors was 58
ful to screen out members who
anyone or anything that would
and the average scaled score for
lug Program) the average raw
cannot be trusted with the power
The directors of the Jackson
tend to destroy our white heritage
the Negro seniors was 42. The perscore for the whlte~ was 92.2 and
of organized, civic righteousness.
Citizens’ Council, in a letter to
and our American way of life unfor the Negroes was 47.1. The
centile rank of the average scaled
Senator James O. Eastland, Conder Jeffersonian Democracy. May
percentile rank of the average
score for the whites was the 48th
"The Citizens’ Council," says a
gressman John Bell Williams and
God ble~s and keep you and yours
white score was the 35th percenpercentile and the percentile rank
pamphlet. "is the modern version
Judge Tom P. Brady, supported
throughout this terrible ordeal.
tile and of the Negro score was
for the average scaled score of Neof the old-time town meeting calltheir proposal that Mississippi
the 5th percentile. Fifty percent
groes was the 5th percentile. Five
ed to meet any crisis by expressPlease feel free to print this in
join with other Southern States
of the Negro scores were below the
percent of the Negro scores were
ing the will of the people. The
your paper. I am not afraid to
in supporting Virginia’s intention
score achieved by 95 percent of
stand up and speak my piece at
up to the average of the white
right to peaceably assemble to peto introduce an Act of Interpositition
for
a
redress
of
our
grievany time, no matter If it cost me
the. whites. ~%vent)" percent of the
scores. Forty five percent of the
tion in its General Assembly in
Negro scores were below the score
ances is guaranteed in the first
the right to teach in this state.
Negro ~orea were lower than the
January.
lowest white scOre achieved. The
achieved by 05 percent of the
one of our Bill of Rights in the
William W. Hatch
above data is based on norms dewhites.
Constitution of the United States
The letter follows:
Western Washington College of
rived from 7,000 college freshmen
of America. The only reliable proEnglish Expression
The Board of Directors of the
Education
throughout the country.
phet for the future is the past, and
In English Expression (a diviJackson Citizens’ Council wish to
Belllngham. Washington
history proves that the Supreme
express to you their strong comGrammar
sion of the Common Examination)
Power in the government of men
the average scaled score of the
mendation and endorsement for
In the area of Mechanl~s of Ex~VASHINGT()N, I). (’.
has always been Public Sentiment.
preaslon (English Grammar# the
the recommendations submitted
white seniors was 61 and the averRobert M. Hutchins, President
The Citizens’ Council simply prothis day by you gentlemen, that
average scaled score for the white
age scaled score of the Negro senof the Fund For the Republic,
vides the machinery for mobilizfreshmen was 48.4 and the averiors was 47. The percentile rank
those states of our Union whose
said that the Fund judged all job
ing, concerting and expressing
laws provide for separation of the
age scaled for the Negro freshmen
of the average scaled score of the
applicants, including Communists,
wa~ ~3.7. The percentile rank of
whites was the 53rd percentile and
races in various aspects of public
on the basis of their individual
life give solemn and careful conthe average white score was the
the percentile rank of the average
scores, administered to 143 appliqualifications. He acknowledged
4$th percentile while the rank for
scaled score of the Negroes was
cants for principalship in the
sideration to the proper exercise
that a study group financed by the
the average Negro score was the
the 15th percentile. Ten percent
southern states, were analyzed.
of their rightful sovereignty by
Fund had made payments to Earl
Act of Interposition to counteract
Sth percentile. Forty percent of
of the Negro scores were up to the
The 143 applicants were composed
Browder. former Communist Party
~ Negro ft~alunen scored below
average achieved by the whites.
unlawful usurpation of power by
of about one-half white and oneChairman. as he had information
tile ~eore obtained by 915 percent
Thirty three percent of the Negro
the United States Supreme Court.
half Negro applicants. The Weightthe study group wanted.
@ff the whlt¢~.
st-ores were lower titan tile score
ed Common Examination T o t a 1
This board has heretofore comM IN½1SSi I’i’!
~tmeher Ex~mlnmion
~h/eved by 95 percent of the
Score revealed that 50 percent of
mended the recommendations of
Ja¢’k.~m- A proposal is to be
In the lS54 National Teacher
whites. The above data is based on
the Negroes scored below the score
Governor-elect J. P. Coleman fort
made at the coming convention of
~mlnatlon administered by the
norms der/ved from testing 2400
ar~.leved by at least 95 percent of
six legislative proposals to protectI
the American Association of Law
~lueaUonal Te~ting Service, 1429
seniors throughout the country.
the whites. Only 10 percent of the
Schools. seeking to exclude from
the constitutional rights of our]
~ntora from 37 colleges In-nine:
Test For Principals
Negroes scored above the average
citizens. Proposal number four
membership those law schools
SORthet~ stat~ were included in
The Principalship Examination
score aclfleved by the whites.
provided for penalties against perwhich resist racial Integration.
BULK RATES ~ Parcel Past Prepaid.
100 Copie~---$10.00 a month--S108.00 a year
250 Copie~--$20.00 a month--S216.00 a year
500 Copi~--$37.50 a month--S415.00 a year
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Truth Is Negroes Do Want Racial Integration
lly vA’. D. Workman, Jr.
I economic pressure are some of the
COLUMBIA, S.C. Too many iimrriers tltat stand between men’
white South Carolinians are labor- t attd more abundant life . . . There
lug under the dangerous delusion lean I)e no first-class citizenship
that Negroes of the state do not!in a segregated society."
want integration,
i The Rlchland County Division

OUT OF BOUNDS

dance when, to the disgust of
’white students, a Negro girl, dancing with her Negro boy friends,
begain a rowdy "strip tease."
When a school official intervened,
the Negro boy spoke abusively to
him and said: "We have as much
right here as anybody, and this is
the way we dance."
Picture Tricked
Early in the school session, bad
feeling was created when a United
Press photographer tricked two
white girls, in an Oak Ridge class
room, into letting him snap a picture which seemed to show them
’smiling at two Negro boys who
, were leering at them from seato
immediately behind them. The
photograph, carried in the Knoxrills News-Nentlnel, was accompasted by an article declaring that
i
"integration is succeeding at Oak
Ridge."
I Actually the photographer entered the school room through the
connivance of a school official who
did not inform the students as to
the man’s identity or purpose. The
photographer stood unobtrusively
to one slde, awaiting his opportunity. The Negro boys, unnoticed by
the girls, slipped into the seats
behind them. The photographer
stepped up, levelled his camera,
and asked the girls to smile. Not
realizing his purpose, the girls
smiled at one another. They, their

The truth of the matter is that[of ?he South Carolina (Negro)
a large percentage of them, and lCitizensCommttteesays this: "Our
an even larger percentage of their
~rganization, having a composite
leaders, very definitely do want
representation from various rollintegration of the races, and as
gious and lay groups stands solidly
soon as possible. For white leadfor the respect and observance of
ors to proceed with plans based on
all laws--nations!, state and local.
other assumptions is foolhardy,
We would have it clearly underand involves the tactical error--stood that we include the U. S.
which could prove disastrous
of Supreme Court decision of May 17.
underestimating the enemy,
i 1954, which declared that ’in theI
There is, beyond any shadow of I fiehl of public education the decdoubt, a "cold war" building up trine o( separate I~ut equal has no
between the races in South Carsplays’ and the implementingI
lisa and the fact may as well b~
document of May 31, 1955."
faced now. With the exception of
And so it goes with other Negro
a scant handful of white folk who
I church, school, and civic groups.
are willing to collaborate with the
The desire for integration is there,
Negroes in their drive toward intempered only hy the realization
tegration, the whites of the state
in some cases that the time is not
are solidly oppot~d to integration
ripe. and that the disadvantages
to come from a "full speed ahead"
and seemingly are determined to
resist it.
course outweigh what they conceive to be the benefits.
On the other h~tnd, the educaIf furtlner proof be needed one
tional , religious and ~1 ie leaders
~v
,
among the Negroes seem deter- need only I¢~ok at the City of
min~ to press for Integration, not I
Orang~ burg Oil( e a ( hamplon of
""
only In the schools but in all other
"
public facilities, as rnpldly ns ~s. community trouhl~d with racial
~ible. There are home ~e~roen, it]~ensl°ns stemmin~ from an~
Is true, who genuinely and sin- NAACP-sponsored effort to bring
’ to line publl~ s~hools
: s’
cerely feel that their race is mak- ’ Imtegratnon
"
.’.j
ing a grave mistake In seeking One of Orangeburg’s most promadmlxtur, with thewhlte, wheth~r~in:~t mfn, lon~ re,.ogn,zed as a
admitted
socially or otherwise. There are ’ fr e~d ~f the -Negro
""
¯ " ’ to
this
w~lte~
that
be
was
perplexed
others who doub~ the practicahil-I " ’ ~" ’
a public
NASHIII [ ~ TENN
and (hsturhed ,ver the situation~ ........
-- Special Imas~
. meeting of an tn-~t°graph and news story appeared.
lty of moving toward integration
""
land
added
this
revealing
ran~
to
The
(’ili~n~"
Council
from
the
[
terracial
a
a v i s o r y committee, Attorneys were consulted as to the
at the current rate and who are
"
Tennessee Federation for Consti-~staged by the school hoard for possibility of a lawsuit, but at last
remaining quiet for the time berepOrt the Incident had go.e .0
’
ell
what’s
in
t.y_t_~a~,~;:f~ff~t._~_t~fl~:],~s~i_~g.:~
ing, But among those Negroes who
:l purposes. When I
serve as leaders and spokesmen
In sostating, hesummed upone’lltieal silence, which kept stateof-[that their queattona be anawered, protest and to lnereaaethe general
for their race, wlnether in fa~.t or
tension.
’ flclals tongue-tied on the segregathe chairman o£ the committee beof the great prohle,ns facing the
in fancy, there is increasingly open
The school board of Anderson
tion issue, opposition to the
!came confused, lost control of prowhite people of lhe ~tate: They
and avowed agitation for integraCounty,
within which the Oak
NAACP-Supreme
Court
dictatorial
ceedings,
and
adjourned
the
meet(’an never be sure of where they
tion.
Ridge reservation is located, discombine increased steadily in Tening.
stand
in
their
deliberations
witl~
The evidence bears out that conburses funds for Oak Rid ge
nessee during the autumn.
At a meeting of the Society on
Negroes. Orangeburg citizens cite
tention: Aside from the National
schools, but these funds come
Tins Tennessee Federation for
,November 28. an audience of 300
instance
after
instance
in
which
Association for line Advancement
Constitutional Government reportfrom the Federal government. Oak
heard Judge Raulston Schoolfleld,
they relied on tlne statements, and
of Colored People, which is line
Ridge teachers, however, particied heavy gains in membership,
candidate for governor in 1952,
apparent attitudes’of some Negro
rabid ~notivator of the entire inI pate in the state retirement sysespecially in Middle Tennessee and
Donald Davidson, chairman of the
spokesmen,
only
to
find
that
those
tegration program, there are numtem. For this and other reasons
West Tennessee. In preparation
Tennessee Federation, Jack Kersame individuals reflected conerous other Negro groups which
the Oak Ridge schools are held
for the fight to maintain segregashaw, vice-chairman of the Fedtrary attitudes among their own
have recorded themselves in favor
to be a part of the state system
tion and constitutional governeration, and Roy. T. Perry Branfellows.
of integration, and whose official
ment. its teams of organizers have
and therefore under the technical
non Join officers of the ChattaIn
contrast
with
this
incapacity
positions can no longer be ignored.
heen consulting with local leaders
Jurisdiction of the Anderson
nooga group in emphasizing the
of the white man to fathom the
Negro teachers, who conceivably
County board. The AEC is reand aiding them to set up county
need of organization.
thinking of the Negro, there is litstand to lose materially by mixing
quired by a recent Act of Congress
affiliates of the Federation. The
Rebellion at Oak Ridge
tie doubt but that the Negroes
the races In classrooms, went on
to return the town of Oak Ridge
Federation’s membership now exMeanwhile, partial desegregaknow at all times what is going
record more than a year ago and
to
private ownership. When that
tends
into
more
than
125
comtion
of
Federally
controlled
on in the white community. Call
reaffirmed their position this year
occurs, after an appraisal now in
munities and into the majority of
schools at Oak Ridge, Tenn., iniit what you will, the Negroes have
in support of the Supreme Court
progress, the desegregated schools
Tennessee’s 95 counties.
ated under orders of the Atomic
an "underground" organization
rulings. That action was taken by
will return fully to state Jurisdic~A’est
Tennessee
Energy
Commission,
has
brought
which is constantly aware of the
the House of Delegates of the Paltion and to an undoubtedly troublIn
West
Tennessee,
following
athletic,
social,
and
educational
thinking and of many of the inmetto Education Assn.. and there
ous future¯
Federal
Judge
Boyd’s
acceptance
troubles,
tension,
and
rebellion
in
tentions of the white community.
ts some question as to whether it
of
a
State
Board
of
Education
a
wide
area
of
East
Tennessee.
Protest against desegregation of
When that intelligence service is
represents the considered opinion
plan
for
"gradual
desegregation"
After
the
announcement
on
OcOak
Ridge schools, though it bewelded to a determined drive for
of the approximately 6,500 teachof state colleges, Richard Burrow,
tober 31 that Oak Ridge High
gan early In 1955. did not reach
integration, the combination beors who belong to the organizaJr., member of the State Advisory
School would play several Negroes
effective proportions until Septemc6mes formidable.
tion, but the declaration is official
on its basketball team, nearby
Board of the Federation, declared:
ber 19, when leaders of the TenIn the middle of all this is an
and must be taken as expressing
"The legal battle on the segregaClinton High School dropped Oak
nessee Federation for Constituappraisal
made
last
June
by
Dr.
the will of the Association.
tion issue has not yet even begun
Ridge
from
its
invitational
tourntional Government met with the
Arnold D. Albright, an educator
This, too, is worth noting with
in Tennessee." Other prominent
ament, and Superintendent Johnlocal resistance group and estabstudying school administration
respect to the Palmetto Education
W
e
s
t
Tennesseans,
including
son
of
the
Knoxville
school
system
lished the Anderson County chapproblems in the Southeast. Said
Assn. and Its eagerness to "coCharles A. Stainback of Somerstated that Knoxville sc heels
ter ~f the Federation. Since that
Dr. Albright:
operate with other agencies . . .
ville, E. H. Harris of Bolivar, %V.
would not play against Oak Ridge.
time, a complex jurisdictional ar"Integration is more important
in discussing, outlining and imM..Miles of Union City, and T.
Principal T. H. Dunigan of Oak
gument has been going on, with
to Negroes than the. white man
plementing plans for universal
Walker Lewis (all Federation adRidge High School maintained
State Commissioner of Education
realizes, and segregation is more
public education . . . within the
visers), joined in Burrow’s prethat his school was not "dropped",
Quill Cope disclaiming responsiimlmrtant to whites titan the
framework of the receut ruling of
pared statement¯ Mr. Burrow debut "would withdraw if they debility and the Anderson County
Negro realizes."
theUnited States Supreme Court: ’"
nounced the State Board’s plan as
sired." "Oak Ridge High School,"
board uncertain as to the extent of
The Negro association is affiliated
unauthorized under Tennessee law
he said, "will play Negro players
its authority. John Roy, secretary
EN(;I,AND
with the American Teachers’ Assn.
and said there was no evidence
only when opponents are agreei of the Anderson County Fedorala predominantly Negro, national
l~mdon---London has an acute
that Tennessee would accept grad~tion, appeared before the board
able to it." However, in a letter
housing problem to provide homes
organization) which has long held
ual desegregation or any other
previously cent to o p p O n e n t
with other leaders and demanded
for the flow of West Indians pourto the policy of contributing 10
kind of desegregation.
schools, Principal Dunigan and
the dismissal of Bertts Capelnart.
ing into the country seeking jobs.
per cent of its income to the
( "hat tanooga
Coach Martin had said: "We hope
superintendent of Oak Rid g
NAACP.
More than 15,000 West Indians
Sharp criticism of the State
you will look favorably upon alschools, and of Fred Brown, a Nehave come into England in the
Board’s plan came also from ArIn January of 1954, Roy %Vllkins
lowing us to play our team~ regro teacher wl~o is being allowed
first nine months of this year.
thur A. Canada of Chattanooga.
Inow executive secretary for the
gardless of color. We think it is
to teach mixed classes. Caught in
president of the Tennessee Society
NAACP) said in a letter to the
SOUTH AFRICA
a good opportunity to m~ke a
the middle of a hot dispute, with
Johanne.-,bnrg -- South Africa its Maintain Segregation, "To asNew York Herald Tribune that
start in the least offensive way."
violence narrowly averted, the AnNegro teachers, through their
has called on the United States
sume authority not delegated is
On November 1, a group of 12
. derson County board has kept
national organization. Inad donated
treason to the people and the State
~hite players of the Oak Ridge
der consideration the demand for
to explain why it supported what
$5.000 toward the expenses of
the South Africans termed interof Tennessee." Mr. Canada said.
squad refused to put on their unidismissal of Capehart and Brown.
ference by the United Nations in
"Certain of Tennessee’s elected of-i forms and walked off from praccarrying on the NAACP legal batThe issue remains undecided, with
tle for integration.
the Union’s domestic affairs.
ficials have sold the state down I lice in protest against the use of
protests f r o m the Federation a
¯
I
The attitude of Negro preachers.
,Iobanncsburg -- Roman Cathocontinuing factor and with the
the river’ to the Negro assocta-~,Negroes. The boycott continued,
I lice will continue to operate ~heir
who comprise probably the most
ties." During the late summer, a!in the midst of (onstderable local
school board openly inviting a lawschools despite the withdrawal of
active and articulate single group
city school board plait for lntegra-]excitement, until pressure brought
suit to determine the extent of its
tion of Chattanooga .~hools waslb schooloff~ ci
al sorf e¢ d the white
government subsidies. Under the
responsibility. Officers of the Tenin promoting integration, is re:" voiced" lstudents
Y
checked by strong protests
to return, but subsequent
flected in this statement hy the
Bantu ~ducation Act, all mission
nessee Federation for Constituby the Pressmen’s Union and ?,lr. practice sessions were not free of
schools must be registered with
Columbia Interdenominational
tional Government have so far reCanada’s organization. L, t or.]disorder.
Ministerial Alliance I Negro) : "We
the government. They are to be
fused to disclose their 91ans for
hold . . . that racial segregation.
subject to much tighter control
legal action in Anderson County
members of the Society to Main-] Disorder also broke out at a dothan in the past.
taln Segregation attended en l segregated Oak Ridge High School
discrimination, Jim Crowism and
or elsewhere.
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South Carolina Paper Supports Interposition

INTERPOSITION--

~’ews und Courier
In Virginia, the doctrine of in-fliers the pressure that is fomentterposltion has been revived as sling discord today in the South.
means of dealing with the race[ If Virginia will lead the way,
problem in public schools. The I other states will pay respectful atVirginia legislature is scheduled!tention. Virginia has the reputato take up the doctrine formally
tion for good government and
when it meets next month.
faultless patriotism. South CaroThis doctrine--which has aplina, we believe, would gladly folpc.fred under several names in
low Virginia’s lead in this matter.
American history--means simply
We shall continue to speak on inthis:
terposition in the hope that public
A state has the right, in certain
familiarity will build popular supconditions, to refuse to obey orders
port.
f r o m the federal government.
LOUISIANA
These conditions are covered by
Bastrop--The Morehouse Parish
the "reserved powers" mentioned
School Board voted to ban a sciin the U. S. Constitution.
ence textbook used in the ninth
The U.S. Supreme Court has
grade, because it intimated monsaid, in its decision of May 17,
grelization.
1954, that the states must not
i~ton "Rouge--A state district
separate the races in their public
Judge
upheld LouJeiana’s right to
schools. But the Constitution does
spend $100.000 to fight school innot give the federal government
tegration. The NAACP had chalor any of its branches, the power
lenged the $100,000 voted by the
to deal with schools. Though the
Board of Liquidation of State Decourt may interpret the Constitupartment and approved by the
tion, the court lacks authority to
Legislature.
insert new matter in the ConstituErath--Btshop Jules B. Jeantion. The only way new matter
mard excommunicated three Rocan be put into the Constitution is
man Catholics Sunday for beating
by amendment. Amendment rea woman teacher who instructed
quires the consent of three-quarNegro and white children in the
ters of the states. (Thirteen states
same catechism classroom. The
could block an amendment.)
assailants, reportedly two houseInterposition means that a soy-’
wives, attacked the lady teacher
ereign state can protect its own
and beat her severely.
institutions from interference by
Jesuit Bend--A group of Cathofedera~ agencies. In the school
lic Laymen have drawn up a char~troversy, for example, a state
ter for a Citizens’ Council to oplegislature could adopt a resolupose sending other Negro priests
tion saying that it does not recoginto the area. "Our minds are
nise the authority of the Supreme
made up," said one of the direcCourt to govern schools. Thus in
tors. "Let the church remain
effect it would relieve local school
closed, if no white priest is availboards of federal pressure. Any
consequences would be borne by able."
Jesuit Bend--Members of Our
the state itself, which is sovereign.,
What steps might be attempted
Lady of Perpetual Help parish in
to discipline a state remain to be,
the Belle Chases, Jesuit Bend and
Myrtle Grove Areas have voted
seen. The constitutional question
almost unanimously to present a
never has been settled completely,
resolution to their pastor reiteratnot even by the Civil War.
ing their stand against the apInterposition is not to be conpointment of a Negro pastor.
fusmi with secession. No responNew Orleans---Archbishop Rumsible persons are suggesting a remoll has been called on to postvival of secession. Interposition-pone indefinitely the integration
also called nullification--is a difof white and Negro children in
ferent principle. It has been inparochial schools. The request was
voked by both Northern and
made by the Dad’s Club of St.
~outhern states in the past. It
Francis Xavier School, Metairie.
might provide a way out for both
federal and state authorities that
New Orleans---The Orleans Parare vexed by the public school
ish School Board branded the
problem. The Supreme Court itSouthern Confederate Educational
self might find a welcome means
Fund as a s u s p ¯ c t Communist
of letting go the bear that it has
front organization and denied its
s@ts~g by the tail,
use of Rabouin School auditorium
for a forum.
Other means of dealing with the
question---Including the granting
New. Orleans--Reverend Louis
of public funds for private schoolTwomey S. J. of New Orleans said
ing of th~ who refuse to send
that "A white man’s democracy
shildr~n to mixad schools--may
is repellent to other people." He
l~¢ome n~.~seary in the end. But
c~lled for disbandment of Citizens’
Councils. He is director of the
the’ could await decision of the
mor~ lmm~llate and dr~tic quesInstitute of Industrial Relations
at Loyola.
~ Imtws~n state and ~ederal
authority. Given n breathing spell.
Truth is violated not only by
tku eountr~ might come to its
falsehood; it may be equally out~ensee--4J it ha8 done before in
raged by silence.--Amien.
similar circumstances- and r~-
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Opposition In The Past

and the liberties of the people, it
i|)- John Temple Grave~
is not only the right, but the duty,
GEOHGIA FAMOUSLY defied
"Nothing happened."
the Supreme Court in 1838 when
of such States to interpose their
I
authority for their protection inI WHEN VIRGINIA assembles labs Cherokee Indians repudiated
the manner best oalculat~ to’so-,her Legislature for the crisislan agreement with Georgia bindcure that end V~--hen emergencies brought about by the desegrega- ing the tribe to move beyond the
occur which are either beyond the tion decision, her past life will l Mississippi. The federal court uprush before her.
held the Cherokee repudiation.
reach of Judicial Tribunals, or too
And what a life that is’.
But President Andrew Jackson,
pressing to admit of the delay In"~’hen the federal government
always an expansionist, refused to
cident to their forms, States which
usurps powers plainly denied it
intervene when a Georgia order
have no common umpire must be
and belonging to the slates---what for removal of the Cherokees was
their own judge and execute their
gives?
implemented with military force.
own decisions."
It has been proved that secesHe said "’John Marshall has made
Georgia
sion won’t work. hut has it been
his decision now let him enforce
In 1825 to 1829, the sovereign
proved that what Cslhoun called
it."
State of Georgia, by Act of Nulli"’Nullification" and Jefferson and
Nothing happened.
fication and through force, preMadison called "The
Right of
The Cherokees were moved to
vented the execution of Federal
Interposition" won’t ?
Oklahoma (then Indian Territory)
Laws and Court Decrees which
as ordered by Georgia.
prohibited the transportation of
I Indians within her borders to MUCH RECALLED in Ibis colThese dates are long ago, but
l lands located west of the Missis- umn has been the time in "~
Georgia defied the United States
sippi. Similar action was taken
Supreme Court as recently as last
declared the tariff of that year
by the State of Alabama in 1832.
summer on a matter of rights revoid and prepared to resist by
South Carolina
when South Carolina’s l,egislature served to the states. In a murder
force any" federal effort to enforce
In 1832, the most famous hiscase there. Chief Justice Duckit. When a force bill was introtorical example of Nullification
worth of the State Supreme Court
duced in Congress, South Carolina
by a State was taken by the soverrefused an t~rder of the United
eign State of South Carolina when.
declared that void. too.
States Court, vowing the matter
under the inspired leadership o~
Nothing happened.
not within the province of the
John C. Calhoun, the Federal Tarlatter.
A compromise tariff, acceptlble
iff Laws which would have caused to the South, was rushed through
So far--nothing has happened.
financial chess and ruin to South
Congress, and South Carolina forCarolina, were declared null and
really rescinded its tariff nullifitiAS IT REALLY been settled
void. Congress thereupon passed
cation ordinance.
how supreme the Supreme Court
a Force Bill nullifying South ~arois? That it is final arhiter of most
iina’s Nullification, and South
BEFORE THAT, of course, Virquestions was settled long ago,
Carolina forthwith nullified the
ginia and Kentucky passed in
but has it been determined suForce Bill. Under the leadership
preme in fields where the federal
1798 the famous resol-tion auof Calhoun, the Legislature of
thored hy Madison and Jefferson
government, of which it is an arm,
South Caroling said:
against violations of freedom of
is not supreme?
"The great and leading princispeech in the Alien and Sedition
It t~as the right of might, of
ple is that the General GovernAct of that year. a~sertlng a
course---bul could a force hill be
ment. emanated from the people of
"Right of Interposition" and dethe several States. forming distinct
passed ?
political communities, and acting
claring null and void acts of ConNo civil war is i;~ sight. The
In their separate and sovereign
gress exercising rights not granted
South means to go on being its
capacity, and not from all of the
{and here specifically denied) unUncle Sam’s loyal, tax-paying,
people forming one aggregatepoder the Constitution.
litical community: that the Constipatriotic, participating nephew,
tution of the United States is, in
Nothing happened.
its economic hope, polllical balfact, a compact, to which each
The Sedition Act expired in
ance. spiritual hulwark,
social
State is a party in the character al1801 without possibility of re-enlahoratory and fighting
ready described; and that the sevheart.
eral States, or parties, have a right
actment because of the revolution
But the South is entitled
to reto Judge of its infractions; and in
that was sweeping Thomas Jeffermeml~er in this hour of its deep
the case of deliberate, palpable,
son, author of the Kentucky Resotrouble the nation did not spring
and dangerous exercise of power
lution, to the presidency.
Into being aa one people. It came
not delegated, they have the right,
In the last resort, to interpose for
about when 13 z~ations fornted a
arresting the progress of the evil,
federal one to which many powers
questionable
right
to
judge
of
its
and for maintaining, within their
infraction:
and
that
a
positive
dewere
surrendered and from which
respective limits, the authorities.
fiance by those sovereignties, of
many others were withheld.
rights, and liberties appertaining
all unauthorized Acts done or atto them."
tempted to be done under color
As strong as Calhoun’s language of that instrument, is the rightful
WANHINGTON, D. C.
is, it is not stronger than that used
remedy/’
Negroes may now eat in any
by the illustrious Jefferson who
Iowa
restaurant, attend any movie or
said: "To give to the General GovIn 1880, the State of Iowa detheatre, swim in any pool, play
fled an effort on the part of the
ernment the final and exclusive
on all city recreation centers. PoUnited States Supreme Court to
right to Judge of Its powers, is to
lice and fire departments were
reverse a position taken by the
make its discretion and not the
recently integrated. Negroe~ are
Iowa Supreme Court, holding exConstitution, the measures of its
now admitted to National Press
powers;" and that "in all cases
tensive grants to expanding RailClub. Negro population is expected
of compact between parties having
roads unlawful. The Supreme
to reach 47.1 percent by 1960.
Court of the United States was
no common ~[udge, each party has
forced to back down.
an equal right to judge for itself
Atlanta--The Georgia Supreme
as well of the infraction as of
The Ultimate Question
Court has refused to reconsider a
the mode and measure of redress."
The question as paraphrased
murder case (Williams vs. State)
This language cannot be more exwhen ordered to do so last August
by John C. Calhoun is the ultimate
plicit, nor can higher authority
by the United States Supreme
which confronts us today:
be adduced.
Court. Georgia cited the Tenth
"Stripped of all its covering,
Amendment against the Federal
the naked question is whether
Northern States
ours is a Federal or a ConsoliCourt’s authority. Chief Justice
Again, before the War between
dated Government; a constitutionDuckworth has ignored the Fedthe States, fourteen of the Northal or absolute one; a Government
ersl order.
ern States took steps of Nullifiresting ultimately on the solid
basis of the sovereignty of the
cation, and declared void, the FedChic~llo -- Swift and Company
States or on the unrestrained will
eral Statutes relating to fugitive
of
a
majority;
a
formal
Governthis
week barred solicitation of
slaves by making it a crime for
ment. as in all other unlimited
membershlp~
for the NAACP from
their citizens to obey these laws.
ones, in which injustice, and vioamong the 4000 workers In Its
The Dred Scott decision by the
lence, and force must finally pregiant Chicago plant. President
vail."
United States Supreme Court preof UPWA declared "Swift and
With deference and respect, we
cipitated this action. Among those
Company is out to destroy the
submit
that
these
matters
deserve
states was Wisconsin, which by
NAACP Just like the Dlxleernts in
the solemn and careful consideraJoint Resolution No. Four of the
Mississippi."
tion
of
those
States
of
this
Union
Wisconsin Legislature, a d o p t 2 d
whose laws provide for segregaMarch 19, 1859. after declaring
We become a part of what we
tion of the races in their public
that the United States Supreme
~hools.
tolerate.
Court had acted "without process,
or any of the forms recognized by
law", the Legislature denounced
the Court’s "assumption of power". and said the Court’s effort "to
become the final arbiter" was in
direct conflict with the Constitution. The Resolution contained
this language.
"Resolved that the Government
formed by the Constitution of the
United States was not made the
exclusive or final Judge of the extent of the powers delegated to
itself, but that, as in all other
cases of compact between part/ca.
having no common judge, each
party has an equal right to Judge
for itself, as well of the infractions ss of the mode and measure
of redress .... That the several
States which formed that lnstru-I
merit (Constltut~on} have the un-
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Interposition-Basic Principle of
States Rights

THE REMEDY

FOREIGN NOTES
London--Bettine Field, daughter of Marshall Field III, has married Eldridge Bruce,. negro
pullman porter. The Field heiress
now lives in London with her husband and their mulatto son. The
heiress plans to return to America
to continue the fight for racial
equality.

An Editorial
"It (Interposition) holds that states have the right to’
declare null and void and to set aside in practice any law
of the federal government which violates their voluntary
compact embodied in the U. S. Constitution."--Columbia Encycle[ edia.
As startling as is the racial crisis precipitated by the
Black Monday edict of the Supreme Court, it is but a painful
symptom of the towering constitutional crisis thrust upon
a largely unsuspecting public.
For 23 years the American system of government has
been undergoing a profound revolution. In the name of "democracy" and "equality" we have seen the unrelenting concentration of powers in a central totalitarian bureaucracy.

London- In London, England,
the 20,000th immigrant arrived
from Jamaica during 1955. It is
estimated that 30,000 negroes will
arrive from Jamaica in 1956.

Few realized that this concentration had reached the
point where a Black Monday edict could be imposed upon
the American public by professional hate groups controlling
important segments of the central bureaucracy.
It is but the most appalling of a series of usurpations.

il/

The Interstate Commerce clause of our Constitution has
been tortured into a regulation to control local enterprise and
to coerce racial mixing.

~4
[

Confiscatory income taxes are levied to place crushing
financial power in bureaucratic hands. Private property rights
have been trampled upon.

~

The citizens of each of our sister states have felt the
insistent hand of oppressive regulation.
Are these encroachments to be met by the tactics of
evasion and avoidance and delay?
THE DAY OF THE ARTFUL DODGER IS DONE.
There is one course of action that strikes at the root of
the evil--the evil that darkly threatens to destroy our dual
sovereignty form of government.
That course is INTERPOSITION!
The doctrine of Interposition, or State-Veto, is far removed from any mere legal manoeuvre. It is rather a whole
philosophy of government rooted in the very nature of our
Union of 48 separate political communities.
Interposition is a dynamic political faith--the faith of
States’ Rights---in the ability and authority of a mature and
responsible people to govern themselves within their state
---and to strike down instantly any invasion of that authority.
Interposition is the course of action that is not defensive
and static. It will arouse and rekindle in the hearts of men,
too long preoccupied with the day to day demands of limited
self-interest, that degree of passionate concern with the
public good so highly developed in the formative years of our
Republic.
Interposition will shift the unending fight for racial integrity from the purely local level to the state level, our
proper legislative unit, where it can be waged with all the
advantages of statesmanship, and where the protection of
our laws can be extended to those now most vulnerable--our
school officials and trustees.
Interposition will arouse our people to a sense of their
own power, and of their own independence.
Interposition is the lodestone of the Citizens’ Councils
and related movements. It is the natural, tangible expression
of the thoughts and feelings of the multiplied thousands of
responsible private citizens who will pay any price required
of them to retain self-government.
Interposition will save our Constitution and this Union.
l,os Angeles, Calif. John H. AIMontgo,nery, Ala. Negroes are
continuing their boycott of the derson. Chief of the Los Angeles
city buses, which began on I)e- Fire Department, has been ousted
cember 5th. The Reverend Robert because of his long and determinS. Graetz, 27, preaches to his all ed fight against integration of
negro congregation and urges negroes in the Fi~’e Department.
their continuation of the boycott. He was with the department thirty
He hope~ that his example will three years, fifteen of which he
show the negroes that it is pos- served as Chief.
sible for a white person to be a
Los Angeles, Calif. RepresentaChristian. An NAACP spokesman,
one of the organizers of the boy- tive Edgar W. Hiestand (R-Calif.}
cott, said tbey got the idea from has branded Walt er Reuther,
a negro strike in Baton Rouge AFL-CIO Vice President and a director of the NAACP, "public
last year.
enemy No. 1". and predicted the
BirnHngham. Ala. Facing an labor leader would dominate the
"integrate or get out" ultimation Democratic National Convention.
front their national organization, lie said Reuther was a "’Socialist
the Union for White Teachers has with a Communist Russian backrepudiated their union affiliation ground", and with his brother had
and withdrawn. They will hence- written a hook in which they preforth be an independe~.t organiza- dicted that the world would eventually be communized.
tion.

Jackson, Miss.

INTERPOSITION

Mosco~v -- Members of the Supreme Soviet mirrored the new
line of Moscow’s foreign policy;
and they threw the full weight of
their prestige and propaganda
making power into a campaign
designed to present Moscow as the
champion of dark-skinned peoples
everywhere.
Nalvobi, Kenya -- The British
struggle to keep East Africa out
of the hands of the mumbo-Jumbo
terrorist Man Man’s is entering a
new phase. The Man Man leaders
are trying to rebuild their voodoo
movement as a kind of quasi-legal
rebellion inside a peaceful exterior. But the Kenya White farmers block the way to such compromises.

liloemfontein -- The Afrikaner
Nationalist Government was bitterly attacked by the African Na.oo~, Congress In Its forty-third
NULLIFICATION
annual convention. The Afrlcan
National Congress advocates an
B~ M. M. Mc(~ow&ll
intense brand of negro nationalism that calls for negro control of
Editor’s note--The ~ollowing d/~- I A. It certainly is not. Sincere all parts of Africa. In the speeches
cussion o! Interposition in Ques- and responsible men should never [ made at the c o n v e n t i o n the
ties and Answer form was prepared quibble over words, when other t negroes made many references to
by Circuit Judge M. M. McGowan words may be used that have ex-l,,th struggle for freedom and
e
of Jackson who has made an in. actly the same meaning. Such ldemocracy.,, This is a recurring
tensit’e study of the subject.
’ words as "illegal and of no force ! phrase in Communist literature.
By M. M. McGowan
and effect", or "unconstitutional[
Q. What is the meaning of In- and not to be obeyed", would have !
the same effect. In fact even the. (’apetown -- The Nationalist
terpo~i{ion or Nullification?
party is moving towards strengthA. It means interposition or word "interposition" was not too’:
placing the Sovereignty of the much used in the early days. The ! ening the segregation structure in
State against that of the Federal words "State-Veto’" were used by i South Africa. One step is to reGovernment; a matter of contest- John C. Calhoun and others in move 60,000 persons of mixed
ed sovereignty; and a refusal to South Ca r el In a in the earlylbl°°ds’ known as Coloreds, from
I the common roll of voters. The
follow the Federal directive, 1830’s.
whether it be an act of the ConWhat relation d~es the Fifth ~ party plans in addition to lntroureas, judgment of the Supreme Article of the Constitution haveIduce racial segregation I n t o
Court, or order of the Chief Exe- to Interposition or Nullification? unions.
cutive, until the question of who
A. None, except as a vehicle to
is right is settled by Constitution- settle the question raised when an
Pretorla --- A hundred African
al processes,
interposition is made, that is to witch doctors met in formal conQ. There has been some confu, settle the question as to who is vention to find ways of dignifying
sion about the words "lnterposi- right about the matter. The Fifth their ancient profession. They
ties" and Nullification". Do they Article of the Constitution simply frowned upon medicines made of
mean the same things?
provides means of amending the rhinoceros horns, and elephant
A. Yes. Unless one wanted to be Constitution, and this is some- tusks, dried owl’s ears. dehydrated
too technical or analytical. It times (but not always) necessary hind feet of baboons, pulverized
would be an empty gesture to say to settle the question as to who is remains of hyena claws and
"we never gave you this author- right. For instance when, in 1859, powdered lizard tongues.
ity", without following up with the State of Wisconsin nullified
"we will not follow your directive the Fugutive Slave Act and also
New Zealand--Racial intermixor order until it is settled by Con- the Dred Scott Decision of the
stttutional processes who is right." Supreme Court, nothing was done. lure in New Zealand between the
Just to lamely say "’We never gave the Federal Government ju.~t cal- Europeans and the Polynesian
you this authority, it belongs to led it quits, and let it go at ~hat. Maoris. shows thesarn~ deterioratus", would be meaningless, or On he other hand. when, in 1792. ing effects as in other lands. On
a mere petition or memorial to the State of Georgia nullified a the average the Maorls rate deCongress. The words are con- decree of the Federal courts grant- cidely lower than whites. Of the
sidereal as one and the same thing. Ing a judgment against Georgia very few distinguished men proand in fact are one and the same at the suit of an individual suitor, duced by them. nearly all had
thing,
the Congress got busy and sub- some degree of white blood.
Q. What 1~ a memorial or peti- milled the Eleventh Amendment
to the Constitution saying no intion to (’ongre.~s?
For the $64,000 question It is
A. A petition or memorial to divtdual ~’ould sue a state,
proposed that some members of
Congress is a mere petition askQ. ~Vhttt i.~ meant by stnte ~ov- the Supreme Court---or all nine
ing Congress to do or not to do a ereignty?
--be asked about the history and
thing. The mail bags going to
A. It means that In the begin- meaning of the Constitution of
Washington are full of them. sing the several states were free, the United States. (John Temple
They are usually disregarded. A independent and sovereign states. (;raves)
memorial or petition to Congress This can best be demonstrated by
has no relation whatsoever to In- examining the first sentence of
In this country Communists
terposttion or Nullification.
the treaty of peace signed by
Q. I,~ It n~ry to u.~e the Great Britain and the Colonies work for two ends---one to make
word "Nullification" to void an after the Revolutionary War. America a socialist country; the
act of the general or Federal gore which reads as follows: "His other, to promote the interests of
IContlnued on page 2i
Soviet Russia. (John T. Fiynn)
ernme~t by this means?
or
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New York--Sugar Ray Robinson, the negro boxer, announced
that he intends to enter a "new
phase" of life, in which he would
fight for negro charities in cooperation wit h the N.A.A.C.P.
After he straightens out his income delinquencies with the government, the negro boxer, says he
will donate his entire purse to the’
N.A.A.C.P. and negro charities.
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INTERPOSITION OR---

I ernnient. By the plainest sense and
(Continued from page 1)
I logic, if they have not surrenderBritannic Majesty acknowledges ed their total sovereignty to the
the said United States, viz., New Federal Government, they have
Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, lthe right to raise the question for
Rhode Island and Providence settlement. Only to those who
Plantations, Connecticutt, N e wlclalm such a surrender has been
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, made is it or can it be illegal.
Delaware, Virginia, North Care- I Q. t’nder wba! circum~ances
line, South Carolina and Georgia should InterposHiou or Nullifiesto be free, sovereign, and inde- tion be invoked?
pendent States." So the fact thatI A. Certainly under none other
we started as tree, Independent i than the most grave and solemn
and sovereign states cannot be t circumstances. It should be only
denied,
l upon the last resort to save the
Q. What happened to the sever- I life and sovereignty of the state.
elgttty of the states, and how can lThere should be danger to the
the Federal Government be soy- state that is not only imminent
erelgn and the states composing and perilous, but as Jefferson and
it at the same time be sovereign? t Madison put it, "palpable and
A. The states granted sufficlentldangerous". To invoke it under
of their sovereignty to found a lcapriclous or even ordinarily ser"more perfect Union" IThe At- lous circumstances would only
tlclesof Confederation of 1781 be- bring upon a state the well deserved rebuke of the sister states.
lng imperfect) and retained cerQ. Would Interposition or Nullitain others to themselves. The
fication bring violence or disorder
Tenth Amendment settles this
within the state?
question. It Is as follows: "The
A. Certainly not. It would in
powers not delegated to the United
the matter now threatening us inStates by the Constitution, nor
sure peace and good order.
prohibited by it to the States, are
preserved to the States respecQ. Would it result in Federal
troops being sent into our state?
tively, or to the people". Not one
A. Certainly not. Sending
of the colonies would have adopted
troops into a quiet and tranquil
the Constitution unless the Tenth
community would be no more than
Amendment had been incorpoa farce or comic opera.
rated therein, It was a part of the
Q. What does the army have
Bill of Rights when the Constito do with enforcing coort orders?
tution was adopted. It was a
A. Not a thing in the world.
peculiar work of genius wrought
Q. Just how will Interposition
by the great Statesmen of the
or Nullification work?
time.
A. It will work perfectly by the
Q. %Vhat is meant by settling
people standing solidly together
the question as to who is right by
and placing their cause upon their
Constitutional process~ ?
own sovereignty and that of their
A. It was thought by Jefferson
sister states. It is to be rememand Madison that dignity and
bered that the sovereignty not
right would require that when a
delegated to the Federal GovernState felt its sovereignty had been
invaded by the Federal Government was retained "to the States
respectively or to the People."
ment, the ~tate itself should not
No law can be enforced that is
be the sole Judge of the matter,
repugnant to ALL of the people
but that an appeal should be made
and shocking to their inherent
to Congress to "arrest the prosensibilities.
grate of the evil" and that the
Edmund Burke, debating in par~everal sister states be invited to
liament the revolt of the AmeriJoin in said appeal. Thus the apcan colonies, threw up his hands
peal is to the Congress with the
and said in despair: "I would not
sister states invited to Join therein, and the appeal is that the
know how to write an indictment
against an entire people:" If we
"question of contested sovereignty" be settled by processes set in’,had not stood together in 1776.
motion by Congress under the I we would still be an English
Constitution.
i colon.,,’.
Q. Is In~sition or Nullifies-, Q. You have said t.h~t when
tion tlleggl?
l a State interposes its sovereignty
A. No. No one can reach the iagatnst~ that of the Federal Geeconclusion that it is illegal with-~ ernment, it calls for a settlement
out at first admitting that the lot the controversy by "ConstituStates have surrendered their to-i atonal Processes", and invites the
tal sovereignty to the l~ederal Gee- I sister states to jots in the petition.

Now will you pursue that further
and tell just exactly how the matter has been or nlay be carried
to a conclusion?
A. In the light of actual experience and history, a wide variety
of courses may be taken, with different conclusions reached.
VChen Georgia interposed in
1792 (the Constitution then being only three or four years oldl
over an individual suing the State
of Georgia in a Federal court, the
Congress rather hastily submitted
an amendment to the Constitution (the llth) which was
approved by three fourths of
the
states, vindicating Georgia’s
position.
When South Carolina interposed in 1832, on the question of
the tariff laws, Congress promptly
passed an act relieving the State
of the oppressive burden of the
tariff complained of. In the case
of the other acts of interposition,
you might say that nothing was
done: the states merely had their
.%unlt||erton, S. C. S. E. l{ogel~,
way about the matter.
Exe, utive S,,cretary of the CitiHowever. if Congress refused to
zens’ (’o u n c i I s Association of
.’tlonlgonier.v. Ale. The Alabanla
grant the relief by legislative act,
South Carolina, has called for a
Senate concurred with the llouse
and the Federal Government restrong Intorposition Res~fluti()n to
of Representatives on January
fused to give up and persisted in
safeguard South Carolina from the
19th, in declaring "Null and void,
enforcing the act or court deciSupvenle Court’s unlawful Invaand of no effect" the United States
sion, then it must be admitted
SUllrelll¢¯ Court’s ruling outlawing sion of slaty sovereignty.
that the truly classical concept of
school segregation.
interposition as conceived hy Jef!{ ll’hniond, Vs. A group of
Alabama thus became the first
ferson and Madison might come
state in modern times to invoke i States’ rights advocates, rt, pr~entinto play, which was that Conformally the I)octrine .f It terpo-, ing more thal] a d(~zen states,
grass at the address of the comsition--, the last occasion being urged (]ov(~rnor Stanley and the
plaining states and such of the
when the fourteen Northertt statist (?ommonwealtb of Virginia to lead
~ister states as elected to join,
nullified the Dred Scott l)*~cision~the way in vhallenging tbc Suwould submit an amendment unduring the 18StYs. The I~isia-]pretne (’cuff’s anlisegregation deder Article V of the Constitution,
lures of Virginili, South (?arolina,~Cisi°n by siipporting
and subinit it to the people, the
Georgia and Mississippi, the only lInterp°siti°n.
amendment embracing the disones now in regular session, are
puted question, and let the result
reported to be seriously consider-~ Walnut Ridge, Ark. H o xie
abide the action of three fourths
In smilar a( t on
s¢hool officials ann,~unced
of the States, either by affirmaest is noted in the other Sonthern ;Supt. K. E. Vance had resigned.
tive or negative action.
~lie had ben cr ticized for handling
states.
Q. If three fourths of the states
~ Itoxie School District funds in conin this instance should ratify an
nection with a $3,500 shortage.
Reaction
Elsewhere
amendment which elf tentatively
Vance supported integration In the
%%’ashington, I). (’. John If.
granted to the Federal GovernHoxie schools.
ment the right to take over the
Barr, Chairman of the Federation
education and nurture of our
For Constitutional Government,
New York-Emil Mazey, secrechildren and mix members of the
hailed the Interposition action of
tary-treasurer of the United Auto
white and negro races in the
the Alabama Legislature in voidWorkers, ~nd chairman of the civil
schools, would the states be bound
ing the Supreme Court’s segrega*’ liberties commitlee of the AFLthereby?
finn edict, as the "first long step
CIO, proposed to the merger conA. According to the theoretical
toward the restoration of constiwqltion that Mississippi he put
concept of the principle, they
tutional government within this
under a Congressional trusteeshli),
country."
would be.
until integration could be achievQ. Would Mississippi accept It
ed.
I lndhinapolis, Ind. The "Indiaupon such a result?
A. Mississippi would not, and lnapolis Star", leading newspaper
MISSISSIPPI OFFERS

Alabama Interposes

the doctrine 0f state lnterp~ition
, t
o
reaching principles,
could be used by the Snuth*’rn
Q. Is the~ any legal means, states, and that it would be most
healthy and appropriate in tendoth~ than ln~r~ition, to avoid
the effect of the ~h~l decisions
lng to arrest further Federal encroachments.

Courtesy the Richmond News Leader.
of the Supreme Court on May 170
A. It is quite apparent that
there is not. Unless it exceeds the
powers granted the Federal Government to make such a decision,
then it is legal. There is no other
avenue of attack that can be made
upon it except upon this ground.
All that would be left is open defiance or resistance.

INSPIRING EXAMPLE

The l~’outhern Conservative
As a potential safeguard against
official tyranny, there has perhaps
never been any more effective
group action since the assembly of
patriots at Concord, than the two
hundred and fifty Citizens CounRaleigh. N.C. Governor Hodges
cils in Mississippi and which are
of North Carolina has declared
spreading to other States.
that the Interposition movement
Composed of the most reputable
could provide a curb on the asand responsible citizens of the varsumption of authority by the
ious cities and towns throughout
Court. He said he preferred Interthe State they represent a virile
position to some more "violent"
and forceful expression of grass
method.
roots resentment in Mississippi toward current attempts of the SuColumbia, N. (’. The South Carpreme Court to invalidate State
olina Legislature is considering
’laws and Constitutional rights of
the theory of Interposition, and its
the people.
application against t h e United
Refusing to be intimidated by
States Supreme Court’s ruling. A
any Communist organization set
joint resolution has been introup by white men for the political
duced which would declare the exploitation ot Negroes, the CitiCourt’s ruling "null and void and
zens Councils constitute a chaiof no effect as far as this ~tate is
leafs to the people of other States
~
concerned."
who are cowering in the corner,
wringing their hands and begging
Columbia, S. (,. Governor Tim-, somebody to tell them what to do.
merman has described as "funda-’
--mentally sound" the doctrine of
New York--Thurgood Marshall,
state interposition. The doctrine,:spe~:tal counsel of the N.A.A.C.P.,
he said. merits the serious con- has announced that the f tgh t
sideration of every state adversely against "discrimination" in housaffected by the Supreme Court, ing is as vital as that against segdecree,
regation in education.
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Dr. Bunche’s Record
in Left-Wing Areas
Now Is Published
Editor’s Note--Bunt’he is listed
by the NAACP as a director.
The News and Courier
By NICHOLAS STANFORD
A Special ~’rlter
NEW YORK.
Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, a lightskinned Negro built up to a "celebrity" status by the tireless press
agents of the United Nations, has
a record of pro-Communist activities and affiliations going hack
more than 20 years to his Howard
University days. By any reasonable standard Dr. Bunche is a
dubious security risk. particularly
in view of his statement to President Elsenhower of Nov. 25, 1952
that his loyalty was to tile United
Nations rather than the United
States.
A resume of highlights from Dr.
Bunche’s left-wing record may be
obtained by sending $1 to Archibald B. Roosevelt, 200 East 66th
Street, New York City 21.
Mr. Roosevelt, son of the late
President Theodore Roosevelt. was
driven to the extremity of publishing this material himself because
he saw no other way of placing it
before the public.
Mr. Roosevelt had been incensed when, oil Sept. 16, 1954,
the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial
Assn. announced it was awarding
Dr. Bunche the Theodore Roosevelt Medal for "distinguished
service."
Should Examine ltecord
In all Indignant open loller
Oscar S. Straus. president of the
Theodore Roosevelt M e m o r i a l
Assn., Mr. Roosevelt wrote:
"Of course I realize that to the
average man in the street who
reads The Times and Tribune only,
and hears such commentators on
the radio as Edward R. Murrow,
Barry Gray or Elmer Davis. it
would seem that Dr. Bunche ia a
great and good man who has been
persecuted without reason."
Mr. Roosevelt tartly observed,
however, that "even if the Trustees are unaware of the infiltration of left-wing propaganda into
our news media," they owed it to
the memory of his father to examine Dr. Bunche’s record with
care "when such an honor is being
bestowed on him as the Theodore
Roosevelt Medal."
l~cord Is lasted
Mr. Roosevelt also pointed out
that Dr. Bunche:
1. Traveled in Africa. 1935-36,
at a time which "coincided with
the Kremlin’s planting of agents
in that part of the world" to stir
up race dissension, "fruits of
which can be seen today in the
bloody Mau-Mau mass~cres."
2. Wrote a pamphlet (1936)
which advocated world-wide class
warfare, with non-white peoples
"to look to the Soviet Union for
inspiration and leadership."
3. Took a "clearly Communist
line" In regard to education.
4. Was praised in The Communist, an official Communist
Party publication, by Abner W.
Berry, Negro radical who now
~rites a column for The Daily
Worker, as an "active friend and
supporter."
5. VCas an organizer of the National Negro Congress, a notorious
"front" organization.
6. Wrote for an openly Communist magazine, Science and Society (1935-40).
7. Was appointed to the Office
of Strategic Services on recommendation of a "person having a
Communist front record."
8. Had "repeatedly pressured
persons in charge of U. N. employmeet to hire a notorious Communist agent." despite the existence of an adverse security report
on that person.
9. Was an official of the Instirue of Pacific Relations. along
with Alger Hiss, Owes Lattimore

BLESSINGS OF INTEGRATION

Philip Jaffe, Harry Dexter White,
David Weintraub, etc.
10. Received "almost hysterical
support" from The Daily Worker,
official mouthpiece of the Communist Party during the "obviously inadequate ’quickie’ hearing
held before the government loyalty board during May of 1954."
Bunche QuesUoned
This was the International Organizations Employee L o y a 1 t y
Board headed by Pierce J. Geraty.
That Dr. Bunche was one. of a
group of United Nations employee
being questioned by the board
came to light on May 26, 1954,
when newspapers received a statement from the late Walter White,
speaking on behalf of the National
Assn, for the Advancement of Colored People.
(It might astonish the average
reader to learn how much of what
passes for "news" is merely an
uncritical rewrite of handouts like
this one).
Probe Attacked
Walter White. in the intemperately
habitual WOULD SEND
with NAACP spokesmen, called MISSIONARIES
the investigation
an "unseemly

abusive language

n’e,,. York--Tho P r o t e s t a n t
Episcopal Diocese of New York released an official statement, apTO SAVE THE SOUTH I~r°ved by the bishop of New York,
decrying what it called the "reign
Buck Hill Falls, Ca.--The Rev. of terror" in Mississippi. It said
Dr. Harold E. Fey told the Home in addition, that Senator Eastland

farce."

This ’~farce" was an official inquiry by an authorized governmeet agency, which in the case of
Dr. Bunche had plenty of damag~l. issio.n.s !)iviston of the National,was speaking subversion, and that
(ounc]l
st Churches
’ that all Pro
ing evidence, as the Roosevelt re"
- I such utterances ewe rmore dangertestaot Churches
should unite ]n sue than an YerP etrated
b theY
port makes clear.
"
¯
P
I"
’"I
missionaries "to the South
"
Yet White had the effrontry]’" sending
"
ts
a
sol
I Commun" t p rty it f.
’ ",,
to stop the march toward naz
to term the investigation "shock-I .......
-i
-by toe Citizens t;ounclls
Ill
in " and to call for quick action l"~ lsm
"
""~¯ i"ork --The Ford Fund for
"~
’
1 -~
togend it.
tmaking the attack, Dr. Fey said lthe Republic has appropriated an
that t.he Councils are moving in ladditiona1 $135,000 for the ComWalter ~’hite asked for and received permission to testify before
the d~rectton taken by the Nazlslmission on Race and Housing, Earl
in Germany. (1)r. Fey is reportedl B. Schwulst. Chairman of the camthe loyalty board. Without going
iota tile matter of the stronglyll)y tbe American Council of Chrismission has announced. The Fund
set up lhe commission in May of
documeoted charges against Dr. ltian Laymen at Madison Wiscon1955 to conduct a national
Bunche. he merely stated that he ..............
had known Dr. Bunche for many is’,’‘’ to nave. neon ,uen~,,,eo w.,tnl.,study., of the housing of negroes,
years, and bad full confidence inl" ".%IX conlnl|lnl~t: f r o n t orgamza "1 Puerto Rlcians and asiatics on the
his loyalty.
I West Coast.
I
lions.)
Now this was surely not a very
convincing refutation. But it

made lNegro Students Would Sustain Lasting

big headlines. When the NAACPI
cracks the whip, the New
papers jump. A reporter who
found out why this is so would
have a big story, although he
might encounter difficulty in getling it published.
When the loyalty hoard saw
how the Walter White statement
was "played" in the New York
press, the investigation collapsed
and Dr. Bunche was whitewashed
forthwith,

York lPsychiatric Damage By Integration

~ nlWas~ington

Notes

Washington, D. O. The flr~t
backstage meeting on the "civilrights" issue was held early in the ’
year. The chief strategy decided
on was to abandon any attempt
t~ pass an FEPC act but to concentrate everything on an omnibus
bill guaranteeing negroes the right
to vote and
extending federal
police power.
In a series of special artlele~
written from Washington, veteran
’newsman Howard Suttle descrlbe~
the integration picture there
"sordid". Washington is fast be*
leg transformed from the charming Southern city of culture it once
was, to "the crime capitol of the
world."
The CIO’e Department of
cation and Research at Washington has prepared a propaganda kit
supporting negro integration. The
propaganda articles are called
"School Integration Kit" and contain 21 items weighted heavily in
favor of negro and white integration.
New York--Waiter Reuther in
his address at the National Reli~lon and Labor luncheon on December 13th pointed out the
"world-wide implications of the
Southern situation". "The United
States cannot effectively exercise
leadership among the nations of
the free world, and cannot eonsi~tently ~riticlze the brutality of the
totalitarian regimes as long as the
terror in Mississippi is unchecked." Reuther is a director of.the
NAACP.
New York--The U. N. General
Assembly has killed a four-.year
old anti-segregation commission
whose provisional renewal had
driven South Africa from the session.
New York--Roy Wlikins, executive secretary of the NAACP.
has announced that the NAACP
and 50 other organizations interested in "civil rights" will hold a
giant rally in Washington in the
near future.
Burlington, N. C. The Patriot~
of North Carolina are working
toward a million and a half members E. L. Gavin, former U. S. Attorney for the Middle District, told
an audience at Burlington. The
movement has the blessings of
Governor Hedges of North Carolina.

Editor’s note--The following ex.
unable to rise to the challenge
of the culture, and ha.s, in fact,
I cerpts are from the brief filed this
harbored tremendous unconseimonth by defense attorneys in the
ous hostile feelings towards the
school segregation case in New Orpredominant culture, which ap*
leans -- Bush vs. Orleans Parish
Raleigh, N. C.--The State of
patently h~s rendered him helpSchool Board.
le~u to forge an integrated
North Carolina has asked the U.
Defendents have offered in evipersonality and mature ego.
S. Supreme Court to reverse its
dence affidavits of three distinThe foregoing is merely an outdecision outlawing racial segregaguished psychiatrists of this city,
tion in public schools. The Atline of the psychodynamic faceach of whom reaches the indetars which would render iratorney General asked the Supreme
pendent conclusion that present
Court to reverse its 1954 decision
mediate integration chaotic and
integration of negro children with
Chicago Defender
on the grounds that it erred.
injurious in the psychic dewhite children in the public
velopment
of
the
children
and
Orleans would
Athens, Ohlo.--Three thousand
adults of both races."
1955 Honor
cause severe psychiatric trauma
students from seventy-five coun-.
INDIVIDUALS
Tests given to children of both
and damage to the c o lo r e d
tries gathered on Defember 27th
I. l~r.T.S.M. HO’AAaD--*Foraromdngthenati~
races during the years 1952, 1953
children,
for a religious conference on "Revand 1954 show that in achieveia the.~|eef m*s~tsai~i..
"It is afflant’s opinion that
olution and Reconciliation". Jul~- ARCHBISHOP FRANCIS RI!MMEL -- Ell[hollO
ment
negro
children
of
the
third
the social intolerance already exBi~ho$of New Orltaag for $tt~dfaslly roll,lainius Gecan, a native’of Kenya, dothrough the seventh grade are
lag Ihl’ authoril) or I colored Catholic Pric~t ia hiblted by wldte children against
ing graduate work in economics at
from
one
to
two
grade
levels
bewhite children would be trifling to
& s. FSVDSSlCK MOSSOW -- For r~ei~i,lt th*
the University of Chicago. said the
low
white
children.
By
the
time
what the negro students would
Ih¢ ~pmernment and ~,miag Ihe fw~t Whir*
Mau Mau is only a mild protest
t~ot~ Aamm*~tr~e Asmtat|aL
the
students
have
reached
the
~uffer unde~ conditions of ilnluecompared with what may occur in
twelfth
grade
these
tests
show
dials Integration." Dr. Poesy con~,mo. st ~b,,,~ ,,o~,,s ,~, ch~¢~o c~. ~
Kenya in the future. The only
*.rim.rag *rrt,,.nt spor,~mn~mp,
that the average negro child is
eludes his affidavit by stating it
way for Christians to work. he
3.4
grades
below
the
average
,h,,u~, t. q,,.~,ry s,gre ~,,ffie,~ ~ ,eta* m
to be his opinion that present inasserted,
"is in love".
~m.
white child in achievement.
tegration, "would have serious
~ ~o q~**,ty N,~. ~.i~.,,~ ~ .*t*~. i, t~,
Group
intelligence
Tests
given
psychiatric repercussions among
Cincinnati, Ohio--The new City
the negro students for a long time
from 1948 to 1954 to all students
7. EMblYVP TII+L--For kavlr~ b~m ~acrifk’~l om
Council
of Cincinnati has, for the
~he ,h,~, Of racial big*¢~" by ~h# .kilo ~ml~,~.
in
the
sixth
grade
in
the
New
Orto come."
first time, elected a negro as vice
leans
Public
Schools
show,
withDr.
Alfred
T.
Butterworth.
an~.~dSCOfRTS--Yo¢~ttltdlag~fevlbeemmfit~
mayor. Charles P. Taft, brother
lionel ri~hl~ of all ¢itix~ ia Ih, fat~ ~* vi~t
other distinguished New Orleans
out exception, for each of those
of the late Senator Taft of Ohio,
years
that
the
average
intelligence
psychiatrist,
is
of
the
opinion
that,
s. Jos~ s. JOHS~S -- v~ ~. e~.~,~ t,
was chosen mayor.
~.~um ~. ~ ~ t~. =~ffi~. n~
"immediate desegregation of
of the negro students in the sixth
I0. GLORIA I.OCKER’dAN--F~" e~hibil~ kith i~
grade
was
vastly
lower
than
the
our
children
in
schools
can
only
~,¢~u~ ~t~ ~ ~ t~ ;o~t~ .t
A~¢~.
Cincinnati, Ohio .-- D i s t r I c t
average intelligence of the white
cause psychic trauma for inJudge
John H. Druffels, of ~he
students.
Taking
1954.
the
most
dividuals
in
both
races,
particus~.,~,m.,~. ~.~,~t~t~ ~ ,~. ~cP m
,~ n,t.o.’,~ap~t,~
Sixth Circuit of Ohio has refused
recent year, as shown in Defendlarly in this geographical area
LUSTffL~’IONS
to order integration in the Hillaand in this culture. It is diffiants Exhibit 3. the results were as
boro. Ohio, area. Judge Druffels
n. a~mc~ ~mL~n~s--r~ ~,r~ a,~
’ follows:
cult to understand how our
said he believed he had a good
¯ * tit~e~ ¢k~tl~ i. ~eir Chi¢~g~ ~n~r,l office,
present day sociologists and anWhite
Negro
Hr. FORD rorxastms--r,r makiml ~ hi~l*r~
case. and wan~s it taken to the
thropologists can ignore the
Teated average
above fact since the negroes
~.r ,e.~,~ ~ t~ ~.t ~ m. t.t~ .,~.
or above
73.63 %
28.55 % Supreme Court in his name.
have no cultural background to
Tested slow
14. 6EOSGIA TEen .STVDENT BODT--Far ~kdr
,~,,~,~ ,,,~ .~t ,~. G~*r~w *~
average
draw upon in their fight for sur16.79%
28.28%
(’olon~b~a, H. C. -- The Citizens
pa, ,~ c,.~b.~O ~, th, s~, ~ ~ ~
viral in a predominantly white
Tested borderCouncils of SOuth Carolina will
line
7.00 %
25.69 % launch an expansion program aim~. saoo~’.~ aortas -- w, ~ ~
t and western culture. As a
t~ .,e,~.~.~ e*.~*~*m or ,,,~ mwhole, the negro, unlike other
Tested mentally
ed at expanding Into all area~ of
i
retarded
minority groups, has been
2.59%
17.48% the state.
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From Bawdy Houses
To Parlor, Via lqat’l
Council Of Churches
leaders of tits Notional Council o!
6’Tg~rches are also prominently tdentifl~l witlt t~te NAACP; Mrs. 8am~I M~r~a Cavert. Allan Knight,
~7~talmers, ~. Hazy Emerson Fosd~k, ~. W~I~ Lloyd lines,
r~ 8m~h L~p~, ~nhol4
b~r, B~hop O. Bromley O~m,
BOAop ~d~rd ~. Parsons,
MeN~ Potent, ~ gm~
~ Dr. ~nning H. TobY.

By W~ ~~n
~~ ~e V~ ~e
(Aathor’s ~ote: We w~h to pre.
]~e tAe yollo~g a~tcle with
a~log~. We tin.rely regret to
introduce ~r a~pleatant sab~ect
~tter into ~h~t~n ~omes. bat we
]eel t~t the trutA must be toi~. We
ha~e selected ogr ~ng~age ~ care~1~ as ~osstble bat the ~stc
are still oyyentive.)
To say that we woro horrifi~
~ l~rn of tho plan of the N~
tlonal Council of ~hurehee of
~hri~ tn the U.B.A. to a~nsor a
"]~gg" ~BIc program over C~
lumbla Bro~asting System on
New Year’s We ~ a mild under¯ tatement. We didn’t think that
the ~lt-atyl~ Chrl,tians o[ the
NCC could do much more to shock
us, aster some o[ their previous
~etlvitles, but the propos~ radio
program d~s.
To begin with, It ~eems to us
that the churches ought to
courage man In reverent thanksWing and In prayer during the
bourn In which we pass from one
year into another. Frivolity o~
any ~rt Is, or should be, out o~
the church’s proper field of activity.
But to actively support a program of "Jazz" music over a nationwide broadcuting s y s t e m t
That la truly un~lievable. Since
the truth about "Ja~" music and
l~ orl~n and practitioners
~idom told, we will endeavor to
sketch briefly an account o~ the
filth that the National Council
Churches o[ Christ In the U.S.A.
is planning to bring into your
home, It you’ll allow them to do
~o.
First, let us consider the word
"Ja=g." For the ln~ormation ot the
ladies and ot our younger readen
the word "Ju~" is a slang word
which originally meant illicit sexual lntercour~. This is a fact.
There are many men who remember the original connotation ot
thla word.
It d~sn’t matter that the word
it~it has lost its original meaning,
or that it Is now used In polite
~oclety. It Is still indecent and
hgs indecent connotations.
With this understanding ot the
word you c~n now see a new mean-

ing in the phrase "jazz" music.
That is precisely what the "music" in question is. It is "music"
which was originated in an atmosphere of illicit sex, which grew
up in that atmosphere and which
has since been spread like a plague across this land and around
the world.
Everyone knows that "Jazz"
music originated among the Negroes in the deep South. Not
everyone knows that its first
stronghold was in the houses of
prostitution in the red light district of New Orleans. The red
light district was known as "Storyrills" and located in it were all
of the criminal elements of that
great city, including the cheap
’bars, the gambling dens and
houses of prostitution.
"Jazz" music was played by Negroes in the houses of prostitution.
It was supposed to stimulate the
sexua! appetites of the debauched
males who went to the houses.
Authorities have pointed out
that the rhythms and syncopation
characteristic of "Jazz" music
have tlteir roots in the ancient
tribal music of Africa. It is true
that Negroes excel in making this
particular type of music and it is
also true that the same rhythms
were known and used in Africa
in ancient times for sexual orgies,
when entire communities indulged
in every manner of unspeakable
vice openly and publicly.
"Jazz" music didn’t begin to
spread from New Orleans until
the First World War, when government authorities cleaned up
the "Storyville" district. T h e
houses were closed, and the prostitutes and their musicians were
forced to leave New Orleans. Many
of them went to other towns further up the Mississippi and St.
Louis and Chicago became "Jazz"
centers. Since that time this insidious, vile, suggestive music has
spread--and with it has spread
the illicit sex for which it was
designed and other crimes such as
dope addiction and alcoholism.
Any number of the leading
"Jasz" musicians have histories of
dope addiction, prostitution and
other criminal activities. Regularly we see where some "name"
musician has been picked up on a
dope charge. The vices that follow in the wake of this "music"
are well known.
There will be those among our
readers who think that we exaggerate, that we have dirty minds
and are reading something into
the "music" that is not there.
Are we? Such readers should see
the copy of "Tan" magazine which
is in onr files. "Tan" is a Negro
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Atlanta, Ga. The Chicago
branch of the NAACP severely
criticized the meeting in Atlanta
of the American Association For
the Advancement of Science. The
meeting in a segregated city does
not conform to the association’s
platform of "recognizing no distinction of color in the achievement of Its purpose."
Atlanta, Ga. Southern Attorneyg
General were asked to join Georgia
in protesting an F. B. I. investigation of jury selection methods in
Cobb County, Georgia. Attorney
General Eugene Cook of Georgia
called it an attempt to intimidate
County Court Officers and called
upon the other Southern states to
~rotest the investigation.
Atlanta, Ga. Governor Marvin
Griffin, In an address to a Joint
session of the General Assembly,
declared the people of Georgia
"must never surrender" to the
"naked and arrogant declaration
of nine men to destroy our constitution and to usurp the blood-won
rights of our people/’

[] OR6ANIZED COUNTIES
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT LINE

Negro Leader Blasted
Mound Bayou, Miss. The Board
of Aldermen of this all-negro town
will consider proposals next month
to restrict public meetings in an
eft~ort to prohibit race agitators
t’rom meeting in the town. One of
the citizens said that Dr. T. R. M.
Howard was the core of the race
agitation. FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover has balsted as "intemperate, irresponsible and baseless"
statements by Howard criticizing
FBI handling of so-called "civil
rights" cases.
magazine of the "true story" type.
In the issue for December 1955
there is an article entitled "The
Lure of Tropical Men."
This article purports to deal
with the fascination which white
wqmen feel for the colored men
of the West Indies. It tells how
the author had indecent proposals
made to him by white women who
visited his father’s nightclub, how
he saw white women overcome
with "the tingling created within
them by the rhythm of the drums,
which have a traditional tendency
to attack the nervous system..."
This is a Negro man talking,
mind you. He is talking about
himself and "white women." Let
him tell it in his own words: "I
have seen European and Ameri.
can women come to the islands
and completely lose all inhibitions.
! have seen them come into my
father’s club and, after drinking
the enervating gin and coconut
highballs and listening to what is
probably the most fantastic drumining in the world, p~y my father
to clo~e the establishment for the
rest of the night so that the} can
give vent to purely natural and
raw emotion. I have seen them
strip off their expensive clothes,
remove the bobby pins from their
well-coiffured hair and really let
that hair down, releasing then~el.
yes in starkly orgiastic dancing.
!When day b~eaks, it is all we can
i do sometimes to get them to go i
home."
Of course, this Negro Is talktng l
about the "tropical" music, but it
is a blood relative of the "jazz"
music which these Churfht~l of
Christ plan to sponsor.
If we have offended the sensibilities of any of our readers, if
we have embarrassed any, we are
truly sorry. But this is a story
which has been kept hidden long
enough.
We were forced, by the depravity of churches that dare to call~
themselves Churches of Christ. to
speak.

Deland, Fla. Students at Stetson University voted down a proposal to admit negroes to attend
classes with them in 1957.
University of Florida. Instead
of going to the University of Florida, Councille E. Blye may go to
the penitentiary. The 23 year old
negro was arrested for assault and
profanity when he threatened a
state patrolman with a 2 by 4
shortly after applying for admission to the University.
Towson, Md. Mr. and Mrs.
Rowland Howard affirmed in Baltimore County Juvenile Court that
they deliberately kept their two
daughters out of school because it
has been integrated with negroes.
The judge ordered the Probation
Department to file a pet i t Ion
against the couple charging them
with neglect.
New Orleans, Int. Shellie McMillan. basketball forward for
Bradley College, created Loyola’s
first racial incident. The negro,
on fowling out, saluted the fans
by sticking out his tongue. He
was jeered, and as he left the court
the band serenaded him with "Bye
Bye Black bird."
New Orleans, Ira. Mixed reaction has greeted a decision of
Bishop Joseph Francis Rummel to
work for desegregation of Catholic
schools after September 1956.
The Commission on Human Rights
lot the Catholic Committee of the
South favors the Supreme Court
Decision.
However, the H o I y
Name of Mary Parents Club of
Algiers is on record as strongly
opposed to the integration edict.
"’individualism must be drugged that Communism may succeed."--Joe Stalin on January ~,

Atlanta, Ga. Attorney General
Eugene Cook asked the legislature
to review evidence of subversive
influence in the National Association For the Advancement of
Colored people. He further accused the NAACP of fomenting
strife and discord.
(’hh’ago, !11. The Illinois Ap)ellate Court has ruled that a
city can be held responsible for
injuries and d a m a g e s suffered
through mob violence. The case
grew out of the friction created by
integration of Chicago’s Fernwood
Park housing development. It
seems to aim at quelling any further demonstrations against negro
infiltrations and Integration in
urban areas.
Frankforl, Ky. Separation of
negro,~s and whites In public parks
has been outlawed by Kentucky’s
Court of Appeal. This is the first
ruling by the Kentucky Court
since the Supreme Court edict of
May 17, 1954.
Jackson, Miss. Representative
Edith Green (D.-Ore.) said in a
weekly report to her constituents
that a recent visit to Mississippi
left her "profoundly discouraged".
She corn par ed Mississippi to
Puerto Rico, saying both wallowed
in poverty. She is an active worker in the Urban League.
Jackson, Miss. An order banning Internal Revenue employees
from joining the Citizens’ Council
was lifted after it had been in effect only two weeks. The Director,
James L. Enochs, said his original
instructions were "erroneous".
Chattanooga, Tenn.- The Carpenters Local Union 74 has urged
Governor Frank Clement to call
a special session of the legislature
to handle the integration menace.
The Union also pas~ed a resolution
condemning the Central Labor
Union’s action in approving the
city school board’s recent integration decision.
Knoxville, Tenn. -- Federal
Judge Robert L. Taylor has ordered white public schools in Anderson County, which contains the
atomic city of Oak Ridge, to accept negro students beginning next
fall.

Survey Clearly Shows Racial Integration
Has Lowered Standards Oi Public Education
WASHINGTON, D. C. -- tSpeclal)--Forced integration of public schools in the nation’s capital
has serionsly lowered educational
standards. This fact is clearly established by an extensive and objective survey just published by
U. S. News and World Report,
which proves that the local educational level has fallen far below
the national average due to integration.
"How low these standards are
was recently revealed by examlnations. Of 4,155 tenth grade

pupils enrolled last fall. 1,004 of lted schools. The white children
them had reached only a sixthlare being palled down to the intelgrade or under level in reading; lligence level of the Negroes. A
that of 3.979 tenth grade pupils. INegro principal said:
1 798 had reached only a sixth
- --’~-- :° " ~-’
~m
grade or under 1 vel in arithmetic
¯ .....
portent to Amemcan cultural prog^ school authorities -^f-s^’~ t~
Th
_areas
~ ...... tnese zlgures sown
"c as
" ~u_
standhe- I ress to sacrifice scholastic
.¯
tween white and Ne gre children !ards
for
the
addltmnal
value
of
both groups sharing
the experiBut, that is not necessary to form ".....
~ livin~ to~ether.,
~the proper conclusion.
Whites Pulled Down
President Elsenhower promised
Both Negro and white teach- [ thai the Wa.~hington schools would
ers admit there is a definite low- be a laboratory to demonstrate to
ering of standards in the integra- the worhl how eaMly and effec-

tively Integration and democracy
would work. President EL,~enhower’s own grandchildren have been
removed from a system that permit.s integrated schools and placed
In a private segregated Episcopal
school in Alexandria, Vs.
Boost Boomerangs
It was boasted that Wi~shington
schools would be an example of
how good racial integration would
be. Now they do everything possible to hide their example and
secrete the hideous facts.

In a recent meeting of the city
Commissioners in Washington a
COmmissioner charged that promotions in the District of Columbia city schools were made by
weight and poundage. To this, the
superintendent of schools "replied
that it was not true that promotions in the District of Columbia
schools are by size but it is true
that promotional standards from
one class to another will have to
be lowered to accommodate the
average.
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Making A Big Stink

The News
In Brid

Assertion Of Sovereignty Call On Negro Leaders To
Requested As A Course
Work With Council For
Mutual Harmony
Of State Action

Ilr. Lcc I,orch. white professor
at Ftsk (N~’gTo) University in
Nashvilh’, received whh’sl}read
The seine Dr. I,oreh ha~ laken
lhe 7)Ill Anlefldlnenl itlld [Pfllsed {o
say if he had h(’en a nlcnlber of
Ihe l’llllllllllll[sl ea[I.v lvhell called

X o u ~ e Vli-.~nlel’iean Activities
(’omnllllee. He is vice president
of the Tennessee NAA(’IL

With amazing candor, lhe BaltiInore Afro.American has published an editorial entith’d, "Our Vote
Is For ~ah’."
The Negro weekly declared,
"Politicians who are expert in
such things reason that in a close
election, votes of (,oh)red .Americans la such pivotal states as New
York, New Je~ey, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Illinois, Missouri, Indiana,
Maryland and California could determine the winner.
"This may or may not be trae,"
the l~ltimo~ Nero paiK’r conchides, "bnt we a~, ~ttisfied that
this intpo~m,t bloc of votes is for
~le."
The Baltimore police departmen’s records from Sept. 1. 1955
to Dec.. 17, 1955. show that colored persons representing only 27
per cent of the city’s total population were responsible for 83 per
cent of all robberies and 85 per
cent of all purse snatching. Figures on major crimes were not
given.

Council l esolutions

Ask For Racial Harmony;
Urge State Legislature
To Adopt Interposition

All intensive survey in non,
Sonthern states has indicated that
94 per cent of Northern hotels and
motels do not wan| colored patronage.
This survey, conducted hy the
public relations firm at Andrew
F. Jackson and Associates, cnvered some 2,500 of the better hotels
and motels of the North.

Rep. John Bell Williams of Mississippi has made a most effective
reply to attacks on his state and
people by llarlem’s Negro Congressman, Adam Clayton Powell.
Rep. Williams quoted these figures from Gov. J. P. Coleman’s
inaugural message, on the floor of
the House: "In Mississippi during
1954, six Negroes were killed by
whites."
"Eight whites were killed by
Negroes and 182 Negroes were
killed by Negroes," he added. "I
would suggest to the NAACP and
their followers that tbey clean up
their own backyards in Chicago,
New York and Washington before
telling peace-loving Mississtppians
how to conduct their affairs."

Jackson, Mississippi

ANTi "SOU"
PROPAGANDA

Students At Ole Miss
Fro w n On In tegt ra tio n
UNIVERSITY, Miss. (Special) stndents favored segregation and
--A survey conducted by the cam- 378 were against segregation.
pus newspaper here revealed that Others said they had no fixed
the big majority of University of opinion.
Mississippi students favor segregaStudents participating in the
tion.
poll included 1,480 Mississippians,
About seventy-five percent of
396 students from other southern
2,023 students polled said they fastates, and 147 non-Southerners.
vored segregation at ale Miss, and
Editor’s Note: It seems safe to
about a third of this number said
they believe Negroes will never
assulne that most of the 25 per
mix with whites at the university.
cent of University students not favoring segregation are from outThe newspaper, the Mississipplan, conducted the survey during
side the state. Thus the result of
registration and queried about 80
this opinion survey is extremely
encouraging, especially in view of
percent of the student body. Some
students refused to express opinclaims in some quarters that Mississippi youth would be recepti’,’e
ions.
to race mixing.
A breakdown showed that 1,485

Big City Press Conceals
Facts In Racial

(The News anti ()ourier
Charleston, S. C.)
Philadelphia -- the City
of
Brotherly Love -- is beset
by
youthful savages. The streets
of
America’s third largest city
are
In London, England, Negroes
not fit for decent women.
are clamoring for an NAA(~" o~
These remarks are not The
News and Courier’s, or any Southganiz~tion. A steady influx of colern propagandist’s. VCe are quotored persons from all parts of the
ing phrases from an editorial in
empire is causing serioas social
and economic problems in the BritThe Evening Bulletin. which nearly everybody -- The Bulletin adish Isles.
The Birmingham, England, Na-] vertises -- reads in Philadelphia.
tlonalist Club and other w h i t el Whence come these savages?
groups have been protesting the Have the Indians left their reserincreasing number of white-color cations? Are they members of that
ed marriages and the growth of[tribe in Ecuador who killed the
colored slam m-eas. Thoughtful five missionar ies? VCe have
Britons are clamoring for stricter searched The Bulletin’s editorial
immigration laws.
in vain for a clue.

The editorial describes in detail
an attack by four boys on a student nurse. They waylaid her in a
subway entrance as she was returning at 9 p.m, to her dormitory.
They heat and robbed her. She
fought with the pack for half an
hour before a passerby frightened
them away. Somehow, the boys
were caught. Three other women
identified some or all of them as
having attacked them.
"The public," says The Bulletin,
"reads almost every day of other
such attacks by youthful savages."
So this is nothing new.
The editorial we have quoted
was mailed to us by a resident of
Philadelphia with a batch of other
clippings from the Philadelphia
press.

TEXT ()F RESOLUTION
TEXT OF RESOLUTION
BE IT UNANIMOUSLY REWtlEREAS, The Jackson CitiSOLVED by the Executive Com-lzens’ Council has always been inmittee, of the Association of Citi-[terested in the welfare of the Nezens’ Councils of Mississippi in groes as reflected in its charter
regular session this 26th day of and by-laws: and
January, 195.6, that;
I There has always extsted hatThe l)octrlno
lnterposttlon. .
.... In of
y ~nd
mn ~
i ~nder st~
i dtnn " g among
as expressing the positive asser-lthe raves
in
and
around
Jackson,
tion and enforcement ot the soy- which is
now being menaced by
ereignty of the State of Missis-:
outside agitators:
sippi against encroachments upon
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
the reserved powers of MississipRESOLVED That Jackson Citipi, explicitly stated in the Constizens’ Council again declares its
tution of the United States, has
good will tor and its interest in
the strong and unqualified supthe wellbetng of the Negroes in
port of this Committee;
Jackson and elsewhere, that it asThat the Legislature of the
:serts its wholehearted support of
St a t e of Mississippi is hereby :the continued improvement in the
urged to adopt forthwith a Resoeconomic, edncatlonal and culturlution.
. of Interposition. declaring,
al welfa~^-e
of. th
"
’
~n plain and .unequivocal
language
.
.
in the doctmne
of separate facd~- . .
that the racial lntegratmn
decrees
.....
~tate8 ~upreme Itles’
that it does
not.illegal
encour,of the- k"nitea ....
age.ana
or condone
any
acts
Court are usurpations of power
Negro or against any
not granted, and
that said de"
"
crees are’therefore illegal, invalid.
and of no force and effect withinI BE IT FURTH.E.R RESOLVE.D.
the boundaries of the sovereign That Jackson CR~zens’ Council
calls on all responsible Negro
State of Misgtssippi, and that this
leaders, who believe, in our Southstate is not bound to abide thereern tradition, tbat a separation of
by;
the races is hest for all concerned,
That such legislation be adoptto work with the Council in aded as is deemed appropriate to exvancing the welfare of the Negro
tend the protection of our laws to
within the framework of segrega:our citizens and officials who may
tion, in continuing and improviug
’he exposed to attempts to enforce
the harmonious relationship besaid decrees;
tween the races heretofore existThat our public officials be
ing, and in promoting the progress
warmly commended for their paand general welfare of all the peotriotic labors in furthering the
ple of the State of Mississippi.
Doctrine of Interposition, and for
their prompt action in protecting
the vital interests of our people;
SOLVED that this
(!ommittee
and
hereby Matvs that it
views as a
That the recommendation is
guiding principle the plain a.ssermade that each local Citizens’
tiont of State Soverei~ty as that
Council support to the fullest excourse of action best (lesign~ to
tent by appropriate public expresmeet the deadly pe~l to this Resions and actions their endorsepnblic and to our state generated
ment of this Resolution;
hy allen id~logies and forces.
AND BE IT FURTHER REWitness the signatures of the
officers and Executive Committee
of [he Association of Citizens’
Councils of Mississippi ibis 26th
day of January, 1956.

Violence
Most of the news stories did not
identify the race of the assailants.
Our Philadelphia informant, however penciled in the margin that
they were Negroes.
From "Washington. Newark and
New York we have received similar batches of clippings about violent crimes. The criminals in these
stories likewise were identified by
the sender as Negroes. Though
the newspapers of large cities usually omit the race angle, close
readers apparently find ways, perhaps by street addresses, of identifying Negroes.
In Chicago. The Daily News
ported a reign of terror on Chicago streets. Churches in some districts no longer dare to hold alght
meetings. People are not safe

ter dark. The same situation may
exist--we have been told it does
--in other large cities of the
North and West that have acquired Negro populations. From California,
we have word -- in a
private letter --- from a former
school teacher that non-segreuated s,bools have encouraged racial
mixing among youths that is abhorrent in the South.
Segregation in the South at
lea::t has I)rovented terrorism in
cities. (’rim*~ exists, of course, but
nothing like these reports from
Northern titles. Undisciplined
packs roam their streets. In the
South we have no packs of savages. Though Negroes are more
numerous, they are better behaved. Yes, and more CIVILIZEDt
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Editorial Opinion

The Truth Is Painful
Those who worship at the shrine of "racial equality" do so
without regard for cold facts and figures. While the truth is often
painful and unpleasant, the following official statistics regarding
illegitimacy in Mississippi cannot be glossed over or minimized:
56,724 babies were born in Mississippi in 1953.
28,045 of that number were white.
28,679 were negroes.
7,337 were born out of wedlock, or illeg~tmate.
7,070 of the negroes were born out of wedlock.
267 whites were born out of wedlock.
One out of every 105 white births were illegitimate, or less than
~%. 24.7% of the negro births were illegitimate, which means
that 247 out of every 1000 negro births were born out of wedlock.
In addition, any child born to a woman who still calls herself Mrs.
is considered legitimate, even though the mother states she has
not seen her husband in 10 years.
This is proof of the well-known fact that our negroes as a race
make a mockery of the white man’s holy institution of matrimony.
How would integration affect the moral standards of our white
children?

South Must Be Militant
The Federal government must be made to understand, through
all mediums at our command, that Mississippi will resist to the utmost that infamous "Black Monday" integration decision of the
United States Supreme Court.
.It is also absolutely necessary that Southern states conduct a
campaign of education throughout the nation to show other states
the Justice and common sense with which our Position is fortified.
The nation needs enlightenment.
It must fully understand our point of view.
It must be made to realize that the decision, if enforced, would
mean social equality, mixed marriages, and mongrelization of the
white race.
This is no time for a passive or indifferent attitude.
Our opposition must be made evident by vigor and determination.
No war was ever won by an army fighting on the defensive, and
this is truly a war for the maintenance of our sacred rlghts.--(Jackson, Miss., Dally News).

Fraudulent Vote Tactics
An Associated Press story from Homer quotes a Louisiana
segregation leader as claiming that the NAACP is pushing illegal
registration of Negro voters in an effort to gain control of the State
of Louisiana.
It also quotes him as claiming that the NAACP used similar
tactics and gained "almost complete control" of New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Michigan.
He charges further that the same thing will "happen in Louisiana unless we stop the illegal registration of unqualified Negroes"
and asserts that Negro vote registration in Louisiana is "definitely
past the danger point."
This president of the Association of Louisiana Citizens Councils,
however, is not quoted as making any statement regarding what is
happening in Mississippi in this field, but the news item contains
this flat statement which may be a warning of what may happen
in our state despite recent legislative moves to raise qualifications
for registration of voters:
"Negro registration in the state {Louisiana) has jumped from
less than 2,000 in 1948 to more than 154,000 in the recent governor’s
race."
If such an organized move can go that fast and get that far
in Louisiana, how far could it go in Mississtppi?--(The Clarion
Ledger, Jackson, Miss.)
WASHINGTON, D. C.--The President’s message on immigration
February 8th, advocated in effect junking the McCarran Act which
largely limits immigrants into this country to Europeans on a
strict quota basis. The president proposed pooling quota members
in Europe, Africa, Asia and the Pacific areas and distributing them
during a 12-month period on a first come. first served basis without
regard to country or birth.
If Congress approves this proposal, Asiatics and Negroids would
be admitted into this country on the same basis as White Europeans.
Write your Senators and Congressmen at once asking them to keep
the McCarran Act exactly as it is now.

Southern

Missionary To The South

Sentiment
By John Temple Graves
"UNIONIZATION and integration are not synonymous" Southern unionists are letting President
George Meany, of the gigantic
AFL-CIO know as he undertakes
unfairly from afar off to damn the
Citizens Councils.
EVERY ACT of violence
against Negroes in the South is a
challenge to Citizens Councils and
the States Rights cause.
The temptation to violence is
here, is human, and is going to
multiply. But there is no hope of
settlement in it.
The fine people who have made
the Citizens Councils so mighty a
factor in the Southern defense do
that defense no greater service
now than seeing that we continue
to be guilty of less violence than
would Detroit, Chicago and New
York in similar circumstances.
A LAY COMMITTEE of 190
Protestant leaders, after five
years of study, has come out with
a report criticizing the National
Council of Churches for taking
sides on political, social and economic questions in the name of
"that inarticulate and voiceless
body called ’34 million Protestants’." The criticism runs, too,
against individual church leaders,
it seems to many of us. They have
no more right to commit God on
honestly controversial things of
the world than the Council has to
commit both God and the 34 million.
God knows, of course, how He
stands on the federal reserve discount rate, but He hasn’t told anybody and isn’t going to.
Nor has He told anybody how
He stands on the profit system,
the United Nations -- or racial integration.
DOES INTERPOSITION deny
what school placement and-or assignment laws admit? Not at all,
and those who say so impeach the
argument for those laws. The laws
do not mention race. They call for
pupil assignments on a basis of individual psychology, public order,
aptitude, social conditions, local
feelings, etc. They would be useful laws, it is asserted, even if
there were no race question.
It is in the Congress, in the
state legislatures and courts in
the even now shifting national
public opinion, that the South is
going to save its rights to deal
with the most delicate and difficult race problem any people anywhere ever had to carry.

Race Mixing Sets

Off Wild Disorder
Press Urges Strict
Segregation Policy
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. -- Memorial Auditorium here was the
scene of a wild, bottle-throwing,
knife - wielding melee between
white and colored persons on the
evening of January 30. It has been
the custom at Memorial to admit
White spectators to negro dances
and negro spectators to White
dances held there.
Trouble started when a negro,
reportedly drunken, attempted to
force himself into a section reserved for White spectators. In
moments, the huge auditorium
was thrown into an uproar. Three
Whites and three negroes were Injured and a V/hits policeman was
hit by a thrown knife, but fortunately, the handle hit him instead
of the blade. Some 30 police were
needed to quell the disorder.
Nine negroes were arrested on
disorderly conduct charges three
of which were later fined for
drunkenness. As a result of the
inter - racial strife. Auditorium
Manager Thompson has
recommended that negroes be
barred
from White dances and
Whites
from negro dances in the
future.
Press Asks Segregation
The Chattanooga News - Free
Press editorially supported stricter segregation rules and commented in part: "And outside
meddlers, including the United
States Supreme Court, should be
reminded that the principal reason for the adoption of segregation laws in the South was to
remove potential dangers of trouble between the two races of the
kind that developed at the auditorium last night and like the
much more serious trouble that it
could have been.

’Racist’ A Smear Word
We have co~ne to be afraid of a few smear words and terms.
"Racist" is one of the worst. It is not defined so that the
victim may disagree and defend himself. But it is so spat out, even
in print, as accusation of some vicious crime placing the defendant
beyond some pale. It presumes automatic condemnation without
trial.
But what is a "racist"?
A "RACIST" IS A PERSON who approves his own race and
prefers the society of his own people.
Millions of human beings of all races, in fact, most of humanity.
is "racist" by that definition. But the despised and persecuted
"racist’ meant by this propaganda is not condemned for I~is amiable
preference, which implies no hostility to any other race.
He Is persecuted for showing the courage to express his preference In words and suiting his conduct to his words. He may
express his preference in the most gentle, courteous and friendly
language. But the mere expression is the crime of "racism."
There is also a false assumption now accepted as undebatable
truth that all minorities are entitled to special immunity from fair
criticism and fair opposition. The very word "minority" has come
to denote a small, helpless and, above all, absolutely inoffensive,
element of human being.
But reason holds that a majority also may be virtuous. And
majorities were massacred in Soviet Russia by a minority which did
not bother to pretend that it was harmless. The Communists are
still a small minority throughout the Soviet empire.
Controversy is not dead it~ the United States, but it has beeh
strangled into unconscionsnes~.
That is bad for our intelligence, our character and our souls.
(Westbrook Pegler, in the Richmond, Va.. News Dispatch)

Crux Of Racial Problem
One of the difficulties in consideration of race problems is a
lack of understanding between Northerners and Southerners because
of the wide variance of the Negro ratio.
Compare New York and Mississippi, for example.~ According to
the 1950 census Mississippi, with only 2,170,000 population compared to New York’s 14.800,000 total population, had more Negro
residents than did the natign’s heaviest populated state.
Mississippi showed 980,000 Negro residents--approximately 45
per cent of its total population.
New York bad 918,000 Negroes-slightly more than six per cent.
A similar story is true throughout the South, ranging from
Texas’ 12 per cent (low in the South) to North Dakota’s low of .04
per cent. Decimalwise, Mississippi showed .452,~ as compared to
North Dakota’s .0004. Quite a difference.
Until the various sections of the country can talk the same
language on the race question the South’s position will be misunderstood, especially with the NAACP blackening Dixie at every
turn.--{The Natchez, Miss., Times).

Good News For Reds
If a survey made by the Opinion Research Corporation among
seniors in 86 high schools, scattered across the country, is correct,
there is something alarmingly wrong with American education.
According to the results, 82 per cent of these students do not
believe we have competition in business: ti0 per cent feel owners
get too large a abate of the profits; 61 per ~:ent reject the profit
motive as necessary to tbe survival of our free system; 55 per cent
accept the classic communist doctrine of "from each according to
ability, to each according to needs." and ~;0 per cent think a worker
should not produce all he can.
This should ~nake the men in the Kremlin axed our other ideological enemies happy. For, if such views are widely held and
acted upon by our citizens of tomorrow, we will destroy this nation
from within--which is what the Communists want beyond anything
etse.--(lndustrial News Review).
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COLLECtiVISM ON THE CAMPUS, The Battle of the Mind in
American Colleges, by E. Merrill
Root. The DevinoAdalr Company,
400 pages. I~.OO.

Progress Is Big
Credit To White South

By W. J. SIMMONS, Administrator
By TOM R"~HRIDGE
Feature Columnist 1~o~
Association bf Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
The Ctulon.bed~
There have been comments made in some quarters that the
Thoughtful, fair-minded people
Citizens’ Council movement is purely negative, that it seeks to meet
This uncompromising book tells
everywhere are not deceived by
the problem of separation of the white and negro races by measures
with stunning clarity how the colthe NAACP’s hysterical ranting
of repression, and that it silences opposition to segregation among
lectivists have succeeded in domiover alleged wrongs and injustices
nating higher education in Amerwhites by engendering fear of social pressures against those who
ica. Students are uniformly lndoc-’ suffered by "poor, down trodden
speak out for integrating the races¯
Negroes of the South." There is
trinated in Socialist theory, says
Dealing with these charges in reverse order, and without examfar more smoke than fire in such
Prof.
Root,
but
are
taught
little
ining the motives for such statements, let us consider objectively
bombastic claims.
about
the
free-enterprise
system
whether they have any basis in truth¯
What is desperately needed in
under
which
they
live.
The
collecThe case FOR the Citizens’ Councils has been pleaded PUBLICLY
the interest of racial harmony totivists,
he
says,
are
winning
man’s
and OPENLY in hundreds of community meetings for the past 18
day is far n~ore colored persons
timeless spiritual war to affirm
months¯ Have the advocates of integration presented their case in
t~ show more pride and gratithe freedom of the individual and
like manner? Rather than sneaking around under cover, we ask those
tude, and less self-pity. In all this i
the
dignity
of
the
person."
He
who favor integration to chow the courage of their convictions and to
pious pontification urging "posinames
names
and
offers
a
solid
speak out as long and as loud as they will. We believe in freedom
tive thinking" among Southern
program for winning back God and
of speech and of the press--for integrationists and segregationists
whites, the Negro himself badly
true academic freedom to the colalike¯ We commend to those timid white Mlssissippians who have not
needs to "accentuate the positive
leges.
"Important
and
gripping
the courage to come right out for integration, the action of Mr. Culand eliminate the negative."
¯ . It deserves wide reading.°.bertson, of Greenville, S. C.. a white attorney who addressed a NAACPGodfrey
P. Schmldt, Fordham Unimeeting in Clarksdale, Miss¯ early in January¯ While we are in utter
versity."
TOO MANY MILLIONS OF unconflict with Mr. Culbertson’s views and actions, we respect his courdernourished, pauperised inhabiage and the sincerety of his convictions¯ He has left no doubt where
tants of the world would be deHE stands¯ Have YOU done as well?
THE DF~’LINE OF ~E AMlighted to swap places with those
With respect to oppressing the negro, let it be said here and now
ERICAN REPUBLIC and How t~
colored noncontents who eternally
that many public statements have been made by Citizens’ Council
Rebuild It, by John T. Flynn. The
c o m p I a i n of "discrimination."
leaders, and resolutions have been offered, calling on responsible
Devin-Adalr Company. ~ pa~es.
"persecution" and "~econd class
negro leaders to cooperate with the Councils in the task of preserving
$8.00.
citizenship."
racial harmony within the framework of segregation¯
Except in Great Britain and a
There has been little response to these invitations. We may draw
few other progressive countries
The
author:
of
the
best
sellers
one of three conclusions from this. (1) Negro leaders fear reprisals
no people anywhere on earth have
The Roosevelt Myth and The Road
from the NAACP. or (2) They favor integration, or (3) (and most
more rights, opportunities, priviAhead
has
written
his
timeliest
likely) They are not sure yet which way the cat is going to Jump¯ In
and
most
powerful
book.
He
,
leges and pleasures than Ameriany event, the public interest will have been served by bringing the
can Negroes. It is high time they
shows how. amid seeming prosfacts to light¯
started
realizing and appreciatperity, our republican form of govNow let us see what the Citizens’ Councils are FOR--not what
ing their good fortune~
ernment is undergoing massive asthey are against.
saults which are sure to bring its
The Citizens’ Councils are positively FOR:
downfall if the American people
THE NEGRO’S PROGRESS as
(1) The separation of thd white and negro races in their respecare not alerted. Constitutional
a race during the past century
tive spheres and well established patterns of conduct as being in the
principles, he says, must be reis one of the most inspiring chapbest interests of BOTH races¯
stored before it is too late. Apters of American history. It not
(2) The racial integrity of BOTH races.
pendix with Constitution.
only reflects tremendous credit to
(3) The ability of the people in a community to provide local
our hard-working colored people
good government FOR THEMSELVES¯
but also is a .tribute to the pa(4) A program of public enlightenment on the race question.
THE UNITED NATIONS. Plantience and friendship of Southern
ned Tyranny, by V. Orval Watts.
(5) The sovereign rights of the state.s reserved unto themselves,
whites. When the Civil War ended
Comments on the Dream and the
as separate political communities, well defined in our Constitution.
the newly-freed slaves were wholly
Reality w4th a foreword by Clar(6) A reawakening of the moral and spiritual resources of the
without property--a largely illitSouthern white community,
ence Manion. The Devin-Adair
erate and economically-dependent
Company.
The vital interests of the vast majority of responsible, essentially
population.
conservative, white men and women of the South have never in our
Their plight has been well sumtime been represented by any organization.
Dr. Watts asserts that the Unimarized by an article in the NaIt is the dedicated task of the Citizens’ Councils to represent
ted Nations organization is a step
tion Magazine of Sept. 4, 1954 enthose interests.-away from freedom and not totitled, "Up from Reconstruction¯"
That Is what the Citizens’ Councils are FOR.
ward it; it is actually a blueprint
This characterized emancipated
for world tyranny. Clarence Manslaves as "a primitive people )nly
ion says in his foreword to this
recently removed from savagery¯
beautifully written book, "The
with no cultural or racial tradiUnited Nations is the deadly clitions of their own. They had to be
max of the Counter-revolution that
assimilated into a white civilizahas been developing ever since the
tion which required 5,000 years
North Bolivar Citizens’ Council
ter. You are at liberty to use any
establishment
of
Constitutional
to develop."
Duncan, Mississippi
of the reasons that I ha#e
government in 1789. For the free
February 4, 1956
vanced, and you can no doubt
human brotherhood under God’s
LASTING MONUMENTS to NeEditor
think of some stronger reasons
Fatherhood that we proclaimed in
gro progress in the South can be
"The Citizens’ Council"
that have not occurred to me.
our Declaration of Independence,
found in schools, churches, fratJackson, Mississippi
Thanking you, and with good
the UN substitutes the congealed
ernal orders, banks, hospitals, inEnclosed please find our check
wishes. I remain,
force of Godless, unrestrained, insurance companies, businesses and
to cover subscriptions to "The
Very sincerely yours,
ternational power over everything
farms owned and operated solely
Citizens’ Council" for new memJoseph Jeffreys
and everybody on earth."
by Negroes. As Senator Eastland
bers who have joined our council
Secretary-Treasurer
points out, Negro teachers, lawsince the original list of members
P. S. We can never hope to beyers, doctors, preachers and
was forwarded to you.
come a large council numerically,
If you believe that integration
scientists are impressive evidence
The names and mailing addressbut we do intend to become a very
will bring the evils of miscegenaof what the colored race has aces of the new members are also
strong one.
tion (interbreeding between differcomplished with the aid of white
enclosed.
p. p, s. an additional reason for
ent ra ces)--Join The Citizens’
Southerners¯
Under our organizational set-up
required subscriptions to the paCouncil!
each member of our council .tutoper not enumerated above is that
Much has been said of the Ne~matically becomes a subscriber to
through the stimulation of interIf you believe that social ingro’s "lack of educational opporour official organ, "The Citizens’
est incident to wide spread circutermingling an d miscegenation,
tunities." Today, according to a
Council." We think this becomes
lation, the paper serves in an imwill be seriously detrimental to
report by the Foundation for Ecof tremendous importance for the
portant capacity for attracting
both races and to our civilization
onomic Education, the proportion
benefit of our individual memand recruiting new members.
--Join The Citizens’ Council!
of N~gro college students to the
bers, our local council and our
state association, and we cite the
following reasons for our position:
1. It serves to establish closer
ties and a more intimate relationship between individual members,
the various councils, and the State
Association.
2. It is informative, and keeps
The Nashville Banner
Admittedly, and properly, the serves an adequatetest of its legal
all members posted on policies
and on the latest developments of
Since May 17, 1954, with its Suexercise of the principle Is limitaspects. If it is not defective legpreme Court ruling for public
ed to certain grave and extraordi.
ally, it should proceed to estabour campaign to maintain segreschool desegregation, numerous
nary cases. That is one re&son
lish the wish of the American peogation¯
ideas have been advanced for evadoubtless that even the proposal
ple through their States concern3. It imparts to each individual
sion or nullification of that judiof it. is relatiwqy a stranger to the
ing the amendment proposed.
member a sense of "belonging",
present generation. Unless
The Supreme Court is contendcial decree. From the outset, this
and a feeling that he is not being
newspaper urged against injudicithoritles including State authoriing for that change without the
neglected after affiliating with a
ous action. We have said repeatties now questioning it are acamendment--notwithstanding the
council.
edly that it calls for calm apquainted with history they may
serious doubt concerning its con4. It gived added strength to
praisal, making for order under
simply not understand its Importstitutionality.
our State Association by providing
ance as a principle, or its ancient i
law.
a medium of contact with every
prominence a.s a safeguard against
We believe, however, that the
If you realize that either Comcouncil and every member, thus
Virginia Resolution for lnterl)osithe encroacltment.s our founding
munistic influences or economic
enabling concerted action to be
fathers feared.
tlon
by
the
States
deserves
respectpressure groups stand behind evfashioned on any given issue.
Supreme Court members are not
ful study, and that it denmnds that
ery effort to invade States’ Rights
5. It assures an adequate cirexamination by the courts that can
infailible~so are subject to error. ~
and force integration and miscegeculation so essential for the exisesablish iLs legality~ that submisOur constitutional authorilies of
nationon the people of the South
tence of the paper. As blood cirlong ago. knowing that, did not insion to the States, if held valid,
--Join The Citizens’ Council’.
culation is indispensable for the
which cau determine the ~shes of
tend to expose a precious governhealth of our physical bodies, so is
meat
and
the
principles
thereof
to
the people anent the issue containIf you realize that indifference.
subscription circulation requisite
ed in the amendment it proposes.
the possible caprice of a few. So
almthy and the inclination of some
for the life of "The Citizens’
The Banner has always been a
they bound upon it the inherent
to accept desegregation as "ineviCouncil." Each 1 oc al council
devout rhampion of Sta~es rights.
right of dissent by the States.
table" . . . are our greatest eneshould be a heart to keep this cirand led the fight for their preserSuch at least was the tl~eory of,
mies--Join The Citizens’ Council!
culation active and dynamic.
,ration..As an uncompromising i~eJefferson. Madison, and Calhoun
It is my information that somelliever in the Constitution, we have
in their discussion of this prinIf you are positively dedicated,
of our largest and more powertul
recognized that there are States
ciple.
in your own mind, to the presercouncils do not require subscmprights and Federal rights. Neither
SOMEBODY HAS to speak for’ vation of segregation without
tlons on the part of their n~emcan safely encroach upon t h e
equivocation or qualification-bets. but provide the facilities :’or
other.
principle whep principle is emasJoin The Citizens’ Council~
voluntary subscriptions. To me,
culated, or wrested from its conthis seems a serious discrepan,’y.
BY TESTING the principle of
text.
and it should be remedied at the
interposition, the States are proEntirely apart from the desegIf you are ready and willing to
earliest opportunity.
posing simply to find out if the
regation question, we believe that
DO SOMETHING positive about
Federal judiciary can in fact by
Vlrgtnla had the right to make the
this very serious and present probI suggest that. at the proper
decree abolish States rights.
Interposition proposal, and it delem-Join The Citizens’ Council:
time, you editorialize on this mat-

In Our Mailbag

total American Negro population
is greater than thn proportion of
college student~ to the total population in any other nation on
earth. And most of these Negro
college etudent~ are in the 8outh.
THE SOU.THERN STATES
have college profemmrs, Negro
doctors, Negro lawyers and mor~
prosperous Negro businessmen
than all other states combined.
And the 8outh with it~ segregated
schools .has about twenty times
more qualified Nagro teachers
ployed than all other states put toaether.
Negro citizens are enjoying u
increasingly-higher standard of
living in the South. They are getting better homes, better pay. better clothes, better food, better
schools and better opportunities
with every pa~lng year¯ Freely
conceding that his social and
onomic status can be improved°
the Southern Negro has much to
be thankful for as a remHt of
friendship and cooperati~ by
white friends.
RACIAL AGITATORS would do
well to study the history of the’
Negro race before demanding
over-night miracles and unrenll~tic concessions. First and foremost, they need to discard the
false notion that Negroes originalfly were a "free people reduced to
slavery." Actually, they were
merely transferred from cannibalistic enslavement by their ow~t
tribal chiefs in Africa to a relatively being enslaved in the Western hemisphere¯ Negroes brought
as sla~es to America were Infinitely more fortunate than those
who stayed behind¯
For countless centuries the Negro had the entire African continent at his disposal, yet no great
cities were built there. No great
books, newspaper or lasting contributions to culture science and
progress have ever come out of
Africa, nor do ,Negroes own that
country today or enjoy free rights
there. Without white influence¯
Africa would lapse into barbarism
in a few decades.
NEGRO PROGRESS has been
largely due to friendly Southern
whites who are now being held
up to scorn and ridicule by selfseeking agitators bent on fomenting hatred and strife, The field
for Negro achievement in the
South is enormous under our present system. No thinking southerner wants to deny the Negro economic opportunity or economic
equality. It is only when racial
mongrelization is threatened that
his white friends firmly draw the
line.
Colored citizens
have many
wonderful qualities and possess
an enviable record
of progress.
They should be proud of their
race and should want to continue
achieving new gains as Negroes.
They should think long and hard
before destroying the good relations which traditionally have
existed between white and colored
people of the South.

Interposition Upheld As
A Test Of Public Opinionn-_.,__Seek Curb__In Tax
rnvnege

~ouses

Ask U. S. Congress
To End Favoritism
WASHINGTON, D.C.-- (Special~--Rep. Frank Smith, member
of Congress from Mississippi, has
introduced a bill in Congress to
curb abuses of the present tax
laws and regulations governing
organizations engaged in political
pressure and propaganda activities.
Under the bill, tax-exempt
foundations, funds and other organizations would be required to
make ~)ublic the names of their
contributors; submit to an annual
inde-endent audit; furnish a list
of all officers and expenses and
uive ~he names and addresses of
persons and/or organizations to
which grants of money were made.
Congressman Smith also asked
that Secretary of the Treasury
George Humphrey use his authority to remove from tax-exempt
status all organizations which
have abused their privileges. "I
asked specifically for a ruling on
the activities of the Legal Defense
Fund of the NAACP," Smith shid.
"In my opinion this organization
should be immediately denied further tax-exemption¯"
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"’Communism Among l rof@ssors’"

IWhat Is The Scope Of Red

!nltuence In Schools Now?
~or~S)e~!i,T " " " ;" " ""’! " "’" ’~iil~~i)iiit~~te~wnell~3:~i’I’’ "’ ,’" ’ ! "~elrb~~,!irY~i!~:ciii:i: """" ~’ ". "
thought and of speech" sections of was for years a communist. She "on leave of absence". Later he
our constitution were violated testified before the sub-commit- returned to America on the staff

serves to bring to mind the fact
that the Communist party today is
making our colleges and universities their prime targets for infiltration with poisonue doctrines.
Contrary to a widespread belief, Communism is far from being
a working class movement. It is
run by intellectuals and the working classes are merely stooges.
Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, a n d
practically all other Communist
leaders in the past were intellectuals and that is true of presentday leaders. They are skilled in
manipulating the "proletariat." of
creating a "look on us and live"
atmosphere.
Communists In the United
States are working on file "catch
’em young" idea. They seek to
brainwash the minds of our boys
and girls in universities and colleges,
andschools
often they
dip down opporinto
,,,e
hlgh
whenever

Arkansans 85 Per Cent
For Segregated Schools
(The New York Times)
LITTLE ROCK, Ark,,- Gov.
Orval E. Faubus has reported that
a state-wide survey had shown
that "approximately 85 per cent of
all people" in Arkansas were opposed to integration of the races
in the schools at this time.
"I cannot be a party to any attempt to force a~ceptance of a
change to which the people are ao
overwhelmingly opposed." he said.
The Governor made it clear
that the force of his executive ofrice would be used to defend decisions of the individual school
districts of the state -- whether
against integration of
for or
schools.

He explained that the school
districts of Arkansas were virtually autonomous and that traditionally the state government
had refrained from any appearance of intrudihg in the management of local school districts.
Cites Customs, Traditions
"If complete integration ever
comes to Arkansas," he said,
"it will be a slow process. No one
can predict with accuracy whether it will ever be accomplished, or
how soon.
"It should be obvious that
centuries-old customs, and regional traditions, cannot be
changed overnight -- even by
court edit."

Warns That Red Agitation
In Race Issue Hurts U.S.
NEW YORK -- Rep. Victor L.
Anfuso (D) N. Y., has warned of
an "interposition movement" in
the South, and Communist exploitation of "discrimination and
segregation,"
The Brooklyn Congressman said
t h e "interposition movement"
now gathering momentum in the
South is aimed at blocking any attempts to amend the Constitution
to prohibit segregation.
- He pointed out to the Brooklyn
division of the American Jewish
Congress that the South need obtain support of only 18 states to
defeat the three-fourth majority

needed for amendment,
He declared: "This represents
a real threat because it could
easily nullify the work and accomplishments of the Supreme
Court."
Communist distortations of segregation and discrimination, he
said, affect "our prestige abroad.
It undermines our moral leadership among nations of the world."
If you believe in the rights of
the Sovereign States to handle
their own internal affairs--Join
The Citizens’ Council!

THE SOUTH IS MOBILIZING

Organize for Victory
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL Will
Keep You Officially Informed

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Citizens~ Councils
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’ Council as follows and find payment
enclosed:
[] For One Year ........................................ $2.00
(Please Print)

<unity offers. They have made
more headway than the governing
bodies of some of our institutions
seem to believe. Its son|e instances
they actually dominate thought in
universities and colleges aml little
or nothing is being done to suppress their work.
To say that this is important in
the life of America is certainly an
understatement¯ Unless the sober
minded men and women of the
country who realize the danger
(and many do--especially those
past 40 years of age) start quickly
and move fast, these so-called
American institutions of learning
will never change. The grip will
he too tight. They will be tile deciding factor in landing the United
States in a few years safely within the orbit of Soviet Russia.
The t’ommunists were (levilishiy
shrewd in selecting American education as a stronghold to be seized,
because here in Ameri<’a education
is a fetish. Anything that calls itself education ten<Is to be resin’tied as such.
In these institutions will be
found in respectable numhers, professors who do not sympathize
with Communism, or even Sociallsm. But, owing to the nerve, gall
and audacity of those few who
are steeped in the theories of Communism, most of the dissenters
are afraid to raise their voices.
Indeed, more capable and competent instructors have been fired
from faculties of institutions because they raised objection to
Communism than have been discharged because they opposed its
poisonous doctrines.
As a glaring illustration, take
the case of Prof. Wendell Hinkle
Furry, still a Professor at Harvard
who, when appearing under oath
before a Congressional investigating Committee declined to say
whether or not he had been a
Communist party member during
the last three years prior to March
17th, 1953.
It is safe to a.~sume that when
any man is placed under oath and
declines to say whether or not he
has been a Communist that he has
thus furnished prima faeie evidence of his own guilt.
Other famous American educational institutions have been almost as favorable to (’o,mnuntst
as Harvard. There is. for instance,
the University of Chicago, whose
president for man3’ years was
Robert M. Hutchins, now drawing
fire front many patriotic American
groups for his lumdling of the

sat. Columbia, the four New York
And yet Dr. Hulcbins, in testifyCity colleges. Smith. M.I.T., Uniing before an investigating comversity of Michigan and others,
mittee of the llllnots legislature,
had communist units operating on
said he wouhl be glad to have Dr.
the campuses.
lmnge back on the faculty at the
Dr. Oscar Lange came to the
University of Chicago.
United States from Poland in 1937
The governing bodies of the ed:md in due time became a citizen.
ucational institutions of this counDr. Root in "Collectivism on the
try must be awakened to the fact
Campus" says of Lange on page
that they cannot lessen the danger
181:
of Communism by ignoring it;
"He (Lange) received a grant that is their duty to screen faculty
from the Rockfeller Foundation. imemhers and see to it that they
which paid his salary at Chicago I teach only wllolesome things, no
University. He was a professor prima<tee ho’w loudly they may prate
economics there for several years. [about "academic ~reedom," which,
In 1945 he returned to Communist I in quite too many cases, is only
dominated Pola~td, declared that a camouflage for promulgation of
America was his enemy and corn- dangerous doctrines.

Tennessee Sentiment Set
Favor Of Segregation

In

(The Comnwrcial Aplwal)
NASHVILLE, -- Tennessee is
quietly hut firmly resisting the
United States Supreme Court’s
puhltc school desegregation order
from MemDhis to Mountain City.
Sentiment against integrated
schools is Ily no means confined
to cities and counties with a heavy
Negro population.
It prevails in the East Tennessee mountain country, where Negroes, despite their sparse population, are being transported into
neighl)oring counties in some instances to attend schools with
their own race.
It is present ~n Middle Teunessee. where the original post-Civil
War Ku Klux Klan was founded
(at Pulaski) and in West Tennessee, where the Negro population
outnumbers the white in some
counties.
These are some of the conclusions reached in a survey of local
leaders in each of the state’s 95
COilnties.
The list included local party
ch.airmen -- both Democratic and
Republican -- county judges, leg-

islators, county and city attorneys.
nlembers of county (’<)uFt9 and
SOme local school hoard members.
So far Tennessee has had no
majo¢ race problem. Many teaders
feel ~his is because Negroes have
not tried to attend the white
schools in auy great nunll)ers.
Others l)elieve Teltnessee’s way
of quieqy handling Ihe problem
"wilhou( a lot of agilation"
has
hepn the l’e;lsoIi.
I+:xamlde* Relal~l
In Solne {’;LS~S, it WDS learned.
these incidents have been handled
so quielly they n~*ver got into publie print.
()ll{~ SUch inci<leut took place
near Tazewell, a remote mountain
area 50 miles north of Knoxville,
last fall and points up the extent
of resistance to integration ~ven
in the state’s "white belt."
The parent of a Negro boy tried
to enter him in the white school
of Howard’s Quarter, a rural
school five miles from Tazewell.
In the words of Claiborne County
School Supt. C. L. Moyers, "the
whole community rose up against
it."

Time Magazine Offers A
Note On African Culture
A shocking
example of how hu -r(fh(ls
¯
’
Is lll~ +(
~+~- ’<l, so
I ¯ " ’ ,’: "." *
’.’ " ~
In ’II inf.’.
man flesh is still eaten by certain ]eouhl while
man pass. Moving
African tribesmen, and how Leop-]like a ripple
ovec Ihe grca{ lake
ard Men claw victims to death, is[of the African
sonl, dislurbing the
offered in the following excerpt I reeds on ils
fringe for a moment.
nolhing." igut CIoete
from Time Magazine of October 3. ] ¯ ¯ . and then
1955. And we quote:
feels Ihu{ lilt- tvbile man nlust not
With his American wife Rehnu pass from Africa; lie is needed.
("Tiny"), Author Cloete m,t out
Fulh)wing (;unther, (’loete flew
front Cape Town and head~ dito ~Vcut Africa. But where Gunrectly for lhe "biggest bole in the
ther highlight~ its I)~)~ess, (~oete
world" -- Kimberly’s fabulous probes (leel)er and finds that
diamond mine one mile around
ew+ryx+ here the savage past Imand 1.335 feet deep). There,
pinges on the present, l~tween
where tile sons of ~vages nline
1945 and 194~, Nigerian leopardthe raw n~atertal of American ennlen clawed ID6 peolde to death In
gagement rings, they al~
a Mngie district. ~Vbite officials
bicycles, wear European clothes,
recently arrlw+d at a chleftlan’s
dance to the throb of tonl-tOllls
funeral to find the coffin unscrewa,d throw their unwant(~l children
ed and the African gues~ eug~ed
into the giant hole.
in eating the cr)~se (necrophagy
L~king at monuments of long
de~! African clvilimtions, Clocte
is ~till comnmn In Africa).

In Los Angeles, Calif., Negro
hoodlums recently attacked and injured W. R. Beat<y, president of a
W’est Coast pro-segregation group.
His home was bombarded with
rocks, bricks and chunks of concrete.
Mr. Be.atty, who is over 80
years of age. suffered a concussion
during the attack on his home.
The California press played down
the outrage, which was not reported by major wire services of the
nation.
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The annual report of the proNegro Cleft Liberties Union expresses concern at "increasing discrimJnation against colored people" in non-Southern states. The
report says that discrimination in
public housing *’takes on an alarm.
ing proportion."
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Race Mixers Use Hitler’s "Big Lie"
Tactic In War On The White South
Disease, Prism
Rec0r& Reflect
Lapse In Morals
Poses Real Threat
To The Welfare Of
Our Entire Nation
Reports on "Venereal Disease
Infections by State and Race", and
"Illegitimate Births by State and
Race", point to come serous considerations especially for those
who condemn racial segregation
and advocate racial integration.
It is interesting to note the
much higher incidence of venereal
disease Infections among negroes
In Illinois, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, and Ohio than is found in
Alabama. Georgia, Mississippi,
Louisiana, and other strictly
segregated states.
"Head in The Sand"
A parallel situation is found in
illegitimate births in those states,
with the exception of Massachusetts. That states makes no
record of illegitimate births. Sever states have laws prohibiting
such records. In many states such
prohibition is part of the "Civil
Rights Laws". We were unable to
get information on these subjects
from several states with "Civil
Rights Laws". Does not such a
"head in the sand" policy pose a
serious threat to the public health
and welfare of the nation?
Reference to our "Prison Population Report", released in November 1954, will find another parallel. Unsegregated states of the
North have a much larger percentage of negroes in prison than the
segregated Southern states.
Since the release of that report
we have had some interesting correspondence with prison officials
of the Northern states in which a
variety of rdasons have been advanced for the excessive negro
prison population in northern prisons.
Big Difference
One Northern prison official
said. "In our state the negro is
placed on the level with everyone
else where law enforcement is concerned, while in the South you
people make allowances for him."
It will be interesting to learn
why venereal disease infections
and illegitimate births are so much
higher in Northern states.
Southern officials, both law and
health, point to the moral restrictions inherent in segregation as
the principal reason for the differences, and again remind us of the
fact, so well known to Southern
officials and seeemingly ignored
by our Northern neighbors, that
the negro has such a strong proclivity for "mistaking liberty for
license".

Texan Mapping
Sound Strategy
Asks Interposition
Plank In Platform
AUSTIN, Tex. -.-- Gov. Allan
Shivers announced on March 5 he
plans a nationwide drive promoting an interposition plank for the
Democratic National Convention.
He said he plans to make
speeches and talk to party leaders widely, hoping to hold the purpose of such plank to broad principles of states’ rights without:
especially pinpointing the segregation lsue.
Shivers hopes to lead the Texas
delegation to the national convention at Chicago and said he did not
think his views would bar him
from participating. He said he
hoped to carry on his fight for an
interposition within the Democratic party framework.

Negro Migration From
South Forecast By
Panel Group
CHICAGO -- Court-ordered
desegregation will c a u s e Increased migration of Negroes to
Chicago from the South, a p&nei
of experts have agreed. In addiLion, many Negro teachers In
the South are expected to lose
their jobs.
These verdicts were reached
by a discussion group sponsored
by the National Conference of
Christians and J e w s during
Brotherhood Week. Panelists
agreed educators in Clflcago
should prepare now for the
Negro influx.

Parents Facing
Fight In Court
Keep Children Out
Of Mixed School
BALTIMORE--A news story of
major significance to the South is
shaping up in Maryland, where a
mother and father will be tried on
charges of keeping their two
daughters out of an integrated
school.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Howard of
Cockeysville, Md., have bee n
granted a jury trial on the charges. The trial date has not been
set. Meanwhile, the Howard children, who are 8 and 9 years old,
have not attended school since
September.
The Howards, in a Juvenile
Court session, announced that they
do not intend to send their children to any school admitting Negroes. Attorney for the parents
is George Washington Williams, a
former federal judge now a candidate for the Democratic nomination for the U. S. Senate in
Maryland.
Another racial action pending
in Maryland is a fair employment
practices ordinance. The ordinanc~ was introduced several
months ago with the backing of
labor, civic and religious organizations. Opposition to the FEPC bill
is vigorous, and a number of
amendments have been offered
that would eliminate the enforcement aspects.

Anti-Southern
Stand Creating
Labor Friction
Dixie Unionists Say
They Won’t Tolerate
Forced Integration
BIRMINGHAM. AIa--A United
Steel Workers union official has
said he doesn’t want to see union
progress destroyed by controversy
over racial segregation.
R. E. Farr, US~r district director. was asked for comment on
the threat of a group of steelworkers who stated: "If we have to
choose between staying in the union and seeing our segregated way
of life destroyed, we will pull out
and form our own union."
The letter was cent to George
Meany, president of the AFL-CIO,
by 94 members of one 98-man
crew at U. S. Steel*s Tennessee
coal and iron division tin mill here.
"Without the union we would
not have made the progress we
have made," said Farr. "I don’t
want to see that destroyed."
David J. McDonald, president of
the USW, was unavailable for
comment.
The letter said the Birmingham
workers were aware that union
funds had been "used against us
by the National Assn. for Advancemerit of Colored People."
"In the future if any more of
our funds are used for this purpose," the letter added, "action
~ill be taken as to how it can be
stopped. Use of union funds for
attacks upon us will not be tolerated."
The workers also protested the
charge by the AFL-CIO Executive Council on Feb. 11 that,
"White Citizens Councils have
sprung up as a new Ku Klux Klan
in the South to preserve recial
segregation and f I g h t labor
unions."

Interposition is an orderly way
for the People to tell the Court
when it has made a mistake. And,
surely, the power in the people
that created the Constitution
should also be implemented to require the Supreme Court to review and correct an erroneous and
unconstitutional action. That is
vital to freedom.

Philip ,Morris Suffers Other Sections
17 Per Cent Loss In Denied Facts By
Cigarette Sales
NEW YORK- Philip Morris
& Company, ~ leading national
cigarette maunfacturer, suffered a major s&les slump during
the past year. Sales fell of 17.2
per cent, largest lo~s of any major brand, according to Busine~s~
Week magazine.
Philip Morris has been a~tive
in Its support of the Urban League.
Some observers believe r e c e n t
~ales losses may be due in part to
this fact, especially In the ,Nouthern states.

Negroes Taking
Over Washington
Whites Are Leaving
In Greater Numbers
What is happening in Washington, reports The Richmond Times
Dlspatch’s staff writer, Larry
Weekly, is "segregation by flight."
He notes that this is an expression used by some private citizens
in an attempt to explain the steady
decrease in Washington public
schools.
Weekly says that many whi~e
parents in the area won’t permit
their children to attend racially
mixed schools. He quotes one business man as saying: "White parents just won’t stand for it. They
are going to keep moving into
Virginia until this (Washington)
is an all-Negro city."
In October, 1954, first year of
integration, the number of white
pupils in Washington’s schools wa~
3,484 less than during the previous October. By October, 1955,
the number had dropped again by
2,590 more.
Weekly points out that the
school population figure indicate
"whites are evacuating the District of Columbih at a rate of
three times as great as before desegregation." He concludes that
"another 20 years like the past
20 and there will be practically no
young white families with children
living in the District of Columbia."

Citizens Council No Place For Klan;
Leaders Place Guard Against KKK
Note: This article, front the
Ja~,kson State Times, is offered as
an impartial and factual sumntary
of Council objectives and functions
in the present racial crisis.
By ROBERT WEBB
State Times Staff Writer
More and more of the national
spotlight is focusing on the Citizens Councils.
With almost every news development on the segregation
issue, the Councils are mentioned.
All too frequently we hear
charges of Ku Klux Klanism being hurled at the Councils by
Northern "liberals."
But, if the makeup of the Mississippi Councils is any criterion,
the organization is as far from the
KKK doctrine as Washington is
from Moscow.
The high-principled community
leaders who founded the Councils
in Mississippi are among America’s finest citizens. Few groups
can boast the caliber of men the
Mississippi Councils have chosen
to command their affairs.
Their integrity, and devotion to
the principles of fairness and justice are unquestionable.
Keep Public Informed
They have one purpose~to keep

the public informed on developments in the South’s fight to rei tain segregation.
In the Jackson Citizens Council,
~we have a perfect example of the
general caliber of men who comi pose the organizations in 59 of the
state’s 82 counties.
At the top, as president, is Ellis
W. Wright, St., funeral director
~and community servant of many
i years standing. The Vice-presii dent, C. H. King, a oast -president
:of the Jackson Chamber of Commerce, is head of the Mississippi
Road Supply Co.
For its treasurer, the Jackson
Council picked Marvin Collum,
president of the Jackson-Hinds
Bank and president of the Chamber of Commerce.
On through the board of directors the list of Jackson Council
leaders provies an index to the
community’s top business and public-spirited citizens.
The board includes men like Julian P. Alexander, Jr., former
Hinds County district attorney;
Samuel M. Bailey, president of
Jax-Stone Company; George W.
Godwin. recent king of the Carnival Ball and owner of an advertising agency; Dr. J. Harvey John-

ston, surgeon; and Garner M.
Lester. cotton broker.
Story Much The .tame
Over the state the story is pretty
much the same. Bankers, lawyers,
doctors, merchants and brokers
are being counted on by the estimated 80,00 councilors to direct
them in the right and legal path
of preserving Southern traditions.
In Greenville, for example, the
Citizens Council is headed by Conwell Sykes, president of the Commercial National Bank. Clarksdale’s council has as its president
another banker. Eddie Peacock.
Fred Anderson, attorney and
lumberman, is president of the
Citizens Council at Gloster.
Principal safeguard against radicalism is the power of each local
council’s board of directors to dissolve its chapter if dangerous elements appear in the membership.
Men of high principle may take
differing attitudes on p u blic
issues. But. North or South, these
men will stick to the tenents that
have won them the support of
their neighbors in community affairs.
Back in August, 1954, the first
Citizens Council was organized at
(Continued on page 2J

Integrationists

Thought Control Is
Brought Into Play;
No Trick Too Dirty
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Note: Mr. Harriggn is a st&ff
writer for the Charleston (8. C.)
News And Courier. The following
article is being widely published
in the South.
The brainwashing of the nation
so as tu distort the image of the
South has been complete. The victims of the brainwashing have a
special vocabulary with which they
discuss any state below the Mason-Dixon line.
Included in this limited vocabulary are lynching, reactionaries,
discrimination, bias, sharecroppers. filibuster, Bourbons, KKK,
red-necks, demagogues. Brainwashed individuals, whether
Judges of the Supreme Court, magazine editors, churchmen, New
England politicians fearful of Industry heading South, or roving
reporters with anti-Southern preJudices packed in their typewriters, are--each and all--victims of
the Big Lie technique exploited
successfully by Hitler.
To these individuals, believing
the Big Lie about the South. it is
gospel truth that any Southern attorney-general or governor who
professes a faith in states’ rights
is a demagogue. They are convinced that the National Assn. for
the Advancement of Colored People is 100 per cent correct in
everything It says and does and
urges.
Anyone suggesting otherwise,
they believe, is un-American and
a potential lyncher with the blood
of innocent people on his hands.
No respectable magazine or newspaper, they reason, should give a
hearing to the case for segregation, inasmuch as segregation is
worse than Communism, and displeases the government of India.
Business and professional men
in the Citizens Councils are labeled fascists who should be subjected to intensive investigation by the
Federal Authorities. Southerners
are made to understand that they
have no option in the desegregation order, and that if there is
not full and speedy compliance the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
will be called to investigate and
federal courts forced to impose
penalties on school board members and others.
For Negro Votes
Not for nothing has the South,
wi’~h its parallel racial societies
existing under one roof, been
made the moral whipping boy of
the North. Not for nothing have
Southerners who believe in the
{Continued on page 4)
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Senator Byrd’s
Timely Counsel
Virginian Suggests
Massive Resistance
W’ASHINGTON -- Sen. B y r d
(D-Va.i called recently for "massive resistance" in the South to
challenge the Supreme Court’s
order for racial integration in the
public schools.
Sen. Byrd made it clear in an
interview he is not advocating or
condoning violence in opposing
enforcement of the order but said
he wants Southern states to stick
together in declaring the court’s
opinion unconstitutional.
"If we can organize the Southern states for massive resistance
to this order I think that in time
the rest of the country will realize
that racial integration is not goIng to be accepted in the South,"
he said.
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Editorial Opinion
A Big Break For South
Fate had a part in providing opportunity for the stacking of
the Supreme Court with Justices against the South and Constitutional government. Now Fate has stepped in to elevate to the chairmanship of one of the most powerful committees in the National
Congress, our senior Senator from Mississippi, Senator James O.
Eastland, who has become chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
It is impressive to note that the NAACP sent telegrams to all
of the senators urging that Senator Eastland he denied the post to
which he was entitled in accordance with our traditional Senate
seniority system. Also vigorously opposing Senator Eastland’s advancement to the chairmanship of this committee that deals with all
matters relating to the Judiciary, a~ well as civil rights legislation,
internal security, immigration and others, was the left-wing "Americans For Democratic Action."
Senator Eastland has become one of the hardest hitting members for States Rights. It is gratifying to all Americans who believe
in our way of life, bought for us by our forefathers with "blood,
sweat and tears" to know that Senator Eastland has been promoted
to such an important legislative post.--(Prentiss, Miss., Headlight.)

Probe Is Long Overdue
If a Congressional investigation of the NAACP, as proposed by
Southern Congressmen, materializes the findings probably should
be known as the National Association for the Agitation of Colored
People, rather than as it is officially dubbed, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
A member of the House of Representatives, Congressman Gathings of Arkansas, said that 78 of the organization’s 177 officers,
board member and staff members have been cited by the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
Had such a charge been made against almost any other organization, there would have been a dozen House and Senate committees
leaping at the opportunity to launch investigations. However, since
the NAACP holds such a threat over many Northern political bosses
and plain politicians, the proposed investigation will not be given a
warm welcome.
The NAACP will voice indignation at the suggestion that it be
investigated. This won’t surprise anyone. However, if the organization has nothing to hide it should welcome an opportunity to answer
the charge made by Gathings.--(N~tchez Times).

Revolt In Labor Unions
The bitter fight to enforce integration may cause secession in
the ranks of organized labor in the South.
Don’t express doubt or disbelief. It can happen. In fact. it
ie brewing right now.
Union labor in the South doesn’t like the organized effort
of the NAACP, aided and abeted by the AFL-CIO, to ram integration
down the throats of Southern people. They don’t like to be told that
they must support the social equality plans of these two organizations, both heavily infiltrated with Communism.
Already organized labor over in Alabama is having a severe
split. Alabama leaders of the AFL-CIO were awakened by the
Arthurine Lucy case to a realization of just what it means to try
to enforce segregation in this section. This discontent exists not
only in Alabama. It is spreading to other states where citizens want
to be good Southerners first and AFL-CIO members second.
There is talk of forming a Southern Labor Union to be composed of members who feel that Northern bosses of the AFL-CIO
have no right to force integration in Southern schools and colleges,
or to break down the time-honored Southern’ way of life.
The union labor pot is boiling, it will bear watching. A spillover is more than likely.--(Jackson Daily News).
How any true blooded white or colored man can deliberately
make up his mind to mix the two bloods, or sit idly by and condone
any man made law that will eventually mix the two bloods is beyond
our conception. Each of the two races should be so proud of their
pure blood that they would fight unto death before seeing it mixed.
God, in His infinite wisdom made each unto his own color and that
is the way it should remain.--(Winston County Journal, Louisville,
MIss. )
Let every person who believes in and wants our rights restored
get up and fight for them: Only through concerted and united
efforts will we win this battle.

Educator Says
We Must Save

South’s Youth
Raps Brainwashers
And Carpetbaggers
Ia Summit Address
SUMMIT, Miss.--Dr. W. M. Caskey. professor of Government and
Economics at Mississippi College,
spoke to a capacity crowd which
met in the courtroom in Magnolia,
the first regular meeting of the
Pike County Citizens" Council.
Dr. Caskey pointed out that 60
of Mississippi’s 82 counties now
have Citizens Councils and there
are now five Southern states well
organized.
"We must fight with every legal weapon at our command, for
our fight is worth more than life,"
Dr. Caskey said. "We can, must,
and will win without violence."
Turning to the NAACP, he s~id,
"The ’Naps’ are the most highly
organized pressure group t h e
world has ever known. The South
must organize or go down in defeat. Just as John Brown hated
the South, so do the Naps. We
must let them know we are not
fighting a delaying game---that we
fight this g~me to win!"
C~h~llenges ’Liberals’
"I recent," he continued, "being
called hot-headed, cold-hearted,
radical, extremist and other names
by the so-called liberals such as
Kefauver, Stevenson, Itarriman,
Faulkner and Carter. Those who
advocate gradual integration are
our most dangerous enemies. Our
grandparents didn’t call them liberals-they called them plain, uncarpetbaggers
adulterated
and
scalawags."
Mr,st Rescue Youth
"Our biggest problem is to rescue our youth from the would-be
integrators," said Caskey. "We
have too long allowed teachers
and text writers to indoctrinate
our youth with their sloppy thinking. Unless we find some way to
eliminate these teachings in our
schools we might ~st as well disband and go home. We employ
too many fuzzy-brained school
teachers and church leaders," he
said.
"There is no complete desegr,.gali.n avywhere ~ in
North, South, East or West,"
Dr. Caskey told the crowd ht
conclusion. "A man’s home
is a place where only a few
other persons are admitted
on equal terms. A man’s
children a re permitted to
play and mingle only with
selected other children. A
man’s company in his recreation bouts is chosen with the
same care.
"As for the Supreme Court and
its May 17, 1955 ruling," Dr. Caskey said he agreed "a thousand
per cent" with President Andrew
Jackson. who said of a Supreme
Court decision in a matter dealing with the Indian problem:
"That court has made its
decision; now let them enforce it."
And with President Lincoln,
who said with regard to the Dred
Scott decision of more than 100
years ago :
"I do not intend to abide
by tlds Supreme Court decision."
In closing, Dr. Caskey pointed
out that "The South needs more
of the spirit of Bull Run and less
of the spirit of Appomattox."

Councils No Place
For KuKiux Klans
(Continued from page 1)
)ndianola under leadership of 14
prominent, community - spirited
men.
The movement caught fire until
today applications for raemberships are being made by people
across the na’.ion.
With mail to the Jackson office
alone ranging between 25 and 200
pieces daily, depending on news
developments, the Councils have
become a main source of information on the segregation issue and
States’ Rights.
By passing resolutions of interposition, state legislatures are asserting their disdain of the Supreme Court school integration decision.
They are calling for a show,
down, all within the legal framework of the federal system, on
whether the high tribunal has the
right to dictate the conduct of
public scl~ool affairs, a right historically reserved to the states
~(The State Times, Jackson)

We Must Be Realistic
For some time, many people have thought that the police power
of the states would be sufficient to maintain segregation, but a
three-Judge federal court in New Orleans has shown the optimism
to be unwarranted.
The court said in effect that state’s police power--to promote
and protect public health, morals, better education, and the peace
and good order of he state--~ouid not be used as a means of preventing Integration under the Supreme Court’s 1954 decision.
The new verdict is a forerunner of similar ones to come. We are
only kidding ourselves in thinking that the federal courts will allow
any legal subterfuge. The de-segregation decision is meant to be
enforced regardless of state laws, now or in the future. None will
be allowed to stand in the way because the decision itself was not
based on law. It disregarded the Constitution.
In the final analysis, the people will have to challenge the
authority of the Supreme Court. They can do this only by asserting
that the Court has exceeded its authority and that he decision is null
and void. If we do not adopt the strategy of interposition and nullification, we must eventually bow to the Supreme Court.
Our efforts, therefore, should be realistic. We should conduct
a continuing and far-reaching campaign to solidify the South on
nullification and to win friends for the doctrine in other states outside the South.
To do this, however, we must broaden the principles for which
we fight. We cannot hope to gain friends and influence people if we
fight segregation on Constitutional grounds, submitting all the
while to other invasions of state sovereignty. This is the lesson we
must learn, not only from the Louisiana decision but also from broad
trend of federal encroachment,--(Natchez Democrat).

State Acts Within Law
Mississippi has joined four other Southern states, Alabama,
Georgia, South Carolina and Virginia, in invoking the historic doctrine of interposition, as her answer to the desegregation decree
handed down by the Supreme Court. This doctrine is perfectly
compatible with Mississippi’s traditional attitude on the question
of segregation, and also, and this is quite important, it is the right
approach of Mississippi to this problem.
Mississippi in particular, and the South in general, are in a very
unenviable position. Inflamed and vicious propaganda has been
spread about our state and our section. W~ have been painted as
outcasts of society, as a savage people, we have been accused of
every crlme~a prejudiced and diabolic picture.
To seek the answer to this program of hate, the best minds of
Mississippi and of the Southland have been engaged. The enemy
tries to fan the fires of violence--goading us, taunting us. We bare
acted as becomes the type of people who are Missl~lppians. We
have acted with restraint, with reason and logic, and we have acted
within the framework of the law of the land.---(Vicksburg PostHerald).

History In Our Schools
There are months and days for almost everything. We noticed
recently that the month of March has been designated by the D.A.R.
as "American History Month."
Mrs. Gertrude S. Carraway, president general of the D.A.R.
stated recently: "It is obvious that for a long time now the Communists have been trying with all their might and main to lukewarm
our national pride and adulterate our American patriotism."
Current stories are to the effect that many of the inspiring
happenings of American History are not contained in history books
now in use. A lot of attention should be paid to the selection o~
textbooks which are to be used in our public schools.
There is much in the history of the United States, if properly
written and taught, to inspire the youth of the nation, and it is to
be regretted that now, in many schools in some states, American
History is not even a required subject.--Southern Sentinel, Ripley,
Miss. )

A Moral Issue At Stake
If there is a solution to the race probletn the Herald believes
it will come about only when the ratio of negroes and whites is reduced. Many Misstssippians rightfully believe that there would be
no problem if Northern and Communist agitators would leave us
alone.
It’s too late for that because the real source of unsettlement is
political. Both major .parties find it necessary to woo the negro
vote in such key states as Illinois, New York, California and Michigan
in order to win the national election. They do this by promising
vindicative and coercive legislation intended to castigate the south.
The historical methods of resisting the radical changes of our
way of life appear doomed to failure. However all acceptable
means are necessary and useful in BiSecting a delay. Voluntary
relocation of negroes systematically planned, well-financed and
wisely administered (perhaps by a hi-racial commissions) at the
state and county level will ease the negro problem in the long run.
The state of Alabama has requested the federal government to
finance a resettlement plan. We believe that it is rightfully a local
government responsibility. We further say there are many private
citizens on both sides of the Mason-Dixon line who would willingly
contribute toward the resettlement plan.
Perhaps it would be possible to arrange a sponsorship whereby
a relocated negro family would be assured jobs. housing and guidance
by individuals or groups in states in the north. The plan would h~ve
a two-fold effect in that it wouid be an answer ~o dissatisfied negroes
and offer an opportunity for service to those who believe a moral
issue is at state.--(Yazoo City, Miss.. tterald~.
The civzl rights planners hope to force their ideas down the
throats of the peopie of the nation I,y federal laws, by executive
and bureaucratic directives and by decrees of the Supreme Court
which are legislative in character.
The)" hope to be abb. to punish p(~qde who violate tlle~t, laws.
directives or decre,..~ by both civil and criltdn;tl iwnalties.
In short, they hope to transform the social and economic life
of America by ~orce and compulsion.--(Augusta, Ga., Courier).
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Stennis Urges
U. S. Congress
To Stop Threat
Says Encroachment
By Federal Court
Menance To Liberty
Clarion Ledger
W~hlngton Burea~
WASHINGTON -- Sen. J o h n
Stennis Monday urged the Congress heed Mississippi’s -- and the
South’s -- appeal to stop the encroachments of the federal judiciary upon the powers of the
states.
In addition, he introduced Into
the record the interposition resolution recently passed by the Missiselppi Legislature.
Stennis told his fellow senators
the resolution "is the resolve of
a deeply hurt people who are hit
harder than any other group of
the nation by the usurped power
exercised by the supreme court
in the school segregation cases."
He said the resolution represent~ "the firm resolve of the
group of people In Mississippi who
now carry the main burden of
public education for our white and
colored people. The future of public education in Mississippi rests
largely on this group and the people for which they speak."
"This is the firm resolve of the
people of my state asking the
Congress to submit a constitutional amendment in the affirmative
clearly stating that the power over
public education has never been
surrendered by the states," continued Stennis, "and that the
states still have their rights and
powers to control their public
schools and other state institutions
of learning."
He pointed out that the resolution "firmly declares" the state
will take appropriate and constitutional measures to void th~ illegal encroachments on its powers,
and calls on other states to Join
in reversing this trend of judicial
legislation that usurps powers reserved to the states.
"The People of Mississippi speak
from their deep inner feelings and
principles. They are not bluffing,"
warned the Senator. "They see a
possil~le repetition of much that
happened there almost 90 years
ago. But they are not afraid. They
calmly face the days and the problems ahead."
Stennis quoted from Governor
Coleman’s inauguration speech
excerpts which he said represented the thinking of Mississippians.
He concluded with praise for the
state legislature "for its timely
efforts to protect and ’preserve the
powers and rights of the state
against usurpation by the federal
Judiciary, and for its sane and
sensible appeal to other states for
like action" and added that he
supports them in their move.

Churchman Hits
The Mixiecrats
Says Integration
Not God’s Desire
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Leader
Louis Sheet Easy I
On Reds But Hard
IRap$ Cound]s,
On Pa..triots
Democr~Oc mJorltr h~ the
Senate going ~ do ~ut ~e
exce~ of ~e InStal ~ty
8u~om~tt~ under ~ ¢h~mans~p of ~n. F~ of
~ssi~ippi?", ~ks ~e St.
P~t~sp~ch ~ an
~qdely cl~ulat~ by H~-f~nt
~up~.
~e newspa~r al~ h~ condemn~ laws ~nst subv~on,
including the S~th Act. It has
c~tici~ a U. S. Supine Cou~
d~ision uphol~g ~ls act, ~der wlflch a num~ of ~
leade~ have ~ con~.

Rep. Williams
Praises Solons
Also Speaks At The
Greenville Council
The future of white civilization
is at stake in the present struggle
f o r segregation, Congressman
John Bell Williams told the Mississippi House of Representatives.
T h e Raymond Congressman
spoke briefly after being presented to the Lower House by Speaker Walter Sillers.
"We are in a fight in Washington and in all the United States,
the outcome of which will determine the fuure of he whie clvllizaion and future generations," he
said.
"We must win a victory In
thut fight and the key to victory Is not in Washington, but
in the legislatures of the
With a rousing ovation the
House cheered the former World
War lI pilot when he said. "We in
Washington are proud of the Mississippi legislature. You h a ve
never let us down."
GREENVILLE, Miss. --- Rep.
John Bell Williams (D-Miss. i says
the people who know less about
segregation are the first ones to
offer solutions to the problem.
Williams, speaking before the
Greenville Citizens Council. said
the pro-segregation organization
was one of the most effective
"means of resisting NAACP pressures."
He said that the use of interposition as the legal means of resisting integration had put the National Assn. for fhe Advancement
of Colored People on the defensive
along with all other integrationists.
"It i~ significant that those who
are fartherest removed from the
problem and who know less about
it, are the first to come forward
with solutions to it," Williams
said.
"Segregation is no problem in
Minnesota or Montana or Oregon
or Arizona where an infinitesimal
percentage of the population is
comprised of Negroes. The problem is ours and it is ours to solve
in the way we deem best suited to
local conditions and needs."

New York Press
Distorts News

GREENVILLE, S. C. -- Dr. Bob
Jones, St., founder of Bob Jones
University here, has lashed out at
the injection of Christianity into
the racial issue here.
Typical Example Of
The wldely-travelled evangelist
said he resents "people calling this
Anti-Southern Bias
a Christian issue when Christianity is not involved."
Southern race news continues to
get top play in Northern newspapJones said in an address over
ers, with Northern mob violence
the university’s radio station
getting routine treatment.
IWMUU) that "the intermingling
The New York Herald Tribune
of races is not God’s plan ....
)layed the indictment of MontEvery effort in this history of the
gomery bus boycott leaders in the
world to create one world and one
choice top right hand spot on the
race outside the body of Christ has
front page. This paper carried a
been of the devil."
story 2S inches long written by a
Concerning the U. S. Supreme
staff correspondent in MontCourt’s integration decision, Dr.
gomery.
Jones said that he had been taught
Only a few inches were devoted
to respect the court and its rulto the story of continuing mob vioings. But common sense, he said,
lence at Republic Aviation plant
shows that the justices n~ade the
on nearby Long Island. The story
wrong decision.
was placed in the second section.
"The Supreme Court." he deTen persons were injured in
clared, "has no right to invade the
skirmishing by pickets in one day
social customs of the South."
i aloue. According to The New
Dr. Jones declared that "these York Times, "Patrolmen w e re
agitators from outside the South’roughed up and automol)lles that
and demogogue politicians that were driven through the lines were
are only interested in the colored kicked." Arrests on the strike
Vote und not in getting the prob-’scene total 74. Thirty persons
lem solved are driving the ~:olor-lhave b~.en injured.
ed people’s real friends in the
So [at" as we have seen, neither
South away from them."
~Tlte Times nor The Herald TriTim minister urged Christians!l,une has yet commented editorialof both races to "tell the folks]ly on the mob vmlence in their
who ceme in with all this foreign ~ own ba(.kyard. Both papers have
influence to get back where theyI carried numerous editorials decame from und let us work thisin,~un,’ing Southern disturbances
out in our own way."
:over race.

I Silent On Reds
Texas Editor Flays
Inconsistent Stand
Of Religious Figure

Pressye r [State Supreme
eatem Lawseit Court
~laflon t~ ~e Adv~~

o~ ~ v~p~o ~ d~
. w~d m~ .~ ~ ~
1~ fo~~of
,~ .t ~t ~t ~.th~ ~.

~te s~ "~ ~ o~ ~Hen ~ the ~tu~n
FORT WORTH, Tex.--Those in
~d ~ws of the U~t~ 8~,"
attendance at the 107th annual
the ~up ~.
council of the Episcopal Diocese
The s~ ~e N. A. A. C.P.
of Texas held at Tyler recently,
were given come fatherly advice
d~ ~ ha~ "doH~
ately ~t ~e~lv~ up ~
by Bishop John E. Hines.
~e en~ ~t~" w~ Hs~
With ominous mien and in sol~ Alabama, ~ofl~ ~
emn tones, the good Bishop warn~slana, ~ippi, Noah
ed his communicants not to have
~~
anything to do with those big, bad
~ ~u~
Vl~a.
old Citizens Councils which are
springing up like mushrooms all
over East Texas.
~
Ss
They are nothing but groups~of ~ss~ =
~~
citizens banned together for the~ ~~
~~
~
avowed purpo~ of "defying the
law of the land" the eminent Di~*
~
~

Giv~ ~th’s
To Da~n Au~m~
At Da~n Centre
DAYTON, Ohi~e B~ of
Miss~ippl ~ op~ to ~
integration in l~ ~h~ ~d
fight it ~t~" evo~ le~l m~,
Tom Q. EII~, clerk of ~e Ml~
sippi Supr~e Court, ~ ~
add~ here March 3.
~llis spoke at the 6:30 p.m.
union dinner of York ~te Mm
in the M~onic temple. H~ ~
~t grand m~ter of ~o M~
sippi g~nd l~ge. P.&A.M.
past grand comm~der of h~
s~te’s Grand Comm~dery
Knigh~ Templar.
"I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~t of
MIssl~ppl’s d~, ~lu~

By "the law of the land" the
He a~erted that Mi~ipplus
good man was referring to the
regard the National A~laUoa
"law" providing for mixing little
Pat~0tic Georgian
for the Advancement of Colo~
white and black children In pu~
People as an organi~ation influeneSum~
llc schools which was "enacted"
ed by Communis~ ~ho are
by .the kangaroo Supreme Court
to stir up trouble In the 8ou~.
LAFAYE~E,
Ga.--If
the
U.
S.
one day when its nine judicial boy
"We have the only all-Neg~
Supreme
Court
can
make
the
law
scouts were feeling their oats and
then
"we
have
no
Bill
of
Rights,
city
(Mound
Bayou)
in the
U~t~
decided that there wasn’t any- no Constitution and no Republic," States," he noted.
"Not long
ago
thing Congress could do that they R. Carter Pittman, Dalton at- tha~ town told a NAACP leader to
couldn’t do better, by heck~
get out and stay out."
torney
and president
of the States’
The Bishop said he would be Rights
Council
of Georgia,
Inc.,
***
unfaithful to his responsibilities said here recently.
ELLIS SAID his state h~ 7,00e
if he did not caution his followers "We have forgotten where our
Negro teachem and 12 Junior and
against Joining things like Citl- Constitution came from and what
senior Negro colleges h~ded by
zens Councils.
Negro educators.
It means. There is no rhyme or
By his "responsibilities" he was
"We are a poor state," the 8uno doubt referring to his denoml- reason to say the Supreme Court
preme Court clerk (an elective ofnation’s responsibilities to the Na- decision (relative to segregation)
rice In Mississippi) added. "NeverIs the law of the land," he said.
tlonal Council of Churches to
theless, we have been making r~l
The prominent Constitutional
which it belongs. The NCC does
advances in our schools for
lawyer was here to participate in
not like for the members of its afracial groups."
an organizational meeting of the
filiated churches to be identified
Ellis said his state regards
Walker County Council of the
with such organizations as Citiintegration as "interference with
States’ Rights Council of Georgia,
zens Councils. It does not, howMississippi’s rights under the ConInc. The meeting was held at the
ever, prohibit membership in Cornstitution" and "a setback In the
courthouse. A large crowd attendmunlst front organizations which
development of inter-racial good
ed.
is understandable. It doesn’t want
will."
"The American creed is liberty,
to lose some of its high-ranking
At a reunion dinner, he ~ld
not
’equality.’
There
is
no
such
officials.
York Right M~ons "the t~y
thing as equality in men or anlIt was noted that Bishop Hines
of our time Is ~hat ~ple
reals. If all men are equal, why
did not include Communist Fronts
strangers to each other."
did
God
make
a
Heaven
and
a
in his warning to his flock against
He asserted that Masonry h~
~ell?
affiliation with groups w hose
the
answer to brotherhood, even
"Equality
makes
all
women
~vowed purpose is "defying the
it had, in his words, "the answer
common, including your wives. If
law of the land."~(The Southern
to
the
colonies independence probyou can find in the Delcaratlon of
Conservative).
’lem In 1776."
Independence. the Constitution or
Ellis said several Masons signed
the Bill of Rights that ’all men are

Up Obj~tives

Of

---and you can cut it off with a~
dull axe.
"We are organizing to preserve
law and order. The supreme law
of the land has been defiled. No
court decision can make a law,

O PlttmanCan

said.any executive order,"
He pointed out that members

r’rom

Says Washington’s
Advice Holds G~

In Today’s Crisis

and helped to write the Constitution and establish the new
ment. In particular, he cited
George Washington and Be.Jaml.
Franklin as leading colonial
sons who played pivotal roles
ton.the Americanohio, DallyReV°l’tl°n’--(D’Y’News)

lected
by the people
and are
notrests ~2~O~
the authority
to make
laws
~
to the people and that
°f
the Supreme
C°urtaccording
are n°t se- ~ to
~d~the
~~~~
w~t~
Congress,

~on.~b~,

] American Constitution.
The advice of George Washing-] Pittman urged Georgians to o~
ton to avoid foreign entanglements ~ ganize and to act to preserve their
Birds Of A Feather
and to beware of usurpation of[way of life.
Now Fly Together
power at home is as sound today [ "It Is the verdict of history that
as when it was given in 1796, in,good governments fall when men
FORT WORTH, Tex. -- Josef L.
the opinion of Herman E. TaN do nothing," he said.
Hromadka of Chechoslovakla, No.
madge.
I Communist spokesman in the reAnd, appropriately enough, the
ligious world, and who was decorformer Georgla. governor said this
ated by his country on July 2~,
in a speech at the recent Washing1951 for his contribution to world
ton Birthday Celebration held un-.
Communism, is on a tour of Ausder the auspices of the three Matralia seeking converts.
sonic Blue Lodges of Augusta. He
Hromadka went to Australia in
read and commented on portions
1954 for the same purpose but the
of the first President’s "Farewell
Ausaies who have little love for
Address.’
Texans Learn Facts
Communism practically ran him
"President Washington proved
out of the country.
Already
Well
Known
himself to be a man of great wisOn his current tour, Hromadku
dom and vision in foreseeing the
has reinforcements with him in
Negro students, integrated last
pitfalls for a nation in entanglethe form of several noted churchfall into the previously all-white
ments abroad and encroachments
men of the Western world, chief
high school at San Marcos, Texas,
upon rights of the statutes and
among them being G. Bromley Oxgenerally lack the ability to do the
the people at home," Talmadge
nam who will sit on the platform
work required by the school.
said.
when Hromadka speaks, accordThis was the gist of a mid-year
ing to information in the Congres"The advice which he gave in
progress report to the school board
sional Record of January 20, pages
this regard in his Farewell Adby the school principal and printed
863-864.
dress delivered Sept. 17, 1796 is
’in The San Marcos Record.
Oxnam who spent some time exas sound today as it was the day
Said Principal W. P. Yarbrough
plaining to the Un-American Acit was given. The U. S. would be
"All students who entered were
much better off in all respects
placed in regular, classes along ~ tivitles Committee of Congress
that be didn’t know what he was
today if the spirit of his advice
with white students. It is safe to
doing when he Joined numerous
were still our guide in our resay that a real effort has been
Communist fronts some years ago
lations with other nations as well
made on the part of students and
has apparently concluded that the
as in our affairs here a home.
teachers to eliminate any trace
time Ires come in this country
of discrimination."
"Of course everyone recognizes
when it is safe to no longer deny
The report noted that 26 out of
that in this d~y of changing world
such affiliations, and to come out
35 Negro students taking an Iowa
conditions and closer contacts
’ ~nder one’s true colors.
test of educational development
among nations it would be imA group of four highly respectpossible to follow V~’ashington’s ranked in the lowest 10 per cent
~d American Protestant ministers
of students taking the test.
advice 100%. In these titnes no
’together with a llke number from
nation can live by itself and none
The general opinion of teachers,
other Western countries have
would want to try.
the report stated, was that ’most
formed a Truth Squad to follow
of
the
Negro
students
are
at
least
"However, Washington’s warnthe Hromadka
Oxnam party
ing against excessive involvement
two years retarded scholastically, lthrougb Australia in an attempt
and
perhaps
even
further
behind
to
minimize
their
crusade
to’rein the affairs of other countries
sociologically."
still is valid and many of our
cruit Australian preachers to the
present dificulties are the direct
cause of Communism.-- (The
result of unnecessary and overthe Sabhath, saying:
i Southern Conservative).
done foreign entanglement."
’The growing attitude to ce e-i
s
Talmadge ~lso commented on
hrate these days as merely tin-.! "Let us have faith that right
the tendency to "drift away" from
when you don’t have to go t..
makes might, and In that faith
observing the significance of
work is one of the reasons wh~,
let us, to the end, dare to do
Christmas. Independence Day,
the country is drifting away from
duty as we understand lt.--AbraWashington’s Birthday and even
its fundamental precepts."
ham Lincoln.

Negro Students
Prove Inferior
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Race Mixers Use Hmer’s " Big Lie"
(Continued from page 1)
separation of the races been depicted as whip-swinging, red-faced
illiterates.
Not for nothing has the Supreme
Court been packed to represent
the "big ,government" point of
view and a place on the bench been
denied to any representative of the
historic tradition of states’ rights
--a tradition older than the country itself.
’These things have been done
because in the states with the
largest number of electoral votes
there are large Negro voting
masses, and these masses are in
a position to swing a closely-~ontested election.
Because of the Harlem vote in
New York, Negroes are flattered
unceasingly. And such is the situation in California, Illinois, Pennsylvania and several other states.
Giving the white South a lambasting, referring to Southerners as
moral degenerates and tearing the
hide off Southern political leaders
are popular antics in the Harlems
of the North. Attacks on the South
are "good copy." After a session
of Congrees and Northern "give
’era hell" speeches, the politicians
go home and reap political rewards.
The brainwashing and the politlcal agitation proved effective
May 17. 1954. when the Supreme
Cohrt reversed itself, disavowed
decades of approval of the "separate but equal" doctrine, and
proclaimed that the states no longer may set up their educational
systems as they consider appro-

priate.
What Is New Freedom?
What is the Supreme Court’s
new freedom for the South? The
new freedom, as prescribed by the
judicial psychiatrists of the Supreme Court, is freedom to have
the court and the Department of
Justice supervise every action of
the state governments and exercise a positive veto power; freedom from fear of every kind of
government except the government in Washington; freedom to
employ FBI agents for prolltical
purposes and send them throughout the South to question people
as to their "racial" manners; freedom to know that an NAACP lawsuit will enjoy a privileged position before the federal courts;
freedom to live in housing with
people having no affinity; freedom
for the federal government to insist on forced association; freedom
for Washington to choose employes, and, in an overall sense,
freedom to relinquish customs developed during centuries of experience in a land populated by
two races.
This is the new freedom. The
South isn’t happy at the prospect.
Naturally, the South isn’t happy
about being the national scapgoat. It isn’t happy about the ’
brainwashing that has made the
word "Southern" a term of reproach in the North.
It hasn’t been happy at the second-class s t a t u s the Supreme
Court, magazines and newspapers
have assigned to it.
It isn’t happy at the thought of
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a New Reconstruction, policed by
an army of NAACP attorneys.
It isn’t pleased at the suggestion of court-directed education
and total supervision of the police
powers of the states.
The South sees itself robbed of
its rights, the bulwarks of liberty
leveled, and dignity and integrity
threatened by big government
pressure.
Profoundly Resentful
Honest and c 1 e a r-thinking
Southerners are profoundly resentful of the new order designed
for the South by the Supreme
Court. They aim to do something
about it; they are doing something about it.
The South lacks utterly the
magazine press, the letter-head organizations, the sounding platforms that enable the North to
splash its views known across the
breadth of the land.
The South is having tremendous
difficulty in getting a h~aring for
itself and any aspect of its case
understood outside its boundaries.
However, the South is gaining
great skill in legal infighting.
Southerners are learning about
legal and legislative means of
combating those who seek to subvert the liberties of the Southern
states.
To maintain separation of the
races, essential to progress and
prosperity and domestic tranquillity in the South, the Southern
states are taking a number of
steps.
Throughout the South there has
been marked stiffening to integration. The attitude among many
leaders may be summed up likeI
this: ’q, Varren has made his rul-[
ing. now let him enforce it." Except in fringe areas of the South,
the basic truth--ignored by the]
nation’s press--is that no move
has been made toward integration.
no is there any prospect of it.
Segregation is set in the minds
of Southerners as the order of nature. That’s the way it’s been and
that’s the way it is going to
Whatever the tact adopted by
the NAACP and the federal authorities, the So u t h is ready.
Southern people are determined to
see to their own protection, Never.
not in decades, have Southernere
shown such determination to stand
up for their rights--the rights
guaranteed in the solemn assurances of the constitution.
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ANTI’WHiTE[ PLOT HATCHB[D IN MOSCOW
Refuse Congress Facts About Mixed Schools,
Dixie Manifesto
Presents A Solid
Front For Battle
Statement Reflects
Will Of The People
Agains,t Conspiracy
A manifesto by 96 Southern
memhers of Congress presents a
moderate but firm statement of
principle to the people of the
United States.
The solid front presented by
these senators and representatives
of 11 states carries deep political
meaning. While we do not now
recognize a thh’d party movement.
the signers of the manifesto hold
great power in their home regions.
Lest anyone misunderstand, we
hasten to point out these undeniable facts:
The 96 senators and representatives are ELECTED by the people,
not appointed to lifetime johs.
They must go periodically before
the people to stand or fall on their
records.
They reflect pu bl ic
opinion.
The congressmen represent Negro as well as white citizens.
While the voting power of Negroes
in the South has not attained the
all hut dictatorial race pressure
developed in cer tatu Northern
cities. Southern office-holders by
no means ignore the colored vote.
The Southern congressmen, we
submit, are representing the best
Interest of ALL the Southern people, both white and colored. They
say they will exert all "legal
means" to prevent integrating the
races by force. Such a stand will
protect the lives and welfare of
Negroes as well as whites.
The
(Continued on page 3)

Comes The Dawn
For Chattanooga!
City’s School Board
Has Change Of Plans
Chattanooga’s school board has
said there will be no integration
of white and Negro pupils in city
schoole for "probably five years or
more."
The statement, adopted unanimously at a special meeting, came
as a surprise, since the board had
scheduled the session to consider
election of textbooks for the next
school year.
It marked the board’s first
statement on the school integration question since anr.ouncing
last July 22 that city schools
would be integrated. The board
said then that integration would
not begin immediately but that it
would make a "prompt and reasonable start" toward complying
with the Supreme Court decision
banning racial segregation in public schools.
"We have proceeded in g~od
faith, in line with our announced
policy, to seek ~ solution to our
pr~)blem," the statement said. ".As
a result of dll that ha.s happened
in our community and elsewhere.
we are firmly convinced that any
measure of lnt~’ation within the
furem,eable future would dn the
commnnity irreparable damage.
"Event.~ in the last year have
convinced the Chattanooga Board
of l, klucation that the com,nunlty
will not accept any form of integration within the city schools at
any time within the near future."

How to Win Friends,
Influence People
A prominent
Mississippi
business leader writes: "I
signed eight or ten checks
this morning paying bills in
Philadelphia, Chicago, New
York and Massachusetts. To
each check [ attached a copy
of the vicious Negro letter
circulnted in .- a.tlantic City,
and a copy of ’The Ugly
Truth About lhe NAACP.’
"The better we can cultivale outside friendship and
understanding, the better it
will be for the ,t~uth. If you
think my idea has merit,
perhal~s it can be passed
along to others."

Note: It’s a splendid idea:
"Great Oaks from l~ttle
,~corns Grow." Readers desiring mailing pieces should
get in touch with this oflice.-- (The Editor)

Wave Of Stealing
In Schools Poses
Capital Headache
Four Hundred Pieces
Of Silverware Gone
After Negroes Come
Officials of an "integrated"
junior high school in Washington,
D. C., are greatly disturbed over
the disappearance of more than
four hundred pieces of school cafeteria silverware since last September when the "noble experiment"
in education was put into full effect, according to a Washington
daily newspaper.
Worried teachers ~vere faced
with the proposition of either
making students walk out on their
hands a_s they left in the afternoon
or removing tempt~ttion by locking up the silver and letting the
pupils eat with their fingers.
They finally compromised by
requiring each student to put up a
cash deposit for his knife, fork
and spoon each noon which is
returned when the silverware is
brought back to the cashier. It
was revealed that the plan may
have to be put into effect in other
Washington schools.
--(Southern Conservative)

Drive For ’Equality’ Negrophile Board
Refuses To Give
Was Born In Russia Integration Data

The racial revolution seeking to
wreck America’s entire social system is the offshoot of a diabolical
plot first hatched in Soviet Russia
by Communists n early three
decades ago. Significantly enough,
this plot now has the ardent support of Communists and Red front
groups.
Some idea of the scope and
hideousness of this Soviet scheme
to mongrelize the races is offered
by a most illuminating article in
The National Republic Magazine
for March, 1956, from which the
following is quoted:
Few Americans know that the
)resent day troubles sweeping
throughout ten of our southern
states, is a culmination of a meeting on the very issues and activities, as were dealt with in Moscow,
Russia in August 1928.
It was at the eighth international Congress of Conmnmlst International in Moscow in
that tile agitation a n d "programnw" of the Communists was
discnsses in full and laid out for
action to be taken in our .Southern
~tates. Previously a Commission
had been set up at the "Sixth
Congress" to study the Negro
question in the United States and
to reporf back to the "FAghthl
Congress."
There is no information available in the United States as to who
manned the special Commission
of the "Sixth Congress," but the
National Republic is in possession
of the proceedings of the "Eighth

Speakers Available
At Your Request
Citizens’ C o u n c t ! s are
urged to take full advantage of many speakers
whose services now are available for various engagement.s in behalf of our moventent.
A list of these speakers is
published on page 2 of this
issue. If your name is not
listed, and if you ~dsh to become a volunteer speaker,
please get in touch with us
at once.~(The Editor)

Congress" and the names of Communists present. The document
is not a reproduction, it is an
original published by the Communist International itself. "Comrad" Jones, an American Communist (probably--Jones, believed to be under investigation at
this time), was the sole Americanborn Communist on the Red commission dealing with what they
termed the "American Negro prohtern."
A report was made and discussed. The delegate reported the
American Communists had no objection to raising tile issue of a
plan to create "Negro Soviets" in
our Southern States. but thai
"every day issues" were needed
to bait the Negro peoples of our
southern states to front for a Rev(Continued on page 3)

Patriots Resent
Attack On South
By Church Leader
Laymen Resistln~
Effort To Topple
Segregation Law
NEW ORLEANS -- Emile A.
Wagner, Jr., a successful attorney
in his middle 40’s, is for two reasons the authentic representative
of millions of white people in tile
South.
First, he is unyielding and unapologetic in his views about the
necessity for segregation of Negroes.
Second, he displays, with an
alert lawyer’s acumen, the hostile
defense mechanism of people who
resent the implication that their
social views are resting on hatefulness toward a large segment of
their fellow men.
"I wish that people would recognize that there is an honest and
conscientious basis for the view of
the segregationists," VCagner says.
Wagner is a member of the New
Orleans School Board and as such
is a leader in the legal defense of
segregation in the public schools.
Wagner is also a leading Catho{Continued on page 3)

Race Mixing Failure
In Nation’s Capital
Is Being Suppressed
Some weeks ago the magazine
U. S. News and World Report
carried an article on the effect of
integration on the Washington, D.
C., public school picture. It was
not favorable to integration and,
needless to say, the article did not
please ]nixiecrats.
A recent development In Washington hacks up the
magazine’s
report. Congressman
John Bell
Williams was refused answers to
questions on school operations put
to the District of Columbia school
hoard.
I{el)resentatlve V4 I i 1 I a nt s, a
re,rebec of the House District of
(’ohlnlhla (" o Ill ,n i t t e e which
h.ndh.s legislatinn bearing on the
distmlct government, wanted to
know tile answers to questions
such as this:
How inany Negro pupils have
failed since district schools were
desegregated in 1954; what are
the results of achievement tests by
race; how many police calls have
been made to schools and what
were the races of students involved; how many parents have asked
that their children be transferred
to a school where pupils are predominantly of their own race, et
cetra.
The school buard, which Inchides three Negroes, denied Williams’ request by a three-three
vote; the chairm~n refnsed to
break the tie.
While Congressman Williams
no doubt is seeking information
to substantiate assertions that integrated schools won’t work as
(Continued on page 3)

Strange Affini’ty
For Rmsian Goals
Council Of Churches
Follows Party Line
The National Council of Chur(.hca, recently tbe recipient of strongcondemnation by a committee of
laymen from the churches in its
membership because of its political activities, has no intentio~
taking the committee’s suggestions
i and confining its efforts to purely
. religious ma~ters.
In a bulletin jo~t issued hy that
organiz~tlon, chur(,h~ composing
its membership are orde~,d lo de~ m~egale although the (,ouncll
;cannot fail to be aware that this
Is a highly controve~iai lmlltlcal
matf~r and tha~ opposition to
se~egation is buildi~ up all over
’the country.
The unfortunate aspect of the
political activities of NCC is that
all its influence is directed toward
carrying out proposals sponsored
by the Reds and which are against
the unity, safety and security of
the United States.
They have deno~(.~! all investigations into
pied for lhe recu~mtlon of Red
(%ins in the United Nations, defeat of the Bricker amendmcnL
the emasculation of ~l~e Mc(’arran-~’alter immigration law and
~voca~ ~he cancelling out of
States Righ~ through their approval of the ill~al ruling of the
Sup~me Co~ on se~egaflon.~
f~uthe~ Conservative.)

Who Has God’s Word On Integration?
Is the God of the Christians a
two-faced God on the question of
public school integration?
Many ministers of the Gospel
and laymen are telling us that integration is the word of God and
consonant wit h the Christian
preachment of the brotherhood of
man.
Many others, equally
devout
and, one is to assume,
equally
prayerful in their_search
for Divine guidance, have received no
word from the Throne of Grace
lhat public school integration is
(i(xl’s wish.
If God has spoken on this subject to some of His people, why
hasn’t lie given the same dictum
to others who have asked for
guidance?
There is one scriptural quotation after another which can be
and has been cited as to the
brotherhood of man and the

equality of all men in God’s sight. I When religious leaders favorIt does not follow that God in-ling integration voice their views,
tended the different races of men Ithey claim to know God’s wishes,
to inter-marry. It is the prospect lbut they do not say why others
of this result of schooling children I of the Christian faith have not reof the white and Negro races from ceived the word. Do they doubt
the primary grades up which ac- that other leaders of sincerity, incounts for the strong opposition[tegrity and Christian faith, who
of thousands of devout Christians!have never evidenced racial
to public school integration.
hatred, fanaticism or narrowClerics of various denominamindedness in other matters, have
tions g~eak with finality as to
sought Divine guidance on a quesGod’s wishes for school lntegra-’ tion which is troubling men’s
lion. They are suplm~ted by a
souls as no social issue has done
goodly number of their’ laymen,
in this era?
Do they claim to be closer to
but others of l~)th cloth and laity
do nol so interpret tile Bible and
the Throne of Grace titan other
have not received such an answer
strong Christhms who n|ust have
to their prayers. If God intended
gone down on their knees many
the races to be one. lhe latter ask,
times, in the same houses of God
why did He create them ditferent ?
a.s those who claim He commands
Aninmls other than man do not
integration of the public schools,
interbreed. Is it logical to assumo
to ask for help that they may see
and do the right?--(Staunton,
that different species of men were
intended to do so?
Vs,, ~ews I~eader)
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Chall,e, nge To The South
Never, since the tragic days of the Civil War has such an opportunity been presented to the South to step forward and again provide leadership for this nation. In the early days of this Republic,
a large number of the leaders came from the South, such time-honored American patriots as George Washington, Thomas Jefferson
and Patrick Henry were Southerners.
And now the South, the last bulwark for the defense of
STATES RIGHTS, which in essence means THE RIGHTS OF EACH
INDIVIDUAL, must and will rise to the challenge.
The South, whose leaders had s~zch a great part in. framing the
wording of the U. S. Constitution, is Well aware of the 10th Amendment which states: "The powers not delegated to the United States
by the Constitution nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved
to the States respectively, or to the people."
Nowhere in the Constitution is the right given to the Federal
Government TO INTERFERE IN ANY WAY WITH THE SCHOOL
SYSTEM OF ANY STATE.
Whether you agree or disagree witli the question of segregation,
the ONLY point is: Has the politically-appointed Supreme Court
sought to nullify the Constitution and the States Rights guaranteed
by that Constitution? .
As Senator Eastland of Mississippi recently pointed out, this
question of segregation is merely a "test." If one group of States
can be denied their right guaranteed by the Constitution, to settle
their own particular problems.. THEN NO STATE OR GROUP OF
STATES IN THE ENTIRE COUNTRY IS SAFE FROM FEDERAL
INTERFERENCE in local State matters.--("Free Men Speak".)

Then Reds Will Take Over
Every day, more and more, the people of the nation, inside and
outside of the Southland, are becoming to view the NAACP in its
true light, as a Communist infiltrated organization digging away at
the very foundation of our nation by means of mixing of the races
that will eventually lead to sure and final doom. White blood has
l~een fused into Negro blood, to our shame, producing half breeds,
but the aim now bf the NAACP is the fusing of Negro blood into
white veins. When that happens, Communism can step in and take
overr.

On May 28, 1954, the late Walter White, executive secretary
of the NAAOP, was quoted as saying in an interview printed in U. S.
News and World Report: "To prevent interracial marriage is improper, immoral and unchristian .... "and "The association of the
races in public school;; leads to friendship, love and marriage."
In August, 1955, Just six months ago, Albert A. Kennedy,
NAACP lawyer, told the Orangeburg (S. C.) Times and Democrat
that: "Naturally intermarriage would result. We of the NAACP are
committed to a program of full integration."
That is the aim, dear readers, and it looks rather ghastly in
print.
Have YOU Joined the Citizens Council? This organization is the
only organization that can become strong enough to lobby in Washlngton against the NAACP and make its voice heard. JOIN the Citizens Council today!~(Prentiss, Miss., Headlight.)

Disgrace To The Nation
"District of Columbia Women Demand Protection After Nightfall," says a four-column headline in a recent issue of the Washington Star.
Then follows a story by a staff writer saying that there have
been more than ~00 cases of purse snatching recently reported to
pollee, and that in more than 50 cases where women were knocked
down and brutally beatbn, often within a block or so of their own
homes.
A night never passes in Washington without at least one case of
rape being reported. There are known instances when this crime
was not reported because of failure of police to make arrests in
similar cases. The people are losing fa/th in law enforcement.
A majority of the purse snatchers are Negro Juveniles, usually
working in palrs~ Pollee staUstic8 show that last year 1,144 ca~es
of robbery and attempted robbery were reported.
And that’s in Wlshington, capital city of the nation, where the
Negro populaUon now exceeds the white population, and where white
men are now afraid to venture out alone after nightfall, no matter
how brightly the streets are Ughted.~(Jaekson D~ily News.)

Speakers Bureau
Offers Services
To State Groups

The Carpetbagger Press

One of the propaganda tricks of the Northern press is to quote
Southern sources that s~em friendly to mixing the races and to ignore many of those in opposition. Thus they give an impression
to their readers that only demagogues and evil people who hate Negroes are holding back integration of public schools and other institutions.
May Be Scheduled
An instance of the sort that comes to our attention is a quotaBy Telephone Call
tion in The Editor’s Notebook, which is written by John S. Knight for
Or Special Letter
his own chain of newspapers and circulated to editors throughout
~Iere is a suggested list of cap- the country .....
able speakers tp address various
After the War Between the States a swarm of Northerners
organizations regarding the Supreme Court Black Monday deci- came in to pick the bones of the Confederacy. Many of them carsion, and its effect upon our Naried hand luggage known as carpetbags.
tion. There are many other fine
Those carpetbags became a symbol among Southerns. Carpetspeakers whose name are not listed, bat who also would be glad bagger was a term of reproach. The only worse term was Scalato address various groups. They
wag--meaning a Southerner who turned against his people. Scalaare arranged in alphabetical order
wags collaborated with the conquerors in putting Negroes into powwith their addresses.
er. For ten years these three groups ravaged the prostrate states.
The best way to arrange a
speaking engagement is by a long
Of late years, the South has welcomed Northern settlers. Some
distance telephone call from the of them came to live in a milder climate. Others invested capital.
program chairman followed by a
They did not try to upset traditions. Most of them understood the
letter of confirmation.
Hen. Ross Barnett. Lawyer,
need for a separate pattern of race relations.
Statesman, 414 ~ E. Capitol,
Northern ownership of newspapers holds more dangers than
Jackson, Mississippi.
Northern investment in factories. Newspapers, we believe, should
T o m Barrentine, Industrialist, speak with at least a trace of Southern accent.
Greenwood,’ Mississippi.
In recent years, Northerners have bought newspapers in several
Judge Tom P. Brady, Executive
Committeeman. Assn. of Citi- Southern cities, including the largest and most prosperous. One or
zens Councils, Brookhaven, Mismore of the newspapers in Miami, Atlanta, New Orleans, Charlotte
sissippi.
and Birmingham--to name only five that readily come to mind--are
M. L. Branch, Executive Commit- now owned by Northern money.
The News and Courier hopes
teeman, Assn of Citizens Counthese Northern settlers will protect the ways of the South.
cils, Winona, Mississippi.
We do not look with favor on a Carpetbagger Press.--(The
Edward Britt, Chairman Third
News
and Courier, Charleston, S. C.)
Cong. Dist., Assn. of Citizens
Councils, Indianola, Mississippi.
Mrs. Mary Cain, Editor, Patriot,
Summit, Mississippi.
Dr. W. M. Caskey, Political Science Dept., Mississippi College,
%’e read with great enthusiasm COLLECTIVISM ON THE
Clinton, Mississippi.
Tom Q. Ellis, Clerk of Supreme CAMPUS by E. Merrill Root. professor of English at Eastham ColCourt, New Capitol Bldg., Jack- lege, Richmond, Indiana. Dr. Root is a well-known conservative in
son, Mississippi.
a field which too frequently attracts the most liberal and socialistic
thinkers of our day.
Rev. G. T. Gillespie. President
Emeritus, Belhaven College,
We read this hook with the idea of reviewing it for our mem1255 Belvotr Place, Jackson, bers. Mental notes and pencilled margins were made until the conMississippi.
clusion finally came that this was a book which could not be quoted
Elmore Greaves, Director of Re- in part for its information is vital on every page.
search, Assn. of Citizens Councils, 605 Plaza Bldg., Jackson.
If you have a child who is now attending or may attend college,
Mississippi.
do him or her a favor--if not, yourself--by reading this book. The
Hen. J. O. Hollis, Executive Com- things for which we stand can be lost forever should there not be a
mitteeman, Assn. of Citizens
turning of the tides in the battle for the minds of the next
Councils, Carthage, Mississippi.
generation.
Rep. Wilburn Hooker, Executive
Stop and think--that is sooner than you may wish to believe.
Committeeman, Assn. of Citizens Councils, Lexington, Mis- Then order this book from the publisher, l)evin-Adair Co., 23 East
sissippi.
26th St., New York 10, N. Y. or the Book Dept., Miller & Rhoads.
Hen. Fred Jones, Executive Com- Richmond, Vs. We are sure you will feel it’s well worth the price
of $5.00.--(Defender’s News and Views, Richmond, Vs.)
mitteeman, Assn. of Citizens
Councils, Inverness, Mississippi.
Garner M. Lester, Business Man,
Methodist Lay Leader, P. O.
Box 369, Jackson, Mississippi.
C. S. McGivaren, Banker, Clarksdale, Mississippi.
A segregated school system, some of its opponents say, is more
costly to operate than an integrated system.
Judge M. M. McGowan, Chancery
Court, Hinds County Court
Possibly. But it is interesting to read a news account in a
House, Jackson, Mississippi.
Washington newspaper reporting that the’ District of Columbia’s
.Alex McKeigney, Chairman, State school superintendent sees the need for more classes and teachers
Tax Commission, Woolfolk St.
Office Bldg., Jackson, Missis- than he originally had anticipated. The story quotes him as giving
this reason:
sippi.
’Integration and the results of city-wide achievement tests preRussell D. Moore, Attorney, 1016
sent new problems, the solution of which requires more special
Plaza Bldg., Jackson, Miss.
classes, fewer children in regular classes, more teachers. This probJimmie Morrow, Attorney, State
lem is serious at all levels, elementary, junior and senior high
Representative, Brandon, Mississippi.
schools.’
Rev. J. P. Neal, Baptist Minister,
His statement speaks for itself.
Tchula, Mississippi.
--(Richmond, Va., Times Dispatch)
R. B. Patterson, Secretary, Assn.
Citizens Councils, 207 W. Market St., Greenwood, Mississippi.
Mrs. Halls Pattison, Secretary,
State Senate, New Capitol Bldg.,
Jackson, Mississippi.
Governor Bell Tlmmerman, Jr., of South Carolina a few days
Rev. J. L. Pipkin, Minister, Blue
ago called for Federal transportation of all Negroes seeking inteMountain, Mississippi.
gration to Oregon, so that "peace and good will would be restored."
Hen. John Satterfield, Pres. Miss.
There are hardly any Negroes in Oregon, yet the two Senators from
Bar Assn., 1521 Poplar Blvd.,
that state have been mighty concerned about the situation.
Jackson, Mississippi.
He said that "both United States Senators from Oregon have
Rev. Otis Seal, Minister, Itta
been loudest in proclaiming the virtues of racial mixing and I asBena, Mississippi.
sume they reflect the views of their people." He suggests that the
W. J. Simmons, Editor, Citizens
Negroes who wanted to be. integrated go to Oregon, and other states
Council Newspaper, 605 Plaza
Bldg., Jackson, Mississippi.
which advocate integration, and other Negroes stay in the South.
Of course the people of Oregon know next to nothing about the raGlenn Trusty, Former F.B.I.
Agent, Businessman, Tupelo, cial situation in the South.-- ( Southern Sentinel, Ripley, Miss.)
Mississippi.
Jlmmie Walker, Attorney, Plaza
We sense a softening of attitude in the Yankee press. Perhaps
Bldg., Jackson, Mississippi.
our Northern brethern, particularly the journalistic pundits are
Hen. Hugh V. Wall, Lawyer, Pa- awakening to the fact that we Southerners are not 100 per cent
triot, Brookhaven, Mississippi.
wrong. While they don’t concede much "right" on our side we visWill E. Ward, Executive Commit- ualize a sympathetic head shaking when they say "Of course, it’ll
teeman, Assn. of Citizens Countake time." Heretofore to gullible Northerners have assumed that
cils Starkviile, Mississippi.
when desegregation became the "law of the land" our Southern way
John Bell Williams, D, Miss. U. S. of life would have to change overnight--Yazoo City Herald.
Congress, Raymond, Mlm~issippi.
Pete F. Williams, Sr., Executive
The time is here now to organize~not for violence----not for
Committeeman, Assn. of Citizens Councils, Clarksdale, Mis- lawlessness, but to organize to combine into one strong, unified, desissippi.
termined group to retain our State sovereignty which we have never
,
Ellis W. Wright, Chairman, Jack- surrendered-- (The Virginian)
son Citizens Council, 350 High
St., Jackson, Mississippi.
The Communist Daily Worker claims it should be tax-exempt
Fielding Wright, Former Gover- to spread its propaganda.., which is Just about as logical as the tax
nor of Miss., Deposit Guaranty exemption now being enjoyed by the NAACP and the labor unions
Bank Bldg., Jackson, Missisthat are dominated by Communist~.--(Brandon, Miss., News.)
sippi.
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Patriots Resent ] The Divine Right of Kings
Attack On South
By Church Leader
HAVE

(Continued from page 1)
]Ic layman, with two daughters[
and three sons in the New Orleans
parochial school system, which is
headed for integration because
Archbishop Joseph F. Rummel believes that segregation is morally
wrong and sinful.

SPOJ~eEN st

SO this Catholic lawyer, trained
b the Jesuits at New Orleans’ Loy.
ola University, finds himself the
symbol of opposition by his coreligionists against the views of
Archbishop Rummel.
"There is no question but that
if the Catholic schools are integrated here, it will hasten the
crisis in the public school s/stem",
Wagner says.
WILL APPEAL TO
VATICAN
Wagner says that he is planning
not only to mobilize Catholic opinion in New Orleans against parochial school integration, but also
that he will appeal to Rome over
Archbishop Rummel’s head to stop
Catholic integration.

IBsue."

In letters to the members of the
Catholic hierachy, including Archbishop Rummei, Wagner challenges the assertion of his own Archbishop that segregation is "morally wrong and sinful."
"I have become increasingly
chagrined by statements to t h e
effect that anyone who cannot intellectually accept the principle
that segregation per se (in itse!f)
is morally wrong is un-Catholic."
Wagner said in one letter to Rev.
Edmund B. Bunn, S: J.,.president
of Georgetown University in
Washington.
DIFFERENT SOCIAL
FAMILY BACKGROUNI)
In discussing the segregation
problem, Wagner offers statistics
to indicate a widespread differential in the intelligence quotient
of white and Negro children in the
public school system of New Orleans, of which he is an elected
board member.
The attorney also relates the
statistics on live births in Louisiana over the last five years,
revealing a high incidence of illegitimacy among Negroes.
Wagner carefully refrains from
drawing any moral conclusions
but adds:

]Dixie Manifesto Presents
IA Solid Front For Battle

(Continued from page 1)
of racial integration.
[ use of force -- whether military
The Northern press will
not
’or continuous pressures of other hesitate to make the NAACP a
kinds -- will break down the
scapegoat if it concludes that
friendship and respect that have
national peace and harmony are
enabled these different races to
imperiled. It will naturally gloss
live together in peace.
over its own role in substituting
The Negroes would win a holpropaganda for factual handling
low victory if they tie themselves
of the race story in the South.
by legal bonds to unwilling white
Public opinion in other regions
folk. By other means, largely
cannot help but be impressed by
economic, colored people have
the unified front of 96 American
made great advances in recent
congressmen. How could the Suyears. They were on the threspreme Court rule unanimously
hold of even greater progress
that the Constitution outlaws
when the NAACP and other radiseparate schools, when 96 lawcal leaders tripped them up.
ma~kers unanimously rule otherMany thoughtful Negroes, we
wise ?
believe, would gladly get out from
Obviously, political pressure
under the NAACP’s harmful leadwas behind the court’s ruling. Poership if they knew how to do it.
litical strength is in the hands of
Already we have noted a change in
the 96 Southern congressmen if
the attitude of the Northern press
they care to use it. By keeping
toward the more violent partisans
this solid front they can command
attention from BOTH national
parties in the presidential campaign.
Once effective leadership starts
mobilizing Southern votes, the
leftward course of our country
may change. We believe the change
protects citizens of all races in
all regions of the Republic--(The
Refuse Service To
Charleston, S. C., News and CourColored Customers
ier).

Iowa Barbers Stir
Race Controversy

"An appeal to the Apostolic
Delegate in Washington (the
Pope’s representative in t h e
United States) is definitely under
consideration," Wagner said.
"And there are plans to organize an association of Catholic laymen to point up what we think are
the fallacies of the Archbishop’s
position on segregation as a moral
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Drive For ’Equality’
was Born In Russia
(Continued from page 1)
olutionary take over.
Many sub jet,Is around which it
was believed the American Negro
cnnld be aroused for the Revolution, were discussed. One, which
Jones rclmrt~ql would tend to be
a sure-fire rallying slogan, was
"Social Equality." Since class
hatred is a Communist weal)on to
create class c o 1 ! i s i o n, it was
acknowledged by the Moscow delegation that it would prove an advantage to Communism to stress
the "Social Equality" issue~ and to
hide the slogan of a "Sovi(~t Negro
Republic" until after preliminary
incitation, gradually easing into
’ the picture the issue of the Black i
Soviet Republic.

Washington, D. C.
To this conference many left of
the center groups are to share the
limelight in the NAACP sponsored
Civil Rights Parley which will attempt to strong-arm Congress,
this an election year, into enactment of leftist conceived package
!)ill on some 21 "civil rights"
Issues.
The present day mllit~ncT of
the NAACP leadership in attempting to force through immediate
integration in f a c e of the Supreme Court’s suggested gradual
integration, is subjecting the organization, if not the race itself,
to severe criticism in not only the
South, but likewise in the North.
It is inciting thb White people of
the South to acts in some instances which it is believed otherwise would be absent.--(National
Relmblic Magazine, W a ! t er S.
Steele, Editor, 511 Eleventh St.,
N.W., Washington, D. C.---,30c per
copy, $3.50 per year.)

Myriads of front organizations
were to follow the launching of
the now carefully designed campaign, such as the Scottsboro and
Herdon campaigns aimed at discrediting American courts and the
jury system; followed by
Share
Cropper campaigns, and
other
racial agitational issues.
There
came into beng the Scottshoro and
Herdon Committees, the Southern
**There is a difference in social
Conference for Human Welfare
family and health backgrounds bethe National Negro Congress, the
tween wld~es and Negroes, and it
Southern Negro Youth Congress
would simply be unfair and unjust and many other such movements
to parents and pupils to integrate
to carry on the agitation in, as
the schools." D (The Boston
well as outside the strictly SouthGlobe).
ern areas.
It’s generally conceded that deFinally during the second world
segregation will not take place
war the idea of the FEPC was
unless a sufficient number of peohatched, this in a secret meeting
ple want it or ai’e willing to acin Washington, D. C., scheduled
cede to the demands of the Suto sweep into Baltimore, Buffalo
preme Court and the NAACP.
Detroit, and thence throughout
There’s no reason why, as in the
the breadth of the land, reaching
case of prohibition, that segregaas far as New Mexico, California,
tion cannot be maintained; no law
etc. The New Deal extremists and
or decree can be enforced without
fronters figured into the backsupport.
ground of some of these efforts, in
fact in one instance a very high
What Constitutionalists need to
worry about, therefore, is relaxaup..Programs at invading the golf
(Continued from page 1)
tion of opposition to integration-links, and swimming pools were
well as mixiecrats say they will,
included. Agitation for equal emthe slow, cancerous growth of
he certainly was entitled to have
ployment on busses and street
weakness. The disease is already
his questions answered.
cars, in war plants, and the like
present among those who now fawere linked to the well planned
vor integration and the so-called
The fact that the school board
- denied a Congressman the answers
program.
"moderates" to whom President
to such questions ~ especially a
Elsenhower, Adlai Stevenson and
The tendency of NAACP at
a few other leaders appeal.
representative on the committee
present is to show distaste for.
which handles District of ColumCommunists, at least in so far as;
These people must be made to
bia legislation -- would indicate
national leadership influence is!
understand that gradual integrathat the information he ~ought
conceraed, this without abhoring
tion is not our goal, that it makes
might not reflect to the credit of
the activities of its co-founder,
no difference whether the SuIntegration.
and it is playing, it appem-~, prespreme Court ordered de-segregaently to the right of the ComIt will be interesting to note the
tion now, at a later date or at any
the results of the school board’s
munists, but still left of the ceno
other time. We will not have
project of regrouping students
ter, associating with such Reucreeping integration; we will not
next September so as to "separate
therit~, the Amercian Civil
have integration at all.
the bright from the dull." Will
Liberties U n i o n, the Southern
Regional Council, the Southern
This must be the attitude of the
the school board at that time reveal information as to the type
large majority of people. No comConference Educationni Fund, and
students placed in the "dull" and
promise, worked out by bi-racial
others more Socialistic or leftor other groups, can be accepted
"bright" classes? -- (Natchez,
vt4ng elements.
without destroying the legal conMiss., Times).
In fact, even through the NAA
i cept that the states have the sole
CP has been in the big money to
right~ in the almence of a ConNowhere in the Constitution is
’the extent of over a half million
stitutlonai ameadment to the condollars for each of the years 1954
the Federal Government which
trary, to regulate imblic education.
clude~ the Supreme Court of the
and 19~5, it is reported that funds
United States, given Jurisdiction
have been given it by the Reuther
To those who ass in this an unover or responsibility for educaAuto Unions, to help defray the
justifiable defiance of authority,
tion or conduct of the public
expense of the N-~ICP’s Civil
we ask: where would this country
echoers.
Right~ Conference, this month in
have been lg the colonists had not

The State University of Iowa is
presently having a segregation
problem of its own in Iowa City.
It has nothing to do with campus
activities, public accommodations
in cafes, theatres or hotels, but
is concerned strictly with the cutting and trimming of Negro students’ hirsute adornment.
In other words some Iowa City
barber shops are refusing to cut
the lmir of colored people. The
situation, nf late, has become so
acute, tim) the plight nf the
school’s several hundred N e g r o
students has been aired in the
public press ....
Interviewed hy a reporter, Merle
Fowler, secretary of the )own City
Barbers’ Union. said: "It’s up to
the individual barber whether or
not he will cut a Negro’s hair."
The newly formed Community
(’ouncll on Race Relations, pressed the investigation in hx’al shops,
and one barber’s comment w a s
that he thought the committee was
"just trying to stir up trouble."
Stated another barber: "It’s awfully hard to cut a Negro’s bait. I
tried once and didn’t do such a
good job." Said another: "We
will cut their hair when the public
accepts it. We have customers
come in now and ask if we cut Negroes’ hair. They wouldn’t come
here if we did." A third tonsorial
artist commented: "If they’d just
hold their horses, maybe in a little
while something could be done."
--Chicago (Negro) Defender.

Integration Will Come--

If The Sou Nlows It

Negrophile Board
Refuses To Give
Integration Data

defied the British Crown? Since
when, in the U. S., do citizens not
have the right to assert the "consent of the governed" principle,
the right to say that, in fundamental matters they simply will
not comply with a decision which
is contrary to everything they have
believed or held dear?
What is so sacrosanct about the
Supreme, Court’s decision of May
17, 19547 Did this court adopt
the same attitude toward previous
decisions during a hundred years
of American Jurisprudence?
Defiance is justifiable, but it
alone can never save the Republic
from the dreaded corrosion of
American principles of government. We must go beyond that;
we must seek to translate that defiance into a positive assertion of
the supremacy of states’ rights in
the field of education.
President Elsenhower speaks of
moderate progress. But the kind
he advocates is slow retrogression
for any abridgement of Constitutional rights, in spirit or in letter,
is a step ba’ck into the past. Our
freedom began and ends with th~
fundamental law of the land.
--(Natchez, Miss., Democrat.
The tenth article of the Bill of
Rights is that Constitution very
plainly states that "The powers
not delegated to the United States
by the Constitution, nor prohibited
by it to the SUttee, are reserved
to the States respectively, or to
the People."

Predicts Failure
For Integration
New England Paper
Raps Judge Warren
The 51anchester Union Leader,
leading Rel)ul)lican newspaper in
New Hampshire, has predicted
ttlat the Supreme Court decision
banning segregation in p u blic
schools will be unsuccessful.
In a front page editorial, Publisher William Loeb said that the
"desegregation dec isle n has
brougl)t to a standstill the lessening of tension between the two
races that had been marked in late
years.
"Chief Justice Warren, w h o
while Republican governor of California favored socialized medicine,
is an example of the shallow and
superficial political and legal
fraud of late years, a fraud believing in the all-powerful government and in improvement not by
evolution and growth but by compulsion by law and judicial edict."

Expose Sp0nmr
Of Lucy Inddent
Pinkos Sought Cash
To Finance Trouble
The wee k I y newsmagazine
"SOUTH," published at Birmingham, has revealed the membership
of the NAACP’s "Committee of
100," that sought funds to press
the Autherine Lucy case in court.
In its March 5 issue, South has
reproduced a photostat of a letter
signed by the chairman of the
committee. Listed on the letter
are the committee members.
Among others are James Bryant
Conant, former president of Harvard University; Frank P. Graham, former president of the University of North Carolina; Paul
Hutchinson, editor of The Christian Century;
Freda Kirchway,
of the left-wing
former editor
magazine The Nation; Archibald
MacLeish, poet and Harvard University professor.
Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam;
James A. Pike, dean of the Episcopal Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New York City; LtlHan
Smith, Southern-born pro-integration writer, and Norman Thomas.
one-time Socialist candidate for
president.
Senator Eastland as head of the
omnipotent Senate Judiciary committee is a stroke of good fortune
for the southland. Attack on his
ability, integrity and qualifications
by left wing radicals, outright
communists, the NAACP and other
enemies of the South were to no
i avail. Mr. Eastland deserves his
appointment and stands able to
render an even greater service to
this state and the entire country.
For Mississippians the appointment was one of the few "bright
spots" that’s recently come upon
the scene. -- (Yazoo City, Miss.,
Herald ).
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Pressure Groups Sabotage Election Reforms
Says Negro Needs l
To Develop Pridet
In His Own Race

PRODUCT OF IMAGINATION

Weird Assortment
Of Left-Wingers
Oppose Measures

Georgian Sees Reds
In NAACP Woodpile
And Issues Warning
"What. the American Negro
needs," says Hon. Hugh G. Grant,
"is a program which will help him
to develop pride of race. This can
be achieved only through his own
lnsltutions in which he can develop his own special talents in
competition and cooperation with
members of his own race."
Mr. Grant, prominent leader of
Augusta, Georgia, was formerly
United States Minister to Albania
and Thailand and an official of
the U. S. State Department. Following are portions of his masterly address before .the Phi Delta
Phi legal fraternity at the University of Georgia, as quoted in
the Congressional record under
"A War Is On In
the title:
America":
Pride of race is a far cry from
the destructive program of the
racial revolutionists, spearheaded
by the National Associatio~ for
the Advancement of Colored People. The Negro leaders of the
NAACP, many of whom are frustrated colored persons, are
ashamed of their Negro blood.
They are aiming at racial amalgamation.
In order to attain this goal the
NAACP, aided by its powerful
allies, is attacking on all fronts-complete integration in the armed
services, which has been attained
through the political leadership
of both parties; in both interstate and intrastate transportation
systems; in both public and private housing projects; in recreational facilities (p a r k s, playgrounds, swimming p o o Is, and
golf links), in sports, both professional and amateur; in hotels
and restaurants; in the churches;
and the grand Climax -- in the
public schools of the Nation all
the way from the kindergarten
through the colleges and the universities.
Home Front "Cold War"
This is revolution. We also have
a cold war on the home front.
The Daily Worker, of New York,
on May 26, 1928, sounded the
battle cry. Here it is:
"The Communist Party conslders it as its l, istorlc duty tO[Big
unite all workers regardless of
their color against the contmon
enem~/, against the master class.
The NC~gro race must understand
that capitalism means social oppression and communism means
social and racial equality."
The issue is Joined. The best
defense is offense. The white people of the Nation constituting the
majority of the American citizenship, north, south, east, and west,
must organize themselves by community, county, and State for the
protection of their constitutional
rights and t~ preserve their racial
heritage and integrity, using every
lawful means to this end.

Radical Groups
Unite To Block
Needed Reforms

Expose ,nother Giant Lie By

New York’s Controlled Press
The Alabama Journal’s James
K. Hutsell has, it appears, deflated
another of Eastern journalism’s
myths.
It was Life magazine that committed the booboo of modern times
in moaning over the fact that Emmett Till’s father had died a hero’s
death fighting for democracy, only
to have it revealed that the elder
Till had been hanged in Italy by
the U. S. Army for the wartime
murder of two women and the rape
of two others.
Recalling this and acting on a
tip, Hutsell ~tarted checking on
"Private Foster, U. S. A." a Negro
featured in an 18-page segregation

Tax
After Race Shift
Problem

Whites Are Migrating
From National Capital
Forced integration of schools in
the District of Columbia has
caused a critical tax problem, reports the Committee for Constitutional Government. The committee is an organization incorporated
in New York.
The committee has said that it
is estimated 60 to 65 per cent of
the national capital is negro. "It
will be seen that this has meant a
tremendous tax problem," said the
report. "While it is true that
many Negroes have acquired property over the years . . . there
never has been anywhere near an
approach to the white tax-paying
responsibility which obtained before the shift."
The report indicated that the l
present trend of whites moving out l
of the integrated District of Columbia is placing an increasingly
heavy burden on white property
owners remaining in the area.

report in the current Look. Private Foster, U. S. A., is Pvt. Joe
Foster, from Albany, Ga. Of Foster, Look wonders:
(’an a’ man endure a life half
free, half segregated? Joe Fosler
has been able to. Twenty-two of
his 2~5 years were spent in Albany,
Ga., where a white man is a "gentleman," and a colored man is often just a "nigger." But in September, 1952, Joe entered another
world.
That was the Army. Joe found
things different, and Look shows
how in pictures. But apparently
the magazine didn’t know how different it was for Private Foster,
U. S. A. Look quotes Joe as saying, ~’A man just isn’t a man in Albany." But is Joe bitter? No.
"There’s trouble here, but it’s my
home town and I’m proud of it,"
he says.

much social as criminal. Capt.
Gordon Stokes, ct~lef of Albany detectives, revealed that Joe is better known in his home town as
"the Phantom Burglar." Capt.
Stokes helped trap Joe in 1950
outside the Medical Building into
which he had broken half a dozen
times. The Albany Police Department still has Private Foster, U,
S. A.’s signed statement admitting
the break-ins. Charged with seven counts of burglary, he was sentenced (because he was a juvenile
at the time) to the Boys Training
School at Milledgevllle. On release, he joined the Army.

The "trouble" Joe spoke of,
Hutsell discovered, was not so

Says 40% Of NAACP Leaders
Linked To ’Red Front’ Groups

WASHINGTON--Carefully documeated data read into the Congreseional Record indicates that
more than 40 per cent of the officials of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
The Editor is much disturbed at
People have Communist-front rethe apathy of some of our local
cords.
and state people regarding the
The story of Communist infilquestion of integration. Never has
tration of the NAACP was traced
there been a time when the White
all the way to its founder by Rep.
race has been in more danger.
E. C. (Took) Gathings of ArkanMany of our citizens are turning
sas, who called for a Congressional
a deaf ear to the pleadings of
investigation.
those who realize the dangers.
Rep. Gathings listed 73 officials
Join the Citizens Council and help
of the organization who have been
fight this encroachment on the
associated with Communist-front
liberty and justice of every white
organizations by the House Comcitizen in the United States.-mittee on Un-American Activities.
(Bolivar Commercial, Cleveland,
The committee named the offiMiss.)
cials as having been members of
a Communist-front organizations
sponsors of public meetings of such
organizations, suppo?ters of and
contrihutors to "party line" objectives of subversive groups.
Roy Wilkins. NAACP executive
Citizens’ Councils
director, was reported to have
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
publications, or spokesmen for or
Please enter my subscription to the Citispokesman before at least five
zens’ Council as follows and find payment
organizations officially cited as
Communist fronts.
enclosed :
From the files of the house com$2.00
~ For One Year ........................
mittee, V¢ilkins was cited as hav(Please Print)
ing admitted he voted for BenjaName .............................. ~ .............................................
min Davis, a Communist party
candidate in the 1949 New York
Address .........................................................................
City election. Davis was one of
eleven Communist leaders convictCity ...............................................................................
ed in New York for subversive activity.
State .............................................................................
Dr. "4,~. E. B. DuBois, NAACP
founder, was shown by the Arkan-

SUBSCRIBE NOW

The conclusion is of course
valid: "A man just isn’t a man
in Albany." Sometimes he’s a common thief."
In the future, we trust the nation’s crusading picture magazines
will examine their heroes more
thoroughly before going to press.
--(Montgomery, Ale., Advertiser).

Government by minority pressure groups is indicated in the
action of 14 pro-integration organizations which have teamed.up
to temporarily kill badly-needed
election reforms.
These racist-minded manipulators exercised stiff pressure when
the U. S. Senate recently considered proposals for revising the electoral college system of e~ecting
presidents. The NAACP was especially active against such de~trable reforms.
The proposals, supported by
virtually all Southern members of
the Senate, would have eliminated
the present situation whereby
Negro and radical votes in a few
big cities virtually control our
presidential elections.
NAACP zealots and other militant racists objected to electoral
college changes on grounds that
such reforms "would place greater electoral strength in one-party,
low-vote states" -- meaning the
South, of course.
T h e 14 groups conspiring
against badly-needed election reforms were: United Auto Workers President Walter P. Reuther,
ADA Chairman Joseph L. Rauhn,
NAACP Executive Secretary Roy
Wilkins, Richard Atkinson, president National Bar Association;
James B. Carey, president, AFLCIO International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers; Rabbi Israel Gotdstein, president, American Jewish Congress;
Reuben Kaminsky, national commander, Jewish War Veterans;
Nancy Bullock McGhee, president,
American Council on tlu~nan
Rights; Willard S. Townsend,
president, AFL-CIO United Transport Service Employees; Marian
H. Bluttt, supreme basileus, Phi
Delta Kappa Sorority; James B.
Cobb, president, National Alliance
of Postal Employes; AIdolph
Held, president, Jewish Labor
Committee; Mickey Levine, national chairman, American Veterans Committee; and A. Philip
Randolph, p reside n t, AFLCIO Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters.

Oklahoma Council
Aiding Our Cause
Working Quietly Due
To Racist Pressures

OKLAHOMA CITY--Citizens of
Oklahoma are joining the Deep
South in the Citizens’ Councils
program. A basic statement of beliefs and purposes has been presas Congressman to have been one
of 100 Negro leaders, including pared, a temporary Executive
Committee of the Oklahoma AsPaul Robeson, who called on Pressociation of Citizens’ Councils has
ident Truman in April 1947 to "rebeen established. Work is proceedpudiate decisively steps to illegaling, with good effect, in the orize the Communist party."
ganization of Council
Units in
Gathings said Dr. DuBois enmany Oklahoma areas.
dorsed Communist Davis in the
Because Oklahoma is a borderNew York election and was one of
line state as regards the race prob80 to sign a formal demand for
lem, tile opinions of politicians
the seating of a Communist on the
and citizens are not so unanimous
New York City Council. He also is
as they are in the states farther
said to have been a member of
South. For this reason, work is
mamy Communist-front groups.
proceeding quietly and names of
Dr. DuBois also was associated
;citizens who might suffer repriswith the National Council of Amals are not being publicized.
erican-Soviet Friendship, having
signcd a statement by the council
G or d o n Hines, 608 North
Dewey, Olahoma City, has been
to the U. S. government appealing
appointed temporary Executive
for a conference with the Soviet
Union. He supported the ComDirector of the State Association
munist- sponsored fight to block
,and communications may be adexecution of the Rosenberg spies.
, dressed to him.
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Strength Through Unity
JOIN WITH US THROUGH
yOUR OWN CITIZEN,S
COUNCIL,’YOUR F’REEDOM~$
AT STA~E TOO./

tizens’ Councils Formed

National Organization
t Historic April Meeting
Sixty-five delegates f r o m
eleven southern states met in
New Orleans at the Roosevelt
Hotel on April 7th for the purpose of uniting the various
responsible Citizen’s Councils
and other similar organizations into an inter-state

We Can Be "Moderated"
Right Into Total Chaos
(Richmond, Vs. News Leader)
The past four or five months
have witnessed a subtle and possibly significant shifting of public
attitudes toward the South’s grave
problem of school segregation.
For the first time since the Supreme Court’s decision nearly two~
years ago, influential voices are
being heard to say that the South’s
position is not wholly without
Justification.
Northern newspapers, w h i c h
had been scolding the South and
re.dinE us sernmns, are conceding
now and then that the North has
failed to solve its own problems of
race. Even "Time" and "Life"
m a g a z i n e s which hate the
white South and pass up no oplmrtunlty to hold us up to ridicule
and contempt, have slightly eased
their torrent, of abuse and misrepresentation. "Time," for example, permitted a brief hint to creep
into iL~ columns last week that integration of schools in the 1Hstrict

Famous General Favors
Segregation Of Troops
Mark Clark Puts Security
Above Petty Politics
CHARLESTON, S. C. -- Gen.
Mark W. Clark says that as commander of U. S. Army field forces
at the outbreak of the Korean
War he opposed the integration of
white and Negro troops.
Clark, now president of The
Citadel here, told the Southern
regional conference in the Council of State Governments recently
"I did not feel that we should Integrate then". That was in 1950.
and the general added "I do not
think so now.
Clark said he opposed integra-I
tion in the armed forces "from a
military point of view."
j
He said an all-Negro division[
under his command in Italy duringI
World War II was "the worst division I had."
"I looked at integration strictly
as a military problem, not from
the sociological standpoint," Clark
said. "I wanted the best fighting
unit possible . . . politics or no
politics."
As for today’s racial crisis in
the South, Clark said he believes
"in states rights. I believe that
problems are beet settled where
they are best understood."

of Columbia is not an unqualified
success. Some highly respected
newspapers, for example the
"Wall Street Journal" and the
"Indianapolis Star", have taken
the view--without supporting segregation as such~tbat the South’s
constitutional objections are
soundly based.
This more thoughtful consideration of the South’s case is clear
gain. So, too, there is much to be
said for the good motives of the
many persons in public life who
are urging "moderation."
But at the risk of being misunderstood (which is a high risk
when so many publications are
still determined deliberately to
"misunderstand" the South), we
would urge that the counsel of
"moderation" be carefully examined. It will be found, we submit,
that when the polite and well intentioned overtures are acknowledged, moderation is still spelled
"integration" in the North, and
moderation still means "continued
segregation" in the South.
What is the common meeting
ground of public figures so far
apart as Senator Eastland and
Adlai Stevenson? Where do Mr.
Eisenhower and Senator Thurmend agree? It is on this alone:
That violence is to be deplored
and must be prevented. But everyone, or almost everyone, deplores
violence and believes it must be
prevented. When we have
agreed that violence is bad, where
else can agreement be found?
Northern moderates, in final
analysis, say the Supreme Court’s
opinion was sound at law and must
be obeyed, Southern moderates
contend that the Constitution
alone is the supreme law of the
land. and urged that the court
acted beyond its powers. Northern
moderates say a start should be
made toward Compulsory integration: Southern moderates say that
no "start" is acceptable that
would, in their view, lead inevitably to the destruction of their
most cherished institutions. Northern moderates hold that public
education is a proper concern of
the Federal governmentl ~outhern moderates insist that it is
among the clearly reserved powers
of the States.
Moderation ]nay be. as
pides termed it, ’*the noblest gMt
of Heaven." Considered abstractly, it is doubtless, like nmjorlty
rule, a good thing. But there are
times whe~ n~ked majority rule

Jackson, Mississippi

group.
Representatives were present from the eleven southern
states of Alaba~na, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas and Virginia. The Oklahoma delegation was unable
to attend but gave its proxy to
Texas.
Included were official delegates from those states having fully organized State Associations.
A Fitting Name
The m eeting unanimously
adopted the n am e, "Citizens’
Councils of America", as descriptive of the expected national scope
of the organization.
Two members from each state
were designated by each state
group~’to serve as an organizing
committee. The organization committee has prepared and is submitting to the various State Associations a proposed Charter and ByLaws for ratification.
Official Resolution
At its conclusion, the meeting
unanimously adopted the following Resolution as expressing its
purposes :
RESOLVED that we form an
organization to be named Citizens’
Councils of America for the preservation of the reserved natural
rights of the people of the States,
including, primarily, the separation of the races in our schools
and all institutions involving personal and social relations; and for
the maintenance of our States’
Rights to regulate public health,
morals, marriage, education, peace
and good order in the States, under the Constitution of the United
States.
FURTHER RESOLVED: That
all organizations d e d i c a t e d to
these purposes and principles be
invited to affiliate with this organization, upon approval of its
Board of Directors.

Southern Labor Taking
Sides With The South
Resent Efforts To Force
Federal Dictatorship
Veteran labor writer Victor
Riesel has reported that "scores
of second and third echelon Southern labor chiefs have Joined
Citizens Councils/’
Said Rlesel: "These labor men,
who have considerable influence
inside Southern Unions, are not
just sitting in on such council sessions but are helping to devise
strategy for the fight against
segregation.
"These union officials are deeply bitter over George Meany’s
statements on desegregation and
claim that they know of hundreds
of protesting ’handwritten’ letters
pouring in daily on labor’s national offices, urging the AFL-CIO to
stay out of this fight."

Our Movement Expands
(an Editorial)
At New Orleans on April 7th, with a full sense of the historical
import of their actions, delegates from eleven southern s~ates met
to lay the base for the formation of the Citizens’ Councils of America,
The sentiment among members of the patriotic groups which
have been rapidly organizing throughout the southern and border
states has been overwhelming in favor of combining the strength
of these groups as one, but at the same time maintaining that degree
of local autonomy and independence which is such a fundamental
characteristic of the Citizens’ Council philosophy.
To accomplish the twin purposes of strength through unity
and strength through local responsibility, it is anticipated that the
Citizens’ Councils of America will be a logical extension of the
state-wide Citizens’ Council Associations now functioning In Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina and Texas: or like
the States Rights Council of Georgia or the Patriots of North
Carolina, for example, which bear similar relationships to the local’
town and county groups within their states.
Upon ratification of the proposed Charter and By-Laws, the
Citizens’ Councils of America will offer a direct chain of representation between every single community baying a responsible prosegregation organization which is affiliated with its own State
Association.
Although the impelling spirit and sustenance for the Citizens’
Councils of America arose in the South, the very name chosen indicates the profound hope that these embattled Southerners will be
joined by their Northern brothers across sectional lines and work
as one for the racial integrity which has made America great.

Praise Jackson Stand In
Bus Segregation Verdict
The Jackson Citizens Council
has praised Mayor Allen Thompson for his "positive and forthright position" in maintaining
segregated buses here despite a
new U.S. Supreme Court ruling.
Mayor Thompson said after the
ruling that it would not affect "actual practice" in Jackson. However, National City Lines, Chicago
owners of the Jackson, Montgomery and other city bus lines, said
it would wipe out segregation on
all its buses.
Meanwhile, A. B. Smith, manager of the Jackson line, said he
had received no contact from the
Chicago headquarters regarding
the court ruling. Until he does,
buses will remain segregated.
The Councils’ statement said:
"We strongly commend the positive and forthright position which
you took concerning the most recent racial integration edict of the
United States Supreme g~’ o u r t
which attempts to usurp the pr~rogative of the separate stress to
operating wholly within the
states.
"You may rest &ssured timt you
have the active support of the
Jackson C~ltizens’ Council in your
stand to maintain strict segregation on the Jackson buses.
’*To those of us who have been
active in the G~tlzens’ Council
movement to mobilize public sentlment for segregation, racial integrity and the maintenance of
public order, it is inconceivable
how there could remain one shred

A Grim Challenge

The NAACP showed an increase
of more than 60,000 members and
works a monstrous inJus~lce, and
$250.000 in funds during 1955.
there are times when compromise Its propaganda campaign also
can be fatal. We recall the comsharply increased, with more than
ment of Warren Pollard some
a million pieces of literature disyem, s ago, when as president of
tributed.
the transit company, he declined
Radio, television, motion picto submit a labor dispute to arbiture and stage propaganda contr~ti0n. "They could," he said
tinues to be a vital weapon in
gHml, g, "m~bitrate us Hght out of
NAACP’s crusade for integration,,
virtually all such publicity being
free of charke and systematically
The South cam be moderated
right into clmos, too. Let us keep l
denied to white groups opposing
integration.
|t t~ mind.

~of apathy or indifference in Jackson on this grave question.
"The threat of racial integratinn, with all the abhorrent forces
it turns loose in a community, is
right on our doorstep.
"Very friendly relations exist
between the white and Negro
races in Jackson and the st~tte of
Mississippi. We want this situation
to cnnOnue. We feel it will con.
tlnue If left undisturbed by ontside agltat~rs."
The council statement was signed by Ellis W. Wright, preshleut.

New Hampshire Getting
Taste Of Race Problem
Influx Of Negro Soldiers
Irks Yankee Community
The State of New Hampshire is
having its first experience with
the race problem.
That’s the meaning of a lengthy
news story in the Portland
(Maine) Sunday Telegram o]~
April g. This is the account:
"A sizeable number of American GIs are running into trouble
here with barber shops which refuse them service and landlord,~
who deny them rents.
"They are Negro airmen
signed to the big new Portsmouth
cN.H.) Air Force Base. At least
one local clergyman says sadly
that this Northern community definitely has its first real race prejudice problem.
"Another pastor fears the issue
of segregation is developing.
"Before the coming of the air
base, this Yankee community, oldest city in New IIampshire, had
between 150 and 200 Negro citizens. When the base is fully manned, this figure will leap to 1,000."
The story said that a recent
survey disclosed that of 11 barbershops in Portsmouth’s downtown
section, only two will take Negro
customers. It also told of the "refusal of landlords to rent their
property to Negroes.
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I’;ditoriol Opinion

Citadel of Strength
The leaders and the members of the Citizens’ Councils, rising
up all over our Southland, are the finest men we have in America-lawyers, bankers, merchants, doctors, preachers, tSachers----men in
every walk of life. This organization does not invite the membership of anyone even tinged with Ku-Klux-Klan-Jam . . . it wants
only leaders .and members to carry out its objective: "Dedicated
To The Maintenance of Peace, Good Order and Domestic Tranquility
in Our Community and in Our State and to the Preservation of our
State’s Rights."
Citizens’ Councils objective is to become so strong it will be
the citadel of strength in the South that can raise Its hand and say
with authority to traitors who would destroy our way of life,
"ThOu shalt not" and mean it! Only through unity of this kind
can we hold fast. The Citizens’ Council not only believes that God
is on its side . . . but it also believes it is on God’s side. Every
session is opened with fervent prayer to God for guidance, leadership and protection in these times when the devil is shaking the
very foundations of our land.
Are you a member of the Citizens’ Council? If You are not,
Join Today . . . and attend every meeting, unless providentially
hindered! The time has come when’ there is no middle groud . . .
You are either for or against the vital questions facing Prentiss,
Jefferson Davis County, The State of Mississippi, The South, and
The Nation !
-- ( Prentiss Headlight)

Solid Fron Is Vital
No matter how seemingly plausible his defense may be, whether
he be pulpiteer, politician or private citizen, ant Southerner who
placidly agrees to accept integration is an enemy of hie own people.
Such a person, whether wittingly or unwittingly, is also a
champion of sqcial equality and a friend of Communism.
The NAAC1~ and other radicals and left-wingers shout with Joy
whenever some nonenity in the South proclaims that "it is unChristianlike to oppose integration." Our own people must wake up
to a realization that the strategy of the NAACP and the miserable
mental misfits who follow in its train is to "divide and conquer."
That has always been the Communist policy.
Common sense calls ~0r a solid front in all Southern states.
We are up against enemies who would destroy our way of life and
put an end to the traditions so precious to our people. An impregnable front is absolutely essential. --(Jackson Daily News).

Demagoguery In Oregon
"The Oregonian", a newspaper published in the state of Oregon,
prints a rather stupid statement to the effect that "It appears doubtful therefore that the deep South has the strength to impose its
racial views by ’lawful means’ at the constitutional level."
And there, my friends, is a perfect example of what is causing
so much racial tension today--too many people who don’t kno~v
their b~ksides front a hole in the ground about the race situation
in the South, yet r&ving and ranting and trying to tell the South
Itow to contend with it. How so? Well, the editor who wrote that
idiotic statement above evidently knows nothing whatsoever about
the situation down here, or he would know full well that the South
is not tr~lng to impose its racial views in any section. The South
is Just deterndned that no other section is going to ram their views
down Southern throats and make us live by it.
--(Deer Creek Pilot, Rolling Fork)

Destructive of Liberty
¯ . . It has become.the custom among liberals to cite the Declaration of Independence as the spirit of American democracy. But
they never get beyond the phrase, "all men are born equal." They
should read a little farther and discover that the Declaration holds
that whenever any government, ours or anyone else’s, becomes destructive of human liberty, it is the right of the people to alter or
abolish it.
In the opinion of many Southerners---and many people elsewhere in the nation--the central government, through the Supreme
Court, in the present case---has become destructive of traditional
American rights. Our protest is against that. If we must submit
simply because the court has ruled, there is no freedom left.
~(Natchez Democrat)

(Clarion.l~edger Columnist)
MODERATION IS FUTILE
Theorists who preach moderation and compromise in the Integration issue seem utterly unable or unwilling to grasp certain
basic truths of majority opinion
here in the South today. Like
ostriches, they bury their heads in
the sand against reality.
While they seek to convey oth~r
impressions, the net effect of their
specious reasoning -- carried to
its logical conclusion -- would be
a gradual surrender to creeping
integration as an alternative to
the galloping variety. This can
only amount to saving ourselves
at the expense of future generations, which seems rather unfair
¯ and cruel if not cowardly.
THE FALLACY of this so-called "moderate" approach, and the
self-deceit practiced by those who
advocate it, is well summarized by
an editorial in the Natchez Democrat from which we quote as follows:
"These people~must be made to
understand that gradual httegration is not our goal, that it makes
no difference whether the Supreme Court ordered de-segregation now, at a later date or at mty
other time. We will not have
creeping integration: we will not
have integration at all...
"NO COMPROMISE," the Natchez Democrat stresses, "can be
accepted without destroying the
legal concept that the states have
a sole right in the absence of a
Constitutional amendment to the
contrary, to regulate public education.
"To those who see in this an unJustifiable defiance of authority,
we ask: where would this country
have been if the colonists had not
defied the Brit/sh Crown? Since
when do citizens not have the
right to assert the ’consent of the
governed’ principle?" (End
Quote. )
CITIZENS* COUNCILS, instrumental in solidifying resistence to
integration, are in especial disfavor with professional "moderates" -- who somehow lack the
courage to express their hostility
openly. This number includes reformed "liberals" who have boarded the Moderate Bandwagon after
discovering that their phony liberalism wouldn’t sell. Like chamelepns, they change colors as expediency ~ictates.
Some who now offer pompous
advice to Councils have done little
or nothing themselves to alert our
people against the mixiecrat
movement. Grudingly paying lip
service to segregation, they stoutly oppose most attempts to preserve it.
FENCE STRADDLERS condemning Council members as "extremists" are notiflng more than
spiritual comrades of Revolution-"
ary War *’moderates" who doubtless regarded Paul Revere as an
extrendst and hate mounger for
shouting a warning to his sleeping
countrymen. There have always
been such "moderates" on hand to
decry active resistance to injustice.
Fortunately, their number here
today is small and their influence
even smaller. Insofar as majority
sentiment in Mississippi is concurried, they are shepherds without flecks---handing together in a
mutual admiration society, talking
among themselves. No one else
seems to be listening.

Could Lead to Bloodshed
In Florence, Alabama, City Judge Thomas T. Roberts has fined
six teen-age boys, given them suspended jail sentences and warned
them to be off the streets every night by 10 o’clock as punishment
for throwing water- filled balloons at Negroes. His action resulted
after the youths were convicted of disorderly conduct.
In prescribing the aforementioned penalties, Judge Roberts
emphasized the utter seriousness of such an offense during these
tension-laden times which hang like a dark cloud over the So~th.
"The colored people of Florence," he said. "give us less trouble
than you teen-agers."
The culprits maliciously and foolishly threw water-filled balloons at peaceful colored citizens emerging from a church after
Sunday services. In less-law abiding communities, such an incident
might have precipitated a race riot with resulting injuries, blood
shed and perhaps even deaths to innocent persons.
Contemplating such asinine and vicious conduct, decent persons are moved to wish that the judge in this case had not suspended
the Jail sentences. A little time behind bars would seem desirable,
not only to teach the young thugs a lesson but to discourage others
who might be tempted to emulate their deplorable action.
Hoodlumism has no part in racial relations, whether committed
in Alabama, Texas, Michigan or California. Since virtually every
community has its rowdy, vicious element, it is the solemn responsibility of law-abiding citizens to discourage any act which might
complicate a delicate racial situation. Nor should the law feel constrained to deal leniently with those whose viciousness can, in these
times, give a bad name to an entire community and state.
--(The Clarion-Ledger, Jackson)

Time for Action Is Now
A lot of people outside of the South will go with us on
interposition who would not go with us on purely a segregattonal
fight.
These people are worried. They all know that if the Supreme
Court is permitted to usurp power which it does not bays on the
question of segregation that it establishes a precedent and the
Supreme Court will continue to usurp power.
They fear that they will eventually usurp power which will
destroy us.
So, if we make this solid issue over the contest of power between the states and the federal government, we will get a lot of
help and a lot of support from outside of the South.
Unless we in the Southern states do interpose our sovereignty
with all of the strength at our command that some day we will have
integration or a mixed race here.
So, it is time for action now. It is time for positive action¯
This is not time for pussyfooting or watered-down resolutions.
--(Augusta Ga., Courier)

J. Edgar Hoover’s
Words Of Warning-’*Fellow-travelers and sympathizers constitute a gre~.ter menace to the security of the U.S.
than do actual Party members. I
would have no fears if more Americans possessed the zeal to learn
about this menace of Red Fascism. I do fear for the Hberal and
progressive who has been hoodwinked and duped into Joining
hands with the C~nmmnists.
I do fear so long ’as school
boards and parents tolerate conditions whereby Communists and
fellow travellers, under the guise
of academic freedom, can teach
our youth & way of life that eventually will destroy the sanctity of
the home, undermine faith in God,
cause scorn for constituted
thority and sabotage our revered
Constitution."

Victims .of Hypocricy
"We have managed by cooperation of our races to bring about
an almost unbelievable rise in the economic, educational and civic
standards of our Negro citizens. We furthermore have under way
a program which promises to produce even more amazing results.
Yet, by the flourish of a pen, the Supreme-Court has virtually wiped
away the results of our years of work and the chances for further
progress.
We of the South have approached our racial problems with
honesty, straightforwardness and moderation. We have been countered by deceit, spinelessness and fanaticism. Our inescapable problems have been made into national political footballs. We have been
made into the innocent victims of unbelievable hypocrisy and political opportunism. And, to put the matter into field-hand English,
the time has come to ’put up or shut up’.
--(Savannah, Ga., Morning News)
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Famous Leader In It’s Later Than You Th n . ISouthern Unions
Vigorous Defense
Of States’ Rights

Firmly Resisting
Radai Agitators

Ex-Notre Dame Law
Dean Flays Court’s
Arbitrary Decrees
A distinguished leader of
thought in the North has spoken
out in defense of opposition by the
Southern states to the Supreme
Court’s decision on desegregation.
Clarence E. Manion, f o r 11
years dean of law at Notre Dame
University, defended preservation
of State Rights, under the l~th
Amendment to the Constitution in
a recent radio address.
.
Said Manlon: "There is a new
political issue in the current
Presidential campaign t h a t is
burning brighter by the minute.
It .is called ’interposition’.
"In the sustained, but frequently discouraging rear-guard action
now being fought against the
steady advance of ever more and
more centralized international socialism, the finderlying critical issue is the fttte of constitutional
~t~tee’ Rights.
,
"Whether it is gambling in Nevada, segregation in South Caro-[
lisa, education in California or
right to work in Kansas, the basic[
challenge ~o American liberty Is
the continuous, contemptuous disregard of the 10th Amendment by[
the Congress, the Executive and l
the Supreme Court.
"Proper vigilance would have
enabled States Righters to see
what was coming. In the last 20
years, the Supreme Court has
versed more established constitutional constructions than w e r e
changed by the Court in all the
preceding years of its history. Most
¯ of these reversals have been at the
expense of constitutional State~’
Rights."

Letters to the Editor

Shocking Situation
Dear Editor:
You have no idea how farreaching this race issue has been
felt here thus far. Even in the
chain grocery stores, the colored
women flaunt their "equalitT" to
a point where it is "supremacy".
Of course I do not tolerate their
insolence when it is directed toward me, But I see many white
women afraid to defend their
rights because of some towering
darkey, bedecked in cannibal earrings, spindle heels and equipped
with a loud, vulgar voice. These
newly rich wenches ride roughshod over many white women
shoppers, usurping their places on
the checking-out lines, and pushing their way along, banging
metal carrier baskets into other
shoppers’ legs and feet. You can
understand that a well-bred woman is unaccustomed to such unnecessary beligerance, and is quite
unprepared for senseless quarrelling and bickering.
I certainly admire you and your
Southern brothers for their brave
fight against being wiped out by
sheer numbers; and we feel that
your voting should be protected
against the mass negro votes that
would most certainly stamp out
the thinking white man in the
South. You would be amazed, if
you were to see a map of New
York City, showing the inroads
that have been made by the black
race here. They have our widest,
most beautiful avenues.
Not only do they HAVE them,
but they WRECK them. As soon
as they take over a neighborhood,
the window panes are broken, and
they stuff cardboard or rags or
any old thing in, and never have
the glass replaced. They have garffage littering the front of the
house (thrown from windows).
They have either nothing, or dirty
rags where there should be curtains. They cluster on the front
steps in stinking lumps, oggllng,
laughing, pulling one another
around, smoking, spitting and
cutting up in general.
They have a new car one week,
and the next week it is already
filthy, dented and neglected. They
fill so many posts in the civil service Jobs. that they outnumber the
whites in the unemployment ofrices, the ,post-offices, and now
they are appearing more and more
often in police uniforms.
The income tax offices are
creeping with insolent negro employees, and their slow movements
and crass ignorance makes it difficult to understand how they ever
passed the necessary examinations
to get those jobs.
"A White La~iy"
New York, N.Y.

Dixie Locals In No
Mood To Take Orders
From Top Mixiecrats

jPRU
COURT

Can Federal Workers Join Councils?
An Editor4al
We have been asked several
times recently whether or not employees of the federal government
are prohibited from Joining their
local Citizens’ Councils. Rumors
have been spread to the effect that
federal employees who e n r o 1 1
would be fired.
The very fact that such a question would be seriously raised at
all shonld be a danger signal to
those who still believe in individual freedom as an indication of
the degree of moral fear that has
been instilled in our white community.
In short, the answer is NO.
There is no reason whatsoever
why a federal employee should not
join and support his Local Citizens’ Council--unless he believes
in integration of the White and
Negro races--in which case he
should Join the NAACP, as many
of them have done.
It is interesting to note that the
question of federal employees joining the NAACP has never been
raised at ~11.
We would like to cite two examples to support our answer.
(1) In the October, 1955 issue
of the CITIZENS’ COUNCIL we reported in full a news item on the
following incident. H e n r y D.
Richardson, a post office clerk in
Orangeburg, S. C. made public a
letter from Senator Olin D. Johnston’s office which stated in part,
"I have been.~advised by the
i Civil Service C~mmi.~qion t h a t
your joining this organization
i(Orangeburg, Citizens’ C~)uncll)
~will not violate the Hatch Act or
l any other act. in regard to Civil
i ~qervice Employees’ outside affiliations."
Senator Johnston’s letter went
on to say that the Senator emphatically stated that. had the Commission ruled that it would be a
violation of the Hatch Act or Civil
Service regulation, he would have
immediately taken steps to remove
such legislation from the laws of
the country. He also expressed his
absolute agreement with the principles of the various Citizens’
Councils that are being organized
throughout South Carolina.
(2) The following news article
appeared on the front page of the
Jackson (Miss.) Daily News December 23, 1955:
Federal Employes are Free

To Join Citizens Councils
An order banning internal revenue employees from joining the
Citizens Council was lifted Friday
by District Internal Revenue Director James L. Enochs.
Enochs issued a memorandum
addressed to all employees in his
organization Dec. 5 advising that
membership in the Citizens Councils or participation in any of the
activities of the organization was

prohibited.
"I have reconsidered this matter," Enochs said, "and have very
carefully studied and analyzed existing instructions and have reached the conclusion that my original
interpretation of the instructions
and regulations was erroneous."
"I have therefore revoked the
memorandum of Dec. 5, effective
immediately," he said in a statement released to newsmen.
Enochs declined to name the
federal regulations which had
been misinterpreted. He said,
however, that there are general
instructions restricting federal
Boos And Catcalls Drown
employees from membership in
Efforts Of Agitators
certain organizations.
~ "It was unfortunate that this
The Wall Street Journal reviewthing got in the paper in the first
ed Job integration in farm maplace," Enochs told the Daily
chinery plants in border states in
News. "My purpose is merely to
its April 3 issue.
admit I made a mistake. My inSaid the Journal: "In a plant at
terpretation was sincere and
Memphis, racial tension is so taut
Treasury Mogul Says
honest. I just made a mistake."
that company officials balk at even
W. J. Simmons, state adminiNegro Group "Social
discussing it for fear of ’touching
strator for the Citizens’ Councils
off an explosion’. And members of
Welfare Organization" said, "We certainly welcome this
Local 988 of the United Auto
action and cordially invite federal
Workers, which represents the
The tax status of the NAACP
employees to Join us. We’re fightplant’s production workers, are
and its Legal Defense and Educaing their battle, to~."
threatening to split away from the
tional Fund has been clarified in a
]A~e
believe
that
answers
the
parent union because of the
letter by Fred C. Scribner Jr.
question.
ter’s support of racial integration
general counsel of the U. S. Treasin industry.
ury, to Sen. Eastland (D-Miss.).
"Boos and catcalls drown out
Said Scribner: "The N A A C P
efforts of visiting Detroit repredoes not have tax-exempt status
sentatives of the international ununder . . . the Internal Revenue
ion to talk over the issues with
Code and contributions to it may
the local’s members."
not be deducted for purposes of
the donor’s federal income.
South Keeps On Attracting
"However, the NAACP as an orIf you believe there can be NO
Big Plants and Payrolls compromise
ganization is exempt from taxaon the matter of segtion as a social welfare organizaregation-Join The Citizens’ CounIn recent weeks a number of
tion.
magazines and newspapers have
cil!
"Approximately 15 years ago
published reports that Northern
the Legal Defense and Educational
industry is slowing its move into
Fund of the NAACP was granted
the South because of the racial
an exemption as a charitable and
situation. Industrial development
educational organization. This exand chamber of commerce officials
emption is still in effect and conin the South have referred to the
tributions to this fund may be dereports as propaganda and wholly
ducted in determining the donor’s
unsubstantiated.
I "Little Hove Of Harmony
federal income tax liability.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, I
In Ra~:ial-Issues’-’-----~
"The Internal Revenue Service
one of the nation’s largest build-I
appreciates f u 1 l y the concern
ers of aircraft has just announced I
which you have shown in this mat¯ _ Zh,e chief, oi the unlcago Dally
ter. It would be very helpful . . . If
r ghts’ ~ssue ~n
you could give us the details of
North Georgia for development
of olitics as ’ -roSa’
a nuclear nnw~raA nla.~ ~,~ [ p
p
two or three specific instances in
.... ~ -~’~" ~*’2/ ~"? ....... ~:~. lleast likely to be fulfilled in
which the NAACP Legal Defense i
~vv sclenns~s ann engineers wm|1956 ,,
and Educational Fund has sought
be assigned to the project¯
E. A. Lahey commented in a reto change state statutes."
California industrialist Howard
cent article that two facts "should
Hughes also has announced he
A "Committee of 100" recently
be enough to dampen the hope of
will establish a huge aircraft mansolicited contributions to the fund
Democrats that they can come
ufacturing plant in Florida. The
for the avowed purpose of aiding
~through their Chicago convention
plant will employ an estimated
in the legal fight on behalf of Auwith some degree of harmony be15,000 persons.
therine Lucy.
tween North and South¯
"The first fact is the role of the
Negro voter in the North. This
role gets stronger every night
when the Illinois Central coach
train, the City of New Orleans,
where you are treated the best,
Your race suffers very greatly,
pulls into the Roosevelt Rd. depot
and the ban is still upon you. I
many of them by living among us,
in Chicago with a new load of
while ours suffers from your prescannot alter it if I would . . .See
our present condition--the counescapees from Mississippi¯
ence. In a word. we suffer on each
"There are now 10 or 12 contry enaged in war, our white men
side. If this is admitted, it affords
gressional districts in this country
cutting one another’s throats, and
a reason, at least, why we should
where the Negro vote is predomibe separated. Even when you
then consider what we know to be
~nant or strong enough to make
the truth. But for your race
cease ,to be. slaves, you are yet far
removed from being placed on an
among us there would be no war,, candidates jump.
alhough many men engaged on
"These districts are located in
equality with white people. On
either side do not care for you
the states where Presidents are
this broad continent not a single
one way or the other. It is better
elected: California, Illinois, Michman of your race is made the
for us both. therefore, to be sepaigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New
equal of a single man of ours. Go
rated."
York¯"

MemphisUnionWorkers
Jeer Would-Be Leaders

Rank Favoritism
Shown To NAACP
I By Taxation Law

Eternal Tr th Never Changes"
On August 14, 1862, President
Abraham Lincoln, speaking to a
delegation of some 500 free Negroes, in Washington. said to
them:
"You and we are different
races. We have between us a
broader difference than exists between almost any other two races.
Whether it be right or wrong I
need not discuss; but this physical
difference is a great disadvantage
to us both, as. I think.

The protests of Southern unionists against the pressure for integration are stepping up, reports
South Magazine.
The Southern newsmagazine
ported in its March 26 l~sue that
"More and more unionists are discovering that their national officers have been trying to undermine them.
"AFL-CIO President G ¯ o r g e
M e a n y dramatically spotlighted the split when he l~sued a blast
from Miami castigating Alabama
for’a breakdown in law and order’. Telegrams and letters of protest flooded Meany’s Washington
office from Southern locals.
"One steelworkers local in Birmingham had a registered protsst
letter with more than 200 signatures returned marked ’refused’.
"CIO locals are beginning to
reap the whirlwind sown when
their national treasury contributed $100,000 of their money to the
NAACP . . . The CIO intervened in the school segregation case~
before the Supreme Court--filing
two briefs in favor in integration.
"Recently a labor leader Journeyed South, and he should be
able to take back to Walter
Reuther a first-hand report on the
depth of Southern feelings.
"Detroit’s Herchel Davis, high
in the UAW command, went to
Memphis t| 1 e c t u r e Local 988
about their segregation stand. Said
he to some 450 workers: ’You’re
no longer holding meetings for
union business--you’re meeting
to fight integration’. When he
handed out a veiled threat to oust
the local from the national union,
he touched off an uproar."

Despite Vicious Rumors,
Industry Still Likes Us

Says Colored Vote Now
Makes Candidates Jump
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Church Leaders Defend Negro Gangs Riot
Police Car Stoned NAACP Tactics Disgust IRace Riot Sends The
Southern Viewpoint
Who Gave Aid
In Washington By Whites
Many
To
Hospitals
At Baltimore Zoo,
Presbyterian Group Says
,White New York Patrons
Reducing Cash Gifts
Force Is Indefensible
Torment Animals
-Colored Terrorists
In Mm a&u etu
Another Reason Why
Racial Integration
Will Never Succeed
WASHINGTON, D.C.--A m~b
in Fort DuPont Park on April 2
threatened and stoned police attempting to deal with several children who had been throwing rocks
at passing automobiles.
Ten cruisers responded to a police call for reinforcements and
put a stop to the disorder. They
arrested seventeen persons.
Before the reinforcements arrived, the crowd surged about a
mounted policeman, some with
knives. The patrolman’s horse was
slashed on the neck and a knife
was thrown at the rider. The
thrown knife struck the saddle
.and glanced off.
2J$OO In Mob~
Police said there were about
5,000 persons in the park, and
thatabout half engaged in the disorder. They said all were Negroes.
They were mostly Juveniles.
The trouble began when an unmarked police car stopped after
rocks were thrown at it. The unmarked car had been sent through
the park because of reports of
stoning of other cars.
Several arriving cars of police
were stoned¯ A window
was
knocked out of one cruiser¯
Fort DuPont Park is in the
southeast section of Washington.
Of the seventeen arrested, five
were adults and twelve Juveniles.
The crowd had gathered in the
park for Easter-egg r~lling and
picknicking. Park Police Lieut.
Vincent Cleary said police had
similar trouble in the park last
year.

The legal battle over integration in the South has caused the
NAACP to lose some of its biggest
supporters in Rochester, N.Y., according to the Rochester Times
Union.
The Times Union reported that
"several contributors to the special gifts (large donation) fund of
the Rochester NAACP Chapter’s
annual drive have cited the integration fight as their reason for
not giving, according to chapter
president Stanley Thomas¯
’"People who gave a lot of
money in past years seem perturbed and upset about the aggressiveness we’ve used in the South," he
said.
"That attitude, Thomas said,
apparently caused the local chapter to reach only half its $15,000
quota in the March drive."

New York Having
Share Of Worries
In Race Matters
Colored Hordes Push
Whites Into Suburbs
More And More Today

Colored Teen-Agers
Vent Rage On Autos
Parked At Carnival

A charity carnival at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in Cambridge, Mass., was turned
into a race riot recently by Negro
teen-agers from several Boston
Suburbs.
According to a Boston press dispatch, at least 20 MIT students
and several Cambridge police officers were injured.
i Windows of cars in an MIT
parking lot were shattered. "Roofs
of some of the cars were badly
dented," said the press report, "by
teen-agers wantonly jumping on
them. ’This is for Lucy,’ they yelle4." The reference was to Autherine Lucy, Negro girl involved in
the University’ of Alabama entrance row.
The report said. "Fists
Bodies fell. Booths set up for the
carnival were overturned."
The mob spilled across adjoining streets. Trackless trolleys,
halted by the mob. generally re- Get Cool Welcome
fused to open their doors. Said the
report:
"One trolley operator opened I~l Chicago
his doors and a dozen Negro
youths leaped aboard¯ They refused to pay their fares¯ When the
operator insisted, one of the
youths pulled a knife and threat-

.uo .[Neg o Migrants

Racial mixing in schools is turning out to be a problem in New
York City, says U. S. News and
World Report.
"The problem," says the news
magazine, "arises from the 103,-Urge
000 Puerto Ricans and the 109,000 Negroes in the school population. The report says that there
Is no legal segregation yet "in On Mass Basis
practice, the trend appears to be
strongly away from actual inte-

ened him."

’Demotions’

regation."gratt°nandt°wardaf°rm°f seg-W~l~ D
¯
What is happening is that
~
Puerto Rican children, because of!
differences in language and background, are being placed in special classes. And Negro children
Say "Complete Chaos" Will sometimes "make up nearly all of
a class of ’slow learners’."
Come If Blacks Get Vote
"Segregation by moving" is the
Under discussion recently i n
Tile race policy of the South
phrase used in the article to deWashington, D.C., was a reapAfrican government was defended
cribs the tendency of families to
praisal of the achievements of the
by Ernst. G. Malherbe, president
move away from school districts
106,000 children in the desegreof the University of Natal, in an
into which Puerto Rtcans or Negated school system. Brig. Gem
groes
move
in
numbers.
Reports
address in St. Louis, Mo., March
Thomas A. Lane, district engineer
the
magazine:
"The
heavy
exodus
25.
commissioner, proposed at en eduof people with children has been to
Malherbe said "complete chaos"
cation conference wholesale desuburbs
where
mixing
of
races
is
motion of lagging students.
would result if South Africa were
not a school problem."
Integration of the schools placed
forced by pressure from the out"Right now, some New York
Negro students on an unequal
side of the country to give the
schools have 90 per cent Puerto
footing with white students beuniversal franchise immediately to
cause of the difference in achievethe country’s Negroes, who numRican students... One out of nine
pupils in the city’s schools now is
ber 9,200,000 out of a population
ment levels, he said.
Demotions were necessary, said
Puerto Rican."
of 13,700,000.
the general to place each child
The article reports that "Four
The South African educator
on a competitive basis in the class
out of every five Puerto Ricans
said "it is stark folly to elevate the
for which he is best equipped.
migrating to the mainland are settrappings of Western democracy
Gen. Lane made this statement:
tling in New York. By 1970, about
into a fetish, the worship of which
"To me, integration means a uni35 per cent of all New York chilwill infallibly destroy all the prinform school system with high
dren under 15 are expected to be
ciples and Justification of democstandards in which every child can
Puerto Ricans and non-white."
racy¯"
make his way without regard to
race or color. All children will be
treated objectively, to be advanced according to their own personat merits and abilities."
Dr. Margaret Just Butcher, Negro school board member and
NAACP. leader, protested against
Gem Lane’s demotion plan. She
and other social advantages are
said it would result in resegreGRAND PRAIRIE, Texas--Dr.
"not the real issue" in the integation.
E. K. Oldham, minister of the Calgration problem. Inter-ma?riage is
vary Baptist Church, recently took
the end goal of integrationists,
a strong stand for continued sega stand on the race issue.
he said.
regation in all phases of society.
"The trememdous problem that
Dr.
Oldham
commended
a
simconfronts us now is because pasDr. Oldham, who also is an inilar
stand
taken
by
Dr.
W.
A.
Cristors have not and will not take a
structor at Bible Baptist Seminary
well, minister of the Southern
public stand," he said¯
in Fort Worth, declared segregaBaptist
First
Baptist
Church
in
He criticized "the new Bible"
tion is "the will of God" and urged
Dallas.
(Revised Standard Version) for
"every Bible believer to make proHe
criticized,
however,
Soubeing changed to emphasize the
test against desegregation."
thern Baptists for what he called
"fatherhood of God and the brothHe spoke to a capacity audience
"rubber stamping" the 1954 Suerhood of all men."
during his congregation’s regular preme Court ruling in favor of
evening services.
"All men are not brothers," Dr.
integration.
Oldham commented after the ser"That God is no respector of
"Sunday school literature is
moll¯
persons does not mean that He has
now advocating the merging of
Dr. Oldham emphasized several
not authorized a distinction of pothe races," he maintained.
scriptures in building his point
sition and functions among the
that segregated races are .the inraces in social, civil, and religious
"There of" necessity needs to be
tent of God.
life," the minister asserted.
a cry made," Oldham emphasized.
He called on all ministers to take
He pointed out that descendants
He declared that public schools
of Ham, one of Noah’s sons, were
’segregated to a position of servitude" (Gen. 9:24-27).

South African Whites
Resisting Integration

Negro Pupils Can’t
Keep Pace Despite
Favored Treatment

Pastor Says "’Bible
Orders Color Line’°
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"There is nothing morally
wrong in a voluntary recognition
of racial differences. Voluntary
alignments can be both natural
and Christian," say 44 Southern
Presbyterian leaders in the Southern Presbyterian Journal.
"Many feel that forced segregation cannot be justified on Christian or legal grounds," says the
:article signed by prominent educators, ministers and laymen in
the April 11 issue. "Others feel
Just as strongly that forced integration is equally indefensible¯"
Says the article, "A congregation should not be characterized
as Christian or un-Christian by
reason of the fact that it is either
interracial or not interracial. In
such choices Christians can wisely
exercise personal preferences¯"
The 44 Presbyterians say the
problem has three aspects--legal
rights, spiritual values, and social
implications--which "should not
be confused."

Andrhe emphasized that God
appointed "bounds of habitation"
for the various races (Deut¯ 32:8
and Acts 17:26)¯ He also stressed
the Tower of Babel, stating that
the variance in languages instituted at that time was a divine
means of segregation.
"God can restrict positions and
functions in human society without being a respector of persons¯
¯ . . Not all men are born equal,"
the minister asserted.
Dr. Oidham told the audience
however, that "there is no respect
of persons in regard to salvation
¯ . . God will save the black, the
brown, the white, and the yellow."

Today
City

"No Land Of

Milk And Honey",
Officials Warn

CHICAGO SITUATION
A United Press dispatch from
Chicago reports that Chicago Welfare Commissioner Alvin Rose said
Negro organizations should conduct an "educational campaign" to
impress upon migrants that Chicago is not a land of milk and honey. Opportunities are limited for
unskilled workers or those who
know only farming."
The UP dispatch reports that
"Rose says more than 75 per cent
of the 48,000 persons on city relief are Negroes and the percentage is even higher in the county’s
load of 95,000.
"The newly arrived Negro finds
no welcome mat at the door, not
even from members of his own
race who have lived here for some
time. New arrivals are hurt to
find they are met with ridicule by
second and third generation Chicago Negroes.
"Studies show that many of
these established Negro families
move into white neighborhoods
rather than live with the newcomers.
"Chicago’s h u m a n relations
commission says the Negro influx
has intensified race problems. Although the city has no segregation
such as is practiced in the South,
it is not without racial discord."

Police Battle Young
Hoodlums Entire Day
In Reign Of Terror
Th¢ Baltimore (Md.) News-Post
has told the story of an "Easter
Monday riot staged by a rowdy
n.ob of young Negroes estimated
at from 20,000 to 30,000.
The riot took place in Baltimore’s Druid Hill Park. Apparently, it was not started by any incident. The Baltimore Evening Sun
characterized it as "hooliganism."
Said the News-Post: "An augmented squad of park police, 26
men instead of the usual complement of six, battled during most
of the day to try to keep order, but
still flower beds were trampled,
nearly a bushel of stones were
hurled at the animals, and a huge
collection of s t i c k s, stones and
clubs was taken from the boys.
"One Negro girl was slashed on
the leg by a knife. A Negro boy
¯ . . was arrested and fined $100
on an assault charge."
Said a Baltimore Evening Sun
edztorial: "A chaotic mob, sens~,lessly destroying, is always an
ugly sight; when it also indulges
in the petty sadism of tormenting
caged animals, it becomes even
more repulsive.
"Teenagers by the thousands
defied park police, pelted lions and
buffaloes wit h rocks, tramped
flower beds, baited tigers with
sticks, rampaged through the bird
exhibits and even cut and bruised
one another. It was an obnoxious
and evil demonstration."
The Baltimore Evening S u n
made no mention of the fact that
the mob con s ist ed of Negro
youths.

Thurgood Marshall Says
"We’ll Win In The End"
NAACP Agitator Threatens
To Sue In Every County
Washington columnist Stewart
Alsop recently devoted an article
to an interview with Tburgood
Marshall, chief legal ~trategist of
the NAACP.
"Tough as the problem (the
segregation issue) is," wrote Alsop, "Marshall is sure that the Supreme Court decision can be made
to stick, in the end. He has a
yearly budget of $250,000 and a
lot of volunteer help, and he
means to bring suit against school
boards in every Southern county,
if necessary.
"’Sure it’ll take time’ Marshall
says ’You get segregated counties
circled little by little and sooner
or later they fall of their own
weight. We’ll win in the end’."

Officers Named for 6th
Congressional DistrictCounty chairmen and other
leading Citizens’ Council officers
from Jefferson Davis, Covington,
Jones, Marion, Lamar, Forrest and
Pearl RiVer Counties met April 5,
at the Holiday Inn in Hattiesburg
to complete plans for ocganization
of the Sixth Congressional District. All other congressional districts in the state completed their
district organizations last year¯
Representatives were also present at the meeting from Jackson
County, the first Gulf Coast county to organize. The Jackson County group is functioning on a temporary basis, pending a formal organization meeting scheduled Friday, April 13th at Pascagoula.
Conner Chairman
Dudley Conner, Hattiesburg attorney, was elected District Chairman for the entire district.
Named to serve on the State
Executive Committee were Dewey

Myers, Prentlss businessma’n; J. E.
Stockstill, Picayune attort*ey; and
Ward Hurt, furniture manufacturer and Mayor of Luml)erton.
Among those attending were
several mayors and county officials, attorneys, businessmen and
farmers.
The 11attiesburg Citizens’ Council was host for the meeting, which
was conducted by R. B. Patterson,
Executive Secretary of the State
Association of Citizens Councils of
Mississippi.
Ellett Lawrence, Greenwood,
State Finance Chairman and W. J.
Simmons, Jackson, State Administrator, made brief reports to the
assembly.
Plans were completed for full
cooperation among the Councils
within the Sixth Congressional
District and for liaison with the
other five districts in the state.

Let’s Tear That "’Paper Curtain"!
We lack the means to organize hi~h-powered
(AN EDITORIAL)
Our readers may recall several years ago it
Much has been said of the fact that an effec-appeared certain that a Commnnist victory would
publicity campaigns such as we see almost contive barrier to free communication in the dailyresult from an election in Italy. Patriotic Ameri- stantly being done by the NAACP and allied hate
press exists, not only between North and South,cans of Italian descent directed a massive indi- groups. We must use effectively such means as
but between various sections within the South.vidual correspondence to their friends and rela-we have.at our disposal.
Our good friend, Tom Waring, Editor of thetives in Italy, and the results are well known.
All of us can write letters and buy three cent
Charleston, South Carolina, News and Courier, Communism received another defeat.
stamps.
We suggest as a possible mailing piece
aptly terms this barrier the "Paper Curtain."
It
is
the
privilege
and
DUTY
of
each
Citizens’
copies
of
the Citizens’ Council. All persons who
Many Citizens’ Councils members and symCouncil
member
not
to
let
an
opportunity
pass
to
wish
to
have
copies for mailing to others please
pathizers are beginning to perforate this "Paper
express
himself
through
letters
or
through
mailwrite
this
office,
605 Plaza Building, Jackson,
Curtain" with a stream of missives directed to
friends and personal acquaintances in other sec- ing pieces to friends in other sections of the coun- Mississippi, and limited supplies of the Citizens’
tions of the country.
Council will be sent you FREE.
try.
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Ex-Jusfice
Says Court
NeeclsCurb
Byrnes Says Trends
Causing Joy Among
Subversive Elements
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"DEY IS ORGANIZED"

Jackson, Miss.

First Anniversary
Meet Hears Appeal
By Georgia Leader

The great social planner, Mr. LEFTY WING, was being
driven down the road to State Socialism by his colored coachman, NA(AC)P.
At every opportunity NAP would display his proficiency
and skill with the buggy whip by picking off any hapless
bee or horsefly that chanced within range.

Addressing the first anniversary meeting of the Jackson
Citizens Council on May 1, Georgia’s distinguished Attorney
General Eugene Cook flatly challenged the U. S. Supreme
Court to build enough jails to imprison all Southern school
officials determined to resist racial integration.
A large and enthusiastic audience meeting in Jackson’s
Municipal Auditorium heard General Cook’s ringing defiance
of judicial tyranny and un-American forces pt’()m(:)ting integration. The capital city gath-’:" ....
ering was one of the most suc- Asso~:iation for the l)romotion of
NAP had been doing this for some time, and was riding
cesssful Council r a 11 i e s to ()ommunism and that 62 of its top
nail,hal officials have been proven
I (fate.
along as chesty as you please, when suddenly the)" came upon
to have Communist affiliation.
General Cook told his audience
a hornet’s nest hanging from a limb directly ahead.
lie said, however, that the great
that Georgia is prepared to (!lose
danger in encroachments hy the
Instead of popping this one, NAP very meekly laid his
ally public school in which deSUl)rOnle Court on state’s sovwhip on the floor, pulled his collar up, held his hat down o~er
segregation is sought to t)e pracereignty is not (he segregation
his ears, and slowing the horse to a walk, eased past the
ticed.
sue, but the actual liberties of all
"1
challenge
the
supreme
court
hornet’s nest.
the people, white and colored in
to say that any sovereign state
NAACP

lion. Jalues ]~’. Igyrnes. former
.justi¢.e of lhe U. S. Stll)r~,me Court.
has dOlllandPd prolnll[ action to
(,nrb power-hungry judges who illegally seize legislalive functions
in rendering unconstitutional deriM,ms seeking Io revolutionize
ilneri~.an society.
"Power intoxicates InCh," lgyrnem
has written in a copyrighted
ti(’le In~hlished in the U. S. News
and World Report magazine of
May 1S, 1956. "Power is never
voluntarily surrendered," he added. "It mm;t be t +t k c n f r o m
them.*’
"The Supreme Court Inust
curbed," insists [{),rues who was
formerly a member of the high
contr, lie also has served as U.
Secrelary of State and his most
recent office has been Governor
of South Carolina.
The only living ex - Supreme
Court justice. Byrnes has filed a
vigorous dissent from the infam(Continued on page 3. col. 3~
(EI~I~)I{’S NOTE)
The Byrnes article is of the
m os t far reaching significance.
The cuml)lete text of Governor Byrnes’ article has been published
in pamphlet form by the Association of Citizens’ C o u n c i I s with
special permission of I+. S. News
and World Repot{ and the author.
Single copies may be obtained
free hy writing to:
Cilizens’ Councils
207 West Market Street
Greenwood. Mississippi.
Copies in volnme may be obtained from ihe above office at
the following prices post-paid:
10 for .........
$ 1.00
5o for ..................
$ 4.00
100 for ..................
$ 6.00
5(;0 for ..................
$22.50
10{)0 for .........
$37.00
Please send cash, money order
or check with order.

Oregonians Repudiate
Demagogic Politicians
Tile Magnolia i,umber Co r p.,
Inc. with headquarters at Rogue
River. Ore.. has issued a release
saying that O r e g o n Senators
Wayne Morse and Richard NeuI)erger "do not necessarily represent all tile people of Oregon" on
tile racial situation.
The firm forwarded with its release an editorial that appeared
ill The Times. a newspaper published iu Jackson
County. Ore.
Said tile editorial:
"VChen it is also taken into consideration that the Negro race in
Amerira has experienced, during
the past 50 years, the greatest advancement, socially and llolitically,
of any colored race in tbe history
of the entire world, the decision of
the.Supreme Court. at this or any
time, not only exceeded its ant h o tit y but instigated a catastrophe.

the North as well as in the South.
cannot chlse its schools or spend
The speaker was introduced to
its public funds as it sees fit," he
the some 2,500 persons attending
said.
the rally here by Mississippi’s AtAttorney General Cook struck
torney General Joe T. Patterson.
at the infiltration of the churches.
pronounced himself as a
the universities and even
the who
member of the Jackson Citizens’
courts by the Communists.
Council and "proud of it."
RAPS BI{OWNEIA+
"They call us the hard core of
"Even our own attorney genresistance to de-segregation," Pateral of the United States has gone
terson told his audience. "and
to bed with the Communists," he
they ~lll still be calling us that
declared.
u hundred years hence."
"We have been infiltrated in
The meeting was presided over
the churches, civil government,
by Ellis Wright, president of the
schools and the Supreme Court
Jackson Citizens’ Council.
with modern scalawags and carAmong prominent public offiWhen safely past, NAP resumed his sport of disposingpetbaggers preaching gradual in- cials
attending and occupying
tegration,
but
be
modern
about
of luckless insects with all his former aplomb.
seat~ of honor were Lt. Gov. Carit," he said.
roll Gartin, Speaker of the House
LEFTY WING, rather puzzled, asked, "NAP, why didn’t
"If we continue to listen to the
Walter Sillers, Dick King, former
you pop that hornet’s nest like those horseflies and bumbledoctrine of gradualism by people
president of the Jackson Chamber
who
say
segregation
is
un-Chrisbees?"
of Commerce; Mayor Allen C.
tian, we have a dark future
Thompson, City Commissioners I).
NAP answered, "Yassuh, but dose hornets, DEY IS
ahead," he declared.
L. Lackey and Chalmers Alex"Fuzzy-minded professors and
ORGANIZED !"
ander, and a large number of legclergym~n are seeking to destroy
islators.
the principles of our creation,"
The Hinds Junior college band
he said. The trend toward cenprovided music for the occasion
tralization of government as ofwith the Hi-Steppers, lovely mafered by the Supreme Court is
jorettes giving several dance numsetting up a number one target for
bers.
the Soviet, instead of 4S targets
(an Editorial)
XVtlliam Simmons, Jackson Citil as the individual states." ’
REDS IN NA.a.(’I
zens Council secretary, gave an
A correspondent in Oklahoma writes that a friend, a Cook told his audience that the lannual report on act.ixities and
NAACP is in reality tt~e National i aims of the council.
relative of a former Governor, made application recently for

Outrageous Situation

a Civil Service job.

’Reform Begins At Home,
Magazine Tells Yankees

The applicant was asked to go to the Federal Building
for an examination, and upon arriving there, she found Negroes outnumbering Whites about 4 to 1. Since in Oklahoma
only one person out of sixteen is a Negro, this in itself is
very significant.

The examination questions were not at all the kind
which would have helped to determine genuine qualifica-A full-page editorial in the 3lay
11 issue of Collier’s Magazine says
tions. The correct answers would have only been given by
in regard to the segregation controversy that "the people of the
some pinkish collectivistic soul.
North can help most by cleaning
up their own mess."
The whole deal was obviously intended to reveal the
"x, Vhen Harlem has been desegideological leanings of the applicants, rather than their fit-regated," say the editors of Colness and their good citizenship. These examinations, con-lier’s. "when Negroes have been
welcomed as neighbors in the
ducted as they are on many hundreds of classifications of
pleasant suburbs of New York City
and Chicago, when Chinese and
work, provide an ideal way for the radicals to filter people
Filipinos have been made to feel
and to infiltrate all government departments.
at home in San Francisco’s Sea
Cliff and Pacific Heights, there

Since this is the point of recruitment for governmentwill be time enough to point a finger at the South.
employees who become the hatchet men of the NAACP and
"Occasionally (in the North)
our other enemies, should there not be some Congressionala Negro will emerge from the
scrutiny of Civil Service examinations and testing policie~group to achieve distinction. But
for every one who does. a hunand practices ?
dred or a thousand remain at the

foot of the ladder or a rung or
two up, The Negro is making progress in the North. But the progress
is gradual, and the chief restraint
is a bias that erodes only very
sh)wly.
"And the progress of erosion is
interrupted from time to time by
ugly outbreakings of racial violence-in the East, in the Mideast, in the Midwest and the Far
VCest. New York. Chicago. Minneapolis, the San Francisco Bay area
--all these and many more have
had their periodic eruptions of
race pre~udico in recent times.
"VCe’ have little patience with
some of our smug brethren in the
North who point the finger of
shame at the South and ignore the
bigotry that exists in the next
block."
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Lesson Of History

Thinking THE TIRESOME TWOSOME
Out Loud
By LYNN LANDRUM

No school for treason
However called
Should have protection
From justice walled
Behind the spidered
Confusion spun
By judges fumbling
In unison.

Fifth Amendment
And now we have what deserves
to be called the Fifth Amendment
Supreme Court. It holds that it is
a violation of the Constitution oi
the United States for a tax-supported school to discharge a Fifth
Amendment professor.
Specifically, Har~" 81ochowet
refused to tell a Senate lnve~ti.
gating committee whether he
a Oommunist in 1940 and I~41
lle claimed, under the F i f t
Amendment, that to answer thai
question would require hint
give testimony against himself
a criminal matter. Therefore
~efused to answer.
The authorities of Brooklyn Col
legs, New York. thereupon fire(
Harry Slochower as an uneuiutbh
person to teach in college.
members of the Supreme Court o
the United States say that it was
not due process of law. Har~
Slochower was not deprived of his
life. He was not deprived of his
liberty. Therefore t h e Supreme
(’ourt must hold that he was deprived of his property ~lthout due
process of law."
And the property of which he
was deprived WaS his Job.

The doctrine of inevitability, which is both a kind of
philosophy and a catch word, is very much talked about,
written about, and orated about at the present time. It is
supposed to have particular meaning in the segregation
struggle. It purports to indicate the way to the future.
It holds that it is inevitable that segregation must go
into the maw of oblivion before the juggernaut of progress.
All of this is part of manifest destiny, the argument goes.
It is as certain as the laws of nature, or the revolutions
of the celestial spheres ; nothing can arrest its development,
If a t e a c h i n g job in a state
and only the extreme reactionaries attempt it.
school is a federal property--and
seems to be the ruling of the
’ What should be realized about the doctrine of inevita- that
S u p r e m e Court -- all our state
bility, to begin with, is that it has not the slightest founda- schools are left in a position where
pervert or traitor has to
tion in either history or science. It is a sociological fraud, aberapist,
tried, convicted and finally
and nothing more.
tenced in order to be removed
the fac u I t y rolls and deFor the only certain thing known about the future is from
prived of the d u t y of teaching
its uncertainty. And the history of mankind, instead of young men and women.
a ruling Ignores (a) the
being one unceasing upward surge (and race mongrelization n aSuch
t u r e of the teaching relationis rather a falling off, a relapsing into barbarism) is a series" ship, (b) the basic character of a
position In public service, (c) the
of uncertain, wavering, tremulous, possibilities.
essentially treasonable nature of
Even the most occasional reader of history must be the Communist Party in the UnitStates, (d) the real purpose
impressed with the fact that the course of mankind is like ed
the FIfth Amendment, (e) the
a tw:sting mountain road, full of sharp turns, perilous proper scope of the due-processprecipices, sudden climbs, rapid descents--or gaping bot- of-law clause of that amendment
and (f) d.uty of the Supreme Court
tomless voids.
to stay within the original meanof the Constitution as it was
But inevitability has a value chiefly as a battle techni- ing
written.
que. The realistic totalitarian-liberals use the doctrine to
No man has a right to be a pubservant. He has a privilege to
paralyze all resistance to their equalitarian schemes. It lic
be one under the terms (in the
serves them as a sting-ray to poison and finally benumb case of a college professor) of the
colttract of employment, subject to
society in preparation for its conquest.
the rules of the governing board,
It is a very easy thing to instill; once a society has laws of the state and mores of the
thoroughly absorbed the idea it is incapable of further re- community.
sistance. It can then be regimented and integrated, more
or less, at leisure.
The Southern people should remember, above all things,
The Supreme Court ta k es an
their own history. If anything was inevitable it was that amendment designed to protect a
criminal and says that one who
they should have been integrated and mongrelized ninety
takes advantage of it ought to go
years ago, in the Reconstruction, when they had Federal forth without anybody’s attaching
"a sinister meaning to the exerbayonets at their throats, and were reduced to the abject
cise" of a person’s constitutional
right under the Fifth Amendmen:.
status of an occupied colony. And nothing is inevitable for
According to the Supreme
a freedom-loving and heroic people if they set their minds Court,
a Fifth Amendment proand their hearts against it.
fessor might be ,so afraid of prothat he would refuse to
The chief ingredient for victory in the South’s fight secution
deviate his Innocence. The ]Fifth
for preservation must be will power. Forty million SouthAmendment does not protect, and
never was intended to protect a
erners cannot be suppressed if they unite, and if they inman’s reputation or his suitability
terpose their unshakeable will.
to hold a fiduciary post in the In-

Far-Reaching

Confusion

The Will To Resist
The Citizens’ Councils in every comunity should encourage the people of the South to remain true to unwritten
codes of conduct and social behavior. It is very difficult
to fight against invisible barriers."
Great Britain learned this lesson in India. The Supreme Court and the NAACP cannot enforce an edict that
is contrary to strongly rooted convictions.
The Citizens’ Councils should encourage the will to
resist. By so doing, the Councils will be dealing with intangible values of great power.
The South cannot be forced to submit to the Supreme
Court or to the NAACP if the Southern people do not want
to do so.
Public opinion and moral support are two tremendous
forces, and no law or decree can stand up against them. Like
Martin Luther, the Southerner must say: "Here I stand. I
cannot do otherwise. God help me. Amen."

struction and training of citizens
of this country. It do~s protect
the guilty from being required to
confess guilt and does require all
prosecutors to respect that protection.
List the men who have thus invaded the sovereignty of the State
of New York--and of every other
state in the Union--and who say
to the authorities of every public
school in the land. you can not
remove from your teaching force
an unsuitable person u n t i 1 you
have given him the same technical
due process of law that the prosecuting attorney is required t o
give to the alleged traitor, abortionist, pimp or murderer’s standIng ch arged by a grand jury
and setting mute before the trial
jury. Here are the names:
Tom C. Clark, Earl W a r r e n,
Felix Frankfurter. Hugo B 1 a c k.
William O. Douglas.
Oyez, Oyez! The Honorable Supreme Court is now in session.
God save the United SUttee of
Ameriea!--(Dallu News).
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Just For The Record
The Montgomery (Alabama) City Lines, which is the
company that said it would integrate its bus passengers, is
owned by the National City Lines of Chicago. This company
als0 owns the Jackson (Mississippi) City Lines, which has
also been directed by the National City Lines of Chicago to
integrate its bus passengers.
City officials in Montgomery and Jackson have reacted
immediately and strongly against this violation of local law
and social custom.
If residents of Montgomery and Jackson care to express
their views to the parent company, their address is:
National City Lines, Inc., 616 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago 5, Illinois.

Red Plan Is Working
The following quotation is from a speech delivered by
Dmitry A. Manuilsky, speaking at the Lenin School of Political Warfare in Moscow in 1932. This is the same Manuilsky
who presided over the UN Security Council in 1949.
"War to the hilt between communism and capitalism
is inevitable. Today, of course, we are not strong enough
to attack. Our time will come in twenty or thirty years.
To win we shall need the element of surprise.
"The bourgeoisie will have to be put to sleep. So we
shall begin by launching the most spectacular peace movement on record. There will be electrifying overtures and
unheard-of concessions. The capitalist countries, stupid and
decadent, will rejoice to cooperate in their own destruction.
"They will leap at another chance to be friends. As soon
as their guard is down, we shall smash them with a clenched
fist."

Ten Cents Per Lady
According to the newspapers, the Supreme Court has
evaluated Southern womanhood at 10c per lady. That is
the price any colored man can pay for the right to sit next
to a white lady on a bus.
You pays your fare and you takes your choice.
What do the "moderates" propose to do about this
latest legalized atrocity ?
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Editor’s Mailbag
$1,000 Reward!

Shame h qew York

Dear Editor:
In my desire to help promote
interest in true christianity and
scripture study, I ask you to give
publicity to the following.
NOTICE
Will enter into legal contract
to pay one thousand dollars to any
one that will prove by harmonized
christian scripture, that intimate
mixing of different type races is
a christian act, OR That Christa
was NOT the most profound, most
strict segregator of races and nations the world ever saw. Scriptures prove that mixing of races
is definitely anti-Christ, therefore
Immoral.
J. Gordon Simpson
Mulberry, Fla.
Box 695.

Dear Editor:
I sincerely a p preciat e and
wholeheartedly agree with your
All American principles. The Citizens’ Councils paper you sent me
was read with much pleasure and
enthusiasm. The real red-blooded
Americans up here are in deep
sympathy with the great people
of the South. The mark of the
beast is becoming more obnoxious
every day.
The cheap and dirty politicians
that depend upon holding their
jobs by incurring the voting favors
of these parasitic apes will in time
get their Just rewards in an
aroused populace. The d e c e n t
people are beginning to become
alarmed by the increased rate of
crimes committed here daily by
these black criminals. People are
actually afraid to venture into the
streets after dark. Women, and
defenseless old men are robbed
and beaten, and more than often
killed.
The pinko papers do not dare
to print the truth. The relief
rolls are crowded day in and day
out by the Puerto Rlcan mongrels
and the negroes. White women
are committing criminal abortions,
and some are killing themselves in
shame, rather than bear the fruit
of the black --.
If there are some among you
that you think segregation is religiously wrong; .... then, send
some to New York and let them
live with these mongrel hellions
for awhile. If they escape with
their lives it will be a miracle.
Send ~lon g a few Methodist
Ministers, let them live among the
lazy, dope, and sex craved muggers that haunt the sinister streets
like a deadly plague. See what
chance they would concede to
themselves, there would be, in
saving the souls of these depraved
human offal. Where would they
get the means of a living among
these evil things. Don’t let anyone kid you or the good people of
the State of Mississippi, or any
part of the South, fight this Communist inspired NAACP outfit
with everything that you have.
I do hope that I can be of some
service to you and to all the good
people of the South. I can furnish
you with some real facts about
the nigger situation up here. Let
me. hear from you.
Enclosed find money order for
four dollars for two one year subscriptions to the Citizens’ Councils
Paper ..... Send one subscription
to me and send the other one to~
¯.. who Is a New York Policeman.
There are many others like him
who are in sympathy with the
South. Thank you, and may God
bless each and everyone of you in
your fight against the ill advised
Supreme Court, and all the other
red tainted outfits.
Sincerely,
(Name withheld f o r
protection)
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Friends In England
Dear Editor:
A copy of your pamphlet on the
menace of racial integration has
come into my possession. I must
say that I am in complete sympathy with your cause.
You’d hardly believe that any
nation could be so stupid, but England that was once 100% white
(and 99% Anglo-Saxon at that!)
has permitted, since the end of the
1939-45 war, an unrestricted flow
of colored immigrants to settle In
the country.
Their numbers include not only
African negroes straight out of
the Jungle, but also Arabs, Chinamen, Hindus, F u z z y - Wuzzles,
South Sea Islanders, colored kikes
and hosts of others in v a r i o u s
stages of Stone-Age culture.
Needle~s to say, thousands of
Englishmen like myself, who take
a pride in our Anglo-Saxon race,
recoil with horror from the
t bought of racial integration
preached by the Yankees in Washington and the Laborites in London.
If there’s any real trouble in the
South, either with the negroes or
the Yankees-~or both, I can assure you, gentlemen, that your
cause will enjoy a great measure
of support in England.
Wishing your organlze~tion every success, I remain
Yours sincerely,
L. J. Irving, Esquire
3, Dorset Square
St. Marylebone
London, N.W.I.
May 16, 1956

Urges Mass Action
Dear Editor:
I understand that TV advertising carries the highest cost value
of any other advertising medium.
Am informed that 30 minutes, on
a nation wide scale, is priced around $200,000. This, of course,
is supposed to give the advertiser
a certain number of viewers, or
potential customers for his product.
When the show, which these
manufacturers sponsor, flash a negro performer into my living room,
the set is immediately cut off, and
remains off during the .rest of
that performance. When t h e s e
sponsors realize that they are not
getting the audience they are paying for, there will be some change
in the shows.
Lets start a drive throughout
the South to have ten million sets
to follow my example and bar the
negro from our homes by way of
televlslon. You’ll soon see a
change in the nature and performers of today’s shows. W~
will also make sure that these
sponsors will be notified of our
action. They will either give us
a niggerless show, or demand a rebate from the network.
Very truly yours,
Randolph McPherson
502 Mowbray Arch
Norfolk 7, Virginia

Severs "Time’ ’,Relations
Dear Editor:
I am enclosing check from Time,
Inc., covering refund on cancellation of my subscription to Time
Magazine. M y subscription t o
Time was cancelled because of its
obvious hostility to the ideals and
principles which are dear to our
people in Mississippi and our
neighboring states.
Use it, for any purpose you see
fit. in combatting the scurrilous
propaganda disseminated by Time
and other magazines of its kind.
Yours very truly.
W. R. Dickson.
828 N. Congress St.,
Jackson, Miss.
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Note To Mixiecrats
Dear Editor:
Attention northern integrationists. Prove your sincerity by supporting a program of voluntary
migration of negroes from the
South to your communities where
"racial mixing is acceptable." Accept the negro into }’our instltuo
tlons and your families.
A federal program of financial
aid to enable the migration of the
negroes to the North would cost
only a fraction of the billions advocated for foreign hand-outs.
"Pro-American"
Tulsa,. Oklahoma

Loves Southern Flag
Dear Editor:
This will thank you for the literature sent here---good use is be-i
ing made of it. It ks not correctly i
recalled whether or not the suggestion has been made concerning’
the possib 1 e magnificient use,
which might be made of the Confederate flag--as radiantly significant as it is intrinsically beauti-.
ful.
Assuredly it is a deathless symbol bespeaking as it does the marvelous effort the Anglo-Saxons of
the South made to separate themselves governmentally f o r e v e r
from the negrophiles of the North.
Not without profound reason has
it been so splendidly revlved.
This deeply moving spiritual resurrection should be made to extend around the world.
Certainly it should be displayed
wherever the white man has a
home. It is therefore accordingly
proposed it should come to cease
to be solely the bright talisman of

Ex-Justice
Says Court
NeedsCurb
(Continued from page 1)
ous Black Monday decision which
declared segregated schools to be
a "violation of the Constitution."
His U. S. World and News Report article, one of the most widely read and discussed in modern
times, holds that the Court has
usurped powe r s of Congress in
overturning legal precedents prevailing for almost a century. Unless stopped, he warns, there may
be no limit to the powers of our
federal judiciary.
CITES STATE SEN’ATOR
Quoting Mississippi’s Senator
James O. Eastland, ex-Justice Byrnes asserts that the Court has
directly reversed the law of the
land "upon no authority other
than some books written by a
group of psychologists." About
these, he adds, "we know little
and there is grave doubt as to
their loyalty to the United States."
Dissenting the B I a c k Monday
decree step by step, the able South
C a r o i I n i a n flays the insidious
NAACP influence behind it. He
indicates the decree has been a
sweeping victory for subversive
forces bent on destroying traditional American freedoms. H i s
U. S. News and World Report discussion is "Must" reading for all
patriots throughout the land.
DANGEROUS TREND
"Tragic as may be the consequences in destroying the public
school system of the South." he
declares, "mo r e frightening are
the consequences of the trend of
the present Court to destroy the
~ powers of the 48 states." He then
cites recent decisions giving aid
and comfort to Communists by
weakening security measures of
the states.
"The present trend brings Joy
to Communists and their fellow
travelers who want to see all power centered in the Federal Government." The obvious reason, he
~oint8 out, is that subversives can
"more easily influence one government in Washington than the
48 governments in 48 states.

You Can Help!
Because former Justice
Byrues’ article is so timely
and so important to our cause,
it should receive the widest
possible circulation and disCll.~Nlon.

Our readers are urged to
write Readers’ l)igest. Pleasantviile, N. Y.. and ask that
the B.vrnes’ article be reprinted in that popular magazine
which has readers numbering
many millions.

’ditoriol Opinion
Instead of sharing America’s of
Each cell
.
growing concern with the spread has a leader who transmits orders
and propaganda orally¯ Each cell
of Communism, labor leader Walter P. Reuther is seeing Ku Klux
knows nothing of the membership
under his bed these days. He proof other cells, or so it Is claimed.
AFL-CIO czar Reuther Is said to
fesses to have confidential inbe losing sleep over the alleged
formation that Klansmen are infiltrating Southern labor unions
K. K.K. activities. His United
"’as a prelude to an all-white
Auto Workers Union has hundreds
Southern federation of labor."
of thousands of Southern memVictor Riesel, nationally-syndibers, many of whom object to Reucated writer of the popular "Inside
ther’s anti-segregation policies.
The task of avoiding a serious diLabor" column, reveals that Reuther is studying a special report.
vision of unity between Southern
prepared for the United Auto
and Northern unions poses a real
problem.
Workers Union which he heads,
allegedly "documenting" the
Frankly, we are inclined to take
spread of Ku Kluxism among
Reuther’s Kiu Klux talk as mereSouthern unions. This r e p o r t
ly diversionary propaganda. It has
states that the revolt of white unall earmarks of a most convenient
ion members in the South has
device calculated to impress naive
reached "alarming" proportions
Northerners and to account for
and that the AFL-CIO may lose
lhe serious loss of prestige and Inconsiderable membership because
fluence which l~uther et ai suffer
of the labor issue.
to an increasing extent among
Reuther and his aides, accordSouthern Unions.
ing to columunist Riesel, are
It has become fashionable in
frankly disturbed by the informaRadical circles to blame "Ku
tion in the report furnished by
Kiuxism" for all Southern resisttheir Southern investigator, it speance to forced racial integration.
cities that ~o-called "Hoodiess,
If the Klan has been revived in
robeless" Kux Klux Klans have
the South, its influence is virbeen attracting members by prom.
tually nil--far less, let us say,
ising them anonymity. Member.
than Communist influence in unship cards do not carry names and
ions under Reuther.--The Clarrecruits are assigned to "cells"
ion-Ledger, Jackson, Miss.

Fair Practices Or A Police State?
We have been looking over a
piece of legislation that reads like
"Alice In Wonderland" rewritten
:by Thurgood Marshall of the
NAACP. This fantastic literature
is entitled, "t he Pennsylvania
Fair Employment Practice Act."
The act is designed to regulate
hiring procedures in the Keystone
State,
How does one get a Job in Pennsylvania? Why, one sits down and
~Tites this kind of letter: "Dear
Mr. Boss, I want a Job. But just
because I want a paycheck from
you don’t think I am going to tell
you whether 1 have red or black
hair, blue eyes or brown, whether
I’m 17 or 75. Just remember. I’m
entitled to a job if you’ve got one
open. Very truly yours, Your Future Employee."
, That’s not a farce, not by any
means. It is hard to believe even
’~when you sit down and read the
~legalistic language of the act.
But these are facts: 1) an emI ployer or labor union cannot ask
Inn applicant any questions con!cerning age, race, color, religious
creed, ancestry or national origin;
’2l no employer or union can print
’~ or publish an advertisement which

’ Must Prepare For A Finish Fight
I Committees on resolutions of
i both the Republican and Demo~ cratic national conventions will be
pressurized by spokesmen for the
NAACP and the Communist party
to put out planks in their respec,tire platforms pledging complete
social equality for the Negro race.
These demands will be more insistent than those made at national party conventions in former
)’ears. They will be impudent, arrogant, fortified with open threats
that if this is not done Negro
voters will get revenge at the
)oils.
The Republican convention will
~o doubt yield to this demand.
What the Democratic convention
will do all depends on how much’
common sense exists among the
men who will form the committee
on resolutions.
While the palavering is under
way at the Democratic convention
it is to be hoped that some member will have the courage to read
to the body these words spoken on
the floor of the United States Senate by the late Senator Theodore
G. Bilbo.
"If our building.s, our ltighways
and our railroads should be wrecked we can rebuild them. If our
cities should be destroyed out of
the ruln~ we could erect newer and
greater ones. Even if our armed

an imperishable memory: the present sign of an unyielding moral~
resistance to the destruction of l
civil rights by judical fiat (to be~
supplemented n o w by potential
bribery on the part of a negro l
vote-seeking Congress} of a Central Government. The broadest
)ossible indoctrination should be
inculated that it is the living symbol of the entire white race.
The everlasting m e m or y o f
transcendent Lost Cause (now
~ossible it may be most gloriously
morally won) must be metamor}hised into an even greater one--that of the Caucasian race as a
whole. It should be made to appear in the skies of Europe (definitely in that of England undergoing an invasion of blacks from
lamaica -- and in VCestern Germany)--in South Africa (that island of white people subsisting in
an African black sea )--and so
forth.
It could, as it should, easily become the unifying symbol against f’~
.
the racialism of Communism and[ ~.~oHr~
all its varigated allies. It mightI
well be the Stars within its Bars l Through
should be designated for those,
nations which should display it
as is done, in places, here--along
side their national flags,
in time it could become, as it
ought, by ever growing m ora 1
force (the greatest power in finality in all creation) THE talisman
of our entire race. Nations---empires -- perish. The white race
(provided! we take ethnic care)
remains.
Yours truly.
(Name withheld for
protection )
Washington 3, D. C.
May 15, 1956

r Indicates any preference in terms
lof age, race and so on; 3) an individual seeking employment cannot p u bl lsh an advertisement
which specifies his age, race, color,
religious creed, ancestry, or national origin.
Anyone found guilty of violato
Ing a Fair Employment Practices
Commission order may be sen.
tenced to pay a fine of not less
than $100 nor more than $500 or
80 days in jail.
What this legislation means is
that a Baptist cannot advertise for
another Baptist to work as a
church secretary. A Catholic cannot seek to hire a Catholic as a
school employs. The owner of
Jewish Kosher butcher shop cannot publish an advertisement for
a man of the Jewish faith to help
him.
If there ever was a piece of legislation that clearly stamped out
American liberty and freedom of
action, this is it. The Pennsylvania FEPC law indicates the
lengths to which the enemies of
freedom will go in their demand
for iategeation.--(The News and
Courier, Charleston, S. C.)

might should be crushed we could
rear sons who would redeem our
power. But If the blood of our
white race should become corrupted and mingll~d with the blood of
Africa, then the present greatness
of the United States of America
would be destroyed and all hope
for the future would be forever
gone. The maintenance of American civilization would’ be as Impossible for a negroid America as
would the redemption and restoration of the white man’s ~lood
which had been mixed with that of
the Negro."
Some leading Democrats in the
North are now adopting a mollifying or conciliatory attitude. They
say that-the Negro must be patient~ that integration shou ld
come gradually, and eventually
the Negro will get all the civil
rights he is seeking.
Southern delegates should not
fall for that soft-soaping. The
South is against segregation first.
last, and all the time and has no
patience with sloppy talk about
"gradual integration."
Our fight is against the sinister
plans of the NAACP and the Communist party to mongrelize the
human race.
It is a fight to the finish and a
fight without quarter.-- ( Jackson
Daily News}
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--its fantastic
and in-lgovernment had jurisdiction in
sane ruling
in which it threw out]such matters, put the Judges in
the conviction of Communist lead-lthe position of a small child
er, Steve Nelson, who had been l"sasslng" its parents.
sentenced to a penitentiary term] The Federal government didn’t
of twenty years by a Pennsylvania I create the Star--the States ereCourt, the Supreme Court was ated the Federal government and
able to kill two birds with one like a huge Frankenstein, that
same Federal gove~rnment would
stone.
Through this ruling, it not only
rise up and destroy its creator.
advanced another step in its deThe ruling was so farcical that
even four of its own Judges gagtermination to abolish the rights
of States but it was also able to
ged on it and put in a dissent,
rerwue a Communist front a long
something that has seldom happenitentiary term.
pened since Warren was politically
rewarded by appointment as Chief
The decision which held that
the Sedition laws of 42 states were
Justice.
invalid and that only the Federal
--(Southern Conservative)
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ISSISSIPPI
OTEB OK
Tom Ethridge

It’s Later Than You ThinK:

Now Faees ’A rmagleddon ""

There couh! have been no real.:.
surprise amo~g observers of the
United States Supreme Court at
the court’s ar¢ogant action yesterday in rejecting an appeal sought
the South Carolina Electric and
Mississippi’s one and only William Faulkner seems ob-by
Gas Company in a bus segregation
sessed with the notion that white races are doomed to be encase. The court announced, in its
slaved by the world’s colored hordes. Our Oxford literary
own contemptuous fashion, that
genius, whose specialty is morbid fiction, has stressed thisthe petition was filed "’without any
authority of law" and "needlessly
"white slavery" theme quite frequently in anti-segregation
consumed our time."
writings and utterances.
In the vte~t of many thoughtMr, Faulkner’s latest emphasis on the subject is the current issue
ful attorneys, the South Carolina
of Harper’s Magazine, a leftist organ which consistently plays pinkpetition was ~o waste of time. It
ish tunes. In fact, one astute commentator has branded Harper’s as
challenged a I~reath-taking stretch
"a slick paper edition of the Daily Worker."
of the Constitution. The case arose
when Sarah ~lae Flemming. a Negro woman, s~ed the bus company
HIS NEW ARTICLE is entitled, "On Fear, The South Is In Lafor damages pecause a bus driver
bor." Mississippi’s foremost man of letters sees very little hope for
required her to change her seat
the white race, unless we abandon segregation and clasp colored brethin accordance with South Carolina
ren tightly to our loving bossom. It is the same old fear motive which
law. Her suit was dismissed in the
integrationists love to stress.
Federal DistriCt Court. but on apThe fact that Mr. Faulkner himself does not hobnob with state colpeal to the Fourth United States
ored folks--or very many Mississippi white folks for that matter-Circuit Court of Appeals, Judges
is entirely beside the point. Like the joke about that worldly old NeParker. Soper and Dobie last Sumgro preacher, Mr. Faulkner’s moralizing suggests, "Don’t do as I do,
mer reversed the District Court
Do as 1 say do." Here is the general thesis of his Harper’s article. And
and ordered the suit tried.
we quote--

Mr. Faulkner’s Latest Horror Plot--

"SOON NOW ALL of us --not just Southerners not even just
Americans, but all people who are still free and want to remain so
--are going to have to make a choice, lest the next (and last) confrontation we face will be, not Communists against anti-Communists
but simply the remaining handful of white people against the massed
myralda of all the people on earth who are not white.
’We will have to choose not between color nor race nor religion, nor
between East and West either, but simply between being slaves and
being free."

IT flEE.MS TO US that Mr. Faulkner sadly underestimates the intelligence of both Americans and Russians, not to mention his omitting the minor detail of how the world’s mongrel, backward colored
hordes could enslave the white world even if so inclined. Certainly
Russia has no intention of permitting Asia and Africa to become so
powerful, nor will Americans, if we have any sense at all. Unless by
our own effort, colored nations can never achieve naval, air or bomb
power necessary for world conquest. Mere numbers cannot surmount
thermo-nuclear superiority.
Moreover, this question arises: what will be gained if, to avoid conquest by colored races, we whites meekly submit to slavery here at
home? What~is freedom worth it we must embrace Communism and
tyranny to preserve it? And speaking of slavery, has Mr. Faulkner
forgotten the unsuccessful attempt to enslave the South after the
Civil War? Would he have his fellow Mississippians voluntarily to put
their heads in that same noose again, immediately, rather than escape fancied or improbable enslavement in the distant future?

THERE IS MORE in Mr. Faulkner’s latest article. He brings out
the fact that Southern public officials technically violate their oath
of office by not complying with the federal government’s desegregation {tecrees. In this connection, it is a matter of record that Mr.
Faulkner’s own lllustratioua grandfather committed "treason" against
the United States by fighting gallantly as a commander of Southern
troops in the Great Rebellion.
Unlike his courageous ancestor, our Nobel-Pulitzer prize winner
chooses to side with Mississippi’s enemies. It is, of course, a mere
coincidence that those enemies can offer material recognition and
rewards which Mr. Faulkner cannot find in his homeland. We keenly
suspect that old Colonel Faulkner would turn over in his grave if he
even thought his family had produced a Southern renegade.

IT IS RE(~ALLED that Mr. Fauikner made a foreign tour under
sponsorship of the U. S. State Department last summer. During this
time he enJgyed the international spotlight and made racial statements which were hailed by radical, anti-Southern elements including the malodorous NAACP. They were exactly the type of statemeats gratifying to One World zealots, including those of the State
Department, who have donated Mississippi cotton markets to foreign
lands.
Those statements-served to enlarge the climate of fear so necessary to a continuation of global meddling, foreign giveaways and
rampant internationalism sponsored by Mr. Faulkner’s sponsors. This
seems more than a coincidence. It strongly suggests that our Oxford
genius is being deliberately used as a "Judas Ram" by his benefactors.

A "JUDAS RAM°" in case you didn’t know, is the animal trained
by butchers to lead trusting sheep to slaughter. Fancying himself a
leader, the Judas Ram actually is just a dupe. This unwittinglytreacherous animal is well-fed and petted in exchange for service
rendered.
Unlike witless sheep, Miasissippians and Southerners in general
can readily recognize any attempt to lead them into the slaughterhouse to racial suicide. "Judas Rams" fairly common creatures hereabouts but. happily, they have few followers.

FORTHAT RF_.~SON, Mr. Faulkner would be wise to confine his
time to writing of helpless virgins being raped by corncob-wielding
sex degenerates, village idiots making love to cows. or corpses decaying in. the family guest room.
. Home folks can too easily see the fat .wallet bulging under the
robes of this self-appointed prophet.
--The Clarion-Ledger; Jackson, Miss.

Freedom Is Like A Garden
A well-kept garden is beautiful and may appear free of pestilence. But every gardener knows the garden’s beauty will soon
decay and fall into ruin without constant care and protection from
weeds, rodents, insects, fungi and its other enemies.
.4. free nation is like that garden. It must be everlastingly
guarded against enemies within as well as without who would gradually eat our freedoms away, until the stage is set for the final destruction of representative government dedicated ~o maximum liberty and opportunity for all.--(Kosciusko0 Miss., Stax-Herald).

In their opinion of July 14,
1955, the Circuit Court .judges
called attention to the Supreme
Court’s opinion of May 17, 1954,
in the school segregation cases.
Here the Supreme Court, after
terming education "perhaps the
most important function of State
and local governments." held that
"in the field of public education
the doctrine of ’separate but equal’
has no place." But though the Supreme Court ltad carefully confined its ruling io "the field of public education." the Fourth Circuit
Court held, in the Soutl~ Carolina
case, that the doctrine of "separate but equal" had been repudiated not only as to schools, but
in every other field also.
That was ~ big jump for the
Circuit Court to take. Hundreds of
other appeals, involving modifications of long-standing law far less
severe, have been reviewed by the
Supreme Court in other years. But
this time. the South Carolina company’s petition "noedle~sh, consumed our time...
V¢ith that abrupt
and high-handed stroke of its pen,
the Supreme (’~ourt snatched from
the States a pprt of their inherent
police power, daily exercised by
the States for generations.

Combination Gavel and Chopping-ax

duced the States to nullities and
placed all meaningful power in the
hands of a national authority.
The one possible check upon the
court, in our view, lies in interposition by the States. They, and
they alone, by concerted action
may restore a Constitutional balance of powers. Five States already
have interposed their sovereignty
in the matter of school segregation; North Carolina and Louisi-

ann are expected to raise tile number to seven this Spring. But the
matter cannot be met regionally;
it cannot be met on the single issue of schools or segregation. It
can be met only if the States reclaim tbeir (:lear powers, assemble
in convention as they did in 1787,
and dedicate themhelves to a rewriting of our Constitution In order to repslr the damage the court
has done. I Rtchmond, Vs., News
Leader )

NAACP Bares Its Evil
Distrust Of Americans

It. was, we say again, no surprise. In trip:hammer succession,
the Supreme C.ourt of the United
~en from the States
States has talwer
The NAACP has finally unmasktheir clear po
to maintain raed itself.
cially separat~ public schools. It
It doesn’t want the people to
has deprived them of the power to
rule.
regulate thel( own natural reIt fears and opposes Constitusources. It has seized their authortional processes.
able
ity over non-navig
waters
It wants a minority group,
wholly within their borders. It has
working only in Washington to
edition
voided the s
laws of 42
decide the fundamental civilStates. It has invaded their right
rigl~ts issues facing the nation.
to fix conditl0ns for the employThis is the only possible intere
ment of colleg professors. Now it
pretation that can be placed on
has distorted the Fourteenth
the organization’s opposition to a
Amendment t0 make it read that
proposed Constitutional amendno State may regulate seating on
meat outlawing the poll tax.
wholly local buses; merely to sepThe NAACP has always fought
arate the rac~ is to abridge the
the poll tax. Why, then, does it
"privileges anvl immunities" of cit’object to submission of an amendizens of the U~~ited States. ,~
ment on the subject to the states?
Here is (be reason in the words
of Clarence Mitchell, director of
The States have reached Armathe association’s V(ashington bugeddon. By successive assaults upreau :
on the Constitution, the Supreme
It would set "a pattern of tryCourt has undertaken, in effect,
ing to dispose of all civil rights
to repeal the Tenth Amendment
questions by proposing Constituand to write into the Fourteenth
tional amendment.. Shcha course
Amendment sweeping new provi:h the States have
would give lukewarm supporters
sions to whi~ed.
of civil rights a chance to avoid
never consent The court has
making a strong battle, and would
usurped the amendatory powers
give opponents an opportunity to
reserved to tPe States in Article
remove the civil rights issue from
V of the Constitution.
The
court
the national legislative scene and
has established itself as a superdefeat civil rights action by shiftlegislature. It has arrogated unto
ing their fight to blocking amenditself a power, never given the
ments in the states."
court, to twist and shape the Constitution as a thing of wax or putIn other words, the NAACP:
ty.
(1) Declares a Constitutional
issue is involved in civil-rights
If ever hould
the time h~s come when
the States s
take urgent
matters, but does not think these
matters should be submitted to
counsel among themselves, that
Constitutional processes.
time is now. _The Federal government they cr~eated is devouring
(2) Is afraid of how the Amerithem.
’can people really feel about civil
rights and doesn’t want to give
them a chance to speak on the
This crisis transcends any parlaws governing them.
ticular question of schools or
(3) Knows that if the timebuses, or gas or oil or water or
honored and legally-tested docsedition laws. It goes to the very
trine of the rights of states is givheart and so~~1 of our Constituen free expression, as it should be
tional U~ion. If the court is not
under our system of government,
checked--if tl~e States fail to rede-segregation doesn’t stand a
establish the ~tual structure of our
chance.
Union--the court will h a v e
The NAACP says a poll-tax aachieved, by judicial legislation.
mendment would set a "’dangerous
what the Convention of 1787 resoprecedent." But it would be danlutely refused to approve: It will
gerous only for the NAACP--and
have saddled upon us a consoli|eat;
that is what worries Clarence Mitdated governs
it will have re-

chell and the left-wingers.
Instead of letting the American
people decide under the Constitution the NAACP claims to love
land support, it’s suggested that
civil-rights matters affecting ,the
foundations of our society I)e left
to Congress---and, of course, the
Supreme Court.
Let’s face it.
The attitude of the NAACP is
really "to hell with the Constitution and the people."
The NAACP and its supporters
--and for that matter, all the modern liberals--are intent upon gaining their ends by any means other
than the voice of the people.
And that is why we must continue our fight. -- (Natchez Democrat)

Air Force Handbook
I am enclosing for your Inspection an 82-page pocket handbook
issued by the U.S. Army Air Force
Recruiting Office which I think
will prove to be of some interest
to you.
Please note that although this
booklet pictures a large number
of airmen gathered together,
especially on the inside back of
the front cover, there is not one
single negro air man shown
throughout the book. This is a
drastic switch from former recruiting literature of the armed
forces. It is my opinion that this
booklet is solely for Southern distribution to give the impression to
potential enlistees that the AAF
is still a segregated branch of the
armed forces.
I hope this booklet will be of
some value to the Citizens Councils of Mississippi. If you desire
future literature distributed by
the recruiting services of this nature, I will be only too happy to
send it along to you for your inspection.
With best regards, I am very
Sincerely yours,
Charles Westbrook
P. O. Box 652
Trion, Georgia
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( By Npeeial (’orresllondent)
CttARLESTON, S. C. ---- Of the
five segregation cases considered
by the Supreme Court, only one,
Briggs vs. EIIiott, originated in
the l)eep South. This suit against
the Trustees of the Summerton
School District In Clarendon County, South Carolina, was originally
commenced as a suit for equalization of facilities. It was terminated
by a Consent Order of Dismissal
and the suit attacking Segregation as such was commenced.
The original Petition for equalization was heard by the Board
Trustees on February 9, 1950. By
the time o£ the filing o~ the Petition and its hearing, the citizens
of Summerton, being aware of the
possible outcome, organized on
January 3~. 1950, a "Citizens
Committee", whose purpose was
to "create and foster through proper ~ucation the harmonious cooperation a better understanding
between the races, and opposing
the inculcation o[ racial hatred
based on improper education."
C. A. Harv~n, E. P. Kennedy, Dr.
M. G. Howle, and H. M. Davis were
elected officers and Directors.
This "Citizens’ Committee" functioned in like manner as the later
Citizens Councils organized iu
Mississippi, until the Citizens’
Council movement spread to South
Carolina. when it became one
the local Councils.
WrATES RIGHTS I,EAGCE
Shortly alter the handing down
of the ~irst opinion by the Supreme
Court In the Segregation c~se~,
what we know as the Citizens"
Council movement originat~
tier the leadership of Robert B.
Patterson in Mississippi. About the
same time in South Carolina, there
was a re-activation o[ the States
Rights League, an organization
originally formed [or political action In the 1948 and 1952 presidential campaigns. As re-activated,
the renewed activities were directed chiefly to the maintenance
segregation. There were several
units [ormed in Florence, Hartsrills, Sumter, and in other localities. The largest and the most active of these units was in Sumter,
and its activity was largely due
to the untiring e~forts of Mr. J. A.
Stubbs.
STATE’S POSITION
During the period between the
handing down o[ the May 17th
decision and the implementing decree of the Supreme Court. S. E.
Rogers o~ Summerton, then one
the Attorneys for the De~endants
in the Clarendon County cases,
reached the following conclusions:
l. The I~qde of the South
were not eng~ed in an o~inary
law salt In which legal principles
would be appli~ and decisions
found~ thereon, but, rather,
a s~lolo~cal ~d psycholo~cal
crusade aimed at desl~ying
~mlhe~ bi-racial cult~e and at
~nlralizmtlon of ~we=~ in the
F~eral Gove~ment;
2. Under p~sent conditio=~s, a
fawwable d~ision f~m the Sup~m=e Cou~ on legal defer, ~ed solely on any law then existing
or that ml~tt the~after be enacts! by any legislatn~, or any
~olntion of any ’Sch~l I~m~
aimcd at maintaining se~gation
could not be
3. The only ho~ of the ~uth
lay, not iu Ihe carrj~ng on of the
battle In the (’ou~s alone, but
taking the battle to the ~ple
and using rite ~ante psycholo~cal
and sociological warfa~ that had
btq-n so mwcessfully u~=d a~inst
Ihe ~ulh:
4. Only Io Ihe exlenl that ~e
Court could ~ convinced that
d~ision did not ~p~sent the
of lhe ~)ple ~uld the South exis.el a favorable ~action ;
5. That the will of the
could not ~. effective unless it
were organi~d and unifi~; lhat
a soulh-wide, rather Ihaa ~ local,
or even slate-wide, o~anlz~lion
wouhl bc most effectivt" in carrying on such a fight; and that the
Mississippi (~ti~,ns’ Councils had
al~ady made an imp~sive sta~
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Tyranny At
Oak Ridge
Draws Fire

ORGANIZED COUNTIES

and were the only organizations
{if which the NA.~II’I" s~,c’nled
I~, afraidl
I)YNAMI(’ M ENNA(;E
These conclusions were expressed by Mr. Rogers time after time
throughout the lower part of the
State as guest speaker before Service Cluhs and other organizations,
one of these being a meeting held
in the American Legion Hut in
EIIoree in the latte~ part of July,
1955.
Shortly thereafter, a crisis was
precipitated In Elloree by the filing by the NAACP of a petition,
for integration with the Trustees
of the Elloree Schools.
Mr. Deers, the Mayor of Elloree,
with Mr. H. L. Bowling, a former
Superintendent of schools of Ellores, requested a meeting with
Mr. Rogers and such a meeting
was held at the home of Mr. Rogers in Summerton, at which, in
addition to Mr. Rogers. Mr. Bowling, and Mr. Deere. there were
present Mr. W. B. Davis, Jr., who
was Chairman of the Summerton
Citizens Committee, and Mr.
Icy Smith, a son of the late Senator, "Cotton Ed" Smith, of Lynchburg, who had been instrumental in organizing "The Committee
of ’52" in South Carolina.
As a result of this meeting, Mr.
Bowling and Mr. Deers arranged
a second meeting in the American
Legion Hut in Elloree on Tuesday,
August 9, 1955, at which a large
number of citizens of Elloree were
present and the first Citizens
Council in South Carolina was organized. This was followed by a
mass meeting of the citizenry of
the area In the ball park at Eltotes which was addressed by Mr.
Rogers, the organization of the
council completed, and the followIng officers duly electS: H. L.
Bowling, Chairman, J. W. Middleton, Vice-Chairman, and F. J.
Shiver. Secretary-Treasurer. The
Elloree Council, the first in the
State to organize, has continued
to furnish leadership to the Council movement through out
the
State.
M~)VEMENT SPREADS
With the inception of the Ellores Council, the movement
spread rapidly throughout the lower part of the State. Orangeburg,.
Lake City, Kingstree, Holly Hill.
and many other towns and communities organized in quick succession. It may be coincidental
that, since the organization of the
Elloree Citizens Council, only two
petitions for integration have
been filed tn the State and these
m areas in which no Citizens’
Council was then in existence.
After the formation of the Citizens Cooncil in the State, the leaders of the movement saw the desirability of having ohe, rather
than several different organizations fighting a common battle.
Under the leadership of Mr.
Stubbs, the Stat~ Rights ~ague
of Sumter, by a change in Corporate name, became a Citizens"
Council. and is today the largest
Council in the State. In due
,course, other units of th~ States
Rights League became Councils,

What happens when a Federal
agency essentially military in character hands down an administrative decision on a social question
is described in a booklet entitled
"Tyranny At Oak Ridge" edited by
Dr. Donald Davidson.
Dr. Davldson, professor of l~nglish at Vanderblit University and
author of several books on politics
and history, is chairman of the
Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government. The book is
published by the Federation at
Box 122, Nashville. Tenn.
"Smug and comfortable Americans.of the 20th century have forgotten what the old word tyranny
means," says Dr. Davidson. "The
Citizens of Oak Ridge know what
it means, In the planned governmeat town of Oak Ridge it walks
about saying ’Integration! Adjustmeat. Cooperation ! Supreme
Court~ Law of the land!’ What it
really means is: ’Submit . . . or
else’.
"By order of the Atomic Energy
Commission, two of the five public
schools of Oak Ridge were desegregated in September, 1955. This
was done despite the publicly expressed protests of many Oak
Ridge citizens. It was done despite
the fact that Oak Ridge schools,
though located on a Federal reservation and under Federal control, are nevertheless within the
Imrders of Tennessee and in certain ways a part of the State school
system.
"In a h~rther refinement of administrative cruelty, the AEC gave
its order and school officials enforced it although they knew that
the town of Oak Ridge, under a recent Act of Congress, must soon be
appraised and returned to private
ownership, at which time its
schools would presumably rejoi~
the State system."

Carolina Governor Raps
Hypocrisy Of Mixiecrats
South Carolina’s Gov. George
Bell Timmerman Jr., speaking in
an atmosphere rich in Confederate
tradition, recently compared the
Northern Integrationist of the
present with the Northern Abolitionist of yesteryear and labeled
both as hypocrites.
The governor was principal
speaker at the 80th annual celebration of the Rivers Bridge Confederate Memorial Assn. Part of
his address dealt with the spirited
resistance offered by 1,200 Confederate troops to 20,000 of Sherman’s Federal force at the Battle
of Rivers’ Bridge but much of his
~alk concerned the current NorthSouth conflict over segregation.
"Northern propagandists are as’
loud, olmoxious and nntruthfu| today as the Abolitionists were a
century ago," he said. The Integrationist, like the Abolitionist, is
a hypocrite. He proclaims in rite
name of brotherly love tItat Southern segregation is discrimination,
while ignoring and cnltlvating deplorable conditions in his own
area.
"The ghetto of Harlem, the lawless slums of Washington, the frequent-but frequently ignored-race riots in schools, parks and
playgrounds, the muggings and
switchblade c u tt inga and 32
months of racial disorder in Chicago’s Trumbull Park. all are roodso that now we have one unified
organizations, r~ther than several
independent groups.

eis of those deplorahle conditions.
By comparison, the Southern Negro has achieved the best record
of lawful conduct of any member
of his race in the n~tion.
"If the Integrationlst were sincere, he could easily devise a simo
pie plan for accomplishing his purpose. He could support ~ program
of voluntary ndgraflon to aid those
who want to ndx to move to those
areas where racial mixing is acceptable."
Gov. Timmerman renewed his
challenge for the State of Oregon
to undertake such a program, saying he singled out Oregon because
that state’s two senators were
loudest in proclaiming the virtues
of integration. He also proposed
that Gettysburg (where Pres. Eisenhower maintains a farm home)
become "an Eastern mecca of integration. High officials in Washington could establish their homes!
there and enjoy the blessings that
they advocate for other people."
The South Carolina governor
called for Southern insistence on
a Democratic platform and candidate acceptable to the South.
"The time has come for the
South to assert its political
strength. The current trend in national affairs clearly indicates that
the South can expect little consideration unless the states of the
South are willing to organize."

BIG STATE MEET
On invitation of the Steering
Committee, a State organizational meeting was held October 10.
With the continued growth in
1955, at which were present Repnumber of Councils in the lower
resentatives for all of the known
State, thoughts turned to the orCouncils then in existence, in the
ganization of a State Association.
Jefferson Hotel in Columbia. at
A meeting of interested parties was
which was adopted a Constitution
held in the home of Mr. Rogers
for the Association of Citizens
in Summerton on September 20.
Councils of South Carolina based
1955, at which the foundation for
largely upon the Mississippi Assoa State organization was laid.
ciation, the chief differences beThose present were Mr. John D.
ing only two. FIRJ4T, the South
Britton and Mr. M. A. Shuler, of
Carolina Association recommended
Kingstree, Mr. L. C. Wannamaker
the inclusion by the local Councils
and Mr. W. T. C. Bates, of Orange- of ~ Race Relations Committee,
burg, Mr. W. J. McLeod, of VCalwhich would work in cooperation
terboro, Mr. Farley Smith. of
with the leaders among the neLynchburg, Mr. J. A. Stubbs and
groes, other than those belonging
,Mr. E. %V. Atkinson, of Sumter,
to the NAACP or other integration
Mr. J. O. Rogers and Mr. Ben Algroups. This committee has proved
derman, of Manning, Mr. W. B.
its worth in several localities.
Davis, Jr., of Summerton, Mr. HenSECOND. Executive Committeery Davis, of Florence, Mr. W. B.
men were chosen by Judicial CirPatrick, of Winnsboro, Mr. E. M.
cuits rather than Congressional
Floyd, of Hartsville, and Mr. MiDistricts, thus giving the full Excah Jenkins. of Charleston. At this
ecutive Committee a membership
meeting it was determined to seek
of 14.
the cooperation of the Steering
The State organizational meetCommittee of "The Committee of
ing directed Mr. Rogers to attend
i’52" in holding a State organizato the matter of calling a meeting
tional meeting at Columbia. Those
of the Directors and of the elecmost active in this Steering Comtion of the Ex.cutlve Committee*
mitt’ee were Mr. Ellison D. Smith.
men and the setting up of the State
Mr. T. C. Bradley. and Mr. Bob
organization. Accordingly, on NoDavis, all of Columbia.
vember 10, 1955, a meeting was

Things To Come?
"Your Republic will he pillaged
and ravaged in the twentieth century, just as the Roman Empire
was by the barharians of the fifth
century, with this difference, that
the devastators of the Roman empire came from abroad, while your
barbarians will be the people of
your own country, and the prod~cts of your own institutions."-Macauley- 1.859.
held in the home of Mr. Rogers,
at which the Directors selected by
the various Counties were present
and these Directors duly elected
the member~ of the Executive
Committee, and completed the organization of the Association of
Citizens Councils for South Carolina. bit. Micah Jenkins of Charleston was elected Chairman, Mr. J.
A. Stubbs of Sumter was elected
Vice-Chairman, Mr. H. L. Bowling
of Elloree, Assistant Treasurer,
and. subsequently, on the recommendation of a nominating Committee, Mr. S. E. Rogers of Summerton, was elected as Temporary
Executive Secretary. The i=xecutire Committee consists of H. L.
Bowling of Elloree, J. B. Ness of
Bamberg, T. D. Keels of Sumter,
W. E. Hill, of Lamar, Jesse Reese
of Hopkins, H. G. Phillips
of
Wlnnsboro, Micah Jenkins
of
Charleston, Sam Etheridge
of
Swansea, E. E. Stone of Florence,
and W. L. Ihley ofeBurton.
55 C~UNCII~4 TODAY
At the time of the organization
of the State Association theret=were
38 CoCmci~ in the State. ~oday
there are 55 Councils located in
’21 of the 46 Counties and ia 11=
of the State’s 14 Judi~l Circuits.
The high light of the Councile’
career was ~he State Rally held in
Columbia in January’, at which
Senator Eastland wa~ ~he Chief
speaker, which resuNe~ in a breaking of the nationa~ ’paper-curtain,
favorable accounts of the meeting;
being 6~rried in Life, Time, and
The New York Times.
The Councils in South Caroli~
have p~id partictt~r attention to
securing top g~de leadershiil in
the ~’~cal Councils without coming
un¢.~r political control o£ any one
person or faction.
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His Example Inspires
ou ern Our Efforts Of Today

Sentiment

Although official observance of
his birthday is limited annually to
June 3, Jefferson Davis affords a
By John Temple Graves
constant reminder that the modern South can derive strength and
from his noble examThe Supreme Court’s desegrega- inspiration
ple during each of these critical
tion decision has tortured the Conhours facing us at present.
stitution.
There has never been an abler
The South is torturing the deor more ardent champion of the
cision.
States’ Rights cause which JefferNot with fascism. Ku Kluxery,
son Davis defended with all his
hate - mongering or hoodlumism,
strength and vigor. His memory
but with legal filibustering ad inwill endure as long as free men
finitum, with every legal obstruccherish constitutional liberty and
tion the law allows.
are willing to fight for it.
The greatly indicated task of CiIn the face of overwhelming
tizens Councils, it appears more
odds, amid scorn and ridicule from
and more, is to implement the filithe South’s unrelenting enemies,
buster with funds and public opinJefferson Davis fought the good
ion.
fight. He never compromised a
principle nor betrayed the trust
NOTING THE constant outcry
reposed in him by the people and
a New Englander turns Revere.
which he represented.
"Now Just imagine," writes Col- cause
His inaugural message as first
umnist Robert Smith of The Pittsand only President of the ill-fated
field (Mass.), Eagle, in midnight
Southern Confederacy contains
alarm, "what this fine high-mind-i
much inspiration for modern
ed autocrat would say if a Negro
Southerners and other Americans
newspaper suggested that Negroes
who still adhere to eternal truths
in the great Northern cities should
which Jefferson Davis prized:
organize to ’seize national powabove life itself. His words spoken
er.’ "
in 1861 are Just as true today.
How tragically unfortunate an
He said:
example! The late Walter White
"’In the midst of perilous times,
liked nothing better than to boost
our people must be united in heart
that through NAACP the Negroes
. . .Obstacles may retard but they
of the nation had seized a balance
;can never prevent the progress of
of power in 17 states.
a movement sanctified by Justice
and sustained by a virtuous citiIf Columnist Smith will take off
zenry.
his provincial cloak and dagger.
~ "Reverently let us invoke the
he will see,how silly it is to think
that even autocratic Southerners
would be planning seizure by
For ~outi~rn ~/omanhoodforce and arms.
It is with votes, economics, resistance to unconstitutlonallsm, reiigious faith, conquest of public
opinion and imagination that the
South dreams of a national balThe time for decision on the
ance of power with which it will
segregation question has come. It
serve both itself and the nation
cannot be evaded or ignored, nor
in a time of counter-revolution.
can the responsibility for taking
a definite stand be postponed. The
BY THE HUNDREDS of plants
radical groups which would enand millions of dollars new inforce the obnoxious ruling of the
dustry is failing t~ stay away from
’United States Supreme Court in
the South, no matter what enemies
regard to the public schools are
abroad and alarmists at home asnot limiting their activities to this
sert. From Jackson, Attorney
field alone.
Archibald S. Cody writes that MisThey are waging a last, despersissippi "has more money, being
ate campaign to bring about full
spent on new plants and plant
integration
in our churches, pubexpansion than for any period in
lic parks, hotels, motels, playour history. It is hardly news for
grounds, swimming pools, dancing
a plant to announce a million dolpavilions, golf links, baseball
lar addition. One at Tupelo has
parks, theaters--in fact, in every
announced that it will make the
place where people meet for inplant the largest of its kind in the
struction, worship, business or
world. We have three others
amusement.
spending $20 million each . . .
Best of all we are getting first
More than that. they have alclass white peopJe from the Midready invaded local units of several hitherto respected national
dle West, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Missouri, K e n t u c k y and Texas
professional, cultural, and social
leading . . ."
organizations. It is an undisputed
fact that in Nashville, Tennessee’s
capital city, a handful of misguidW. M. Rainach, head of the Citied white women--and men--are
zens Councils of Louisiana and
meeting with negrdes, eating with
chairman of the Joint legislative
them, and, apparently, according
committee of the Louisiana Legisthem full socia[ recognition.
lature, who presided over the New
Negroes have been slipped in
Orleans meeting where representthrough the back doors of at least
atives from eleven states formed a
,one--maybe more----of Nashville’s
Citizens Councils of America,
,leading hotels to eat in private dinwrites ~o me to deplore the attack
ing rooms with white men and
on Nat Cole. He says: "We all
women of educational, religious,
realize we can win our objective
political, semi-political, and proonly through rallying public opinfessional groups. Prominent in
ion to our side in the North as
some of these groups are white
well as in the South. This cannot
members of faculties of local edube done except through peaceful
cational institutions who are aidand legal means, and through an
ing and abetting this movement
.intensive high - level educational
to "integrate" all of our organicampaign...
zations.
"We intend to win a complete
victory in this struggle, and we inThey are hammering today for
tel~d to win it in the peaceful,
admittance at the doors ’of exclulegal, moral and sensible way."
sive garden clubs and various other social and professional organizations.
Of the Citizens Councils of America Mr, Rainach says "it will
have no official status until its
How far are you, personally,
constituRion and by-laws have been
willing to go? The decision is
ratified by the states."
yours--no one else can make it
"Even then it will have no
for you. Lines are being drawn.
plenary power over any state or
If the forces of radicalism succeed
local council, inasmuch as each is
in duping gullible women who may
independent. At all levels the
head your organizations, you will
Council movement is fighting vagt
soon find yourself sitting next to
centralization of authority, whethnegro women at luncheon or
er it be in the Federal government
standing in receiving lines with
or among our own ranks..."
them at your teas.
Do you want this? Is it for
Amen, but here’s hoping the oryour good-~or theirs? Only you
ganization will have an accreditcan decide. And, assuming that
ing committee to make sure the
you do not want it, what can you
fine original ideal, method and
do?
personnel a r e everywhere p r eserved. So long as anybody can
Here are a few of the things:
start a council and have anybody
(1) You can look for spiritual.
in it and do anything anybody
please~, the fascist threst is conas well as practical, guidance to
stant.
the women of the South during

If our schools are not to l~e communized, the southern
people must stand together and act as one in their defense.

MISSISSIPPI CITIZENS’ COUNCIL MAP

God of our fathers to guide and
protect us in our efforts to perpetuate the principle which by His
blessing they were able to vindicate, establish and transmit to
their posterity, and with a continuance of His favor, ever gratefully
acknowledge, so that we may hopefully look forward to success, to
peace and to prosperity."

D ORGANIZED COUNTIES
JEFFERSON DAVIS
Heroic Southern Leader

"The Gentle Weapon"

Nice people don’t go where they are not wanted. Only
people that are nbt nice would want to force themselves
upon us.

June, 1956

the dark days of Reconstruction.
They used the gentle weapon of
SOCIAL OSTRACISM to such an
extent that it became a national
question, even in the investigations which the Federal Government made on "The Condition of
Affairs in the Late Insurrectionary States." Constitutional aspects
of this subject were discussed at
length in these hearings, but, as a
leading Southerner. who had been
a Captain in the Confederate Army, testified, the ladies took things
into their own hands.
"I mean this," he told the investigators, "among men the question is never asked. A man comes
here and establishes himself among us, and the question is never
asked where does he come from,
if he attends to his own business
and is a good citizen."
But among the women there is
not the same feeling. Our women
say that during the war, when we
men were shot at we had a chance
to shoot back again, but that they
were compelled to endure in silenoe the indignities and deprivations, the memory of which they
have not forgotten. They are not
inclined, unless in special cases
where letters of introduction are
brought, to look favorably upon
even ladies from the North who
come out here, so far as their social relations are concerned."
There was, the witness continued, a great deal of social ostracism, but, "I do not understand
that the spirit of the Constitution
has anything to do with regulating the social status, or the social relations of individuals."
(2) What can you do? You can,
quietly and privately, or publicly,
join hands with thousands of
Southern women who are.now reviving this gentle weapon’---social
ostracism--to defend their way of
life. Work through the organizations to which you now belong.
If you have leaders who are betraying the South, insist upon
their resignation and elect new,
loyal ones. Should this be impossible, do not attend meetings or
other gatherings in which integration is either advocated or
practiced.
Refuse to make contributions to
any organization which advocates
either present or future integration of the races. Do not allow
yourself to be numbered among
the gullible few who would let
down the bars. Racially, there are
three major groups in the South
--the whites, the mixed, and the
negroes.
To which will you and your
children’s children belong? It is
up to you--today! One thing is
certain, those who choose to join
"de-segregated," "integrated." or
mixed groups will soon feel the
full power of the gentle weapon
--SOCIAL OSTRACISM. --By a
Southern Lady.

CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT LIb4E

The WorAing Man Knows-

Northerners Want South To
Keep Up Segregation Fight
By ~;LIA()TT (’HAZE
[into it, plumh up to your neck.
(Jackson Clarion-Ledger)
] You quit fighting in the South and
into[the rich broad-minded lads up here
The Yellow Cab curved
Times Square at a murderous clip,[in the Brooks Brothers suits will
tires whinnying. "Well," said the run into it, too; and all the philodriver, "if you folks fight another sophy and sweetness and light in
Civil War l’m coming down there
the world won’t save them. ’
and drive a tank for you."
Buddies Feel The Same
"And that’s why I’m going to
"Fine," I said. "That’s just
drive a tank in the Confederate
fine."
Army if there’s another Civil War,’
~ He tightened his grip on the
he concluded, spitting his gum out
Wheel and chuckled, somehow l
squeezing the cab slim enough to! the window and pulling into the
streak between a bus and a panel curb in front of the Shelton Hotel
on Lexington Avenue. "I got plentruck.
ty buddies fell the same way:
"I’d be a dandy tank driver,"
brother, you Johnny Rebs won’t
he said.
be hurting for tank drivers."
"Sure, you’d be fine."
"Don’t call it the Civil War," I
His ears moved rhythmically as
said to him. "Call it the War Behe chewed the inevitable wad of
tween the States."
gum of the New York cabby. "A
"Okay, but whatever it is my
lot of us up here are rooting for
the South on this Negro business,
buddies and me will be down there
with you in them gray uniforms."
we admire your spunk down there.
I told him I couldn’t imagine a
You folks quit fighting on this issue, and, believe me, we’ll all be more hell-for-Jeather tank division
than one made up of New York
in a mess, brother, North, South,
cab jockeys.
East and West."
He accepted the fare without
I forgot my anxiety over his
appearing to look at it: "Just
driving and began really listendon’t let that supreme court stuff
ing.
nothing down your throats." he
Lots Of Support
He said: "You’d be surprised warned.
During a week in New York I
how many Northerners are with
spoke to at least a score of peryou a hundred per cent. We read
sons who were interested sympathe bloody papers every day. scarthetically in the South’s stand
ed to death you might quit fightagainst integration.
ing for your rights.
Variety Of People
"Really?"
The persons included a men’s
"Worst thing you could do
clothing store owner, an attorney,
would be to chicken out. Negro’d
take over the whole blinking couna short-order cook, a hotel doortry. You think I’m kiddln’?" He
man. and so on.
The clothing store man said:
turned around to look at me, the
"In the South a Negro at least
chewing gum still working. We
knows what door to enter."
seemed to be headed dead-center
I had dinner (on an expense
for the tail end of a large black
account) at Keen’s English Chop
convertible at the intcrsection.
"House, at Gassman’s and other
I closed my eyes, waiting for the
plush spots and did not see a sinc~;ash, the rich night lights of
gle Negro diner.
Times Square whirling against
One night I did see a Negro
squinched lids. I felt him brake
diner at the CafeBrittany, a Bosmoothly behind the convertible.
hemian-style eatery favored by
Your Gotham hackman appears to
be equipped with a curious brand New York’s television performers.
But he sat alone at a table in a
of radar. Like a bat. The bat
corner, near the swinging door of
sends out sounding squeaks. The
the kitchen.
cabby apparently relies on the
Said the New York attorney:
screams of his passengers.
"We talk integration up here, but
"It’s the working man up here
we don’t really practice it."
that really knows the Negro," said
the cabby.
"You don’t rub up against the
Negro much in a penthouse on
Park Avenue or in a broker’s oflice on Wall Street.
C H I C A G O -- A South Side
"If you’re wearing a Brooks
church has become the first white
Brothers suit and a ten dollar
congregation in Chicago to have a
bowtie you aren’t likely to have a
Negro pastor.
’Negro knock you off the sidewalk
The Rev. A. L. Reynolds Jr. has
[and call you a -- -- white
accepted a call to serve as pastor
"You ever have a Negro call
of the Sixth United Presbyterian
l you a white --?"
Church, in the Woodlawn District,
I said I’d never run into that
which has a membership of about
sort of thing.
169. Dr. Reynolds, who is pastor
"Well," said the cabby. "you
of the Mou n t Olive Methodist
folks quit fighting the issue down
Church in Topeka, Kan., assumed
there and you’ll damn well run
his new pastorate June 3.

Has A Negro Pastor
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Louisiana Reports Rapid Growth
Groups Functioning
In Every Section As
Membership Climbs
( By Special Correspondent)
HOMER, LA.-- ( Special )--Tl~e
first Citizens’ Council was organized in Homer, Ciaiborne Parish,
Louisiana, in A p ri I 1955. The
only other council in our state until November 1955 was the New
Orleans Council which got underw~y early in the fall of 1955. Beginning with a November drive,
the Council movement has been
extended into 28 of the 64 ..parishes in this state.
The parishes are Bienvllle, Bossier, Caddo, Calcasieu, Ciatborne,
Concordia, D e S o t o, East Baton
Rouge, East Carroll, West Carroll,
Franklin, Jackson, Lincoln, Livingston, Madison, Morehouse, Natchltoches, Orleans, Ouachita, Plaquemines, R a p i d e s, Red River,
Richland, St. Bernard, Tensas,
Union, Webster, and Winn.
RAPII) GROM,’TH
Additionally, there are large
numbers of p e o p I e in Jefferson
Parish adjacent to New Orleans
who are members of the Citizens"
Council of New Orleans. There
are between 75 thousand and
100 thousand members of the
council movement In this state.
an~l they are joining so rapidly in
many areas that we are unable to
keep up with the exact number.
Each local council is Independent
from the other and also Independent from the State organization.
The Citizens’ Councils are nonsecret, local, independent, peaceable, lawful, and patriotic organlzatlons. They arose In Louisiana
and in other states In the South
because of the unprecedented attack upon the social systems of the
Southern States by sinister subversive and alien groups that culminated in the "Black Monday"
decision of May 17, 1954, in which
the Supreme Court declared that
segregation of the races lh public
schools was no longer constitutional.
Councils obtain their objectives
by intelligent I aw f u I activities.
For example, it may come to the i

attention of a Council that the
Registrar of Voters in that Parish is not complying with the law
and is registering unqualified persons as voters. This Jeopardizes
the entire structure of parish government. The Councils in the parish should be lnformed,and should
by proper resolutions and delegations call the matter to the attention of the Registrar. If no satisfaction is obtained from the Registrar, the Police Jury and State
Board of Registration can be contacted. With sufficient evidence,
the Registrar could then be disciplined or removed.
Again, a bill of importance to
segregation might be pending in
t h e State Legislature. Each
Council should undertake a program of contacting Senators and
Representatives from t h e i r districis and asking them to give due
consideration to the matter. Delegations from each Council should
be formed to attend each meeting
of the Legislature in which a crucial vote is pending.
Such action can mean the success or failure of very important
measures. Similar action may he
taken with r ega r d to our Congressmen and Senators. Experience has shown that these men in
pol it ical office want to know
where the people stand on important legislation.
Still another function of the
Council is to afford support to
local law enforcement officials in
the performance of t heir duty.
Innumerable complaints have been
voiced by Southern officials that
when they enforce our segregation
laws, they receive calls and letters
from individuals and groups con. demning their actions, but seldom,
i If ever, are they told that anyone
in the community is backing them
up. The Councils can and should
afford this assurance of support
to our officials.
These are but a few example’s
of the numerous ways that a Council can act to carry out its objectives and thereby preserve our
American way of life in the South.

Negro Hate Group Wins
Big Gain In Past Year
Among the one hundred new
NAACP branches. 37 youth councils, aqd nine colrege c h a p t e r s
chartered during 1955, the following new branches were established
in southern and border states:
A L A B A M A: Dolomite, TriCities, Pricbard, Adamsville, Bay
MInette, S y I a c a u g h, Oakman;
C h a m b e r s, Coosa, and Ehnore
counties.
ARKANSAS: Camden, Forrest
City.
FLORIDA: Jefferson, Hamilton and Manatee counties.
GEORGIA: Jackson, Marietta,
Waycross, La Grange; Walton, DeKalb, Powhatan, Ben-Hill and Irwin counties.
LOUISIANA:
Napoleonville,
Center Springs, Amite.
MARYLAND: Randolph-Macon: Cumberland county.
MISSISSIPPI: Florence, Pass
Christian; Lawrence, Clarke and
Lafayette counties.
MISSOURI: Liberty.
NORTH CAROLINA: Hickory.
Selma, H a m i I t o n, Shelby, McDowell, Leakeaville-Spray-D o r a 1
(tri-city); West Wilson, Hope,
Bertie. Chowan, P e n d e r, North
Hampton, Sampson, Lenolr a n d
Caldwell counties.
OKLAHOMA: Boley, Murray,
Coneeta. Eufaula. Gay Canadean
and Beckman counties.
SOUTH CAROLINA: Johnsonrifle.
T E N N g S S E E: Columbia,
Clarksville, Murfreesboro.
TEXAS: Brownw~)od, Hardin,
Gllmer, Kilgore, Rusk, Brenham,
M’cCamey, Midland, Luling, Big
Spring, Eagle Lake, F r e e p o r t,
Robstown, Lubbock; Austin and
Hurt counties.
VIRGINIA: S o u t h Norfolk;

Stafford and Surry counties.
WEST VIRGINIA : Harrison
county.
The new youth councils are:
ALABAMA: M o b i 1 e, Moun,t
Vernon, Tuskegee High School.
FLORIDA: Sarasota.
LOUISIANA: Lincoln Parish.
MISSOURI: Cape Girardeau.
NORTH CAROLINA: Franklin, Greensboro, Blanden county.
TEXAS: Austin, Bay City, Gilmer, and Austin; Fort Bend and
Wharton counties.
WEST VIRGINIA: Fayette and
Raleigh counties.
College chapters were chartered
during 1955 at Dillard and Southern universities in Louisiana, and
at Phillips Business College and
Wiley College in Texas. These are
in addition to chapters established
throughout the rest of the United
States.

Hate Group Sucker
List Is Expa,,di.
According to JET MAGAZINE
t h e following entertainers a r e
$500 life members of NAACP:
Count Basic, Andy Kirk, Duke
Eilington, Cab Calloway, Lionel
Hampton, W. C. Handy, Lena
Horse and Marian Anderaon.
Other members and contributors
are Sammy Davis, Jr., Earths Kitt
Dinah VCashington. Billie Holiday,
Maxine Sullivan, Billy Eckstine
George Kirby, the Mariners. Dorothy Maynor. Carole Brice. Errol
Garner. Harry Belafonte, Camille
Williams and Ethel Waters.

Louisiana Citizens’ Council Map

Beware Of "’ChrEst-less
ChristianitH "- A Warnin l
To Thoughtful Americans
The International conspirators,
expects to take action with respect
to the observances and exercisesl
socialists and communists in Amin the celebration of Christmas in:
erica are calling the tune and loyal
Christian Americans are dancing
the public schools of this state.
"While the order has not yet
to it. Those who would destroy
been issued, we expect within the
the United States of America have
suggested many strange ideas in
foreseeable future that it will be
the name of Christianity.
required by the Courts that the
specifically religious aspect of the
It is significant that every person who has been proven a subChristmas celebration be DELETversive is in favor of mixing the
ED from public school programs
and it will become illegal to use
races, is in favor of International
Law to supersede the Laws of the
some of the hymns and anthems
that are now quite common, and
United States and is in favor of
it will be necessary to avoid
scrapping the Constitution, indipageants involving the NATIVITY,
vidual freedoms and States Rights
ANGELS and similar props.
--including the Right guaranteed
"It Is suggested that it might be
under the Constitution to each
well to begin to re-plan this prostate to govern its own internal
gram in this direction so that the
affairs.
changeover is so gradual as to be
These people who do not profess
unnoticeable to the general pubto be Christian, tell our Church
lic." Now remember, good folks,
people that their mothers and fathese are the people who are tellthers were not Christians because
they believed in and practiced segregation of the races as decreed
by God Himself. And some believe them.
Rules issued to card-carrying
cam m u nist s long ago stated,
quote: "We must realize that our
party’s most powerful weapon is
racial tension. While inflaming
the Negroes. against the whites,
we will endeavor to instill in the
whites a guilt complex for their
exploitation of the NegroeS.
NEW YORK--Thomas R. War"We will help the Negroes to rise
ing, editor of The News and Courin prominence in the world of
ier, Charleston, S. C., suggested
in a speech delivered at Columbia
sports and entertainment, and
University recently that Negroes
with this prestige the Negroes will
should disperse into the northern
be able to intermarry with the
whites and begin a process which
countryside.
Such a migration Waring said.
will deliver America into our
hands." This is the program that
may be the answer to the race
problems of the South and northmany unthinking Church people
ern cities. He said in the countryare following.
side "They can be absorbed more
The New York State Commisreadily into community life."
sion Against Discrimination ruled
Waring appeared at a Columbia
in December 1955 that a resort
University conference on "The
hotel must stop using the phrase:
Changing World." He spoke in a
"Churches nearby" in their adsymposium considering the social
vertising. They say this is a disaspects of education.
crimination,.
Editor Waring warned t h a t
Do you think so? This is but
"too much pressure on the South
a beginning of what can happen
may.., wreck public education
unless we wake up and organize
for both races in the South."
against this usurpation of authori"White southerners," the editor
ty.
said, "are thinking about their
Dr. Richard S. Pollock, Superown children . . . they are thinkintendent of Syrevflle. N. J. public I lug about preserving white civillschools, on Dec. 6, 1955 issued lzation in the midst of sometimes
this directive to all school prin- overwhelming numbers of colored
cipals:
I people with different morals and
"We are told that the State De-]customs."
pertinent in charge of enforcing
He added:
"Further migration of Negroes
t h e antl~ll~crimination statutes,

Ing you that segregation Is
Christian.
Bey. Nels F. S. Ferre, In his
book "The Christian Understanding of God" writes (page 112~
"Jesus never was God" also (page
39) "Th~ use of the Bible as the
final authority for Christian truth
is Idolatry." Rev. Harry ~-merson Fosdick, a spokesman for the
National Council of Churches of
Christ, In his book "Living Under
Tension" writes: "I am not deeply concerned whether you believe
In the Virgin Birth of Jesus a~ a
historical fact or not, although as
you know, I cannot believe it."
These men believe in integration but they do not believe
Jesus Christ as the only begotten
Son of God.
SUPPORT YOUR CITIZENS
COUNCIL

Race Problem Answer Is
In Northward Migration
may intensify the northern cities’
problems while somewhat relieving the South’s. A better approach, in my opinion, would be
dispersal of Negroes from the
great cities into the northern
towns and countryside, where they
can be absorbed more readily into
community life,
"As the Negro papa latlon
spreads more evenly, some of
these problems will subside. More
efforts should be put on encouraging this movement and less on
forcing the South to conform to
a r.orthern pattern based on different conditions."
Understanding of the Southern
viewpoint on racial relations can
be seen in an editorial that
peered in the Sandy Creek News,
a newspaper published in upper
New York State.
Said the editorial:
"Agitators and radical politicians of the big Northern cities can. not force the South. Should they
succeed, this would be indeed a
, divided nation and racial relations
i would drop to zero. Let’s move
[slowly and carefully."
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lllinois Solon In Sharp Pro-Neglro Phase O? The
Attack On Court Tyranny Red l)rive Aglainst Nation
WASHINGTON An I 11 t n o i s
congressman has declared on
the House floor that under the
10th and 14th amendments to the
Constitution "it is the function
and the responsibility of the states
to provide schools, to regulate
them, and to have full control over
them."
Rep. Noah Morgan Mason, a Republican, said the only requirement is that the schools shall provide equal educational opportunities for the pupils, whether colored
or white.
Attacking the supreme court for
its decisions outlawing segregation in public schools, as well as
other "usurpation of s t a t e s
rights", Mason said the court, in
its segregation decision "overruled
a 60-year-old decision of the supreme court giving approval tO
’separate but equal’ facilities and
services for white and colored in
the public schools."

formula integration of races
the public schools."
Mason said the court’s decision
in the case was presented in the
form of a thesis. "a thesis supported mostly by citations from college
professors, sociologists and psychologists but not supported by citations from eminent lawyers or by
previous court decisions. The court
did not say that ’separate but
equal school facilities was a bad
law. What the court did say in
effect was that separate but equal
schools was bad sociology and bad
psychology."
"The court rendered its decision
without any implementing legislation being passed by the Congress.
In fact. the court entirely disregarded or overlooked legislation
passed by Congress setting up the
school lunch program, wherein
Congress, specifically acknowledged and accepted ’separate hut
equal’ schools for colored children. In that legislation Congress
stated that in dispensing school
He continued, "The court also
overruled other recent decisions
lunch aid in states that maintainthat approved the same formula,
ed separate but equal schools for
a formula under which the Newhite and colored pupils, the
groes of the South have made
school lunch aid should be distristeady and peaceful progress for
buted equitably as between the
more than half a century. Today’s i
separate schools." according to the
lllinois congressman.
court has now established a new~

Courageous Unions Defy
Negrophile Dictatorship
A movement to organize aiperils and danger, the like of
"Southern States Conference of p’hich the South has not witnessed
Union People" has been launched l in many generations."
in Chattanooga recently by repre-~
The group vailed upon union
sentatives and members of eight~
people of the South to join the
local unions of organized labor new organization in order to:
who have openly rebuked the "Preserve our constitutional
"forced integration policies" of
states rights and our status as
the AFL and CIO.
union people.
Some 10,000 copies of a reso"To oppose those in our union
lutlon stating the principles and
movement who have aligned
aims of the proposed organization
themselves with the radicals of
(SSCUP) are being mailed to
the NAACP. and
members of organized labor, ac"To prevent t h ese radicals
cording to A. A. Canada, chairman
from forcing us and our children
of the organizing committee.
to commingle with ethnic oppoCanada said distribution of the
sites."
resolution and invitation to Join
Listed as signers of the resolucovers the ~ntire state and he addtion were Canada, a member of
ed that he and other members of
the Printing Pressmen’s Union
the committee are in contact with
~P.O. Box 3104); E. S. Pease,
labor l~aders in other Southern
Typographical U n i o n; J. C.
states "who are dissatisfied with
Pierce,
Musicians’ Union; Clyde
the policies of the existing organTucker, Machinists’ Union; G. W.
ization."
Norman, Chemical Workers’ UnRAPS AFL-CIO
ion; A. T. Cloer, Steel Workers
The resolution distributed by
Union; Raymond Hargis, Plumbthe new organization charged the
ers’ Union; W. W. Hawk, PrintAFL-CIO is:
ing Pressmen’s Union ; C. H.
"Under the control of labor
Carter and Brook Varner, Autoleaders who are aiding and abetmotive Workers’ Union: J.C.
ting the mixing of the white and
Frazier, Steelworkers’ U n i o n,
Negro races in our public schools
and A. Z. Hinkle, Printing Pressand elsewhere.
men’s Union.
"Has contributed many thousands of dollars to the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored Peolfle (NAACP)~
"is raising 10 million dollars to
conduct a drive to end segregation
in the South.
"Is plotting the political regimentation of its members and
Two Negroes who "mobbed" an
their money to advance the aims
Air Force recruiter because he reand ambitions of George Meany,
fused to enlist one of them imWalter Reuther and other labor
mediately have been given jail
leaders."
sentences in Graham, N. C.
The organization charged ReuAccording to the Burlington {N.
ther is a member of tile board of
C.) Times - News, T-Sgt. J. K.
directors of the NAACP, "an or-’
Gant, Air Force recruiter for At-’
ganlzatton that is Communist inamace County, testified that one
fluenced and dedicated to destroyof three Negroes approached him
ing our Southern civilization."
in an intoxicated condition and deThe organization further chargmended that Sgt. Gant sign him
ed that it opposed the "integraup immediately.
tion policies" of the AFL-CIO beWhen the recruiter refused, the
cause:
Negro man allegedly pulled him
"They do not reflect the opinout of his official car and another
ions of the union members of the
Negro stole a stapler out of the
South. and
"They are fraught with untold
car.

Drunken Blacks Maul
Air Force Recruiter

Quickie Writen
Northern writers touring the
South for "reveal all" a r t I c 1 e s
have been termed today’s best fiction writers.
"These Oracles Are Fiction
Writers," is the title of an editorial in The Myrtle Beach Sun.
Said The Sun:
"A fellow named Jim Bishop
has Just written a series of articles
In which, he like so many journal~iats, who’ve been passing our
Southern way asking a random
question here and there and then
scooting balk som’ers to peck out
revelatory articles, settles for once
and for all most of the problems
which are currently besetting us,
mainly the one over segregation.
*’How these boys, most of whom
are not economists, not even phi-

losophers, can come our way,
spend perhaps a week or two, and
then sit down with such cock-sureness and bat out all the answers
is beyond us.
"Southern edit ors wouldn’t
think of predicting what is to he
t h e condition-~on anything--i n
the South, or anywhere else for
that matter, five years from now.
And the great majority of Southern editors are natives of Dixie
who’ve lived with every situation
that has existed in the South for
at least one generation.
"When these writing boys, such
as Mr. Bishop, go at their typewriters to knock out the answers
they usually make themselves ridiculous somewhere in their

eeks Race Monglrelizingl

a quotation front his article in the
.tddr,,,,~ to .Iohn,~ IM-and sod ~A’adIlia httv I~lanll. S. (’.,
t "il izl’ll~’ ¯ A T L A N T 1 C MONTHLY, May,
(’q)llll(’il, April 27, ID~tl
1 9 1 5. "The~.," (colored) naticm~
,~tntl raet,~ . . . are glJillg lo

committee, stated that a few trained Communists in key positions
were able to control organizations
not officially cited as "subversive".

In lily opinion, the mounting
PAL Box 351, (’harh~lon, S.(’.
Ioliger. Tlle~t they
are going
evidence indicates that the NAACP
None of you has ever gone
and other hi-racial groups are not
through a real revolution--a vinonly subversive but also their acI,in,- Will 1111I(11 in savage jllhlldictive, brutal, bloody revolution
Blalllly ~lly W~r Ihi.~ world Ires
tivities appear to be planned and
inspired by hatred, gre~ and lust
directed by the Red Soviet plotfor power. Yet. we have a real reters agains! America. This means
volution in America--a revolution
that they are our deadly enemies
made in RusMa. Most citizens do
Party.
under
The Communist
aiming to stir up dissension, pronot know it, or will not face this
orders from Moscow, in 1920 startmote the mongrelization and defact. Just because you do not beed the Red drive among U.S. negeneration of white Americans,
lieve such a disaster could happen
groes, and in 192S published its
and overthrow our government
to America does no~ alter the hard.
program which is essentially the
through revolution.
cold FACT.
same as followed by the NAACP.
The pro-negro drive, now part
Although the NAACP denies it is
Unfortunately. the Administraof this revolution, started over 50
pro-Communist, its old leader, Dution, influenced by its determinayears ago when Dr. W. E. B. Dubets. and its present "’Negro"
tion to gain the negro vote at any
Bois, mulatto radical, led the board chairman, Channing It. Tocost and pressured by Reds withformation of the ’Niagara Move-. bias. have long records of affiliain the government itself, is aiding
menu to combat the teachings of!lion with Communist and/or Cornand abetting these pro-negro eneBooker T. Washington and to work munist-front organizations; and
mies of our nation, l,oyal Amerifor complete social equality. Also, over 75 of its officers, directors,
call negroes are hereby warned
in 1905, American negro agita-!attorneys, etc., have Red records.
that if this C.onlmunist rew)lution
teas tmostly preachers) helped 1Meanwhile, in 1925, the Commashould destroy our free U. S. Refound the "Ethiopian
Church"’nists reported they had penerated
lublic, they will lose all their gains
movement in Africa.
I the NAACP. The National Urban
and be reduced to slavery under
This was an anti-white move- I League, another effective pro-he, Russian masters.
ment, suspected of having insti-lgro organization working with tile;
gated several serious native up-:NAACP, also claims it
is anti-, If we wish to survive and prerisings, and was banned by the Communist.
serve our liberty, property, saypro-inte-’ings and our children’s heritage.
authorities. Then in 1909 Dr. I)u-~l Yet these and otber
Bois. together with four white left- gration organizations like tbe,we mnst demand that our public
wingers, organized the NAACP.
i Soufhern Regional Council folh)w officials and legislators take stern.
~the "Communist line". FBI dtree-~delermined measures to bait these
The revolutionary character of’,tor. J. Edgar Hoover. in recent revolntionaries before they have
DuBois’ leadership is revealed byltestimony before a (’ongressional I~ained control of America.

Northern Frie.d Of Dixie
Says - " "lh e A s h e d For it!""
From Standar~i-TIinc~
New lhqlford,
In two recent press conferences
President Eisenhower discussed
the school segregation issue in the
South, saying this is "a time when
we must be patient" and try
avoid "a tremendous [igi~t that
going to separate Americans and
get ourselves into a nasty mess."
Unfortunately, t h e "me ss"
which the President deprecates
ready exists and should have been
foreseen, when, under White
House pressure, the Supreme
Court reversed the law of 60 years
standing with reference to school
~gregation in tbe South.
Several cases involving alleged
discrimination against Negroes in
Southern schools were pending in
the Supreme Cour! when former
Governor Warren became tbe new
chief justice. The views of the
President against segregation were
well known, as may have been
those of Chief Justice Warren. But
to make doubly sure the Supreme
Court made the "right" decision,
the President instructed Attorney
General Brownell to appear in the
case. as a "friend of the court,"
urging desegregation.
Two important provisions of the
Federal Constitution are involved
"in the desegregation decision, The
14th Amendlnent. approved in 1868, forbids any state to "deny any
person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws."
The other provision of the Constitution directly affecting the desegregation problem is that one
which specifically says. "The powers not delegated to the United
States, by the Constitution. nor
prohibited by it to the States, are:
reserved to the States, respectively, or to the people."
Under the former provision of
the 14th Amendment, no state
could discriminate between Negro
citizens and whites with reference
to schools or otherwise. Under the
second provision, the 10th Amendment, control of the schools was
specifically reserved to the states.
as not having been delegated to
the Federal Government.
Obviously, under t h e 10th
Amendment the South had the undisputed right to control its
schools, unless its policies violated
the 14th Amendment forbidding
discrimination between Negroes
and whites. For 60 years the Supreme Court had ruled the 14th
Amendment requires "eq u al"
school and other facilities, hut not
identical; in other words, schools
and other facilities "may be separate, but must be equal."
The Warren decision, which the
President now faces with pleas for
patience, destroyed the school for-

mula of the Sontb. a formula under which admittedly the Negroes
of the South and tile South had
! made steady and peaceful progress
~ for more ~ban half a century.
In a windy decision by Chief
Justice ~Varren himself, the chief
justice said in effect, "The very
fact of segregation constitutes dim
crimination, gives the Negro a
sense of inferiority, etc."
That this is untrue is evidenced
by tbe fact many of the leaders of
the Negroes in the Soutb and the
North, including many of tbe Negro school teachers of the South,
not only feel no inferiority as a
result of segregalion, but object
to attempts to force desegregation
upou either Negroes or whites.
~ Though the President may not
’himself have been influenced by
lpolitical considerations, the War~ren decision was heavily weighted

Nero Pack Slays
And Rapes In Michigan
According to The l)etroit Free
Press, the bludgeon slaying of an
elderly divnrcee has been solved
and a "wolf pack" gang of teenage rapists has been smashed with
the arrest of five juveniles.
V,*illts Harris, Jr.. 200 pound,
17-year-old Negro allegedly confessed beat i n g M r s.
Eleanor
Biegalski, 64, to death
with a
rock. "Other members
of the
gang," said The Press Press account, have admitted criminally
assaulting at least 25 women in
the East Side area.

"Prudent Jealousy"
"It is proper to take alarm at
the first experiment upon otlr liberties. We hold this prndent jealousy to be the first duty of eitizens."--James Madison.

, with politics.
~ Leaders ch)se to the Presiden!
i undoubtedly told the President
segregation, if atT()mplished during his Administration. would go
a long way toward winning back
11110 \’o!rr,~ vote rff the North. Thl~
’vote Ilad been lost to the New Deal
of t~e Roosevelt-Truman era.
Not only was such a purpose
highly improper, but it has not
and it will not work. For one
thing, there is no segregation
prolllem ill the North--for there
is no segregation. For another
thing, the Negro vote, to whatever extent it was and is I)emocratic, is influenced by tbe New
Deal philosophy, which only can
be cured, if at all, by the process
of education, a process which has
been rudely struck down in the
South by the
recent Supreme
. (’ourt decision.

i

Another equally improper consideration which is thought to
have been influential in the Supreme Court’s "political decision"
is that there was thinking emanating from the State I)epartnlent
that "desegregation" would eliminate Communist-inspired criticism
of tile United States iu India and
others of the countries of the
"dark races."
Here again the Administration
did not see beyond its owu nose.
The antipatby of India does not
spring from segregation iu Southern schools, etc. It slirings from
the fact that India, while recipient
of our gener~pus bounty, is basically Communist ill its sympathy aud
is interested in the segregation issue of this country only because
it suits its ()wlt propaganda purposes,
We’re sorry for the Southern
whites and Southern Negroes to
be pawns in this politietng of the
Supreme Court. We’re sorry for
Ike now that he sees what he helped to procure and produce. It’s
going to take a lot more than "patience" to solve this one--on Ike’s
part as well as of those in the
North and South whom he beseeches.
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I Se--es Notice To Negrophiles:

IThe South Won’t
Surrender,
Dixie. Spokesman

?t REAl+ (’OMI’I+IMENT
CtlICAGO --Thurgood Marshall.
Chief Counsel of the NAACP, recently told a meeting of the Pinko
Alnerit.an Veterans ~om mittee’~
national planning hoard in Chtcago that "The only areas where
(desegregalim~ pl’ogres~ has
heen made are where Citizens"
Councl]~ or other ~roups h ave
been vocal ~nd active."

The South sees nothing un-American or immoral in a
racial separation which has existed throughout the nation’s
history, writes John Temple Graves in the American Mercury Magazine for July. His brilliant and timely article is
titled "The South Won’t Surrender." That is precisely the
entire flavor of his eloquent summary of this region’s position
in the racial crisis.

[’ItGES
NEW ~’l~ltK ~ Iteverend J.
(lliOl(~l in Jet magazine as advising the (;,’ncral As~.luhly of
chlln.h ill I~’lltlld lhlll illle~lnl~-

Mr. Graves, one of Dixie’s best.:*
known journalists, is completely[ .......
familiar with the South’s prob- ¯|
lems and the attitude of her peo-I UI~ rlan$1o
pie. He rightly sees the racial
:question as our peculiar problemI
the most difficult and delicate i~
w’th which any people anywhere
have ever had to deal.

~)e~ *ton an inUllell~e ~ c a I
~VOllld soh’l, lhe I.olor probh.m.

Hc llddi.ll, "l~q,Olde Will) condenlll

SAME 01,1) HAItRY
(’ltI(L~(I(}
Former Pr~ldent
Harry S. TrUlllall ]ills Ill.Pit qllOted
In The (?hi(.ag() Defender. a Negro
~W~l)aper as saying "1 h)r(.ed integrati<)n In tile Army. Navy
parti(.ularly i~t the Marine Corps."

Dram

,~L~N’t’-SIDED PROBLEM

The article also (lUOlO(I Tl’lllll~ln

am saying thai "the same melting
pot that worked up North will
~oh’e this prt)blem. 3lel~ who
socials t()gether iu the Army and
Navy and work together, learn
t h e r e is no difference I)~qween
people, tie al~o (.a I led for a
FEPC law.
(SEE EI)IT()RIAIA !’. ~)
UNITED NA’rIONS, N. Y.--The
Mau Man "emergency" In Kenya
lllll~ far has clml the Itrillsi~ government $,~.~ million, an
unoffh.lal repot, disclosed here.
An
est,hnated cost for ID~6-~T
has
~n ~t at $~i}.4 millhm.
~A3I()US .LAST WORDS
D~TROIT--"There’a a change
among our Negroes. They don’t
worry so much any more about
whether the White people will ’accept the~L They are saying ’I’ll
go where I dam pleaaet’"--(Detroit Director of NAACP.)

"Look" Tells Plight
Of Negro In North

BY ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Look Magazine devotes 10 pages
of its June 26 issue to an article
entitled "The Subtle Whip: Segregation in the North" by staff writer George B. Leonard Jr.
The article uses the story of a
young Negro family in an all-Negro section of Philadelphia as a
point of departure. The second
MIXIE~ATS AT W()~K
section of the article is made up
I+ITTL E H~ -- Winth~p
of photo portraits and thumbnail
~(wkefeller ham offe~ $g.5 milsketches of five Philadelphia NeIhm to the Murillon (Ark.)
groes -- a tree surgeon, doctor,
IHmtrict for devehquneug of a
lublic official, clerk and student
"Model" m’hool ~ys~m. G. M.
-- to show that Negroes in the
~eynohlm, president nf HlwkefelNorth cannot be sure how they
let’s $Vin~ck EnVenOm-s, ! no.,
will be received by white No~:thm a i d that the p~pos~! system
erners. The third and final secwouhl Include int~ation of the
tion blames segregation in the
on real estate operators in
"No one in him dghf mind would North
the big Northern cities.
~l out to btdid two ~parmte
HOUSING SITUATION
lenin littler tile ])~llt laws," he
The following are excerpts from
~1(I.
the article:
"The Negro citizen outside of
SENSE BEL~’S
the South looks into the unmasked
NEW YORK -- Dr. Ralph
face of Jim Crow when he tries
to find a place to live. Most subBunche, Negro Under-Secretary of
the United Nations, said recently
urbs are closed to him. When he
racial discrimination In the North
is "just as bad" as in the South,
although "more mubtle."
Speaking at the Alabama A &
M College commencement e x e rclses, Bunche ~td that In one generation such discrimination will be
J}y Ge<)rge W. lleArmond, Jr.,
"reduced to the nuisance level."
Books for America, editor, for
The Dan Smoot Report.
During the past 23 years, the
federal government -- especially
the Executive Department -- has
arrogated to itself a multitude o[
powe~ never intended by
the
autho~ of the Constitution.
This has been done by arrogant
usurpation, often with the blessPITTSBURGH, PA.- A Negro
ings of a supine Congr~s, and
church leader said here recently
sanctioned by a Supreme Court
that the Negro church must rewhose membe~ were appointed
tain its separate identity and not
for the express pur~se of reindie through religious integration.
terpreting the Constitution in
Speaking at the African Methorder to give thee actions the
odist igptscopal Z i o n Conference,
cloak of legality.
Bishop H. B. Shaw, Wilmington,
N. C.. said the Negro must mainAml all of tills is eall~l "li~Itain his individuality as a Christion.
"IA~raI" jOll~istm,
"The Negro church is too essen~, and Imlltielans (~ntinunily
tial to the Negro, particularly in
~.miml u~ tlmt the Cou~titution
this age of civil rights, to be lost
a "flexible" d~wmnenl--wldch is
in the shuffle of integration," Bish o p Shaw declared. "Developed
The Constitution ~uld
by the Negro in slavery, the
ly antend~! to ~tablish a ~mchurch has always given him pomuniml or m~ialist dictalo~hip
litical guidance, entertainment,
lhe United Stal~, or ~mld
cultural development and self exampul to submer~ t~ U~t~
pression."
8tal~ la a world or ~o~!

succeeds in buying a house in
w h i t e urban neighborhood, the
white residents generally move
away in a panic . . . In the Negro
ghetto, he often lives a life that
is, in fact, more segregated than
that of the Negro in the South."
NORTHERN TYPES
"There is the Northerner who
signs petitions against segregation and contributes money for the
bus strikers of Montgomery, All.,
enjoying a pleasant titillation of
self-righteousness. But when a
Negro family moves into his
neighborhood, he reacts with barren panic, selling his house for a
loss-- and fleeing.
"Then, there is the Northern
’liberal’ who proudly insists that
some of his best friends are Negroes. On special occasions, he en-.
tertalns Negroes in his own home,
all the while patting himself on
the back. He speaks to Negroes
in dulcet ton~, aa if reading lines
!from a script."
REAL ESTATE MEN
"They are the men who refuse
to sell to Negroes in white areas

"It Is a police problem, a bit)logical, a cultural and an c(’o-I
noudc one," the famous IIirndngham cohmmlst ~Tites. "VCe art,
lmsslonately certain that it can be
,served only lit terlns of that separate but equal pldlomq;hy which
tile Supreme Court ul)hehl through
half a century until it forsook
precedent., (’onstitution and tonimort sense In favor of Swedish sociologist Gunnar Myrdal.
The South’s firm stand is by no
mean~ hased on racial aspects
alone, Mr. Graves reminds American Mercury readers from coast to
coast. We also see much that is
American in opposing too much
government too far from
the
(Continued on page 4)
NOTICE TO 3IEMBERS
Editor’s Note: The American
Mercury Magazine is a vigorous,
courageous and pro-American
publication. Its editors have
offered members of Citizens’
Councils tile special subscription
rate of $1 for six months (six
issues). This bargain offer is
only half of the regular rate.
Reprints of the John Temple
Graves article reviewed in this
issue can be obtained singly or
in quantity at very low rates
furnished at your request. The
American Mercnry address is 11
East 36th St., New York, N. Y.
causing the very pressures which
make a nightmare of a six-family house come true.
"They are the men who engage
in a vicious little sport known as
’blockbusting.’ The blockbuster
arranges for a Negro family to
move into a white block. Then he
spreads rumors of a black deluge.
He quickly buys up, at panic
prices, the houses of the remaining whites, and resells them to
(Continued on page 4)

The Rules Of The Game

Colored Minister
Says Church Must
Remain Separate

¯

ernment: world federalism or Atlantic Union.
But the people who want to
socialize the American Republic
and subordinate it to a superstars
never resort to such legal means,
because they know they wouldn’t
have a chance.
They have been amending our
Constitution in an illegal and dis-’
honest way--amending it by in-i
terpretation to make it conform
with the notions of international
socialists.
A game played ~ithout hard
and fast rules to go by quickly be’colne~ a meaningless melee.
A government operating with~mt a fixed Con~titution to go by
very ralddly becomes a dictatorslaip.
The willful "reinterpretation"
of fixed charters of government
is the essence of lawlessness. It
Inevitably brings the corruption
and amalgamation of all religious
faiths, of all standards of morality
and decent conduct, and of anything else which stands In the way
of revolutionary ambitions.

And this has been happening in
America. We have come near to
that hypnotic state of self-deception illustrated in George Orwell’s
1984. Our leaders talk about
peace, when they mean war. They
praise the way of freedom, while
following the path toward slavery.
Most of them are utterly blind
to what they are doing. They are
suffering from what Professor E.
Merrill Root has described as the
"liberal hypnosis."

IIil~ ¯

¯ ¯ ’~¯

¯
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/
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¯ _I

w0rlQ 10uu!
Mass Propaganda
Campaign To Hit
At Racial Pride

UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. -UNESCO is seeking to enlist leachers in a worldwide "anti-racist
ca~npaign," promising manuals to
help them root out racial prejudice in children.
UNESCO--The U. N. Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organzatlon--discussed the program in
its annual report to the U. N,
Economic and Social Cou ncil,
which will meet in Geneva, July
3-Aug. 4.
Infiltrate Schools
The 75-nation agency, independent of the U. N. though affiliated
with it, said the manuals would
be sent to the 63 existing national
commissions for UNESCO, "which
will decide whether they should
be included in the school curricula
of their respective countries."
The U. S. National Commission
for UNESCO is among these. It
was established by a 1946 law and
is supported by the State Depart’ment. Its 100 members include
’60 representing organizations, 25
representing government and 15
at large.
The UNESCO report said the
anti - racist manuals had been
prepared by specialists and before
being sent out would be submitted
to educators’ groups in ~arlous
regions "with a view to their revision and adaptation to local conditions."

(Editor’s Note: The American
I.~gton, Congressmen, Senators
and many patriotic leaders lucre
branded UNESCO as a Communlstdondnated group. The foregoing
dispatch tends to verify that
~ charge since racial mongrelization
is basic tenet of Red philosophy.)

Council In New Jersey
Now Shooting For
40,000 ,Members
Race Riot Arouses
Whites; Map Plans
To Defend Rights

NE~VARK, N. J. -- Frank E.
Koehler, Newark police officer,
was elected president of the Association of Citizens’ Councils of
Newark on June 7 at a meeting
Although we have already bad held in the Van Buren Street
23 years of lawless government-Public Library.
of disguised, Imrtial, but gradually
More than 1,000 Newark citigr~nving dictator~hlp--- we can rezens turned out in force to protest
gain constitutional goverment.
about the race riot at Newark
The American people must -Schools Stadium on May 24th.
first of all~ regain an underTempers were running high as the
standing of our original Constitnwhite citizens of Newark bitter
lion; and -- secondly- we must
about the Stadium race riot pourbold Imlitlclans to its spirit and
ed into the meeting room of the
letter.
!library.
Dan Smoot Report
’ Thousands failed to get into the
P. O. Box 1305
meeting room.
Dallas, Texas
The Association has 5,000 memIf you want to do something
bers to date and hopes to have a
about this. Join your Cit4zena’
membership of 40,000 by the end
Council.
of the year.

Brainwashing In Florida
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Therefs Just One Answer

Socialist Slant
"The race question is but a part
of the larger social question. It
can be solved in but one way, by
the Socialist reconstruction of
society."-- ( Weekly People, Official Organ of the Socialist Labor
Party, May 19, 1956.)

UNESCO Baloney
"No convincing evidence has
been adduced that race mixture of
itself produces biological bad effects. There is, therefore, no biological justification for prohibiting intermarriage between persons
of different ethnic groups." -( 1950 UNESCO Statement on

Race).

Catch ’Em Young
"UNESCO must try to correct
many of the errors of home training--the narrow family spirit of
the parents may, in fact, not only
compromise indirectly, a n d in
some degree, unconsciously, the
eventual integration of the child
in the human community, but it
may also cultivate attitudes running dtreetly counter to the development of international understanding."-- (UNESCO S c h o o 1
Programs’ Statements of Intent).

These few words are directed primarily to our good
Yankee friends.
The combined mail of the Greenwood and Jackson ofrices has for many months ranged between 350 and 600
letters per week. As organization has increased throughout
"! think a study of our proceedthe South with the resultant channelling of energies into ings will reveal that the amendwe adopted (on h u man
constructive work, the ratio of correspondence originating merits
rights) resl~onded for the most
in northern and western states has mounted.
part more to Soviet than to WestWe feel that we are in a unique position to draw some crn i)romptings."-- (Dr. Charies
reasonable conclusions from the tenor and volume and geo- Malik of I~banon, Chairman of
UN Commission that drafted
graphic distribution of this mail. One fact towers over the
UN’S Covenant of H u man
all. It is that there exists and is growing a seething resent- the
Rights).
ment in those areas favored by the negro migration from
the South, and this resentment is in no wise reflected in
the northern press or in northern politics.
Many persons may be surprised to know that hundreds
Negroes, when they think poof letters come to us from all over the country with this liticaly, says Negro writer Rot
Ottley in a Chicago T rib u n e
thought uppermost, "It is up to you Rebels to save us. For
article, "usually think first in
heaven’s sake keep up the good fight or this country is terms of their own group and
doomed."
secondly in terms of the communiSome writers criticize us for directing our newspa.per ty and the nation.
are passionately concerntoward what they consider to be primarly a southern v~ew- ed "They
with a candidate’s relation to
point. Many others urge us to take off on this or that tanthe Negro problem. No Negro lmlgent.
iticlan can expect to remain popuIf to some of our Yankee friends we appear to sound lar if he sUplmrts a white man
who is reputed to be anti-Negro.
like unreconstructed Rebels, they should not be surprised,
"Negro politictal activities and
because we are.
infuence, once confined to the
great industrial cities in the East
Where tyranny is concerned, whether it be disguised as
and North, was expanded aml exfalse religious prophets, as executive orders of the President tended by wartime migration into
of the United States, or clothed in judicial robes, we are the Pacific Coast and into many of
the smaller Midwest and Northand always will be unreconstructed Rebels. .
eastern cities.
To those, including many Citizens’ Council members, "Today, with between 3 and 4
who would have us going in four dozen different directions million registered Negro voters in
the North and the west, politicians
all at the same time, we would like to say this:
are acutely a~vare of the Negro
There is just one answer to all of the ills which beset voting strength in cities of such
our society--whether it be the threat of integration in our states as New York, Pennsylvania,
schools, etc., attacks on miscegenation laws, the growing New Jersey, Indiana, bllchigan,.
Missouri and California.
race-mixing propaganda in all information media, penetra- Ohio,
’*The Negro vote can be decisive
tion of NAACP in government, a Supreme Court gone ber- in several Northern states and in
serk, a political system fallen victim to political bossizm-- many congressional districts. In
16 states with a total of °~1 votes
all of the utmost seriousness.
in tile electoral college, rite Negro
That answer is alert, powerful organization. If every in a close election, could hold the
American patriot who is deeply disturbed about these things balance of power, students of the
will direct his efforts to building up strength on his side situation say."
instead of wasting it away in useless worry, total victory
will come sooner than you think.
Few of our friends will perceive this truth as readily
Political columnist Doris Fleeas will the enemy who will read these lines.
son has written that the struggle

The Party Line

Negroes Clmm sh

Political Battle

No Comment Necessary

for Negro vote~ has begun in earneat.
"GOP appetite, for the battle
been whetted by their own and
other polls of the Negro voter,"
she ~Tites.
"Obedient to the virtue of their
political ~ecessities, congressional
Republicans plan to break their
long povketbook alliance with the
Southern conservatives and follow
Brownell on.civil rights.
"Northern Democrats, w h o
could never get enough Rebullcan
votes for civil rights untiI this
year, will furnish the margin to
force the administration program.
"Southern Democrats understand political strategy. Their
adeptness at that game Is what
has given them immense power
over the years despite their own
minority status. They now expect
a shrowdly timed onslaught on
their prepared positions and they
w~ll filibuster."

We note with interest an article by Alistair Cooke in
the Chicago Sun-Times entitled, "Why Integration Is More
Convenient In Border States."
Alistair Cooke is U. S. correspondent for the well known
"Liberal" British newspaper, the Manchester Guardian, one
of England’s most widely read and influential journals.
Cooke is an author and is also moderator of the Omnibus
television program.
After a rather lengthy account of the "ease" with which
integration has been accomplished, in certain border state
areas, occurs this very significant passage.
"The children take to it (integration) as a n a t u r a 1
thing. Some high school girls mutter about having to take
showers after games with colored girls. At school dances
the whites voluntarily dance together and the Negroes dance
with their own.
’~rhis is bound to be an awkward stage, a phony lull in
.M A .%S MURDER
the ancient battle of the sexes. Two, or 10 or 20 years from In 1952 the Free Trade Union
now, the first mixed couples will be walking out together,Committee of the AFt brought to
attention of the UN the appalla stage of human progress that the Supreme Court may or the
ing fact that Communists in ocmay not have anticipated in its masterly euphemism of cupied
China had committed 14
’deliberate speed.’ "
million political murders. The UN
would take no action.
No editorial comment necessary.

There has been a most interesting and revealing poll
carried out by the Board of Control for Sta".e institutions
of higher learning in Florida, as reported by wire services
and news magazines.
As indicated by the poll, there is much more to mixing
than just sitting together in class rooms. Questions to
white students included rooming with negroes, eating with
negroes, attending dances with negroes, and swimming with
negroes. Questions to negro students were similar regarding white students.
According to the report, negroes, almost unanimously,
favored that the races be mixed.
At the all-white University of Florida about 2/3 of the
students, 1 3 of the parents, and 4 out of 5 faculty members
favored immediate integration of negroes or integration
after a period of preparation.
Four out of five faculty members favored integration.
Here we see brought clearly to light one of the most
active sources of mixie-cratism. Should anyone be surprised that students lean twice as heavily as their parents
toward integration under such influences?
This did not "just happen." Let us remember the large
.number of widely influential "professional educationists"
who have been active in the NAACP for years and years,
and the large number - many overlapping - who have made
a career out of being dupes for literally hundreds of Communist-fronts.
There is no intention of calling particular attention to
the University of Florida. It.simply illustrates graphically
the results of what is so ably described in Collectivism on
the Campus by Professor E. Merrill Root.

The Seeds Of Ignorance
We have a letter from the Editors of Reader’s Digest
addressed to one of our subscribers, which reads in part
as follows.
" . ..... although we’ll be glad to keep your vote for
Governor Byrnes’ piece in mind, it seems unlikely that a
condensation from it will be included in the Digest. We
have had a good deal of material on the general subject of
segregation and will probably let the s u b j e c t rest for
awhile."
What is the "good deal of material" on the general subject of segregation that has persuaded the Editors of Reader’s Digest to "let the subject rest for awhile", to the exclusion of Governor Byrnes’ article in U. S. News and World
Report, "The Supreme Court Must Be Curbed?"
The Reader’s Digest editors proceed to list the material
for our subscriber. Now hold on to your seats. Here we go:
1. Approved killing in Mississippi - the Emmett Till
case.
2. A statement of William Faulkner’s "extremely temperate" position on desegregation.
3. Hodding Carter.
The Reader’s Digest’s letter is closed as follows: "It is
our hope that the Digest will be able to contribute material
to such understanding which you will agree, is sorely needed."
We agree that the Editors of Reader’s Digest sorely
need to understand many things, which they obviously do
not.
None are so blind as those who will not see.
It is upon such ignorance as this, whether deliberate
or not, that sectional prejudice flourishes.

Nehru Aiding Terrorism
An article in the New York Journal-American states
that the British have collected irrefutable evidence linking
Prime Minister Nehru of India with the bloody Man Man
murders of English settlers in Kenya.
It has been disclosed that the "peace maker" of India
has a large corps of secret agents working in Kenya encouraging the Man Maus to continue the slaughter.
According to the article, Nehru also has directed the
distribution of hundreds of thousands of pamphlets urging
the natives to continue their barbarous warfare against all
White settlers. Radio broadcasts of New Delhi are directed
mostly at Indians in Kenya telling them to keep the fighting going.
The startling disclosure is made that N. S. Mangat, new
president of the Indian Society, has stated that Nehru undoubtedly could get tbe Mau Maus to desist from murdering
White settlers.
The article concludes that the British are fully aware
of what is going on but are afraid to call Nehru’s hand on
his activities for fear of driving him out of the British commonwealth and closer to Communist China.
This equivocation on the part of the British is difficult
to understand. They should realize that an e~emy is an
enemy, and that he is least dangerous when publicly identified as such, and most dangerous when masquerading as
a friend.
Now where does this fit into the deadly campaign for
Black Supremacy now being relentlessly waged in the United
States ?
Our readers have only to recall that egghead liberals
and certain politicians who place self interest before all else
have repeatedly condemned separation of the races in the
Southern States because, they say, it offends Nehru.
To such darksome villainy as this they would sacrifice
o.ur children.
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Along The Battle ront
Trouble In Indiana

of the l)istrict Police.
Here is the text of tile first six
offenses listed In the report:
"Eastern High School, assault: A
white boy, 14, assaulted by two
colored boys, 15 and 16. No treatmerit necessary.
"Stuart Jr. High, assault: A
white girl, 16, slapped by unknown coh)red boy.
"As a result of above, group of
white girls from above school
while in snack bar, were threatened by a group of colored boys. No
incident took place.
"Stuart Jr. High. Assault: A
white boy, 13, assaulted by three
colored boys, 12, 13, and 14, while
playing in playground.
"Elliott Jr. High, indecent exposure: Colored boy, 18 to 20, exposed self to two white girls, 11
and 12, while on playground of
above school."
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Letters To The Editor
An Ugly Threat

Editor’s Note -- TIw following
letter and tile threat referred to
by our correslmndent illustrate an
ugly aspect of "desegregation".
This sort of thing is becoming increasingly common in northern
urban cities of large Negro population.
"I,IIIEItAI,S" USING TACTICS
OF NAZI "BOOK BURNERS"
Dear Editor:
Hitler burned all books not conYou realize that mail is being
~istent with Nazi doctrine in Gerdelivered to my new home admany twenty years ago. Today in
dress, especially mail coming from
the United States, racist fanatics
Assn. of Citizens’ Councils of Mis¯ --abetted by "liberals"--are forcsissippi, Greenwood, Miss.- by
ing major radio and television
Negro mailmen. These new Negro
networks to adopt Hitler’s very
. mailmen do not forget to whom
own tactics.
they are delivering such mail. InIn our land of suplmsedly free
formation I have received regardspeech, free thought and free exing mail men, discloses that they
pression, classic and popular songs
would sometime scribble the symare being "burned." Nazi censors
bol of death--"Skull and 2 bones"
SUPl)t~ssed Goethe’s writings. Neton the back of the envelope.
works in today’s America
NEWAI~K, N. J.--There is inYou understand I am very much
black listing Stephen Foster songs
creasing tension between whites
interested in receiving literature
and other favorite tunes.
and negroes in Newark. A confrom the Citizens’ Councils in
A NEWS 1TEM of current vinttributing circumstance is the fact
Greenwood, but, in view of the
age tells how major TV and radio
that lawless negro students are
unmistakably threatening letter
chains have adopted a plan to bar
permlttdd to terrorize white chilattached, I question the wisdom of
all
songs
which
might
be
offensive
dren in predominantly n e g r o
WETUMKA, Okla.--A group of
letting these colored mailmen
to Negroes. Sometime ago a netschools.
Negro patrons of Douglas separate
know my new address,---an adwork "fact-finding" board was
school in Vretumka recently called
dress which for the present is not
They demand protection money
established.
This
group,
composed
on the president and the clerk of
listed in the telephone book.
from boys, sexually molest white
of
"liberals
and
colored
leaders,"
the Wetumka hoard of education
girls in school hallways, and beat
Do you think the literature
’agreed that music should be careup teachers who object to
this to protest integration of Douglas
from Greenwood can come to me
i
fulty
studied
with
the
view
of
high
school
next
fall.
extra-curricular a (~ t i v i t y.
The
on a plain white envelope, and’
, eliminating any songs not accepprincipals of these schools
are
Members of the delegation told
perhaps through a third party, to
able to Negroes. In some cases,
blame-worth)’ but the root of the
the school board president and
avoid my identity during this
words are "revised" to avoid ofevil lies in the activities and propclerk that neither the students nor
"hot" period? If the "Black Sulfending "minorities."
uganda of the Communist-ridden
patrons of the school were in
Songs now being suppressed or tans" can too easily find where I
NAACP and related groups notorfavor of integration with white
re-worded include such lmpular am living, the chances of "making
ious for their Communist assoicastudents in the high school. The
good" their threatened punishnumbers as "Old Black Joe," "My
tions. A continuing Communist
group had previously discussed
ment to me may be facilitated.
Old Kentucky Hom~," "Sewanee
aim is the promotion of conflict
the matter with school superinRiver," l)arktown Strutters Bail,"
~,Vith best wishes I, rentain
hetween races.
tendent Jim Ragland.
"Missouri Waltz", "Shine", "BasName withhcl.d for protection"
in
Street"
and
many
more
which
One high police authority said
Washington, I). C.
Mrs. Ardel Elam, one of the
make
reference
to
race
or
color.
recently that the effect of all the
spokesmen for the group, said the
(Copy of letter recelve(I June 5,
yal)ptng about human relations
Douglass high school students
1956, envelope Ix~stmarked May
COlA)RED PERSONS who re- 31,
and prejudice is that cops are now
were unhappy at the prospects of
1956 by our above correspond.
sent being colored are laying the
afraid to use the force necessary
going across town to school with
ant.)
blame for their condition at the
white students next year, and that
to make an arrest when the crimiMr.
i wrong doorstep. Their quarrel is
nal happens to be a negro. This
the Negro students had not been
"THE BLACK SULTANS" is an
!with
God, rather than Stephen
happy in nearby schools that were
could mean an eventual breakorganization from whom you shall
’Foster and other songwriters.
integrated last year. She said
down in law enforcement.
receive some very personal atten~ In their zeal to .,mire tender
Douglass patrons were proud of
tion; if you do not cease and
ivanitles, they trample on the
their school building and the
desist in your racial hate-monger-.
rights of others---including railschool system as it now stands
lug. Your intemperate remarks
:lions of network listeners and
and for which they had worked
have attracted our ears and we
viewers who love the songs which
hard to achieve.
feel that an object lesson in beallegedly offend Negroes. Such a
haviorism is overdue YOU. As for
Mrs. Elam stressed the fact that
high-handed
attitude
tends
to
deThere was a race riot at Newark
the overt threat of Citizens’ Counthe students themselves would not
stroy
rather
than
increase
racial
Schools Stadium during a recent
cils-YOU will not be among those
be happy in an integrated high
good
will.
track meet at which negro spectapresent . . . since you already are
school as they are under their
tors outnumbered whites about
a marked man. Many negroes feel
present set-up. She said residents
IN
FAIRNESS,
it
is
emphasized
ten to one. Some observers think
that the N.A.A.C.P.’s tactics are
of the area in which Douglass is
that Southern radio and television
the fighting which broke out in
entirely too slow, and devoid of
located are proud of their separate
outlets
have
had
no
voice
in
this
various parts of the stadium was
teeth. "THE BLACK SULTANS"
school in a peaceful community.
arbitrary
"song
burning"
decree.
not spontaneous but planned.
propose to take a different type
Actually, many outraged station
of action
towards race-baiting,
One twelve-year old girl who
managers below the Mason and
prejudiced SCUM like yourself.
fled the stadium in terror said
Dixon Line have protested NegroRemember YOU are our quarry,
many negroes had knives. Some
I phlles dictating network radio and
BE PREPARED!! the hour of
were lifting the dresses of white
!television policies, to little or no
punishment draweth near.
girls, she said.
avail. They are told, more or less
Word
is
received
from
the
New
politely,
to
like
it
or
lump
it
by
A white youth was beaten
Orleans Citizens’ Council that the
minority-conscious powers that be.
severely by ten negroes when he
United Fund in New Orleans an"Song burning," as now pracobjected to their req nest for
nounces that the Urban League
ticed by networks, seems dictatormoney from a frightenend white
of Greater New Orleans will not
ial and un-American, if not actboy. A 17-year old Barringer high
Dear Editor:
in any way, receive funds from the
ually un-Constltutional. By what
School girl who also refused to
United Fund Campaign, or from
The enclosed matter relating to
authority do these few selfhand over money was stripped to
the Community Chest,. to finance
our Negroes who wish to migrate
appointed censors operate? How
her bra and beaten by six negro
its operations during the year
to Liberia is being sent to many
can they tell Americans that their
girls. She might have been serweekly papers in the Southern
1957.
beloved Stephen Foster can no
iously injured or killed, if she had
States with the hope that knowlnot been rescued promptly by felUnited Fund further announces ’hmger be heard in original form edge
of this movement may reach
and that many popular songs are
’:contributors to the United Fund
low-students.
l white people who will favor it
now taboo?
are assured that none of the
, White people in increasing numThe daily press was remiss in
money raised will go to the Urban
its duty in reporting the incident
bers are giving support to this
UPON WHAT blEAT do these
League." It is understood that
Cause just as soon as they learn
merely as a riot. It was a race
small-calibre Caesars feed, that
similar action is underway in sevi of it. Senator George, it is believriot. and should have been reportthey can freely suppress and reeral
Southern
cities.
ed, will grant a hearing to this
ed as such. One curious effect of
write American music? Why are
i Langer bill which would give aid
left-wing conditioning of editorial
they so alert to the protests of suto Negroes who desire to settle in
thinking is the fact that the word
per-sensitive Negroes, yet deaf to
negro is capitalized. The white
the rising tide of resentment
Liberia.
man, having no one to plead his
against "Rock-and-Roll", so ofIn the enclosed you will see
cause, is dismissed casually in
fensive to adults of intelligent and
that I, a white man, have worked
lower case.
mature taste?
with Negro Nationalist leaders for
Eight Negr6 teachers are suing
a long time. These Negroes want
And where, oh where are those
the Moberly School District at
a national home for themselves
Mobe~:ly, Missouri.
The suit is "liberal" bleeding hearts w h o
and their descent. They favor the
against the School
District and eternally bellow that no person
Negro remaining a Negro and they
Superintendent of
Schools, Carl has a right to force his views
upon others? Why their strange
have been powerfully opposed by
Henderson, for $32,000 for loss of
sUence?
the Mulatto led Negroes who wish
thier jobs when the Moberly
The Washington Evening Star
to mix with the whites. The NAA
schools
desegregated.
NOT LJ)NG AGO, Congressional
has published a report on racial
CP has officially opposed the
investigators discovered m a n y
Several interested Missourians
Langer bill.
incidents in or near District
have observed that the Negro
pro-Communist books in libraries
schools in the last three years.
White support for this measure
The report involves only juveniles.
teachers have no ca~e against the
maintained overseas by the Ameriis rapidly developing in the Mid°
Moberly schools, but that "they
can government. These libraries
The report on 34 cases was prewest. A white organization in
pared by Inspector J. E. Winters
ought to sue the Supreme Court."
were and are part of an expensive
Illinois has sent the enclosed items
campaign to sell foreigners on the
to many weekly papers in the
American Way of Life. Patriots
Southern lk)rder States and cervery sensibly suggested that protain Western States. A white
Red volumes be removed, since
organization in Missouri has taken
they defeated the very purpose of
up this good work and is sending
our overseas propaganda program.
Information of it to many white
Citizens’ Councils
Professional "Bberals" promptpeople. A white organization in
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
ly raLsed a howl. They called such
Iowa is keenly interested and
a suggestion "b o o k burning,’"
Please enter my subscription to the Citi.sending nut information. This
"thought control" and "dangerous
white support has greatly enzens’ Council as follows and find payment
censorship." They argued that
enclosed :
free people should have a free
difference b e t w e e n censoring
choice of reading matter -- even
$2.00
[-] For One Year ........................
books and censorin~ music?
extemling to pro-Communist books.
( Please Print)
v~Vhy does the strident voice of
The right to read, it wan emphaName ............................................................................
sized, Lu sacred.
American "liberalism" righteously
condemn "book burning" overAddress ....................................................................... I
IF THE RIGHT to "free" readseas, yet happily condone "song
!
ing is inviolable, must not the
burning" here at home? This rathCity ..............................................
same right apply in listening to
ed weird position indicates no
music of one’s own choice, without
small degree of inconsistency and
I
state ........................................................................
having It doctored to conform with
hypocrisy. -- The Ctarion-I~edger,
a certain philosophy? What ts the
Jackson. Miss. )
The appearance of Negroes recently at a municipal swimming
l)ool in Muncie, Ind., precipitated
a two-hour disturbance.
According to The Associated
Press, gates to the pool were locked because of the disturbance, and
authorities said they had no idea
when they would be ol)ened.
City Parks Superintendent Harold Col;ins said a "large group"
of white youths jeered at four
Negroes who attempted to use the
pool. Negroes never before had
used the pool, said Collins.

Terror In Jersey

by TOM’E,,"[H R I D G E

Negroes Veto Mixing

Riot At Stadium

A Model Action

"Back To Africa"

Sue Wrong Folks

Violence In D. C.

SUBSCRIBE NOW

couraged tile Negro Nationalist
Please get information of this
Negro movement before your readers and urge them to ask their
Senators to support this Langer
bill. A letter to Senator George
will increase his interest.
Earnest ,~evier Cox
Post Office Box 116
Richmond 1, Virginia

Press Hides Truth
Dear Editor:
Perhaps you may be interested
in the enclosed newspaper clippings describing the recent terrorism aboard a Lake Erie steamer
when Negro hoodlums mobbed
whites. It would appear that the
contrast in the accounting of this
incident by the two leading ~,Vashington, D. C. papers clearly proves
the contention of Representative
Williams and your paper as to the
policies of certain liberal, leftwing and integration -- minded
newspapers to withhold the true
facts in such cases.
Both the Star and the Post
credit the story to AP from Ruffalo, N. Y., and it would be logical
to assume that the later story appearing in the paper of the mornlng following the Incident. would
have been in lmsitlon to give a
more complete account of what
happened. Not so, however, in the
Washington l’ost.
Also, you may not have seen
the manner in which the Post
featured the story on the same
page dealing with Mrs. Barbara
Marx. There seems to be no question but that the Post features
news items of colored persons or
of white persons mixed with colored whenever the opportunity presents itself in order to foster their
own slanted side of the news.
If Representative Williams can
get them to talk, he will find that
the policemen on the beat in
Washington can give him plenty
of facts as to the difficulties encountered in Washington as a result of integrating the schools.
It is a well-known fact that box
after box full of knives have been
turned over to the police and in
turn, disposed of "to headquarters" where no reports are ever
made or publicized as to their
existence, a fact which the teachers would substantiate too, if they
were not afraid of pressures from
higher-ups which might cost them
their jobs.
There is a certain class of colored teen-agers in Washington today
who recognizes no authority,
police or otherwise, and they are
taking over completely with no
fear of court punishment or repraisal.
Name withheld for Protection
Washington, D. C.

Reds In P. T. A. ?
Dear Editor:
We have no integration whatsoever here in Northern Kentucky.
Dr. Donovan, president of University of Kentucky, let a few in
but he has been asked to resign.
This happened u n d e r Governor
Weatherby, not Chandler.
The Superintendent of Public
Instruction for Kentucky has been
asked to resign.
Louisville tried integration. It
was a horrible mess. Crime went
up 50%. Dope and everything
else -- knives and fights. The
Negroes and whites voted to have
their own schools, own teachers
and run their schools separately.
I haven’t seen anything in papers
since (2 months ago~ contrary to
this voting and choosing. This is
all NAACP’s doings. Going from
one State to another pretending
that is the only state not wanting
Integration.
The Commnnists are running
NAACP. Communists have infiltrated P.T.A. ~’alter ~Vinchell
told about Communist in headquarters Chica#~o P.T.A. about a
month ago over radio. The National PTA headquarters in Chi.
cago sends Commnnists workers
out to live in different States to
31111 for integration. Southerner~
must get together and forbid NAA
CP and communist P.T..A.
commonist Teachers from olwrating in ,~mthern States, also Communist thugs in labor unions.
We certainly don’t want Integration here in Kentucky. We are
fighting it, both colored and white.
Name witheld for her protection
l~misvtlle, Ky.
P.S. Vv’alter Winchell said the government has proof there were
communist in P.T.A. Let Senator Eastland get the record
for you.
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All Day Sucker

Tail Wags

Negro Votes In A Few Key
States Control Our Nation
A dark and sinister influence’ never anticipated by the Founding Fathers has been
steadily seeping into our system of government over the past few decades. This is the
dangerous and inordinate leverage exercised in national elections by the so-called minority
bloc vote in key states, as indicated in shaded areas on U. S. Map below:
ELECTORAL VOTES AND POPULATION
OF THE UNITED STATES
SASED ON THE OFFICIAL CENSUS OF 1950

CITI7 E NSt COUNCIL - ..TACKSON, ~VllSS.

Philhrick Tells Patriots
THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE.

We’re Losing Fight
!With Communism

If ever there was a case ot tlae tall wagging the dog, this is it. Listed here are the
comparative electoral votes of the five Northern states and one Western state where that
bloc vote can be, and often is, crucial in deciding elections where the Democratic and Republican parties are of relatively equal strength.
Ele~teral
Vote

Callf ...........
Ill .................
Mlch .............
N. Y.. ............
Oldo’ . ...........
Penn ...........

32
27
20
45
~5
82

-

Percent Nt~ro ,~..
Population

5
7.4
7
7
6.4
6

Total .......... 181
These are the states where
"civil rights" issues are agitated
in shameless fashion by self-seeking politicians of both major parties in an all-out bid for the purchase of the bloc vote going to the
highest bidder--regardless of the
co~isequences to the rest of the
country--and regardless of the
consequences to the white people
comprising 94% of the population in those very states.
By comparison, let us see how
the situation stands in those
states having massive race prob-

Under our present rule of the
candidate having a majority winning the entire electoral vote of
a state, instead of the electors being elected on their merits and
the}, electing the president as provided for originally under our
constitution, It is easy to see that
a Harlem negro’s vote counts
5-5/8 times more than a vote in
Mississippi.
Futhermore, the negro populations of the northern states are
perhaps the most "segregated" racial group anywhere, in the sense
that they are densely concentrated in a few all-negro districts
in metropolitan centers. By contrast, the negro population ~f the
southern states are mostly "integrated" in the sense that they are
widely scattered in rural areas
and small towns. The significance
of this difference of distribution
in social terms cannot be overstated.
Now let us not be misled by
high-sounding terms like "’civil
rights." The Civil Rights Bills now
the subject of such hot and heavy
ag/tstion in Congress are nothing
less than a detailed blueprint for
the whole coercive police power of
the central government to be
made availahle to the hatchet
men of the NAACP for the enforcement of absolute white-negro
integration.
It is thus apparent that political:

South Won’t Surrender!
.among parents, and throughout
(Continued from page 1)
i the community. We are certain ~
governed, in prizing quality in
individuals and in supporting Con- too, and cite the District of Columhia’s experience, that it would
stitutional principles.
mean cultural and scholastic deResistance to legislation by jubasement ....
dicial decree, Mr. Graves empha"We believe that bloodshed or
sizes, "doesn’t mean ’gradualism’
for us but law-abiding, non-viomixed blood or both would come
if white and colored masses of the
lence, decency and intelligence in
South were forced together as the
’neverism.’
NAACP proposes to force them
COM~PLIMENTS COUNOILS
under the Supreme Court manReferring to the Citizens’ Coundate. And we believe both are bad.
cil movement, Mr. Graves pays
Is it contradictory to say there Is
high tribute to the quality of the[
membership. He writes, "Counclisl a natural antipathy which would
make a police problem of putting
in Jackson, Mississippi and many
the races massively into the same
Louisiana, South Carolina and
Southern schools, and to say at
Alabama centers read llke Rotary
the same time that putting them
Clubs for respectability."
in those schools would mongrelHe lists these reasons why the
ize the South?"
South resists integration:
In conclusion, Mr. Graves says,
(1) poUce necessity, (2) cni"The South doesn’t expect the
furs, and (8) biology. And we
rest of the country, with its comask that the record show we don’t
paratively small Negro populamean (not any longer) injustice,
tion, to agree..." He ends on the
discrimination, denial of frmalogical premise that Southerners
chise or other civil rights, legal
can and will work out our own
or economic inequality---or hate.
salvation by Constitutional means.
The hate is in Chica~o, Betroit,
Meanwhile, the title of his Ameri~ Angeles and such.
can Mercury unquestionably reAs for integrated public schools
flects overwhelming Southern senMr. Graves declares:
timent.
"We are certain it would mean
"The South Won’t Surrender!"
public disorder--at the schools

New York "Bi "

Except for public transportation, segregation is Just as strong
in New York City as any place in
the South, said Hal Dumas, former president of Southern Bell Tele~
_
.......
o.~en~
phone and Telegraph Company, ;n ^.o~.~as
. SChOolmates
.
.~ _ ’.~aria
_ that
m,,,=,,=# ,equ=res tnat they De.
Atlanta.
According to The Atlanta JourA Negro tree surgeon is quoted
as saying: "I work with white
hal, Dumas told the Atlanta Re-:
men. Years ago, that wouldn’t] tary Club that "They make a great
have happened. We get along fine,[ effort to condemn segregation in
but after work, we lead different]the South but it (New York) is
~ the most painfully racial and relives. That isn’t right."
................ | ligious clique-minded t o w n in
Toe woras That mn z r=gn~ I
"existence." Dums
a has b en
e 1 iw"ng
tell volumes about the intgration
in New York since 1951.
drive. Clearly, the editors of Look
"I have never seen Negroes in
share the Negro tree surgeon’s
many of the churches that talk
attitude. -- (News and Courier,
down segregation," he said, "nor
Charleston, S. C.)
Negro society pictures in papers
that support Integration."

"Look" Tells Negro Plight
(Continued from page I)
Negroes, at 50 per cent above
their original value."
’SUBTLE Vc’H IP’
"And even where discrimination
is prohibited by law, there is always the sidelong glance, the;
twisted neck, the cold look of dis-:
taste, the subtle -- and effective
--whip."
The Look article is a clear call
for all-out integration. The attitude of the magazine R indeed
of all integration advocates -shows up in two picture captions.
Here is a significant excerpt
from a caption:
"Douglas Jackson (a N e g r o
youth) lives in a Negro district
of North Philadelphia; therefore
his school is all-Negro. It is not
a bad school; but something is
missing, something is out of
tune."
~rhat is out of tune? The clear
implication is that whites are not
present in young Jackson’s envir-

l|y .~L~RIE SMITH
Herhert A. Phllbrick. former
FBI counterspy on communism.
declared recently that "there are
more names of ministers than any
other profession on the list of
C o m m u n i s t supporters in this
country" and called on the Daughers of the American Revolution to
do something about it.
"Protest this to your religious
leaders . . . if their name is on a
list demand that they withdraw it
or kick them out of your church
organization," he told the more
than 4000 Daughters attending
the 65th Continental Congraes at
Constitution Hall.
Phllbrick, who shared the
speaker’s spotlight on the DAR
National Defense program with
Admiral Arthur Radford. chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Stall
said "we are losing the fight
against communism."
"Communists are taking over
the world at the rate of 1000
square miles a day and we people
o~ the free world have not won
back one single inch of that which
we have lost," declared the man
who for nine years led a double
life as a Communist and undercover agent for the FBI.
Phlibrick called on the DAR to
continue its long-standing fight

Hooray For John!

WASHINGTON-- Congressman
John Bell Williams of Mississippi
i recently refused to meet with a
group of Negro and white teenagers to discuss the issue of integration.
Rep. Williams is the first
known Representative to insist upon segregation in the capital of
the nation.
expediency on the part of people When the youth group requestwho never expect to integrate ed an appointment with Williams
themselves contributes heavily to[they were informed that the Cona program that can only result in lgressman would see either the
utter chaos if ever permitted to lwhite or colored children but not J
I in a mixed ~r~up.
become effective. ¯

a g a i n s t communism I)y urging
legtslalion ill every state requiring
that courses of con|murllsnl be
made inandat()ry in all I) u l) l i c
schools.
"Our children need to learn the
hard cold facts of Soviet slave
bet," he said and asked the I)AR
to insist also that "our churche~
as well as our schools teach the
truth about Communists."
"Most of our church organizations are not bringing to our
young people the truth about commuiam," he charged adding that
they "are not doing a auf[ieiently
good Job in that area."
T h e American Association of
University Professors which has
headquarters here came In for a
double-barrel attack on the I)AR
program.
Philhrick criticized it for
stand that "membership in the
Communist criminal conspiracy
not sufficient ground for dismissal" of a school teacher.

Bar Takes Negroes
WASHINGTON, !). C. -- The
District of C~)lumbi& Bar Association has voted to t~tke in qualified
N (~ro htwyer~.
The act/on wa~ taken by voice
i vote a,t the m~w/aUon’s regular
M~ty meeting, attended by
than 600 members recently. It
cgme on a mot/on to delete the
word "white°’ frttln the, by-laws.
THREAT TO I~’REEIX)M
Under the Genocide Convention
of the United Nations, a person
who, according to the UN’8 ow~
standards, libels or injures the
~eeliHgB o{ any member o[ a group
or race may be charged with
attempt to exterminate that grou~
and may be tried i~ a co~rt of the
UN’s designation.
"Constitution8 must be ~e{euded hy the wisdom a~d fortitude
men. These qualities no Constitution can give. They are gifts of
God, and He alone knows whether
we shall possess such gifts at the
time we stand in need of them."-Edmund Burke.

Christian Love And

Segregation

BY S. E. ROGERS
well enough versed in the beginnings ’ciple far removed from the teachings Bible and Socialism; and for them Testament. Transliterating the first
Executive Secretary For
lot Socialism under Marx and Engels, of Christ and more in keeping with the
segregation is incompatible with of the principal parts of the verb~
The Association of Citizens’
(who purpo~.ly gave the movement tlw tenets of the Middle Ages.
Christianity. The only difference is (and using them hereafter), they are
Couocils of South Carolina
a religious base on the concepts of
HOWEVER, it was not until I Socialism. The Bible hasn’t changed; agapao and fileo. In the King James
TIlE ATTITUI)E, words and ac- "the brotherhood of man’" and "so-’went to the New Testament in the and, if Socialism is omitted, segrega- version, with which we are most
tions of thnse in high places in our cial justice," in order to produce a’original Greek that I discovered how tion and Christianity are still com- familiar, they are both translated as
churches have been a source of con- classless society with the State sub-:wrong our churchmen are in preach- patible.
love. But what a difference in meancem to many of us, whn believe in, stituted for God), to understand how ing t~ us that Christian love requires
ing. Agapao denotes the love of reaSO
ENGROSSED,
or
confused,
and are committed to, the mainte- many sincere churchmen cnuld easily us to give up the principles of segre- have our modern ministers been in son, of esteem, of respect. Filee denance of the .segregation of the races cone ~st- socialism with religion, and to ’ gation on which our bi-racial society .theprinciples of Socialism, that they notes the love of feefing, of affe~ion.
in the South. For these church lead- know that many have done just that. ’is fonnded. Incidentally, I also fount] have not reviewed-or, at least, have Throughout the New Testament, the
ors to state positively and categorical- ! could also understand why. once iwhy the great and learned church- not told us about it, if they have the word that is used to express God’s
ly that segregation and Christian love t~mfused, the~ chvrch leaders desire men in the days of our forefathers principles of Christian love as set love to man, man’s love to God, and
are incompatible, and for them to be to irmnediately translate their social-’had not discovered what our modem
forth in the original Greek in which the love of Christians for each other
able to cite the Scriptures- Book, ized Christianity into social action; i ministers have found. The ministers Ithe
is agapao-respect, esteem. Jesus
New Testament was written.
Chapter and Verse - to apparently thu, I must confess, that I am still i to our forefathers had the Bible, but
IF
THEY
HAVE
made
soch
a
rebrought
the distinction when,
prove their point is most discon- unable to understand their callings ~l not Socialism; and for them segre-view in all fairness, they should have speakingout
of His relationship to Cod
certing.
upon the power of the State to enforce i gation is cnmpatible with Chris- told us that there are two words for in John 520, He said, "For the Father
FRANKLY, it was to me. I was compliance with their beliefs-a prin-itianity. Our modern ministers have love used in the original Greek New
(Continued on Page 2)
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The Aerial Rights Division
"NO PROBLEM AT ALL"
Rev. Billy Graham, speaking on the
television network program "Youth
Wants to Know," said recently that
he tries in his own evangelistic crusades "to set an example" by permitting no racial segregation at such
meetings.
He pointed out that integrated revivals have been held lately in New
Orleans, Richmond and Nashville.
"’There was no problem at all," he
added.

Mix!

I lX!

NEGROES TAKING OVER
Official population studies in Washington, D. C., show that 91,000 Negroes have moved there during the
past 16 years. At the same time, some
81,000 whites have moved into suburCurrent figures reveal that city
schools now have 68,000 colored students with only 38,000 whites. And
the Negro ratio is steadily increasing.
BAPTISTS RAP MIXING
Meeting at Little Rock, Arkansas,
the American Baptist Association has
unanimously adopted a resolution
against racial integration. The group
further declared that the maiority af
Southern colored people do not desire integration.
"’God scattered the races over the
earth when they attempted to integrate," the convention noted. "’lte
created the races distinct from one
another."
RAPE IN GERMANY
Areas of Germany occupied by l
American troops have protested frequent and bestial rapes of helpless
women by Negro soldiers. Latest outrage has been the rape of a IS-yearold German child at Bamburg by
seven Negro infantrymen. Murders
also are occuring.
"German civilian authorities have
protested the increasing number of
brutal Negro crimes and demand the
withdrawal of colored troops from
their communities. Many newspapers
in the United States carefully conceal
the racial identity of our military
criminals abroad.
BROTHERLY LOVE
Extra police have been assigned to
the University ?f Pennsylvania cornpus for the protection of women students, in Philadelphia-"City of Brotherly Love."
The move came after an 18-yearold student nurse at University Hosgital
Was
brutallyNegro
beatengangsters.
and raped
y four
youthful
Girl students have angrily complained
at the lack of police protection on the
campus.

Enemy Made Large
Gains In 1955
According to an article in Jet
magazine, income of the NAACP
for 1055 was well in excess of
$500,000, and salaries accounted
for more than $250,000 of expenditures. The 47th annual report
of the NAACP disclosed that a
$149,756 operating balance remined a f t ¯ r disbursements of
$522,422.
Of the NAACP’s $672,422 total
income, $318,177 came from memherships-the largest single source
of funds. The net income was
$~,06,357 more titan tlmt for 1954.
The report further stated that the
NAACP had 284,089 members in
1,080 branches at the end of 1~.

Jackson,

Council Movement
Spreads As N tion
Reacts To Danger
INDIANOLA -- On Wednesday, July 11, the Citizens" Council organization marked its second anniversary. From a ~roup
of 14 men, meeting in the living
room at the home of Dave Hawkins in Indianola, Miss., the
movement has spread across the
United States, from the Atlantic
to the Pacific and from Cafiada
to the Gulf. There are half a
million naembers in the South
alone, a nnmber that is increasing every week. At least 3(I
states ha~’e Citizens Councils or
similar organizations, and they
have been reported in such cities
as Chicago, Washington, Los
Angeles, Detroit, St. Lo u i s,
Newark, New Jersey, and Cleveland, Ohio.

I
Defiance and Acceptance
I The Citizens’ Conncil was born ]css
than two months al~tcr the May 17
i decision of the United States Supreme Court a g a i n s t segrcgation.
C. ITIZEIN$’COUNClI_t,~T~CKSON,MISS.Residents
ned at the
of states,
a complete
of prospect
the southern
stun-

Artist’s reproduction of current
NAACP propaganda poster.

Civil Rights Units
Press For Planks

Did you kno~v that "bigotry" and "hate-mongering" flourishove~hrow of their customs and ,radiamong birds? Why, of course!
I,ions, expressed their resentment in
ranging from a minofi~’s
Despite two generations of steady brain-washing, with an voices
heartsick acceptance to a ma~on~’s
occasional heavy rinse thrown in, there are still many old fashionloud defiance. Out of this confusion
ed blue-birds, sparrows, robins, crows, and quail who will not the Citizens’ Council emerged to mubilize public sentiment and to pro-.
Motley Coalition Seeks To
share their nests with any but their own kind, nor will they
vide a vehicle to suppo~ the southDictate National Policies
educate their young with other species, nor mingle with them.
em repre~ntatives in Congress.
Do these feathered friends feel "superior" or "anti-social?"
CHICAGO
- Civil Rights leaders
Mem~rs of ~e original IndianThis deplorable situation must be brought to the attention
ola Council were invited all over met here recently to lay plans to beof the Aerial Rights Division of the Supreme Court, and comthe South to address large audiences siege Democratic National Convention
delegates with demands for a "strong’"
pliance with "the law of the land" must be enforced with "all and to assist in ~e fornmtion of other civil
rights plank.
such
groups.
S~n
the
impact
of
the
deliberate speed."
movement ~gan to ~ felt in a re- The Chicago committee is headed

newed ho~ that integration could by Willoughby Abner, He is vice
~ prevented through legal means. president of the Cook County Industrial Union Council, American FedAccording ~o its stated pn~ose, the eration of Labor and Congress of
Citizens’ Cmmcil is "dedicated to the Industrial Organizations, a member
maintenance of ~ace, g~d order, of the United Automobile Workers
and domestic tranquillity in our con~- and president of the Chicago chapter
muities and our state and to the pre- of the National Association for the
~ation of states’ fights.’" The or- Advancement of Colored People.
ganization in each city and town is
Abner met with twenty-five spokesinde~ndent and autonomous, elect- men for organizations making up
ing their own officers and having the committee. The member group
The Jackson Citizens’ Council has l Every Southern man and woman their own treasury, but they are include the American Civil Liberties
been prompt to condemn race-mix- I who really believes in those principles united into a state federation.
Union, the A~nerican Jewish Coning policies at the Veterans Adminis- [ we profess to believe owes Mrs. Beckgress, the American Veterans Comtration Hospital located in Mississip- I with a debt of gratitude for her perNational Organization
and the Y. W. C. A.
pi’s capital city. A deplorable situa-Isonal and moral courage in taking In January, 1956, the Citizens mittee
The main pledges of the civil rights
;t ion was recently revealed by the lthis stand.
Councils of America was formed in plank to he urged on both parties
i shocking experience of a VicksburgI But what is more important, every New Orleans, its purpose being an were designed:
,lady who formerly served with the one of us ought to stand with Mrs. information center and coordinating To end segregation and pledge the
U. S. Navy Waves.
I Beckwith and use every facility at agency. Robert Patterson of India- President and legislative branche~ o
Applying for treatment at the Jack- I our command to correct this evil nola a leader in the original 14, andall-out
efforts to this end.
’son hospital, Mrs. B. G. Beckwithlwhich has been brought to light, so secretary for the Citizens’ Councils
To revise and strengthen all Fedwas assigned to quarters not segre-I that her personal exposure to threats of Mississippi, was named acting exe- eral
civil rights laws.
gated, either as to race or sex. She[and public embarrassment will not cutive secretary, with his state office
To enact anti-poll tax legislation.
promptly withdrew and registered a lhave been in vain.
in Greenwood as headquarters.
To enact of Federal anti-lynching
timely and entirely iustified protest.
What can be done about it?
A large number of women have laWS.
The following statement was issued
First, if the good people of VicksTo pledge niles elumges to Jlmlt
on July 23 by Hon. Ellis W. Wright, burg believe in racial integ~ty, and affiliated with the Mississippi Citi- Senate
filibusters and reduce the
President of the Jackson Citizens" ff they believe in correcting the situa- zens’ Councils, paying regular dues power over legislation of the House
Council:
tion which resulted in this gross insult and attending the meetings, which
What Mississippian has not been to a Vicksburg lady, they can do their are open to the public and press. The
To end the system by which the
deeply shocked the last few days by share effectively, intelligently and roster of members includes leading South has controlled many Home and
revelations of the integration of collectively by organizing the Vicks- citizens of their communities, public Senate committee chairmamhipa
W~ites and Negroes at the Veterans burg Citizens" Council immediately. officials, head of civic clubs, business through the seniority ~yfl~-m, mb~tiAdministration Hospital in Jackson? The Jackson Citizens’ Council stands and professional men, and planters. tuting "merit and party respondbilRy."
This sorry state of affairs was , rea~dy to.h.e.lp, them o.rg.aniz~.,..
In spite of the spotlighting of MisTo enact so-called fair employment
brought to light by the courageous ,.,...aeeon,o,~r ~s .,m.y o,p?.mo.n.ma.t ,eve~ I sissippi by the Northern press, rela- practice legislation with teeth in it.
t_artzens
L,ouncu
m
M~sstsstpp~
snoulO
I
tionshins
between
whites
and
Ne,~roes
action of a Southern lady, Mrs. R. G.
To call upon state and local party
Beckwith of Vicksburg, in refusing to .mak, e it ,~.e, ir .first ord.er o,f b,usiness l have la’-rgely remained friendly. "I~here organim~tions to ~ke action on all
ro
aemana
mat
action
be
taken
oy
ottr
I
are
no
school
suits
and
"all
is
,~uiet
permit herself to accept hospital acpoints, and oppose ~ who do
(Continued on Page 4)
"*
commodatiom shared by Negro men.
[on the racial front.~"

Lady Veteran Raps
Hospital Mixology

The Tail Wags The Dog
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Speaking Of PressureHere are two documents which clearly illustrate an interesting contradiction in the positions taken by ~upporters of NAACP philosophy within
the Federal Government.
One is a copy of the Eisenhower administration’s proposals to strengthen "civil rights" legislation sent to Congress by Attorney General Herbert
Brownell, Jr. One of the duties of a proposed Bipartisan Commission on
Civil Pdghts in the Executive Branch of the government would be to
"Investigate the allegations that certa/n citizens of the United States are
being deprived their right to vote or are being subjected to unwarranted
economic pressures (whatever that is) by reason of their color, race, religion,
or national origin.
The other is an Associated Press report to the effect that the government has announced a plan to make annual checks of major government
contracts in ~,5 cities scattered over the country to see whether they are
giving "expanded employment opportunity" to Negroes.
The announcement was made by President Eisenhower’s Committee
on Government Contracts, which operates under an executive order from
the President directing that there be no "discrimination" for reason of race,
religion, color or national origin in employment, training opportunities,
upgrading, transfer or promotion in work done under government contract.
Look who’s talking about "unwarranted economic pressure."

Pays Us A Compliment

"Give us child for eight years
and it will b~ a Bolshevist forever."
(Nikolai Lenin).
"A Soviet Government must confer
greater benefits upon the Negroes
than upon the Whites, for the Negroes have started with less."
’Whe fundamental policy of a Soviet Government with regard to the
Negro generally would therefore be to
create even relatively greater opportunities for advance and pro~,ress for
the Negro than the White." (From
The Negroes in a Soviet America by
James W. Ford and James S. Allen
published by the Communist Party
publishing house, Workers Library
Publishers).
"If we don’t have a program which
leads towards the attaining of forms
of self-government for the Negro majority in the Black Belt, then we are
st simply kidding the Negroes and
dding ourselves. We are not mobilizing anybody to fight American
Imperialism and we are never going
to attain the full equality of the
Negro people." (From a speech of
Abner W. Berry, Negro Communist
leader, before the National Committee Meeting of the Communist Party,
December 3-5, 1946).

~

"I favor keeping the Negro soldiers
in small units of their own. They
Could not compete successfully with
white soldiers for promotions. And
they get along better. If we attempt
merely by passing a lot of laws to
force someone to like someone else
they don’t want to like, we are just
going to get ourselves into a mess of
troubleI"-General Eisenhower shortly before his nomination for President,
before a Congressional Committee.(Wha’ Hoppen, Ike?)
"No study of the Negro legislative
program can be made at all adequate
unless it takes into account the circumstance that it is a movement
towards stateism in a broad scheme
for national planning which, if it became the law of the land, would nationalize all civil rights and thus effectively deprive the states of their
republican f o r m of government."
Charles Wallace Collins in Whither
Solid South.

It there are those who doubt the effectiveness of the Citizens’ Council
movement, let them listen for a moment to Thurgood Marshall, NAACP
chief counsel, speaking in Nashville at the 13th annual Baee Belations
(Continued from Page 1)
InsUtute of Fisk University:
loveth (fileo the Son"; but when he
"Laugh off the Citizens’ Council all you want to, but you don’t know
speaks of man’s love for Christ (John
what they have accomplished".
8:42) He says, "If God were your
Reviewing recent activities of the Councils, Marshall said they are father, ye would love (agapao) me."
driving for political control and are spending huge sums of money to turn
ON OCCASION Paul seems to confuse agapao and fileo, but on the
public opinion in their favor.
whole, he maintains the distinction
"During the past year," Marshall said, "we have lost ground in the
dearly. In Bomans 12:10, he says,
arena of public opinion. And during the same period, the theory that "Be kindly affeetioned one to another in brotherly love (fileo)’; but in
legal action alone would solve the problem has been shattered."
the preceding verse 9, he makes it
abundantly dear that the love he has
reference to is agapao. Again in I
Corinthians 13:22, he writes, "If any
man love (fileo) not the Lord Jesus,
The attention of our readers is invited to the article, "’Dr. DuBois let him be accursed," but two verses
below (verse 24), in speaking of ChrisTestifies at Smith Act Trial," appearing elsewhere in this issue. This
tian love for other Christians, he says,
article is reproduced in full from the Daily Worker of June 29, 19513.
"My love (a,~apao) be with you in
It will be of interest to note that DuBois and Doxey Wilkerson were Christ Jesus.
both among the so-caLled social experts furnished Gunnar Myrdal by the
WHEN THE new commandment
Carnegie Foundation to collaborate in the prepartion of An American is given in Matthew 22:37-41, in Mark
12:32-33, and in Luke 6:26-32, the
Dilemma, cited by the Supreme Court as its leading authority on modern love
for God and for our neighbur
psychology in the Black Monday decision.
is agapao. When Christ says, (John
According to our good friend, W. E. Debnam, in My Old Kentucky
15:17) "These things I command you,
Home-Good Night, DuBois headed the NAACE for 25 years. "’There was that ye love one another," the word
used is agapao. And when Paul says,
a time when DuBois was NAACP."
in Galatians 5:22, that "The fruit of
Reports of Congressional Committees on Un-American Activties con- the Spirit is love," he uses agapao.
tain numerous references to the activities of DuBois and Wilkerson.
I never understood before why
The Crisis is the title of the NAACP’s official publication which Du- Christ in John 21:15-17 asked Peter
three times, "Lovest Thou Me?" The
first time he asked him "Lovest (agaThe Jefferson School of Social Science is described in Guide to Sub- pao) thou me more than these?" Peter
versive Organizations and Publications (House Document No. 137) as an
sidestepped the question and answered, "Yes, Lord, Thou knowest that I
"adjunct of the Communist Party."
Southern Negro Youth Congress is cited in the same document as sub- love (fileo) thee." Again Jesus insisted
un
f~po~ilco
Peter
answered
versive and a Communist front.
and agapao,
on the but
third
time
Jesus
With these points in mind, and remembering particularly that these adopted the affectionate fileo, but
men contributed materially to evidence cited by the Supreme Court in warned Peter of his stubborness and
told him that the day would come
the Black Monday decision, remembering that the NAACP virtually en- when he could not do as he pleased,
gineered that decision, and remembering that the NAACP is now in effect but would be carried by others where
the enforcement arm of the Supreme Court, let us read with care the he would not go.
CHRISTIAN LOVE, then, is the
[ollowing sentences from the article referred to. (Emphasis added.)
love of reason, of respect, of esteem,
"Wilkerson told the jury that during his association with the defenand such love is completely compatdants in the Communist Pat~y he never heard them advocate force and ible with a segregated society. It is
far different from the love of feeling
violence."
and affection upon which an inteNote that Wilkerson is, "director of faculty and curriculum at the
rated society would be based, and
Jefferson School of Social Science,~" And the U.S. Supreme Court felt
m which relationships calling for
him to be one of its leading authorities on modern psychologyI
such love would naturally flow.
Now get this-"On cross-examination Thomas B. Gilehrist, Jr. sought
I CAN agapao the Negro, I can
respect him. He can merit my esteem.
names of NAACP members who are Communists. This brought sha~
can be one in,lesns Christ in our
objectinm and Judge Bicks called a lawyers" conference. The Prosecutor We
mutual respect and esteem for Christ
then asked for names of persons ’in the top level of the NAACP with
and for each other. However, I canCommunist affiliation’ ’I know of no such persons,’ Wilkerson replied."
not fileo him, nor do I want him to
One who knows different is Congressman E. C. (Took) Gathings of fileo me; nor do I want the relationArkansas, who read into the Congressional Record carefully documented ship existing between him and me
that filial love impties; and neither
data on seveaty-thr~ officials of the NAACP listing in detail their associa- Christ nor Christianity requires such
tiom with Commuaist-hoat o~aa/zatlom.

"Segregation andLove"
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Commies Political Pattern
In the July issue of the Citizens’ Council we published a map of the
United States showing electoral votes and population, and ilhtstrating the
dangerous and inordinate leverage exercised in national elections by the
so-called minority bloc votes in key states.
Just how dark and sinister this influence really is has been vividly
outlined by the Secretary of the National Negro Commission of the Communist Party. He said at the National Election Conference of the Communist Party August 7-8, 1954:
"The Supreme Court decision has opened up new possibilities ha
the fight for representation. It is more than ever possible to win broad
support of white voters and to develop representation movements beyond
the present tendency to confine them to Negro major/ty areas."
"Further, the piw)tal role of the Negro vote in the key Negro population centers-New York, California, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan and New Jersey-should make the Democratic Party more amenable
to pressure. The main tasks, therefore, are: . . . tu win new victories for
Negro representation in the fall primaries and the November elections-and thus lay the basis for new advances in ’55 and "56."
This is lethal!
Here we have an illustration of the current Communist Party line on
what they call "Negro representation". The plan is to put Negroes into
office to prepare the way for the Negro Soviet Republic, fully blueprinted
in the publication "The Negroes in a Soviet Republic" published by the
Communist Party U.S.A.
Not only do the Commies favor Negro candidates in Negro areas,
but they want Negro candidates in white areas. This has already happened
to a certain extent in Congress.
They also want to influence the Democratic Party along Communist
lines by using the Negro vote as a weapon.
The Republican Party, not to be outdone, is moving mountains to
place itself in precisely the same embarrassing position-a strategem rendered all the more absurd when we recall that the present Bepublican
administration won office utterly without the Negro bloc vote.
ALl we need is a few more Congressmen and Senators who are afraid
of the Negro vote, and the Commies could take the country.
Here we see why it is important to the interests of the Communist
Party to support the NAACP.
This threat herein briefly presented is the polarity around which revolve all the galaxies of racial agitation. It is clearly recognizable as a
peril of the first magnitude.
It is our honest judgment that there is literally nothing which is capable
of coping with this situaUon except powedul organization possessing dynan’dc spiritual resources and armed with the invincible will for victory.
The Citizens’ Councils have taken the field.
Where are you?

Paper Curtain Crumples
Never have we felt the severe limitations of our four small pages per
month more keenly than now. If space permitted, we would like to bring
you reviews of several editorials and articles appearing in recent issues of
U.S. News & World Report. Since it does not, we can only recommend for
your attentive study those listed in the following numbers:
July 6th-City of Washington in Trouble. A finely detailed study
of the impact of racial integration in the nation’s capital, and its
many headaches.
Conformity by Coercion? Seven pages of magnificent editorial
thought by David Lawrence. This ought to be required reading for
every White person in the nation-especially for every Southerner.
What To Do About Group Prejudice in U.S. A mannerly presentation of the "other side" by Robert M. Maclver, Professor of Political
Philosophy and Sociology at Columbia University. Professor Maclver’s
scholarly dissertation contains much truth, but he illustrates perfectly
the faulty type of deductive reasoning so often applied to the race
question. He assumes to start that segregation is wrong, and takes it
from there.
July 13th--Congresslonal "Backeteering" Editorial by D a v i d
Lawrence showing how a majority in the House of Representatives
would coerce the Southern States into surrendering their principles and
into giving up their lawful right to appeal from adverse court ordersor have federal funds withheld.
July ~,ml--WAS THE 14TH AMENDMENT EVER REALLY

August, 1956
"RATIFIED"? A factual historical presentation of the bitter circumstances nnder which the carpetbag legislatures of the Southern States
passed the 14th Amendment during Reconstruction after it had been
rmmdly rejected by lawfully constituted State Governments.
THE DUBIOUS ORIGIN OF THE 14TH AMENDMENT. A
study originally published in the Tulane Law Review by Walter J.
Suthon, Jr., Professor of Civil Law at Tulane University, former
president of the Louisiana Bar Association, and practicing attorney
in New Orleans highly respected as a constitutional lawyer. Mr.
Suthon shows how the amendment proposal was illegally subm/tted
by presumptive act of a vengeful "rump" Congress, and how the
Southern States were coerced into passing the 14th Amendment
through military control of puppet State governments as a condition
of re-entering the Union.
U.S. News & World Report has a nation-wide circulation of more than
800,000. The true story of the Southern people is reaching the rest of
the nation because of the honest reporting of U.S. News and because of
the admirable courage of its Editor.
Your appreciation may be shown by writing to the Executive Offices,
~Ath & N. Streets, N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
Or better still, you may subscribe for $5 a year. Circulation Department is at 43~ Parker Avenue, Dayton I, Ohio.
Let’s crumple that Paper Curtain!
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Plea to Women

Of the South
(By A Southern Lady)
This is a plea for action--for de
toted, consecrated service in this, the
South’s crucial year. The destiny of
future generations is in YOUB hands.
You can not-you dare not fail to do
YOUR part! Stop and consider the
importance of this year which is already upon us ...... then act before
it is too latel

Friends h London

Reader’s Digest Bias

Dear Editor:
Dear Sir:
In the Febnmry 19f~ tame of the
Quite by chance, I came across a
pamphlet published by the Citizens’ READE.R’S DIGEST apgearnd a reprint of an article p~iohsly publish_Council of Greenwood, Mississippi.
I wrote to them expressing my in- ed in Harper’s .M.agazine titled
terest in their organization and they "~h~hes lk-pent. In their ~
very kindly forwarded some other 1956 issue was a reprint of the
publications, including a copy of your previously appearing in LOOK Magazine under the heading ’Whe Sho~.kexcellent newspaper.
Because the very thought of
in8 Story of A~proved Negro Killing
peans mixing their blood with the: in Mississippi.
1956-the year of decision.
I recently wrote READERS DIIgS~-the year in which th~ basic Mongoloid or Negroid races absolutely GEST suggestin8 that if they wanted
princip~les of the American system of horrifies me, 1 am anxious to keep to be fair in the matter to the South
constitutional government are on trial. in touch with your activities.
they w o u I d publish the JU.l~n~
With this in mind, I visited the
1956--the year in which the fate United
States Information Services of- Byrnes’ article appcarin8 in
of the South and the Southern way rice here in London, but to my grea News and World Report a few weeks
of llfe will be decided.
hack. Today I am in receipt of
disappointment, they could provide
in which I am informed that: At
1956--the year in which you, per- in~ermation at all. In fact, by the ex
moment it seems un]i~ly that
sonally, must face problems more
on their
gathere< we will be able to use the piece. The
serious than any which have con- tPhmSSions
at the English
stafffaces,
of theI Infurma
fronted the Southern people since the tion office had never even heard of a sub~.~ct of segregation already has
bhck days of the Raconstrnc~on.
been discussed ifi the Digest twice
Citizens’ Council.
When I mentioned something about recently-from two quite different
1956-THE YEAR IN WHICH
The serous attention of our readers is invited to Senate Bill 907, YOUR VOTE CAN HELP LEAD racial segregation, however, their
These two "quite different" viewone of the Civil Bights package, introduced by Senators Humphrey, THE SOUTH TO VICTORY, OB faces lit up and I was shown a great points,
not FOR and AGAINST as the
heap
of
books
and
pamphlets
pubYOUR
FAILURE
TO
GO
TO
THE
Douglas, Lehman, McNamara, Langer, Magnuson, Morse, Murray, Neely
POLLS CAN DOOM IT TO DE- lished by the U. S. Government, the Disest appears to so magnauimou~
and Neuberger. The intent of this measure is to establish a commission FEAT.
NAACP and other de-segregationists. infer, but different in_ origin only.
was a minority ch.urch .~.~,
on Civil Rights in the Executive Branch of the government, a Civil Rights
1958-YOUR year of decision - Authors included well known Com- o~
muuist sympathizen such as DuBois. the other, Look Magazine s south hatdivision in the Depar~nent of Justice, and a joint Congressional committee YOUR year of golden opportunity.
ing
reporten, both extremely preenThe British public, therefore, are inon Civil Rights.
formed of one side of the question diced against southern traditions and
Join the ranks of those who are only.
customs as were the magazines In
Let us look closely at Section 103 (a) "It shall be the duty and function fighting
to maintain segregation. Use This racial matter is becoming a which originally published.
of the Commission to gather timely and authoritative information concern- your influence, in public and in priSo the READERS DIGEST mala~
world-wide problem as social and
ing economic, social, legal, and other developments affecting the Civil vate, to impress others with the seri- commercial intercourse between the very clear their position of an antionsness of the situation.
Bights of individuals under the Constitution and laws of the United States;
three races of man inevitably in- southern ear turned in our direction
Give full support to members of creases. One would think, then, that along with that of LIFE, LOOK,
to appraise the policies, practices, and enforcement program of the Federal boards
of education, school officials as people in the Southhave lived in TIME and some others.
Government with respect to Civil Bights; to appraise the activities of the
and public officials who are resist. contact with the negroes
for centurE. B. Woodward
Federal, State, and local governments, and the activities of private indivi- ing the enforced integration of our ies, their views would be sought. But
1101 Broad
elementary
schools,
our
high
schooh
Angmts,
Goof,s
duals and groups, with a view to determine what activities adversely affect
it seems to me that people in regions
and our institutions of higher learn- with no racial problems think they
Civil Bights; to assist States, counties, municipalities, and private agencies ing. They can not and should not be
bestl
in conducting studies to protect Civil Bights of all Americans without expected to carry the burden alone. know
Perhaps one of your Southern memregard to race, color, creed, or national origin; and to recommend to the Let them know you are with them.
bers of Congress could take the mat- Dear Editor:
Remember, Women of the South, ter up with the U. S. Government. I
Congress legislation necessary to safe-guard and protect the Civil Bights
Enclosed you will find a refund
that. your influence, your unceasing certainly think that your views de- check for the cancellation of my subof all Americans." (Emphasis added.)
work, your VOTE, CAN HELP LEAD serve the widest publicity.
scription for LOOK magazine. I ~ei
Here we have the perfect blue print for the establishment of an ab- THE SOUTH TO VICTORY, OR
Yours sincerely,
all good Americans s~ould cancel
YOUR
FAILURE
CAN
DOOM
IT
solute Police State.
subscriptions to all magazines who
L. J. IRVING
TO DEFEAT. Remember-and take
3, Dorset Square
promote desegregation with hal~Now let us see who would be the policeman.
your standl
St. Marylehone
truths. You people in the South can
The NAACP lists Senator Wayne Morse as a Vice President. It lists
London. N. W. 1
rest assured many of us people in
Senator Herbert Lehman as a Director. A folder widely distributed by the
The integration movement is no
England
the North are with you one hundr~
vague, remote thing, far removed l
NAACP contains this statement attributed to Senator Htlbert Humphrey
percent. However, it does seem to
from your personal life. It has now
me we have gone to "Hell’" without
of Minnesota-"l appreciate very much the opportunity to express publicly
i approached the stage where-unless
a new politicalparty.
my regard for the NAACP. In its activities in behalf of racial equality in it is stopped-you will see it, feel it Dear Editor:
Respectfully yours,
America, the NAACP represents the basic American traditions of democracy and be unable to escape from it.
Would appreciate some copies of
"HOOSIER"
and deserves the thanks of all who consider themselves champions of Entirely beyond the laws of the the magazine for mailing to friends in
Freedom, Indiana
land is the sinister and even more the North. Will see that they get P.S. Use this check as you best see
dangerous movement which seeks around.
fit.
We repeat, who would be the policeman?
voluntary mixture of the races in I am from the North, but now re,
The answer is obvious. The NAACP.
churches, clubs, community gather- side in Birmingham. My work takes
ings-indeed, at all social levels. This me North all the time and the things
If you do not propose to live under the anticipated NAACP police
is in reality, a deadly "second front" I see there are most revolting. I re- Dear Editor:
state, there is one thing you can do. OBGANIZEI
--one which the Radical leaders, now cently attended a Civil Rights meetHaving been born and bred here
that massive resistance has arisen ing in Madison Square Garden, New in Boston, I am naturally quite d~.
against decisions of the Courts, are York City.
interested as far as integration is
stressing with new determination.
It was out of this world for vul- concerned, because I have been
An equally serious situation faces garity. A few typical remarks were brought up not to give it much
the women who work-whether it is in to call for troops in the South. South- thought, one way or the other.
The Communist "New China News Agency" (Hsinhua) in an official the schoolroom, the office, the fac- erners were denounced as the scum of
However, I was recently given a
English language release on April 1, 1956, reported that the Communist tory, or in other fields in which the the earth, etc. And of course, many copy of the Citizens’ Council by a
talented, energetic women of the mod- White high school girls there as ush- friend, and upon reading it carefully,
"All-Chlna Students’ Federation" sent a letter to the "’National Students" em South are active. These women, erettes (with negro escorts). Wonder
was very much surprised by the inAssociation" in the United States. They were replying to a letter from
ff the integration movement succeeds, about their parents~l
tense effort which NAACP is making
Thanks for copies.
N.S.A. (which claims to be non-Communist) about the Autherine Lucy must not only work in mixed offices,
throughout the South. I do not blame
use
mixed
lounges,
rest
rooms
and
(Name
Withheld)
case. According to the Red press service, "Expressing the Chinese students’
NAACP for making this effort, but
lunch rooms, but they will, in man
Birmingham,
Alabama
I can not stomach the hypocrisy of
sympathy with the young college student, the letter said that racial discases, be under the supervision of
the phoney Northern politicians who
crimination was an insult to modern civilization and would not be tolerated negroes. Particularly, will this
encourage them.
true in offices of city, county, state
by fair-minded young people and students. It supported the American
These same fakers would screech
and
federal
governments,
in
faetorles,
students’ effort to get Autherine Lucy back to school and to abolish racial
Dear Editor:
~and yell and howl, if a few colored
in schools and in all other positions
"Let
us
face
up
to
the
facts.
The
i
families
were unleashed from their
discrimination in education."
affected by politics and court orders. real question about foreign aid is how I tightly confined slum areas, and
Imagine a Chinese Communist slave state having the unmitigated
You must also consider the threat to end it without bringing on a de- placed among their fashionable subnerve to tell free Americans how they should conduct their social relationsI in ~ublic affairs:
pression. To demand the stoppage of urbs, where these imposters sit and
ntegration can be accomplished foreign aid and needless military
espouse integration for other
only by abuse and eventual destruc- spending without expec~ng a depres- calmly
tion of constitutional government and sion is just as silly as getting drunk people.
I think that you Southerners are
the rights of the states. Even now wi.thout expecting a hangover. The foolish to sit there and keep repeatcourt rulings demand enforced mix- only answer to this dilemma is to ing that you will resist integration to
ture of the white and negro races, not give generous aid to worthy Negroes the limit, while these phonies keep
only in schools, but in such recreaFEDERAL TROOP THREAT
who wish to emigrate to Liberia. pounding away at your resistance.
tional places ~ golf links, swimming
we rid oursexves of our farm Why don’t you send some men up
There have been many empty headed statements made concerning pools and parks. Public transporta- Thus,
and manufactured surplusses and a here to open offices right on their
the possible use of Federal troops to enforce integration.
tion, hotels, restaurants and theaters serious social problem at the same own front doorsteps like they are doLets explore this idiotic buga-boo, realistically. Where would they are also on the "de-segregation" time, to say nothing of bringing, an ing to you.
schedule for early action.
end to su/cidal internationalism.’
send troops, and what would they do when they got there?
If you had offices here, you could
New "Reconstruction"
Califomia Bender spend all day long in helping negro
We are already having trouble gett/ng young men to enlist in our
This attempt to mix the races unfamilies get out of their confined
Armed Services for the legitimate purpose of defense over seas. Many der the so-called authority of the U.
slums, and right into the fashionable
S.
Supreme
Court
and
lesser
courts
of the troops are Southern boys. What would they do? Many of our
sections where these spurious inteis,
actually,
another
"Reconstruction."
Army Commanders and Junior Officers are Southerners. What about the
Editor:
grationists are hiding while they give
It is the third attempt at complete Dear
History records that in the life of advice to the South. The law here
non-fraternization scheme that turned into a farce in Germany after World domination of the South by radical
nation grave crises arise, often would have to be on your side, and
forces beyond its borders. The first every
War II?
created by the Government or its /on could slay them with their own
attempt
occurred,
it
is
well
rememWhat would the troops do? Shoot everybody that believed in states
bered, when presidential reconstruc- agencies, that force the people in de- weapons. All you need is about six
rights and segregation? Do we have the t~oops to spare from our defense tion was undertaken by Abraham IAn- fense of their freedom and rights to offices in the principal cities of the
¯ see how quickly
. orth, and you wall
to enforce integration for the NAACP? Would the soldiers drag our little coln and was continued by Andrew demand redress of wrongs committed. N
Our Nation is no exception to this they will withdraw from the South.
Johnson.
But
this
plan,
not
being
children bodily and mix them in the schools with children of the opposite
You may print this i’you wish, and
vicious enough to satisfy such radicals rule.
race? Would they send tanks and shoot into the crowds as the Russians did
The demands of the people of if you do so, pleasebe kind enough
as
the
notorious
Thad
Stevens
and
the
England
through
the
Barons
at
Bunin Poznan, Poland? What effect would sending tnmps into the South to en- sadistic clique which had seized conto mail me a copy.
which gave the world the
Sincerely yours,
force integration have upon the citizens of the North who also do not wish
trol of the Congress, a new and ter- nymede,
Magna
Carta,
is
a
famous
example
S. Lsgoulis
rible "Congressional Beconstrnction" in point.
to integrate?
Buston, Mass.
wasput into effect against the disThis Federal troops business is the most asinine idea yet conceived.
The Government is not above
armed and disfranchised South. Let wrong-doing.
If our Federal government intends to take over the school system and the
The Supreme Court is stitution and the rights of the States
it be remembered also, that though not a sacred cow.
It is responsible
lives of the citizens of the states, it is time we found out about it. Our
the South was the inunediate vic- to the people, and if through its acts as sovereign authorities. Let us dewhite soldiers in the Army have no more stomach for integration than any tim of their campaign of hate and it wrongs the people by transgressing mand redress when the Constitution
other honest, sincere white man. It is tim~ somebody calls somebody’s oppre~ion, its domination was not the law, they have a right to redress. and the rights of the States and the
theprimary obiective of the Radicals
To destroy the rights of the States freedom of the people are violated.
hand.
of that pe~xl. Their goal was con- to destroy the States--is to destroy As citizens sovereign in our rights
The idea of using troops is stupid, impossible, impractical, asinine, trol of the entire country-a rnatter~ is
in part the Federal Union. The peo- and authority under the federal Conidiotic and should be branded as such. Citizens of the South should serve which they could not achieve with-, ple have the right and duty to main- stitution we can do no less.
out the carpet-hag and negro vote of tain their Federal Union under the
notice on everyone concerned that they are not in the least bothered about
This is America’s Runnymede. ~
the South.
Constitution. That was the contenthe idea of Federal troops coming South to enforce integration.
Sincerely yours,
Today history repeats itself in a tion of both Webster and Callmun.
j~ wmtm t~ H~
(Jackson Daily News)
Let us preserve the Federal Con~ T~a~

~

An Absolute Police State

Welcome Support

emy’s ’ Vnl Mty"

Loathes Hypocrisy

The Comrades Love Lucy

Face The Facts

"Federal Troops" Bugaboo

"Court Not Sacred"
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Lady Veteran Raps Dr.
Hospital Mixology
(Continued from Page l)
^ =rr~ nncmr~
national, state and city officials to
bring an immediate stop to the race
mixing practices going on in V. A.
Hoepita~ and other government inIta]]atlons within the state.
Third, no Mississippian, White or
Colored, if he believes in racial honesty, ought to allow himself or her~e~ to be placed in the position of
aocepttng treatment in" an integrated
hospRal. ,.Are we honest only as long
a~ we don t need money?
The federal government complies
with ~tate aad local law in every
other resl~-why ~onld it be permitred to flaunt race mixing as an
open in¯¯It?
It doe~ not seem amiss to point out
that the Jackson Police Department
very promptly and effectively enforced segregation in the railroad and
bu= ~tations ~ thl= city following an
integration edict from the Interstate
Commerce Commiuion; although for
mine unexplained reason ~nilar ac--Courtesy Jackson Daily News
tion has not been taken at the mu- ¯ ion. All Mississippians should supnicipally operated aixport.
port him to this end.
The ~ is right here when every
. Why cannot the ~me thing be
clone at the V. A. Hospital?
one of ~ should take a stand for
Our Governor ha~ stated many. ratqal integrity. Here is a positive
times that there will be no integration i challenge. Will this happen to you,
in Mtssi~ppi during his administra- or to your loved ones?

August, 1956

DuBois, Negro Agitator,

Testifies For Reds In Trial

the school. He said 90 percent of
The Communist Party, Wilkerson
By HARRY RAYMOND
the books used in the classes were testified, is "coming to a position
In Communist Daily Worker
non-Marxist books on history, eco- now" that the Negro people in the
Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, scholar and
philosophy, art and labor. ’Black Belt’ should be considered a
Negro historian, testified June 29 as nomic’s,
In advanced courses on philosophy, he race and not a nation. This is a shift
the fourth defense witness in the said, the major works used were Len- from the position formerly ~ld by
Smith Act ~conspiracy" trial of six
Marxists.
New York Conununists. The 88-year- in’s writings on dialectical material- American
He said he knew defendant Trachold author testified on behatf of de- ism.
Asked how school instructors taught tenberg for 10 or 12 years, and defendants James E. Jackson, Jr., and formulations in Marxist classics deal- fendant Jackson for nearly 20 yea~s.
Alexander Traehtenberg.
ing with violent revolution, WilkerOn cross-examination chief assistDr. DuBois said be had known son replied:
ant prosecutor Thomas B. Gilchrist,
Jackson since 1935, had met him at
"We taught them as formu]ations Jr., sought names of NAACP members
conferences of the Southern Negro of a certain stage in Czarist I~ussia, who are Communists. This brought
Youth Congress, visited him at his but not valid for achieving socialism sharp objections and Judge Ricks
New York home and in Detroit. He in America today"
called a lawyers’ conference.
said he discussed socialtsm with JackThe prosecutor then asked for
The witness attacked the prosecuson and that Jackson told him Marx- ¯ ion’s claim that the Communist Party names of persons "in the top level of
ists in America advocated "peaceful, advocated that Negroes living in the the NAACP with Communist affiliademocratic means" to achieve social- "Black Belt" in the South should se- tion."
ism.
"I know of no such persons," Wilcede from the union.
"He didn’t advocate force and vio- "There was no such understanding kerson replied.
lence," Dr. DaBnis declared. "So far or advocacy," he said.
EDITOR’S NOTE;: Oa August I’, ¯ iedas I remember, he said he was not in
He told the iury that the fight for eral cmtrt iury t"o~vleted Alesnd~ Trachre¯berg,
7S, |oeme¢ Cemmmuniat Puny
favor of force and violence."
Negro rights ~ an "essential fight tlonal Committeeman and James E. Jackson,
Testifying on behalf of Trachten- for democracy, that denial of the 31, Southern Regioual Di~ct~r o| the
Pafly, gloag with |ore’ othe¢ ~econdberg, Dr. DuBois stated he had known right of Negroes to vote in the South mtmi~t
~mmunlst leaden, of conspiracy to
the defehdant for 48 years, that he limits the democratic rights of all str~ng
overthrow the U.$. Go~emmeut by force
met him when he (DuBois) was editor people.
of The Crisis and delivered a lecture
at Yale University.
Defense attorney Newman Levy
asked the witness his opinion of
Trachtenberg’s reputation for honesty
and loyalty. The prosecution objected
to the question. Judge Alexander
Hicks reserved decision, and said Dr.
DuBois may have to return to the
stand Friday.
(The following appears in the July Klan. Though the founders’ first inTestimony of Doxey A. Wilkerson 17, 1956 issue of Variety, a radio-tele- tention was to rule out physical force,
tered by a negro corporal (the one third defense witness, was interrupted vision daily:)
incidents of individual and mob viowith the seven-inch switch blade) who so that Dr. DuBois could take the
lence indicate a reign of terror which
CRANE WILBUR
shrilled, "We might as well kill them stand. Wilkerson told the jvry that
Hollywood, California
grows ~nore frightening day hy day.
as to fool with them. We’ll just get during his association with the de- Bischoff-Diamond Corporation
The cynical trial of the alleged
the same time in the stockade."
fendants in the Communist Party he Hollywood 28, California
killers of Emmett Till, an outcome of
After these corrupt details are never heard them advocate force and Dear Sam and Dave,
this c~sis, is overshadowed by the
brought out into the open, alohg violence.
1 enclose herewith the first draft c~sis itself. Wehster defines "’crisis"
with the many other starling things
Wilkerson, director of faculty and of the screenplay which we originally as recove~ or death, aml that is the
that are being kept concealed by the
curriculum
at the Jefferson School of agreed was to be based on the tour- situation in the South tuday, the sto~
military, are the volunteer youth of Social Science,
refuted testimony of tier in Mississippi of the negro boy, I have toht in this script. For me. it
Mississippi expected to go back to
Ralph
Clontz,
prosecution
witness and Emmett Till, but the startling re- is more exciting than any uf the docusuch gruesome things and places at
FBI
informer,
that
Wilkerson
told search material which we have ac- mentaries I have written, including
their training sessions next year and
cumulated over these several months THE PItENIX CITY STORY.
Clontz
at
the
school
in
1950
that
the next, etcF-(Greenwood Common- "the revolution is coming soon."
convinced me that we should paint
You asked me for a fureword, which
.wealth, June 27, 1956.)
our pictnre on a broader canvas.
is so necessa~ on this type of pic"Did
you
ever
make
such
a
stateREDS IN THE U. N.
The
Supreme
Court’s
ban
on
segreHere it is:
In 1952 U. S. News & World Re- ment to anyone?" defense attorney gati(,u has created in the South a vast ture.
"WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS
port cited an "informed estimate" Charles T. Duncan asked. "No," Wi[- and angry resistance movement known
TO BE SELF-EVIDENT, THAT
that as many as fifty per cent of kerson replied.
as the White Citizens Council. This ALL MEN ARE CREATED
the 1300 policy-level staff memHe branded as false Clontz’s tes- powerful organization, sparked by EQUAL."
bers of the UN were either Corn- timony that only Marxist-Leninist hatred and fear, is now very well on
Sincerely yours,
munist or Communist directed,
books were u[sed in study courses at the road to becoming a new Ku Klux ’.
Crane Wilhur

Military Withholds Many Facts
On Negroes At Fret McClellan

Hollywood Film Scribe Cooks Up
Anti-Southern Movie Plot

By HERBERT L. PHILLIPS
(Greenwood Commonwealth)
A little while ago there appeared
a group of shocking photographs in
various newspapers over the state
showing negro soldiers having very
friendly relationships with w h i t e
WaGs. The photos were said to have
been taken at Fort McClellan, Alabama, within the Wac Service Club.
This astounding information was pubii~hed’ just before the famous 31st
National Guard "Dixie" Division,
made up of nearly 4,00~ Mississippi
volunteers, were to travel to this military installation for two weeks of summer drill and maneuvers.
Immediately following this explos.ire bit of exposure within our armed
forces was an ’~rticle published within
all our state newspapers by top military personnel deny.ing that su.ch.happenings are carried on at such bases.
within our country. They explained
the pictures as being taken of negro
troops stationed in Europe and that
the Wacs shown were not Wacs at all
but rather European civilians.
Besides being a newspaperman, I The incentive ,and the will to or- tion of a proposed charter and by-lactivity which are the heart, brains
A basic postulate of the Citizens’
~ also a Private in the National ganize a Citizens Council must come laws or Articles of Incorporation, and muscle of the Citizens’ Councils. Council movement is that an informed
Guard unit of Lexington, Battery B from within the community itself, nomina.tions for permanent Chairman, I They are:
people will know how to make corll,tth FA BN, 31st "Dixie" Division, Certain leading citizens may decide Vice-Chairman, Secretary and Trea-I 1 Membershin and Finance
rect decisiuns, and will be aroused
and have just returned from two that their town or county ought to surer and
’ a list
. of nomiriees to the , "~aere is ~,,,: one way ~o ge~ aoe- to take intelligent action when the
weeks tr~iining at Ft. McClellan. I have a local org ,agization so that their, BseOnat~~ dforDeir~cetOorrS~ana.lmla~i~nalbern~e~_lquate membership-by personal
factsconare known. It is the function
agree that those photographs might commtmity can do its part to protect .
,
.
e~
. . "ltact. Membership teams may be or- of this committee to keep the memhave been taken somewhere in Eu- itself specifically, and to cooperate ~ege~g; the consideration ot that tganized for every precinct, and a bers fnlly informed as to the nature
.
lope as explained by top mili.tary per- with other.loc.a, lities_ for the .common
I house to house canvass made. In of the racial integration threat, and
sonnel; but I also agree that you interests ot their State and section It has been found most advantage-l cities teams may work within office how it is being successfully met in
could, take your camera and ’travel to generally.
other communities. Various informaFort McClellan tonight and take as . Usually the starting point in the ous
to have
a large
Board
of precinct
Direc-Ibuildings
andeffectiveness
professionalof
and
labor tion media may be used to effect
tots,
say one
man from
each
l groups. The
a Counmany
pictures as you may want just [Ioma. ation of, a C, qunc~l,wil] be for o.ne in the county or area to be included I cil will be in direct proportion to the widespread dissemination of truth to
¯
or two or mree tocat readers to take in the Council, and that man to be a lstrength and caliber of its member- offset propaganda of the Mixic-cololike them.
! extracted the militate to be in¯e- I it upon themselves to call a meeting res~o, nsible citizen of good repute, ship. Annual dues have been general- gists, with special attention to young
grated b"-ut I never expe-~ted to walk of from 15 to 30 or more community well and favorably known among his ly set at $5 per member, with $2 of people.
into the Wac Service Club right there leaders, depending upon the size of neighbors. He will be the represent¯- this contributed to the State AssoThe entire purpose of a Citizens"
on the base and see negro regular lth.e, area to be covered.~A. ~presen- tire of his precinct, or neighborhood, elation for furtherance of its coordi-Council shouldbe at all times to dearmy soldiers dancing as close as pus- ] tative from. the State. AssocmU~on m, ay who can call precinct meetings as hating and informative activities. velop citizen leadership and interest
dhl~ tn white WaGs I never exuected be invited to attend to explain me indicated from time to time by the Many Councils have allocated $2 for at home, rather than to depend on any
to see the integration that was dis- policies and ork of the Councils and necessity of developments. Care a subscription for each member to the individual or political leader, no matplayed so vividly right before my to answer questions. A thorough’ should be taken to invite representa- CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, the official ter how able he may be. The vigor
eves I truly never expected to be held round-table discussion of the ¯draw fives of major business, agricultural, monthly paper, retaining $1 in the and dynamic strength that have made
a~ I~nifepo’int, along with fourteen ¯ages and need for local organization labor and industrial interests, as well local treasury for incidental expenses. the Citizens’ Councils an effective in~ther Mississippi boys, by eight big is held, a.nd a vote ~ken..as to whether as representatives of religious and so2. Legal Advisory.
strumentality in advancing the cause
black regular army negroes and at or not this group should organize. cial groups, to membership on the
Usually composed of outstanding of individual liberty, Constitutional
Temporary Chairman
the same time having myself and my
Board of Directors.
members of the bar, this committee Government, States’ Rights and raA Temporary Chairman is elected,
state cursed with the foulest tongues:
Order of Business
advises at all times with Council of- cial honor against fearsome invasions
a
combination
steering
and
nominatever presented to man and also bericers and other committees to insure have flowed from the strong surge
Normally
the
order
of
business
at
ing
committee
is
appointed,
and
a
hag threatened with my life.
that every activity is in strict com- of local independent opinion - not
the
organizational
meeting
will
go
as
date
within
the
next
two
weeks
or
1 also never expected to see the
pliance with the law, and to see that from any State Association.
follows:
so
is
decided
upon
for
a
large
comhorrible beating that was given two
rights under the law are fully underThe purpose of the Citizens’ Coun1.
Opening
prayer¯
munity
meeting.
Mississippi youths by a gang of regustood.
cils is to give tangible form and ex2.
Explanation
by
the
Temporary
The
steering-nominating
commitlar negroes when they caught them
Chairman of the initial meeting 3. Political and Elections, or Legis- pression to those basic principles in
alone on a desolate base street ]ate tee under the leadership of the Temwhich we deeply believe, and without
and preparatory work of the lative.
porary
Chairman,
plans
for
the
meetat night. All of which was cleverly
Public officials ~nd candidates for the practical application of which,
steering-nominating
committee.
ing,
seeing
that
proper
publiciW
is
withheld as much as possible by the
are asked to express them- life would not be worth living.
released, the public invited, and a 3. Address by the guest speaker- office
selves concerning States’ Rights and Each Council should constantly
outlining
reasons
for
the
urspeaker
provided.
Meanwhile
the
One sentence I remember especialgency of local, state and re- racial integrity. Legislative programs seek to instill in its members a steady
ly well during the bus affair was ut- committee proceeds with the preparaare explained to the membership and reliance upon the only people in the
gional organization.
to the general public.
world they can really depend upon4. Questions from the floor.
4. Information and Education.
themselves.
5. Vote by the meeting on the
.q.ue.stion of whether to organize.
6. It the vote is favorable, presen1
tation of Articles of IncorporaCitizens’ Councils
tion and By-Laws for adoption,
~05 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
decision on dues, method of ¯eleering directors, etc.
Please enter my subscription to the Citi7. Presentation of report of the
zens’ Council as follows and find payment
steering-nominating committee,
enclosed:
call for nominations of directors
from the floor, and action by the
[] For One Year ........................................ $2.00
meeting on the election of di(Pie~ee Print)
rectors and officers.
Name
Four Committe~
The Chairman, with the advice of
Addre, ts .........................................................................
his Directors, may appoint the chairmen of four committees. This would
city .........................................
normally not be done at the organizatlona] meeting, but after considerable
8tare .........................................................................
thought aad comaltatio~ The four
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TEXAS VOTES FOR SEGREGATION
Texas Democrats boiled to the polls
in the party primary Saturday, July
28th, to approve by a vote of 4 to 1
three pro-segregation referendum proposals on racial and States" Rights
UeStions. At the same time, they
vored candidates of similar views.
The proposals called for specific
legislation exempting any child from
compulsory attendance at integrated
schools attended by white persons and

pa

negroes; specific legislation pedecting State Laws against intermarriage
between ~vhite persons and negroes;
the use of Interposition to halt illegal
Federal encruahment.
The three proposals had been put
on the Democratic primary ballot by
petition of tens of thousands of w)ters
to provide a means of detennining
the attitudes of Texans toward corn-

pulsory mixing of the white and negro races on a social plane.
Bobert Cargill of Longview, chairnlan of the Texas Beferendum
mittee which sponsored the proposals,
hailed the results. He said, "This
decisive victory for States’ Bights and
segregation shows conclusively that
the legislature must act to ca.rry out
the wishes of the peo]~le:"
Pointing out that the opposition

vote came from minority groups snch i thoogh it was committed by the Suas the NAACP and other outside in-!pre,nt+ Court."
fluences controlling a vote segment. He fnrther urged the people of
in the slate. Cargill urged the people i’l’exas t(> ioin those who are fighting
of Texas to. "exert evc~" means avail- to maintain segregation in other states.
able to see that their desires and i The next regular session of the
wishes are carried out."
I Texas legislature iu January. 1957,
He said, "This ovelavhelming vote
shouhl serve notice to all that the is expected to act favorably on the
people of Texas will stand tip aud Ic°nrse of action initiated in the refersay NO 1o an immoral act eveulendum.
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The Aerial Rights Division TEXAS PRIMARY

HANDS MIXICRATS
DECISIVE DEFEAT

"NO PROBLEM AT ALL"
B~v. Billy Graham, speaking on the
television network program "Youth
Wants to Know," said recently that
he tries in his own evangelistic crusades "to set an example" by permitting no racial segregation at such
meetings.
lie pointed out that integrated revivals have been held lately in New
Orleans, Richmond and Nashville.
"’There was no problem at all," he
added.

WllX!

TEXAS SPEAKS

NEGROES TAKING OVER
Official population studies in ~Vashington, D. C., show that 91,000 Negroes have moved there during the
past 10 years. At the same time, some
81,000 whites have moved into suburban areas.
Current figures reveal that city
schools now have 6S,(H)0 colored students with only 38,000 whites. And
the Negro ratio is steadily increasing.

.ntirin~ly circulating the pctition
si~ners. With the proper numlwr
si~ucr~ i. t’vidence, the Ext’cuti~
C.mmittt.e of the’ l)cmocratic P;t~ty
o~ Tt,xa~ placed the reft-rendum
the b.llot uf the primary t.h,ctio, for
July 28th.
All c(,uutie~ in "texas cxccl)t two
placed it on th(,ir balh)t. ’rhcr. (h.~r(.I.ped immediate and tfith,r
qti(m tr.m tlw NAA(;P. el.,

BAPTISTS RAP .MIXING
.Meeting at Little Rock, Arkansas,
the American Baptist Association has
unanimously adopted a resblutiml
against racial iutegration. The group
further declared that the maiority oI
Southern colored people do nnt desire integration.
"’God scattered the races over the
earth when they attempted to in(e-’
grate," the convention noted. "’lie
created the races distinct from one
another."
RAPE IN GERMANY
Areas of Germany occupied by’
American troops have protested lrequent and bestial rapes of helpless
women by Negru soldiers. Latest outrage has been the rape ol a 15-.yearold German child at Bamburg by’
seven Negro infantrymen. Murders
also are occuring.
German civilian authorities have
rotested the increasing number of
rural Negro crimes and demand the
withdrawal o[ colored troops Irom
their communities. Maoy newspapers
in the United States carefully conceal
the racial identity oI our military
criminals abroad.

c

BROTIIERLY LOVE
Extra police have beeu assigned to
the University oi Pennsylvania cornpus for the protection of women students, in Philadelphla-"City of Brotherly Love."
The move came after an 18-yearhid student nurse at University IIospital was brutally beatcu and raped
by four youthful Negro gangsters.
Girl students have angrily complained
at the lack of polite protection on the
campus.

Enemy Made Large
Gains In 1955
According to an ariicle in Jet
magazine, income of the NAACP
for 1955 was well in excess ot
8500,000, aud salaries accounted
for more thau 8250,04}0 of expenditures. Th.e 47th aunual repor~
of the NAACP disclosed that a
$149,756 operating balance remained a f t*r disbursements ot
$52g,422.
Of the NAACP’s $672.422 total
income, $318,177 came from memberships-the largest single source
of funds. The net income was
$206,357 more than that for 19~1.
The report further slated that the
NAACP had 284,089 members in
1,080 bronehes at the end ~ 11155.

"re)rough the joint efforts of the
;irl’as wilt’re’ the inte~ratiou l)rnbh-~,~
R(.f(,rt.ndmn Colmnittee arid the Aswuuhl be nll)nUlll(.ntill.
(:3} Thv cause h)r racial honesty
soc’iati.n of Citizt’n~’ (;(mncils of
and individual libt, rtv thr(m~hout
thr~.t, questions of gravt, public conuati~m, hut most p~rlicularb’ in the
ct.rn: (I~ Against the inh.~ratiou
S.ulh. ~ained nt.w strength
public ~choo]~. (2~ Slrengt],.oin~
giaot Texas.
t}l(’ I~tWS against I)lack and x~ hitc marflag(,. (3~ or the use of lnterpositi..
in lighting for st.grcgati(,n and State.
S(,x (’r(,ignt).
B) I)R. B. E. MASTERS,
A ph~’oo...nal chore was put furth
i1~ p;ttriotic vohmtot,rs in sc~
Chairmau A~ociated Citizen(
’1~0.(}()0 signature’s -n thc
Couucils Stale of Texa~
~ovt.r thc state ~,f Tt.xas. This was the
rt.quirctl 1W; o~ the’ total vote.
m tlw e~’nt’ral election of lSX52
qualify the pt’titi~m oo el.’ b.dlot.
~V~. ’l’oxa~ th~t~ht it was a ~lori+

CITIZENS’ COUNCIL ~ ,..,TACKS ON, MI~S

Did you know that "bigotry" and "hate-mongering" flourish
among birds? Why, of course!
Despite two generations of steady brain-washing, with an
occasional hem)y rinse thrown in, there are still many old fashioned bine-birds, sparrows, robins, crows, and qnaii who will not
share their nests with any but their own kind. nor will they
educate their young with other species, nor mingle with them.
Do these feathered friends feel "superior" or "anti-social?"
This deplorable sitaation mnst be brought to the attention
of the Aerial Rights Division of the Supreme Court, and compliance with "the law of the land" mnst be enforced with "all
deliberate speed."

Protest VA Integration
Integration {,f white and ne~:ro patients at Jackson’s Veterans Hospital~
(h’spitt’ Mississippi’s claim not to have
"given an inch in maintaining segre~ation~has set off a storm of protests.
I~e(lU(’st~ [or investi~atious have
bt.en made by R. (;. Becawith, Vicksburg veteran(who stated that his wife
w.s assigned to a ward shared by
ne~rn n]en.

A. W. Woolford, manager of the
~54-1~.d in~lilution, denied that Mrs.
Beckwilh was assigned a ~d from
wlu,rt, she could see a negro male
mtient across the hall. He ~id, howt,ver, that she "was in a r~m where
thcrv we.re some negro patients m~arby." No ~parate ward for women is
availabh, at the hospilal.
W~mllord stated that the Veterans
Hospital is ahuostlv completely integrated in both wards and ~inin~ areas.
He ~aid the only place ~egaUon is
noted is io the barl~rsho~. ~th
white aml negro harlots t~mplain
they have never learned to e~p the
hair of mem~rs of the ot~ race.
Woolford said VA integration ~gan
in ~me see(ions of the mafio~ as ~rly
as 1~6, but was forced in J~n on
orders from Presklent Ei~ower
early in 1953.
Ellis W. Wright, pre~dent o~
Jackson CiCero’ ~undl,
M~. ~i~ for her re~. ~ a~cept ~tiom

the fi.nct, should now know h<)w th~+
p(’(q)lt’ ~,(.I oo these, issues. The. rctal l~’xans said NO ~) an i~mn~r;tl act
c~)mmitt(.d against th~’.~ by tiw
)re’nit’ C<mrt. th<’ NAACP, c~’rtaiu
prt.ac]~,rs in high l~lac(.s, and ct’rt:tin
~.duc,dors.
W~+ w~mhl like. h~ say t(~ lht.
~t;tt,’s of II.. S(.,th l}.tt m,}st ()I

mid nc~r<~ rates. They urged

~(.~r. p<q~ulation ar~’ ti~]didg actix~.ly

nolhin~ t{~ (Io with it,

xx,. k~<,xv, (~n13 .m’ ~’itx with

%Vh(.ll tll(, %o1(.~ lvt,[t, (.i)llll{(.([.

eve+r, tl.. tortc~ lor racial
had ~-n 4 h, ] on .11 i.~m.s.

s(h()ots. N<) sthoo]s have I)++(.~l
gr.t.{I in East "[’t.~a~, xx]l.j{, ()()’;
t}., m’~r<)t’s

mixin~ ()n ;ell thre(, quosti(m~ coiuceded ch)selv with t.t.l m’~r,, r,.~i~tratio, in ll’,t, st;de.
Results ()t th{. x,)tc :tr(. wkh.ly

NAACP a.d rt’l;ttt’<l ~rollt+~ t,)
inh.[~r,ttitm ~f tl.. rat.vs.
h} East "l’~.xas Ill;ll}~" c(nHllit’s xoh.d
10 to 1 h)r all lhroe issues.
t’onntv in t],~. state carried a
f.r :all three’ is~uc~. "l’ht. ]ar~t’
and (’();istal c(nn~tit’s br(..~ht th(.
By their ovcmvh.h.in~

"flmmting of race-mixing as an
~tant sq.art.}y I)..si(ll, I).. ~tal(.~
in~ult." Wright calh,d on memlwrs
lhv l),’vp M,uth and th<’ i-~ll~ltlti(
of Citizens’ Councils throughout
l)o.r(I which ha+t’ alrv;.l~
So.th to demand action hy national,
thv I.t(.rpositi<)n of th<’/+
state and city officials in hahing racety h,+tw{’~’u their citizen~ and
mixing practices in VA hospitals and
t(, t’Olllp(’l race il)i~itl~ t’t}ll)lllilD’(~ ill
,)thor ~ovl,ll]lllt.llt installations.
thv hanw of th<" (’,’l~tral
hi(lnc’y Rus~’ll ot Grenada. state
It a]~p~.ars pr~d)al)h, that th,’
col.man(Icr of the Veterans Of For- pact ~t the rHer-ndum .u ~.x;t~ p,~liticians will I)<’ f,’h h)r s~n." tiNw
eign ~Var~. ~:,i(I Mississippi combat
vet(.r:ms who writhe in pain and anIt al~o :tl~p~’;~r~ that the.
guisll on h(,~pital beds from wounds
and h~dixridual
sustained in defence of
the nation ot State Sovcr.i~nty
+
deeply
resent feder.l
integration Rights. and el. m.intt’nan(v <if a
be-racial ~trtL~,tt~r~, will l+t.co~+++, the
~licv.
public p,)licy of lh("
S~aking I~v invitation
at a VFW armonncecl
St:~r State.
tat]wring in J~wkson, Woofford stated
Measured against this recent backthat, "Integration n[ patients is a fedgrotmd, the Mansfield, Tt~xa~
eral policy, l’m on the federal payroll
takes on new interest. Thor~.,
America excel)i h) tii~ <twll
to carry "out ~ederal o~h.rs, and 1"11
Fifth Circuit C~t~rt o~ Al~pt.als h~.ld
car~, one tho~ orders or get off the
in a decision attracting wide attention
federal payroll."
that adverse public opinion alone
Commander Ru~ell said a sense of
insufficient grounds to dony admisTEXANS:
re~.ntment ~’~aded the V~V audision of nezroes to high school, l’rohence following the meeting and that
ably not realiTed at the time wa~
veterans were still dissatisfied with
ju~ how adverse thai public
the ~tuatio~ He ~id. "’This d~s not
really is.
cod the i~e."
O[~-~+ers noted s<+~reral points
\Vz’il,
Amid mountingpmt~s from le~sfar-reaching signifkrance in lhe "lexas
ASS()CIATIr+I) CI’I IZF.N~,"
lators, offici~s andpfivate cqfiz~ns, a
referendum.
COUNCILS
humor of in~an~s were revealed
~1~ Apparently. lhe same voters
who favored ~(h~l integration faBox 1016 Kdgort..
where veter~s have re~d ~eat~nt in the p~t ~ther than subs( to
vor~l inte~arfiage.
or phom~ Kilgore 64,’54
~te~at~ ~ifiom prevail~g at
(2) ~ the fi~ real test of poblic
the VA ~nt~ a~ pa~ a~
~ini~, are~ p~ominantly white or
vistas.
.
~B w~ t~k their s~and ~th
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Speaking Of PressureHere are two documents which clearly illustrate an interesting contrad/ction in the portions taken by supporters of NAACP philosophy within
the Federal Government.
One is a copy of the Eisenhower adm/nistration’s proposa~ to strengthen "civil rights" legislation sent to Congress by Attorney General Herbert
Brownell, Jr, One of the duties of a proposed B/partisan Commission on
Civff Rights in the Executive Branch of the government would be to
"Investigate the allegations that certain citizens of tim United States are
being depr/ved their right to vote or are being subjected to unwarranted
~conomic pressures (whatever that is) by reason of their color, race, religion,
or national origin.
The other is an/Lssociated Press report to the effect that the govern~ent has announced a plan to make annual checks of major government
contracts in 25 cities scattered over the country to see whether they are
~/ving "expanded employment oppor~unRy" to Negroes.
The announcement was made by President Eisem~ower’s Committee
on Government Contracts, which operates under an executive ord.er from
the President direct/ng that there be no "discrimination" for reason of race,
~llgion, color or national origin in employment, training opportunities,
up~rading, franker or promotion/n work done under government contract.
Look who’s talldng about "unwarranted economic pressure."

"Give ns a ch/]d for eight year~,
and it will be a Bolshevist forever.
(Ntkolet Lanin~.
"A Soviet Government must confer
t~anter benefits upon the Negroes
upon the White,, for ,the Negroes have stasted with les~.
’Whe fundamental policy qf a
viet Govenunent with regard to the
Negro generally woul. d therefore be to
create even relatively greater opportunities for advance and p.ro~re~s~ for
the Negro than the White. (Fm.m
The Negroes in a Soviet America by
Iames W. Ford and Jmr~ S. _Allen
published by the Communist Party
publishing house, Workers Library
Publishers).

pARTY

"If we don’t have a program which
leads towards the attehd~ of forms
of self-government for the Negro majority in the Black Belt, then we are
" .~dingSimply ldddin~ the Negroes and
ourselves. We are not mobilizing anybody to fight American
Imperialism and we a~e never going
to attain the full equality of the
Negro people.
Abner W. Bony, Negro Communist
leader, before the National Committee Meeting of the Communist Party,
December
"I favor keeping the Negro soldiers
in small units of their own. They
coutd not compete successfully with
white soldiers for promotions. And
they get along better. If we attempt
.merely by passing a lot of laws to
force someone to like someone else
they don’t want to like, we are just
going to get ourselves into a mess of
troublel~--General Eisenhower shortly before his nomination for President,
before a Congressional Committee.(Wha’ Hoppen, Ike?)

CITIZIENS! COUNCIl-, ,.TAC I~’SON, ~d ISS.

Commies Political Pattern

In the July issue of the Citizens’ Council we published a map of the
United States showing electoral votes and population, and illustrating the
dangerous and inordinate leverage exe~ised in national elections by the
so-called minority bloc votes in key states.
Just how dark and sinister this influence really is has been vividly
outlined by the Secretary of the National Negro Commission of the Communist Party. He said at the National Election Conference of the Com"No study of the Negro legislative munist Party August 7-8, 1954:
program can be made at all adequate
"’The Supreme Court decision has opened up new possibilities
unless it takes into account the cirthe fight for representation. It is more than ever possible to win broad
cumstance that it is a movement
support of white voters and to develop representation movements beyond
towards stateism in a broad ~cheme
for national planning which, if it
the present tendency to confine them to Negro maiorlty areas."
came the law of the land, would na"’Further, the pivotal role of the Negro vote in the key Negro poputionaBze all civil rights and thus eflation centers-New York, California, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Michifectively deprive the states of their,
gan and New Jersey-should mike the Democratic Party more amenable
republican f o r m of government.
Charles Wallace Collins in Whither
to pressure. The main tasks, therefore, are: . . . to win new victories for
Solid South.
Negro representation in the fall primaries and the November elections-and thus lay the basis for new advances in ’55 and
If there are those who doubt the effectiveness of the Citizens’ Council
This is lethall
movement, let them listen for a moment to Thurgood Marshall, NAACP
Here we have an illustration of the current Communist Party line on
chief counsel, speaking in Nashville at the 13th annual Race Relations
what they call "Negro representation". The plan is to put Negroes into
Imtitute of Fisk University:
office to prepare the way for the Negro Soviet Republic, fully blueprinted
"Laugh off the Citizens’ Council all you want to, but you don’t know
in the publication "The Negroes in a Soviet Republic" published by the
what they have accomplished".
Motley Coalition Seeks To
Communist Party U.S.A.
¯ ’Reviewing recent activities of the CounciLs, Marshall said they are
Dictate National Policies
Not only do the Commies favor Negro candidates in Negro areas,
driving for political control and are spending huge sums of money to turn
CHICAGO -- Civil Rights leaders
but
they
want Negro candidates in white areas. This has already happened
public opinion in their favor.
met here recently to lay plans to
"During the pest year," Marshall said, "we have lost ground in the siege Democratic National Convention to a certain extent in Congress.
with demands for a "strong"
They also want to influence the Democratic Party along Communist
arena of public opin/on. And during the same period, the theory that delegates
civil rights plank.
lines by using the Negro vote as a weapon.
legal act/on alone would solve the problem has been shattered."
The Chicago committee is headed
T~e Republican Party, not to be outdone, is moving mountains to
by Willoughby Abner. He is vice
place itself in precisely the same embarrassing position-a strategem renpresident of the Cook County Indnstr/al Union Council, AmeBean Fed- dered all the more absurd when we recall that the present Bepublica:~
eration of Labor and Congress of administration won office utterly without the Negro bloc vote.
Industrial Organizations, a member
ALl we need is a few more Congressmen and Senators who are afraid
The attention of our readers is invited to the article, "Dr. DuBois of the United Automobile Workers
of the Negro vote, and the Commies could take the country.
Testifies at Smith Act Trial," appearing elsewhere in this issue. This and president of the Chicago chapter
Here we see why it is important to the interests of the CommunL~t
article is reproduced in full from’the Daffy Worker of June 29, 1956. of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
Party to support the NAACP.
It will be of interest to note that DuBois and Doxey Wffkerson were
Abner met with hventy-five spokesThis threat herein briefly presented is the polarity around which reboth among the so-called social experts furnished Gunnar Myrdal by the men for organizations making np the
Carnegie Foundation to collaborate in the prepa~don of An American c~mmittee. The member group in- volve all the galax/es of racial agitation. It is clearly recognizable as a
Dilemma, cited by the Supreme Court as its leading authority on modern cludes the American Civil Liberties peril of the first magnitude.
Union, the American Jewish ConIt/s our honest judgment that there is literally nothing which is capable
psychology in the Black Monday decision.
gress, the American Veterans ComAccording to our good friend, W. E. Debnam, in My Old Kentucky ~nittee and the Y. W. C. A.
of coping with this situation except powerful organization possessing dyHome-Good Night, DuBois headed the NAACP for 25 years. "There was
The main pledges of the civil rights namic spiritual resources and armed with the invincible will for victory.
plank to be urged on both parties
The Citizens’ Councils have taken the field.
a time when DuBois was NAACP."
Where are you?
Reports of Congressional Comm/ttees on Un-American Act/vties con- were designed:
To end segregation and pledge the
tain numerous references to the activities of DuBois and Wffkerson.
President and legislative branches to
The Crisis is the title of the NAACP’s official publication which Du- all-out efforts to this end.
To revise and strengthen all FedBoi~ edited.
The Jefferson School of Social St~-nce is described in Gu/de to Sub- eral civil rights laws.
To enact anti-poll tax legislation.
Never have we felt the severe limitations of our four small pages per
versive Organizations and Publieatiom (House Document No. 137) as an
To enact of Federal Anti-lynching
month more keenly than now. If space permitte~.we would like to bring
"ed|unct of the Communist Party."
laws.
Southern Negro Youth Gengress is cited in the same document as subTo pledge rules changes to limit you reviews of several editorials and articles appearing in recent issues of
Senate fillibnsters and reduce the
U.S. News & World Report. Since it does not, we can only recommend for
versive and a Communist front.
power over legislation of the House
your attentive study those listed in the following numbers:
With these points in mind, and remembering particularly that these Rules committee.
men contributed materially to evidence cited by the Supreme Court in
To end the system by which the
July 6th--City of Washington in Trouble. A finely detailed shady
the Black Monday decision, remembering that the NAACP virtually en- South has controlled many House and
of the impact of racial integration in the nation’s capital, and its
gJ~,eered that decision, and remembering that ~ NAACP is now in effect Senate c o m m i t te e chairmanships
many headaches.
through the seniority system, substithz enforcement arm of tbe Supreme Court, let u, read with care the tuting
Conformity by Coercion? Seven pages of magnificent editorial
"mer/t ~ and party, responsifollowing sentences from the article referred to. (Emphasis added.)
bility."
thought by David Lawrence. This ought to be required reading for
"Wflkerson told the |ury that durl~ his as~elttloa with tim dul~aTo enact so-called fair employment
every White person in the nation-especially for every Southerner.
d~ntt in the Gommunist Party he never heard them advocate force and practice legislation with teeth in it.
What To Do About Group Prejudice in U.S. A mannerly presentaTo call upon state and local party
violence."
organizations to take action on all
tion
of
the "other side" by Robert M. Maclver, Professor of Political
Note that Wflkerson is, "dl.-ector of faculty and eurrienhm at the points, and oppose candidates who do
Phffmophy and Sociology at Columbia University. Professor Maclver’s
Jefferson School of Social Science,--" And the U.S. Supreme Court felt not share the foregoing aims.
scholady dissertation contains much truth, but he illustrates pedeedy
him to be one of its leading authorities on modern psychology!
the faulty type of deductive reasoning so often applied to the race
Now get this-"On ezms-exam/nation Thomas B. Gflchrist, Jr. sought
CHARLESTON, S. C. -- Negroes
question. He assumes to start that segregation is wrong, and takes it
seeking
admittance
to
the
all-white
mines of NAACP ~ who am ~ ~ brought ~
from there.
objections and Judge Bid~ called a lawyert’ conference. The Proleeutor state park at Edisto Beach are appealing dismissal of their case.
July 13th--Congressional ’*Racketeering" Editorial by D a v i d
th~ asked fos names of per~m ’in the top level of the NAACP with
Federal District Judge Ashton H.
I~awrence
showing how a majority in the House of Representatives
Communist affiliation" ’I know of no such persons,’ Wilkerson replied."
Williams dbmissed the action recently
would coerce the Southern States into surrendering their princ~ple~ and
One who kno~dtlfi~nt b ~ E. C. (Took~ C~th/n~ of when the C, eneml Assembly ordered
the park closed. Judge Williams said
into gi~-ing ep their lawful right to appeal from adverse court ordersthe court has no power to order the

Pays Us A Compliment

Civil Rights Units
Press For Planks

Reds In The Woodpile

Paper Curtain Crumples
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"RATIFIEI)’? A factual historical presentation of the bitter circumstances under which the carpetbag legislatures of the Southern States
passed the 14th Amendment during Reconstruction after it had been
roundly rejected by l~wfully constituted State Governments.

Plea te Women

THE DUBIOUS ORIGIN OF THE 14TH AMENDMENT. A
study originally published in the Tulane Law Review by Walter J.
Suthon, Jr., Professor of Civil Law at Tulane University, former
president of the Louisiana Bar AssoCiation, and ~racticing attorney
in New Qrleam highly reslmcted as a constitutional lawyer. Mr.
Suthon shows how the amendment proposal was illegally submitted
by presumptive act of a vengeful "rump" Congress, and how the
Southern States were coerced into passing the 14th Amendment
fltrough military control of puppet State governments as a condition
of re-entering the Union.
U.S. News & World Report has a nation-wide circulation of more than
800,000. The true story of the Southern people is reaching the rest of
the nation because of the honest reporU-lg of U.S. News and because of
the admirable courage of its Editor.
Your appreciation may be shown by writing to the Executive Offices,
g4th & N. Streets, N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
Or better still, you may subscribe for $5 a year. Circulation Department is at 4&5 Parker Avenue, Dayton I, Ohio.
¯ Let’s crumple that Papg. r Curtainl
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Friends In London

Reader’s Digest Bias

fry A Southern Lady)
This is a plea for action-for deDear Editor:
voted, consecrated service in this, the
In the February 1~ issue of the
Quite by chance, I came acro~ a
South’s crucial year. The destiny of . pamphlet published by the Citizens’ READER’S DIGEST appeared a refuture generntious is in YOUR hands. Council of Greenwood, Mississippi.
print of an article previously publishYou can not--you dine not fail to do
I wrote to them expressing my in- ed in Harper’s Magazine t i t I e d
YOUR part! Stop and consider the terest in their organization and they "Churches Repent." In their April
importance of this year which is al- very kindly forwarded some other 1956 issue was a reprint of the story
ready upon us ...... then act before publications, including a copy of your previously appearing in LOOK Magazine under the beading ~The Shockit is too latel
excellent newspaper.
Negro Killing
Because the very thought of Euro- lng Story of Approved
’r
peans mixing their blood with the in Miszissippi.
19,T~--the year of decision.
I recently wrote READERS DI1956-the year in which the basic Mongoloid or Negroid races absolutely GI~ST suggesting that if they wanted
principles of the American system of
to be fair in the matter to the South
constitutional government are on Utal.
With this in mind, I visited the they ,would publish the Jimmy
1956--the year in which the fate United States Information Services of- B~’nes article appearing in U. S.
of the South and the Southern way rice here in London, but to my great News and World Report a few weeks
of life will be decidecL
disappointment, they could provide no back. Today I am in receipt of
19~-the year in which you, per- information at alL In fact, by the ex- ply in which I am informed that: At
sonally, must face problems more pressious on their "faces, I gathered the moment it seems unlikely that
serious than any which have con- that the English staff of the Informa- we will be able to use the piece. The
fronted the Southern people since the tion office had never even heard of a subject of segregation already has
been discu~ed in the Digest twice
black days of the Reconstruction.
Citizens’ Council.
I~56-THE YEAR IN WHICH When I mentioned somethingabout recently-from two quite different
The serious attention of our readers is invited to Senate Bill 907, YOUR VOTE CAN HELP LEKD racial segregation, however, their vie._.wpnints.’* ¯ .....
THE SOUTH TO VICTORY, OR faces lit up and I was shown a great I These two__qni~ ,d~t~t.e.~t~ vie,wone of the Civtl Rights package, introduced by Senators Humphrey,
Douglas, Lehman, McNamara, Langer, Magnuson, Morse, Murray, Neely YOUR FAILURE TO GO TO THE heap of books and namnh]ets hUb- [ points, not FOrt ana AL, AII~I as me
POLLS CAN DOOM IT TO DE- lished by the U. S. ~o~n-~nt~the [.D{gest.apPe..a~......
to so magnanimom, ly
and Neuberger. The intent of this measure is to establish a commission FEAT.
NAACP and other de-segregationists. I~mter, but different in, oril~in omy.
Authors
includedsuch
wellasknown
CornwasLook
a minority
cn,urcn
group,
on Civil Rights in the Executive Branch of the government; a Civil Rights - 195~-YOUR year of decision - muntst
sympathizers
DOBois.
[ thetree
other,
Magazine
s south
hatdivision in the Department of Justice, and a joint Congressional committee YOUR year of golden opportunity.
The British public, therefore, are in- ",m.8 {eport.e. rs, bo~ extreme_ ly pre|u;
Think On These Things
on Civil Rights.
formed of one side of the question mce~ against southern traditions and
customs as were the magazines in
,. ]o.in the ranks of those who are only
Let us look closely at Section 10O (a) "It shall be the duty and function
of the Commission to gather timely and authoritative information cotmern’
tng economic, racial, legal, and other developments affecting the Civil vate, to impress others with the serio commercial intercourse between the’ ve~ clear their position of an antiousness
of
the
situation,
three
races
of
man
~,,evi~t~t,-,
’southern
ear turned in our direction
Rights of individuals under the Constitution atfd laws of the United States;
~ .support to. me.mb~.~rs o.f creases. One would think, then, that along with that of LIFE, LOOK,
to appraise the policies, practices, and enforcement program of the Federal ~Gi,ve
neams or. education, school of[ici.a, is as people in the South have lived in TIME and some others.
Government with respect to Civil Rights; to appraise the activities of the
and public officials who are restst- contact with the ne~s for centur
E.B. Woodward
Federal, State, and local governments, and the activities of private indivi- in, g the enfor~ced integration of our ies, their views woul~--I~ sought. But
1101 Broad Street
schools, our high schools it seems to me that ,~,q~ i, ,~,,i,,~
Augusta, Georgia
duals and groupt, with a view to determine what activities adversely affect emmentary
and our ~titutious of higher learn- with no racial
Civil Rights; to assist States, counties, municipalities, and private agencies ing. They can not and should not be know best[ ~"
’
in’ conducting studies to protect Civil Rights of all An~.ricans without _expected to cany the burden alone. Perhaps one of your Southern mem-~ W~m|~l~t~~ i~,i~ a~..~ul~0w4
regard to race, color, creed, or national origin; and to recommend to the Let,, them ,know..y, ou are ,wi.~, th~em:, ] bers of Congress could take the mat~ememner, women o! me ~ou~, [ter up with the U S Government I Enclosed you will find a refund
Congress legislation necessary to safe-guard and protect the Civil Rights
that your influence, your unceasing [ certainly think t~tt "your views ~e-’ check for the cancellation of my subof all Americans." (Emphasis added.)
work, your VOTE, CAN HELP LEAD lserve the widest ~ublicit-,
scription for LOOK magazine. I feel
- "- ¯ ",
Here we have the perfect blue print for the establishment of an ab- THE SOUTH TO VICTORY OR
subscriptions to all magazines who
solute Police State.
TO DEFEAT. Remember-and take l
promote desegregation with half3" "l~,,t ~ ......
-’~
Now let us see who would be the policeman.
your stand!
S~.
M-~aryl’~l~
truths. You people in the South can
t
The NAACP lists Senator Wayne Morse as a Vice President. It lists
Think On These Things
.[
London, N. W. 1
rest assured many of us people in
The
integration
movement
is
no
Senator Herbert Lehman as a Director. A folder widely distributed by the
the North are with you one hundred
England
vague, remote thing, far removed
percent. However, it does seem to
NAACP contains this statement attributed to Senator Hubert Humphrey
from your personal life. It has now
me we havegone to "Hell" without
of Mirmesota--"l appreciate very much the opportunity to express public|y
approached the stage where-unless
a new political party.
my regard for the NAACP. In its activities in behalf of racial equality in it is stopped-you will see it, feel it Dear Editor:
Respectfully yours,
America, the NAACP represents the basic American traditions of democracy and be unable to escape from it.
Would appreciate some copies of
"HOOSIER"
Entirely beyond the laws of the the magazine for mailing to friends in
Freedom, Indiana
and deserves the thanks of all who consider themselves champions of
land is the sinister and even more the North. Will see that they get P.S. Use this check as you best see
dangerous movement which seeks around.
fit.
We repeat, who would be the pbliceman?
voluntary mixture of the races in
I am from the North, but now re.
churches, clubs, community gather- side in Birmingham. My work takes
The answer is obvious. The NAACP.
ings-indeed, at all social levels. This me North all the time and the things
If you do not propose to live under the anticipated NAACP police
is in reality, a deadly "second front" I see there are most revolting. I re- Dear Editor:
~tate, there is one thing you can do. ORGANIZEI
--one which the Radical leaders, now cently attended a Civil Rights meetHaving been born and bred here
that massive resistance has arisen ing in Madison Square Garden, New in Boston, I am naturally quite disagainst decisions of the Courts, are York City.
interested as far as integration is
stressing with new determination.
It was out of this world for vul- concerned, because I have been
An equally_ serious situation faces garity. A few typical remarks were brought up not to give it much
the women who work-whether it is in to call for troops in the South. South- thought, one way or the other.
The Communist "New China News Agency" (Hsinhua) in an official the schoolroom, the office, the fac- erners were denounced as the scum of
However, I was recently given a
tory, or in other fields in which the the earth, etc. And of course, many
English language release on April 1, 19,50, reported that the Communist talented, energetic women of the mod- White high school girls there as ush- copy of the Citizens’ Council by a
friend, and upon reading it carefully,
"All-China Students’ Federation" sent a letter to the "National Students’ ern South are active. These women, erettes (with negro escorts). Wonder was very much surprised by the inif the integration movement succeeds, about their parentsl[
Asstmiation" in the United States. They were replying to a letter from
tense effort which NAACP is making
Thanks for copies.
N.S.A. (which claims to be non-Communist) about the Autherine Lucy must not only work in mixed offices.:
throughout the South. I do not blame
use mixed lounges, rest rooms and
(Name
Withheld)
NAACP for making this effort, but
case. According to the Red press service, "Expressing the Chinese students’ lunch rooms, but they will, in many
Birmingham, Alabama I can not stomach the hypocrisy of
sympathy with the young college student, the letter said that racial discases, he under the supervision of
the phoney Northern politicians who
criminatiou was an insult to modern civilization and would not be tolerated negroes. Particularly, will this be
encourage them.
true
in
offices
of
city,
county,
state
by fair-minded young people and students. It supported the American
These same fakers would screech
and
federal
governments,
in
factories,
and yell and howl, if a few colored
students’ effort to get Autherine Lucy back to school and to abolish racial in schools and in all other positions Dear Editor:
"Let us face up to the facts. The families were unleashed from their
discrimination in education."
affected by politics and court orders. real question about foreign aid is how tightly confined slum areas, and
Imagine a Chinese Communist slave state having the unmitigated
You must also consider the threat to end it without bringing on a de- placed among their fashionable subnerve to tell free Americans how they should conduct their social relationsl in public affairs:
pression. To demand the stoppage of urbs, where these imposters sit and
Integration can be accomplished foreign aid and needless military calmly espouse integration for other
only by abuse and eventual destruc- spending without expecting a depres- people.
tion of constitutional government and sion is ~ust as silly as getting drunk
I think that you Southerners are
the rights of the states. Even now without expecting a hangover. The foolish to sit there and keep repeatcourt rulings demand enforced mix- only answer to this dilemma is to ing that you will resist integration to
ture of the white and negro races, not give generous aid to worthy Negroes the limit, while these phonies keep
only in schools, but in such recrea- who wish to emigrate to Liheria.
FEDERAL TROOP THREAT
away
your
resistance.
tional places ~ gol~ links, swimming Thus, we rid ourselves ’of our farm ~unding
hy don’t
you at
send
some
men up
There have been many empW headed statements made concerning pools and parks. Public transporta- and manufactured surplusses and a here to open offices right on their
tion,
hotels,
restaurants
and
theaters
serious social problem at the same own front doorsteps like they are dothe possible use of Federal troops to enforce integration.
also on the "de-segregation" time, to say nothing of bringin~ an ing to you.
Lets explore this idiotic buga-boo, realistically. VtThere would they are
schedule for early action.
end to suicidal internationalism."
If you had offices here, you could
send troops, and what would they do when they got there?
New "Reeomtruefien"
California Reader spend all day long in helping negro
This
attempt
to
mix
the
races
unWe are already having trouble getting young men to enlist in our
families get out of their confined
Armed Services for the legitimate purpose of defense ever seas. Many der the so-called authority of the U.
slums, and right into the fashionable
S. Supreme Court and lesser courts
sections where these spurious inteof the troops are Southern boys. What would they do? Many of our
is, actually, another "Reconstruction." Dear Editor:
grationists are hiding while they give
Army Commanders and Junior Officers are Southerners. What about the It is the third attempt at complete
History records that in the life of
to the South. The law here
non-fraternization scheme that turned into a farce in Germany after Wodd [domination of the South by radical every nation grave crises arise; often advice
would have to he on your side, and
[forces beyond its borders. The first created by the Government or its! you could slay them with their own
War II?
attempt octmrred, it is well remem- agencies, that force the peovle in de-.
What would the troops do? Shoot everybody that beBeved in states
weapons. All you need is about six
bered, when presidential reconstrucof their freedom and’rights to offices in the principal cities of the
rights and segregation? Do we have the troops to spare from our defense i t ion was undertaken by Abraham Lin- fense
demand redress of wrongs committed. North, and you will see how quickly
to enforce integration for the NAACP? Would the soldiers drag our little coln and was continued by Andrew Our ,Nation is no exception to this they will withdraw from the South.
children bodily and mix them in the schools with children of the opposite Johnson. But ~ plan, not being rule.
You may print this if you wish, and
vicious enough to satiny such radicals
The demands of the people of
race? Woulff they send tanks and shoot into the crowds as the Russians did
~,ou do so, please be kind enough
as the notorious Thad Stevens and the England through the Barons at Run- if
in Poznan, Poland? What effect would sending troops into the South to ensadistic clique which had seized con- nymede, which gave the world the to marl me a copy.
Sincerely yonrs,
force integration have upon the citizens of the North who also do not wish
trol of the Congress, a new and ter- Magma Carta, is a famous example
S. Lagoulis
rible "Congres.~onal Recoustruction~ in point.
to integrate?
Boston, Mass.
ut into effect against the disThis Federal troops business is the most asinine idea yet conceived.
The Government is net above
and d~ranohised South. Let wrong-doing. The Supreme Court is’st/tuUon and ...........
If our Federal government intends to take over the school system and the
it be remembered also, that though not a sacred cow It ts respous~ble
¯
¯i
me ngnts ot me ~tates
.......
the So~th was the immediate vic- ’to the rw, onle and if throu-~- i" .... l as sovereign aumonties. Let ns delive~ of the citizens of the states, it is time we found out "about it. Our
t.~
~_ t. ........
edress when the Constitution
white soldiers in the Army have no more stomach ~for integration than any tim of their campaign of hate and ’..........
t - .--.. ~, = and the ngnLs ot the States and the
.... law, they nave
its domination was not me
a
rlgnt
to
rearess.
"
other honest, sincere white man. It is tim~ son~ebody calls somebody’s o.ppress~on,
.
the primary objective of the Radicals
To,~
destroy
the rights
of thejStates
,freedom
of the
people are
hand¯
~__ AS
citizens
sovereign
in v~olated.
our ri hts
of t~t peried. Their goal was con- .-_
J .....L_
~,-~ .......
The idea of using troops is .stupid, impossible, impractical, asinine, trol of the entre country-a matter ¯m part the
-- ~r--_e0q.rai
,, ¯
,~ umon. the pee- stitu’;-an~ aumonty
the teaera! ~onw --uncler
J
’ ¯
idiotic and should be branded as such. Citizens of the South should serve which they could not achieve with- p~e nave me right ana duty to mare_
out the carpet-bag and negro vote of rain their Federal Union under the
This is America’s~ Runnymede.
notice on evewone conce/ned that they are not in the least bothered about
Comfitution. That was the contenSincerely yours,
~ of both Webster and Calhunn.
J_ed~e William R. Hughes
Let m premrve the Federal Coa~ Teu~ "

An Absolute Police State

all goed Ame.cans shoul cancel

YOU FAILURE CAN DOO IT t

Enemy’s "Vulgarity"

Loathes Hypocrisy

The Comrades Love Lucy

Face The Facts

"Federal Troops" Bugaboo

"Cm’ Not Sa ed"

l
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Dr. DuBois, Negro Agitator,
Testifies For Reds In Trial
The Communist Party, Wilkerson
the school. He ~ 00 percent of
the books used in the classes were
non-Marxist books on history, ecoDr. W. E. B. DuBo/s~ scholar and nomics, philosophy, axt and labor. ’Black Belt should be considered a
Negro hi~torian, te~fied June 29 .as In ndvanded confess on philosophy, he race and not a natlon. This is a shift
the fomth defeme witness in the
saki, the major works reed were Len- from the wAt~ formerly held by
Smith Act ~oon~" trial of six
American
He said he knew defendant Trachism.
old author te~ on
Asked how school instructors taught tenherg for 10 or Ig yem, and defe.nd~ts James E. Jackson, Jr., and formulations in Marxist dasdes deal- fendant Jackson for nearly gO years.
On cross-examination chief
.... ing with violent revolution, Wilkermt prosecutor Thomas B. Gllchrist,
It., sought names of NAACP members
_cpnteren¢~ ot the :~v.~e. ru ~egroJof a certain stage in Czarist Russia, sho are Communists. This brought
Youth Congre~, vidted him at __hiS;but not valid for ,achieving socialism
~c~lle~l
objoctions,
and Judge
New York home and in Detrpit. H.ein America today’
a lawyers
conference.
The prosecutor then asked for
said he discussed socialism with Jack- The witness attacked the prosecuson and that Jackson told him Marx- tion’s claim that the Communist Party names of persons "in the top level of
tm in America a~dvocated "peaceful, advocated ,~t~.t Negroes living in the the NAACP with Communist afflliademocratic means to achieve social- "Black Belt in the South should sei~n.
cede from the union,
~I know of no such persons," Wfl"He didn’t advocate force and vio- "There was no inch understanding kerson replied.
EDrroR’$ NOTE: Oa August !, ¯
hnee," Dr. DuBois declared. "Se far or advocacy," he said.
eral cem4 ~y t, oavlt~d Al~muh~ Tme~.
as I remember, he utid he w,as not in He told the jury that the fizht for l tember~,
7~, fm~er Commmuni~ Party Nafavor of force and violence.
Nest_ rights ~ an "essenttal fight
for
democracy,"
that
denlal
of
the
31,
Smathera
Regio~ Di~x.te~ ~ tim
Testifying on hehelf of Trachtenberg, Dr. DuBois stated he had kaown right of Negroes to vote in the South munlst Pm~y, llml ~h four other
the .defendant for 46 years, that he limits the democratic rights of all ~ve~row the U.S. Covemmem by
,~d vloleu~.
met him when he.(DuBois) was editor people.
of The Crisis and" delivered a lecture
at Yale Univen/ty.
Defense attorney Newman. Levy
asked the ,w/thess his opiulon of
Trachtenherg s reputation for honesty
and loyalty. The prosecution objected
to the question. Judge Alexander
Hicks reserved decision, and said Dr.
DuBois may have to return to the
stand Friday.
(The following appears in the July Klan. Though the founders’ first inTestimony of Doxey A. Wilkerson, 17, 1956 issue of Variety, a radio-role- tention was to rule out physical force,
toted by a negro corporal (the one third defense witness, was interrupted vision daily:)
By HERBERT L. PHILLIPS
incidehts of individual and mob vioIGreenweod Commonwealth)
I with the seven-inch switch blade) who so that Dr. DuBois could take the
lence indicate a reign of terror, which
CRANE WILBUR
I
shrilled’
." 1=~1~ . t.:! .... there a--J-red
"We might as well kill them
stand. Wilkerson told the jury that
Hollywood, California
grows more frightening day by day.
¯
as ~o tool w~m mem. wen lust get during his a~t~<iation with thede- Bischoff-Diamond Corporation
, The cynical trial of the alleged
a group of shocking photographs in Jth .....
tlm,~ ~ tl,= ~,.1-o,-~"
fendants in the Communist Party he Hollywood 28, California
,killers of Emmett Till, an outcome of
vanons newspapers o e me ~xa I ¯t..r ,k ........
¯ aA,^:~
never heard them advocate force and Dear Sam and Dave,
snowing negro so=mers having cry ihr~n=ht o,,t lnt- tl~,~ ,,~,,
!this crisis, is overshadowed ,b,y the
. .g:’.= .,.
violence,
I enclose herewith the first draft crisis itself. Webster defines crisis"
.,
friendly
relationships
~th
_
h
i
t
I
e
wi~
=,
many
omer
starumg
tmngs
iA t h,ve m me
t=~___ ,v~_ _t~, .......
Wilkerson, director of faculty and of the screenplay which we originally as recovery or death, and that is the
been taken at Fort McClellan, AI "[milita- are the volunteer ¯ outh of curriculum at the Jefferson School of agreed was to be based on the tour- situation in the South today, the story
_, .
~,~ , . Social Science, re~uted testimony of der in Mississippi of the negro boy, 1~1 have told in this script. For me, it
bama,
within the Wac Service Club .... ?’~.’ ¯
~tins as~ounamg
Emmett Till, but the startling re-l is more exciting than any of the docu" "" "--tmormauo
"’n w asub.~Mtss~ss~ppi
fro
PaCK
P I such ~’e expectea
.... *t-i to
-t
~
.... to Ralph Clontz, prosecution witness and
.....
~,u~.e.,~ ~,,,o,~.,~,~ ,,.~’7. :¢’"~ .... It heir training sessions next year and FBI informer, that Wilkerson told search material which we have ac-[mentaries I have written, including
cumulated over these several months THE PHENIX CITY STORY.
l~auona! buaro
tJLgle l.~ivlslon, th
~ ~’ L,ommon- Clontz at the school in 1950 that convinced me that we should paint You asked me for a foreword, which
, e~cr--tL,
" ’~--~
reenwoo~l
-- J ....
~ ....~" " ~ ~’i": "="-= e ne xt
*’the revolution is coming soon."
our picture on a broader canvas,
is so necessary on this type of picvolunteers, were to travel to this mfli- " .... ~-D-~ ]~ ~" U. N.
"Did you ever rhake such a stateThe Supreme Court’s ban on segre- furs. Here it is:
tary installation for two weeks of summent to anyone?" defense attorney gation
In 1959. U. S. News & World
has created in the South a vast
"WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS
mer drill and maneuvers,
port cited an "informed estimate" Charles T. Duncan asked. "No," Wil- and angry resistance movement known TO
BE SELF-EVIDENT, THAT
hnmediately following this explos- that as many as fifty per cent of kerson replied.
as the White Citizens Council. This ALL MEN ARE CREATED
ive bit of exposure within our armed the 1~00 policy-level staff mere- He branded as false Clontz’s tes- powerful
organization, sparked by EQUAL."
forces was an tirticle published within bets of the UN were either Corn- timony that ordy Marxist-Leninist hatred and fear, is now very well on
Sincerely yours,
all our state newspapers by top mill- munist or Commnnist directed,
books were used in study courses at the road to becoming a new Ku Klux
Crane Wilbnr
tar,/personnel denying that such happentngs are carried on at such bases
within our country. They explained
the pictures as being taken of negro
troops stationed in Europe and that
the Wacs shown were not Wacs at all
but rather European civilians.
The incentive and the will to or-If ton of a proposed charter and by- activity which are the heart, brains
Besides being a newspaperman, I
A basic postulate of the Citizens’
am also a Private in the National ganize a Citizens’ Council must cornel laws or Articles of Incorporation, and muscle of the Citizens’ Councils. Council movement is that an informed
Guard unit of Lexington, Batte~ B from within., the. community itself. ,n~,,minations for permanent Chairman, , They are:
people will know how to make corll4th FA BN, 31st "Dixie" Division, Certain leading eRizens may decide ~,ice-Chairman, Secretary and Trea- 1. Membership and Finance.
rect decisions, and will be aroused
and have just returned from two that their town or county ought to lsurer, and a list of nominees to the
There is only one way to get ade- to take intelligent action when the
weeks training at Ft. McClellan. I have a local organization so that their lBoard of Directors, all to be pre- quate membership-by personal con- facts are known. It is the function
agree that those photographs might community can do its part to protect sented before the organ/zationaJ meet- tact. Membership teams may be or- of this committee to keep the memhave been taken somewhere in Eu- itself specifically, and to cooperate ing for the consideration of that ganized for every precinct, and a bers fully informed as to the nature
rope as explained hy top military per- with other localities for the conunon meeting.
house to house canvass made. In of the racial integration threat, and
sonnel; but I also agree that you interests of their State and section It has been found most advantage- cities teams may work within office how it is being successfully met in
could take your camera and travel to generally.
Usually the starting point in the ous
tosay
have
largefrom
Board
ofprecinct
Direc- buildings and professional and labor other communities. Various informaFort McClellan tonight and take as
tors,
onea man
each
groups. The effectiveness of a Coun- tion media may be used to effect
many pictures as you may want ~ust fonuation of a Council will be for one in the county or area to be included cil will be in direct proportion to the widespread dissemination of truth to
or two or three local leaders to take in the Council, and that man to he a strength and caliber of its nmmber- offset propaganda of the Mixie-cololike them.
I expected the military to be inte- it upon themselves to call a meeting re~,mnsible citizen
with special attention to young
from 15 to 30 or more community w~-and favorably known among his ship. Annual dues bays been general- gists,
grated bnt I never expected to walk of
.........
lyset at $5 per member, with $2 of people.
m L .t
-_
into the Wac Service Club right there leaaers aepen~ng upon me size Ori lnei-hbor
*L
w
g
. srac m ue me revresenta- this contributed to the State AssoThe entire purpose of a Citizens"
ar~’a t -- v ~ __
on the ba,~ and see negro regular the
.... o .,ne c~.o .ere.~. ~,. ~presen- I Uve of his precinct,
~" or nei~rhood, ciation for furtherance of its coordi- Council shouldbe at all times to dearmy soldiers dancing as clo~ as pos: taupe Irom me ~rate Assoclauon may who can --~ --nating and informative activities.
citizen leadership and interest
sible to white Wacs. I never expected ~e lnvReo to atten~ to exptam tne~indicated from time to time b,, the Many Councils have allocated $2 for velop
at home, rather than to depend on any
to see the integration that was dis- policies and wol~k of the Councils and, necess/"" of dev-le¯opmems,
t~are a subscription for each member to the individual or political leader, no mat"
¯ representaplayed so vividly right before my to answer
.... ~!i ..... uestions. A thorough [should~3e taken to mwte
CITIZENS" COUNCIL, the official ter how able he may be. The vigor
eyes. I truly never expected to be held rouno-mme <nscusston ot me aovan-ltives ofa maior business a~,,~cultural monthly paper, retaining $1 in the and
dynamic strength that have made
^n
.-"_’a
.....
~
¯
at knifepoint, along with fourteen rages and need for local organization lalSor
~
a U ~tlIUU~¢II~AI in[eresi$, as well
local treasury for incidental expenses. the Citizens’ Councils~an effective inother Mississippi boys, by eight big is held, and a vote taken as to whether I as renresentatives of rel/,’~o
2. Legal Advisory.
strumentality in advancing the canse
black regular army negroes and at or not this group should organize. I cial ~;rou-s to membe~’;~,
Usually composed of outstanding of individual liberty, Constitutional
Temporary Chairman
the same time having myself and my
[ Boaro of"I~irectors.
members
of
the
bar,
this
committee
Government, States’ Bights and raA Temporary Chairman is elected,
state cursed with the foulest tongues
Order of Business
advises at all times with Council of- cial honor against fearsome invasions
ever presented to man and also be- a combination steering and nominatNornutlly the order of business at ficers and other committees to insure have flowed from the stromz suree
ing committee is appointed, and a
ing threatened with my life.
every activity is in strict com- i of local independent opinion- n~t
I also never expected to see the date within the next two weeks or the organizational meeting will go as that
pliance with the law, and to see that from any State Association.
follows:
so
is
decided
upon
for
a
large
comhorrible beating that was given two
rights under the law are fully underThe purpose of the Citizens’ Coun1. Opening prayer.
Mississippi youths by a gang of regu- munity meeting.
stood.
cils is to give tangible form and ex¯
Explanation
by
the
Temporary
The
steering-nominating
commitlar negroes when they caught them
3.
Political
and
Elections,
or
Leghpression to those basic principles in
Chairman of the initial meeting
alone on a desolate base street late tee under the leadership of the Temand preparatory work of the latlve.
which we deeply believe, and without
at night. All of which was cleverly, porary Chairman, plans for the meetPublic officials ~nd cand/dates for
practical application of which,
steering-nominating committee.
withheld as much as possible by the ing, seeing that proper publicity is
office
are
asked
to
express
themwould not be worth living.
released, the public invited, and a 3. Address by the guest speakermilitary.
outlining reasons for the ur- selves concerning States’ Bights and Each Council should constantly
One sentence I remember especial- speaker provided. Meanwhile the
gency of local, state and re- racial integrity. Legislative programs seek to instill in its members a steady
ly well during the bus affair was nt- conunittee proceeds with the preparaare exp]alned to the membership and reliance upon the only people in the
gional organization.
to the general public.
4. Questions from the floor.
world they can really depend upon4. In’treat/on and Education.
themselves.
5. Vote by the meeting on the
question of whether to organize.
6. If the vote is favorable, presentation of Articles of IncorporaCitizens’ Councils
tion and By-Laws for adoption,
4305 Plaza Building, Jackson. Mississippi
decision on dues, method of selecting directors, etc.
Please enter my subscription to the Citi7. Presentation of report of the
zens’ Council as follows and find payment
steering-nominating committee,
enclosed :
call for nominations of directors
from the floor, and action by the
~ For One Year ..............................._. $2.00
meeting on the election of di(Please Print)
rectors and officers.
Name ............................................................................
Four CommRtees
The Chairman, with the advice of
Address .........................................................................
his D/rectors, may appoint the chairmen of four committecs. This would
City ...............................................................................
normally not be done at the organizational meeting, but after considerable
State ..........................:. ................................................
thought and consultation. The four
committces embrace four fields of
By HARRY RAYMOND

Military Withholds Many Facts
On Negroes At Fort McClellan

Hollywood Film Scribe Cooks Up
Anti-Southern Movie Plot

How To Organize A Citizen’s Council
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Segregation By Flight!

Jackson, Miss.

A State-By-State Analysis Of

Racial Outlook In Education
WASH ING’r’ONS D. C.

[ ampered MinoriOl:

[Crime Magazines Protect
I!"Wanted" Negro Criminals
From another comer comes a pro-’:"
ilest against the policy of pa.mperin.l~
’lllinority groups in a .system w.here
~ are supposed to be created eqnal.
~ time it is JOSEPH GARRET!~ON, who ,,conducts a column, "The
:Town Crier, in the Cincinnati Timesi Star, and Mr. GARRETSON is taking
out a~ter the magazine True Detective.
The magazine publishe;s pictures
and descriptions of want.ed cri.rninal.s,
on the theor~ that readers ot such
| lltera~um may help law enforcement
agencies in running down felons. We
~d~ not propose to take .sides in the,
:.old argument about volunteer .and
: fa~e-lance amateur detective service,
but we join MR. GARRETSON in his
howl against the magazine for.its
llffusal to publish pictures and descriptions of wanted Negroes. ’
~rhe basic aims of ’equal protection of the law’ and of respect for
law and order are harmed by any
facto,,r of inequality in enforcing the
’law, Mr. GABBETSON quoted a
member of the Mayor’s Friendly Belations Co _mmittee as writing. "If True
Detective offers a free public servi.ce
enlisting 1,500,000 readers eyes ~n
the hunt for criminals and yet exempts from search all criminals of
one race, the effects are doubly regrettable .... This is discrimination
in reverse.’*
We believe Colunmist GABBETSON has legitimate cause fo/ complaint. Many times before we have
raised a voice against actions of minority pressure groups which change
the words of old and beloved songs,
which forbid presentation of drama
and circulation of books, because
~ome minority or other suffers class
hemophilia.
It has come to the point, even in
the arts, that a villain must be blond,
white, Protestant Anglo-Saxon, with
ma education and a white-collar job.
’ The college vrofessor is about thy. only
,dam left who can be pictured as a
logue.
As Mr. GARRETSON wr~t~: "If
~,)lt wanted criminal happens to be a
~’ gro, police can expect no helv from
~ Detective in finding him."

l

dizzywe
ideas.
(Memphis
Com~!~bout time
shake
off some
~al Appeal)

~

WHOLE HOG

want nothing less than total
tion in all facq, ts of American
¯ and we won t stop until we

..~.,,, :t~de~/n Baton Rouge, La.

MISSISSIPPI
State l~licy of complete segregation. Laws openly forbid mixed
schools. Abolition nf public schca)l
system ant~nfized if necessa~. Investigation of N A A C P authorized.
Public officials directed to ~ gnided
bv state’s policy of complete segregation.

As school bells ring this fall, the
persons most directly affected by the
U. S. Snpreme Court’s racial integration edict - the school children themselves in the 17 states providing for
social separation of the White and
Negro races - troop to their classrooms. The vast majority are happily
unaware of plans the Snpreme Court
.and the NAACP have in mind for

,Council Members
Given Praise
Bevival of the Ku Klux Klan,
long dead in the South, is one of
the things for which the people of
the United States can thank the
NAACP.
Enemies of the South persist in
confusing the Citizens Councils
with the Klan. Members of the
councils have no need to wear
hoods and masks,
Their faces belong to leading
citizens of many a Southern community. They have nothing shame¯ ~ News and Courier,
ful to hide
"
Charleston, S.C.

In the third school year since Black
Monday ~e rate of sch~l integra~on
has slowed to a snail’s pace to the:
publicly admitted disappoin~ent of
¯ o~ .pressnre groups originally
sponsible for the decision.
Of a total 2,8~,(~0 Negro pupils
who will go to school this fall in
Sou~em and border states and the
Dist~ct of Columbia, some 3~,~
will a t t e n d in integrated district.
Many of tho~ will attend all-negro
schools or clasps within those disthcts, and 70,~ of ~e 3~,~ are
concentrated in Washington, the only
completely integrated area in the region.
Across the vast stretches of the
South there is no pfima~ and seconda~ public school integration whatsoever. Where two years ago there
was confusion and dismay, there is
now increasingly determined
fion and effective organiza~nn.
within desegregating b o r d e r States
themselves, strong opposition is developing in counties with the highest
percentages of Negroes.
A state-by-state analysis shows the
following situations prevailing.
~ABAMA
State ~licy of complete ~gregation. NAACP outlawed. Per~ts discharge of teachers and other public
employees assoeiated with NAACP or
similar groups. Vote~ approved constitutional amendment to close any
public ~chool to resist compulso~ integration.

~IlSSOURI
St. ~uis and Kansas City ~gan
mixing last year. A~ut half of
the 10,0(~ negro children remaining
in officially separate districts a~ to
be mixed this fall. No integration in
the n~ral cotton-growing connties having a high ~.rcentage of Negroes.

Courtesy Nashville Banner.

of intelligence, cultural backgronnd
and psycholngical compatibility. Investigation of N A A C P authorized.
Negro teachers may be discharged or
reassigned regardless of their qualifications.
GEORGIA
State policy of complete segregation. Legislatvre v o t e d to abolish
public school system if necessary, and
to deny State f n nd s to integrated
schools. Local school officials ordered to make no move toward integration. Any officials applying public
money to integrated schools subject to
sentences. Pert’nits discharge of
associated with NAACP or
similar groups.
KENTUCKY
Plans call for nearly every school
district to bo integrated this year.
Only districts with very few negroes
were mixed last year, and in many
of those voluntary segregation continued. Mass protests at Sturgis.

]
A~ANSAS
[ T~ree school ~st~c~ wi~ a total
~ of 50 ~egr~s integrated.
[gro~ing. Pe~tio~ ~ing circulate~
LOUISIANA
~o r ~ referendum on lnte~osi~o..
State policy of complete segrega~Continuing resis~nce at Hoxie.
tion. Pupil assignment law on facDE.WARE
tors other than race. Statutes require
~grega~on at M~ord in 19~
use of the State’s police power to
blocked by student st~ke. Wilingmaintain sep~irate schools for public
ton ci~ sch~]s to mix clasps t~
order, and a u t h o r i z e withholding
year. T~o ~u~em coun~es ~aving
NAA
funds from integrated schools.
ball the state’s Ne~s to remain ~gCP outlawed.
regated this year.
MARYLAND
DISTRI~ OF ~LUMB~
Last year about one-tenth of t~e
Completely integrated except for a total negro pupils attended integrated
few schools in all-white or all-negro sch~ds. This year two-thirds of the
sections. Termed the nation’s show- counties having negroes plan to have
case fbr integration, Washington’s mix- some form of desegregation - at least
ed schools are to be investigated by on the sudace. In Baltimore, which
Congress for lowered standards and has by far the bulk of Maryland’s neincreased delinquency,
gro population, a "freedom of choice"
FLORIDA
arrangement last year resulted in qnly
State lmlicy of complete segrega-. 7 per cent of the negroes attending
tion. School assignment hws on basis i integrated scyools.

" sg I Majo
r Obj
ecttve
" Ot
Race. M"txtn
I National YMCA Student Magazine
We have before us a copy of the
April 1956 issue of "The Intercollegian". This magazine, is published.
by the National Student Council
YMCA and the National Student
YWCA. The Publication office is
291 Broadway, New York 7, New
York.
Pages 3 through 5 deal with our.
problem in an article "They Parted
Wiih Racial Prejudice" by L. Maynard Catchings and is illustrated~
poorly.
Pages 9, 10, and 11 contain an
article by Robert McAfee Brown,
"Moving Beyond Platitudes.’" T h i s
whole article appears to deal with
"The conviction from which these reflections proceed is that the Christian
do~s not contain any dinaension which
ustifies racial segregation, or conones putting pep. pie in diff.er.e, nt.
categories of worth t~ecause ot me:
color of their skin, or allows Christians to remain complacent in the
face of the iniustices which segregation perpetuates".
Pages 16, 17, and 18 under the
heading "Law, Public Opinion, and
Civil Bights" discusses the constitutional guarantees, of our civil rights
with comments I~y the editor in which

h

NORTtt CAROLINA
State policy of cnmplete segregaion. Referendum scheduled Septem~r 8th authorizing local comnmnities
to close public schools if necx, ssa~,
and permitting the State tn contribute
fnnds to private schools. Assignment
laws on basis of intelligence, cnltural
backgronnd a n d psychological compatibility.
OKLAIIOMA
Integration this year tn ~gin in 30
more school districts than the 120
mixed last year. However, revised
school znnes to keep negrt~s out of
white schools make mixing nominal.
"’Little Dixie" connties of southeast
Oklahoma entirely segregated.
SOUTH CAROLINA
State pnlicy of complete segregation. Abolition of public schools attt h o r i z e d if necessa~. ~#slation
gives local school boards free hand
m assigning pupils on gronnds other
than race. Investigation of NAACP
authorized. Pe r mi t s discharge of
teachers anti other public employees
associated with NAACP or si~lar
groups. Clarendon c o u n t y sch~l
ordered integrated by U. S. Sup~me
Con~ May 17, 1954, s~ll ~gregated.
TENNESSEE
Clinton high school under cou~
order to take 12 Negroes ~is. te~.
At ~is w~ting, protes~ over aRendance have become so ~vere the negroes were sent home under police
escort for their protec~on. A white
boy and a knife-wieI~ng negro
dent were arrested for fighting. Integration a t government suppled
high school at Oak Ridge last year
resulted in resentment and co~nsion.
Protests forced Chattan~ga school officials to rever~ their plans for integration.
TEXAS
1~ integrated distric~ expected
~s year, 30 more than last year, out
of 18~ total. However, only 2,7~
negro pupils live in tho~ 1~ dist~cts
comparedwi~ 375,~ WM~s. Fur¯ er, some "integrated" ~s~c~ have
no negroes, and a humor of sch~ls
ma~tain ~gregated classes. A r~ent
referendum passed 4 to 1 in favor of
con~nued sch~! ~gregation, In~r-

~aOSition and stronger ~scegenafion

VIRGINIA
S~te ~licy of complete ~gregation. P~d cons~tional amendment would ~rmit gran~ng of State
fun~ to p~va~ sch~ls. Earlier Gray
Commission plan permitting pupil assignment appears to be losing support
to stronger measures favored by Govsembly
(of
Christian
AssociaUons),
he discusses the guarantees and "The
and
a
part
of
this
resolution
reads
ernor
Thomas
B. Stanley
authorizGreat Decision of 1954" (Black Mon(Continued
on Page
3)
as follows: "We are uncompromisingday) and lists the road blocks that
ly opposed both to racial discriminastop progress. Under this heading he
tion and segregation, and shall work to the favorable aspects, as well as
says, "In the deep South and in Virthrough the means of peaceful non- to problems.
ginia ingenious efforts are being made
violent efforts for a social order which 2. If you are located on a campus
to evade the law of the land or to
provides every individual, regardless where integration is moving ahead,
nullify it. Threats are being made by
attorneys of race, opportunity to participate and I join with others, or take .the initiative
governors, ex-govemors,
general and legislators.
Economic sham alike in all relationships of life in helping to prepare the campuses
pressures are being used. Suspicion, ¯ . . We seek to free ourselves from lto receive members from minority
prejudices and discriminatory prac-~groups. If membe.rs of. minority
hatred and lawlessness are being prorices and shall assure to all individuals I groups are not applying tot admisv o k e d, particularly in Mississippi,
the respect due them as children of
sion, try to find qualittied stu .de, nts
Alabmna, Georgia. and South CaroGod.~
who will apply. If schol.arsh_ip..a.io is
lina. Among the threats proposed for
~t ¯ write to
nullification are the abolition of pub"Desirable reading for members of "necessary, try to secure
’
lie schools in favor of scholarship
these two Christiah Assuciatiord" is your regional office of the Student
YMCA and YWCA for information
funds to individual parents for the
listed among which is "The Annual
private education of their children."
Report of the American Civil Liber- concerning poss~le sources of finanties Union, The Annual Summary of cial
help. Also write to the National
Page 20 is a letter from ~e Bey.
Civil Bights Bills in Congress, ?se. Scholarship Service and Fund for
A. L. Kershaw to "Ole Miss ’. The
Bey. Kershaw is the minister who
Annual Beport of the National . Negro Students, 6 East 8~ Street,
won $32,000 on "The 864,000 q_uessociation for the Advancement of New York 28, New York.
tion" and who had been invited to
Colored People, a n d
Fraternities 3. Work for passage of civil rights
legislation at the national, state and
speak at "Ole Miss", but the invitawithout Brotherhood".
tion was later cancelled.
Under "Suggested Action" they list local level.
4. Write Senate Sub-Committee on
the following four things that all the
On the back cover the whole page
Constitutional Bights (Senator Thomas
members of the YMCA and YWCA
is devoted to a discussion of the AntiHennings, Chairman) and ask. that
should work for:
LynChing Bills, Voting Protection and
an investigation be conducted into
1. Become acquainted with the
Anti-Poll Tax Bills. The last parathe denials of the ballot for southern
in which integration is taking
gt~_ ph .~ a copy. o~. ~e reso!imonway
(Continued on Page 2)
dace in your state and give publicity.
adopted at the ~.~,~ National

O~flcial Public.ion o] :h~
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What Has NAACP
Got To Conceal?
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA -What’s the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People
got to hide?
In Montgomery the NAACT has
subjected itself to a $100,000 fine
rather than open its books for inspectlon as ordered by Federal Circuit
Judge Walter Jones. The NAACP says
that its members and supporters,
their names are publicized, would be
hit with economic boycott in Montgomery and other Southern cities.
This is quite probable. Southerners, like most people of the world
from Iceland to India, like to be left
alone. They object to being reformed
or uplifted by outsiders of any race,
color or creed. Ecohomic-boycott is
one of the non-violent substitutes for
war and rebellion. The NAACP in
Montgomery has economically boycotted thebus lines, and it wouldn’t
be surprising if white folks tried the

NAACP
PROPA6ANDA

salve weapon.

Our Next Move

B u t respectable, knowledgeable
people .here will tell a visiting reporter that NAACP’s reticence about
its .records has annth~r explanation.
Are white politicians giving undercover support to the NAACP? There
are 50,0(g) Negro voters in Alabama,
a nifty nest egg for candidates. The
story around town is that some
tionally-known white faces are going
to turn very red if the NAACP books
are laid open.

The political conventions are over. The expected has happened~
only more so. Candidates and platforms of both major parties lean heavily
toward the extreme demands of the collectivists and mixicrats. Those who
believe in States Bights and those who believe in social separation of the
¯ races may now rack up a major defeat¯
We believe most thoughtful people will agree that the South finds
itself in an impossible political dilemma¯ Let us analyze this dilemma as
ob~ecUvely and open mindedly as possible, with a view to seeing how
it came about, and what course we can best pursue to correct it.
First, majority opinion in the South holds to the necessity of the
one-party system. There are reasons of overriding importance for this¯
As L. Q. C. Lamar said, a substantial division of the Whites into two
parties would allow the fickle negro vote to exercise the balance of power.
We see the disastrous results of this situation in several Northern States.
State Educator
Second, maiority opinion in the South holds to the necessity of retainOpposes Change
ing at all cost posiUons of Congressional seniority and power. While these
positions are undoubtedly of great value, they are admittedly limited by
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.,--"As of
their very nature to delaying acUons only. On the liability side, they
now and for the foreseeable future
deprive the South of freedom of action, because the opposition is told
there will be no racial-mixing in the
in advance that nothing will be done to invite risk by making demands schools of this state," Dr. E. B. Crow,
executive director of the State Eduon the party contrary to demands of the collectivists and integrationists.
cational Finance Commission, has
Granting the validity of these two reasons, and we believe they are told the Myrtle Beach Rotary Club
recently.
valid, the logical result is the snpport by Southern pohtical leadership of
Dr. Crow, former superintendent of
candidates and platforms at complete variance with their own personal
schools at Sumter, declared that an
beliefs and the interests of their constituents. This is exactly what has
educational program which the peohappened.
ple do not approve cannot exist, and
We may ask, then, how the South came to be tied to a. position from
that public opinion and traditions are
which it cannot bargain,°while the left-wing free-wheels in all directions. more powedul than law.
"The people will determine what
The answer appears to be that over the past twenty years or so we
have been consistently out-organized and out-financed. While racial mi- they want, and the result can be none
norities and speoial-interest pressure groups have become highly organized, else," he said.
In referring to the "educational
and have maintained skilled and effective lobbies in Washington, the revolution"
which South Carolina has
largely conservative people of the nation who believe in States Bights, been carrying out since the passage
Constitutional Government and freedom to choose their associates have of the first law, in 1951, for statewide
direction and programming for school
remained unorganized, inarticulate as a group, and unfinanced.
and improvement, Dr. Crow
We have left the iob solely to our representatives in Congress, who expansion
said "no state has accomplished so
have courageonsly and ably done their part, more often than not standing much in so short a time."
alone without effective support back home.
A total of 166 million dollars has
According to the way our government was created, and operated been spent or allocated by the state
until the 1930’s, capable representation in Congress was all any responsible since 1951. Of this amount, 137 million are currently in bonds, said, white
person ever thought necessary to protect the interests of his society or
schools have received 53 per cent and
his section. But something changed. Lobbies began to spring up in colored schools 47 per cent due tO
Washington like dragon’s teeth, lobbies to further the interests of power- the present trend of increasing white
ful groups aimed at putting permanently out of action, as an effective population and decreasing colored
population.
entity, that maior segment of our society not in sympathy with their collectivist aims. And the negro question became an issue for the first time YMCA MAGAZINE-since Beconstruction because the negro bloc vote and integration were
(Continued from Page 1)
powerful weapons in the accomplishment of these aims.
Negroes
and the use of violence to
The consequence of this process, uncomprehended by the vast majority
deny citizens their voting rights.
of those who are the targets, is that we have come to have government,
It would seem to your editor that
not by two responsible pol/tical parties, but government by pressure groups.
the publication of this particular numThis analysis, necessarily over-simplified, leads us directly to the conber of "The lntercollegian" should
clusion which, under e.rdsting conditions, appears to be the one most likely have been paid for by the NAACP,
to get real results. That is the establishment in Washington of a highly since eleven of the twenty-four pages,
including the cover, are devoted to
capable intelligent, well equipped, well staffed bureau., or lobby, to com- the NAACP cause. We are reasonably
pete on equal terms with the opposition.
¯ sure that a great number of the conThe support of Senators and Congressmen from the large number of tributors t~ these associations here in
States having no negro problem whatsoever needs to be sought diligently, the South and throughout the nation
do not welcome having their contriand the eventual consequences to their States of federal invasions of social butions spent for the ptu, pose of furcustoms and reserved rights made clear to them. As it is, they are fair thering the objectives of the NAACP.
game for the left-wing groups, and our side goes by default.
The Citizens’ Council asks its readers’ pardon for taking up so ranch
Can anyone question the impact of the powerfully-financed opposition
lobbies on legislation and congressional attitudes over the past 20 years? space in this issue on one particular
publication, but we feel that our
This will take money. Yes, a lot of money. It takes hundreds of thoureaders should know just exactly what
sands of dollars to wage this kind of fight¯ But, friends, this is the kind of is happening on some of our college
fight being waged against us. It is not of our choosing.
campuses.
Few can doubt now that we are facing a juggernaut. Only another
~ DROP SORORITY
juggernaut can cope with it successfully. The materials are at hand, so
NEW YORK--Accepting of-Negro
let us set about our work systematically and methodically. With clear
girls for initiation was blamed last
minds and sure hearts, let us build it.
week for withdrawal of the charters
of sororities at Tufts universiW, Medford, Mass.. and Coroell un/versity,
Ithaca, N. Y.
The national council of Sigma
Kappa took the action.
It was believed to be the first time
It has been announced that the Philadelphia branch of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People this year has reached Negro students have been pledged
by ,a white ~ltional college sorority.
a membership of 10~00.
It was also announced that $10,000 has been sent from’the Phila~In protecting the South we are
delphia branch to the National NAACP office to help finance the campaign
rotecting America. Let us stand
¯ Let us stand on our own conagainst _ntcial integriW in the ,~uthern states.
Axe there yet those who say we do not need Citlzen’s Cotmcil~?

No Race Mixing
In S. C. Schools

Our Foe Isn’t Kidding

Fast

An bvious Weakness
~,~’r ;hington, D. C. failed to test or survey their schools before they
ia~tegrat d. The school officials assumed that the races were equal iu
abilit).. Now, the most optimistic D. C. educators say it will take 10 or
l~. ycai; to work ont the chaos this mistake has created. The NAACP
seems t~ control the School policies. The real and total picture of the
state of affairs has not yet been revealed, officially. The only factor,
worthy of note, other than native intelligence, that wmdd cause such a
difference, as they’ found in achievement of the pupils, is the Negro Teacher.
There is no evidence of any att~.mpt to correct this most obvious weakness.
which cannot be accounted for except on the basis of fundamental biological difference.
A report, by a National Testing Service, to the So,thern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, said that seuiors tested in 39 colleges
.(preparing students for teaching) showed:
"Fewer than 5 per cent of the Negro seniors achieved Total
Scores as high as the average score achieved by white seniors,
and approximately 60 per cent of the Negro gronp scored below
95 per cent of the white group."
The percentile rank of white seniors was 49, the Negro 4. The resuits of many testing programs show that this is a typical situation.
None are so blind as those who will not see.

Unadulterated Bunk
The frantic and pious (eyes npliftedl insistence of the multi-racial
pressure gronps that the Supreme Court’s Black Monday decision is "the
law of the land" and that everyone who does not flip-flop ioto immediate
obeisance thereto is "violating the law of the land" begins to look sillier
with each passing day.
The position these groups take as to the irrevocable nature of tl,..
Supreme Conrt’s decisions is unadulterated bunk which can spring only
from abysnml ignorance of United States history. Surely the people who
today advocate racial integration would not have us look to the Dred
Scott Decision, which the Supreme Court handed down in 1857, and which
denied a Negro slave the rights of citizenship, and barely considered him
a human being, with the same reverent holiness with which they would
invest the racial integration decision.
Following the Civil War,. the Supreme Court reversed itself three
times as to whether the federal and state governments could fix carrying
rates on railroads. There was nothing irrevocable about the Supreme C~urt
here. The examples could be multiplied indefinitely.
It has always been in the American tradition that if a particular law,
or a particular interpretation of the law, is found by certain people, to
be unfair, or unjust, or foolish, they should be allowed the time-honored
right of American citizens since 1783 of trying to change it.
The truth is that the NAACP and the other racists pressure gro,ps
don’t give two hoots about the Snpreme Court or the "law of the land",
but they do want us to comply wtih their demands. That is all there
is to it.

Flies In The Ointment
After forty-seven years of increasingly successful operation without
opposition of any organized group, the NAACP found itself this summer
for the first time on the defensive.
Old promises earlier this year to force integration in the South by
suing county by county and school district by school district were followed
not by suits, but by frantic scrambling to save its own multi-racial skin.
Two states, Louisiana and Alabama, have outlawed NAACP. Four
states, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Mississippi are probing the
group. Sentiment is growing in the remaining Southern states to connterattack sharply the aggressive and heavily financed spoad~ead of integration.
Its worse predicament appeared to be in Alabama where the NAACP
incurred a $100,000 contempt fine rather than obey a court order to turn
over its records. Thus a group which has been piously demanding that
forty million White Southerners sa~bmit to "the law of the land" accx~rding
to Myrdal and the present occupants of the Supreme Court, found itself
in the contradictory position of "defying" the law.
It will surprise no one to recall that prior to the Black Monday decision the NAACP was less than out-spoken in demanding compliance
with "the law of the land" under the five pro-segregation decisions of
the Supreme Corot preeediag May 17,
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Views of An Authority:

Professor Cites Fallacies
Of Integration Arguments
By HENRY E. GARRETT, Ph.D.
Editor’s Note: The following article first appeared in the Richmond Times-Dispatch. It is reprinted herewith
by special permission of the author.
Dr. Henry E. Garrett is one of the most distingushed and outstanding psychologists in America today. He
was Professor of Psycbology at Columbia University for 30 years, 15 of which he served as Chairman of the De~artment of Psychology. His retirement from the faculty at Columbia this year was marked by the University’s
~onoring him with the appointment of Professor Emeritus of Psychology.
Widely recognized as an eminent authority, Dr. Garrett has written six texts in psychology, all in current use.
During World War II he served as a m~mber of the Committee on Military Selection Advisory to the Adjutant General’s Office. This committee made the Gencral Classification tests. These psychological tests were
administered to 12 million persons called up for military service. The army has adamantly refused to release
the results of the findings.
Dr. Garrett testified for the State of Virginia during the Black Monday school cases, and is presently visiting
pudessor at the U~iver~ity of Virginia.

[

In the current)controversy over desegregation in the public schools, assertions have freqently been made
which, I Ix, lieve, are in whole or in part erroneous or misleading. Some of the more 6~mmon confusions and
fallacies are listed below.
(1) That desegregation in the public schools implies "integration".
Jtldge Parker, among others, has pointed out clearly that the Supreme Court decision said simply that chihlren
couhl not be assigned tn one or ar~ther school solely on the basis of race or color.

"’The Model System

Sordid Facts Revealed
By D.C. School Probe
0he-Fourth Of ,Pupils
Born Out Of Wedlock

By FRANK VAN DER LINDEN
Chief, Washington Bureau
State Times, Jackson, Miss.
WASH1NGTON--(SPecial) -- Despite all the pressures of the NAACP
and the AI)A, a House subcommitWASHINGTON, D. C.~A city
tee has brought out many unpleashealth officer testified today that
ant facts about rising problems of
about one-fourth of the younger
discipline, pregnancies, fighting, and
Negro children attending integratlower educational standards in the
ed public schools in Washington
integrated public schools of Washingwere born out of wedlock.
ton, D. C.
The subcommittee, of which Bep.~
The official, Howard West, made
John Bell Williams (l)-Miss) is a
the statement to a House subcommember, persisted in calling teachers
mittee investigating conditions in
antl principals to tell the truth about
the capital’s schools. Integration
integration althoogh strong attempts
here started two years~ago.
were made to ring down the curWest said Health Department retain nn the hearings before they records show illegitimate bir t hs
vealed too much.
among Negroes here ranged from
Toned Down
23.3 per cent of total Negro. births
There is good reason to believe
in 1950 to 27 per cent in 1955.
th,’rt .,a)me of the teachers toned down
their testimony in public sessions for
The range among whites was
fear of reprisals by the school board,
from 2.6 per cent in 1950 to 4.4 per
which hats voted in favor of integracent in 1955.
tion. The stories they told in public
"Could it safely be said~partlcu--~
were shocking enough, but commitlarly with reference to the younger
tee aides say the repots in closed
children~that one out of every
sessions were even worse.
four colored c h i I d r e n attending
Under close questioning by Rep.
public school here is illegitimate?"
Williams, Superintendent H o b a r t
asked Rep. John Bell Williams (DComing promised that no one would
Miss.)
rotifer reprisals at his hands---personally--but he could not speak for the
"I think that would be correct,"
school board.
West replied.
Teachers’ worries arose when Wesley’ S. Williams, a Negro on the Board
of Education, suggested that Dr.
Coming "re-examine the ~x)mpetenco
of some of the principals" who have
had difficulty’ with discipline problems in mixed class-rooms.
Wesley WillStms denied he meant
reprisals,, but the teachers could nnderstand plain English when they
heard it.
BY IIOLMES ALEXANDER
One princil~al, Dorothy L. Tripp,
McNaught Syndicate
.mid she was concerned" about Wesley Williams" statement and did not
Nowhere is the President’s comwish to endanger the ,position of her
bination of qualities so mixed, and
teachers who had tried to make inteeet so apparent, as in his recent press
gration work.
relations. As a good man, Mr. EisenShut Up Witne~e*
bower has a kindly desire for "equalObviously, the NAACP and its ally,
ity of rights" and for non-violence
the Americans for Democratic Action,
and non-interference by the Federal
wanted to close down the hearinss,
police power.
if po~ible; otherwise, shut up the
As a token of greatness, he has the
witnesses.
Lincolnesque trait of patience and
The NAACP sent telegrams to both
Lincoln’s slowness to wrath and rePresident Eisenhower and Adlai E.
’htsal to be vengeful. History may
Stevenson, trying to have them detell us that this Jeffersonian belief in
nounce the hearings. Through an
the people’s ability to run their local
aide, the President replied that he
affairs is the true stamp of Ike’s
had no control over congressional
atness. But in the matter of wiscommittees, and they could not
¯ the President sometimes Peems
change integration in Washington.
to get too marled up in cliches and
Stevenson said that from what he had
slogans to be quite himself.
read in the newslmpers, the hearings He says: "’The South is full of
had not served any useful purpose, good people, but they are not the
Then the ADA circulated a mim- ones we now hear. We hear the ~eoengraphcd s t a t e m e n t, supposedly I pie who are adamant and are so filled
from Rep. Roy Wier (D-Minnesota|,lwith prelUdice that they can’t .keep
demanding that the hearings he stop.-[__ that they resort to violence.
~ and that subcommittee counsel, [
DRIVEN TO DESPAIR
William E. Gerber of Memphis be[. But it’s the ~ood ueoule of the
(ConqBued on Page 3)
] South who are ~ng ~]ri~ to des-

The decision dealt onh’ with the
schools; nothing was said about integration in other fields.
It appears likely, of course, in view
of its present composition, that the
Supreme Court believed that social
the Negro into the
acceptance of
hou)es, clo})s, churches, restaurants
and hotels of
white people would
cventtmlly follow desegregation in
the schools. But at least this isn’t the
law--yet.
(2) That sch~l desegregation is a
moral issue.
A moral problem involves a judgment o[ right n~ wrong in temps of
some ethical code, e.g., Chfistiani~
or Mohammedanism. In this sense,
the school placement of Negro children is a social, not a moral, matter.
If Southern Negroes were denied all
schooling, or (as is troe in some of
the West Indies colonies) were permitred only a few grades of schooling,
white Southerners would indeed be
guilty of gross injustice. Until recently, many Negro schools in the
South were admittedly poor, as were
also many white schools. But today
the Negro yonngster has the same
courses of study as the white child,
equally well trained teachers, and in
maay cases better e¢lnipped buildings.
It is, to be sure, the responsibility
of government to see that every child
has the npportunity to get an education. But it is not too the right of
parents in a free society to have
some say as to how and under what
circumstances their children shall be
educated? Is this noC true of white
.p,’u’ents (who pay the bills) as well
as of Negro parents (whose children
get a free ride)?
"(3) That the churches favor integration and hence it must be right.
For many years clergymen ap(Continued on Page 4)

Cause For Alarm:

Welfare State Crushes
Constitutional Liberty
BY DR. ALFRED HAAKE
(Editor’s Note: Dr. Alfred P.
Haake, Ph. D., is a noted economist,
public consultant, author and lecturer.)
The 1955 Supreme Court decision
ordering integration in public schools,
has raised one of the most vital issues in the history of our nation ...
And no one has really done anything
to correct the rapacity of the Supreme Court in reaching for power
taken from the States and assumed
by the federal government.
Segregation is not the real issue.
However desirable it may seem to
some people, this writer believes that
integration should and can come only
as rapidly as allparties concerned become ready and qualified for integration. That is a matter of development and evolution, not of legal or
physical force ...
"A POOR ANSWER’¯
There are biological taboos as to
the crossing of blood lines. Most of

the world is colored and there is virtue and justice in strhggling against
the further dilution and possible dis.
appearance of the Caucasian race.
Sentimentalism is a poor answer to
that possibility.
As human beings and as children
of a common God. we must recognize
the laws He laid down for us, rules
by which man shoukl live together in
mutual respect and peace.
But the determination of social relations is not the business of government. In any case, the recognitions
and considerations we owe each other
should be voluntary and not induced
by governmental force. That is one
of the important reasons we have
schools and churches.
"REAL ISSUE"
But, the real issue involves the
very fonndations of our country, the
basic freedoms on which we built. It
involves especially the precious docatment through which those freedoms
are guarded from the rapacities of
power-hungry officials. Even the Negro, perhaps especially the Negro,
should be more concerned with respect for the Constitution of the
United States than with temporary
(Continued on Page 4)

,auds Southern Stand As "Wisdom
Of Experience Not Found In Books" Looks Like They Are

~om

pair and resistance by the desegreation of the public schools. And
he pathos is that this matter of "’preiudice" is so crnelly misrepresented.
The President would find people in
these Southern towns just like his
own forebears -- humble, religious,

g

Blood Specimens Are
Separated In Africa
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
~Segreg~tion of the blood bank
supply has b e e o m ¯ official in
South Africa.
The South African Medical Council approved a plan for marking
blood containers with white donors
and black labels when it came
from non-whites.
The group acted on a government draft regulation designed to
~.~pt~e donors" blood into whlte ¯ im-

and "good." Their despair is not
~°r~ of hate but of love--love for
their children and grandchildren who
are as adorable to them as Ike’s are
to him.
If the President does not "Lear"
these people, and if he "hears" only
the wild show-offs and rabble rousers,
then there is something wrong. Either
.Mr. Eisenhower is not attuned to the
true voice of his people (which seems
incredible), or his White House advisers are deliberately blanking out
the real plainl~s of the suffering
South.
Nor is it wise to speak disparagingly
of Southern "’prejudice," as ff it were
some bestial indulgence. A good
many famous political thinkers, including Edmund Burke and Irving
Babbit, have rated prejudice as the
highest form of wisdom. It is, of
course, .the accumulated findings of
the ages. It comes directly from experience, not from books. It represents folk knowledge and tribal instinct, these being a far higher form
of wisdom than anything produced
I bY an individual, no matter how gift-

Simply Out Of Luck
An interesting viewpoint on the
residential race is expressed in the
llowing item appearing in SEPIA,
an inter-racial slick magazine published at Fort Worth, Texas:
THE POLITICAL POT
"’The mad scramble by presidential candidates for the Negro vote
has confused at least two voters
in Harlem. The two gents were
discussing their political intentions
for November in these terms:
"Who you going to vote for?"
"Oh, Eisenhower, of course. He’s
done more for the Negro than any
President we ever had.’¯
I guess l~e’s okay but I’m going
to vote for Stevenson. Now there’s
a man who will do more than just
talk about civil rights."
"’I guess you’re right. Adlai’s a
mighty fine man, too."
"Yes, sir, I guess they’re both
great men."
A pause and then:
"I wonder who the white folk¢ll
be running."
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Army Covering Up
Negro Crime Rate
With Double-Talk

Exposed!

American Public
Kept In Dark As
To Ugly Problem

The protest of Gen. Hodes, European commander of the U. S. Army,
against sending "’low m e n t a I i t y
groups" to foreign military service is
national news of first importance. It
is news that we fear will not reach,
with its full implications, the bulk of
the American people. The facts, however, will be exploited to their full
worth by the enemies of our country.
8ulmcrlptlon $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
For the truth is that in many parts
BULK RATEB ~ Parcel Post Prepaid.
of the world the people mean it when
100 Copies---S10.00 a mont, h---$108.00 a year
they say, "Yankee, go home."
250 Copies--S20.00 u month--S216.00 a year
~00 Copies---$$7.60 ¯ month--S415.00 a year
One of the reasons why our country is eamlag mere hatred than love
W. J. SIMMONS .............................................................. Editor
is that foreign troops are never welcome indefinitely. Whether they are
The CJ~/zelks’ Council is not responsible for the re~rn of unsolicited articles.
occupying armies among conquered
mauuserlpts or other materials submitted for possible publication. All such
peoples, as in Japan and Germany, or
matter should be accompanied by u self-addressed s~mJ~d envelope if a
return o~ such material ta deslrod.
police garrisons as in Iceland and
Second Cl~ Marl Privilefres Authorized at Juekosn, Missi~Jppi
scores of other places in the world,
sooner or later they are intensely unwelcome.
Acute Dislike
This historic distaste for foreign
troops is even more acute when racial
differences are added.
Gen. Hodes’ protest that some of
A penetrating editorial under the above title appears in the September
the men assigned overseas are unfit
22nd issue of National Review. Southern reaction to the spectacle of local
to represent their country apparently
troops forcing inter-racial mix/ng in Tennessee and Kentucky has been one
made no reference to r~ace. In view
of the integration orders from the Suof such shock, anger and disbelief that we felt it might be best to hear
preme Commander in the White
from a respected source far removed from the physical and emotional scene.
House, he hardly could have mentionPublished and edited by Win. F. Buckley, Jr., who gained nation-wide
ed it.
fame through his book, God and Man at Yale, National Review is a weekThe subject is in the spotlight as a
ly journal of opinion that numbers on its editorial and contributing staff a
result of indignation over a gang-rape
highly distinguished group of writers of whom it might be said, "None are in Bamberg, Germany. Seven Amerisoldiers are charged with-asmore distantly removed from the ’group-th/nk’ of Henry Wallaco’s ’common can
sanlting g girl of 15. All sev’en are
man’ than these."
Negroes.
In connection with the opening sentence, we might say that LiberalBehave Badly
Reports have been corrent for some
ism is based on reason, according to the Liberals only. Further, we feel
time that American troops have bethat school de-segregation is non-rational, and there is ample scientific evihayed badly in foreign places. Not all
dence plus millions of man-years of human experience to support our view.
of the crimes of course are commitIn principle, Liberalim~ rejects custom, revelation and tradition, in
ted by Negro troops. The army does
not keep statistics by race and thereorder to base its doctrine and program exclusively on reason: Beason, castfore it is not possible to get an offiing off error through a scientific education, will disclose the truth; arid
cial statement. Statistics on crime by
mason, applied to the problzms of practical life, will bring progressively
race are available in the United
into being the free end good society.
States, however. They show plainly
that Negroes commit far more than
BUt what if some men do not choose to behave as r~ason, speaking
their share.
through its Ls’beral oracles, enjoins? Ah, there’s the rubl
Would it be surprising if Negro
Now, school segregation is nom-ational. Though it is possi}~le to state
troops have a similar record overseas?
The United States should not perargumen~ for segregation that are not anti-rational, the motives upon
mit Negro troops to be billeted in allwhich it primarily rests are ancestral custom, deep feeling and time-sancwhite countries. But national policy
tioned prejudice. Yet many men and whole communities share the custom,
forbid~ segregation in the armed
f~eling and prejudice, and may even believe that these are guides to the
forces. Seg~gation, we have been
told, supplies bad propeg.anda. Yet
conduct of life more reliable than reason itself.
the American commander lh Europe
So what arguments is I.a’beral reason going to offer to convince these
calls for segregation of his troops
men and communities that they are in error?
from "low mentality groups." Juggling of words to avoid reference to
Over the past weeks we have been observing the answer. The argurace can’t hide the truth forever-ments: tanks, bayonets, machine guns.
The News and Courier; Charleston,
S.C.
The cult of a reason divorced from tradition and faith ends in the
brute appeal t~ force. The Liberal ideologues heading the cult put reason’s
heroh~ to fire and sword. And so it has always been. The Goddess Reason, enthrone! by the French Revolution, looked down on the Place de la
Nation as the guillotine chopped heads off.
In small towns of Tennessee, Kentucky and West Virginia’ (fringe areas
where integration had been proceeding at a spontaneous and rather rapid
pace during recent years), the school children, white and Negro, are
"It is not from the threat of external
~ important lessons these days: When citizens differ among themattack that we have reason to fear. It
is from these insidinus forces working
selves, the ones who can order the tanks out have an interesting advanfrom within . . . The campaign to
tage .... When parents and the state don’t agree on how to bring up
pervert the truth is not chargeable
children, the state prevails .... Important social issues are decided by wholly to Communists . . . for they
calling the National Guard .... There are good, bad and indifferent laws,
have many allies who . . . ardently
support the general Communist aims
but the best law is martial law ....
while reacting violently to the mere
The way the world goes, this is learning ,that may come in useful.
suggestion that they do so".---Gen.
Douglas MacArthur.

The Tank As Educator

And We Quote

Michigan’s Demagogue
A cloud is appearing on the horizon. As yet, it is no larger than a
man’s hand, but it is there, and the significance of it portends the ultimate
solution to twentieth century force bills and court edicts.
Governor "Soapy" Williams of Michigan, who was in a heavy lather
at the 1952 Democratic Convention for all-out civil rights, was merely
tepid suds in 1956, as millions of TV viewers from coast to coast had
staple opportunity to see.
What is there in this cloud no larger than a man’s hand to thus
unstareh the fiery "Soapy?"
Reports from Michigan indicate that in the first Congressional District
of Michigan (Detroit and Hamtramck) the recent Democratic primary
split strictly on color lines. The district is 40% Negro, and ~0% Polish.
A Polish-American won.
Governor "Soapy" faces a race for re-election in November against
the Republican mayor of Detroit, who in contrast to the soap and powder
heir is’ running on a platform of representing all the people--not just
Negro pressure groups.
’ Governor Williams’ predicament is easy to understand. He was elected
in 1952 by a state-wide margin of only 8,600 votes for all Michigan, but
the solid-Negro 2nd, 5th and 7th Wards of Detroit by maiorities of 91%,
0~% and 91% respectively gave him a margin of 28,123 votes alone. Thus,
when the inevitable reaction of white elements in Michigan sets in against
the extremities and excesses of "Soapy’s" "civil rights" crusade, the
Governor is left with one foot on the bo~t, the other on the dock, ~

cJ’r|z~Ne~I COl IN~.IL., ..TACJ~ON. N115~..

Blueprint For Chaos
For a thorough and factual presentation of the reasons behind the
U. S. Supreme Court’s Black Monday decision and current agitation for
congressional enactment of the mid-twentieth tentury versions of the
mid-nineteenth century h~rce bills euphemistically entitled "Civil Rights",
we recommend a careful reading of "The Negro Voter--Can He Elect A
President?" aplx, aring in Collier’s of August 17, 1956.
This article does nmch to present the southern position on these
serious questions, unintentionally of course, but it is logical and factual
and honestly written, and therefore the truth it contains contributes to
an undersanding of the essential elements.
The sudden and otherwise inexplicahle preoccupation with Negro
aims and interests on the part of northern ixfliticians is clearly shown
to result from the leverage e~ercised by the Negro hlock vote in key
northern states.
Strategy of the highly organized Negro pressure groups is stated
with unquestionable clarity and accuracy: "This strategy is as simple as
it is profound. It is to alter totally the patterns of southern custom and life."
How is this to be accomplished? We are told: "Negroes speak of
this objective from their own parochial point of view. But on the broad
scene, the attainment of this objective will change our national politics at
a stroke. For the Old South, with its familiar voices in Congress--so often
distinguished, so often antique--will be. dead. The new men it sends
td Congress, to be elected in large part by colored votes, must speak in
different accents entirely. Then, truly, the roots of Congress change and
politics lurch into new, uncharted seas. And this, fundamentally, is what
Negro leadership is demanding of both national conventions this month."
If a white Southerner had made the foregoing statements as descriptive of the aims of Negro lmlitical action groups, he would no dm:bt
have been branded by "’cool-headed" southern moderates as hysterical and
hot-headed. But here we have the deliberate, thoughtful statement of the
fact in a magazine of large national circulation by an author obviously
reporting the situation exactly as he sees it.
Regardless of the temperatures of our respective heads, the consequences will be the same for us all, so let us "cool-heads" and "hotheads," "level-heads" and "slant-heads," "round-heads" and gluare-heads,’’
"lean-heads" and "fat-heads" close ranks and present a united, effective
front for the winning of the stn,ggle ahead.

Birds Of A Feather

According to an article in the August issue of Coronet, some of the
more prominent members in the NAACP (Life memberships are $500)
are identified on a bronze plaque in the national headquarters in New
York.
"The South cannot in safety remain
Those listed in the article are: Marshall Field, Arthur Godfrey, Horace
inactive in the face of the forces arrayed against her, lest political and Heidt, Mrs. Eleanor Roo~velt, Wendell Willkie (he gave $5,000 of his
social erosion gradually carry away royalties from "One World") Richard Rodgers and Jawaharlal Nehru.
the means of resistance. The time
We agree with the autlior on one thing. They are prominent.
has come for organization and attack
For the rest, the presence of these particular individuals explains much.
and defense. In some communities it
may already be too late." Charles
Marshall Field is listed as a sponsor of the National Committee to
Wallace Collins in Whither Solid Abolish the Poll-Tax. The California Committee on Un-American Activities
South.
has described the National Committee to Abolish the Poll-Tax as "Among
the Communist-front organizations for racial agitation which al~ serve
"Nothing is more certainly written
as money-collecting media and as special political organizing centers for
in the book of fate than that these
(Negro) people are to be free; nor the racial minority they pretend to champion."
is it less certain that the two races,
Perhaps now we understand more fully the tendencies of some
equally free. cannot live in the same entertainers to use their shows as vehicles for racial integration.
government.
Now we see why the NAACP is so anxious to please Prime Minister
Nature, habit, opinion have drawn
indelible lines of distinction between Nehn, of India by integrating whites aud blacks in the United States-he was a member of that organization all along.
them. It is still in our power to direct
the process of emancipation and deportation, peaceably, and in snch
slow degree, as that "the evil will wear
off insensibly, -- and their place be,
Paripassu, filled up by free white
laborers.
A stabbing incident involving a white man and Negro at Dobbins
If on the contrary, it is left to
Air Force Base has received a typical whitewash.
force itself on, human nature must
The commanding officer of the base, located near Marietta, Georgia,
shudder at the prospect held up. We
should in vain look for an example said he considered it "just another unfortunate incident of violence" that
in the Spanish deportation, or dele- might be expected when large groups of men get together.
tion of the Moors.
Unexplained was the fact that the incident followed a dance at the
This pre~ten, t would fall far short base service club which the Negro reportedly had attended.
d our case. ---page 164, Life WritIt is hardly likely that the Negro was there dancing- with white service
MEN.
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Storm Trooper Tactics:

Brotherhood, Understanding
Southerners Need
Can’t Be Forced By Bayonets To Face The Facts

able to find another Earl Warren to
appoint to the Supreme Court bench
in place of Justice Minion, who is
resigning?

Dear Editor:
S’outherners have been disturbed
... What I see is frightening; two
and all other thinking Americans paincandidates for President bound, hand
ed at recent developments in Tenand foot, by NAACP~l~orged chains; Share Our Problems
nessee and Kentncky, where bayonets
two candidates for V. P., who would,
and tanks have been used in an efif President, send Negro soldiers to
fort to force racial integration among
Decatur, or to Greenwood, if the Dear Editor:
school students.
"Monkey-men" (White and black)
Now that two Southern governors
No one questions the need for
and
the
nine
JUDICIAL
(?)
old
have
sent the National Guard into
maintaining law and order, or that
stooges, gave the signal.
commurdties in order to "force intedomestic disturbances are unbecomI’m getting well-fed-up on our darn graUon in the schools," hadn’t the
ing. Nevertheless, authorities in both
Rhetorical - Southerners w h o a r e rest of the South better start looking
states seem to have shown a callous
weighing every word and move they for a way to prevent the same thing
disregard for due legal processes, in
make, in holy terror of offending happening in other communities?
an obvious desire ’to impress outsiders
some "Methodist Women’s Society
I feel very strongly about getting
with their "liberalism."
for Racial Integration" or "Yankee- the negro out of the South. I know,
The U. S. Supreme Court, in deTeachers League for Laundering the from what I hear, tllat the North is
creeing enforcement to federal courts
Brains of Southern Children," or’The doing everything it can to keep him
and federal integration, have specifiTricky-Mixy YMCA-YWCA Society in the South. It is not right that the
cally delegated its enforcement to fedfor a Brown America," or some knock- South should have to keep him
eral courts and federal marshals, not
kneed, splay-footed preacher.
then treat him as the Yankee demands.
to the armed fortes of the Southern
I say the white Southerner who I know we are fools if we don’t get
states. Moreover, gubernatorial action
drives a 84,000 car, picks up a fifth rid of the negroes and send them
has circumvented the right of local
of bourbon on the way home and North to let the Yankees see what a
school boards to act in local cases. In
throws money around like a tipsy problem they c~n be when there are
Kentucky, partictdarly, state law resailor---and, STILL hasn’t put one so many of them.
quires that local beards must take
thin dime into our Defense of Dixie If we can, I think we should enaction in such cases before Negro
effort, is lower down than a serpent’s courage them to move to one state.
students can enroll.
stomach. Of course he and they will Then when they gain control in that
Studied disregard for legal proall wake up some day; iust in time state, they can elect only two senators
cesses and the use of Hitler Storm
to see some sloe-eyed pigeon-toed and that won’t be too strong against
Trooper tactics have perhapg doomed
Bed, and a blue-gum-Detroit-black the South. My selection of states is
the |ntnre political chances of both
come up and take his car and his Illinois. It is the "Land of Lincoln"
Governor Chaudler and Govenmr
bottle ... and, perhaps, his wife and and should be made the "Land of the
Clement. Their clumsy efforts have
daughters. Then the dumb cluck will negro.
served to increase rather than lessen
holler: "’Why hadn’t somebody warntension caused by the racial crisis.
At the present I am teaching in a
ed me.w’
Certainly neither governor has made
small town in Illinois that will not
Sincerely,
~ ny effort whatsoever to exhanst exist-i
allow a negro in it. If the South
Marvin Mobley
i~g legal recourses before knuckling
doesn’t get wise to such we are going
Decatur. Georgia
~nder to the nlixiologists,
i
to regret it.
There has been much pious talk of
The time has passed when we can
"brotherhood and understanding" in
depend on a negro’s loyalty. Those
the grave race problem created by the
who say that there ard still some
unfortunate Black Monday decree.
negroes in the South that don’t want
Needless to remark, brotherhood and
to integrate with the whites are iust
understanding cannot 1×, established
letting themselves be fooled.
throogh arbitrary use of bayonets,
I know that there are plenty of
tanks and machines, to intimidate
Dear Editor:
.white people in Mississippi to take
those who protest radical overnight
Many have assured us that mili- . the place of the negro laborer.
changes in the customs and habits of
tary force will never be used to enTo the. people who are lamenting
a century.
force mongrelization of schools but the fact that some negroes are leavThese observations are in no wa~.
at this early date they can now see ing Mississippi, I ask, is it better that
intended to condone "mob violence,’
how wrong they were, since that has ~ch places of business that have to
which seems to ns as having been
been done in some states.
depend on negro trade fail or that we
greatly exaggerated. It is not ~ob
The only solution satisfactory to become a’ mongrel race in the South?
violence for citizens and taxpayers tO
oor people is to at once abolish onr
assemble and present their grievances.~
Yours truly,
socialist school, system and start priIn fact, the rights of free assembly’
NAME WITHHELD
vate
schools.
This
should
he
done
at
and free speech are guaranteed by
FOR PROTECTION
the
earliest
possible
moment
and
laws
the Constitution, although t h e s e
(Continued
from
Page
1)
can
be
speedily
enacted
to
permit
the
rights have been trampled in both
leasing of our school plants for such
Tennessee and Kentucky.
TV Crime Shows
suspended for "disgraceful" conduct.
USe.
If there is any lesson to be learned
Old Familiar Tune
Discriminate
Until private schools can be openfrom what has happened, it should be
Wier charged Gerber was "a 13 ~the inexorable fact that brute force cutor, witness and self-appo
d
Why is it that S~gt. Joe Friday, ed, the white youth should be kept
away from the black,and-tan schools
cannot win the South, nor can com- judge" in the hearings, whose
te ace "Dragnet" television crime
serious consequences are apt to
object" was "to ~rove that integration sleuth, never comes up with a or
,l~httlsory
integration
e
v
e
r
succeed.
Dear Editor:
ose who entertain such an asinine has not worked.’
colored criminal in his dragnet? develop.
belief merely deceive themselves and Rep. Williams of Mississippi
Enclosed ynu will find a small conIsn’t this discrimination?
TEXAS SUBSC~RIBER
further complicate an already deplor- promptly commented: It’s rather difNeither this nor any other TV
tribution ($25.00) to your worthy
cause. I ant sorry that there isn’t more
able situation. Nor can hypocritical ticult for me to understand how Mr.
program bar ever featured a colormoralizing serve any useful purpose, Wier can judge the counsel’s action ed thug or viRian. All lawbrakers
I can do than just contribute money.
until those who vilify the South set from Minnesota.
However, I have the misfortune of
are white, which fact is at wide
their own houses in order.
operating a business in a Negro
Subcommittee chairman ),ames ,C,; variance with actual crime records.
As for law and order, it must and Davis (D-Georgia) said no "Radicals
neighborhood. To do any organizaBased on 1950 prison populashall he maintained. However, legal could make him stop the hearings. tion, rate of Negro inmates was
tional work would mean economic
processes cannot be circumvented by He said Wier was grossly mis-in- 516% above the white rate. For
ruin for me and my family. On the
Dear Editor:
those demagognes and political ad- formed.
other hand this has helped me to una detective demanding all the facts,
venturers who would use military
Just thought I’d like to express my derstand your problems.
Sgt. Friday seems to have notoriEvidently, the opponents of the
force to destroy the constitutional hearings could not bring up any facts ously poor luck.
opinion on what has been going on
Like your people, I don’t dislike
right of citizens to choose their own to contradict the testimony unfavorin the past few weeks. In the Citizens’ Council of August is an article Negroes but I do dislike race-mixing,
associates, customs and social corn- able to integration, so they decided
especially the Supreme Court type.
pardons. If and when those rights are their only hope lay in raying to call
Under heavy-,fire from Bep. Wil- taken from the Jackson Daily News
abrogated, democracy will indeed the hearings off.
which
brands
the
idea
of
using
FedSincerely yours,
liams, Smith admitted there was a eral troops to force integration in our
have reached its twilight and the
OHIO FRIEND
Sex Problems
"difference" between the achieveConstitntion itself will have become
P.S. If yon should print this letter
But the facts about the mess in ment levels of white and Negro pu- schools as ridiculous, and wondered
meaningless. -- (The Clarion-Ledger, Washington’s schools are on the rec- pils even from the same socio-eco- what the troops would do. Well, )lease do not disclose my name.
see it happen, when the GoverJackson, Miss.)
ord, and here are some of them:
nomic background, and the ~egrees we’ve
nor of Kentucky called out the NaJohn Paul Collins, former princi- were behind.
pal of Eastern Junior High School,
Mrs. Helen R. Maguire, principal tional Guard, and not only that, but
said he quit because of a heart ail- of Davis elementary school, said its also had two large tanks parked on
ment, aggravated by the problems of enrollment jumped from 55 to 90 per the" school grounds.
integration.
Perhaps, if I had read it in the pacent colored this year as white people
Collins said, in an affidavit: "The moved away. She said the achieve- per, or someone had told me, I might
problem of discipline was tremen- ment level of the pupils is "way have refused to believe it. but I sag’
Not to be outdone by sister states dous. Colored girls u~d language down" from the pre-integration level it on T.V. I heard a newscast saying~ The Urban League. partner-in-mixNorth Carolina has adopted a consti- worse than any 1 ever heard in the "I don’t think we can use our sixth that in Clay, Kentucky, over 5001 ing of the NAACP is a Red Feather
t~ltional amendment designed to avoid Marine Corps. Knifings became more grade books again," she said. "They’re children were absent from school andI agency, meaning that it gets a porschool integration. Voters approved or less commonplace, and many sex too difficult.’"
three teachers had resigned. There: tion of its funds from the Commun4½ to 1 the double-barreled Pearsall problems were reported during the
should be more of that kind of thing, ity Chest which raises money annualIndecent Exposure
Amendment which permits a local hrst year following integration.
Miss Catherine Reed, a teacher, then they would know we mean ly for many worth while agencies.
school unit to vote wbether to close
"White girls complained of being said discipline was "very difficult to’ business.
It has been reported that the Newschools, and anthorizes payment of touched in the hallways by colored maintain" in her class of 41 of which; With very best wishes for the suc- ark, New Jersey Citizens’ Conncil
public funds to send children to pri- boys in the most suggestive manner, only ten were white. "My third and cess of your paper, I am
l
~elans
ask its more
than 6,000
memvate schools.
and a colored girl complained that a fourth graders were continually fight-,
rs into
Newark
to withhold
contribuVery sincerely yours,
In Virginia Gov. Thomas B. Stan- colored boy exposed himself to her ing in the classroom and there were
tions to the Community Chest as long
Mrs.
B.
F.
Rohertson
ley’s legislation to cut off funds where in class."
several sex incidents," she said. One
as the Urban League is a member.
Route 3 Box 506
integration is ordered gained strong Hugh S. Smith, principal of a jun- colored boy "exposed himself to a
Lake Cl~arles, Louisiana
Citizens’ Councils were organized
legislative and congressional backing ior high school which has become white girl several times."
P. S. I just had another thought in Newark following a race riot in
after foes opened heavy fire at public fifty-seven per cent Negro, said NeMrs. Elva C. Wells, a principal,
hearings.
gro" discipline problems arose when said there was a marked increase in I’d like to add. Will Eisenhower he School Stadiums last May.
Negroes were transferred to less-strict "foul and obscene" language when
white schools and "did not know the Negroes moved in. She said
what to do with their freedom."
there was an increase in complaints
Smith testified that the averag I. about colored boys approaching white
Q, in his school has dropped, in ,n girls. There were two cases "this
years from 96 to 82. Only ten of te week," she said. "I guess you can’t
Integration in our pnhlic schools
130 seventh graders are actually up control that sort of thing."
Harlem Demagogue
will inevitably lead to miscegnation,
The price of liberty comes high, to seventh grade level, he said.
mixed marriages, and the breeding
We freely fight and freely die
Makes Prediction
Girls Pregnant
We know not which principle of
of a race of mongrels.
To so preserve our way of life
S m it h said twenty-seven girls Constitutional Government will
From vicious sims and futile strife,
"Intermarriage of whites and I Such a tragedy can be averted only
d~opped out of his school last year next to be attacked. Therefore, the
,
Negroes will one day be common in by preventing integration in schools
We LOVE our PETS and PRIZE because they were pregnant. All but
~ople
are entitled
to know
whether
our STOCK
colleges.
!two, be said, were Negroes.
e States--the original
source
of all the United States," says Congressman land
"The big mistake whites make is
But PLACE OUR PEDIGREE IN
Smith said it would take about ten Federal authority -- or the Federal A. Clayton Powell.
1 years for integratiou to succeed in Government itself is to be the final
HOCKI I !
That, of course, is a case of the to try to put love on a group basis,’"
[Washington, and by that tin~, most and supreme arbiter of the extent of wish being father to the thought, but says Puwell. "Thns you see what the radical lear[of the white people would have delegated and reserved powers underPoweR, the Negro Democratic House
S. C. Willian~
[moved away, leaving the city sub- our Constitution. ~" Rep. John Bell member from New York, could be ners of the NAACP are seeking..
’ gight.
--Jackson (Miss.) Daily News..
~ Wllltmm, Miss.
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]Psychologist Finds Negroes Below,
IWhites In Capacity For Education

(MOBILE, ALA., PRESS)
more from them. This serves to emDreamers behind the corrent move- phasize the former statement that a
ment for raciM integration in Ameri, Ifnlitful .approa~)h .to raci.al eq.uality.
ca received a severe jolt when U. S. cannot tollow the lines ot social and
News & World Beport, a weekly economic manipulation. There is
news magazine, released a story on something more important, more harace differences by Dr. Frank C. J. Isle to the race problem than , differMcGurk, associate professor of psy- en.c~s in externa.I o.p.portuni.ty.’ . .
chology at Villanova University.
we mnst conelnde from these rindAfter extensive study, Dr. McGurk ings then that the effect of thruwing Negroes into schools with white
comes to these significant conclusions:
children will be to phil down the
"That Negroes are below whites, in
level of education for whites.
,c,.apacity for education" and that
Such has been the result of inteimprovement of Negroes’ social and
gration in the Washington, D. C.
economic status does not reduce this
schools. Dr. McGurk’s findings shonld
difference."
to blast all hopes of the disDr. McGurk base~ his findings serve
trict’s school leadership that the difupon a number of studies made during and since World War I.
In his copyrighted article, he says:
"’If we in America are going to
make any sense out of the Supreme
Court’s desegregation decision, we
will have to be more factual about
race differences, and much less emo-~
tional. We can have our dreams, if
we like to dream, but we should be
willing to distinguish between dream
and reality. Already, we have gone
too far toward confusing these two
(Continned from Page 1)
things.
parently saw little to condemn in
",.. Regardless of our emotional
separate schools--at least segregated
attachment to the school-desegreg~aschools were rarely denounced even
tion problem, certain facts must be
in the North. The present attitude
Courtesy Nashville Banner
faced. First, as far as psychological.of ministers might strike one as cufftest performanc~ is a measure .of caous nnless one r~alizes that Southern
pacity, for education, Negroes as a
clergymen have been "sold’" school
group do not possess as mnch of it
desegregation as a moral right.
as whites as a group. This has been
But is mixed sch~ling really kind
demonstrated over and over.
and human? Is the Negro child more
likel~ tu feel bitter and frustrated iu
"Next, we must realize that, since
a school as good as that of his white
1918, tile vast. improvements in tile
neighbor, with teachers of his own
social and econotnic status nf the Nerace; or as a hard core minority in a
gro have not changed his relationship
sea of white faces suhject to all nf the
to the whites regarding capacity for
affronts (subtle and deliberate) enedncation. This is not to say that this
cogntered hy the child who is "difrelationship cannot be changed; it
feh~nt"?
says merely that it has nnt lx.en
(4) That integration has worked
changed. It implies strongly that we
well in Washington, D,C.
are approaching tile race differeuce
One’s conclusion here will dcl~’nd
A pitiable example of the way
The frightened Negro woman who
problem from the wrong direction.
npun where one looks for authurity.
Negroes are being used by pro-Comwas election judge for the contro"Thirdly,
as
far
as
our
k,lowledge
According
to the Washington Post,
munist advocates of integration was
versial box refused to comment other
of tile prnblem goes, the improw.desegregation has proceeded smoothafforded in the recent State election
than to repeat what she had been.
ment in tile social and econo~nic oply and with a miniumm of friction.
told to say: "Returns from that box’
in Texas.
portunities, have only increased the
According to Washington teachers
In one all-Negro voting box in Fort
are valid".
:
differences between Negroes a n d
and principals, who must nnfortunateWorth, the official voting list was
The matter is in the hands of the
whites. This is because such imly speak off the record for fear
turned in by the precinct chairman
Grand Jury and they will no donbt
provements have heen given to I×)th
reprisals, Negrn pupils were timid and
with the names of the voters listed
deal leniently with the Negroes.
racial
groups----not
only
the
Negro-~cile during the fir~ year o[ dealphabetically.
The real culprit is. probably some
and
the
whites
have
profited
the
segregation; belligerent and aggresState laws specify that the name
white scoundrel who put them up to
sive th~ ~cond year, when they found
of each voter shall be entered on the
the crookedness. He forgot to instruct
that they couldn’t keep np; racial inlist at the time he receives his ballot
them properly and of course they
cidents reported in the papers are
and marks it. Of course voters do
know nothing of the law on the subscarcely one-tenth nf those which
not come to the polls in alphabetical
ject and thoroughly messed up the
occur; Negroes are from one to four
order so there was something obviousattempt to stuff the box.
grades retarded in school; wmdalism
ly wrong.
The box which cast 858votes in the Woman’s
and destntctiveness are appalling;
A poll of those whose names were
First primary reported 1060 in the
many Negro pupils have begged to
turned in by the precinct chairman in
fast primary, with 1034 for Yarreturn to their former schools.
this all-Negro" box showed that many
~orough the NAACP candidate, and
(5) That under integration
of them were ill, out of the State, or
~.6 for Price Daniel.--The Southern
Indicted Because
Negro will in a few years catch up
for other reasons did not vote.
Conservative; Fort Worth, Texas.
and ~rfo~ as well as the white.
Of "Racial Bias"
If this is tn~e it ce~ainly goes
MIDDLETOWN, N.J.--A woman
counter to all of the evidence (both
tavern operator accnsed of ordering
ublished and suppressed) over the
a Negro woman to leave her estabst ~ years, plus the histo~cal evilishment has been held for the grand
dence as well. Mental tests given to
~ury on a discrimination charge.
¯ onsands of Negr~s show that the
Negro pupil d~s indeed achieve
Mrs. Eva Barkei, who with her husmmewhat ~tter in Northern than in
band, Herman, operates Herman’s
Southern States, bnt that in each area
Bar and Grill on Rt. 35, was released
he is relatively just as far ~hind the
on $500 bail by Magistrate W. Gilbert
white pupil.
Manson.
The ~rcentage of Negr~s who do
(Continued from page I)
SACRED OATH
The diserimlnation charge w a s
g’h~l work as well as the average
benefits which may seem to come
Every public official who comprobrought by Edith l~arshali of 116
white is a~nt ~whether North
mises the constitutional fights of
from it~ violation.
Courtland St., Belle~ille, who said
or South. ~rge nmnbers of Negr~s
NO FEDERAL POWER
States or people is false to the very
Mrs. Barkei denied "because of race
in ~e public sch~ls can lead to only
The Constitution of the United
Constitution which he swore to deand color full en/oyment of advanone result: s~ndards go down and
States gives education and control of
fend when he took office. The Sutages, facilities and privileges in a
stay down.
~ehools to our several States and the
preme Court is in the unhappy posi(6) ~at the Supreme ~’s depublie.~lace."
Ple, and very definitely not to the
tion of disregarding the very Consticision ~ tbe "hw of the land"; that
ral government. It was so protution which it was created to protect.
The woman testified that she was
the Supre~ ~ "has s~ken," etc.
vialed in the 9th and lOth articles of
Someone should help the justices to
told to leave Herman’s bar and grill
~e~ s~tements are t~e enongh,
the Bill of Rights.
understand that their functions and
by Mrs. Barkei on June 30 after she
but are not ve~ convincing as deThe 14th amendment, invoked to
took her two children in the estabduties are JUDICIAL, not SOCIOte~iners of ~havior. ~e Ame~force integration of schools, is itself
lishment to nse the rest room.
LOGICAL...
can~from ~e time of the Boston Tea
d somewhat dubious origin and
It is far more important for the
Pa~ never accepted or o~yed
moral validity. It was written in
federal government, and especially
unjust ~d di~fi~nato~ laws. The
for
the
Supreme
Court,
to
recognize,
k.,~,
and forced
in not
hatred
on
Implication ~at the Supreme Cou~ is
ttve states.
It was
approved
by
obey and respect the Constitution of
sacro~nct or omniscient is rather
the United States, than it is to build
fatuous in view of ~e fact that inThe federal government, in its
up power in Washington for the aldividual jmfi~s cfifici~ each other
had-long quest of the welfare-state,
leged benefit of suppressed members
more ~a~ingly than any Southern
whether Democratic Or Republican,
of the body politic.
~ngressman h~ yet done~
seeking votes to gain power from a
Let there be no more compromise
En~ghten~ ~ple do not re~ct
deluded public, has already gone a
in insisting that the government it~me awemme sym~l called
long way in assuming powers that
self respect the Constitution which it
Monroe
Council
~w",
but rather ~ey o~y tho~ rides
belong to the States, and toward the
has sworn to protect and defend.-which
ex~ence and deli~ration
Petitions
Move
destsuction of the ~7.onstitution itself.
Summit (Miss.) Sun.
have shown to ~ just and reasenab]e.
No law regula~ng ~iai custom can
The Monroe County Citizens’
~ssibly ca~ the ~nvic~ion that is
Council, with headquarters at Aberem~ied in laws against murder,
deen, Mississippi, has asked the Mississippi Public Service Commission to
request Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company to place their
Citizens’ Councils
white and Negro patrons on separate
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
party lines.
Please enter my subscription to the CitiNumerous complaints have been
zens! Council as follows and find payment
lodged recently with the Public Service Commission over the sharing of
enclosed:
arty lines. Many complaints stated
[] For One Year ....................................... $2.00
at they found the arrangement very
(Please Print)
disagreeable, but were unaware that
effective action could be taken where
Name ............................................................................
service facilities permit:
Addreaa’. ....................................
: ...................................
Members of local Councils who
City .............................................
know of such cases may wish to bring
~. ................................
them to the attention of their
| State ............................................................................
Seereta~, who may in turn
them
L ................
_ ....
__,,._____J
on to the Misaissit~i Pub~ass

ferences will disaplx~ar in the futnre.
If Dr. Mt~urk’s findings are tree,
then we may well assume that tile
National Association h~r the Advancemcnt of Colored People and its
f~ends on the Sllprclne Conrt ~nch
will soon ~.gin insisting ulmn greater oppo~unities for Negroes than
those affnrded white so as to allow
them to catch u~.
May~~ some~ay the whole nation
will come to realize that sontherners
who have consistently expresa~d upinions similar to those of the scientist
will realize that this kind uf talk ~s
not just enu~tional prattle as many
detractors of the Sonth would have
~’ople ~lieve.~The Mobile Press.

Professor Cites Fallacy
Of Integration Argument

Stuffed Ballot Box:

Catch Texas Negroes
In Crude Vote Fraud

V at About This
Rights?

~a

Welfare State Crushes
Constitutional Liberty

~e

Tdephone Users
Ask Segregation

SUBSCRIBE NOW

~h

-

/

arson, assault, etc.

Om’e prohibition attempted to control social cnstom and was also the
law nf the land. As cw,~’one knows
it was Ol~’uly disol~yed, ~specially in
New York, now the mural center of
the fight for school desegregation.
(7) That those who favor ~parate
schools for Negro and white are "’preudiced’.
It is well to distinguish between
ace prejudice and race prefeamce,
siuce prejudice nuwadavs has COllie
to mean little more tl{an that you
doer agree with me. Prejudice always
implies an uncritical atttitudt~ of distaste tuward a whole grottp, (a race or
a nationality) and is often tinged with
malice and even hatred. The Southern ~vhite does uot hat(. the Negro,
either as an individual or its a group.
In fact, the Negro’s present economic
and social gains have been dne chiefly
to the help giv~’n by Southern white~.
But the whites prefer a dual society
~and 1 suspect the Negro dries, to.,
And such preference is not prejudice.

South’s Problems
Of Big Magnitude
Can’t,Be Solved ~
With Platitudes
The South recognizes tile race problem as uoe of the greatefft magnitude.
It does nut regard it as arising simply
out of the prejudices nf men of different color. It considers race to ~
a fact, just as sex is a fact. It is not
moved hy the off-hand as~ion that
science can discover no differences
aluong races.

It huhls that there are differences
among races, that those diffi’renees
cannot he eliminated e x c e p t by
amalgamation of blood, that this is
not desirable from the view~int of
any race, and that if ~o races are
to live happily together in the same
region, each mnst know the I~mnds
wiflfin which it can fimction witho,tt
~ing offensive to the other.
Rules establishing s,ch t~unds are
to be fotmd in eve~ society containing discrete elements. Some of them
are emla)died only in custom; some
are expressed in the formal requirements of law. The one can ~ just
as compulso~ as the other.
Often customa~ I~mnda~es are
colder and less hmnan than those
that are estahlished in law, for ~e
reason they appear to de~nd more
u~n personal decision. ~ere is a
grand impersonality a~ot the law
that softens the i~npact of its requirements.~. K. Brown, l)avidson CoL
lege.
~ races i’nto which humanity is
divided have existed thro,ghout histo~’. Diversi~ of color, lan~mge,
habits, and temperaments is an immutable characteristic. Nature sets
op a ba~er against the merging of
races, and no hmnan decree can alter
the fact~The National Republic.

[Here’s What YOU Can Do To Help
(AN EDITORIAL)
Insofar as most of the Deep South is concerned,
the race situation at the local level is apparently all
right. However, it coukl be that this is only the "lull
before the storm." It can be said, without fear of contradiction, that this peaceful and stable condition is
due entirely to the fact that mobilization of public
opinion through Citizen’s Councils and similar organizations has made it that way.
With support of the membership and the people
in general, we believe calm and serenity will continue
to prevail.
However, it must be realized that even Mississippi
could not remain indefinitely a small island in a raceless sea. If too many other states were mixed, the
sister states of the Deep South would have a hard
time maintaining their standards.
The long-term aim of the Citizens’ Councils has
always been, and must be, to build up sufficient public
opinion by presenting our viewpoint before the nation, so that an honest appraisal of the facts will bring
about a change in public attitudes elsewhere.
¯ We know that a great deal has been accomplished.
Unquestionably, a great many in the North, East and

VCest have come to see that our position is right. At
the several state offices thousands upon thousands of
letters prove the point.
A year ago nothing appeared in the metropolitan
press except criticism and abuse of the South. Noxv
we find numerous comments of an obiective nature.
Occasionally remarks appear praising our position
outright.
How long it is going to take to bring about the
change we must have ishard to see. It may take five
years, or ten, or twenty. Regardless of how long it
takes, we are going to keep up the fight, and eventually we will win.
Our forefathers did not quit after the War Between
the States, and their situation was certainly gloomier
than ours today. Our children and our children’s
children will not be let down.
The entire strength of the Citizens’ Councils rests
in their local membership. The individual member
may feel that he is not doing anything; that it makes
no difference whether he renews his membership or
not, because he is for us anyway. If everyone felt that
way, little would be accomplished.
Each individual member gives the ones who are
devoting their entire time to the fight more confidence

in the position they take, since they know they have
the backing of numbers. "9.250,000 members in a state
can do an immensely more effective iob in shorter
time than 9-5,000. It is as simple as that.
The few dollars you pay for membership provide
the sinews xvith which to fight. The other side is pouring millions into the struggle. The more dollars our
side gets, the more nearly this disadvantage can be
overcome, and the sooner victory will be won.
Every person can do something. You can give
either time or money. There is absolutely nothing you
can do that will help the big picture more than going
out and getting members for your local Council.
Special attention should be given to bringing ladies
into active, working membership in your Council.
Determined ladies will put backbone in some of your
timid menfolk.
Most of the Councils are now starting their 1957
membership drives. Arkansas, for example, is putting
on a fine, systematic drive. Each person who brings
funds or additional members to his local Council is
rendering the most valuable and necessary service it
is oossible to contribute. If YOU do not do it, who
xvill?
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Jackson, Mississippi

Launch Nationwide Offensive:
Subscribe Through Membership Dues
Many Councils in Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi
and South Carolina subscribe to THE CITIZENS’
COUNCIL for their entire membership by allocating $2
per member of their annual dues for that purpose.
Most Councils are now launching their membership
drives for 1957. If your Council has not taken this action,
may we suggest that it be given consideration so that
every member will be kept individually informed during
the coming year.
For the convenience of those Councils so doing, our
circulation department is in position to handle at cost
direct mailings of notices, bulletins, etc. to the membership of that Council by using the newspaper addressograph files.

Blueprint For Victory Is

Mapped At National Rally
Representatives of Citizens’ Councils from 10 states met in Jackson, Mississippi
on October 12, at the second session of the Citizens’ Councils of America. The first,
or organizational, meeting was held in New Orleans April 7. States represented at
the Jackson meeting were Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.

State Senator Sam Engelhardt’~
of Alabama presided as Chairman of the meeting, succeeding
State Senator W. M. Rainach of
Louisiana.
Officers may wish to write for details.
Reports from the states were
presented covering progress in
these states since the New
Orleans meeting in April.
Five addresses were made.
I, Education and Public Relations
bv W. J. Simmons, Administrator of
.~ississippi Citizens’ Councils and editor of the Citizens’ Council paper.
2. Legal Action by W. 1M. Shaw,
Citizens" Council leader in Louisiana
and General Counsel for the Louisiana
NASHVILLE, TENN.--(Special)--Tennesseans continue to
Joint Committee on Segregation.
protest and criticize recent action by Governor Frank Clement
3. Finance by R. B. Patterson, Exin using the state’s National Guard to force raceffnixing at the
ecutive Secretary of Mississippi CitiClinton schools.
zens’ Councils.
Jack Kershaw, vice president of the Tennessee Federation
4. Voter Qualification by W. M.
Rainach, President of the Association
for Constitutional Government, has directed the following observaof Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana and
tions and questions to the attention of Governor Clement:
Chairman of the Louisiana Joint ComThere is a whnle list of qnestionsO
mittee on Segregation.
we would- like to’ " ask" Mr
.... , .......l~lS was Legal. this was
¯
" a Clement
I ~lansilelO.
5. Membership Drives by L. P.
He claims he sent t~ps up here
lust I cnforcinthe law We want to know
Davis, Chairman of the Gentilly Area
to
prese~e
law
and
order
and
that
~’r
CI
s
t
~"
o
.....
’
.
" ~ . ....
..
I*l .
emen
ny y u cant emorce
Citizens’ Coundl of New Orleans. pihe was neither for, nor .igalnst
lntegra’
.
I .tw anu oruer m mat way. Are yOU
rector of the Greater New Orleans
We
want
to
~now
Lion
or
~gregahon.
.
,
Dlea~ me ~.A A b r or me
Citizens’ Councils with a membership
r~ le
then, Mr Clement
why yonr general , I t~ln~r to
9
~’"
"o"
* as it "" XV
’ / I~’oP otlennessee, the aupreme in exce~ of ,~5,000.
’ iN(let
’ ’ yonr’or(lets
’as
np nere
..... ’. "
,., ~oUrt nasn t conoemn~ ~overnor
Following authorization of the Exre~t~l in tl~e press
"" those. c1111"
. told
3nlvers~me IN.~.~ b r n~ano
ecutive Committee of the Mississippi
nuxed
school
dren
to
go
on
m
that
--..
"
the ~s..~.~.b.r. has pratseo you, ~ovCitizens’ Councils, the official paler,
"at t;hnton
"
.’,
, .....
ernor Clement, butve~ few people
the CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, was
A~ we want to Know, ,Air. blelnent adopted by the Citizens’ Council of
America as its official pa~er. Circulawhether yun are for integration or
oing to qnit enforcing N.A.A.C.P.
segregation. You claim to I~. not taktion is 40,000 nationwide.
xw. When are yougoing to find out
ing sides anti that yon just want to
Temporary , headquarters w e r e
what the haw is, and which l~v you
enfort~: law and order.
authorized at Greenwood, Mississippi,
want to enforce? And if Tennessee
Now Mr. Clement, every Covernor hasn’t got enough laws to protect ns
with R. B. Patterson serving as Secreof every other southern state, even
ta~’.
from the N.A.A.C.P. and the supreme
Chandler of Kentucky, has told us
C~III~. svhy don’t you go before the
The Citizens" Council of America
whether he was for integration or
will function as a coordinating and
legislature and get some laws passed
segregation. Why can’t you make up
phmning agent’), for the severalstate
as dkl Governor Stanley of Virkdnia?
your mind? We want a man in the
associations.
and Govcrnnr Griffin o~ Georgia, and
governor’s chair with the simple
other southern governors.
A blueprint for victory was outlinhonesty to express a conviction and
ed,
based on the following points:
have the guts to stand behind it.
MR. CLEMENT. you claim to be
1. Sharp counter-attack, already
a believer in local self-government.
WE WANT TO KNOW, Mr. Clemwell under way, against the NAACP
ent. why you couhln’t have done like
Ym, have said segregation or integraand other radieal race-mixing groups.
tion is a local problem. What abm,t
(k)vernor Ahm Shivers of Texas has
2. Encourage the people to organize
the local problem of Tennessee? and
done. In an exactly paralh.I sihmtion
to protect and preserve their separate
ym~r responsibility to solve it? And if
tn the Clinton affair, where yon,
schools, other social institutions, and
segregation is a h~’al state problem,
Clement, sent hnndrcxls of troops and
their personal rights and liberties.
we want to know, Mr. Clement, why
tanks and tear gas, and forced integrain five years of litigation did ~’ou
3. Assert the invocation of Intertion, (;overnor Shivers of Texas sent
never offer a helping hand to Anderposition’ by the States to guard and
two rangers to Mansfield, TCX~LS, and
son Cmmty in its law suits to preserve
recover their sovereign rights from unsent the Negru children to their own
schnol and then told the supreme
segregation? Other Southern states
constitutional federal invasions.
~
conrt, "if this ha. c, ntempt, file your
have helped their local government.s
4. Present forcefully and accurately
at the national level through all modto defends tale laws but Tennessee
contempt prtx:e~x’iings against, me, .not
under your leader*hip never has.
against the citizens and officials of
em methods the cause of constitution-

Some Questions For
Gov. Frank Clement

~

Negro Business Men
Opposing Extremists
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following
a r t i c 1 e has just appeared in The
Newark, N.J. "Telegram", widely circulated newspaper for colored people.
It is published and edited by Davis
Lee a widely quoted Negro editor.
An undercover resistant, by thousands of Negro businessmen against
too much integration is apparent both
in Southern and Northern states.
Little attention has been given to
this factor. There is a general impression that only in the white worldcan
be found any sort of vested interest
m segregation. This is far from true.
Residential segregation has built up
little empires of Negro business prosperity. There are many examples of
this.
Past disinclination of majo.r white
tnsurance companies to take on too
much Negro risk acted in years past
as a bonanza to Negro insurance companies. In fact many of the latter
were founded in protest against policies of white insurance companies.
Many of these Negro companies have
so well sold the value of their services
that it is very donbtful if any kind of
integration will ever reduce the demand for such services.
Ahhongh nearly all the Negro banks
are in the Sonth, they, too, prospered
directly from segregation. Now they
have become so well established that
a generation or two of Negroes have
become habituated to their services.
On the surface heads of the~; companies support race rights platforms.
But when they get into their offices
the story is different. They might lose
al government and freedom of personal association.
A timetable was established for
placing the blueprint into effect.
The Citizens’ Council of America
looks forward to a cemplete reversal
of the contrived trend toward a raceless, class-less society. Progress to
date indicates that ’a revulsion of public, opinion, already set in, combined
with a powedul movement, will bring
victory within a relatively few years,

manY customers, for example, through
residential integration.
The smaller Negro businesses are.
even more in favor of the status quo.
Neither in South or North do they
want integrated communities. Undertakers, barber shops, n i g h t clubs,
beauticians, shoe shine parlors and
’what-not owe their very lives to a
segregated community.
This is not only true of Negro
groups but of those of other races
whose business is built on a "support
the race" plan.
However, present agitation and conflict in South and North centers about
school integration mainly. There is
little agitation to have Negroes patronize white barber shops, for example.
Negro newspapers, some of which
are also big bnsiness, already feel
they are preaching a doctrine which
may spell their own failure. Obviously there is plenty of integration
these days io the news columns of
dailies. In fact some puhlications have
specialized in Negro news to such an
extent that circulations of major Negro papers have suffered greatly. Yet
in the files of those papers are copious
criticisms of dailies who in the past
shmmed Negro news. They are not
shunning it now.
Other big Negro business notes this
inevitable Suicide of major Negro papers. They do not want to fall
victims to the same practice. Thus
there are no attacks by Negro undertakers" associations on discrimina!ion by white undertakers. Negro
insurance associations are not spotlighting anti-race practices by big
white insurance companies.
Even among Negro Schools there
is no more attack of biased conditions
in any major white university. In
tile night club business, little support
was given ret’ently when a woman’s
organization tried to organize a fight
azainst the famed- New York Stork
Club.
One publisher is weighing tho advantages, in fact, of a publication
openly snpportin~ segregation in Negro business, hut covering it over
with a rate loyalty slogan.
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OF AMERICA
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Published monthly at 605 Piaxa Building. Jackson. Mi~lsslppt. by th~

This Happened
In Boston, Not
In Sunny South

CITIZENS" COUNCILS OF AMERICA
The good people of Boston, Massachusetts, recently found themselw’s in
need of a teacher for retarded children and so they advertised for some
one to fill that position.
They were sent a teacher who had
specialized in this field by some educational a~ency in Portland. Oregon.
When the new teacher showed up,
he turned out to 1~_. a Negro.
From the heavy criticism which the
people of Boston have levelled at the
South in racial matters, one would
naturally think that this Negro wmdd
be just the man for the teaching position in Boston, and that there would
be no hesitan~T in putting him to
work with little white children.
But it didn’t turn out that way.
Boston school anthorities paid Warren G. Mid:lure, the Negro, one thousand dollars for his tronble and his
traveling expenses and sent him back
to Porthmd, Oregon. Period.---(Southem Conservative)

Subscription $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
BULK RATES~ Parcel Post Pregaid.
100 Cupid--S10.00 a month--$108.00 ¯ year
250 Cupid---S20.00 a month~$216.00 ¯ y,mr
500 Coplss---$$7.50 ¯ month--S415.00 a ye~"

W. J. SIMMONS .......................................................... Editor
The Citizens’ Council is not responsible for the return of unsolicited artiel--.
manuscripts or other material- submitted for possible publication. All such
matter should he accompanied by ¯ self-addre~ed staml~.d envelop~ if ¯
r~turn of such material is desired.
J~eond Class Malt PrJvile~res Autherised at Jackson, MhmtujppJ

Our New M sthead
With this issue, THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL becomes the
official publication of the Citizens’ Councils of America..
The Executive Committee of the Association of Citizens’
Councils of Mississippi offered the paper in this capacity, and
the offer was accepted unanimously by the representatives of 10
states meeting in Jackson, Mississippi, on October 12th.
We trust that our thousands of friends and subsen~ners
throughout this country and ov,e, rseas will thus feel a elmer relatiomhip with THE CITIZENS COUNCIL. Within the severe
human and financial limitations placed upon it, the paper has
from the beginning been designed for general use--not for a
Mississippi audience alone. The present average national circulatiou of 40,000 would indicate some measure of acceptance of
Without any means of commercial distribution or solicitation whatsoever, this circulation, by itself, represents a victory
for our side. It shows what can be done through cooperative
individual effort.
To every one of the hundreds of dedicated patriots who
regularly mail extra copies of THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL to
friends and acquaintances all over the country, we extend warm
thanks. You are getting results. You are filling a role that is absolutely vital to the successful continuance of the substantial
progress measured to date in the cause of constitutional government and freedom of personal association.
May we remind our readers that copies of THE CITIZENS’
COUNCIL for your use of mailing pieces, or for passing on t’o
friends, will be sent with our compliments upon request.
This is your paper. It’s success and effectiveness depend
on you.

Our Scope And Purpose
What is the organization entitled "Citizens’ Councils of
America?" Let us define briefly what it is, and what it is not.
First, the purpose of the organization is the preservation of
the rights and liberties of the citizens of all the States under the
Comtitution of our Republic. This includes the right of separation of the races in our schools and in all institutions involving
personal and social relations, and the preservation of the rights
of the States to regulate public health, morals, marriage, educa"
tion, peace and g, ood order.
The Citizens Cohncils of America is, strictly speaking, an
association of associations. It is a slightly more formalized arrangement of an informal but p,ractical working relationship that
has developed between the several established state associations.
It is a co-ordinating and planning agency for these associations.
It is the logical extension of the state associations, which have a
similar relationship to it that local councils have to their own
state association.
There are no individuals who are members of the Citizens’
Councils of America. There are no local Councils having membership, direct representation or direct relationship with the
Citizens’ Councils of America, except through their duly elected
state associations. There are good and sound reasons for the
orderly uniformity such an arrangement provides in a movement
of this magnitude.
The Citizens’ Councils of America is restricted from attempting to direct or control any Citizens’ Council or other organiza-,
tion, or any member thereof as to any proposed course of action.
It does not have and may not assume power or control of any
kind over such local groups or members, nor does it have or assume any responsibility for any act of any Citizens’ Council or
other organization or member thereof. As we see it, this is simply
a statement of reality as it exists with respect to any group of

Why Don’.t They
Pratice What
They Preach ? ?
THE SPECIAL stdx’ommittee investigating deplorable eond/tions in
Washington’s i n t e g r a t e d public
one. To this I am opposed, because, when all government, doschools had not made its report. Chairmestic and foreign, in little as in great things, shall be drawn to
man James C. Davis of Georgia helped
staff members whip a report into
Washington as the center of all power, it will render powerless
shape, but no date was set for its
the checks provided of one government on another, and it will
completion. Bnt important findings
become as venal and oppressive as the government from which
came to light last week as Public
Schools Supt. Hobart M. Coming comwe separated."
with
a committee
reqoest
that
Think deeply on these words of wisdom from the immortal ]~lied
e reveal
how
many children
of high
government officials attend mixed
Jefferson, more prophetic than he could know.
schools in the nation’s capital.
How have the powers become concentrated in Washington?
The score: Out of some 500
officials only 64 of their children go
Through strong organizationg working to that end.
to Washington public schools. The
How can the rightful powers be regained by the States? court that ordered integration was
Through strong organizations working toward that end. These, setting a poor example. No children
of families of memoers of the Suin fact, are the ingredients of victory.
preme Conrt :ire registered in WashYour local Citizens’ Council is dedicated to States’ Rights. ington public schools. The list of 5~1
Your Citizens’ Council merits and needs all of the support you officials inclnded solne who live in
Maryland or Virginia (where schools
can possibly give it. There are two infallible measures of sup- are segregated) and thus would not
port--members and money.
send children to Washington schools.
Some of the 64 attend Horace Mann
Have you done your share?
public school, still all-white because
it is located in a neighborhood where
few negroes live. Among children attending Horace Mann is a son of
Secretary of I n t e r i o r Fred Seaton,
three daughters of Democratic vitae
presidential candidate Estes Kefauver,
The mass of factual evidence presented in testimony before two daughters of GOP vice presidenthe House Sub-Committee, chairman James C. Davis (D-Ga), tial candidate Richard Nixon.
Meanwhile Mississippi Sen. James
investigating lowered standards in the District of Columbia
O. Eastland had withdrawn two childschools, pointed squarely to one all-compelling question. The ren
from a private Washington school
very silence of this unasked question has thundered volumes by which mixed its kindergarten this
year.
its absence.
The Supreme Court reiected VirThat question has now been asked. And it has been asked ginia’s plea that it review and overwith a pointed force characteristic of an able and courageous tnrn a lower court decision barring
the state from leasing a state ,parl~
editor.
under any plan that might rest, It in
In his News-Letter of October 15th, Dan Smoot, former segregation.
Meanwhile New York’s Times disF.B.I. Agent and Administrative Assistant to J. Edgar Hoover,
a hard fact: forced integration
and nationwide television commentator for Facts Forum says: closed
has cost between 450 and 500 negro
teachers theiriobs in the South. They
"What has happened to a once-proud people whose foredismissed because their own allfathers founded a great nation by resisting the tyranny of im- were
negro schools were abandoned and
moral authority?
the negro children absorbed in white
"When the American colonists rebelled against England, schools. States that had done most to
integrate schools reported the largest
they spelled out, in their Declaration of Independence, the ’long number of ousted negro teachers.~
train of abuses and usurpation’ which had caused their rebellion. (South Newsmagazine)
"Nowhere in that list of abuses will you find anything comparable to the degrading treatment now being forced on the
white children of Washington, D. C.

If We Wish To Be Free

Rape, Assault In
New York Schools

"King George III, a weak-minded tyrant, never compelled
an American parent to send his daughter to a school where she
~ariVate
citizens,
be it large
small,
theyof
possess
no legiswould be a helpless, unprotected victim of such degenerate astive or police
powers,
but or
solely
thesince
powers
persuasion
and
saults as those described by Washington, D. C., public school
example.
NEW YORK--Accx)rding to the
officials."
New York Daily News, Police ComOn the other hand, lest there be those whose enthusiasm
missioner Kennedy and Sttperintendmight persuade them that these provisions, considered unani"What kind of people have we become?"
gnt of Schtmls William Jansen have
mously necessary by leaders from all the states involved, are
bronght 129 of their top assistants
unduly negative; may we say that the Citizens’ Councils of
That is the question indeed! Have we become in this year together to map a nnited campaign
America stands ready to cooperate with any and all truly sincere
of 1956 so fearful and pusillanimous that we lack the courage to against rape, coercion and oppression
defend ourselves, and perish like bleating sheep before the on- ¯ in the New York pt,blic scht~fls.
and patriotic individuals or groups with whom we share a comAt Police Headquarters 69 Board
munity of interests.
slaught of any tough and unscrupulous aggressor?
of Education officials and 60 police
fornwd groups according to
An immortal voice, speaking across the distance of almost officers
the city areas in which they work.
two centuries, pierces effete ear drums with pitiless challenge:
They plan to cooperate in prompt
reporting of school crime and in the
"They tell us, sir, that we are weak--unable to cope with so
immediate investigation of snch cases.
formidable an adversary. But when shall we be stronger? Shall In some schools ;t F, oliccman will be
Our great Constitution was written and adopted on the
principle that this would be a nation governed by laws and not we gather strength by irresolution and inaction? Shall we ac- on d,ty dnring ~’hool hmlrs.
BEAT UP TEACHERS
quire the means oftdfectual resistance by lying supinely on our
by men. Our deep concern today over the usurpation of states’
Commissioner Kennedy said "When
backs?
rights by the decisions of the Supreme Court were voiced with
teachers are assaolted in classrooms,
when children defy authority, assault
clairvoyant penetration long ago by the father of the Declara"Sir, we are not weak, if we make a proper use of those each other, oppress, t~rce and extion of Independence,.Thomas Jefferson, who said:
forces which God hath placed in our power. The battle, sir, is tort-and we have rapes--all this is
"~The germ of dissolution of our Federal Government is in
not to the strong alone; it is to the viligant, the active, the brave. so shot.king t]mt it is nur principal
the constitution of the Federal Judleiary; an irrespom~le body
reason for meeting here."
"Is life so dear, or pe,ce so sweet, as to be purchased at the
Observers elsewhere note a close
working llke gravity by night and by day, gaining a little today
and a little tomorrow, and advancing its noiseless step like a price of chains and slavm>’? Forbid/t, Almighty God! I know ~rallel between increasing disorders
in the integrated New York pnblic
thief, over the field of iurisdict/on, until all shall be usurped not what course others may take; but as for me, give me liberty, schools and in the Washington, D. C.
e’
or
give
me
death,
from the States, and the Government of all be comol/dated into
pnblic schools.

]
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C ntury !

Facts Of "Nation’s Model Suggests Paper As
A Christmas Gift
Schools" Shock Americans
By HOWARD SUTTLE
WASHINGTON, D. C.--A retired
Washington elementary school
teacher--Mrs. Edith Keleher m
testifying at the recent congressional
hearings into conditions in District of
Columbia schools, referred to an expected increase in "pediculosis" as
the result of racial integration. Mississippfs Representative John Will.hams, member of the House D. C.
Subcommitte conducting the investitgoafion
"juvenilestandards
delinquency
and
~ as
wered of
education
a
result of mixology, thought she said
"tuberculosis." He questioned her
on that basis. She correcti~d him,
explaining patiently that ’~pediculosis"
means "bugs in the head.

Can Be Done

Dear Editor:
Enclosed is two dollars ($2.00) for
a year’s subscription to The Citizens’
Council, to be mailed to a friend of
mine in the North whose name and
address appear below.
I am sending The Citizens" Council as my Christmas Gift for 1956. I
can think of no better way of remembering our friends and loved ones at
Yuletide than to give them words of
truth on the segregation and states’
rights issues. For what greater gift
is there than Freedom, which we shall
all lose if we submit to this rape of
the U. S. Constitution by the "Supreme" Court.
Sincerely,
Lee Covington
Baleigh-Millington Road
Memphis, Tennessee

b.y our forebears, must
~ rpetuated
maintaine~i. Freedom and racial
~eparation can be a continued reality
3y adopting two essential programs:
3y organizing on a peaceful basis into
~’,itizens" Councils and by voting wisely at the ballot box. These may well
serve as America’s only survival. We
must not allow ourselves to be overwhelmed by the mongrelizers, now
or ever, if we hope to remain as free
people.
Alton Thatcher
Jennie, Arkansas

Southern Women
Have A Big Role

Dear Editor:
The "Letter from a Southern Lady"
you published recently was ~
far as it went. We should use our
vote, provided we have a candidate
we can honestly support.
But we women have an opportunity to do a job that is peculiarly ours:
That ugly facts have been sup~e children. We can watch the
pressed concerning conditions in
books they read, the movies and "IV
Washington public schools since they
they see, and counteract the in~dwere integrated, two years ago, beious propaganda that is found in all
came obvious during the recent series
of them. 1 have found an instance
Dear
Editor:
of hearings before a House District
aimed against segregation just recenttlistory
shows
that
down
through
Sub-committee which ended w I t h
ly in a children’s book, published in
the
centuries
every
predominant
white
testimony of Dr. Hobart M. Coming,
1954.
nation
accepting
mongrelization
deD. C. schools superintendent.
Of course, we cannot wholly preteriorated
and
became
easy
preyvent their reading or seeing such
And as the subcommittee, with the
in
the
name
of
defeat
and
enslavehelp of school authorities and others
things, but we can "pre-indoctrinate"
ment-to outside nations. A nation them, so to speak, so that they can
who testified during nine days of
composed
of
a
mongrel
race
is
never
bearings, aired these facts to the narecognize propaganda for what it is.
strong, united and progressive. It be- We can also see to it that they get a
tion, Mixiecrat leaders, spearheaded
comes
weak,
lazy
and
indifferent.
by NAACP and ADA, sought frantisolid grounding in American History
Will we let this happen to America? and ideals; that they have a working
cally, but unsuccessfully, to halt the
Certainly nott
investigation. Georgia s Representaknowledge of the Constitution; that
The Founding Fathers of this Gov- they are made to realize the responsitive Davis is chairman of the hi-partiernment, recognizing the fact that bilities of Citizenship.
san subcommittee, assigned by the
segregation is right and sacred, in- Even more insidious than what they
full House District of Columbia Comserted nothing into the United States ~get in magazines, TV, and movies is
mittee to make the investigation.
Constitution that says we must racial- the propaganda fed them in church
Other members include Bepresentaly integrate. They stated in the Con- and Sunday School literature, for that
fives Williams, Mississippi, attthor of
stitntion that the powers not dele- is done in the name of religion. It
the motion to conduct the prpbe;
gated to the Federal Government by works on the conscienc~e. People are
Woodmw W. Jones, North Carolina,
the Constitution nor prohibited by it not apt to feel too badly when called
Democrats, and A. L. Miller, Nebraska; Joel T. Broyhill, Virginia, and
to the States, are reserved to the illegal, but they wince when called
States respectively ... Certainly this on-christian.
Dewitt S. Hyde, Maryland, Bep~ublicans. The hearings revealed a sdrdid
contract, this policy which embraces
Every child should be taught the
freedom, progress, racial segregation aims and methods of Communism so
story of violence, trnancy, malicions
A total of 657 were listed at levels and States" Rights, established and that he can recognize them when he
destruction of public property, and Schools to offset effects of the hearfrom the seventh to the ninth grades.
thievery among students; of shocking ings.
sees them, and be prepared; just as
NAACT’S TIRADE
And while records were not kept by
sex behavior, involving not only stusoldiers are given survival courses.
their
families
to
suburban
all-white
The NAACP staged two public race, it’s believed that most of the
dents, but also at least one Negro
Hitler, Stalin, Peron, all practiced
communities. She s a i d she had
principal; of pregnant Negro school p r o t e s t meetings in Washington, 275 white pupils were in a third sought to have the achievement tests the theory that ff they captured the
girls, , including a 13-year-old who where Roy Wilkins, NAACP execu- group of 175 who achieved at 10th, administered "before integration." If minds of the children, they had their
was expecting" her second illegiti- tive secretary, appeared to unleash llth and 12th grade levels. The same this had been done, she contented, puppets made by the time they were
mate child; of cheating on examina- a verbal tirade against the subcom- tests were given 1,652 students in a mt, eh of the trouble existing today grown. The same idea has occured to
group of schools which have 4,759
tions by District Teachers College mittee members.
our "social planners." But we women
A Negro member of the D. C. white students and only 76 Negroes. would have been prevented.
students, who, despite their cribbing,
Cedric O. Reynolds, principal of have the inside track there: we can
The results, percentage-wise, were
were given diplomas and thus li- Board of Education, in apparent efCoolidge High, told of a new "four- get to the children first.
censed to teach; and of white stu- forts to "scare" teacher-witnesses, is- virtually reversed. Only 15 achieved track plan" installed to separat,*. "slow
This has not been a short fight,
sued
such
a
strong
verbal
attack
upon
as
low
as
third
grade,
40
at
the
fourth
dents, with substantially - higher
learners" from the more intelligent. and it is likely to continue for years
the
"inadequacy--of
a
teacher
who
grade,
74
at
the
fifth
grade
and
146
learning capacity, subjected to an
So wide has been the range of learn- yet. The men of the present generaeducational "slow-down" to permit testified unfavorably concerning rata- at the sixth grade. But 761 achieved ing capacity as a result of the "height tion can fight a delaying action, but
elegy
that
Davis
summoned
Superinat
10th-to-12tfi
grade
levels.
Tests
less,, capable Negro pupils to "keep tendent Coming to Capitol Hill to were also given in "word meaning" and poundage" promotion policy that if we women do our job we can play
up.
a part in attaining victory in the next
call upon Washington school officials and in "arithmetic, reasoning a n d students are now divided into four generation.
UGLY PRESSURES
and teachers to cooperate in the computation." The results were simi- classifications -- honor, college preVery truly yours,
and basic. The basic
Leftist, minority groups "turne~d on )robe, and to assure them there would lar, with students in schools where paratory,
Janice Colqnitt Neill
"no reprisals."
Negroes predominate achieving at course, he explained, is for "slow
the heat" in efforts to halt the probe
Geneill Plantation
when it became apparent that the
~is Negro Congressman Daw- the lowest levels. Dr. H. M. Roland, learners." The subcommittee memLeland, Miss., Rt. 2.
bers seemed to think well of the
subcommittee wouldair to the nation son, after complaining privately the superintendent of Wilmington, N. C., ."four-track
plan" after Lillian Glasthe facts which convincingly contra- hearings were "hurting" him in his schools and a subcommittee consultNegress principal of the all-Ne- Boone, member of the Eastern faculdict the contention of mixology cham- re-elecfion battle, issued a p u b I i e ant, showed tables giving restilts of eoe,
pions that mixed public schools in statement that the investigation was similar achievement tests in North gro Shadd Elementary School (in a t y, testified concerning "touching"
section which no longer has white and "manhandling" of girls in corWashington would become a "model "’illegal" and said he would move for Carolina.
for the nation.’" The noise the leftist the House to deny the subcommittee
And the results were similar. He residents) explained the system for ridors. She referred to "touching
brass hats made, however, merely expanse money.
declared there would be little differ- ~romoting students at the school she certain areas that one does not exserved to reveal more clearly the
But the hearings continued, and ence in results of such tests among cads. She said it is not felt worth- pect to be touched in public.’"
"modus operandi" of their organiza- there may be more. The investigation white and Negro students, "anywhere while to make a child repeat a grade
UNWED MOTHERS
tions, embracing efforts to intimidate is still under way, and the final sub- in the country, North or South." He more than once. She added "it has This type of testimony always
public officials, implications of threat- committee report, expected in January then produced a report of a survey been our policy to send him on, and brought questions from subcommittee
if he can’t get something from
ened reprisals against teachers who or earlier, will become another target by the National Scholarship Service see
members concerning the rate of pregtestified unfavorably to the Mixiecrat for the mixologists who would like and Fund for Negro Students, an the next grade."
nancy.. Most witnesses stated pregRAMPANT
INDECENCY
to
offset
the
effect
of
the
facts
which
organization
providing
college
scholcause and attempts to otherwise supnancy constitutes a "maior problem.~
the
report
will
air
further.
press the sickening story surrounding
arships to deserving Negroes. The
Most of the teacher-witnesses de- Mrs. Helen Ingrick, substitute teachlowering of education standards in
survey showed that of 50 large north- scribed incidents, assertedly "disgrace- er who has removed her three daughRAPS "HASTY ACTION"
The daily sensations began with ern integrated iunior high schools, ful," which, they said, resulted from ters from school in Washington to
Washington schools as the result of
mixology. Here are some of the appearance of C. Melvin Sharpe,pres- with 30 percent Negro enrollment, school mixology. John Paul Collins, nearby Rockville, Md., told of the
moves made. and the results, in ef- ident of the D. C. Board of Educa- only a fraction of one percent of the retired principal of Eastern High, was instance in which the 13-year-old Neforts by leftist groups to stop the tion, as first witness. He scored Negroes become eligible for college.unable to appear personally because rO was "expecting" her second ilhearings: Clarence. Mitchell. official of "hasty action" in the 1954 integration
He also cited the findings of Dr. of a recent heart attack. He sent an
gitimate child, but still attending
the Washington NAACP branch, call- order by the board, said he would F. C. J. McGurk, psychology profes- affidavit, read by Gerber, that set the school and associating with other
have
toted
against
it
if
he
had
a
ed upon both President Eisenhower
sor of Villanova University, who congirls her age, both white and Negro.
for testimony
and Adlai Stevenson, his Democratic vote. He votes only in event of a ducted a survey of the learning capac- ~attern
ecent sex
conduct." concerning "inMrs. lngrick also gave a report on
tie.
He
o
p
i
n
e
d
that
Washington
opponent, to repudiate the p r o b e.
ity of white and Negro students.
He told how a wl~ite girl, with a an incident in which a McKinley High
"Vote bait" statements resulted, from schools were not ready for mixology McGurk’s story was published in the "knife at her back," was forced into School senior "named Jenkins" was
both the White House .and Stevenson, when the board order was given, only Sept. 21 issue of U. S. News and an alley by a group of Negro boys. beaten by Negro boys because he op~
but neither sought to stop the hear- e i g h t days following the Supreme World Report. He declared the UhS. then escaped while the Negrces dis- posed an "integrated seninrpirom.
ings. A White House attorney said Court’s Black Monday decision of race relations policy has been so cussed "undressing" her. He asserted She said the youth’s face was slashed.
the pre~lent had "no authority" to May 1954. Sharpe also told of Ne- clearly a failure that we had to ap- he "heard colored girls use language with 13 stitches necessary to close
intentere ~vith congressional investi- gro students at District Teacher, s Col- peal to distorting propaganda for its more vile" than he had ever heard the wound. Howard West, official
gations.
lege "cheating on examinations. But support."
"in the Marine Corps." Theft~ by of the D. C. tlealth Department
Representative W e i r, Minnesota despite their cribbing, he reported,
SHOCKING CONDITIONS
students, he continued, increased to testified that according to estimates,
Democrat, demanded that Will Ger- they were graduated and given diploProbably the most frank and forth- the point where there were more "at abotlt 25 percent of Washington’s
ber, counsel for the subcommittee, mas entitling them to teach in Wash- right of the teacher-witnesses was Eastern in two years" than in the public school pepulation is composed
and former Memphis, Tenn., prosecu- ington. There were teacher-wituesses Mrs. Elva C. We I I s, principal of p, revious 30 years. He referred to of illegitimate children.
tor, be suspended and the bearings after Sharpe who daily testified that Boosevelt High School and target of many sex problems," and to Negro
Superintendent Coming, last withalted pending a full D. C. Commit-white students are "the better learn- the Negro member of the D. C. Edu- boys "writing notes to white girls," ness. came ,nder the verbal fire of
tee meeting to "discuss" future pro- ers." This was also shown in the cation Board. She said her problems "listing their telephone numbers" and C~,rher and the subcommittce for asceedings. Chairman D a v i s replied results of achievement tests given ser- had been "quadrupled" as the result "asking for dates."
serted attempts to suppress the rethe hearings would continue as plan- e r a I thonsand Washington students of int,egration. She told of Negro
He revealed suspension of two Ne- st,Its of the achievement tests. Comned, so the p~ple could get facts last spring. The record shows that girls, ’standing in the aisles and dar- gro boys he overheard "makin~z re- ing insisted he had no obiection to
"they do not know." He s~id "no schools with a predominance of white ing white girls to pass them." She marks" about white girls, said he the general revelation of the results,
protesting radicals" would stop the pupils rate with the "top five per- said Negro boys used the school’s received reports about Negro boys but that he opposed the ;tiring of
investigation. He was backed by cent" in the nation, while schools in radiators "as urinals." She rermrted "exposing themselves" at school. He achievement grades at specific
South Carolina’s Representative Mc- which the Negro population is domi- that a number of "incidents" had declared teachers at Eastern were re- schools.
Millan, full committee chairman, who nant are in the "bottom five percent." caused the choosing of "’only boy quired to "leave their desks when the
He said he did not want to encongratnlated him and his subcommit- In a group of 11 junior high schools cheer leaders," whereas, during seg- bell rings," so they could "help keep courage the pitting of "one school
tee colleag~tes on the results being with a total of 10,304 Negro students regation, there were also girl cheer order in the corridors." And he add- against another" or "one’.race against
achieved and praised the manner in and only 205 whites, 2,991 were given leaders. Virtually all social activity ed that "colored children f o r g e d another." The snp~.rintendent was
which Gerber was cooducfing the a test on "reading and paragraph at the school has been discontinued, names at the school bank.~
also questioned at length concerning
hearings.
meaning." Exactly 2,161 achieved she assertecL And the increase of
His report was corroborated by assignment of stndents to H o r ace
A grmtp of NAACP and ADA lead- at the level of sixth grade or lower. N e g r o students at Roosevelt has ;other teachers to convince the .~b- Mann School, in fashionable N.rthers announced formation of a so- Of these, 676 were at fom~h grade caused several hundred white former committee the problems were not west Washington. Horace .M;mn has
called Washington Committee
level, 385 at third grade leveL
students to wifl~lraw and move with i~euliar to F..aslem High. Dr. Regis no Negro students.

A ,Moagrd Race Is
Never Progressive
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If the Dam Breaks... ?

Mixed Marriages Will,.
Become Commonplace
Millions of non - Southerners will
quickly support the South’s position
on public school integratinn w b e n
they realize that integration t h e r e
would transform America into a nation of mixed-blood people, says Herbert Ravenel Sass, well-known South
Carolina author.
Writing in the November issue of
the Atlantic Monthly, Sass says the
South’s belief that ’racial amalgamalion" would result is the "compelling
reason" why it opposes integration.
In discussions outside the region, however, this belief has been held "virtually taboo," the Charleston writer
"C’i’he"" people of the North and West
do not favor the transformation
the United States into a nation eom-

~o~d ins any
considerable part of mixed
more than the j~.,ople

the Sonth do," he writes. Northerr
support of school integration in
Sonth is dne to the failure to realizl~
its inevitable biological effect in regions of large Negro population. If
Northerners did realize this, t h e i r
enthusiasm for mixed schools in the
South wonid evaporate at once."
THE REAL GOAL
Sass says that behind the drive for
integration in the South is the Negro
leaders’ desire for racial amalgamation. These leaders "not only want
the right to amalgamate through legal
intermarriage but they want that right
to be exercised widely and frequently," he writes.
The South, he says, is now the
"great bulwark against intermarriage,"
but that a "very few years of thoroughly integrated schools would produce large numbers of indoctrinated
young Southerners free from all ’pre-,
iudice" against mixed matings."
Sass says that "race preference is
not active in the very young7
He w r i t e s: "Race preference
(which the propagandists miscall race
prejudice or hate) is one of those
instincts which develop gradually as
the mind develops and which, if taken
in hand early enough, can be prevented from developing at all.
ENEMY’S FORMULA
"Hence, if the small children of
the two races in approximately equal

numbers-~as would be the case in a
gregt many of the South’s schools~
were brought together intimately and
constantly and grew up in close association in integrated schools under
teachers necessarily committed to the
gospel of racial integration, t h e r e
wonld be many in whom race preferenee would not develop.
"’This would not be, as ~pedieial
thinkers might suppose, a good thing,
the happy solution of the race problem in America. It might be a solu(’ion of a sort, but not one that the
American people would desire. It
w o u I d inevitably result, beginning
’ with the least desirable elements, of
’both races, in a great increase of racial
amalgamation, the very process which
throughout our history we have most
sternly rejected. F o r although to
. most persom today the idea of mixed
mating is disagreeabh or even repug- ~
nan(, this would not be true of the
new generations brought up in mixed
schools with the desirability of racial I
integration as a basic premise.
Among those new generations mixed
matings would become commonplace,
and a greatly enlarged mixed-blood
population would result."
DEFENSELESS MINDS
Sass says that in intel~rated schools,
the "defenseless mind" of the child
would be "exposed to brain-washing
which it would not know how to refute."
He adds: "If the South fails to
defend its young children who are
not yet capable of defending themselves, ff it permits their wholesale
impregnation by a propaganda persuasive and by them unanswerable,
the salutary instinct of race preference
which keeps the races separate, as in
Nature, Will he destroyed before it
develops and the barriers a~gains!, racial amalgamation will go taown.
Sass says this is the "compelling
reason" why the South will resist,
with "all its resources of mind and
body," the mixing of the races in its
public schools.
He writes: "It is a reason which,
when its validity is generally recognized, will quickly enlist millions of
non-Southerners in support of the
South’s position."

Layman to Bishop-

Does Church Favor
Race Mongrelization?
Editor’s Note: The following letter
was submitted by the author. The
deep seriousness of the subject is presented with a clarity and directness
that we feel is unusually thoughtprovoking.
Right Bevel’end Henry Knox Sherrill
Presiding Bishop
The Episcopal Church of The United
States
281 Fourth Avenue
New York City
Dear Bishop Sherrilh
As a lifetime member of the Episcopal Chnrch, who has brought his
family of three young boys and a
girl to Mississippi, I am writingto
you because I am concerned about
the futnre of the Caucasian Race. We
sacrificed mar family farm in Mary~
nr.ds
we feel Conrt
that theof
mere" ofbecansc
the Snpreme
the
.United States have placed themselves
obove God in declaring that segregation of the races is nnconstitutional.
Education is much more than a
period of learning--it is a social experience of the most impressionable
tylx" throngh which intermarriage of
those concerned is inevitable over a
perkx1 of years.
One of the most vital facets of
Christianity, in my estimation, is the
preservation of nay own Anglo-Saxon
race. To me, the intermarriage of

~
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white and Negro people is a sin inflicted on future generations which
defies God’s Laws.
I feel that i am a Christian,
triotic American, and a person afu~i~
aware of the Brotherhood of Man.
Human emotions and propinquity
should never be underevahat~d. Social association in any form will break
down the marital barriers and this is
so obvious during a period when
emotional impressions are paramount.
in adolescence. The cold hard facts
of mon,grelization and the devastation
of ones own race are realized too
late in the swirl of life’s stream.
It has been very disturbing to me
that two Episcopal Ministers in the
State of Mississippi have been most
outspoken about segregation. Their
theology is, in fact, that those who
practice segregation are sinfid. Can
these well-meaning individnals dwell
so completely in darkness that they!
fail to comprehend that the Racial
Integrity of America is at stake?
Does the Episcopal Church of the
United States sanction marriage between white and Negro? If this is
trne, we stand ready to leave the
Episcopal Chnrch.
Respectfidly,
Hngh Brent, III
1438 Raymond Road
Jackson, Miss.
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More Negro Teachers Lose Jobs
As More Schools Are Integrated
Between 450 and 500 Negro school
teachers have lost their jobs in the
South as a result of forced integration, the New York Times has reported in a copyrighted article. They
were dismissed because their own allNegro schools have been abandoned
nd colored students absorbed in white
schools. Many of these teachers had
from 20 to 30 years of teaching experience.
These dismi~,als have taken place
mainly in rural areas and larger cities
of border states like Kentucky, Maryland and Missouri. Ironically enough,
those border states making the greatest strides toward integrating their
schools have discharged the largest
number of Negro teachers.
In addition to the 450 or 500 colored teachers thus displaced, many
others are finding that their contracts
are not being renewed, It is obvionsly

impossible tu ohtain an accnrate count
of these lint their nnmbers are considerable. S~kesmen for the N e g r o
teaching profession are gravely distared at the increasing nnmber
dismissals. As more community schools
desegregate, the nnmber will intreat.
These facts emphasize that no nnc
stands to lose more hy the O.
preme Coup’s desegregation o r d e r
than the fine Negro school teachers
of the South. None is more aware that
forced integration will mean greater
loss of pre~nt op~rtunities. Sonthem
states now employ a~ut 20 times
more qualified Negro teachers than all
other states combined.
Re, at studies have shown that in
the 31 non-segregated states during
1955, only 10,248 colored teache~
were employed compared with 722,487 white teachers. ~fis is a ratio of
72 w~te to one colored teacher in

the "liberal" North. Thns, despite hypncrisy abont "eqoality," the nunSnuthern states canm)t even ]~’gin to
match the South’s snperb record of
fair dealing with the Negrn teacher.
Fur this reason, thinking Negru
leaders do not ask, want or expect
integrated schools in Mississippi and
other Southern states wbich will not
tolerate destrnctinn of time-tested educational systems. Actnally. the South
today is the only real land of opportnnity h~r Negro teachers. Besides
having more Negro educators, ~e
South has more Negro ~llege presidents, doctors, lawyers and prosperous
bnsiness men than all other states
~mbined. ~e ~reat m a j o r i t y of
colored citizens ~now and appreciate
these facts, which is why agitators will
never succeed in turning the Negro
against his white friend here.~The
Cla~on-~dger, Jackson, Miss.)

Migration Is The Answer !
SINCE this newspaper some is commonly known as the Negro
problem.
nonths ago proposed a program of
relocation which wonld lessen the
proximal factor in racial discord, the
A DIFFUSION of minority groups
weekend announcement by Rep.
obviously would lessen frictions, un
David C. Jones of Worth County is
this simple thesis; to lessen the proxiboth interesting and gratifying. Mr.
mal factor is to lessen the reason for
Jones has promised to introduce legisdiscord.
lation in Januray under which Georgia
No force or dictatorial decisions in
would appropriate up to $I0,000,000
effectingdiffusion would work or
yearly to finance Negro migration.
would be condoned. Thus we are
happy to note that Mr. Jones’ proLest it be misnnderstood, it should
posal would establish a pnrely volnnhe restated at the outset that this
tary opportunity for migration. The
newspaper is in favor of some such
bill wonld:
program not in racial antipathy bat as
Authorize grants-in-aid to parents
a commonsense approach on an utwho want their children to attend
terly simple thesis. That thesis is, as
racially integrated schools outside of
we may learn from the discriminaGeorgia.
tions against the Mexicans in the
Provide a hardship allowance with
Southwest, the Orientals on the West
a maximum of $1,(XX) for expenses of
Coast and other minorities in the
moving, rent op to six months, anti
North and East, that proximity of difpay for time lost while seeking new
fering cnltures leads to frictions. The
employment.
larger the numbers of the ~ninority
The grants-in-aid woold be on a
group in a given area the greater the
per child basis not exceeding the espossibilities of discord.
tablished cost of educating said childFor example, there is no Oriental
ren in Georgia, for a period tip to
problem in Georgia; no Mexican prob12 years.
lem in Alabama. Here we have what

Order Yours Today!
If the ’Government Printing Office
receives 1,0t)O requests for copies of
the District of Cohnnbia sub-committee hearings investigating integration
in the Washington schools, a sales
stock will be printed, costing approximately 81.50 per copy.
This 512 page fact-filled handbook
on the dangers of integration should
be in every home lihra~’, every school
library and every pnblic library in the
eonn~ry.

Do Your Part
Write Government Printing Office,
~,Vashington .9~, D. C., and reqnest a
copy of these hearings. Do not send
money. G.P.O. will advise you if sufficient reqnest~ are received.

AI)I)ITIONALLY, t h e measure
woold make it possible to establish
integrated schools in Georgia, providing they were authnrized in a referendum on a congressional district basis.
The whole proposal, too, would have
to ~ approved in a state referendum.
And a saving provision is that the
bill would make it a fflony to influence anyone to make an application for migration aid against his will.
Thns, with a five-to-10-year prison
sentence a consequence, few would
dare t~ to force migration.
Migration of Negroes to other sections of the nation is a continual
n~nvcmcnt, largely to the West, there
have t~en three great migrations this
cent,try. In time, a diffi,sinu of the
race to remove the proximal factor
conld solve the whole prol)lcm of
w h i t e-negro relations. A program
sueb as that propuscd by Mr. Jones
merely wonld tend to accelerate, what
now is being (lone normally and
naturally. ~Vc see no illiberality in
it.~Columbns, Ga., ~dgcr~
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Man!l Americans Are As&ing:

FUND FOR WHICH "REPUBLIC"?
Ford Foundation Finances
Fund’s Rac -Mixing Driv

Sugar Daddy

The Fund for the Republic was incorporated in December, 1952, with an initial grant of
$1,000,000, following a decision by the Ford Foundation to establish a separate organization purportedly to "defend and advance the principles of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution."
More specifically, the five areas of immediate interest were stated as follows:
1. Restrictions and assaults upon academic freedom.
INTERRACIAL
2. Due process and the equal protection of the laws.
FRONTS
3. The protection of the rights of minorities.
4. Censorship, boycotting and blacklisting actvities by private groups.
5. The principle and application of guilt by association.
The five announced fields of inquiry reveal clearly that the Fund is a partisan supporter
of the Left-Wing, with all that name implies.
FIGHTS ANTI-COMMUNISTS
Reduced to plain English, the five areas of immediate interest mean simply (a) to promote
integration of the colored and white races, and (b) to attack and attempt to discredit Congressional investigating committees, the F.B.I., the American Legion, the Daughters of the American
Revolution, and similar patriotic organizations--in a word, to promote anti-anti-Communism.
In February, 19~3, the Ford°
Foundation appropriated an ad- have been centered on "bringing races lications, film strips and slides.
in peaceful and moderate Religious Drawings, Inc.
ditional $14,000,000 f o r t h e together
$2,000---A cartoon mat servic~ by]
compliance with the Supreme Court
Fund for the Republic, bring- edict." Activities include: study of Jack Harem on religion and segregaing the total grant to $15,000,- registration, voting anti "disfranchise- tion for circnlation to southern college
ment" techniques, studies of leader- newspapers, religious papers, Negro
000.
The day before the Ford Founda- ship and aims of Southern "resistance" papers, and public officials.
and methods of economic Board of Social and Econmic Relation’s hn~e grant to the Fund was movements
tions of the Methodist Church
annmmceu, the United States House pressure and reprisals.
$25,000 -- To support interracial
of Representatives a p p r o p r i a t e d Commission on Race and Housing
conferences.
$118,954~To
eliminate
segregated
$300,000 .for its Committee on UnAmerican Activities. According to honsin~ as a "’source of interracial Catholic Committee of the South
$15,000---To establish interracial
news relrmrts, the announcement of tension’. (It is interesting to note institutes
to study the area of tension
the For~l grant the following day that Henry R. Luce, editor-in-chief in the South
and to publish and disprompted one House member to com- of Life Magazine, is a member of this
tribute their findings. (Tensions, of
ment: "We appropriate $300,000 to Commission.)
don’t just happen.)
fight Communism, they appropriate Anti-Defamation League of B’nai course,
Presbyterian Church in the United
B’rith
$15,000,000 to fight us."
$5,000-- To pay traveling expenses
States, Division of Christian ReIn a speech to the Federated Civic
lations
Association at Cincinnati in February of representatives f r o m Southern
$15,000~To finance one-day inof 1956, Congressman Gordon H. schools to attend a south-wide conferfor ministers and laymen on
Scherer (R-Ohio) said, "Congressional ence on "’human relations" and "’inter- stitutes
Christianity and Race. In May, 1956,
committees and the F.B.I., with the group problems facing the schools in workshops" were held in Jacksonville,
(AN EDITORIAL)
comparatively few dollars they have North and Sonth" at the University
Memphis, Dallas, Charlottesville and
to spend in their fight against the in- of Oklahoma in June, 1956.
FORD FUND FOR (WItICH) REPUBLIC?
Charleston.
ternal subversion of this cxmntry, are Pnblic Education Association
$10,000---To study Puerto Rican Presbyterian Church in the United
According to the respected Washington newsletter, ItUMAN EVENTS,
now compelled to divert their attenStates, Department of Social Edution to the constant onslaughts of and Negro honsingpatterns of segre"accumulating evidence of the ultra-liberalism and blatant anti-anti-Comorganizations like the Fund for the gation as reflected in all-Ne gro cation and Action
munism of the $15,000,000 tax-free Fund for the Republic has spawned
schools.
The
report
concluded
that
$15,000---To
finance
travel
costs
Repnblic. A large part of the Fund’s
$15,000,000 (tax exempt by the way) segregated housing in New York was for ministers and laymen to one and a new gag line appended by some to any mention of the organization’s
name: ’Which Republic?" "
will be spent in an attempt to break almost entirely responsible for the two-day institutes, and to pay for a
down the public’s ~xmfidence in these iexistance of all-Negro or predomi- color motion picture of a lecture by
The three-year report released by the controversial Fund, briefed in
Dr.
George
Mitchell,
director
of
the
nantly
non-white
schools.
The
New
anti-Commnnist institutions. T h e
considerable detail elsewhere on these pages, states that each member of
Fund will do the job in many ways, York City Board of Education accept- Sonthern Regional Conncil.
ed the report and appointed a Com- Loyola University, New Orleans
the Board of Trustees of the Ford Foundation formally approved the seleccleverly and snbtly.’"
finance a project on
The Fund has stibsequently reveal- mittee on Integration to work out the the$10,000--To
tion of each original member of the Board of Directors of the Fund. The
integration
of
parochial
schools
recommendations
of
the
report
to
ed in a three-year report how apreport goes on to say that subsequent to incorporation the Fund was to be
in
New
Orleans
andto
provide
eduproxinmtely one-third of the $15,- rezone residential areas so that inte- cational material for Catholic parents,
gration would be accomplished.
independent of the Foundation. It would be surprising if arrangements
000,000 grant, has been expended.
National Association For the Ad- teachers and priests.
had been otherwise, since this is normally the manner in which funds and
War Against South
vancement of Colored People Y.M. C. A., $20,000 and Y. W. C. A.
trusts operate.
$20,000
The report provides a veritable
(NAACP)
To
provide
counsel
and
assistanc~
Presumably, the Ford Foundation is satisfied with the results obtained
blueprint of the pattern of psychologi$50,000~A general pnrpose grant
cal wadare that is being waged to educate Negroes on how to get on southern campuses "facing prob- by its progeny, since it has not bothered to repudiate any of the actions of
against the Sooth with an intensity integration and how to use new legal lems growing out of the Supreme the Fund or purposes for which their money has been spent so lavishly.
Court’s decision on school integrathat staggers the imagination of those advantages to force compliance.
who are doeply and serionsly con- Vanderbilt University ~ Race Rela- tion".
It is interesting to note that Oscar Hammerstein II is listed as a DirecY.W.C.A., $5,000
cerned about the fnture of our South-. tions Law Reporter
tor of the Ford Fund for the Republic and is also listed as Vice President
For
community
Y.W.C.A.’s
near
land and of onr conntry.
$100,000~To finance reports on
~
of the NAACP.
Since the date of its incorporation, "civil rights" court decisions for cir- "’test-case campuses.
It is also interesting to note that the Fund has granted $50,000 dithe Fund reports that it has spent. culation among lawyers, social work- National Council of Churches, Dep~rtment of Christian Social Re- rectly to the NAACP to promote integration.
$5,414~201 to May 31, 1956. Of this ers and school officials.
lations of the United Church
amount, the largest cnmulative ex- National Urban League
The record stands and cannot be denied.
Women, $ I0,000
nditure, $1,888,583, has been in the
1150,000~ConcentraUng
in
twelve
To support thirty workshops to help
Id of integration of the races. The Southern and Border states on unions
largest single beneficiary is the South- and management (significantly north- women in local areas "’learn how" to
Episcopal Church
ero Regional Cxnmcil, which is de- ern corporations with southern deal with interracial problems.
facilities or for extension of their
Congregational Christian Churches, $25,000
scribed in some detail elsewhere.
usefulness b, fv circulating kinescopes,
branches were selected) to promote
For Social Action
Christian Missionary Society scripts, etc.’ Among the films proThe three-year report lists the fol- integration of Negroes in such in- Council
$31,480---To support a two-year United
duced were Integration in St. Louis,
of the Disciples of Christ
lowing grants:
dustries as tobacco, textiles, steel,
a documentary version of how St.
in
Virginia
and
North
Carp$15,000
American Friends Service Committee electrical equipment, c h e m i c a I s, rirogram
na on ivtegration, calling for a perLouis "successfully met the I~roblem
The
three
foregoing
grants
are
to
11176,500 -- Educational work on petroleum and auto and farm ma- son-to-person approach to relations
of desegregation of its schools,’ a five
school desegregation in the District chinery.
between white and black church "support interracial programs similar minute film featuring a noted polito
those
undertaken
by
other
religious
of Colnmbia and expansion of ~ob Philadelphia Fellowship Commission members. One white and one colored
organizations." (TI~is means showing tian’s stand against loyalty oaths for
opportunities (FEPC) for Negroes in
112,000--A half-hour film on "dis- woman are to be the leaders in the Negroes how to get integration teachers, and the expansion of a teleGreensboro, North Carolina and Dal- erimination" in industry.
each area. "Their assignments are to
vision study of "Daytime Whites",
las, Texas. (This does not create new Catholic Interracial Council of Chi- include giving encouragement and as- and persuading the whites to integrate Negroes who pass as whites during
jobs. It displaces white job holders.)
sistance to individuals who work for with them.)
working hours. CBS-KNX News in
cago
integration; stimulating lay leaders General Work in Television and Los Angeles was provided financial
Southern Regional Couno’l
$23,000~To promote integration and ministers to participate in the
Radio
aid to do a radio series on racial "’dis$445,000--The first grant of $5,000 of Trumbull Park, scene of tension
programs of snch organizations as the
$195,221 -- "(a) To explore the crimination" in Los Angeles called
was for the preparation and distri- aml violence since August, 1953.
Sonthern Regional Council, the Fel- potentialities of commercial television "Minority Report."
bntion of the Ashmore Report, The
Council of C~urches, l~- lowship of Southern Churchmen, and as a medium for matters of interest Council For Civic Unity of San FranNegro in the Schools: Later grants National
partment of Bacial and Cultural the Annual Race Relations Institute to the Fund by. commissioning ’treatstrengthened the head office in Atat Fisk University; and arranging con- ments,’ pilot films, etc., with a view
1120,000---To finance a television
lanta and ~rved to organize Cooocils. Relations
$40,750---To establish in Maryland, tacts between white and colored to eventual production on commercial show called "’Barrier", appearing
on Human Relations with interracial
church
groupsY
television; (b) to help networks or weekly since February 26, 1956.
h~mrds and staffs in twelve states: Delaware. and West Virginia a proAlabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, gram to strengthen the processes of Southern Baptist Convention, Christ- stations offer programs that might ictus have included such titles as, Is
workshops
i~n I.,ile C_,ommissio~
, otherwise not be shown; (c) to en- There A Color Line in Bay Area
Kentucky, L o u i s i a n a, Mississippi, integration by developing
~,
:courage existing programs with funds Schools~", "Bay Aye_a Housing OpporNorth Carolina, South CasoIina, Ten- in "human relations providing conmltants, distributing edueatimud pub!for imtnoved inixtuetio~ or m’iting
(Continued on Page 3)
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THE TRIBE THAT LOST
ITS HEAD
By: Nicholas Monsarrat (William
Sloane Associates, 598 pages,
~4.95)
In "THE TBIBE THAT LOST ITS
HEAD", Nicholas Monsarrat has created an imaginary/sland called Pharamaul just off the south-west coast of
Africa. A hundred years or more of
comfortable British rule have developed a lazily accustomed pattern of life,
familiar to black and white alike.
The twin ingredients of tragedy appear on the scene in the person of
Dinamaula, returning to Africa to become Chief of the Maulas after a
thorough schooling in English "social
equality," and in the person of Tul*
bach Browne -- "a yellow journalist
whose livelihood depended on disaster, Browne took a rare delight when
other people’s lives went wrong, and
a eount~/ in eruption was his dream

W. J. SIMMONS ........................................................ Editor
The Citls~u~’ Council t. not rm~pmmtble
for the return of uu~olicitmd ar~lelm.
m~nu~ertpt~ or ot~er mt~ri-I- ~ubmitted for i~ible publication. All aueh
mstt~" should be seeompanied by ¯ self-addrem~d stamped enveJope if ¯
eeturn of such mat¯e/el is desirod.
Second Cl~a Marl Privileges Autborlued at Jedmon. MfmfmJppl

Pinkos In The Pulpit
" As those who have closely followed the subject know, the hard core
of religionists and educationists who advocate a fusion of the. white and
colored races In social institutions, generally follow a rather consistent pattern of left-wing activity.
It is therefore no surprise to discover that they are up to all kinds of
m/achier. Emhan’assingly for them, the curtain has been lifted and the
spotlight has been directed upon a host of min/sters who have much to
explain.
The result of years of meticuIons re,arch work and documentation is
shown in A COMPILATION OF PUBLIC RECORDS OF 2109 METHODIST MINISTERS, compiled and published by Circuit Riders, Inc. Th/s
report indicates in part the political econom/c and "social gospel" activities
of 2109 American Methodist clergymen.
C/renit Riders, Inc., is a national independent group of Methodists
who expose and oppose the use of church facilities, programs and personnel for the propagandizing of socialistic activities.
A news release upon publication of the report stated: "The composite
totld of many thousands of Incidents referred to in this compilation includes
hundreds of cases of cormect/ons with such propaganda exploitations as the
attempt to whitewash the Yugoslav administration of Tito at the height of
Tito’s favorable relationship with Stalin; petition to release Ear] Browder
from Federal Prison; attempt to keep the Communist Party on the election
ballots in the United States; defense or amnesty for the atomic-secret spies;
defense or amnesty for the convicted leaders of the interoational conspiracy
aga/nst the United States; agitation against U. S. foreign policy."
The release states further that many of the 9~I09 people whose public
records are listed therein were innocently duped, deceived, or exploited,
but that there also appears little do~ht that others seem to have made a
career out of being duped, deceived, or exploited.
"A Bishop or clergyman of national stata~re who aids many of the most
blatant political-economic ’fronts’ is of greater aid to the secular, and often
international propaganda projects than are the actual leaders of such inh/Sues," says the report.
"o.I09" ’furnishes an excellent example of effective steps taken by pah/otic Methodists, who are devoted to their church and who do not propose
to see it misused for pinkish ends.
"
"~.10O" is available at the National Headquarters of Cirenit Riders,
In¯,, 18 East 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, at $1 per copy post-paid. The
book contains records every interested person needs for ready reference.

Your Help Is Needed
An adequate presentation of the anti-South organizations which have
been working unceasingly to brainwash us and our children into either
acceptance of white and colored mixing or at least to a position of neutrality
and passivity, would have taken a long shelf of volumes. However, we
believe that a sufficient cross-section of the work of just ONE such organtzation has been presented in these pages to make crystal clear one all
Important point.
That point is that all of this racial agitation and clamor for integration
did not "just happen." The whole campaign has been deliberately planned,
lavishly financed, and the careful impression built up that it is the "wave
of the future" instead of a wholly contrived and artificial undertaking.
The cure for this situation will not "just happen" either. Adequate
countermeasures must be planned and executed with equal skill, but the
crucial element is money.
Money provides the sinews with which to conduct the fight.
As stated in the Charleston (S. C.) News & Courier recently, "From
time to time proposals are made for creation of a Fund for the South to
finance a nation-wide defense against attacks on this region. Such a fund
would place advertisements in nort~iern publications, supply speakers and
provide a flow of states’ rights literature. Invariably, the proposals die
without fruit. Why? Is it possible that Southerners do not realize the
i~ter~ty of .the psychological warfare being waged against them? Certaiuly, we can’t believe Southerners would maintain such a do-nothing
attitude if they saw the threat clearly."
Well, the threat is clear enough.
In fact, it is so clear that the question may be asked, "If it is an
error of eommhdon for the Ford Fund for the Republic to finance open
psychological warfare against the South, is it not an equal error of omiss/on
for Southerners to accept this intrusion without at least matching the
resources pitted against them?"
HERE IS WHAT YOU CAN DO!
The Educational Fund of the Citizens" Couneih has now been chartered as a non-profit Mts~ssippi corporation. In the opinion of our auditors,
t~e Educational Fund of the Citizens’ Councils will qualify for tax exempt
eonh/l~tion& The Educational Fund will be conducted in strict compliance with requirements of the Internal Revenue Code.
Administration of the Educational Yund will be under the direction
of the Executive Committee of the Association of Citizens’ Councils of
Contributions may be sent to:
Mr. Ellett Lawrence
Finance Chairman
Cit~em" Councils
P. O. l~ox 886
Greenwood, Mississippi
While we slept, the foundations of our society were being eaten away.
Many of uJ are now awakel But we need to awake millions more. It

Beginning with insignificant pinpricks of irritation, under the expert
ministrations of Tulbach Browne and
a whole pack of similar jonrnalistic
types, the minor symptoms become
rapidly cultivated into a r aging
plagne.
Those who are familiar with the
carefully nurtured tensions of the Eramete Till case in Mississippi and with
the activities of the left-wing press at
that time and subsequently, will recognize the types described by MonIn a special bulleUn describing its activities in the field of "race re- sarrat with merciless clarity.
THE TRIBE THAT LOST ITS
lations" (meaning race mixing) the Fund for the Bepublic describes in some
HEAD is a powcdully written, brildetail the operations of the Southern Regional Council, recipient of grants liant and shocking novel that "’attacks
totaling $445,000.
the inflagm~atory central issoe of the
The report contains the following statement. "The Southern Regional t~mtury--race itself."
Council’s hoard of directors has from time to time included such wellknown Southerners ag Hodding Carter, publisher of the Greenville (Miss.)
Delta Democrat Times; Dr. Charles S. Johnson, president of Fisk University; Dr. Rufus E. Clement, president of Atlanta University; Re. Rev. Charles
C. Clingman, Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Louisville; Re. Rev. E. A.
Penick, Protestant Episcopal Bishop of the Diocese of North Carolina.
Underlying just about all arguRalph McGill, editor of the Atlanta Constitution, was one of its incorpoments for integration and social equalrators."
ity is the assumption that all races
For a self-styled middle of the roader, Mr. Carter is traveling m are equal. In "What Price Integrastrange company, and his name is being used to further the aims of persons tion," a book by Austin E. Burges
off the press, the writer points
and organizations whose views are far to the left of the "’middle of the just
out this underlying assumption and
road."
disprove
Innor
doing
so,
The partial records of Johnson, Clement, and Bishop Clingman are ~roceeds
e resortstoneither
to it.
law
to relisted in the article elsewhere in this issue on the Southern Regional Coun- ligion but amasses-his evidence from
cil. Bishop Penick and Ralph McGill are listed in a Congressional commit- history, from science, and from statistics.
tee report as sponsors of a call for the second Southern Conference for HuMr. Burges is the executive secreman Welfare. Southern Conference for Human Welfare has been cited tary of the Associated Citizens’ Councils of Texas, and prior to that was
by the Committee on Un-American Activities, U. S. House of Representatwelve years with a public emtives, as "a Communist front organization ’which seeks to attract Southern for
ployment office where he interviewliberals on the basis of its seeming interest in the problems of the South" ed no less than fifty thonsand Nealthough its ’professed intere~ in southern welfare is simply an expedient groes. He seems qualified, therefore,
for larger aims serving the Soviet Union and its subservient Communist to know the subject whereof he
writes.
Party in the United States.’"
Though serions in tone and in inStrange company indeed, Mr. Carter.
tent, the book is written in simple
newspaper English enlivened now and
then with flashes of humor and an
occasioned neatly turned phrase. In
his earlier years Mr. Burges was a
journalist. He has written several previous books.
Aldous Huxley has said, "It is tragedy when facts destroy theories.’"
Unobtrusively and persuasively he
The question of segregation is not a problem to those directly con- leads the reader along, buttressing
every debatable statement with refcerned. Many of our present difficulties are caused by the actions of outside groups who venture into this highly explosive field with no under- er¯nee to source material, and, having established his premises, he draws
standing of the actua~ situation, and with a seeming determination to remain his material to a focus with the conin the blissful state of knowing what is not so.
clusion that the white race is biologically different from the Negro
Of all such groups, perhaps none appears so grotesque as that portion
of the clergy, small in the South but more numerous elsewhere, whose sails race and that, since integration leads
to intermarriage; integration and
are set on a permanent leftward tack. Their daffy statements and opinions
cial equality are things to be avoided
concerning what we should do are based not on reason or consideration of at all costs.
fact, but are in every sense emotional out-pourings.
The treatise is essentially a bioIs it not strange that these same gentlemen have just in recent years logical argume,tt, and it is in his
cha~ter on human heredity that the
not only decided that racial preference is un-Christian, but they have also
decided that private enterprise, rugged individualism, and conservatism in author is most convincing.
Mr. Burges lives at 3221 Milton
politics are equally un-Christfan. Not only the field of race relations, but
Avenue, Dallas 5, Texas. Copies of
the fields of sociology, economics and politics have become obiects of their his hook bound in heavy paper can
pharisaical concern.
be obtained for $1.10, while the cloth
bound copies sell for $2.50.
The fact is that the South knows what it is doing. Its social structure
is the result of experience, not theory; and the principles governing it were
formulated by men who gladly made the supreme sacrifice of life and property to provide us with the Constitution which is intended to guarantee
freedom of speech, and protection against the oppression of tyrannical govenments. Today these principles are carried on by descendants of those
patriots. They will not be surrendered to any multi-racial, collectivist
"As an attorney, I have sworn to
Have these ecclesiastical bureaucrats forgotten Proverbs 25:177 "With- uphold the Constitution. But so have
the members of the Supreme Court.
draw thy foot from thy neighbor’s house, lest he weary of thee, and so All of us owe loyalty to that docuhate thee."
ment. But I owe no, loyalty to any
pronouncement of the Supreme Court
"The people never give up their liberties but under some delusion."-- which tries to read Into the document
something that is not there. The ConEdmund Burke.
stitution does not mean one thing
yesterday, another thing today and
"Men of character are the conscience of the society to which they
something different tomorrow. It is
not a fluid imtrument. It is not somebelong.’~Emerson.
thing to be bent, torn, rubbed out and
rewritten to suit the whims of nine
A politically hack-ward community is one where they solve thei~ own
men. If such is the ease, we have no
problems.
Constitution. It is instead merely what
nine men think it is and ehenges
every time the court changes." (Hon-

In Strange C,>mpany

An Intriguing Thesis
Based ,On Experience

Wandering

Afield
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Ford Foundation Finances
Fund’s Ilace-Mixing Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
tunity And The Minority Buyer,"
"The Oath," "Suburban Schism" and
"Teenagers Tackle Civil Liberties."
The Newsfilm Pro~et
$6~,383~The Pro~ect provide~ motion picture reports of events in civil
liberties or race relatinm to television
and network news editors all over the
U. S., at no cost. The thirty film clips
released to date have reached an estimated audience of
Chamber of Commerce of Waverly,
Iowa
$10,000--An award to the citizens
of Waverly fo, r the "hand of neighborly friendship" extended to a Negro
Air Force Captain who encountered
objections when he tried to move into
a white apartment pre~ct in Waverly.
Y.M.C.A., University of California at
Berkeley
$5,000---A special award "in recognition of service to the principle o|
equal opportunity for persons of all
races an,d. re),igions, and its open platform policy.’
Civil la’berties Educational Prngratm
With Trade Uniom
$30,19~.This program is specific.
ally directed at promoting integration
of whites and blacks within the trade
unions. Included was financial assistance for a study of "Effects Of The
White Citizens’ Councils On Unttm
.Activity In The South." The services
of two speakers were to be made
available to Southern union schools
during the summer to teach and speak
about the Supreme Court’s school decision. These two speakers were Dr.
Frank P. Graham and Dr. George S.
Mitchell. Dr. Graham is with the
United Nations, a former Senator, I
former president of the University
North Carolina and listed on the letterhead of the American Civil Liberties Union as a vice-chairman of
National Committee of the ACLU.
Dr. George S. Mitchell is executive

director of the Southern Regional
Council.
Fellowship And Grant-In-Aid Pro$204,546--Included among the~e
grants were the following: William

C. Bradbury, University of Chicagoa
for research on "racial discrimination
and desegregation in Federal Government employment. James M. Dabbs,
Mayesville, South Carolina, to write
a book on the South, with particular
reference to the racial question.
Jamea Fox, American University, to
do a study on the Virginia clergy and
its stand on the desegregation issue.
Jack Greenberg, New York City, for
a study of the legal status of the
Negro in the United States. Charle~
F. Kellogg, Diekemon College, to
assist in the completion of a study of
the NAACP. David Loth, Piermont,
New York, for a report on the positive
achievements in desegregation in the
North/ George McMillan, A~en,
South C~rollna, for a report on the
extent of conformiW in the community surrounding the Sav~annah River
Atomic Energy Plant. Arthur S. Miller, Emury University, for a study of
the legal aspects of desegregating
church schools in states were integration is resisted. James Peck, Beverly
Hills, California, for ¯ book dealing
with the character of the Southerner
a~ diselmed in recent events in Mississppi.
/
Distn’bution of Materials
$113,554---Included in the list of
materials distributed under the appropriation were the following:
Open Occupancy Housing--reprint
of article from House & Home, 15,000 copies through National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing
and to others in race relation fields.
Memorandum On School Integration- prepared by National Civil
Liberties Clearing H o u s e, 2,000
copies f i n a n c e d for distribution

through the Clearing House.
Prejudice and Your Child--by Kenneth B. Clark, 290 copies through denominational groups.
The Strange Career of Jhn Crow-by C. Vann Woodward, 200 copies’
through Southern Begional Council.
The Fean Men Live By--by Selma
Hirsh, 280 copies through denominational groups.
Citizens’ Guide To Desegregation:
--book by Herbert Hill and Jack
Greenberg, 160 copies through de-[
nominational groups.
Human Belatiom in Interracial
Housing--hook by Wilner, Walkley &
Cook, 125 copies through National:
Committee Against Discrimination in
Housing.
Racial Integration in Publk Homing Prok~cts in Connecticut--1,000
copies of a booklet prepared and distributed by the Connecticut Commie:
sion on Civil Bights.
Annals---2,5OO copies of a special
issue on "’racial desegregation and integration" March, 1956, of the quarterly journal of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science for
distribution through interracial organizations.
phlet reprint of s~eeches by Willia~
Fa~lkner, Benjamin Mays and Cecil
Sims before the Southern Historical
Association, 10,0(}0 copies financed
for distribution by the Association
the Southern Begtonal Council and
by the Fund, chiefly to interracial
organizations.
The foregoing expenditures listed
in detail are directly applicable to
the race front. But this is not the entire story. The balance expended by
the Fund, totaling to May 31, 19,56,
$5,414,201, applies in the same direction, hut front the more oblique angles
of "academic freedom," "civil liberties," and so on down the line.

Raps Use Of Force
Agaiast Americans

Oklahoma Backs
Council ,Movement

Dear Editor:
The Hungarians didn’t w a n t a
Communist Government. We don’t
want a BrowneR, NAACP government
forced on us. The Negroes are free
to go to their ow~ schools with their
own race, but we are to be forced
with troops to go to schools against
our will.
In short, the very Nation that is
now preaching against the use of
force has an Attorney-General and a
Court advocating force in dealing
with a large part of its citizenry.
Sincerely,
C. F. Peay

Dear Editor:
Find enclosed $2 for a subscription
to your newspaper, on the activities
of the Citizens’ Councils.
We do not get one bit of infornmlion on the Citizens’ Council, and
what little mention made of it in the
newspapers is not good or true.
I am in favor of the Citizens’ Councils and I hope they grow in ever),
State of our Union.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
H. H. Drury
Edmond, Oklahoma

Maben._l.., _Mississippi

New Jersey Alert
T ?ral Threat
It might interest your readers to
know that your organization and the
issue of segregation have f i n a I ! y
reached the people of New Jersey.
We now have a Citizens’ Council in
Newark and in another year or two
we will have a Council in our two
largest Bergen towns. The reason for
this is that integration has hit them
hard. Negroes p u s h themselves to
seats in the buses and in movies.
White children complain about Negroes demanding protection money
and the way th6y conduct themselves
in class. So as you see New Jersey
will not be outdone by her sister
states, in starting the Citizens’ Councils.
Sincerely,
A New Jerseyian

Pro-lied Leanings Bared In
Ahbama Senator
"’Southern Ilegional Council" Urges Resistance
EDITOR’S NOTE--the following article .ney General.
by Le~n Racht appeared in the New York
Rufus E. Clement: chairman: sponJom’~al American under the date of Nosor of American Committee for Provember 7. 1955. Since the article wa~
tection of Foreign Born, one of the
~Tttten. additional grants by the Ford Fund
oldest subversive organizations in the
for the Republic brtng~ to a total of $445.U.S. In addition, Clement has been
000 the sum advanced to the Southern
a member of many other Communist
Regional Council by the Fund. An examifronts.
nation of the record, only partially indicated
The Reverend A. S. Turnipseed:
below, will give the reader a good idea o| connected with the National Comthe direction in which thi~ vut sum is bemittee of Methodist Federation for
ing used. Offices of the Southern Regional
Sncial Action, cited subversive by the
Council are located in the Wt~ey Memorial
House Un-American Activities ComBuilding. 63 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta.
mittee.
Georgia. The Journal-American expose folPaul B. Christopher: signed protest
lows’
against Dies Committee, under ausThe board of directors of a South- pices of National Federation for Conern organization granted $240 000 by stitutional Liberties, cited subversive
the controversial Fund for the ’I~epub- by Attorney General.
lie includes 21 members with past Besides these commie-fronters who
ro-Cmnmunist affiliations, a survey I bess the Council the partial records
of other board members follows:
revealed today,
Investigation of the background nfl Rufus B. Atwood: signe,d stateme.n.t
the Sonthern Regional Council also [supporting Negro Peoples Comnntrevealed that 13 of these supperted!tee to Aid Spanish Democracy, acthe now-defunct Southern Conference cording to Daily Worker, February
8, 1939.
for Human Welfare, cited as an arm
B. B. Brezeal: Civil Rights Conof the Comnmnist Party by two Congress sponsor.
gressional committees.
W. C. Brooke: sponsored Bill of
LEFT-WING SLANT
Bights Conference, cited by House
The Conncii, with headquarters in
Un-American Activities Committee.
Atlanta, operates in 12 Dixie states.
G. E. Clary: signed statement for
Its stated aims, in substance, have
Committee for Peaceful Alternatives l
been to explore relationships between
to the Atlantic Pact, cited by Conwhite and Negro in the South.
gress as Communist front.
Early last year, the Council reCharles Clingnum: sponsored dinceived the grant from the Fund which
ner forum on behalf of Protestant Dihas been nnder strong attack recently
ge~, cited by California Un-American
for alleged left-wing activities. The
Activities Committee.
Fund was set up by the Ford FoundaHerbert Davidson: sent greetings to
tion trader $15~,000,000 no-strings-atM o t h e r Bloor (communist heroine)
tached grant.
Celebration Committee.
Out "of the 14 members of the
J. M. Ellison: Signed statement for
Council’s executive committee, four
National Council of the Arts, Sciences
were fmmd to have supported proand Professions according to Daily
Communist enterprises in one form or
Mirror, June 29, 1951. Organization
another. They are:
is on Attorney General’s subversive
George S. Mitchell: executive direclist~lbert D’Orlando: Signed Amicus
tor: sponsor of the Civil Bights Congress, cited subversive by the attorCnriae on behalf of the Reverend

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Citizens’ Councils
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’ Council as follows and find payment
enclosed:
[] For One Year ......................................
$2.00
"

Addreae ........................................................................

state ................~ .....................................................

ouster from a Brooklyn church for
alleged pro-Communist activities.
Charles G. Gomillion: On advisory
board and secretary of Southern Negro Youth Congress on Attorney General’s subversive list.
Charles S. Johnson: Sponsor o!
American C o m m i t t e e for Foreign
Born. Has other affiliations in same
direction.
Ralph O’Hara Lanier: Also on
board of Southern Negro Youth Congress.
Benjamin L. Mays: Has long list
of affiliations with organizations cited
by Attorney General and House UnAmerican Activities Committee.
Florence S. Sytz: Sponsor, National
Council of Arts, Sciences and Professions.
L. E. Thomas: signer of First Line
of Defense, according to Daffy Worker, August 29, 1948.
H. Couneill Trenfmlm: sponsored
program for W. E. B. Dubois, Febmary 23, 1951. Dubois is a veteran
pro-Communist.
Carter Wesley: sponsored dinner
honoring Communist leader Ferdinand C. Smith.
Josephine Wilkins: sponsored Council of Young Southerners, cited as
Communist-front by House committee.
Those who were members of the
openly pro-Communist Southern Conference for Human Welfare include
Atwoo~, Christopher, Clary, Clement,
Davidson, Johnson, Mitchell, Trenholm, Wilkins, Gomillion, Maya and
EIlison.
Disclosure of the Southern Regional Council’s heavily pro-Communist tinge is the latest blow at
left-wing activities of the Fund for
the Republic.
Earlier, the Fund came under
strong anti-Communist attack for its
allegedly s ! a n t e d bibliography on
communism in the U. S.;. its employment of E~rl Browder, former secre-I
tary of the A m e r i c a n Communist
Party, as a "paid informant" and em-i
ployment of Amos Landman as pub-I
licity man, three weeks after he took l
the 5th Amendment when asked if he
ever was a Communist."

Dear Editor:
I received a copy of the October issue of the Citizens’ Council
lhis morning through the mail, for
which I am very thankful to you. I
hurriedly looked over this issue and
concluded that I could not be without it, so I am enclosing my check
tot $2.00 for subscription.
I want to thank you, your staff and
the Citizens’ Council of the state of
Mississippi for pioneering in the resistance to government by NAACP
and the "left-wing" element that controls it. I was anti-Roosevelt 25 years
ago, because I had observed that
chickens would always come home to
roost, and that his program of catering to the negro and left-winged minorities would certainly result in serious trouble. I have been greatly encouraged during the last year and
feel that we do not labor in vain. I

I

According to reports in the N~gro~
I lPreSS, NAACP officials in Florida, in
I I~nticipation of a pending probe of
|ltheir organization and of the InterI[Civic Council (which spear-beaded
lithe Tallahass~ bus boycott) have
I I stripped ~ files of secrets which

ya?YEd :°m s°iuti°a
Enclosed is two dollars remittance
for renewal of my subscription to the
Citizens Council paper. I must say it
is one of the best papers I have ever
had the pleasure of reading. It informs its readers of the full facts of
the race issue.
We still have a long way to go to
get the race issue back nnder control
and we of the Jackson County Citizens Council are working toward that
goal.
Sincerely,
C. M. Sherrill
Kreole, Miss.
think that through the efforts of the
Citizens" Councils and associated organizations throughout the South, we
will be able to change the thinking
of our representation in Washington.
I personally feel that the Supreme
Court decision was influenced by the
attitude that our Southern Senators
and Congressmen took toward the
race issue. I am thoroughly convinced that had they ,spoken out and
made our position known and felt tri
official Washington, that much of the
trouble that we are now in conld have
been avoided. With the Citizens’
Conncil and kindred organizations on
the move, I believe that we will weed
out all of the "pussy-footers" and
"yes-men" and that our representation
in Washington will have the guts to
express the feeling, sentiment, and
interest of the people that they are
supposed to represent and not the
NAACP. We were simply silent too
long. We must continue to fight back
with every means at our command.
Again let us thank you for the copy.
of the Citizens’ Council that you mailed us, and may your efforts be crowned with success.
Yours truly,
Albert Davis
State Senator, 14th Dist.
Aliceville, Ala.

Food For Thought:

New Reconstruction
Compared With Old
Writing in "’Commentary," as excerpted in the Washington Post and
Times Herald, C. Vann Woodward
draws an interesting parallel between
the Reconstruction of 18~-1875 and
the New Reconstruction of May 17,
1954-?. In the opinion of this reviewer, the author’s choice of terms is
highly accurate.
Woodward is professor of American
History at Johns Hopkins University.
He is also the author of "Origins of
the New South," and "’The Strange
Career of Jim Crow."
Profesmr Woodward rightly points
out that "Reconstruction affords tbe
most extreme examplein our history
of an all-out effort by the majority to
iml~se its will upon a recalcitrant
and unwilling minority region."
IGNORED CONSTITUTION
With surprising candor, Professor
V~’oodward says that, "The Heroin-

Florida Solons To Get NAACP Record

(Please Print)
Name

glellish when latter was
~hnforeHoward
Supreme Court fighting his

Race Issue A Long

officials similar to recent events in
Texas.
Special investigator Mark Hawes
has informed Florida law-makers he
would soon give them sufficient information to show that the state was
amply justified in appropriating fifty

I lcodd have expleded into ¯ public

ve~tigation of NAACP.

tionary architects of Reconstrnction
did not pause to qnihble about states’
rights, and suffered from no scrnples
about the use of force. If the Constitution got in their way, they changed
it or ignored it, and they treated the
judiciary and the President the same
way.’" Does this have a familiar ring
in 1956?
tie then goes on to show that on
the surface Reconstn~ction was a success, insofar as laws and constitutional
changes were concerned. However,
"And yet we know that the original
Reconstruction, in spite of the heritage of law that has renewed its vitality a century later, (empasis added)
was in most fundamental respects a
failure. In spite of the relative weakness and helplessness of the resistant
Sonth, in spite of the determined
idealism of the Northern reformers,
their willingness to use forte, to
ignore scruples, to brush aside constitntional restraint and override opposition, the fact is that the great
experiment ended in disillusionment
and default."
MISSISSIPPI LEADS
Following the Supreme Court decision of 1954, there were substantial
grounds for believing that the New
Reconstruction would suceed where
the Old Reconstruction had f a i ! e d.
The general tone of the Southern
(Continued on Pa~e 4)
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Future Unemployed?

Airline Workers Take Diml
View Of Integration Plans
OPEN LETTER TO THE MANAGEMENT OF THE FOLLOWING 18 AIRLINES:
(AMERICAN, BRANIFF, CAPITOL, DELTA, EASTEBN, MOHAWK, NORTHWEST, NEW
YORK, NORTHEAST, PAN AMERICAN, RIDDLE, SEABOARD AND WESTERN, TRANSWORLD, UNITED, ALLEGHENY, FLYING TIGER, SLICK, AND NATIONAL).
A newspaper article of October 2, 1956, taken from the BOSTON GLOBE, states that the
above-listed airlines "have agreed on a policy designed to ban discrimination nationally in the
hiring of their personnel", which agreement "is aimed at ending what has amounted to a ban on
the hiring of Negroes for airlines jobs in such categories as pilot, navigator, or stewardess."
STRONG PROTEST
As white airline flight crew members, we wish to register a strong protest against this Morementioned policy, whether proposed or actually in effect: First of all, we wish to state in all honesty
that we are not opp~_sed to hiring Negroes for any position which the)’ might be qualified to
handle, UNLESS this procedure infringes on the personal rights of other workers. And, in the
ease of accepting Negroes as flight crew members, we feel most assuredly that a violation of individual rights of white workers would be involved. This is because employment as a flight crew
member includes not iust the necessary business contact among co-workers, but in the flight
schedule there is an involuntar~
social contact among crew members. Business relations cease
when the flight duty terminates,
(AN EDITGBIAL)
but at lay-overs when away from
Elsewhere on these pages there is presented a review of a most inthe home base an involuntary teresting article by Professor C. Vann Woodward of Johns Hopkins Unisocial relationship goes into ef- versity comparing the Reconstruction of 1866-1875 and the New Reconfect when the crew shares a taxi struction of our own day.
to their holel, and, when at the
Professor Woodward names three principal differences between these
hotel, they share a dining table, two Reconstructions. (In passing, one cannot help but wonder mildly
or, when of the same sex, they what the reaction of the average non-Southerner would be to hear himself
share a common room, closet and his section continually described as objects to be reconstructed, and
and bathroom.
by strangers whose self imposed moral superiority admits no competition
The immutable, nndeniable differ- whatsoever.)
These three differences are:
ences between the Caucasion and
Negro races will caose employment
1. A cleavage between generations in their outlook or~ race.
under a plan which mixes these races
2. Virtnally all of the major national churches, supported by their
to be forever extremely distasteful for
Southeru branches, have in some degree come out against segreall concerned, to put it mildly. The
gation, as opposed to the sectional breach that opened doring
airlines involved will suffer disastrous
consequences if and when an attempt
the antebelh,m stntggle over slavery.
is made to mix the oil and water of
3. Negroes are better eqnipped and vastly better organized to press
the colored and white races in airline
their advantages than their newly emancipated grandfathers and
flight crews.
(Continued from page 3)
ance."
great grandfathers.
press and of Southern leaders wa:
"No doubt a good deal of this defi.
Violation of Rights
acquiescent.
ante can be dismissed as the bluster
These points are well taken and deserve comment.
Con~mon sense and common deBut, Professor Woodward writes of political expediency. But," w~tes
With respect to the supposed cleavage between generations in their "There
cency demand consideration for ALL
were a few signs of what was Professor Woodward. "It would be a
workers. That the Negro might be outlook on race, it is difficult to separate fact from propaganda. The to come..Mississippi came forward in grav~ mistake for the rest of the coundenied work open to whites is unfor- opposition has continnaily pounded the idea that the yoonger generation her historic role as leader of the t~ to dismiss the whole resistance in
tunately possible, but if the Negro’s is freer from "’prejudice" than the older, and that as soon as the old "die- Southern racial reaction, iust as she ’those terms. Most of it is deeply felt
theoretical right to a given position hards" pass on, everything will be peaches and cream for mixing Negroes had come forward in 1875 to over- anti in deadly earnest."
must be won at the cost of discomfort,
throw Reconstruction and in 1800 to
ACCURATE DIAGNOSIS
inconvenience and distress of the and Caucasians indiscriminately. In view of the continuous campaign disfranchise the Negro: the third MisFew Southerners would di~gr~
white working maiority, then, this is of indoctrination carried on against American youth through "progressive sissippi Plan took the form of the
not a right but a violation of rights. education" and the "social gospel," it would be surprising indeed if inroads Citizens’ Councils, which were started with Professor Woodward on that
We, like other flight crew members, had not been made, particularly in view of the utter absence for years in Indianola in July, 1954, to wage statement. The anthor ends by pointaccepted our employment because we
an unremitting war in defense of ing ont, quite accurately we believe,
that there are three areas of difference
approved of our respective companies’ of any opposing influences capable of competing with the leftist ap- segregation."
fair treatment of their flight crews paratus.
There followed a period ~f dismay between the New Reconst~ction and
away from home base, among other
The surprising thing is that the inroads have not been greater. Ac- for those who believed in social sepa- the Old. The~ are:
considerations. Forced mingling of tually, however, it occurs to this writer that there is misinterpretation on ration of the white and colored races.
l. A cleavage ~tween generations
these two races in flight crews is not
Nineteen court decisons had been in their outl~k on ra~. 2. Vi~iy
an attractive prospect, and will serve both sides with respect to the prevailing attitude among the largest numbers rendered upholding the Supreme all of the major natio~l churches,
only to diminish the efficiency and of younger people, that is to say, an attitude of more or less indifference Court ruling that segregation was su0~ed by their Southern branches,
prestige of these great airline organi- toward the whole subject. This should surprise no one. The serious illegal. The National Association for have in some degree come out a~inst
zations, because of the fact that mix- issues of life, with respect to social mixing of the Negro and Caucasian the Advancement of Colored People mgregation, as o0~sed to the ~cing of the white and colored races,
bad filed demands for mixing the tional breach that o~ned during ~e
wherever it has been or is being races or with respect to any other subject, do not become matters of races with 170 school boards in 17 antebellum st~ggle over slave~. 3.
Negr~s are be~er equio~d and vastpracticed, without exception, lowers concern until a certain maturity has been reached.
states.
the moral and mental caliber of the
Further, "... came renewed attacks ly better organized to 0tess ~eir adIt may come as a shock to the integrationists, who fondly believe
group involved (See U. S. News &
from within the South--from the Ne- vantages than were their newly eman~Vorld Report, July 8, 1956, page 56- that their opposition is tottering on the brink of an early demise, to know ’groes themselves. No longer the fa- ci0ated grandfathers and great grandthat
the
largest
single
group
represented
in
the
Citizens’
Councils
is
com57). Airline flight crews would most
miliar, submissive creata,res w h o ,n fathers.
certainly be no exception to this rnle. posed of veterans of World War II and Korea, ranging in age from 30 to Southerners thought they knew so
~ese three points a~ discussed
well, Negroes realized that they at briefly elsewhere in this issue.
45.
Lincoln Quoted
last had the law and the courts on
Another point needs to be made. The younger children, those of their
If these last statements appear to
side."
elementary
school
age,
and
extending
into
the
junior
high
school
age
group,
be harsh and incredible, let them be
RESISTANCE STIFFENS
reinforced by the following quotation are being impressed by their parents with the seriousness of the racial
Instead of bowing to these presof Abraham Lincoln, the "Great issue as their brothers and sisters of senior high and college age never sures, white Southerners did inst the
Emancipator": Augmst 14, 1862, Linopposite. "Resistance hardend up and
coln, addressing a deputation of color- were. The Supreme Court may count this among their accomplishments down the line, and in places stiffened
on
May
17,
1954.
ed men, said "We have between us a
into open defiance. The Citizens’
Louisiana Citizens’ Conncil chalIt has been frantically charged in the opposition press that a whole Councils movement spread out from
broader difference than exists between ~lmost any other two races. generation of young "bigots" is being raised in the South. Considering Mississippi into Louisiana, Alabama, lenges have resulted in the eliminaWhethtr it is right or wrong, I need the source, the compliment is accepted.
Texas, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, tion of’ 8823 unlawfully registered Nenot discuss, but this physical differand South Carolina; similar organiza- grt~*s names from the voting rolls.
As far as the major national churches are concerned, significant op- tions appeared elsewhere."
ence is a great disadvantage to us
On the school front, the S t ate
both, as I think. Your rate suffer, position is develgping within local churches, at least insofar as their
This attitude was reflected in the Board of Education has authorized
very greatly, many of them, by living Southern branche~ are concerned, to the positions taken nationally in state legislatures. "In the first three state-supported colleges to demand
among ns, while ours suffer from your support of the Supreme Court decision against segregation. There is a months of 1956 the legislatures of five certificates of eligibility and moral
nresence. In a word, we suffer on
Southern states--Alabama, Georgia, !character from all students at the beboth sides. If this is admitted, it growing feeling among devout church-goers that the proper sphere of Mississippi, South Carolina and Vir- ginnin~ of the next semester, in acaffords a reason, at least, why we activity for the church is spiritual--not social or political or economic gin/a-adopted at least 42 pro-segre- cordance with a 1956 legislative act.
should be separated .
it is better
gation measures, mainly dealing with
Citizens" Council leaders firel that
for ns, therefore, to l~e" separated." or racial.
Some months ago in Virginia a large number of the clergy openly schools . . . Swept by the contagion the certificate rcqnirement will elimi(This ouotation can be fonnd in the and vigorously fought a referendum designed to strengthen the segregation of defiance, several states that had Irate Negro stndents who are now attaken a moderate stand now lending white state-supported colleges
book, "ABRAHAM LINCOLN--THE laws. The severe rebuff accorded these gentlemen by the voters would hitherto
switched over suddenly to the resist- ~ ~nd nniversities.
LAWYER-STATESMAN", by John
T. Richards and published by Hough- seem to indicate that their influence does not extend appreciably beyond
ton Mifflin Co.)
the spiritual realm.
It is our firm belief that the great
With respect to Professor Woodward’s third point, namely, that the
airlines will not bow to minority pres- Negroes are better equipped and vastly better organized to press their adsure and cause the position of a flight
vantages than were their newly emancipated forebears, we are in comcrew member to become unfit, undesirable and unbearable for the great plete agreement as to its accuracy.
majority of white workers,
As a matter of fact, failure on the part of most Southern people to
The only reply to this communica- appreciate this condition has been the source of greatest danger to our
t/on which is expected or desired is society.
a continuation o| the original policy
The vast majority of white Sontheruers simply could not believe
of h/ring and maintaining all-white that an appreciable number of Negroes, particularly those having acquired
airline flight crews.
a taste of command in the newly integrated armed forces, were determined
(Signed) THE COMMI~[’EE FOR and organized to capture the sources of community power. That they
THE PROTECTION OF WHITE
were being used as pawns by others for even more questionable aims was
AIRLINE FLIGHT CREWS.
beyond the wildest flights of fancy of our more vegetative citizens.
Ho~vever, now that the contest is in the open, and now that there is
(Interested flight personnel wishing
to get in to~ch with ~he Committee a contest, the element of surprise has largely been eliminated.
may write crrlZENS’ COLrNCIL
Through organized aggressiveness, the modem American Negro has
~OS Phza Bldg., Jackson, Miss. Y~ur forced upon the white people of this nation a conflict o¢ interests which
they did not want, but the issue having been for~., they intend to win.

Issue Has Been Forced

lNew Reconstruction
Compared With 01d

Louisiana Tightens
School Requirements

1"1 Am The American’s Bill Of Rights!"[
I am the first teu Amendments to the Constitution
of the United States of America. I was created specifically for the purpose of protecting the people from
their government. My purpose is to assure that the
people ~vill never become the creatures of the government or be subjected to tvranny.
Read me, study me, teach me to your children
and see that I am never destroyed. Defend me with
your fortnnes and your very lives if necessary. Your
Republic cannot survive withottt me. Here is your
Bill of Rights.
AMENDMENT I. Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of .speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and
to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
AMENDMENT II. A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to
keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.
AMENDMENT III. Nu soldier shall, in time of l:~ace,
be quartered in any house without the consent of the ow~es,
nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

AMENDMENT IV. The right of the people to be secure
in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable marches and ~izures, shall not be violated, and no
warrants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by
oath or affirmaUon, and particularly describing the place to
be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
AMENDMENT V. No person shall be held to answer
for a capital or other infamous~crime unless on a presentment or indictment oJ a grand jurlh except in cases arising
in the land or naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual
service in time of War or public danger; nor shall anit person
be subject /or the .same oIfense to be twice put in ieopard~
of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case
to be witness against himself, nor be deprived o[ li[e, liberty,
or properq¢, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use without ~ust compensation.
AMENDMENT VI. In all criminal prosecutions the accgsed shall en#nj the right to a speedg and public trial, by an
impartial iu~ of the State and district wherein the crime shell
have been committed, which district shall have been previously
ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause
of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against

him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in
his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel for his de-

AMENDMENT VII. In suits at common 11~, wh~re
the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars,
right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried
by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any court of
the United States than according to the rules of the common
law.
AMENDMENT VIII. Excessive bail shall not be required,
nor excessive fines imposed, nor crnel and unusual punishments
inflicted.
AMENDMENT IX. The enumeragon in the Constitulto~
of certain rights shall not be construed to den!t or disparag¢
others retained bit the people.
AMENDMENT X. The powers not delegated to
United States bit the Constitution, not prohibited bit it to
the States, are reserved to the States respectivelit, o¢ to the
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Li&es To Say-

Jackson, Mississippi

Judicial Tyranny

National Urban League
Is "State Department"
For Integration Drive

THE
81LL
O~
RIGHTS

A description of the National Urban League was given by the magazine Business Week in
an article in its October 9, 1954 issue. The National Urban League must have liked the article.
It is reported to have bought and distributed reprints.
According to Business Week, "The League itself likes to say that in Negro .affairs [he National Association for the Advancement of Colored People is the War Department and the Urban
League is the State Department." The article goes on to say, "Where NAACP relies on direct
action to advance the Negro . . . the League’s tactics are study and persuasion." In more concrete phrases, the NAACP carries on the fight, while the Urban League carries on the propaganda.
However, sometimes there seems to be an overlapping of actions.
The two principal areas in which the Urban League operates are /ntegration of the Caucasian and Negro races in (1) housing and (2) employment.
61 LOCAL BRANCHES
How effectively the League is
equipped to fulfill its functions is indicated by a few statistics: The
League was founded in 1910. At the
present time 61 local branches operate
in 31 states. A southern field division is reported tu be located at 250
Auburn Avenue N.E., Athmta, Georgia; and a western field office at
5514 Hollywood Bonlevard, Hollywood, California. As of one year ago,
a total of 424 persons were employed
throughont the conntry by the National Urban League. An important
portion of the League’s work has been
in administering a large nnmber of
fellowships fur the training of young
Negroes and whites in social work
administration and labor-management
relations.
Principal sources of funds for the
National Urban League and its affiliates are through Community Chests,
foundations, corporations, unions and
individuals. As is the ease with the
NAACP Legal Defense and Edncation~! Fund, contributions to the
Urban League have been ruled deductible for income tax purposes.
Total expenditures by the Urban
League were reported to be in excess
of $2,000,000 in 1954, and $2,500,000
in 1955.
SOUTHERN INVASION
Strong efforts have been made in
a number of cities in the South to
remove the Urban League from Community Chest participation, with notable success in New Orleans, La., and
Jacksonville, Fla.
The direction in which the vast
resources available to the Urban
League may be expended is indicated
by examining iust a s~all portion of
the public record of some of its
leaders.
Some of the key leaders of the Na-

Pass, Your Copy On
After Reading It!
Your help is needed in making
your publication reach as wide an
audience as possible.
When you have finished reading
this issue, pass it along to others.
Help spread the word.
Write for extra copies. Mail
them to your friends. Be an active
supporter.
Ask others to subseribe. The
bigger our reading audience, the
stronger will he our fight against
compulsory integration.
Your cooperation and support
will he greatly appreciated.
TIIE EDITOR

of them have supported practically
every type of Communist front activitie--fronts that have defended Reds
in trouble with the law, fronts that
l have backed up Soviet foreign policy,
fronts to agitate the Negro, etc.
SUSPICIOUS SUPPORT
Left-wing money has been used for
years to help the National Urban
Leaga~e in its business. According to
testimon~ before the Fish Committee
of the Hou~ of Representatives in
November 1930, the National Urban
League received contributions from
the American Fund for Public Service. This fund, also known as the
Garland Fund, was c5ted by the
House Committee on Un-American
Activities in 1944 as follows, "Establ/shed in 1.922 . . . it was a major
sonrce for the financing of Communist
have cooperated often with the Corn-I
ninnies, and have ieug beea setlvel
pan’y enterprises7 According to a
in numy Conmmn~t front~ A number report prepared for the Hmme Com-.

mittee in 1943, the National Urban
League received $5,000 in 1941 and
1942 from the Robert Marshall Civil
Liberties Trust, a part of the Robert
Marshall Foundation. This Founda:tion was cited in 1944 by the House
Committee on Un-American Activities
as, "One of the principal sources for
the money with which to finance the
Communist party’s fronts."
The Ford Fund for the Republic in
its report on May 31, 1956, lists a
$50,000 grant to the National Urban
League to promote the integration of
Negroes in such industries as tobacco,
textiles, steel, electrical equipment,
chemicals, petroleum and auto and
farm machinery. The Fund for the
Republic is currently being investigated by the House Committee on
Un-American Activities.
DEFENDED RAPISTS
Back in 1936 the National Urban
League, with the Commnnists, sponsored the Scottsboro Defense Committee, cited as a Communist front by the
Special Committee on Un-American
Activities, as well as committees in
California and Massachusetts. This
organization, it will be recalled, was
set up to defend nine Negroes convicted of raping two white girls. It was
later reported by investigators that
during the many years of agitation
around this case the Communist Party
raised millions of dollars, which were
never accounted for. The official
pamphlet of the Committee, SCOTTSBORO: THE SHAME OF AMERICA, lists the National Urban League
as a sponsor.
COOPERATES WITH BEDS
Since 1936 the Urban League has
often cooperated with the Communists. According to the DAILY
WORKER of March 23, 1953, the
Urban League and the NAACP have
supported the National Negro Labor
Council in its agitation for hiring
(Continued on Page 3)
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Let Us Face It!
(An Editorial)
The lead article in this issne concerns an organization which is quite
well known in the North and considerably less so in the South--the National Urban League. It would appear that the reason for this is that
the Urban League concentrates on mixing the white and colored races
in the two fields of employment and residential housing. The South has
not yet been sufficiently "’softened up" for this phase of the assault on
racial integrity to be mounted.
One cannot help but wonder if the full impact of the facts contained
in the Urban League article will be grasped in their total significance.
Here is an organization employing over 400 persons and spencUng over
$2,000,000 a year which is specializing in only two areas of the far-flung
socio-racial struggle in which we find ourselves.
Is there anyone, after reading carefully the Urban League article,
who can longer be in doubt as to exactly how the opposition has made
such startling gains?
.
One of the most appalling aspects of the study is the manner in
which completely unsuspecting individuals and groups, such as represented by Community Chests, have been induced to finance their own
liquidation.
Do you perhaps wonder why the opposition has been continually on
the aggressive, and your side has been on the defensive for years? Then
ask yourself, "Is there anything remotely comparable to the National
Urban League’s resources working to further your interests?"
When the Citizens’ Councils are in position to operate on a budget
of $2,000,000 a year and field a force of 400 or 500 employees, skilled
in the many-sided undertaking of influencing public opinion, on that day
you will see the tide begin to turn.
Let us face itl We have been out-finanoed for years.
The remedy? Contribute to The Educational Fund of the Citizem’

Ol/ici~ Public~io.a o/ the

CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
OF AMERICA

Have You Done Your Part?
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Reporters Abet Mixing
At Clinton, Tennessee
By LEO ELY
CLINTON. TENNESSEE -- A
c~r~mprehensive survey of the Clinton
townspeople has brought out that no
one admits looking forward to integration with any degree’ of relish.
Days u~m end 1 have ~’en askiug
estions without disc~mination as to
~ inte~iewed. With ve~ few exceptions, there is a notitx, able reflex’nee in na~st eye.one apprnachcd to
release infornmtion to anynnc connetted with a news media.
A direct question - "’Why?" - tu
any rclnctant interviewee will usually
get one of a couple of answers:
"We’ve had snch a dirty deal out
of the p~ss in the past that there is
no ug’ to tell them anything. They’ll
tu~ it around to suit thcmg.lves, anyway."
And, of conrse, thc~ arc those who
say something like 1 heard from John
Donahl, a thirty-two year ohl ca~ntcr and bass singer in a ~lmlar gospel
quartet, "1 g~less l’d ~’lter not say
anything. A fellnw d~,sn’t know
when he’s in violation of Judk~" TayIor’s iniunction and when he isn’t."
O~-Sided RusHing
When yon tell these ~’oplc you are
only trying to get an objective sto~.
they come back with, "Yes, that’s
what ~mc others said bnt show me
where yon printed more than one side
of the story."
Co~cquently, a seared conclusion
to ~, R.acht,d is that the comnmnity-almost as a whole--feels that the
maiority of the press has done an nnfair and negligent i~ in reporting the
Clintnn situation since it ~,camc a
"situation."
As a local attorney stated. "The ~porting ~’~iccs puq~qy s I a n t e d
their news in disfavor of the maiofity
of lhe ~pnlace and in sympathy svith
the cause for integration."
I think a few examph, s will la.ar
that contention out. One has only to
compare accounts giw,n by two or
more "’suplmscdly" on-the-s~t reporters to some of the incidents which
have happened here to sustain what
has ~.en said.
~icting Ve~ions
Firstly, t~ncerning the most recent
violence in Clinton - the street brawl
in which a white Baptist minister was
involved with nne of the townspeople,
news so.ices conflicted in their acconnts of what hapi~ned.
None of the re~s coming back
to this community by way of news
m~ia ~em to coincide with what
admitted witnesses to th¢ altercation
related immediately after, They are
still adamant in their version of the
incident.
Many intc~iewed wi~nes~.s agree
that Rev. Paul Turner xvas (1) surrounded by a numlx-r of other people
while the fighting was actnally going
on; (2) that he was pulling up a te~fic battle; (3) the fighting had pretty
well subsided by the time the police
a~ivecl on the scene; and (4) no nne
was seen to Ix~ in direct physical contact with the preacher except Clyde
Cook, the man whn was arrested on
the scene.
All witnesses who say they actually
saw the fight start relate versions
somewhat alike. They say Cook was
either strnck or pushed off balance
by the preacher.
Altogether some 20 persons who admitted they had seen sorer’ phase of
the incident were inte~iewed. Most
of those who did not see the alt~,rcalion start - when ask~.d who they
sympathized with -- intimated that
they dicl not think anyone had a right
to attack the preat.her.
Had It Coming To Him?
Of tho~ who said they saw the
I~ginning of the fracas, when asked
the same question, were qnick to shale
they believed the "~rcacher got what
was coming to him.’

~
Editor

Th~ Citizens’ Council ia not re,Irascible for the ~u~ of u~lie~ a~iel~.
mn~rip~ or ot~r ~a~ submiU~ for ~lble publlcution. All such
~t~ shou~ ~ ac~mpani~ /~y a ~lf-addr~ s~m~ envelo~ if a
~ of such mter~l is d~ir~
~nd Clm Mull Pr~il~m Aut~ at JaVa, M~ippi

Some Notes On "Violence"
With tensions mounting from mass assaults on bus seating arrangetaunts at Montgomery, Birmingham, Mobile and Tallahassee, and with a
threat building up at Baton Rouge, public attention is becoming increasingly
focussed on the question of violence.
It will have been noted by many that few opportunities have been
overlooked by the integrationists to place collective blame upon any and
all persons who do not accept orders from the Supreme Court and the
NAACP with docility. It is also noted that in South Africa, where strict
segregation is "the law of the land" blacks who resist violently are never
referred to in the lntegrationist press as "hoodlum elements" or "ruffians"
~r "trouble-makers." But let a white Southerner stand up, no matter how
politely, for race preference, and he is immediately so labelled.
A number of Southerners who have had the experience as this writer
has many times, of being "interviewed" by mixie-crat propagandists mas~iuerading as newspaL~er reporters, will recall that the line of questioning
invariably centers around the theme of violence. As a matter of fact,
~heir preoccupation with this subject strikes one as c~riously morbid.
The purpose, of course, is simply to place the person .being "interdewed" on the defensive, so that he expends his time explaining what
he is not doing,, rather than explaining what he is doing. Some ,results
wondrously unrelated to reality can result from these "interviews".
Let us settle this business about "violence" once and for all.
First, nobody likes violence. Second, people turn to violence in social
matters only when they become frustrated and desperate.
In Montgomery we read of statements by boycott leaders that the
next stage after the buses will be mass assaults upon recreation facilities
md schools. Now what on this good earth would be more calculated to
inflame tensions and induce a feeling of desperation in the white popuiace
~han such statements?
When the ingredients for an explosive situation are mixed, an explosion
[~ always possible. What is the best way to prevent this from happening?
ro prevent the situation from occurring where the ingredients are forced
~o mix. This is exactly what the Citizens" Councils have been trying to
do. If the Citizens’ Councils have made any substantial contribution to
mntinued good order, and many observers agree that it has been con~iderable, that contribution rests in preventing those situations from
ve]oping where violent reactions may breed.
Did the Citizens’ Councils bring about the present intolerable conditions in Birmingham, Montgomery, Mobile and Tallahassee? Of course
notl Did the NAACP?’* The Urban League? The Southern Regional
Council? The Ford Fund for the Bepublic? Dozens of Communist front
organizations? The United States Supreme Court? The question has only
to be asked for the answer to be obvious.
The responsibility for any violence lies squarely upon those who
would compel an entire people to violate their finest instincts.

Refuting The Big Lie
In view of the utter nonsense being perpetrated by paid propagandists
In the name of "science", which of course reached its highest folly in the
gmided flight of the United States Supreme Court into the outer reaches
of "modern psychology and sociology", it is interesting to take a look
st the findings of an eminent sociologist which differ radically from those
of the NAACP employees now used as a substitute for law by the afore~aid Supreme Court.
Pitirim Sorokin, Chairman of the Department of Sociology at Harvard
University (not usually considered by the "’liberals" a center of "higotry",
but which .after this may be on shaky ground), writing in Contemporary
Sociological Theories, said:
"References to environment are not convincing because if, in the
present and past in America the environment of the negro has been less
favorable, in Africa they had as many chances in the long course of histo~ to create complex forms of _culture as the white race had elsewhere
%o
and yet nothing has been created. Further, none of the envtronmantalists
Im~ shown that in this long course of race history the geographical environment of the negro has been less favorable than that of the white race.
"Finally, in several of the mentioned experimental studie~ the
aomie, occupational, and racial storm of the white and the negro has
bees takeu into consideration; and attempts have been made to study
the white and the negro in the same status and environment (studies of
Arlitt, Hitch and others), but the remit has been the ~Lm¢. The negro
Ima b¢~en ’inferior’ when eomparecl with the white in the majority of the
t~tlied mental ftmctim~ lrmally, the environment of either the Russian
i~m~ntry before the annihilation of serfdom or of the medieval serfs,
or of the Roman and the Greek alave~ was probably not any better, ff
indeed it was not worse than the envirenment of the American negro before
18el or at the present momeut.
*"get these doves Itad suds of the white race, in spite of their envtrmmmnt, yielded ¯ eemlderabl¢ number of geniuses of the tint degree,
ROt to mention the eminm~ people of a mmlk-r cah~er. Meanwhile, exeeptit~ pedml~, ¯ few heavyweight champions and eminent singen, the
Ammlcan negroe~ have not up to this time produced a single genius of
great caliber. These omiderations mui fac4a seem to point ¯t the factor
Furtbernmre, in a new volume entitled Fad~ and Foible~ in Modem
Seetology a/ad Rdated Seiene~ which was ably reviewed by Raymond
Moley in Newt~eek, and in the leading article entitled Testomanla in the

Wrongs Must Be Righted
Judicial tyranny has taken a giant stride forward in Tennessee. States
rights have taken a giant stride backward in Tennessee. It is a moot
question as to which is fraught with the deeper significance for the futxlre
of our country--(1) the ruthless violation of individnal citizens’ rights, or
(2) the abject and complete abdication of its governmental responsibilities
and prerogatives by the state government of the "’sovereign (?)" State of
Tennessee.
Six searing qnestions have been propounded by a pro~ninent attorney
in Washington under the pen-name of "Pt,blius" in a letter to the Washington Evening Star, reprinted in U. S. News & World Report.
Read carefnlly the Bill of Rights, which represents the distilled essence
of the fierce independence and love of freedom your forefathers beqneathed
you. Then read carefully the six questions asked by "Publius":
1. Where is the statute constitutionally passed by Congress, which
defines the crime of which they (the sixtoen hostages arrested at
Clinton, Tennessee) stand accused?
2. Where is the statute constitutionally passed by Congress, which
.gives any court jurisdiction over anyone and everyone who thinks
he might disagree with his decrees?
3. Where is the presentment or indictment by a grand jury accusing
these men of violating what law?
4. What are the limits of this power? If a judge, without law, can
sentence one man to thirty days in jail, can he also hang him?
(Emphasis added)
5. By what at,thority of law does he enforce the Fourteenth Amendment against private parties who are not parties to the suit before
his court?
6. If the courts can create such jurisdiction and powers for themselves,
what other powers nmy they assume? (Emphasis added)
Is it possible to portray more graphically the dangerons reefs on which
we have allowed ourselves to drift?
These grievons wrongs mnst be righted. You could be next, yon
know. Yonr Citizens’ Council is doing its best to protect your freedom
against heavy odds. Its success depends npon the support yon give it.

Significant Testimony
As the months pass and more information comes to light, the flight
of the United States Supreme Court from law to "modern sociology" on
Black Monday begins to look more and more like a complete project of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).
Now we learn from a new publication, A Pictorial History of the Negro
in America by Langston Hughes and Milton Meltzer, that Justice Felix
Frankfurter of the U. S. Supreme Court served as a member of the legal
redress committee of the NAACP.
It is interesting to note that the work of a Negro like Langston Hughes
is being promoted by special offers to subscribers of Crisis, official publication of the NAACP.
The testimony of Walter S. Steele before the Committee on UnAmerican Activities, House of Representatives, contains the following
statement:
"Langston Hughes, a notorious Negro with some 82 Communist
affiliations, has been particularly active in Negro Communist activities. He
was originally active in the (Communist) Workers’ Cul~ural Federation in
1~30, the New Theater League, and the Southern New Theater School.
He has contributed to the Communist publications New Masses, Soviet
Russia Today, Labor Defender, Champion and The Anvil. He was active
in Spanish Red ranks during the Communist revolution in that ~mntry,
and he is a member of its Red Army reserve, the Abraham Lincoln Brigade.,
a section of the International Brigade. He has been prominent in Communist front, the American Peace Mobilization, Conference on Pan-American Democracy, League of Struggle for Negro Rights, Leagne of Atnerican
Writers, NaUonal Council of American-Soviet Friendship, Book Union,
and the American Student Union. One of his poems, a favorite with
Communists, is called Put Just One More "S" in U. S. A. (Soviet).~
"Too many people don’t care what happens, just so long as it doesn’t
happen to them.’--(Wflliam Howard Taft)

WALL WITIllN TIlE ORBIT
By GRACE FOX PERRY
Vantage P~ss, Inc.
120 We~ 31st St~et
New Yo~ !, N~ Yo~
~o~ g~ citizem, Noah and
Sou~, who are now experiencing the
~ngs of the New Reconstruction
~11 fi~ of great interest Mrs. Pe~’s
new novel Wall Within ~e O~it.
~al~g with the Old Ret~nst~cfion, M~. Per~ outlines with accuracy
aM f~ling the chaos and otter des~dr c~nfmnting the grandparents
of ~st of us dnfing the ~ imm~tely following the War for
~ut~m Inde~ndence.
~ d~m~ ~o~ of the s~ggles
of a pmmi~nt South Catalina family
~ ~in~in ~me semblan~ of det~-~ world is an ab~ing one.
How t~y met and solved their ~r~al problems will ~ of more
~ academic interest to those who
may ~ fac~ with tmnditions of equal
~ in the not t~ distant fuh~re.
M~. Pe~ ~ a ho~wife ~d writer d ~gehnd, Sou~ ~mli~. S~
h~ ~d ~ ~ dltor of s

"rla~ who mmmd~ e~ential liberty to obtaia a little temtamuy
(C~nfln,~ ~ ~ge 4)
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Shades Of Hitlerism!

.
National Urban League
Guardsman Fired For
Is "State Department" Membership In Council
For Integration Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
only whites had done before. The
same kind of agitation was reported
by the same organization in Cleveland, Ohio, according to the report
of the Cleveland organization to the
November, 1952 convention of the
National Negro Labor Council. Ben
Davis, leading. Negro Communist, in
his report to tbe Communist Party’s
National Committee meeting of June
~3-$4, 1956, stated that the Communists helped organize the National
Negro Labor Council, which he termed "a left center". The New York
State Communist Party has said that
the "advances" of the Negroes came,
"out of the bitter struggles conducted
by the Negro people in their organizations, notably the National Negro
Labor Council, the NAACP, and the
National Urban League."
COMMUNIST VIEWPOINT
A Communist viewpoint on the
role of the Urban League may be
found in the book The Negro and the
Demncratic Front by James W. Ford.
Ford was thc Negro Communist can~
thdate for Vice-President of the United
States in 1936. He writes: "In like
manner, certain progressive steps can
be noted in the Workers’ Councils of
the Urbau League, tinder the directorship of Mr. Lestcr B. Granger. The
Workers° Cmmcils of the National
Urb:m League, with branches in more
than 32 in~lustrial centers throughmd
the cmmtry, munl~ering many thousands of memhers, have as their basic
program: To acquaint Negro workers
with the et~momic nature of their
problems, with the essential unity of
white and Negro workers’ interest%
and with the history, technique and
necessity of collective workers’ action; and to establish understanding
and intclligcnt c¢~peratinn amon~
workers of both races, within ano
withont the ranks of organized labor."
The Executive Director of the National Urlmn Leagne is Lester Granger, According to Congressional Committee reports, some of the ofganizatlions that Grangei" has suppled are
the following:
AMERICAN YOUTH CONGRES~
~speaker and s~n~r, New York
State M~el Youth ~gislatu~, Januaw 28-30, 1~. (Descriptions of
the nrganizations in the rema~r
this study are to ~ found in Guide
to Subversive Organi~tions and ~b.ations, hereimJter refe~ed to as
IDE, prepared and relea~ by
the Cnmmittee on Un-A~rican Activities, U. S. Hou~ of Rep~sontatives,
May 14, I~BI).
GUIDE: It (AYC) uriginated in
l~ ~ . . . has ~en Cxmtrolled by
Conuuonists and manipuL~tt~l by them
to influence the thonght of American
youth. (Attorney C~neral Francis
Biddk’.) Launched doting Angmst of
1934 and for alamt sew, n years . . .
one of the most influential front
organizations ever established by the
American Communist Pa~. (California Committee on Un-American
Activities.) The p,q~’ of the Yoong
Comnmnis~ League, in controlling, and
bnihling this Americau Youth Congress is the same as in ~ts other
ymdh groups, namely, to ~d up a
united front, to push the objectives of
aml prt~luee cadres for the Communist Pa~ among pergms ~o whom
they wmdd he unable to make a
direct a p pro a c h. (Massachusetts
Hnuse Committee on Un-American
Activities).
FRON~ER FILMS ~ advisoD’
board. GUIDE: Cited as a Communist front which "has faithfully followed the Comnmnist Pa~ line in
its prt~h~ctions’" and who~ ~nnel
is "closely iuterlocked" with the Film
anti Photo League, as a "Commnnist
front for revohttiona~ films." (California Committee on Un-American
Activities.)
IN~RNATIONAL L~R DE~NSE~sent ~eetings ~ Co~eren~. GUll)E: ~gal a~ of the ~mmtmist Pa~y. (Attorney C~.neral Francis Riddle.) "it is, es~ntially, the
~gal defe~m am~ of the Commonist
Pa~ of the United States." it is
the American ~.ction of M.O.I’.R.. or
B~I International of ~d~r l)eft’n~’,
often refemxl to as the Rtxl InternaUonal Aid. Its intt.n~;dional Cong~gses meet in Most~w. (S~’eial
~mmitt~x’ on Un-American Activities.) "’The International Lalsw I)cfen~..., was pa~ of an intematioual
ne~ork of nrganivattions for thc
feme of Communis~ law breakers.
(~n~egsional Connni~ee on Un-American AcfivitiesL One nf the more
~tent ond obvions Cmmmunist-front
organiT~t~ (~alifomia Commit~x.

~u

A member of the Kentucky NaCouncil was not certified to him by
tional Guard has been discharged for
the Attorney General of Kentucky, or
public support of a Citizens Council.
the Attorney General of the United
States, as illegal, subversive or otherAllan M. Trout, Louis,Alle (Ky.)
wise unfit for memhership by National
Courier-Journal staff writer, has comGREATER NEW YORK EMER- (California Committee on Un-AmeriGuardsmen in their private capacities
mented on the discharge in a recent
GENCY CONFERENCE *ON INdan Activities.)
as citizens.
article. Excespts from Trout’s article
ALIENABLE RIGHTS---panel speak"Rowley reverted to civilian life
HARRY BRIDGES DEFENSE follow:
er. GUll)E: Among a "maze of
after his week of active duty. A few
COt~LMITTEE. Member, Southern
"The letter of the law probably
.organizations" which were "spawned
days later, he attended a meeting of
was met when the Kentucky National
Division. GUIDE: Ci~l as typical
for the alleged purlmse of defending
of Communist-f r o n t organizations
Guard discharged Robert L. Bowley, the council at Morganfield and offercivil liberties in general but actually
ed to donate the pay he had received
which defend, h o n o r or support
21, Morganfield, for public support
intended to protect Communist subfor the active duty at Sturgis.
known Communists and Communist
of the Union County Citizens Counversions from any penalties under the
"He was discharged fl’om the Naorganizations. (California Committee
cil in his private capacity as a citizen.
law." (Congressional Committee on
tional
Guard Sept. 30 for the stated,,,
on
Un-American
Activities.)
Un-American Activities.)
Nevertheless, the ease has disturbreason of "incompatible occupation.’
ed
a
lot
of
citizens
who
try
to
square
He
had
tried to re-enlist at MadisonNATIONAL NEGRO CONGRESS
NATIONAL NEGRO CONGRESS
it with commonly accepted b a s i e
ville but his application was rejected.
---endorser. G U I D E: Described
---endorser, official call. GUIDE:
rights of free assembly, free speech,
above.
The Selective Service Board, mean"Front the record of its activities and
free choice of mind and the like.
while, has changed his draft classifithe composition of its governing
NEW MASSES~contributing edi~Bowley, a young farmer, joined , cation from I-D to I-A.
bodies, there can he little doubt that
tor. GUIDE: "Nationally circulated
the Kentucky National Guard Jan. 25,
"Williams says that the stated reait has served as what James W. Ford,
weekly ~ournal of the Communist
1054, for. a term of three years.
son of "incompatible occupation" is
Commnnist Vice Presidential candiParty .
whose ownership was
"The Guard was ordered to active
a fiction, insofar as it infers the ocdate elected to the Executive Comduty at Sturgis last September. Its
vested in ~h~ American Fund. for Pubcupation of farming is incompatible
mittee in 1937, predicted: ’An immission
was
to
preserve
law
and
order
lic
Service"
(Garland
Fund)
(Special
with the military. He says the stated
portant sector of the democratic front,"
Committee on Un-American Activias local authorities tried, in the face
i reason is a mere detail incident to
sponsored and supported by the COm"of white opposition, to integrate the
ties.) "’Until its recent merger wilt/
:an honorable _discharge.
mnnist Party." (Attorney G e n e r a 1
two races in the previously all-white
Mainstream, the New Masses has been
"The real reason, Williams says, is
Francis Riddle.)
the weekly journalistic voice of the
schools at Stu~gis."
that Rowley’s avowed sympathy with
Communist
Party.
Its
first
appearance
The
Union
County
Citizens
Coun:the Citizens Council placed a grave
PRESTES DEFENSE COMMITcil was incorporated during the course
question against his loyalty to the NaTEE~signer of cable to Brazilian
was as a monthly. As the Mas/,~.s, it
of
the
trouble.
Its
publicly
anwas suppressed by the United States
tional Guard when and if it is called
(;ovemment. G U I D E: A "COmnounced
purpose
was
to
oppose
by
Government for its subversive poliont to quell integration disturbances.
mnnist organization . . . defending
peaceful
methods
racial
integration
in
cies.’" Mainstream was launched by
Luiz Cados Prestes, leading Brazilian
"Williams adds, however, that Rowthe
public
schools.
the Communist Party in January 1947,
~ ley’s action placed no question against
Communist and former member of the
Rowley
was
a
specialist
third
class
I
his
loyalty
were the guard calle~l out
dealing with the l~ield of literature
exetaltive committee of the (~omin Company C., 240th Tank Battalion. ! on any other mission such as to supand creative arts. (California Communist International." (Special ~omAs such, he was on active duty one press riots or to preserve order after
mittee on Un-American Activities.)
mittce on Un-American Activities.)
week at Sturgis.
’
I catastrophes of nature.
DAILY WORKER -- reporter.
"Adj. Gen. J. J. B. Williams, in I "Williams concedes that Rowley has
GUIDE: "The chief jonrnalistic
field command of the guard, says that, I the legal right to do what he pleases
Dr. Ira DeA Reid is listed in the
mouthpiece of the Communist Party
so far as he knows, Rowley rendered I with his money, except to gamble it
1956 Progress Report of the National
¯ . . founded in response to direct
satisfactory service in all respects the or mutilate it.
Urban League as a trustee. According
instructions from the Communist Inweek he was on active duty.
I "He concedes that Rowley, as a
to Congressional Committee reports,
ternational in Moscow . . . The first
"Williams says he did not
isstlelcitizen, hits the right to join the tiltDr. Reid has supported, among others,
isstle of the Daily Worker appeared
orders forbidding guardsmen f r o mizens Council and to participate in its
the following organiz~ations:
on January 13, 19"24 . . . No other
joining the Citizens Council, or front I activities in a lawful manner.
or publication of any kind in
attending meetings of the ceuncil, af-I "Bot he denies that Rowley can
AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR paper
ter they returned home from active I exercise these two rights and, at the
PROTECTION OF FOREIGN BORN all American history has ever been
loaded with such a volume of subdu.ty,
same time, belong to the Kentucky
--speaker at dinner. GUIDE: "’One
versive, seditious and trea,sonable ut’Williams also says the Citizens National Guard."
of the oldest auxiliaries of the Comterance as has this organ of the Amerimunist Party in the United States."
can Commtinists." (Special Cmnmit(Special Committee on Un-American
tee on Un-American Activities.)
Activities.) "Among the Communistfront brganizations for racial agitation" which also serve as "money(An Editorial)
collecting media" and "as special
Other trustees of the N’,~ional UrA Kentucky National Guardsman has been discharged for public suppolitical organizing centers for the
ban League who have supported, acport of a Citizens’ Council.
racial minority t h ey pretend to
cording to Congressional Committee
champion." "Works closely with the
According to news dispatches, Adjutant General J. J. B. Williams states
reports, a numher of Communist front
International Labor Defense, legal
that the real reason for the discharge of Robert L. Rowley of Morganfield
enterprises
are:
Frank
S.
Home,
arm of the Communist Party, in deReynolds Hobson, Beulah T. Whitby
is that Rowley’s avowed sympathy with the Citizens’ Councils placed a
fense of foreign-born Communists and
and Charles S. Zimmerman.
grave qnestion agairtst his loyalty to the National Guard when and if it
sympathizers." (California Commitis called out to ~luell integration distnrbances.
tee on Un-American Activities.)
Until recently Reverend John Paul
If this does not mean Kentucky National Guardsmen are expected to
UNITED STATES CONGRESS Jones was listed as a Vice President
of the National Urban League. ConAGAINST WAR--arrangements comfire on their own flesh and blood if necessary to accomplish integration
gressional Committee reports list an
mittee. GUIDE: "’Convened in St.
by the sword, then what does it mean?
impressive number of Communist
Nicholas Arena, New York City, on
front enterprises supported by Jones.
September :29, 1933 .... it was comAmong them are:
pletely under the control of the Communist Party. Earl Browder was a
AMERICAN FRIENDS OF SPANleading figure in all its deliberations.
ISH DEMOCRACY; signer of a stateIn his report to the Communist Interment defending the Communist Party
national, Browder stated: ’The Conprinted in the Daily Worker; CONgress from the beginning was led by
SUMEBS NATIONAL FEDERAour Party qoite openly’." (Special
TION; COORDINATING COMMITCommittee on Un-American ActiviTEE TO LIFT THE (SPANISH)
ties.)
EMBARGO; GREATER NEW YORK
CITIZENS COhlMITTEE TO
EMERGENCY CONFERENCE ON
FREE EARL BROWDER--signer of
INALIENABLE RIGHTS; INTERpetition. GUIDE: When Earl BrowNATIONAL LAB O R DEFENSE;
der (then general secretary, ComLE. AGt’E FOR MUTUAL AID; NAEDITOR’S NOTE: The letter pubAfrica. Of this vast host only the
numist Party) was in Atlanta PeniTIONAL FEDERATION FOR CONlished below appeared in the Jackson,~
ambassador to Liheria is Negro. What
tentiary serving a sentence involving
STITUTIONAL LIBERTIES; and
Miss., State Times of Dec. 10, 19.56.
is the objection to colored American
his fraudulent.passport, the ComPEOPLES INSTITUTE OF APClennon King is a history professor
ambassadors to colored nations? The
munist Party’s front which agitated
PLIED RELIGION.
at the well-known Mississippi Negro
colored nations themselves[ Not even
for his release was known as the Citicollege,
Alcorn
A&M.
It
is
stressed
Ethiopia prefers a Negro ambassador.
Irving Mollison was listed as a Vice
zens’ Committee to Free Ear! Browthat
these
are
the
personal
views
of:
Sympathy or tolerance is one thing
President" of the National Urban
der. . . Elizabeth Gorley Flynn, one
the writer, not necessarily those of i
and respect is another. Certainly reLeague along with Jones. Congresof the few outstanding women leaders
the college.
spect is always to be preferred. Polisional Committee reports list Mollison
of the Communist Party in this coun"UNFORTUNATE CRISIS"
cies dominated by sympathy tend to
as an endorser of the NATIONAI
try., headed it. (Special Committee on
State Times,
g i v e rise to unrealistic solutions.
NEGRO CONGRESS.
Un-American Activities.)
Now that the prospect for peace
America needs no minority population
ove r Suez "has considerably imIn 1950 Lloyd K. Garrison was list.
which is object of anyone’s pity. She
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE FOR
proved", I am. sad that Afro-Amerrequires a colored population which is
tiUMAN WELFARE--speaker seced as President of the National Urban
icans have been no more a factor than
so cohesive, prood and strong that,
ond ~xmference April 14-16, 1940.
League. Lloyd K. Garrison is listed in
we have in the unfortunate crisis¯ Ap- I
like the Anglo-Saxon population. AfroGUIDE: Cited as a Communist-front
a Congressional Committee report as
parently, widely touted Negro diplo-I
Americans can effectively influence
organization "which seeks to attract
a member of the National Committee
mat Ralph Bunche was uf minimum
policies of the older mother country.
southero liberals on the basis of its
of the INTERNATIONAL JURIDIFoolishly we try to forget it, but,
seeming interest in the problems of
CAL ASSOCIATION. GUIDE: Cited assistance, despite the fact of his
nominally No, 2 spot in the UN and
like all other Americans, we have a
the South" although its "professed
as a "Communist created and conhis old hand in the Mid-East game.
mother land too. The man who feels
interest in sonthern welfare is ~imply
trolled" organization closely associAnyway, America seems to have deno deep awareness of his background
an expedient for larger aims serving
ated with the International Labor
pendedalmost wholly upon the star
Defense and specializing "in the deis like a bnildi.n~ sospended in air.
the Soviet Union and its subservient
role of Swedish blond Dag HammarMuch is saio abo,t Egypt being
Communist Party in the United
fense of individual Communists or of
skiold. Truly this critical situation
Arabic, but Egypt is an African naStates." (Congressional Committee on
the Communist Party itself." It has
separated the men from the boys.
followed the Communist Party line
tion. For America’s benefit, AfroUn-American Activities.)
I am no hater of that widely lamAmericans should have been so unified
without deviation. (California ComAccording to testimony before the
basted Supreme Court, but I do think
they could have influenced. Egypt’s
mittee on Un-American Activities).
House Committee on Un-American
a proud, self-respectlng Afro-American
policy in the recent crisis. U. S.
Activities in 1947, Earl Browder deAlso in 1950 Earl B. Diekerson was
population, in its own right, with un:Jews, only a minor fraction cumpared
a memher of the executive board of
I scribed Southern Conference For Huapologetic African ties, can mean
with American Negroes, are able to
man Welfare as "’one of the transthe National Urban Lea~le. Earl B.
infinitely more to the American bid.
greatly influence Israel’s polity.
I)ickerson is listed in Congressional
mission belts of the Communist
for uncontested world leadership than
, They may sympathize with us, bnt
Party."
Committee reI~rts as supporting a
a coddled race of white imitations.
’Egypt Ethiopia nor anyone else really
number of Commnnist front enterIndia’s Nehn~ says he was favorably respects copy-cats or mere integrationimpressed by the U. S. Court’s May isls. Such an abject people have no
prises. ,A~n int,:resti_ng itenL in testimun._v nemre the House Comm!~.e~_
’54 decision, it was a token of "tolera- . mind of their own nor any nnique
Another tn~stee listed by the Naon Un-American .Activities in lhql
lion", but I wonder what his reaction i eontribution to make. History has
tional Urban Lcagne is Loren Miller.
relates that aecerding to Communist
would be to a Negro ambassador from I never extolled anything save indepen&eeordin~ to Congressional Commitreports, polite raid~M the meeting of i America to India?’
Idence, orogress and peace. War may
tee relmrts, some of the organi~tio~
the
labor
division
of
the
NATIONAL
I
America
sends ambassadors to 79 I~ he "’hell" b,t ignominy is worse Ans,p~! by Miller are as follows:
N E G R O CONGRESS (deserihed[foreign countries. Only 28 of these i race or nation whose ambition is tYo
above) at its 10th annual convention I are to purely white c~untries---includ- [ be swallowed up by another will soon
~K UNION~advi~w ~un~l.
(;UIDE: "I~butors of ~mmu~st
in D~.troit in 1.°~., arresting 37 of its [ing Canada, New Zealand, South ] he forgotten.
life--re.~ (S~hl ~mmiR~ on
.members. Lis~.ed among those it lAfrica and Australia. Twenty are to l
Truly yours.
Un-A~ A~t~.) A ~mclaims were taken to ~ were Ead~La~in America (a predomi~_ately mu-I
Clennon King
m~ ’~f-~’
~. Didan~m and Ira its~L
I l alto race;, 9,4 to Asia; and seven to~
Lorman. Miss.

This Raises A Question

He l rofers i esp ct--

Negro Educator Flays
Race "Coddling" Trend
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Who Dunnit
STOp
THAT
VIOLENCE
COLORING THE NEWS
Some of these news stories out of
Clinton, Tennessee, definitely have

the real culprits at Clinton have *hot
been arrested. We refer to the group
of Negro "troublemakers" who insist
on forcing themselves where they do
tPhro-Negro
fact, nomore
few of
ese reportsbias.
haveIn
seemed
in
not belong, where they have no proper
the nature of anti-segregation editoriplace and where they are not wantals than objective news coverage.
ed. Despite this rash of slanted news
For one thing, persons opposed to.
stories picturing them as martyrs, the
race-mixing are usually branded as
fact remains that these little colored
"segregationists", although those atupstarts are resorting to anti-social
tempting .to overthrow long establishmethods in compelling white children
ed customs are not habitually deto mix with them at the point of pisscribed as "integrationists."
tols, bayonets and court orders.
The most glaring attempt to bestow
BIAS IS OBVIOUS
martyrdom npon an unworthy brmv
Whenever embittered whites are
has been press glorification of that
any grammatical lapse in
mercilessly recorded headline-hungry preacher who pre, ,n,g such phrases as sumed to "escort" the real Clinton
niggers, we s e ¯ n," "ain°t
troublemakers to school. While violence against him was nnfortnnate,
." etc. Oddly enough, these~
~egregationists" never seem to speak
this meddlesome minister had no more
in a normal manner. They usually
business in such a role than he would
have in escorting non-striking workers
"snarl~, "yell", "scream", "snap" and
"howl". Reportorial bias against them
across a nnion picket line. It seems
safe to dismiss his misguided act as a
is often clear. Also clear is the effort
convenient means of gaining the pubto transfer such bias to the minds
lic spotlight. Our guess is that he
readers.
wonld have been sorely disappointed
On the other hand the little Neif matters had not turned out as they
pupils, when quoted, invariably
pedect English. Aside from
did.
headline value as instigators
COPY NEEDS EDITING
Clinton’s unrest, these children also.
Southern newspapers, in keeping
are newsworthy because they seem inwith public responsibilities, shouldnot
capable of those grammatical imperhesitate to use their blne pencils when
fections common to their race. Inhamlling editorialized and prejudicial
deed, their pedect mastery of our
"news" stories from Clinton and other
language, as indicated in sympathetic
areas of racial friction. Editorials benewt reports, suggests that these
:long on the editorial page, identified
colored children should be teaching
as such, and not on the front page in
English instead of studying it.
the gttise of impartial reporting.
PREJUDICIAL PltRASES
It is not difficult to account for
Whenever Clinton citizens congremuch of the pro-Negro bias which is
gate on their own streets, the~, are
becoming all too common in American
apt to be described as a "mob ’, although wire servi~vs do not permit
oaurnalism.
Many
reports
racial
ppenings are
written
byon
budding
the nse of snch a word in connection
young crusaders pathetically anxious
with those who demonstrate in other
tu demonstrate their own "liberalism."
disputes. Another opprobrious term,
To them obiectlve writing seems far
withont quotation marks, is "trouhleless sacred than the cause which they
,nakers." This word is hardly s,~ted
cherish.
to impartial news writing, since it instinctively prejudices many readers
A CERTAIN CAStt VALUE
against persons thus described.
Having no other mass nuth’t for
Who in this great audience has ever
their anti-Southern prejudices, sonic
read a wire dispatch referring to union
re~rters volor press dispatches in a
strikers, as "tronblemakers’? Who
subtle effort to project their personal
has ever seen these unfavorable terms
philosophy. Nor is t h i s nncthic:d
in a news story concerning NAACP
techniqne lacking in certain material
agitators? Or for that matter, has
compensations. Oftentimes it has a
the word "troublemakers" ever been
definite cash value to those who pracapplied in news stories to known Beds
tice it.
whose witness stand hysteria and Fifth
For example, it qnalifies them for
Amendment antics so often disn~pt
~special a w a r d s, bonuses, citations,
and defy lawful investigations of Comsinecnres and fellowships so freely bemunism?
stowed upon Negrophile journalists hy
REAL TROUBLEMAKERS
other Negrophile jonrnalists in this
On the subject of "troublemakers",
Century of The Colored Man.

~

Negro Editor Tells His People-

"’You Can’t Eat Integration"
Editor Davis Lee in
his Newark, N. J., Telegram
(A Negro New~paper)
This integration-segregation, issue
has stirred up bitterness, hatred, preJudices, and has destroyed long-standing friendships. But, strange as it
may seem, fifty per cent of the
Negroes are not c6ncerned about it
either way.
The liberals, who are frothing at
the mouth and shedding crocodile
tears over the plight of the poor Negro
in the South, will gladly give him
integration, but won’t give him a ~ob
or provide his family with clothing or
lm~ad.
The Southerners don’t want to have
nt.’gration, but they will gladly give
aft ~ a job and help clothe and feed
Ks family.
’[’he liberals will open their schools
:o Negro children, but they won’t
~i~.- many Negroes as teachers. The
~ tth won’t .admit Negro children to
its schools, but they will give the
Negro his own school manned by
teachers of his own race. And all of
this is given to him without cost.
There are forms of segregation that
are degrading and humiliating, but to
have one’s own school and teachers
is not one of them. Giving the Negro
his own school and teachers is more

~

n/okeeping
with
concept
of freem, ~ustice,
andthat
equal
opportunit3f
that the founding fathers had in mind
than is an integrated system of education...

In no section of the country does
the Negro enjoy the educational, eml)lc yment, and economic opportunities
’ vh ich he enioys in the South.
The labor unions are pouring thousands of dollars into this integration

A Noble Example
According to reports the Atlanta
Public Schools Teachers Association
has voted unanimously to withdraw
from the American Federation of
Teachers rather than accept an ultimatum to desegregate.
Roger H. Derthick, a~ociation
president and a brother of Lawrence
G. Derthick of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
who was recently appointed U. S.
Commissioner of education, said the
vote at a recent mass meeting of the
teachers local was unanimous.
Derthick said the teachers adopted
the resolution "because the federation
dnring recent years had changed its
constitntion to declare any loca/charter void which permitted segregation
of any race."

movement, yet Southern Negroes are
working at jobs that Northern Negroes
can not get, because the unions will
not accept them as members. There
are more Negro carpenters, bricklayers, and building contractors in
North and South Carolina than there
are in the 33 integrated states.
Negroes can’t eat integration. They
need jobs. They need the opportunity
to develop their talents . . . The
south is the only section of the
tion that offers such opportunities. If
these h~nerals and agitators are the

Negro’s friends and southern whites
are his enemies, then someone needs
to protect him from his friends.
A GRIM CHALLENGE
Against a court gone sociologist and
an attorney general who would sacririce local peace and good will in the
name of forced mixing and political
expediency, there can and must be
firm resistance--unrelenting, massive
resistance by all legal means.~(South
Magazine).

Movement Is Growing-

Councils In Migsissippi
Nominate New Leaders
Completing a series of six meetings
in December by Congressional Distriers, officers of the local Citizens’
Councils elected four representatives
from each District to serce during
the year 1957 on the State Executive
Committee of the Mississippi Association of Citizens’ Councils.
The Executive Committee directs
the policies of the State Association
and collects and disburses funds of the
Mississippi Citizens’ Councils at the
state level.
Chosen at the District meetings
wore:
DISTRICT I
John B. Cunningham, Brooksville-planter, merchant
N. E. Dacus, Tupelo - pharmaceutical distributor
Will E. Ward, Starkville - attorney
Shelby Woodward, Louisville Chancery Clerk
DISTRICT H
W. H. Anderson, Pdpley - attorney, editor
Ben Jack Hilbnn, Oxford - auto
dealer
JdOhn
ea]er Tabor, Winona - auto parts
Z. M. Veazey, Jr., Co]dwater planter
DISTRICT III
A. E. Britt, Indianola - planter,
ginner
Wilburn H o o k e r, Lexington planter, insurance
Fred Jones, Inverness - planter

SUBSCRIBE NOW
"1
Citizens’ Councils
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’ Council as follows and" find payment
enclosed:
~] For One Year ........................................
$2.00
( Plebe Print)
Name ............................................................................
Address .........................................................................
City ..............................................................................
State ............................................................................

Pete F. Williams, Sr., Clarksdalemerchant, planter
DISTRICT IV
Judge Tom P. Brady, Brookhaven - Circuit Judge
Nick Roberts, Yazoo City - merchant
Clay Tucker, Woodville - attorne y
Ellis W. Wright, Jackson - funeral director
DISTRICT V
R. C. Bradshaw, Pearl - State
Health Department
H. H. Harpole, Philadelphia Public Service Commission
W. H. Johnson, Jr., Decatur - attorney
Marion Simpson, Canton -Sheriff
DISTRICT VI
Ward Hurt, Lumberton - manufacturer, Mayor ¯
Dewey Myers, jPrentiss - cold
storage, oil operator
Robert Oswalt, Pascagoula - City
Attorney
J. E. Stockstill, Picayune - attorney
Other officers are:
Ellett Lawrence, Greenwood - Finance Chairman
Bob Parrish, ~President Bank of
Greenwood - Treasurer
R. B. Patterson, Greenwood - Executive Secretary
W. J. Simmons, Jackson - Editor,
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
The Mississippi Citizens" Councils
are organized in &5 counties, and have
a combined membership of 85,000.
Financial and progress reports were
made to each meeting.

~

A Fair Question-

Does Uncle Sam Show
Favoritism To Negro?
WASHINGTON --A presidential t The committee found that 43 per
committee has recently reported that I cent of the Negroes employed in the
Negroes comprise 23.4 per cent of five cities held "Classification Act" or
the federal employees in five maiorl"white collar" iobs and 31 per cent
cities, including this one.
held "wage board" or "blue collar"
Chairman Maxwell Abbell of Presi- jobs paid on a per-day ,b, asis. The 9-6
dent Eisenhower’s Committee on Gov- I per cent listed in "other’ fobs includerument Employment Policy, which ed postal employees.
compiled the figures said the survey The survey showed that of all
turned up two findings which he Negro federal workers in the five
termed of particular significance,
cities, 5 per cent were in supervisory jobs and had administrative
"The first is thai Negroes are emdirection over other employees.
ployed by the federal government well
The "white collar" civilservice jobs
above their ratio to the total populaare graded by nnmber from 1 through
tion." Abbell said. ’~l’he second is 15,
with 15 carrying the highest
that Negroes are by no means consalary. Fifteen per cent of the
fined either to the menial jobs of-the
Negroes employed in the five cities
government or to the lower grades in
were found to be distributed from
the (civil service) Classification Ac~."
grades 5 through 15, as compared
The ratio of Negroes to the total
with 67 per cent of the whites in the
U. S. population is about 11 per cent.
same cities. Eighty-five per cent of
Besides the capital, cities covered
the Negroes and 33 per cent of the
by the survey were Chicago, St. Louis,
white in the same cities were in
Los Angeles and Mobile, Ala.
grades 1 through 4.

WALL WITHINm
(Continued From Page 2)
the News and Courier of Chadeston,
South C~rolin~ the Morning News, of
Sava,nah, Georgia, the South Carolina Magazine and various church
periodicals. She has previously written a book on local history, entitled
Moving Finger of Jasper, published in
1947.
Mrs. Perry says that almost every
incident in Wall W/thin The Orbit
is based on actual happenings. Her
grandfather was a Confederate Army
officer and later a captain of a Red
Shirt company under Wade Hampton
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Something YotJ C n. Do

Jackson, Miss.

New

Mixed Love
For Negroes
And Whites

A

"Island In The Sun"
An Open Portrayal
Of Interracial Sex
Those who found the picture
"Baby Doll" objectionable had
better reef shils and b a t t e n
down the hatches. They "ain’t
seen nothing yet".

WRITE FOR EXTRA COPIES
I~IAII.. "I’HEI~I TO YOUR FRIENDS

[For The Record
(AN EDITORIAL)
Seemingly hostile individoals in stone news agencies and some commentators have by implication associated recent incidents in Tennessee and
Alabama with the entire CITIZENS’ COUNCIL MOVEMENT.
Some of these commentators surely umst know very. well what they
are about. It is thought they do this for the purpose of arousing sentiment
against what you stand for.
It is certainly true that the people of neighboring states have a problem,
a very serious one. There will undoubtedly be more acts of violence and
more civil disturbances. The situation may get much worse before the people bocome sufficiently concerned to mobilize the numbers and financial
resources necessaD" to correct it.
In this connection, it may be remembered that less than two years ago
all was not peaceful in Mississippi, as it is now. Then, our state was in the
nfidst of an infamous and highly exploited case, with harassment from some
politically minded officials in federal agencies. From North, South, East
and West, fro;n enemies and from friends, especially from friends, came
advice, denunciatinn and all manner of snggestions. With patient organization and education, peace and good order were finally restored in onr state.
In a movement of this size, it is to be expected that cerhdn crackpots,"
fanatics and, misguided patriots will mistake notoriety (which some types of
newsmen will enthusiastically furnish) for support, and will do and say things
that will certainly not express the opinion, or be sanctioned by CITIZENS’
COUNCIL members in general.
Spokesmen for the responsible State Associations have repeatedly stated

According to a review of the 20th
Century-Fox film, "I s I a n d in the
Sun", in the Negro magazine Jet. the
love scenes are between the white
actress (Joan Fontaine) and the Negro man (Harry Belafonte), and between the white man (John Justin)
and the Negro woman (Dorothy Dandridge).
Says the review: ’~rhe American
public will be treated to the most
trank portrayal of interracial love
ever to hit the movie screen".
CODE REVISED
To prevent ~ust such treatments as
this, the Production Code of Ethics
of the motion picture industry roled
some 27 years ago that sex relationship between Caucasians and Negroes
could not be shown. However, the
code was revised in 1954.
It is interesting to note that the
Motion Picture Czar is Eric Johnston,
who has also served as a vice-president of the NAACP.
"DON’T GIVE A DAMN’"
When prodneer Daryl Zanuck was
asked about public reaction to "’Island
in the Sun", he is reported to have
stated, "l’m m a k i n gente, rtaimuent
and 1 don’t give a damn who likes
it and who dtwsn’t like it. The public will decide. The picture v~,ill probably offend lots of markets."
You bet it will! In overstepping the
bonnds of decency, Zanuck aud
others of his type in Hollywood are
certain to feel the overwhelming
weight of adverse p u b 1 i c opinion.
!Prntests are monnting acrnss the na:tinn and there is a well-defined
;movement to have this offensive film
banned from theater screens.

A ’Different
Kind of Film’

SOUTHERNERS
EDITOR’S NOTE: With ~ itme, we begin the publivatton in
form of "A Manual for Southemen." Lint our friends in other ~iom of
the country feel that we are becoming too ardent "Confederates," let
hezten to say that we m not. The truth i~ that for too Ions Southern children have been "prngres~ively educated" to scorn their origins and the reasons for our hi-racial society.
"A Manual for Southernerd’ seek~ to orrect this.
The portion appearing in thi~ i~sue h for use in grades ~ and 4. However, there are many adults who might benefit from a review of the~e fundamental truths.
1. GOD glADE FOUR RACES.
God made all of the people in the world. He made some of them white.
He made some of them black. He made some of them yellow. And He
made some of them red.
GOD PUT EACH RACE BY ITSELF.
God ~nt the white people off by themselves. He put the yellow, red,
and black people by themselves. God wanted the white people to live
alone. And He wanted the colored people to live alone. That is why He
mt them off by themselves.
WltlTE glEN BUILT AMERICA.
Some white people came to America. America is where yoo live. It is
/our cnuntry. The white men built America for you. They want you to
have a fret. country that you can grow up in.
AMERICA IS TIlE LAND OF FREEDOM.
I)o you know what the na~ne of your country is? It is called the United
States of America. We love the United States. It is the land of Freedom.
YOU MAKE YOUR RULES.
Freedom means that yon can choose your o~vn rnles. We have to have
rnles to live by. Do you help make rules in your class room? You and your
friends help make the rules you use in school.
WHITE PEOPLE LIKE TO BE FREE.
White men built the United States so ’they could make their rules.
They could not make their rides in the conntry they came from. So they
built America and made their own rules. They wanted to be free.
1I. AMERICA HAS FOUR PARTS.
The United States of America has four parts. There is the part in the
North. There is the part in the East. There is the part in the West. And
there is the part in the South. Our country is very. big. And white men
built it all.
YOU LIVE IN THE SOUTll.
l)o you know what part of onr country yon live in? Yon live in the
South. You know you live in Mississippi. Mississippi is a state in the South.
The South is a big part of our country.

Harle’m Critic Says,
"Humiliates Whites"
Those xvho do not knbw what
YOU ARE A SOUTHERNER.
modern racial integration is like
I)o
you
know
what
people arc called? We are called
shonld be under no illusions af- Southerners. SouthernersMississippi
are people who live in the South. You are a
ter being instructed by James Southerner. Yon live in the South.
L. Hicks, columnist for the
Amsterdam News, a large NeGEORGE WASII1NGTON HELPED BUILD AMERICA.
gro newspaper published in
Have you ever heard about George Washington? He was a brave and
New York, center of organized honest white man. George Washington helped build our country. Can you
"’brotherhood" and compulsory guess what part of onr country he came from? Let me tell you.
"tolerance."
GEORGE WASHINGTON A SOUTIIERNER.

clearly and uueqniw~cally that their organizations did not concur or have connection with such nnilateral actinn. The press has carried these statements.
In several southern states they have been given wide dissemination, and our
pc~ple have become edncated to the fact that the hundreds of local CITIWriting in the January 19, 1957
ZENS’ COUNCILS AND TIlE DOZEN STATE ASSOCIATIONS CAN
edition about interracial movies, Hicks
NO MORE BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SOME MISGUIDED INDIVIDUAL
had the following to say about the
THAN A SOUTHERN METHODIST CAN BE RESPONSIBLE FOR AN
MGM film "Edge of the City," an
EPISCOPALIAN STANDING ON A STREET CORNER IN BROOKLYN,
adaptation of the TV play, "A Man
Is Ten Feet Tall."
NEW YORK. Under tremendous pressures and difficulties these State As"’You know the story. It deals with
sociations have handled tile situations with rectitude and admirable balance.
the water-front and Ruby Dee (NeOf course, tile opposition l~)nnces ou some individual actions not congro) plays the part of Sifts wife.
netted with any CITIZENS’ COUNCILS and attempts to defame the
"Sid" is Sidney Poitier, Negro actor).
"Sidney doesn’t make love to a
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL MOVEMENT. Itowever, most of nnr people are’
white girl in the play a la (Billy) Eeksufficiently experienced by now to understand this for what it is worth.
stine-(Denise) Dared as previously
Mississippi, it nfight be added, has not had one single school suit, or mentioned.
~
bus suit, and all is peaceful and sereue with regard to race relations. There
NEW RELATIONSHIP
"There’s a white girl in the play~
has ~en no sign of the Ku Klux Klan in this State.
.
there always is. But it’s the relation~.t ns all remember this: If the public actions of fanatics oror" ~tkl~ts’" "~’ ship of Sidney to this gal, that ~nakes
can hu~ uur o~anizations the op~)sition will find or seek then] or create ] the play different. .
thena, and give. them wide publicity fnr prt~)aganda effect. In fact. it wouhl~ "The gfrl is a friend of Sid’s wife,
Rub5" and
reacts to her lost
""
’ Stdnev
be su~risin,, if the ,m,~sition has failed to exploit this nbvio,,s tactic. If~
." "~
~,
’’ , .................
~, [like you see hundreds of Negroes reontbreaks ol violence can tx. maue tn re,cot Ul~m the ~t~,~ ~oU.~- [
" acting tu metr c~o~ rnenos ~n marCILS, it will ~, a simph, matter for the NAACP and enemies of the South ~lem who lvap~n to ~ white.
"PLAYS WITH ltER"
to provide violence.
’ "He kids her--he teases her, he
To take the defensive and becon~e a l~’rsonal apologist fnr eve~, crackplays with her, he does eve~’thing
pot aml act of vinlence that will occur in the South is to behave exactly
but pat her on her you know where
like the npposition wants you to behave. The promulgation of a sense of
--and she responds in the normal
friendly way.
collective guilt has been a primaD" obiective of the South-hating gronps for
"Then too, the picture is ditferent
years. The purpose is to make .you ashamed of your beliefs by stead.v asbecause of the way it humiliates the
sociation of those beliefs with persons intentionally discreditt~ in the public
white race at times and shows iust
view, and to make you so suspicious of your fellow-Southerners, and people in
how raw they can really be."
Hicks is not talking about someother sections so suspicious of you, that unified action for your own pro’thing ~ust in New York. He is talkteetion becomes difficult. There is nothing accidental about this. Stalin
ing about a movie, dear friend, that
called it "amalgamation[ .... Amalgamation" as used by Stalin was a propais intended for showing in your town
(Continued on Page 2)
I
for your son and your daughter.

George Washington came from the South. He was a Southerner iust
like yon. Itc was so brave and honest the people asked him to be President.
So he was our first President. Now ~ou know where our first President
came from. He came from the South.
SOUTttERNERS LIKE TO BE FREE.
Many people from the South helped build our conntry. They made it
strong and free. You want to help keep it strong and free. We love our
country’. In our country we are free.
WHITE MEN BUILT AMERICA.
White men bnih our country. It was hard work. It is not easy to
build a new country. The. white men cut away big forests. They did not
have big homes like yours. The little buys and girls did not have nice
schonls. Wild animals" lived everywhere. It was not safe outside.
(Continued on Back Page)

Proof of Success
EBONY, national magazine for Negroes, pays an unintented
but nevertheless profound compliment to the Citizens’ Council
movement in a recent issue. An editorial in that publication comments on "’Negro Progress, 1956" as follows:
"The mood of reluctant surrender which characterized the
first year of desegregation had all but vanished. It had been replaced by militant and often reckless defiance. If 1955 had been
the year of decision and compliance, 1956 stacked up as the year
of resistance ...
"’An estimated 2,400,000 Negroes still are attending completely segregated schools, and five states (Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi and South Carolina) do not admit Negroes
to white public seheols on any level."
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Facing Our Responsibility
There are many individuals today who feel a deep concern for the
future of our constitutional form of government and our personal liberty.
~ concern is based on a knowledge of the one-race, one-class, one-world
drive that threatens the very heart of our society.
A considerable number of these individuals have felt impelled, by a
~me of duty that would not remain silent, to go to great trouble and persengi sacrifice in defense of fundamental values. These are the 1957 descendents of the patriots of 1775. They have been suddenly transported
from a hum-drnm everyday life to the storm center of a vast conflic~ against
a ruthless and capable enemy who has a tremendous head start. They are
sub~t to heavy pressures which are unusual, to say the least.
~ w/H be a long struggle, and we must gear ourselves to it.
Some basic points in this respect were made recently by an individual
whose contributions of time, energy, talents and results have not been exceeded in any quarter. These points apply so admirably to life in genera],
but especially to the subject at hand, that they are suggested ~ere for the
mature consideration of any reader who may have felt a bit frayed around
the edges at one time or another.
,1. Give your sense of humor full play. ¯
2. Don’t get mad. Use this energy instead to arouse support in others.
3. Be patient. Most problems ean be solved in time by intelligent,
hanl work.
4. Be realistic when appraising humanity, regardless of, and because
of, race, creed or color. Mankind has gone off on some pretty wild tangents
during the course of history, but in the end the law of gravity and the law
of survival of the fit remained unchanged.
5. Wl~en you enter a controversy or fight, keep your eye on the goal,
and do not be drawn into side issues.
6. Do not quit, or become discouraged because of the failure of your
own efforts, or the efforts of those around you. The situation must get
worse before it gets better. We shall fight it until we die and then we
~hall come back and haunt those who stood against us.
7. Be philosophical. Remember that the enemy, whoever he is, makes
mistakes also. His fortes are also complacent and apathetic. Power has a
way of destroying itself. It always has. Your opposition will make you
strong.

Sex Orgies In Iowa
According to wire dispatches, a "’sex ring" in Sioux City, Iowa has
been broken up with the arrests of seven airmen from the Sioux City Air
Base. Six were Negroes and one white, all from "integrated" northern or
border states.
The airmen were charged with staging sex parties with 12 white teenage girls.
The Negro civilian, in whose home the inter-racial parties took place,
was sentenced to three years in state prison for "’lascivious acts with a
child."
Our only reason for mentioning this sordid bit of news is that it is
becoming increasingly typical of stories filtering back from areas where
racial integration is proceeding "with all deliberate speed," per the U. S.
Supreme Court.
Whether it be in the rapidly disintegrating Washington schools (the
Nation’s Integrated Showcase), or inter-racial sex rings in the middle west,
or in the galloping slums of our "tolerant" big cities--the dreary story is
~ same.

Wherever the people have surrendered to the multi-racial, multi-million dollar pressure groups responsible for this sudden clamor, the results
have eventually been tragedy, grief, heartache, sorrow and violence.
If you think it is a little trouble to organize, to get your neighbors to
loin your community’s Citizens" Council, or to contribute a few dollars to
the Educational Fund of the-q~itizens’ Council, then ask yourself this question: "Am I ready to pay the price of integration?"

For The Record

A systematic review, of the various
equalitarian propagandists and their
methods has been long bverdue and
much needed. But the ordinary reader, or student of the Bace Question,
can find in the American Race Theorists by Byram Campbell, a readable
and terse analysis of the ideas of the
foremost American equalitarians ~
foremost beth from the standpoint of
popularity and volubility. It is an
able review of the chief exponents of
several "’scientific" schools, their fallacious methods and wild reasoning.
It was high time for such a systematic review of the various propagandists: the almost incredible volume of
their works, the great build-up in the
public mind, the glowing reviews and
successful sales indicated clearly the
workings of the "liberal" propaganda
machine. It was high time this school
of thought be examined and brought
to the attention of the public
The foreword to Campbell’s book
is indicative of the extent to which
the "liberal" infhwnce has permeated
American anthropology. He writes
there: "1 have been acquainted for
a considerable time with the fallacies
to be found in the arguments of the
authors who are believers in racial
eqnality. Based on these, I concluded that a false doctrine, one unjustifiable by the facts, was being
fostered in this country, and that a
worthy undertaking would he to place
the truth before the public.
"As a preliminary step, I hired a
graduate student of anthropology to
search for material that could be nsed
The United States Communist Party Politburo is reported to have
drafted a new constitution declaring the party’s independence from Moscow to this end. However, instead of
gathering h~ch, he submitted a paper
and ordering new infiltrations of Negro organizations.
in which the idea of racial ecluality
was defended. It wits quite nbvious
The draft, which is to be submitted to the party’s 16th national conthat he had but adopted the fallacious
vention in New York this month, said it was the duty of party members to
thoughts that I was already acquaint|oin such organizations and to wage art all-out battle against racial and ed with. The beginner iustified his
position nn the fact that it was based
religious "’discrimination".
on the I~lief of the ’best minds’ in
It gave party members the "right" to disagree with any party policy-the profession.
after the policy is adopted and as long as it is obeyed.
"His acceptance, in principle, of
their opinions soggcsted to me the
Does this have a familiar ring? Does it not sound like the reasoning of form which this honk Ires taken; that
self-appointed "liberals"? They would give us the "right" to disagree with is. an exposition of the mental procthe unlawful integration edict of the U. S. Supreme Court, only if first esses of those so-called ’best minds’.
In the following pages the reader will
we integrate ourselves, and then keep our mouths shut.
find the discoveries of this explon,tnry
Fie and double fie on such "rights".
excursion".
Campbell discusses the methods
Such "rights" are sheer slavery, and they know it.
employed by professors Kreeber at
the University of California, Hooten
of Harvard, John Giilen of North
Carolina and the Swedish socialist
]~erOnunciamento,
h ¯ American
Dimma. Hooten’sTmethod
is fairly
typical. The material for Campbell’s
examination is drawn from Hooten’s
A clatter of hoofs in the leaden rain
The Twilight of Man. Hooten has
That pattered and tapped on my window pane,
long passages in which he plays with
great vigor the racist writings nf
The clinkity-clink of a bridle-chain
Count de Gobinean, and HoustonAnd the sound of steps on the iced terrain;
Stewart Chamberlin, whom he brands
I sprang from bed with a muffled curse,
as charlatans and crack-pots."
Wondering what in the world was worse
The writings of Madison Grant,
Than touching my feet to the frigid floor,
author of The Passing of The Great
Race, he calls ’snobbishly amateurish.’
When a hoarse "haloo" came througL the doorWhen confronted with an argument
Followed by blows and "Open, friend", ....
he cannot refute, he simpl~, heaps
And the neigh of a horse in the driving wind.
invective upon the attthor and slings
mud. He presents considerable evidence of racial difference--and there
I groped my way across the room
draws an entirely illogical conclusion.
With sleep-filled eyes in the semi-gloom,
According to Campbell he even preFingers flicking a deadened switch
sents more evidence of racial differForgetting the power-pole in the ditch,
ences than Madison Grant, b,t astutely avoids the implicatious of it. Like
Which had left me in this plight
all "liberal" scientists he tells the
With only a candle to give me light;
reader what he thinks society ought
A rattling key and a squeaking door
to be like, not what it actually is.
And the click of spurs across the floor,
fle draws inference after inference
As before the hearth my caller turned
not indicated by the evidence. He
tacks, and hedges anti ignores. From
Where the dying logs and embers burned.
an attempt at science, he rapidly
descends to the l e v el of partisan
A hasty match to the candle-wick
propagandist, and concludes the |×~ok
With trembling fingers, numb and thick,
with a social lecture. The weakness
of Hooten was revealed some years
And a tingling chill along my spine
later in the introduction to the reAs stern gray eyes looked into mine:
markable genetical study, Human An"What are you doing cowering here?
cestry, 1.948, by R. Buggies Gates,
Has all the South succumbed to fear?
F. R. S., and world famed biologist
What has happened to Southern prideand botanist.
Hooten, in commenting on the
Was it all in vain that free men died?"
brilliant theories of Gates, who had
"Has a craven iudge and a court’s decree
postulated that the races of man were
Shackled the limbs of Liberty?
pnrelated, and were separate species,
Open you,- mouth and speak to mehad admitted that he was glad to see
~
Gates discnss these problems, even
Answer the ghost of Robert Lee!
though he himself hadbeen "hesitant
and pusillanimous".
A sudden wave of blinding shame
The examination of the methods
Suffused my face as he gave his name,
of the "liberal" anthropologists reveals
With upraised hands and bended knee
in general their utter disregard for
scientific m e t h od or plain truth.
I shrank from the wrath of Robert E. Lee;
They invariably overlook or misinterA sabre clanked as he left the room
pret the positive evidence they do
While I crouched there in the semi-gloomaddt,ce. And they are more studious
Breathing a prayer that fools like me
to moralize and lecture, titan they
are to truthfully expound the concluShould heed the warning of General Lee.
sions they should draw from their
-W. E. Rose
own evidence by the simplest rules of
logic.

"Freedom," Red Style

The t¢/arning o/Robert E. Lee

(Continued from Page I)
gande device to link an opponent with an unsavory or unpopular incident
or organization .for the purpose of damaging or destroying the innocent
opponent.
Remember this also: The NAACP does not apologize for rapists,
fanatics, or Communists. To do so would imply guilt.
Our members and responsible authorities know that in Mississippi the
CFrlZENS’ COUNCll,S have prevented violence, and will continue to do
so. Integration, with its accompanying frustration and deep personal obieclions will definitely cause violence in Mississippi, or any place else in the
South. That is why we organized against integration. We wanted no part
of either integration or violence~so we tried to use a little foresight, and
not wait until both integration and violence were upon our doorstep.
If violence occurs, the re~onm’bility rests solely upon the United States
S~preme Court, and upon those misguided individuals and guided pressure
greuln who brought the Court to this tragic place. It also rests upon those
who ex~it the blunders related thereto.
"’G~d grants liberb’ only to those who love it, who are always ready
We must get the truth across to our own membership and to these
to guard and defend it.’---(Daniel Webster)
entire United States.
It is going to take a lot of money to do the iob right.
"There is not much freedom or security among a flock of sheep on
Have you contributed to the EDUCATIONAL FUND of the CTrIthe way to the buteher.’--Ohfinston Churchill)
~qS" COUNCII~P ~ address is Box-886, G~mwood, Mississii~L

Too many people who are looking
for a helping hand don’t even try
to lift their own little finger. What
have YOU done personally for your
Citizens" Council?

~
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l eaping The ll/hirlwind-

Integration In¯ Washington
Creating Ominous Unrest
Two years ofpubiic school integra-:dren together in the same building
tion have helpedWashington become and in the same classroom, but there
a city of apprehension and unrest, says. the process of intermingling has endan editorial in the Richmond Va. ed.
News.
STUDENTS SEGREGATE
The sudden move from segregated The older c h i I d r e n, particularly
to integrated schooling for more than maintain the most rigid self-imposed
38,000 white and 68,000 Negro chil- segregation within the halls, cafeterias,
dren has w r o u I~ h t a fundamental and classrooms. White children cluschange in the city s character. It has : ter together in one place, the Negro
pushed ,large portions of the city’s children in another. population into nearby Maryland and Hence legal equality--the absence
Virginia. It has overturned abruptly, of legal distincfio~has done nothing
nlany long-standing practices goeern- to erase the actual distinction by race
ing race relations. It has brought on lwithin the school itself. On the cona period of restless, long-ranged ad-[trary most Negro children.must now
experience every minute ot the school
justment and readjustment,
The change has involved more than day the bitter, sting of non-acceptance
pupils, more than teachers, more than as social equals.
.
parents. It has had a direct and con-[ The Negro children, as might be
tinutng effect on the lives of virtually expected, react aggressively to this,
land thns multiply normal problems of
every resident of the city.
This became clear e~rly in a three- discipline. A poQr grade or a simple
week survey by a team of News-Lead- reproof from a white teacher is likely
to be c~onstrned as a clearcut instance
er reporters, who qnestioned hundreds
of discrimination. This has created
of those most directly involved. Their
the paradox of heavy emphasis on
answers led to the following concluproportional representation by rac~,
sions:
in such activities as choral groups, in
STANDARDS LOWERED
what is obstensibly a school system
No. l~Educatioual standards have
been lowered by integration,
where racial distinction no longer
The normal problem of teaching a exists.
class of pupils that differ widely in No. 7---Outside of the s c h o o ls
ability has been emnhasized by in- themselves, integratloi~ has s l lee d
stalla~ion of the ne~ four-track" sys-[sharply into the neighborhood structern. The system, which applies this lure .of .Wa.s.hing.ton.
.
...
year to the 10th grade only, dividesl It is s!a.shtn~ h.o,.me .values: driving
all pupils into four groups according[.n)an.y white tamthes into desperate
to ability. Most of the upper-groupltlight to escape an infimate associaretails are white, most of the lower tion which they find wholly ohjection~r~up are NegrO’.
l ahle School integration has, in the
In this actual allocation of pupils, opinion of many, stimulated and euthe new system offers clear graphic couraged this block - bnsting move.evidence that the two races differ ment.
markedly in educational attainment
and capacity. The differences have
not been altered materially by two
years of integration.
No. ~.--Teaching difficulties have
been increased by integration.
Cited on occasion was the language
difficulty itself; white and Negro chil-;
dren and teachers have trouble tinder-i
standing each other. Teachers are’
sensitive about correcting pupils of
the other race. There is no indica-.
tion that this sensitivity is being re-~
EDITOR’S NOTE: T h e following
duced by continued day-to-day assoarticle is from the Pittsburgh Press.
ciation.
It provides an interesting example of
MORALS AFFECTED
the tactics patriotic citizens of this
No. ~--This sensitivity carries over
country are up against.
to matters of health and hygiene.
A Negro.~chool official, of relatively
A Pittsburger has turned np as a
high rank, is particularly caustic on
former undercover agent for the Fedthis point. In segregated all-Negro
eral’ Bureau of Investigation.
schools, he said, constant effort was
The FBI took the wraps off Robert
made to see that the children were
E. Sullivan, 32, of 210 Martin Ave.,
clean and properly dressed. Now, he
Mt. Lebanon, who served as a Govcomplains, little or no emphasis is
ernment counterspy in Communist
placed on the subject.
circles from 1948 to 1951.
Racial differences in m a t t e r s of
Mr. Sullivan now is with the comhealth and moral standards are of
acute concern to white parents. Offimercial research division of the U. S.
Steel Corp. and has been living here
cial records on the incidence of venesince October, 195’2.
real disease and pregnancies show
His FBI role was revealed in a Fedthat there is a sound basis for this
eral courtroom in Chicago, where he
concern. Approximately one - fourth
appeared to testify against John J.
of the Negro school children them,selves are illegitimate.
Killian, a union official charged with
falsifying a non-Communist affidavit.
No. 4~Social activities have virtually disappeared from massively inteKillian signed a non-Communist
oath as a board member of Local
grated schools.
1111 of the United Electrical Radio
Extra - curricular activities of all
and Machine Workers 0ndependent)
kinds, including cadet corps and athin Milwaukee.
letic events, have been affected adversely in various ways. The school
Mr. Sullivan testified Killian was
known as the "Red Pope" on the
role has been thus narrowed to little
campus of the University of Wisconmore than the direct education’.al fnncsin, where Mr. Sullivan was a research
lion itself.
assistant at the time.
No. 5 -- Interracial conflict has
Mr. Sullivan said Killian explained:
sometimes involved a degree of rioknee which is new and shocking ’to
the party in Madison had been’
broken down into small groups of
many white families..
three to five persons so the FBI would’
Althongh their exact number can
find it harder to eavesdrop on them. i
not be determined, interracial fight
and threats occur with enongh freMr. Sullivan declared Killian re-’
vealed one Communist group had in-!
quency and violence to create a hackfiltrated a branch of the National’
ground of fear in the daily livts of
Assn. for the Advancement of Colwhite parents and children. There is
ored People, another had gained cona strong reluctance, based on fear of
trol of the Y o u n g Progressives of
reprisal, to report such incidents to
America and a third unit was wormschool official~.
No. 6.~Two years of integration
ing its way into religions groups.
have brought white and Negro chiiMr. Sullivan related he ioined the

NO TRUE NEGRO GAIN
Oddly enough, this process is recreating a state of segregation in the
schools as neighborhoods shift rapidly
from all-white to mixed to all-Negro,
and school population alters accordingly. The end is not yet in sight,
but there are few neighborhoods left
in Washington where white residents
have any feeling of stability or security. If present trends continue, the
nation’s capital ulfimately will be
a Negro city.
From all of this, the obvious conclnsion is that there has been little
or no true gain for Negro children in
the integration of schools in Washington except for the apparent--not
real elimination of distinction by race:
as a concept and as a matter of princiBy contrast, the losses which
havPle’e been ..sustained by white and
Negro children alike, the aggravation
of actual as distinguished from legal
preiudice, have been serious and are
continuing in natnre.
Thus Washington is a city of seething unrest: a chaotic area of flux and
movement uneasy and u0stable, where
a lifetime of savings in a home may
disappear with one "For Sale" sign
in a block. It is a city where mauy
white families who remain, imprison,
ed, hesitate to talk for fear of violent
reprisal.
This is the nation’s capitol today.
But this is more titan the story ~f
one city alone. Here is the twoyear fruition of the great social experiment of the Supreme Court. Here is
w h a t the President of the United
States hoped would be a model for
the nation to follow.

Inside Story:

Red Subversion in
NAACP Is Revealed.

SUBSCRIBE NOW’
Citizens’ Councils
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
[] For One Year ................................ $2.00
(Please Print)
Name .........................................................
Address ................................................... ................

State ............

.’. ............................................................

Communist P a r t y in Cincinnati in
1948 at the requ.est of the FBI to
serve as an undercover man for the
Government.
Late in 1949, he ~estified, he moved
to Madison, Wise., to join the University of Wisconsin faculty and work
for a master’s degree.
tle said his partT membership was
transferred t h r o u g h a complicated
rigamarole involving the serial number on a dollar bill. The number was
passed from a Communist cell leader
in Cincinnati to a Red lieutenant in
Madison to authenticate Mr. Sullivan’s party status.
Mr. Sullivan said he first met Killian at a Communist meeting in Madison in December, 1949. The meeting was held on the school campus-in the University of Wisconsin Law
Building.

Southern Statesman

Hits Encr0achments
By Federal Judiciary
Amongthe thunders of outrage following the arrest of sixteen private
citizens at Clinton, Tennessee, without due process of law, the powerful
voice of Virginia’s senior Senator,
Harry F. Byrdwas raised. In a prepared statement he said:
"The time has come for Congress
to exercise its duty and pedorm its
duty: To state---beyond any judicial
interpretation to the contrary -- the
extent to which it intends that states
shall be ousted from jurisdiction over
local matters arising within their
borders."
Senator Byrd urged this action.
while pointing to the contempt cita-I
lions issued in the Clinton case and’
to other cases in which he said the i
Federal Courts have usurped states
rights. "It is frightening to contemplate where else state law may be
struck down", he said.

Lest We Forget
Our forefathers, in framing the
Constitution. ~ught to curb the depravities of human nature by limiting
the power of those who governed. It
was their purl~,se to restrain the vices
of those in office and give freedom to
their virtues.-~(Southeru Conservafive, Dallas, Texas).
A politically backward community
:i.~ one where they solve their own
:problems.

Reign of Terror

Negro Citizen Writes

Dear Editor:
Baltimore is a wicked place and
the things that go on in this one city
are enough to scare a poor Southerner to death.
.
Just before we got here a colored
school gave a party and asked another school over to ioin them. Well
before anyone knew what was happening lhe whole bunch of them
were down in the middle of town
just taking it over. Police had to be
called in from every beat in the city
and from surrounding little townships and they still couldn’t get them
under controL "f’ney finally had to
give the taxi drivers guns and told
them to shoot ff necessary. After
hours the Negroes were loaded onto
street cars with police at both ends
and taken back to where they belonged. Not a word of this got in the
newspapers -- we got it first hand
front one of the taxi drivers and from
a lawyer’s secretary.
For two Easters in a row now the
Negro kids have gone into both the
zoo in D. C. and the one here at
Balfimore and torn up and trampled
all the beautiful flowers and shrubs.
Negroes threw sticks and stones at
the animals until they were hysterical. The tmlicemen covering it said
it was horrible beyond words the way
they tortured those animals.
,~bout three weeks ago a mother
of three children was attacked and
murdered in her own living room at
3 o’clock in the afternoon. The police
have said that was the most brutal
nntrder they had ever seen. I can’t
write the details here but it was
horrible. Her killer was a Negro.
During the last week four old
ladies have been attacked on the
street in broad day-light, beaten and
robbed aml thrown to the ground-all hy Negroes. Yesterday a thirteen
year old girl was molestedin her own
home by a Negro. These are only a
few of the things that go on up here
--vet these people think integration
is "working |wautifully. The truth is
that they just don’t know the facts
because the newspapers won’t print
them. I thought that if you could
take any of this information and pass
it around it might do some good.
The women in that l[~articular section
are too ~rrified to leave the house.
They are putting more police on the
one block or two than we use in all
of Tallahassee.
We ourselves keep all doors locked
day and night and have the added
sa(ety of a loaded gun--that murder
took place near enough to where we
live to scare the daylights out of all
of us.
Anyway, the thing we must do is
to let these people tip here know the
truth. ~ If their own newspapers and
congressmen won’t, it is up to the
South to do it. They are just ignorant
--they know more about the whole
Sooth" than they know about their
own city.
"Lady From Tallahas~e"
(Name withheld for her
protection.)
Baltimore. Md.

Dear Editor:
I am a colored porter who works
for several organizations here in Jackson. I have been doing this for 15
years. I am a native of Hinds county
and was a farmer before I became a
porter.
I am writing this article to you in
hopes that you will print it in your
newspaper and let others know how I
feel about my work, my opportunities,
and the way I see conditions.
First, I want to say that 1 am very
happy to be a Mississippi Negro. I
have no complaints about the way of
life that I am used to, and think
most others wouldn’t either if they
stopped long enough to look at their
situation. I realize that I am more
fortunate than many others because
I have a good job working for white
folks in the city of Jackson. The
reason for this is because of my understanding and cooperation w i t h
them and their’s with me.
I want to mention the fact that
this Christmas I was given more than
$90 in cash, two suits of clothes, and
no end of other gifts out of the goodness and kindness of white friends"
hearts to me. This, of course, was
in addition to my regular salary.
I have found also that anytime I
need anything, or to borrow money,
I can depend on these same white
friends. They have helped me greatly all nty life and I don’t want this
holiday season to pass without expressing this to the public giving
thanks.
I work for the Mississippi Farm
Boreau Federation, t h e Mississippi
Education Association, anti the Adult
Education program on North President street, andcouldn’t be any happier in my work.
I am concerned about the attitude
of many of my race who suddenly
think that everything ought to be
changed in Mississippi. I do not
agree with this and think there are
many more who feel the way I do.
If you would print this in your
newspaper I would appreciate it very
much and think it might express the
feelings of many more just like me.
A HAPPY PORTER
James Maxie
Jackson, Miss.

From Massachusetts
Dear Editor:
The 25 issues of Citizens’ Councils
were duly received and have all been
given out. Was very glad to have
them to help to awaken Northerners
who have not understood the case
very well.
Inclosed is one dollar in payment.
Was deeply interested in the view
of the Jewish Southerner. Am glad
to know of the idea he promoted.
Am heartily for it, and do deplore
bringing in politics.
Wish someone might come up with
a reasonable, as well as friendly start
toward .solution of the race problem.
Suppose they (the Negroes) start the
project of becoming educated for the
real purpose of going to Africa las
soon as they are efficient) to help elevate their brothers -- and sisters -there, to be real people, just as these
are real people here.
I think this could be something well
worth their effort. I believe they
woold really enjoy it.
Sincerely,
M. B.
Dorchester, Mass.

Likes Oar Paper
Dear Editor:
I am very well pleased with the
December 1956 issne of your ~ublicat ion "The Citizens’ Council" which
i prints the Facts. exposing the various
:organizations who are contributing to
i the degradation of our nation - Pinkos
in the Pulpit, Fund for (which)
public, etc.
Constitutionally yours,
Allen Stuart

Welcome Support
Dear Editor:
I enclose a check for your Educational Fund.
I }tope you will not think me presumpfious but 1 want to beg whoever
is in charge of information to use,’
only really scientific arguments when
he wants to show the inequality of
races, which presumably has to be
proven to some people to show our
position.
The race equality advocates have
Otten a little careless in their use of
llacioos arguments, and they have
been generally accepted because their
falsity has not been pointed out by
counter propaganda. And of course,
such counter propaganda needs to be
"water tight". This is especially true
in the North and West where they
seem to think Southerners are guided ’
by feelings and not reason in the race
question.
Yoors truly
F. W. AItstaetter
U. S. Army, Retired
Savannah, Ga.

~a

He Understands
Dear Editor:
I thought you might be interested
in reading the enclosed "’news item"
which appeared in the Omaha, Nebr.
World-Herald today--Jan. 18.
(Interracial sex ring in Sioux City).
It is both ridiculoos and unjust for
those living in states where racial
problems do not exist to have any
say whatever as to how the affected
states deal with the problem.
Certainly the Southern people can
be tnisted to give the negro all the
considerations he merits, and I am
quite certtin that if for some reason
the negro population of some state
like Iowa, for example, began increasing materially and progressively our
methods of h~ndling the p r o h I e m
would in all likelihood parallel the
methods the Southern states h ave
used!
Yours very tndy,
L. L. Henderson
Corning, Iowa
"The people never give up their
liherties but under some delusion."-Edmund Burke.
"Men of character are the conscience of the society to which they
belong."--Emerson.
Timid men prefer the calm of
despotism to the boisterous seas of
liberty.
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A Good Idea!

A Manual For Smaherners
(ConUnued from Pase I)
AMERICA WAS MADE STRONG.
The red man is the Indian. You know what an Indian is. The red man
fought the white man. But the white man won. He worked and worked. He
wanted you to have a strand free counu3,. It was not easy to build.

South A Victim Of
Vicious Falsehood
BARN’WELL, S. C.--A weekly
newspaper editor has proposed a
"trnth by mail" crnsade to combat
what he called the "curtain of falsehood’" that hides the South’s position
on segregation from the remainder of
the nation.
Tom O’Connor, editor of uewspapers at Allendale and Hampton
and head of the Allendale County
Citizens Councils. has outlined his
plan in an interview over Barnwell
radio station WBAW.
He suggested that Southerners
clip articles, editorials and other
items that express their points of
view and mail them to friends and
relatives in the North and We~t.
Americans of Italian extraction
used this method several years
ago to urge their friends and relatives in Italy to vote against communism.

WHITES AND NEGROES LIVE APART.
The black man is the Negro. You have seen Negroes all of your life.
The Negro came to our country after the white raan did. The white man
ha~ always been kind to the Negro. But the white and black people do
not live toge~er in the South.
IIL WHITES, BLACKS DIFFERENT RACES.
Do you know why the White and Negro peol~le do not llve together?
It/~ because we are two different races. You-will ask, "~13at ar~ races?"
You may know already.
Races of men are different colored men. God made the different
races. He made a White race, a Black race, a Bed race, and a Yellow race.
And he put the races in different lands. Your Bible tell~ you all about the
race, of man.
GOD MADE DIFFERENT MEN.
God did not make only men different. He made different aninuds, too.
The horse is different from the cow. The cat is different from the dog.
He made the birth different, too. The Blue Bird is different from the Bed
liird. The chicken is different from the duck. "
GOD IXKES DIFFERENT THINGS.
~ made so many different things. He must like for things to be
different. And we must keep things as God made them. Races of men are
different colors. Some people do not think God made men different. But
we know God did make men different.
BE PROUD OF YOUR RACE.
The white people are very different from the black people. You can
look at yourself and tell what race you belong to. If you are white, you
belong to the White race. If you are black, you belong to the Negro race.
You should be proud of your color and race. You should be proud because
God made you white or black.
WHITE, BLACK PEOPLE DIFFERENT.
The white and black people are different from each other in color.
They are different in other ways, too. Have you ever looked at the way
your nose is made? Have you looked at the kind of hair you have? Look
at your eyes. Do you see how they are made? See your lips. How are
they made?

A ’Truth By Mail’
Crmade Is Asked

Public schools at Bostou, Mass.,
are. experiencing increased ra~lal
friction. Knifings and beatings
have become so frequent that
school officials have adopted m
"Get Tough" policy with delinquents by unanimottsly adopting a
new rule.
Possession of s w i t c b-blade
knives, brass knuckles or any
pointed in~trument has been
pressly forbidden durlnx school
hours. The new regulation obviously is aimed at youthful colored
hoodlum~.
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Women Of TheSouth.Take Your Stand

Fair Question

I)ear Editor:
The leftists in general and the
NAACP in particular always disclaim
IV. IT IS WRONG TO LIVE TOGETHER
that the intention of integration is
The forces of Badicalis,n again seek
Most of the Nesroes in our country live in the South. They know the control of the nation and, again, they
inter-racial marriage. If they are acwhite men in the South are their friend. White people live in peace with need the negro and Radical white vote
tually sincere why don’t they join with
Negroes in the South. But white and black people do not live together of the South. Today, however, there
us in s p u n s o r i n g a constitutional
in the South. We do not believe Cod wants us to live together. It is is a dffference-a serious, deadly difamendiuent ontlawing inter - racial
"The
Citizens’
Councils
do
not
wrong to live together and mix our races.
marriage?
ference. The forces which are now fight lawlessness with lawlessness.
¯ Blue Birds ~o not live w/th Bed Birds and mix themselves all up. hurling themselves in fury upon the
The fact of the matter is that the
Chickens do not live with ducks and mix themselves all up. They know South are directed, primarily, against
"The Citizens’ Councils offer
left is working in eactly the opposite
they are not made alike. And they do not like to llve together.
the vrinciples’unon which the nation i peaceful resistance w i t h i n the
direction. Since the en(I of the .secltsel~ was founded. A radical, soctal-’ framework of law, and will never ond Worhl War these leftist groups
have gnttcn the slates of Colorado,
istic, even Communistic minority
THE RACES LIKE TO LIVE ALONE.
~seeks control of the government that condone or place the stamp of ap- Oregon, North Dakota and Montana
Negro people like to live by themselves. They hike to go "t~ Negro they, by a dictatorship, may dominate
proval on violence."
to repeal their laws against this vicidoctors. They hke to go to Negro .schoo.ls.. The.y llke to live with their the American people and lead them
ous practice.
--Hon. John Bell Williams,
own race. And white people like to live wtth thetr own race, too.
into a socialistic world government.
In addition working through the
Congressman from Mississippi
iudiciary, in the case of Perez vs.
Threat Is ileal
,Sharp, they succeeded in getting the
WE DO NOT MI~ RACES IN THE SOUTH.
These threats--personal and public
Supreme Court to declare
¯.
. ad-i [California
Negroes and White people do not go to the same places together. We -are not things of a vague, distant contributions
to any group which
that States anti-misegenation law unlive in different parts of town. And we are kind to each other. This is future. They are upon us now-to-’ vocates either present or future "in-I constitutional.
eallod our Southern Way of Life. We do not mix our races, but we are hy~ What can YOU do? It is siznple: tegration" or "de-segregation." Use!
Yours truly,
kind to each other.
ut the power in this crisis will rest, your influence to combat the falseI
"A Pro-American"
rimarily, in the hands of the State doctrines being voiced in many of]
Hillside, New Jersey
egislatures,
the
Congress
of
the
our
churches
and
women’s
organiza-I
WE KEEP OUR RACES APART.
’nited States and the people them- tions. They are part of a shrewd, pre-I
You do not go to the same schools. You do not swim in the" same selves.
meditated campaign to enlist the[ ~.,~[e T~
swimming gaols. Negroes use their own ba.throoms. They. do not .use ~e First: Use your vote to elect men sympathies of inexperienced women. ] ¯--. ~,~a~,o av a a~.~tavm
white people’s bathroom. The two ra.ces do no, t sit together on the city and women who state clearly and Do not permit yourself, your friends~
~ ~ne ~ovlet union s
¯ "
j’anus
. r,~"
auar,
bus. I~ y(~u are white, you go to a white roans show. A Negro goes to publicly that they favor continued
totzati°ns
be used by
stooge in Hungary, has banned the
his own show. We do not live side by side. The Negro has his own part segregation and will devote their ef- ~l~se~s~’h~’~ge~r~
....
;". tm t~elong to
. and
.. ao con- absolnte
I Worker’s
Councils that oppose the
of town to live in. This is the Southern Way of Life. This is the way forts to maintaining it. Most importlard:
rule
.s ....
~.,, , I
ort me
centra/governNegroes and whites can live in the same land. We do not live together¯ " ant of all are members of your State .tribute
ro
your
community
,,.,tuzens
l-,,
a
, juage honer[ L. lay., ~
-- ,
, . ,ten . re~era~
Legislatures, members of the U. S. ~
~l~U~}~l’strl~enY~hUr~a~rtlite~ ~iPv ~ ?lr~-! Ior of Knoxville, Tenn., the author of
House
of
Representatives
and
U.
S.
THE PACES LIVE IN PEACE WHEN THEY DONor MIX
g .....
Y,!
" a blanket injunction against pro-segSenators. The President of the United P Y .,,
uSuub~cm~ta°n~gamw~U°~aho~Y
~ea~ii: agte~:regation activities in Clinton has
States
is
important.
Your
Governor
The Negro race and White ra.ee have lived in peace in the So.uth: We
.v,, .....
termed membership
live in peace because we. do not live together. You would not .be happy is. important. Indeed, every person mousanus ot men aria wome,n WhO Conncil
an act of lawl in a Citizens
essness pumsn
’ """
living together. Where the races live together, the people are not happy.
elected by the people is important, say, "It shall not happen here.
~able by
a federalWorkers’
court. The
mereSecond: Do not belong to or make
By a Southern Lady !herso(
Hungarian
CounciLs
TRYING TO CHANGE THE SOUTII.
and Tennessee Citizens Councils have
moch in common today. The freeDo you know that some people in our country want the Negroes to live &tt~r
Understanding
dom of both is threatened.--(News
with the white people? These people want us to be unhappy. They say we
must go to school together. They say we must swim together and use the
.
bathrooms together. We do not want to do these things.
"Unable to carry out this revolutionary alteration of the governWE WOULD BE UNHAPPY IF WE CHANGE.
ment by lawful methods, Roosevelt
,
turned to an outrageous assault
Th&,e people who want us to be unhappy say we are not good if we
don’t live together. But we know it is wrong to live together. We are
¯
’Court for the purpose of driving
different. And we would not be happy all mixed up together. God has
them off the bench and replacing
made us different. And God knows best.
them with compliant p o i i t 1 c a 1
:Judges---some of them political reMIXING RACES MAKES AMERICA WEAK.
So many of his students have mi- southern rural Negroes for an under- volutionists -- who could be de"Why do some people want us to live together?" you will ask? They grated to Cleveland, Ohio, from the standing of urban life in the North, ! pended on to torture the words of
want to make our country weak. If we are not happy, oar strong and free Macon County Training School at the leaflet appealed for interested per- the Constitution into such meancountry will grow weak. Did you know our country will grow weak if Roba, Alabama, that Ulysses G. Up- sons to help with instructional mate- ings as would literally alter the
shaw, principal of the Negro institu- rials about Cleveland so that better in- whole shape and nature of our
we mix our races? It will.
tion, has appealed to Clevelanders for formed graduates will mean better federal system." (The Decline of
the American Republic by John
help in preparing his pupils for life
WE WANT A STRONG, FREE COUNTRY.
citizens for Cleveland.
T. Flynn ).
in the big city.
We do not want our conntry to grow weak. White men worked hard to
A year and a half ago Upshaw sent
build our country. We want to keep it strong and free.
out a leaflet: "’Better Citizens for
Cleveland."
More than 700 Negroes from Roba
had chosen Cleveland as their second
home town. That was almost onethird of the Roba district’s population.
Citizens’ Councils
~ The influx to Cleveland has been
estimated as high as 300 colored per605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
sons a week fron, all places.
Please enter my subscription to the Citi"’Since we, the Macon County
zens’ Council as follows and find payment
Training School and community, will
enclosed :
continue to export people to Cleveland," said Upshaw’s leaflet, "we feel
[] For One Year: .................................. $2.00
(Please Print)
:the responsibility of preparin, g these
people for life in Cleveland.
The county--900 miles south of
Name ............................................................................
Cleveland-rand the state of ALabama
Address .........................................................................
have spent .$50,000 on educating the
igh school graduates alone of the
City ..............................................................................
~oba migrants and still more on those
s ~ho lad not gone all the way to a
State .............................................................................
diploma.
Pointing out the need to prepare

QUOTABLE QUOTE

Mabama Negro
A:sks Aid For
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Georgtia L ads

Jackson, Mississippi

Way:

MOVES TO IMPEACH JUSTICES
~ The Georgia Legislature, in a history-making move, has acted to start impeachment proceedings against six iustices of the United States Supreme Court. Named in
the charges were Chief Justice Warren, and Associate Jnstices Black, Clark, Douglas,
Frankfurter and Reed.
Passed by the Legislaturd and signed by Governor Marvin Griffin, the Resolution of Impeachment requests Georgia’s Congressmen to institute impeachment
proceedings in the United States House of Representatives.
Under Rules of the House, impeachment proceedings are high privilege, and take
precedence over other business, including pending "civil rights" force bills.
The bases for charges
impeachment in the Georgia resolution include:

Go!

THE SUPREME COURT
CITIZENS~ COUNCIL ,.TACKSON, HISS,

New Procedure:

Subscribe To Paper
For Every Member:

¯

A major problem in the vast CITIZENS’ COUNCIL movement is providing a means of placing vital facts and information
before the individual members of local organizations in all the
states.
The answer to this problem is, of course, the wide circulation
el your official paper, THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, to all the
members of each local organization.
The only way this can be accomplished is for each local
OUp to subscribe to the paper~
its entire membership,
each member’s local dues be alloTo help the Councils do this eared for this purpose.
9. This new policy is not retroin each state, our Finance Com- active.
mittee has authorized the fol10. Individual subscriptions are
lowing p r o c e d u r e, effective still $2 per year.
March I, 1957.
The experience of many local

~oor

FOR THE ATTENTION OF
ALL LOCAL OFFICERS
i. Each local group that sub~2ribes to the official paper of the
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF AMERICA for all its members may do so at
the rate of $1 per member instead of
$’~ as formerly.
~
2. Not less than 50 names may be
accepted from a Council. If your
group has less than 50, as is the
ease with a few, fill out the list up
to a total of 50 or more with names
of people in your community you
would like to have receive the paper.
3. Send a llst of your members
with mailing addresses and check to
cover at $1 for each name to THE
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, 605 P ! a z a
Building, Jackson, Mississippi.
4. Each of your members will receive the paper, mailed individually,
for one year.
5. /k~ your Council gains additional members during the year, their
names may he added as subscribers,
in lists of not less than 10, at $1 each.
6. The expiration date will be the
same for all your members---one year
from the month your Council’s
subscriptions begin m to save high
clerical and individual handling costs.
7. Renewal will be handled through
your local secretary or treasurer. Your
members will not be billed from this
office.
8. It is recommended that $1 of

Councils has been that the regular receipt of the official paper by
their members has been a major factor in sustaining interest and morale.
It gives each individual a direct contact with the movement.
AN INFORMED MEMBER IS AN
EFFECTIVE MEMBER.
Please give this your prompt
attention.

USURP STATES’ POWERS
I. Usurped legislative powers of
the states by placing upon each State
"the duty of guaranteeing the financial ability of every communist and
felon to exercise constitntional rights."
AID HARRY BRIDGES
2. Unlawfolly. gave aid and comfort to Harry Bridges, "’universally
recognized in this country as the one
Communist most active and dangerous to the welfare of the United
States," in reversing the order of the
Attorney General for Bridges" deportation under an Act of Congress
making the decision of the Attorney
General "final."
STOP COMMUNIST
DEPORTATION
3. In adiudging that William
Schneiderman, "a proven avowed and
~rdent commnnist could he ’attached
to principles of the United States
Constitution’ and. therefore, not subject to denaturalization and deportation although at the same time ’attached to the principles of the Communist Manifesto,’ " Black, Reed and
Douglas, with two deceased former
justices, "effectively repealed and
nullified a constitutional law enactedI
by Congress for the protection ofi
this country against its enemies and
in doing so gave aid and comfort to
the greatest enemy the United States
has ever had."
RACE MIXING
4. In the Black Monday school
integration decision, the court "’denied to the states of the American
nnion that sovereignty reserved to
them by the lOth Amendment which
includes the power to regulate poblie
edncation by practices first declared
constitutional by the State of Massa(Continued on Page 3)

NEW POLICY FOR
SUBSCRIPTIONS
The State Executive Committee of the Mississippi Citizens" Councils" voted unanimously at their regular
monthly meeting in February
to recommend that each
Council in Mississippi, which
has not done so already, s~b~cribe to the CITIZENS"
COUNCILS OF AMERICA
official p a p e r [or all local
members, in line with the
new. procedure outlined on
this page.

A

SOUTHERNERS
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Manual for grades 3 and 4 appeared last month.
Copies will be sent ulmn request. With this issue we begin publication of
"A Manual for Southerners" for grades 5 and 6. The purpose of this series
is to impart to our children (and some adults too) a true understanding of
their origins and the reasons for our bi-racial society.

FOR GRADES 5 AND 6
1. Tile SOUTHERN STATES
The United States of America is yonr country, and it has forty-eight
states in it. The forty-eight states are grouped into several big sections, or
parts. On your map yon can find the Northern states, the Eastern states,
the Western states, and the Sonthern states. Georgia, Florida, South and
North Carnlina, Virginia, Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana,
and Mississippi are some of the Southern states. You will see that they are
all right together when you study your map.
MANY AMERICAN LEADERS WERE SOUTHERNERS
Many of yon probably think yon live in South America because you
say you come from the South. But Sontherners, or the people from the South,
are from "’Sonth United States," and not from South America at all. Some
of America’s greatest and most beloved leaders were Sovtherners, just as
are.
EARLY AMERICA WAS RULED BY ENGLAND
These Southern men had mnch to do with making our conntry free and
;trong. When America was a young nation, or country, it had only thirteen
states. These states were between the Atlantic Ocean and the Appalachian
Mountains. When you look at your map, you will see that our country
today is moth bigger. The thirteen young states were not free as they
are today. They belonged to England, which is a country on the other
side of the Atlantic Ocean. Whenever the people wanted to do something
back in our early history, they had to ask the K~ng of England first. If the
King didn’t want them to do something, be just said "No, you can’t do it."
And they had to mind him, or he would punish them.
SOUTH LED THE WAY TO FREEDOM
Now, the early Americans got tired of being told what to do by a
King in a foreign coontry. They wanted to he free and to make their own
laws. We Southerners were especially tired of the old King of England and
his laws. So when men from all thirteen states began meeting together and
talking over their problems, many Southern men took the lead to win
freedom for America against England.
PATRICK HENRY WAS A SOUTHERNER
Patrick Henry, A Sontherner, who came from Virginia made a speech
against the King of England and said to other Americans, "Give me liberty
(freedom) or give me death!" Patrick Henry was a brave man to say that
in those days. The’01d king might very well have pnt him in jail or had
him killed. But the brave Sontherner said be would rather he free than be a
slave to any King.
OUR FOREFATHERS WON OUR FREEDOM
Finally the men of our young country told King George of England
that they were going to he a separate country. They told him they were
(Continned on Back Page)

Facts Belie Claim That Negro is
Denied College Education In South
"An American l)ilemma," the work
quoted by the U. S. Supreme Court
in its 1.g54 school-segregation decision,
~s now available in a low-priced paperback edition. As a btmk influential
enough to affect Supre~ne Court
thinking, it deserves to be read.
Reading it is a shtg’k. This sn~po~-dly scientific, n n h i a s e d worr,
where the Sonth is concerned, is alxmt
as unbia~’d as Time Magazine.
it is simply a piece of smeat~-journalism. It relies heavily on the smearjournalism techniqne of misrepresentation. Facts stated art. either inaccurate or presented .so as to give a:

misleading impression.
"An A m e r ic a n l)ilemma" has a
great deal to ~y about Southern
schools, all bad. The faults of elementary sch~uds for Negroes are stated
in copions detail. As for higher education, it is .,~dd that "only few Negrees go to high school and still fewer
attend public colleges. Southern Negroes wbn want a decent education
and c:m afford it go to private colleges.’"
SLIPPERY FELLOWS
These s~g’iologists are slippery fellows. From the passage above a
reader woold eonelnde that in the

South higher education is denied all
but a small minority of Negroes while
elsewhere in the nation cap and gown
are within reach of all.
In actual fac~: it is just the other
way around. A Negro’s chancx~ of
obtaining a college education in the
South are about 20 times as great as
elsewhere in the nation.
Facts hearing on this suhiect are
available from a highly partisan
source, the National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored P e o.p I e. If
there were any way to g/re me South
the worst of the argument, the
NAACP would find it.

Each Septemher the NAACP’s publication The Crisis, prints a roundup
on "The Negro in College" for the
’previous school year. Going back over
the figures for a decade or so, one is
struck by the fact that enrollment in
all-Negro colleges averages more than
40,000 students; Negro students at
"mixed schools" - (as the NAACP
calls them) rnn between 1,500 and
2,000.
NOT COMPLETE
The NAACP warns that its enrollment statistics are not 100 per cent
complete, some schools not having
(Confirmed on Page 4)
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Key Words As Weapons
There is an extremely important phase of the current war against
States’ Rights, personal freedom and racial integrity which needs to be
understood by our people - yet it is probably not exaggeration to say that
few suspect its eixstence.
That phase is the vital role of key words as weapons.
By this, we do not mean simply a "war of words." We mean the
deliberate and careful planting of emotionally loaded words by the opposition, so that the resulting growth of such symbols can be cultivated
in such a way as to bring about the collective attitudes desired.
While we were going about our daily affairs during the 1930’s, 1940’s
and cady 1950’s, the opposition was busily acquiring a commanding position
in national communication media. Thus, a wide field has been available
for the use of these word-symbol techniques of psychological wadare.
The most obvious and recent example of this technique is the deliberate
change made in the CITIZENS’ COUNCILS’ name by certain writers and
commentators to "WHITE" CITIZENS’ COUNCILS. Why was the capitalis~d "WHITE" added to the title? The reason, apparent to observers
of their methods, is to make the CITIZENS’ COUNCILS appear to the
public mind as groups of wild-eyed racists and fanatical extremists, instead
of representing a true cross section of community attitudes toward race
relations, as they do. The deliberate error is often innocently picked up
and spread, even sometimes by those it is intended to harm.
In general, the use of words as weapons, or "guided missies" as it
were, by those who intend to change our society beyond recognition, is
intended to convey the impression that all virtue resides with those who
would force everyone to inter-mix, while all sin resides with those who
do not care to be forL-~ed to inter-mix.
Notice tiffs method at work in the kidnapping of these words as the
exclusive property of Raco-M/xers . . . I/boral, brotherhood, Christ/an love,
"men of good will", human r/ghts, civil fights, tolerance, broad-mlnded,
"law of the land", human relations, etc., etc.
The words which are daffy ass/gned to us are . . . reactionary, hatemongers, hysterical, b/as, bigotry, segregationists (like an epithet), lira
Crow-ism, lily white-ism, Dixie-cratism, prejudice, discrimination, extremist,
racist, fanatic, etc., etc.
Space limitation forbids, but a good case could be made that in
most instances the foregoing words are used in exactly opposite relation
to their real meaning.
It w;ll be noted by the impart/al reader that these words are emotional
slogans. Any connec~on w/th reality is purely unintentional.

Recommended Material
FREE’ Eql~RKL4TION" FROM SOUTH AFRICA
There is increasing interest being shown by the people of this country in the problems of South A~rica, and vice versa. This is natural, as
we share a nmtual concern with the most massive race situation to be
visited on modern Caucasian communities.
It is becoming more and more evident that the agitation for racemixing in both South Mrica and the Southern States springs from the
same origin. Some of the pressure groups active in America and in South
Africa even have interlocking personnel on their boards of directors.
State governments and private citizens’ organizations in the South
are moving forward to place themselves in position to finance a full scale
information campaign to tell their story to other sections, long separated
by a deluge of misinformation.
The Union of South A/rica is already doing thisl
You may obtain a number of beautifully illustrated and thoroughly
p~epared booklets on race relations by writing to:
Union of South Afrka
Government Information Office
15th Floor - 655 Madison Avenue
New York 21, N. Y.
The various information publications are free to ~nyone on request.
They include The Problems of Race Relations in South Africa, South
African Quiz, The South African Indian, South Africa’s Peoples, South
African Scene, Pattern of Race Policy, and The Black Man’s Progress in
South Mrica.
This is an excellent opportunity for every interested person to become acquainted with the facts of a situation with which we have much
in common.

Biased Testimony

A Sinister Situation
We believe that the vast majority of white people in this nation have
absolutely no conception of the size and intensity of the campaign being
carried on in the Negro newspapers and slick magazines for social interlfingling of the races.
Pick up ahnost any issue of one of the Negro or "confidential type"
illustrated slicks from the news-stands. You are in for a course in incitement
to racial inter-marriage that overlooks few tricks of photography or lurid
prose to stimulate the Negro reader.
Among the less lurid publications, there is a constant preoccupation
with the adiustment problems of interracial couples (in the maiority of cases
the wife is white and the husband Negro) in a "bigoted" and "intolerant"
neighborhood. The mulatto children come in for their full share of the
treatment. Pictorial studies leave little to the imagination.
Among the more lurid publications, scantily clad white girls are pietured dancing with Negroes, marrying Negroes, and in various intimate
poses with Negroes.
One’s natural tendency would be to dismiss the matter as just another
play of hucksterism--this time in the field of racial deviation.
However, when one realizes these publications have an enormous circulation, and when one observes the avid purchase by young Negroes, the
whole subiect takes on a sinister as well as an unwholesome flavor.

Facts Belie The Claim
Much ha~ been said about "racial discrimination" in American
education and how its brings about criticism and distrust of the
United States. The truth is that the Negro has more opportunity
here than anywhere on earth.
In the British Isles, according to the Pittsburgh (Negro) Courier, less than 60,000 persons attended college classes despite Britain’s
b0 million population. "In the United States," the Pittsburgh paper
points out, the 1954 college census showed a total of 75,000 Negro
collegians--most of whom attend college in the Southern states.

The report of the subcommittee appointed to investigate public schools
in Washington, D. C. shows page after
page of testimony by the Superintendent of Schools, Dr. Hobart M. Coming. Every word of his testimony reveals that l)r. Coming favors integration of the schools in the District of
Cotumhia, and that he feels great
progress was made under the integrated school sys te m introduced
there in 1954.
BIG QUESTION
If Dr. Corning’s testimony nnder
oath was "the truth, the whole truth
and nothing hot the truth," why has
it been necessary for Dr. Coming to
call a meeting of a new com,tdttee,
called a "Study Committee," for the
purpose ~of helping Dr. Coming decide what to do with all the incorrigible children he now finds in the
District schools?
Dr. Coming and the committee are
at their wits’ end as to what to do
with the bad kids in their schools.
The law requires children to be in
school until they pass their sixteenth
birthday--and they’re too hot to handle in Washington now.
So they expel them--and the problent of what to do with them increases,
so they fiudl
THE "CLINCHER"
In the Washington "Evening Star"
of February 13, 1957, John MeKelway
reports the meeting referred to above,
and quotes Dr. Coming indirectly in
the following paragraph--a tin), paragraph, bnt it pot the BIG QUESTION to everything Dr. Coming said
before the Congressional Committee
concerning the "tremendous progress"
in the District schools since integration took place:
"’Dr. Coming emphasized the children have been expelled only after
every available school facility has
been turned on the youngster in an
effort to straighten him out, HE
ADDED THE PROBLEM HAS
’STEPPED UP’ SINCE INTECRATION. So much for Dr. Corning’s testimony!

S. Dakota Acts To Permit
Inter-Racial Marriages
The South Dakota Senate has given
final approval and sent a measure repealing the state law against interracial marriages to Gov. Joe Foss.
Present law bars marriages of
white persons with members of the
African, Korean, Malayan and Mungolian races.

Negro Haircut Refusal
Costs A Barber $200
A Negro church deacon in Stockton., Calif., Arehie Manley, has been
awarded $200 damages bacause a
barber refused to cut his hair.
Barber Robert Murrillo testified
that he refused became he had not
been trained to cut the hair style of
a Negro.
Municipal Judge Bill L. Dozier
is reported to have remarked that a
licensed barber "must learn to cut a
Negrn’s hair."

An Eternal Truth

Will l istory llepeatP

"Laws cannot create and superimpose the ideals sought, they can
only free people from the shackles
andgive them a chance to work out
their own salvation.
When the people concerned become mindful and eager for what will
promote their own welfare, they find
that they are much more able to
secure what will benefit them . . .
refused adoption by every one of the than Ls any law or the administration
law. We must not as a naten states which was denied a voice of that
allow ourselves to drift upon a
in its proposal and by several of the tion
polif’y of excessive regulation by legNorthern States."
islation . . . "---(Samuel Gompers, in
"’This was inaugurated as a new The American Federationist, Feb.,
war not only upon Southern States, 1915)
but upon the Constitution itself."

"New War Not Only Against
South But Also Against Constitution"

From-The History of The United
States by Alexander H. Stevens, Vice
President, Confederate States of America.
"’The Federal records show that
the North had from first to last 2,600.000 men in the armed services while
the Confederates had all told but a
little over 600,000."
"Under R a d i c a ! ReconstrucUon
measures many thousand men of the
"If men are to be precluded from
white race were disfranchised and untheir sentiments on a matter,
limited suffrage was extended to the "The people--the people--are the offering
Public reaction to "A Manual For Southerners" has been both keen black race under bayonet dictation." rightful masters of both congresses which may involve the most serious
and alarming consequences that can
and widespread, indicating great concern with this long-neglected field
"On the assembling of the 39th and cout~s -- not to overthrow the invite the consideration of mankind,
Constitution,
but
to
overthrow
the
Congress
of
the
United
States,
in
Decof education.
men who pervert it."--(Abraham Lin- reason is of no use to us; the freedom
of speech may be taken away and
If you want your local CITIZENS’ COUNCIL to undertake a prokc4 ember 186,5, Radicals who had a ma- culn)
jority in both houses of congress as
dumb and silent, we ma,~, be led, like
that will get tome teal remltt, why not suggest that copies of your official
then constituted denied representation
sheep to the slaughter. -- (George
paper containing sections of "A Mmmal For ’Southerners" be requested to the ten southern states. They inWashington in an address to the Offifrom this office for dish, ration, w/th lmnnissinn of the teachers of course, sisted" that the Federal Union should
cers of the Army March 15, 1783.)
not be restored as it was before the
to elementm3, wheel pupils in ymar community?
war, but be "reconstructed" upon a
Freedom of religion; freedom’ of
THE REAL TREASON
Some Councils have, since last fall, made it a pro~ect to mail copies new basis of constituency in these ten
the press; freedom of person under
Should I keep back my opinion at
of THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL to the ldgh school seniors in their counties states."
the protection of habeas corpus; and such a time, through fear of giving
during their senior year.
They proposed what is known as trials by juries impart~lly selected. offense, I should consider myself as
Several teachers are requesting bundles of THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL the Fourteenth Amendment to the These principles form the bright con- guilty of treason toward my country,
Federal Constitution; but in propos~ stellation which has gone before us, and of an act of disloyalty toward the
ing it, refused ten Southern States of and guided our steps through an age majesty of heaven, which I revere
These are pmi~ve steps in an area of unlimited potential.
the Union,any voice or hearing. Their of revolution and reformation.
" above all earthly kings. ~ (Patrick
Don’t worry,mWOltK!
pmg~med Fotwteenth Amem:hnent was ---(Thomas JeHemou.)
Hemy, Virginia) ,r

Something You Can Do

Rightful Masters

Fkm Priuciples

Threat To Liberty

March, 1957

THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL

Georgia Leads The Way:
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Affront To South:

Moves To Impeach ustices Protests Television Pro
(Continued from Page 1)
incurring liability’ ,o the owners of ~OS~
chuset~, adopted by the Congress,
the land."
approved by numerous Presidents, afA Mississippian has written the fol- races could stand some improvement,
"FIFTH AMENDMENT" PUBLIC
firmed and reaffirmed by the Sulowing letter of protest which is self- whether they live in the South or in
EMPLOYEES
preme Court of .the United States
explanatory:
the North. I firmly believe that if you
and practiced by states for more than
14. In holding that the City of The President
would come to my town in Mississippi
New
York,
in
the
well
known
Slocha century.
Johnson’s Wax Company
and live here for a period of three or
"It based such decisions on matters
ower Case, had violated the Consti- Racine, Wisconsin
"
four years, you would have the same
of fact as to which the parties affecttution
by
summarily
discharging
a
"Origirmlly applied to scrub catDear Sir:
view of this matter as we people down
ed were not given an opportunity to
public
employee
who
had
refused
to
tle brought from Sealioway, in the
"Robert Montgomery Presents" has here have. Of course, I don’t know
.answer
questions
relative
to
communoffer evidence or cross-examine "the Shetland Islands. An undersized,
for sometime been one of my favorite what your views are on this subk’ct,
witnesses against them and in so do- scraggy, ill fed animal; used to istic activity by invoking the Fifth television programs, but after the one but naturally one must assume that
ing deprived the parties of due pro- designate a wprthless, good-forAmendment to the Constitution, the presented by your company on Mon- if you financially back a program,
Court "revoked the prompt removal day night, February 18th, I believe such as the one presented Monday
cess of law.
nothing, or eon~emptible fellow; a
"It cited as authority for the asscamp; a scapegrace. The word from a state school of a teacher whose it will now rate as one of the worst. night, that they must agree with the
influence was deemed by the school 1 have seen lots of racially integrated type of propaganda that is set forth
sumed and asserted facts the unsworn was used in the Southern United
writings of men, one of whom was States, during the period of Re- authorities to he inimical to the best
rams that were obnoxious to me in such a program. 1 hope that I am
the hireling of an active participant construction (1865 to 1870 and interests of the students in such
ause I am a true Southerner who wrong about this.
school.
In
so
holding
the
court
conin the litigation. Others were af- later), in an almost specific sense,
believes in protecting the integrity of
If the people of the North want to
filiated with organizations declared being opprobriously applied by the strued the due process clause of the our White race. You may call me a mingle socially, as this play sets forth
Constitution to give to the federal bigot or whatever you please; that is then that is their business, but when
by the Attorney General of the
opponents of. the Republican party
courts the power to examine into the no concern of mine, but I firmly he- a great company like yours pipes this
United States to he subversive.
to native Southerners who acted
minute details of all administrative lieve that the social mixing of the sort of propaganda into S o u t h e r n
"In reaching its conclusion the Su- with that par~y, as distinguished
preme Court has disregarded its form- from carpet-bagger, a Republican state action and to apply arbitrarily races, as advocated in this play, will homes, then I think that is going too
er pronouncements and attempted to
of Northern origin." -- (Century to such state action the .personal con- ultimately lead to mongrelization of far in trying to force your ideas on
cepts of the justices of the Supreme the races. This point has been very our people.
justify such action by the expedient
Dictionary°)
Court rather than fixed principles of well proven in several other countries
of imputing ignorance of psychology
May I suggest that you give some
to men whose knowledge of the law
Constitutional law."
where this practice has been followed. consideration
to the feelings of Southand understanding of the constitution
I
know
lots
of
people
in
the
North,
eru people in planning programs that
ABUSE OF FIFTH
could not he impugned.
Justices Frankfurter and Black supwho
do
not
know
what
the
true
story
AMENDMENT
you are going to i~resent to. Southern
"’In rendering said decision said ported the unlawful action of Justice
is, believe that Southerners mistreat
15. In holding that Congress "’in people of the negro race, but with audiences in the future, if I am not
Justices violated the Constitution of Douglas, thereby using their judicial
the United States, committed high offices to give aid and comfort to the the exercise of investigative powers certain exceptions, this is not the case. too presumptious in doing so.
is powerless to o b t a i n information I have many dealings, daily, with
Yours very truly,
crimes and misdemeanors and gave communist enemy."
from communists who claim the privi- negroes and try to treat them just as
aid and comfort to the communist
E. W. Hooker
CRITICIZE CONVICTION
lege against self-incrimination as set fair as I treat white people. This is
enemies of the United States. Some
Lexington, Mississippi
OF
COMMUNISTS
of the applicable provisions of the
in the Fifth Amendment, al- true with the vast majority of the cc: Mr. Robert Montgomery
9. In cases involving leading Com- forth
Constitution thus violated i n c I u d e munist Party organizers in the United though such Fifth Amendment privi- southern white people. I respect them
National Broadcasting Co.
Article I, Sections 1, 7 and 8, the States, Justices Reed and Frankfurter lege was specifically limited to and I believe they respect me. Both
New York, N. Y.
whole of Article Ill, Article IV, See- dissented and criticised the maiority ’criminal eases’ in the First Congress
tion 3, Article VI, and Sections 3 and opinion of the Court affirming the for the reason that traitors had claim5 of the 14th Amendment, the 5th, conviction and sentence of the Com- ed the privilege," the effect of the
9th and 10th Amendments of the munists, "by assigning the specious decision "was to amend the Fifth
Constitution."
reason that the prosecution of said Amendment by striking therefrom the
5. In Boiling vs. Sharpe the justices defendents for organizing the Com- words ’in any criminal case,’ thus deamended and changed the Constitu- munist Party in the United States for priving the Congress of a power spetion by holding that the due process the purpose of overthrowing by force cifically reserved to it for the purpose
clause of the 5th Amendment "now the Government of the United States of exposing treason.’"
forbids the separation of black chil- and its Constitution was a violation
dren from white c h i I d r e n in the of freedom of speech. Thereby JusMany of the local Citizens’ Counschools of the District of Columbia." tices Reed and Frankfurter used their
cils of Louisiana have taken a stand
The 5th Amendment "did not forbid high iudicial offices to give aid and
relative to the recent investigations by
slavery in the District of Columbia comfort to the Communist enemy."
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
between its adoption in 1791 and the
NATURAL GAS REGULATION
into activities of citizens of Louisiadoption of the 13th Amendment in
ana, and have sent resolutions of pro10. "Usurped powers reserved to
1865."
test to the Department of Justice in
0. Usurped legislative power of the states and expressly declined by
Washington, and to other appropriate
the states in extending racial integra- Congress" in holding "contrary to the
THE CITIZENS" COUNCIL is
The Association of Citizens’ Coun- officials.
tion decrees to intrastate bus trans- plain meaning of the Constitution and
the official news outlet for the
cils
of
South
Carolina
eurrent~
is
rtation. The Supreme Court "in a the intent clearly and carefully exThe following is typical of the CITIZENS’ COUNCIL OF
t t e r day" repeatedly held that pressed in the applicable Act of Con- backing memhership drives by the 58 resolutions which have been adopted, AMEILICA, o u r national council
individual
councils
in
the
state.
"’Congress was not vested with power gress that the Natural Gas Act apand reflect the growing displeasure
Good reports on the progress of of our people against the intrusion by
to legislate upon such subiects which plied to the local production and
The COUNCILOR is a newsletare within the domain of state storage of natural gas for sale and these drives were heard at the last the federal government into affairs ter published by the Louisiana Assubjected such activity to regulation association directors meeting at Sum- reserved to the states and individual sociation of Citizens’ C o u n c i i s,
legislation."
by the Federal Power Commission." ter Feb. 7.
citizens thereof.
principally to cover State and local
MEMBER NAACP LEGAL
STATE LAWS AGAINST
Individual council officers who at- WHEREAS it is fundamental law council events.
COMMITTEE
tended the directors" meeting voted that each state has the authority to
Both of these publications are
TREASON
7. Associate Justice Frankfurter, "as
11. "Justices of the Supreme Court to have their councils make financial prescribe the qualifications of voters essential to the council movement
a volunteer and for years a Member
to the association treas- within that state, subject to the single
in ~heir respective fields, and both
of the Legal Committee of the Na- Warren, Black, Frankfurter, Douglas contributions
tional Association for the Advance- and Clark legislated, held and ad- ury in addition to the local dues of exception that a citizen cannot he de- the national newspaper and the
prived of the right to vote on account State newsletter s h o u ! d be subment of Colored People (NAACP), judged, contrary to the Constitution each member.
sen’ned to and read closely by all
The association is working to estab- o/ color;
had assisted that organization in mak- and the plain intendment of the aping plans for and in the realization plicable Act of Congress and in viola- lish a central office from which to AND WHEREAS any citizen of council members in Louisiana.
of its objectives." ... "’Although hav- tion of A~icle IV, Section 2 of the serve the various individual councils the State of Louisiana under our law
W. M. Rainach, President
has the right to challenge and test
Assneiati~n of Citizens’
ing participated and advised in said United States Constitution, specifical- better.
organization and its plans and Ob- ly recognizing the power and right
the qualifications of any other voter,
Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
DEFENSE FUND
which right contains no limitation as
jectives, the said Justice Frankfurter of the States to prosecute for treason,
instead of recusing himself as Justice felony or other crime, that the State
Several individual councils have re- to color;
of the United States Supreme Court of Pennsylvania could not prosecute orted financial contributions to the
AND WHEREAS certain citizens. this board demand that the Departin the consideration ~of the NAACP the defendent Communist for sedition efense of the 16 persons charged at have availed themselves of this legal ment of Justice cease and desist 1tom
under
state
law,
and
nullified
all
state
’Clinton,
Tenn.,
with
contempt
of
a
cases, cited above, acted as a Justice
right and have been subjected to its present course of harrassing and
of the Court and participated in the laws a g a i n s t treason and sedition, I court order for s c h o o 1 integration questioning and harrassment by repre- attempting to intimidate our people.
policy and decision of the Court to which had been enacted by Legisla- there.
sentatives of the Federal Bureau of
RE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
carry out the ultimate purposes of tures u n d e r express constitutional : The Feb. 7 association directors’ Investigation, some fifty-four of them that the Governor of the State of
reservations
and
within
their
inherent
the NAACP, which said acts on the
been summoned from their Louisiana, the United States Senators
lice powers to impose regulations . meeting at Sumter ,preceded a Sum- having
part of the said Justice Frankfurter
ter County Citizens Council rally at homes to appear in the City of Mon- from Louisiana, and all other public
the
security,
peace
and
good
ordconstitute high crimes and miswhich Mississippi Congressman John roe before a federal grand jury many officials he urged to publicly protest
er in the State."
conduct."
Bell Williams was the speaker. Rep. miles from the places of their this flagrant introsion upon the rights
ATOM SPIES
Williams told an audience of approxi- residence;
PROPERTY BIGHTS
of the citizens of Louisiana and to
AND WHEREAS the Department make every effort to bring about a
12. A majority of the Court held mately 1,200 about the House Dis8. In the case of Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg, convicted and sentenced that "with respect to the Savannah trict of C o I u m b i a subcommittee’s of Justice of the United States has cessation of this intolerable s’ituation.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
to death for war time espionage, be- River, a navigable itream, the fed- investigation of conditions in the dis- never publicly stated iust what federal law these citizens are suspected that copies of this resolution be forcause of the sale of atomic secrets to eral government need not pay ripar- trict’s integrated schools.
communist Russia, "Justice Douglas ian owners any compensation whatwarded to Herbert W. Brownell, AtThe Sumter rally attracted Citizens’ of violating;
AND WHEBEAS a federal grand toruey General of the United States,
wilfully granted an order to stay the ever for a seizure of riparian rights Council members and other interested
iury
has
no
jurisdiction
over
citizens
to Governor Earl K. Long, to the
execution of said Russian spies ... on . . . Said ruling constitutes a prece- people from widely scattered sections
of a state in the absence of a sus- United States Senators from Louisithe intervention of a stranger to said dent of such magnitude as to render of South Carolina.
pected violation of a federal law;
ana, to Congressman Overton Brooks,
Bosenhergs ... w h i c h intervention all property rights precarious, and
NOW, THEREFORE, Be it re- and to the press.
was even opposed by the Rosenberg the goal of socialized property both
NEW STRATEGY
solved
that
the
Board
of
Directors
of
counsel of record ... said stranger inexpensive and convenient and hence Several bills aimed at further
TEACItEB SUPPORT
the Hayneswille Citizens’ Council on
In their efforts to support the couthus accommodated by Justice Doug-. nearer attainment.’"
strengthening
South
Carolina’s
posibehalf
of
said
Council
demands
that
rageous stand taken in New York
las was an irresponsible character l 13. The Court, following the rulwhose conviction as a dissolute per- ing referred to above, held "that tion for social separation of the races the Department of Justice of the City by Mrs. Mary Andres Healy ophave
been
introduced
in
the
1957
United
States
forthwith
publicly
state
posing integration of the white and
son by the State of California had trees growing upon Louisiana land
to the citizenship of the State of colored races in public schools, hunbeen affirmed by the United States between the low and the high water session of the legislature.
These bills would (1) close any Louisiana what federal law these citi- dreds of teachers have written Mrs.
Supreme Court, with the same As- mark bf a river could be despotically
sociate Justice D o u g I a s dissenting, appropriated by the United States school, under the state’s police pow- zens are suspected of violating, and Healy, urging her to maintain the
less than six months previously ... Government to its own uses ’without ers, which is integrated. (’2) authorize that until and unless a SUSl~ected vio- finn st~tnd she has taken on the mattuition grants for attendance at pri- lation of a federal law is ShOWn, that ter. The following is typical of what
vate schools if necessary, (3) bar state,
they are writing her from Louisiana:
county and local police from aiding
"Our faculty would hke to comfederal officers in making arrests or
mend your New York teachers on the
using South Carolina iails for prisstand they have taken opposing inter
oners charged with opposing integragration of the white and colored
I Citizens’ Councils
tion activities, (4) provide punishment
races in public schools.
for unlawful promotion of litigation
"It is encouraging to Southerners
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi , I "
by any organiza’tion, and .(5) require
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens I
to know that educators in other seceach NAACP chapter to file a list
tions of the United States recognize
Thomas D. Keels, President of
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
of members with the secretary of the Association of Citizens’ Corm- the problems that are caused by instate.
oils of South Carolina, has recom- tegration and the damage that reI [-1 For OneYear ............................................. $2.00
Legislation is also being drafted mended that each Council in the sults from forcing this issue to such
(Please Print)
that proposes to place South Carolina
Palmetto State allocate $1 per per- an extent that it is detrimental to
Name ..................................................................................
in the lead in a southwide program son of local membership dues as both races.
I
whereby the various southern legis- subscription to their official paper
"We encourage you to continue
Address ............................................................................
latures would combine their resources of the CITIZENS’ COUNCIL OF opposing integration, and we feel cerI
and send personal representatives to! AMEBICA.
tain that yottr efforts and ours will
city ...........................................................................
I
visit.non-southern legislatures in sess u c c e s s f u I in overcoming this
Some of the larger Councils in he
I
sion
this
year.
The
purpose
would
he
7
state ........................................................................
South Carolina have already re2 problem
I
to enlist support for the preservation
Our thanks to our teachers who
te sovereignty on a nationwide ported favorable action.
fight with us to preserve our American way of litel
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goln~ to make their own laws and run their own business. King George
didn t want to lose the thirteen states. He sent his army over to America
to an-est the leaders like Patrick Henry, who wanted to be free. But when
his army landed on our shores, loyal Americans got their guns and met the
King’s soldiers. Our forefathers were willing to stand up to the enemy because their freedom meant very much to them.
INTERR~I~CIAL
FRONTS

OUR FIRST PRESIDENT WAS A SOUTHERNER
Americans won the war against Kin8 George. They were very glad to
be free from him and were ready to set up their own government. Men from
each state met together and ag~ed on some laws that all the people would
like to have. Then they wanted a President for their new country. They
wanted a man who wa~ brave and whom they could trust. So they chose
a Southerner who had already proved bow brave and honest he was. This
Southerner was George Washington. So you see a Southerner was America’s
first President. Because George Washington was such a good President
and because he did so much for our country, he is called the "Father of
Our Country."
A SoITrlIERNEii WROTE THE DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE
Another great Southerner who helped build America /s Thomas Jefferson. He wrote the Declaration of Independence. In tl~ declaration
Thomas Jefferson told the King of England that Americans were going to
build their own counla7 free from Kings. He told King George that one
man had no right to make the hws for many men. Thomas Jefferson
helped write the ideas that we Southerners still believe in today about our
government. This great Southerner helped build our American democracy.
THE STATES FORMED A GOVERNMENT
Just as men in business in your own town make contracts with each
other, the thirteen states of young America made a contract with each other
to set up their government in Washington, D. C. If two men want to do
something together, they write it down and call it a contract. Both men must
d.o what the contract says, or the contract will not be an), good. So you see,
¯ the contract protects both men. It makes them do the right thing toward each
Otl~r.

OUR CONSTITUTION IS A CONTRACT
The contract the thirteen states made with each other, forming their
government in Washington, D. C., is called the Constitution of the United
States. All of the people of the forty-eight states of America today know
that the Constitution protects their freedom. The states gave the Federal
of Detroit, 115; Oberlin, 53; Univer- government in Washington, D. C. some powers. But they kept most of
sity of O m a h a, 43; Simmons, 26; their power for themselves.
Rockhurst, 26; Tufts, 17; and Union
THE FATHER OF THE CONSTITUTION IS A SOUTHERNER
Theological Seminary, 14.
The twenty-seven schools supplying
When Americans were writing the Constitution of the United States,
information to the NAACP had total they called on another Southerner, James Madison, to help them. James
enrollment of 1,592 students. Wil- Madison did so much work on this contract between the states that he is
liams had four Negro students, Bow- called the "Father of the Constitution."
men ace of the NAACP and civil doin four, S m i t h College thirteen,
rights legislation.
Mount Holyoke three.
THE SOUTH IS PROUD OF ITS PART IN BUILDING AMERICA
As the politicians promise more and
So you see, two Southerners helped make America’s two most important
IVY LEAGUE UNMIXED
more to the Negro should he come up
documents. These men were Thomas Jefferson, who wrote the Declaration
Dear Editor:
North, so the Northerner sees that he ~o-ca,ea tvy League schools are
Independence, and James Madison, who is the "F+~ther of the ConstituThe Charlotte City Coach Lines., ¯ la~in~ mn~ a,d ,~nrp A~ th~ seldom found in the top ten of the of
tion." We Southerners are very proud of what our own people did for our
Inc. has ddeided that North Carolina population of Negroes increases in the, ~AAUrS ,nux, eo ~n.o~,ts.~ ,,t~,e
great nation.
state laws are of no value and do North, so does the recline° of anti-ILeague schOOl, wire me run
not apply to the city of Charlotte, integration
’,edge and enthusiastic consent of its SEVEN OF THE FIRST TEN PRESIDENTS WERE SOUTHERNERS
publ/c buses.
[alumni, remains unmixed by means
_o. " ....
These men were not the only Southerners who helped build America.
Perhaps tl~,e .m, ost.,am.u, sm.g .t,h~ng toI of a simple variant on the "GrandBy their decision they have neg- many
ozus zn tne r~orm, ts me way l father clause."
There were many more. We will not name them all. Some of them helped
lected the North Carolina state law
America grow from thirteen states to forty-eight states. And some of them
that requires segregated seating on all in, which man, y of.the. .so called li.ber-[ "Sh~dent applications are ju.d~ged on protected our states when they were attacked. -Four of the first five Presilocal transportation by means of signs a~s,a~.w.ays .aayoca[e~nrer-, mamag.e, the basis of social acceptability as dents of America were from the South. Seven of the first ten Presidents
)nte.r,-datin[g. T,he.y ,aav .oyate ~t well as scholastic standing," an alumstating that colored seat from rear an~.
not tor memse~ves nut tor the rest nus explained. "This keeps the situa- were Southerners. Some people call the South the backbone of America,
and white seat from front.
o.f the N.orth. Yes, they want mixed tion under control. We have so many because our people have done so much for this great country.
All signs pertaining to the seating d,a.t~,g, bu,t, no.t. with th.em or, ,their more applicants than we have room
SOUTH STILL PROTECTS AMERICA
of white andcolored have been re- cuitaren, xes, mey warn mixe~ nous- for that we can afford to be choosy.
moved from local buses and the ing, but they won’t live in it. So In a pinch, children of alumni are
Southern children of today areproud of their forefathers who helped
drivers have been given orders to goes the mind of the liberal.
i v e n preference. If the NAACP so much to make America strong andfree. The white men from the South
keep their mouths shut and not tell
on’t like it, there’s not much they helped build our country and have always been among the first to protect
On
the
whole
the
people
of
the
anyone where to sit.
it trom any enemy.
are beginning to look more can do about it."
The North Carolina law as yet has North
By accepting an occasional Negro,
sympathetically at the South and its
THE SOUTH IS AMERICAN
not been challenged by the N.A.A. problems. The main problem in this especially if he happens to be a good
C.P. nor has the so-called Supreme ventu .re is that the press in the NortJp football player, the school can truthDid you know your great grandfathers did so much to make a free
Court ruled out segregated seating on is violently anti-South therefore much fully say it does not practice segre- country for you to grow up in and be happy in? No other part of the United
local buses in North Carolina.
of the news is distorted. The same gation. With half a dozen Negroes States is more American than the South. Southerners have always protected
’ I say its time for the Attorney applies to both the radio and tele- among its student body of 3,000, it the things that are American with all their might¯
can point the finger of scorn at SouthGeneral of the state of North Caro- vision.
IL WHITE MEN BUILT AMERICA
lina to press charges against the Char-i
ern schools which do,
Let
me
once
again
reiterate
that
lotte City Coach Lines for illegally
Recently t h e Georgia legislature,
We
have
learned
that our people first came to America from England.
and unlawfully operating local public the people of the North are not all forewarned by the Autherine Lucy This fact tells you that America was built by white men. England is part
like
the
Boosevelts
and
the
Hart[roans.
ease
and
determined
to
have
no
simibuses under the integrated system of
of Europe where the white race has always lived. When America was
dt where you please regardless of
found by a white man, Christopher Columbus, other white men came over
a~Yn ~l~O.p!e
such
as _Joe~.M,
cCarthy;
lar NAACP
publicity
stunts
on GeorDrlcger,
~.vere~x
~irgsen
ana
o~a
cam,~uses
voted
to
e~lore
the
race or color.
and made their homes here¯ But these settlers were roled by England, as
r ,
~r
many
private
citizens
are
for
the
fight
~’"
"DISGUSTED"
possihilitv of sending Negro students we have just learned.
of
the
state
over
the
federal
govern-It
out,](_state
colleges.
Charlotte, N. C.
O
m.ent. Also, .ma.ny..peopl.e .are. be~n-[ They may perhaps have some sucAMERICA FORCED TO BUY SLAVES
nmg to see
the
tully
ot
bnngtn
the
g . [cess at Ohio State. fI they intend to
-.
One thing that made the Americans so mad at England was her terNegro up North
¯ As the|r po
ulation
v
P
I crack the in is[hie Jim Crow of the rible idea of slaves¯ English merchants wanted to make money. They
increases, the ’Northerner will more li,,v Leao,,e the Georoia
~ ]eolslators
"~ their
’
~’"them. bought Negro slaves from Negro masters in Africa and brought them to
and more begin to realize what the
": have
[ will
work¯ cut out for
America to sell them¯ The Americans said, "We do not want black men
Southerner has realized for many and] --(News and Courier)
Dear Editor:
in our country. They will not be happy among white people, and we will
[
One week ago today my wife and I many a year ....
not be happy among them¯" But King George wanted his merchants to
Sincerely yours,
left Mianai University in Oxford, Ohio
r~ e] ~
~
make money. So the Americans were made to buy the Negro slaves¯
¯
and headed for Mississippi. The reaPhilip Luce
I rl0rlGa 1¥1o¥e$1 o
sons which prompted this move and
AMERICA NEVER LIKED SLAVERY
Greenwood, Miss.
I
the convictions which we held, I beAmericans
never
did like slavery, but they did not want to set black
(A refugee from Ohio)l~g~e ~~dl~
lieve will be of value to you in this
men free among them. They would like to have helped the Negro build
~te of Mississippi.
his own country. The Negro is happy among his own race, but two races
feel strange around each other. They are different from each other. Cod
We left the state of Ohio because
we could no longer stand the infiltraMeeting in Tallahassee in February, made them different, so it is naharal for them to like their own people better.
tion of every walk of life by the Nedelegates from five of Florida’s conRUSSIA HAS WHITE SLAVES TODAY
gro and the egg-headed liberal. As
gressional districts organized the Ascollege students we were confronted
sociation of Florida Citizen’s CounThe Negro slaves of America were not the first slaves in the world¯
at every move by left-wing thinking
cils.
Some people would like for you to think they were¯ But these people are
and teaching professors. We were
Chosen as executive secretary was not telling the truth. The Old Testament in your Bible has many stories
both condemned and persecuted by
(Continued from Page 1)
Bey. George Downs of Orlando, Bap- abont slavery. And these slaves in the Bible were white slaves. Do you
these unthinking men. Anyone who replied to its annual questionnaires tist minister, wartime army chaplain remember that Joseph was sold as a slave to an Egyptian by his own brothers?
spoke out for States’ Rights or for On the other hand this is balanced and former pastor of the Brookmont And King Solomon made slaves of some ol his own people. Today, Bussia
segregation was quickl~ shouted down by the fact that the large Negro stu- Baptist Church in Washington. Homer has the largest slave camps the world has probably ever known. And most
with such words as ’fascist", "reac- dent body at Howard University is Barrs, one of the original Citizen’s of the slaves in Russia are white people.
tionary". "outmoded conservative", or not included in the tabulation.
Council organizers in Florida and
just plain "radical".
In one typical school year, 1952- manager of Bennett Drug’s restaurant
With the advent of the new FEPC 53, the ten leading U. S. colleges in department in Tallahassee, was ap
law in Cincinnati and the belief of the number of Negro students were pointed administrator.
people that the situation will get much Southern University, with 2,90.4 stuC h a r I e s Creel, president of the
worse before it gets any better, we dents; Prairie View, with 2,690; Texas Citizens Bank at Bushnell, was desigdeparted. However, do not fall into Southern, 2,672; Florida A & M, 2,- nated state treasurer.
the maze set up by the NAACP who 302; Tuskegee, 1,784; Morgan State, Elected to the Florida executive
says that everyone in the North is in 1,717; Virginia State, 1,540; South committee were: 1st Congressional
the same category as Herbert Lehman, Carolina A&M, 1,474; Pine Bluff A&’ District, Sam Peacock of Bro~ksville
Jimmy Roosevelt, G. Mermen Wil- M, 1,256; and Alabama A&M, 1,138.~ and M. L. Poker of St. Petersburg:
liams, or the like. The contrary is
The 61 schools, located in the 2nd District, Hubert J. Lexon of
quite the fact.
South aside from a few exceptions like Jacksonville; 3rd D i s t r ic t, W. H.
Lincoln
University, near Philadelphia. Cooper of Panama City, Mrs. ~. C.
Many people such as we, feel
that the South is following the right (274 students), had a total enrollment Brewington of Pensacola and Charles
and sensible course. Many of the of 45,170 students.
Atchinson of Mar[anna: 5th District,
so called "Mid-west Conservatives"
During the same school year, Ne- Bill Joyce of Daytona Beach; H. C.
are strong advocates of States’ Rights gro enrollment in the "’mixed schools"King of Bunnell and S. C. Bryant of
and the right of the South to decide was greatest at Ohio State, with 735 DeLand, and 8th District, J. B. Hand
its own cases in connection with segre- students; followed by the University: of Live Oak and former State Repregation, Slowly but surely the people of Southern California, with 358; sentative F. W. Bedenbaugh of Lake
of the North are beginning to see the University of Kansas, lg~,; University!i City.
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Jackson, Mississippi

Behind The "Fronts"

At Louisiana il arin l:

Ex-Red Brands NAACP As
"Vehicle For Communism"
In an unprecedented State-level action, the Louisiana Joint Legislative Committee
opened on March 7 in Baton Rouge an extensive and highly revealing investigation
into the causes behind the sudden upsurge of racial disturbances and tensions in the
Southern States.
Led by State Senator W. M. Rainach, the Committee held public hearings for
three days, during which 7 witnesses testified that Communist influence and intrigue
is the principal cause of the racial strain and restlessfiess that for the_past t~vo vears has
permeated the region.
Chief Committee Counsel, W. M. Shaw, led the questioning. In smnming up
the testimony, Chairman Rain-’:"
ach stated that the hearings hadI
definitely established that "creation of racial uprisings against
the existing order is a principal
instrument of the Communist
Party."
RUSSIAN IMPERIALISM
Testifying first was W. G.y Bannistcr, ~,ssistant New Orh’ans police
~uperintendent in charge of anti-subversive work, and a 20-year w’teran of
the FBI.
Bamfister ootlined Russian imperiali~t ambitions from Peter the Great
through Lenin, Stalin and Kmschcv.
"’R.ssian aims of world domination
have never chan~ed," he said. "I
found few I)eople in Louisiana who
are alert to the nlenace ()[ connnnllism,’" he testified. "1 feel there
still a grave and present danger
Communist activities in New Orleans
and it extends into the remainder of
the state."

Important Memo To Council Officers
And Patriotic Groups Everywhere!
If you have not already sent in the subscription list
for all your members to receive THE CITIZENS’
COUNCIL, mailed individually, under the new group
plan, please let us hear from you.
Send a list of your members, with mailing addresses,
and check at $1 per name, to:
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
605 Plaza Building
Jackson, Mississippi
Official paper of the
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF A.MERI~CA

Negro Illegitimacy In D. C.
Rises 227 Pct. In 9 Years

WAStllNGTON,.99 -- A
. whoplfing in- ] showed 3,151 ilh.gitimate Negro Inrths’
crease of zz7 per cent m the nnmberl in 1955, compared with 1,391 iu 1946.
of illegitimate births among Negroes I White illegitimate b i r t h s declined
in Washington, over the number re-I from 439 in 1946 to 382 in 1955.
in 1946 occurred in 1955 the l Among the white mothers 68 per
era Negroes the idea of "racial nation- by distrihnting commtmist literature ported
District of cofmnbia Dept. of P~blic ’cent of the hirths xvere fir.~ habies,
alism".
"We
would
have
created
a
to
them
through
Negro
organizations.
EX-COMMUNIST LEADER
Health said recently.
while among Negro mothers, only 37
hlack republic," he said, "which would
TESTIFIES
He then testified how the pa~
lllegitiiuate hirths among white per- per cent ~vere first babies and 25 per
have
actually
heen
a
commnnistic
tactics ~witched ~m ~ntal assault to sons dropped 13 per cent in the same cent were fourth children "or higher
Joseph Kornfedder, former top cominfiltration and control from within period, the department said,
mnnist in the United States, gradoate government."
in the birth order," a department statof the Lenin School. and nne-time
Explaining inrther StalitCs concep- existing organizations.
Perhaps more significant than the istician reported.
personal acquaintance of Joseph Stal- tion of the black repnblic in the Sonth,
"’By 1930," he said, "we had formed actual at, tuber of Negro illegitimacies Actamlly, according to the departin, tokl how he came to the U.S. from Komfedder asserted the former dicta- an organization for Negro "rights,’ but was the fa~’t that the majority of the meat, the numl)er of illegitimate births
Czechoslovakia in 1917, and in 1919 tor felt the idea woold "give the Ne- this, too, had rough going. A few t,,awed mothers were "repeaters." and here may be even higher, 1)ecause
helped organize the Commnnist Party groes (ff the Sonth something to rally years later ltitler was the main one-fourth had four or more illegiti- hospitals are hesitant to record hirths
in this connt~.
aronnd even if the idea ~ell throngh. enemy, so the Communists began their mate children.
as illegitimate and do so only when
The he al t h department figures no option is available.
Knrnfedder related how he began The Commu~sts look on the Negro ten.ship with the democracies and
work recruiting Negroes, after a direc- element as a tremendous opportmaity. had to drop some of the irritants, such
have always ~en at war with as the Negro republic, temporarily.
tive was sent to the American Com- They
munist Pa~y from ~’nin in 1921. existing societies, on all fronts."
"’The National Negro Congress ~vas
"He (Lenin) considered the Negroes
established a sho~ time later, with the
INFILTRATION
strategically i m p o r t a n t," he said.
NAACP and other Negro organizaKomfedder later dire’ted a successful Asked by Shaw why Commnnists tions joining." He said the admiuistraare
now
poshing
inte~ation
when
the
attempt to take over the African Blood
tion "collaborated" with the idea, and
Brotherhood, an organization com- black repnhlic w o , I d have l~,en that during this period the Commnn~sed entirely of Negroes.
completely segre~de(I, Kornfed(ler an- ists made headxvay with the Negroes.
BY NICHOLAS STANFOBD
S~n after the rise of S~lin to
papers.
FLIRTATION
"Commonists are not plagued by a
In actual fact there is not the
~wer in the mid-l~0’s, Mos~w diA Special Writer
"That
was
when
Washington
and
r~ted that an aRemot ~ made to conscience or any consistency. They Moscow began their first big fli~a- EDITOR’S NOTE: Nicholas Stan- slightest reason to doubt that Northern whites do "sympathize with the
gain supped among Southern Ne- do not reconcile anything, but advoford is the pen name of a professional majofi~ of white Southerners." Acgus by p~mising them a Neg~ ~- cate cmnpletely dif[erent concepts at tion,’" he said.
writer
who
lives
in
the
suburbs
of
Nex~came the Peoples Institote of
tions speak louder than words. Pollyoublic in the South, which was to ~ different times.
...........
Religion which he described Philadelphia and works in New York. anna cdito~als in the Northern press
e~ablished by violet and biddy
lney wanrea go use
tneover,
~egro
as t .Applied
He
is
a
reputable
citizen
who
has
I~K
t~eylchll
w"
........... ];Is
on(- of
C()lllllltlnlsts
Ynost
cunare cancelled oat by the obse~able
~volufion Mter killing or dispossessing a testenng
r.
center
lorthe
reoeulon.
Inch,
~ . ,, ~ .~ ." "
.
first hand knowledge of the condi- facts of teenage race tension, and
r
"
l"
l"
"" I nmg (leVICeS. Ufioer U315 organization
the "white chauvinis~" (all Caucas- ot
~u~,
when mey
’ tions about which he writes.
.
r-s
"~
~
,.
~
¯ - --*..
...
~ . ..
I ’ cues ere mrlltrateo a~(l
that when Negroes move into a
ClUlYCI1
ians who oo~d the ~volutlon).
The pen name is necessary to pro"The idea came straight from Stalin," Negm would have been used as a t~ll retonns"st=rted
:~ " "
tect him from reprisals for describing neigh~)rhood the whites move out.
~id Kom~edder.
The Northern man in theo~ is
for their pu~oses."
~ He said the Sonthe~ Conference conditions which are taboo in the all for non- segregated education
The wi~ess testified that the ComNorthern
press.
Komfedder said the Commnnistslfor Human Welfare, in which Mrs.
provided his own children don’t have
mn~sts’ plan was to instill in South- Iwgan their overawes to the NegroesI
(Continned on Page-. 3)
"’An American I)ilcmma,’" the work to go to school with Negroes. Northcited hy the Supreme Court in its
em whites do not much relish physical
1954 school-se/¢regation, has just ap- contact with Negroes; a scat next a
peared in a h~w-priccd-palx, rback edi- ~ colored Derson in bus, train or trolley
tion puhlished hy the Beacon Press, is os~d~y t ae last to be taktn by
Boston.
~ wlutes.
SIGNIFICANT COMMENT
There is much trnth in the old
In his introduction to the n,,w edi- ~maxim that the South despises the
Negro
as a race hut loves hiln as an
tion, I)r. Arnold Rose of the Universit5" of Minnesota m~kes this ’signifi- individual, where in the North it is
just the other way around.
cant coHIHlen|:
NO NEGRO ~ESIDENTS
"’Northern opinion has always
Michigan’s Governor Soapy WilLaw enforcement officers in every lntion or achieve their sinister goals’I"
i played a maior role in the Sooth. A
as a matter of Democratic Par~
section of the coontry clearly realize in the face of a resolute police force."
word needs to be said to explain this, liams
w)te-getting vigorously supports VEPC
that President Eiserthower’s proposed
The California Peace Officers Ascentral role accorded to Northern l and "civil rights." How Michi~anders
"civil rights" legislation would, ff en- sociation, after hearing Chief Parker,
public opinion. First, Northern public; really fcel~m the race iss.c is shown
acted in its present form, ~rionsly authorized its executive committee to
opinion influences poweH.1 political hy the example of l)ear}~rn, one of
and economic forces. Few Noflhem: the most tightly segregated cities in
cril~ple the machinery of law and "petition Congress to look at both
oraer.
sides and beware of legislation which
Congressmen w o u I d supp.rt ’civil ~ the na~on. Forewarned bv what has
On February 1, 195~, Police Cider might seriously cripple law enforcefights" if No.hera white voters sym- happened in nearby De(felt, l)earWilliam A. Parker of Los Angeles, ment." Meanwhile, other law enforceThe Federal Prison Bureau has pathized with the majesty of wlfite born admits no Negroes as residents,
California, pointed out this grave dan- ment agencies and groups across the
Southerners. ~cond. Northern puhlic doesn’t intend to admit any, and
reported that 65 executions were
ger in a speech to the California Peace nation are similarly concerned with
opinion works on the divided con- makes no bones of that fact.
carried out by civil authorities in
Officers Association. He frankly pre- this uttedy grave threat to their efscience of the South. ~aird, Noflhern
the United States during 1956.
It is evident that there is a
dicted t h a t the pending Brownell- fectiveness in protecting the public
Of the total, 52 were for murder, public opinion suppers the Supreme of poblic opinion in the North which
Eisenhower "civil rights" program and dealing with crime.
Con~
decision
of
1954.
and
this
pres12 for rape, and I for kidnapping.
disagrees with what Dr. Rose calls
could have the effect of "putting the
Pendin~ "’civil rights" legislation
sure of ’the law’ is ve~ impo~ant in "No.era public o p i n i o n." Many
By race, the 65 included 43
police out of business."
could, if enacted, tie the hands of Negroes, 21 whites and 1 Amerithe dynamics of the Sou~em racial thoughtful observers are pe~ur~d
Chief Parker further .,;aid that he duly c~nstih,ted local authority. It
can Indian. Negroes comprise 11%
si~a~on."
over the ex~nt to which press, radio,
oplx.~’s the proposal to establish a coal(! placve law-abiding citizens at of the total population in the
It is clear ~at when Dr. Rein in ~is television and other mass-communieafederal ~civil rights" t~ommission. His the mercy of arrogant criminals, who United States, but accounted for ~ntext ~s of "’No~em public flora mesa are do~nated by the
stated reason is that it "would platy tx)nkl freely wield the weapon of 66% of all persons executed in
opinion" he is ~g of a ~nufac- "li~ral" ~int of view.
into the hands of Communists who groundless, absnrd lawsuits charging
1956 for mior crimes.
~r~ B~ p~ fo~ ~ ~e
"It’s not ~at evew~y agrees
khow they cannot bring about a revo- violation of their "tqvil fights."
~itoHal pages of Norm newsContinued on Page
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INTERRACIAL
FRONTS

He ring M kes History
The Louisiana Joint Legislative Committee, under the able leadership
of Sen. W. M. Bainach, has established a historic, milestone in its public
Inquiry at Baton Rouge into the forces and influences behind the agitation
for racial discord.
Much of the testimony has been in existence, scattered piecemeal in
Congressional records, for some time. But never before has such specific
public knowledge been predueed in a hearing devoted to the subject of
subversion in the race question, and a great deal of new information was
provided.
Briefly, the witnesses, of their own personal knowledge, supplemented
and supported by voluminous documentation, established these main points.
(1) The Communist International, directed from Moscow, hos steadily
over a period of 30 years attempted by every, means at its command to
use the American Negro population as a tool to overthrow our existing
society,
(2) This attempt first took the form of "self-determination’*, or the
establishment of a black Soviet Republic in the South, which would be
-recognized by Russia after the blacks had seized power pursuant to violent
and bloody revolution.
(3) When the Negroes as a whole, to their everlasting credit, pruved
impervious to this h,re, the Commtmist strategy shifted to infiltration of
existing Negro organizations, as well as parallel infiltration in religious,
educational and labor groups.
(4) This subtle approach has been far more productive of results for
the Communist conspiracy.
~
(5) The multiplication of raci~d incidents and agitation has accelerated
sharply since the U.S. Supreme Court integration edict uf May 17, 1954.
(8) The Communists regard the NAACP as a w.hicle for the accomplishment of their obieetives, which are now the same as they have always
been, the establishment of one workl government under the Commonist
International.
It is too obvious fo~ comment that these 48 United States provide
the only real force in world politics today capable of offering mortal combat
to the IdSSR. Any force that would tend to weaken these 48 United States
is, accordingly, an inwduablh asset to the Communist conspiracy.
Expert witnesses, including former high Communist officials, who
ought to know,, testified to these points at Baton Rouge, and documented
their statements with official Communist directives and other data.
The utter gravity of the crisis precipitated on Black Monday by the
U.S. Supreme Court, which will be compounded into untold nfisery and
tragedy if proposed "civil rights" legislation passes, legislation ardently
supported by the Communist Party, ought now to be clear to every man
and woman who has followed the Baton Rouge hearings in the press.
Every last vestige of indifference and apathy ought to be stripped from
the Southern people. They have the most to lose!
The Louisiana Joint Legislative Committee, Chairman Rainach and
Chief Counsel W. M. Shaw, have pedormed a service to their state, and
to their country, which is beyond known stand_ards of value.
They have opened the door. Let other states follow their example, and
an informed people will then arouse themselves to mobilize that organizational strength and the finances rcqnired to save themselves from unthinkable chaos.

The Queen Bee Buzzes
An interesting item just brought to light by the Senate Internal Security
Sob-committee, which has heen investigating disloyalty in America, relates
to certain secret performances which went on during World War II.
It seems that Miss Josephine Truslow Adams, a painter, served as a
go-between for President Roosevelt and the then head of the Communist
Party in America, Earl Browder. She carried dispatches, cables and advice
flowing from Browder to Roosevelt, and from Roosevelt to Bruwder.
Much of the time, her com,nunications from the Red leader, Browder,
to the President were carried to him by Mrs. Eleauor Roosevelt.
Robert Morris, counsel for the Senate Sub-Committee, has anuounced
that he has been authorized by Browder to confirm completely the acconnt
given by Miss Adams. She was reported to have made 38 or 40 visits
to Roosevelt at the White Hoose or his home at Hyde Park, where she
sometimes spent the night.
Elsewhere in this issue, testimony of a former high official in the
Comnmnist Party is reported at a Louisiana hearing to the effect that Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt, a director of the NAACP, has to her credit fifty-seven
public incidents of Comumnist front enterprise activity.
What kind of honeycomb is the Queen Bee of eggheads, "liherals"
and what-nots building?

Would Help Both Races

Rep. Andrews, a Democrat of Alabama, has proposed to the House,
when it considers "civil rights" legislation, the resettlement nf Negroes
throughout the United States. The bill, which ~v~,s turned down by the
House Judiciary Committee, is not dead yet. Andrews phms to bring it
up on the floor when the House takes np "civil rights" legislation, probably in May.
Some 30 or 40 southerners will speak fi)r the bill anti try to explain
its value to the Ho~ise. Andrews’ bill would provide fur relocation loans
to any Negro living in any state in which racial segregation is practiced, to
"WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR YOUR CITIZENS’ COUNCIL TO- enable him and his family to move to any state in which there is nn racial
segregation. It would set np a cmnmission to review applicatinns and nmke
DAY?
loans up to $1,000.
The idea of the bill is to help Negr~ws, and it will furnish states outside the South the opportnnity to have Negroes settle among them in large
numbers.
The bill ought to be heneficial for both the Negroes and certain groups
Ninety years of so-called integration experimentation in the Northern
in the nou-Sontheru states, especially for the latter, who show such a
states has produced no just and amicable relationship between the Caupersistent interest in the problem.
casian and Negro races.

Modern Abolitionists

Rather than becomit~g the model which the South should imitate, it
can offer nothing much more attractive than the T~mbull Park fiasco,
the wretched jungles of Harlem, or the eroded sections of numerous great
cities in the North where the dark-skinned "southern hill-billies", as they
are now called, have begnn their infiltration.
In a recent issue of Christianity Today, a highly reputable international publication, Dr. E. Earle ~llis, of Aurora College, Illinois, has
unveiled some interesUng facts. D~. Ellis has given us a peep at the
moral fibre of those very, ve~ superior people, the Do-Gooders.
He declares, "The unfortunate fact is that ardent Christian integrationists, however conscientious, are one cause of the worsening race relations in the South today. Their moral superiority complex, their caricature
of the segregationist as an un-Christian bigot, and their pious confession of
the sins of people in other sections of the country, have not been wl-~olly
~difying." And he adds that, "the Christian integrationists live in white
suburbs, and send their children to white schools. They only come in
contact with Negroes as they pass rapidly through the black areas on
their way to their editorial offices to prepare fiwther tirades ~nd expatiations against Southerners and segregation."
Even the most casual observer can not fail to notice that the integration
sentiment of most white Christians increases in direct proportion to their
distance from the Negro. The more remote the Negro, the more he is
loved in the abstract. When he becomes their .neighbor, he is a thing from
~vhidi to flee.
Bnt the modem "abolitionist" cannot learn ¯from the exlmrience of
others. In fact, one wonders i~ he can learn at all As a nmker of mischief,, however,~

Ask Congress To
End Race-Mixing
In Vet Hospitals

To Friends In The North
It is extremely im~)rtant for our friends in other sections of the conntry
to write their Congressmen and Senators in opposition to the vicious "civil
rights" legislation now pending.
We know that ~ve have many friends outside the Sooth, but it appears
that they are silent for the most part, while the minority press, re groups
are highly vocal. Consequently, many Congressmen and Senators from
those areas hear only one side and believe that the pressure groups represent the majority of the people in their own District. This, of course, is not
true, but the Congressmen can be made aware of it ouly by hearing from
"’civil rights" opponents.
The Southerners in Congress are going all out on the fight. They
need all the help they c~m get. ~
You in the North. the East and West can rentter a most wdnable
service by writing, and by getting your fricuds to write, to yot, r representatives in Washington, pointing out the dangers tn all Americans of
this police-state legislation, and urging them to oppose it.
Members of Citizens’ Councils are reminded that they individually
can do much to influence the defeat of these force bills by urging their
friends and business acxtuaintances in other sections to write promptly
and forcefully.
AN OUNCE OF PKEVENTION IS WORTH A POUND OF CURE.
/

Fifty-six Southern congressmen
have petitioned the Veterans Administration to apply state and local
segregation laws in VA hospitals. This
would end present integra~on ~licies, which were begun when President Ei~nhower in violation of existing state legislation, issued an executive directive al~lishing segregation
in September, 1953.
Sections of the Southern statement
read as follows:
"Veterans Adminis~aUon hospit~
were authorized in ~ng~ss for the
p~se of taking care of the sick and
wounded veterans who ~ hospital
t~atment. Nowhere in ~e law
authod~ng ~ese institutions do we
find any reference to the u~ of ~e~
agencies to put over racial or s~ial
"In the interest of their restoring
the efficiency and morale of these
hospitals, we are calling u~n you to
authorize immediately ~e app~cations
of state and I~al laws to these institutions."
PROTEST SPREADS
The protest against :nixed hospitals
first hogan in Mississippi last summer, spread quickly to ~uisiana, and
resulted in nll~lerons veterans’ gronps
and Citizens’ Conncils writing vigornus displeasure.
Congressman John Bell Williams
(l).-Miss.) said he has received many
complaints over the integrated hostfitals.
"Tht.indicated
experience
Jackson
ast summer
thatatintegration
had hurt considerably the morale of
w*terans in the central Mississippi
aa.a," he said.
NORTtlERN OPINION-(Continm’d from i’age 1)
with these phony liberals,’" is the way
one p e r s o n lntt it. "It’s just that
they’ve got all the ontlets tied up."
Such is, nnfnrtmmtely the case.
Except for The Athmtic Monthly in
Boston anti the Cortis puhlications in
Philadelphia, it is hard to name national circulation magazine, wire seaice, syndicate ()r hroadcasting chain
which is not fnnneled out of New
York, stamped with the imprint of
that least American .city in the nation.
In Chicago, a citizen named Joseph
neauha~ais was an(lacinus enough t.
petition the mayor and city c’nuncil
to enact segregation laws. The NAA
CP and the powerfid forces behind
it swnng into action. Bea,harnais was
arrested, tried and convicted nnder
an Illinois statute prohihiting publications attacking "citizens of any race,
colnr, creed or religion." At his trial
he was nnt permitted to raise the defenses of truth, fair comment or p~vilege.
Although the Supreme Ctmrt upheld his conviction, the decision was
not m~auimous. The majority opinion
was written by Mr. Jostice Frankfnrter. Four justices dissented on the
ground that the Illinois statue "violated the fight nf free speech" and was
"an~bi~uous’" that the decision "dispe~ with accepted safeguards" and
’~recluded the defenses of truth, fair
comment and privilege"; and that
there was no probability of "clear
and present danger."
A lawyer comments that "This was
a conviction nnder a state law. It is
nnt a precedent in states where there
~ no statnte comparable to that under
which the Illinois conviction was had,
and it appears to have ~en sustained
largely upon the theo~ that the state
had a right to adopt laws prohibiting
acts calculated to resnlt in a breach
of the I~ace."
Neve~heless it ~ems probable that
any Chicagoan will hesitate to slumk
ont as candidly on Chicago’s race
problem as Beauhamais did.

Landlord Evicts
Mixing Preacher
Led Interracial Move
At Chicago Church
A minister of the South Deering
Methodist C h u r c h of Chicago has
I~een given an eviction notice by his
landlord because he was trying to
integrate his congregation.
The Rev. David K. Fison, who is
white, began the integration attempt
last September. He also led an interracial movement "to end racial discord" at nearby Trumbull park housing proiect, scene of prolonged violence over mixed housing.
The landh)rd, Matt Kral, said he
did uot want Fi.,a~n living in his buikling conducting himself in opposition
to tim way the majority of the neighbodmod feels.
..
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¯ Ex-Red,. Brands NAACP As
"Vehicle For Communism"
(Continued from Page 1)
Eleanor Roosevelt and former Sen.
Frank Graham of North Carolina had
leading roles, was started as a new
move after the institalte did not produce satisfactory results.
After June, 1941, when Hitler invaded Russia, the Communists "again
began their courtship of the democracies," he said, and ddring the war the
NAACP and other organizations became more friendly with the Commnnists.

The Mask

NEGRO EX-RED TESTIFIES
Leonard Patterson, who said he
spent I0 years nnder Moscow direction befi~re leaving the Connnunist
Party in 1937, {estified he had parti.
cipated in movements to indoctrinate
Southern Negroes through infiltration
of their cht,rches, and told of the
Party’s plot to control Negro churches.
Patterson recounted in detail his
roles in such Communist-created incidents as the bloody Gastonia, N. C.
textile strike in 1929, the Scottsboro
case, and others. He tnld how bus
loads of Com~nunists, whites and
blacks, would invade restaurants and
other public places for the pnrpose
of inciting racial strife.
ELECTRIFIES HEARING
A New York Negro, Manning Johnson, former high official in the Communist Party until 1940, provided explosive testimony by describing the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FO
THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORER PEOPLE (NAACP) as having
*’outlived its usefulness and . . . become a vehicle of the Communist
Party designed to overthrow the government of the United States."
He electrified the committee with
his first-hand revelations of the Party
technique in infiltrating and manipnh|ting Commnuist front groups.
"A big family quarrel is going on
in the upper echelons of the NAACP
between the white liberals, eggheads,
soeialists and Communists for the control of the Negroes of the United
States. Whatever brand or party label
the NAACP may adopt is unimportant,’-he said, "but they are all antiAmerican, against capitalism and are
based on the doctrines of Marxism."

I

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Manual for grades 3 and 4 appeared in February. The first installment for gradcs 5 and 6 appeared last month. Copies of
beth will be sent upon request. Presented ’herewith is the second installment for grades 5 and 6.
The purpose of this series is to impart to our children ’a true understanding of their origins and the reasons for our hi-racial society. It serves also
to present to Americans everywhere the basic causes for our position.

WHITE LABORERS TREATED WORSE THAN SOUTHERN NEGRO
Any honest man will tell you that the Soothern white man has always
helped the Negro whenever he could. The Negro is treated much better
in the South than many hard-working white men are treated in big Northern cities. ~Ve know Negroes who have come back to the South, b~’an~
Southerners were always their best friends.
BLACKS SHOULD NOT LIVE AMONG SVtIITES
The early Americans did their best to keep their Negro slaves well and
happy. But they knew that the two rases could never live happily together
if the Negro was .set free among the ~hite people. When America became
, a free country, white men began thinking about returning the Negroes to
their own land. Snutherners had paid ranch mouey for their many slaves.
But they were willing to send the Negro ba~’k to Africa. The Sontherners
were goin~ to he paid back some of the money they were losing by giving
np their stoves.
SOUTItERNERS WOULD ItELP NEGRO BUILD IllS OWN LAND
This peaceful phm eonhl have wm-ked, and the Negro could be bnilding
his own country in Africa today with the help of American white people.
But a group of’men iu our country did not want this peaceful phm to work.
These men wanted to set the Negro free among the whites. They wanted
t. use the Negro fnr jobs much worse than farming the land for a kind master.

BLASTS AGITATOR
Johnson delivered a withering blast
at Rev. Martin Luther King, Negro
leader of the Montgomery bns boycott agitation. He described King as
"a dastardly misleader who is creating
a psychosis of hate, leading Sonthern
Negroes down the road to bloodshed
and destruction."
He said that the Communists look
upon the NAACP as a *’NATIONAL
LIBERATION" movement from
Maryland to Texas through the nation’s black belt, and that they have
centered upon the NAACP because
it is one of the most influential
"mixed-breed organizations" in the
country.
ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
Scores of dc uments were introduced in evidence by Johnson and
the other witnesses in support of their
testimony. Included were detailed
lists of public incidents described as
Connnunist front enterprise activities
by the ten officers or directors of
NAACP having the greatest number.
They were named, with the nnmber
of such incidents, as follows:
Chairman of the Board, Channing
H. Tobias (44), Vice-Presidents Oscar
Hammerstein II (25), William Lloyd
lmes (31), W. J. Walls (38), Directors: Algernon D. Black (61), Hubert
T. Delany (18), Earl B. Dickerson
(72), S. Ralph Harlow (23), Benjamin E. Mays (32), Eleanor Roosevelt (57).
HUMAN RELATIONS COUNCILS
Johnson stunned observers by naming a score of Mississippians as directors or participants in the Mississippi
Council on Human Relations, which
he described as a subsidiary of Southern Regional Council, headquarters in
the Wesley Memorial Building, Atlanta, Ga.
The Southern Regional Council was
"a Communist-created organization,’"
said Johnson. The Southem Regional
Council received $443,000 from the
Ford Fnnd for the Republic, an agency already t, nder investigation by

Citizens’ Councils
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
[] For One Year .................................... $2.00
(Please Print)
Name .........................................................................
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Southerners

SOUTHERNERS WERE KIND TO SLAVES
The Americans nsed their Negro slaves on their plantations. The Negro
worked in the fields, and some of them were house servants. Southeruers
nsed the Negro especially because the warm weather in the Sonth was good
for large plantations or fi{nns, But the Negro slave was ahnost always treated
kindly by his white master.
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HONEYMOON
"It was a sort of honeymoon perlod," he said. "Conununlsts were welcomed into the NAACP. This was the
high point of Communist infiltration
into the NAACP.
Kornfedder said the records of
NAACP officials show the idealogical
infiltration by Commffnists of the
NAACP.
"Some NAACP leaders held memberships for 12 to 15 years in Communist front organizations," he said.
"It would be impossible to stay with
the Communists for this long through
all the party line changes and the
flip flops in policy unless the Commnnist doctrine had been absorbed."
NAACP IS KEY
Kornfedder testified that racial incitation has been consistent except for
three years during the war.
"This is the key to their infiltration
of Negro gron.-ps. If they can produce
a bitter eontliet between the races
overshadowing all other issnes, this
will enable tltem to get what they
want. They fignrc the Negro is the
leverage to produce it terrific conflict.
The Com,mmists dnn’t wait for confilets, they ~vill create them."
As examph’s of this, he cited incidents in Northern restanrants where
riots nccurred uver segregation, and
the Antherinc Lucy ca~ in Alabama.
lie said the NAACP use of the
recent Supreme Court decisions on
segregation is an example of the communistic methods of helping create
conflicts, and said racial incitation
accomplished by the Communists and
recently by the NAACP has brought
a menacing bloc vote on the part of
Negroes.
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RACES SItOULD NOT LIVE TOGETHER
The Southern men said they could not tt, rn thousands of Negroes free
in the Sonth. They said a white man’s country is not a place where Negroes
shonld be free. The Negro is very different from the white nmn, anO the
--Nashville Banner two races should never mix. The Southerners did not want white and black
chihlreu groxving up together in the same society because both races wonld
suffer. We Southerners have always believed the two races shonld live
Congress, Johnson told th~ commit- apart from each other.
tee.
In answer to a direct question from
RACES SHOULD NEVER MIX
chief connsel, W. M. Shaw, Johnson
But the men who wanted to mix the races and use the Negro themsaid the Mississippi Council on Huselves would not listen to Sonthern white men. So the South went to war tn
~nan Relations was one of 12 created
protect the races from race-mixing. The Constitution of the United States
with the money received from the
said nothing against slavery. And Sontherners ~aave never liked slavery. But
controversial Fund.
the races shonld never mix. Southerners knew that if the Negro were set free
among ns, the races would mix. And this wuuld be very bad for both races.
POLICE OFFICER
New Orleans.polite Sgt. Hubert
Badeaux, assignedto investigate snbGOD MADE THE RACES DIFFERENT
version, testified he had evidence
If
God
had
wanted
all men to be one color and to be alike, He would
"enongh to convince even the most
not have made the different races. One of the main lessons in the Old
skeptical" of charges the Cormnunist
Testament of our Bible is that yonr race should be kept pure. God made
Party had penetrated NAACP. He redifferent races and put them in different lands, lie knew that races must
lated that he had found in a raid on
live apart so they won’t mix. He ~vas satisfied with pure races, so man
the New Orleans quarters of Hunter
should keep the races pure and be satisfied.,
Pitts O’Dell, described as the top
Communist in Louisiana, a report
BIRDS DO NOT MIX
among others of a divisional meeting
of the Communist Party held in the
Have you noticed that Bluc Birds live with Blue Birds only?
All of
Birmingham, Ala. area, apparently in
the birds stay with their own kind and keep their color pure.
the spring of 1955.
NAACP TARGET
He read sections of the report, including a statement that the party
should build up such organizations as
l the NAACP in the "right-to-vote"
movement and should help organize
NAACP branches.
FBI OPERATIVE
"’Pitiless exploitation of the Negro
people" by the Communists was described by Mrs. Martha Edmiston, a
reporter for the Middletown, O.
Journal, who said she and her husbaml joined the Communist Party in
1940 at the request of the FBI. She
said she was instructed to take Negroes into Ohio ~ restaurants and to
"raise a fnss" if they were not served.
Mrs. Edmiston said, from what she
heard while in the party, Communists
apparently sent party members to
theological schools so they can "teach
Communism under the guise of giving.i
~he word of God."
¯ DATA TO OTHER STATES
At the conclusion of the extensive
hearings, cmnmittee chairman Sen. W.
M. Rainach, said, "Such instnmlents
as the National Association for the
Advancement nf Colored Penple are
a prime cause of racial disturbances.
Creation of racial uprisings against the
existing order is a principal technique
of the Communist Party.~
Reports of the hearings will
made available to officials of other
Southern states. Keen interest in the
hearings has been reported from a
number of states, including several in
the East and Mid-West.
CLOSES HIS RESTAURANT
RATHER THAN INTEGRATE
H. A. Smart has closed his restaurant in the Buchanan County Court
House in St. Joseph, Missouri after
the County Court ruled he must serve
all races.
Members of the emut indicated
several Negroes complained they had

CHICKENS DO NOT MIX
A friend once told me about his chicken farm. He had a hundred white
chickens and a hundred red chickens all in one big chicken house, tie said
the chickens did not like being mixed in that one house together. So all of
the white chickens got on one side of the hoosc, and all of the red chickens
got on the other side of the house.
Mother Nature had taught her chickens not to mix, and the chickens
did not like to live together. You probably feel the same way these chickens
(lid whenever you are with people of a different race. It is natural and
right for you to feel strange with a different race. (;od ,neant it to be that
way.
LINCOLN WAS AGAINST RACE-MIXING
You have probably heard your parents talk about the War Between the
States. This is the war that white Southerners fonght to keep their race
pure. Abraham Lincoln was President of the United Stales d,ring this war.
He was the leader for the men ~vho were fighting the So,th. Even he did
not want to set the Ne~gro free among the white people; Lincoln did not
like slavery just as we Oon’t. He knew the Negro had nt) place in ;t white
man’s world but that he would be happier in his own land. The RacuMixers, or men who want to mix the races, tell .s today that Line.In was
a Race-Mixer, too. Bnt this is not trite.
LINCOLN BELIEVED THE RACES COULD NOT LIVE TOGETIlER
Abraham Lincoln said in a speech before the war started that flw white
man and the Negro are different from each other. This is tl,’ r(’a~,oll he
did not believe the black and white races shuuld or could b,r (’,’lltid. Tl,’v
xvere not made alike by f;(~l. So how could man nlako tht.m iust alike~
Lincoln said Negroes should not be voters in a white man’s land. White men
should make the laws for their own race in their ov,’n tom,try. \Vhite
Americans won nur freedom from King George so we could make: o,r own
laws and have our own land.
JEFFERSON SAID RACES COULD NOT SIIARE ONE COUNTRY
Do you rememl~r Thomas Jefferson? He wrote our Declaration of Independence. He didn’t helicve in mixing the races just as Lincoln didn’t.
And he was against setting the Negro free among white people. He wanted
the Negro to have his uwn cuuntry back where he came from. The Negro
would be nmch happier in his own land where lie cmdd have his own
~nvernment, his doctors, dentists, lawyers, business men, and cities. Then
he wmdd feel at hnme. He wo.kl not feel different and strange among
his own people. Jefferson said that wheu both races are ’free, they cannot
share the same country in In:ace.
"
THE NEGRO’S FRIEND WOULD GIVE itlM A LAND OF HIS OWN
However, the Raee-MLxers wanted to free the Negro and use him themselves. One thing they wanted was the Negroes" vote. They knew the
Negro would be fooled into voting for the things the Race-Mixers wanted
him to vote for. The Race-Mixers told the Negro that they were the black
man’s friend. But again they were not telling the truth. The true friend
of ~ Nega’o wants him to have his own country.
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The "Law Of The Land"
Negroes On TV

THE
SOUTV

Why An Educational Fund
is Necessarll For Vieto
The use of propaganda and infiltration is as old as mankind. Webster’s
new collegiat~ dictionary d e f i n e s
propaganda as "Any organized or concerted group, effort, or mnvement to
spread particnlar doctrines, inh)nnation, etc.; a plan for the propagatiun
of a doctrine or.system of principles."
The fact that the South is now
b$ing propagandized towards accepting integration is obvious to any
Southerner who listens to the radio
looks at television, reads the national
magazines, or even attends moving
picture shows.
Th e NAACP, in 1953, officially
launched a 10 year, I0 million dollar
nationwide "Educational P r o g r a m"
nnder the slogan, "Free by, SixtyThree." The purpose of the campaign
is to prepare public opinion for the
total ’integration" of Negroes in t o
white society, and the deadline has
been set for 1963.
FOE’S VAST POWER
The NAACP, using the vast power
of the Negru block vote, ~nd other
methods of pressure, h as acquired
many allies. The point is, this propaganda campaign now c o m i n g into
your living room did not just happen.
It was carefully organized, planned
and financed. The idea, of course, is
to make anyone wh~ resists integration appear as a bigot, a hatemongcr,
etc.
We m ~ s t counteract this propaganda campaign. The campaign is
directed primarily against the minds
of our young people, who by nature
are more susceptible to propaganda.
If propaganda is recognized as such,
it is not dangerous. If it is not recognized, it is indeed deadly. This propaganda is designed to gain suplmrt for
integration-in the North, and to break
down resistance to it in the South.
Integration cannot stand the light
of truth and logic. By the nse of facts
and trnth, we can appeal to all Smttherners for support. When we ha~e
that support, we can then present the
ca~ for the South to this nation.
MUST REACH NATION
It mnst be noted-that in ever), case
where schCmls iu burder States have
been integrated, it was done voluntaliily hy white l~’ople who lived in
the comnmnity. As proof of this, look
at Hoxie, Arkansas, and Clinton, Tennessee. White intcgrationists who live
among ns are more capable of integrating ns than arc integrationists np
North. Of course, we mast reach
citizens in every State.
T h e re are probably number~ of
Southerners who, for vafious reasons,
would prefer not to join a local Citizens’ Council, although they believe
in States’ fights and racial integrity.
These people may support our cause,
without belonging to a local organization, by contributing to the Educational* Fund of the Citizens’ Councils,
IncorimratedT. The officers of this Assoclation are bonded and are well
known throughout the State. A quarterly financial statement is presefited
to the Statewide Board of Directors.
WHAT IS THE EDUCATIONAL
FUND OF THE CITIZENS"
COUNCIL?
This is *~ Mississippi corporation,
domiciled at Greenwood, Mississippi,

and which received its Charter of
Incorporation from the Secretary nf
State on December 15th, 1956. It is
a non-profit corporation which issues
no capital stock, and whose period of
existence is perpetual. The purpose
for which this corporation was created
is:
(a) To enconrage the free discussion by the citizens of the United
States of those prohlcms opon the
solution of which depends the welfare
and prosperity of the United States.
(b) To disseminate~ facts to the
citizens of the United States with
reference to the serious problems confronting them; and to encourage the
citizens of the United States to solve
these problems in a peaceful, lawful
and orderly manner.
(c) To improve the physical, mental and moral condition of mankind
by education.
(d) The rights and l~owers that
may be exercised by this corporation,.
in addition to the foregoing, are tho~,
conferred by chapter 4, title 21, code l

of Mississippi of 1942, and amendments thereto.
WttAT DOES TEllS FUND
PROPOSE TO DO?
1. Publish and distribute nationwide fach,al literatnre pre.~mting the
c~ for States’ rights and racial integrity.
2. Initiate a nmvemcnt to enter the
national information media, snch as
the national press services, television
radio, national poblications and the
motion picture industry.
Contribntions may be sent to:
EDUCATIONAl, FUND OF THE
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
P. O. Box 886
Greenwood, Mississippi
While we slept, the foundations of
our society were being eaten away.
Many of ns are now awake! But we
need to awake millions more. It is
going to take hnndreds of thousands
of dollars to get the message across.
LET’S GO1

May Become A Trend:

Kentucky Citizens Defy Mixers,
Shape Plans For Private Schools
The border state of Kentucky, a[
strategic weak link in the defense ofI
the Sonth by "’liberal" and NAACP I
calculations, is stiffening its resistance!
and preparing far the long pull ahead. I
This state can by no means be writ-]
ten, off as easy plocking for the integrationists.
l,n Western Kentucky, in Union
Connty where the Stnrgis affair occurred, the people have gotten togqther, raised a considerable sam of
mo ney. purchased an abandoned
school honse, selected teachers even,
and set plans in motion to operate
their own private school. For the
shnwdown is set to come this fall, as
ordered hy the Federal judge uf that
district, and the schools of Hopkins
and Webster Coonties are also
involved.
PEOPLE HUMILIATED
This action was taken after the pcentrance of a rapid series uf events
--that left the people of Kenh=cky
hmniliated and ovtraged. In September of 1956, the NAACP sncceeded
in getting a gronp of Negroes to try
enrolling in the white schools of Sturgis. This was eonntered prnmptly and
effectively hy the white citizens, anti
the negroes "l%tnrned qnietly to their
school~.
Then, twentw-four honrs later, after
the white citizens had successfully
and peacefnlly voided the NAACP
maneover, the Militia of Kenb~cky,
rolling in heavy tanks, occupied Sturgis and declared martial law.
NO INTEGRATION
But the feeling that bnilt up in
Sturgis and Western Kentucky was
overpowering, and f-Happy"orce_d_at Chandler, the governor,
last to
re~gnize it, had the Adjutant General rnle the Negroe6 out, and returned to their own schools. There has
been no integration since ’in Western

Kentucky, though the Federal Judge
has ordered it again for September of
this year.
PATTERN FOR SOUTH
The resolnte white citizens of Sturgis, knowing what may befall them
in time, are laying carefnl preparations, are preparing to operate their
own schools rather than snbmit to
any plans to desegregate. Their resolute and heroic actiun may set the
pattern for the fntnre South---where
the white citizenry, in preference to
integration, will nndertake to bnild
their n~vn schools and supervise them,
will take them out of the dangeroos
reach of the Federal government, or
from the path of any futore scalawag
state goverument.

South Carolina
Council News
The Association of Citizens" Councils of Sooth Carolina has given, its
~)dorsement to a proposal in the gendral assernblv for establishment of a
State Sover~q~,mty C~mamission that
would drum np support for states’
rights.
The. proposal already has pa~ssed
the House uf Representatives and has
gone to the Senate.
The proposed t~mmission, similar’
to Mississippi’s S t a t e Sovereignty
Commission. would consist of the governor, president of the Senate, .+peaker of the Honse, and one other House
member, and 6ne Senator. It would
be empowered to send representatives
and spokesmen to other states to present the position and viewpoint of
South Carolina and other Southern
states in mattet~ affecting s c h o o !
segregation civil and states" right.

Dear Editor:
I was particolarly interested in the
cartoon, "’ltk~dtime Stnries, 1957."
Negroes un television havc
so regular that it is obvious that the
prodoeers strive to arrange salne.
find them tiresome, and do not care
h~r their ente~ainmcnt, nr their ideas
which they are freqnently asked to
give on stone subject.
I find that Ed Sullivan leads in this
idea of having them on his program.
! find him more distastefnl than the
Negrtws.
¯ It is not possible just not to allow
television in my home, bnt I have four
chihtren who watch it. It is net~ssa~" to ~int out to them what is
wrong with most television, and not
allow them to ~e a great deal of it.
As a Catholic. 1 hope that the
Prutestant l~,oplc of the South will
try to see the Catholic view~int
where the two groups have a c~mmon
interest in this strngg]e. In spite of
the activities of many Catholic clergy
and lay people iu" the integration
movement, there are areas in this
whoh, struggle where we will find
our~h’es together.
Keep np the good work.
Sincerely.
A Calholic MissnuHan
(Catholics are active in Citizens’
Cnnncils al] over the South, especially
in soulheru Louisiana, where the
movement is predominantly Catholic.
~Ed. ~

Protests Injustice
Dear Editor:
As a native Kentuckian and a former member of the Kentucky National Guard, I feel yew strongly
about the unjnst discharging nf Ro~ L. Rowley of Morganfield.
There is one,pint that the "Citzens Council" did not bring out: If
Mr. Rawley was discharged l~.cause
...Rowlcy’s avowed sympathy wilh
the Citizens’ Conncil placed a grave
qnestion against his loyalty to the National Guard When and if it is called
oat tn quell integration distnrbances",
the question natorallv arises~What
a~ut Union mendu.rsJdp?
Would not Union membership preclnde one from being in the Ken~eky
National Gnard? ~e KY. National
Guard has in the past ~en called lo
qnell lair distorbances, and strikes

Dan Smoot Writes
Dear Editor:
I like the "’Manual for Southerners"
for the Southland’s children. It’s
about time that we begin to indoctrinate our children with some of our
ideas, instead of leaving all the indoctcinating up to-people who have
no understanding of or sympathy with
the South.
Cordially,
Dan Smoot
Dallas, Texas

From California
l.)ea r Editor:
My hnshand and i reciewyd COl)), of
The Citizens’ Council for Felmtary
frnm my ~it’ce in Bn~)khaven. We
were th~lled to read alsmt your work
and 1 am each)sing check for sul)scription fi)r one year.
i am a native of Brookhaven and
mv hushand is from Atlanta, (’,eorgia.
~X~;t. have I~en in Los An~eh,x since
1925 and we see more each day what
this "mass migration" aml "integration" are dning to the once hwely
Lns Angeles.
Wishing ynu sncct.ss in your good
work.

Sincerely,
J.R.
~)s Augeh.s, Califi~rnia

Shreveport Booster
I )car Editor:
l eujoyed reading a copy
scription. I am a member ,,t the
Citizens’ Counvil here in Shrevt’[~ort,
and al~preciate the good w~rk all of
you are doing.
Sincerely.
S. J. Cariv
Shrevepofl,
in the future may get out .f hand and
the Guard may I~" calh.d o111.
l know that there are Uni.n members in the Kentucky National (;uard.
To he consistent, I think that Governor Chandler and General Williams
shonld either reinstate Mr. Rowh.y or
discharge eve~ Guardsman who belongs to a nnion.
Sincerely
Alvin Stinnett
Hollywood, Calif.

Council Actions In

LOUISIANA
On Saturday morning, March 2 tference
1957, a Negro minister called at th~l "Yon’ know, we arc not too
office nf the Conn~lor, official puhli- to realize that we will lose ot]r
cation of the ~nisiana organization i(lentity the minute we are taken into
of Citizens Councils, rcqnesting as-I the white churches. Our peoph’ will
sistancc of the Association of Citizens’I
not he happy there, and many of o,r
Conncils and ~e Counselnr. He asked ~ ministers will eventoally Inse their
us to tell the people uf ~misiana that ~
jobs. It is oar hupe that this anu.,dthc majority of ministers of the Negrn
ment can I~* defeated, and we hope
Coherence of Methodist Chnrches
yun can help ns."
of Lonisiana do NOT want their[
churches to be integrated and theyI
do NOT want the Lot isiana Confer-I
:’OVERWHELMS DEMOCRACY"
ence (white) to "’absnrb" the Negro l
"No method or procedure has ever
Conference.
been devised by which liberty could
The minister, who ior obvions reabe divorced from local self-governsons asked that his name be withheld,
ment. No plan of centralization has
made the following statement:
ever been adopted which did not result in bureaucracy, tyranny, inflex"1 speak officially for only twelve
ability, reaction, and decline. Unless
ministers of the Metlu~list Church,
bureaucracy is constantly resisted, it
hut for many nnofficially. Oar statebreaks down representative governwide Conference is to ~ held this
ment and over-whelm~ demncracy."
spring, and we mnst at that time vote
--President Calvin Coolidge 0926)
on the amendment to the Constitution
of the Methodist Church which calls
for the white conferences throughout
BIRDS OF A FEATHER?
the worhl to i,tegrate the Negro conferences into their chnrches. Opt
According to the New York papers,
people dn not want this amendment
the recent con~;ention of the Comto pass, and 1 was asked to reqnest
munist Party U.S.A. voted "to suphelp frnm yoor fine newspaper and
port the National Association for the
your Association to help defeat this
Advancement of Colored People
amendment whe’n it opines before the
seeking to end racial segregation |n
white Conference and the Ne~o conSouthern schools."
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The Millstone

A Feather-

Key NAACP Leaders
Have "Front" Records
Repercnssions continue from the Louisiana Joint Legislative Committee investigation at Baton Rouge into the causes behind racial incidents and agitation throughout the Southern States.
Latest development is the release by the committee of portions of testimony including documents described by witnesses as Communist front enterprise activities
by the ten officers or directors of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) having the greatest number of such incidents.
At the hearings in Baton Rouge, NAACP observers and sympathizers w e r e
visibly shaken as the individual records were introduced in evidence.
"RELIGIOUS" LEADERS INCLUDED
Named were Algernon D. Black, long the leader of the Ethical Culture Society,
a kind of religious group stressing ethics rather than theology, i_n New York; Hubert
T. D~lany, formerly Justice of the Domestic Relations Court ot New York (he was
not reappointed in 1955); Earl B. Dickerson, attorney of Chicago, a member of
President F. D. Roosevelt’s FEPC 1941-4.3 and president of the Chicago U r b a n
League; Oscar Hammerstein, II, the well known song writer, a director of the Ford
Fund for (which?) Republic; and S. Ralph Harlow, professor for many years of religion and sociology at Smith College, Northampton, Mass.
CHURCH "COUNCILS" INVOLVED
Also named ~vere William Lloyd lines, Northern Presbyterian clergyman of Syracuse, N. Y.
and member of the Com,nittee of direction race relations of the National Council of Churches;
Benjamin E. Mays, Atlanta, president of Morchouse College (Negro), a directqr of.South.ern
Regional Council, formerb" executive secretary of the Tampa, Fla. Urban League, boa,rd member
of the National Council of Churches, and a delegate to the first two assemblies of the ~,~, orld Council o~ Churches.
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, former "’First Lady of the Land," U. S. representative for several
years to the United Nations General Assembly, chairman of the U. N. Economic and Social
Council (UNESCO) commission on "human rights," now active in the American Association for
U. N.; Channing H. Tobias, whose office is at NAACP New York headquarters, member of Presi.....: ..... ,,r,,,a n;,~,~ " and a member of the National Council of Churches
d ..........

Link Key Negro Reds
To Anti-South Drives

Charleston, S. C.,--"Seven Negrn~’
Reds have been elected members of
the n e w I y-oreated ’Administrative
Committee’ of twenty, the rnling body
of the Communist Party USA. In view
of recent sworn testimony by a Negro
ex-Communist that ’the Communist
Party and the NAACP stand hand in
tlave you sent in the group subhandot
aimed
department of "International Justice and Goodwill; and Bishop W. J. Walls, L, nlcago,
meat wrecking the security
nf the United States" as Manning
scription list for all your members?
African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, a member of the executive board of the National
Johnson told the Louisiana LegislaDo all of your folks know the
Council of Churches, a member of its committee on "cultural and human relations", and a deleture Investigating Committee, it is
facts contained in this issue?
gate to the first assembly of the World Council of Churches.
evident that Moscow plans to intensify
Send a list of your members
the pro-Negro drive against the South
The record released by the Louisiana committee follows.
and the U. S .... aided and abetted
(minimum of 50) with mailing ad(16) Citizens Committee to Defend Labor----sponby Federal agencies presumably indresses, and check at $1 per name
sor-Daily Worker, May 3, 1947, page 3.
filtrated and influenced hy Reds.
to:
(17) Citizens Conmfittee to End Discrimination in
"In an expose of the new ComBoard of Directors, NAACP
Baseball--member--Daily Worker, October 14, 1942,
CITIZEN’S COUNCIL
munist Party set-t,p the NATIONAL
page 6.
(I) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
REPUBLIC (authoritative anti-sub605 Plaza Building
(18) Citizens Emergency Conference for InterBorn--signer of telegram--Daily Worker, August 2,
versive nmgazine pnblished in WashJackson, Mississippi
racial
Unity--member
of
executive
committee--folder
ington, D. C.) reveals in its March
1949, page 8.
September
25,
1943.
Official
paper of the
(2) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
issue (page 25) the following names
(19) Citizens Victory Comtnittee for Harry Bridges
Born~signer of open letter--Daffy Worker, August
of the Negroes on the Communist NaCitizen’s Councils of America
--sponsor--letterhead. June 8, 1943.
10, 1950, page 5.
t i o n a I Administrative Committee:
(20) City-Wide Citizens Committee on Harlem-(3) American Committee for Prntection of Foreign
Clande Lightfoot and Earl Durham
co-chairman--Daily
Worker,
November
29,
1943.
Born--sponsor--Daily Worker, April 4, 1951, page 8.
of Chicago, Benjamin J. l)avis~ Jr.
(21)
Committee
to
Aid
the
Striking
Fleischer
Art(4) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
and Doxey Wilkerson of New York,
ist=~memlx-r--letterhead,
1938.
Born--sponsor of 20th anniversary national conference
James Jackson, Jr. of Richmond, Va.,
(22) Committee for a Democratic Far Eastern
Charles Lohman of Brooklyn, and
--letterhead, October 22, 1951.
Policy--sponsor--program,
January
23-25,
1948.
Charlene Alexander of Los Angeles.
(5) American Committee to Save Refugees -(23)
Committee
of
One
Thonsand--signer
of
open
sponsor--program, October 9, 1941.
Most of the Committee members ’have
letter
urging
abolition
of
the
House
Un-American
Ac(6) American Committee for Spanish Freedom -[~en cited t, nder the S,nith act for
tivities
Committee--Daily
Worker,
January
3,
1949,
sponsor--letterhead, January 7, 1946.
conspiracy to advocate the violent
page 7.
(7) American Committee for Spanish Freedom -overthrow of onr country’ ... and
(24) Committee of Welcome for the Very Reveronly four have not been under fedsponsor, Action Committee to Free Spain Now~letend Hewlett Johnson--member--Daily Worker, SepBrands Integration As
eral indictment, states the NAterhead, March 15, 1946.
temper 22. 1948, page 5.
(8) American Friends of Spanish Democracy -TIONAL REPU.BL1C."
,
Threat To The Entire
(9.5) Conference Against Mtmdt and Fergnson Bills
member of committee--letterhead, Febrnary 21, 1938.
In releasing this statement Stanh,y .......
--sponsor--Daily Worker, June 1, 1.949, page 6.
(9) American Russian Institute--s"ponsor--dinner
F. Morse, president nf Grass Roots]
Populahon ot Schools
(26) Conference on Pan American Democracy-program, October 19, 1943.
League luc.. cnmmented: "Proofs of
sponsor--letterhead, November 16. 1938.
(10) American Russian Institute -- endorser o~
the Communist origin of the revoln-I BALTIMORE ~ A psycholog~t
(27) Continuations Committee of the Conference
campaign--folder, 1945.
’tiona~ campaign ~or racial integra-~ fr~yn.Villa~v~ Unive~siW recentl~ ason
Peacefnl
Alternatives
to
the
Atlantic
Pact--signer
of
(11) American Russian Institnte -- member of
tion and negro "civil rights’ in Amer-~safled racml mtegra~on as a t~reat
’ open letter to Congress--dated Augn~st 21, 1949.
Inter-Church Committee of--letterhead, May 8, 1947.
ica have been docnmcntcd in Grass~to the average educational level of
(28)
Coordinating
Committee
to
Lift
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Embargo,
(12) American Student Union -- member of adRoots L e a g u e publications since ; the entire school population.
an
auxiliary
uf
North
American
Committee
to
Aid
visory board--pamphlet, 1938.
March 1954. Photographic reprodnc- Dr F ¢~ I ~,,,b .....
Spanish
Democracy
-representative
individual
-(13) American Youth Congress -- endorser of
tmns of three actHal Communist Party ] lessor at Villanova said h~ extefolder,
1937.
American Yonth Act--undated-press release.
.
docnments with pr~gralns back,
t~ .....
’ ¢vloen~
..
sZUOleS snoweo no
(29)
Council
on
African
Affairs,
endorser
of
pro(14) Appeal for Amnesty for the Jailed Leaders nf
~1998
p’tr’dlelin~
that of
the NAACP
.............
’
’
’
’
.’,
.
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ot
~egm-wmte
gram--New
Africa,
October
1945.
the Cnmmunist Party Convicted Under the Smith Act
l were
published
in R~.~.art’h
Bulletm~
....... woum**
’
. 5 which
.
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,
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me remauve
(30) Dinner to Wallace--sponsor---program, Sep--signer--Daily Worker, Det~ember 10, 1962, page 4.
No.
. amuues
~., .... o~ amter
included."N~.~ro retor-~
.
,
~eammg
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1949.
(15) Assoeiated Film Audiences -- member of
reed
Conmmmst
Mannm~
Johosons
(Continned on Page 2)
executive |mard--undated letterhead.
disclosnre that many U. ~. Negroes lie said his conclusions we~ b~d

Special Memo To
Council Officers

Algernon D. Black

Psychologist Has
Warning Against
Mixed Education

Save This Issue For Reference
Almost this entire issue is devoted to publishing the records of ten NAACP
leaders as introduced in evidence at the Louisiana loint Legislative Committee
hearings in March.
It was felt that the importance of this subject, and the grim necessity for
YOU to have these facfs, warranted the departure from our customary format.
We suggest that you keep this particular i~te on permanent file. It may

ser~e you in the future as a valuable reference.

were sent to Bussia’for revoluti,ma~" ~on six statistical s~es of ~lafive
training in 1928 by order of Jo~p~’,scores of Negro and white s~den~
’ Stalin. Must Southerners do not seem~ ~n psychological tests, all t~en
to reahze ~at they are m the m~dst, tween 1937 and 1950.
of a Bed racial revolution.
He s~ke at a Johns Hopkim U~versity seminar on controversial issues,
A SERIOUS THREAT
in education.
The recent annual report of the
Dr. Mc~3urk wrote a series of arHouse Committee on Un-American
i ticles in a national magazine (U. S.
Activities says, "Anyone who think~
News and World Report) last year on
that Communism in the United States
the same subject.
no longer constitutes a ~rions menace
Dr. Md3urk said that these studies,
should consider that at this moment
compared to scores on similar tes~
on American soft are the equivalent
given
to Army inductees in 1918,
of ~0 combat divisions of enemy troops
tional and cultural opportunities, the
eagaging in propaganda, espionage,
Negro has not increased his educasubve~ion, and loyal only to the
tional capacities.
Soviet Union."

-
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~

(Continued from Page 1)
(31) End Jim Crow in Baseball Committee---spensormletterhead, August 6, 1945.
(32) Exiled Writers Committee of the League of
American Writers ~ sponsor ~ program, October 9,
1941.
(33) Far East Spotlight -- favored recognition of
New China ~ Far Eazt Spotlight, December 1949January 1950, page 25.
(34) Film Audiences for Democracy -- member
of executive committee--undated letterhead.
(35) Greater New York Emergency Conference on
Inalienable Rights--vice-chairman of executive committee--program, February 12, 1940. .
(3~) International Workers Order---defender
Fraternal Outlook, November 1948, page 6.
’
cha(37)
League
of
American
Writers---contributor
of
pter to book--March 1’939.
(38) Mid-Century Conference for Peace~sponsor
--call, May 29-30, 1950.
(39) Nation Associates~sponsor -- program, October 31, 1947.
(40~) Nation Associates~sponsor -- program of
dinner-forum, May 25, 1952.
(41) National Committee to Defeat the Mum:It Bill
---sponsor ~ HCUA Report on the National Committee to Defeat the Mundt Bill, p. 11.
lem--~sponsor
(42) National
-- official
Conference
release,
onMarch
the German
6, 1947.Prob¯ (43) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship---~igner of statements calling for peaceful settlement of U. S.-U. S. S. R. differences--dated June 23,
1948.
(44) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship--signer of call-Soviet Russia Today, July 1948,
page 5.
(45) National Council of the Arts, Sciences and
Professions~$ponsor~]eaflet, March 1949.
(46) National Emergency Conference-~s/gner of
call--program, May 13-14, 1939.
(47) National Federation for Constitutional Liberties-:-_slgner of open letter ask/ng the President to rescind Biddle decision on Harry Bridges--booklet, July
11, 1942.
(48) Non-Partisan Committee for the Re-Election
of Congressman Vito Marcantonio--member -- letterhead, October 3, 1936.
(49) Progressive Citizens of America~vice-chairman o/ New York State Chapter~fulder, April 12,
1947.
(50) Reichstag Fire Trial Anniversary Committee-signer of declaration~New York Times, December 22,
1943.
(51) Russian War Relief ~ member of religious
committz~---letterhead, 1943.
(52) Save the Voice of Freedom Committee---associate chairman--undated folder.
(53) Statement to J. Howard IdcGrath asking Dismissal of Contempt Citations--signer--Daily Worker,
February 19, 1951, page 9.
(54) Statement Against U. S. Policy in Mexico-signer--Daily Worker, May 6, 1940.
(55) United American Spanish Aid Committee -sponsor~program, October 9, 1941.
(56) Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade~
prier
open letter
to President
rker,ofMarch
4, 1943,
page 4. Roosevelt -- Daily
(57) Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade -sponsor of Action Committee to Free Spain Now--letterbead, March 15, 1946.
(58) Veterans Against Discrimination of C i v i I
Rights Congress of New York~public sponsor~letterbead, May 13, 1946.
(59) Veterans Committee Against Discrimination
usponsor~letterhead, January 24, 1946.
(80) Voice of Freedom--sponsor--letterhead, April
12, 1951.
(61) Wartime Budget Conference---sponsor--program, April 11, 1944.

Hubert T. Delany
Board of Directors, NAACP
(1) All-Harlem Youth Conference~sponsor~program, May 12-14, 1938.
(2) Citizens Emergency Conference for Interracial Unity--delegate and member of executive committee--booklet, September 25, 1943, page 5.
(3) Citizens United to Abolish the Wood-Rankin
Committee--supporter--New York Times, March 14,
1946.
(4) Coordinating Committee to Lift the Embarg~
representative individual--booklet, 1937.
(5) Council on African Affairs---member ~New
Africa, December 1943.
(6) Council Against Intolerance in America~member~letterhead, October 1952.
(7) Emergency Civil Liberties C o m m i t t e e -streaker--program, January 30-31, 1953.
(8) George Washington Carver School~member
of board of directors---catalog, 1947.
(9) Lawyers Committee on American Relations
with Spain--member--letterhead, March 5, 1938.
(10) National Lawyers Guild--presided at annual
convention~Daily Worker, May 8, 1950, page 3.
(11) National Lawyers Guild--elected vice-president of N. Y. Chapter--Daily Worker, June 20, 1952,
page 8.
(12) National Lawyers Guild ~ presided at conference -- Daily Worker, October 7, 1952, page 4.
(13) National Lawyers Gnild--vice-president of
.New York City Chapter--news release. May 25, 1953.
(14) National Lawyers Guild -- vice-president of
New York City Chapter--New York Times, May
1954, page 29.
(15) People’s Institute of Harlem--attended dinnet of~Worker, March 7, 1943, page 3.
(16) People’s Vok’e~master of ceremonies at reception--leaflet, May 14, 1948.
(17) Testimonial Dinner Honoring Ferdinand C.
¯ Smith~sponsor~Daily
Worker, September 11, 1944,
page 2.
(18) United Front for Herndon, an adjunct of International Labor Defense---signer of petition---Labor
Drearier, October 19,3,5.

THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL

Earl B. Dickerson
Board of Directors, NAACP
(1) Abraham Lincoln School~member of board of
directors--catalog for Fall session of 1943.
(2) African Aid Committee--sponsor--letterhead,
May 28, 1949.
(3) African Aid Committee--sponsor--letterhead,
January 20, 1950.
(4) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born--sponsor of Cleveland Conference---official program, 1947.
(5) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Bor~n~signer
of open
letter--Lamp,
May 1948,
4.
( ) American
Committee
for Protection
of pag~
Foreign
Boru--sponsor--Doyle pamphlet, November 1, 1949.
(7) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born--sponsor -- letti~rhead, September 22, 1950.
(8) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
B~ilm---sponsor
of National
Conference
to Defend ~e
dl of Rights--letterhead,
October
10, 1950.
(9) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born--sponsor--letterhead, February 1951.
(10) American Continental Congress for W orl d
Peace~sponsor and endorser--Daily Worker, July 29,
1949, page 5.
(11) American Peace Crusade~sponsor ~ letterhead, May 26, 1951.
(12) American Youth Congress---sponsor---official
program, Chicago, May 25-26, 1940.
(13) Appeal for amnesty for the jailed leaders of
the Communist Party convicted under the Smith Act
--signer--Daily Worker, December 10, 1952, page 4.
(14) Appeal to Greek Government protesting trial
of Greek maritime unionists---signer__Daily Worker,
August 19, 1952, page I.
(15) Arts, Sciences & Professions Council of Southeru California, -- participated in conference -- Daily
Worker, June 20, 1952, page 7.
(16) Bill of Bights Conference--initiating sponsor
---official call, July 16-17, 1949.
(17) Chicago Civil Liberties Committee--member
of advisory board--letterhead, March 10, 1947.
(18) Chicago Conference on Race Relations -chairman of sponsoring committee~program, July 12,
1939.
(19) Chicago Council of American-Soviet Friendship--sponsor--letterhead, June 10, 1943.
(20) Chicago Council of American-Soviet Friendship~spensor--letterhead, February 22, 1944.
(21) Chicago Council of American-Soviet Friendship--sponsor--letterhead, May 24, 1948.
(22) Citizens Committee to Free Earl Browder-supporter~People’s Voice, March 21, 1942.
(23) Civil Rights Congress--signer of statement in
defense of Eisler--Daily Worker, February 28, 1947,
page 2.
(24) Committee for Equal Justice for Mrs. Recy
Taylor--sponsor--booklet, 1945, page 12.
(’25) Conunittee for a Free Political Advocacy-signer of statement--press release, February 11, 1949.
(26) Committee for a Free Political Advocacy~
sponsor~New Republic, March 29, 1949, page 32.
(27) Committee for Peaceful Alternatives to the
Atlantic Pact---signer of statement -- Daily Worker,
December 14, 1949, page 8.
(28) C o n f e r e n c e on Constitutional Liberties
in America---speaker---official program, June 7-9, 1940.
(29) Congress of American-Soviet Friendship -endorser--Soviet Russia Today, December 1942, page
42.
(30) Congress on Civil Rights--sponsor---official
program, April 27-28, 1946.
(31) Continuations Committee of the Conference
on Peaceful Alternatives to the Atlantic Pact---signer
of open letter to Congress---dated August 21, 1949.
(32) Council on African Affairs--member--New
Africa, December 1943, page 4.
(33) Council on African Affairs ~ member--proceedings of conference, April 14, 1944,page 36.
(34) Council on African Affairs---endorser of program--New Africa, October 1945.
(35) Dinner in honor of Pearl Hart--sponsor-Daily Worker, April 6, 1950, page 4.
(36) DuBois Testimonial Sponsoring Committee
sponsor--leaflet, April 23, 1944.
(37) Emergency Civil Liberties Committee---sponsor-program, January 30-31, 1953.
(38) Emergency Conference on China and Saving
Peace---sponsor--official program, November 11, 1950.
(39) Friends of the New Masses in Chicago -sponsor--leaflet, April 23, 1944.
(40) International Labor Defense--member of national committee---program, October 194~
(41) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Comn~ittee--signer
of letter--Daily Worker, April 29, 1949, page 2.
(42) Mid-Century Conference for Peace~sponsor
~Worker, April 30, 1950, page 15.
(43) National Committee to Defeat the Mundt
Bill~sponsor--pamphlet, April 1950.
(44) National Conference on Civil Rights Legislation and Discrimination--participant -- Daily Worker,
October 7, 1952, page 4.
(45) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship--sponsor--leaflet, November 7-8, 1942.
(46) National Council of the Arts, Sciences and
Professions--sponsor of Waldod-Astoria Conference-official program, March 25-29, 1949.
(47) National Council of the Arts, Sciences and
Professions---signer of statement demanding the quashing of the indictment against W. E. DuBois--Daily
Worker, June 29, 1951, page 5.
(48) National Council of the Arts, Sciences and
Professions---endorser of resolution on Tunisia--Daily
Worker, June 2, 1952, page 3.
(49) National Free Browder Congress---sponsor~
Daily Worker, March 3, 194~, page 3.
(50) National Lawyers Guild--president -- Daily
Worker, December 10, 1952, page 4.
(51) National Negro Congress~sponsor--program,
May 30-June 2, 1946.
(52) National Wallace-for-President Committee ~
member--press release, March 23, 1948.
(53) Negro People’s Committee to Aid Spanish
Democracy--signer of statement~Dafly Worker, February 8, 1939~ page 2.
(54) Negro People’s Committee for P e ace and
Freedonv--sponsor~leaflet, June 29, 1951.
(55) Negroes for Wallace -- member ~ Daily
Wodmr, Octob~ 21, 1948, page 4. ¯

May, 1957
(56) Open Letter to President Truman Asking
Clemency for the Rosenbergs--signer--Daily Worker,
December "9_,5, 1952, page 8.
(57) Progressive Party--co-chairman of platform
committee--Daily Worker, June 10, 1952, page 2.
(58) Progressive Party of Illinois--vice-chairman
~Daily Worker, April 18, 1950, page 9.
(59) Southern Co.n,ference Educational Fund -signer of letter protesting Congressional hearings on
SCEF---dated June 10, 1954.
(60) Spanish Refugee Appeal~sponsor -- leaflet,
1945.
(61) U. S.-Soviet Friendship Congress ~ sponsor
--Daily Worker, September 29, 1943, page 5.
(62) Win-the-Peace Conference-- sponsor--official
program, April 5-7, 1946.
(63) China Conference Arrangements Committee
--sponsor~letterhead. November 6, 1946.
(64) Citizens United to Abolish the Wood-Rankin
Committee--supporter~New York Times, March 14,
1946.
(6,5) Committee to End Sedition Laws---signer of
statement~press release, November 19, 1955.
(66) Committee for a Democratic Far Eastern Policy-sponsor of conference on China and the Far East
--call, October 18-20, 1946.
(67) Emergency Civil Liberties Committee--member of national council ~ letterhead, September 30,
1954.
(68) Emergency Civil Liberties Committee--member of national council~letterhead, January 26, 1955.
(69) Emergency Civil Liberties Committee--member of national council~letterhead. March 14, 1956.
(70) National Committee to Win Amnesty for the
Smith Act Victims-~name used by--leaflet, May 22,
1953.
(71) National Committee to Win the Peace -sponsor of conference on China and the Far East---call,
October 18-20, 1946.
(72) Stop Film Censorship Committee---endorser
of statement~Daily Worker, January 21, 1942, page 7.

Oscar Hammerstein 11
Vice President, NAACP
(1) All-Arts Action Meeting--member of sponsoring committee--New York Times, February 25, 1948.
(2) Committee for Equal Justice for Mrs. Recy
Taylor, an auxiliary of International Labor Defense-sponsor--booklet, August 1945, p. 14.
(3) Committee for the First Amendment--initiator
of support for the Hollywood 10--1948 California Report, pages 240-241.
(4) Committee for the Negro in the Arts---sponsor
~New York Daily Compass, September 7, 1950, page
18.
(5) Conference to End Discrimination in Levittown--sponsor--Worker, June 10, 1951, page 3.
(6) End Jim Crow in Baseball Committee--sponsor~letterhead, August 8, 1945.
(7) Hollywood Anti-Nazi League--worked with-Daily Worker, March 24, 1943, page 7.
(8) ttollywood Democratic Committee--sponsor-officqal leaflet of Hollywood Anti-Nazi League, page
(9) Hollywood League for Democratic Action-sponsor--1948 California Report, page 256.
(10) Hollywood Writers Mobilization--Speaker-official program. Writers ConRress, (k’tober 1943.
(11) Independent Citizens Committee of the Arts,
Sciences and Professions--iuitiating sponsor--Worker,
December 24, 1944, page 14.
(12) Labor°s Anti-Hitler Committee--sponsor
Daily Worker, October 23, 1941, page 4.
(13) Letter to The Nation on the Peek, skill Riot
and in Behalf of Paul Robeson--signer--Nation, September 17, 1949.
(14) National Mobilization Committee--sponsor~
Daily Worker, March 5, 1946, page 3.
(15) National Reception Committee of the Soviet
Delegation--sponsor -- Daily Worker, September
1943, page 7.
(16) New York Committee for Justice in Freeport
--sponsor--letterhead, February 21, 1,947.
(17) Parkchester Committee to End Discrimination
in Housing--supporter -- Daily Worker, January 12,
1953, page 6.
(18) People’s Songs--sent greetings -- Bulletin,
February-March 1947, page 19.
(19) People’s Songs--sponsor--Bulletin, September
1947.
(20) People’s Songs--sent birthday greetings to
--Bulletin, February-March 1948, page 19.
(21) Russian War Relief--signer of appeal--New
York Times, October 10, 1941.
(22) Southern California Committee to Win the
Peace~sponsor--letterhead, Augnst 9, 1940.
(23) Southern Negro Youth Congress---honorary
member--People’s World, October 2, 1944, page 5.
(24) Stop Film Censorship Committee--endorser
of statement--Daily Worker, January 21, 1942, page 7.
(25) Win-the-Peace Conference ~sponsor--letterhead, April 5-7, 1946.

S. Ralph Harlow
Board of Directors, NAACP
(1) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born~sponsor~program, March 29, 1941.
(2) American League Against War and Fascism~
sponsor of meetings of--Massachusetts Hearings, p.
151.
(3) American Russian Institute--endorser of campaign--folder, 1945.
(4) American Student 0nion--member of sponsormg committee -- Student Advocate, February 1937,
page 2.
(5) Committee for Citizenship Rights -- endorser
~letterhead, January 10, 1942.
(6) Committee for a Democratic Far Eastern Policy~sponsor--program, January 23-2.5, 1948.
(7) Committee for Peaceful Alternatives to the Atlantic Pact--signer of statement to President Truman
--Daily Worker, December 14, 1949, page 8.
(8) Greater New York Emergency Conference on
Inalienable Rights--signer of telegram~Daily Worker,
September 17, 1940, page l, 5.
(9) Golden Book of American Friendship with the
Soviet Union-sent greetings--Sovk-t Russia Today,
November 1937, page 79.
(10) John Reed Clubs---signer of protest -- New
York Times, May 19, 1930.
II~) National Cormnittee to Repeal the MoCarran
#.ct---siguer of open letter to Congress on the McCarran Internal Security Act--dated January 19, 1951.
(12) National Committee
toRepe al the McCarran
Act---~/gner of petition--Juneg~ 1951.

(13) National Comn
Act~signer of open let
cratic Parties~Daily W,
(14) National Comn
Acts---signer of open h
dated November 14, 19~
(15) National Fegler
ties--signer of petitio~
Committee---dated Janu
(16) National Feder
ties -- signer of news

1941i7) National Feder
ties--signer of statement
order permitting commi
Communist Party~Daily
(18) Protestant--spo:
1941.
(19) Protestant Dige
to dinner-forum~leaflet,
(20) Schappes Defen:
York Times, October 9,
(21) Statement
Withdraw Contempt Pro
Worker, February 19, 19
(22) Statement Endc
bution of the Report of S
Yugoslavia--signe r--pre~
(23) World Peace A
gust 31, 1950.

Vice Presi

( 1 ) American Comml
tellectual Freedom---sign~
the Dies Committee-friar
(2) American Cnn~ml
tellectual Freedom~spbn
1940.
(3) American Commil
Born~sponsor of fourth
head, March 2-3, 1940.
(4) American Congre
--endorser~leaflet, Janul
(5) American Friend
spnnsor of meeting -1937, page 6.
(6) American Leagm
--sponsor of conference1938. page 2.
(7) American I_~ague
signer of statement for
Masses, March 15, 1.~3~,
(8) American Lc~n~
--member of advisory b
1939.
(9) American Leagt,e
Bahimore Division--metal
letterhead, May 18, 1939.
(10) American Leagu
--contributor to Fight--I
(11) Ainerican Leagu
--signer of statement -1937, page 2.
(12) American Leagu
--endorser of parade--D
page .5.
t13) American Leagu
--sponsor of meeting-~D
1937, page 6.
(14) American L~lagu
--member of national
head, November 3, 1937.
(15) China Aid Coun~
June 11, 1938.
(16) China Aid Coun¢
uary 9, 1941.
(17) Conference on C,
America--sponsor--progra
(18) Conference on
sponsor--letterhead, Nove;
(19) Consumers NaV.c
program, December 11-1’,.
(20) Council on Afric
gram--New Africa, Octo~
(21) Emergency ~t’eao
Greater New York--spon:.
(22) Greater New
InalienableRights--spons
"
1940.
(23) Harlem Coordina
~nent -- affiliated with--I
page 5.
(24) International Lai
to national conference pages 2-5.
(25) National Federal
ties -- signer ~ Daily
page 1.
(26) National People’:i
(of American League Ag!
member -- letterhead, M~
(27) New Masses’ /,el
of letter in defense nf Con
2, 1940.
(28) New York Peat~
meeting~leaflet, June 13,
(29) Open Letter Pro
of the Abraham Lincoln
Worker, February 21, 19,
(30) Protestant Dige.,
call to dinner-forum--leaf
(31) Statement attac.
m unis ts--signer~Eq.~ali~,,~

Benjami
Board of Dir,
(1) African Aid Corn
May 28, 1,949.
(2) African Aid Corn
January 20, 1950.
(3) American Co~nmit!
Born--signer nf open let
page 4.
(4) American Commitl
Born--sponsor of 15th ant
~program, Decemb~.r
(5) American Crusad,
of call to pilgrimage to
September 23, 1946.
(6) American Round
letterhead, 1941.
(7) Churchman Ass,
Award to G. Bromley O
committee--program, Fe.t..

May, 1957
Repeal the McCarran
.,pnblican anti I)enmly 9, 1.9.52, page 3.
Repeal the Me, arran
Senator Hennings -Constih~tional Li~r’renewal of the Dies
Consfi~tionai Li~r~att~ ~cem~r 26,
Consfitu fional Li~rng War ~pa~ment’s
of ~m~ of the
’, March 19, 1~5.
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~ate~n~r of call
~ 25, 1~1.
~itte~n~r~New
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~ signer ~ Daily
9.
~blicafion and D~er~men Who Visited
, Octo~r 31,
mdor~r~leaflet, Au-

1 Imes
~AACP
’Democracy and In.~tition to discontinue
ary 17, 1940.
’Democracy and Inally--folder, April 13,
Protection of Foreign
conference -- letter’eaee and Democracy
1939.
Chinese People
orker, September 2~,
eace and Democracy
Worker, January 11,
tee and Democracy-aal cooperafion--New
19.
eace and Democracy
etterhead, March 21,
.,ace and Democracy,
~ational committee -~st War and Fascism
iugust 1938, page 4.
~st War and Fascism
Worker, February 27,
~st War and Fascism
I)rker, July 28, 1937,
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orker, September 24,
ast War and Fascism
committee -- lettersponsor -- letterhead,
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~erican Democracy -eratlon---sponsor ~
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~ization Committee of
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rgency Conference on
i)gram, February 12,
3mmittee for Employ?orker, May 23, 1938,
~fense---sent greetings
Jnsti¢~, July 1939,
Constitutional LiberSeptember 24, 1940,
~ittee Against Hearst
Vat and Fas6qsm) -i, 1937.
the President---signer
~New Masses, April
ttion~sponsor of mass
Attacks on Veterans
e -- signer -- Daffy
,ciates -- sponsor of
.bruary 25, 1941.
tvestigafions of Com,ry 1940, pages 24-25.

Mays
, NAACP
--sponsor--letterhead,
--sl3onsor--letterhead,
Protection of Foreign
r--Lamp, May 1948,
Protection uf Foreign
~8.national conference
~nd Lynching--signer
ington, D. C.--dated
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~3, 1949.
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(8) "Civil Rights Congress--singer of call--Daffy
Worker, October 21, 1947, page 5.
(9) Civil Rights Congress~honorary co-chairman
--letterhead, December 16, 1947.
(10) Civil Rights Congress, Division of Mobilization for l)emocracy--national co-chairman--letterhead,
April 23, 1948.
(11) Committee for Eqnal Jostice for Mrs. Becy
Taylor, an anxiliary of International Labor Defense~
sponsor--booklet, 1946, page 12.
(12) Committee for a Free Political Advocacy-signer--letterhead, March 30, 1950.
(13) Congress on Civil Rights--member of initiating committee--program, April 27-28, 1946.
(14) DuBois Testimonial Sponsoring Committee-honorary chairman and sponsor--program, February
23, 1951.
(15) Fraternal Council of Churches in America-signer of statement urging reiecfion of the Atlantic Pact
--Daily Worker, J’une 28, 1949, page 2.
(16) Legislative Assembly -- sponsor -- Worker,
January 30, 1949, page 4.
(17) Mid-Century Conference for Peace~initiating
sponsor--letterhead, June 19. 1950.
(18) National Committee to Repeal the McCarran
Act--signer of open letter to members of Congress-open letter, January 19, 1951.
(19) National Council of American-S0viet Friendship--sponsor of committee on education~bnlletin,
June 1945.
(20) National Federation for Constitutional Liberties-signer of open letter on Harry Bridges--Daily
Worker, July 19, 1942, page 4.
(21). National Federation for Constitutional Liberties-~signer of petition for Bridges~booklet, September II, 1942.
(22) National Federation for Constitutional Liberties~signer of statement approving War Department’s
order permitting commissioning of members of the
Communist Party--Worker, March 18, 1945, pages 13, magazine section.
(23) National Non-Partisan Delegation to Washington for Passage of Civil Bights Legislation----co-sponsor
--letterhead, June 2, 1948.
(24) Negro Leaders’ Defense of the Communist
Party--signer of manifesto against outlawing the Communist Party--press release, April 21, 1947.
(25) Open letter to Congress to Reject the North
Atlantic Military Pact and to Truman to Initiate Direct
Negotiations with the Soviet Union--signer--Daily
Worker, April 13, 1949, page 4.
(26) Southern Conference Educational Fund--endorser of declaration on civil rights--folder, November
20, 1948.
(27) Southern Conference Educational Fund -chairman of first southwide conference on discrimination in higher education---program, April 8, 1950.
(28) Southern Conference Educational Fund--vicepresident--letterhead, Jam, ary 1951.
(29) Southern Conference for Human Welfare-member of nominating committee, 1947-1948---1947
}louse Cmnmittee Report on Southern Conference for
Human Welfare, page 14.
(30) Statement Condemning Drive to War and Destruction of Our People’s Rights--signer--Daily Worker, May 27, 1941, page 5.
(31) United Negro and Allied Veterans of America
--consultant--Daily Worker, May 31, 1947, page 12.
(32) Win-the-Peace Con|erence -- sponsor -- program, April 5-6, 1946.

Eleanor Roosevelt
Board of Directors, NAACP
(1) All-Harlem Youth Conference--sent greetings
--Daily Worker, May 12, 1938.
(2) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born--sponsor--Daffy Worker, October 21, 1941, page
4.
(3) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born--sponsor of dinner--program, October 27, 1956.
(4) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born--signer of open letter--folder, 1947.
(5) American Committee for Spanish Freedom-sent message to --Daily Worker, November 23, 1945,
page 8.
(6) American Committee for Yugoslav Belief-made cash contribution to--Headlines of ACYR, July
1945, page I.
(7) American Committee for Yugoslav Belief--accepts honorary chairmanship---Daily Worker, Decerober
21, 1945, page 3.
(8) American Committee for Yougoslav Belief -honorary chairman--letterhead, July 23, 1948.
(9) American Communications Association---speaker
at annual convention--Balfimore Evening Sun, April 16,
1940, page 8.
(I0) American Federation of Teachers, Local No. 5
--received annual award -- Daily Worker, April 23,
1939.
(11 ) American League for Peace and DemocratTsent donation to China Aid Council--Daily Worker,
March 21, 1938.
(12) American Belief for Greek Democracy~onorary chairman--letterhead, November 19, 1946.
(13) American Student Union-~entertained leader,
Joseph P. Lash, at White House, November 30, 1939-~
Times-Herald, Dec. 1.
(14) American Youth Congress~oent letter of greetings to Milwaukee--official program, July 2-5, 1937.
(15) American Youth Congress -- speaker at City
College--Daily Worker, January 29, 19,38.
(16) American Youth Congress~speaker at New
York dinner--Evening Star, March 1, 1939.
(17) American Youth Congress~speaker, New York
--program, July 9, 1939.
(18) American Youth Congress~defender of AYC
before Council of Southern Women--Evening Star, January 26, 1940, page 4.
(19) American Youth Congress--invited Congressmen to White House to meet AYC leaders---Washington Post, February 7, 1940, pages 1, 7.
(20) American Youth Congress~speaker, Monday
Evening Clul~--program, February 13. 1940.
(21 ) American Youth Congress~speaker, Chicago-program. April 13, 1940.
(22) American Yonth Congress -- defended -Liberty Magazine. April 20, 1940.
(23) China Aid Council--sponsor--undated folder.
(24) Christma~ Amnesty Plea for Cnmmunist Convicted Under the Sm~tl, &or--signer of petition to
Pre.~ident Eisenhower urging commutation of sentences
and postponen~.nt of trails~New York Times, December 21, 1955, page 20.
(25) Daughters of the American Depressio~sponsot--New York Times, May 13. 1940.
(26) End Jim Crow in Baseball Committee-~sponsor--news release, July 30, 1945.

(27) Fosler Parents Plan for Spanish Children-supperter--Direction, October 1939.
(28) lndusco--member of advisory beard--letterhead, April 1951.
(29) Jewish Black Book Committee--sponsor--undated pamphlet.
(30) League of Women Shoppers--speaker, New
York--Daily Worker, December 9, 1936.
(31) Metrol~ditan Mnsic School--advisory conncil
member---catalog, 1953-54.
(32) Metropelitan Music School--advisory council
member--catalog, 1954-55.
(33) Mofion Picture Artists Committee -- sent
donation--Daily Worker, March 21, 1.938.
(34) National Citizen’s Emergency Relief Committee to Aid Strikers’ Families--member of national board
--Worker, March 17, 1946, page 5.
(35) National Committee to Abolish the Poll Tax-sponsor--letterhead, March 8, 1946.
(38) National Conference on the German Problem
--sponsor---official release, March 6, 1947.
(37) National Cmmcil of American-Soviet Friendship--sent greetings--Worker, November 19, 1944,
page 2.
(38) National Conncil of American-Soviet Friendship---sent greetings to rally--Daily Worker, November 15, 1945, page 3.
(39) National Council of American-Soviet Friend.ship, Committee of Women--sent greetings to Soviet
women on lnternafional Women’s Day--Daily Worker,
March 4, 1946, page 8.
(40) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship--member of Committee of Women--press release,
March 13, 1947.
(41) National Emergency Conference for Democratic Rights---endorser of statement--folder, 1940.
(42) National Negro Congress--speaker at Philadelphia gathering--Daliy Worker, February 12. 1938.
(43) National Right-to-Work Congress--speaker-program, June 3, 1939.
(44) People’s Front for Peace~sent greetings-Daily Worker, August 30, 1937, page 2.
(45) Protestant Digest--writer of statement~letterhead, December 27, 1939.
(46) Russian War Relief--sent telegram of greeting--Soviet Russia Today, December 1941, page 20.
(47) Southern Conference Educational Fund -signer o| letter protesting Congressional hearings on
SCEF--dated June 10, 1954.
{48) Southern Conference for Human Welfare--speaker--program, November 20-23, 1938.
(49) Southern Conference for Human Welfare-speaker at convention in Chattanooga--program. April
16, 1940.
(50) Sonthern Conference for Human Welfare-consultant---official report, 1942.
(51) Southern Negro Youth Congress--speaker-April 28, 1939.
(52) Soviet Russia Today -- contributor -- Soviet
Russia Today, June 1942, page 6.
(53) United American Spanish Aid Committee -supporter--Appendix, IX, page 1608.
(54) United States Arrangements Committee,
World Youth Conference- honorary patron- letterhead, Jnly 1945.
(55) United Student Peace Committee---endorser
of "peace strike"--Daily Worker, April 20. 1939.
(56) Workers Alliance -- speaker at convention,
Washington, D. C.--New York Sun, June 7, 1939, page
1.
(57) World Youth Congress--speaker at opening
session--Vassar College, August 16, 1938.

Ch,--;-g H. Tobias
Chairman of Board, NAACP
(1) All-Harlem Youth Conference -- endorser -Daily Worker, May 12, 1938.
(2) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born--sponsor--official program, April 17, 1943.
(3) American Committee for Yugoslav Belief -sponsor-- letterhead, July 23, 1948.
(4) American League for Peace and Democracy-member of executive board--letterhead, June 12, 1939.
(5) American Bound Table on India--member-letterhead, circa 1941.
(8) American Slav Congress---speaker at meeting
co-sponsored by American Slav Congress--Daily Worker, December 27, 1944, page 2.
(7) American Society for Russian Belief--member
of executive committee-letterhead, April 12, 1946.
(8) CIO Amalgamated Clothing Workers---convention speaker--Daily Worker, May 17, 1950, page 3.
(9) CIO Community Conference in Harlem--s~aker for--Daily Worker, March 26, 1943, page 6.
(10) Citizens Emergency Conference for Interracial Unity--initiator and chairman of executive committee--booklet, September 25, 1943.
(l l) Committee for Equal Justice for Mrs. Becy
Taylor, an auxiliary of International Labor Defense-speaker for--Worker, December 31, 1944, page 7.
(12) Communist Bond Rally--speaker at--Worker,
December 31, 1944, page 10.
(13) Conference on Constitutional Liberties in
America--sponsor---official program, June 7-9, 1939.
(14) Conference on Puerto Rico’s Right to Freedom
--sponsor---official program, Jaunary 5, 1946.
(15) Council on African Affairs~one of founders
of--New York Herald Tn’bune, April 0, 1948.
(10) Council for Pan American Democracy---signer of open letter appealing for freedom for political
prisoners~press release, June 8, 1945.
(17) End Jim Crow in Baseball Committee--sponsor-letterhead, August 6, 1945.
(18) Independent Citizens Committee of the Arts,
Sciences and Professinns~attended meeting of Independent Voters Committee, September 21, 1944. ~
Communist Activities Among Aliens and National
Groups, page 592.
(19) International Committee on African /tdfairs~
member~letterhead, undated.
{20) Nation Associates~nsor of dinner--program, December 3. 1945.
(21) National Citizens Emergency Relief Committee---member of national board--Worker, March 17,
1946, page 5.
(22) National Citizens Political Action Committee
--vice-chairman--"Political Guide," NS-PAC, June 2629, 1946.
{23) National Committee to Abolish the Poll Tax-sponsor--letterhead. March 8, 1946.
(24) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship---signer of open letter--Soviet Russia Today, June
1943, page 2.
(P.5) National Federation for Constitutional Liberties~signer of statement opposing renewal of the Dies
Commitee--pamphlet, January 1943.
(26~ _National Mobilization~onsor--Daffy Worker, March 5, 1o,46, page 3.

(27) National Scottsboro Action Commlttee---mem~
her of executive committee---Daffy Worker, May 3,
1933, page 2.
(28) Negro History Week--speaker--Daffy Worker, February 7, 1943, page 5.
(29) New York Citizens Emergency Committee--member--letterhead, March 1940.
(30) New York Committee for Justice in Freeport
--honorary chairman--letterhead, February 21, I947.
(31) New York Conference on National Unity-member---official program, December 8, 1941.
(32) North Shore Interracial and lntedaith Committee of Queens--speaker for--Daily Worker, October
4. 1944, page 3.
(33) People’s Committee--speaker for ~ Daffy
Worker, April 1, 1943, page 4.
(34) People’s Voice---member of reception committee--leaflet, May 1946.
(.35) People’s Institute of Applied Religion--sponsor-letterhead, April 9, 1942.
(36) Protestant -- editorial advisor -- ProteCtor,
Augnst-September 1946.
(37) Protestant Digest---editorial advisor--letterhead, October 7, 1941.
(38) Befngee Scholarship and Peace Campaign, an
auxiliary of American League for Peace and Democracy
--sponsor--letterhead, August 3, 1939.
(39) Reichstag Fire Trial Anniversary Committee
--speaker for--New Masses, December 21, 1943, page
31.
(40) Southern Conference for Human Welfare-co-chairman--news release, December 10, 1946.
(41) Testimonial Dinner in Honor of Ferdinand
C. Smith--sponsor--program, September 20, 1944.
(42) Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade--speaker at meeting co-sponsored by VALB--Daily
Worker, December 27, 1944, page 2.
(43) Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Btigade~
sponsored and supported statement calling for break
with Franco Spain--New York Times, March 3, 1945.
(44) Win-the-Peace Conference -- sponsor -- program, April 5-7, 1946.

W. J. Wails
Vice President, NAACP
(1) African Aid Committee--sponsor--letterhead,
May 28, 1949.
(2) African Aid Committee~sponsor--letterhead,
January 20, 19.50.
(3) American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born--sponsor--letterhead. October 1955.
(4) American Crusade to End Lynching~signer of
call to pilgrimage to Washington, D. C.~ated September 23, 1940.
(5) American Round Table on India--member~
letterhead, 1941.
(6) American Bound Table on lndia--member~
Daily Worker, November 4, 1942, page 2.
(7) American Sponsoring Committee for Representation at the Second World Peace Congress---member-Daily Worker, November 9, 1950, page 2.
(8) Appeal for Amnesty for the Jailed Leaders of
the Communist Party Convicted Under the Smith Act
--signer--Daily Worker, December 10, 1952, page 4.
(9) Bill of Rights Conference--sponsor--program,
July 16-17, 1949.
(10) Committee for a Free Political Advocacy~
honorary chairman--letterhead, March 30, 1950.
(11) Committee for Peaceful Alternatives--signer
of petition to outlaw H-bomb--Daily Worker, April17,
1950, page 3.
(12) Committee for Peaceful Alternatives to the
Atlantic Pact--inifiator of statement to President Truman-Daily Worker, December 14, 1949, page 5.
(13) Continuations Committee of the Conference
on Peaceful Alternatives to the Atlantic Pact--initiator
--Worker, August 21, 1949, page 11.
(14) DuBois Testimonial Sponsoring Committee
--honorary chairman--program, February 23, 1951.
(15) Fraternal Council of Churches in America~
signer of statement urging reiection of Atlantic Pact~
Daily Worker, June 28, 1949, page 2.
(16) Mid-Century Conference for Peace--initiator
of call and sponsor--Daily Worker, April 7, 1950, page
3.
(17) Mid-Century Conference for Peace~member
of program committee and chairman of keynote session-~call, May 29-30, 1950.
(18) Mid-Century Conference for Peace--honorary
chairman--letterhead, June 19, 1950.
(19) Nation Associates--sponsor of dinner-forum~
program, May 25, 1952.
(20) National Committee to Defend Negro Leadership--honored by--leaflet, January 11, 1953.
(21) National Committee for Peaceful Alternatives
--honorary chairman--folder, 1950.
(22) National Committee to Repeal the McCarran
Act--inifiator of open letter to members of Congress
on the McCarran Internal Security Act.~dated January 19, 1951.
(23) National Committee to Repeal the McCarran
Act--signer of petition~ated June 22, 1951.
(24) National Committee to Win Amnesty for the
Smith Act Victims ~appealed for amnesty~leaflet,
May 22, 1953.
(25) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship--sponsor of congress--Soviet Bnssia Today, December 1942, page 42.
(28) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship--sponsor of congress--leaflet, November 8-8,
1943.
(27) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship-~spensor of U. S.-Soviet Friendship Celebrations
--Worker, November 12, 1944, page 8, magazine section.
(28) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship--sponsor--letterhead, November 19, 1945.
(29) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship--sponsor--letterhead, January 7, 1.948.
(30) National Council of American-Soviet Friendship--sponsor--letterhead, October 20, 1949.
{31) National Council of the Arts, Sciences and
Professions--sponsor of the Waldorf Conference--leaflet, March 1949.
(32) National Negro Congress-- endorser-- call,
February 14, 1936.
(33) Southern Conference Educational Fund
signer of letter protesting Congressional hearings on
SCEF--dated June 10, 1954.
(34) Southern Conference Educafional Fund
sponsor-- folder, May 17, 1955.
{35) U.S.-Soviet Friendship Congress--spomor~
Daily Worker, September 29, 1943, page 5.
{36) Washington Conference on Peaceful Alterna..
fives to the Atlantic Pact-~organizer
24, 1949, page 11.
(37) Wire to President Truman to Veto MeCarr~
Bill~initiator~Worker, September 17, 1950, page
(38) World Peace Al~eal~stgner~Daily W~’o
August 14, 1950, page 2.
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And It’s Actions On Record
By Nicholas Stanford
"An American Dilemma,"
by the Supreme Court to
validity o~ its decision in
school-segregation cases, first appeared in 1943. A new, condensed and
updated edition by Dr. Arnold Rose,
one of the collaborators on the prigSpal project, has recently appeared.
One passage, however, evidently
escaped Dr. Rose’s notice in going.
over the hook for his new edition.
Of segregation in the Army, Dr.,
Rose writes:
"’The majority of white soldiers
wanted segregation, but, besides being
an affront to Negroes, the armed services often found it extremely difficuh
to maintain. During the last months
the war in Europe, when the need for
combat troops was great and there
were no Negro combat units to which
newly trained Negro combat soldiers
could be attached, the Army experimented with putting Negro platoons
in otherwise white companies, with
white officers and cven white non-:
corns. The experiment was successful,
in terms of the praise received from
the white leaders and other white
soldiers in the mixed companies."
From this it appears that Dr. Bose
has never heard of Mark W. Clark,
enerai USA, retired, and now proseeat of The Citadel, or of the World
War II Ninety-second Division.
Gen. Clark’s blast at the integrationists last May brought head-waggings from those who had served in
Italy during the war.
WOULD PULLOUT
"The Ninety-second Division was
in line of battle next to the Statue
of Liberty boys," one observer said,
referring to t h e 442nd Regimental
Combat team of Nisei and Hawaiians
who hung up one of the great combat records of World War il. "Time
and again they would pull one, leavthe flank of the 442nd exposed.
en that happened, the patrols of
the 442nd would go out looking not
for Germans and Italians, but tro,o, ps
from the Ninety-second Division.
The "liberal" press used every possible excuse as a cover-up C ¯ ¯ ¯ 75
per cent illiteracy . . . those Southern
schools, you know . . . no clear idea
"
what they were fighting for
Nevertheless the fact remains t’h~t "the
combat record of the Ninety-Second

~

~

was ~ld.

CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF AMERICA
Subscription $2.00 a year--payable In advance.
Special Group Rates on request
BULK RATES- Parcel Post Prepaid.
100 Copiea---$10.00 a month--S10&00 a yt~r
250 Copiea--$20.00 ¯ month--S216.00 a year
500 Copie~--S37.50 a month--S41$.00 a year

W. J. SIMMONS .........................................................

Ilecommended Ileading

The Citizens" Council is not responsible for the r~urn of unsolicited article.
manuscripts or other materials submitt~ for ~ible publication. All such
mater should ~ ac~m~ni~ by a self-add~ss~ s~mp~ envelope if a
return of such ~terial h d~i~.

PUBLICATIONS
(All literature postpaid)
PAMPHLETS
Black Monday (Book) $1.00 .............
i ~ .. By Judge Tom P. Brady
Where Is the Reign of Terror? .............
By Cong. John Bell Williams
The Supreme Court Must Be Curbed ................
By James F. Byrnes
A Christian View on Segregation ................ By Rev. Guy T. Gillespie
The Ugly Tn~th About the NAACP ........
By Att’y-Gen. Eugene Cook
We’ve Reached Era of Judicial Tyranny .... By Sen. James O. Eastland
Conflicting Views on Segregation .....................
By Dr. D. M. Nelson
Interposition, the Barrier Against Tyranny, By Cong. John B. Williams
The Citizen’s Council ........................................... By R. B. Patterson
How Senate and House Members Voted (Legislative Report)
A Jewish View On Segregation ...................... By a Jewish Southerner
Mixed Schools and Mixed Blood ..................
By Herbert Ravenel Sass
Prices of pamphlets listed above are:
I0 ............ $I .0~ 50 ........... $4.00 I00 ........... $6.00
Congressional Committee Report on What Happened When
Schools Were Integrated in Washington, D. C ............. 100 for $7.00
SINGLE SHEETS
Is Segregation Unchristian?
The St. Louis Story
Dr. Nelson’s Letter to "Life"
Crime Report
Prominent Kingstree Negro Makes Frank Statement
(Single sheets listed above are 100-$3.00)
Land of One Race ..............................................................
100~$1.50
Confederate Flag .................... 50--$2.50; 100---$4.00; 500--$12.00
Each Conncil’ shoold upon occasion mail certain pieces of this
literature to every member of their Council, or distribute them at
meetings. The Directors shonld urge all members to write to friends
and relatives in other States and to pass this literatnre on to them so
that each person can do his part in presenting the case for the South.
Write: Association of Citizen’s Councils
207 West Market Street
Greenwood, Mississippi

Editor

S~ond CI~ Mall Privil~ A~orls~ at Jackson, M~sippi

A Significant Decision
(AN EDITORIAL)
The Wisconsin Supreme Court has nded that Negroes have no legal
redress if they are barred from union membership because of their color.
This rnling is, of course, heresy pure and simple to the U. S. Supreme
Perhaps it is coincidence, perhaps not, but Wisconsin was the most
aggressive nf the Northern states that invoked the Doctrine of Interposition
against the United States Supreme Court.
It will be recalled that Congress in 1850 enacted the Fugitive Slave
Law, and the Supreme Court followed this with the Dred Scott decision
in 1857 upholding slavery as a practice reserved to the States to regnlate.
As editor Jack Kilpatrick writes in the Richmond News Leader, "The
abolition movement was especially strong in Wisconsin; and when a
United States marshall at Racine attempted to arrest and return a fugitive
slave named Joshua Giover, a mob of irate citizens, led by a Milwaukee
editor named Sherman B. Booth, broke into a jail, rescued Glover, and
prevented his return. Booth was arrested for violation of the Federal act,
but the Wisconsin State Supreme Court intervened with a writ of habeas
corpus, and for a period of several year~until the onset of war--the
Wisconsin court waged a defiant battle with the United States Supreme
Court."

The Wisconsin court was supported by the Wisconsin Legislatnre,
which declared in no uncertain terms: "’Resolved, that this assnmption of
jnrisdiction by the Federal judiciary in the said case, and without process,
is an act of undelegated power, and therefore without authority, void and
of no force.’"
Is the Wisconsin coort today again moving toward the assertion of the
sovereignty of the state? It would apl~’.ar so.

Letters To The Editor

In Mississippi:

tahle. It provided a rallying point for
Solid Suggestion
....m states’
- rights
j patrmts who beh(.w~

Councd’s Educational
Drive Uses Television

,,,d r,,~i,l i,tcgritv.
Dear Editor:
I The Citizens" C~’mncil does not go
If every member of every Citizens’l arrand hrat~trino,
Counctl
would. mad
ten "pieces
of
........ It°~’"~
"
".
.’..
] plishments.
is not...................
a secret organiza- "
¯
literature
a
month
they
would
not
"
n
_
.
,
_
._
,
tip..,
a
.........
e
........
,,.~ ,. ..........
¯
miss the tinle or money-., and we
I stand and be co .... ~..e A.......
. wonld .....
s ~pre,~u
¯
have"a flood of material ’ g nag North Imto thtrt " v states and will continue to
’Sincerely,
"’~
"1"become larger and stronger as long
Walter H. Craig
as tyranny and mongrelization threatSelma, Alabama
en uur people.
Sincerely,
Byron De La Bcckwith
Greenwood, Miss.
Dear Editor:
Enclosed find 82.00 for my subscription to The Citizens’ Council.
Dear Editor:
This is the best paper of its kind that
I was born and raised in the East,
I have read. I believe that every good
and have, seen this Black Plague creep
citizen of the United States shoohl
. across the nation¯ Anyone who claims
read The Citizens’ Council.
I that more than a small minority there
Sincerely,
!likes what is happening, any more than
Clarence Lantrip
we here in the South do, is being
Texarkana, Arkansas
hypocritical as well as untruthfnl to
I himself. While defending the Supreme Court edict, they explain away
the fact that whole neighborhoods
Dear Editor:
move to the outskirts of the city by
There are those who ask, "What
a simple: "Why, the niggers have
is the Citizens’ Council~’ Well I’ll taken over the old neighborhood".
tell them.
Does that seem to anyone with an
The Citizens’ Council is the cataiota of intelligence that those people
lyst which set off the chain reaction
want integration? It })oils down to:
which can save this Nation from mon"What’s good for you does not necesgrelization, totalitarianism and judisarily apply for me".
cial dictatorship.
The United States of America
The Citizens" Cooncil was the first
means nothing more to me than my
effective vehicle created by the peohome town. That is where I live, and
ple to express their sentiment so that
where 1 am bringing up my children¯
ourpoliticians would know which side
If I can’t have "my town" rnn the
to fight for. Politicians don’t lead.
way the majority or the people who
They follow¯ They find out which way
live there want it run, then there is
the people are going and then they
no basis for compliance to the laws of
nm get in front of them and lead them
a cuuntry which hides behind the
there. The Citizens’ Council showed
eagle of freedom as its symbol, and
them which way the people were gorises the means of an albatross to deing.
prive it’s citizens of their Freedom
The Citizens’ Council destroyed the
of Choice¯
integrationist doctrine of inevitability.
Sincerely,
It showed Sontherners and Yankees
Jim Canell.is
alike that mongrelization is not ineviLake Charles, Looisiana

So was that of the Twenty-fourth
Infantry in Korea. The Saturday
The Mississippi Citizens’ Councils Dick Morphew on the telecast.
Evening Post published a report on
entered a new phase of their educaThe public in the viewing area is
tional program. Going on the air at
this regiment in its issue of June 16,
invited to send questions or subiects
1951. During daylight hours the
10:45 PM (CST) on Monday, April
for discussion to Citizens’ Council
r e g i m e n t fought reasonably well.
29, over WLBT Channel 3 in JackForum in care of WLBT-TV, Jackson,
When attacked at night it was almost
son, the Councils inaugurated a reguMiss.
certain to break. North Korean prislar weekly television series, appearing
the
same
hour
each
Monday
night,
oners said this fact was so well known.
entitled "Citizens’ Council Forum."
that their forces attacked the Twentyfourth when in need of ~weapons. I Produced by the Jackson office, the
Dear Editor:
In one period, when sister regi-I 15-minnte.live telecasts are intended
We white people in x, Vinston Salem
ments were drawing 100 and 270I to acquaint the public ~vith the serious
don’t want any part of integration now
rifles respectively, the Twenty-fonrth problems affecting States’ Rights and
or any other time.
needed 956 replacements for weapons race relations, and with steps being
¯ The county commissioners gave orlost in pell-mell "bugout" retreats, taken to meet them.
ders to take down the signs over theI
OFFICER SCANDALIZED
Moderated by WLBT staff newswater
fountains in the £:ounty court l
’ , Mo
rp hew
,
D~ck
the programs .
One white officer w
as sea dn"ahzed [man
.
house, even the signs on the toilets,
to hear the regiment’s official son,, I teature events of entreat interest anti
so you can see how the NAACP is
"Bu~-out
present
of the members
,,,o.,o Boogie".
" ° ~’~"
mortar be[Iwall
programs
of some
the Citizens’
Councils.and
running Winston Salem, North Caro¯
when uem L,nmese
S
-lina.
I ~ppeanng as guests on me mlttal
~--~^ ~h. A
~’~oar
’Y ".’,~"
..... tour neg~n to
. I have talked to members of the
nug l 1 program were Ellis x,V. Wright, presiOla
oeuce
"
school hoards and they won’t even
When
,
Gen. Clark went on reco.rd I Committee
dent of’ and
the Jackson
Marvin Citizens’
Collum treasCouncil
’’’
give me an answer to questions I ask
.land member of the State Executive
them about what they are doing to
with his opinion of integration in the lurer of the Jackson Citizens Council.
maintain segregation.
A.rmy,, Ui S. New.? & .World ReProS. t Wright and Colh,m are past presidents
If the people in Winston Salem and
circulators a quesuonn ~lre
among
o
Forsyth County don’t wake up very
~. . .
" I of the Jackson Chamber of Commerce,
¯ the
servers who had seen
pl m~m up I " and both are active in local civic and
soon, come next school year they are
eration.
going to find Negroes in onr schools.
.
. I business affairs.
Oth¯
Some. .condemned¯ it outri ht
Specml guest on the May 6 proThat would be the worst thing that
~ " ¯ ,t
~__
c_.
,.
L
era said the mixed troops runctloneo .....
cottld happen.
about as well as.....
the
of Intelligence
Here in Winston Salem and Forsyth
C¯ ha
r ge, Di ision
v
[" segregated~m
Army
County the United Fund is keeping,
¯ ,Affatrs of the N~w .............
_ ¯ ......Few staten unequivoca~w that
the Arrays etttctency was....
impro’~eo~
np the Urhan League and evcryone l
i Police Department. Sgt. Badea *x ap-[
thereby.
should know that is a Negro organiza]peared earlier the same evening asI
The end of segregation in the Army i guest speaker at a public meetin~
tion, hut still the United Fund is]
supposed to be for charitable pnrwas a massive propaganda victory for sponsored iointly by the two Jacks,ni
the NAACP. But the time may be’ American Legion Posts and the Jack-,
poses.
I ask you. is breakintt down segapproaching when it is necessary to son Citizens’ Council. His subiect,
regation a job for our United Fund
choose between placating the NAACP "Techniques of Com,mmist Snhver-’
and saving the Republic.
’sion," was reviewed with moderator to do? That mv friend, is specifically
what the United Fnnd is doing when
they support the Urban League.
So I say blackball the United Fund
until the Urban League is not included in the fund.
Sincerely,
Citizens’ Councils
J. L. Lowder
605 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Patriots of North Carolina
Winston Salem
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Council as follows and find pa.vment enclosed:
FRUITS OF UNREST
Attempts to integrate the Birming[] For One Year .................................. $2.00
ham
Bus
System may result in no
(Please Print)
buses at all. The Birmingham Transit
Name
Company has closed down service
temporarily following a strike by
Address ..................................................................................
drivers. The company said it was not
in a position to meet an increased
City .....................................................................
wage demand because it said Negroes
were afraid to ride the bnses and
State ...............................................................................
white people had threatened to stop
using the buses ff they weft’ integrated.
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Definite Trend"

American Legion Exposes
Southern Regional Council’s

TH E OLO G I CA L
SEMINARy
CHRISTIAN

Tie With .Former Red Front
"Records of the American Legion reveal a definite trend of inter-relationship between t~e SRC (Southern Regional Council) and the Southern Conference For Human Welfare, a defunct Communist front organization." So states the May 15, 1957
issue of Firing Line, publication of the National Americanism Commission of t h e
American Legion.
The House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC), in Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications as of January 2, 1957, makes the following statement concerning the Southern Conference for Human Welfare: Cited as a Communist-front Organization "which seeks to attract southern liberals on the basis of its
seeming interest in the problems of the South" although its "professed interes: in
southern welfare is simply an expedient for larger aims serving the Soviet Union and
i t s subservient Communist°
55: page 1; and HUAC, Guide To
Party in the United States."
Sol)versive Organizations and PublicRECOMMENDED!
i tions, 1957, page 81.)
By special permission, the!
Every patriot should receive
THE RECORD SPEAKS
copyrighted F i r i n g Line! FIRING
LINE, published twice
The files of The Anwrican Legion
monthly
by
the
American
Lestudy is presented iu its eu-: g i o n’s National Americanism
reflect the following 9 current SRC
Directors have also I~,en affiliated
tirety, as follows:
Commission.
SOIYTHERN REGIONAL
COUNCIL, INC.
Beneficiary of the lar~zest s i n g l e
grant ever awarded ~)y the Ford
Foundation’s Fund For The Repoblic
is the Southern Regional Conocil, Inc.
(SRC), whose headquarters is located in the Wesley Memorial Building, 63 Aobnrn Avenue, N.E., Atlanta
3, Georgia. As of last year, the
Council received a total of $445,000
"in support of studies and activities
to promote interracial improvements"
in the South. According to The Fund
For The Repoblic’s Three-Year Re-I
~, dated May 31, 1956, page 22,~
the SRC "has concentrated ou build-~
ing strong s t a t e organizations, si) ]
that each of its gruups will he abh:’ to ~
stand on its own-feet when Fund snp- ~
port is terminated." (See "The New
York Times", 12-16-56, page 117.)
"OBJECTS AND PURPOSES"
Foonded in Janua~ 1944 as a soccessor to the Commission On Interracial Cooperatiun, Inc., the Council’s
origiual corporatiou papers reflected
its [ollowing "ohjeets and purposes":
"... tu organize and nmintain a Regional Conncil fi)r the impmvemrnt
of economic, civic and racial conditions in the South, iu the endeavor
to promote a great,r rarity in th("
South in all eHorts towards regional
and racial de~’eh)pmcnt: to attain
through research and at’lion programs
the ideals and Im.’fic¢’~ of equal opportnni/y for aH pcoph,s in the re~ion; to rednt’e rat’s, tcu~ion, tilt basis
nf racial tensiun, racial misunderslauding, and racial distrnst: {o devrlop
and inh-~rate h,adcrship in the South
on new h.vt.l~ tff re~ional
dcw.]opmcnt
,,
and fellowship ....

It contains a wealth of specific documented information on
the communist conspiracy in
our midst.
The price is nominal~$3.00
a year. The address is,
The American Legion
Firing lane
P. O. Box 1055
Indianapolis, Indiana

States Treasury I)epartment, the
Council enjoys tax-exempt statns and
all contributions to the organization
can be treated as Federal income tax
deductions. Accordin~ tu a revised
roster dated April 1957, the SRC’s
Board uf Directors numbered 78.
which included sume of the folloxving as officers and staff members:
MARION A. WRIGHT, President;
Vice-Presidents: GORDON B. HANCOCK, A. W. I)ENT, and PAUL I).
~VILLIAMS; RUFUS E. CLEMENT,
C h a i r m a n, Executive Committee;
JOSEPH HAAS, Cuunsel; HAROLD
C. FLEMING, Execntive l)irector;
IOHN CONSTABLE. Director of In’~ormation; and FLORENCE B. IRV1NG, Research Assistant. (See "New
Sonth", Fehn~ary 1955, page I; and
March 1957, page 2.)

CITIZENS* ~e~)UNCIL ,..TACK S ON, M I SS.

I with the st,bversivc Southern Con- ,4 |l.reird ~eheme:
~ ferenee Fur Hnman Welfare: RUFUS
~B. ATWOO 1), PAUL R. CHRIS- Ne Yorl City A d
H. COUNCILL TRENHOLM, E. C.
’P E T ER S. JOSEPHINE WILKINS Its
and MARION A. WRIGItT. (See
HUAC, Appendix IX, 1944, pages i
" 9 Pla
1594-1597; HUAC, Repot, Soofl~ern
The
Board
of
Education
of
New
school.
And in those areas where
Conference For H u m a n Welfare
1947 pages I and 1.5. and "Dail~ York City adopted, on Febma~ 28 this rezoning will
~v,,~,-¢’-~ ~’.- On v ’" ~
of this year,,a revolntiona~, rogram Board of Education wdl" u~ m" the

R

. , : ’;’ ~ " n~oderately good condition that has for integration
...... ~’
such as ~lective
ous transportahon or c h a g e of
./ ,- , L...:L
..: .... ~,~.. c ..... L ex~steo oe~een the races there (tllat
~ r ¯ .. ~ i .. "’~ . I ~
IS,
IllO(lCTately
goofi
ny
stanoartls
in
school.
t

"RED FRONT"
Readers of the April 15, 1957 issue
!uf the Firing Line will recall the
For the info~ation of Firing
Line And if there is a sch~l in a -preI Council was i(tentified as a "Southern
readers, the following 8 cu~ent
Di-. dominantly negru neigh~)rhood, that
’Red front hv MANNING JOIINSON
rectors of the Council have been
af- district also will ~ extended or en’,,n March g, 1957 lwfore the State
of l.onisiana Legislative Committee f i 1 i a t e d with the aforementioned larged so as to force white students
On Segregatiun." The Firing I.ine
Continued on Page 2
to go to the predominantly n e g r o
’ r.port also revealed testimony which~
refhx’ted the Cu,mcil was "fi,;,ued by Oiiieial R@solution:
.1ANIE~ E. JACKS()~, a southrrn
Thi~ doeumeut, filed in the ~uper-:~anizcr of the Communist Party" and
for Court of F,,lton C,,nntv State o{ "’,s affiliated with the Mississipl,i, "’" " " "~
’h’,)r~ia. listed the names of fivr in-i
Com.’il On Humau Relations."
i~SS~SS~pp~
~*S
c.rporators .f the Conncil as full.w~: ’
I)R. RUFUS E. CLEMENT, RALPttl Records tff The American Le~ion
Mc(]IIJ. and BISHOI’ AR~:IIUR J. rrve;,l a (h’finite trend ,ff inter-rela-, lift VA lnte~
M()()RE, Atlanta. (:e<)rgia: I)R. tionship I,ctwe,,n the SRC and the;
~a
ti
0
Tennessee (now deceased); and I)R.
Resolutlon adopted by the Executive Committee of the
H()WARI) ~V. ODUM. Chapel llill, urzanization. Acc(~rdin~ tu the files
Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi at its May meeting:
N.rth Carolina. (See Petition of In- [ of the National Americanism Cummiscorporatiun, Book 062, pa~es 64-67, stun. the following 16 foyer Dir~tors
A RESOLUTION
1-6-4-I: and "The New York Times", of the SRC have been supporte~ of
this aforementi~med s.bvers~ve orzan-]
Whereas. the executive branch of our Federal Government, for ~litical
10-17-55.)
’ization: CHARLO~’E H. BRO~VN,, reasons, anti without the requirement of law, at the urging of vafioos s~cial
~ LOUIS E. BURNHAM. GEORGE E. ~interest minority pressure gronps anti with the nse of naked ~wer, choo~s
NOW IN 12 STATES
C L A R Y, ttERBERT I)AVII)SON,
to humiliate our helpless war veterans with a deli~rate racial integration
Today.
. the Conncil has expanded
J.M. ELLIS()N, CLARK H. FOREof wards in all Veterans Administratiun hospitals; and
its activities into 12 statrs. Virtually
MAN, GUY B. IOHNSON. 1)AVII)
Whereas, the humiliation o~ integration causes deep psychological reaesuppoaed by the enormous grant from
I). JONES, GEORGE N. MITCHELL.
tions on physically helpless war veterans which coold greatly injure their
The Fund For The Repuhlic, the SRC
ttOWARI) W. OI)UM, F. 1). PAThealth and well ~ing in a way likely never to ~ undone; and
"has stn’ngthened its head nffice in
TERSON, El)WIN A. P E N ! C K,
Whereas, we do not ac(~pt or condone this situation lust ~(’m~ it
Atlanta and organized Councils on
HOMER P. R A I N E Y, IRA l)eA.
Human R e I a t i o n s with interracial
REID, FORRESTER B. WASHING- presently exists, and we pro~ to u~ eve~, lawful means to eau~ a return
to the ~licy of racial separation in hospital wards in States who~ customs
boards and staffs" in the fidlowing
TON and A U B R E Y WILLIAMS.
and laws require it; now, therefore, ~ it
states: Alabama, Arkansas. Florida,
(See SRC pohlication "What Kind of
Georgia, Kentucky. ~misiana, MissisRESOLVED by this ASS~IATION OF CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF
South I)o You Want?", n n d a t e d.
sippi, North Carnlina, S.nth CamMISSISSIPPI, That the ~ngress of the United States is hereby memorialized
pa~es 7 an(t 8, "New South". l)ecemlina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.
and re~ctfully urged to enact such le~slation as they deem fit to cau~
~.r 1946, pages ~5 and 28; "’The
(See F.nd F.r The Repnhlic "’~reeVeterans Hospitals to ~ o~rated in ~nfo~ wi~ the ~stoms. traditions
S o u t h e r n Frontier", March 1944,
Year Report," 1956, page 22.)
and laws of the States wherein they are l~ated. And ~ it tu~her
page 1; "~e New York Times", 12Formerly entitled T h e Southern
RESOLVED, ~at ~pies of this ~mo~l ~ trammitted to ~e Presii 16-56, page 117; HUAC. Apprendix
Frontier, SRC’s ufficial organ is called [IX. 1~4, pages 1589, 1595-15~;
dent of ~e Unit~ States, all ~m~m of ~ngress and the ~nate ~om
New South, a 16-page monthly ioot- HUAC, Re~, Sou~em ~eren~
this State, all interes~ pa~ofic and veteran gmu~s, all S~te
~al_pn~lished in fitl~nta, ~: I ~r H~n.We~m: 1~7, ~ag~. ~;
~em~~ ot the flta~ ~~ ~ o~t ~~o~ns aM in-

NAACP, which had ~en needling
the public officials of New York for
the adoption of this plan ever since
the Supreme Court decision of 19~,
’was immen~ly pleased, as can be
imagined.
A study was then conducted by the
Public Education Association which
shares a floor ~ith the NAACP in the
misnamed "Freedom House" on West
Fortieth Street. The PEA study, under the chairmanship of Mrs. Rose
Shapiro, was conducted by New York
University Center for Human Relations with a grant from the PEA and
from the Ford Fund for the Republic.
CUT-AND-DRIED
Following the presentation
’
" of the
PEA rel~rt to the Board of Education, the Board named a Commission
of Integration to formulate a plan for
adoption by the Board. It was made
up of members of the Board itself,
one or twn associate superintendents
of schools, a city or state "official or
two and representatives of mlected
civic groups.
And who shonld turn .up. as chairman of the zoning comm~ssmn report
--the report recommending redistricting of schools and bus transportation
of children to other .~hools on a racially mixed basis~but the same Mrs.
Rose Shapiro who headed the Public
E d u c a t i o n Association’s study financed by the Ford Fund for the
Republic.
And so the forces of dissension, in
the form of the NAACP, working
through innocent and well-meaning
"do-gooders", have managed to mw
among the people o~ New Yor~ the
seeds d racial dbeord and ferment.
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American Legion Cites
Sou. Regional Council
Tie With Ex-Red Front
(Continned front Page 1)
S 0 u t h e r n Conference Educational
Fund, Inc., which was fully exposed
in the July 1, 1955 issue of this publication: F. W (~O D S BECKMAN,
BLAILSFORD R. BRAZEAL, RUFUS E. CLEMENT, JAMES M.
DABBS, CHARLES C. GOMILLION, DUNCAN HUNTER, BENJAMIN E. MAYS and JOSEPHINE
WILKINS. It may be of interest to
recall that former SRC D i r e c t o r
AUBREY WILLIAMS has been President of the Southern Conference Educational Fund since 1948. He was
named as a member of the Communist Party during the Senate Internal
:Security Subcommitfee’s 1954 hearnu% mmittee,
(See Senate
InternalSouthern
Security
Hearings,
Conference Educationa| Fund, Inc.j
19,55, pages VI, VII and 102; and
S o u t h e r n Conference Educational
Fund, leaflets and letterheads,
1958.)
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Segregation And
IChristian Love

W. J. SIMMONS ...................................... ~__.Editor

Christian love is respect for the integriW and character of’ one’s neighbor; self-respect and neighbor-respect.
Fair and just segregation is the only
true expression of Christian love in
race relations becat,se it honors and
.We are pflvileged to announce the formation of the Editorial Board
respects racial neighbors, and racial
of THE CITIZENS" COUNCIL.
differences. It seeks to preserve valuable racial characteristics.
A= our readers will note, the board is comprised of key leaders in their
r~:~’ive ~tate organizations.
Integration would destroy r a c i a !
differences and therefore, in the most
For some time the need has been felt for a higher degree of coordina"Power ~an only be resisted by counter power, and tendency by counter profound and accurate sense, it is an
tton between states, and for a more positive working out ot overall policy
tendency". This is as true today as when it was written a hundred years ago expression of racial hatred because it
by ~be’Ciazem" Councils of Ameaca.
by John C. Calhoun the prophetic Southern statesman. He was warning the has no respect for cultural and racial
With the taking of this step, we believe and hope that your official South against the increasing pressure being brought to bea~ by the Northern differences.
abolitionists. And he warned the South that unless they took the threat
The tragedy of America today is
paper will mere nearly begin to fulfill its responsibility in all "the states.
seriously, mobilized public opinion, and the states acted against it, it would that the well meaning liheral has been
misled into believing that segregation
soon grow overwhelming.
is based on race hatred. When the
Had the South heede~l him in time, perhaps the outcome of the great rnisguided Liberal realizes one simple
thing--Segregation is not based on
struggle would have been different and the tragedy of war averted.
hate; it is based on Christian love-Today as then, the warning is valid. Tendency must be met with then will he hegin to have some nnA very timely and badly needed warning has been .sounded by FBI counter tendency. The propagandizing tendency of the NAACP and its af- derstanding of his conservative SonthDlr6ctor J. Edgar Hoover in testimony before ~ Congressional appropria- filiated organizations must be met squarely with information, literature and ern neighbors and also some love. The
only bias and prejudice that we have
tiom ~ul:~commltteo.
education. As the tempo is increased against us, so must we increase our to worry about today in this country
Stating that the American Communists are now intensifying their sub- educational efforts.
is the twisted and determined hate
ve~lve activities and espionage, Hoover said, "The Communist Party, U.S.A.,
From time to time over the past three years proposals have been made that northern reform liberals and their
have for the men and women
him ~ up its program of infiltrating mass organizations, a fact which to establish a Fund for the South to finance a nation-wide defense against friends
of the south. The Northern Liberal
b dearly borne out by our invesUgative exportence."
attacks on the regions. The proposals have died, up til now, without fruit. urge to remake the nature of their
in their own image instead
’~rbese he~t grotq~ provide a very fertile auxiliary of dupes, mis- The people of the South, at first slow ~ awaken to the dangers confronting nei~ghbors
of roving their neighbors and respectthem,
are
now
remarkably
aroused.
We
have
now
the
instrument
by
which
~a~cbpsmalo411m~h and ’do-gnoders’ who have utterly failed in their
ing their differences is the anc5ent
we can defeat this psychological aggression.
sttmnpts to properly mudyze the true motives behind concealed communisttragedy of great arrogance born of
great ignorance.
This instrument is the Educational Fund of the Citizens’ Councils.
They had forgotten that the ChrisThese "ne’er-do-baals" play a vital and dangerous role in the interSend your contributions to:
tian admonition to "Love thy neighnational ~nununfst conspiracy that identified Conununists are incapable
bor as thyself" means to have a reEducational Fund of the Citizens’ Councils
c~ pedormlng, by lending respectabflRy and substance to Communist prospect for thy neighbor and his ways
Box 886
Jects that would be dfffictdt,ff not ~npossible without their assistance.
as you would have him respect you
Greenwood, Mississippi
and yours. Through segregation the
Nowhere have these people created more mi~hief than in the powerNegro may have his own schools, defa/multi-million dollar pressure group~ which have heen pounding away for
velop his own culture and his own
yosrs at States Rights, personal freedom and racial honor.
leaders and realize his own destiny;
he is given the opportunity to be himHonest Americans need on longer "view with alarm" in a sense of
self; more than that no man, nor
holpleuncm and futility. Patriots everywhere can roll up their sleeves and
group ’of men, can do for man. In~ to wor~ with their fellow-citizens and neighbors to provide the numeritegrity is life; integration is death.
The American State Department, which at times seems to operate on
~d strength and finances to put a stop to this leh-wingism, racial chaos,
To segregate with mutual respect
the doctrine that charity begins abroad-and the more remotely abroad the is Christian love. To integrate is the
~! "Bla-Brotbed~od."
better--has many exchange programs in process. Some exchange money for degeneracy of despair that would at
Your Citizens’ Council needs two ingredients for victory--~embers and
"goodwill;" others exchange goods, for this or that supposed intangible ad- once devour thy neighbor and destroy
money. If you can’t, contribute money, you ~an con~hute time, soliciting
vantage. Some of the programs exchang~ students or observers. (One shs- thyself.--"Do unto others as ye would
members. Both are equally necessary.
have them do unto you."
poets the American taxpayer pays for the whole thing, both coming and
going, despite the use of the word, "exchange.")
~Excerpt from an address by
Under the auspices of one such program, The International EducaJack Kershaw
tional Exchange, an Indian was able to travel through the Upper-South,
Vice Pres. Tennessee Federation
in Kentucky, and write some interesting things about integration in Louisfor Constitutional Government
ville. Hans Raj Vohra, senior economic reporter for the "New Delhi States(M the many groat services the American Legion has rendered to the
man", is a British-educated journalist. He was very. pleased to see integral~etmblic, non~, perhaps, are so worthwhile at the present time, as its publicatkin "The Firing Line". It brings facts before the public that the news- tion in Louisville. According to the reports o~ the Louisville Courier-Journal, he was "impressed very greatly." "’Integration here (in Louisville; was
lmpers so often ovednok, or do not receive. It brings to light the unwholebeautifully planned and it lays the basis for the complete solution. Children
~ truth of aubversion in our midst, and lets the chips fall where they
may. In the form of a newsletter, it is excellent, forthright and terse~de- brought up together cannot conceivably part company again," he said.
Vohra compared ~e withdrawal of segregation’s barriers to India’s
amving the auptmrt of more and more people as the crisis of our times ever
All Men Are Not Born Free and Equal
efforts to erase the status of the untouchable in his country’s caste system.
India has passed legislation that makes untouchability illegal He said
"This dogma, that Homo Sapiens
The l~aue of March 15 is typic~. It contains interesting passages on the
that integration of the untouchables is as far along as integration of the is one species representing all living
gelationship of the Communist Party of the United S~ates to the many comNegro in America. He predicted that in India integration may come mankind, dates from Linnaeus in the
h.teenth century. Before the end
faster and smoothe= than in America. "The contrast is greater in the eiy,
~ front enterprises which play so vital a role in its attack on Western
ot that century it had been enunciated
South,"
he
explained,
"the
Negro
started
from
slavery
just
a
few
genera~gtety. For example, the Communist Party, holding its 16th National Conin the political form that, "’all men
are born free and equal."
vention at Chateau Gardens, New York City, drafted a significant resolu- tions ago".
"This statement might have been
His
total
experience
in
the
South,
however,
was
not
completely
gratifyflou dealing with future relationships between it and "Social Democratic
ing. On first arriving in Louisville, and entering a downtown cafeteria more credible had it not been made
~tl0m." "Social Democratic organizations", translated into plain Engby men who kept large nu~nbers of
he was turned away. The cafeteria official told the ]ndian, according to
slaves. Every student of he~ refers to non-communist Negro, labor and general liberal-socialist reports, "We do not permit race mixing in here." This did not dampen Ne,gro
redity knows that no two men are
the Indian’s spirits. He told reporters. "What I will remember is what I equal either in physique or mentality,
unless they happen to be identical
The remlution read in part, "We must deal with these organizations, saw in your schools. What I know is that there will be no color bar in a twins.
generation. I have seen your children."
g’i~tema]ly, and not as enemies. We strive for their cooperation, not liquida"Considered literally, this eightOne wonders, time and again these days, what the purpose of the eenth
c e n t u r y political doctrine is
tion". The Pat~y aho voted "to suppoff the National Association For the
State Department really is. Is it to thro,v away the tax-payers money on
hopelessly at variance with the facts
Advancement of Colot~-q:! People in seeking to end racial segregation in any and every foreign scheme that promises to promote "one-world"? Is of science, and has been the cause
Southern ~booh’.
it to coddle communism in Egypt, lend a hand in the stripping of the of much obscure thinking."
- These pmmmm2ements bear all the earmarks of a directive for intensi- once great empires of Britain and Franov? And is its domestic policy
--Human Ancestry
to promote race-mixlng, and advertise to the wodd that America, given
by R. Ruggles
.a !iltle..moA= ~,will be just as brown as Egypt, or jmt as ~ as
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:...:-:. Dear Editor:

A Manual
For
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: cry, he did not ha.re m mad turmng
........... ’over the entire country to them, if
Southerners
the @hire man. On the contrary, he
proceeded immediatelytopass|egisla-

ron c urn ng
Late Justice Jackson

.~,
tion in Congress for the "Repatriation of the Negroes in A~riea".
For the last nine years there has
been such a bill before the United for o~ ~. C~i~ d p~
States Senate, and each year it is
FOR GRADES S AND 6
%~
shelved because of lack of support.
,The Bill in effect, offers financial aid
Citizens" Councils
all manner of offenses, and then, i for Repatriation of Negroes in Africa,
005 Plaza Building
NEGROES AND WHITEs Sl~ARATE TH~MSELVF~
’ strictly on a voluntary basis.
’: :’,[,~.;,~in the parlance of the street, it
Jackson, Miss.
will have enough on enough pep- i Why do not the .Southern Senators
~e SOu& lost ~e was ~ it ~ ~ have ~ ~ to ~t ~’~, :.~ ~’.
Dear Editor:
pie, even if it does not elect to
’take advantage of this proposal and
The late Associate Justice of the
prosecute them, so that it will
, give it the publicity it deserves? To ~a,}y naa a problem to work out ~n. Ab~ ~ ~ ~~’
United States Supreme Court, Robert
find no opposition to its policies.
aid them. there are already in exist- ~u,~ ~ he~ ~. ~ you ~m~r how ~e ~ ~cE~ ~d ~ ~
Even those whoare supposed to
ance several Negro Led Organiza- c~ckens ~v~ ~ ~e~t ~ Of ~ c~ck~ ~? Well, ~~
H. Jackson, who died on October 9,
1954, prepared three lectures for pressupervise it are likelyto fear it.
tions who claim to support such a thmk~ hap~ ~ ~e Sou~ when ~e b~ck ~d wffite ~n had ~ ~:~’~
I believe that the safegua~! of movement. If any-one doubts this, toge~er ~ ~e ~e l~d.
~ ~,i~.~
entation to the Harvard G r a d u a t e
our liberty lies in limiting any
School of P u b I i c Administration.
let them contact some of these ornational policing or investigative
nizations. Write to Benjamin GibHowever his sudden death vrevented
RACE-MIXERS WANT THE IL~C~S TO LIVE TJ3GETIlER ."~
this, and the drafts were e~lited and
organization, first of all to a small
ns, President of t h e "Universal
The Negroes moved off to themselves and the white people did ~
number of strictly federal ofpublished in a small book entitled
African Nationalist Movement, Inc.,
The Supreme Court in the American fenses, and secondly to nonpoliti102 W. 116th Street, New York 26, same, ~.~g. ,Both ra .c?s want tp_live alone. They fetl strange lt~ng ~:.,,,
Sy~tam of Government
cal ones. The fact that we may
New York." Or, the "Peace Movement .eaco o.tbe.r, pecaus~.they a~.e d/~erent. Of course, the Race-Mixen ~
make, b~,th races li~v,e right .tog.ether. ~ wanted the. rece~, to go. tO
Some of the Ionguaga of this book have confidence in the admini- of Ethiopia", 44,51 S. State Street m
same scnoots, sit togemer in the tmse~ and movies, use the same ~t.~.
stretion of a federal investigative
Chicago, IlL
seem~ pertlculerly applicable to the
;.pools
and rest morns together and dance together. These people who
agency under its existing heads
If such a bill were passed,
p!/~ht in which Mi~i~ippl finds it. the races to Hve together have always wanted to cause t~uble
does
not
mean
that
it
may
revert
~elf today. And the pfigh~ of MisshSoutherners could offer the Negro
again to the days when the Dehis Free Choice -- FAther voluntary
sl .j~./and the South today may be the
partment
of
Justice
was
headed
Segregation, or he could return to his
ptlght of New York and the North
SOUTHERN WAY OF L/FE IS SEGREGATION
’
to
w
h
o
m
the
investinative Land~Africa.
.,m,d. the West tomonew, if mmething
gatory
power
was
a
weapon
to
mi
So..,me
.of
th.e
Negroes
were
fooled
by
the
Race-Mixers,
and
they
trled
./at done to ludt the spread of a
Could the Supreme Court defeat
x w~th the wh/te people. So the Southerners made some laws and
total/tar/an leviathan in Washington, be used for their own purpnse~.
the White Race then? The SouthD.C. What comtitute~ the /rony in
Little did Justice Jackson know erners could ask the Negroes for their ~pter ,vmg jus~ wm~ his own race. The South built her whole life arom~
this piece of wilting is that: what that he didn’t have long to wait be- Support in Voluntary Segregation, or ~egregat/on. Segregation means to li~e with your own race and away ~
Just/co Jackson dascffnes as polltical]y fore the Federal Department of Jus- the White Man could slap a complete any other race. The Southern Way of Life has been boflt on Segregaff~l
odious and incompetlble with a free tice wmdd find the time ripe to start Economic Boycott, which would force since the War ,Between the States. And both Negro and white man haw
mc/ety, is exactly what he precipitated playing the fascist role he described
Ne~groes to move u.~ north, or been satisfied living apart from each other.
in his school desegregation de, ion above. Yes the paradox is complete
advantage of the "-l~epatriation
when the creator of a Frankenstein Plan". Then we would really see how
on May 17, 19~4.
by that decision, touches off many "Integrationists" there were in
WE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN SEGREGATED
The facts are these: The Assistant decision,
chain of events which have brought the North. Come on you Southerners,
U. S. Attorney General in charge of aabout
exactly what Justice Jackson wake up to the best solution of your theoThe_Southern
Wayhas
of always
Life is the
way
have part
livedofall
yourand
’lifethe
the Cr/minal D/vision, Warren Piney
3outh. The Negro
lived
inyou
his own
town
in the foregoing words as problems---a plan started long ago
III, a short time before the November described
,white
man
in.
his..
T~.e
Negro
goes
to
.his
schools,
and
you
go
to
yours.
We
6th general election, announced the )eing politically odious and incom- by none other than the wise m~n from nave never shared the same seats on buses or the public parks and sw/m)atihle
with
a
free
society.
Federal Justice Department’s intent
the North--Abraham Lincoln.
ruing pools. Negroes never used the same public rest rooms you use. They
(Feel free to print this if you like.
have their own. And you have never shared the restaurants or movies in
to investigate and prosecute Southern
A Northern Observer
town with Negroes. When you travel in the South, you go to a white man’s
state officials who m/ght be at vari- I’m on Okinawa, so any corresponance with the Federally determined dence should be "’Air Mail")
hotel or motor-court, and the Negro goes to his own. White men always take
norm of what is acceptable law onwhite women to dances for white people only. And Negroes go to theb"
J. Frank Hall
own dances.
forcement and what isn’t. Of course
1/Lt. USAF
Piney Ill had reference to so called
Okinawa
Dear Editor:
c/v/[ rights statutes, and the Justice (New Albany, Miss.)
The "M a n u a I for Southerners"
APART AND PEACEFUL AS GOD WOULD HAVE IT
Department’s threat to state officials
points out that the Constitution is a
of the South was an unbridled play
Southerners have always lived peacefully with the Negro. But we. harp
contract
between
states
to
protect
always lived apart from him. This is our way of life: to live in peace, but to
for the negro vote, with its balance of
their freedom, and that while they live apart as different races. God made us different, and under the
power in the North and West.
gave the Federal government in WashEyen though Justice Jackson is ont~
ington, D. C. some powers, they kept tion of the United States we have lived apart in peace. Southerners kee~
nin.th to blame for the fiasco brought Dear Editor:
most of their power for themselves.
both laws.
op by the Supreme Court desegregaI have read a Florida law that I
How much power the states ret/on decision, things are happening think would be worthwhile for every
today against which he eaut/oned and state to adopt; also a Georgia law, served for themselves becomes evirll. THE PACES ABE DIFFERENT
dent when we read this part of the
took notice of at the very same time which I am outlining below:
We have said that the races are different. Abraham Lincoln and Thonma
he chose to concur in the desegrega- Floridam259-o16. Separate waiting Constitution.
Quote: "We hold these truths to. ,~efferson believed the races should not mix. And we know that God would
tion decision of the court.
rooms and ticket windows for white
be self evident: that all men are ave made only one race if he had wanted only one. But you will probably
Mr. Justice Jackson either could and negro passengers.--All railroad created equal; that they are endowed ask, "How are the races different? I know we are different in color. Am
not foresee the lust or irrespousibfl/ty companies and terminal companies by their Creator with certain un- we different in any other way?’’
of the. Justice Department, or political in this state shall provide separate alienable rights; that among these are
,xpedlency won out. Otherwise he waiting rooms and ticket windows of life, liberty, and the pursuit of hapMANY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RACES
,vould not have written these words equal accommodation for white and piness. That to secure these rights,
colored passengers at all depots along
i ~ I~4:
You will be surprised when you learn that the races are different in
governments are instituted a m o n g
I
lines
of
railway
owned,
controlled,
The Court has been drawing
many.ways. The Race-Mixers have been telling you that there is no
or operated by them and at terminal men, deriving their ~nst powers from ence between races except color. Again they are not telling you the truth,
into the federal system more
the
consent
of
the
governed;
that,
more control by federal aganc/es passenger stations controlled and op- whenev.er any form of goverpment heover local police agencies. I eratedby them.
oestructtve of these ends, it is
GOD MADE THE NEGRO BLACK
Georgiamgg-6308. Returns by re- comes
have no doubt that the latter are
the right of the people to alter or
ceivers
and
collectors
of
taxes
paid
The people who want the races to mix together tell you that a Negro
often guilty of serious invasions
abolish
it,
and
to
institute
a
new
govby colored people.--Reqnires tax col- ernment, laying its foundation on such is only~ a sun,~urne~ white man. This is not true, either. Yes, Negroes did
of individual rights, t But there
lectors to make a report to the Comp- principles, and organizing its powers
are more fundamental quest/pus
a not cumate many years, ago. But those Negroes are dead.now.
troller General of the character and in such form, as to them shah seem c~ome.rrom
involved in the interpretation of
~ne ~egroes you know have been living in the same climate you llve
amount
of
all
taxes
returned
or
paid
]~ey are still black, and you are still w~lte. Cod. made them black and yon
the antiquated, cumbersome, and
by colored taxpayers of the state, and most likely to affect their safety and white. The climate did not give either of you your skin color. You were born
vague elv/I rights statutes which
happiness."
that
the
Comptroller
must
include
this
with it. So don’t believe the false story that the Negro is just sun-burned.
give the Department of Justice
material in his annual report.
Reading f u r t h e r it also states:
the right to prosecute state officiah. If the Department of
We also need a State law to forbid "When a long train of abuses and
SOME OF THE DIFFERF~CES BETWEEN WHITE AND BLACK
rice must prosecute local afficiah, any finn, company or individual plac- usurpations pursuing invariably the
Let’s list some ways the Negro is diHerent from the White man:
the FBI must investigate them,
ing white people under Negro fore- same object, evinces a design to re1. The Negro’s arm is about two inches longer than the white man’s.
and no local agency which is man on the job. I have been workin8
2. The jaw is shaped differently.
at the Go~,,ernment Arsenal at Pine duce them under absolute despotism,
subject to federal investigation,
3. The weight of the brains differ.
ins~etlon, a n d discipline is a Bluff, Ark., where they are now l~lac- it is their right, it is their duty, to
4. The eyes are different.
free agency. I cannot ~ay that
lag whi.’te people under Negro rote- throw off such government and to
5. The noses are different.
men or supervisors. I took it up with
our country cotdd have no cen6. The lips are different.
tral pol/ce w/thout becoming to- the Commander and we searched for provid,e new guards for t h e it
7. The cheek bones are differenL
an Arkansas law prohihitigtg that practalitarlan, but I can say with
t onv/ction that it cannot
tice I~t could not find a law to proThis .is the strongest argument that
8. The skulls are different.
0. The ears are different.
hibit s" uch. So they would not take can be found when integrationists say
o m ¯ totalitarian without a
10. The hair is different.
action against that policy. I was forced the doctrine of interposition is un11. The voices are different.
to quit a job at $2.42 per hour. If
hh tri~.l Hermann Gocring, with
There are other differences which we will not list. But you can see
we c.annot do something to offset this constitutional.
t
now that the Negro is not just a sun-bcrned white man. He is a different
y~w candor,
related
the
steps
condition they will be able to break
Very truly yours,
hleh ,the
Naz/ ~
obtainrace.
ed compI~te dam/nation of Gerdown the resistance of some. THEY
William Mayer
WILL NEVER BREAK MEI -many, and one of the first was
W.
Palm
Beach,
Florida
WHAT ABOUT YOU?
the establlshment of ~be mpremKACES HAVE ALWAYS LIVED APART IN THE SOUTH
acy of the national over the local
It is hoped that you can use this in
These
differences between the two races are some of/the reasons we,
police anthorit/es. So it was in
some way in your paper for the benehave always lived apart from each other. It is best for both races. Southfit of the people of Arkansas and the
Russia, and so it has been in
erners don’t like to taJk about the differences between the black and white
/’
South.
every total/for/an state. All that
man, but today we have to talk about them.
Yours
truly,
Dear Editor:
is necemu-y is to have ¯ national
Lindell L. Stevens
Most people here seem to think we
police competent to invest/gate
Pine Bluff, Ark.
YOU PRACTICE WlIAT YOU KNOW
should provide some i n t e g r a t e d
If you do not know why you practice the Southern Way of Life, would ’ ’~~;
schools in order to be fair to the in- .y.ou .keep on practicing it?. No, because you prac~ee what you know about.
dividual but most negroes prefer seg- .I.ou have to study y.our religion_to know what it is and how to practice it. . ’!,
regation. Some of those that are part It you were not taught to be a Baptist or Catholic, you would probably not’
white and part black should be per- be one.
Citizens’ Councils
I
mitred a school ......
open zo all races.
...... :Jac.ks.o.n, M. ms),ss,p~p.~.,
I
6..0.5 Plaza.Bufld,ng,
It
wouldn’t
be fair to anyone to [ RACE-MIXERS WANT TO MIX THE RACES IN THE SOUTH ’,
l
do away with segregation as it is a~_ Today .tbe.Race-Mi.x.ers are very strong in our country, and they wsat
_r~,ea~e
en~.,er
my~
,s,
unscr~pg.~on.,
to,
the,
uu?
I
zeus uouncll 8,8 IOllOWS ano Ilnn p8~merlt
|
much better privilege than integra |~egroes ano whites to live together. Aga.in the South is ready to proteet-~i~i~
enclosed:
~]the races, from., r~xing. .We can live_together segregated, but rr~ing us all
’.s
tion ¯ __
~’- ow ~my
" ....... o~ jim flogs
n cuunty
togther
e
work at all. And the only wayy.ou can keep. our race.
r-~ 1,~, f~,o v,~o,.
o
n~
will not
¯ favor o[_ segrega-~"in
’ voted
57 per cent m
pure .ts to know
what ~t. .~s. When you know what ~t
is, you w"d]Ywant
~-~ --" "~ ....~" ...................
..
_ _-: ............... v,,.uu
!
~t’~etse l’rtnt)
:finn, still we do not have a single!lteep it pure always.
[
,...
Name ............................................................................
!
!negro in our schools.
1
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Against His Will

National YMCA
Council Pushing
Race Integration

SOC I AL

~EL
~ILD BUJE
YONDER

~p.~..:rs in the YMCA Year Book bf
It i~ now ten years since the forty~ Intenmfiona] Convention of YMCA s at Atlantic City (1946) recom-

mended that aH Asso~tinm take defin/re steps toward the go~l of full
Im~c/patinn in the Assoc/ation pro~m w/thout discfim/rmtion as to

race, color or nat/onalit~."

The 1954 Year Book summarized
the Association’s services w/th minorfly groups and identified the major
pronouncements and policies of the
National Council of YMCA’s with
respect to desegregation and integraUon.
The Year Book accounts over the
last decade ."~rogress" toward racially integrated programs and services,
and reveals some d/ssatidaction over
the d/stance yet to go.
]oc~proximately
to 28
percentstill
of
YMCA’s 25
in the
country
pract/ce racial segregation, according
to the Year Book.

Georgia Board Raps
YWCA Race-Mixing
The Georgia State Board of Education has moved to break up a racemixing program being sponsored by
the YWCA.
The move was originated by the
States’ Bights Council of Georgia, in

~

UcSta,
in aY-Teen
protest groups
to the local
A against
being
sent to a conference at Blue Ridge,
N. C. where whites and Negroes are
to be mixed.
The local Council could not get
action from the Augusta YWCA, and
¯ dopted a resolution calling on the
Richmond County Board of Education and the State Board of Education
to warn the people of Georgia of the
influences being sponsored by the
YWCA in this respect.
At a regular meeting of the State
Board of E&mation in Atlanta, a resolution was adopted prohibiting extracurricular status to student groups
where race mixing is practiced, either
in meetings in Georgia or outside the

Urge Bus Companies
To Keep Segregation
Me~tlng at Biloxi, Mississippi, re~ntly, the eleven-state Southeastern
Association of Railroad and Utilities
Commission, adopted unanimously a
msohitiun calling on bus companies
to maintain segregation of white and
¯ olored passengers.
Chairman C. C. (Jack) Owen, of
the Alabama Public Service Commission introduced the resolution. Owen,
in a strong plea for the Commissioners, declared, "As of now, all that the
cities of the South need’in order to
maintain segregation on buses, is to
do business only with bus companies
who operate in keeping the sentiment
of communities they serve."
Approximately 450 utilities officials
m~d commissioners from the South,
rand from a number of Northern and
Western states, as w ei I, attended.
The resolution’s adoption came without a dissenting vote.

Negro Population Up
By 1960, it is estimated, 50 percent
of the children in Manhattan and 3~percent of those in New York City
a~ ¯ whole, will be Negroes or Puerto
Ricans. The Community Council of
Greater New York made the estimate.

Council Actions In

Lou! ! NA

TO~CER~

The general public south of the
Mason - Dixon line has bad little
knowledge that the following policy

June, 1957

against the tyrannical actions of our sovereignty of the states and the infederal government and private groups dividual rights of the people are in
’who are attempting to deprive onr grave danger from organized groups
’citizens of their rights to freedmn whose aims and purposes are con!and local self-government. The Coun- trary to the American way of life
cil movement in the South is one under which this cotmtry grew to a
:which has sprung up solely to pro- position of w o rid leadership unevide a peaceful solution to a grave qnalled in history. VCe believe that
national emergency. Because of its such threats should be exposed and
brief existence, there are people in our people awakened against their
this country ’who are not yet fully treachery.
informed as to its real methods and 8. Above all, the Councils believe
objections.
,
that powers ursurped under tyranical
Court decisions must be restored to
, The Councils aims and objectives.
are nation-wide in scope and appeal,~
the powers deleg¯ted under the Confor there is not one citizen in America
stitution; and that we must once ¯gain
who is not seriously affected by the
become a nation of freedom-loving
oppression forces at work in nor counp~ople in a nnion of Sovereign States.
try.
COMMUNIST STRATEGY
GATHERED SPEED
Because. the South lives closest to
The wheel of federal oppression
the racial problem, segregation is, of
has MANY spokes. Beginning with a
conrse, a source of grave concern to
slow roll in the thirties, it gathered
every white and colored man. But
speed and power through the forties
while the Communist conspiracy is
skillfully using sopporters otintegraand fifties. It now threatens to wipe
out the individual will to resist and
tion in other sections of the country
to grind us to grist for a greedy, sociato accomplish the planned destruction
list-minded dictatorship in Washinl~of the South, it is also using these
ton. Council members feel strongly.
supporters to undermine the laws and
that there should be organized efforts.
institutions of states in the North and
throughout the nation to present to
West.
the people the real issues in the strugThe Councils must tell the nation
gle. There is an overriding need to
why it is necessary for the South to
show ~hat basically the Citizens" Counmaintain, within legal means, the
cils’ program is designed to preserve
democratic system of racial segregaALL rights of EVERY state--not just
tion~that the Sonth’s l:lroblem in this
those rights involving the South’s segregard is an economic one; that it is
regation laws.
massive, anti not easily solved. And,
that it is not a problem peculiar to
CRITICAL STRUGGLE
the South alone. The whole country
In its final analysis, the canse to
must be made to realize that the inwhi~:l a million troe, patriotic Ameriteruational plot to bring the South
cans have dedicated themselves is a
"to its knees" through integration does
critical struggle to save the Constitunot spring from any zeal to help the
tion of the United States and to prenation--nor front any real desire to
serve for every American citizen his
help the Negro.
inalienable, God-given rights.
MUST STUDY FACTS
8-POINT PLATFORM
There are stone who have been
blind to tile years of econmnic strain
The platform of the Councils can
bers and.we have recently set aside
we have snf(ered ill order to handle
be summarized in tile following eight
part of our contribution to the State
successfully an inherited problem. We
categories:
Association to pay for snbscriptions
request that they open their eyes and
1.
We
hold
that
the
basic
principles
for all of our members to the paper
study the facts.
of government embodied in the ConWe hope stitntinn of the United States art~
The Negro, living by the side of tile
(The Citizens’ Council).
this will tie us together.
white man in the South, l)rotccted by
eternal, and that its wisdom and rightlegal segregation, has made greater
IMPRESSIVE RECORD
hess shall not be rendered null and
prngress than anywhere else on earth
"The greater part of the dues we
void at the slightest whims of lxqty
~ educationally, culturally, c c o n ohave collected has l~.,en sent to Mr.
politicians.
mically and spiritnally. We strongly
Patterson and Mr. Lawrence at Green2. We believe that the Constitution
oppnse all pressure vrrunps, agitators.
wood h~r use in circolating informaof the United States as written is the
so-called liherators, both white and
tion favorable to our cause throngh
SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND-Negro, who would destroy this progthe Press of tile state and nation.
and that Supreme Court interpretaress. We will resist their destroctive
In proportion to membership we have
tions in conflict with its terms should
efforts at all costs.
sent more than any other Council in
not be allowed to alter that status.
our Congressional District. We have
3. We feel that the United States
kept a small balance here to meet
Snpreme Court shmtld be permaour necessary expenses and for use
nently restrained fro m irresponsible
in emergency. We have never seen
and revolutionary interpretations of
a man or a woman or a corporation
this nation’s most sacred document of
injured by having a little money in
Sentiment in F l o r i d a is moving
law and instice.
the bank.
rapidly toward a strongly prosegrega"Your Directors have met frequent4. We think there is a need for a
tion positinn. "File Florida ~’gislature
ly and all have given mqch thought
return to the moral law that reqnires
passed a Resolution of Inte~osition
to your affairs."
us to think in terms of our responsibilihacked by the Florida Associdtion
ties as well as ill terms of our rights,
Citizens’ Councils. The State Senate
and fnr halting the present trend of
haspassed a bill requiring the NAACP
our national leadership toward sociato file a m¢mbership list with the
lism. We believe the teaching that
Secreta~ of State. Council leaders
people have a right to certain standfeel the measnre will probably inch,It
ards of food, clothing, housing, eduthe Citizens’ Councils, to which they
cation, amnsement, working hours, rehave no o~ection.
tirement, provisions, and other bnlA resolution prepared by attornvy
warks against hardships is wrong when
Sam Peacock of Brooksville setting
the same teaching does not also preforth the general position of the
Reports by the Associated Press
sent the responsibility of working to
ida Citizens’ Councils has
from Clinton indicate that the citizens
earn these rights.
adopted by the state Executive
in that area are moving strongly for
5. We hold that people everywhere
mittee. The resoh’tion calls on the
the ouster of the Negroes from the
should work to become self-supportFlorida press to correct implications
white high school. The report says,
ing, and should resist the growing
of any cnnnection between t]R" As"The Anderson County School Board
tendency of the federal governlnent
sociatinn of Citizens’ Cotmcils nf Florendorsed a segregationist group’s resto foist "benefits" upon a large segida and out-of-state agitators. A smnolution for introduction in the legisment of onr popl,lace at the price of
ma~ statement of beliefs includes:
lature, asking Gov. Frank Clement
federal control. Fnrther, we believe
segregation is a matter of state conto remove Negroes from integrated
it
our
duty
to
make
known
that
tile
Clinton High School."
trol; federal invasion of state and infederal government has nothil~g to
dividnal rights by court dccrevs and
"There was no dissent, after the
"give away" except that which it has
executive orders is op~sed; the fitterm "sociologically aml psychologifirst taken away.
tun. of America is in great danger
cally inappropriate students" was sub6.
The
Councils
contend
that
the
from planned attacks by ~wer seeking
mitted for "’Negro students" in an
government’s
wild
and
reckless
foreign
’radicals" violence is not supportedearlier resolution rejected by the
give-away program has contrihuted
the pruua~ oblechve ~s a program
board.
toward the socialization of onr cormnf vducation to impart to the pcuple
The resolution is for introduction
try,
that
it
has
contributed
little
to
of Florida a knowledge of the forc-s
in the Tennessee House of Represaving other countries from socialism
’~’htnd integration a n d centraliz~d
sentatives. It was presented to the
or
communism,
and
that
our
foreign
pow,.r; the Florida Citizens’ Co.nboard by J. E. Roy’, Amlcrson County
spending should be drastically curells sup~)rt the creation of ann te~,
chairman of the Tennessee Federation
tailed.
The
bursting-at-the-seams
fedidetennined offensive by the patriotic
f o r Constitutional Government. It
eral budget, tile overwhelmingly bur- [~ople of Florida to protect their
asks that Gnvernor Ch.ment nse his
densome national taxes, and f’ederal
freedoms; the State Le~ishttnre is
police powers to remove the Negro
bnreancracy -- all of which are so
urged to adopt a Resolutnm of Interstudents and send them to other
frightening a part of the national picschools.

The Grass l~oots:

l eport By A Local
Council’s President
The strength of the Citizens’ Council movement is at t~e local level.
This truism has been pointed out
many times. There is little donbt
that the reason for this is tile high
caliber and devotion to duty of the
local officers and directors ..... the
real backbone of the Citizens’ Councils.
The balance, good judgment and
capability of t h e s e gentlemen, to
whom all of us owe more than we
will ever know, is exemplified in some
o: me passages noted in the Annual
Report of Hr. W. M. Drake, Presidenti
ol the IelfeNon County (Miss.) Citizens’ Council to his members ....
THREE TO ONE RATIO
"During the past year the prufound
social changes which began with the
Supreme Court’s decision of May 17,
1954, have developed s 1 o w I y and
steadily.
"We still have three Negroes for
every white ~erson in this county,
and in one district *he ratio is ten
to one.
"On the surface not nmch change
is apparent here. Courtesy and kindness on both sides still mark our relations with the colored people. I
think this is ..a carry-over front the
discipline imposed on both races over
many years by very wise leaders and
citizens of the county.
"Notwithstanding statements o f
some of our citizens, our state and
county have been generous ever since
Reconsruction with colored children.
We could not give much to them or
to the white children when most of
our citizens were in debt and cotton;
was selling under ten tents a pound
and timber at three dollars fox stumpage. I believe Jefferson County is;
now planning to give Negro schools
equality in teachers’ salaries and superiority in physical equipment.
BEAR TAX BURDENS
"’I estimate that the white 25% of
onr population will pay 90% of the:
taxes levied for education here.
"During this past year we have had
very helpful addresses from two very
able men - Dr. Caskey of Mississipi;i
College and Congressman John Bell
Williams.
"We have distributed some
speeches and leaflets among our mere-

"Just The Beginning"
(AN EDITORIAL)
An interesting glimpse into the future, as leaders of the interracial pressore groups would have it, is provided by Nicholas Hood in New Orleans.
Rev. Hood is vice-president of the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance. Speaking before some 1500 Negroe¢ assembled for a mass meeting
in the Crescent City, Reverend Hood told the audience the campaign for
the mixed seating on public buses and street cars was "just the beginning".
He said it "won’t make any sense to ride on desegregated buses, then go
into segregated schools and city hall".
"You must walk together, drink out of the same cup, play in the same
par~, attend the same sebeols and ride on the same ~eat in public buses",
Rev. Hood declared.
He is at least consistent. This is the kind of consistency that chills the
so-called ~moderate", to whom integration is a platonic dream untroubled

In Florida

Tennessee Moves To
Oust Negroes From
Clinton High School

Eyed By Grand Jury
A Sumtcr County grand jnry, at
Americus. Georgia has charged that
controversial bi-racial Koinonia farm
has "’close friends among known Communists and has entertained known
Comnmnists’. No indictment was returned against any official or resident
of the farm, however, nor was any
prosecution directly proposed.
The grand jury. not having suffici- I
ent evidence to convict of commun-I
lsm in a court of law, added, how-I
ever, that it was willing to leave to l
the "good judgment and understand- [
ing of the people who read these l
presentments the question of tinsel
kinship between the communist party[
and goimmia farm."
I
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What The ’Comrades’ Plan For You
Organized ’Tolerance’

i eds Openly Talh Plans
To Agitate l acial Issues
The recent television appearance of ~Comrade" Nikita Ifamshehev, successor to Jose/
as "head of the Moscow Politburo and dictator of Communist Russia, coupled with proposals to
exchange broadcasts on national hook-ups in the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R., prompts an Inquiry Into
the most recent pronouncements of the Communist PasW on the race question.
mmunist
party
in this Security
country su.,,b,eo~nm~,.’,.’ttee
is still a disciplined agent
of Moscow."
An
o~ the
oCf~
The Senate
Inte.rnal
has said
as recently
asexaminaUon
June 23, lg~ that
o ficial proceedings of the !6th National Convention of the Communist Party, U.SaL, held in

New York City February 9-12,o
NAACP’S "FREE BY ’63"
Negrq people’s offemive tltinlt ~
1957, should convince even the
"comrade" Steve strikes very close ~bound reaction (the~ mean
most skeptical just who is behind
home as he says, "What ’we are to raise to new l~llhts the whois
the race agitation now rapidly to
trying to say is--examine this ques- lane of democratic opportunity bar
becoming the foremost national tion. everyavhere in your commtmity,
I to struggle for social ~
issue.
make this the major campaign in the (c~..mmtmis’t ~yle) in ou~ ootmtw..
~ question of N~pm ~
spirit of the NAACP. in the longPLAN OF WORK
range way--’Free by ’03’ -- not a (integration), then, is I!~
domestic
issue of the day, mad t fae~
Reporting for the Plan of Work campaign that starts today to finish of growing international
tomorrow,
but
a
long-range
one.
So
Committee at the convention, "’Com- that’s one of the recommendations we (Have you heard It said that we must
rade" Steve Nelson sa~,s in part:
integrate to please the Bed
"There were two central questions made; concentrate on this issue."
Nehru’s segregated India, theHotMAIN RESOLUTION
that were agreed to that we should
Later in the convention, in the tentots, the Fm~ Wuztleu and
emphasize in closing this convention. "main
political resolution" adopted by ’%vers of democracy.~’)
It was felt, comrades, that, in the the 16thNational
"Negroes unite ~ol in o~cler
Convention, we get
spirit of what most comrades had to the full blast, as follows.
Emphasis separate themselves ham the politlcak
say on the matter confronting the is exactly as appears in the
printed economic or social life of our camNegro people in this country, that
try.. They unite to more eHeetively
that be the point we should em- text.
"Over a half million Negroes in employ the strength of thet~ own
phasize here, the point on which we
numbers and the weight of their
should concentrate our work when we deep Southern cities are participating
with other ~ of the popula~
!go back from here, and that is, the daily in organized direct actions to ance
the Jim Crow barrier in bus tion to level all barriers to ~ ~uilwhole struggle for Negro rights to be break
e~t integration into ~ of the
a long-range proposition betore us, transportation. More than a hundred economic, political
ILfe of
are enga[ged in organized
as we return to our districts .... The thousand
campaigns on a single issue-~tu secure the American people aa a whole.
point
that
we
wanted
to
stress
is
that
They are forging an int.mal mttimml
cI’rlZENSs COUNCIL, ..TACKSON, f’dlS$
the Communist participation in this the right to vote; they aim to utilize unity to facilitate tlmir ~’uggle
work on all levels can deepen this the ballot as a weapon in the struggle full integretion as free and equal
struggle, and can bring greater mean- to desegregate ~nd to democratize
Southern life." (DemocraUze means,
ing to it. I think we are all heartened of
By Formal
course, complete social amalgama- "Against the hackazound of this
by the fact that a new thing has deestimate of the Negro Iample and their
veloped in our country with reference tion.)
(integration) movement,
The resolution continues, "In scope, Ll.l~ration
to the question of Negro rights. I
w.ha.t are the special tasks and reaponmilitancy
and
effectiveness
the
Negro
don’t think that we have ever had a
sibllities of Communists? Ffl~ and
situation where so many people of People’s Movement has reached a foremost, it is the obligation of the
diverse opinions are interested in the maturity unparalleled in recent gen- vanguard Party of the American wor~Negro question one way or another. erations...
ing class to lend every support to the
We are urging, therefore, that we "Now is the time for all progressive Negro people’s struggle.-This is the
Opposition continues to mount to integration of the proposed don’t try to invent caml~aigns, we Americans (integrationists) to add the main uncompleted deanocraU¢ task of
don’t need to. What we do is to go full force of their power to the great
new l 1-million dollar Jackson, Miss. veterans hospital, to be lo- back into our districts and put it on lever for democracy (dictatorship of our country; and ~ hdflllment ~
enormously advance the goals of ~
cated in the heart of white neighborhoods adjacent to white the agenda, and see what is going on the proletariat) forged by the brave wod~ng ela~ and our ent~ nation.
in the community, and see in what struggles of Southern Negroes. Now
schools, colleges and parks.
(It would be ~t to imagine
we can deepen that struggle in is the time for all believers i~ de- a more explicit statement than the
A number of veterans groups have adopted"strongly worded way
the various communities." (Emphasis m o c r a c y ~ by strengthening and
resolutions in opposition. In addition to the Mississippi Associa- added).
that racial inte ,l~ation would
heightening even further the great ~oregoing
enormously a d v a n ~ e the C, omtion of Citizens’ Councils, sev-O
°
munists goal of ~ddng over the Unlt~l
eral local Councils have protestS~ates. Mind you, this is no~ an edied vigorously.
torial opinion of a "biased. South.
emer. It is an official
The Jackson CiUzens’ Council has
from the Communist Party ttself.~
released the following s t a t e m e n t
pointing out the consequences of such
PROGRAM OF Ac’rION
an integrated facility:
What
is the program of a~om? We
In view of the developing situation
are told quite cle~.rly in the remlu.
with respect to the proposed intetion.
grated Veterans Administration Hospi~AII Communists, and all progrestal in North Jackson, the Board of
gressive population ~th barbarians
sive Americans, are called uixm to
(Guest Editorial
Directors of the J a c k s o n Citizens’
marshal their maximum strength to
and slaves to produce a mmagrel
By Stanley F. Morse
Council feel it the/r obligation to in"Your church is the number one enhance the liberation (int~gration)
race. It is a part of the Communist
form the citizens of Jackson and President, Crass Rools League, Inc. Conspiracy to degenerate Caucasian target of the Communist Conspiracy movement of the Negro people. This
Hinds County of some serious facts
Americans into mongrels by causing in America" says Herbert A. Phil- requires:
Charleston, S. C.
in this matter that may not be fully
brick, noted F. B. I. counter-spy
Extreme ignorance in clergymen them (by propaganda and federal against the Communist Party. The
app~hted.
Our state Executive Committee has l and other "educated" leaders of our force) to mix with negroes. Why~ effective method of indoctrinating movement in the Sou~h. ,’l~-~t ¯
already .n-tinted out that integration churches is inexcusable. Yet pro- are the~e religious leaders following young ministers with Red ideology battle to remove a festering, un~ght~y
"Communist llne" ,which aims at
in veterans hospitals was ordered by nouncements by the General Assem- the
into the "Sovi- and schemes has been to convert to sore from the national hody
the executive department of our fed- blies of the Presbyterian Churches, changing the U. S. A.~’
Communist philosophy many faculty ete, etc.., to entoree the Con~itotion
eral government without the require- South and North, the National Coun- et States of America.
members of theological seminaries.
ment of law, and at the specific ur- cil of the Protestant Episcopal
Jesus warned of "false pro.p, hets" At least 45 of the 177 Protestant . e Supreme L;ourt. (Have you heerd
~ng of various special interest mi- Church, the Methodist Church, (Matthew
15). Thus, many ’intel- theological seminaries in the U. S. that one before?) A popular and
nority pressure groups. Our state Ex- Southern Baptist Convention, Na- lectuals" and "liberals" with high have been thus Red-infiltrated, acdemand must ar~ for Conecutive Committee has registered a tional Council of the Ch,u.rches of ideals and laudable motives ha v e cording to a former research direc- irresistible
gressional action to end
Christ
in
the
U.
S.
A.
(if
it
can
be
been deluded by Bed propaganda tor of the House Committee on Un- and ~ass civil rights legishtlon, ~r
(Continued on Page 4)
i called a "religious’" organization), et into believing that there is a "’Chris- American Activities. This, plus Mary
(Continued on p¯~¢ ~)
al. opposing racial segregation in- tian Socialism" which would elimin- ist propaganda in other schools and
dicate that these churchmen are ig- ate poverty and trouble and stabilize colleges, accounts for the large num’!norant of such basic laws of God as h u m a n happiness and prosperity. her of clergymen (nearly 8,500 aci genetics (breeding and heredity), of These dupes, working under "a cloak cording to public records) now folthe FACTS reveahed by anthropology of respectability" (as F. B. I. Direc- lowing the "Communist line."
and ethnology (study of mankind’s tor J. Edgar Hoover calls it), preach
Misguided Christian clergymen
development), and the lessons of a "’social gospel" instead of the spirhistory. If they were familiar with itual Gospel proclaimed by J e s u s should realize t h a t their "liberal"
this basic knowledge, they coL:d not Christ. Unwittingly they are work- preachments aad actvities are helphonestly advocate racial social equal- ing for the spread of Communism ing to betray our American Republic
Economic pressure has been exer- ity and mixing because they would
---and Christianity itself.
Indians on the Ganlen Rlve~
cised by the Tennessee Valley Au- know what the ruinous biological re- which is the deadly enemy of ChrisAll loyal Americans who are Chris- serve near Sault Sainte Mtrle,
thority against a luncheonette operator sults would be.
churchmen should enlist in a turin, are prepared to tomahawk a
Moreover, although many of these tian
whose license is being revoked be- Even a smattering of plant and
campaign
to purge their churches: plan which wotdd transfer 150 of
cause she will not agree to serve animal breeding must convince any ministers may sinoerely believe in and colleges of subversive dupes and their children to a white school
sensible person that the product of the Maria ideology with w h i c h
colored T.V.A. employees.
fall.
Mrs. Clara Angel, who with her hundreds of y e a r s of painstaking they have been infected, their active secret Reds~before it is too late.
On,,e~spokesman
al
(A number of local Baptist, Meth- ¯~ng,
husband holds the license to operate breeding of, say Hereford or Jersey advocacy of these Soc/alist~ theories
l~very womanisinquoted
our tz/be
the small eating place in the Elec- cattle, can be destroyed overnight by is so contrary to the natural laws! odist and Presbyterian churches in sworn she will go to jail beh~e altric Powetr Board building, said it permi~ng a scrub bull to run with (i. e., Divine laws) and th human Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Missis- lowing this."
had been ~er impression the Govern- purebred cows.
experience as revealed by h i s t o r y sippi and South Carolina are taking
The school is six miles away. The
Since the laws of genetics ~dse: that most sensible, educated
ment Agency would not interfere in
positive steps to meet the danger mother~ are said not ~ac~blec~ ~tbe~r~
govern the development of human tend to lose confidence in the leader- pointed out by Mr. Morse.. Some distance but to the
any way.
t
When T.V.A. informed M~. Angel beings, history reeouats that the fall ship of such clergymen, l’ais is congregations have moved to.with- children would be "ral~!
Of
most
great
~
hlm
Egypt
serimasly
weolandag
the
C’aristian
that she must serve Negr~ ~,~Ioyape"., ¯ school attesded ~
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Editor

Krushchev In Yo,ur Home
Information and propaganda related to the T.V. assault by Cornmm~t leader Nikita Krnshchev against these United States have caused
some very pertinent questions to be raised.
(I) Have the people responsible for the broadcast overlooked the
f~’t that the Russian government and the United States have long been
~ghting a wax to the finish? That wax now is in its 40th year. It is a psychological wax, and rids country has lost most of the battles in that 40yem’ old war because of the Trojan Horse tactics and internationalism pro(2) When an exchange of national hook-up television broadcasts between the United States and Russia is proposed, is it remembered that
thero are only 14 local T.V. broadcasting stations in Russia to trade for
the ~use" of 1,349 T.V. broadcasting stations in the United States?
(3) Is it remembered there are less than 1.5 million T.V receiving
sots tn Ru~a, where only bureaucrats and government agencies have
lmmey enough to own and maintain a receiving set? In the United States
there are 4~ million T.V. receiving sets which could provide the Kremlin
murderer= an audience of 100,000,000 people.
(4) Do the advocates of ~uch an "exchange" expect the Communists
to die from laughing at us?
(5) If the United States government plans to admit the Kremhn’s
=poke~men into our living rooms, why spend money to fight Communist
agents?
(6) Who is stupid enough to believe that the Communist Party in
Ru~la or anywhere would give a true translation from English to Russian
o~ anything that is even suspected of harming the Communist conspiracy
to conquer us? Ignorance is blLssful to some, but it does not provide se(7) Are we neutralLzed? Are we going to sit like phonographs, and
repeat and repeat and repeat and repeat that which can bring only our
dmtmction?
(8) Can we expect the internationalists in the U~ S. State Department
to win a psychological battle for the United States?
It would appear that our independence as a free people can be saved
only by a c/tLzenry which quickly experiences a revival of national loyalty.
O~r children need to be taught an un-adulterated patriotic enthusiasm for
the~e United States.
The white people of the Southern states, long known as among the
most solidly patriotic in the country, have an intensely personal interest
In this matter. What "Comrade" Krushchev and the other "’comrades"
have in store for us b related in some detail elsewhere on these pages.

1957 Membership Drive
By now, Councils in all states should have completed their lg57
membership drives.
In the well-organized states, peace and quiet reign on the racial
front. Misdssippi has not had a single school integration suit. Racial
a~ltatton by the integrationists is at a minimum. Because of this peace
and quiet, many Council members think that the fight is over, that there
ts no longer any need to be alert or to support the battle for states’
fights and racial integrity in other states.
The Citizens" Council can be compared with a fire department.
W~/]e not fighting fires, the depa~:tment continuously carries on an educatlortal program for fire prevention. The Citizens’ Council has been
©arw|ng on, and is still carrying on, an integration prevention program,
~plt~hed peacefully, lawfully and quietly. An ounce of prevention
b worth a pound of cure.
We hope there will never be any tronble on the racial front, and
tf ~e w]dte f~opie are unit&l and alert to propaganda and agitation for
~’tlt~.’fatte~, tl~te ’will ~ot ~ any.
While g~t results have been accomplished by the Councils. the
Jf|~: h~ ~g~t yet 0ver~ and it would be sheer folly to let up until the
d~t~g¢-r *ff ~!~d~cia] tyranny and mongrelization no longer exists. Your
f~tt~ A~.*f~[ior~s e~,mot continue without the support of the local
l~ ~-weye~oe wilt &~ lm part, as small as it is, we can maintain
~ag, ~t~nt 0~gatdzz~ion~, The responsibility for carrying on this
~1~|: ~t* with tvery citizen, not just a few. We all have an equal

USSR-TV

Georgia’s Fine Example
The sovereign state of Georgia, in a move that has caused nation-wide
comment, has thrown down the gauntlet to the Congress on the question
of the validity of the Fourteenth Amendment. Will the Congress accept
the challenge? No other state in the Union has more clearly perceived the
dangers of iudicial encroachment than Georgia. And no state has been more
steadfast in resisting them.
The Georgia memorial to Congress reads thus: "A memorial To The
Congress of The United States of America Urging Them To Enact Such
Legislation As They May Deem Fit To Declare That The 14th and 15th
Amendments To The Constitution of The United States Were Never Validly
Adopted And That They Are Null And Void And Of No Effect".
According to the petition, the 39th and 40th and 41st Congresses, The
Reconstruction Congresses, were no more than "private assemblages unbwfully attempting to exercise the Legislative Power of the United States".
And that the "exclusions of the Southern Senators and Representatives fror~
the 39th, 40th, and 41st Congresses were malignant acts of arbitrary power
and rendered those Congresses invalidly constituted."
It is a great challenge to the people of the other states of the Union-to undo a wrong so long ago perpetrated on the South and on the Constitution. The United States of America, the champion of government by consent of the people, should make right her own house. And the citizens of
the non-Southern States who believe in law and the constitution, shonld
oin with Georgia in the repudiation of these acts done in hatred and malice
by a vengeful and illegal Congress.

Revenge On Juries?
A new form of economic reprisal has been proposed by Harlem Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. According to the New Y~rk Times,
Powell has suggested that Alaliama Negroes consider boycotting businesses
of jurors who acquitted two white men accused of bombing a Negro
church in Montgomery.
Thus, citizens who were subpoenaed--nut of their own free will-to discharge their public duty by serving on a iury are the suggested target
of an Adam Clayton Powell-sponsored boycott, because their verdiot does
not please the Harlem Congressman.

Cl, y Favors Local Rule
State police no longer have the city’s permission to operate in Clay,
Kentucky, where troopers and National Guardsmen were used last year to
coerce school integration at bayonet point.
The State Safety Commissioner at Frankfort has received notice that
the City Council of Clay passed an ordinance in June to this effect. The
ordinance was signed by Mayor Herman Clark, strong pro-segregationist
and outstx~ken critic of state police and Guard intervention last fall.
According to reports, state police records indicate that Clay is the first
city, to withdraw such jurisdiction from State police.
This begins an interesting new development in the broadening contest of local government versus enforcement of decrees directly contrary
to the popt,lar will.
No substitute h~s yet been invented for courage and determination.

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Citizens’ Councils
1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
~ For OneTear ................................... $2.00
(Please Print)
Name ............................................................................
Addreaa .........................................................................

~ h~#~#l wt~ trill do is to let in our membership dues. Has your
~’g~| .~p,lt~d it, s r~mber~hip drive for 1957, and mailed in its
~t~ ~¢~n ~ f~ State Headquarters? If not, phase do

City ..............................................................................
State ...................................................................

THE SOVEREIGN STATES
Notes of A Citizen of Virginia
By James Jackson Kilpatrick,
distinguished editor of the
Richmond News Leader
Henry Regenery Comlumy
(t4 E. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago 4, IlL; $5.00
The interposition of State authority against unconstitutional action by
the Presidency, Congress or Supreme
Court has not been a regional device.
Through all our American history,
the individual states from Maine to
California have had to cry out to protect constitutional rights of their people. These r i g h t s are seriously
threatened t o d a y, declares James
Jackson Kilpatrick in THE SOVEREIGN STATES, by uncontrolled federal power bent on stripping all the
states of their legitimate authority.
Kilpatriek’s thesis is that our nation is a Union of States: that the
meaning of this Union has been ob=cured, that its inherent value has
been debased and all but Inst. Filled with vivid stories of American
. citizens engaged in meaningful political action from the Revolution to the
present day, he writes with patriotic
tervor and deep sincerity.
His vigorous, often witty analysis,
makes it clear that preservation of
sovereign fights of the states is
not a regional weapon but the keystone of American liberty. Kilpatrick
says, "the remedy is for the American people in their capacity as States
to call a halt to this usurpation while
there is still time tu do so."
THE SOyEREICN STATES restores the current d e b a t e on the
tendencies inw~ked upon our Federal
Union to the place where it belongs
in a free Republic--at lhe level of
popular interest and discussion.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
James Jackson Kilpatrick was born
of Virginia and I~ouisiana ancestry
in Oklahoma City, Oklahnma in
1921). In 1941 upnn his graduation
from the University of Miss
Sch~ml of Jonrnalisu~, he joined th6
staff of the Richmond News Leader
as a reporter under the late l)ouglas
Sonthall Freeman, the distinguished
historian. In J u ne 1949 he was
named Freeman’s successnr as editor.
This fighting young editor has
since won for himself a position of
wide influence in the Southeast, and
national recognition in the form
awards from the University of Missouri and from Sigma Delta Chi, nat i o n a I iournalism fraternity. He
served recently as chairman of the
National
Conference of Editorial
Writers.
PRAISE FROM SENATOR
HARRY F. BYRD:
"Nothing is more obviously needed in this conntry in our time than
’a review of the fundamentals on
which the greatness nf ot, r country
rests--and return and rededication
to the fundamentals.
"In THE SOVEREIGN STATES,
Jack Kilpatrick, one of the nation’s
most brilliant y o u n g editors, has
made a great and timely contribution
to facilitate meeting this need. The
I~’a~k is a wonderfnlly documented
presentation of a vital segment nf
the source of strength in our form
of gnvernment. "Ever), citizen of the
United States would do well to read
and study this work, and it is especially recommended to educators.
iurists and pnblic officials generally."
PRAISE FR()M DISTINGUISltED
SOUTIIERN LEADERS
Senator Slrom Thurmond says:
"’Mr. Kilpatrick is most able, both
as a writer and as a histurian. As
an advocate of state sovereignty, he
ihas produced a moving and revealing
honk. It is an interesting and vivid
documentation of basic constitutional
concep!s which provides a storebonse
of :naterial on constitvtional gnvernment.
I recommend the reading of this
I~)k to everyone interested in the
preservation ¢~f our Constitntion and
of government based on the Conslitution."
D o n a I d Davidson of Vanderbilt
University says:
"His message . . . is fnr every
American who cherisb~s his American liberty, for ew~ry State of North,
South, East or West that is willing
and ready, as all ought tn be, to
safeguard those political instit~ntitms
that the State~ of the Uniun were
fonnded to preserve and in fact are
sworn to dcfi.nd."
William W. T a y I o r, PresidentElect of the North Carolina Bar Assoclation, says:
"Mr. Kilpalrick has made a mnsl
vahmble c’ontrih,dion to the tratlS¢2
maintztining c’¢mstitutSon.’~| government in the United States. His
TItE SOVEREI(;N STATES,
sh*mhl be read by all Ameficans who
are concerned with the pn’scnt Socialistic trend nf the Federal
ernmcnt and the usurpation uf l~)v,,er
by the Federal Cm,rts.
This l~)ok contains a wealth uf
well - docnmented m a t e r i a i to

~eagthe~ th= ha~i~ of th~ who
,
(Contim~ed 6n ~ 4)
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South’s Foes Draw Blast
From National Magazine

A Manual
Southerner

By TOM ETHRIDGE
’fional Southern viewpoint. The It will not be easy to recapture this
A new and apparently infallible Fonndations have nnderwriten a con- unity after the present dementia is
EDITOR’S NOTE: The purpose of this series is to imlmrt to cur d~formula for quick literary success has troversial organization in the South past."
dmn a true understanding of their odgim and the reasom for our biracial
emerged in the United States.
-- t h e Southern Regional Council¯
society. It ~rves’ also to present to Amedcam everywhere the ~ ealat~
NATIONAL CIRCULATION
Expressed in a s i n g I e sentence, In the past three years, this Council
The American Mercury is an old for our position. Copies o~ previous installments will be sent upon ~
this formula is: "Damn The South." has received a total of $445,000 from
FOR GRADES $ AND 6
So says the current (July) issue the Fund For The Republic and size- established magazine with a steadof American Mercury magazine, in able sums from other leading founda- ily-growing national circulation, edSection H Part 4
ited
ahd
published
in
New
York.
one of the most candid and unusual
Despite
the
sympathetic
tenor
of
his
articles yet inspired by the,, racial
The powerful and vicious anti- article, Harold Lord Varueyis not
FAMOUS SCIENTISTS SAY RACES ARE VERY DIFi~ilENT
issue.
South campaign is branded by Var- a Sontherner but a New Yorker, a
~’,
First of all, let’s see how we know so much about the races being difEntitled, "Why Pick on Dixie.
ney as "a shameful episode in the champion of constitutional govern- ferent. Many famous scientists haw studied the races of ma~ for hundmdl
this article is written by Harold Lord history of onr times. It is also a ment and a well-established writer.
of years. These scientists have ways they can weigh and measure th~
Varney. He accurately diagnoses the disastrous experience for Americans.
Varney knows whereof he .speaks
anti-South campaign, which he says The United States, in releasing the in saying, "It is evident that nmst skeletons and brains of the different races. And all of these men
has been conducted on a nationwide anti-Southern heat waves, is weak- Northern editors are little interest- that the black, yellow, red, and white men are very different from each
scale for some time. The author ening our most precious possession ed in the Southern state of mind, other. Scientists have studied the habits of the different races. They find
that man’s habits can be grouped t~e rates, The, white man ha~ certata
cites various unfavorable propaganda --the unity of the American people. but only in its denunciation."
habits that are very different from
bhck man s. Some of these habit~
disseminated by television, and mothat scientists study are:
tion pictures, deliberately calculated
I. Theway a race worships its God
to put the South in a bad light.
2. The kind of laws a race makes for Itself
"DEFAME AND BEFOUL
3. The kind of music a race likes
The present t re n d in opinion4. The kind of art that a race makes
moulding media, writes Varuey, is
5. The things a race thinks are right and wrong
to defame and befoul the South¯ It
is fashionable to slander and hold
up to public contempt the 46 million
RACES MIX THEIR HABITS LIVING AROUND EACH ~
Americans who happen to live below
In America the Negro has learned many of the white man’s habits, and
plicit and authentic act of the whole the white man sometimes oopies the Negro. But tf the races did not live
the Mason and Dixon Line.
people is sacredly obligatory upon around each other, their habits would be pure. The white man is very
The plain-spoken V a r n e y says: i U
all . . . But let there be no change civilized, while the pure Negro in Africa is still living as a savage..
"The South’s right to observe its own
by usurpation; for though this in one
folkways is being assailed in print
instance may be the instrument of
and on, platforms by potent national
good, it is the customary weapon
RACE-MIXERS KEEP THE TRUTH FROM YOU
groups,
Mix
Fish
by which free governments are deHe lists these groups as the NaYou do not read much about the differences in races or about the
strnyed."
tional Educational Association, the
p~loblems of Race-Mixing. This is because the Race-Mixers do not want
National Parent - Teachers Associa- Justice Hugo Black
you to know that the races are dlffe~:ent. They want you to think the
Very truly yours,
tion, the League of Women Voters, U. S. Supeme Court
Negro and the white man are ~ust alike. ~Why do you think they don’t want
William Mayer
Americans for Democratic Action, Washington, D. C.
you to know the truth about race differences?
W.
Palm
Beach,
Florida
the AFI,-CIO, the American Civil
Liberties, Union and the National Dear Sir:
On a visit to Ft. Walton, Florida
RACE-MIXERS WANT TO CAUSE TROUBLE
Council of Churches.
last summer I noticed a sitnation so
They do not want you to know that you are different from each other
"INDOCTRINATION"
terrible that it was hard for me to
because they want to change the Southern Way of Life. They do not let
The American Mercury article for- believe. I am told that nothing has Dear Editor:
the truth about race be printed in the papers or in your books. Instead of
thor declares: "Indoctrination a- been done to correct it so I am call- In recent years, more than ever, telling you the truth, they tell you pretty stories about how much fun it
gainst the S o u t h is being taughtling it to your attention.
it would appear that any one who would be to live together. They tell you that the races are not different, but
open.ly !,n public scho.ols.; ,It per;I At Ft. Walton they have a huge is elected or appointed to a position that a Negro is only a sunburned white man. The Race-Mixers want to
medics
roe
newer
textoooKs
anal..... aids. It ~s slipped into the[.
tanK ~
wmcn
teaching
~;~ contains
~..l ~ ....every Kin Of of power with life tenure acqnires cause trouble in the South and in America¯ In a little while we will see
admission what is sometimes called a "’God why they want to cause trouble¯
books and comic stri s. It is being
-’ can
" °mall
]charge............
the pubhc
get "a look at complex". This complex is encourp,,reached
from
the
~
......
p
Llplt
Dy
reuglous
__" ....
fish they t>robably have never seen aged by the lack of resistance which
u,~,,,rmsg ....
there Bishops, Judges and sometimes Gov-,
MIXED T-V SHOWS AND BALL GAMES ARE NEW
I before. There is a gentleman
"t~rien
stated
"
Carney
writes
me
. hnd
¯
. fish ernors receive from the people they
’~’
’ __ ....
’ . [that points out each
of
How often have you seen Negroes and whites together on T-V? The
!_non. an.u women, nenmd t,he ,anti-]and he says that the fish were d,mpchosen to serve. The Governor Race-Mixers want you to think it is all right for the races to mix. We have
~outh drive are the ones who Oave I,~,! intn thi¢ tank to,,ether and that are
of our State is not eligible to suc- not always had mixed shows. Thd same thing has happened in baseball.
been trying since the days of Rouse-It~la"~"i~nr~,~iat~l~ ~.~
ceed h i m s e I f but, unfortunately, Negroes and whites play on the same teams and use the same bath houses
volt to remake America in the image
Methodist Bishops and Federall. and dressing rooms. You are to think this Race-Mixing is good. And you are
of theirone-world, one-race ideology. ~ gis pla ~as n~’t had the ~- Judges have life tenure.
I to worship players of a different race instead of players of your own race.
~
It is the same inalorious
crowd
which
....
~ t’¯
nunp:y to reau
ne works o~ Gun- Bishop Lord wrote me a letter~
has committed t~e United States to ~P~_ ~.
tne. u n ~ t e o _ ~ation_s, to .u~r_.~ut7 "modern scientific authorities" but and said all men are brothers, equal,
RACE-MIXERS HOPE YOU WILL WANT TO MIX
anti to the Mrs ¯ t~oosevelt" written surely he knows that a situation like etc. Had he said all men are brothIf you learn to like Race-Mixing on T-V, on the ball field, and in the
Covenant of Human Rights.
ers-in-Christ, I could absolutely go movies, the Race-Mixers hope you will want to live with people of different
this is wrong.
along with such a statement, but I races. If you learn to like mixed sports and movies, the people who want
"To these schemers," the article
fully
realize
that
these
poor
fish
continues, "the South was an ob- dolnot have a powedul organization would add, not with brother-in-law. the races to mix hope you will learn to like living together. Of course, you
The Bishop speaks of all b ei n g know this would be very bad.
stacle that had to be removed. What
better instrument was there to direct like the NAACP to put pressure on equal. What does God’s word,mean
a
politically
packed
court
but
have
in Exodus 20:10 regarding ’man-,
against the South than the Negro
question.~’
YOU AREN’T TOLD WHAT HAPPENS WIIEN RACES MIX
,aOU
stopped
to think
popu- servant nor maidservant"? God wa:
r youever
would
be with
all how
the fisherthe maker of every race and he segBut the people who want to cause trouble in America and in the South
"UNREPRESENTATIVE"
men in our land if through forced regated them in different countries
do not tell you what really happens when the races mix. Those people who
The American Mercury article says integration .you could give us a
they could not speak the same believe in the Southern Way of Life and in their own race can tell you much
that most big magazines give assign- Bream with the fight of a Shark or and
language. Now the top leaders in about Race-Mixing. They try to get the news to you so you can know what
ments for stories about the South to a Crappie with the weight of the most churches, plus "Nine Old Men",
race-obsessed foreigners like Gunnar giant Sea Bass¯ The political poten- want to mix us all up and if suc- happens when Negroes and whites live together.
Myrdal, the Swedish radical’, Alan tial here is enormous and should not cessful, one day there would be
Patton (a blatant Ne~rophile frum be overlooked.
one Mongolian people.
FALSE STORIES ARE TOLD ABOUT MIXED SCHOOLS
South Africa); or to unrepresent’.a,Possibly W. E. B. DuBois may
Do you remember when President Eisenhower made the white children
St. Paul in gnd Thessalonians, 2nd
tire Southerners" I i k e Mississipp~ s have sumething to say on the subHodding Carter, Harry Ashmore of ject of segregation in schools of fish Chapter, 15th Ve r s e, ’~’herefore, go to school with the Negroes in Washington, D. C.? The Race-Mixers told
tile Arkansas .Gazette and Lillian and it might be wise to consult him. brethren, stand fast, and hold the many false stories about how the children liked going to school together.
But again they did not tell you the truth. Here is what really happened
("Strange Fruit") Smith.
I am told that even though he has ’traditions which ye have been
Also accurately designated by Vat- no less than seventy-two citations of taught, whether by word or our when the races were mixed in Washington’s schools.
hey as an "unrepresentative South- Communist, Communist Front or sub- epistle". Friend, where in God’s
erner" is Mark F. Ethridge, ex-Mis- versive activities entered against his Word are we taught that segregation
ARMED POLICE MADE CHILDREN MIX IN SCHOOLS
sissippian now promoting racial inte- name in the files of the Hou~ Un- is unchristian? Abraham Lincoln
When the children and their parents learned that the Negroes and
gration in Kentucky via his Louis- American Activities Committee he said he did not favor the negro race
with the white people whites were going to have to go to school with each other, they were very
ville Courier-Journal.
contributed to eighty-two porti.ns of intermarrying
nor living together on terms of social upset. Some of the children would not go to school. They stood outside
the
b~u~k
"An
American
Dilemma"
PROPAGANDA FUNDS
the schools and shouted against Race-Mixing. Some of the parents stood
and IxAitical equality.
Author Varney. declares: "All of which was cited in it’s entirety by
by and helped the children. These children were finally made to go to
your
Supreme
Conrt
as
it’s
anthurity
In
my
opinion,
there
are
a
numthe tax-exempt Foundations stand in
school by armed policemen.
for
it’s
decision
that
segregatiun
in
ber
of
top
church
leaders
and
politisolid ranks, with their billions, in
schools
was
not
constitutional.
cal
ivdges
that
are
doing
more
harm
detern~ined opposition to the tradiMr. Black, this might be a fine than a nnmber of paid cotnmunist
FORCE IS WRONG IN AMERICA
place for you to sta~ another attack workers which, if successful would
Now this force is something new in America. Our forefathers fought
in your effo~ to change the normal finally destroy our way of life.
against the force of old King George. And now our own government is
way of living in your native SouthSincerely,
forcing us again to do things we know are not right.
c~ ~c~on of our count~.
C. S. Bennett
~e place that I have referenc~
Jackson, Miss.
tu is the Gulfafium and I assure you
WHITE PEOPLE LEF’r WASHINGTON
that if any Ame~can can stand the
Many white parents saw that Ike’s government is going to force the
The American Federation of Mu- hor~blc thou~t of volnnta~ segraces to mix in Washington. So these parents took their unhappy children
sicians, in effect, has acted to con- regation long enongh to stop by this
and moved out of Washington, D. C. And Negroes are moving to our natinue its policy of racially segregated plac~ they will see a showy that is
tion’s capital by the thousands. Before the races were mixed, Washingtorlocals.
well wo~h a trip into ~is barbaric Dear Editor:
sclumls had many more white students. Now that the races are mixed,
The AFL-CIO union has shelved and savage section known as "The
I am enclosing check for $2.00 for m,r capital’s schools are mostly black¯ Do you blame the white people for
a resolution to outlaw segregation Deep South".
subscription to your paper. I think moving away from a city where they were forced to go to school with
by referring it to the office of James
Yours t~ly,
each state shonld have a right to Negroes?
C. Petrillo, federation president.
Walter H. Craig
govern their own state concerning
Indications continue that the rank
tile Negro q,estion.
413 Lauderdale St.
RACE-MIXERS WANTWHITES AND BLACKS TO DATE
and file of organized labor do not
I also think the Supreme Court
Selma. Aid.
Now that the ~.hools are mixed in Washington, nearly all social a~ivities
accept the integration demands of
Justices deserve impeachment. I
certain labor leaders, even as local
have noticed now for several years are no longer tanght. Who wants to dance with a bov or girl of another race?
church groups throughout the Soul.hthey have been helping Communists Could you enioy a party where black and white children are mixed? The
em states increase their opposition
get away with murder, so to speak. Race-Mixers even want Negroes and whites to date each other. They know
to integration I~licics df some church
I am iust an old lady 76 years old. that if the boys and girls share the school room, lunch room, dances, sports,
leaders.
I get out very little, but I read a rest rooms, and play grounds, then the boys and girls will want to date
Dear Editor:
When nine appointed Justices as- lot. I have very bad asthma, came each other.
sumed
unto themselves the power here for my health.
Wily DESEGREGATION
to amend the Constitution in the
I sincerely sympathize with the
]hrHrrEs LEARN FASTER THAN NEGROES
WILl, FAIL
ab~.nce of approval hy the ptople of S.nthern states as they have so many
Negro cllddre’~ wn ere way behind white children in their school work.
(Sl~’cch delivered by La.on C. the ~ve~tl states in tbe manner more Negrues than the other states.
This is because white children can learn faster than Negroes can. $6 the
Burns. minister, at the Sunday which is provided in the Cons~tuI can see what the.,," are op children could not do the same work in the same grade. This made them
evening worship ~.~ices, W e s t finn. they drove a knife into the And
against. The restanrants here don t feel onhappy.
Sevvnth Street Chu~h of Chest, heart n[ the Anwfican Cons~h~tion serve Negroes.
Colmubi,~, Tenne~c, Man’h 24, on that day of May 17th, 1954.
I hope the Southern states will
1957.)
WHITE AND BLACK CHILDREN SUFFER
In Washington’s Farewell Ad- win in their efforts against this inCopies ~stpaid from
dress
lu
Congress
we
hear
this
adThe students were tested to see how fast they could learn school work.
jnstice.
Bev. ~on C. Bu~
monition to all who ~all bye under
These tests showed that the white children can go much faster in their learn401 West 7th Strut
Si~ly,
[i~ng and work. When the races ~ ~ in school, the white children
the ~mstitution of ~e Uni~ States. s
Columb~
d6 .not get ts much ed ~ucation w ~ ~ get. The whiIes have h~, war
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"Liberalism" l aeAfir s:

Southern Churches Balk At
"Sodal Gospd’ Propaganda

CITIZF.N$’ COUNCIL~ 3’ACK$ONa HISS.

Reds Openly Talk Plato For
A ,afing The Radal

g0,000 Copies Sold
GOD THE ORIGINAL
SEGREGATIONIST

induce desegregation within their de- Southern Baptist Convention was ornominations have begun to bacldire, ganized 112 years ago, wired the
Obviously out of step with the vast I president of the Southern Baptist COnmaiority o flay members, these inte- vention: "The report of the Christian
gration campaigns are resulting in alL, fie Commission (for enforcement of
steady drum-fire of counter-a c t i o n integration) constitutes insidious prol~
from local churches.
[aganda and a gross libel against milSample reactions--[lions of law-abiding white SouthernSouthern Methodist Church, Flor-i era..."
enee, S. C.: "We strongly object to l
our sons, daughters, wives, hus-[ Fiat Presbyterian .Churqh., J .ac~moth
bands, other 1 o v e d ones, relatives, [ Miss.: "Exercising that t r e e 1 o m
friends, and ourselves being forced by [ which we believe to be God-given
our government to mix socially with,I and t~uly Christian, we reaffirm the
train with, work with, fight with, i right of private judgment in all seensleep with or close by, eat with or. lar matters; we respectfully but firmly
close by . . . members of races other challenge the authority of the General
than the Caucasian race."
Assembly to handle, or make deliverances concerning social, political or
First Baptis~ Church, Grenada, economic questions; and we call upon
Miss.: "Because of the dictatorial at- all likeminded lovers of freedom and
titude of the (christian Life) com- of truth in the church to ioin us in
mission, by attempting to speak for, opposing and resisting by all reasonand leading the public to believe that able and proper means the attempt to
it speaks for Southern Baptists, no use the courts of the church as agenallocation is to be made from hence- cies for partisan propaganda, and thus
forth to the Christian Life Commis- to divert the church from its spiritual
sion . . . out of fundsgiven by First mission. Furthermore, in order to imBaptist Church, Grenada . . . We do plement our convictions that the
and herewith petition the Southern C o u n c i I of Christian Belations, as
B a p t i s t Convention to abelish the presently organized and operating, is
Christian Life Commission; . . . and an unnecessary and distnrbing agency
I to return the sum of $15,000 accepted of the chnrch, we direct the Treasurer
by the Christian L i f e Commfssion of this church to withhold that pnrfrom the (Ford Foundation’s) ’Fund tion of the Assembly benevolences alfor the Republic’ ".
lotted . . . to the Council of Christian
Relations . . until such time as the
Hugh G. Grant, Augusta, Ca., for- Assembly may see fit to abolish the
mer U.S. minister to Albania and Council of Christian Relations..."

by
(Continued ~om Page 1)
for the Nogro people is a matter of
REV. CAREY DAN[EL
eH~tlve foderal executive ~te~en- their own self interest, is more urgent
Pastor
than ever before."
W~y ~ ~~ ~ of
First Baptist Church of
~m m~, W e~or~ inteTH~ KEY
West Dallas
~n ~ ~1 ~ of pubic ~e,
In conclusion, the resolution states,
(Southern Raptist Convention)
"The great labor movement of our
country and all democratic forces in
and
American ]fie ~re e~lled ~ to reeExecutive Vice-President
bgnize in the struggle for Negro rights
Dallas Citizens’ Council
the decisive task before the country
~t~v~~ v~ for
with the sequel
~ ~ ~ by m~ or
today. The Communist Party sees in
" Poll ~, which ~ist in this s~ggle the number one chal- SEGREGATION’S ARCHENEMY
lenge to action for all Communists.
~m ~t~, must ~ a~lHISS’ UNITED NATIONS
It is the portad to new advances in
. . ~ ~ for de~c
may
b~ obtained from th~ author,
~ ~ ~ ~u~ must ~ butall spberes in the fight for social
65e per copy, 6 for $3, 12 fo $5,
~ by h~ ~ to ~(communist) progress.
or $35 per 100 postpaid.
~ase Negro rel~’mamtetion ,(Negro
This month (July) the South goes Board of Regents of the University
congressmen, governors, legislators, doubt as to the key to this "social
on trial at Clintoh, Tennessee. Al- of the South.
REV.
CAREY
DANIEL
sheriffs, mayors, etc.) ma all levels of progress" of the communists, we are
though the 16 patriots of that comSamuel J. Galloway, of Nashville,
230’2 Lawndale Drive
p~v~ap~...t, both N~th and ~uth. told quite plainly: "Without the enmunity will be the ones who have Assistant Treasurer of the Fund, is
3. Aa intemtflsd s~uggle fo~ equal, franchisement of the Negro masses in
the misfortune of having to suffer the attorney for Ae~a Casualty and
Dallas, Texas
amploym~nt sad ~s~mdtng practices~ the South the road to an anti-monothe hardships of a prolonged jury Surety Company, Claim Depatrment.
trial, all citizens of every section
ia all industries, everywhere in the l poly people’s government will remain
Affairs of the Fund are under the
~ (This is the infamous F.E.-i blocked by the Dixiecrat reactionaries
will have their futures shaped by the supervision
of an A&ninistrative
P. C., already being forced in govern- i w h o domLnate Congressional comoutcome. It is to the credit of the Committee with the following memu~at contracts by presidential order, mittees by virtue of the disfranchisereat state of Georgia that their very
Raulston Schoo/field, of Chatwithout the sanction of law.) Ap-J ment of Southern masses."
istinguished governor was among bers:
tanooga, Criminal Court Judge and
prenticeship training must be openodl Finally, _’~he C,q.m~n. unist .P.arty .of Dear Editor:
the first to offer assistance. The at- former candidate for Governor of
up to Negro youth on an equal basis I the United States pledges i.tseB to the
I was in Downers Grove, Ill. last torneys g e n e r a I of Louisiana and Tennessee; Warren S. Webb, Certiwith young, white w o r k e r s. The I ac6omplishment of this task."
night, and a friend of mine said in Texas were also quick to offer their fied Public Accountant of Memphis,
strengthening of the activities of the l
--~
parts of Chicago they had posted services.
prominent in the Tennessee struggle
anti-dlseriminatibn committees of the t BOOKS--signs that said in case of accidents
From the very beginning it was to maintain constitutional governAFL-CIO, and of international
ag.d
(Continued
from
Page
2)
don’t stop, but drive to a police sta- the Tennessee Federation for Con- ment; Donald Davidson, of Nash¯
1
local tminus, should continue to be, belle
v e that the continuation of a tiOU.
stitutional Government t h at seized ville, State Chairman of the Tennesregarded as a matter of urgent con- Federal
form of government, as con- They said Negroes would bump the initiative with a determination e e Federation f o r Constitutional
cem for the labor movement. Special templated by the Constitution, is cars of white women and when they that these people of Clinton were sGovernment
and professor of Engattention should be given to advanc- worth fighting for. I commend it, stopped to see about the damage ent/tled to a iury trial. Their only
llsh, Vanderbilt University¯
ing Negro partieipatlon in the leader- especially, to my fellow North Caro- they were molested.
guilt appeared to be that of exercisAny money left over from the deship_ of the teade-unlon movement at linans, who, traditionally, have been
ing their rights of freedom of speech fense of the Clinton Sixteen will
"A Reader"
all levels. Tbv American labor move- zealous in maintaining individual libSyracuse, Indiana
and assembly. The federation took be transferred to a general legal fund
ment must be helped to Understand erty under law and in asserting the
(Name withheld for protection) the lead in providing legal counsel for the defense of other citizens in
that racism (segregation) and union- sovereign rights of their State."
and established the "Freedom Fund other parts of the country who may
lsm are fundamentally incompatible."
John Temple Graves, Birmingham,
for Clinton" with an appeal to need
ALL-NEGRO CAPITAL
defense as did the sixteen.
(This will doubtless be news to mil- Alabama, Columnist of the P o s t
Item from the COLUMBUS Southern s t a t e s for contributions.
lions of segregated union members writes:
(Ohio) DISPATCH: "Negroes, who Unlike the integratiouists who seem Jack Kershaw of Tennessee, Willia~n
throughout the countw.)
"As its philosopher and its man made up some 20 per cent of the to be able to get help from the Com- F. Shaw of Louisiana, and Carter
"4. The uufsidi~ o~ meior cam-of action, too, the sovereignty of the eapitnl’s population 25 years ago, munists and/or the left-wing founda- Pittman of Georgia, in coo~preation
to break dow~ segregation in states has no one today who quite now constitute an estimated 40 to tions, the appeal for money has to with all our organization leaoers, are
g. Housing ~grcgation is an- equals Editor Kilpatrick. As much 47 per cent of Washington residents be directed to individuals (patriots) now working on setting up this orother barrier to the unity of Negro as this book needed to be written, and there are predictions that it who are sincerely interested in ganization.
and white workers. Public funds spent
Careful record of receipts and exstate rights and separate
be almost all Negro in the next maintaining
for housing developments, whether il.t.e
"" needed to be the one to write will
schools. The people at the Grass penditures is being kept, subject to
20.
years.__~_".
public, or private, d~ou.ld be adminRoots are coming through¯ Some- audit. Every effort is being made
istered so as to combat Jim-Crow
times it is only a few cents but re- to keep down "over-head expenses."
practices and make housing av.aflable
gardless of the amount their heart Officials of the FUND serve withto all who need it. (Residential inteout compensation.
is in the right place.
gration also fumisbes a first-rate, op.
Contributions should be addressFor
further
information
the
folportunity to create racial incidents
ed to Freedom Fund for Clinton,
lowing
data
is
submitted:
agitation and propaganda.)
122, Nashville, Tennessee.
C o u n s e I is composed of distin- Box
SU’IWORT NAACP
Checks should be made payable to
guished attorneys f ro m Alabama, Dudley Gale, Treasurer.
"5. Action for dmsegregation of pubLouisiana, Maryland, Texas and inlie sehouls. In the South this requires
(Continued from Page 1)
The directors of the Jackson Citi- cludes ten members of the Tennessupport of the program of the Nazen’s
Council
are
alert
to
the
situasee Bar.
tional Association for the Advance- vigorous protest, and has petitioned
and feel they would be remiss
meat of Colored People and other or- Congress for relief, in which solon tion,
Jack Kershaw, of Nashville, Chairin
their
public
responsibility
if
they
Read
ganizations of the Negro people to ac- this Board heartily concurs.
man of the Fund, is State Vicefailed
to
call
the
attention
of
all
good
Our people should know that the
complish desegregation of the schools
Chairman
of
the
Tennessee
FederaMiss/ssippians to these consequences
WHY PICK ON DIYdE
in accordance with the mandates of very same left-wing pressure groups for their capital city.
tion for Constitutional Government.
the federal courts . . . In Northern which caused the executive departDudley Gale, of Nashville, Treas
This is part of a pattern that calls
communities the fight against school ment to integrate veterans hospitals, for alert and unified action by prop- urer of the Fund, is an insurance
segregation, which is still w i d e ! y and indeed, the armed forces of the erty owners, veterans group/s, and executive of the firm of Gale, Smith
American Mercury - July 1957
maintained, (Northern metropolitan nation, have also instigated a vast otl~r inierested organizations andin- - & Company, and a member of the
press please note), involves primarily multi-million dollar program of resi- divlduals before it is too late.
the struggle to re<listriet school lines dential integration known as "Free by
on an integrated basis. (New York Sixty-Three". (19~3 being the 100th
City is doing this.) Fundamental to a Anniversary of the Emancipation Pro- COUNCIL THANKS TEACHERS
The Amite County (Miss.) Citizens’
correction of this discriminatory prae- clamation.) The United States Sulice is the fight to end Jim-Crow preme Court has deprived private Council is grateful to the Princ/pals
citizens of the protection of the hw and Teachers of the county schools
housing.
"0. Intensifying t h ¯ ideological in such respects by striking down for their interest in the essay contest
conducted by the Council. Every esruggle against racism. ("Racism" in restrictive covenants.
sense means any position short of
The location of a hrge integrated say submitted was a fine expression
total integlation.) Since the Supreme hospital, with a large integrated staff, of the youth of the county with Miss
Court decision of May 17, 1054, the in any residential
proposed Martha Cobb of Crosby w/nning first
counta7 ha~ been flooded with an
proximity place.
Homer L. Smith, Chairman, A. T.
o~.an of racist literature, and televi- to schools and parks, such as Power
.don, radio and newspapers have been Elementary, B a i I e y Junior High, Pmtcliff, Secy. & Trea. Amite County
Murrab High and Riverside Park, Citizens’ Council
minds of white masses with the false would be an open invitation to dednct~ne ’.of white supremacy. The mantis for non-white homing aeeonmLAMP UNTO OUR FEET
task of propagating the troth of the datiom in sections like Fondren,
"I have but one lamp by which
quality of all peoples, the necessity Woodland H i I I s, Belhaven Heights my feet are guided, m~d that is tim
o~ conv~in~ ~ Wlm~ workers and:
lamp o~ egpes/m~. I lmow d no
tl~ democ~tr~ maim ~nd]y thst l as web as demands tO int~r~a
~ ~. ~ Hemy,

Tennessee Federation’s
Freedom Fund For Clinton

~u

Women Molested

~

~.~

Veterans And Councils
Blast VA Integration

!

~

for No.h Jargon, inclose

Methodist Patriots Expose Pinks
"The Methodist Federation for Social Action is ous" organization.
"With an eye to religious groups, the Communists
celebrating its fiftieth anniversary during 1957. OrCircuit Riders, Inc. is a national independent grouphave formed religious fronts such as the Methodist
ganized in 1907as the Methodist Federation for of Methodists who expose and oppose the use ofFederation for Social Action ..."
Social Service, the organization has from its begin- church facilities, programs and pe~rsonnel for the
"It (American Youth Congress) originated in 1934
ning represented, a red fringe among Methodist clergy- propagandizing of socialistic activities.
and
... has been controlled by Communists and mamen. Its top officials in the early years (1.907-1917)
FIFTY YEARS OF UN-METHODIST PROPAnipulated
by them to influence the thought of Ameriwere socialist in outlook."
GANDA specifically points out that not only the
can
youth."
"The Bolshevik revolution in Russia produced a Methodist Federation for Social Action but the AmeriCommunist and pro-Communist reaction in the lead-can Youth Congress headed by Rev. Jack R. Me- Every patriot, regardless of denomination, who is
ership of the Methodist Federation which has per-Michael, both originally organized as non-Communist devoted to his church, and who does not propose to
sisted ever since. The MFSA has been listed as a radical groups, were taken over and "formed" intosee it used for the destruction of his society, should
Communist-front organization by colnmittees of bothCommunist-fronts, tools or instruments.
have the hard-hitting facts contained in FIFTY
branches of the United States Congress."
GUIDE TO SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATIONS
YEARS OF UN-METHODIST PROPAGANDA. The
With this provocative introduction, FIFTY YEARS I AND PUBLICATIONS, released by the Committee
text is brief, direct and well-organized.
OF UN-METHODIST PROPAGANDA published by
on Un-American Activities, U. S. House of RepresentaCopies may be ordered from Circuit Riders, Inc.,
Circuit Riders, Inc., proceeds to reveal startling facts ! rives, as of January "2, 1957, has the following to say
Room 703, 18 E. Fourth Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.
concerning the tactics and leadership of this "religi- Ii with respect to these two organizations:
The price is 4 for $1.00.
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Jackson, Mississippi

Mississippi TV

Deadly Parallel

Shows Clicking

Only A Short Step
From Integration

For Councils
Now in its fnurth nmnth, the regular series of 15-minute tch,visinn pro~rams presented hy the Mississippi
Citizens Councils has met with highly
tavoral,lc pnhlie reception.
Entitled "’Citizens’ Conncil Forum",
the program started April ~9, and
currently viewed over Jacksnn station
WI, BT Channel ~ at 6:.15 PAl. eve~’
Monday.

’To Communization

TOPNOTCII GUESTS
O*~tstanding guests appearing on
"Citizens’ Cnnneil Forum" have included Lieutenant Governor Carroll
Gartin, Attorney General Joe Patterson, Secreta~ of State He~r Ladner
and State Anditer E. Boyd Golding,
all members of Ineal Councils; Dr. G.
T. Gillespie, President Emeritus of
Belhaven College and T. V. Williams,
Jr., Executive Seereta~ of the Georgia
Commission on Education.
Ellis W. Wright, Judge Tom P.
Brady, Fred Jones, W. H. Johnson,
and Robe~ B. Patterson, mem~rs of
the Council’s state executive committee have paflieipated; as have Sgt.
Hul~rt Badeaux of the New Orleans
Police Depa~ent; and Matin Collure, Garner ~ster, John Byrd, Mrs.
Earl O. King and Mm. Joyce Simrall
of the Jackson Coundl.
SOURCE OF NEWS
Dick Mo~hew, associate news director of WLBT, ~nducts the program.
News ofi~na~ng on the "Citizens’
Cmmcil Forum" such as tbe proposals
of Governor Gain and Mr. ~lding
to outlaw the NAACP in Mississippi
has been carried in press dispatches.
Audience measurement re~rts have
indicated that the program has a cnrrent viewing audience of approximately ~,~ ~rsons.

In a remarkably penetrating analysis, Richard M. Weaver
discusses in National Review the identification of Communism
with racial integration. He catalogs the steps by which the idea
of "racial collectivism" has progressed to its present proportions
in this country, and he correctly points out that it is a short distance from the "integrating" of facilities to the "communizing"
of facilities.
Noting that the Communist attitude toward race stems
from Communism’s materialistic representation of man, which
has always had as one of its cardinal tenets the dogma that there
are no real differences between people except economic differences, Mr. Weaver says that"-"
they accordingly hold: "Remove
the economic differences and all
the others -- r a c i a 1, cultural,
social and moral disappear.’"

African Ilomeland:

Negro Educator Supports
Plan For Colored Exodus

Mr. Weaver writes with uncanny
insight into the most important single
issue of our time. A close and careful
reading of the following passage will
illuminate a great deal that may have
been obscure.
"The Communists are skilled enough
in warfare to know that their goal can
be approached by different ways.
They know that some nations are still
tuo "backward" to look with an enthusiastic eye npon the collectivizing
’ of their economy. These nationsmnst
be edged toward it by indirect methods. And the Commtmist tactic most
aggressively used in this connt~ now
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tbe idea of
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The Louisiana Citizens’ Councils , grocs of Africa.
King claimed the move back In
"In eve~’ pa~ of the United States
have institote.d a four-week series of
Prof. Clennon King, 37, minister-~A[rica wonld ~ive the Negrn "real
15-minnte television programs at 1:15
the common ~ople, who do not wcar
histoD’ teacher, ~dd a bill prn~sed l security in the home of his ancestors."
on Sundays over station WRBZ Chanthe blinkers that some politicians prohy Sen. Langer (R.-ND) wonld "give
(Continued nn Page 3)
nel 2 at Baton Rouge.
my people security in a ve~" real~
"The Real Fear"
---~ He said be hohl~ the ~ame fear
Sponsored by the East Baton Rouge[sense’’’
"Negroes in America don’t have seas Southern white pt, ople that racial
Parish Citizens’ Council, the o~ning
integration finalh, will bring about a
program nn July 28 featured Dr. C. ~cufity and try to get it hy imitating
"different stock.’~
E. Bhmck, prominent Baton Ronge;whites," he added.
’
’
"’The NAACP dvnies the possibility
physician and president of the local ~
Real ~flu~ty
C*;uncil. l)r. Bhmck discnssed "Civil ~ The professnr said the bill providesI of inter-marriage, but you can’t den;’
Rights and Civil Wrongs" based ~ govermnent aid for transpoaafion only, it," he said.
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"~w real h’ar ot the Southern
~ "This gives us a real oplmrtnnity white man. the way the integration
S. News & World Report.
by John Bartlow Martin
for eqnalih,, but 1 think it should in- i program is being p(,shed, is that we
On the August 4, August 11 and
clnde all tf~e Negroes" conntries, such
will
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np
with
a
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On
sa|e it[ n~,ws stands.
August 18 programs at the same hour
as Ethiopia, The Sudan. Ghana, Haiti
of people," King added.
various Council officials, including
]and mine of the British possessions,"
Paperbound edition
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state president, W. M. Bainach of
"I feel that is really the ohicctive
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ltomer, will discuss pertinent phases
of
the
NAACP."
King ~id he t~lieved a "significant
of Citizens’ Council work and import"The.v want security the cheap way.
num~r of ordinaD" Negr(~s would
Contains more than hvi(e the
ant issues affecting the freedoms of
Thev don’t think these bills are realh’
return to Af~ca nnder lhe provisions
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Louisiana Councils
Go On Television

The Deep South Says
NEVER

Sex Atrodty h
Massachusetts
Blacks Rape White
Girl Repeatedly

Accused by police of perpetrating
one of the most atrocious sex attacks
in Cal~" Code, Mass. history, font
Negroes and a Puerto Rican, three of
them soldiers, are being held in record-setting bail of $120,¢X)0 each in
Barnstable, Mass. district court.
NEARLY SUFFOCATED
Victim of the mass attack, a highly
respected Worchester, Mass. girl, was
repeatedly ravaged while her young
escort was held at gun-point, accnrding to f)olice. She is reported to have
narrowly escaped death by suffocation
from a towel used to stifle her cries.
The attack occurred in the early
morr, ing at a beach, where the 18year old girl and her escort had
driven with police permission to have
;~ swJnl.

, Police said the attackers leaped ont
, upon the eonple from a hiding place
behind nnderbrush.
ALL FIVE CONFESS
While the escort was held helpless
at gnnpoint, the girl was seized, stripped of her clnthing and bathing suit,
thrnwn to the ground and forcibh,
held down while being repeatedly a(tacked.
Police said all five suspects cunfessed participating in flw mass atlark.

Race Intermarriage
Approved By Group
A Methodist group consisting of
200 white and Negro ministers and
laymen from several midwestem states
is reported to have declared in a resolution at lndianopolis that the fear of
interracial marriage is greatly exaggerated, and that there is nothing unChristian in interracial marriage.
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Editor

A Negro National Home
A si~mlficant revival of interest is taking place in the 150-year old
Negro Repatriation Movement.
’
So completely have the pro-integration forces dominated national communication media in recent years that the public has little or no knowledge
of this historic effort of the American Negro people to establish a national
home in Africa. Furthermore, it is not generally known that many of our
leading statesmen have worked diligently for the realization of this plan
as the only permanent solution to an otherwise insolvable social problem.
Elsewhere on these pages, in a letter from the Maryland Petition Committee, the Negro Repatriation Movement is concisely outlined. Effects of
the Langer bill providing for voluntary migration are discussed.
Important white support for the Langer bill is growing.
For 25 years Col. Ernest Sevier Cox, of Richmond, Va., has worked
tirelessly with Negro nationalist groups. Senator Theo. G. Bilbo of Mississippi, just prior to World War II, had made substantial progress in their’
behalf.
Yet the present hearings in Congress on the Langer bill mark the first
hearing on such a measure by that body since Abrahan~ Lincoln’s colonization plans for the American Negro were ended by his assassination.
"Modern Republicans" should take note that it was the radical faction
in Lincoln’s own political party which opposed Negro eolonizatio~a and
sought rather to enfranchise the Negroes and profit by their vote. After
Lincoln’s death, this radical faction obtained dominance in Congress, repudiated Lincoln’s own racial ideals, reversed his Negro policy, and fastened
the infamous Reconstruction on the Confederate States.
Editorial support for the Langer bill has been voiced by the Jackson,
Miss. STATE TIMES: "Under the Langer bill the federal government
would lend each Negro emigrant $1,000 with independent Negro governments supplying land for settlement in Africa. Rather than a measure to
expel Negroes from America, it would simply tend to atone for the grievous
injustice of slavery which tore Africans from their homes more than a
century ago." A high moral point is thus established which in the humble
judgment of this writer appears unanswerable.
"’Nothing is more certainly written in the book of fate than that
these (Negro) people are to be free; nor is it less certain that the two
races, equally free, cannot live in the same government."--Tbomas
Jefferson
"if the purity of the two races is to be maintained they cannot
continue to live side by s/de, and t~is is a problem from which there
can be no escape,’--Madison Grant

Tyranny In New England
A Famaington Connecticut man has been arrested after a sign saying
"For Sale--Colored Only" was found on his property.
Raymond Chapman of Colt Highway, Farmington, was charged with
violating the state’s "’racial-discrimination" statute covering "questionable
advertising".
Who would have believed such things as this could happen in these
United States? This is a pointed example of the capricious tyranny fastened
on a people whose public affairs are seized by the interracial fanatics.
It behooves every thinldng American who loves freedom to organize
quickly and effectively to protect himself from this kind of silly harassment.

A Very Important Point
Commenting on the dismissal of Professor Bnd Hutchinson from Auburn
(Ala.) University for advocating New York City’s police state methods of
enforcing school integration by long distance bus, the eloquent John Temple
Graves makes a very important point.
The widely read Alabama columnist says, "Standing rightly f6r freedom
of intellectual discnssio~ on such matters, he (Hutchinson) ruined his
point and made Auburn’s by adding: "Professors who dare to perform
their function of providing information do so at the peril of their jobs and
pr~fe~;~ional reputations." "
J,,la; T~,mple Graves makes the point so clearly: "A professor before
p, q41s is ,ol engaged in ’intellectual discussion’ but in "providing information" I~hafs what Prof. Hutchinson well-says and that’s why ’academic
bb,.~ty" differs from ordinary ’freedom of speech." With the nation in a
.., ~it~tional crisis over public school segregation, therefore, and with
=, iili;~:~s seeing it one way and millions the other, a prnfessok who deems
.. ~..~,,acy of integration merely the providing of information is obviously
,:..:, ubim.~ve enough to teach."

"Brotherho l" In ,:tion
A gang fight in the picnic area of Dunes State Park near Chesterton,
Ind. has resulted in the overnight jailing of six Gary, lud. Negroes and
nine white Chicagoans.
Seven State-police officers were .sent to the scene to quell the fight
that started when the two groups began throwing beer bottles at each
other.
Officers said at least seven of the fighters were juveniles.
The fracas received scant notice in the Chicago press, and was termed
a "gang fight."
A s/milar incident south of Mason and Dixon’s line would have been
promoted all over the country as a "race riot" or "attempted lynching"
and the muttering headlines would still be "mounting like a sullen summer haze over a parched cotton field."

"Mixed Love In Kentucky
Two Negro youths who pleaded guilty in Juvenile Court at Owensboro, Kentucky to contributing to the delinquency of two nainors, white
girls, have been fined $50 each and given suspended 30-day jail sentences, according to the Louisville (Ky.) Courier-Journal.
Juvenile officer Terry Coleman said investigations have indicated that
a number of white girls have been dating Negro boys in the county, the
article stated.
The two teenage girls were committed to the State Welfare Department, but the commitments were to be suspended if they returned to their
families and stayed out of trouble.
The Negroes were told by the county iudge: "You can get this con)munity into quite a mess by continuing this sort of thing."
The Supreme Court has spoken. It appears that some have heard its
voice.

The Ultimate Absurdity
Now we have come to the fore-ordained absurdity of absurdities when
government becomes the tool of enforcing Negro concepts of taste and
physical beauty upon private companies and upon the public.
The New York State Commission Against Discrimination hits scheduled for hearing a complaint filed by Dorothy W. Franklin of Astoria,
Queens, against Trans World Airlines for alleged discrimination for not
.hiring her as a stewardess.
The 22 year-old Negress said she applied for a job as stewardess in
response to a help-wanted advertisement. She said she took intelligence
and medical tests but was told she would not be hired.
Now hold on to your hats. Here it comes[
Commission investigator J. Edward Conway described as "not factually accurate" the T.W.A. contention,that the Negro woman was rejected
because of "poor complexion," "unattractive teeth," and "unshapely legs."

WE, THE PEOPLE
Mammoth Press Conference To The Nation...

3rd Annual Constitution Day Convention
ItOTEL LASALLE, CttlCAGO---SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,
SEPTEMBER 14-15
The Nation’s press, newsreels, radio and TV will be invited
to hear "’The Case Against Our Present Socialism"~presented in
seminars--by groups of America’s Taxpayers, Businessmen, Farmera, Doctors, Parents and Consumers--telling specifically how our
social/st government is ruining our present and future security,
prosperity and freedom.
Outstanding speakers will include Honorable J. Bracken Lee,
fornmr Governor of Utah; Dr. Howard E. Kershner, editor and
publisher of CHRISTIA:q E C O N O M 1 C S, and Honorable Kit
Clardy, forn~er Congressman from Michigan and National President of WE, THE PEOPLE!
Get your tickets now. Reservation is $12.00 which includes
attendance and luncheon both days. Also order copies of convention folder at 50 for $1.00. Write today! WE, TIlE PEOPLE!,
National Headquarters, 111 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 2, Ill/nob.
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Texas Council
Makes Report
Of Operations
Key Legislation
Enacted, Mixing
Given Setbacks
By Dr. B. E. Masters
President, Citizens’ Councils of Texas
For the first time since Black Monday, 1954, the people of Texas have
been heartened and encouraged by
the fact that our law-makers in this
years legislative session showed considerable strength. Ten bills passed
the House of Representatives, but dne
to delayipg tactics by prn-integrationists only two measures reached the
Senate in time for passage, both of
which were signed by the Governor
and became law.
These laws were (1) a pupil assignme.nt bill providing that local
school boards have final authority and
responsibility for the assignment,
transfer and continuance of all pupils
within the public schools of Texas;
and (2) a law designed to give local
control to the schooldistricts in which
the voters would be given the right
to express themselves in maintaiuing
or abolishing ~he dual school system.
Under provisions of the local control
lag’. which becomes effective August
22, 1957, no school district may become integrated without a majnrity
vote of the qualified electors in a
special election of that district. It
removes the po~er from the local
school board and places the responsibility in the hands of the voters.
COUNCIL ACTIVE
Much of the credit for this impnrtant legislation is due to tit(. activity
of Citizens’ Cot,nell members, whn by
means of letters, telegrams, telephone
calls and visits to the legislatnn.
strengthened those who favor segregation and helped pull others off the
fence to become some nf our best snpporters.
This fight demonstrated to the ofrice holders 0f Texas that the peoph.
who favor social separation of the
races are getting together, growing
stronger each day, and will wage a
relentless battle until Texas joins the
Old South in fighting for our rights
to be free!
To our surprise a great number of
West Texans not only voted in favor
of segregation, but did a great deal of
active work in helping to pass prnsegregation measures.
BALK MIXING MOVE
Two school districts in East Texas
on the coast had planned to begin
integrating this fall. The office of the
Cotnmissioner of Education has recently ruled that these districts must
comply with the new law before integrating. They lnnst hold an election
and it is not likely that they will be
able to get a majority vote.
We have gained some ground with
the newspapers of Texas during the
ast three years. One of the largest
allies in Texas is supporting ourp,osition in its editorials. Another is leaning our way. Many local dailies are
iving ns not only editorial support,
nt more news that the people need
to know.
MOVEMENT GROWS
We now have Citizens’ Councils in
all of the larger cities of East Texas
except three, and we have wnrkers in
these places preparing for organization soon.
In many of oor Councils the women are doing nmre than the men.
We are making a great mistake if we
do nnt enlist the services nf these
patriotic women. They can equal the
men in securing new members and in
getting money.

~
~

Notice To Council
Heads In Texas
1)o not overlook the special offer
of THE CITIZENS" COUNCIL,
our official paper. By sending in
tunney for 5(I snl)scriptions or more
the rate is $1.(10 per year for each
subscriber. We cannnt get all the
facts except through friendly pap~.rs. You cannot be a good Council member unless you are informed.
--l)r. B. E. Masters, President
Citizens" Councils of Texas

Crazy Mixed Up Cats
~ A N e g r o writer has described
SlllNBONE ALLEY, current musical,
at the most integrated show ever on
Broadway. He said, "It is the most
thoroughly integrated Broadway show
I have ever seen. Pretty blond kittens
leap into the arms of big dark tomcats, and cute little brown pussy cats
dance with white toms as happily as
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And l Lme Bl print:

A Manual

A Communist Program For
Taking Over In Minnesota
In Political Affairs, "a theoretical
and political magazine of scientific
socialism", the Minnesota Communist
Party State Board and National Convention Delegation has p re s e n t’e d
under the caption COMMUNIST ACTIVITY TODAY: A PROGRAM FOR
MINNESOTA, the following blueprint
for that stronghold of "Civil Rights"
and home of one of its more vocal advocates, Senator Hubert Humphrey.
Under the subtitles, DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING, and CIVIL
RIGHTS, we find the following incaantes planned by the Communist
Party for the good people of Minne"We call attention to the special
Resolution of the National Convention
(reported in the Jnly issue of THE
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL) dealing with
the Negro freedom movement and
fight for civil rights. It should be considered part of this report and ought
to be a subject of special discussion in
each club.
"Your State Board and National
Convention Delegation recommend
that for our Party the emphasis in the
Twin Cities (Minncepolis and St, Paul
~Ed.) in the coming months (inchiding in the Minneapolis City Election Campaign) shall be on the fight
to eliminate discrimination in housing:
"This campaign should:
"1) Relate local activity on civil
rights to the key isstle before the nation at this moment: the enactment of
a civil rights program by Congress
over the threats of a Dixiecrat filib,ster.
"2) Lend full support to the plans
for action on discrimination in housing
now being developed by a large number of organizations in both St. Paul
and Minneapolis.
"3) Concentrate on helpin~
¯ mobilize the rank and file of labor
various local nnions, labor commitee..
on human rights, central bodies, etc.
"4) Put emphasis on clearing out
the slums and rebuilding the communities that have been allowed to
deteriorate in our cities. Ending discrimination in housing, ghetto conditions and slums requires large scale
construction of private and public
low-cost housing that is open to all
without discrimination.
"5) State and bring to the pnblic
the views of our Party on this isstle,
and offer where necessary, onr own
recommendations. We particularly want to relate the local issue to the historic national fight for
civil fights," and the overall interests
of labor and the people in the fight
against monopoly.
"This Convention shouhl nrge each
club to work out its own modest and
practical proposals for its members in
its community.
"What is the situation?
"In St. Paul a public ordinance banning discrimination in the sale, rental,
financSng, use and occupancy of all
property and setting up a city commission on housing discrimination has
been prepared through the work of a
local Citizens Committee, the NAhCP, and other Negro organizations
and interested citizens. Our Pa
members in St. Paul have lent much
active support already to this camP-~We" urge simultaneons action in
the Twin City campaign for local
(FEPC) laws. It is fruitless to specnlate on the merits of local or state
action first--neither adoption of the
State Law nor local ordinances will
come without an articulate state-wide
demand from local unions, local farm
organizations, etc.
"No other issue reflects such a
fundamental change of local attitude
and opinion over the past years as
does the general question of civil
rights, integration and desegregation.
"We look around and find tbat
Minnealxdis. St. Panl, l)uluth and the
State have passed FEPC laws. The
state Council of Churches and NAACP organize moral and material aid
to the embattled Negroes of the

Sonth. A Negro is elected head of
the state ministers’ conference which
heard the Bey. Luther King. Cit~
Conncilman Milt Rosen (see Editors
note below) was properly rebuffed in
St. Paul for his insulting pro-segregation remarks in the South with even
Governor Freeman and Senator Humphrey sending messages to the protest
meeting at which the Bev. Shnttleworth of Birmingham spoke. (Bey.
Shuttleworth has unsuccessfully attempted bvs integration in Birmingham---Ed.) The r e c e n t AFL-CIO
Mineapolis Labor Conference on Hnman Rights-was a landmark for labor
on this issue...
"Our growing suburbs are a disgrace in respect to fostering discdminatlon---a color line at the city limits
that Negroes are not supposed to
crossl
,
"We shall have to look into all
aspects of the specific situation. We
will have to show how this ties tip
with the still all-too-prevalent discrimination in employment that even
restricts the natural growth of our
pepulation because refugees from the
white citizens coungil terror (sic) in
the Sonth don’t get the facilities for
finding iobs and homes here that
"refngees" from Hungary do...
"Onr members who attended the

(Continned from Page 1)
"One must have a pretty sophistical
i edueation not to see in this a steady
fer to don, have understood this for
and indeed now far advanced eroding
i a good long while. To them Cmn. mnnism has always signalized its ad- ~of rights over private property following a Commnnist racial theory. In
vent by an ostensibly free and natural
most of the process the Sul~ren)e
but actalaily self-conscions and tenCourt has been as Mr. Frederic Neldentious racial mingling. This is the
son snggests in contemporary article
way the American public has intuithe ’ntrming dog of the Kremlin.
tively spotted the emergence of Con)munsim. And its reaction, despite the
" ’Integration’ and ’Communization’
stream of propaganda and wishful
are, after all, pretty closely synonyeditorializing from many sectors of
mous. In the light of what is happenthe press, has been about .90 per cent
ing today, the first may be little more
in favor of our traditional American
than a enphemism for the second. It
society and mores.
does not take many steps to get from
the ’integrating’ c~f facilities to the
"The common people often perceive
elemental things which the over-edu’communizing’ of facilities, if the imcared cannot see. That they have
pnlse is there.
been right in identifying this as the
"To remove any doubt as to the imopening tactic of Communism in this
pulse behind this liberal line, let ns
country now seems beyond question.
turn back to the Negro and Southern
We can observe in a nnmber of areas
how ’racial collecivism’ is being nsed Politics (reviewed in the article) and
look at the Introduction. This was
as a crowbar to pry loose rights over
’provided by William G. Carleton, Proprivate property.
fessor of Political Science at the Uni"There was a time when ownership
versity of Florida; and here the terms
of property gave the owner the right
of the new rhetoric emerge in all their
to say to whom he would and would
audacity. Why, Professor Carleton
not sell and rent. But now, with the
asks, is the integration movement deontlawing of restrictive covenants by
stined to prevail. And he replies: ’Bethe Supreme Court (especially in
cause it is in hanuony with the inShelley v. Kraemer), this right hits
tegrated mass society that machine
been invaded, if not effectnally taken
technologT has produced, to which we
away.
are irrevocably committed.’ And why
shonld this be accepted as inevitable?
"There was a time when owners had
The answer lies in "the mass conformcomplete discretion as to whom they
itS/ and increasingly "other directed’
would and wonid not hire to work ih
nature of all segments of American
their private businesses. Now that
society.’
right is invaded by varions kinds of
FEPC laws, which tell him that he
"Now lie is ready for the big admiscannot consider differences of race in
sion. The SlX’cific cause of the whole
selecting his employees. There was a
movement, he owns, is ’Communist
time when private edticational insticon)petition tin a world scale.’ So the
tutions had the right to set i~ any
professor is able to conclude grandly
standards they chose for the a’dmisby declaring: "If democratic reforsion of students.
mists were able to see themselves in
historical perspective, they wonld
"Nosy at least one state has a law
paraphrase Voltaire and say, "If Marx
which forbids any institntion even to
had never existed, we shmtld have
accept applications with data relating
had to invent him.’" All this. it must
to the race and religion of the student
be added, is said with perfect comapplying. Just recently there has
placency, withont a trace of suggt.scolne the decision of the Supreme
tion that somewhere we ought to
Cmtrt in the Girard College case, in
stand and fight against this sltbnwrwhich the terms of a will which had
gence in massness. Here we have in
stood for more than one hundred
a brief passage the roalitT that the
years wcre set aside because the
Liberal ionrnals have so industrionscharity it provided had been limited
Iv tried to deny: Moscow is pipin,~
to white orphan boys.
the tune; the Americ~m professoriate
is beating time: and we are beginning
to dance to it.
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For

Southerners
Section II Part 5
The Manual for grades 5 and 6 is concluded with this issue. The Manuals
for Junior High and Senior High will be published at a later date.

Labor Human Rights conference or
read Senator Humphrey’s fine appeal
WASHINGTON PRINCIPAL SAYS MIXED SCHOOLS A MESS
for action on the Civil Rights Program
One Washington school principal said the Negroes went wild when
he is sponsoring in the Senate (Labor
they came to the white schools. He said they would not obey as the white
Review of Feb. 28th) have noted the
children do. Hc also said that teachers were always taking knives away
emphasis placed there on civil rights
from the Negro children, and fights are always going on after school.
as a "moral issue". It is that.
"But we Marxists should show labor
RACES CAN ONLY LIVE PEACEFULLY WHEN SEPARATED
~urther how its whole immediate and
The Race-Mixers do not tell you these things. They want you to think
future interests rest upon winning the
you want Race Mixing in your schools. But now that you know what really
fight for Negro rights and democratihappens, do you want to go to school with a different race? No. We are
zation of the South. (Remember how
the Communists "democratized" Hunmuch happier living as we are right now. The Southern Way of Life is
gary?~Ed.) Civil rights legislation,
the only way two races can share the same land in peace.
that will make possible the eventual
ousting from Congress of the-antiYOU CAN’T BELIEVE RACE-MIXERS
labor Dixiecrats, must be passed in
When
you
read
or hear about schools that have mixed the races, you hear
this Congress by NORTHERN
that everyone likes it and everything is peaceful. But remember that the
VOTES."
Race-Mixers own most of the newspapers, radio stations, and TV stations.
(Editor’s note. Sir. Milton Rosen,
And they do not tell you the truth about Race-Mixing. They only want to
Commissioner of Public Utilities, St.
fool you and. cause trouble.
Paul, Minnesota, while visiting Birmingham, Alabama earlier this year
remarked: "A lot of misinformation is
GEORGE WASHINGTON WOULDN’T LIKE RACE-MIXERS
being sent our way regarding the
You probably are wondering, "Well, what are these Race-Mixers like?"
Negro situation in the Sonth. On this
This question is a good one. The Race-Mixer is not like George Washington,
visit I have seen the Negro schools,
"Father of Our Country." They are not like Thomas Jefferson who wrote
golf course, swimming pools, and
the Declaration of Independence. They are not like Patrick Henry who
other utilities. Rabble roosers })ave
would rather be dead than be a slave to some man.
told us that Negroes are ’terribly mistreated’. I think it wonld be a good
RACE-MIXERS HELP COMMUNISTS
~thing if the Sonth sent responsible
But let’s see just what the Race-Mixers are like. Have you heard about
representatives to the North to tell os
Communism and Russia? Russia is the worst enelny of the United States towhat is going on.")
..... day. Russia is our worst enemy because she believes in Communism. "What
in the world is Communism?" You will ask. Communism is just the opposite
from American democracy. In Communist Russia everybody is a slave to a
few men who are the govermnent. In American democracy the people are
the government. The government has to do what we want it to do. We are
the government.

Only A Short Step From
Integration To Communism

SUBSCRIBE NOW

Page 3

RACE-MIXERS WANT TO CHANGE AMERICA
The Race-Mixers want to change our govermnent. They don’t like for
the people to tell the govermnent what to do. They want to tell the people
what to do. The Communists tell their people what they can do and can’t
do. Americans do not want to be the slaves to Commnnist leaders. They want
to Ix¢ free to make their own laws and choose their own friends. It is not
American for a few men to tell us what wc must do and what we want.
MIXING THE RACES WILL MAKE AMERICA WEAK
But the Race-Mixers are forcing us to mix m,r races in America. Most
of the people don’t want to mix the races. So yon see, the Race-Mixers are
like the Communists. They are a few men who want to make the rest of
our .people be slaves to them and do as they say. These people are trying
to change our way of life. They know we Will be unhappy if we change.
Then our country will not be strong.
RACE-MIXERS AND COMMUNISTS WANT AMERICA WEAK
Do you see how it would help the Communists if our country became
weak? They could beat us in war if we became weak."And mixing our races
will make our country weak. The Race-Mixers want oor conntry and race
to be weak. They are helping the Communists. They are enenties of the
freedom and strength of a white America that your Daddies have fought for.
GOD SEPARATED THE RACES
Some of you have been told that you are not a Christian if you don’t
want to mix with another race. This is not trlle, either. The Bible teaches
you to keep the races pure. In Acts 17:26 you can read God’s plan about
the races. It says that God .segregated (separated) the races by putting them
in different parts of the world.
GOD DOESN’T WANT RACES TO MIX
It is not God who wants to integrate the races. To integrate the races
means to have them live with each other and marry each tither. It is the
Race-Mixers who want to integrate the races. Integration always leads the
races to marry one another. And it is not God’s plan that the races should
be mixed.
SEGREGATION IS CHRISTIAN
Our most famous Americans have believed in segregation. I)o you think
tfiey did not go to heaven because the Race-Mixers had not made them
integrate? The people of the United States have always practiced Segregation. And their preachers did not believe they were sinful. Why is it suddenly sinful for us Americans to want to keep Segregation? If God believed
in pure races, can’t we believe in pure races, too? Or should we believe the
Communist Race-Mixers? They do not believe in God at all. The Communists believe the government is the father of man. Americans believe that
Cod is our Father.
RACE-MIXERS DON’T WANT YOU TO KNOW ANYTItlNG
Many of you have heard people say we should not talk al~mt the race
problem. Why do you think these people don’t want you to talk about this
problem? Of course, some of these people are iust saying what they have
heard others say. But most of them have a real reason for keeping yon from
talking about the race problem. You tan probably already guess what this
reason is.
WE ALWAYS TALK OVER OUR PROBLEMS
If you keep quiet about the main problem you have today, how can
you work it out? When you need help and want t.o know about something,
do you keep quiet about it? No. You talk it over with your friends. You
read all you can about it. You try hard to work it ont so it won’t bother you
anymore. This is what you should do with the Race problem that we are all
faced with today.

"While this surrender goes on, the
Liberal publicists encourage it by
RACES HAVE MIXED BIg’ORE
representing every concession as a
Now that you knosv what Race-Mixing is in our own count~,, le!’s
i gain and eve~" evacuation as a v/cwhat happened in other countrie, s where the races mixed. By knowing
tory. We can expect no end to such
happened to them, we can see what will happen to us if we mix o,r r~.,~:;
I demoralization until they and their
followers calm down enough to see
FIRST CIVILIZATION BUILT BY WHITE MEN
~the truth of three propositions. 1) InThe first civilized nation in the world that we know about wa~
’.tegration is not an end in itself. 2)
The Egyptian people of that time were pure white people. So vou ~,
Fore~le integration would ignore the
the white people built the first civilization on earth. These EgYptian -.
i trnth that equals are not identicals.
people were careful to build a strong nation they could be proud of.
3) In a free societv, associations for
today we are surprised at some of the wonderful things they did.
’ educatmnal, cultural, social, and bus)’nes~ purposes have a right to protect
their integrity against political fanatRACE-.MLXERS MADE EGYPT WEAK
icism. The alternative to this is the l
But about the time the Eg).2atians had built a wondedul country, they
des.truetion of free society and the lbrought Negro slaves among them. It was not long before the Race-Mixers
eminent, whi~ is the Mm’xist dream.

(Ce.r, tinued on Page 4)
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For Patriots In Capital
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Report From
Tennessee
By Richard Burrow, Jr.
The race-mixers had predicted immediately following the infamous
Black Monday decision that Tennessee
would be fully integrated by the fall
,,f 1057. With the Volunteer State
ont of the way their plans called for
au all opt attack on the three adjacent
states to the sooth: Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia. Their phms have
failed.
The fact that not a single school
board in Tennessee has voluntarily
ordered race-mixing is not due to the
efforts of (;overnor Frank Clement or
any other of Tennessee’s presidential
aspirants. The credit for maintaining
Tennessee’s school system for local
snpervision goes chiefly to the leaders
and backers ofthe Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government.
The Federation has grown until today
it is one of the most respected and
influential organizations in the state.
The situation in Nashville, where
the school board is under a Federal
court order, has steadily improved until now it appears that, no parent will
be forced to send his child to a
"’mixed-up" school. The Davidson
County Federation Chapter, under the
capable leadership of Dr. Clyde Alley,
is doing everything legally possible to
prevent the city school board from
surrendering to the N.A.A.C.P.
A new organization calling itself the
"’Parents School Preference Committee" has secured thousands of signatures from parents requesting the
school board to honor the laws of
the sovereign state of Tennessee.
Chester W. Mason is Chairman of the
School Preference Committee.
At the present time there are onl~y
five Negroes enrolled in Tennessee s
white schools. These are at Clinton
High School. Their presence has
caused more trouble and nnrest than
has ever previously occnrred in the
state’s edncational system. The famous trial of the "Clinton 18" is evidence that the issne is far from ~ttled.
In last month’s edition The Citizens’
Council carried an article on the Freedom Fund for Clinton, Box 122,
Nashville, Term, listing the states and
many of the distinguished southern
attorneys representing the 14 patriots.
Since that time several additional attorneys have offered their services,
inclnding the former president of the
Mississippi Bar Association, Mr. Ross
Barnett, who has rendered brilliant
assistance to the defense.

Back-To-Africa
Plan Is Explained

Has the key to the greater effectof the largest and I:~,st-cstal,lished paiveness of the conservative-patriotic
triotic gronps. For the .first three
movement been fonnd at last? There
years the bt,dget of the LIBERTY
is a new group being organized which
LOBBY will be met hy contributions,
believes it may have found that key.
though sale of a newsletter and the
Called "LIBERTY LOBBY," it has
receipt of ce~ain fees for settees perjust issued descriptive literatilre deformed will partially offset this. The
scribing its aims.
patriotic groups on the Board of
Olx, rating on a pre-detcnniued time
Policy, however, will not ~, asked
schedule, the group plans to be set
nor excreted to help suppo~ the LIBup in Washington, D. C. by July 4,
ERTY LOBBY financially.
1958, whereupon it will enter into
Sixteen of America’s foremost pacompetition with the dozens of well~o~c leade~ compfis~ the tem~ra~
heeled left-wing lobbies which have
A d v i s o r y Board of the movement.
been lobbying for special benefit for
They are Judge Tom P. Brady, Brookmany y e a r s with such phenmnenai
haven, Miss.; Mrs. Ma~ I). Cain,
success.
Snmmit. Miss.; Ralph Courtney,
Rointing out that there are some
Spring Valley, N. Y.; Lt. Gen. P. A.
1500 lobbies all told in Washington,
del Valle, Ret., Elkridge, Md.: Ro~-,rl
which spend "at least one hnndred
B. Dresser, Providence, R. 1.; HarD’
million dollars each .’,’ear," the LIBT. Everingham, Chicago; W. L. FostERTY LOBBY blames thb spectacnlar
er, Tulsa; George B. Fowler, Holysnccess of the international socialists
oke, Mass.; M~. l)orothy B. Franksin the last two decades on this fact.
ton, Wheeling, W. Va.; Percy Greavcs,
What is needed, the LIBERTY
Chevy Chase, Md.; l)r. Bela tlnbhard,
LOBBY reasons, is a lobhy which will
Tnc~n; former Governor Bracken
speak for the ~,st interests of the
of Utah; Paul O. Peters, Washington:
American as an American, instead of
Rol~,rt B. Snowdcn, Memphis; Willis
as a member of any particular small.
E. Stone, ~s Angeles; Lt. Con.
selfish special-interest group. In addiGeorge B. Stratemeyer, Ret., Winter
tion, a Washington lobby is needed
Park, Fla. and Edwin L. Wicgand,
to consistently speak np for the naPittsbnrgh.
tional intcrest’s ot the Nation.
The LIBERTY LOBBY, in additioo
Until it is permanently located
to serving as a contact for patriots
Washington the temporary address
with their Washington representatives,
Ire LIBERTY LOBBY is P. O. Box
will also set np a Rcscarch l)epart180, San Francisco. The LIBERTY
nleut all(] will operate a ne~vs service
LOBBY is a project o~LIBERTY &
and perform nther special services filr
PROPERTY, INC., and Willis A.
patriots and conservative groups.
Carlo, Executive Director of I,IBA cooperative ventnre, the LIB:ERTY & PROPERTY advises that the
ERTY LOBBY will he ~overned by a l
movement’s ftmd-raising campaign has
Board of Policy on which will sit’ gotten off to a good start.
The first
reprt*sentativcs from :1 d(lg,’ll or mort,
year’~ budget is

Editor
sent session of Congress. The reviser
The Citizens’ Conncil
Langcr })ill (S. 759) was introdnced
Jackson, Mississippi
on January 22 of this year, and was
referred to the Committee on Foreign
Dear Editor:
Relations.
The purpose of this letter is to acPrior to Janna~’, 1057 (when the
quaint your readers with the Negro
Ma~,land Petition Committee staged
R ace Repatriation Movement. No
a letter campaign on twhalf of the
doubt some of your readers will he
emigration program), the support fnr
amazed to learn of the tremendons
the Langer bill xvas furnishcdahuost
support among Ameri~_’an Negroes for
(Continned t’ron~ Page 3)
entirely by Negro Nationalist gronps,
a resettlement program in Africa. Such
(,f those days hcgan saying the slaves should hc s(’t free a~fiong the white
trader opposition eft the NAACP. What
a program is supported by a m,nber
is needeo now is white supl~rt from
Egyptians. And finally the Egyptians set the Negro free, cleaned him np.
of Repatriation groups.
all ow~r the nation.
and taught hi,n in their schools.
NAACP OPPOSED
Your reade~ can assist in getting
The National Association for the
the Langer bill passed~nd can strike
Advancement of Colored People opEGYPT IS NO LONGER STRONG AND PURE
a telling blow at the NAACP~bv
oses the Repatriation movement. But
w~ting to their Se~to~ (U. S. Senat~
Now you can already gHess what happened to the Egyptian nation.
ere it should be noted that the NAA
Since the races were mixed, the people hogan marrying one another. Then
~fice Building, W~shin~on 25, D.
CP does not represent the American
the Egyptian race was no longer pnre, and thcir nation was no longer strong.
C.)
and
stating
that
they
are
in
favor
Negro. The NAACP is not a Negro
A mixedraee is weak and all confused, and this makes the country weak, as
of Senale Bill S. 75~ and ~eommend
organization. Its general membership
we have already learned.
~at it ~ acted upon by Cong~ss.
and national board are interracial, and
They should also write to Senat~
its president, Arthur Spingarn, is a Th~o~ F. G~en, Chai~an of the
INDIA WAS BUILT BY WHITE PEOPLE
white man. Of the five founders of
Scale Foreign Relations ~mmittee,
the NAACP, only one, W.E.B. DuLet’s look at another very great civilization in the early world. This
u~g him tu u~ his influen~ tu get
Bois, was a Negro.
civilization grew in India. But the people were white people just as yon
this bill though the Congress.
The only mass movement among
and I are. They were not the Indians you see in India today. They were
MUTUAL
BENE~TS
American Negroes to date was the
called Hindns.
Whites,
as
well
as
Negroes,
wonld
back-to-Africa movement led by one
~nefit from Negro Repatriation. Food
Marcus Garvey in the ’20’s. Six mil- packing a n d processing indnst~es
RACE-MIXERS MADE INDIA WEAK
lion American-born people of color
would profit, and agricultural surThe Hindus built a very beautifid, high civilization and a strong nation.
stood behind black Marcus Garvey!
plusses would vanish. Unemployment
They kept themselves segregated from the negroid natives who lived around
More recently, four million Negro
would ~ reduced to zero as whites
them. But iust as always, the Race-Mixers got bnsy and said the negroid
signatures were obtained by the Peace
t~k over the jobs vacated by Nenatives onght to be free among the white Hindns. So finally the white HinMovement of Ethiopia on a back-toroes. All American industries would
dus let the natives go free among them, cleaned theln up, and educated
Africa petition.
nefit from the assured LibYan marthem in their white schools.
FAMOUS ADVOCATES
ket.
White supporters of Negro NaIn Mississippi, where the Af~ean
tionalism have included the greatest
~o~ulation is large, the whites ~ay
INDIA IS NO LONGER STRONG AND PURE
leaders in our history. George Washnearly 87 ~ent of the taxes, yet
You can surely guess by now what happened to the high civilization of
ington, James Madison, Andrew Jack~ceive ~ly half, or less, of the di~ct
the white Hindu. He began to marry the cleaned and educated native, and
son, James Monroe, John Marshall,
~ne[Rs. As a ~sult of Repat~ation,
so his race was mixed. What happens to a race when it mixes with another
Henry Clay, and Daniel Webster were
the tax burden for white ~ople would
race? Well, the Hindn race became weak, and the nation was no longer
among the illustrious white men who
~ lessened.
strong and beautiful.
snpported this cause.
THE BEST SOLUTION
Thomas Jefferson advocated Negro
It is implant to ~mem~r ~al
colonization, as did most of his peers
WHITE PEOPLE BUILT GREECE
Negro coloni~fion, rather than segof that period. Not only did they
regation, is the way to p~se~e racial
If this is not enough to show that Race-Mixing is not good for os, let’s
advocate it, they acted upon it by
look at still another great white nation that fell becanse it mixod its people.
~uH~. Segre~fion as ~racticed ~ the
the establishment of the American
This civilization was Greece. Again the white man built a civilization that
Sou~em States t~y will n~ p~Colonization Society, which founded
could not be beaten. Again the Race-Mixers got busy. And again the white
vent eventual mon~li~fion. T h e
the colony of Liberia for freed Neemigration and rese~lement of Amebpeople set the slaves free among them, cleaned them np, and educated them
groes.
ean ~o~le of color offe~ the ~st
in their schools.
The A. C., S. proiected the colony
~lutio~and the only real sdutio~
nntil it became the Republic of Lito the racial p~blem in the United
AMERICA MUST NOT LISTEN TO RACE-MIXERS
beria with a constitution providing
States.
that only Negroes could be citizens of
We do not need to list other white civilizations that fell in iust the
Res~ctfully yours,
same way. Bnt we should learn a lesson from the history of these white
IiLiberia and that only citizens eould
E. T. Smith, Secreta~
people who listened to the Race-Mixers. And we should not make the same
Montgomery County "Chapter
i own property there¯
mistake these people made.
: Another white proponent of Negro
Ma~land ~etitian Committee, Inc.
I colonization was Abraham Lincoln,
Kensington, Md. ~x 291
i whose Emancipation Proclamation inNote: (The Langer bill wonld proSOUTHERNERS WON’T LET RACE-MIXERS
!clnded the following words: "The elvide aid to persons in the United
RUIN THEIR COUNTRY
I fort to colonize persons of African
States desirous of migrating to the
You understand now why the races should not mix and why we South!descent with their consent . . . will
Repoblic of Li~a.~Ed.)
crners want to keep our own Way of Life. And you must learn yonr lessons
, be contim~ed."
well so that you can help keep your race and nation pure. As long as wc
WAR DELAYED BILL
are pure, we can keep a strong nation which we can be proud of. We can
i On April 24, 1939, Senator Theocnioy the nation George Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and many other
dore Bilbo of Mississippi introducod
Southerners helped to build for us to live in. We do not want the Race, his Greater Liberia bill in the United
Mixers and Communists to take our country from us.
Sllm Suttle, v e t e r a n Washington
States Senate. The Senate of Miscorrespondent, reports that a quesMemphis police have testified that isissippi had gone on record as favnrtion is going the round among reporta Negro they arrested for drunk dnv~n~z F e d e r a I a~d for Negroes who
ers in Washington as they gather at
ing dared them to beat him so he
wished to live in a Negro nation: and
the Press Club at the end of the day.
would have marks to show the Namore than three fourths of the U. S.
The query: "’Did the Supreme COurt
tional Association for the AdvanceSenate galle~" was filled with colored
pass any laws today?"
ment of Colored People.
delegates whose scveral organizations
Two patrohnen qnoted the Negro
lhad prodnced a giant Negro Petition
as saying:
askinz Federal aid for colored people
REBUILDING THE
who desired to migrate to Liberia.
"I belong to the NAACP and the
The Negro l~ctitions were received,
Urban League and I dare you to beat
TOWER
OF BABEL
and hy direction of the Vice Presime up, just hit me, go on and beat
A
Study
of
Christianity
and
hell out of me and you will see.
dent were referred to the Committee
on Foreign Relations. The bill was
Segregation
"Beat me so I will have some marks
not brought to a hearing, however,
to show . . . before l die I am going
By Stuart O. Landry
becanse of the impending war.
to see all you . . . on the police force
REVI~rED IN 1949
PELICAN PUBLISHING
crawl to us for I am an active workIn 1949. on behalf of the Universal
COMPANY
er."
African Nationalist Movement, Inc.,
305 Chartres St.
The Negro was fined .%50 for drnnk
Senator William Langer of North
New Orleans, La.
driving, $25 for recklcgs driving. $~5
Dakota reintroduced the Creater Lifor having no driver’s license and $10
Prle¢ ~0 cents
i beria bill~and a new version of the
for resisting arrest.
’ Langer bill was introduced in the pre-

Dares Police To
Give Him Beating
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Expert In Race Relations

Face It!
--~- AN EDITORIAL
Contributions to the Edncatinnal
Fund of the Citizens’ Conncils hay
drop~d off sha~ly this smmner. Th,
reason given on eve~ hand is that
in the Deep Sonth states which have
provided the backlx~ne of the movement nur ~ople feel that I~canse
there is nn immediate attempt to integrate on their (hx)rstep they have
won the batlh’.
Nothing conld ~’ more in ern)r. It
is true we have won the first round,
but there is plen~ mort. to come.
l~ any feel over-confident, iust h)uk
at the other side o~ the picture a
moment.
From mem~rs in one state, Virginia, the NAACP national organimtion received 8132,100 from
through July 10, 1~$7. By yea~, the
cofitributions were re~ed as follows: 1~$4, $13,0~; 1~5,
~B; 10~B, 840,~B.44; and as of July
10, 1957,
These figures do not inchtde funds
retained in Virginia by the NAACP
local branches. All of this money has
gone into the national organization

,1 I/

Th e Citizens’ Council movement
has never enjoyed a higher place in
the pnblic esteem than it does today.
It has a~ained national recognition,
it has turned the tide, and evew
meml~r of evew local Conncil has
contributed his share to that success.
He should feel a yew justifiable pride
o~ accomplishment. T h e organizations are seasoned and ready ~or
whatever t~als may come in the years
ahead.
But over-confidence and a ies~ning of effod at this time world be
¯ e heist o~ folly.
Public sentiment all over the ~nntw is h~rning our way, es~cially in’
the Middle West. Opinion ~lls inState a significant change in this
di~ction.
It is going to take time, however,
~or this to ~ ~elt in national politics.
Meanwhile, the ~orces o~ integration
may ~* exwcted to pnt up some
te~fic ~ttles. They will ~ armed
now with a deadly wea~n - the 1957
Civil ~ghts Bill.
Surely we have the ~o~sight to
follow up onr initial advantages by
raising the funds NOW to step up
our edneafional camp~ while the
i~n is hot.
Are we going to ~ntent ou~lves
merely with warding off the blows
as they ~me, or are we gong to
~c~it the net~ssaw ~u~s to go
on and win a de,sire vi~ow?
~ anger is up to ~.
~e answer is MONEY.
wh~h to ~u~ tbe fi~t.
mo~y-~ng fighL Li~e ~yIn the op~on of our auditom,
~bufiom to ~e Edu~tionai
a~ exempt ~m ~ t~.
as much ~ you ~n ~:
EDUCA~ON~ ~D OF

Rejoin of Terror:

Reconstruction
In Mississippi
BY IRWIN VICK SHANNON
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following account of events in Mississippi is a
factual and accurate record. It is not the purpose of the author to perpetuate
sectional animosity. On the other hand, he does not want to see our present
generation ambushed without any conception of what some whhe men will’
do to other white men when they have the power and disposition to force
compliance with their own opinions.
Many today have but a vague idea of the hardships the Southern people
were forced to undergo during Reconstruction I by Northern radicals who
used the negro bloc as a tool of political power. Present day radicals seem
bent on making us go through similar conditions. We therefore fed the
publication of RECONSTRUCTION IN MISSISSIPPI to be very timely.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
The author was born in Vicksburg, Miss. He has resided in New Orleans
since 1894, where he has enjoyed a very distinguished career.
Mr. Shannon was e(mnected with Fenner & Beane for many years. He
has worked as a reporter for Dun & Bradstreet, political writer and market
editor of a New Orleans newspaper, and chief examiner of state banks in
Louisiana. He has acquired an international reputation as a cotton crop
forecaster and statistician.
Upon his retirement in 1952, Mr. Shannon was elected an Honorary
Member of the New Orleans Cotton Exchange, the 10th member so honored
since the Exchange was founded in 1870. He is a member of the Sons of
the American Revolution and of the Louisiana Society of the War of 1812.

The members of this legislature

bring the evils

(intod~ro~dlng betwmm

"Testifying before the House Select Committee To Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations on December 23, 1952, LOUIS
F. BUDENZ said, ’DUBOIS became a member of the Communist
Party approximatt~ly in 1944 when this was called to my attention
officially by JACK STACHEL,’ a national leader of the Party,"
states the August 15, 1957 issue of Firing Line, authoritative publication of the American Legion.
The copyrighted Firing Line article on W. E. B. DuBois,
the only negro among the founders of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored’:"
People (NAACP), is presented !tection of Fnreign Born, Civil Rights
here by special permission, i Congress, Chioa W e I f a r e Appeal,
" DUBOIS was born
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National Committee To Secure JusTestifying before the tlouse Select
tice for the Rosenbergs, a Communist
Committee To Investigate Tax-Exfront which raised over $302,530.17
empt Foundations on December 23,
/n contributions from the American
1952, LOUIS F. BUDENZ said,
people for the now executed Soviet
"DUBOIS became a member of the
espionage agents, ETHEL and JULCommunist P a r t y approximately in
IUS ROSENBERG. Six months be1944 when this was called to my atfore the ROSENBERGS’ execution,
ten t io n officially by JACK STA- DUBOIS declared at an open - air
CttEL," a national leader of the Par- rally in New York City on January 8,
ty. According to the files of the 1953: "America should be asking a
House Committee on Un-American pardon from the Rosenbergs and not
Activities, DUBOIS’ record of affili- the Rosenbergs who should be asking
ation w i t h subversive organizations clemency."
"takes up nine pages single-spaced." Ironically, during the burial of the
Some of his more important citations ROSENBERGS, DUBOIS read the
are as follows:
I twenty-third Psalm. (S e e HUAC,
OFFICIAL RECORD " I Trial by Treason, 1957, pages 15,
National Council of American-So-[34, 59 and 113, "Firing Line," 10-1viet Friendship, National Committee 56, page 86; and HUAC, Guide to
to Win Amnesty for Smith Act Vic- Subversive Organizations and Publirims, American Committee for Pro- cations, 1957, page 60.)
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RECONSTRUCTION IN MISSISSIPPI
Alexander Hamilton, a journalist turned soldier and statesman,
saw the forming of the Constitution as an historical event
After the surrender of the Confederate armies in April 1865
of
great
size, scope, significance and with a special twist that
the discharged soldiers from Mississippi returned to the state to
find their homes and plantations either destroyed or plundered made it a good news story. Writing for a New York newspaper
in October, 1787, he observed that:
their families impoverished and their slaves freed.
"... it seems to have been reserved to the people of this
These men, without resources other than their courage, begar
country,
by their conduct and example, to decide the important
immediately to rebuild their homes, cultivate their plantations
and revive commerce. They encountered many obstacles because question, whether societies of men are really capable or not of
of a Federal ban on shipments of cotton, their principal crop,,establishing good government from reflection and choice, or
whether they are forever destined to depend for their political
and unwillingness of the freed negroes to work for their formeri!constitutions
on accident and forcer
masters.
HAMILTON’S
in the Federalist Paper, Number
A month after the surrender of the Confederate armies Fed- One, have lived; andWORDS
so
has
the
Constitution~but there is an
eral troops arrested the constitutional governor of the state, and ’important difference in their aging.
For an author’s work to last
Andrew Johnson, then president~’
more
than
a
century
and
a
half
is
a
good
indication that he has
of the United States, named a to give trouble, this legislature enacted what came to be known as the
said
something
imperishably
important
to
civilization. For a govman of his own choosing as "Black Code" and Apprentice laws.
ernment
to
have
lasted
that
long
is
fair
enough,
but is far less
provisional governor.
The "Black Code" made all negroes
conclusive of its permanance in his-4’

ABOLISHED SLAVERY
The provisional governor called a
constitutional convention which met
Fund in August 1865, abolished slavery and
~nd made provision for an election in
October of that year for governor,
members of the legislature, county
~
officers and representatives in Congre$~.

~t’s l~k ~e ques~on s~ght
~ ~a~. A~ we le~ ~g to
sacrifice ~or our ca~ ~n

NAACP Leader Is
Identified As Red

W. E. B

ri,,d nn to deslrny racial integrity.
There in a nutshell is file reason
we have a 1957 force hill staring ns
in the face. They had the money and
the organizatinn to bring ~ a~mt.
The success of the Citizens’ Council movement has astonished f~end
and ~ alike. Who in Mississippi,
lot example, would have dreamed in
1954 that three years later the situation would be as stable and secure
as it is now. In 1954 integration was
on our d~rstep. People were confund and despondent. Today there
is a ~eeling o~ confidence and suRness
o~ pu~o~ that would have been unbelievable then.

Record Exposed:

,.
,"
Great Barrlngton _Massaclltlsetts
-" ,.~: ".
" ’o lnon9A.....
FeDrna~’
prOllilC~,~v~[t,r
, ’. ,e(lllCate(i
, - ’, lie ntis
", ....rpeelve(I
ano ,nlglllV
-~PgrPes IrOl]l
~" [D~
., ~’[OllO~VllIg
......
five

to linance collrt suits against segregation, and to pay for the vast Iohbying
;llld prol)a~anda t’ampaign being car-

Jackson, Mississippi

were white men most of whom were
former Confederate soldiers. They approved the amendment to the state’s
constitution freeing the slaves, in acI cordance with the 13th Amendment
’to the Constitution of the United
’States, but re.-ted the 14th Amendment which enfranchised the negroes.

over 18 years of age, who were without lawful employment, subiect to
fine and imprisonment and, ff the
fines were not paid, were to be hired
out until their wages wiped out the
fines. The Apprentice Act authorized
the probate courts to apprentice to
reliable parties all orphan negroes
under 1, years of age who were without vtsf e means of support. Their
former owners were given preference
in arranging the apprenticeships.
RADICALS ENRAGED

publicans of the North, many of whom
were members of Congress, were enraged by these developments and de-

freed negroes, who had akeady begun

(Continued on Page 3)

tory. Yet there is a vital relationship
between what Hamilton said and how
long the United States of America
may be expected to endure. Our existence as the nation which the Constitution intended still depends upon
how we answer the questions which
Hamilton raised:
Are we, as a representative society
of men, really
capable of,, "good government.~ Can we by political reflection and choice" retain what the
Founding Fathers obtained for us?
Can we, over a much longer run
of the centuries, continue to live by
the Constitution and its meanings?

don’t know or don’t care what’s happening to their liberties?
THE LION AND the lizard, as the
poets have written, roam in the empty
palaces where government was left
to "accident and force," to expediency
and appeasement, to cheap demagoguery for popular acclaim and timorous
compromise with high principle.
What was it the Constitution gave
us, and what are the problems of
modern stewardship?
First of all, it gave us a nation;
and the foremost problem today is to

m diffimlt. ’l’ae .~b.~i~a pmlde,
befall those nations whose people l~t

(Co~thaued on Page 4)
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Shape Of Things To Come?
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By Richard Burrow, Jr.
U. S. Congressman James C. l)avis
told au enthusiastic crowd of 15(~1
Tennesseans in Nashville’s War Memorial Bnilding that the time is ~
to end the "judicial usu~ation" of
the Snpremt. Court that spawned the
"nightmare" of desegregation in
Washington, 1). C., schools. "’The
Court’s iutegration order is not law",
Davis declan.d. The Georgia Congressman fnrthcr stated that the decision is a fraud, to he resisted, not
o~yed. The address was spon~red
by the Davidson County Chapter of
the Federation. Dr. Clyde Alley,
Cmmty Cbairman, acted as master
of ceremonies and introdnced Mr.
~on Bums, Church of Ch~st Minister, who in turn introduced the
Congressman.
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Reconstruction II
Reconstrnction II has now been officially declared upon the fomaer
Confederate States by the passage of the first Force Bill since Reconstruction I of the 1870’s.
The people of the South should have no illusions of what is in store
for them. Despite pious words and holier-than-thou phrases, despite the
fact that a few of the most insulting features of the original House bill
have been removed in the Senate, the deliberately mis-named Civil
Rights Bill is a force bill, coercive and vicious.
This bill is the supreme attempt of the left-wing pressure _groups to
bring the tyranny of big government crashing down upon the heads of
patriotic Americans who happen to disagree with their politics and sociology.
The 1957 Force Bill would set up a bureaucracy in the Department
of Justice with power to set aside election laws and procedures. It is
thought that this bureaucracy would include at least some 200 to 3(~)
lawyers---there is actually no limit on their number~whose success wonld
depend upon their ability to stir up strife and litigation. This Gestapo
would undoubtedly be recruited from the ranks of the very groups promoting the Force Bills.
In add~ttion to this horde of lawyers, a "Civil Rights" commission is
to be created, to act as a kind of roving grand-jury. Incredibly, this "Civil
Rights" commission is permitted by the bill, as passed by both honses, to
write its own rules of procedure and is required to give witnesses no
constitutional safeguards whatsoever~ In a saner day, the clear undtonstitutionallty of such tyrannical power would have in itself assured a Supreme
Court ruling setting it aside. But today .the cliche "The Constitution is
what the Supreme Court says it is," has replaced our written Constitution.
Furthermore, the activities of this Star Chamber commission are not
restricted to "voting rights," as the voting privilege has so skillfully been
ntis-named by left-wing propagandists. It may literally roam the universe.
Unless they bend the knee, we may expect to see state officials and
private citizens subjected to every kind of harassment this inter-racial rabble
can devise.
We may expect to see people suffer for their beliefs, as indeed some
have suffered already.
We may expect to see political prisoners in our time.
We may see civil strife and chaos.
One thing we will see, as certainly as tomorrow’s sun, and that is
millions of white Southerners united with an unconquerable determination
to protect their families and their freedoms at all costs.
As certainly as sanity returned in national affairs following the excesses
and evils of Reconstruction I, so will it return eventually after Reconstruction II. But let us never forget--first, our forefathers turned the tide themselves in their day--it is our clear duty to do no less.
We believe that millions of Americans from every section, who will
not bow to tyranny in any form, are with us. But whether we are with
many, or whether we are alone, we take our stand on these principles:
1. States’ Rights.
2. Racial Integrity.
In unity there is strength. Let us look to our organizations in these
dark days. Let us work to increase our strength with every facility at our
command. That means members. That means money.
Be of good cheer. Passage of the 1957 Force Bills, although viewed
be some as calamitous, will aid our cause immeasurably. Why? Because
it ]~ill dispel our two deadliest enemies~Apathy and l~ifference.
Our only real danger lies not in what may be done against us. It
lies in what we may not do for ourselves.
Be not intimidated by any federal "civil rights" bureau. Be not swayed
from your principles by the coercion of any attorney general or the like.
These people are bitterly opposed to. the principles which are dearer to
us than ]fie. Let us tell them now exactly where we stand, and what we
intend to do.
The key to victory lies in work, work, work. Let us work for our
Councils like we have never worked before.
If this be contempt, then by the eternal let them make the most of it.

Levittown
A new symbol has been created. A new word is on every lip, written
in every letter from friends in the North~Levittown. Somehow, the racial
inddent at Levittown, Pa., an all-whlte planned suburban community of
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THE NASHVILLE Cit y Sch~!
Board has received petitions signed
by 5,062 parents urging their children ix" assigned tu segregated
ache)Is. Since it’s bi~h two months
ago t he Pareuts School Preference
Committee has been demanding that
the school hoard honor the laws of
the Sovereign S t a t e of Tennessee.
The Comnfittee Chairumn Chester
Mason states that the l~titions are
still coming in and that the total
will cuntinue tu rise nntil evew parent is giveu ao Ol)l)ortunity to express his choice.
CITIZENSI COUNCIl, ,.TACKSON
Trumbull Park. Perhaps the reason lies in the sheer unpruvoked invasion
of neighborhood privacy by a self-described former NAACP member, aml
the sponhkneous and vigorous reaction by the white citizeus who do uot
want their town integrated or their property values destroyed.
Willian~ J. Myers, negro, and his family inclnding three childreu,
appear determined to force their way, despite the violent ohjections of
white residents.
Under any noruml rules of behavior, people do not go where they
arc not wanted. Yet, opposition to their residing in Lcvittown ouly seems
to have increased their determination to aggravate the incideut.
Note the unctuons tone of Myers’ public statements, bearing a rcnmrkable similarity to the qnasi-religious incitements of the Moutgomery,
Alabama negro, Martin Luther King.
Here in Levittown we witness again white police charging white
citizens upon the orders of a white politician who is beholden to the
Negro supremacy hloc.
One of these fine days, when the Northern white discovers he can
VOTE WHITE just as the Northern Negro has discovered he can VOTE
BLACK, then we will see the end of the radical pressure groups’ political
power, and the day of noruaal race relations based on the realities of
common sense will return to our land. Levittown is a big step in that
directibn.

The New Federalist
Elsewhere on these pages we present to our readers Number One of
a series entitled "The New Federalist." THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL is
fortunate to obtain publication rights to the~e articles, which appear iu
print for the first time. We feel you will agree, after reading them, that
publication of "The New Federalist" is a literary event of the first importance.
When the original Federalist papers were published by Alexander
Hamilton, James Madison and John Jay in the newspapers of 1787-8, they
were signed "Publius." This was not an attempt to hide behind a uomde-plume. It was a way of saying that the authorship was not as important
as the subject matter.
These New Federalist Papers are signed "Homo Americanus" for the
same reason. The author is an established iournalist and writer of national
repute, whose opinions are well known. But rather than draw attention to
himself, he wishes all the reader’s attention tu be directed towards what
is said in these papers. "The New Federalist" will appear in book form
at a later date with the author’s name in full view.
It has been pointed out many times that the dangerous race qnestion
of our decade is not an isolated phenomenon. It is an effect, not a caose.
It is part of a pattern that goes much deeper. The present racial conflict
is simply the most obvious and shocking symptom of a revolution that is
taking place now in our beloved country. This revolution--the transformation of a Republic of Sovereign States into a totalitarian autocracy--has
already produced shattering economic, social and racial consexluences. It
has produced’ a constitutional crisis of frowning magnitude. All of us have
felt these consequences, and we have been deeply disturbed by them.
Few of us have understood exactly what was happening. "The New
Federalist" is a major £~ontribution to full understanding.
It is no happenstance that the Citizens’ Council movement has looked
more often to the formative period of our Republic for its spiritual roots
rather than to the great regional issues 75 years later. Thus, historically,
1957 is much closer to 1775 than it is to 1860.
"’The New Federalist" does not concern itself primarily with the race
question, but places it in its proper contextual relationship.
The phrases, "States’ Rights" and "Racial Integrity," as is the case
with all titles used to describe principles, mean little in themselves. What
breathes life, vigor and power into them is the sturdy character, intelligence
and iron resolve of the multiplied thousands of men and women whose

TEN OF TIlE Cliutm~ 16 are free
~thanks to the patriots who coutfibuted to the Freedom Fund for Clinton. Attorney’s for the defl~nse are
optimistic over the chaoces of gaining freedom of the uther six. All
agrco that the "Battle of Cliutun" has
iust begun. I)vfeuse Atturucy Ross
R. Barm.tt says that iu the ewmt
a new trial is not ~rautcd, a brief
"As hmg as from Jackson to Knoxville" will he submitted in appeal of
the convictions.
TWO YEARS AGO the school
board at Chattanooga w a s toying
with the idea of mixiu~ the races in
their city’s st’hool systom. Mr. A. A.
Canada, Judge, Raulston Schoolfield,
and other h.aders in the Teunessee
Socie~ to Maiutai, Segregation were
quick to see the vvil in s,ch an node~aking. Working side hy side the
T~.nnessec Society to Maintain Segregation aod the Tennes~e Federation for Constitutional Government
corrected the situation by alerting the
people. Today uo one wmdd even
consider integrating in Chattanooga.

Doubtful Loyalty In
The ,United Nations
"What appears, on the sudace at
least, to be by far the worst danger
spot, from the standpoint of disloyalty
and subversive activity among Americans employed by international organizations, is UNESCO - the United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization.
"Among less than 90 Americans employed by UNESCO, the International
Organizations Employees L o y a 1 t y
Board found 14 cases of doubtful
loyalty.
"In all the other international organizations, with investigations involving thousands of individuals, only 4
other cases of doubtful loyalty were
reported by the Board, according to
its Chairman."
(Extract from Internal Security Annual Report for 1956 of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States
Senate).

Dog ’Resents’ Will
That Discriminates
An amusing commentary on the Supreme Court’s Girard College decision
appears in the Letters-to-the-Editor
coturrm of the Philadelphia Bulletin;
"’In a recent issue of the Bulletin
appears .a news item stating that the
sum of $50,000 had been bequeathed
by a former resident of Reading to
support her dog.
"However, - there has been no provision made for the support of other
dogs, such as hound dogs, St. Bernard
dogs, Dachshunds, common ordinary
dogs and other dogs who might desire
to share in this largesse.
"This is apparently a case of bias
and discrimination which should be
brought immediately before the U. S.
Supreme Court, so that this amount of
$50,000 can be confiscated for use by
all dogs without regard to race, creed
or color."
"Fox Terrier"

personal philosophy is indicated by those simple words.
"The New Federalist" expresses that philosophy. It is fiercely independent in spirit, sel~-reliant, honest. It is in accord with Nature. It is

If you believe that social intermingling and miscegenation will be seriously detrimental to both races
and to our civilization, Din the
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Reconstruction In Mississippi
(Continued from Page ,1)
allowed to vote for its members, and
all voting polls were under control of
office and that the obdurate whites
Federal troops, many of whom were
be subdued.
negroes. The convention known as
The members of the national house
the "Black and Tan" convention reof representatives elected in October
pealed all the acts of the first postl~&5 and the two United States Senawar legislature which were obnoxious
tors elected by this legislature were
qrefnsed admission to the House and
to them, voted to accept the 13th,
14th and 15th Amendments to the
Senate. Congress then passed an Act
United States Constitution and added
putting all former Confederate States
many new provisions of an objectionunder military rule; the duly elected
able character to the laws of the
governor of the state, Humphreys~
state. The constitution was reiected
was ousted by Federal troops and
by the voters when submitted for their
Adelbert Ames, a Brig. General in
ratification. Many negroes were rethe Federal army, was installed as
ported to have voted against it.
military governor of the state. The
governor had under his control sevThe new constitution was submiteral thousand troops, a large portion
ted to the voters a second time by
of whom were once negro slaves in
direction of the President of the!
the state.
:United States when the voters were
given the right to approve or reject
A MOTLEY ARRAY
any of its provisions. The 14th and
The assumption of civil power by
15th Amendments were rejected for
the military authorities was followed
by a horde of former sutlers, and the second time. However, a new
other camp followers of the Federal legislature elected during the year,
¯ army, who came to he known ~ largely with negro votes and which
carpet-baggers. There was also a was co.rnposed mostly of negroes .and
large influx of officers and agents of carpet-baggers, voted to accept these.
the Freedman’s Bureau which had amendments and the state was rez
been created bv Congress to look I admitted’to the Union of the United
after the interests of ~’l~e freed ne- S, tates. This ratification occurred in
January 1870. This legislature also
groes
Th~ Freedman’s Bureau took nos-Selected a negro to the United States
session of hundreds of cotton p].~n- .Sen.ate..He w, as. ,accepted, b.y, that
rations and other properties belonging hqd. y. A later te.gtst~ture, etectecl anto absent or dead Confederate sol- other negro to the 3enare.
diets and leased them to the CarpetGLIB PROMISES
Baggers who came with them or folThrough promises of help to the
freed negroes such as "’40 acres and
lowed them into the state. Some historians relate many instances in which
a mule" for each man the carpetthese lessees made fortunes by raising
baggers managed to get themselves
cotton for shipment to the north or
elected to the principal state and
by shipping cotton taken from citizens
county offices. Many negroes were
of Mississippi by the Federal armies.
also elected to public office and to
Citizens of the state, unless they could
the legislature.
prove loyalty to the United States,
After Mississippi was re-admitted
were not allowed to ship their own
to the Union of States and the carpetcotton to Northern markets during
baggers and negro Repoblican party
this period. Many of them were
became well established, most of the
Federal troops were withdrawn, a
forced to sell their cotton to the
carpet-baggers at insignificant prices.
large portion of the negro troops were
The faw~red buyers were allowed to
discharged and the Republican miliship their cotton to Northern markets
tary state government was instructed
where they obtained from $3fX) to
by WashingtQn authorities to organize
the militia for their protection and to
$500 a bale for it.
enforce their orders. Following these
PROPERTY’ SEIZED
instrnctions the Republican officials
Here is what the Freedman’s Boorganized several negro regiments.
reau did to my Grand-mother, Mrs.
These negro soldiers, and discharged
Lucy Vick Irwin widow of John L.
Irwin, who owned a large residence negro soldiers, soon became a menace.
to the white people of the State and
on Cherry Street, Vicksborg, cornor
were the cause of several serious riots.
of what is now Shannon alley. She
During this period it was dangerous
also owned ten acres around her
for white women to appear on the
home and a large cotton plantation
streets of the cities, or on public highin Bolivar County. During the siege
ways without a male escort. One hisof Vicksburg my grand-mother gave
torian says the blacks soon acquired
the use of her homestead to the
such exaggerated ideas of their imsoldiers from Louisiana. Their offiportance that some of them asserted
cers used the house, which was comthat the whites had no rights which
pletely furnished, as their headquarthey were bnund to respect. Another
ters. After the seige was lifted in
says many of them demanded coJuly 1865 and the Confederate soleducation in the public schools while
diers had evacnated the city an Illisome of their officials advocated
nois Artillery Regiment took possesnter-racial marriage with the whites.
sion of my Grand-mother’s property
SYSTEMATIC ROBBERY
and occupied it until the end of the
During the regime of the carpetwar in April 186.5, shortly after which
the ~aggers and their associated negro
the regiment moved out and
my ffflce holders, the state and counties
Freedman s Bureau took over
Grand-mother’s property before
she were plundered, a huge state debt
could regain possession of it. A Fedwas created and large amounts of
eral officer advised my Grand-mother
property belonging to the white peo.pie were seized and sold for taxes.
to lease the property from the Freedman’s Bureau andthen refuse to pay
The tax rate in most counties was
rent after she got possession of it.
raised to $4.50 an acre. The rate for
She did this. I have the original lease
Vicksburg was nearly 5 percent. The
which the Freedman’s Bureau cxe-’ constitutional limit for both State and
coted in favor of my Grand-mother..
County was 25 mills. The tax burdens became so great that many propIt is dated Jone 1, 1865 and calls for
a monthly rental of $25. After she
erty owners were unable to meet the.
demands of this greedy crew and
got possession of her property she
refnsed to pay rent. On Augnst 25,
large amounts of property were seized
18~5 the Freedman’s Bnreau sent my
and sold for taxes. A published record
Grand-mother a letter demanding
shows that on January 1, 1874 the
payment of the rent on September 1.
state and counties held 6,000,000
acres out of a total for the State of
1865; otherwise it said it would rent
the property to other parties. I have
30,000,000 which had been forfeited
this letter. My Grand-mother did not,
for unpaid taxes Numerous scandals
developed as a result of the manner
comply with this demand and was not l
~
disturbed. When my Grand-mother
in which the Freedman’s Bureau managed the tax forfeited and other aban-i
got.possession of her home there was
no furniture in it and she was forced
doned properties which it had taken
to sell some of the family diamonds
over under an act of Congress. A,
to a New York jewelry firm in order
large number of federal army officers I
to get the money to rofurnish it. She
were reported involved in these scannever recovered her plantation.
dais ....
Exposure of the conditions outlineci
CONSTITUTIONAL
above in the friendly press of the
CONVENTION
North and in the halls of Congress
One of the first acts of the military
governor was to convene a Constilater I~came one of the major fac.tors
in the overthrow of the ea.q~t-bag
tutional Convention. Negroes were
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that law and order be re-

the Sot, them states were being plundered and the white people deprived
I of their political rights. Leaders of
the Democratic party in the North
led in this criticism with United States
Senator Allen G. Thurmond of .Ohio
probably the most active and aggressive of these critics. He often de-

der to avoid the stigma of a conviction.
The legislature then elected
f John M. Stone, one of the campaign
committeemen and a former colonel
in the Confederate army, as governor.
[The carpet-bag officials of the vari[ous counties who lost in the election
fled the state, and peace and harmony was restored to Mississippi with
the white people once more in control of all branches of the state government.
The ever-present threat from the
negro majority still remained, however. This condition induced the
leading citizens of the state to seek
a legal means to eliminate this threat.
To that end Gov. John M. Stone,
in his campaign for re-election, proI posed a Constitutional Convention.
General George, then a member of
the United States Senate, led the
campaign for the convention. Gen.
E. C. Walthall, who was also a member of the United States Senate, led
the opposition to the convention on
the ground "that it was best to accept the situation with all its evils
rather than take the risk of disrupting
the harmony of the white race, which
might be endangered by disfranchisement of lar~,e numbers of illiterate
white voters.
¯
ENDORSED BY WHITES
A large majority of the white people voted for the convention. The
convention was held in 1890 with
General George as its c h ai rm a n.
This convention voted an amendment
to the Constitution of the State requiting that to entitle him to vote,
each male citizen over 21 years of
age pay a poll tax of $2.00 eachyear,
that each voter mnst have paid his
taxes for the two years preceding an
election, and shonl’d "be able to read
any section of the Constitution, or
be able to understand the same when
read to him, or give a reasonable interpretation thereof". The convention also adopted the Australian Ballot.
These provisions of the new Constitution legally and effectively eliminated the "’Black Shadow" which
had hung over the state since the
negroes were enfranchised and made
the dominance of the white people
secure for nearly 70 years.
Mississippi, under the able leader.~
ship of (;eneral George and Governor
John M. Stone, a former colonel in
the Confederate Army, was the first
of the Southern states to solve the
problem of disfranchising the ignorant negro voter by legal constitotional means. Its example was soon followed hy other states of the South
and the Bogy of hegro domination
in the South was tmried for nearly
70 years. ’Every Southern state participated .in this great benefit. This
was Mississippi’s gift to the other
Southern States.
General G e o r g e successfully defended the Mississippi franchise laws
be f o re the Supreme Court of the
United States andon the floor of the
U. S. Senate of which he was a member at the time the negroes were disfranchised.

stored in the South and that the white
negro government.
people he allowed to manage their
~ At this stage the white men of the
own affairs.
state began to organize tax payers
A large number of the most promileagues and to inin the Ku Klux Klan
nent men of the state, some of whom
in large numbers. The objective of
were former Whig and Republicans,
[the first of these organizations was
met with the Denaoeratic leaders of
to protect the property interests of
the state and appointed a committee
the white people. The objective of
headed by General J. Z. George, a
the second was to intimidate and curb
former brigadier general of the Conthe activities of the radical negroes
federacy, to conduct a campaign to
and their carpet-bag associates.
oust the carpet-bag negro Republican
The first of the Tax Payers Leagues:
regime. Other prominent members of
was organized in Vicksburg in 1874
this committee were Col. L. Q. C.
with A. M. Paxton, the cannon-maker
Lanmr, C, enl. E. C. Walthall, Genl.
for the Confederacy, its president and
N. B. Forrest, Col. John M. Stone,
my father Dr. Harvey Shannon, a all former Confederate officers, and
former Confederate officer, as its I Jndge Wiley P. Harris. The camsecretary. Memhers of the Tax Pay-,paign was conducted in the name of
ers League in 1874 forced the negro the Democratic p a r t y, which had
sheriff of Warren County, Peter been dormant for sere ral years.
Crosby, and other negro office hold- Memhers of the legislature, county
ers in that county to give up their of- i officers and representatives in Conflees. Some of these negro office, gress were to be elected.
holders were nnder indictment forI MEMORABLE CAMPAIGN
various financial irregnlarities by a l The campaign was the most excitgrandjury composed largely of ne- ing in the history of the state. The
groes.
I Republican military governor, Add-:
NEGRO MILITIA
]bert Ames attempted to organize an
Crosby, the deposed sheriff,, ap-iarmy of hegroes to intimidate the
pealed to the Republican Mflitarylwhite people and to control the decGovernor Adelbert Ames for assist-Ition. He obtained an appropriation
ance in recovering his offic.e and was I of $60,000 from the negro legislature I
told to organize ne.gro militia troops, tto pay these soldiers. At the same
from the surrounding country and ltime the Tax Payers Leagues and Ku
demand the restoration of his office. I Klux Klan armed their members to
A company of negro militia in Vicks-’defend and to protect their rights.
burg was ordered by the Governor to About a month before the electiun
aid him. The ex-sheriff also per- the Democratic Committee obtained
suaded large numbers of city and an iniunction from the Chief Justice
county negroes to aid him to recover of the State Supreme Coort of the
his office. Something over a thonsand State restraining the State Auditor
armed negroes led by lieuter]ants of f r o m issuing warrants against any
the deposed sheriff attempted to in- part of the money appropriated by
vade the City of Vicksburg on the, the legislature for military purposes
morning of December 7, 1874 in an ’,on the ground that "no state may
effort to get Crosby reinstated as l keep troops in times of peace and
sheriff.
]when there was no obstruction to the
The white people of Vicksburg, l execution of the laws and no riot or
some of whom were former Federal insorrection to be suppressed."
soldiers, organized to defend their This injunction fell like a bombcity, but warned by white people who i shell in the camp of the military Govlived in the surrounding coontry, they ernor Ames and his fnllowers. It
were prepared in advance to meet lnpset their plans completely. The
this horde of negroes, who came with i Governor appealed first to President
the avowed intention of sacking and tGrant and then to the Secretary of
borning it. After a few volleys frona!the War for Federal troops to police
the voluntary army of Vicksburg the the polls on the plea that the l)emonegroes fled in great disorder. This crats were preparing to steal the elecencounter has often been referred to tion. His pleas were refused on the
ground that peace prevailed in the
as the Second Insurrection of the
state and that the Goveruor had amSouth. Colonel Horace Miller, a former colonel of the Confederacy, comple authority to enforce the law.
manded the citizens defending the
President Grant, it is said, was no
"nigger-lover" and was much inJackson road from which most of the
invaders came. My father Dr. Harvey
censed at the criticism which acts of
the Republican office holders of the
Shannon, who commanded the WarSouth, and especially in Mississippi,
ren Light Artillery dnring the Civil
had brought on his administration.
War, commanded the volnnteers who
A large number of Ames followers
defended the approaches from the
South via Cherry street and a former
deserted him as a result of these
Federal soldier commanded the apeventful developments.
proach from the north. The negroes
CONFLICT AVOIDED
who lived in the city were reported
In the meantime the Democrats,
prepared to join lhe invaders had they
under the stern leadership of General
succeeded in their attempt to invade
George, avoided conflicts with the
it. All of those who appeared on the
negroes, even under provocative constreets were iailed on orders of Mayor
ditions, in order to maintain a semO’Lleary. Crosby, who had remained
blance of peace and prevent the inBefore he (lied, the late Walter
in the city, was taken into protective
tederence of Federal troops on the
Whi t e, NAACP President, told a
custody by Col. Miller’s forces before
day of election.
meeting
of Negro leaders in Atlanta
the invaders reached the city.
Shortly before the election Genthat "our next major goal (following
RELIEF OF YAZOO CITY
eral George and members of his Comvictory in the Supreme Court school
One of the white men killed in
mittee held a conference with Govsegregation case) is to pierce and
defending Vicksburg was taken to
ernor Ames at which they demanded
destroy the iron curtain of the ghetYazoo City for burial. The funeral
that all arms which had been issued
to." In New York City, an effort,
~.~ession was ambushed by the
to the negro militia be turned over to
led by the Mayor. is being made to
negroes in that section. My father
the United States Army. One hispass a law forbidding segregation in
Dr; Harvey Shannon led the troop of
torian sa~,s that the governor was
privately owned apartment houses.
mounted volunteers from Vicksburg
threatened with d e at h unless he
What this would do to property
which went to the relief of Yazoo
complied with this demand. Ames
values can only be left to the imagCity. The attacking negroes were disagreed to this demand and had the
ination. "’It is our considered judgpersed before the Vicksburg volunarms turned over to the Federal
ment as business men," the New York
teers reached Yazoo City.
commander in Mississippi, who hapReal Estate Board has said, "that
Defeat of the negroes at Vicksburg
pened to be a professional soldier of
numy residents of the city. conscious
encouraged the white people of other
high standing. He kept his troops in
of their constitutional right to live
sections of the State, and Tax Payers
barracks on the day of election and
as they choose, will move out of the
Leagues were soon organized in every
also kept the arms turned over to
city rather than submit to the force
county of the state. Membership in
him by Ames negro militia.
of law in sharing apartment houses."
the Ku Klux Klan also increased, with
During the campaign which preViolent public reaction to this
the best people in the State becoming
ceded this election the Federal comvicious concession to the leftist presmembers. Both groups soon develmander of troops in Mississippi loansure groups has cau~d the New York
oped into secret military organizations.
ed a number of cannons to the DemTimes and other ardent advocates of
Both played a large part in suppressocrats which were fired by them in
forced integration of the Sm~theru
ing the blacks in their final overthrow
advance of their political meetings
States to take the hypocritical posiof the carpet-bag, negro-Republican
as was the custom in those days.
tion that coercion should not be vsed
government in 1875.
The carpet-baggers and negroes, or
except in Dixie.
In 1875 the white people of MisRepublicans, had none. This appearsissippi determined to make a united
ed to intimidate the negroes and apparently induced many of them to
effort to wrest their state and county,
governments from the carpet-baggers
remain away from the polls on elecand their negro associates. This move-!
tion day. One day during the camment was stimulated by the success paign the Democrats discharged one
of the citizens of Vicksburg in overof the cannons so close to the resSthrowing the carpet-bag and negro
dence of military Governor Ames that
Of 100 Negroes arrested in Washofficials of that city and county. Furit shattered some of his windows.
ington’s 9th precinct over a recent
ther encouragement came from the Governor Ames had the commandweek-end, 50 had to be handcuffed
fact that the Democrats of the nation ling officer court-martialed for his
and physically restrained f r ore ashad secured control of the National lalleged offense in lendinl~ the cansaulting police. Directly responsible
Congress. The death of United States tnon to the Democrats. Federal refor this resistance to lawful arrest
Senator Charles Sumner, the prin- cords show that the officer was acand, in the end, the commission of
cipal advocate of negro supremacy in I quitted.
I mo re crimes, is the local NAACP,
the South, the rise of anti-negro sen-I
DEMOCRATS VICTORIOUS
’Police Chief Robert V. Mnrray detiment in the North as a result of the
clared. Chief Murray, whose removThe election which was held Ocscandalous manner in which "the alr- tober 24. 1875~ resulted in an overal has been demanded by the local
fairs of the Southern states were being Iwhelming victory, for the Democrats.
Ne~,ru group, added:
managed by the so-called Republican They obtained control of the legis"It is my firm belief that it is the
office holders and rise of new chain- ilature and of most of the county of~oal of NAACP to force the Police
pions of the South’s cause in theIll-ices.
Department into a corner where
Senate and House of Representatives, One of the first acts of the new
]icemen would be totally ineffective
were other contributing influences,
in enforcement of the law, afraid to
i legislature was to impeach GOv. Ames
make an arrest and of no value whatPROTESTS IN CONGRESS
i
and
other
members
of
his
adminisDuring this period there was much tration. The Lieutenant Governor,
ever to the respons~le and law-abiding citizens of the District of Columpublic criticism in and out of Con- a negro, was convicted and ousted.
greta regarding the manner in which Governor Ames then resigned in orbia"

New York Fighting
Race Integration

Colored Hoodlums
Intimidate Police
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BRAINWASH
(Continued from Page 1)
like all other nations, are gifted by One World, behave as One Worlders.
nature with an emotion which is the We had forgot the fierce pride and
best of all protections of sovereignty, protection of old-fashioned patriotism.
Patriotism is one of the eternal pesIt would be strange if all this dissions. It is poss~ly the only mass
sipation of our qualities did not
emotion that is universally good.
shorten our life-span as a nation. For
There never was a time in recorded
many years we have conspicuously
h/~tory when men and women did not
failed to live up to the ~aodards set
proudly live and die for the sanctity
by the Founders. There is just no
of family, tribe, race, religion and
way to show that the American people
country. Patriotism has been the imacted upon reflection in the recogmemorial subject matter of art, music,
nition of Russia, in the return to the
literature, architecture, statuary, legOld World’s womb and in the merger
ends and reams of unrecorded oratory,
of our sovereignty with five to six
The love of country has moved more
dozen UN members. It can’t pnspersons to pedorm sacrificial deeds,
sibly be indicated that we exerted our
and on the other hand, has conown choice in any of these matters.
--~ .....
’~demned more miscreants to everlastWe didn’t know, we didn’t care
Obioquy, than any other imaginenough to find out, what these surmotivation,
renders of sovereignty would do to
our liberties. By today .we are subPATRIOTISM, as the annals of ject to treaty laws we never passed,
man everywhere demonstrate, rises to wars of other people’s making, to
and falls with the civilization where taxes in support of alien and often
it dwells. Thus the barbarian on hostile governments. And by tomorone end, and the bored intellectual on
rowwwho knows?
.he other end, are for the same reason
This is far from being the end of
incapable of being passionately in love
the mischief by which America is
with their country. But the sturdy
being de-natured. The Founders never
folk who make the brave beginnings
envisioned self-government as a round
in nationhood, and the energetic men
robin of self-indulgence. They were
not so naive as to suppose that the-",
of action who make the nation great
and glorious, and the soldiers who inmass of the American people would
stinctively understand the sentiments
always have the will power to keep
which later are engraved on their
hands off the public till and larder.
monuments, these are patriots without
But theFoundersdidbelievethatthe
apology or any need for analysis
people would practice self-restraint
about the way they feel. Their name
(as, indeed, they always have) so
is legend in every country which ever
long as the political leaders mainamounted to a hill of beans,
rained the Constitutional or repreRace consciousness is not R a ce
sentative form of government. Thus,
So, to keep America as we inherited
preiudice. It is not Race Hatred. It
her, we needthe deep emotional safeIames Madison, third co-author of the
is not intolerance. It is a deeply
uard of patriotism. Conversely, to
Federalist Papers, said in Number
ingrained awareness of a birthright
estroy America, or to change her
10, that:
held in trnst for posterity.
beyond traditional recognition, could
"... it may well happen that the
There have been in every group,
public
voice,
pronounced
by
the
repbe done by the perversion, debaseahd are individuals, who, despising
resentatives of the people, will be
meat, or debilitation o£ that sacred
their birthright, have been faithless
more consonant to the public good
flame,
to that trnst. So it has been and so
than if pronounced by the people
Are these thoughts pertinent to our
it is in North Carolina. But the
themselves."
day and problem? It would be idle
majority of North Carolinians have
to pretend otherwise. The national
been taught from infancy, and they
MADISON WAS saying, of course,
founders of the 18th Century were
understand, how it came about that
that good leaders who study and
aided from the outset by the hot tide
Israel became a great nation, while
debate public affairs are better able
of patriotism which surged into
Edom faded into oblivion, and they
battle behind the new-made flag and
to reach wise decisions than the mass
agree with the great Disraeli, who
of the people are. Here is another
the new-heard cries of "Liberty or
said:
author’s thought which has been durDeath," "Don’t Tread on Me" and
"No man will treat with indifferable enough to last for more than
all the rest. When it came to bringing
ence the principle of Race, far it is
sixteen decades, much longer than,
the separate states into a union, which
the key to history."--(Dr. I. Beverly
alas, the practice to which it refers.
was the chief business of the ConstiLake, Assistant Attorney General of
tution-makers, we find John Jay, in For the representative, or republican,
North Carolina, in his argument beFederalist Nnmber Two, reioicing that form of government started to go
fore the Supreme Court April 13,
when we turned to direct election of
"independent America was not com1955.)
posed of detached and distant terri- senators and to the use of popular
tories (like the British Empire), but referendums, now reduced to absurd-

".-WITHOUT
REGARD ’1"0
RACE,CREED
OR COLO

~be

Key To

~

spreadingthat one countryc°nnected’was thefertile, pp, rtionwide-of polls.ity by commercially-run popularity The Smoke Screen
our western sons of liberty,
botl~YMadison
today, unhappily,
the parties ofhave Of "Civil
and Hamilton
BUT TODAY, in the business of largely deserted the principles praised
de-naturing our American nationalism, in the Federalist. Modern political
The proponents of the so-called
we have a public policy which would leaders have taken to feeding our
"Civil Rights" legislation have cleverchange the noble lust for liberty into people on the aperitifs and aphroly framed their presentations to make
some sort of insurance policy which disiacs of human greed. The wisdom
it appear as affecting only the South
we purchase from our allies and so- that flows from truly representative
and the racial issue.
licit from our enemies. And the idea government is too often replaced by
Under such a smoke screen they
of rejoicing in a beloved homeland political anctioneering. Personal freehave hoped to cause--and we fear
is supposedly rendered obsolete by doms of enterprise and individualism
have caused ~ a great number of
the grandoise theory that we can and are traded away for what is now
should develop a devotion for One disgustingly called "security." It is
Americans not to interest themselves
an imposter-word which stands for
in studying the legislation. These
World.
Americans thus have not recognized
This public policy of de-nationalism the creature comforts and bodily de-.
the pattern that could be destructive
looks more like a secret conspiracy sires supplied by the government-of the liberties of each and every
when we find it planned in places like the full belly, the cozy qnarters, the
citizen of each and every state in the
the education system, the metro- certified medicine, the loose credit
nation---and this includes the rights
politan press and the labor forces for looser living, the license that turns
of the very minority groups supportwhere it certainly never took root into lawlessness.
ing the legislation.--John U. Barr,
of its own accord. Be that as it may,
DOMESTIC
AND
foreign
policies
Chairman, Federation f o r Constituif we are going to talk such dates as
tional Government
1770 and 1789, when the United come together in a tear-down, levelStates of America became a country, out, share-America’s-wealth program.
we should also name some 20th Cen- We are guilty of gross over-producIf you realize that indifference, apathy, and the inclination of ~.mme to
tury dates when the USA made turns tion in farm and factory which is
accept desegregation as inevitabought by the ,,,~overnment and
in the opp~ite direction,
dumped overseas. ~ne excuses about
ble" . . . are our greatest enemies,
~ the Citizens" Council.
THERE’S NO DOUBT that Amer- saving "the world" are repeated in
ica has never been quite the same peace as in war. The concern that
since the diplomatic recognition of we might properly feel about heaping
properties of the people, and the
a national debt upon our children is
Soviet Russia in 1933. The political notgenerally sup.~osed to be enli,~htinternal order, improvement and prosintercourse with a country that had
perity of the State."
disavowed all n a t i o n a 1 i s m .and ened self-interest. " Always, it is the
world," never America, that gets first
pledged itself to revolutionizing the
BUT HERE, once more, the traworld in the name of internationalism and final consideration.
ditional concept of national soverbegan to have instant effects upon While the Founders favored maeignty-this time, the concept of its
the loyalty of American citizens. Even ~ority rule, they also felt that a proper
domestic limitations--has been malbefore Russia was recognized, the regard for minority groups .was contreated by latter day Americans. That
sidered
parttoofinsure
the political
cornUSA had in 1917, reversed the pro- ~aet.
Oneasway
minority
whole list of States’ Rights, as given
cess of our country’s birth and comabove by Madison, is being usurped
menced a retreat into the Old WorLd’s rights would be to set up seats in
by the central government which itvarious
economic
womb. Things might have been dif- Congress
for the
and occupational
g~ups---sueh as self has come to represent more a
ferent if our justifications for joining
farmers, soldiers sum of virulent minority pressure
World War I had been frankly patti- bankers, debtors,
tghroups
than the composite majority of
ot/e and self-serving. But the excuse i clergymen, sh/ppers and manufacture nation.
of doing something for "the world" ers. Luckily, the Founders saw that
All
this
foregoing discussion relates,
was in itself a perversion and dilution this wonld be calamitous as, in fact,
as you see, to the difference between
o~ patr/otism. It separated us from it has proved in other nations.
what the Founders intended by the
the true love of our own country and As an improved substitute, it was
Constitution and what 20th Century
took us from one debauch of inter- dec/ded to make the powers of the
Americans have done to the Constitunational partic/pation to another. Federa] government few, Jim/ted and
tion. The changeless verities of good
When we entered World Wax I for defined, and to leave the powers of
government have remained; it is the
the wrong reason, we were weakened the States many and purposefully
integrity of~ the leaders and the will
to the .~,int of accepting Pres/dent vague. This method was regarded as
power of the people which have
Roosevelt’s recogn/tion of Russ/a for a sure-fire protection of minor/ties,
failed.
a variety of wrong reasons. These in- since local self-government is bound
eluded the dehision that Bnssian trade in the long run to look after its own.
THE CASE MAY well be hopeless,
was an easy way out of the depression. As Madison put it, in FederaList Numand the nation inedeemably doomed.
bor 4, the matters of everyday liv/ng
Yet a ray of salvation still glows in
WITH 1917 and 19,3,3 behind us, belonged as dose as pnssible to the
the cold, clear truth of that one fixed
the plunge into the two-ocean blood people. He wrote:
bath of World War II and in 1945, "The powers reserved to the sevIf the American veovle could once
Ihe pglygamons arrangements of the eral States will extend to all the ob-

Rights"

us almost without pmt~t. When in alTalrs, eoneern the lives, libemes and

Fraternity Pledges
Negro, Faces Ban
An Amherst (Mass.) College fraternity which pledged a negro this
spring has lost its right to initiate
new members.
The Amherst chapter of Phi Gamma Delta has been notified by the
fraternity’s national headquarters in
Washington that action is being
started to revoke its charter at the
national convention in 1957.

England Feeling
Radal Problems
Britons, long critical nf America’
handling of its racial problem while
having none themselves, are discovering with a shock that they arc rapidly acquiring a color problem of their
OWn

Postwar immigration to England
from the West Indies has built np~
t h e colored ~opulation to a point
where racial tfiction is now a fact.
There are no restrictions on entw
from that area, and the si~ation is
reported to parallel the problem of
Pue~o Ricans flooding into New
York Cir.
~e Cadb~ natives go to BritOn by the ~atload, much as Southem negus go to Chicago and Detrot by the trainload. They tend, as
do Amed~n negus, to scale togather with othe~ of their race.
West Indians in England are re~ed to have increased from 13,~1
in 1951 to 80,~ today, three-roughs
of them unskilled workers.
~ICTION INCREASES
Top officials of the British Trades
Union Congress op~ "discrimination", but have not ~en able to prevent racial incident.
So far, t~ West Indian ~s
have not ~n able to cr~h into
white--liar or mi~ng jobs. Bd~sh
~ne~ a~ t~ditio~lly pmt~ionhts, bnt a~ording to officials, "p~ju~ aloe" keeps colo~d men and
women out of offi~ jobs.
Signs of ~gregation are ~coming
more evident eve~ day, according to
news dispatches.
He who fea~ ~ing ~nquered is
sure of defeat.~(Na~leon)
None axe more ho~lessly enslaved
¯ an ~o~ who fairly ~lieve ~ey
are
By u~g, we s~od; by dividing,
we fall.~(John ~c~n)
~e ~n ~ ~urage makes a
majo~.--(And~w Jack.n)

Radical Southern
School Reopening
Left wingers are lu, raldi,ag the approaching 25th anniversaD’ ~f t he
Highlanth,r Folk S c’ h o o I at Monteagh., "l’cm~. The celebration will
feature an inter-racial group
ors partit’ipaling in a program, the
theme of which is "The South Thinking Ahead."
Aubrey Williams. 1
New Deal youth organization, and
active in the Sonthern Confen~nce for
ttuman Welfare (Red fnmt); Ralph
tlelstein, president of the United
Packinghouse Workers, and C. Conrad Brown, of inter-racial Koinonia
Farms near Americus, Ga., are among
the speakers sch~.dulcd lo lead discussions. Also imq,dcd ~m the roster
of speakers is Bey. Marlin l,utht.r
King. Jr., who h’d the Negro boycott
of racially segregated bnses in Montgome~, Ala.
Those in charge of the Highlander
anniversa~’ said the program would
include consideration of "the hmnan
as~cts of the integration struggle."
From its inception Highlander has
fostered inter-racial s t u d y groups.
Fnundations help finance its operations. It has trained union leaders
in conrses including techniques of
picketing, labor history, trade union
problems and left-wing political action.
(National Republic)

"01d Dark Joseph"
I doubt that the idiom of Stephen
Foster could be improved by recasting his words into a more grammatical style.
Many years ago, I saw a paraphrase of Old Uncle Ned as it might
have been written by a Boston prolessor, which may help the networks
with their problem. As nearly as I
can remember, it went somethihg like
this:
There once lived a colored individual
whose cognomen was Uncle Edward
He ceased to exist some time since,
some time since
He had rio capillary substance on the
summit of his cranium
In the place where such capillary
substance was wont to vegetate.
So place your agricultural implements
horizontally on the ground
Let the violin hang pendent from
the wall
There will be no more physical exertion for poor Uncle Edward
He has departed for the place ordained by a kind Providence as a final
resting place for all virtamus colored individuals.
"Mountaineer".
Silver Spring, Md.

Official Record Pinpoints The Enemy[
Reporting to his constituents, Mississippi Congressman
Thomas G. Abernathy of the First Congressional District, has
given a full review of the long, bitter and historical fight in
Washington over the Federal Force Bill. Congressman Abernethy underlines some facts that will never be forgotten. He
says:
"Proponents of the ’civil rights’ bill are a very powerful
coalition. Their number~ run into the millions. They are
well organized and abundantly financed. Their organizatiom
sent representatives to Washington to urge enactment of ~
legislation and many have remainedher~
to carry on their

fight.
Most of them annually sought and endorsed passage of
the original version which authorized the marching of troops
into Dixie to enforce so-called civil rights, including integration at bayonet point. This is what the original BrownellEisenhower bill called for."
Abemathy listed (in alphabetical order) the organizations which went on record as "endorsing this evil force bill"

as follows:

Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butchers Workmen of
North America, AFI,-CIO.
American Civil I.a’bertles Union.
American Counoil on Human Rights.
American Ethical Union.
American Federation d Labor--Congress d Imiust,ial
American Jewish Congress.
American Veterans Committee.
Americans for Democratic Action (ADA).
Anti-Defamation League of B’tmi B’rith.
Friend’s Committee on National Legislation.
Improved Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks of
the World.
Intornatiomd Union of Electrical Radio and Machine
Workers, AFL-CIO.
Japanese-American Citizens League.
Jewish Labor Committee.
Jewish War Veterans of the U.S.A.
National Alliance of Postal Workers.
National Association of Social Workers.

National Association for Advancement of Colored Peopk

(NAACT).
National Community Rehtiom Advisory Com~ll.
National Council of Jewish Women.
National Council of Negro Women.
National Council of the Churches of Christ.
National Lawyers Guild.
National League of Peace and Freedom.
New York Hotel Trades Council, AFL-CIO.
Textile Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO.
Transportation Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO.
Union of American Hebrew Congregatiom.
Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregatiom of America.
Unitarian Fellowship for Social Justice.
United Automobile Workers d America, AFL-CIO.
United Hebrew Trades.
United Steel Workers of America, AFL-CIO.
United Synagogue of America.
War Defense League.
Woman’s International League for Peace and Freedom.
Workmen’s Circle.
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Fifth Column Treachery:

Crisis At Little Rock Has
Resulted From ’Inside Job’
(An Editorial)

Three and a half years ago the Earl Warren Court handed
down the edict that white and black children must be integrated
in the public schools because certain sociologists thought the
blacks would suffer from an inferiority complex if this were not
done.
All segments of the left-wing apparatus started the hue and
cry that "the Supreme Court has spoken-this is the law of the
land." Such a flood of piety and such a sudden torrent of dogoodery threatened to out-do the Great Flood of ’27.
Planted voices in the ~outh spoke-the Hodding Carters, the ALBANY, N. Y.,--A galag of Negro
uths ~t upon an ll-year-old white
Ralph MeGills, the Harry Ashmores, the Mark Ethridges. The ~¢~
y in front of the New York State
South was backward, they said,’.’
Capitol recently, poured a flammable
especially in certain rural .areas
liq.uid into his face and set fire to it,
where the old-timers still retainpolice reported.
ed a bigoted pride of origin, but
The boy, John Somma, was in se-

Boy Set On Fire
By Negro Bullies
In Albany, N.Y.

Negro Teacher
Shines Shoes

under the guidance of "calm" and
rious conditionwith second and third"cool-headed" leadership, and with
degree burns of the face and shock.
over-d o s e s of brotherhoodism, the
Albany Hospital said his eyesigllt may
South would begin to see the light
be impaired.
and "join the 20th Century" by beThe boy’s mother, Mrs. Michael
coming another Brazil. You never
Somma, said her son ran home screamAd
seen
in
the
Quincy
Herald
heard such admonitions to be CALM.
ing at noon. She said .he told her
Calm indeed! If the South had been Whig of Quincy Illinois:
that the older youths had knocked
any calmer, its condition would have
hiul to the ground and held him
POSITIONS WANTED~MEN
been mistaken for a state of rigor
there while one poured a liquid on
morris.
"GRADUATE LINCOLN U.-- his head and another touched, a match
CITIZENS~ COUNCIL, .TACKSON, HISS.
29, married, children, 5 years to it. Then all ran away.
PHONEY "VOICES"
experienc~not integratThe fnnny--and tragic--thing is. teaching
She said John told her the Negro
.........
oo
when scnoms lntegrateo, ue- youths had ordered h~m from the
that these pseudo-southerners were
....
s,~s
lob
pay,ng
$1
per
ho~
or
taken in other areas to be the voices of
¯
t- . ....
mo~ in wnlcn my training wnl De I1"~
the South. Bt, t then, they were the
r some ValUe.
,
_
. ,. . ~
iloownmxvn
Amany’nu[ ne nao reot
~t p~$Sfi[ $fil~lfig
t.1
. 1 leave
only unes possessing a transmission
toseo ~o
"
"
line to the general pnblic, including th~s. References. Phone Silasl ’
the Southern public.
The J a ck Kilpatricks, the Tom
Warings, the Fred Sullenses, the Don ~r her children had complained previ-I~
Ewings, the John Temple Graveses states
" "’tney are mo
r "~ro
e t gressive" ouslv that older boy, s had dfivenl~’~
were for the most part limited to ~ ne,v ~pe of straw-hero was ¯ " nt~ghborhood chddren from the park
area readership and dismissed with duced on the scene~the Southerner rouce sago tonr or rive :~egro ooys,
a sneer by the national over-lords of who did not like integration but who believed between 14 and 15 years
the press.
was "la~v-abiding." Some special vir- old, were involved in the attack.
Addressing a cheering crowd of 3,000 Mississippians at JackSOUTH ORGANIZES
tue was supposed to exist there-They launched an intensive search son on October 3, Congressman John Bell Williams candidly
for
the
unidentified
youths.
People in the Deep Sonth began and besides, peaceful surrender to
urged Southerners to make a "pressure group" of themselves as
to organize. The initial attacks of the the totalitarian pressure groups was
The type of liqt, id thrown on the
NAACP on public schools in these advocated far and wide with what boy was not determined immediately. a strategic ~veapon against compulsory integration.
~vas supposed to be the real clincher
states two years ago were crushed.
Rep. Williams said, "The South must dip into new reserves
The hospital said it might have
The attack shifted to more inviting --it’s good for business. The logic been gasoline. However, police said t~f courage yet unused and band itself together to assert its polititargets--Tennessee, Kentucky, North in sut)mitting to rothless interracial a tank of flammable chemical being cal power to preserve ourselves and the Constitution of the
combines who are determined to put used to pigeon-proof the buildin~
Carolina, Arkansas.
The pseudo-suuthern voices went one permanently out of business has was stored near the Capitol steps and United States."
to work with renewed vigor. Oh yes, not yet been revealed.
Speaking to a capacity audience at Jackson’s municipal audi.
The voices of liberaldom assured speculated that this might have been
they said, the Deep South still has a
torture, the dynamic young Mississippi member of Congress
long way to go, but in the border
(Continoed on Page 3)
The Somma bey ran to his home urged all Citizens’ Council organizations and mernbers to "stand
nearby and was rushed to the hospi- united and determined" in this hour of grave challenge.
tal.
Rep. Williams declared, "We’:’
don’t need a third party. We goaded Eiserd~ower on "when they
can win victory, within our own tried to embarrass him for not send°
ing troops to Little Rock."
party if we remain independent
"American Communists have an"the blood of Little
Rev. Wesley Pruden, Pastor of Broadmoor Baptist Church, said he
and determined. We must make. RockWilliams
is on the said
hands of Eisenhower,
"believes 98% of the people of Little Rnck are opposed to school integration nounced that they stand on a platform a pressure group of ourselves. Brownell and the Supreme Court Jusof "jobs, peace, equal rights, and
and the present crisis is the failure of the people to take a stand earlier."
We must withhold our electoral tices."
democracy.’ But they omit the two
However, all of us have been asleep for some 40 years and let the
votes for bargaining to preserve "They knew what was going to
most important words -- "Moscow
NAACP put all this damnable stuff on us, aided by the Communists, Pinks, style’. When the Communist smirk our rights and the Constitution." happen," he said. "They knew there
would be bloodshed and resistance
do-Gooders, by slow, insidious propaganda. Today the Southern States begins to change to a smile, as is the;
PATTERN OF HITLER
. . . their hands are dripping."
are ~tst as much satellite states as are Hungary and Poland.
case right now, we would be well He said President Eisenhower and Sitting on the speakers platform as
Are we to submit or continue the fight? Citizens Councils, no maffer advised to refocus our sights. Be- U.S. Atty. Gen. Herbert Brownell are ~ Williams spoke w e r e Mayor Allen
following "the self same pattern of Thompson of Jackson, State Atty. Gen.
how long it takes, are going to continue the fight.
hind those changing spots, the same Adolph Hitler in his beer hall pustch." Joe Patterson, Hinds County Sheriff
Don’t you honestly feel, Mr. ~nd Mrs. Citizen, that it’s your fight, too?
bad blood still flows through the leop
But thenhe said Democrats like Albert Jones and a host of others
H ~o,, ~ your ~ ~ NOW.
~anYs ~’---J. Edgar Hoover.
Adlai Stevenson and Paul B u t I e r
(continued on Page 3)
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By RICHARD BURROW, JR.
There are now sixteen Negroes attending school with white children in
Tennessee’s public school system. Of
these, seven are in Clinton High
School and the remaining nine are
enrolled in the first grade of Nashville’s elementary schools. They are
there as a result of "forte" exercised
by the federal judiciary. It is significant that Tennessee’s only two interated school comunities are under
deral injunctions. If the people of
Nashville and Clinton were permitted
to vote on the issue, they would vote
in favor of separate schools by at least
a ninety-five per cent maiority.
In the Nashville case, Federal Didtrier Judge William E. Miller issued
a temporary injunction on September
16 forbidding ten individuals by name
and others a c t i n g in concert with
them from interfering with Nashville
school desegregation. Sims Crownover and Thomas P. Gore, m~mbers
of the legal staff of the Tennessee
Federation for Constitutional Government, made a strong fight to prevent
issuance of the injunction. They contended that provision of the injtmctlon prohibiting picketing, boycotting
and congregating of crowds at schools
should not be included in the injunction.
Judge Miller disagreed and these
acts are expressly forbidden by the
injunction.
Attorney Crownover also protested
the provisions of the iniunction enoining persons acting in concert with
e defendants. Th i s, Crownover
said, could mean "anybody".
Earlier in the month on September
6, Judge Miller held as unconstitutional the 1957 S c h o o I Preference
Law. Approximately seven thousand
Nashville parents had signed petitions
req_uesting that this act be honored.
Judge Miller’s a c t i o n imnaediatelcv
drew the fire of Madison County s
able Representative T. Ray Lasley of
~ackson. Mr. Lasley, a charter memoer of the "l’emaessee Federation for
Constitutional Government, had this
to say:
"To me this is uot it,st a questiun
of segregation or integratiou of nur
nblic schools. It strikes at the ve~
cart of our democratic way nf life.’
"l.~t me emphasize that the School
Preference Bih was passed by nverwhehning nmjorities tn hnth the Senate and House. I feel these duly,
legally and constitutionally elected
officers should have some voice in
enacting the laws in Tennessee, which
unquestionably meet xvith the approval of a vast majority of the citizens of this state."
"It is both discouraging and disheartening to know that one man,
who is appointed to judicial office for
life, has the power to say that the
S c h o o I Preference Law is nothing
more than a ’scrap of paper’, and with
the stroke of a pen void an act of
the Tennessee Legislature."
"If a Federal indge possesses that
much power, and if the citizens of
this nation are going to be controlled
by a super-goveroment at Washington, do,ninated by the judicial branch
as is now the case, I see little need
for maintaining 48 separate state goveruments in this nation."

Editor

Speaking Of Extremists
What integration really means to the integrationists is illustrated, quite
clearly in an editorial appearing in a Philadelphia paper following an extremely close vote of 122 to 110 by Swarthmore, Pa., parents to invite Negro teenagers to privately sponsored dancing classes at the school. The
move to invite the Negroes has caused a split in the community that has
widened over several years, while a group of white integration-minded
parents has pressed the issue.
The editorial states, "’In voting to admit Negro students to privately
¯ ponsored dancing classes Swarthmore parents launched an experiment
in modern living. The step was not taken without misgivings.
But it
reflects the progressive needs of a changing social attitude."
The editorial continues:
"It was also logical. When Negroes participate in school sports and
plays there seems little reason for excluding them from dancing classes.
"Negroes and whites are due to learn how to live together. It certainly
cannot be done on the basis of segregation. A responsibility rests on the
moderates of both races to see that gradual steps in the direction of equality.
of treatment are justified by their results."
Note the identification of mixed dancing with "modern living" and
"the progressive needs of a changing social attitude". The implication
is, of course, that any teenager who does not dance with Negroes is not
in tune with modem living, and is a hopeless anti-~ocial reactionary.
We will concede that the editorial is logical on one point. When
Negroes are integrated in school, there is little reason for excluding them
from dancing. That illustrates exactly the point established so forcefully
throughout the Southern states for school segregation. The Philadelphia
editorial makes our case.
If this piece represents the "moderate" approach, the "extremist" approach to integration would hardly stand putting in decent print.

Dealers Can Stop It
Some months ago THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL reported in detail the
expenditure of vast sums by the Ford Foundation’s Fund for the Republic
to promote racial integration in the United States.
The pattern of psychological warfare against racial integrity by the
controversial Fund now appears to assume international proportions.
The Cape Town SOUTH AFRICAN OBSERVER reports in July
as follows:
"The Ford Foundation, which derives its funds from the sale of Ford
products, made a grant of $120,000 to the South African Institute of Race
Relations which is devoted to integration of the races in South Africa.
Ford Foundation grants to the South African Bureau of Racial Affairs
which is devoted to the principle of racial integrity, NIL.:’
Certainly it is reasonable to assume that such activities by the Ford
Foundation do not represent the views of dealers in Ford products. These
activities most emphatically do not represent the views of Ford’s southern
dealers. Yet, unfortunately, many of these dealers have been injured financially, through no fault of their own, by adverse public reaction to
integration policies of the Ford Funds.
The Ford Motor Company is dependent npon its splendid dealer organization for its ~sition in a highly competitive market. Corrective action by the Ford dealers could put an effective stop to these non-commercial adventures into the field of race relations which are so deeply
resented by increasing numbers of American citizens.

The Truth Will Out
Last summer we commented on news reports of a poll at the Unlversity of Florida reporting that 4 out of 5 faculty members favored integration.
Since that time, it has come to our attention through dixeet sources
that the above-mentioned poll was a deliberately misleading hoax.
From an unimpeachable source we learn that a majority of the faculty
at the University of Florida is opposed to mixed schools. The published
report that the faculty had voted for "integration" was a resolution put
though, when there was a small attendance, and those strongly favoring
integration wege in a temporary majority. Two previous r~solutions had
failed by large margins.

j

Gaps In Paper Curtain
THE RULE OF WHIM
More and more gaps begin to appear in the "paper curtain" lowered by
most segments of the metropolitan Northern press to obscure truth from’
the Southern region.
Indicative of increasing concern in other regions of our country over
the growth of centralized bureaucracy in Washington and usurpation of
states’ rights is forcefnlly expressed in the following editorial from the
Omaha, Nebraska World-Herald entitled The Rule of Whim.
"In recent years a good many thoughtful Americans have expressed
concern over the growth of the Executive power in Washington. And with
good reason. In countless xvays, through a myriad of agencies, the Presidency has been assuming and using greater authority than ever before.
"However, the very fact that this trend has been noticed and vigorously opposed has served to keep it within bounds. The empire builders
in and near the White House know the people are watching, and this fact
has tended to hold them back.
"At the same time, however, another of the co-equal branches of the
Federal Gdvernment has been extending the frontiers of its authority, and
this power-grab has gone almost unnoticed. Certainly it has gone uncnrbod.
"The desegregation opinion of some three years ago - in which the
learned Chief Justice, the former Governor of California, Earl Warren,
based his interpretation of the Constitution upon the writings of left-wing
sociologists and psychiatrists - was little short of an open scandal."

Truth Bluntly Stat, d
THE TOWER OF BABEL
Elsewhere in this issue attention is called to "The Tower of Babel"
by Stuart O. Landry, scholarly author of "The Cult of Equality."
"The Tower of Babel" is factual and hard-hitting. Truth is bluntly
stated. The end result of blind do-goodery is presented by Mr. Landry
in the very words of one who has had goodery done unto him.
"Only recently a Presbyterian minister told the General Assembly of
the Church of Ireland that inter-marriage between black and white
’on an immense scale’ would solve the color problem. This observatiou must have had wide reverberations. In New Orleans recently
the members of a Presbyterian Church invited some colored brethren
to meet at a round table discussion to further goodwill and harmony
betxveen the races. In the course of the proceedings one of the Negro visitors stood up and pointing to the platform said, "There will
never be any real brotherhood between whites and colored people
until you ladies up there agree to marry Negroes.’ "

Appeal To Patriotic Americans!
The good people of Sturgis and Union County, Ky., have
been deprived of the fight to control the education of their
children. They have been subjected to a humiliating occupation
by National Guard troops armed with tanks and machine guns;
harassed and intimidated by State Police, under order of Gov.
A. B. "Happy" Chandler. The national press and radio have
obscured the truth and distorted the ~ews concerning the integration disturbances.
In desperation, a number of these people have organized a
private school, in order to protect their children from the intolerable conditions which exist in the community. They have pnrchased and equipped a suitable building and plans have been
made to remove all white children who desire from the Sturgis
school.
Board members of the new school find themselves desperately
in need of immediate aid in locating qualified instructors, both
in elementary and high school subjects. If you are, or know of,
a qualified teacher who believes in freedom and detests integration, please contact us immediately. We will help in finding
living quarters for any who may be employed.
WRIGHT WALLER, JR.,
Morganfield, Kentaeky

~

Odeans Council
Nominates Ricau
The appointment of J a c k s o n G.
Rican as executive director of the
Citizens" Council of Greater New Orleans has been announced by Dr.
Emmett Lee Irwin, chairman.
Dr. Irwin said the appointment followed a special meeting of the Board
of Directors, and that the move to
employ a full-time executive director
on a salary basis was considered imperative in order to carry out the expanding program of the Citizens’
Council
"The infamous passage of the socalled civil rights bill in Congress,
still a vicious bill despite the fact
that it is restricted to voting rights,
the obvious communist leadership in
the racial integration mow~ment, and
the alarming rioting of the white and
Negro races mushrooming aronnd the
Nation, constituting a definite threat
to our peaceful way of life, have
made it necessary for the Citizens’
Council to expand its program, x, Ve
in the Citizens" Council feel that the
selection of Ricau is a step in the
right direction," Dr. Irwin said.
NATIVE ORLEANIAN
A native of New Orleans, Ricau
attended Holy Name of Jesus Parochial school, Jesuit High, and Loyola
University. He graduated from Loyola in 1939 with a Bachelor of PhiIosophy degree. His major subject
was Journalism. He took post-graduate courses at Loyola the following
year when he was editor-in-chief of
The Loyola Maroon, student weeidy
publication. At the same time he was
employed by The Times-Picayune as
a campus new~ conespondent.
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Next Becliou Day?

A Medal For Uttle Rock Troops

Number Two
By HOMO AMERICANUS
Copyright 1957 by THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
EDITOR’S NOTE: When the original Federalist papers were published
by AlexandeT Hamilton, James Ma,~. and John Jay in the newspapers of
1787-8, they were sil~ned "Publius. This was not an attempt to hide behind
a horn-de-plume. It was a way of saying that the authorship was not as
important as the subject n~tter. These New Federalist Papers are signed
"Homo Americanus" for the same reason. The author is an established
journalist and writer of national repute, whose opinious are well known.
But rather than draw attention to himself, he wishes all the reader’s
tention to be directed towards what is said in these papers. "the New
Federalist" will appear in book form at a later date with the author’s name
yo~ ~/--~
in full view.
~ ........................_. ................._. ..............,..~... .........-.-........... ........-.-.....-...........-.-.-.-.-.-............~..~
AMEBICANS in 1776 made a#
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REP. WILLIAMS~
(Continued from Page 1)
whole lot of things, some concrete and ......
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
=========================
.....
==============================================
action ); m Japan, m Nort[~ Africa :.:.:-:-: .:.:.:.:.::.:..: :::::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::
.:.::::=:::::::.:.: ..- ========================
...::.:..~.. ============================
some ab
tw
city, county and state.
ministers
~an.g s so~.me,
rs~ano [ Christmas of 1955, the Defense:.:::.’::
De- I ~=’iii!:i:~~~~iii’!:iiilli!i~ii!!!:i:!=’."=’i:-:.’:!’~l~!:i:i:i:~~
"~’~iii~:::::i
Williams quoted from speeches by
"
. ; fromI er
emote-control
L, ov-’
:.::::!~. =...~?:.:::~’=!~..’.’.::.~...~.~:..’:::::’:’..~...!
:..:::::::
................
partment
estimated
that more than ] |i:’:-:- ~~i:’:-:’:’::. .’:’:’:’.
.’:’:’:’:-:-:-:’:-.-":’:
........
z~"::’:
........~’~--.’~!ii.:-:.:i|Ei~enhower advocating states rights
~mmem ann from ora~e-conrroueo,one nnluon"’^mencan
"
""
’ e:’:’:’:’~~i~:’:’:’:" "’:’:’:’:’:’:":’:’:’:’:’:’:":" ":’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
":""
~lgnrang me~|i:~:.:.::::::::::::::::::.:.:..~:~:..:.:.:...~.~:::::::.:.:.~:~:.:.:.::::=:::::=:::::.:.:.:.:.:..:.:.::::::::::..:~.:.:.:
......:"’:’:’:’:’:’:’:"" ’:’:’:’:’:’:"
and":’:’:’:’:’:’:":’:’:’:’:’:a
pledging not to use federal troops
thinki~
-s-.
most of them draftees, were based[ ............................
to enforce the civil rights bill.
After more than a century and a overseas. This means that, depending I
the words of Stephen Foster’s songs
"Either he didn’t know what he
half of enjoying these frekdoms, on circumstances controlled by for-IO0Utli 15 LUCKy
~to suit the NAACP but the people spoke or he is the most contemptible
Americans commenced a backward feigners, from one-third to two-thirds[
i still speak of our Presidents home as liar since Ananias," Williams said.
.
trek. The same freedoms won were ’of our Armed Forces are committed[r~
"THE WHITE HOUSE." Surely
surrendered, although Americans ap to the dnty of military occupation-- ~e.a~, r~,~,., ......
is discrimination and there must
SERIOUS MATTER
life this
i~arently did not realize they wen and that we have lost the power, as ~, nav, e nv,e~., m ,~,mc.a.go an my 1~.,
be some modern authority to back
doing so. But by the middle of th, Ia ....t ;~ "~,~ .....,to ,, ,~,~,,qlano surrerea mrougn ~ts many rac]m this up.
Williams called the Little Rock
20th Century it is possible to se~ them to depart." A situation of almost ~en.smns .anq strtres.
We could have it painted red or situation "the most serious matter
that the United States of America is unima,~nable iron" ’~_
has closed u-^nIright and the answer to our racimeven black and this would cut down since South Carolina, Mississippi and
^_~.~e.._a ._t~,. [problems I am afraid there is neveron
a the number of re-paint jobs neces- our other sister states .seceded from
again effectisely dominated by over- .. ;i~’-" t... _ t.^"~.
seas soldiers and ministers; by remote- Romanesque Empire, although the [~ck.o~f ew.aence m.yh~ t,o~, c~t It sary to keep it bright and either color the Union in 1861.
control Government; and by State- inco,~ration occurred remotedlv and lis nothing alarming ro reaa atmutr.
our would be much more in keeping with
"Little Rock will determine wheth"~’~ It is a grotesque
~
controlled thinking.
in reverse.
captivity[~daily difficulties with our Chicago the present thinking of our alleged er the sovereignty of the states as
l~egr°es"
and the Jay passage above reads like l
Supreme Court.
guaranLeed by the Constitution shall
NONE OF THIS back-sliding an obscure but ominous prophecy.
Much of this crime never reaches Thanking you in advance for any prewdl or whether an all-powerful
would have happened if we had lived
Thus the Declaration of Independ- the papers for fear of causing a major help that you can give toward cor- central government shall rise on the
by the Constitution and paid proper ence has been self-rescinded. The race riot. However, day after day recting this terrible situation and with b a n k s of the Potomac," Williams
heed to its Framers and interpreters. King’s soldiers, in a manner of speak- robberies, rapes, assauhs etc. are com- kindest personal regards, I am,
added.
The authors of the Federalist Papers ing, are quartered upon us once more. mitted by our black brethern. This is
Yours truly,
He said if Little Rock had a strong
--Hamilton, Madison and Jay--antici- The King’s ministers, appearing in the not to speak of the minor race riots
Walter H. Craig
Citizens Council "Central High would
pated the very pitfalls which would likeness of foreign politicians and, to which occur more often than not.
413 Lauderdale St.
be segregated tonight and ther, e
eventually trap the country. These quote Jay once more, " in the charWe live with the fear that Negroes
Selma, Ala.
would be no troops anmnd it.. ’
men warned against doing the very acter of allies," have much to say will soon move into our neighborEllis Wright, Citizens Council presthings we have, to our disaster, done. about American policies. Indeed, they hoods, and, after a short while, will
ident, said. "We haven’t seen a crowd
John Jay wrote in Federalist Nnmber probably have more to say than our effect their usual damaging results.
like this since the days of our States
Five:
own people do about American taxes
Unfortunately. it is too late for
Rights meetings, and it goes without
"... let us not forget how much tn support overseas aid, tariffs to segregation. But, believe me, you Dear Editor:
saying we believe in those rights tomore easy it is to receive foreign ingratiate overseas producers, candi- people in Dixie don’t know how lucky
Enclnsed please find $4.(~) for a
fleets into our ports and foreign dates for high American office who you are with yonr present form of double subscription to the "Ctizens’ day."
armies into our country then it is to must pass muster and not be "’isola- community life.
Council".
READINESS URGED
rsnade or compel them to depart. tionests" or "n a r r o w nationalists."
(Name Withheld)
There’s ahnost a complete blackout
w many conquests did the Romans When the nostrils of our 50-odd allies
Wright urged Council members to
Chicago, Illinois
on the other side of the story of the
and others make in the characters of tickle, America has to do the sneezintegration-segregation issue here in "be ready for any emergency that
allies, and what innovations did they ing. We are so much under foreign P.S. This is not inst my opinion the north. The newspapers and other might arise. We are determined to
but I honestly believe, the opinion of
domination
again
that
this
rave
from
under the same character, introduce
media of public expression have been maintain our way of life and the
into the governments of those whom Alexander Hamilton in Federalist, the white North--politicians excluded! more than infiltrated by the integra- Southern tradition handed down to
Number
Eleven,
would
take
only
a
they pretended to protect?"
tion-at-all-costs extremists with the us." The audience almost drowned
Jay couldn’t anticipate how the little editing to bring it up to date:
result that the public here is in almost out his last words as they burst into
"LET AMERICANS disdain to be
spirit of his warning would be twisted
complete i~gnorance regarding the applause.
into a total turn-about, and his solemn the instruments of European greatsegrationists- position.
Marvin Collum, president of the
advi/:e then disregarded. Thanks to ness. Let the thirteen States, bound Dear Editor:
Please do not use my name. With Jackson-Hinds Bank and treasurer of
the natural advantages of our geog- together in a strict and indissoluble
the integration extremists in control the Jackson Citizens Council reported
raphy, the might of our industrial Union, concur in erecting one great My daughter Christine, age 10 here, retaliation would be swift on the activities of the Council’s
production and the continuing valor American system, superior to the con- /ears old has been reading your art- against me and my family. I must "nerve center" operated by W. J.
of our young manhood, America has trol of all transatlantic force orin- icles for the 5th grade on a "Manual continue to earn a livingl
Simmons and his staff.
been spared the arrival of any invader fluence, and able to dictate the terms For Southerners" on pro-segregation.
Enlightened Yankee
Collum said "confusion has intenfrom abroad. Since the War of 1812 of the connection between the old and It is written so truly and clearly that
St. Paul, Minn.
she understands and definitely agrees
tionally been thrust in the midst of
w i t h its hit-and-rnn landings, the the new world."
The Declaration of ’76 abolished with your viewpoint. She would like
our good colored friends by mixmascontinental United States has never
ters from outside the state," but
been violated, although after much the arrangement whereby Americans very much to have the series in bookCollum and Williams agreed that Misprovocation the Japanese were enticed were ruled by a sovereign and Par- let or pamphlet form.
Do you have it?
sissippi Negroes have not been duped
into attacking our island territories. liament sitting more than two thousand miles away. Americans at that
Dear Editor:
by the NAACP.
Sincerely,
May I say in the beginning your
BUT FOR REASONS never satis- time took violent objection to longName withheld for protection
Fred Beard, another Council ofpaper has been educational and in- ficial,
factorily explained, certain leaders distance law-making. Each colony
Cleveland, Ohio
said in speaking on memberspirational.
managed to overcome our blessed im- had its own legislature, as it has now
ship that "Jackson citizens must not
munity from foreign wars. When these each colony had an unwritten agreeI have been able to secure several wait till next month, or next year,
new Citizens’ Council members this or until the soldiers come. They
conflicts did not come to us, we were ment as to the sanctity of local selfweek which has made me happy, must get off the fence now and detaken to them. In Wilson’s Admini- ruleo
stratlon we were shamefully terrorized
without any mental re~rvation what- cide which side they’re on. It’ll be
soever. I do not know of any organi- too late to wait till the enemies are
b?" bogus threats about the Kaiser’s WHEN TIME CAME for drawing Dear Editor:
plan to maim our children and ravish the Constitution of the United States
Mr. Hugo Black, U. S. Supreme zation or combination of organizations on our front door steps to decide
our women. We loined the land- this matter of local self-rule became a Court Justice, ignored my letter which including the Churches t h a t have what to do."
locked World War I which, in fact long-debated, ever-important matter you printed in last month’s issue. For made the contribution to maintaining
was not a world war, but merely on~lbefore the people and their States. fear that he might not pay any atten- our wdy of life and to build better
of those endless European squabbles Every member of the Constitutional tion this time I am writing you about relationships between all m a n k i n d LITTLE ROCK~
nntil
we lifted it to theeven
grand
scale skill
of [ Cony.en.tion
knew~ve~.w.e.ll
that jthenr~ another appalling situation and some than the Citizens" Council has in
(Continued from Page 1)
~’~n~s~’iation
greater
lU.ni_on un~ss,.the
abso!ute v~arrat~tiY
d-u,rhter. In F.with
D. Roosevelt’s
Ad-lwould
be no L,onsntunon
area n sreader may be able to bring pressure "Ole Mississippi" and I trust God
the
world
that Little Rock was ready
on the proper authority and get it cor- will permit such work to continue un- for the hammer. Everything xvas careat reverse-Americanism the leaders ot :States’ nights were gtven, for
til the end. I remain,
rected.
joined a two-ocean w~r, broke the reason the duties and powers of the
fully arranged. It was a beautifully
Very sincerely,
I notice that the FCC has changed
coordinated inside- iob.
C.
S.
Bennett
~mparts
of by
theGermany
Western World
which Federal
were
spelled
vere held
and became
ias few government
and specific;
while
theseout
of
Jackson, Miss.
Only something happenedl
a fighting a|ly of our sworn enemy the States were given as many and "ALICE IN WONDERLAND"
vagne.
This
principle
ran
throughout
What happened at Little Rock is
Soviet Russia.
too fresh in the national mind to re(Or "Brave New World")
By these prodigious feats of folly, the famous document and the First
quire discussion here. The imporAmerican leadersby 1950 had given Congress made it part of the Bill of
tant thing is that the entire sitnation
Freedom of assembly i~ a crime,
the unpredictable twist to Jay’s warn.- Ri~,hts,
the
Tenth
Amendment:
’The powers not delegated to the
was brought on the community from
(Levittown and Clinton proved
ings. We were not, it is true, occupied United
States by the Constitution nor
within.
that)
by foreign troops. But we had our
by it to the States, are
It’s against the law to say "black’-troops occupying friendly foreign soil prohibited
reserved
to
the
States
respectively,
or
"INSIDE JOB"
Unless one refers to a cat!
in peacetime and presumably indefinitely. We had ground troops and to the people."
The r e p o r t of the. Louisiana
Compulsory integration at Little
Only Communist art ’is accepted,
air bases and Navy fleets in West
Joint Legislative Committee, cov- Rock’s Central High School was not
ff you paint like God, it’s a crime. ering hearings held in March of engineered by NAACP officials alone
Europe, Iceland, South Korea (where BUT FREEDOM from remote con(Continued
on
Page
4)
If
your
child
is
not
a
delinquent,
they were temporarily giving their
this year concerning subversion in or by outside action of any kind. It
He needs a little more time!
racial unrest is now available, was an inside job, part of a deliberate,
W. M. Rainach, Chairman of the voluntary mixing program devised by
Socially acceptable conduct
key Little Rock leaders themselves.
Committee, has announced.
Is to slap a woman down,
The report, covering testimony
It is this very sort of treachery that
Movie "heroes" do this
by former FBI employees and forSoutherners in other comIn all the "best" shows in town.
mer members of the Communist determined
must continually and vigiCitizens’ Councils
Party, USA, is important reading munities
guard against if victory is to be
Depraved jungle dances
1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
for everyone interested in learn- lantly
achieved. Only by complete mobilizaAre the order of the day;
ing about the slow-but-sure penePlease enter my subscription to the Citizens’
tion, teamwork and mutual coordinaCannibal manners are popular,
tration being made in the South
tion can public opinion be maintained
Loud, boisterous "music" holds
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
(and elsewhere) by this vicious
and integration prevented.
sway.
tool
of
the
Kremlin.
[] For One Year .............................................. $2.00
The
transcript
of
the
hearings
We have seen the disastrous effect
(Please Prtnt)
As I gaze into the dizzy future,
on "Subversion in Racial Unrest" of an inside job, directly flouting
"One-worldism" gets bigger and
may be ordered direct from the public opinion and established custom
Name ............................................................................
bigger . . .
Little Rock. It is now our solemn
With Government by Federal in- Louisiana Joint Legislative Com- at
Addreaa .........................................................................
mittee, Post Office Box 450, responsibility to see that it does not
~unction,
for the two-volume
~ Pricereport.
is $1.50
Inns- [ happen elsewhere in the future.
By Gosh, I can’t even say "chlg- Homer,
City ...............................................................................
Strong, well organized and adegerV
much as the ~upply is limited, orfinancec3 Citizens’ Councils
State .............................................................................
~Addie Barlow Frazier
dm should be placed immediately. quately
can and will hold the line by peaee~I East 7th Street
htl and hwhd means.
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trol, expressed both in the Dechra- of us. And althoul~ Jefferson was
tion and .the Constitution, is another certainly for States hRights, he was
one privilege which the country has ~mainly for S .mall Government. Big
surrendered, not as yet to a foreign Government---the prison-house of the
foe, but certainly to a Federal Gov- .spirit.and the mind--did not, as many
eminent that is ~o~eign to what the teared, immure our free-born reFranmrs had in mind. The other ligions. Instead, it surrounded and
Federalist A u t h o r, James Madison,
incorporated our freedom to think.
wrote in Number Fourteen:
It makes the free ideas which you are
"In the first place it must be re- reading in the New Federalist seem
membered that the general (Federal) startling and almost heretical.
government is not to be charged with
If it were otherwise, we would not
the whole power of making and ad- be fooled as we are every election
ministering laws. Its jurisdiction is year, by the flimsy pretense of having
limited to certain enumerated objects. a choice of two pohtical parties and
¯ . . The subordinate (State) govern- philosophies. Even between elections,
mants . . . will retain their due the party in power will periodically
authority and activity."
pay token-tribute to the conscience of
But the surrender today is so com- oui free people. This is done by
plqte that the States are now paying making straigl~t-faced announcements
tribute into the Federal Treasury, about cutting the size of Government
almost as if it were a foreign set of by thousand-dollar economies in a
coffers. State Governors come as multi-billion dollar budget. The gespetitioners to the seat of the central ture is made from time to time of
power, begging for schools, charity, abolishing something like the Reconroads and-medical care, the very struction Finance Corporation which
things that should emanate locally and is quietly re-established as the Small
be ruled by local sovereignty. Control Business Administration; or by changof the remote bureaucracy of 2.5 inN the name of our share-the-wealth
million Federal workers has become, agencies from Lend-Lease, to Euroin effect at least and growingly in pean Corporation Administration to
kind, much the same sort of abuses Mutual Security Administration to
against which the embattled fore- Foreign Aid Operations Administrafathers took up arms.
tion to International Corporation Administration. Sometimes the gesture
THE THIRD liberation which the against Bigness is directed away from
Declaration of Independence wrought the prodigious Federal Government
--and which we have since surrender- to some puny-by-comparison business
By CHARLES M. HILLS
ednmust be considered most. import- firm like General Motors or United
(Jaeksnn Clarion-Ledger)
ant of all. A running revolt against States Steel.
A winner of the Navy Cross in
State-oontrolled thinking, t h e n as
World War II, an ex-Marine and vetnow, is the very essence of spiritual
OF COURSE a people with a eran of Guadalcanal, Bougainville and
By MAJOR PHIL STROUPE
liberty. Why so? Because ideas are strong, supple apparatus for thinking Iwo Jima, halted this writer on the
~
Jackson Daily News Staff Writer
what rule the world. And ideas, by would not be bamboozled by this street recently to ask:
of
State Department of Archives
their very nature, must be free. The flimflam. A people, free in the inter- "What is going to become of vet- FORT BRAGG, N. C.--The ’cannon andthe
History.
18th Century had a whole menagerie play of their ideas, would hoot such erans who need hospitalization and fodder’ for future U. S. wars will be.
Col. McCain, commanding officer
of once-free ideas which had become chicanery off the public stage. A who hate integration?"
the white privates because Negroes
tamed and jailed. The axiom that the people such as we had here in 1776
We paused a little astonished while are fast taking over the non-com- of the 373rd anti - aircraft artillery
strong must lead the weak had been might go even further. Theymight our winner of the highest award for missioned officers jobs of the Regnlar group, concurs in the dim and dismal
outlook of an ahnost all-black future
perverted into the Divine Right of 0erccive that a sure-enough liberation courage in battle awarded by the Army.
Kings. The sweet, meek voice of Jesus from State-controlled thinking would U. S. Navy related to us a recent hapThis observation is manifestly evi- U. S. army.
had been boomed up into the authori- require nothing less than a Declara- pening.
denced and solidly confirmed after "The economic and social order of
tarianism of the Established Church. tion of Independence from Big Gov"I have a service - connected dis- looking over this giant military instal- the Negro in the army is such that
The tremendous, untrammled intel- ernment.
ability," he said. "I went out to the lation while on a two-week active Negroes have found ’a new home’ anti
lectual outburst which was called the
the U. S. could very easily luse the
Each of these three retreats from Jackson (Miss.) VA Hospital. They duty training tour.
Benaissance and which saw the freedom will get .special treatment in ~laced me in a ward with font white
Negroes have infiltrated the choice next war in which it becomes engaged
foundation of the New World in the later New Federalist Papers. But let men and 19 Negroes.
spots in most all of the permanent because of this situation," Col. Mc15th and 1Oth Centuries had become them first be veiwed in their com"’Not a one of these Negroes ever organizations here except the famed Cain told this writer.
harnessed and ordered into what posite enormity--such is the size of saw a battle, I learned, yet they hog- All-American 82nd Airborne Infantry
social historians named the Age of our problem.
ged the bathrooms while I had to Division.
Reason.
wait. I got disgusted and checked Negro non- commissioned officers
out.
eman
These examples suggest some of the
live with the wives and yardfulls of IF~gli h D dS
abstract enslavements against which
PAID OWN BILL
children right in the same multiplethe Revolution of ’76 was made. The
"I don’t have a hospitalization poli- unit government housing projects here
tamed and trained ideas of Europe
cy, but I went to St. Dominic’s Hospi- at Fort Bragg.
became liberated in America. We
tal and had the operation performed.
Wives wash their clothes and hang
found ourselves world-famed for our
It cost me a total of $339 that I could them on the same line alongside the Ramsgate, England.--The municifearlessness among wild notions which
ill afford to pay," our veteran inform- tablecloths and underwear of many
pal conncil has asked United States
sometimes scampered across the fertile
ant declared.
white regnlar army families. Chil- authorities to make this popular seabrains of free-thinkers like Jefferson
The United Auto Workers Union
Then,
hepulled
from
his
pocket
a
and which later appeared with no and the National Urban Leagne have newly issued Citizens’ Council mem- dren of the black race frolic on the side resort out of bounds for all
same swimming pool and playground American servicemen.
hagm to anybody around Brook Farm signed a pact pledging mutual assist- bership card.
equipment as white children.
K. F. Speakman, town clerk, said
and the highbrow circles of Emerson. ance in the drive to accomplish racial
"I am ashamed I didn’t join the Because of this pressure to com- the council decided in closed session
Freedom to think was never danger- integration in employment.
pletely integrate the enlisted rauks of on the appeal to the nearby United
ous to America. The peril that beset
Walter P. Reuther, U.A.W. presi- Council smmer," he said. "Now, I
her from the 1930’s onward was a dent and a director of the N.A.A.C.P., am a member and I’ll take any kind the army, most white Southern men States Air Force base command at
new form of State-control over the said the agreement is the first of its of task that the Council needs me are giving up the ghost and getting Manston.
to do. What is becoming of our out of the army in spite of efforts
Councilmen reported there had
realms of thought.
kind in writing. He said it will pro- country, anyway?"
"to stick it out nntil retirement."
been complaints from sea-front tradvide
an
"important
tool"
in
eliminaters and rooming house keepers.
THIS WAS A glacier-like process,
This writer is not mentioning the
MeCAIN OBSERVES
slow,~ invisible but implacable and ing segregation in employment.
name of the ex-Marine. But weknow
ANNOY NICE GIRLS
The Urban League has headquart- him mighty well. In fact, we had a A m o n g other white Mississippi
complete. The imprisonment of ideas
"A lot of nice girls on vacation are
ers
in
New
York
and
has
6,3
affiliates
army
reserve
officers
on
15-day
duty
is inherent with the growth of Big
part in issuing him several bronze batthe nation. Its maior aims are tle stars after he returned from the here is Coh William D. McCain, presi- being annoyed and molested by colorGovernment. Much iniustice is often across
ed Americans," Arflmr Bean, a seaintegration
of
the
races
in
housing
and
done Jefferson by superficial writers
war wearing the Navy Cross, second dent of Mississippi Southe/~ College front businesstnan, was qnoted as sayindustry.
at
}lattiesburg.
and
former
director
only to the Congressional Medal uf
who have attempted to "t~pe" him
ing.
in history as an "aetheist and a
Honor.
He is didn’t
one of the
few
MaDick Springate, owner of a lodging
fines
who
get
the
Navy
Clash
h
State’s rightist. He was against any. If y~ are positively dedicated, ~n
house, said he has received letters
State-established Church because be i your own mind, to the preservafrom clients saying they would not
knew that any such thing would put
tion of segregation without equivoWe relate his statements to ns
come to Ramsgate if American
a crusher on the delicate, spiritual
cation or qualification, ~oin the
t h o u t comment other than that
negroes were there this season.
affirmation that is "’religion" to most Citizens.~’ Counci,~.
Col. Herman F. Smith, .deputy comabove__.__~.
mander of the 406th Fighter Interceptor wing at Manston, commented:
"We thought we had been doing
The town of Mountain Home, rather well." He said Air Police
Idaho is reported to have mobilized patrolled the scafront and "the decity police, sheriff’s officers and state rogatory report rate was low."
policemen after officers received a The colonel said he thought the
l tip of an impending fight between matter was a problem for the local
NegroAir
airmen
Mountain
A protest by the board of deacons gration of the races (which) does not :perhaps created more discord than I Home
Forcefrom
basenearby
and white
resi British-American relations committee.
of the First church of Mansfield, La., represent the views of the maiority peace, and the pamphlet, "Integm- dents of the communiv,,
"
to the Christian Life Commission of the members of our Southern Bap- tion" is a child after the Commission’s
The anti-segregation decision of the
"~"
aaginst the publication of a pamphlet J tist churches."
Apparently,
only
ample
warning
heart. It would be the wise thing
Court was based-on the social ideol,~entitled "Integration" by Dr. T. B.
averted
a
serious
riot.
A
police
spokesWe wonder what these brethren for the Southern Baptist Convention
gy and the will of the justices of ft,:
Maston, is timely. Vghen some of who are saying so many things favor- to drop the Christian Life Commis- man said Negroes from the air base Supreme Court, not on thc Constituour leaders give expression to matters able to integration mean. Do they sion. An agenc#, that constantly keeps gathered in groups of 10 to 12 during tion as adopted by the Congress and
that are so far removed from the propose to bring Southern Baptists us uneasy as to what its next utter- the evening but officers kept them the States.
thinking of the great majority of our into the integration camp? If that is ance will be does more harm than dispersed. About I00 Negroes were
We have not taken an oath to suppeople, it is time to call a halt. The their purpose they had better find good.
reported in the community during the port the ideologq,, and the will nf the
protest deplores "the positive stand" "greener fields" for their propaganda.
episode.
I justices of the Supreme Court.
The protest expresses the feeling of
taken in this pamphlet favoring inteThe Christian Life Commission has the preponderant majority of Southern Baptists when it says concerning
the pamphlet, "Integration," that "this
is a very serious matter and has disturbed many of our best members.
We cannot impress upon you too forcibly
the urgency of correcting this
"rim wide use of official literature Apostles, to ~ve piom ~o~m~t practice."
~ pm~e m~ pm~m of a~ to ~hemes to achieve radi~ s~
We are afraid "this practice" will
~te~fion ~ ~n a sore of em- chang~ . . . ~at w~
bm~nt ~t ody to Me$~as effo~ of ~he~g ~fi6~ to ran- not be corrected nnless the Christian
but to ~ mm~n of oSer deno~- ~1 Se ne~ vote in key ~6can Life Commission is discarded b~, the
~ How long Se ~ aM file fifi~, aidd aM ahaed by p~hble Convention.
mh memhn w~! s u p p o r t ] ’hRe~nt’ og~fiom, dm
~a~n~es~d~s~ ~H for a ~w sy~em of
.You can’t escape the respons/bility
~m defy ~d~ mn~om, ~at ~ ~e~g ~d
ot tomorrow by evading it today.n
~ o~ ~n ~. ~e do ~w ~t~ ~~
Abraham Lincoln.
m~ ~ a ~ ~o~ of ~. [ a~pt a f~ appfi~fion of what
. . : It ~ ~ !~ ~ ~ ~-[B~le tca~.~
In the struggle for a raceless classless America, our opposition has skill-
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Dangerous Trend:

Sees Negroes "Taking Over"
Regular United States Army

Union Inks Pact
Mix Lea e

Ban On Airmen
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Idaho Prevented

~

fi~ subsututed loaded clicbe~ for

Race Agitators Attend Commie School
Race incident leaders congregated at Monteagle,
Tenn. for a workshop conducted at the Highlander
Folk School on Labor Day weekend. This workshop
is the subject of a special hearing held by the Georgia
Commission on Education.
Copies o~f an exhibit from that hearing, illustrated
with on-the-spot photographs, may be obtained from
the Commission, 220 Agricultural Building, 19 Hunter
Street, S. W., Atlanta 3, Georgia.
Here is part of the official Georgia report:
During Labor Day Weekend, 1957, there assembled at Highlander the leaders of every, maior
race incident in the South, prior to that time since
the Supreme Court decision. This meeting was directed by Reverend John B. Thompson, chaplain, University of Chicago. Reverend Thompson has a lengthy
record of Communist affiliations which appears elsewhere in this folder. The direction of the entire
school was nnder the leadership, as usual, of Myles
Horton.
There were representative leaders of the TUSKEGEE, ALABAMA BOYCOTT, the TALLAHASSEE,
FLORIDA BUS INCIDENT, the MONTGOMERY,
ALABAMA BUS BOYCOTr, the SOUTH CAROLINA-NAACP SCHOOL TEACHERS INCIDENT,
the KOINONIA INTER-R A C I A L FARM-AMERI-

CUS, GEORGIA, and C L I N T O N, TENNESSEE,
SCHOOL INCIDENT among others.
They met at this workshop and discussed methods
and tactics of precipitating racial strife and disturbance.
The meeting of such a large group of specialists
in inter-racial strife under the auspices of a Communist Training School, and in the company of many
known Communists is the typical method whereby
leadership training and tactics are fur~ished to the
agitators. This was a general workshop and would
be the most commop method of developing a long
range program.
In specific emergency situations, leadership would
be sent into the communities to assist.
Good examples of the infi~sion of leadership was
the appearance of Bayard Rustin, who appeared in
the Daily XVorker, as secretary of Rev. Martin Luther
King, the appearance of Don West, prominent Communist functionary, at Koinonia Farm disturbances
and the preliminary surveys conducted by John Hope,
II, preparatory to the Tallahassee Bus Inciderit.
HIGHLANDER FOLK SCHOOL was founded
in 1932 by Myles Horton and Don West; James Dombrowski joined them shortly thereafter. Don West,
presently operating in Georgia, was district director

of the Communis~ Party of North Carolina.
Paul Crouch, the top Communist Party functionary in the South, testified before the Subcommittee
of the Committee on Un-American Activities that
Dombrowski "’gave me the impression of being comwith
thepro-Communist
Communist Partyand
andanxious
follo~v its
pletely
to leadershil~
collaborate’
without taking the risk of actual Party membership.
John Butler, another former Communist Party
functional, testified before the Senate Subcommittee
on Internal Security that Dombrowski at a meeting of
Communist Party leaders in Dombrowski’s room in
the Thomas Jefferson Hotel in Birmingham, Alabama,
was introduced to him by Alton Lawrence as a Communist Party member.
Myles Horton ~vas identified before the Dies Committee on Un-American Activities as a person who
"attended a secret convention in North Carolina, at
which time plans were made for spreading the rewolutiona~’ theories throughout the South."
Paul Crouch testified before the Senate Subcommittee on Internal Security that "The Highlander Folk
School is a school operated at Monteagle, Tennessee,
ostensibly as an independent labor school, but actually
working in close cooperation with the Communist
Party."
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Brotherly Love Federal Aid T,, Ed, ,:ation
Shock waves from the federal occupatinn of Little Rock smacked hard
arnund the nation, but nowhere was:
it felt nmre than in Philadelphia, "City
of Brnthcrly ~ve", where race tension and riots have long outstripped
anything ever witnessed in the Sou~.
An Associated Press ~spatch from
this queen of eastern cities, dated Oct.
26, said:
"Not nntil the U. S. Supreme Cou~
decision was followed by the recent
Li~le Rock, Ark. sch~l integra~on~
c~sis did Philadelphia reali~ how
deep-rooted and dangerous its racial
troubles wcr~."
Su~eying developments ~fore the
Little ~ck incident, the AP writer
said in effect that all seemed well,
but "There were indications of the
race hatred underneath."
Some of those indica~ons:
1. In 1956, Negro and w~te teenagers met in violent combat after
basketball games at Overbr~k High
School in west Philadelphia. Th e
star of the Overbrook team then was
seven-foot Negro, Wilt "~e Stilt"
Cham~rlain, now an All-American
at Kansas Universi~.
2. In March, P~ladelphia magistrate George ~vin urged ~licemen
to use their night sticks and bluntly
said, "la~" and o~er does not exist in
Philadelplfia."
3. Levin’s fellow Philadelphia magistrate Amos Harris even went so far
as to suggest usiug the whipping post
to pu~sh teenage troublemakers in
race tension.
4. At one "integrated" Philadelpl~a
schnol, Vice P~ncipal Louis Narbonne
and two teachers tried to break uap a
Negro gang "’annoying" ~hite child~n outside the seh~l. The teache~ ended up in ~e hospital after a
vicious ~ating.
5. Elderly dmg~st J a e o b Wallfield, loved in his neigh~rh~d, was
shotgunned by t h r e e Negus last
Jnly.
~en came Little R~k.
Says the AP writer:
"As Philadelphia,s read of the Arkansas city’s race troubles, w~tes and
Negr~s I~ked at one ano~er ~th
a new suspicion, even o~n ha~."
The ~arks from Li~le R~k set off
the waiting powderkeg in Philadelphia
on ~t. 18.
That night, pretty 17-year old
Kathe~ne Hecka~ felt the fnll brntaiity of ra~ tenon in integrat~ Philadelphia. When four Negro boys finished ~ping her, ~afing her umercifully, and ~afing her to ~e wont
bn~tali~ a woman ~ows, she had
~come an unwi~ing mawr to integration.
After ~li~ a~ested her a~cke~,
a gang of teenage Ne~s ma~h~
on a white area of ~u~ Philadelphia.
Rumo~ [ann~ out ~at Ne~ bands
intended to ~ ~ w~ ~rk for
eve~ Negro you~ a~. Fl~ng
squads of ~li~ b~ke up ~e ma~h.
Ever sin~ ~t. 18, ~e~ h~ ~n
a ~fies of violent. ~ were
¯ e ~ ~ ~ ~, Ne~ in ~.

Jackson, Mississippi

Church Council Is
Propaganda Tool

Protestant churches h a v e nnwit-@
tingly been made into nerve centers
for distributing t h e propaganda of
race agitators to our children and
teen-agers.
The National Council of Chnrches
of Christ in thg U. S. A., the official
organization composed of m o s t of
America’s major Protestant denominations, has a full-time Department of
Racial and Cultural Relations, whose
job is to promote literature on the
subject of race.
What kind of literature do they
recommend for Sunday School and
public school children?
They put out this year a pamphlet,
called "The Negro American, A Reading List." (Note the twist of words.
It is a list of reading not about the
"American Negro," but the "Negro
American," a well-known and favorite
terminology of the race agitators of
the NAACP, and the political sociologists.)
Editor Edith Hussey ends her "Introduction" to the list with t h e s e
words:
"For all age levels, the readin~
shonld lead to appropriate interracial
contacts in a common work or play
i program. For the children you deal
look for opportunities in church,
COUNClL,,J’ACI~SONeMIS~. with,
school, and neighborhood. For your-

F0rd Foundation
Contradicts lt ff

The Ford Foundation is in an embarrassing pickle. They have proved
themselves that millions of their own
dollars have been wasted on projects
alien to human nature, and thus doomed to failure.
Ford Foundation has used large
chunks of its millions to finance many
a project in social revolution, such as
racial integration. Through the Fund
for the Repuhlic, they are heavy
contributors to the NAACP and its
like.
They have also financed a $250,000
study of American housing with the
avowed purpose of discovering the
major ~.rohlems in better housing, and
of finding some possible solutions.
This project, known as ACTION,
reported sorne of its major findings
in the October, 1957 issue of "House
and Home" a national magazine devoted to tl~c architect and building
professions, and published by LIFE
magazine’s own flcnry R. Luce, of all
lx.ople.
One section of that report contains
the findings of the Ford Foundation
selfandy°urfriends’°ne°fthe°r-;
financed experts on why most people
" D~--~ i~-~--S
in America’s major citivs w.’mt to live
The editor of this Protestant Church
in the suburbs. (The study was
list says in the statement quoted above
made of cities in the East, not the
that the reading selected should lead
South).
to:
The report said:
"Why do people want to live in the
1. Interracial w o r k and play in
Cong. Martin Dies, who dominated
of c~nstitutional government and rasuburbs?
eommon.
American headlines for a decade as
cial segregation have been special tar"1. Homogeneity - ’the nightmare
2. Showing indoctrinated a d u I t s
this nation’s first Congressional ingets of the Communist apparatus.
of sociologists." Most people think
how
to
find
"’opportunities"
to
pro
vestigator into Communist subversion,
Dies was introduced at the Rally
good neighbors are people with the
mote r a ci a I integration in church
told 2,000 Mississippians on Nov. 5
by U. S. Rep. W. M. Colmer of Passame racial, e t h n i c, and religious
school
and
neighborhood
"
cagonla, Miss., who said, "The Sonth
that the "South must get united to
hackground. The suburbs provide it.
meet the threat of new Little Rocks."
ought to become an organized mili3. Membership in Vor~anization.,
In study after study, people who like
working
in
race
relations.
Speaking in Jackson to a Citizens’
tant group to fight fire with fire and
where they live sa~ the chief reason
Council Rally that drew 2,000 people
steer the ship back on its proper
What are the organizations "workis ’good neighbors.’ The big reason
on a rainy, cold night, the Texas
course."
ing in race relations," which Protesf o r dis - satisfaction is ’undesirable
Congressman said:
U. S. Rep. John Bell Williams of
tants are urged by their church to
neighbors.’ W h a t are undesirable
"’Too many Southerners paid lipRaymond, Miss., was master of cerejoin?
neighbors? Surveys tell ns that peoservice to the Sonthern cause and remonies.
ple call them noisy, uneducated or
They are listed on page 34 of this
fused to help defeat the civil rights
At a press conference before the
different in race or religious characbook pnblished by the Protestant
Rally, Dies said that present agitation
bill.
teristics.
churches. Typical are:
"Too many Southerners and politifor racial integration is a "political
"2. Space and safety for unsuperThe
National
Association
for
the
cians are trying to carry water on both
move to capture the Negro vote, and
vised play of children.
Advancement of Colored People (NAshoulders. We demand they stand
not to help the Negro."
"3. Schools w i t h o u t ’undesirable
ACP).
up and be counted."
"And no one wins but the Comelements’--i.e. Negroes.
The Anti-Defamation League of
Dies, who headed the famed Unmunists. It doesn’t make sense to use
"4. More space per dollar than in
B’nai Brith.
American Activities Committee of the
federal troops in the South while the
city apartments."
U. S. House of Representatives from
Communists beat us in the missile
The American Civil Liberties UnThe Ford Foundation study, AC1938 until illness forced his retirement program," he said.
ion.
TION, has found the truth about hufrom Congress in 1945, told his Rally Attending the Rally as s p e c i a 1
man nature, long known to mankind
Congress of Racial Equality.
audience that "racial segregation is[guests were Governor J. P. Coleman
in general but puzzling to so-called
Council Against Intolerance in Amonly a small facet of this fight. The land a large number of state officials,
socioligists--people everywhere want
erica, Inc.
great issue is hthether constitutional l including Reps. Jamie Whitten and
to live socially among their own kind
National Urban League.
govermnent shall be preserved."
I Arthur Winstead, Lt. Guy. Carroll
-~separate from other races.
Now back in Congress since his re- l Cartin and Atty. Gen. Joe T. PatterThese are all organizations known
Two of the four reasons given by
turn to politics in 1951, Dies said lson.
to be active in the social revolution
Americans in the East for selection of
plainly that his personal knowledge of [ Seated in reserved sections were
in America. All favor integration.
a home were racial segregation--first
Communist acfivities~ in the U. S. members of the Miss/sdppi , ~Le~gislatum:
All lobbied for the Civil Rights bill l
in the neighborhood, and second at
leads him to believe that the problems and officers of ~e Citizens Cotmeils. :
in Congress.
school.
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Editor

The Tide Is Turning?
Revolutionists, social reformers, Communists, and all those of the ilk
of "agitators" who want to force their own version of progress on other
people have long been troubled with a malady. It’s called "pressing your
luck." There is no known cure.
Free men, who are busy minding their own business, have a natural
inertia which takes a long time to overcome. This always gives the dictator and the agitator a time advantage. The inevitable early successes
which come to him,before the inertia is finally overcome go to his head,
like strong wine, and he will generally press his luck too far, arousing
men by the excesses .of his own drnnkeness.
The natural disposition of man is for family and personal affairs,
to go about one’s established work amidst friends and neighbors in a spirit
of getting along together--a spirit alien to those whose great need is the
reform of others.
The bulwarks of American life have bee, organized over a very
long period of timen20 centuries in the case of the Christian Church,
eight centuries in the case of our English-derived system of courts and
justice, two centuries for our peculiar republican form of government.
Our economic system of free enterprise has been developing since the
Middle Ages. Our Southern way of life since the first settlement of the
country. Man’s race relations since antiquity.
But the revolutionists can’t wait. They do not want their "reforms"
slowly tempered in the even fires of time and testing. They are always
in a hurry. They want to "pack" the courts with men known chiefly for
their quickness in breaking with the precedents of time. They are always in a hurry. The very inner pressures of their hearts, which drive
them to the reform of others, incline them to the methods of pressure
and tension and violence. They must "press their luck," for it is their
nature.
Those of us who have waited patiently for the tide to turn in the
present agitation for integration have seen this reformers’ malady at work.
Excess has led to excess--from the Supreme Court decision of Black Monday to Autherine Lucy and the Montgomery bus boycott to violence at
Clinton and the marching of Chandler’s National Guard troops in Kentucky
to the final act of excess, the physical occupation of an American city by
armed federal troops.
With each successive pressure, the NAACP has lost ground, not gained
it. With each violent forcing of the issue, the Citizens’ Councils have gained
strength. We have seen gains in membership and in the formation of new
Councils across the South following each and every excess.
The final excess---LITTLE ROCK--has shocked the nation, as nothing
since Pearl Harbor.
The excesses of the zealot reformers have awakened the freedom loving American who during most of this time has merely been tending to his
own business. Reaction to Little Rock has been nationwide, not confined
to the South.
Finally organizational strength and grass roots sentiment might be
turning the tide:
The latest Gallup poll, released on Tuesday, Nov. 5, made every nationwfde newscast with the startling revelation that for the first time since
World War II something besides foreign affairs and national security is
the chief concern of American voters. RACIAL TENSION and what to
do about it is the thing of deepest interest in America today, the Poll
revealed. And this at the time of Russia’s greatest suocess~Sputnik.
That same week voters in New Jersey and Virginia proved the accuracy of the poll. New Jersey Democratic Guy. Robert Meyner gave the
COP an overwhelming defeat in the race for Governor, taking normally
Republican areas, and Meyner had played up LITTLE ROCK as a COP
t
g a masswe ’resgs "boner. In ~irginia,
Gov. J. "Ltndse
" y Almond ,runmn"on
lance to integration platform, defeated his "moderate" opponent overwhelmingly.
U. S. News and World Report says that the COP strategists expected to
pick up as many as 40 seats in the House from Negro bloc voting districts
as a result of Little Rock. Now they aren’t so sure, and in addition have
definitely lost all hope of capturing border states, such as Texas, Kentucky,
and Tennessee. From all sides come reports of serious setbacks to the
COP for the federal excess at Little Rock.
And the political revolt in the South is for the first time definite and
stupendous. Southern "’Moderate" Congressional leaders who have been
soft in their policy toward the Administration are beginning for the first
time to be forthright.
At Philadelphia, a typical Eastern city torn w!th racial tension, the
Mayor (Richardson Dilworth) is quoted by Associated Press: "’The southern
situation has had tremendous repercussion in the north. Our problem in
the next few months is to see that these tensions, these primitive hatred.r,
die down. WE MUST CALM OURSELVES."
The agitators have "’pressed their luck" too far even ~n the East
where now the great desire of thinking men is peace from stri/e and pressure and tension--the weapons of the reformer.
Attorney General Herbert Brownell, the mastermind of LITTLE
ROCK, has resigned.
The tide is turning? Maybe. Or maybe the nation will need some
more excesses to prod it to the dangers we face.
One thing is sure. With each excess, our cause grows stronger, and
in our own quiet way we will coni~nue to stand for an America that is
free and dedicated to the rig~a,,ts of men to find their own way without
pressure from reformers who press their luck.

Editorial Opinion
A College Looks At Itself
(Shreveport (La.) Times)
The Shreveport Times proudly printed as an editorial, the cmnplete
text of a publicity release sent the paper by the Grumbling (Negro) State
College, near Ruston, La.
An excerpt of what the Negro College wrote follows:
"Among the thousands of persons who witnessed the thrills and pageantry of last night’s game between GramblingCollege and Wiley College
of Texas were many who saw something besides a foothall game--and
many who wished that criticizing outsiders could have seen the colorful
affair too.
"No one who looked at the thousands of Negroes who converged on
State Fair Stadium (in Shreveport) would say that the Southern Negro was
held in bondage, unkempt, poverty-stricken, and ignorant lot.
"In general appearance, in the variety of shiny vehicles in which they
came, and generally in the way they deported themselves, they substantially
were like any other of the millions of American football fans. It is doubtful if any members of the northern press were on hand to report this story,
which is widely repeated all over the South this time of year and is not an
isolated instance.
"On the gridiron Grumbling has made itself nationally known, having
been Negro champions in 1955. Conference championships in football,
basketball, and baseball have become a regular routine.
"As an educational institution, it is a monument to educaUonal prog.ress in Louisiana, to the white tax-paying citizens of Louisiana, and to
sound dual leadership and cooperation in Louisiana.
"It is unfortunate that this side of Negro life in Louisiana and in the
South generally goes unnoticed by the northern press, agitators, political
rabble-rousers, and others who would put the good people, white and
Negro, in a bad light. Yet no one can erase the hard facts of progress and
understanding lying back of the public display at the Grumbling-Wiley
affair."
That is what Grumbling thinks of itself under segregation.

Simple Decency
(Kilgore (Tex.) News Herald)
Time Magazine calls its type of writing "colorful and descriptive," but
in reporting the integration-segregation dispute it is nothing more than a
smear sheet.
Since reporting is sup,l~osed to be obiective, Tmie has long since lost
its right to be called a ’nev~s" magazine. It shot, ld label its reports on
rac!,al issl,~,es "editorials" instead of flaunting them in the face of readers
as news.
This organ of hatred, which apparently despises the South and everyone in it, has sunk to new low levels in its reports about Guy. Faubus and
the Little Rock situation.
Time’s staff, completely, sophisticated always, ~vrites sneeringly of
Faubus as a "slightly sophisticated hillbilly," and of "stupidity and hate"
opposing the "fine, quiet dignity, the courageous and gentle hearts" of the
oppressed Negro people.
In a sketch about Faubus, Time’s skilled rabble-rousers note that the
Governor was born "so far back in the Ozarks that the first paved road
to the outside world was not completed until 1949." He "crawled" through
the depression years; he "finally managed" to complete high school; he
"panicked and lied" over an, election-year issue; and he called out the
"melish-ee," a poke at the Governor’s speech. (There are, of course, no
peculiarities in the speech of New York.)
Faubus "wolfed his milk and rice, milk dribbling down his chin . . .
and belched gustily." Negroes trying to enter North Little Rock High
School are opposed by "a pack of pool-hall bums." And so it goes, as seen
by the high and mighty, the arrogant writers in one New York ivory tower.
They speak of "simple decency," but have shown none to Guy. Faubus.
It is no trick to write with a venomous pen. Almost anyone can do it.
But when Tune speaks of the South’s "raucous curses" and "horrid spit’"
the phrases could very well be used to describe the magazine’s own out-.
bursts.

Brainwashing Babies
An alert reader reports that a poster being displayed on busses, trolley
cars and subways in Philadelphia shows a little girl embracing four dolls,
each one characterizing a different race. The text reads, "’Keep her free
from racial and religious prejudice."
No technique is being overlooked by the forces of integration in their
massive attempts to accomplish total integration - even to dolls and the
cradle.
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Report From
-Tennessee
By RICHARD BURROW, JR.
Various Tennessee churches are becoming more out-spoken in opposition
to integration and miscegenation. The
session of the Second Presbyterian
Church in Memphis has recommended to the congregation that separation
of the races be maintained "in all its
endeavors-." Second Prest~yterian is
the largest Presbyterian Church in
Tennessee.
CHATTANOOGA -- The Chattanooga News-Free Press has editorially
called on Governor Fnmk Clement
for a special session of the Legislature
to do the iob he personally prevented
in the 1957 Regular Session--the iob
of providing alternatives to forced integration.
NASHVILLE--Although nine or
ten negro children are now attending
the first grade ruder the force of an
iniunction, the average Nashvillian is
quick to say the struggle for separate
schools has just begun, l)r. Donald
Davidson, state chairman of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional
Government, recently told the Nashville School Board: "1)o not think
for one moment that tile injt,nction
of any court, whether temporary or
permanent, can change people’s
minds."
TRENTON -- With 53 members
present, the Gibsnn County Quarterly
Court endorsed a resolution commending Guy. O~al Faubus for his actions
during the integration crisis at Little
Rock.
~erc were no "nay" votes
cast.
JACKSON~The Madison Chapter
of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government alsu lined up
Iwhind Faubus. Its huard of directors
passed a resolution praising him aud
denouncing the use of federal troops.
A qnestiom~aire sent to the cuuni ties conceding puhlic opiniun in Tennessee over the Litth. Rot’k situation
resulled in these kinds of typical answers:
TIPTON COLYNTY--"TIw at’tiou
of the President...has tit.finitely t’reated an u~ly and inflammato~ situation., have’never heard such bitter
ext~essions from good men and women.
GIBSON COUNTY~"The sentimerit of peoph, in this area is one
of disgust .... The inwtsion of Arkansas has ale~ed many to the dangers of Federal dictatorship."
MADISON COUNTY ~ "Would
roughly estimate sentiment to be ~
percent favo~ng Governor Faubus’
stand."
FAYETTE COUNTY -- "I have
never in my life seen such unanimity
of opinion. ~e President is compareO to Hitler, the Russian rulers,
- LINCOLN COUNTY--"Evc~one
is shocked and even Eisenhowcr’s
most ardent p rio r suppo~ers have
~ren alienated.. Great apprehension
is felt over the Federal Government’s
future action."

Arizona Judge
Sees Big Threat
The Honorable M. T. Phelps, justice of the Arizona Supreme Court,
has more experience as a judge than
the combined judicial experience of
all nine justices of the U. S. Supreme
Court before they were appointed.
The "dean of Arizona judges"says the
Supreme Court’s recent decisions are
unconstitutional.
On Sept. 18 of this year, Judge
Phelps made the following remarks
in a speech before the Hiram Club
of Phoenix.
"It is the design and purpose of the
court (Supreme Court) to usurp the
policy-making powers of the nation.
"By its own unconstitutional pronuuncements it would create an allpowerful, centralized government in
Washington and subsequent destruction of every vestige of states’ rights,
expressly and clearly reserved to the
states under the 10th Amendment of
the Constitution.
"’Regardless of what we as individuals think about the justice or injustice of segregation, I here assert without hesitation or reservation that the
(Supreme Court’s May 17, 1954) decision was not based on logic or law.
"I further charge that the processes
followed in reaching tile decision’s
conclusion violate all procedures of
due process known to American jurisprudence...
"’I honestly view the ~upreme Court
with its present membership and predilections a greater danger to our
democratic form of government and
the American way of life than all
forces aligned against us outside our
boundaries.
"And I repeat again, that if the
court is much longer permitted to
destroy states’ rights by a l~rocess of
attrition, as it has been uoing, we
will see Washington clothed w i t h
wers so strong that the people will
helpless to curb its tyranny over
them as they are in Bussia today."

~
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David Lawrence
Says Vote On It
David Lawrence, editor of U. S.
News and World Report (the only
obiectively written mass circulation
news magazine) and famed syndicated
colunmist, has insisted in his daily
columns that the Supreme Court decision on integration of the public
schools is unconstitutional.
He has seriously proposed a solution, which shouldbe seriously taken
by the nation.
As the editor of a 1 million circulation newsmagazine, his voice is worth
hearing on this subject.

,
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"01d Black Joe" Is No M0’
Latest casualty to fall under the
"without regard to race, creed or color" steamroller is the gentle voice of
Stephen Foster’s songs.
Officials of three nmior radio-talevision networks confirmed whet has
long been public knowledge, thaf they

sorship "’so absurd I cannot believe
the networks are serious." The networks may not be serious, Governor,
but the people who made the networks jump are plenty serious.
The state has built a big memorial
to Stephen Foster along the banks of
~ ce~o~g such wor~ ~d~i~, the Sewannee River and adopted his
ma~h m a m m y, colored
folk-song as the official state song.
even "Black Joe" from the lyrics of
Foster L. Barnes, mperintendent of
Stephen Foster’s melodies.
the Foster M e m o r i a ! near White
Florida Gov. LeRoy Collins, no
Springs, l~a. has indignantly ckarg~d
staunch segregationist, called the conthe networks were forced to invoke
~ ......................................................

the ban by "minority group pressu~."
He said Foster’s songs were "full of
love and regard for the Negro."
Informed observers have been
acutely aware for years of the guided
trend so accurately nailed by Gov.
Collins and Mr. Barnes.
This is one more step.~ very significant step--in the carefully planned, highly f i ~ a n e e d, ruthlessly
executed program of the left-wing
pressure groups to abolish "race, creed
mad color."

Move To Force
Radal Mixing?

Repo.rt. From
Lou,s,ana
President Eisenhower’s use of federal troops in Arkansas was greeted
with unanimous disapproval by Louisiana political figures.
Gov. Earl Long: The President
"made a serious mistake in encroaching on states" rights."
Bep. Hale Boggs: The action was
"a violation of Mr. Eisenhower’s repeated pledges."
Rep. F. Edward Hebert: "The
police state which was denounced as
Russian has now become the method
of forced compliance in the once land
of the free. President Eiserd~ower
has obviously capitulated to the NAACP."
Sen. Russell Long: "This will
merely make a bad situation worse,
this violation of his pledged word by
the President."
Citizens Councils throughout the
state organized a telegram campaign
in the days before the use of federal
troops by the President, and have
stood firm during all the events since
’then. The telegram campaign was for
messages of support sent to Guy.
Orval Faubus in the days when he
’was blocking integration with state
~ troops.
. Dr. Emmett Lee Irwin, president
i of the New Orleans Citizens Council,
’ made this public statement:
’ "’It is pitifully laughable when President Eisenhower speaks of his oath
to defend the Constitution and then
:says the Supreme Court’s unlawfid
decision must be enforced. The two
views are incompatible, and if he is
trne to his oath he mast defend the
Constitution a g a i n s t the Supreme

"" ................................................
c eP
t e d by Americans everywhere, I ........ ~,’,’-," ...............
North and South¯
A seven-page order has been issued
It is above all else an American ,~e~ rrom ~etr~
wunes vs
by the postoffice department designatway.
ing Rust College, a second-rate Negro
Dear Editor:
Dear Editor:
Let the people vote on it!
institution at Holly Springs, as the
I am enclosing check for $7.00 fo~
I have been following the integraHe proposes an amendment to the
point of relocation for the Memphis
which
please
enter
my
subscription
tion
series
in
the
Post.
I
disagree
on
U. S. Constitution which would depostal area "in event of enemy ata
statement
made
by
Reverend
Richfor
one
year
for
the
paper
The
Citiclare that the control of the educationtack."
burg of Liberty Hill Church that peozens’ Council and a donation of $5.00
al system be vested concurrently in
While the order may he rather
for
your
Educational
Fund.
ple
of
his
race
do
not
want
to
interthe federal government and the states
meaningless becanse of the remote
marry.
¯
I
find
your
paper
very
interesting
and that, in case of conflict, federal
possibility of enemy attack, it shows
and informative and encouraging, for
Last semester my teen-age son was
law will supercede state law.
what kind of thinking is going on in
our
local
papers
suppress
practically
in
a
class
at
Eastern
High
of
Detroit
This way -- by genuine constituWashington. Nearly one-h a I f the
everything
that
is
being
done
by
the
when
tl’ds
question
was
voted
on.
tional amendment--is the way prepostal employees in the Memphis
Most
of
the
negroes
voted
yes,
one
white
people
to
try
to
preserve
tbemscribed by the Constitution itself for
area are white Mississippians, and the
selves
and
play
up
everything
that
the
student
went
a
little
farther
and
basic changes in our Constitutional
order can only he interpreted to mean
negroes
and
others
do
to
try
to
overstated
that
in
thirty-five
years
Detroit
law. It is the way urged by the
an opening wedge for integration.
throw us. The evening paper is so
would be all-colored. The teacher
founders of our government, and it is
It is anticipated there will be a
biased
in
this
manner
that
it
is
nothing
certainly a way consistent with Amerilarge expenditure of Federal funds at
tqhuestioned
this statement
by about
a remark
at
this
would
only
come
by
more
than
a
propagand~
rag
for
the
can traditions.
Bust College under the guise of "civil
NAACP.
every white entering into a wedding of
Lawrence, and many other national
defense," a project on which multiWishing
you
success
in
your
efforts
both
races.
The
boy
agreed.
commentators, have said they receive
plied millions are being wasted.
in
behalf
of
the
white
race,
I
am.
Do all Southern people believe that
Court."
more mail on the subject of racial
Furthermore, the elaborate Civil
Yours
very
tndy
we up North are excepting this "civil
Louisiana saw its first march of
tension than any other single subject
Defense plans involve, apparently,
liberties"
lying
down.
We
don’t
want
S.
B.
Churchill
Negro parents on a white school durduring the history of their journalistic
various types of "alerts," drills, prepMemphis,
Tennessee
to but what are we to do when there
ing September, hut the issue was not
careers.
aration, and other activities which
are so many laws passed and we just
segregation. It was a protest against
Lawrence reports, as have many
will cause postal employees to have
can’t cope with them. Just like the
a 10-mile bus ride their cliildren of
others, that the bulk of this mail into perform service at Rust College
old saying, "everyone talks about
the Fisherville commnnity in Lake
dicates a sincere desire on the part
from time to time, even if there is
them but no one does anything about
of Americans everywhere, including
Charles had to take lo get to their
Dear Editor:
never an enemy attack.
the Sonth, to obey the "law of the
them."
assigned segregated school. W h a t
Knowing my guests invited for an
Quite n a t u r a 11 y all Mississippi I
Most of us bought our homes twenhind", but tremendous confusion now
Easter dinner loved Fanny Farmers’
postal employees resent being loaded l they wanted was fur the all-white
ty years ago in an all-white neighborMelrose School, located in their Fishexists as to what is the "law of the
mixed nuts, I went into a neighborup and trucked to Rust College to[
hood. Then someone in our city ~eerville comnmnity, turned into an allland."
hood store late Saturday P.M. the day
work, especially in view of the factI
artment laid the east side out for
Negro school.
Recent actions by the U. S. Subefore -- the store crowded -- tired
that
there
are
in
this
section
of
MisI
lacks. So we who are left here find
Throngh all the integration mess,
preme Cnort h ave left Americans
busy faces. I asked a young blonde
sissippi several white colleges which
ourselves in a web we can’t get out
everywhere in a total state of conbehind the counter, "Can I get a 2 lb.
have far more adequate facilities and: it is still a fact that not one of Louof, with a good home we either sell
isiana’s 625,000 public schnol chilfnsion, unable to make heads or tails
box of interracial nuts?" (I guess nay
are ranch more advantageously lofor a great loss at a low down paydren attend an integrated school.
of the conflicting decisions.
voice carried for everyone looked.)
cated.
ment and then try to collect payments.
There have been no recent court
Southerners resent the fact that
She seemed puzzled so I added, "Yon
In Recognition of The
racial strife has been agitated by ~
I put my house up once and sufcases in Louisiana to canse concern,
know--mixed--all colors, races and
and our stale Legislature meets next
minority of professional reformers
feredat the hands of real estate peo50TH ANNIVERSARY
creeds."
ple.
THE METHODIST
May, which will give ns a chance to
and at no time has the matter been
She let out a shrieking laugh and
enact some more safeguard laws, if
ppt before the American people themI am one of six generations that
FEDERATION
said, "That is the first time I’ve heard
have made Detroit their home. I
FOR
that seems necessary.
selves.
THAT one." I added, "Me too, it
should say my home is a prison, three
SOCIAL ACTION
W. M. Rainach, Citizens Council
Let’s have a Constitutional amendiust popped out--also this city is fillmeat and ~e what Americans really
locks on every door and a loaded gun
1907-1957
president, made a strong demand for
ed with INTERRACIAL NUTS"think about all the racial strife being
FIFTY YEARS OF
equal national network TV time to
at the head of oar bed.
and to my surprise they all nodded
reSent the Sonth’s side of the issue,
kicked np by a minority of reformers.
UN-METHODIST
assent---laughing.
This morning, to top all thin[gs, I
PROPAGANDA
llowing President Eisenhower’s TV
Such.an amendment is the Ameriwent shopping and someyoung blacks
(Name withheld for protection)
can way. Hear George Washington:
drove up in a 1955 Cadillac to pick
report to the nation on the Little
Bronx, New York
4 copies for $1.00
"If in the opinion of the people
np their surplus food. This was rather
Rock incident.
Order from
Nothing has come of it, but the
the distribution or modification of the
galling as my husband, after 37 years
_~: morn
Circuit Riders, Inc.
on the railroad, suffered an injury and
ar
Federal Communications Cmnmission
constitntional powers be in an~’ .partiand the president of every TV netcular wrong, let it be corrected by an
Room 703
has been off for 15 months and we
I
have been getting along for six months Dear Editor:
work definitely knows how we feel
amendment in the way which the Con18 E. Fourth Street
on only $8.50 a day. This is one of I thought you might be interested[
stitution designates. Bnt let there be
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
ahont it.
the things that gets on white nerves, in some real evidence of growing reno change by usurpation; for though
They can’t collect any packages of sistence to integration up here on the Gul~ Coast CM~ Ask Churches
this may in the one instance be an
free food, but are told to sell their border in Maryland.
instrument of good, it is the customTwo years ago, the newly-organized
ary weapon by which free governcars, draw on their insurance and so
Maryland Petition Committee called
ments are destroyed."
fgrant rally at the State House ~n
last a
So far we have Constitutional
Most eole
I have -uestion
met in t ....
,p ~o~p~
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I
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by which free govermnents are deon their side~ Why don t they start ....
fective c o u n c i 1 s -m "the Mississippi "
scngols: l.’ff~ persons sh, owe~ up. ~,~
stroyed."
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.,At th,e ,n,ext, ge,ne,r,at,,,sess~,on,,al.,~_e
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NOW AVAILABLE
you.
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Sincerely,
"It is the collective wish of our
FAMOUS BOOK
. I.r,anyllast
tag nan been ~ssueu, eight, Atlanta, t_,a. t3peclai) - ~poraotc Citizens’ Council that nPr~cmal I,ttor,~
tXro,,,,, ,~ithheld for nrotection) [me
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loads
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I
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Detroit, Mich.
TAKE YOUR CHOICE
plus others who came singly or in car South have led to no measurable ef-cupying pulpits in this community,
pools. The MPC estimated the
fact on the development of industry, and that an appeal be made for their
gg~t]’_~l~ ~,~UlII ~’~"~’0I"l~il~ll’
Separation
crowd to number fifteen hundred.
That’s the opinion of the South’s forecontinued support of racial segregaThe Annapolispolice said there were
most fact-finding agency, the Sonthtion in our churches.
Dear Editor:
or
closer
to
two
thousand.
The
Washera
Association
of
Science
and
IndusInclosed is my check $2.00 for re"’The vast majority of colored people
ington
Evening
Star,
in
a
small
article
try.
newal subscription to y o u r paper.
prefer their own ministers and their
Mongrelization
at
the
bottom
of
page
three
of
the
The non-profit, politically independKeep up the fine work you are doing.
own churches. They neither request
second section, said there were one
ent association emphasized that the
There are thousands of Louisianians
nor desire integrated churches, inte,
hundred.
The
galleries
were
packed,
South is moving ahead industrially r, grated schools, or any other type of
who are back of you 100% in this
the
corridors
were
so
full
one
could
despite the much-publicized racial
great fight. Your paper is an inspiraenforced race-mixing. The right to atPrice $3.00 postpaid
i hardly get through. One elderly vet-.
controversy.
tion to all of us. Your exposing otthe
I tend their own church has saved the
Order from
,
eran
of
the
Legislature
remarked
that~
SASI says the South has scored /Negro from countless hnmiliations and
insidions influences that would denever in his long experience had there
stroy us is illuminating. With your
two record-shattering years in indns~ has added tn his happiness. It is unMISS LOUISE LACEY
ever
been
so
many
people
at
the
trial expansion since the historic Sufearless disclosures we cannot fail.
thinkahle that any local chnrchman
(Walthall Hotel Lobby)
Capital in support of the same bills.
With best wishes,
preme Court decision led to increased
wonld desire to promote discord
So far, however, we have not been
P. O. Box 1435
Walter Charles Parlange
tensions.
where none existed or to sanction the
able to get any support from our
Parlange Plantation
SASI reports that since January of
Jackson, Miss.
use of police or military force to inlegislators, even though most of them
last year the South has added 900
Mix, Louisiana
timidate our people.
profess sympathy for us. The gen-:
new plants. The total for 1957 is
"’Newspapers, magazines, radio ser’ era" attitude is "I’ll do it if you’ll
estimated at 1,200 new industries--an
, mons, etc. all indicate that some white
first get ten others." But that is sire-.
all-time high.
ly a manifestation of the terrifically I
The South is atoning wcll ahead I c h u r c h e s are condncting intensive
campaigns to achieve desegregation ot
ard time we are having up here’ of the estimate made three years ago
their churches and religious institoamong a sympathetic but frightened.
that I0,000 major plants would t~.
Citizens’ Councils
~.tions. As fellow Christians, home, majority.
built in the region during the present
i loving Southerners and parents of
The demonstration m e n t i o n e d
decade.
1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
children, we deplore evidence of such
above (which was followed by anTo determine the possible influence
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
activities, and feel our~lves entitled
!other of comparable proportions two!
of racial controversies on industrial
the honest support of our own
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
weeks later) may come as a surprise i
development, SASI has surveyed plant ’to
pastors in this frightening situation.
to
you,
since
the
press
iust
will
not
location
specialists
and
found
that
~_$2.00
[] For One Year ..............................................
"Up until now no clergyman has
give any publicity to the generally
the race factor is receiving little or
(Please Print)
. o p e n I y announced such intentions
quiet but growing opposition to forced
no attention.
from a local pulpit. By this token, we
integration. That is why I am sendSASI reports these facts from its
Name ........ .~. .................................................................
ing this letter to you. I think that
:l~resume his sincerity, and solicit his
surveys:
i tuture sopport of Southern customs,
more people should know about it.
Not one case has been found where
Address .........................................................................
Southern sensibilities, and continued
Very truly yours, l a plant was relocated from one place
City ...............................................................................
peace for all our people.
Everette Severe
to another because of racial strife.
Kensington, Md.
Not
one
ease
was
found
where
"Yours in Christian brotherhood,
State .............................................................................
t plans to relocate a plant at aparticuJackson Cotmty Citizens" Council"
Bad laws are the worn form of
lar place have been cancelled beF. Gunter, Chairman
tyranay.--(Edmmld Burke)
cause of racial strife.
Pascagoula, Miss.
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Book Reviews

USURPERS---FOES OF FREE MAN
By Hamilton A. Long of the
New York Bar
Post Printing Co.
President Dwight David Eisenhower~
18 Beekman Street, New York
The White House
114 pages paperbound, $1
Washington, District of Columbia
Hamilton A. Long, is a member of
Dear President Eisenhower:
ABE LINCOLN SAID:
the New York Bar, and a veteran of
I am a man who, after serving in
both World Wars who since World
the Air Force of the United States
"I will say, then, that I am not,
War 11 has dew, ted full time to refor five years, was so shocked over nor ever have been, in favor of
search, writing, and public lecturing,
the decision of the United States Su- bringing about in any way the
largely in the field of American hispreme Court declaring the separation social or political equality of the
tory and traditiooal American princiof the races unconstitutional, that I white and black races.
ples of constitutional govermnent.
sacrificed my family farm in Maryam not, nor ever have been,
A recent contribution hy Mr. Long
land and brought my wife and four in "I
favor of making voters or iurors
to the Saturday Evening Post editorial
young children to Mississippi, because of negroes, nor of qualifying them
we believe in the preservation of the to hold office, nor of intermar~age
entitled:
"’The
ourts(June
Have 8.
No1957)
Authority
To Amend
Anglo-Saxon Race.
riage with white people; and I
The Constitution," was rased on maSOCIAL ASPECTS
will say, in addition to this, that
terial presented in this brochure.
The social aspects of going to there is a physical difference beDr. ttamihon Vreeland, Jr., a mem~ehool as well as the social aspects tween the white and black races
ber of the New York and District ot
of any other racial intermingling are which I believe will forever forColu,uhia Bars, former head of the
one of_the gravest problems in Amer- bid the two races living together
Graduate Department of Law, Cathoica today. God made the white man on terms of social and political
lic University, Washington, D. C., aud
and the Negro for His own specific equality, inasmuch as they canauthor of various books in the conpurpose in the world, and the mar- not so live, while they do remain
stitntional and international fields, has
riage of white and Negro--true sin together there must be a position
said of Usurpers----Foes of Free Man:
to the memory of our ancestors and of superior and inferior, and I, as
"This book is small in size but large
to the generations yet to come---will much as any other man, am in
in
meaning. Its wisdom comes not
result inevitably in the .ruination of favor of having the sup_e_ rior posionly from the author but also from the
our white America. The emotions of, tion assigned to the white race."
framers of our constitution whu are
ung people in school can very easily
appropriately and effectively qunted
influenced into thinking that they
Speech At
concerning the limitations upon the
are practicing the Brotherhood of
Charleston, Ill.
power of the Federal Governn~nt
Man. Little do they realize that, once
Sept. 18, 1858.
through dual sovereignty, separation
their racial integrity has been relinof powers, and checks and balanees.
dshed, there is no turning back.
Audit also eomes from the Ix’rson
ere has been enough racial interwho wrote the address which Frankli,a
marriage during the period of our
D. Roosevelt delivered on March 2,
history before the Supreme Court de1930. This is particularly interesting
cision to alarm any thinking American.
in view of its strong contrast with
The children resulting from a marMr. Roosevelt’s attitude as President
~gr~gation And Clsris~n Lo~
rlage of White and Negro people are
conceroing constitutional limitations
certainly to be pitied, because they
upon Federal power.
have no character standing in either
"The main text of the hook, with
race. The true Negro is as proud of
the s~,pporting analysis of the reh.vant
his race as the true Caucasian. MisThat the largest Negro bank in
decisions of the United States St,sissippi recognizes this basic respon- America is not in New York City,
[~retne Court prior to 1937, was initialsibility of a man to his own race. where the white people love the Ney written in 1951. It discusstrs first
Young people, with their developing gro people and treat them so kindly.
the 1789-1936 period of constitutionemotions, cannot be expected to realally limited government, aml then the
That the largest Negro bank in Aize the grave nature of the situation-- merica is not in Philadelphia, P e n n.,
1937-1952 period which produced a
The
mass
of
the
Northern
people
emphasis
set
by
Cardinal
Stritch.
"We
that is why a child has a father and where Police Commissioner Gibbons have known nothing, heretofore, of
situation very close to a legislaliw~
must
work
on
a
basis
of
full
integramother--two people who have lived is having racial trouble, because the real integration between the races.
tion" the Cardinal said, "it cannot be de~tism.
long enough in the world to know bad people down South in Little Rock
’There arc two snpph,ments to the
There
has
been
spot
integration
of
accomplished overnight, but it must main text. One consists of an inh’restwhat can happen through racial inter- got his children all stirred up.
small
numbers
here
and
there,
but
come.’
marriage.
That the largest Negro bank in Aing and valuable discussion of the
RACES DON’T FIT
merica is not in Chicago, where there nothing really large and significant.
MIXED PASTOR TEAMS
meaning of the "general welfare’"
There
has
been
no
previous
concenIn 1948, when you were at the is hardly ever any racial trouble-- trated effort to completely graft great
Lloyd Davis, director of the Catho- clause nf the Constitution with parPresident Harry S. Truman made the due to their civil rights accord.
masses of Negroes onto Caucasian lic Interracial Council, estimated that titular reference to the views of
decision that our Armed Forces must
The largest Negro bank of America society. If the Northern press pointed at least 150 Catholic parishes of the Alexander ltamil/nn which have been
be integrated. Your reflection at that is not in any of these places, where with pride at the fact that five or six Chicago Archdiocese’s 405, were in- broadly misunderstood. The other
time was that forced association of racial tension is unknown and all live Negroes attended a certain white tegrated. Other nmjor church groups supplement is of equal valoe, ~ing a
white and Negro Troops would lead in perfect harmony and accord wait- ;chool in, say, Detroit, that could not w i t h interracial congregations are commentary upon "the 1937 Policyto trouble. This has been proved true ing for the next election so t~e Ne- ~e counted as real integration. It was Episcopalians (13), Methodists (11), Revolution of the United States Snin numerous instances since that time. groes may again express themselves too thin a sprinkling. It was like a Lutherans (11), Baptists (7), and pre,ne CouP." After stating "six
The only reason that there hasn’t been with bloc voting.
dash of pepper in a bowl of custard: ’Presbyterians (7). The Daily News essential ~ints" of constitutional inmore trouble is that the white troops’
The largest Negro bank in America it engendered a unique taste, an un- survey also uncovered a number of te~retafion with careful documentasense of duty is so strong that they dear readers, is in Atlanta, Ca., where familiar sensation.
white and Negro clergymen serving tion hc analyzes the pertinent caffes
have withheld their real feelings. In all those greedy white supremacist
integrated churches as pastoral teams. which were listed by Justice Brandeis
a free America, why should a white Capitalists live, and rule with such
UNEQUAL MIXTURE
The survey gave instances of what in 1932 and by Justice Douglas in
man, who is serving his country, be an iron hand over the poor, downA Negro athelete would win some the various denominations were doing: 1949 in suppn~ of reversals of docforced to live like a brother to a Ne- trodden Negro. (Reprinted from The prizes in a Northern College or uni- "First Church, 935 E. 50th Street trine. He establishes that not one of
gro--which is undeniably life in the Councilor newsletter, Oct., 1957.)
versity. He was particularly adept at began to accept Nisei members in the those pre-1937 cases was intended by
Armed Forces? I am sure, from your
running, iumping or hopping, and won early 1940"s and then called the Rev. the cou~ to sere or could properly
own lengthy military experience, you
the momentary applause of the en- Dr. Jitsuo Morikawa, now a New sere as a ~recedent for the post-1936
found that white troops and Negro Ddta State Sends
thusiastic students. He might have York evangelism official, as its pas- poliey of ’reverse inte~retation."
"This book is thoroughly documenttroops were at the height of their
been elected campus king or presi- tor. Following acceptance of the first
efficiency and good spirits when they
dent of. the student body. Physical Negro members in 1950, the church cd, reflects sound scholarship, and is
were operating in their own units. I
prowess, at the college age, is looked has now achieved a membership rep- written with a minimum of technical
remember seeing colored units at
upon as being of high merit. But this resentaUve of its community-50 per expressions. It should be intelligible
various stations in the United States
is not true integration. It is too un- cent negro, 40 per cent white, and 10 to thoughtful ~ople who have no
and overseas being ted by their own
equal a mixture. Not before, in large per cent Oriental." "Holy N a m e legal training. As a study of our
sergeants and officers in such a man- Proof that American colleges and numbers, has the North known in- Cathedral, State and Superior, "has traditional American political philosoher that they were completely at ease, universities number among them some tegration where great numbers o~ never drawn a color line" said the phy and system of constitutionally
distinctively performing as a team, as whose spirit is not dominated by blacks were admixed with great num- Bey. Emmett Began, an assisant pas- limited government, and as a defense
only a group of men can function social revolutionists came last month bers of whites.
tor. "If Puerto Ricans, Chinese or of individual li~ throogh d o a 1
when they have the same natoral from Delta State Teachers College in But the North is ~ust on the thres- Negroes live in this neighborhood, sovereignS, ~paration of powers, and
characteristics and spirit. There is no Cleveland, Miss.
hold of the real thing. Chicago may they come here and we feel they be- checks and balances, the ~>ok is both
more inspiring sight than a unit of , There a letter was written by stu- be the best example of the new state long to us. Various races are repre- valuable and timely."
Negro troops singing on the march-- dents to President Eisenhower, de- of things to come. For racial barriers sented among the Cathedral’s altar Ndte: It ~ st~ngly recommended
I have seen this myself. The white ploring his action at Little Rock.
are falling at an ever-accelerating pace boys and choristers, he pointed out. that all individuals who read Mr.
man does not fit into this picture.
"High school girls chose a negress Long’s br~hure act effectively to get
The letter was signed by 440 stu- in Chicago-area churches.
FREEDOM OF CHOICE
According
to
reports
in
the
Chicago
to be crowned as the Blessed Mother I~al dis~u~on in each communi~
I did not dream of subiecting my dents from 14 states and two foreign Daily News there are now more than in their 1951 procession," Began re- to tho~ who ~n ~st ~se the d~umented material ~ helping to shape
beloved children to an integrated countries. There were 127 different ~00 integrated parishes there and the, called.
towns represented among number is increasing every week.
public ooi~on soundly. ~is means
America when I was overseas. Free- Mississippi
~tfibufion to editor, teache~, lawdom of choice is one of our greatest the signatures.
The s u r v e y states that Roman
ye~, iudges, mere’ and womens’ civic
The letter concluded:
birthrights in America. Do you think
:Catholics lead all the other churchclubs, al~ to students h nea~y
"We want to sa~, that we hope you goers in integration, following the
any American father with any red
Modem Republicanism
coileg~ and high ~h~ls. ~e broblood in his veins is going to allow change your mina and act sensibly.
Bob Considine concluded his chure ~ es~ially valuable for me as
his dear, little daughter to be in- We wanted you to know how the
International N e w s Service Col- suoolemen~ r e a d i n g material ~
suited, possibly sexually molested and majority of t he youngsters of the
umn of September 17 with this co~es in American Hi~o~, Civics,
exposed to disease in a supposedly South feel, and we would greatly ap~vemment, Political Phil~ophy and
paragraph:
American school? Here is one Ameri- preciate a reply from yoo. MayGod
Law.
can who will die before he tolerates be with us in "our trouble. We sign
"By unhappy coincidenc/: most
There is no "’h~eral" in the United
such a sacrifice. I am sure there are our names with deep humility."
States Senate today who was a strong- of Ike’s distinguished annonncemany residents of the District of Co"’When anyone, whether he be
er advocate of ~ustice to all men than r meats on the morality of the
lumbia who feel exac41y as I. No inwas William E. Borah, Senator. from school integration edict were is- President, legislator, or iudge, deals
vestigation was necessary to reveal
Idaho. Twenty years ago, on the
sued from a country club which with the Constitution nnlawfnlly, it
conditions of this type to any one who
Senate floor, he rein/haled us of the frowns on Negroes, Catholics, and is the part of patriotism and in keeping with loyalty to the Constitution,
knows anything about the world.
advancement made by our Southern poor Protestants."
to protest and oppose such unwarrantIn my native Baltimore, I notice
states through the arduous years from
ed action."
that the Negro crime rate went up
Washington and Jefferson down.
after the Supreme Court decision.
He called from the roll of the great,
There seems to be a wholesale disreleaders, orators and statesmen. He
3ect shown by Negroes in all age
Rep. Francis D. Walter (D-Pa) invoiced their soil and sunshine, their
rackeLs towards white people. The told
the Catholic War Veterans con- brave and hospitable patience in
old saying: "Familiarity Breeds Convention
at Baltimore there are now wrestling with the most difficult of
tempt" certainly was never more 17,000 "trained
hard core agents of all problems and he declared that
meaningful.
the Kremlin" in the nation today, they are all part of the achievement
The South is determined to provide with 10 others for every one Com- of our ommon country and const/tute
lUal but separate facilities so that mun-tst member ready to carry out no ignoble portion of the strength
and glory of the American Republic.
ere will be opportunities for Ne- the Party’s bidding.
groes to better themselves without
Contrast th/s broad-minded reason.’Whis apparatus of 170,000 peo- ing and understamting pronouncement
.sacrificing our white society.
ple operates in this country through of Borah with the rabble-rousing, antiRespectfully,
over 600 f r o n t organizations, and Southern rumblings of those who do
Hugh Brent, llI
through thousands of fronts which not comprehend and cannot contn’bute
Jackson, Mississippi
they have created in front of the to the problem’s solution.
~
] fronts-~
The South makes no move to direct
The Constitution nowhere grants Corn ~p~e ti~, he said, with the the onduct of the North. Our regionauthority to the justices to "interpret" l F.B.L, a magnificent organ/zatlo~,~ al problems are best solved in the
!t to mean the direct opposite of what [but whleh has roughly five to
reglom where they are hem. Leave
~t has meant ever sinc~ it was written I thomand agmats who are comm/tted
--The Tulta (Oida.) Tri~me
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17,000 Commies
iSays Rep. Walter
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Immigration Laws Are Next Target
Destruction of the Walter-McCarran Immigration Act is
the number one legislative goal in the next Session of Congress
for the Communist Party, says Richard Arens, director of the
itouse Committee on Un-American Activities.
Arens, who has headed the investigative staffs of several
House and Senate committees dealing with immigration and
Un-American Activities, says the Walter-McCarran Immigration Act is the nation’s only bulwark against a Communist
lot developed as far back as 1922 to flood America with
reign Communists and sympathizers.
The Immigration Act is a favorite target of integrationist
and other leftwing groups.
In 1947 Arens’]aeaded a Senate committee staff whose
iob was to investigate all the in0migration systems of the world.
"We were inunediately hhapressed by the intimate relationship between the immigration systems of the world and
the world-wide Communist conspiracy," he told a recent
congress of the D.A.R.
This staff found out that in 1922 the Communist Internationale in Moscx~w set up the "’International Red Aid" with
three johs to do:
1. Move into other coontries communists and those most
pliable to communist discipline;
2. Fight deportation of Commonists from other nations;
3. Work within the West among the aliens and nationality

~o

groups for the communist obiectives.
Within 10 years International Red Aid had 83,000 organizations and various subsidiaries controlled by 40,000 communist functionaries. They had memberships of 11 million.
In the U. S. the IRA was known as the International Labor
Defense, and within 10 years had 800 brafiches with an
aggregate membership of a quarter million.
It is this Communist controlled group, together with
left-wingers of every description, which has constantly fought
any adeqnate supervision of foreigners coming into the U. S.,
says Arens.
How successful have they been?
An FBI investigation found that of 5,000 militant Communists in the U. S., 91.5 percent were foreign-born, married
to foreign-born, or of foreign parents. One-half of these
5,000 outspoken Communists traced their ancestry to Russia
or its satellites.
Yet, all these people had immigrated into the U. S.
Investigations by Arens over a period of two decades has
led him to some of these crucial observations:
1. A complete breakdown in the enforcement of immir,ation laws. tn New York City alone the committee fonnd
tween 50,000 and 75,000 cases of illegal aliens, and the
immigration anthorities with orders from above not to investigate them. These orders came from the "Soft" State

~a

Department.
2. The "consulates and embassies were found to be
nothing but spy nests" but with the Immigration Service completely tied down by orders from the State Department to do
nothing about persons ,coming into the U. S. in diplomatic
status.
3. The Refugee Relief Act waives security cheeks on the
thonsands being admitted into the U. S. nnder it, and has
been amended to read so broadly that it now encompasses
not only refogees, but "’the surplus population of Europe,~
esttmated nov,. to be 80 million, with 5 million annual jmnp.
4. The last attempt to destroy the Walter-McCarran Act,
endorsed both by Attorney General Herbert Bro~vnell and
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, would have increased
normal immigration from 230,000 a year to 1 million a year,
plus the thousands entering under the various special Refi~gee
and other bills; wonld have destroyed the national origins
quota system; and would have emascolated the screening
provisions designed to keep out subversives.
Arens says investigations have proved that the Communist
Party. has control over 180 organizations in 15 key states dedicated exclusively to creating grass nmts pressore to destroy
the Walter-McCarrcn hmnigration Act.
A raceless, classless, faceless flood will enter the U. S. if
the Walter-McCarren Act is destroyed.
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Districts Choose
Council Leaders
Citizens’ Council leaders in each of
the six Mississippi Congressional Districts had their annual 1957 meetings
this month.
Fuur men from each District were
elected to form the Executive Committee of the Association of Citizens’
Conncils of Mississippi.
These 24 men will represent the local Citizens" Councils throughout the
state in activities of their state associ:dion.
Rubert B. Patterson of Greenwood,
secretary of the state association, and
W. J. Simmons, editur of the Citizens’ Council newspaper and administrator of the state association, attended the meetings and made full reports
to the district groups.
Brief reports were heard from each
of the cotmties at the meetings, and
other matters were arranged to make
for a closer and continuing liaison
between local Councils and the state
gronp.
Elected to the executive committees were:
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Boring From Within
LESS-CLASSLESS-FACELESS
FLOOD

~ ~v4ALT E R
IM MIGRATION-ACT

First District
John B. Cunningham,-Brooksville
--planter, merchant
N. E. Daeus, Tupelo---pharnaaeeutical distributor
J. O. Sams, Cohunbus--attorney
Shelby Woodward, Louisville -Chancery Clerk

Second District
W. H. Anderson, Ripley--attorney,
editor
gen Jack Hilbun, Oxford -- auto
dealer
John Tabor, Winona~auto parts
dealer
Z. M. Veazey, Jr., Coldwater -planter
Third District
A. E. Britt, lndianola--planter
Wilburn Hooker, Lexington -planter, insurance
Fred Jones, Inverness--planter
Pete F. Williams, Sr., Clarksdale-merchant, planter

Washington Demands Apology
From NAACP For Attack

The NAACP had its most recent
to back them up, or ask for the reflagrant excess backfire, when it
moval of a respOhsible official without
sought the removal of Washington’s
due cause.
Police Chief Robert V. Murray on
When the District Commissioners
charges of condoning brutality and
had their hearing, the Star said this
Fourth District
discrimination, and then had no eviis what happened:
Judge Tom P. Brady, Brookhaven
dence to present when the District of
"In the face of provocative insol---Circuit Judge
Columbia Commissioners called a ence and deliberate disrespect, which
Albert Gardner, Yazoo City -hearing.
they (the Commissioners) would not
attorney
The incident served as another in
have tolerated from any organization
Clay Tucker, Woodville--attorney
the increasing cases which are awakof white citizens, they have displayed
Ellis S. Wright, Jackson~funeral
ening the nation to the kind of exthe patience" of Job in trying to get
director
cessive social revolutionists who have
at the troth of what the NAACP . . .
had charged."
had the nation’s officials jumping
Fifth District
throngh hoops inthe name of
The Star then said what other
R. C. Bradshaw, Pearl ~ state
"humanity."
sources have reported:
health department
Chief Murray, said the Washing-’
A long FBI investigation, plus the
H. H. Harpole, Philadelphia--Pub- ton Sunday Star in an editorial blasthearing, has yet to produce one shred
lie Service Commission
l inu the NAACP and calling for a
of evidence, and the NAACP obviousW.....
HI Johnson
Jr, from
Decatur
m has mn g " - ly made the charges in a wild and
pu~blie apology
the ,
attorney
....... ¯Ied a degree of resgeet and confic~nce
irresponsible way.
Marion ~,mpson Canton---,Sheri/t " l in Washington that few of his prede’
The charges preferred for the hear[cessurs ever achieved.
Sixth District
ing "were so sloppily prepared, so
Stud
the
Star
"
:
Ward Hurt, Lumberton~furniture
, hastily thrown together, so lacking in
manufacturer, mayor
I "In the circumstances, the only
the hard fac~:s reflecting careful inconclusion
was
that
the
Dewey Myers, ~rentiss---eold storo~Sensible
vestigation, as to suggest incredible
I
NAACP
would
produce
the
evidence
age, oil operator
irresponsibility and a reckless disRobert Oswalt, Pasca~oula
-- Citv lto support its charges. It would not
regard of the consequences."
o
be
Attorney.
Commented the Star:
~i
too hard to believe that there
J. E. Stockstill, Pieayune---attorney might be proof of some brutality.
The hearing "exposed a type of
After all, there were 130,000 arrests
leadership (in the NAACP) that
Other Officers
last year, resulting in charges by a
should be changed, accompanied b~
daily average of 951 policemen...
Ellett Lawrence, Greenwood, Fia public apology to Chief MurrayY
There were 268 cases of assault
Commented Congressman J o e 1
nance Chairman -- prinling, office
against policemen, and a number o~
supplies
Broyhill (R. Va.), a member of tho
them were injured in making arrests.
Bob Parrish, Treasuter~President
District of Columbiacommittee:
Bank of Greenwood
"One is forced to wonder how long
"No res~0mible organizalion of
R. B. Patterson, Executive Secretary
this racial association will have o~citizens, white or colored, would

~

Intellectual Cartel

Is Leftist Treasury
(;igantic finaocial support by wellheeled American Fonndations for
extreme left-wing ontfits which support eyeD’thing from socialism and
integration to dowuright communism
has hmg beeo a known fact, although
why furtnnes of American giants of
private enteq~rise have come t. such
an end has often remained a mystery.

MCCARRAN-

J. ~mmom, Admiaim~tor aad

’hoo~."

Jackson, Mississippi

An "intellectual cartel" is the
answer, says a Congressiooal committee.
The Reece Committee of Congress
has thrown some light on the matter
in poblished investigations into infiltration of these wealthy Foundations by left-wingers.
Rep. Carroll Reece, former university teacher himself, ex-chairman
of the Republican National Committee, and a 30 year veteran in the
House, headed a new committee
which started proceedings
in early
1953.
~e Reece Committee
puts its
finger on a ruling clique in large
fmmdations and scholarly
societies
using the tax exempt fo~nnes of dead
industrial leaders to promote collectivism, world government, and integration.
The Re~e groop took up where an
earlier Cox Commi~ee had left off.
Operating for only six months in
1952, the Cox Commi~ee had fmmd:
1. As early as 1936 the Kremlin
had plowed the infiltration of American foundations.
2. At least seven important,
wealthy foundations had ~en infiltrated: Marshall Field Foundation,
Garland Fnnd, John Simon Guggenhei~n Foundation, Heckscher Foundation, Ro~ Marshall Foundation,
Rosenwald Fund, and the Phelps
Stokes Fund.
The Reece Committee added to
the Cox Committee evidence to such
an extent that its startling revelations
add up to many pages. Some of the
more implant ones:
1. There exists an intellectual
cartel composed of giant foundations
and their satellites (~werful scholarly outfits that have gotten as much
as $60 million from the foondations).
2. ~is camel vi~oally mono~lizes
all ~cial scienc~ re.arch and writing
in this nation, ~cause Ame~can colleges cannot afford the tremendous
cests of re.arch in this inflationa~
~me and must get their money from
the ca~el~along with s~ngs. "Genteel b~", th~ is called by the
3. ~rough va~ous channels ~is
leR-~ng ca~el has also managed to
get its han~ on most of ~e vast sums
alio~ by ~e f~eral government
for ~’~1 ~ re.arch.
~e ~~ charges that ~is is
why A~n new~a~, litera~re,
~larly re.arch, ando~er means
of m~on have r~it~ in
~1 ~ s~n~, as far up as
¯ e U. S. S~m~ ~u~, ~at have
~n ~e~ngly le~-~g. ~is
~ why ~ enters, ~e ~~ ~~e~ o~er~

been virtually nnheard of in recent
years w bile left-wing collectivist
propaganda has flooded the American
’intellectual nmrket-place.
Specific examph.s of how this
carlel has dominated American
fonndatinns and their nfillions:
1. The Caruegie l~uundation gave
the Amebean tlistorical Society $340,0(if) for a study in the social sciences.
This study pnblished the findings of
its research as: "’our Amebean way of
life was a failure;" that it must give
~way to a collectivist society; and, that
’ teachers must no~v prepare the pnblic
for a New Order.
2. The National Edocation Association (NEA) claims to represent a
million and a half teachers; has 66
state organizations and 4,434 affiliated associations (including a state
organization in Mississippi and other
Soothem states). NEA got hig grants
from the Rockefeller General Educa~tion Board, althoogh NEA has long
been pro-collectivist and ardently UN
and ’(")ne Worlders". The Reece repo~ says of NEA: "Its adulation of
United Nations itself is ahnost childi sh."
Key operatin~ official until a few
years ago was Willard Givens. Before joining NEA io the thirties,
Givens was a local superintendent of
education and advocated "a nationwide campaign of adult education
which will suppo~ President Roosevelt" in taking over and operating
"the nation’s credit agencies (banks)
basic industries and utilities."
3. The Progressive Education Association gut $4~;~ million from
fo~mdafions up to 1943. Among ~e
PEA’s convention speakers have t~en
such notables as W. E. B. DuBois,
whose Communist front record is
well known and who is one of the
founders of the NAACP and other
integrationist pressure groups; and
~mgston Hnghes, a Communist, who
wro~ the ~em "Good Bye Chest"
which says "make way ~Christ) for
a new ~ny with no religion at all~
a real guy Marx, Communist Lenin,
Peasant Stalin, Worker me."
4. The ~ndon School of Economics got $4 million from Amebean
fimndations when the Reece Committee says "it was fountainhead of
Fabian S~ialism."
5. ~e Foreign Policy As~ciation
was financ~ by the Carnegie
Foundation and the Ford Founda~on.
Its research director for years has
~en Vera Micheles Dean. Professor
Wittmer tes~fied ~fore the Rce~
~mmi~ee that she "had c~rated
with ’the world’s toughest Communist
agents’ in helping ~t up the ~ngress
of American Women, a Commu~t
front ~ world wide in its ra~ica~ons ~at the Hou~ Un-Ame~n
Actlvi~es Committ~ devoted a 114page pamphlet to it."
~e~ are but a few samples of
many ~ch ~under~lapping fae~
d~vered by ~e Re~ ~m~
, en ~e l~-~g "intell~ ~el~
~t ~ ~ou~y propag~
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Editor

Who’s Got The Band Wagon?
A natural inclination of man is to like a winner, and want desperately
to be on the winning side. A controlling motive of political candidates in a
campaign is to get the idea abroad that his is the "band wagon." "He’s
the best man, but he hasn’t got a chance," is political anathema.
So it is with a cause--like freedom, individual worth, states rights,
Constitutional government, and segregation.
The fiction has gotten about in other parts of the country that integration in all its forms, but particularly public school integration, is the winning side.
A gniding motive o’f the left-wing press, and a passion of the NAACP,
is to lure the public into the idea that integration of schools is goiog forward at a successfid pace and that it is being accepted in the phlces where
it has been tried on any small scale whatever.
This is easy to do by the carefill selection tff facts, bnt especially hy
the well known editorial propaganda technique of slanting the headline.
American newspaper and magazine readers, notorious for the way they
scan their papers and periodicals rapidly, are undnly affected by the headlines writers of the nation, because it is the short, curt, bold, black headline
that sticks in the memory.
Story after story has appeared in the press under this sort of typical
headline: "761 Areas Mixed"; "County Schools To Be Integrated"; "Officials Ready for Mixed Schools."
But, a carefi, I reading of the story nsually reveals that "County Schools
To Be Integrated" most frequently refers to one school out of an entire
district where four or five Negroes will be experimentally put into a high
school of several hundred white students.
The 701 areas now supposedly integrated contain mostly such oneschool experiments with a few negroes and a school full of whites.
Only in some northern big cities, like New York, is there anything like
real integrated schools. All the others are pure experiments on a very
limited scale, and the facts continue to roll in showing the increasing failure of those experiments.
The Little Rock Central High School incident, which created a furor
around the world that ranks it for a place in history books, actually involved
only 9 negro children in a fchool of over 3,000 whites.
We hear that Nashville is now integrated.
One publication which calls itself an expert in reporting on the progress of school integration wrote the following:
"Much of the burden of transforming Nashville’s pnblic schools from
a system requiring segregation to one permitting desegregation rested on
the shoulders of a soft-spoken veteran of 27 years service in the city’s
schools."
This lead paragraph in effect tells the reader that this soft-spoken
veteran has brought about integration in Nashville--another case of integration winning!
What are the facts?
There are only 11 negro stndents now attending a white school in
Nashville--after conrt orders, riot, and violence.
Little has been said of the fact that only 11 negroes are actually in a
white school, while 105 negroes eligible to go to white schools in Nashville
asked themselves to be transferred back to their own negro schools.
The "soft-spoken veteran" referred to (William Henry Oliver, assistant
superintendent) himself says: "The people in Nashville do not favor integration.’" Only force got the 11 in school.
Is Nashville integrated? Emphatically no.
Are the prospects now that integration is the "winning side" in Nashville? Absolotely not. In fact, the experiment is failing.
What about Little Rock? Is it integrated? After paratroopers and international furor there are only nine lonely, frustrated and ostracized little
negro students in a white school, and some of tllem want to go home.
Integration is not the winning side by any means. After a blitzkreig
unparalleled in American political history, the NAACP has enioyed for
three years the highest tide of their fortunes. After more than 30 years
and millions of dollars thrown into the fight, their meagre results are in
fact pitiful.
What the left-wing social revolutionists have won are America’s headline writers, for whatever consolation that prize may be worth, but they
are losing the battle for integration.
The winning side is segregation.
A penny doesn’t make a dollar; an hour doesn’t make a day; and a
few scattered negro "’experiments" don’t make an integrated school.
In New York, Philadelphia and the like, they are even finding that an
integrated school won’t stay that way. The whites move out a~ter awhile.
The Northerners have experienced a cycle. An all-white school becomes a mixed school and finally an all-negro school, because the whites
haw moved.
False claims of victory were typical of Hitler in the days when his
German propaganda machine was looking the other way whenever some
idle facts walked by.
False claims of victory by the NAACP and their left-wing bed fellows
may be of some conffo~ to ~daem now. Perhal~ that is good. For the day of~
mdmning will be brier and their trantic efforts give them the fight now
to whatever solace they can find. ,

DR. DONALD DAVIDSON:
Chaimmn of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government,
reported:
The Nashville Crisis: Beginning in
late May, Parents School Preference
Committees were organized with the
pnrpose of getting signers to a petition reqnesting the Nashville School
Board to ntilize the "’volnnta~ segregation" law pas~d by the Legislatnre
at i~ last Session. In a house-tohoose campaign, they secnred 6,0(~
signatures of parents. The Board
finally directed their attorneys to go
to Federal coo~ and, iu effect, ask
the Cou~ whether the Tennessee law
conld be used.
Judge Miller, in a peculiarly harsh
and preempto~ opinion, asse~ed the
Tennessee k~w" to Ix" nncunsfitntional
on its [ace. Yon know from the newspapers what happened next.
What the newspapers do not tell
ou, however, is that the hou~-tooose campaign was massivel~ successfid in c~stallizing and shaping
mblic sentiment in Nashville.
One ve~ impo~ant resnlt: Though
.36 negro first grade popils were
nded eligible to enter formerly allwhite schools, only 11 actually did
enter.
A BURDEN: The Citizens Councils of the Deep South, the Defenders of Virginia, the Patriots of North
Carolina, nor any other Southern
organization has so far had to car~
the financial load for lezal eases tlu~t
has fallen the lot of the Federation in
Tennessee.
Other ~onthern states have had
Covernors and legislatures w h i c h
have met the crisis squarely.
Nnt so in Tennessee, where there
are no States Ri~hts or Sovereign~
Commissions to defend our citizens
against the NAACP, in aml ont of
court. This is why so ranch nf Federation time antl money has had to
go into legal defense. The Clinton
ease ahme cost $1,000 a week.

Who’s Crazy?
This is a modem-day Huck Finn story--what happens in our wonderful land of America when a yonng boy sets out on an adventure.
George Lichner is an 18 year old svhite Chicago schoolboy.
This is what George Lichner did:
1. He read in his Kelly High Schonl civic clas~ about the 14th Amendment--abxmt freedom of speech and freedom of petition, and being young
he believed these things he read in civics class.
2. He ~vrote a petition asking his school principal and the Chicago
Board of Education to follow a policy of racial segregation.
3. ITe got 13 class nmtes to sign it.
This is what happened to George:
1. The principal suspended him from school for two weeks and the 13
co-signers for a week.
~
2. The principal notified the police to come get this mongcrer who
dared think abont the right of petiUon.
.
3. The police booked him for disorderly conduct, and his father had
to deposit $10 bail.
4. The Judge sent him away for psychiatric treatment, where a female
"psychologist" wanted him to make up a story about some blots of ink.
George thought those blots of ink were funny; said so; was adjudged "in
need of psychiatric help."
.
5. When pinned down, the director of the psychiatric institute admitted: "’There’s nothing much wrong with the boy--but he reveals "conflicts" by objecting to a Negro boy flirting with a white girl,
He needs brainwashing for objecting to miscegnation they said.
6. The judge then put George under the snpervision of the Court for
one year--a parolee sort of status in which George will have to report to
court officers like a criminal.
Now qnestions are being asked abont George’s rights.
What abont the 14th Amendment?
Who’s crazy?

"Law Of The Land?"
People outside the South are slowly awakening to the peril of "government hy interpretation."
Latest of the northem-pnl)lished maior journals to decry what the Supreme Conrt has been doing to our fabric of law and order is the Saturday
Evening Post:
Back in the 1930’s, when the court was questioning the constitutionality
of New Deal legislation, liberals were loud in their complaints that the court
had invadecl the legislative field. Now that the court has been making decisions pleasing to the liberals, we are repeatedly informed that the court’s
decisions are "the law of the land’" and must be enforced by all means at
the disposal of the F~ederal Government.
This is by no means a new idea. In 1857 the Snpreme Court declared
in the Dred Scott case, by way of Chief Justice Roger Taney, that the
Negro "has no rights which the white man was lumnd to respect," and that
escape to free soil had no bearing on his status as a slave, hnmediately
the Southern slavehohh~rs went into action, declaring that the Dred Scott
decision was the law of the land.
But the antislavery people did not agree. Abraham Lincoln said of
the Dred Scott decision, "We shall do what we can to have it (the Supreme
Court) overrole it." But the Dred Scott decision remained in effect the
"la~v of the land," nntil the Emancipation Proclamation and later the postwar an~endments ended the argoment.
There was also the decision in Pollock V. Farmer’s Loan and T~n~st
Conlpany in 1895 that a Federal income tax was nnconstitutional. That
stood as the law of the land nntil the adoption of the Sixteenth Amendment, in 1913. So today the income tax is very much the law of the land
and doubtless will remain so indefinitely.
Acceptance of the 1954 decision decreeing racial integration in schools
would be more easily obtained if it rested solidly on some specific article in
the ConsUtution or on a Federal statute. As things stand now, the 1954
school integraUon remains the law of the land by virtue of a Supreme
Court decision in one set of cases. But this is not accepted by large secUons of the American public and many members of Congress.
A firmer base is needed. As Hamilton A. Long points out in his
Usurpers, Foes of Free Men, this necessity was recognized by Chief Justice Taney in the Dred Scott opinion. He declared that a change of public
opinion about slavery could not "induce the court to give to the words of
the Constitution a more liberal construc~on in their favor than they were
intended to bear when the instrument was framed and adopted." Snch a
change of attitude, Taney said, should be expressed threngh an amendment to the Constitution. Eighty years later, in a case which invalidated
the Bituminous Coal Act, Chief JusUce Hughes declared that ff the l~ople
wished to give Congress the power to regulate industry within the states,
"they are at liberty to declare their will in the appropriate manner, but it
is not for the Court to amend the Constitution by judicial decision."
That certainly is the orderly way to enact the "law 0f the land." Law,
is more widely accep,ted, when it ~ actually incorporated in a body of
statutes .and not merely interpreted as the law by nine judges.

Mixed Marriage
Gaining Notice
Mixed "marriages between whites
and negroes, increasingly recognized
as the nltimate goal of race agitators
who want nothing less than the
"melting pot" theory as the solution
of their problems, has received increasing attention lately.
Walter Winehell reports that a bill
authorizing mixed marriages in the
U. S. will definitely he sought by
race groups from the next session
Congress.
Pageant Magazine dew, ted the
lead article of its November issue to
interviews with mixed couples.
The aflicle ~ "Inter-Racial Marriages ~ Au American l)ilemma" -first of all recognizes that the situatioo is sufficiently widespread to he
a major American prohlem.
It conclodes: They yearn to be left
alone. Bnt theirs is a tortured world
that is neither black nor white--and
is filled with endless hostility, ins,Its,
jibes, hitterness, and wholesale
ostracism."
ttollywnod now has a movie circulating in the nation, "lshmd In the
Sun", whose entire theme is an interracial low. affair.
The nation’s capital, hot-seat of
racial agitators and social revolutionists, is of course the highest in ratio
of rnix,:d ma~iages of all American
cities.
The arliele also says that more
than 1o0 chihlren from mixed marriages "pass over" into the white race
each year -- not even labelled as
negn~s and left to an amalgamation
that is total.
Meanwhile in New York, the New
York Daily News re~rts an unbelievable increase in pregnant, unwed
girls under 16 in New York’s integrated ~blic schools.
A total of 1,~50 girls nnder 16
turned up pregnant in only the fkst
~o months, of the current school
year.
~e report, from sources in the
ci~’s Board of Education, points out
that this says nothing of the numt~,r
of pregnancies among girls 16, 17,
and 18.
~e~ pregnancies in New York’s
integrated schools have been on the
Increase eve
~u~’s Bla~ yearMonday
since the
Supreme
decision.
~ere" were 750 in the 1954-55
sch~l te~; ~ in the 1955-50 term;
1,~ in the 1956-57 term; t~ already 1,250 in the first two months
of the current te~.
~na Horne, the ~amons singer
who heads the 1~7 ChhsUnas Seal
campai~ of the N~CP is herself
ma~ to a w~te ~n, ff fu~er
~ ~ n~ m to ~e dfi~te
goal of the ~ee a#ta~.
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Report From
Louisiana

By Jimmy Arrington
These names have been in the
Walter Lippman: famed newspaAnd it came to pass in the fifth year of the reign of
news lately on matters of deep inter- per columnist and writer on morals,
the Republicans that one called Ike of the House of
est to Citizens’ Council reapers:
says Ike is playing "by ear" in the
U. S. REP. GEORGE LONG of
Eisenhower who had ascended to the throne counseled
Walter Winchblh Says Washing- segregation crisis. He cited proof in
Louisiana and STATE SENATOR W.
with himself to the end that his days on the golf course
ton insiders expect the Snpreme Court one of his columns that the AdminisM. RAINACH, president of the Citito okay mixed marriages in all 48 tration is making no effort to achieve
should be prolonged and uninterrupted.
zens Council of Louisiana: are for the
states. (This would be the "final" a "national policy" but merely "catchThen came forth under him Herbert Brownell, a
first time getting serious discussion in
step in what has been obvious to ing as catch can" as specific incidents
Louisiana political circles of a plan to
destroyer of constitutions and keeper of the inner door
many for a long time -- complete like Little Rock develop.
-~
abolish the state’s public schools ff
and sayeth unto King Ike:
mongreliz~ation forced by a federal
Hal Bruno, a Chicago American
forced to integrate.
govermnent bent on defying every- reporter back home after 18 months
"Lo, I bring sad tidings, Oh mighty king, for it is a
Gov. Earl Long said be would
thing the Constitntion was designed in India, reminds ns segregation
day of trouble and of perplexity and there is much murprobably go along with the Longto guarantee.)
exists throughout the world, and in
Rainach plan and call a special sesmuring among the people in the Sonthern part of my
much stiffer form in countries llke
sion of the Legislatnre if he feels the
C. W. Quick: Negro law professor India. In that Asian land where
kingdom, and big rocks and little rocks are being torn
plan’s backers "can make it stick."
ont of Harvard and now teaching at segregation in America is supposed to
asunder.
(Cong. George Long is the Governthe University nf Chicago Law School be creating so much ill will for 6ur
"I have received a message, Oh Mighty King, that
or’s brother).
was one of the NAACP lawyers .who nation, if you listen to One-Worlders
the Faubusites have denied admittance to their temples
THE GOVERNOR: Concerning the
prepared the school integration cases children of the "Untouchables" not
passing of laws, similar to Florida,
on which the Supreme Court has only can’t go to the same schools as
of our allies, the Ethiopians, to the end that thy days
anticipating what to do in case of
turned the "law of the land" topsy- children of the upper castes, but their
on. the golf course shall be short and unhappy."
use by the President of federal troops
turvey in the last three years. He also parents can’t use the same well,
Thus King Ike heard the words spoken to him by
in Louisiana, Gov Long said: "We’ll
was an NAACP lawyer ,in the Mont- Bruno reports.
wait nntil it happens and then do
Herbert Brownell.
gomery Bns Boycott cases. Supposed
Dr. A. E. Perry: negro physician
something."
Then the King said unto Herbert Brownell, "I. am
to be an expert on the rules of evi- and official of the NAACP, was conHis attitude: "’I was elected on a
dence in court, he told a Chicago victed last month by a racially mixed
afraid of the Faubusities, as a people of the Southern
pro-segregation stand, and I will
Tribune reporter on Nov. 23 that the jury in Monroe, N. C. of perforllling
kingdom, lest they mark me and close their sunny golf
stand on it" but I do not want to do
courts have found "a need for a con- an illegal abortion.
courses to me and cause me to spend my days on the
anything "’to get the state excited"
stant reevahiation of the validity of
J. Mercer Burreli: Newark, N. J.
unnecessarily.
bleak and dreary island of Rhodes."
these rules" in the segregation cases. lawyer, assemblyman, and legislative
Essential Points: in the Long-Rain(Here one of tire NAACP’s own top chairman of the New Jersey state
But Herbert Brownell’said, "They shall not do these
ach public school abolition plan: (1)
law~,ers admits the historic rnles of NAACP, was arrested on charges of
things to you. I beseech thee to speak that which I tell
make private schools of them; (2)
evidence in our courts have had to printing and possessing obscene picthee, so it shall be well with thee, and that thy friends
protect the teacher retirement sysbe recently "reevaluated" to reach tnres. Police said more than 3,000
tem; (3) set up ways of deciding
shall continue to fatten themselves in thy household
the integration decisions.
smut pictures were found in his stuwhen a particular pobl’ic school would
unfettered
by
constitutions
and
covenants
of
our
fathers,
A. B. "Happy" Chandler: ~’ormer dio and home.
be converted to a private one; (4) set
and ’be ~ntertained by joyful music from the horn of
np legal machinery fnr the transfer
Postmaster General, former czar of
Louis
Armstrong."
baseball, now Governor of Kentucky,
to private statns; (5) retain local
school boards and the State Departand politician with national dreams
And it came to pass that King Ike spake the ’~vords
of power used the Kentucky Motor
ment of Edncation to set standards
given unto him by Herbert Brownell saying, "Hearken
Transport Association convention last
and accredit schools.
unto
me
my
people
and
give
unto
me
Oh
my
nation
for
month as a platform from which to
U. S. REP. OVERTON BROOKS
an
order
shall
proceed
from
me,
an
order
like
unto
none
of Lonisiana: will introduce a bill in
tell the nation: "This is one world."
Congress depriving the President of
One-worlder Chandler, who wants to
eve,r, to be given by those who reigned before me.
be President, appealed to the ~outh
his anthori~ to h’deralize the NaThroughout the kingdom I commanded all men, the
to integrate. This speech was carried
tional Guard, without consent of
white, the black, the red and the yellow and the beasts
Congress.
in the Northern papers where Negro
of
the
earth
and
the
cattle
and
everything
that
creepeth
CAMILLE GRAVEL: state l)emovoters can take notice in 1960.
shall no longer follow after their kind. The sheep shall
cratic national committeeman who has
Dr. Porter Routh: A "tall Texan"
~en severely criticized h)r prn-intelie down with the lion, the mice with the cat, the dogs
who is executive secretary of the
gration leanings, parted the way with
Southern Baptist Conventi’on is
with the crocodiles. Yea, they shall be together, and
President Eisenhower ow’r his nse of
quoted by the AP Religion Writer
to see that,they doeth so, I have this day ordered my
federal troops at Little Rock. He says
(George W. Cornell) as saying that
army to proceed post haste with drawn sxvords to enforce
he opposed the l)emocratic Advisow
segrcgation is "’an agony of soul for
Council’s censure nf Gov. O~al Fanthis decree."
thousands" and the biggest single
bos of Arkansas.
Thus spake King Ike of the House of Eisenhower.
problem faced by his denomfnation.
STATE A~ORNEY GENERAL
He then goes on to say that he favors
And it came to pass that the NAACPites marveled at
JACK GREMILLION: wants a "freeintegration in the Baptist churches,
the wisdom of their king, but there was wailing and
dora of chnice" amendment to the
THE T~BL~ ~0 FAR
supoorts the 1954 Sonthern Baptist
U. S. Constih~tion to protect indivixveeping and gnashing of teeth among those in the
Convention declaration in favor of
Courtesy Nashville Banner
dual rights. "’Civil rights in the Noah
kingdom
who
were
lovers
of
freedom
and
they
did
integration which has drawn so much
are phony civil rights." ttis amendfire from local churches who disagree Richardson Dilworth: beleagured
earnestly protest, saying, "What manner of king is this
ment would outlaw all "civil rights"
with it. In his capacity as executive mayor of racially torn Philadelphia,
that would in the twinkling of an eye change that which
codes and would write into the Consecretary, he is largely responsible for where violence has hit hard lately,
stitution r i g h t s of individuals and
since the memory of man runneth not to the contrary
over-all Baptist leadership.
now complains of a new type white
public accommodations to select their
and is foreign to the covenant handed down to us by
guests; churches and clubs to choo~
Theodore W. Kheeh President of lynching--suburbs have established a
our
forefathers."
their mem~rs; landowners to choo~
the National Urban League, one of "white noose" around major AmeriAnd
it
came
to
pass
that
King
ike
closed
his
ears
their neigh~rs; and states to regulate
the long-time pressure groups for can cities of the North, he says. The
their s c h o o I s, transpo~ation and
to their protests, and a people who believed in constiintegration, is screaming that his out- integrationist mayor says only low inrecreational facilities.
fit is in "serious trouble" financially. come families and negroes are being
tntional government rose up and smote him down.
The Urban League has been foreed left in the city to pay the taxes and
By
Special
Permission
out of Community Chests in six the white people are all moving to the
Jackson (Miss.) State Times
Southern cities they use to bilk for suburbs. Looks like "natural segregacontributions to destroy the Southern tion" is taking place even in the
way of life. He also adinits that 17 northern cities wi t h integrationist
other cities are threatening to stop mayors.
Westbrook Pegler: noted newspagiving Chest-money to the League. U. S. Sen. Hubert Humphrey: per columnist who has stood through
Some cities that dropped the Leagne Minnesota’s left-wing Senator who the years for private enterprise, confrom their Chest "charities": Little stands for everything leftish, wants to trols on unions, constitutional governThe shocking degree that h.ft-wingRock, Ark., Norfolk, Va., Nesv Or- kick Southern states-righters out of ment, and fundamental American
ers have infiltrated American ed~icaleans, La., Fort Worth, Tex., Jack- the Democratic party. He predicted principles of individual freedom and
tion was revealed hy a recent poll
sonville, Fla., Roanoke, Va. Who has the Democratic party would be initiative, says:
of 5,855 high schnol students by
clone this dreadfnl thing to Kheel’s strengthened by "giving the Dixie- "The Citizens’ Councils have never
Scholastic Magazine:
League? "The white supremacists" crats, tire strong states righters, and had a fair hearing in the press of the
and "race-hate groups," he says. His the White Citizens councils their North. The northern press is bigoted
More than one-third of the girls
Trojan Horse in the Sonth is pull- walking papers." (It is assumed the and determined to persecute the
and ahuost one-fi,~rth of t~ boys fa"White"
Citizens’
Council
referred
to
ing up lame after y e a r s of lush
vor G¢)ve~ment-ownership of nine
are the Citizens Councils, there being South with political attitudes which
pasture.
basic industries which are n.w prino such creature as the White Citi- do not represent the thinking of the
vately owned.
Clarence Mitchelh now a house- zens’ Cormoil in the South, although people of the North.
More than half tlw girls favnred
hold name as NAACP Washington leftish propagandists always stick on.
"There are, of course, numerous exgovernment ownership of banks.
director who has masterminded the the "’White" because that is supposed ceptions, but the dominant tone of
Supreme Court sitys he will prosecute to make black voters see red.)
the northern press on this qnestion
Alto,st ont.-fourth beli~ve in Govfour Mississippi public nfficials nnder
ernment own~rship of the coal inU. S. Rep. O’Hara: who represents has been shockingly dishonest."
the new civil rights law. He claims Humphrey’s native Minnesota in the
The National Economic Council: a
dust~.
they have disenfranchised negroes in House, takes opposite views. Last l New York City research group says:
A large majority felt that it is an
their roles as election nfficials. He month he criticized the U. S. Su-I "It is true that there is not an
advantage to belong to a lalmr union.
(lid not name the officials, but made preme Court for its trend to legislate, English language newspaper in New
it obvious the "prosccntion’" would rather than act as a court. He told York City or Washington, D. C.
Courtesy Nashville Banner
be done throngh the Justice Depart- the Minnesota State Bar Association (aside from the Wall Street Journal)
ment in Washington. Where else but that the Supreme Court has shown that has not slanted its news and
U. S. Sen. William Fulbright: fears
among his own?
"an uncertainty of what the law is." editorials toward the viewpoint of the
NAACP and against that of the white the next session of Congress may be
Rev. Dr. Liston Pope: dean of the
"If we are going to have a disposi- people in the South."
’ "practically immobilized" on pressYale University Divinity School, long tion on the part of those ~ustices to
domestic and foreign problems bv
U. S. Sen. Flanders: a Vermont ing
a breeding gronnd for "One World- substitute their personal notions for
renewed controversy over civil right~.
ers" ahmg xvith other major Eastern the law, then we should provide that Republican said the next session
The Arkansas Democrat says:
theological seminaries, .says the church tl~e supreme court should consist of Congress will have to do something
ATLANTA,- (From the Daily
have some vastly more import- W.rker,
is the most segregated major institu- nine sociologists in black robes to about President Eisenhower’s nse of ant’"We
Official Commnnist Paper)
things
to
do
than
to
spend
our
tion in A~m~rican society. Only thing decide what is fitting in the way of federal troops to occnpy an Ameri- time wrangling over civil rights, in- A campaign to triple the number of
that heats the church for "discrimina- legislation, as well as what should can city. "That situation is-one that cluding catching up with Russia’s Negro voters in seven so,theastern
tion." co~nplains integrationist Pope be their final notions as to the law of will have to be reckoned with," he Sputnik and their missle develop- states hy 1958 was approved by 150
said of Little Rock.
are "social clubs" on Saturday night. the land.’"
delegates attendin~ the recent fifth
’ Wayne Phillips: writing in the New meat."
mnnal NAACP southeast regional
York Times Magazine, says:
"Even though school integraUon
A statement issued at the end of
the four-day conference set this goal
has been brought in the three comAbe
Said:
and called upon the i~al branche~
munities (Louisville and Sturgis, Ky.
More words of Abraham Lin- and state units of the Association in
and Clinton, Tenn.) it has been a
limited and precarious integration. In coln that the race-mixers never the region "to assume fall res~nsibili~ and ieade~hip for placing into
each of them the integration has been
execution an immediate program for
achieved by force~implied or ap- quote:
registration and gettMg out the vote
plied as necessary--and without that
Spea
"ldng
in
Cincinnati.
Ohio
on
of all Negro citizens."
force it is doubtfnl that there would
September 17, 1859, Lincoln said:
have been any integration."
Other issnes dealt with included
employment, housing and demgregaJames L. McDevitt; -- National
"The people of these United
director of t h e Political Education
lion of sch~ls and trans~r~fion.
States are the rightful masters of
Conmaittee of the AFL-CIO, told a
~e four-day program consisted of
4-state meeting of the committee in both Congresses and Courts, not
a miles of workshop ~ssiom; a freeTennessee that they should go straight
dom awards dinner, addressed by
down the line for integration:
/ to overthrow the Constitution, but
Clarence Mitchell, director of the
"It is our policy to speak out against
N~CP Was~ngton bureau; and a
to overthrow the men who pewert
any and all discriminatory prac~ces.
m~s meeting at which Jackie RobinI don’t expect miracles . . . but don’t 1 the Constitution."
ran, chai~an of the 1957 Fight for
Mlow am/evil influence to troll ~borl
Fr~om Fund ~ve, w~ ~e p~-

School Poll Has
Socialist Trend

NAACP Drives
To Triple Vote
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Mental Health
Philadelphia
SE~=REGATION
Dear Editor:
There are millions of Northerr
Democrats and Republicans who bitterly resent what was done at Little
Rock but the leadership of boo
parties, as well as that of the President, his mis-advisors and the Supreme Court are as guilty as hell in
that matter. ’
Sincerely,
Hubert H. Heath
My husband and I join in wishing.
Anthony, Texas
all of you continued success in your
undertaking. We are firm believers
in the idea that, as the South goes,
so goes the Nation.
Sincarely,
Dear Editor:
Prominent
"A liquid mixture may be temName Withheld
porarily stirred up, but will not sedimentation again take place because
of God’s Law of Gravity? .Klan cannot change God’s order of things by
Court Decree, by an Act of Congress,
or anything else. A similar question
Dear Editor:
I am not in accord, neither can I was.asked in Jeremiah 13:23~’Can
¯ agree with those who think perhaps a a leopard change its spots?’"
Sincerely,
lot of Christian ministers are "unwitting’ dupes, or innocently serving the
Winfield T. Martin
purposes of Communism and raceGreenville, S. C.
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, ..1AC KSON, H I$S,
mixing. I doubt that seriously.
For me it is inconceivable that any
man with the capabilities of a Christian minister, to be so far removed
from the plain teachings of the Bible. Gentlemen:
The majority of the Northern popI iust don’t believe it.
If racial segregation is sinful today, ulace to whom I have spoken are
it always was sinful. If racial inte- against the action of Gov. Faubus
"’Citizxms" Conncil Fort,m,’" a weekgration is righteoos, the preachers and support Ike’s tyrannical use of
Dr. Witty, pastor of Central Baptist Church in Jacksonville ly TV program beamed for I0 months
military
occupation
troops
in
Little
waited for inspiration from the Comfrom station WLBT in Jackson, is
rades before they started preaching Rock. Most of these views, I believe Fla. thought the issue of segregation demanded a statement by now available on ta~’ as a radio show
are
due
in
large
measore
to
the
picit. It’s that simple, and I think everyhim to his congregation. This in part is what he said:
tailored for the air waves of the
tures of Faubus and the Sooth as
body knows that.
First, I believe God made the races as distinct human groups. South.
seen
through
the
Northern
press.
I believe this may be the Christians
Local Citizens’ Councils, or similar
Though "red, yellow, black and ~vhite are precious in his sight,
greatest challenge, to get up and tell I think the action was atrocious
states rights groups, in the South ma~
the
fact
also
remains
that
God
made
man
"red,
yellow,
black,
and
and
it
is
very
disheartening
to
see
the trnth against these great odds.
ohtain thc 15 minute radio show each
that ~nany people condone Ike’s mili- white." When man works to destroy these God-given distinctions week if they arrange for it~ broadcast
Why don’t you do it?
tarism.
These
same
people,
however,
Sincerely,
he opposes part of God’s plan. I am opposed to any attempted over their local stations.
vigorously protested the force used
Rev. J. L. Pipkin
The tapes are edited for radio, and
destruction of the racial differences which God established and
hy
the
Pa.
State
Police
in
Levittown.
Blue, Moun~in, Miss.
make 15-miracle shows covering eyeD,
It seems it is easy to blame the nature has long preserved.
maio issue which threatens our
South when one lives in the North.
Bayonets build no brotherhood and rifle-butts can not knock pie, and for which we are fighting iu
I think the general feeling of re- love into the heart. To follow the pattern of normal affinity is the Citizens’ Council.
maining dormant over the racial issoe
Any Council group in tim South
is that very few people belive that not racial discrimination but rather normal determination.
can get the programs by writing the
Voluntary
association
of
these
races,
while
preserving
their
anything can be done. I think someGentlemen:
Citizens" Council, 1014 Plaza BuildDr. Downs and his co-laborers are thing must be done and soon also, distinctions, is the normal pattern of a related world, but forced ing, Jackson, Miss. A sample program
giving us good leadership in Florida. boa, like so many, I have no idea associations destroy the quality of existence, deprive the compelled will be sent for anditiun, on request.
Our local Citizens Council is grow- what to do or how to go about it.
The programs are interviews of
Best of luck and 1 will be looking of their liberties, and make their happiness impossible.
Citizens Council and states fights
ing. The cooperation of alert and
The
answer
to
the
race
problem
is
not
physical
closeness
but
forward to receiving your newspaper.
leaders from throughout the South.
substantial citizens is increasing.
Sincerely,
spiritual understanding and mutual respect.
The programs so far have featured
Our Council’ has dealt with the
Wm. A.
As a Christian I am dedicated to good-will among men. For outstanding leaders from Arkansas,
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Unit of the
Fairless Hills, Pa.
Internal Revenue Department on the
years a portion of my time has been invested in improving race Tennessee, ~uisiana, Georgia, and
dictatorial proposal to register arms
relations. The first negro local religious broadcast came by my Mississippi.
Since the program originates out of
and ammunition.
i efforts. With other ministers I participated in an institute for Jackson, tnost heavily represented is
We are also alert to salacious literanegro pastors. I preached in the local negro college and in negroMississippi. The men have included
ture being purveyed to our young Dear Editor:
people in the guise of education.
I noticed a statement, possibly I churches and negro settlement works. A negro minister preached soch top leaders at Lt. Gov. Carroll
We have heartily sopported the
Secreta~ of State Heber Ladit in The Citizens’ Council, that from my pulpit on one occasion and negro choirs sang before Gartin,
right of Arkansas to administer their read
net, and Attorney General Joe Patter15 counties in Mississippi have no our church.
own schools, supported by their own Citizens’ Council organizations. I am
son.
tax money, handling their own child- ust wondering what the trouble is?
Good will and Christian concern were increasing. But these The programs are intended to be
ren, and using their own property, Maybe like some individuals they just dearly bought advances have been swept aside by pressure groups of sufficient general interest to be of
against the hideous invasion engineer- sit back and get all the benefits from and politicians. Right and understanding relationships between value over any station in the South.
The inte~iews are conducted by
ed by the master-minds of destruc- other loyal Citizens’ Council memtion operating under the color of the bers but these counties better get black and white grow only voluntarily and are destroyed into Dick Mo~hew, associate news direcanimosities by force.
tor of WLBT.
false plea, "the law of the land."
a Little Rock may
There is no flinching on this matter hu~.y--maybe
These selfish, if not communist-inspired pressures, forget
strike.
of the right of the people to handle
This is a very small community-- that the answer to the race problem is not physical nearness but
?~be Said:
their own affairs, without dictation have no organization here but 99% mutual respect and spiritual understanding.
from Washington, whether by Conrt are members of the Tchula Council-More words of Abraham LinMay God give us strength to rebuild with patience what
edict, Presidential command or mili- only a few miles distance from here.
coln that the race-mixers never
tat3, bayonet.
I have reached the age (73) that selfish politicians, with callous disregard for both races, have quote:
Sincerely,
Speaking to a delegation of
I am unable to do very much, but I destroyed to satisfy their greed for power..
E. H. Crowson
some 500 free negroes in Washwant to do that much. I remember
Political Action Committee
ington on Aug. 14, 1862, Presiwell what my father had to go
Kissimmee Unit
dent Lincoln said:
through during 1865 to 75--he was
Fla. Citizens Conncil
"’You and we are different races.
in the Confederate Army.
We have between us a broader
Know you are doing a wonderful
than exists between aljob in your work. May you continue
"> A deterioration in standards of be- difference
on.
havior and morals owing to increas- most any other two races.
Yours truly,
ing intermarriage between different Whether it be right or wrong I
not discuss; but this physical
E. J. Hines
races may be one of the problems of need
Dear Editor:
Cruger, Mississippi
the future, says Sir Alfred Bossom, difference is a great ~lisadvantage
In 1954 I read an article about the EDITOR’S NOTE:
to us both, as I think. Your race
chairman of the British Royal Society snffer
Citizens’ Council in Look Magazine Since the news article of which Mr.
very greatly, many of them,
of Arts.
by Hodding Carter. It warned the Hines writes, Lawrence and Pontotoc CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
by living among us,. while onrs
The Reuters News Agency reported
public of violence and demogogary counties have organized, making a
Sir Alfred as having said in a recent snffer from your presence. In a
the Council will foment. But most total of 69 counties in Mississippi with~ PAMPHLET READY
word, we suffer on each side. If
of the people, I think, read it with Citizens’ Conncils. Thirteen counties l "’The South Presents Its Case," a address before the Royal Society:
this be admitted, it affords a rea"With the stupendous increase of
’delight to learn that there is some remain unorganized.
son, at least, why we should be
the world’s population and the prohope yet to preserve our freedom.
in ely
guished
attorney
Sam
C. Peac~a~
printed
pamphlet
written
by gressive increase of non-whites over separated.
Now three years have passed.
"Even when you cease to he
k of Brooksville, Florida, is now the whites, and influenced by the unThere was no violence, but dedicated ~s s
you are yet far removvd
ready for distribution.
limited ability to travel ... intermar- slaves,
work for maintenance of peace and ltlallo
I The 12-page treatise is a clear and riag~ bet’ween people of different ra- from being placed on an equality
good order, all in the best interests of Dear Editor:
with white people. On this hroad
I c, oncise presentation of the case for
our country. That put Hodding CartCongratulations on your excellent]segregation both its factual base in cial stock will increasingly become the continent not a single man of your
er on the spot indeed, along with pnb_lication. Keep.:em coming~ [society an~ the legal aspects of the usual thing.
race is made the equal of a single
"Consequently these mixed social man of ours. Go where you are
other pseudo-Southerners and pseudoout here in Idaho, we are corn- problems.
traditions
in
families
will
most
likely
Americans.
pletely brainwashed. We have no Copies may be had bv writing
treated the best and the ban is
You will be cheered to know that true facts of the situation.
Pel co~k at Brooksville, Fla.’They are be accompanied by the deterioration still upon you. I cannot alter it,
in New York many kids display the
in
standards
of
behavior
and
morals,
I am enclosing check for $2.00. 10 cents each in orders up to 20, and
I would ... It is better for us
Confederate flag on bicycles, cars, Please add my name to your subscrip- eight cents each for orders over 20. and a lessening of the appreciation of if
both, therefore, to be separated."
the
finer
graces
of
life."
etc. You have lots of Yankee Rebels tion list.
up here.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mrs. June W. Gardner
Name withheld for protection
1304 North 13th Street
Long Island, N. Y.
Boise, Idaho
TO
Dear Editor:
Enclosed are two checks, one for
fifty dollars, and the other for five.
The first is a contribution to the Citizens’ Councils to aid them in the
wonderful and most important work
in which they are engaged, and the
other for a subscription to your
p.a, per, and membership in the coun-

South Carolina

Mississippi Minister

Pennsylvania

l’ iorida Minister Writes
(2ongregation About Race

Florida

Mississippi

E; ’iton Sees Mixed Marriage

New York

Pamphlet Ready
On South’s Case

Read--Subscribe

Cmmecticat
Dear Editor:
This is to subscribe to TI~ Citlzeus’ Council.
Northern newspapers reflect a view
that the North is determined to shut
its eyes to any understanding as to

~e~. the South feels and acts as it
Yours
L~slie W~l.Y~lewben~
$outh Wtndsor, Colmvctk~

ll ois
Dear Sirs:
We have a hard fight before us and
I am depending on the South to win
the battle.
Our greatest statesmen live in the
South, and the Southern p e o p 1 e
should be proud of their leaders and
stand back of them one hundred percent.
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Especially For Children:

GRANDPA’S WORLD BOOK EXPOSED
Georgia Council

Is This Your :hild?

Subscribes
The States" Bights
(;(.nrgL, oft.ned the
announcing its IO(Y~
The Citizens’ Council

GRANDPA
FIELD
In 1,cM0 multi-millionnaire Marshall
Field, 3rd, took $I1 million of the
money his forefathers had left to him
from their priw*te enterprises in a
free America and set oot on a c~nrse
that has ended where it headed--a
negro-sired grandchild.

C(,u ncil nf
Xvw Year hy
subscription
newspaper.

Regional Cooperation
This action ~t-sulted frmn an expanded prngram nf regional eonpcration and meodu’rship informatinn.
The Citizens’ Council newspal~.r is a
reliable infimnative addition to the
state bulletins and reports that regularly infom* the States" Bights Cmlnell of Georgia.
News of activities and ideas
similar groups throogh(mt the Sonth
will assist the States" Bights Councils
in prese~’ing the ~orgia way of life.
In addition to regional news this newspaper, thmngh a regnlar State
Conncil of Georgia cnhmm, will inform the local Conncils of acUvities
and campaigns of the state headquarters.
B, Carter Pittman, immediate past
I)rcsident of the Stales" Rights Council nf Ceorgia, is a member .[ the
E d i t o r i a l Board ot The Citizens’
Council newspaper.
Membership Drive
~ny V. Harris, newly eh.ctcd president of the State’s Rights Council,
in a statement to nlcln~x.rs reminded
them, "in order tn continue an expanded program the States’ Rights
Cmmeil of ~eorgia mu~t hay,, your
support."
The States’ Rights Council of Geof
gia cooperates through direct mail

The way books are nsed as propaganda tools tn fool otherwise alert
,American lovers of li~rty is well
illustrated by the World ~k Entyclopedia ~ a standard reference
work in virtually eve~ Southern
libra., and in the homes of umusD.c~ng Southern parents, who ~ght
it "’for the children’s sch~l work."
Worht B~k is published by Marshall Field--grandfather of a neg~
sired ~y, backer of a far-left New
York daily, anthor of a ~k ou~ght
plugging for the destntc~on of the
Amebean way of life, and one of the
most outs~ken adv~ates of the NAACP and integration in America
day.
This ~k was recently found in the
home of o~ of the Citizens" Cotln~
most res~ted attorney friends, who
is still gagging fnr breath when w~t
had hap~ned to him was ~inted out.
It is poblished and adve~ised as
reference work. especially for children.
Here are only some examples of the
shockers in the World B~k:

The $11 million in free ente~se
profit that Marshall Field soaked into
his Field Fmmdation for the sup~
of the integration movement, and
heavy endowment of the NAACP, is
only one example in the extraordina~
car~r of this man.
He also for years was the financial
angel for a far-left daily in New York,
often char~ed as Commnnistic and
ce~ainly socialistic.
He is the anthor of "Freedom Is
More ~an A Word," a downright
far-left I~k that calls for the destntction and re-making of Amehca’s
"Scientists groop the peoples of the
i major social fable. He is dis-satisfied world into three great divisions: Catl’ ~vith the connie’ that made it ~,ssible
camid, Xhmgohfid, Negroid. The te~
)fi,r his family t¢~ leave him a $250 railNegro is u~ed IoosclF to mean a mem’) lion fi)rtnne.
~her of the Negroid gronp. But no
On Dec. I0. 1953 Field’s daoghter
sha~ line can ~ drawn be~een
’ Bettine pr, mdly presented Field with i these so-called ’races.’ . . . Negroid
the final fruits nf his left-wing life:
physical traits are also fonnd among
~a 7 pmmd-8 ounce grandson, sired by
other racial groups."
’negro Eldridge Bruce, ex-Pullman
Porter. now son-in-law in
one of
Nearly three fnll pages of the
America’s wealthiest families.
volunw is devoted to the negro. Wdtten by Ambro~ Caliver. a professional
a~ilalor for negro education who u~ed
to be the s~cialist in Higher Education of Negroes in the U. S. Office
CITIZ E N~5= C_OLI NC IL, ,.TACKSON~ M IS.%.
of Edncation, the entre tone of the
a~icle is that of glo6fying the negro.
calnpaigns aod ]i}ersona] appear;Inces
Any writer knows that the m~ of
an article is the thing which stay~
thrnughm, tin carrying the battle nf segregationRights Connci’the n[ nation.Ge,,rgia The,,,,
behind in the memo~ of a reader.
The mood of this aaicle is expressed
The Jnsticc Depa,ment does not
in the opening sentence: "’~e delegislation designed tn protect the
velopment of the Negro ~ople has
people nf Genrgia from federal en’egislati,,nof Cnngress,at theAtto.ey.,wlYGeneralOpened
been one nf the dramatic sto~es of
croachment, and has c o n t r i b n t e d ’
modern times. It has been a fight
William P. Rogers says.
ranch to Georgia’s contiouing and
against great odds."
strengthening resistance to the illegal
[ Rogers has expressed the view that
¯
It then goes on to picture negroes
The new president of the National ~Mee~," xn" St. Lnms’., the. malor’" I tht. con’ ntry’ shonld "let some little
action of the United States Suprcnw
Council ,ff Chnrches, Roy. Edwin T. ] ~[em op the NCC agenda [or [heir [time elapse" to observe the workings as people with "a passion for edncaCourt.
tion and a deep respect for it". which
is another "Social G~pcl"
l~:c’ember convention was "a close, l of the
c v:l* ~,hts
The meml~ of the States’ Rights’ I)ahlberg,
last
" ’ ’act ’adonted
,"
’ is proved false in school records; and
lett-winger, althongh Baptist.
cnhcal’" lnok at thetr" own record ~nltime’
Council have made these activities
people who have made great conI Hc admits it would bc "just as well as
possible throngh their continned suptheTh°nghtfulsonth havt.ChristianSlong t)eenthr°ughn°td~sturbed
trihntions to American life, by citing
~:]~i.ll[~ov ~
e ~t
~ have another debate of (the
~[~,
, r~ tl~tls
~ not to
port of and contributions t() the Coun.
,
~
,
~
.
.
r~the example of a handfnll of negro
by the Social Gospel leaders of the winger WhO has ~eu many an
~nte~ .....
,.
cil. The Council needs the continncd
..~ movement,
¯.
~
, ,,
. ,.K~no
celeb~ties, such as singers, and inferNCC who place social rcfornl as ~l,~ran( nlst
Hlaue
iile
main
. ,, m tne ~a~t seSslon~ at tins sesefforts of all its members to extend
SIO~
ring most ne~oes woold ~ leaders
majnr f~mction of the Christian re- report~’laimed 10 percent of the na’
Ihe~c activities. President Har~s said, ~
li~i~m, rather thao religious experi-,] tion’s Protestant chnrches now have
"Yhe’ new, ,Mtorn( ~L’ (emrd;, ¯ ~ m~l{~ :.’
"t, if alh)wed a dmnce.
"Rcmeml~.r that flw States" Rights
t
clear he intends to "mark time" on
~..
enee.
~interracial congrega~ons,
Conncil of Get)rgia d,)es not get
The NCC has consistently backed
the hnt civil rights "force:’ issues. ] "Mud~ of the weahh of the New
If we doobt pink leanings, here is
;Rev. l)ahlberg’s enviable record, on
,t,it(;;;~’y()~r,~i;,,.~t~g~.mta~,.~rt;~’. f~,,~mt[a:
integration, socialization, :u,d h.ft
Asked about Little Rock by report-, World came from the toil of the
. " . ". ’
~.
_. ,
wing lllovcolents ()t eve~, kind, an(I
,’ "’.
which he was elected president of the
ers. Rogers again said: "’We "ought to l Negro, but very little of it ever fell
rot( gr itlonlsts
St
~t(
s
has been charged in national pnbli~ ’ :., ’" "" , Th( ’, "npon
a "" yon~lghts
National Conncil of Churches:
giw, the Litth. R-c’k matter a chance
into Negro hands." the World Book
anu~ c)tinns
t.()t ac~ Imst ocpen~t
,~
.. , ~ilh b~n,
. g tt h ~st " ink’ if
..,
1.
Ci~zcns
Committee
to
free
Comtn rest f.r awhile."
,wh( )’- t(m
,
iexplains to onr children.
tthtrs
’
’ :’ ~s -"%(n do ¯
)not Communist front in many nf their
muist Earl Browder.
The reaction to extreme "forcing"
"
All memh(,rs should conlinne their movements.
2. Committe(. tn s(’enre jnstice for
by the NAACP in the past year seems
activities tn secure new memlx’rs and I The NCC even supl~ortcd "~ 1948
Of race relations, the integrationistComnmnist spy Morton Sol)ell.
finally to have reached even into the
toned article says of the Sonthe~
the formation ,)f m,w C, nmcils. The ] resolnUt;n of the
NAACP-d,mm~ated
J
u
s
t
i
c
e
Depafl3. National committee h) combat
position: "Race prejudice (which is
tnntimmtiun
of fi ,tnti.d
~upport
wil
Churches
g the id~lo
des
"
g - of
- "re’ectin,
I
.
.
Tnent.
Anti-Semi~sm---a race relations agithe constant term for segregation) is
help insure
contmu(.d
success,
both Conlnlonism and laissez-faire
tation.
often simply a fi~rm of econmnic precapitalism." America’s free entc~fise
All e*trresl~nndent’e should be ad4. Natinnal t-omlllitt(.~, to repeal
iudicc. It is as much a problem for
dressvd to fftates’ Rights Council of[system came as nmch under attack
the McCarran hnn~igrati()n A~ t (s,’e
the psychnlogists and psychiat~sts
Georgia. Inc.. ~Villiam-(Hiver Bnild- as Russian Communism.
who study mental and emotional illing, Athmta, ~,nrgia.
How the economic svstem of this story in the L~.cember and
hey: as for the anthropologists who
nation
is
a
Christian)
~eli~ious
conI
issue
of
Citizens"
Council
-n
h~)w
th,.
~Wm. ’F. Bodcnhamcr
~tndy race." Thus the South’s hisMcCarran Act is a [av,)rit(. tarrier of
ct.rn,
mare."
thon~htfnl
Christians
yet
Executive Director
I
left-win~ers, and why).
~.ric belief in segm.gation is simply
mass emotional illness.
5.
He
signed
an
open
letter
lit",’, l)ahlberg, pastor of the I)el-;
President
Franklio
I~.
Roosevelt
promar Baptist Churdl in St. Lnuis. is a
"lhv tat is (,,t (,f th,. b.tt~ on the
testing deportation of proved ComOn ~l~e Races ,)f Man, the Wodd
fi)rmer he,~d ~)~ thv Northern Baptist
"’t.tal ~-,ds’" ~)! th,. NAACP.
munist labor boss ftarry R. Brid~es.
Book says:
(~.()n’¢(’Ilti()li. His St. L()nis congregaFoll,,wiu~
~,
part
o|
,m
int,.~’i,w
6. Spnnsor and signer of a state""Fhe races ,)f man devel.ped f~6m
tion is a~fihat(’d with 1)oth the Ameriwith NAA(H’ ,)tfi(ial AII)<,rt S. Kenmcnt enth)rsing pnb]ication nf the rethv sam(. anccstor~, just as hrothers
n(’dv. ~hit], apl)e,ir(,d
port of seven clergymen who ~i~ited
a.d sisters haw- thp ~anle parents.
bur~, ~. C, Times & Democrat:
Yug,~slavia, and c;~lne back with a
I Th,’ })e,t ()he ~(’nt,’nce description
Br-fl..r~ and sisters are basically alike,
"’hfl(.’rn)arria~,.
will
h,,
.t
nat.r.d
pro-Conmmnist
bnt they still appear to be different.
~t,f l)ah]l)crg t,)na.~ fr()m a wire
()n~’ ~ y )e tall and dark while the
7. A n~.mber of the Washington
"S~’~r(’,~ati()n and thc S.uth." an ~ ice report that hix church is consider:cial of the Nati~,nal As.n. for th,.- AdC.nference that w;mh.d to dcstr(,y
oth,.r may bc short and blond. Such
ad(Ir,,ss I)~ lt.lg(’ "l’~m P. Rradv nf ~ cd one with "’. nt~rtl, m accent and a
van~cmvnt of Coh)r(.,I P(.,)pl~-. s.ud
is lh,, c..~s~, with the hnman family."
Br~)t)khavcn." Mississippi, (l~’liverv~l t~)~ southert) cxp..nre.’" This i~ a journalthe Atlantic Pact.
;last .i~ht.
"Flns i~ .I)vious ~roundwork to leave
the Com)uonwvalth Chd) of C:tlih)rnia~istic tliche th,’w dax. h)r a I)~)rdcr
This is the man x~ho is suplmsed to
~ "’A I.. t A. K,..n~dv. a ~ra(lu,tt(. of
chihtr(,n with the impression that
at San Francisco ~)N ()ch)l)er 4. IS~57, ~tat,. ~r~uI) xxhich l~(’lic~(’s io int.h’.d Amvrica’s Pr, m>tants in the wof
thv S.uth Carolina St~de C,)lh.~"
has h~’en I~uhlishcd by tl.’ Ednc:ttion- ’ ~rati(~n.
now ~tate eounse]t~r fi)r th,. ~’~ ~c’p ’ ne~r~)t.~ ar~. th(.ir "brothers and sis~hil~ ,ff God.
al I:mul ~)f th(. Citiz,~ns" {~ouncils. ~
h)hl the Times and Democrat in

Department Says
"Let It Rest"

,,,,,,,,,’"’" Church Group Namys
’" t’" ""pa’ati°" and Pa"a’e °’ Lef} President Again ,.,, ,0 .d,,,.o.., .,.,,sessionrights

Full Integration

Is NAACP Goal

Brady Speech

addressed I)~ s(’vcn L’nitcd Statcs’
Pr(’,itlent,, b;,~inn|n~ x,)ith Thc,,(h)re~ O
enee n
R..~evelt.
m IW many ff th. distin~,,sht’d I(’a(h,r~ ,,f this ;rod .th,’r
For thin,, wh,) ,naint.dn. hk<" the W,)r]d Book. that therc is no difference
nations. Jn<lge Bradv’s a(hlr(.ss was
i. tl,,’ r,ttt.s n.,r;,ll~, wc publish the f,,llo~ing Ltctnal data frmn the liles of
hroadcast over
1.1 ¢;alitoroia radi. the .Mi~,issippi St.,t’e lh,ard of th’alth:
stations.

Illegitimate Biflhs

Ct)l)ie~ of "St’~rt’gation ,rod lie"

Sonth’" may I),, ,)htaincd fr.m A~s.~ t.ttion of Citizens" (~nmcils, ~;rec~wood.
Miss. 10 for SI.(Io, 50 tot $4.(~1, 1/~1~
for $6.00. Cash
or check shonldi
ac~mpany urder,
t

Year
1~154 ..........
1955 ...........
1~ ........................

Total
7.~9
73~
7,791

White
275
274
2~

NonWhite
7.3G4
7.6~
7.497

int(’rxiexv that: ’i’qlUe the two rat’es
arc inle~rah.d intermarriage is the
Illi[llriil c(mse t i "hue.)

¯

o¯

The r,’coliunvnded reading list at
the end of the Races of Man article
"Th. ~AACP will noi he satisfied ~ lists typical NAACP-recommended
with ~oluntarily se~rt.g,tted schools, he
reading.
declared,
"’lh- added the NAACP ’~ants inle~r, ttion in .dl forms of imhlic life
Separate biographies are given ~
. . . tr.msportati.n and employment.
;XV. E. B. i)ttBois, Ame~ca’s m~t
The NAACP wants more than iust
active left-wing organizer and memmenial j.hs .... It ~-t.ks execo~ve
ber of many Communist-front orga~positions to the extent of abilities.’
zations and a founder of the NAACP;
"Kennedy ~aid he felt that "we have
aml to Panl Robson. negro singer,
t~mmitted our~lves" to a ~rogram of
an outs~ken Commu~st champion.
fidl integ~on."
(~ntinued on ~ge 4)
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MEMPHIS: A great deal of unrest
iu this West Tenm-ssee city is reported over the protmsed plan of the
Board nf Edncation that might
;~’~~:J eventually lead to the ad,nission of
negroes to Mc,nphis State University.
In a letter to Mr. J. Howard
.
and the State Board of Educatinu, Mr.
¯
’~,
Warren S. ~Vt.bb (civic and ehnrch
’
.... leader of Memphis) ex})rcssed the
seutiment of all responsinle Teoues’:..
.:: .: ’
seeans when he wrote:
"We think this pl;m is extremely
nnwise. We }~.lieve a plan should be
proposed that wnuhl preserve our
separate NC]l()O]s hi ac~ordan~’e with
the traditions and cnltnre of nur
=

.~.-

[State
{

Editor

Who Is Feeding The Flock?
Each new effort by the Communists to exploit a major complaint of man
results in much of the personnel, programs, and publications of major
Protestantism being used again fraudulently for Communist purposes.
Whether the corn bucket is rattled, and the corn scattered before the
chickens, by the owning farmer or by an interloping child, or an escapee from
an institotion, the birds eat rapidly and make a great clucking without looking up to see who is rattLing the bucket.
Each time the Communist Party secretly develops a new plan or program to exploit a maior complaint of man, the Communist corn of propaganda
is skillfully scattered before an important segment of religionists and educators
who gobble it up without seemingly raising their heads to see who is feeding
~hem.
Agrarian Reform in China, Peaceful Co-existence (with atheistic butchers) are only two of dozens of formulas gleefully gulped down by many
religionists and educators while clacking the forms and cliches created,
copied, or translated by the "fronters" who possess respectability. Not once
has one of these formulas of poisoned corn of propaganda been regurgitated
or denounced by a group of victims or self-styled dupes. Every time a new
tinge, shade, or shape of Communist corn of propaganda is passed off, many
religionists and educators gleefully renew their gulping and clacking process.
The greatest exploitation in 1957 of the inherent desire by church people
in the United States to do good for their fellowman has been Communist
subversion in the fields of race incitation and race tension. Those white and
Negro people who honestly and sincerely want to aid the American Negro
is placin{g the corn of propaganda in front of them. Every kernel should be
examineta.
The Protestants are large enough, well enough financed, and should be
resourceful enough to "do good" without being used by an opposite and
atheistic ideology.
There is an abundance of public records to show that the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People is being used~ and through
it many good white and Negro people are being influenced by Communistfronters. 83 of the 162 names on a 1957 national headquarters letterhead
of the NAACP have been connected with Communist enterprises. Some
of the worst records of Communist fronting in the United States are connected with individuals included among 70 out of the 89 names which
appear on a 1957 letterhead of the Committee of 100, the Legal Defense
andEducational Fund of the NAACP.
Those white and Negro people who warlt to approach the Negro question objectively are urged to study the records. Anybody who wants to
help the Negro gain self respect and the wholesome respect of his fellow
citizens, and who wants to improve the lot of the Negro in the U. S., will
separate himself and his church or other institution from the periphery of
the Communist conspiracy which uses the race controversy to divide and
conquer the United States¯
M. G. Lowman
Circuit Riders, Inc.
Cincinnati, Ohio

The Little Rock Address

..

By Richard Burrow, Jr.
CLINTON: D e f e n s e attorneys,
representing over 3(R) years of cxperience at the bar, are "very cuthnsiastic" over the possibility of getting
a new trial on appeal to the Sixth
Circuit fgr the "Clinton Six" who
received probated seutences. A member of the defense, Ross Barnett, declared: "’We feel that we have already scored a major victory in defending the eonstitntional rights of
these people. There were If{ defendants to begin with. One died fron~
worry and grief nver the Supreme
Conrt’s desegregation riding. Nine
were granted direct verdicts of not
gnilW during the trial. Six were
fonnd .~uilty, but will not have to

CI~ZENS*CO~I~t’Z~CKSON’HIS~’,=:
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"We all knnw the decision ()f the
Suprellle Conrt is capricious ;tud
constitutional aud 1 think in ;i mttch
shorter time than any ,,f us realize
will be completely discredited and
~e
What Is Positi
hecome a dead letter. Let us do
t nothing to th 1 ~y tlu d tv
It has ~come quite the fashinu to advocate a "positive’ approach to our a ....
h, ,t, J)f M. ’,,,,~,q~ S
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Thinking?

t

The same trick of semantics more
often takes the form of termin~ oue’s
own projects "progressive," while another’s are "’reactionary."
Take an example.
Farmer Jones’ chickens set up a terrific cackling and squawking in the
middle of the night. Upon investigating, Fanner Jones discovered a raccoon
trying to get in the hen coop. Being a "positive" thinker, he warned the
chickens to be calm. He explained to them that the "positive’" approach wouhl
be to sit down with the coon around the table and discuss his problem. After
all, he assured them, the coon had a perfect constita~tional right to try to’
get in the coop with them and "’science" had not established absolute proof
that coons anc[cluckens are different. Not being a~vare of these great ’1’ ~os’tire’" truths, the chickens raised cain all night.
Another raccoon tried to raid Farmer Brown’s chickeo yard. No~v
Farmer Brown hadn’t heard about the "positive" approach, so he immediately
dispatched the coon, told the chickens to shut tip, and went back to bed.
The "Ix~sitive’" thinkers may protest that Farmer Brown nsed what they
choose to call the "negative" approach, but regardless of name, it was
damned effective.

~

~.
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’ Integration" instead of th(’
sioner of Edt,’ation" for the st;de

Regular Meetings Do Help
Local officers of the Mississippi Ciitzens’ Cooncils completed their
annual district meetings last month m each of the six congressional districts.
At each district meeting, brief reports were heard from each of the organized
counties. The list of accomplishments within these counties, often against
snbstantial opposition, is an everlasting tribute to the perseverance and intelligent dedication of the local Council leadership.
In each of the counties with flourishing organizations, varied though
their proble~ns and accomplishments might have been, all of these Councils
have one thing in common.
Their executive committees meet regularly.
The question of fidl membership meetings is one which has many answers. Some of the Councils in the smaller commnnities meet nnce a month
or more often. Many other Councils find it more convenient to have less
hequent membership meetings, depending upon events and the desires of
their people.
But meetings of the local executive committee are another matter entirely. The importance of frequent, regular meetings cannot be overstated.
In one Mississippi town almost three years ago conditions were in a
chaotic state when the Council was organized. The execntive committee of
this Council resolved to meet at noon every Friday until the Council’s objectives were accomplished. Little by little, step by step, and bit by bit their
objectives were accomplished hy systematic work planned, co-ordinated and
led through these weekly meetings of the local officers. Today, this executive committee continues to ~neet at noon every Friday, and the Citizens’
Council in that community has the situation completely in hand. It is a strong,
flourishing organization.
Does your execntive committee meet regularly, at least once a month?
If not, the solution to many of your local problems may be fonnd in
that procedure.

Tenuessee,

NASIIVII.I~E: The Parents Preference C.nm~ittee and the ’l’ennessec
Fetlerati,m for Constitutioual (h,vernmerit achiev,.d a hard earned victor’
when the Nashville Schnol Board
w~ted to adopt the volunta~ school
prefi’rence plau. At.cording to federal
Jutl~e William E. Miller’s nwmorandum opinion, the plaintiffs in the 27mooths old suit haw’ 20 days after
the phm is filed in federal ~.ourt to
voice exceptions.
In decidin~ to recommend the
volunta~ plan, thc School Board’s
instruction committee said it was
guided hy the realization "that an
overwhelming majority of the l~’ople
of Nashville arc deeply and conscientiously oppnsed to compulso~ integratioo."
According to Nashville attorney
Tom P. (;orv, the vohmtary phm is
based on the 14th Amendment and
calls for three schonl systems: (1)
negro; (2) white; (3) and racially
mixed, with the parents permitted to
seh.ct the system for their cbihl.
Nashvilh.’s rac~-mixers fear this
phm })ecause it provides freedom of
choice and there is a good ~ssibility
that none of the whites and but a
few of the negroes wonld choose the
"mixed-,,p" school. Another objection is that it offers an alternative to
"force."
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’ /HAT’S HAPPENING
"The National Consequence"
Rev. James P. i)ees of Statesville,
N. C. wrote a letter to the editor of
the Greensboro (N.C.) Daily News
calling attention to two resolutions
which were presented tn the North
Carolina S t a t e Student Legislature.
The two bills called for legalizing
interracial marriage and prostitution.
Rev. Dues pointed ont that prostitut/on was considered a cmupanion of
interraci.l marriage. Tla~ bill to legalize mixed marriages was introdnced
by the d e I e g a t i n n from Duke’s
Woman’s College, and it passed~ Asks
Rev. Does: "How long must we pnt
up with it? Who will act?" What’s
gning on in our colleges?
If any doubt that miscegenation is
part and parcel of the left-wing program, take note. Another recent example of the d~d: negro opera singer
Mattiwilda l~bbs was married last
month tu white Swedish journalist
Bengt Janzon. Also, both a white and
a negro minister perfonned the cereiiiony.

Finally, an NAACP official admits
that "nnce the two races are integrated intermarriage is the natural
consequence." This was said by Albert A. Kennedy, NAACP coun~lor
for Sonth Carolina in an /nte~iew
printed in the Orangebnrg (S. C.)
Times and ~mocrat.
Yankee Veterans
Patriotic gronps all over the cmmt~ are bulwarks nf defense a~aiust
b.ftist att.cks m~ onr traditional stn~ctnres nf govermnent and way nf life.
In Indianapolis, Ind. they have managed for the past four yvars tn keep
the Indiana Civil Liberties Union
from nsin~ the tax-supported War
Memorial buildin~ as a mectin~
grnnnd.
Legal Victory
A legal victn~ fi~r segregation was
scored recently in, ¢d all places, the
natio~fs capitol. F e 1 e r a 1 District
Jnd~e Burnita S. Matthews npbeht
the segregatinn policies in the Boys’
Club of Metrupnlitan Police. I). C.,
[Rr(..allse the club is a private curpnratiun, ool an agency nl the District uf
Culmnbia guvermnenl. The policemen uf Washington want their boys’
elnb segregated~
Standing Firm
Mrs. Paolina W. Remey, a believer
in states’ rights and segregation as a
member nf the connb’ commissioners of Anmdel Count, Md. was the
storm center around which sentiment
in her county was forcefnlly expresscd recently. Gov. Theodore McKeldin (who sent his children to a
segregated private school) promised
police protection to a negro doctor,
if he woold send his son back to a
Deale comnmnity school where integration trouble had flared. Mn.
Remey criticized Gov. McKeldin and
sto~ out for segregation. Fifty members of her Democra~c clnb endorsed
a resolntion not to support bet any
more. Immediately, ~arly 300 residents of the ctmn~ ran an ad in an
Annapolis paper backing her and telling the leftist politicians wbere they
stood.
Another example of exaggerated
claims of victor: In Mrs. Remey’s
Ma~laml, where shouts of integration
victory have Ix.en heard, less than
one percent of Negro school children
in the state now go to mixed schools.

Louisiana

One little nnderstood aspect of the
Citizens’ Conncil strength in Lonisiana
is that it is as strong in the predominantly Cathoi/c portions of Sonth
Louisiana, as in the Protestant Northern parts of the Pelican state.
Catholic laity, in sonth Louisiana
are as nmch for Constitntinnal govenunent, free enterprise, and the other
nf onr great American traditions as ;ire
any ~ther ~roup of Snuthern people.
They w,.lcome the Citizens’ Council
vnovement, and are welcmued by it.
In Catholic metropolitian New
Orh.ans there are it duzen different
Citizens" Cnnncils scattered throughout the various parts of the city.
l, Vheu Archbishop Rnmmel proclaimed that it is morally wrong anti
sinfnl for Catholics of his diocese to
worship apart and to maintain separate schools, the Catholic laity of this
’area handed together for a formal
i protest to the Holy Father.
The Catholic laity seldom act on
their o~vn. Sn it is clear that smuethinr4 qnite unnsual must have ]tapletter societies to a position of impopened to make the laity in Looisiana
tence." The organized integrationist
band to~ether and petition the Holy
pressure lnrks everywhere!
Father against declarations of the
Out You Go
Archbishop of New Orleans.
The Mississippi American Legion
The Citizens" Council of Greater
has expelled Post 214 in Jackson,
New Orleans is also continuing strong
whose commander is NAACP’er Alefforts to get state leaders to follow
bert Powell. The negro post commander nsed his position to promote
!inl the patlis of State Sen. W. M.
himself
integration while identifying
, Rmnach in making stronger bids to
and his propaganda as "American~protcct states" rights and to fight the
!ever-increasing eneroachments by the
~ginn."
I federal gove~ment.
Alabama Strikes
Alal)ama strnck back at the appeal, There is on record a resolution of
negru "block voting" has been hay-’the (;reater New Orleans Cuuncil
in~ for politicians. It anthnrized dis- askin~ (;or. Earl Lon~ to personally
soh,tion of Macon County (home of’take the lead among Snuthern govTuskefft.e Institute) In insure that a ernors fnr a mnre strinffent prn~ram
maiority of negroes can not cuntrolI to defcn(1 segregatinn.
elcctinns there. Said NAACP big A truly Southwide orzanizatinu, h,d
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Depends On Where It Happens
Snppose the dispatch read this way:
"Washington, Sept. 22. Forty persons, perhaps more, have died ~o
far in a flare-up of America’s ancient tragedy, violence between whit~
and Negroes, in the southern part of the state of Mississippi.
"For eleven days the people of Jackson County have been living in
terror. Homes have been burned, armed bands have fought in villages
and fields, houses of worship have been sacked and the police have opon~d
fire on ten occasions.
"In Washingtun, officials say the situation is serious and could ~read.
"’Negro-white segregation has its roots in traditional community sentiment. Bnt race troubles in Jackson County, as in most of the South, aim
invnlve politics and economics. The Supreme Court is making efforts to
destroy school segregation. These efforts have brought trouble. The latest
trouble seems to be based in politics. The Negroes and the white Republicans have formed it potent alliance against the Democrats.
"’No one in Washington is certain how the trouble started. One official
said the trouble began when a white Democratic politician was ’ insulted’
by Negroes. Others say the riots were touched off by the murder of a
Negro by white Democrats.
"Tongh state police from Jackson were n~shed in, and there have been
investigations into reports of brutality and police firing."
If that had been the dispatch, we have a faint idea of what the
repercnssions wonld have been, though the Arkansas incidents have at
present writing included no deaths, no armed bands, no home-bumings ot
chnrch-wreckings. Add these and just try to imagine the size of the headlines, the spread of the photos, the yardage of print in all cities of the world
both East and West; the speeches at the UN, the nmnstrous cartoons, the
adjectives of columnists, the sermons of statesmen ....
The mind bogglesl
But becanse this dispatch--word for word as here given, except for
the prnper nantes--was datelined not Washington but New Delhi; beeaus~
it was the state of Madras not .Mississippi; because it was Untouchables
and Hindus. not" Negroes and whites: because of these changes of decor,
it svas buried in it back page even of the encyclopedic New York Tinms:
scarcely any other paper published a single line concerning it, and o~
conrse no photograph; not an editorial or column was written; not a single
comment was made anywhere.

California

New York

Euclosed is $2 coverin~ :;nbseription Dear Sir:
f~r 195~. May I express by gratitude I
A northern segregatiouist--a native
fnr ~onr finr organization and the ~of up-state New York respectfnlly asks
principles you stand for. As you are’permissitm In say a few words of
aware we are workin~ a~ainst extreme , warning thr,,ngh the eohunns of your
odds here iu California, lint never-fine paper to fellnw st,~regationists
chief Ruy Wilkins: Alabanm’s Con- by o.r (tnest political h,aders, is still
thrh,ss wr havr some fine workers, everywhere who tni~ht tmwittingly be
gressional representation should be a ffreat nved in l)reservinff our sovera.d brcanse of o.r difficohies, it is, swel~t off their feet by the present
rt.dueed in retaliation. T~ical~eientY.
ncccssdry for ns to work that much, conglomerated glnt of newspaper hell~roarings from
NAACP desire. Rel). Albert Rains,~
harder.
the steeped-in-hate
(D., Ala.) answere(1 Wilkins proper-,
Thanks ag,in fi,r the Citizens’ northern press.
Iv: "silly anti asinine." The consti-’
’),m’, forget for au instant that
thro.gho,~t .11 this infernal din and
t~tional’am.ndment that did the deed:
Pmden Is N~d Councils.
Anita I’hester
I
was authnred by Sam Enzelhardl, Jr.,
Lo~ Au~ch,s, Calif,
.l~r-ar that bel.w decks the NAACP,
exe(’otive set.:tary of t ~e Alabama
th,.ir p,,ckets lined with tho,,sam~of
Citizens" Cooncil.
dollars trom the Fort Fnnd for the
~
ltaving Trouble?
Republic and the Carnegie Founda;’n h’men:
New York City’s schools have run[
tioo, aod tin, similarly heeled Urban
I
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thinks that by a wave of the hand
Church.
bitions of NAACP leaders calling for satanic determination to ca~ their
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Rev. Pruden was elected in I)eceminter-racial marriage. They refuse to ! point.
they are deluding themselves.
ber to succeed Robert Ewing Brown publish anything, even though docuGet it firmly fixed in your minds
More Non-Whltes
as president of the Citizens’ Council
mented, which exposes the Communist
that yon are hated with a cold, deadly,
The ratio of non-whites to whites
most in the thick of integration st~fe
affiliations
of
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NAACP.
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"DOCUMENT D"
And now the NAACP is demanding
One of the nine negro students at
Danger Signals for America
a law to jail for np to one year any~
Little Rock’s Central High has alMinnesota homeowner who refnses to I)ear Editor:
Federal Aid Means Federal Conready been suspended temporarily for
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.ell or rent to a negro.
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THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL

MONUMENTS TO
INTEGRATION

He Will Remember Little Rock
U6H:

(AN EDITORIAL)
Early in 1954 the Mississippi Legislature, upon the reqnest of a uumbcr
of civic and veterans groups, authorized the Building Comufissior~ to dun.lle
to the Veterans Administration approximately 30 acres of ~,tate Lm(I in
North Jackson for the purpose of constntcting a new veterans hospital t~
replace the present hospital built during World War 11 in West Jatkson.
At approximately the same period, the present V.A. Hospital was
ordered integrated, along with all other veterans hospitals, by President
Eisenhower in respg, nse to pressure from negro Congressman Adam Clayton
Powell of Harlem ,:T-lad the NAACP. There was no public announceme~t at
the time that the races were ordered to be mixed. In fact, it has been
learned that the orders were carried out with as much secrecy as pussible
all over the country. At the V.A. ftospital in Jackson, it is understood that
~gregation did continue in practice nntil a change in administration a year
or two later resulted in the patients and staff being completely mixed.
The public generally was still not aware of these conditinns uutil the
rammer o[ 1957 when the integrated experiences of a white veteran’s wife
made headline news, and attention became focused on the whole sorry situation for the first time.
The Executive Committee of the Mississippi Association of Citizens’
Councils protested strongly the integration of veterans hospital facilities,
as did a number of local Councils and local veterans groups. Protests of a
similar nature arose in Louisiana, Alabama and other Southern states. The
Jackson Citizens’ Council pointed out the way would be opened to residential
integration attempts by negro staff members. Since that time, it has been
learned that the possibility of residential integration has been of major coneem in the neighborhood of the existing hospital in West Jackson.
Integration in veterans hospitals thus became a public issue.
In Mississippi, the donation of state land for a new integrated replacement in North Jackson for the old integrated hospital in West Jackson became a related issue.
On the first point there was virtually no disagreement in the state.
On the second point there was considerable difference of opinion.
Some said that fin,,ancial participation by the State of Mississippi in this
project would be our ’Monument to Integration."
Others said that the federal government had already forced integration,
nothinl~ could be done about it, and raising the question of principle wonld
jeopardize the new government hospital proiect.
In the recent special session of the Mississippi Legislature a bill to kill
the act authorizing donation of state land for the new integrated hospital
was tabled in committee. Thos. the prospects are that the new integrated
veterans hospital will be built on land douated by the State of MississippL
Is this a defeat for segregation in Mississippi?
It certainly is no victory.
Whether it develops into a major or minor defeat, or whether it can be
turned into a victory, depends t,pon future action.
Let us review fundamentals for a moment.
In the first place, the disease is the influence exerted on our federal
government by the dangerously powerful inter-racial presst, re groups that
caused integration to become national policy, not only in the Veterans
Administration, but in the entire government, including the armed services.
This is our real "Monument to Integration."
The painful hospital question in Jackson is one of many symptons, by
no means an isolatedone. Virtnally every federal establishment in the land
is a "Monument to Integration" symptom of the integration disease.
It is axiomatic that symptoms are cured only by eliminating the disease.
How may this be done?
By creating a climate of opinion favorable to our views. Stone may
say this is too general an answer. Yet, that i~ exactly what the social revolutionaries of the NAACP and all.red groups did f~r half a century to bring
about their startling series of victories in recent years.
Specifically, here is what can be done.
A bill could be introduced in Congress requiring the Veterans Administration to provide separate facilities for those veterans, white or black, who
request them. This rests on the fundamental American liberty of freedom
of choice. State legislatures in the South could memorialize their congressional
delegations to support the bill. Veterans organizations conld all lend their
highly influential ~upport.
A hearing on the bill could be scheduled before an appropriate committee of Congress. Many veterans front various parts of the country would
welcome the o~portunity to testify as to their humiliating experiences under
integrated conditions while helpless in government hospitals. Medical testimony relative ’to the harmful psychiatric aspects of integration could be
introduced. The part played by the high-riding race revolutionaries in bringing these unwanted conditions on our veterans wonld be well publicized.
These conditions are bad enough, but a situation exists now in the armed
services that bodes ill for the very security of our country. The hard core
of any army is its non-commissioned officers, in many instances. The peacetime corporals and sergeants became the wartime captains, mainrs and
colonels. A high ranking officer informed us recently that by the process
of seniority and re-enlistment, negroes are takiug over the nou-commissioned
ranks in our integrated army combat units. This means that in the eveut of
rapid wartime expansion of the army, companies, battalions and regimeuts
will be under negro command, the disastrous experience of the army with
negro units to the contrary notwithstanding. This is the most feadul "Monument to Integration" of all.
The American public does not know these facts. A national forum
would be provided by snch a hearing. Who is there who does not think
this effect would be profoundly felt by a government institution in Mississippi, or any other Southern state, serviced by people who live in a Southern
society?
; A vote in Congress would be obtained if possible. Thus, a record is
made on which candidates must stand or fall with their constituency.
But, some will say, such a hill would have no chance in Congress.
If the left-wing revolutionaries had only felt that way when the first
civil rights bill was overwhelmingly defeatet~ decades ago, we wnuhl have
little to worry about now! Every student of the questiou knows that
people made the introdnction of civil rights legislation an annual (.vent. u~ing
the power of poblicitv gained through Congressional hearings to infhwnupublic opinion in thei’r direction. Finally, as we all know. the.v were ~.nceessful.
An attitude that one is powerless to deal with an issue b(,cau~e it
in the federal domain, or because it is within a field that the central
ment has nsurlx’d, is to surrender the battlefield in advar~ct,. Of ctmrse we
are not powerless, unless we convince each other that svc arr.
The issue of integration in the Veterans Admini~tr;dion i~ vunerable.
An aggressive, sustained attack at the source will. in our .pinion, l~athcr
momenh,m and support as the fac, ts art, laid h~.torr thr imhlic. Such an
attack offers excellent prospects of a substanti.d vi~.t.ry.
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WORLD BOOK
(Continued from page 1)
A long portion on the article
"Negro" is devoted to iutegration
pressure groups, like the NAACP:
"In the field of civic betterment,
the NAACP and the National Urbau
Leagne are important agencies ....
These two agencies are interracial in
character. The most important interracial work in the past has been doue
by the Commission on Interracial Cooperation . . . taken over later by the
Southern Regional Council" (provvd
to be under Conmnmist-front wadership).
"’The main pu~ose of these and
sinlilar agencies is tu enlighten the
average citizen and to improve his
attitudes toward other ~’ople in
order that all the human resoorces of
the nation nmy be used for the enrichment of America."

Commi s After It:

Forced Immigration Seen
As Part of Ldtist Scheme

As the oew st’coral session of the;of Jnstice have admitted thrv ha~," no
85th Congress opt’ned this month in,way of knowing how mat~y of the
Washingtun, documented evideutx’ of
40,00(1 were actually Frcedoln Fightthe Counnittce on Un-American Acers, aud how mauy planted hy the
tivities shows that drstructiou of the
Comunmists.
~Valter-MeCarran homigratitm Act is
In the last sessiou of CoDgress
tht. ntunbrr ohe target of the CornSenators Kennedy, llumphrv~, l’asmunist Party and its trunts.
’tore, and I)irksen had bills br f.re
It is ads. the favored target of,
the committee on Judicia~" to"lil~,.ralmauv h.ft-wmg
~roups and social, ize" the Walter-McCarran Act aud
rew~iutionists,
let in num. johless from the overFortunatcl.v, the Ameritan Coalipopuhtted areas of the w.rhl, and
tion is awakenin~ A,m.ricans t. what
~t the s~ e ti~e had hills I.’fim’ th.
prt.ssurc groups are t~’ing tu tit) to
Curreucy Comm/ttee to sp,’t,(I various
The a~icle on the NAACP itself
~hugv
s.ms of re.hey to alh.viatr nuthem. Thr C.alitiou is c<uul>osed of
was written hv Julia E. Baxter, direca host of distiuguished patriotic
employmt.nt.
tor of the div(sion of research and iu~roups in America..+ wvll as civic
"l’hr Am,’ri+’:m (’~,,I/ei,,h poi,,ts ,,t,t
formaGon of thc NAACP. Thc ~Vodd
and tratemal socmties.
that popnlatiun studies already show
Book had the NAACP write its own
The American Cnalitiou provides
that Ame~ca will Iw only 2 milliun
article in a supposedly "refereuce"
in Washington a force to fight the
short of doubling its nadve poptda~-ork.
one-woddcr, h’ftist Iol>by, and uphold
tion of 170 million within the uvxt 43
America’s right to maintain its uatural
years--or a tntal of 34O million.
pnpulation
without
eonshmt
dilutiou.
The Workl Bonk is published by
Yet the one-worlders and left-win~the Fieht Foundation, endowed with
Opponents of the Walter-McCarers want America to uudertake pro$11 million by Marshall Fickl, 3rd.
ran lmmigrati(m Act fought dowu to
riding for any overpolndation existir.g
Here is what was said hv Maxwell
the closing minutes of the last sessiou ~
anywhvre rise in the world. It can’t
Hahn, executive vice-president of the
to "liberalize" (destroy) the Act,
he done.
many veteran obse~ers have repnrt(,d
Field Foundation:
that only the steadfastuess of Pt.nnsyl"The Foundatinn believes t h a t
vania’s ~ep. Francis Walter preventsegrcgatiou based on race, color,
~ed them from doiug it.
creed, or national origin is un-AmeriWitnesses before many government
can. XVe think that the Supreme
comnfittees }lave c(mfinne(I is sworn
Court decision abolishing segregatiou
in the schools is souud and accurds ~ testimony by former Comnumists that
it is an obiective of the Cumnmnist
with both tree American principles
Par~’ to force inte~ratiou.
and the principles of the religious
"’The Age of Error," by W. E.
Forced immi~ratiou and forced iuleaders of the United States.’"
Michael, Vantage Press, N. Y., N. Y.,
te~ration arc twins iu the struggh~ to
19(I pp. $3.50.
destroy American sovereignS.
(;eorgia’s Sen. Richard Russell
Or better, read what grandpa MarNo m.tter what the U. S. does. the
thought enough of this outst;mding
shall Field, himself, said in his left- c.lh.ctivist internationalists are new,r
work by a Tennessee attorney to have
wing book "Freedom Is More Than A
satisfied. ~Vhy?
excerpts from it read into the Con~Vord":
Already they have so diluted our
gressional Record.
"Even in the South to talk about
humigra(ion quotas that the WahcrAn established anthor of rank on
nnwillingness to give np segregation McCarran Act is weakened, now they
legal suhjects, Mr. Michael is fully
has a touch of irrevehmce about it.
want to destroy the entire Act and
<tua]ifi<’d to discuss the (lisastruus
It is already giving it lip. Only the
flood into America’s already expludeffects of the c.rrent trend of fi’deral
ignorant or the very old, .r tim" vew
ing population penple from every
courts to porvert America’s ju(licial
frightened among us call think otherovercrowded area of the world.
processes into something w h o I I y
wise tnday~if they thiuk at all How’
Here are some of the ways they
foreign to established law and histo bring non-spgregation quickly and’ weakened it:
torical precedent.
J~arnlonions]v. how to avotd violence’
1. At the last session they ~ot 60,The Sweetwater, Tenn. attorney
during th+’ c,]~an~r, how to prepare the
0~ more persons athui~ed than preespecially knows the legal network inp,blic h~r the dmuge that is already
vionsly,
nnder
the
immigration
bill
volved in the Clinton, Tenn. court intaking place, is now the joJ) we must
itself,
junctiuus, and has made a cool, car,,w.rk oH . . . we should pruvide
2. They got the Disl)laced l’ersons! f d st.dy of the vntire cood proceedlah.d tplart~rs for the few psychotic
Act wh/ch let in anotlmr 500,000. ,ings involved in the schnol iutegratiou
~hih.s who get excited when they
3. They got the Ref,gee Art which ]cases.
Io.k ,t f,lks of another color and perrail and eucourage the saner people of
let in auother 2,10,f~RI.
~ "~e title of the book tells his judgs.cicty to mingle on terms of equali4. They ~ot all kinds of special~ment of these ca~:s: "The
ty."
lezislation t. sneak in immigrauts ’ Error."
under another ~uise ~ war brides. ~ Sa~s Mr. Miehaeh "We canuot
Marshall Field has often
been legitimate and illegilimatr chihlom as remain free if our legal rights and
charzed as being Communist,
and o~hans whenever adoptions could be ~,duties are to be inteq~retcd acconling
Daily arranged,
to whim and caprice of meu. I~. they
ceflainlv he is far-left. The
Oklahoma of Okhdmma City,
Okla.
5. They got 40,000 lhm~arian rrfu- ~ psychologists or judges, rather than
pointed out in au editoriah
~ees admitted, aftrr th,’ ,bortive established and duly enacted laws."
"’If you read artkles on certain key
Freedom Fight, but the U. S. l)eparl- ~ All freedom loviug An~ericans ought
m.bjrcis like "freed m.." ’+communmeut of Immigration and l)epartment i to read this ~k.
ism. "Europe, "’etlucs." Unmn of’
Soviet Socialist Reln.bhcs.’’ +’It’. in the l
"W,,rld B<)+,k." ;,imrd at .voonZ chil-;
drcn, xou may hc s,mcwhat st,trtled.’’~
An" +’x.u.q;h’: The article a~Jut
E,t.nia sa~s, ""Fhe ~.oph. }mvc kept:
th+,ir oxen lan~uagr and ways tff life
and have prcse~’ed their indcl~+ndencc through educatio~ and
.... People are cunservative."
Estonia is a So+let satcllitv, con<lucred bv Russian armies and ruled]
from the kremln,,
Another exauq)le: U u d e r Ergonomics. "’Whether to de~’nd on free
ente~rise or planning ~s the biz~est]
~onomic p~blem tl~e tonntry faces."l
~e World Book ~ys America’s

gmuest ~em is whefl~er to ~ol
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Too Much For CensOrship’..

VIOLENCE GRIPS INTEGRATED SCHOOLS
Law Editor Says Why No Troops
Troop Use megd Sent To N. Y.?
An editor of the American Bar Association Journal and distinguished
law professor, Alfred J. Schweppe,
says President Eisenhower’s use of
troops at Little Rock was "utterly
illegal."
Schweppe, former dean of the University of Washington Law School
told a Chicago radio audience last
month that the President’s act was
clearly illegal and a usurption of
power.
Although the President is charged
under the Constitution with taking
care "that the laws shall be faithfully executed, (he) had no power
to enforce, or aid in enforcing, federal court decrees under judicial
article Ill of the Constitution unless
Congress invests him with such
power," Schweppe said.
Furthermore, Congrcss had only a
few months before Little Rock specifically taken care to deny such power to the President, let ahme authorize it.
On Feb. 1~ of last year, Schweppe
said, a government official was questioned by a Senate committee on
whether the ad,ninistration planned
to ose troops to enforce civilrights,
and denied it.
Nevertheless, Congress repealed a
section of the law tinder which troops
cmdd have been used. and the President signed the repealer on Sept. 9,
1957 -- just before he ordered the
troops to Little Rock.
Under present legislation, only the
U. S. Marshal had power to enforce
court decrees under article III of the
Constitution, Schweppe said.

Blackboard Jungle

Rep. John Bell Williams of Missis.,dppi demanded on the floor of the
U. S. House of Representatives to
know why federal troops have not
been ordered to New York public
schools.
"’There is no comparison between
Little Rock and Brooklyn inasmuch
as no students have been raped in
Little Rock, no students have beaten
up teachers and there are no organized criminal gangs roaming the streets
of Little Rock. All of these things
apparently are daily occurrences in
Brooklyn.
"Where are the bleeding-heart editorials requesting presidential action
to restore peace and order? Who have
heard the protests of eastern politicians, including Messrs. Brownell,
Harriman, and Wagner? Strangely,
these people who were so vociferoos
during the Little Rock episode, are
now silent as the tomb.
"’Where are the paratroopers? Why
is it the President has not federalized
the New York National Guard? Are
our armed forces to be used solely
against the southern people to make
sure that the I resident’s private definition of ’Peace and Order’ is achieved?"
Rep. Williams was pointing out the [
tragic facts of a case where para-I
troopers were used to enforce inte-[
gration, tinder the guise of maintain-]
ing peace and order, while real rio-I
lencc in schools goes officially un-t
/
noticed.

~
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’ Dr. W. C. George, chairman, Department of Anatomy, School of
Medicine at the University of North
Carolina, is a scientist who has long
fought the "inside" crusading within
A m e r i c a n educational institutions
against race-mixing, testifying that it
has no basis in serious study of huThe Anderson, S. C., Independent
man nature.
r e c e n t I y published the following
Ironically, he has served a good
facts on how discrimination works in
part of his academic career under
the United States:
former President Frank C. Graham
I. There are more negroes (128,of North Carolina, one of the most
000) in college in the U. S. than all
active of the social reformers who
the Germans in German Universities.
have worked avidly within our South2. More negroes in the U. S. own
ern institutions of higher learning to
automobiles than all the 216,000,000
subvert the fabric of Southern social
Russians and all of the 193,000,000
and political life.
negroes in Africa.
3. Since ~940, negro wages in the
George writes:
U. S. have risen 400 percent, against
"Most of us deplore the violence
250 percent for whites.
occurring in race relations over the
4. In South Carolina alone there
country where increasingly friendly
are more Negro school teachers than
relations had been developing until a
in the state of Nexv York and several
few years ago.
neighboring states.
"Passionate and self-righteous condemnation of those immediately involved in the violence is popnlar in
some quarters unless the violence is
exercised in forcing integration upon
an unwilling public.
The following heartrending stow ~vould be beautiful if it did
not reveal so clearly the over-simplified, naive approach to serious"The original cause of the current
. widespread violence is to be found
human relations now inhabiting high places:
i in t he foolish programs fanatically
Leah Russell, 12-year-old blind Miami girl sat down after the
, pressed over the past 30 years in disLittle Rock incident and composed in braille the following letter,
!regard of the fundamental facts of
which was transcribed by her teacher and sent to President Eisennature.
rower.
"’Those of ns who have tried to
ward off the coming tragedy have
"If I were the president I would .have all the children blindbeen ignored o rcondemned as Un-l
folded and send them to school. I would also blindfold the colChristian racists.
ored children and send them to school, too. I think they would"In the ecclesiastical area and on
have a lot of fian together, and there wouldn’t be any fights." the national stage no one, ~e.tha.ps,
Answered the Presiderit, the man most responsible for serioushas been more influential in onng, ng
about this tragedy than Bromley
American policy: "I hope you will tell her for me that at the age
Oxnam, bishop of the Methodist
of twelve she has already grasped one of the great moral prinChurch. Through his talent for orciples by which we should all live."
ganization and promotion he helped
The American tragedy here revealed is that at the age of
carry the Federal (now National)
Council of Churches and the clergy
twelve little Leah Russell has hit upon the truth of our sorry ininto the program of race mixing.
tegration situation. The President and people in high places
would solve the problems of life by putting on blindfolds to the"Mnch of the race mixing in North
Carolina, and in the nation to a less
basic, immutable facts of human nature, and the-realities of how
has centered around Frank
our social structure has been built. If life were only so simple!extent,
Graham, former president of the UniThe method suggested by Leah didn’t work for the 13-year old
versity of North Carolina.

How Segregation
Works In U. S.

The Blindfold Technique

Brooklyn schoolgirl who is so nearly blind she can not identify "I wrote him shortly after he bethe two negro boys in her integratod school who raped and beat gan his campaign for mixing the
-her.

races~forehart’ing a course fn hu-

Taxi drivers, hmg considered to
have their finger nn the pulsebeat
of their cities, admit what officials
will not in Brooklyn.
One was reported saying of
school violence:
"I don’t know whars happened
to these kids.
"The white kids don’t make the
trouble, it’s mostly the colored.
That’s the way it is in Flatbush,
where I live, anyway."

Brooklyn, there were three rapes of
school girls (all by negroes), a recreation teacher was assaulted, a patrolnltln Ipunched, a woman teacher was
forced to h)ck herself in her classroom
to prevent a mob of her own stndents
from reaching her, two white girls
were stahbed by wine-drnnken
neR~()os, and crimes of a serions natnre ranging from vandalism to assault were reported with mounting
man relations "without regard to race,
rapidiw.
creed, or color." Just how one could
~en defiance of anthority, which
hope to arrive at a wise course of
started first in defiance of school
action by disregarding major facts of
teachers in the integrat(~ schonls, is
life has never been explained by him
reported by the New Ynrk Worldor anyone.
Telegram:
"I wrote him in part:
"Openly defying anthority, young
terrorists today challenged police to
" ’So far as 1 kno~v nn one [i,t~ every
battle for possession of crime-ridden
shown that ignoring ra~ in onCs
John Marshall Junior High School.
cisions regarding heterogeneons peo""If the cops come in our school
ples leads to justice and ~ght.
we will make them move ont," said
accept the p~ase without regard to
an nltimatnm from the Corsair Lords
race as a beacon light is almost sure
gang."
to lead not into the smooth waters
qqw crime-ridden gang vioh,nce is
of universal anai~ but into the stormy
estimated to reach into a third ()f the
~as of race conflict.’
city’s 900 scht~)ls.
"After 25 years of folly by well
Nor is the present wave of violence
meaning but misguided l~ople ~ve
anything new. New York is only now
admitting it, and finally bein~ forced
have come to 1958 and we are tossed
to take action as the conditions have
on the sto~v seas of race conflict.
~e real gui~W pa~ies are the cruwnrsened.
Last year, while scho, l autho~ties
sade~ for an evil can~ that they
still refused to admit it, this following
have decorated with pions phrases.
sor~ record was compiled:
They are to ~ found in Supreme
PtAice received in 1957 repoas of
Cou~ ro~s and in ~ats or power,
in our pulpits and in our colleges.
.3,298 incidents of crime and violence
that occn~ed in public schools or on
"Like King David they show
school Rrounds.
re~ntance and admit no guilt."
Of these, 515 were felonies~mean:ing serious crimes like ra~., assanlt
Frank Graham, four president of
with intent to kill.
the Universi~ of Noah Carolina,
one of those "cn~sading" educators There were 522 arrests for school
who have "g a i n e d positions of in- i hour crimes.
thence and control in American col-I Most of the individuals arrested
leges and intellech~al foundations, tte were only 13, 14 and 15 :,’ears of age,
has b a c k e d many integration pro- ’ and the vast majority were negro.
grams and movements, and as Pro-i New York’s problem now is what
lessor George points out he devel- to do with the more than 600 tronbleoped a conscious "’campaign of race makers who have been expelled. If
they are loosed on the city (luting
mixing" while tthe head of a great ischool hours, worse violence could
’
American college.
] OCCl I r.
T h e American Legion’s National~, Charles H. Silver, president of the
Americanism Commission pnblished School Board asked the city to acthe documented records of persons quire Ellis Isl’and, the historic detenconnected with the American Civil tion center for illegal immigrants, as
Liberties Union, which has been de- a place of custody for these overflow
scribed as the legal department of juvenile delinquents.
the race integration fight.
] Nor do the expulsions so far reported include any tfigh school students,
They cite Graham as having no i but only those below high school age.
, less than 20 Communist-f r o n t, or, Yet, Schnol Superintendent ~,Villiam
Communist affiliated memberships. Jansen made the flabbergasting stateGraham, for instance, was sponsor ment that the 644 expulsions constiof a dinner in this country celebrat- tute less than one percent of pupils
ling the "2ZSth anniversary of the Red I estimated previously to be the main
Army, a supporter of Russian War malefactors. On this estimate, there
Rebel, Inc., and one who asked for]are 64,440 troublemakers in the New
Presidential clemency for CommunistI York integrated schools.
"
(Continued on Page 4)
Earl Browder.

"South’s Story" Medical. Scien.tist Says
Is Now Available Race Mixing is :’Foolish"
"The Midwest Hears the South’s
Story," an address by W. J. Simmons,
editor of the Citizens’ Council and
administrator of the Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi, has been published
by the Educational Fund.
The address was delivered before
t h e annual Farmers-Merchant banquet in Oakland, Iowa. The banquet has become a forum on serious
public affairs for the people of that
mklwest farming area. Other speakers have included the Governor of
Iowa, Congressmen and other public
officials.
The spe~ech is a statement of the
basic position of the Citizen’s Councils, and a consideration of the problems created for the entire nation by
the South’s plight.
Ca~pies may be ordered from the
Association of Citizens’ Conncils, 207
West Market St., Greenwood, Miss.
10 for $1.00, 50 for $4.00, 100 for
$6. Cash or check should accompany
order.

¯ :o News has finally I)rokeu through
the censorship barriers of the buildup
in violence and crime in Americas
integrated public sch~ls in the big
cities like New York, Kansas Ci~,
C]ficago, Baltimore ant~ Washington.
Unrealistic race policies are cmuing.
home to
I~ New York (especially Bruok;yn)
conditious have cuhuinated, as the
Citizen’s Council went to press, in
~4 students being ex~lled ~rom
school in the biggest "kicking ont"
operation in American public school
histoD’.
Policemen have }~*co statioued iuside many schools, as were the paratroo~.rs in Little Rock, and mauy
nthers are on "s~ecific stations" outside school hnitdings, tligh school
ncipals and teachers have been
orded "protection" from their o~vu
pupils. It’s a dynamite-loaded situation that pales l,ittlc Rnck aim-st
nothingness in terms of real lawless
hess. Virtually eyeD’ crime was COll~mitted by negrnes, although this fact
is still censored.
At John Marshall Juni~)r High
Schoul in Crown Heights (Brooklyn)
the principal committed s*ficide when
a grand jury began investigations into
the crime-ridden conditious of his and
other schools. Within 10 days in
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By Richard Burrow, Jr.
Memphis: Mr. Willie E. Ayers has
requested the city of Memp, bis to
adopt an ordinance reqniring ’certain
organizations" to file information of
their activities with the city attorney.
The suggested ordinance said that
"certain organizations within the city
of Memphis" have been claiming immunity Item payment of privilege licenses and many "are mere subterfuges for businesses being operated
for profit." Mr. Ayer is chairman of
the Memphis and Shelby C o u n t y
Chapters of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government.
It would require any organization
within the city on request of city officials to file certain information including names of officers and salaries
paid them. The proposed brdinance
would require a financial statement,
including dues, f e e s, assessments,
contributions, and d i s p o s i t i o n of
funds.
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Report From

Editor

Solution For V.A. Problem
Rep. Jamie Whitten (D-Miss.,) wants the Veterans Administration to provide segregated medical facilities in its VA hospitals
so "freedom of choice" will be available.
He has introduced a bill requiring separate facilities be provided any veteran who asks for it.
Southern veterans organizations, have a ~olden oooortunitv
to get behind this bill, and Southern legisla~’ures cou’l~l memo’rialize Congress for its passage. Interested persons should write
their Congressmen.
The proposal that this would be a way out of difficulties such
as those which faced the Mississippi legislature i~ granting state
land for a new VA hospital in Jackson, was suggested in an editorial in the December issue of Citizens Councils, entitled "Monuments To Integration."
Rep. Whitten reports excellent reactions to the bill from his
colleagues in Congress.
The text, el his bill, H. R. 10547 is as follows:
A BILL
To provide separate medical facilities for veterans.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the
Veterans’ Administration shall provide separate medical facilities
¯ or veterans, both white and black. That any-veteran who by
reason of his or he~ service in either branch of the Armed Forces
of the United States and who under the present law is entitled
to medical treatment within the jurisdiction of the Veterans’ Administration, shall be afforded the opportunity to choose such
separate facilities by making such desire known on application
for admittance to the Veterans’ Administration. And any such
veteran who expresses such preference shall hereafter be assigned
only to facilities of this type consistent with his or her preference,
and if assigned to other than a unit of his choice, shall be entitled
immediately to be moved to a facility of his or her choice upon
request.

Some Defenses For Ike
If you turn to Title 18, Sec. 1385, United States Code Annotated, you will find that, as amended in 1956, it reads:
"Whoever, except in cases and under circumstances expressly
authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress, willfully uses
any part of the Army or Air Force as a posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws shall be fined not more than $10,000 or
imprisoned not more than two years, or both. This section does
not apply in Alaska."
If that is the laxv, as Congress intended it to be the law, it
would appear that the defenses of one Dwight Eisenhower xvould
be one or more of the following:
1. Little Rock is in Alaska.
2. The President was not trying to use the Army to execute
the laws but was merely trying to put a spoke in the political
xvheel of Governor Faubus.
3. Vv’ho is going to arrest the President of the United States?

Who Will Lead The Negro?
In the dark days of the 19th century two diametrically opposed negro leaders emerged. Both have deeply influenced negro leadership in our day. One was Booker T. Washington and
the other xvas Frederick Douglas.
Washington taught that people won their status in society by
their service. Douglas demanded that they be accepted without
qualification. Washington exemplified the spirit of h n m i I i t y.
Douglas, the spirit of arrogance.
The philosophy of Washington dominated the leadership of
negro people for a half-century and great progress was made by
them and by the white people who lived beside them.
The philosophy of Douglas is dominating the negro mind today, typified by the militant, arrogant NAACP.
Under leaders like Douglas and the NAACP there is only
hatred, suspicion, force, and misunderstanding,
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A Respectable Umbrella
63 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta, Georgia is the address of a
small Methodist Church-owned office building attached to and
above a .Methodist Church.
63 Auburn Avenue, N. E., Atlanta, Georgia, is the address of
Bishop Arthur J. Moore, Bishop of the Georgia Area of the Methodist Church.
63 Auburn Avenue, N. E., Atlanta, Georgia is also the address
of a highly controversial organization whose board of directors
and other associates has long been, and in 1958 still is, heavily
weighted with people whose records on Communist related.affiliations are longer than Joseph Stalin’s left arm. That organization is Southern Regional Council.
Southern Regional Council, the Communist cited Southern
Conference for Human Welfare, and Southern Conference Educational Fund, Inc., have been so interrelated that experts in antiCommunism have difficulty telling where one began and where
the other two never ended.
The name of Mrs. E. B. (Dorothy) Tilly of Southern Regional Council and other controversial Georgia and Florida names
are included in the published report of the Special Committee on
Un-American Activities of the U. S. House of Representatives,
entitled "Investigation of Un-American Propaganda Activities in
U. S."
Southern Regional Council is expected to stay at 63 Auburn
Avenue, N.E., until all of the laymembers of the Board of Trustees of Wesley Memorial Building attend the same trustee meeting and vote to oust them.
Georgia laymen and public sentiment might cause Bishop
Arthur J. Moore to encourage the minister-trustees to vote for the
removal of Southern Regional Council from 6.3 Auburn Avenue,
N.E.

Force Tactics
Losing Forces
As evidence continues to pile in
that the "’inassive resistance" of the
South has begun to react dmong the
race agitators, there is the following
editorial from the integration-minded
St. Louis Globe-l)emocrat:
"Senator Jacob Javits nf New York
stated last week that he will push
for stronger civil rights legislation in
Congress, despite the cooling off period recommended by administration
spokesmen.
"’Nothing cnuld be more poorly advised. T h e r e is absolutely nothing
the conntry needs less at this time
than another long and difficult fight
on civil rights.
"Civil rights has been given great
attention in the past two decades,
perhaps even more than is good for
ithe ultimate triumph of the idea.
As this newspaper, which hxs supported soch legislation from the beginning, has said ~ often, the eventual trimnph of the brotherhood of
man nmst come from education and
the individual rather than from legislative enacUnent.
"The NAACP and other organizations which are t~’ing to ram civil
rights down the throats of the South
and elsewhere, are, making a dreadful nfistake for their own cause by
not proceeding with more moderation.’
Parts of the editorial quoted above
indicate t h a t even the integratiouminded press is reacting against the
excesses of the social revolutionists-predicted by the Citizens’

~i~.

Langer Bill Up
Agah In Senate
Emigration of U. S. negroes to the
Republic of Liberia, with government
help, is again being seriously considered by the U. S. Senate.
The proposal for a voluntary nmss
move~4.ent of U. S. negro citizens to
the all-negro nation has been a major
recurrence in the Senate throughout
the 20th centa,ry, but the measure
has never received more favnrahle attention than in these days of integration strife.
Sen. William Langer has introduced S. 759, "a hill to provide aid
to persons in the United S~ates desirens of migrating to the Republic
of Liberia ..."
Sen. Russell Long of Louisiana has
been conducting hearings on the hill
for the Committee on Foreign Relations, and is in favor of passing the
bill.
The bill would establish a Liberian
Migration Commission, which would
aid all qualified persons wanting to
migrate to Liberia.
Passage of this bill, and subsequent
appropriations to carry it out, could
be a maior step toward the future solution of the race problem. Geographical separation is the best, most
Christian solution to the problem.
History proves that it is the only
absolnic solution.
All persons supporting this measure may wish to write to Sen. l_zmg
at the Senate Offioe Building in
Washington. D. G. that Congress may
know of it~ public suppotL

KNOXVILLE: State Senator E. B.
Bowles recently wrote the editor of
the Tennessee Reporter: "My idea is
that our national administration by
keeping those hundreds of troops in
Little Rock has done nmre to keep
our conntry unsettled and disturbed
and divided than has Russia with her
Spntniks." Senatnr Bowles is one of
Tennessee’s mnst vigornns advocates
of States" Rights and on nunlerous
occasions has deplored the use of
force by the federal gnvern,nent iu
the Cliuton sitmdion.
CLINTON: With each passir~g day
tilt, race-mixers are hecoming ]llol’e"
aware of the fact that this east Tenm, ssee town would like to do away
with inte~zration. Clashes between
whites and the fiw’ colored students
now attending, appear to he happening more often. Only recvntly the
~principal, W. I). llerman, confirmed
’ that he had sent two boys home. for
becoming involved in a disorder at
the hizh svhool, There seems to he
but firth, doubt that if it were nut fur
the harsh fedpral inj.netion that the
five negroes would not be attending
the white CIintnn school,

"Freedom Fund"
Seeks More Help
Jack Kershaw, c h a i r m a n of the
Freedom Fund, Inc., says that contributions are nr~ently needed to appeal the suspended sentences of the
six Clinton citizens found guihy of
violating the nnjust federal court injunction in the Clinton schuol integration c~sis.
Freedom Fund, Inc. has financed
the defense of the 16 citizens brought
to conrt by h’dcral authority. Ten
of these 16 won freedom and exoneration as the result of the legal work
so financed.
But six were found guihy and
given suspended sentences.
"However the se courageous six
citizens of Clinton, five men and one
woman, are not willing to accept the
sop of suspended sentences which
the judge has offered them. They
d e m a n d complete cx<meration and
are willing to risk their freedom in
a new trial and have asked our lawyers to appeal the case," Kershaw
said.
An official retard of the case,
re(~uired for the ,ppeal, costs $1750,
ano the Fttnd has advanced its last
$500 as an initial down payment.
Seventeen distinguished Southern
lawyers, se~ing fi)r expenses only,
form the connsel for this case.
"If retained privately they would
have ct~st in excess of $100,000,’"
Kershaw said.
Additional tunney is needed only
for coHrt and expenses costs, particularly the transcribing by the fedoral court repo~er of the record o~
the case.
"If we are fnrccd to go to the
Supreme Cent, for which august
Imdy only printed matter is acceptable, the cost of printing the record
alone will ~, $6,1~).
"Such is the price of ~usfice," Kershaw remarked.
The 17 attorneys defending the
Clinton defenders of t h e Southern
way of life arc:
Alabama: Grover S. Mc~’od;
~misiana: A~orney General Jack
Gremillion, William Shaw and Rohert
G. Chandler;
Ma~land: Judge G. W. Williams;
Mississippi: Ross R. Barnett;
Tennessee: L. E. Gwinn, Charles
Stainback, Thomas Page (;ore, Rol)e~
L. l)obhs, Sims Crownover, Thomas
G. Watkins, James Carney, Har~
~.e ~mtcr, Theresa Davidson, W. E.
Michael;
Texas: John ~n Sheppard, fo~er
A~omey General.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING TO IT
Will Continue "Force"
U. S. Congressman Adam Clayton
Powell, (N-N. Y.) apostle of power
and force in a "free--America, says
that despite requests by the Eisenhower Administration for a cooling
off period he will continue to fight
for more stringent integration force
measures in this session of Congress.
Bep. Powell says he will tack inre,ration amendments on any bills
submitted on education, inchtding the
new programs for recruiting science
students for the missile age.
How Far It Goes
Proof that there is no limit to be
respected by those who believe in
forcing Americans is illustrated by
the city ordinance in New York that
bans racial discrimination in rental
of apart~,ents in privately o w n e d
buildings.’ Chicago is now considering a similar ordinance. The right
of private property, the backbone
of America’s political, legal, and economic system no longer exists in New
York city. Private owners can be
told to whom they must rent their
own property.
Dallas Council Booms
Earl Thornton, president of the
Dallas, Texas Citizens Councils reports the movement has mushroomed
since Little Rock. There are now
four groups with more than 2,000
mClTlbers.
More NAACP Complaints
Herbert Hill, labor spokesman for
the NAACP, has complained tn VicePresident Richard Nixon that dcfeuse
industries are discriminating against
negroes in the North as well as in’
the South. Hill cited Chicago as the
worst example. He charged that 98
percent of the firms placing orders
w i t h employment agencies .~ify
they don’t want negroes. (FurtherI
proof, that northern politicians play i
to the negro bloc vote, and not to’
the sentiments of northern whites).
Those Twins Again
The twin institutions of c h u r c h
and religion have become infiltrated with integrationist propagandists. Further proof: A University of
Kentucky youth convention recently
had as principal speakers Dr. Julian
Price Love, professor of B i b 1 i c a I
Theology at the Louisville Preshytcrian Theological seminary and Dr.
Margaret Shannon of the board of
foreign missions of the Presbyterian
Church, U. S. A.
Both speakers told 2,000 students,
in the name of church and education, that integration is the Christian
approach.
Pat Boone Speaks
Pat Boone, current teen-age idol
of rock-and-roll whose influence over
America’s young is tTemondous right
now, is a student at Columbia University. This school has long been a
hotbed of integrationist teaching.
Pronounces 23-year old B o o n e:
Racial segregation is sickening.
Courts Negro Vote
Democratic National C h a i r m a n
Paul M. Butler has proudly
nmmced that negro votes lost by the
Part), in 19,56 are returning to the
fold. He made his forecast after a
two-day meeting in Washington with
41 negro leaders from all parts of the
country.
This sacrifice of American principles for political expediency in the
Noah continues the root of America’s
problems whetber the nation can
again be free, or will bc run increasingly by minority pressure hlocs.

DOWN ~O(JTH THIS WOULD H~’VE ~EN NEW~
Courtesy--Na~hville Banner

by negroes. The state of Rhode Island recently appointed negro Sirrouko Howard as race relations officer for the Providence Housing Authority’s projects. Purpose: to force
integration of the projects.
Corrt~tion
In the December, 1957 Citlz~ns’
Gouneil Gov. A. B. "’Happy" Chandler of Kentucky was referred to as
former czar of baseball and former
Postmaster General. An alert reader
points out that ~Happy" has not been
Postmaster General. O u r apologies
to the postoffice department.
Vlrgini~ Too
Virginia has followed other Southern states in introducing legislation
to close any. public school patrolled
by federal troops.

Physician
Dear Editor:
A newspaper carried the announcement that Georgia was proposing a
law making the giving of Negro
blood in transfusion to a white person
a misdemeanor.
No Southern doctor, Negro or
white, would be guilty of such an
atrocity. It must have been a damy~nkee, and I was born one. At our
famous John Elliot Blood Bank, one
can confirm the statement that reactions can occur in using white blood
for Negroes as well as using Negro
blood for whites.
A mere serious danger to white
persons is the sickle anaemia which is
prevalent in Negroes but rare in
whites. This anaemia is a child-killer.
In adults it can result in invaldism
and shorten lives.
More than once it has been reported that the Red Cross Blood Banks
do not label their donations of bloods
for transfusions, although formerly
some of them are known to have done
so. Since the Supreme Court Decision, at the Red Cross which is a
quasi-g o v e r n m e n t organization,
Negroes and white persons must take
blood for transfusions as they come.
When officials of a blood bank risk
reactions and the transmission of such
serious disease as sickle cell anaemia,
which can be fatal, that is not a misdemeanor. That is homicide.
Lydia Allen DeVilbiss, M. D.
Miami, Fla.
Editor’s Note:
Who’s Whu in America, Vohune
28, 1954-55, lists DeViibiss, Lydia
Allen M.I)., Indiana University, 1907;
post-graduate work New York University, University of Pennsylvania;
Dir. Div. of child hygiene, Kansas
State Board of Health, 1915-19;
organized child hygiene in Rhode
Island, Missouri and Georgia; Mereher A.M.A., Pan-American Medical
Association, American Public Health
Associatiun, American Association
University Women.

Dr. Porter Pamth
In our December issue we reported
Using Stamp
that the AP Religion Writer indicated
Two Mississippi Congressmen ~ in an interview with Dr. Porter
John Bell Williams and Tom AberBouth, Executive Secretary of the
nathy -- are stamping all their outSouthern Baptist Convention, t h a t
going ma, il with the "Remember LitDr. Routh favors integration in the
tle Rock’ stamp being circulated by
Baptist churches and supports the
"the Association of Citizens’ Councils
1954 Southern Baptist Convention deof Mississippi.
claration in favor of integration.
Williams said Post Offt~ DepartWhile the AP story conveys the
ment officials had called use oft he
distinct impression that this is the
stamp perfectly legal.
case, Dr. Bouth correctly ]points out
Army InIegrafio~
that he was not quoted directly in
The U. S. Army now thinks noththe article to that effect. The Citiing of assigning negro officers to
zens’ Council hastens to correct any
command of white units. First Lt.
suggestion of error in reporting Dr.
William B. "Morton, a native of DeBouth’s position. As Dr. Routh says,
troit whose home is now San Anhe would not make any statement
tonio, Texas got in trouble in Frankassing judgment on any action taken
furt, Germany because he refund to
y the Southern Baptist Convention.
shake the hand of negro Capt. Carl
He does not say what his position is
O’Kelley, assigned as his command- on integration.
ing officer in an ambulance nnit.
The pertinent passage f r o m the
The Army has filed court martial
AP story by George W. Cornell folcharges against Lt. Morton for the
lows:
crime of refusing to mix socially with
A tall Texan today holds the ada negro given command over him.
ministrative reins of one of the most
U. of Florida Next
robust, loosely knit, fastest growing
The University of Florida is now
and unfettered religious bodies in
under the typical threat of court inthe nation--but ,also the one most
iunction to force admission of a negro
sorely tried. Dr. Porter Routh, as
student. The state Attorney General’s
executive secretary of the Southern
office has promised the UniversiW
Baptist Convention, sits at the cenevery legal help in a "vigorous opter of a vast Christian beehive---of
position." The student is 49 year old
record expansion and vigor and also
Virgil Hawkins, but guess who is fil- of deep anxieties.
ing the snit. That’s right, the
Simultaneously with the denuminaNAACP. The Florida State Supreme
tion’s pace-setting growth has come
Court has refused to issue Hawkins
a point-blank, moral blockbuster, the
an order on the ~round it would
racial integration issue.
create public miscoief. Now they
"Great nnmbers of our ministers
go to federal court.
have been stn~ggling in conscience
over
this question along with many
A~other Instance
Stories of violence by negroes in
of our church members," Dr. Bouth
said.
all parts of the U. S. have. become
so frequent that the Citizens Council
"It is not iust a problem for laity
has made no attempt to catalog or
or clergy, but an agony of soul for
report them all. New York school
thousands."
violence is by no means the only
The South is a Baptist stronghold.
screaming headline of recent times
Baptists are the largest, most pervasive religous force at work in the
attesting to the fruits of northern integration. Typical of the stories of
region. The integration issue has hit
violence are the frequent rapes of
them squarely, and with fullest impact.
white women, such as that in Baltimore last month of a 39-year old
It’s a very real problem for our
mother of three by two negro teenchurcbes,’" Dr. Routh said, "and one
agers. She was slashed at the throat,
that’s made more complex because
Courtesy--Jack,on Daily News
stabbed twice in the body, and raped.
it’s now so laden with emotion.’"
Officially, the denomination is on
Degeneration of Leadership
record in support of integration. But
Many thoughtful Americans are beSouthern Baptist congregations in the
coming disturbed by the fact that
Deep Sonth are generally all white.
Dear Sirs:
integraUon has come in America
Negroes have two separate Baptist
In regard to the Brooklyn-New
along with so many other signs of
bodies, both large ones.
York school violence, if this happened
a degeneration in the strong princiIn this heavily Baptist territory of
in the South there would have been a
ples of law and order that so long
ballyhoo.
prevailing segregation w i t h federal
marked our country. Sociology, psycourts pressing for integration in pubFurthermore, the New York papers
chology, and a flabby kind of relic schools and services, which way
cover up as to color line. This is
fusal to face many basic facts of huare Baptist leaders exerting their inwhat they call, "Freedom of the
man nature are all too common. For
fluence?
Press."
instance, Gov. Theodore McKeldin
"I’m sure that the great maiority
I wonder what happened to FDR’s
of Maryland, one of the nation’s leadof our ministers, and of our Southern
Four Freedoms?
ing integraUon exponents, has conLBaptist members in their best moYours sincerely,
muted the death sentences of 14
ments, believe in the worth, dignity
Allen Stuart
convicted murderers in his present
and value of every individual," Dr.
Justice Admits It
Phoenix, Ariz.
term of office. He has only perRouth said.
Nnw comes admission by a U. S.
mitted iury-determined d e a t h senHowever, when it comes to parSupreme Court Justice of what many
tences to be executed four times.
ticular steps for integration -- in
Americans long ago realized is hapHis most recent commutation was
schools, church or elsewhere, strong
pening. In his disputing opinion in
for the murderer of a policeman.
Dear Sir:
community feeling makes it risky to
the r c c e n t decision involving the
Reason: Psychologists said the man
(In my home of South Bend, Ind.)
advocate such a course from the locali
Rohiuson-Patman Act, Justice Dougwas "unstable."
it is almost imlx~ssible to get a negro
pulpit.
las said: "It is apparent that tbe opI
A New Public Office
convicted of any crime including
Some have been ousted on these
ponents of the Robinson-Patman Act
The newest type of public office
murder and rape. You’re missing a
gronnds.
have eventually managed to achieve
I
to emerge in America is "Race Relachance for a good story by ignoring
in this court what they could not do
Unlike
most
other
denomination.s,
I
tions Officer.’" This exalted position
South Bend.
a
Baptist
congregation
can
fire
its
in Cougress."
for which taxpayers money is used
Everyone is organized but the
pastor
as
quickly
as
it
can
take
a
The national pastt/me has become
as snppert has become part of the
Anglo-.~axons. If we dare say anyvote.
one of going to tbe Courts for legisadministration of many public projthing we are told to go hack to the
The Rev. I)r~ Albert McClellan,
lation Congress refuses to pass.
ects. These posts are most often held
So,th with the rest of the "hillbillies."
the denomination’s associate execuPublic officials cater to the organiztive, said many of its nfinisters feel
ed w~ting block in order tn get elected.
in such controversies they can take
One thing Little Rock accom[~lished
stands "only up to the point of breakwas to wake some of us "lioerals"
ing the redemptive fellowship."
and make good conservatives out of
He added: "\Vhat good is accomns even at this late date.
plished if a congregation is torn all
Yours tndy,
to pieces~’
Citizens’ Councils
L. N. N.
Dr. Routh, asked what he thought
1014 Plaza Building, Jac’kson, Mississippi
South Bend, Ind.
a pastor should do in such a dilemma,
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
said slowly: "I ~ust don’t know. One
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
can’t make that decision apart from
the specific circmustances.’"
[] For One Year ............................................
$2.00
He a d d e d emphatically: "’B n t
(Please Print)
Gentlemen:
every church ought to want and enThank yon for a fine rendition o~
Name ................................................
i ...........................
courage its pa.~tor to speak out as a
the truth about integration during
prophet of God on any issue."
1957. Your paper is one of the few
Address ........................................................................
The concer.sus of Southern Bap-Itbat will dare face the challenge of
tist leaders, ministers and laymen, as i arrogance the majority of the negro l
City ...................................................................
expressed in a 19,54 convention reso-irace has assumed.
hition, holds integration is "in hat-1 My best wishes to you and your
State .......................................................................
ny . . . with the Christian prin-istaff.
I
I I mony
Sincerely,
les of equal iustice and love for i
IL I.C. men.
[
Wilmington, N. C.
,

~

Arizona

SUBSCRIBE NOW

North Carolina

New York
I take strong exception to the remarks of "A.B." of Oneida, New York
in your January issue. He says "Get
it firmly fixed in your minds that you
(Southeru segregationists) are hated
with a cold, deadly, incurable hate
that baffles description~a corroded
and cankerous hate which has rankled in the northern mind for more than
ninety years."
That statement, so eloquenfly~almost poetically -- stated, is totally
false as I another New Yorker, can
rove. Majority opinion in New York
tare. with its tyrannical Commission
against Discrimination, is decidedly
with the Southern position. The
called man on the street in my home
state is entirely cognizant of the inberent wrong in compulsory denial of
his freedom of choice, and of the fact
that the New York State Commission
is an extravagant rathole which consumes vast portions of his taxes annually without pedorming a single
worthwhile service.
Granted, Manny Cel]er and Jack
Javits and Irving Ires (whose creature this law is to begin with) are
dedicated to the dubious crusade of
destroying the freedom of choice New
Yorkers like Southerners cherish, but
surely intelligent Southeruers know
better than to accept that as the feeling of the average citizen of the Empire State. One thing which definitely
will arouse these g(md people, thot|gh,
is this constant sniping at the North
per se, withottt distinction between
decent citizens and purchasable peliticians. It is resented and cannot in
any way advance the cause of constitutional govcrmnent.
Marilyn I). Majors
Indianapolis, Ind.

g

Missouri
l)ear Sirs:
Kansas CiD’ is nne of the cities that
the race nlixers Inve to tell how fine
integration works. Central lligh here
is now 60 per cent negro.
I have compiled a crime record of
last year of tbe Eisenhuwcr-Nixon
"first class citizens". I have 155 clippings of heating, stealing, pursesnatching, robbery, and rape, and 95
percent of it is by negrocs against
whites. It have only five cases of
negro against negro. These are our
"first class citizens" who should be
treated with dignity and respect and
brotherly love. The 155 cases are an
average of nearly three per week.
The clippings proving this record
came out of the local paper, which
never points out these things.
Very truly,
J.F.F.
Kansas City, Me.

"States’ Rights---The Law of the
Land," by Charles J. Bloch, The Harrison Co., Atlanta, Ga., 375 pp., $10.
"No work of recent years has so
clearly depicted the ominous trend to
centralization and ’one big government’ which threatens the work of
the Founders. Bloch relentlessly exposes the judicial erosion of the past
20 years which has nibbled away ~e
fights and powers of the states, and
cites the changes made in the whole
order by the Supreme Court in its
continuing assault on Otlr consti~tional system."
This impressiw, opinion of Bloch’s
book was delivered by none other
than Georgia’s U. S. Senator Richard
B. Russell.
Sen. R,sscll is oniquely qualified
to judge Bloeh’s abilities at intc~reting what has happened to staWs’
fights. Bloch gained national prominence hy the clnquence of his speech
at the 1948 l~.mocratic National
Convention, placing Sen. Russell’s
name in nominatinn for the Presidency.
The anther is unquestionably one
of the foremost legal authorities in
the South. He is a past president of
the Georgia Bar Association. For 11
years he was chairman of the Judicial Council of the state of Georgia.
He is now chairman of the Rules
Committee of the ~tpreme Cou~ of
Georgia, and a member of the Judicial Conference of the Fifth U. S.
Circuit, whose job is tn confer with
federal ju(lges.
This nniqnely qualified obse~er
of our state and federal cou~ systems
deals with the most burning issue ~f
our day~usu~tion of federal power.
"States’ Rights--The Law of the
Land" is a veritable ~old mine of
court ooiuions and quotations. It is
an invah,tble source-book fur s~akers, writers and students interested
in the issues of states’ rights and coustitufional government. Eve~ school
and public libra~ in ~e South ought
to We ~is ~k on i~ shelves. "
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Three Southern Errors:

Real Issues .Now.Unfold
There is substanUal evidence to show that the majority of Southern negroes want integration, and the various issues that go with it, such as voting and political participation, complete
social equality, and miscegenation.
The three most common errors in Southern thinking in the past few years has been (1)
that negroes don’t really want integration and will do nothing to aid its attainment; (2) that the
Supreme Court’s decision makes eventual s.chool integration "’inevitable" and there is nothing
to be done about it; (3) that negroes in the South will be reluctant to take to the ballot for
political domination.
The falseness of these conceptions, which Southerners are coming better to understand as
the fight for freedom unfolds itself, is illustrated by the evidence published below:
1. Every Gallup Poll since Black Monday, and interviews with Southern negroes published
in many responsible journals since that time, indicate that in fact the Southern negroes do want
integration. NAACP officials have admitted that their ultimate goal is miscegenation, and the
total collapse of any racial differentiation.
2. Key figures in the Eisenhower Administration now admit that "the massive resistance" of
the South is working, and that the time has come to "lay off’ for awhile on civil rights.
3. The NAACP and other negro groups are girding themselves for the fight of the ballot,
which is loaded with political dynamite for the South, and could through lethargy of the whites
spell negro domination.

Poll Shows Story

NAACP-.Vote Plot

Slowdown Ordered

The NAACP, using the guise of
Warren Olney I11, ne~ly appointed
Each suO~essive Gallup poll since
t h e "’Southern Christian Leadership Black Monday has revealed an in- director of the Administrativ~ Office
Conference," has kicked off an ex- creasing willingness by Southern ne- of the United States Courts and
pensively-financed d r i v e to register groes to come right out in favor of former assistant attorney general, ad2,000,000 negro voters in the South integration.
mits the South is developing a politiby 1960.
The latest poll, taken in December, cal strategy designed to completely
The ultimate goal? Political doml- 1957, showed:
kill the U. S. S,u~.reme Court’s school
nation in the South as well as North
Do you approve or disapprove of desegregation nmngs.
by u s i n g "bloc vote" against the the Supreme Court decision riding
In a recent speech before the Comwhite’s traditional "splitting" of their racial segregation in public schools monwealth Club of San Francisco,
King Saud as a guest of our nation, votes for candidates.
illegal?
OIney said that the original resistance
and our relations with Saudi, Arabia
The NAACP has allocated nearly
to the court decree was to delay what
Southern Negroes
are never questioned.
a quarter of a million dollars for the
Feb.
was considered inevitable.
Slavery in its meaner aspects campaign in the year 1958 alone.
Today 1956
~’However, the activities of the
flourishes in many places in the world,
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell, (N- Approve .................... 69%
White Citizens Councils, the preach53%
but especially in the Near East, where N.-Y.), and Clarence Mitchell, Disapprove ............ 13
ing of racism and race hatred, and
36
this nation has flooded millions of NAACP Washington bureau official, No Opinion ..................18
tile defiant proclamations by certaio
II
U. S. Rep. Arthur Winstead of Mis- dollars in foreign aid.
are spearheading the drive.
In almost two full years frem Feb- senators of luassiv¢, resistance have
~i~ippi wrote President Eisenhower
Eleven Sonthern states are the tar- ruary, 1956 to D e c e m b e r. 1957,
. recently on the President’s new pureget of the intensified drive, which Southerners should note that negroes ch~.~d all
belicf
this. has spread ;unung
bred German Weimaraner hunting
includes a house-to-house canvass of below the Mason-Dixon line became S o u t h e r n segregationists that thai
possible registrants, and an appeal to bold in their stand faw~ring the Black court’s decision cau be defied ... this
)leased with your interest in
loffiam
"Heldi."
negroes to report registration officials Monday decision, and that now only is the strategy of nullification.
rare.bred dogs as shown by your
so prosecutions of them may be 13 percent, or barely more than one
"A clash with federal auth.rity ...
laving met requirements for registrasought through the new Civil Rights ont of I0. said they thooght it wrong. is the I.gical and inevitabh, consei.on and for preserving the Weimara(Continued from Page 1)
legislation.
And seven out of I0 will downright quence of this disastrous policy," OIier blood strain. I understand there
Congressional Quarterly, in an in- declare it right.
ney was reported as saying.
are only about 4,000 such fine huntSchool officials, authorities, and the terview with Mitchell, reports him
()they, the assistant Attorney GenAt the same tilne the I)ecember
ing dogs in the United States, and metropolitian press, in keeping with as saying, in part, that the NAACP
who masterminded ranch of the
the owners’must sign a pledge they their "blindfold" approach to their will have enough people registered poll was taken, the Gallup men inter- eral
strategy within the
problems refuse to identify these to make a considerable impact on the viewed Sonthern negroes for more integration
wl,ll not mongrelize the breed.
Brownell Justice Department and as
exact expressions of their opinion.
I know it is a great pleasure to troublemakers by race, and to admit 1958 elections.
John M. Fcnton, flac man who in- such is a major architect of the inteyou to uUIize the excellent services of that integration is the cause. Yet
The NAACP may concentrate on terpreted all the many interviews for gration "force policy" of the Eisen~our dog,-Heidi, on your Gettysburg story after story reported by publi- certain districts first in an attempt to the Gallup poll, concluded in his hower administration, sp,oke of this
cations who do make such identificadevelopment of genuine massive re~:?I am puzzled, however, at your tions reveal that the vast majority of achieve immediate results by electing article:
"’Being treated ’just like I was sistance" in derisive terms.
the trouble is coming from negroes. some negroes to Congress, representHe lumped the Citizens Councils
white’ is the important goal of the
...al~rhent
inconsistency.
y wouldyou
be so enthusiastic
Nor is integration violence confined ing Southerr, districts.
To leave no doubt that the NAACP Southern negro at present. The issue with race hatred and racism, anti inal~ t pure-bred dogs, yet give aid to New York--or Chicago, or Wash- envisions
negroes in Congress from of integrating the schools is a symbol evitably tagged them erroneously as
mid eemfort to those who would ington, D. C., long famous for their
Southern districts: "future Southern to him only because it seems a means "White" Citizens Councils. This renegro crime waves.
mongrelize the human raceY’
dele~aUons in t h e naUon’s highest to achieve this end. He will doubt- veals his own special prejudiced po...........
in r, ansas
~1~, lems~tive
MO., In what
waswill
......
..........
body
on~ ~nstoereo
a ~oumem
state,include
me qna~ed
~- ,
,
,, , ,._ . ,, less support that symbol so long as sition and his unwillingness to grant
men ann women, MI[~II he feels that he is not being treated American citizens the right of legal,
integraUon chicken has come home to coloreo
.,
sai~.
equally--and so long as he-can see peacefid objection to political der ~st also.
.
When
might
the ~ep Sou~
velopments.
There School Su~fintendent James
.
~- elect the goal some day in sight."
Bot, his admission that the massive
A Hazleff has had to apooint a specialIIho~
i~,,~ir~t
negr
~ntat~e~
.
.
resistance of the South is working,
that 1~)9m~ght ~ the
"Commi~ee On Pupil ~iscipline and
,,
together with recent similar stateDelinquency " H~lett’s latest promi~ year~ ~e NAACP official declared.
ments by present Attorney General
Unrealistic approaches to the equit- is to crack down on lunch money ex-[ Whgt a~ ~pact ~is ~ou]d haye
William Rogers and others in high
able solution of race problems on the tn~nn and th~ ~n~i.~ n~ bni~¢ a.A on ~lificiai life in ~e Sou~, aside
from Cong~ssional elections, was
part of leaders who have never lived ~’~"~,~’~-~"i~u%lqg°h];~ ~
authori~, is heartening news to those
o
clear ~ a s~dy of the negro
who believe in segregation as a matmade. .....
..... ¢
where the problem exists is evidenced sch’~l~
ter
of public policy.
m
M~smsm~i
~h~
ma~
by
~ne
Refuel to recog~e ~e nroblem
by this nations diplomatic relations
The Tuskeegee Institute, long recIn a left-handed manner, Olney
with Saudi Arabia--wbere slavery in fur what it is, ~e i~evitabl~ r~l-t-o-~ Wi~ of the Jackson Cla~on ~ger.
tt~ most vicious forms still flourishes. integration, yet continues somehow.
In 31 of Mississippi’s 82 counties ognized as the negro’s authoritative handed the Citizens Councils generThe Saturday Evening Post issue
One father, testifying before Haz- negroes have a majority, with several voice on the state of race relations ous praise by admitting, in his posiof Nov. 30, 1957 points out that King lett’s special committee, was reported other counties on the border line. in the U. S. says that in 1957 the tion as a mastermind of integration
liCy, that Citizens Council strategy
Ibn Saud’s Arab nation "makes no to have made this statement, which The way present Supreme Cou r t, sitoation "worsened."
s become so effective, he must
effort to discourage the traffic" in defies understanding:
Highway, and Public Service Com- President L. H. Foster of Tuskee"The first 10 days one of (my mission districts are drawn, the ne- gee Institute admitted that the re- complain of it.
"In Saudi Arabia today there at boys) them started to Central junior
o majority could result in negroes sult of NAACP-led forcing of integra.least 500,000 people in complete he was sick at his stomach.
ing elected to three of the state’s tion, and the strife which has resulted
slavery, out of a total population of
Koehler explained later that "the nine Supreme Court s e a t s, one of from federal power to force the is"I LOVE POWER"
boy was not sick because of any inte- its .three Highway Commission of- sue, has caused race relations to grow
SAYS
GHANA MAN
"There are legal slave markets and gration problems there, but because rices, and one of its three Public worse.
Realistic
acUon
is
said
to
be
imlicensed slave dealers whose names of the obscenity of both races."
Service Commission posts.
Accra, Ghana -- Interior Minister
arv known. Slaving boats ply across "I’ve seen several children stretch- Along color lines the state legis- rative "if serious difficulties are to Krobo Edusel says he plans to introavoided in the near future."
the Gulf of Oman and there is a slave ed out on the ground with their teeth lature could have 1~ of its 49 Sena"Race relations in the Southern duce a bill in Parliament next month
-trail ~a~ing near the west coast of knocked out as a result of conditions
torial seats and 58 of its 140 House states are in a more unsettled and to empower the government to iail
Africa . . . to Saudia Arabia, there there," he said.
persons suspected of anti-state activiseats held by negroes.
disturbed status than a year ago. The
to be sold in the markets to the highCentral Junior High in Kansas City
without a trial.
Congressmen most in danger of divergent segregationist and desegre- tiesEdusel
est bidder."
is 60 percent negro, yet "conditions
first proposed such "prevenThe article, by Noel Barber, docu- there" have nothing to do with inte- losing their seats if the NAACP drive gationist points of view are held more tive detention" at a rally last Septemwere successful are:
resolutely now than in the recent ber during which he said, "I love
ments both the fact that the practice gration!
lu~ actually been increasing at a fast Hazlett, himself, admits, that "inteSmith of Mississippi, whose district past."
power," and promised to iail anyone
rate in recent years, and that such in- gration has caused certain problems.’" is 69.1 percent negro; North CaroThe report went on to say ~at who makes a speech "to the discredit
human practices as beheading at a
Kansas City so far has not seen the lina’s Fountain (51.8%); South Caro- there is now almost a total lack of of the government."
whim are prevalent.
extent to which this violence can
’ lina’s B i v e r s (51.7%) ; Mississippi’s any communication b e t w e e n the
This is the same negro nation of
Yet, the same President Dwight as in New York. In Kansas City ~h~ Williams (49.8%); Virginia’s Abbitt races, and much "misinformation and Ghana over which government ofEisenhower who ordeR~l troops to main problem now is of the extortion (49.4%); South Carolina’s McMfllan misunderstanding."
ficials wept such bitter tears, because
Little Bock and whose administration and bullying variety. In New York, (48.5%); Mississippi’s Whitten.
The NAACP tactics of forcing in- a New York restaurant refused to
h~s done all possible to force integra- it has already reached the state of (48.4%) ; South C a r o/i n a’s Riley te~gration has had its inevitable re- serve its head of state, after Presition in the U. S. formally entertained rape and assault.
suit---to make race relations worse dent Eisenhower had welcomed him
(44.9%).
instead of better.
to the White House.

President’s Dog

Is Purest Breed

Violence Grips
New York Schools

Saudi Arabia Is
Home Of Slavery

Situation Worse
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r
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Remember Little Rock
RUBBER STAMPS of the reproduction shown may be procured from
the office of the Association of Citizeus’ C o u n c i ! s of Mississippi, 207
West M a r k e t Street, Greenwood,
Mississippi, for $2.00 postpaid. These
imprints are e f f e c t i v e on letters,
checks, envelopes and o t h e r corn-

CITY OF NEW YO R

K

An illustration of how 50 years of highly-financed race propaganda domi- long been used by the race agitators, through control of politicians who have
nates the polities of the North is this car-card poster. Four-color copies of their eye on the negro vote. Only effective re-education over a lon~¢ time will
it were placed in public transit vehicles in New York, AT THE EXPENSExvipe out the present indoctrination of which this poster stands as proof. See
the editorial, "You Have To Be A Bigot," on page two, in relation to the
OF THE CITY GOVERNMENT, and in its name. When tax-payers’ money
is so used for NAACP purposes, citizens of the South get an idea of what they posters statement, "She hasn’t been taught to hate--yet."
are up against in resisting efforts to destroy their way of life. Government has
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48,1100 Members
Lost By NAACP
Effectiveness of massive resistance,
and an admittance of its growing
strength, has come recently from the
NAACP?
Last year, the militant, abolitionspirited NAACP lost 48,000 members, or i4 percent of its total membership., This happened while
Citizens Councils are generally increasing throughoot the Sonth.
The decline in membership for the
NAACP was the first loss since J949,
and never in history had the group
lost so many.
The NAACP olx~rating budget sustained a $52,000 loss last year, reflecting the .setback in membership.
Since the violence of Little Rock,
and the national reaction against it,
the NAACP has not nnly lost members and money, bnt its remaining
members art: begging the militant
gronp to "cnol off."
"Two-thirds of the time that phone
rings, it’s some friend begging or cajoling me to slow down," chief
counsel T h u r g o o d Marshall was
qttoted as saying by the Wall Street
Journal.
NAACP officials b a v e admitted
that what is hurting them most is
massive resistance within the Southern states, forcing them to frit away
their energies in defensive actions,
and forcing them off their militant
offensives.
Robert L. Carter, the NAACP lawyer who has SlX’cial charge of cases
in which the organizatinn is a defendant, said: "It stems clear that
the NAACP itself must face and fight
a series of legal maneuvers designed
to so ot~.’upy the time of our lawyers
that they will Ix~ unable to push
ahead . . ."
Many restrictions aimed at the
NAACP by Southern legislahtres have
taken their toll, too. Officials admit
that in most Southern states, their
activities are at a standstill.

LINCOLN SAID:
"The candid citizen must confess that if the policy of government upon vital questions affecting the whole people is to be
irrevocably fixed by decisions of
the Supreme Court . . . the
people will have ceased to be
their own rulers, having to that
extent practically resigned their
government into the hands of
that eminent tribunal."
(First Inaugural Address, page
169, The Lincoln Encyclopedia.
Archer H. Shaw, editor, The
Macmillan Co., 1950.)
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Ray Of Truth

Jackson, Mississippi

Civil Rights Commission
Is Tip Off To Future

The new Civil Rights Commission raising on sectional issnes.
To co,mterbalance Gov. Battle, the
is now fully at work for the first timei
since Congress provided for it,
President appointed negro J. Ernest
plete with a sworn-in nmmhership, a
Wilkins, assist.nt secreta~’ of labor.
staff director, and a general counst.I.
lilt outspoken friend of the NAACP,
A clue to the direction of "civil’
labor ul~ions, and their tactics.
fights" a~itation in the immediate.:
Rev. "l’he~ldore H. Hesburg, presiyears ahead should be found in the
dent .f N.tro I)ame University, and
attitnde with which the Commission
’ .Iohn A. tlanli.h, president of Michigoes aboot its work. It is too early
gan Stair. [’nivt.rsi~,, ;ire also ont and
yet to tell that attitude.
ollt llorlh~’ru integrati.nists.
If the Commission slows dowu the
Hannah, wh. was appointed chairnlan, is sylnhlllic of the appointnients.
tempo of "force" tactics in the race
field, it can give the nation a chance
While not a NAACP type, his
to hear all sides, includin~ the South"moderation" is a stand definitely in
fawlr of integration.
ern viewpoint, and the genuine
cial bases fi~r a system of ~egregation.
As president of Michigan State, lie
If however, it becomes a tool of
integrated dormitories~foreing negro
pressure groups it will succeed duly and white to actually live together
in inflaming already intense controin their colleze "’home." lie ordered
rilcial designations struck from shlI)irector of the Commissi.u is
dents’ records arid refused to allow
Gordon McLean Tiffany, fi~rmer
athletic teams to play where segregatorney general fi~r New flampshire,
tirol is practiced.
close personal friend of Presidential
aide Sherman Adams, He is reported
to I~ an inteRrationist.
Everybody involved insists, however, that Tiffany’s choice was made
by the Commission members themselves. Tiffany has no rccnrd of
ing a "fnrce" tactics agitator.
(Richmond News Leader)
The Commission’s chief cotmst.1
l"roin tinie to time some bold and
W. Wilson White. former U. S.
illquiring fellow ventures public comsistant Attorney General, widely benlent upon the remarkable affinity
lieved to have’been one of the chief
which exists between key people of
architects of Little Rock.
tht. NAACP and fellow travelers of
Wilson’s job in the Justice Departthe Communist Party. The record,
merit was specifically to handle "civil
once doct,mented by Attorney Gen~ghts," anti in view of the Jns~ce
eral Engene Cook of Georgia, is tndy
Dcpar~uent’s known c~operation with
remarkable.
NAACP tactics and its inclination
But the custom of professional
toward using fnrce in the South. it
liberals, whenever such comment is
is his appointment which gives Rreatmade, is to assert (as Mike Wallace
est cau~ for concern in the South.
once did on his television program)
Where does Hodding Carter stand? The famous editor of Former Gov. John S. Battle
that J. Edgar Hoover has given the
Virginia.
an
outspoken
advocate
of
the Greenville, Miss. Delta Democrat-Times launched a personal
NAACP a clean bill of heahh. Subsegregation, is the lone Southern ;ipattack on the president of the Jackson Citizens" Conncil because
stantially the same defense ~’as offerpointee who actually might be
ed the other day in, of all things, the
the latter asked for a statement of policy from Millsaps College.
~cted to repre~,nt the South’s viewVCall Street Journal. Staff Reporter
~int.
i
lie has written much that sounds integrationist, but at borne he
Louis Kraar wrote that Mr. Cook "inThe
other
two
Southe~ers
are
and his paper say they do not favor school integration.
sists the NAACP is dominated by
fomler Florida Gov. Doyle "E. Carl"subversive elements’--a charge refutton and RoSa O. Store)’, formerI
PORTLAND (ORE.) OREGONIAN
ed by FBI Chief J. Edgar Hoover.’"
dean of the Law School at Southern
Well, Bob Patterson of the Missis(Sat., March 8, 1~58)
Meth~ist Universi~’.
Both
have
nothing
on
record
as
~ppi,
A3soci~ion.of
Citizens’ ~unc~is
"It is his (Carter’s) conviction, expressed in several Portland
Ioeciaed
--.
.,,. . ..to-.tight
~ing wnnng
ior ~.gregatton..~"Wall
Streetto;ot.st that statement by the
’ ’ He wrote
¯~*
’l
J
umal
man..
appearances, that racial integration in the public schools is right

Hoover Refuses
To Clear NAACP

Where Does Hodding Stand?

morally, ethically and legally, but that it cannot be imposed by
force."
OREENVILLE (MISS.) DELTA DEM~RAT-TIMES
(Tues., March 11. 1958)

..........:"- w - -- -’ .... -’ - "¯ ~"u~rl~Tr’t
~I~I~O~"P "

1111~, lie silall~ ~oe5 llOt a~vg~ale Ule lille.S/lOll.

l:~:::h~ ~;~p~,,;~7;roved a will- Patterson. ’Thi; is’what he said: "
~:an Storey. es~cially, is noted ill
nfiinafily for activities at the ~ilrem- ,

’ ~ .... t~l~ i. fl .......

.I f.. k~., ~ina~e ;my siateme~rs or comme~

’’ lat’e ">

him’
~
South s public schools’ but that ~ ac~ally Mslde the point
i0 ¯
¯ " has
¯~ll"
¯ ’m~kl~en
~"i .....
~- National As~ciation for the,, Advan~
’
.
." . ~outhe~r
who
interested
May~ C~ter
read somewhere a~ut the man who said, l in nafio~l
a~ i~to~.~l
i~. ~,ment
of Color~
P~le.
I
"~en in Rome do as t~ Romans ~."
~ ~--~"~’~"~-~o’~’e~p’~] ’~
(~nfinued ~ Pa

"
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Another "Positive" Thinker Report From
Tennessee
LET’S
DON T DO
ANYTHIN
LET’S JUST
BE CALH!

Puhlished monthly a! 1014 P~laza Building, Jackson. Mississippi. by the
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF AMERICA

By Richard Burrow, Jr.

Contrary to widespread c I a i m s,
there hasbeen no voluntary race-mixing in Tennessee’s secondary public
schools. There are nine negroes enrolled in the first grade at Nashville
land five are attending Clinton High
i School. The important thing to remember is that they are there by
force, since both eom~nunities are un*
der federal injunctions. Originally
there were 14 colored students in the
white schools of Nashville and 12 at
Glinton. There are no whites attendOF
ing negro schools.
EDITORIAL BOARD
NASHVILLE~Federal Judge Wil/US
liam E. Miller has ruled that the
SAM M. ENGELHARDT, JR ...................................... ALABAMA
Nashville School Board’s proposals to
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
use the state Pupil Assignment Law
ROBERT E. BROWN ..................................................
ARKANSAS
and a voluntary three school plan ate
Director, Citizens’ Councils of Arkansas
not adequate. He gave the Board
DR. GEORGE A. DOWNS ...........................................
FLORIDA
until April 7 to come up with a plan
Executive Secretary, Citizens" Councils of Florida
for desegregating city schools through
~R. CARTER PITTMAN ................................................. GEORGIA
the 12th grade. The judge refused
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
to allow use of the state law in the
W. M. RAINACH ........................................................ LOUISIANA
Nashville case because, he said, it
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
wotdd not afford the 19 negro plainROBI~RT B. PATTERSON ........................................ MISSISSIPPI
tiffs grounds on which to resist "the
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
fixed policy of the board to operate
T. D. KEELS ........................................... SOUTH CAROLINA
the city’s schools on a compulsory seChairman, Citizens’ Councils of South Carolina
gregated basis."
RICHARD BURROW, JR ............................................ TENNESSEE
The city’s leading newspaper, the
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
Nashville Banner, wrote editorially,
TEXAS
DR. B. E. blASTERS ......................................................
"The Nashville School Board can and
President, Citizens" Councils of Texas
must appeal this ruling ... The right
of preference in the schools, fair alike
Editor
W. J. SIMMONS .................................................................
to minority and majority, cannot be
CI’TIZEN ~1COUNCILI 3ACKSON~ PIISS. wiped out without soffering a blow
from which the very. principle of democracy will not easily recover. Any
so-called "law of the land" furthering
that blow and eclipsing a basic liberty
’is unconscionable?’
Chester Mosan, chairman of the
The accompanying article on page three,, so graphically de- It has long been recognized that you can spot a man for
Parents Preference Committee, stated:
scribing the fear that has gripped so-called ’transition" areas in
"
. Surely Nashville ought not
what he really is like in his thoughts by a variety of external
our large cities shows how far people can be propagandized until
to suffer the tragedy of disorder
things--like the books he reads, clothes he wears, words hehave
that is in New York or the military
they lose all power of reasoning.
utters. The Biblical admonition that "As a man thinks, so is he,"
oppression that is Little Rock."’
After describing rapes, worry of the most elemental kindis true when reversed, "As a man is, so he thinks."
MEMPHIS--In a letter to Mayu~
people who have to shut themselves up in thc:.r homes after 3 If a man uses profanity as a matter of habit, watch out that
Orgill, the executive hoard of the
Local 903, U n it e d Auto Workers,
m., and children who spend all day in school paralyzed with
his thoughts are not also profane.
representing more than 1200 memar, one of the average New York neighborhood merchants, said: It is the same with organizations--if they always utter tricky
bers, has urged passage of the prowords, you can be sure their thoughts are full of tricks instead
"Is it the people? How can you fix the blame? UNLESS
posed ordinance that would bare the
records of organizations in M,emphis.
of straight thinking.
YOU’RE A BIGOT. Can you say the negroes moving into the
The letter, signed by Juhaell P.
neighborhood have caused the change? It’s the way it is, I guess. Those active in the controversy over so-called civil fights
Ritchie, local president, referred to
have come to know whether a man is actually an integrationist,
And what can you do about it?"
the ordinance proposed hy Willis E.
despite outward fence-straddling, politicking, or hiding behind
Ayers, Jr., chairman of the Shelhy
Everyone’s exoression in the reported conversations made
County Chapter of the Tennessee
the cloak of righteousness, such as academic freedom, by the
it very plain that (~rown Heights had been a peaceful neighborFederation for Constitutional Governemotionally-loaded and tricky words with which he .expresses
hood, a hap~,y place to live, "We were so happy when we first
ment.
himself.
"
moved here, said one.
The letter said, in part: "We
"Better
race
relations"
is
one
st/oh
term
in
common
vogue.
heartily agree that the financial recThe peace and contentment existed only five years ago.
This means, as does "better human relauons , nothing but outords of NAACP should be available
"l’od.a~, it is the center of school violence, rapes, attacks, and
for examination by the proper parties
right integration as a belief.
suiciaes.
... we feel justified to suggest that
The term automatically implies that integration is the "better"
an immediate examination be made
During ,,that five year period, the neighborhood became
race relations.
of NAACP records as well as those of
"transitional, a sterile term from sociology books which means
"Moderation" is another such term. It is used to describe
any organization that thrives on strife
negroes have moved in.
and violence."
those who are unwilling to state clearly their position, but are
The only difference which occurred in the five years between
UNION CITY--Robert A. (Fats)
also clearly known to be opposed to segregation.
Everett received a majority of the
peace and ~,iolence was integration.
"First class citizen," "ecjual opportunity," and even such
vote in the special election to fill the
cherished terms as "freedom are used in special meanings bypost vacated by the death of the late
"How can you fix the blame? UNLESS YOU’RE A BIGOT."
Rep.’Jere Cooper. Congressman
In the South, where people have lived with race problems the race agitators.
Everett took a firm stand in behalf
It
is
time
for
people
to
challenge
the
use
of
good
words
for
almost from the beginning of land settlement, a system of racial
of States’ Rights and continned
ulterior
purposes,
andmark
an
integrationist
for
what
he
is.
segregation was painfully and carefully erected on a solid ground
segregation.
GREENVILLE--H. P. Moore reof experience.
rts that the Veterans’ of Foreign
In the South, we do not have shameful violence. Nothing
ars Post here has added the Consince integrated reconstruction approaches it...,
0
federate flag to their flag pole.
Subscription $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
Group Subscriptions $1.00 ~ Member
(Minimum o| 50)
BULK RATES- Parcel Pint Prt~ald.
100 Copies----S10.00 a month---S108.00 a year
250 Copies--g20.00 a month---g216.00 a year
500 Copie~---$37.50 a month--g415.00 a year
The Citizens’ Council is not responsible for the relurn of unsolicited articles,
manuscripts or other materials submitted for possible publication. All such
matter should be accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope if a
return ot such material is desired.
Second Class Mail Privileges Authorized at Jackum, Milgt~ippi

You Have To Be A Bigot

Tricky Words

~

llNe4 "’ l ationl’

However, New Yorkers have been taught for generations S~
~~~
that the South is bigoted, prejudiced, oppressive.
If one must be called a bigot to know how to establish peaceThe Communist Party once taught
and order, and provide mothers and daughters the common
that a Negro Nation exists within the
U. S. and should be aroused against
decencies of life without fear and attack, then the price is cheap.

By

the American government. This was
revealed in a former Communist’s testimony in a North Carolina federal
court recently.
Testifying at the trial of Junius
Irving Scales for conspiracy to overthrow the government under the
Washington, D. C., like New York, Chicago and other of
Smith Act, Mrs. Barbara Hurtle of
America’s big integrated cities, is worried about violence which
Evans, Wash. said that she was taught
has mushroomed in the postwar years of large-scale negro imin 1946 that some 172 American
counties had the right to form an
migration.
"independent Negro Nation.’"
Matters have been made worse by another U. S. SupremeShe testified that the teacher of a
course at a Communist Party "reCourt decision overturning an historic underpinning of social
education school" told the class that
order. In the Mallory decision, the Supreme Court effectively
these 172 counties, stretching from
ruled out any practical chance for police to get a confession from
southern .\.laryland to Mississippi,
a criminal, hampering police work and giving violators a sense
constitute a "black belt" with a nmiority of negroes in the population.
of protection for their acts.
Teacher of the course was Jacob
The ruling requires police to take any person arrested before(Pop) Mendel.
a magistrate to be formally arraigned with practically no delay.Mendel taught in the Communist
school that the negroes in this black’
Washington’s Chief of Detectives, Edgar E. Scott, says this
belt had the ri~ght of secession from
gives police no time to investigate thorooghly, or get a confessed
the Union, ano a right to "self-determination."
criminal to re-enact his crime, or to carry out other complex
Being "’too young" to attain its own
detective techniques.
self-determination, this black belt naThe Mallory ruling uniquely affects Washington, because all tion would need leadership from the
its police work i’s directly nnder federal, instead of state, jurisdic-Communist Party, Mendel taught.
Mrs. ttartle, herself convicted untion.
der the Smith At~ in 1952, identified
herself in the U. S. Middle District
Scott says Washington criminals know they have a good
Co,lrt trial as a former Commnnist
chance of getting away with their crimes if they work unseen in
Party leader in the Northwest.
the dark, leave no witnesses, no evidence.
Identical testimony was also ~iven
This has resulted in a tremendous increase of such nighttimeby Obadiah Jones. a St. Louis negro
minister.

Washington Violence

COUNCIL FORUM ~
ON THE AIR
"Citizens" Council Forum," a weekly television program produced out
of Jackson, Miss. by the Mississippi
Association of Citizens’ Councils, is
rapidly reaching w i d e r audiences
through both TV and radio.
The program features outstanding
Southern leaders on various subjects
aimed to help the people of the South
nnderstand issues in the integrationsegregation fight.
Tape recordings of the shuw arc
available to any Southern radio statkm free, and an audition tape will be
sent on request. Write the Citizens’,
Council 1014 Plaza Bt*ilding, Jackson,
Miss.
Now carrying the show are:
Jackson ~ WLBT- TV, Jackson,
Miss., Sundays at 2:30 p.m.
Brookhaven ~ WJMB (radio)
Brookhaven, Miss., 2:15 p.m. on Wednesdays.
Louisville--WLSM (radio), Louisville, Miss., 12:45 p.m. on Saturdays.
Starkville ~WSSO (radio). Starkville, Miss., 6:45 p.m. on Saturdays.
Tupelo ~ WTUP (radio), Tupelo,
Miss., 12:30 p.m. on Sundays.
Evergreen~WBLO (radio), Evergreen, Ala.. schvduh, not received.

HOOVER REFUSES-(Continned fr+)m Pa~’ 1

crimes as mugging, beating, and robbing.
~ Jones. also it fonuer Communist, If FBI Chief J. Edgar ll.ovvr had
tu ~ive the NAACI’ a ~h:,n
Most of the crimes have been of the street variety, and have! testified that the Party has an estah- wanted
})ill of health on charges
been committed by teenage negroes. While it is generally not’ iished
polity
of
using
any
agency,
,,r
munis~ infiltration, here was a wonmeans, to encourage n~ciai strife in
admired, nine out of ten of Washington crimes are committed the U.S.. because it helps undermine derful opportunity. Mr. Hoover didn’t
the government.
t~d~e it.
,
hy negroes.

V.A. Hospital
Issue Reopened
Dear Sir:
(Concerning the editorial in the
January issue of the Citizens Council,
entitled "Monuments to Integration:")
This is not entirely a federal matter, the state is expected to furnish
the site although it has not as yet
done so. If I am informed correctly,
the Building Commission is permitted,
but not required, to grant land; and
the Legislatt, re is now in session and
can withdraw the authority given to
the Building Commission. It is the
same Legislature t h a t p a s s e d the
splendid "Manifesto," many of its
members behmg to onr Citizens’
Councils; and we should rely on their
intellectual honur and their loyalty.
We can work for a better climate
in Congress and the nation, but the
present emergency calls for action
right here and right now. The directors nf the Jefferson County Citizens’
Conncil have formally asked the Commission not to grant the land hod
have asked our Senator and Representative tu t~ to get the Legislature
to rever~, its action.
We are working for the sake of
}ruth races and the pre~afion of
our coont~. Our cau~ is founded
on patriotism, it is sanctioned by histo~ and corrcnl exl~rience, it is suppo~ed hv reason and (’onunou seRst’.
i.(’t uS a~l ;let to support, not weaken,
tht~ position we have taken.
Yours sincerely,W. M. Drake, Chai~uan
Jefferson County Citizens Council
Chu~h Hill, Mi~.

r)
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Complain About Louisiana R~port
Parts In Play
New York Ad Scores
’dHAT’S HAPPENING
FEDERAL AID
Latest gimmick to induce integration is a bill in Congress that would
appropriate $12½ million over the
next five years for federal assistance
in ’ developing "community understanding and plans for school integration."
The dole is at work again. It, more
than any other, has seduced the
South to go along with anti-States
Rights measures through the years.
IN SHEEP’S CLOTHES
Further down the bill, which wears
the face of federal aid, are provisions
designed to empower the U. S. Attorney General to force compliance
with integrated school orders, even
when state laws have closed down
the schoolsI
UNIONS WOULD FORCE
The AFL-CIO has ordered all its
unions to include in any ~uture contracts, a clause barring racial segregation in hiring, wages, or promotion.
CHICAGO NEGROES
Migration of negroes out of the
South is a fact that will alone change.
the face of race relations in this
country, in due course of time. In
Chicago there is now an all-negro
suburb, Bobbins. It has a population
of 4,000, and is booming. Five hundred single family dwellings were
recently built, and all taken quickly.
Now thousands more are planned.
How will Illinois’ Congressional
delegation be voting, when the North
has the South’s race problem in the
proportions with which the South has
lived for generations?
DENVER IN THE ACT
Denver, Colorado churches have
gotten into the so-called "civil rights"
act. The Denver Area Council of
Churches and some clubs are backing
a "Fair Employment" drive.
This is particularly interesting bethe
cause Colorado, in common with
West, has less than 1% negro population.
WAILS IN CLEVELAND
In Cleveland, Ohio, negro politicians who are used to being coddied, are now wailing because the
GOP has refused to endorse negro
candidates over white ones in local
elections.
"I guess we’ll just have to form our
own party, or make up our own slate.
We certainlT, were told that we were
not wanted,’ one W. O. Walker,
negro news editor, was quoted as
saying in the Cleveland Press.
While talking big about registering
Southern negro voters, negro agitators
find all is not well in the land of
"civil rights."
CHICAGO SEGREGATES
In Chicago, meanwhile, negroes
complain almost daily about something. The Commission on Human
Relations, a fancy name for a race
agitation bureau, now says that C~icago hospitals segregate their patients.
Of course, the Commission calls it
"discrimination," an emotionally loaded word always used in place of the
honest word, "segregation."
MINNIE JEAN
Minnie Jean Brown, the famous 16year old Central High School student
in Little Rock, has the unique distinction of having her ham e known
throughout the nation for the act of
|laving some grown-ups ram her presence down the throat of school officials, only to be kicked out.
From September to Febrnary,
when she was expelled, she was involved in five "incidents"¯
"UNSPOKEN AGREEMENTS"
There’s a new tern~ being coined
up north--"unspoken agreements¯" It
refers, to the fact of segregation in
lands where it’s taboo to admit it. It
therefore is not segregation, but "unspoken agreements."
In Detroit, the exclusive residential
suburb of Birmingham was called to
task by 16 Protestant ministers for[
their "unspoken agreements" to keeP l
out negroes.
,
Says the statement:
"Why are our agreements and policies about keeping our community as
it is so rigid--yet so unwritten, so unspoken.9"
(A snggested answer to the good
ministers: httman nature.)

The following excerpts are talcen
from the New York Amsterdam News. New York readers were rocked last
Theyand
indicate
theupextremes
to pro:-.
whichIbune
month telling
with a full-page,
paid
advertorted
blown
out of all
the South’s
views
on
innocent affairs of life can be dis- tisement ’in the New York Herald-Tri-

,|IIO~KLYN, N~IV YORK, ,~)DS A FOOTNOT$
TROUBLE WITH ELSIE
From the Washington, D. C. Daily
N~vs:
,’What
"LastCan
week
The News
asked:
Be Done
About Elsie?,"
i a young colored girl with six illegitimate children by three different men,
none of whom would contribute to
their support.
"Last month the District WeLfare
Department stopped Elsie’s assistance
checks when it discovered one of her
men apparently was back living with
her."
Sounds like a Mississippi problem?
One Washington reader offered this
.
su~,gestion:
’I was under the impression that
District Welfare and the NAACP
were corporate affiliates. Surely, between the two they could afford to let
Elsie have her cake and eat it, too.’"
GET HIM ANYHOW
Last month’s Citizens" Council reported the case of Lt. W. B. Morton
of San Antonio, Texas who was
charged for court martial because he
refused to shake hands with a negro
who had been assigned over him as
his "superior officer." This got too
obvious, even for the Army.
Now they have dropped the handshaking charge. Instead they have
Morton up for threatening an enlisted
man who witnessed the incident, and
for having the wrong license plate on
his ear.
EDGAR SAYS
The only one of the Eisenhower
brothers who is an attorney, Edgar,
says brother Ike got "bad advice"
about Little Rock.
"The authority for enforcing a court
decree rests with the federal marshals,
not troops. I’d never have sent troops
in unless the local authorities requested it," Edgar Eiserdaower said.
ANOTHER RULING
The Supreme Court’s Black Monday decision is only one of many recent ones which have disturbed law
and order and the peace. One of the
latest is the Mallory ease, in which the
nine judges ruled as invalid a confession by a rapist, because police
held him for questioning for seven
and a haLf hours.
Washington, D. C. police, who
mnst operate under federal rules, say
they are now hamstrung in their efforts to curb crime in the nation’s
capitol. A recent series of street
crimes, in which 9 out of 10 of the
attacks were perpetrated by negroes,
was blamed by the Police Chief on
the ruling. The thngs now feel safe,
he says. ’
OUR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
America’s foreign affairs are often
used as the scapegoat on which to
hang a race agitating action. "What
will others think of us," they say.
Fears may be allayed. Most recent
intermarriage of white and negro in~volved as bridegroom one Eugene D.
Sawyer. U. S. Information Officer
attached to the African desk in the
State Department. Now the world
may see that even our propaganda ofI fleers practice what they preach-I miscegenation.

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Citizens" Councils
1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
~ For One Year ............ $2.00
(Please Print)
N;,me .............................
Address
CitT

. ................................................................

State .............................................................................
~J

NAACP
COMPLAINS

portion to their significance by pre$-I segregation
sure groups intent on a policy of -. __ 2 .......
ed ,dun, ng, the, height .o.t the,
social action, without regard to in-I ,,ltm,,~ew
The advertisement placed in the
IorK schOOl v~o~ence cns~s ana
dividuals involved
New York Herald Tribune last month
I
"Six vouno ne~o nunils in PS 186 showing clearly the terrible record of
by W. M. Rainach of Louisiana, tellwere taken ~rom s°-ch~ol~- strioped half: integrat~°n in New York and other
ing the South’s story in segregation,
naked and paraded bare~ro~ted as northerti’ cities, the ad was so widely
hit the NAACP where it hurt.
jungle porters before a predominantly read that, the .newsp,ape.r c.,arry{ng it
The following story was reported in
white audience at the Waldorf-Astoria ran out ot copies carry m me aay.
the negro Shreveport (La.) Sun:
Hotel . . . and the incident has set State Senator W. M. Bainach, presiof{ a train reaction in Harlem rang- dent of the Louisiana Association of
Sacramento, Calif.--Backed by a
ing from threats of suits by parents
Citizens’ Councils, placed the ad as
fund reportedly in excess of $2,000:
to demands of an investigation by the
chairman of the J o i n t Legislative
000, certain southern state governNAACP.
Committee of Lonisiana.
ments in alliance with White (sic)
"The children, whose ages are 11
Citizens Councils have launched a
The
action
drew
lavish
praise
from
and 12, appeared in the show with
vast propaganda campaign to woo
Southern members of Congress. U.
the full approval of their a~sistant
northerners to segregation, Roy WilkS.
Sen.
James
O.
Eastland
took
the
superintendent of schools, their parins NAACP e x e c u t i v e secretary,
occasion to renew previous requests
ents and a negro teacher ....
charged here tonight...
that the entire South pool its financial
’q’he National Foundation for Inresources
to
tell
its
story.
The NAACP leader cited as an exfantile Poralysis, conductors of the
March of Dimes Fashion Show, asked
"It’s of course unfortunate that we ~an~,ple of th, is .k.ind of¯ pro~,a.g, an~da a
the Beard of Education’s permission
will often be forced to tell onr story run~pag.e au~v,ernst~,me,m .p.um~s.n, ea re~
to use negro children in the show and
in paid advertising because of di~- ce.m, ty~ m,a .~,~ew~ ro.r.~ ct~ .~a.u~, a.nu
the Foundation’s negro public relatortion of facts by news media of the pa!t~ t~ Dy tg~ ~.o~utst.a, na ~jomt t,e..g~stions adviser, Charles H. Bynum, apNorth and East’ Eastland said
mtxve ~ommtttee .tor me rreservanon
’. ’
’
I of Segregation.
proved the script calling for children
The
$3500
advertisement
said
in
........
to walk half naked and barefooted
[ Thts statement, Wdkms pointed
’
’
¯v~artwith empty hat boxes on their heads."
¯
ont, "is basically an appeal to the
"The trend to differentiation, racial North to join the Sonth in defying
and religious, presents a natural law,
the Supreme Conrt ruling which outas well as a basic human right. Any lawed racial segregation in the public
Abe Said:
attempt to force rigid corJormitT in
schools."
More words of Abraham Linsuch matters of human relations must
"There is a report that White (sic)
coln that the race-mixers never
inevitably result in a repitition of the
Citizens Councils, working in partnerquote:
deadly European pattern of religious
ship with certain southern state gov’"there are white men enough
conflict.
to marry all the white women,
ernments, have nmre than $2,000,000
"’Upon the establishment of ~vorkavailable to finance this campaign.
and black men enough to marry
able race relations hinges the very
We know that the Louisiana Legislaall the black women ... I do not
fate of our great country. In the Talture appropriated $100,000 for use of
understand that there is any place
mud is a saying to the effect th:lt
where an alteration of the social
its Joint Comnfittee. We knuw that
time may, in some situations, resolve
and political relations can be made
the Mississippi Legislature appropriatproblems which cannot be solved by
except in the state legislature .. 7
ed $250,000 for its State Sovereignty
human intelligence at the moment.
"A separation of the races is
Commission, and that the legislatures
Now is the hour for Americans of all
the only perfect preventive of
in Florida, Arkansas, Georgia and
races to heed the wisdom of this
amalgamation."
Virginia have made similar moves."
counsel."

Crown Heights Story
(Editor’s Note: The following story ap"Yon gotta run into the honse with
peared in the New York World Telegram.
your kid at 3 p.m. Lock the door.
It tells graphically what is really behind
And stay put.
the recent ~ew York school violence, and
"You bet I stay in my house," she
why the situation has gone so far that a
school principal committed suicide. Note
repeated.
"I used to go out a lot-how the real issue of integration is skirted,
till they started grabbing them in
but lurks.)
Prospect PI. I was there the night
BY MURIEL FISCHER
that woman came out of the cellar,
World-Telegram Staff Writer
bleeding .... Remember the woman
who was rafted here? When was it?
"It started 10 years ago, I guess.
¯ . . Oh, what does it matter," she
With the proiects -- the Kingsboro
shrugged. "It happens so often now."
(Bergen St. and Ralph Ave.), and the
"The neighborhood is deteriorat: Albany (Bergen St. and Albany Ave.).
ing," the man at the counter chanted.
"But three years ago was when the
The woman shook her head. "You
troubles really began. The muggings,
know," her face softened, "I gradrobberies, rape. An everywcek ochated from P.S. 210. When it was a
currence now. It’s not safe here anygood school. The principal didn’t
more. You can’t go out at night. You
throw himself off the roof then .... ’"
worry in the daytime, too."
You walk the streets, visit houses
! ’It seemed to happen overnight.
and stores. And hear everywhere:
,Just about a year ago, I began to feel
"What’s happening? What’s going on
it. Funny--I moved here two years
here?"
ago from a real bad neighborhood,
An old woman muses: "I am living
Vernon and Sumner Ayes. in Wilhere 17 years, brought up two sons,
liamsburg. Killings going on all the
both married now. I have beautiful
time there. So I moved to a better
grandchildren. S u c h a wonderful
I neighborhood. It’s jnst as bad here.
neighborhood it was. What’s going
!My wife, my daughter--they’re so
on now? I’m afraid to go out on the
. afraid .... "
street. I’m afraid to sit in the house."
The scene was a hmcheonette on
How to Move
Rochester Ave., near Park PI. And
A lady in a launderette measures
the owner nodded in understanding.
the soap powder and asks herself
"’If a lady should come here at 8
aloud? "Where can I go? Where
p.m.--and that’s rare~my wife has
can we move? Where do you begin
to escort her home. And I have to’
to look? With the rentals today..."
watch through the window for my
A storekeeper points to the flurry
wife. That’s the way it is."
of "To Let" and "For Rent" signs
People who live in the area call it
along the busy avenue. "There’s one
Crown Heights. It borders on Brownson every block at least. It’s the holdville.
ups. Even the drug stores around
It runs, roughly from Franklin Ave.
here close at 8 p.m.-- 9 p.m. the
to Rochester Ave.. from Empire Blvd.
latest."
to Prospect PI.
A man mutters how his car was
The postman on the route calls it
Crow Hill. A Crow Hill Veterans broken into last Saturday, and his
neighbor’s car was stolen the night
Post is in the vicinity,
before.
our house.
And the police call it the Eastern Where’s
the"’Right
police? outside
That’s what
we
Parkway section.
The residents of the area insist: "It’s need. More police."
not Bedford-Stuyvesant--yet."
"We don’t need boys" clubs- we
And John Marshall J.unior Hi[gh need cops’ chtbs."
NeedIt’s
Lights
School (PS 210) sits squat in the "We need lights.
pitch black
middle of this divided neighborhood. ~around
here.
George Goldfarb, the principal whot A teen-ager," recent gradnate ,of
phmged to his death Tuesday, blamed P.S. 210, bitterly declares her memory
tile problems of his troubled school hook is "filled only with fear."
% transitional "A girl threatening to beat me
on what he called
i neighborhood."
becanse I wouldn’t give her money,"
Today the people
who live and she said. "She followed me all the
i work in the area discussed these time. I told my teacher.
I was
"transitions."
nothing
scared. The teacher said
she did
The man in the hmcheonette stirred’wonld happen to me. But
his coffee and sighed. "It’s changed nothing herself."
all right. We were so [~,appy when Nothing did happen to her, the gid
sneers, "’because my father took me
we first moved here ....
to school every morning my mother
A wmnan in slacks and jacket en.ters, .lOins
.
.r
~
,,.,
Drought me home. In netween ’
me conversauon,
i ve ......
I went to school with tear.
I-~,,,~ li,~inc, h~r..vor 9fl your 1.qishlvered.
ay to learnI
vears on Prospect PI. That’s where l lWhat a
Teacher’s Answer
live~right across the street from thet
jungle. And my kid goes to that l,, A mother tells of the day she saw
school. And I tremble till she conms them carrying a girl into the ambulance. (It was fltat 13-year-old who
home,

l

was raped.) I ran to the teacher.
What’s happened? I asked her. And
the teacher answered: ’Nothing that
doesn’t happen every day in every
school.’ What an answerr"
And what does a mother who cries
;he lives "in constant fear" do?
"Nothing! I’m not doing a thing. I’m
not forming committees. I’m not join~ng committees. I’m not making a
fuss. Becanse my kid lives here and
goes to school here and I don’t want
her to get hurt."
There are those who ponder the
why-of-it.
"How come, within a period of five
/ears, a neighborhood should change
so drastically? Five years ago the
streets were just as dark at night, but
you could let your children out to
play, and you could sit outside at
night. Come here at 6 p.m. any day
now--you don’t see a soul on the
streets, not even a dog."
"How does a neighborhood deteriorate?" ask another. "The houses
didn’t deteriorate. They’re the same.
Not fancy, but good. Is it the people?
And how can you fix the blame? Unless you’re a bigot. Can you say the
Negroes moving into the neighborhood have caused the change? It’s
just the way it is, I ~uess. And what
can you do about it?’"
One man tells of trying to do something about "it." A PAL recreation
worker for 15 years, he says, he
"watched the gangs of kids breaking
into the schoolyard every weekend.
Jnst to play ball. So I went to see
Jansen. And I asked him to open the
schnol weekends, let me work there
gratis, just to snpervise the play. He
flatly refused," the man reported bitterly;, "because I didn’t have a degree.
The man shrugged. "I can’t help
thinking how it would help to maybe
set np a boxing team there, put all
the toughies, the bullies tip against
each other."
A woman retorts: "It’s the kids today. Everything modernized so much.
What do they study anyway? Sexology?"
.gnd a merchant fumbles: "It’s a
delicate situation, hard to put... You
don’t want to hurt people’s feelings.
Everyone has a right to live. I feel
for people, really I do. Bvt, well, ho,w.
do you say it: ’Oil and water dont
mix’? . . . I don’t know. I guess that
guy had it -- the neighborhood is
’transitional’."
And around a table, a foursome
sits, glumly tossing the problem from
the laps of the police to the parents
and finally ending it this way:
"It’s the neighborhood..."
"It’s all of Brooklyn.. ,;"
"It’s the whole city,...
"It’~ the nation...
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College Officials
Won’t Take Stand
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,.Montgomery Bus
Mixing Beaten
The quiet, but determined "massive
of the South is
toward
attemptsresistance"
to force integration
illu-

March, 195S
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friends, financial supporters, sponsoring churches, students and
parents. They contented themselves with the usual "’statement
of confidence."
It is certain that many Mississippians remain acutely conscious of the climate of opinion on the Millsaps campus.
Statement of Trustees:
Efforts of the U. S. State Depart"We follow the founders of Millsaps in encouragement of
ment to put negroes in key diplomatic and Department posts are part
academic freedom in the faculty and the spirit of inquiry, in the
of the growing integration picture
students. We recognize the distinction between good teaching,
being painted by the Eisenhower
on the one hand--a setting forth, on the part of a teacher, of Administration.
all
the facts on all sides of any question under discussion;--and America’s first negro ambassador to
nation other than Liberia was reindoctrination on the other hand--an attempt, on the parta of
cently appointed. He is Clifton R.
the teacher, to force his opinion and beliefs upon a student. The
Wharton, minister to Roumania.
former we approve became it stimulates thinking by which stuOne of the newer sections of the
dents reach their own conclusions. The latter we do not approve
State Department is the Bureau of
African
Affairs---staffed of course by
because it jeopardizes the basic concepts of the free enterprise
negroes,
including Eugene D. Sawsystem of democracy and of Christianity itself. The purpose yer,
of recently
the groom of a white
a college is not to tell people what to think but to teach them
woman.
how to think. Our purpose at Millsaps College is to create an In 1956 President Eisenhower himself launched the "people to people"
atmosphere in which Christian convictions may grow and mature.
program with fine cooperation of the
"Neither segregation nor integration is an issue at MillsapsState Department, the U. S. Information Agency and the armed services.
College. Segregation always has~been, and is now, the policy of
It is an ambitious project for enMfllsaps College. There is no thought, purpose, or intention on
couraging understanding on. a mass
fine part of those in charge of’,its affairs to change this policy. basis throngh individuals and" private
organizations.
"The administration of these principles is the responsibili~
This means the government is now
of the president, and for their implementation he is responsible
lending a helping hand in propato the board of trustees. The board commends the manner ganda
in work with the NAACP, the
Urban League, and other "private
which Dr. Finger has fulfilled this responsibility. We have confidence in the integrity of the faculty and the administration.organizations."
In the armed services, the staff of

STATE DEPT.
INTEGRATES

the "people to people" program is
headed by James C. Evans. Under
him, the I)epartment of Defense has
institi|ted a policy of encouraging applications from negroes in the service
to be mditary attaches at American
embassies abroad.
John Boxborough II, a young negro
Hanson W. Baldwin, long recogBeing mailed to homes in Missislawyer from Detroit, was }tired by
nized as one of the nation’s foremost
sippi these days is a 27 page pamphthe Eisenhower Administration as a
military writers and keen critic of our
let prepared by Local No. 15 of the
consultant to Secretary of State John
national
defense,
says
one
of
the
bigUnited Automobile Workers, AFLFoster Dnlles.
gest
problems
now
fatted
by
the
servHis job was to observe State DeGin, called "An Open Letter of Truth
to the VC’hite People of Mississippi."
ices is the sudden integration of ne-, partment per.sonnelpolicies, and come
gro personnel in sizable numbers,
It is an odd piece of writing in
up with re¢~ommendations for getting
Writing in the New York Times
which workers in a plant in Detroit,
more negroes into top diplomatic and
Michigan presume to inform the resi- on this nation’s naval exercises for the
department posts.
dents of a state about "true" condi-~1 N~rth Atlantic Treaty Organization,
!
Baldwin
said
that
p
e
r
s
o
n
n
e
]
and
tions in their own state.
The workers who make automo-~ morale are the Navy’s biggest probbiles in Detroit say emphatically tbat l leo.
they know more about conditions in ll Baldwin stated that despite more
physical power than ever before in
One Greenwood, Miss. merchant has
Miss~ippi than do the people who
history, the Navy is at its weakest behit on an idea for bolstering Citizens
live there,
cause of personnel troubles.
Council membership.
The pamphlets conclusion:
"Limitations and standardization
To each of his suppliers and busi"Senator Easfland knows that if
imposed by the L~partment of Deness associates, he sends the following
the anti-union and anti-Negro smoke
screen could be blown away by the
lense since the Unification Act was
brief note:
"Thanks for telling me about wmr
northwinds of the whole tn,th, en-passed have eliminated .some of the
wonderfid ~.rvice (or product) x~/hich
lightened white w.or.k’.-u~g, men., lan.dle~ Navy’s old privileges and its claim to
I now enjoy using (or reading, etc.)
small farnaers and tully entranchisecl be an elite service. The integration
(or have used with great success)
negroes---voti/ag in a solid white and lnf negro personnel in sizable nnm(or anticii~ate using). Enclosed is a
black bloe~would rock to its founda-i bets, short-term enlistments and the
copy of our Citizens Council paper.
tion his political temple. This would i use of large numbers of. Reserve of:
I wmdd Ix, happy if you would read
break his slaveholder’s gr~ and re- fleers for short periods have created
and then subscribe to this poblication.
move his ’crown of thorns ~rnm the lmaior problems that have dex:reased
larolitneney, !~
We will be made stronger and wiser
bl;~ and white h ,ea~ls~ of the poor lprofessionaksm
l mkl.
.
hy your support."
people of Misttsapl~ ’~’

Union Pamphlet Mixing Hurts
Assails Seuth Navy Morale

GOOD IDEA
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Minnesota

Should a society allow its students to be indoctrinated with
a viewpoint subversive to its own way of life? This issue is being strated by what has h a p p e n eGentlemen:
d in
Thoosands of lx’ople in Minneapodecided at Jackson, Miss. in a controversy between Millsaps Cot- Montgomery, Ala. since the fantous
lis have been rudely awakened to the
lege, a Methodist school long an important part of the education I bus boycott.
true character of the NAACP through
Fred Thornton, Advertiser
associate editor
of many Mississippi families, and its alumni, contributors, and of theJ.Montgomery
sums a piece of onconstitutional legislation
which that organization tried to pass.
community,
up the "integration," as opposed to
It was defeated. Its defeat representa realistic program of segregated race
Concern has been expressed in the state for some tin(/e over
ed the setxmd setback in our liberalrelations, in this way:
to-left state for the NAACP within
activiOes and teachers at the college which seemed to show that "The condition of the negro in
the past year!
Montgomery
has
changed
greatly
in
integration was being taught, or furthered, at the school.
I pass this information to yott with
recent years. Negroes are better eduDuring early March, these events took place:
the request that you do not identify
cated, they are making more money
living better; there are far more
1. A white professor, Dr. Ernst Borinski of Tougaloo College,and
negro business and professional men
a church supported negro college at Jackson, spoke to a student
than 50 years ago. The number of
gathering in the Millskps Christian Center, openly advocatingnegro voters is on the increase
"’White Montgomery on the v~l~t~le,
integration.
,
is sympathetic with negro gains in
education, business, and better living.
2. An employee of the Fellowship of Reconciliation was
Granting the vote to negroes is viewscheduled to speak the following week on the subject of integraed with reluctance by many white
tion through non-violence. His appearance was cancelled after
people, who believe the applicants
disclosures in the Saturday Evening Post and by the Citizens’
shm,ld be carefully screened. I think
we shmdd have tighter voter qualifiCouncil of information on the Fellowship of Reconciliation and
cations for white people, too ...
their integration activities.
"But I see no sign of integration
... between whites and negroes in
3. A group of 30 Millsaps students and a Millsaps professor
Montgomery. I believe there is acmet with a negro sociology class at Tougaloo in what the Millsaps
tually less contact and association beprofessor said was to find out "what made each other tick." tween the races than there was 50
years ago.
4. The president of the Jackson Citizens’ Council wrote the "Yankee publications harp on the
great victory negroes have won here
president of Millsaps an open letter requesting a statement of the
in getting bus segregation banned. I
position of himself and his faculty on the segregation-integration
ride the bus to and from work every
issue.
day. In the more than 14 months
since segregation was ended by court
5. The president of Millsaps in a public statement evaded
decree, I have not seen a single case
the issue and raised a thick smoke screen of "academic freedom."
of a white person occupying a seat
beside a negro. I do not say there
ft. The president of Millsaps refused to state his position
has never been such an instance, but
have never seen one. I have rewith the statement that he was answerable only to the BoardI of
peatedly seen white passengers standTrustees.
ing rather than take seats beside
members of the other race. In the
’ 7. The president of the Citizens’ Council in an open letter
rare instances where I have seen neasked a statement from the Board of Trustees.
groes sit dnwn beside a white person,
the latter has moved promptly even
8. The Board replied with a statement that segregation is
though it meant standing up. I am
the policy at the college, and commended the President for the
glad to slty that I have personally obmanner in which he has administered it.
served no hnstile words or acts. What
I have witnes.~d is an nnspoken deThe reader may decide for himself, by reading the text
tennination on the part of white bus
below, whether the Trustees came to grips ~vith the real issue.riders to remain aloof.
"Is this the great victory for neThey did not go into whether the administration and fachlty have
groes we have been hearing
in fact acted in a way detrimental to the college--its alumni,
about? . . . "
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me. I am a Federal employe and as
such would be subject to reprisal if
it was learned that I am cooperating
with your fine publication.
Sincerely yours,
A Friend
St. Paul, Minn.

Missouri
Dear Sir:
The writer, when he ’works, is a
ship radio officer. In traveling
through New York recently, on nay
~vay home to St. Louis, I was pushed
against by a negro trying to forc~ his
way into a subway car, when a crowd
~of people were ahead of him.
I stuck my elbow out blocking his
pushing, where upon the negro insulted me, claiming I was putting my
elbow into his ribs. All I was doing
was han~pering the negro in his efforts to push people aside.
Negroes are thus seen to be privileged to push white aside and insult
them if they even resist being pushed
aside. A negro will push yon but
don’t push a negro. They resent it
instantly and arrogantly, and are suported in such behavior by the pecuar pro-negro psychology of the New
York social attitude.
In the current panicky fear of Russia, the big people are shamelessl~
wooing the negro, here and abroad,
Newspaper pictures show Nixon hugging-embracing the number one boy
of the new negro state of Ghana.
This is a cheaper and more undignified behavior than the Russians would
be gafilty of. Needless to say the
negroes are elated. Without having
done anything to elevate themselves,
they suddenly find themselves being
fla~tered, wooed and elevated.
I am against Russia and Communism myself, but cannot see any reason why we have to jettison all our
traditional American customs to oppose them. It is cowardly.
--Disgusted Yankee
(name withheld for protection)

~i

Georgia
Dear Sir:
Citizens Cot,ncil of America. Enclosed please find $2 for your wonderful paper. I just read one and before I finished it I had to stop and
order the paper." I have been a
memher of the AF Labor for 40
/ears, of the B of L.F. & E.
Yours truly,
Retired RR Man
Valdosta, Ca.

Mississippi

Dear Sir:
It seems that there shmdd he some
way that the white people o~ the
South could c o m p I i m e n t General
Motors for not having an integrated
program on TV for their big show
they had a while back.
I hear that the negro press really
castigated the,n for doing this and
are _calling on all negroes to stop buying GM cars.
Most likely, GM hasn’t had a single
letter thanking them for a clean show.
Yours truly,
Wheeler
Strong, Miss.

Michigan
Dear Sirs:
I like your Council paper very
much. The ~a~pers np here seem to
be all one-sioeo.
Maybe throogh the Councils and
their activities the South will wake
up to the fact that it will have to
fight for States Bights and to keep
segregaion.
Keep np your g~md work, and good
luck.
Yours sincerely,
Carl Keith
Nit. Clemens, Mich.
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Pennsylvania
l)ear Sir:
Enclosed is my $2 fur the "Citizens Conncil." This is it fine organtzation and I am proud to be a subscribing memtx, r to its paper.
Dale Mever
Pittsburgi~, Pit.

New York
(Editor’a Note: The following letter was
received by a Southerner from a friend in
the New York area, and is published with
permission as an example of what people
~ are thinkingl.

Dear John:
Thonght you might like to have
:these clippings that came from the
New York Times. If Fred Snllens
were still around he could make a
i~good
story uf this mixed breed sitamt ion. l’m afraid these people are not
aware of what is happening.
1 used to be pretty liberal in my
thinking while I was in the South, but
now I’ve becmne prejudiced.
You can pass these news items
along to Nixon when you’ve read
them.
Regards,
Bill

California
Dear Editor:
A friend gave me the address of
,aOUr
newspaper.
I enclose
two
dolrs for
a subscription.
I am
a native daughter of California, but my
heart is with the Southern people in
their brave fight against the shameful and utterly Un American ruling
of our mixed Supreme Court to integrate the public schools. Although
this city is crowded with Negroes,
they are never mentioned in our papers. But, we have serious trouble
with them in our schools and everywhere else.
My heartiest wishes for your comdete success.
Respectfully,
Mrs. E. R. L.
Los Angeles, California

New York
Dear Sir:
1 have enclosed a clipping from the
New York Daily News that I thought
you might find interesting. I was
overcome with wonder when I read
it, for this is the first time I have
seen a rapists" race mentioned in a
New York newspaper. I looked in a
few other papers, but I found no mention of the incident at all.
It is something that appeared on
)age 26, hut perhaps it is a forentnner of "full disclosure" stories on
pages 2, 3, and 4. I am still amazed
at reading "raped ... by a negro."
Yours,
A. H.
New York City

Florida
Dear Sir:
Sen. Frank Quill Sammons offered
a bill in the Florida Legislature to
lahel blood as to race, which is to be
used for transfttsions. The measurc
also stipulates that the next of kin
of persons to receive blood must he
notified of the race of the donor. The
blood would be labeled, "Caucasian,"
"Negroid," or "Mongohfid."
Other states should adopt similar
measures to see that the Red Cross
and others label their blood.
Sincerely,
E. S. A.
Tallahassee, Fla.

Mississippi
Dear Editor:
I am a farmer, and join land with
i two negro families. We are good
friends, and borrow tools from each
other. We donate to their misfortunes.
But when they are forced on me,
that friendship will cease. I haw,
more resin.or for the negro than 1
have for the ones who advocate mixing of the races.
Sincerely,
R.F.D.
Newton, Mississippi
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Jackson, Missltsippi

Jackson Council Begins Survey
It’s About TIME!

Done Your Part?

Negro
Crimes
Revealed

Finds Strong Sentiment
iAgainst Race Mixing

Every white resident of the Jackson, Miss., metropolitan area
is due to be contacted by a member of the Jackson Citizens’
Council during the course of a block-by block survey now being
conducted.
The "Freedom of Choice" survey seeks to learn the feelings
of Jackson citizens on racial segregation in schools and residential
areas. Preliminary tabulations show a virtual unanimity of opinion,
with more than 99 per cent of Jackson residents lining up firmly
The high Negro crime rate in
to support continued segregation in schools and housing.
Northern cities, accompanied by Negro attempts to hide the facts from
As an indication of the high public regard for the Jackson
the public, is the subject of a special
Citizens’ Council and its leadership, more than two out of three
fidl-page report in the April 21 issue
of the non-members surveyed (including ladies) signed up for
of Time magazine.
membership.
The statistics presented in the articles are similar to those reported l
A prominent Jackson businessman and church leader, Louis
earlier by Southern publications. But
W. Hollis, has been devoting much of his time to heading up the
the fact that Time saw fit to publishi
work of the survey.
them came as a surprise to many l
A block is picked to be surveyed, and a list of every resident
Sontherners.
is compiled from the city directory. Checking against memberThe report is headed "The Negro
ship records, a separate list is made of residents who are also
Crima Rate: A Failure In Integration."
Time begins: "They are afraid to say
Council members.
so in public, but many of the North’s
A block leader is selected from the members living in the
big-city mayors grnan in private that
block. The leader and other Council members meet at the leader’s
their biggest and inost worrisome
home, xvhere Hollis explains the program in detail.
probk;,m is the crime rate anmng Negroes.
At the same time, the Conncil office
mails a letter to each resident of the
The article cites FBI statistics for
ATTENTION
bh,ck, explaining the purposes of the
1956, taken from 1551 cities across
Local Council Leaders
s,rvey, and naming the block leader.
the natinn. In these cities, Negroes
The "’Freedom of Choice" surcomprise 10 per cent nf the populaThe office furnishes survey cards,
vey is designed to work equally
membership invitations, information
tion, they were responsible for 30 per
well in rural communities, small
pamphlets, and other material, with
cent of all crimes, and for 60 per cent
towns and metropolitan areas. For each resident’s name typed on the
of crimes of violence.
sample materials used in the surcards. The Cmmcil members conductvey, write
THE NORTH’S PROBLEM
ing the survey first complete their
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
own cards, then call on their neighAccording to the article, New York
1014 Plaza Building
bors to obtain the needed information.
City, which is 14 per cent Negro,
Jackson, Mississippi
About a week later, the block leader
found that of all persons jailed pendcollects the completed cards, and re-"
ing trial, 44 per cent of the men and
turns them to the Council office for
65 per cent of the women were Netabulation and analysis.
groes.
. According to Hollis, a key point in
In Chicago, with a 15 per cent
the success of the survey is selection
Negro population, twice as many Neof capable block leaders. "Several
rOes as whites were arrested in 1956
ladies have handled this job very
r mnrder, non-negligent manslaughwell," he says.
ter, rape and robbery. The arrest fig(Based on tabulations of more than 1000 completed survey cards
nres for these charges were
The 30 million white Southerners
Husbands and wives are interviewfrom a cross section of I0 different Jackson residential areas, repreed individually so that each person’s
Negroes to 679 whites.
who believe in racial segregation are
senting all economic and social levels. Workers were able to comviews are expressed, and in order that
Detroit’s c~5 per cent Negro popula- victims of "fear and fuzzy thinking,"
plete 90 percent of house calls. The remaining 10 percent could
both may be invited to join the Counnot be completed due to moves, absences from the city, etc., anti
tion accounts for two-thirds of the according to two psychiatrists.
cil.
prisoners in the Wayne County iail.
In a report published in the Ameriwere not included in the tabulation below.)
During March, f;’2 per cent of the can Journal of Psychiatry, official
Started early this year, the survey
Per Cent
Question
is no~v well underway. Hollis’ office
defendants who went on trial were organ of the American Psychiatric
Yes
No
is a heehive of activity, and markings
Negroes. And the city’s 1957 arrest Association, Dr. Harold I. Lief of
38
1. Do you have children or grandchildren in school? .... 62
on a huge city map which covers one
total--not including traffic cases-- Tulane University and Dr. lan P.
2. If your answer to (1) is YES, do you prefer raciallywall show the areas already covered,
show 12,919 Negroes, more than half Stevenson of the University of Vir~
separate schools for your children or grandchildren? .... 99+
as well as those where the survey is
of the 25,216 total.
ginia say "the prejudiced person does
now in progress.
3. When attempts are made to integrate the school in
Nor is the problem confined to the not perceive clearly or think clearly."
your neighborhood, do you intend to keep your chilNorth. Los Angeles reports that in
The volunteer Council members
Asserting that "men are not born
dren or grandchildren out of school until the attempt1956, Negroes accounted for 48 per prejudiced," the psychiatrists claim
who conduct the survey are urged to
ed
integration
fails?
............................................
99
I
answer questions about the Citizens’
cent of the arrests for crimes of vio- "most of the opposition to racial deConncil movement as fully as possible,
4. Do you intend to allow your children or grandchildren
lence, and 28 per cent of the total segregation is b a s e d on acquired,
99
but without arguing. "We want this
arrest figures, despite the fact they :prejudicial thinking about negroes."
to be integrated? ................................................... I
survey to reflect credit on the Cotlnmake tip only 13 per cent of the Los
However, they concede that "there
5. If you have no children or grandchildren in school,
Angeles population. And in San are some rational reasons for opposing
ell," Hollis says, "and our volunteers
would you support morally and through the Citizens’
Francisco, which is 7 per cent Negro, desegregation," and "you cannot legisare doing a wonderfill job."
Council your neighbors, whose children are the targets
the only statistic cited quoted victims late .preindice away." They note that
of attempted integration? ........................................... 96
4
"One of the best things about the
of last year’s robberies. Of the total leaders of education and social agensurvey," he continues, "’is that it gives
6.
If
it
becomes
necessary,
would
you
be
interested
in
of 1564 robbery cases, 896 victims i cies are visiting the analysts’ couch
Conncil members a chance to answer
cooperating with the organization of a private school
said their assailants were Negroes.
questions which many people have
more frequently "during the current
under sound local leadership? ..................................... 98
2
concerning the organization, and lets
period of transition in race relations."
7. Will .you cooperate with your Citizens’ Council to proTRY TO HIDE FACTS
us clear tip a lot of mis-information."
(Emotional reaction of these people
tect property values in your neighborhood from atThe letter received by each houseThe Time report says Negro crime to integration contradicts the t,ntempted residential integration? ..................................
99
1
holder before the survey begins clearstatistics "are shrouded frnm public fimnded generalizations of the two
8.
In
an
emergency,
will
you
cooperate
with
local
Citily explains the purpose of the project.
attention by what a Chicago judge psychiatrists.)
zens’ Council leadership cho~n by you and your
Individually addressed to each home,
celled a ’conspiracy of eoneeahnent.’" The doctors report that laws and
neighbors in advance? ................................ 99
!
the letter reads as follows:
"In many cities," Time says. "Ne- administrative actions, such as those
9. Are you a registered voter? ...................................85
15
"’We are going to be faced with
gro leaders and organizations" such as leading to school integration, expose
10. If not, will you register now? ................................ 78
22
three very serious attacks from the
the NAACP put pressure on politi- prejudiced persons to "new expericians, city officials and newspapers to ences’" which reveal the "’error" of
11. Are you a member of the Citizens’ Council .............. 16
84
NAACP and other pressure groups.
play down the subject. Fearing hiss their thinking. They warn that preju12. If not, will you now accept an invitation to memberThese are:
of Negro votes, few elected officials dice produces "social effects of maior
ship now? ............................................................... 69 31
importance."
1. School integration.
dare to resist the pressures."
(Note: Futalre isstles of this publication will carry more complete
2. Mass Voting by Negroes as a
The report debunks an NAACP extabulations, as they become available.)
bloc.
cuse. that many of the Negroes arIt is race contact that produces a
rested in the North have migrated race problem, but only racial integra3. Residential integration.
from the South, and are spurred to tinn can reduce a nation to impotence
To determine how our citizens in
crime by an unfamiliar environment. and decay.
Jackson would react to a positive
Time notes. "’Cnntrary to popular conprogram under responsible leaderviction, crime rates among foreign- The race problem is a natiomd probship to meet these threats, a house
born whites (who would be in an lena. The effort is being made to isoto house survey is now in progress.
even more unfamiliar environment~ late the White South so that the
Neighborhood groups are being
Ed.) were lower than among U.S.- eqmditarians cau deal with the" enappointed to conduct this survey.
born whites."
fnrcement of racial integration on a
In your neighborhood, the survey is
sectiunal basis. The White North inust
led by (name of block captain).
TIME FOR A CHANGE
come to uuderstand this.
A Mississippi basketball c o a c h American Amateur Athletic U n i o n
We are sure you realize the
Time says, "Negro leadership could
brought his girls" team home rather tournament at St. Joseph," Dalton
urgency of this situation, and when
umke a start toward lowering Negro
than play an integrated team in St. said.
one of your neighbors calls, you
crime rates by abandoning the conJoseph, Missouri.
He says he was assured by the will give the few minutes needed.
spiracy of conceahnent and urging full THE CULT OF EQUALITY
After losing a game in the cham- chainnan of the tournament that his
The neighbor who will call on
disclosure of the facts to be met.
pionship bracket, Coach Johnny Dal- team would not be matched with a you is giving time for the best
A Study of the Race Problem
Once they fa¢’ed the facts, Negro
ton’s Lumberton, Mississippi t e a m negro team.
interests of our community. Your
leaders and organizations--including
by
found itself unexpectedly paired with
courtesy and cooperation will be
the NAACP---cnuld help hy wholeAccording
to
Dalton,
reaction
of
Stuart O. Landry
the Ro~nblum team from Maple Junior Chamber of Commerce offi- appreciated."
heartedly nndertak’ing short-term efOhio in the consolation cials in St. Joseph was very favoraHollis says that as the survey is
forts of rehabilitation, by accepting Pelican Publishing Company Heights,
bracket. The Rosenblums field three ble to his stand. They said if they completed in each of Jackson’s wards,
responsibility in an area where they
305 Chartres St.
negro
girls
on
their
first
team.
habitt,ally look the other way."
,had 30 coaches who felt the same the block leaders will hold a ward
New Orleans, La.
"This is the first time anything like way, there wouldn’t be any trouble meeting to select a ward leader and
And so continues the report.
Price 83~50
this has happened in the 14 years with integration in the annual tourna- concentrate on follow-up calls enLeading Southerners were generally
we have been participating in the ment.
couraging non-members to join.
(See NEGRO CRIMES. p. 4)
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Head-Docs Say
South Is ’Sick’

How They’re Answering

Coach Nixes Mixed Game,
Girls’ Team Quits Tourney
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JACKSON -- The more than one
hundred members present at the regular meeting of the Madison County
Chapter of the Tennessee Federation
for Constitutional Government heard
Memphis Attorney Robert L. Dobbs
declare that since the invasion of
Little Rock, the tide of public sentiment throughout the United States
has turned in favor of the State’s
Ri~,h ts cause.
"Within a few vears, our friends
in the North will "be requesting aid
from the South to help solve their
serious integration problems", Dobbs
said.
During the business session, Ted
Cunliffe of Jackson was elected secretary of the Madison County Chapter. He succeeds Mrs. Frank Dail,
who hecomes assistant secretary.
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Vote of Confidence
CITIZENS~ COU NC ILI ,JACKSONIM|SS.

NASHVILLE--The Parents Preference Committee has urged the
~qashville school board to carry the
s cho o I desegregation case to the
U. S. Supreme Court. The parents
group also suggested the board submit to Federal Court a plan which
would call for the court itself to order specific integration measures.
Parents Committee chairman Chester Mason read a statement to the
board in which he said, "It is apparent that the court does very earnestly desire the board to perform
that fateful and disagreeable task (of
submitting a desegregation plan) for
the court. But why should t the court
attempt to fool it, ll, or ybu, when
l the court, in fact, is creating it plan
bv the process of elimination?" "Ellis
~as in reference to Judge Miller’s
decisions that the Tennessee preferencc law, Tennessee assignment law
aud the parents’ three-school wdontary phm are illegal.

The house-to-house survey now being made by the Jackson
Citizens’ Council has produced a number of heartening results
to date.
For one thing, it bears out what we in the Council movement
have known all along--when they have the full facts, people have
Elsewhere in this issue, you will no doubt note--perhaps CLINTON--In his colul,an "’Capimade up their minds that there will be NO racial integrationHill News Letter," which appears
Period. Just look at that first tabulation. Will you allow your with a chuckle---a report by two psychiatrists, who say anyone tol
week in The Tennessee Rechildren to attend an integrated school? "NO!", say 99 per cent. who believes the races should be segregated is a prejudiced victim each
porter, Jack Kronlin writes: "TenAnd 99 per cent say they will resist residential integration, of "fear and fuzzy thinking."
nessee will never forget that GoverClement sent her own troops
A rousing 98 per cent will cooperate in organizing a private
The ~ood doctors imply that those of us who fail to realize nor
her own people and the net
the "error’ of our ways are in dire need of immediate treatmentagainst
school, if need be.
result was illegal integration and the
Another gratifying response reflects the unanimous public on the analysts’ couch, if not fair game for the little men in xvhitedestn~cti.n of Tennessee law."
recognition of the ability of the Council’s clear-thinking, level-I jackets.
headed leadership to meet an emergency, should one arise. TheI VCe wonder what institution the eminent head-shrinkers would MEMPHIS--Willis E. Ayres, Jr.,
survey shows 99 per cent of Jackson s white residents will look[ recommend for the author of this statement. Read it and judge
has called on the City Commission
~
to act on the Ayres Ordinance which
to the Council for guidance if trouble comes,
l for yourse.lves:
require certain organizations
Has any odaer grass-roots movement ever registered I
.~
There may even be a need to make a regulatioh would
to file information of their activities
" confidence?
"
a 99 per cent vote ofPublic
We know of I
based on race, the source of the most invidious discrimi- with the city attorney. Ayres’ statenone.-I
nations man has made. Experience shows that liquor has ment follows:
,
cloak has been ripped from
But perhaps the point most important to Citizens Councils] a devastating effect on the North American Indian and the"The
demands made by the students
eve
ryw
here ts
" thts
" : Nearl
y 7 out ofl0- non members
"
lumped
Eskimo.
at It is, therefore, commonly provided in the United
at LeMoyne College, demanding the
States and Canada that no liquor should be sold to those resignation from the board of directhe chance to joint And this includes the ladies. The object lesson
races. Other regulations based on race may likewise be
tors of Walter Chandler. We now
should be clear,
see the entire movement of the
Jackson is, after all, fundamentally the same as every other
iustified by reason of the special traits of those races,
NAACP behind their demand. It is
such,
for
example,
as
their
susceptibility
to
particular
Southern city and town. The Councils maintain an office in
time not only to take stock of the
Jackson. Council leaders are well-known to the public. Yet, 84 diseases."
movement in Memphis, but to recogper cent of the people contacted during the survey were NOT Wait a minute, doctors! Before you order up the shock treatnize the Glenview racial trouble, towith about 10 previous moves,
Council members. But of that 84 per cent, 7 out of 10 joined,
ments, read on. The man who wrote that little gem is, by his gether
is directly traceable to that infamous
once they were askedI
own proclamation, one of the most liberal, unpreiudiced in- organization.
Perhaps we’ve been underestimating the essential modesty of
dividuals in this crazy, mixed-up world. Matter of fact, doctors,
Harmony Fading
our people. Perhaps in YOUR city, in YOUR .~tate, people are
he’s helping to hand down the "law of the land."
"Memphis has lived nearly a cenwaiting to be askeS. The least we can do is ask them. We owe Head for the Freudian hills, doctors! Or YOU ma~y be the tury
with interracial harmony, but
it to them, and to ourselves.
ones to end up in an institution. You see, those words otwisdom today that is rapidly fading, through
The Jackson survey could well be used as a guide by hundreds
came from the pen of one William O. Douglas, a justice of theactions charted elsewhere by the
Unless we are to see a
of Councils, throughout the South. Dedicated volunteers abound
U.S. Supreme Court. He wrote ’em in a book, "We the Judges."NAACP.
furtlSer deterioration of racial relain your community, just as they do in Jackson. Men and women
And he and his eight buddies in Washington might not take too tions, positive action on the part of
like to know they’re doing something positive about the problem
kindly to your meddling around in things like psychiatry and onr city commissioners is necessary,
that concerns them most. Thus, the survey gives long-standing
sociology and "prejudice." After all, they were there first . . . now. A proposed ordinance I reasked them to consider would
members an inner sense of fulfillment.
back in 1954 . . . and maybe they believe they’ve preempted thecently
bring into open the financial and
While it is not yet complete, we have no rdason to feel that
field, and won’t appreciate y.ou muscling in at this late date. They membership stn~cture of the NAACP
the final tabulation of the Jackson survey will vary much from
might even think there’s something wrong with YOU.
and its satellite organizations here in
the initial reports. The pattern is remarkably similar, regardless
Memphis. This proposed ordinance
"Fuzzy
thinking?"
Gee,
doctors,
we’re
glad
those
are
YOUR
of social and economic level. This is the highest endorsement thewords. Those nine guys in black robes have given US enough mentions no race, creed or color, and
is equally effective on organizations
Council movement could receive. It is proof of the essential
already! And besides, according to you psychiatrists, of a secret nature among the white
.intelligence of our Southern citizens. They have not been misledtrouble
race, for instance, the Ku Klux Klan.
we’re too sick to worry about it.
by wild propaganda claims, nor have the prophets of doom made
"If we are to stamp out the slowburning fuse to the powder keg of
them fearful.
interracial strife, it must he done
They know what they want. They are determined. And they
now with the passing of this ordiare aware that the only way their principles can prevail is through
nance giving our local officials power
a courageous, united stand.
to seek all information of the NAACP
Misguided counselors of do-nothing "moderation" to the con- Following publication of an article on the World Book En- and its allied groups. Otherwise, all
of the good intentions on the part
cyclopedia in the January CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, Field Entertrary, ~ey want to do something! And they have chosen the
Commissioner Armour will be to
Citizens Councils as the instrument by which their high aims canprises, Inc. of Chicago, publishers of the encyclopedia, have in- of
no avail."
formed
us
through
their
Mississippi
attorney
of
the
following
best be accomplished.
There has as yet been de~4sed no workable substitute for developments.
organization.
1. All World Book articles mentioned in the January story
are being sent to a panel of critics to be reviewed from the stand- The grass roots strength of Citipoint of Southerners and from the standpoint of the free enter- zens’ Councils lies in the individual
prise system to insure the articles are not slanted or biased either strength of local Camncils, like the
way.
one in Noxubee County, Mississippi.
State Senator W. B. Lucas of Ma2.
World
Book
Encyclopedia
has
requested
that
a
reference
Mrs. E. H. Harrell, Clarksdale, Miss., sent this version of
con reports the Noxuboe Council has
article on the Citizens" Council be furnished for inclusion in the now grown to 438 members, and its
the 23rd Psalm, which a friend sent from an Arkansas newspaper
"
1958 second printing.
activities are growing in strength.
clipp~m,~g.
The Noxubee Conncil has placed
General Ike is my shepherd, I am in. want;, he..maketh ,me,
in three high schools of the c~unty
Definition of a liberah
to stand aside for martial law, he ]eadet~ me tmsme guar~ea Gentlemen:
literature supix~rting the Citizens’
One who will lay down your life for
schools, he restoreth my concern for his sanity. Yea, tho I walk 1 am enclosing herewith my check
Council views on segregation. They
you that you may say what he apdonated the books to the school
in the shadow of the 101st Airborne Division, I agree not with for $:2 for a year’s subscription to the proves of.
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL. I read a
libraries.
their presence, for I am yet a Confederate, and the Supreme Court :ot~’ of yourpaper, and admired theThe lOth amendment to the ConRobert B. Patterson, executive
doth not comfort me. Ike setteth forth the law of the land by use I ~ai ghfforward w a y in which
you reads, "The powers not delesecretary of the Mississippi Associastitution
of the bayonet, he anointeth our brows with blood; our cup indeed t ~tat~ fact~.
gated to the United States by the
tion said that programs of essay conConstitution, nor prohibited by it to
tests, distribution of literature, and
Very truly yOUrs,
is bitter. Surely confusion and integration will prevail, all ~e...dayI
the State~, are reserved to the States
other means of roaching into the
Mrs.
A.
M.
H.
ot his ~tiou, and we shall dwell in social rebelhon[
l~dvdy or to the people."
~ehools are planned.
Dmmey,
~
"
togetherY -

S nebody’s Sick, Sick, Sick

World Book Sequel

Noxubee Active

’lke Is My Shepherd’
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What’s Happening To Us?
CHURCHWOMAN QUITS
The president of the United
Church Women of Mississippi, Mrs.
Elizabeth Wates of Jackson, resigned
her post recently, chiming "the one
absorbing interest of the group is
racial integration."
Mrs, Wates picked up a piece of
literature from the organization’s national headquarters, and told a statewide meeting "It teaches only hate
and dissension and I refuse to be a
part of it."
Mrs. C. M. Motet of Jackson, a
member of the national board of directors, and Mrs. Drew McCully of
J a c k s o n, corresponding secretary,
joined Mrs. Wares in resigning.
MERIDIAN ACTS
The city council of Meridian,
Miss., has unanimously passed an ordinance giving bus drivers the power
to seat passengers in certain seats.
The new law is patterned after a
city ordinance enacted in Tallahassee,
Fla., which has been upbeld by the
U. S. Supreme Court.
COUNCIL GETS RESULTS
A significant victory has been registered by the Shreveport, La., Citizens’ Council. The group objected
to pro-integration literature w h i c h
t h e National Conference of Christians and Jews had sent school officials for distribution in the schools.
Claiborne Parish school superintendent F. C. Haley pointed out that
one NCCJ pamphlet stated that interracial marriages produce "a hybrid vigor."
The Shreveport Council w i r e d
Dallas NCCJ leader Charles Beard
to protest. Beard replied that if the
NCCJ injected itself into the field
of race relations, he would quit the
organization.
The Council soon received a wire
from the NCCJ’s New Orleans regional director, Joseph P. Murphy,
in which he stated: "No literature
issued by this office is intended to
promote integration. Because of interpretations in conflict with the
above, we shall diseontinne distribution of these materials."
Executive v i e e-president Charles
Barnett s a i d Council officers "are
very pleased" with the NCCJ’s action.
NEGRO MARINE WINS SUIT
A negro Marine Corps sergeant is
$1,100 richer after winning a lawsuit against four trailer eonrts at San
Diego, Calif. Negro Sgt. Jesse Teverbaugh, Jr., brought suit under the
civil rights section of the California
Civil code, contending he was denied accommodations in each of the
fimr trailer parks. A fifth ease was
settled out of court, and a sixth was
still pending. The n e g r o finally
parked his trailer in a space rented
by a white friend.
The $1,100 award was the largest
iudgment ever entered u n d e r the
California law, which prohibits de*
nial of service in such places as hotels, restaurants, theaters, b a r b e r
shops and skating rinks.
MOST YW’s ARE "INTER-RACIAL
Up to 97 per cent of the YWCAs
across the country have at least some
inter-racial activities, delegates to the
21st National YWCA convention in
St. Lovis were told recently.
Mrs. Paul Jones of White Plains,
N.Y., reported that persons of different races participate freelv in activities at 87 per cent of the YWCAs
while another 10 per cent offer interracial programs on a more limited
scale. Only three per cent of the
YWCAs have no mixed activities.
The convention adopted a civil
rights platform unanimously.
BISHOP GIVES IN
A Catholic mission at Jesuit Bend,
Lat., re-opened f o r Easter services
this year for the first time since October of I~55, when it was closed
beeanse parishoners obieeted to a negro priest. A white priest will con-

Just Shooting at
the Apple.*

I

A group of 28 negro ministers led
the boycott, with the backing of the
NAACP. Later, the NAACP warned
it might launch a fuR-scale, lone[term demonstration, complete w i t h
pickets, if negro sales people aren’t
hired.

duct future services at St. Cecilia’s
Catholic mission, located 20 miles
south of New Orleans.
Archbishop Joseph Rummel closed
the mission more than two
ago, and said it would remain closed
until the parishioners agreed to accept any priest he sent. But in authorizing the re-opening, Archbishop
Rummel said "We cannot permit the
closed chapel to stand forever as a
symbol of resistance to the authority
of the church."
The negro priest was sent to a
negro parish in Vicksburg, Miss. At
the Easter service, Rev. Frank Ecimovich, the new white pastor, said mass
for a segregated congregation of 55
whites and g5 negroes,
CONTEMPT ACTION FILED
Alabama attorney general J o h n
Patterson has asked that the NAACP
be found in contempt of court for
"doing[ further business" in Alabama
after being outlawed from the state
two years ago.
The NAACP was banned from
Alabama and fined $1130,000 in 1956
for refusing to turn over its records l
and membership lists. But PattersonI
claims the group is continuing to:
operate in the state through a front l
organization, "The State Coordinating
Association for Registration and Voting."
Patterson claims the latter group
was set up and controlled by the
NAACP as a subterfuge to get aronnd
the injunction.
NEGROES WARN HARRIMAN
New York Governor Averill Harriman has been warned that negroes
"will get him at the polls" if he goes
ahead with plans for a $25-million
housing project in New York City’s
Harlem district.
Negro congressman Adam Clayton
Powell called on present occupants
of tenements in the slum area to resist eviction, if necessary. "There
aren’t enough police in the city to
evict you," Powell said.
Opposition to the new housing project is led by the NAACP, which objects to such projects being located
in all-negro districts. It prefers racially-mixed units.
MAY SUMMON C-R CHIEF
At Minden, La., a Webster Parish
grand iury has been urged to subpoena W. Wilson White, assistant
U.S. Attorney General in charge of
the civil rights division of the Justice Department.
District attorney L. H. Padgett,
Jr., says White might be able to tell
why FBI agents refused to answer
certain questions during last month’s
grand jury probe of negro intimidation of parish officials. Jury foreman Marcus D. Wren said the FBI
agents said they had "direct orders"
frown the Justice Department and
from White not to testify.
The grand ~ury indicted a negro
funeral home director for intimidation of public officials, a f te r he
threatened Federal action if the parish voting rolls were not opened to
al negroes.

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Citizens’ Councils
1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
[] For One Year ...................................... $2.00
(Please Print)
Name ..........................................................................
Address ...................................................................
city ............................................................................
State

BOYCOTT IN D.C.
Negroes staged a one-day boycott
of five big department stores in
Washington, but apparently got
where in their efforts to force the
stores to hire negroes as sales clerks.
The boycott was reported o n ! y
partially successful, b u t it aroused
the tempers of store managers, who
remarked that the affair hurt the
chances of hiring negro clerks anytime soon. Said one top executive:
"We would be losing face if we put
negroes in sales ~obs now."

UNWARRANTED CRITICISM
WILL THE FOE WAIT?.
Citizens~ Councils have been getSome argue that a new Constituting some unwarranted criticism and tion is needed to maintain segregaunsolicited advice from certain quar- lion. Even if one were authorized
ters habitually lukewarm in support today, it could be months and even
of active resistance to the integration years before an acceptable Constituthreat. Some of t h e s e detractors tion would be produced and ratified.
fight the Council regularly with dag- It is deubtfid if the NAACP would
get a n d sledgehammer, while slap- sit around idly for a year or two
ping the NAACP on the wrist with!while a new Constitution was being
a powder puff, once in a blue moon. i devised. Agitators at last Sunday’s

Prnfessional pollyannas who favor N. AAC.P rally in. Jackson a,o~.e

compromise have been working over- they plan immediate action, we
t i m e producing puerile platlitudes, lieve they do.
.
vious ~reachments and n o m v o u s I We further believe it extremely
~onpy~>ck Amon~ othe’r t h’i n g s I improbable that Mississippi can hit
Councils have been accused of "emo- upon any new laws capable of holdtionalism" and "negative" thinking,°ing, water with. a federal judiciary
ahhou[h critics have offered no spe- which systematwally overturns laws
cific examples of such runs---if sins tn confltct wtth NAACP whine. FedBIG CITIES WONDER
eral iudges can declare any state law
they be.
Racial problems associated w i t h
unconstitutional without even botherIt is debatable, to say the least.
movement of white residents away
ing to read that law.
Any game in semantics can be played
from cities and into the suburbs are
two ways.
OUR BEST BE’r?
giving c i t y officials headaches in
many parts of the country.
It might well be that Mississippi’s
THE FINER INSTINCTS
best hope of averting a serious situaAs we see it, most human progress
In Buffalo, N.Y., civic planners are
tion rests largely with the entirely
struggling with the many problems
and achievement stems front "emo-I
legal and peaceful program of onr
of urban renewal, feadul that their
tionalism", as do the finer instincts
tightly- organized, effective Citizens’
of
mankind.
Love,
honor,
faith,
incity will be populated mainly b~.
Councils. They have held the line
low-income negroes if something isn t
dividual initiative and patriotism are
firmly in Mississippi while o the r
done soon.
emotional qualities. So is resentment
Southern states suffer breaches in
of
tyranny
and
injustice.
The
re
But to lure middle-income whites
their defenses.
would
be
no
love,
no
marriage
and
back to the city, there must be some
Therefore, it wnuld appear that our
no hmnan r ace without emotional
guarantee of neighborhood stability,
Citizens’
Councils need more support
promptings.
and negroes obiect that this would
and c<mperation, and less flyblowing
The
Minute
Men
of
1775
were
confine them to a segregated housing
criticism. Tho~ who cannot help
highly emotional where their freearea.
paddle should at least refrain from
doms were concerned. They took a
rocking the boat and dragging thei’r
"’negative" view of despotic attempts
Planning officials are also worried
feet in the water.
that their new public housing units
to enslave and humiliate them. On
the other hand, King George’s hired
will rapidly become "concrete and
glass centers of filth and social deHessians were entirely unemotional in
cay." As one Buffalo spokesman put
seekiog to quell the Revolution. They
it: "Too many negroes don’t know
got their pants kicked off, too, behow to use garbage cans. When they
cause they had no real enthusiasm
for the iob at hand and absolntely no
m o v e into a stable neighborhood,
TELEVISION
they bring the slums with them.’"
ardor for their canse.
New
Orleans,
La.~WJMR-TV ChanBuffalo has about 10 per cent neDANGEROUS THINKING
nels 12 and 20, Sunday 6 p.m.
groes among its 600,{RKI citizens.
Whatever faults the Citizens’ Cm~n(Prodt,ced h,y Citizens’ Cot,ncils of
oil movement may have, these do not
An even bigger city, Philadelphia.
Greater New Orleans.)
include
any
no
tio
n
that
thinking
has even bigger problems. But offiJackson, Miss.~WLBT (TV) Chansweet thuughts can solve Mississippfs
cials there look to the law for a
nel 3. Snnday 2:30 p.m. (Citizens’
problems. Nor does Council leadersolution-by-force. Rather than a cit~,
Council Forum," produced by Citiship
entertain
the
idea
t
h
a
t
Doanti-discrimination ordinance, s n c n
zens’ Conncils of Mississippi.)
Nothing
"Moderation"
can
stave
off
as New York adopted, Philadelphia
a
showdown
with
Mississippi’s
enemayor Richardson Dilworth wants a
RADIO
mies. Such a course can be dangerous
state law on the subject. A city or(Citizens’
Council Forum)
if not fatal.
dinance "would iust drive people ont
Little Rock followed the line of
faster," Dilworth says. Adds the
ALABAMA
least resistance and look what hapmayor of the City of Brotherly Love:
Evergreen--WBLO (1470 kc.) schedpened. Everyone sat around think"We have to make it clear to whites
ule not received.
ing "positive" thoughts while intethat they can’t rnn away." (A new
Selma~WGWC (1340 kc.) Sunday
grationists worked like termites. Litbrand of "’Friendly Persuasion"?)
12 noon.
tle Rock cherished the fallacy that
Dilworth says $800 million in pubracial friction could be avoided by
FLORIDA
lic housing would be needed to re- providing fine N e g ro schools. It
Crestview~WJSB (1050 kc.) schedplace his city’s slums. He sees a dual didn’t work. For six months now
ule not received.
threat in the near future of the centhe Arkansas capital has been a verittral city becoming a negro shopping
able battleground. The same thing
GEORGIA
district, while white suburbs ring the
can happen here if we adopt ArkanCordele~WMJM (1490 kc.) schedcity, preventing its growth and mnlsas strategy.
ule not received.
tiplying slnm problems.
Monroe--WMRE--(1490 kc.) MonTHINK IT OVER
day 10:30 a.m.
So far, Mississippi has managed to
preserve
domestic
tranqnility
and
LOUISIANA
REMEMBER THIS QUOTE
avoid most of the difficulties now
Houma--KCIL (1490 kc.) Snnday
In the event anyone among your
confronting Arkansas and other em5:15 p.m.
acquaintanceship is still unconvinced
battled areas. Our enviable situation
Jonesville~KLEC (1480 kc.) Sunday
of the remarkably close relationship
has not resulted from being acci8:45 a.m.
between the NAACP and the Comdental or a matter of happen-so. It
munist Party, show them this stateMISSISSIPPI
is because Mississippi has the South’s
ment--it proves that point in 15 secbest organized and m o s t effective
Aberdeen---WMPA (1240 kc.) schedonds:
Citizens" Council program operating
ule not received.
by peaceful and legalmethods.
Brookhaven -- WJMB (1340 kc.)
"I believe in socialism. I seek a
Despite such promising, the state
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
world where the ideals of commuadministration apparently h a s no
nism will triumph--to each accordColumbus---WACR (1050 kc.) Friday 12 noon.
ing to his need; from each according
really effective plan for combatting
Jackso~WJDX (820 kc.) Saturday
to his ability. For this I will work
the integration menance. Ch]r Legisas long as I live. And I still live."
lature has been in session since Janu12:45 p.m.
ary, without devising any spectacular
Louisville---WLSM (1270 kc.) SaturWho said it? The only negro
safeguard in the way of new laws.
day 12:45 p.m.
founder of the NAACP, W.E.B. Eh~Starkville,--WSSO {1230 kc.) SaturBois. When? On February 17 of
day 6:45 p.m.
’DARKIES’ TO STAY
this year. And anyone who reads it
Tupelo--WELO (1490 kc.) Sunday
should be convinced.
The NAACP has failed in one at12:,30 p.m.
tempt to change the words of StepTupelo--WTUP (1380 kc.) Svnday
hen C. Foster’s songs. The CBS net12:30 p.m.
MINNESOTA SAYS ’NO"
work refused to delete the word
"darkies"
from
such
old
favorites
as
NORTI! CAROLINA
Minnesota property owners banded
"’My Old Kentcuky Home" and "Old
Lexington--WBUY (1440 kc.) Wedtogether recently to defeat two proFolks At Home." The NAACP had
nesday 7 p.m.
posed laws aimed at forcing intecomplained that the word "darkies"
grated housing in the st a re, and
SOUTH CAROLINA
in such songs is "’offensive." But
handed the NAACP a severe .setback
CBS officials said the songs will be Orangeburg~WTND (920 k.c.) Friin the process.
aired nnchanged.
day 12:15 p.m.
Sumter~WSSC (1290 kc.) Saturday
In Minneapolis. a proposed city
4:45 p.m.
ordinance which w ou ! d have imSTUDENT SEES CLEARLY
prisoned hmneowners who refused to
TENNESSEE
Southern
young
people
are
aware
rent, sell, or lease to negroes was
Lexington---WDXL ( 1490 kc.) Friday
of the cause of race tensions. A senwithdrawn by its sponsors after the
ior girl student at the Calhoun City,
6:15 p.m.
city attorney ruled it was "’probably
Miss., high school wrote an article
Mil~WKBJ (1800 kc.) Sunday
unconstiutional."
"Integration or Segregation?"
for
Mu~geshorn~WGNS (1450 kc.)
A similar state-wide plan was pithe town’s weekly newspa~e~r.
eon-holed in the Minnesota LegisSunday 1 p.m.
She wrote in part: "Th a t the
ture earlier, and referred to a study
Communist party is encouraging disTEXAS
group until the next legislative sesagreement and discontent between
Carthage--KGAS (1590 kc.) Sunday
sion in lg59.
different parts of the United States
12:45 p.m.
is a known fact. The segregation
In beth cases, the NAACP had
Post~KRWS (1370 kc.) Monday
roblem has been a perfect outlet
waged an extensive campaign to se1:30 p.m.
r their propaganda. They have incure passage of the laws, and newsTyler~KTBB (600 kc.) Sunday
filtrated into important positions in
papers in Minneapolis and St. Paul
5:45 p.m.
government, religious, and o t h e r
supported them.
If your city is not listed, ask your
,r~ups,
and
much of under
our literature
Real estate beards were pressured
been
published
this inlocal station manager to contact CITIby the NAACP into taking no stand
ZENS’ COUNCIL, 1014 Plaza Buildon the proposals, but homeowners,
"What is happening in the United
~g, Jac,ks~.n, Miss. for full details.
homebuilders, and rental property States now is what the Communists
’Citizens Council Forum" is made
oval,s jo~ed ~o~ce~ to fig~t the said many + ~ye2a~, ago they planned
avaihbh free of dmge a. a Imbl/c
to ~ abomt.
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Negro Cnmel
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(Continued from p. 1)
The National Association for the Advancement of Colored
shocked and amazed that such a re-/
People has been propagandized for in the religious press, in
port should appear in a pnblication[
religious programs, and by leadership personnel in the field of
which has so consistently distorted"
and slanted its treatment of racial
religion in a manner equaled by few, if any, other non-church
news. One newsman commented: "’It
organizations.
leads me to believe that the situation

Illinois
Gendemen:
Please renew nay snbseription for
one year and use the balance in any
way to further the canse.
The situation in nay state and in
most of the other states appears to
hopeless, but I hope one area can
bebe saved one way or another.
Yours truly,
J.H.C.
Moline, Illinois

up North must be getting pretty des-

An investigation by a committee of the Florida Legislature
perate. Time wouldn’t have mentioned it otherwise."
revealed that 145 of the 0.,36 individuals whose names appear on
But the fact that the report DID
the current letterhead of the NAACP and its affiliate, The "Comappear in a magazine which is known
to a
be unfriendly to the Southern cause
mittee of 10ft’ Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., have
should add even more emphasis to
composite total of more than 2000 separate incidents of Comthe facts disclosed. And while Time
included several paragraphs blaming
munist affiliation. Of these 145 individuals, 46 have 15 or more
the problem on white citizens, this
such public record experiences. Twenty of the 46 are clergymen
may be dismissed as editorial justifiand 9 are college, university, or theological seminary educators.
cation-in-advance for the flood of
violent protests certain to be made
The leadership of the NAACP, according to the above statisby the NAACP, politicians and dogooders.
tics, has been more seriously involved on a percentage basis in
Communist affiliations than has any other non-Communist organ- FIGURES COMPARED
ization.
Many Southern leaders feel that tile
Northern politicians who now are

Ohio

Arizona

Dear Sirs:
Sample copies of your paper were
sent to me by Sen. W. M. Rainach
of Louisiana. I have longed to be in
a position where I could work with
others, rather than think alone conceming the evils of checkerboard
classrooms and other forced integration.
1 am enclosing $2 for a subscription to the paper.
Sincerely,
C. S. McE.
Toledo, Ohio

Editor:
In spite of radical negro agitaHon
for "equality" and "’civil rights," a
study of tax figures shows that negroes actually contribute the least
taxes and reap the most benefits.
In Claiborne Parish, La., during
the year 1957, a total of $5’77,689.80
in taxes was collected. Only $7,906.45 of this amount came from negroes.
The figures above give tile answer.
They shoxv who is doing what for
whom in the South.
Sincerely,
A.A.S.
Phoenix, Arizona

The interlocking leadership connections of NAACP officersgroaning about the Negro crime rate
are, in fact, largely themselves to
with Communist-affiliated groups and individuals calls for the
blame for conditions in their cities.
religious leadership of the United States to re-evaluate the differ- To get a basis of comparison with
the Northern figures, the 1957 police
ences between obiective efforts to improve the lot of the American
records of Jackson, Miss., were
Negro and race incitation-propaganda. He deserves guidance and
checked. And they revealed that in
to their numbers, Jackson
assistance from both white and Negro people who are freeproportion
of
Negroes committed far less crimes
Communist affiliations. American Negroes might well study the
than their Northern counterparts.
records of everybody who claims to be helping the AmericanLast year, Jackson Negroes, corn- IAI__L:
prising 45 per cent of the city’s popu-i
Negro. The public records of some of the NAACP leadership
lation, accounted for 2934 of the city’s
5801 arrests on all charges, excluding Sir:
raises the question of liability versus ability to he~.

-w asn n~ron

...and In The Rectory
Members of the Protestant Episco- Church USA clergymen.
pal Church and other religionists are Protestant Episcopal seminary eduexpected to show great interest in cators, editors of Episcopalian papers,
"A Compilation of Public Records and some of the bishops, have in20.5% Protestant Episcopal Rectors." credible records of political-economic
This 208-page book lists the records emphasis with left-wing implications
of 1411 Protestant Episcopal rectors inchlding petitions for the release
as they appeared in support of Corn-’ from iail of Earl Browder, secretary
munist-related a n d pro-Commnnist of the Communist Party; and peticauses. The book is released by a
tions to stop the deportation of the
Publishing Committee which includes
Communist, Harry Bridges. Equally
Col. Archibald B. Roosevelt, son of
amazing is the effort to prncure
President Theodore Roosevelt, Haramnesty for the 11 convicted Comold Blacker, W. F. Peterson, and
monist Party leaders and the RosenJohn M. Richardson. M. G. Lowman,
berg traitors.
an expert in socialism and CommunIn recent years, Episcopal and
ism in religion, acted as coordinator.
Methodist bishops undertook negotiaThe ordained rectors of the Prottions looking toward a merger of the
estant Episcopal Church exceed the
two denominations. It is noted these
clergy of all other major denominatwo, the richest and the largest Prottions in the United States, on a perestant denominations, provided much
centage basis, in loaning their names
of the Communist-front-enterprise and
publicly in support of Communist enrace-incitation I e a d e r s h i p in the
terprises or affiliations.
United States.
(Editor’s Note: Copies of the
The 20.5% of the ordained rectors
of America’s richest religionists with
above mentioned book may be obtained f r o m Publishing Committee
such records compare in similar listings with 8% of the Methodist minisP. O. Box 10’23, Cincinnati 1, Ohio
at two dollars a copy, postpaid.)
ters and 6% of the Presbyterian

C-R Agency Digs In:
Planning Long Stay?

traffic violations. For the major Enclosed is nay check for $2 for
crimes of murder, assault, armed rob- my subscription to the CITIZENS’
bery and burglary, 452 Negroes were COUNCIL. If there is a Citizens’
arrested, along with 136 whites. Thus, I _C.ouncil_in Taco,ma, pl,ease, acl, vise me.
lackson’s 45 oer cent Negro popula- fm a Damyanaee who netieves in
~ion was responsible for 52 per cent keeping peopl.e, like .God made them.
Sincerely,
of all crimes, and 77 per cent of maior
E.M.K.
crimes.
Tacoma, ~Vashington
INDEX SHOWN
However, these raw percentages Vi
r
cannot be objectively compared with
Northern figures since the density of
"’
’ "" ’ha,
" s riot" y et been L~ear rneno.
i,~egro
pOpOlauon
considered. To obtain
a, basisr t,for I reoatFlauon o! negroes to lllelr native
t
t
¯
~.
.~
analysis, OlVlOe the percentage o! .~e-~I
gro arrests by
percentage of Ne-IArrlca
. ’ is now t~tore a 3enate com¯ the
.mlttee. ~enator IA u s s e i i Long nt
The resultant figure. . . : ........
gro nopulatton.
cen f~e called the Negro Crime Index. ] Louisiana favors the bill. He has
For Jackson, the Negro index is
1.71 for major crimes; l.lSfor all
crimes. By contrast New York Negroes have an all-crime index of
3.93; in Chicago, the Negro major
crime index is 4.4; in Detroit the
Negro prisoners-in-iall index is 2.68,
while the total-crime Negro index
is 2.0.
Los Angeles Negroes have a 2.15
The continuing struggle to mainindex for all crimes, and one o/3.69
tain segregation in Little Rock was
for crimes of violence. And using
described in vivid detail to three
the same FBI figures TIME cited,
Mississippi Citizens’ Councils during
the Negro index for 1551 cities is
the latter part of March by a Bapa whopping 6.0 for major, violent
tist minister who k now s, as few
crimes, and 3.0 for all crimes.
others know it, the "story behind the
As one official in Jackson put it,
story" at Central High.
"If our friends in the North would
Speaking to council chapters at
stop examining the South’s problems
Yazoo City, Tchula and Cleveland,
under a microscope, they might look
the Rev. Wesley Pruden traced the
vp and notice the gigantic problem
stunmer-long prelude to the historic
they are facing. We have a proven
calling-up of the Arkansas National
’solntion to their problem, but we’re
Guard that made the name of the
not going to impose our views on the
Arkansas capital tit y a household
North. I’ll bet, though, that when
word throughoot the world.
they work it out for themselves, as
Prnden is pastor of the Broadmnor
they will one day, they’ll find out
Baptist Church in Little Rock, and
that we’ve been right all along."
is president of the Capital Citizens’
Cooncil there.
WHAT, NO BAYONETS?
"We st,ddenly realized," Prnden
It’s done with people, why not
said, "that we faced ahnost insurwith cows? That’s the theme of this
mountable odds. Every key position
comment in a recent issue of the nain the Little Rock city government,
tional Guernsey Breeders’ Journal.
and every key position in the school
Lauxmout F a r m s of Wrightsville,
administration, was occupied by a
Pennsylvania,- published this as part
dedicated race-mixer.
of their ad:
"And at that time, even the goverIntegration Comes to Little Rock
nor hadn’t made it clear what his
and Lauxmount: The restraining
position was to be."
fence which segregated our neighAgainst these foes stood only the
bor’s Angus bull came down by
few ~nembers of the Capital Citizens’
the weight of public opinion or
Cooncil and the vast, but as yet nnsnow. Now, 4 of our finest Guernmarshalled, sentiment of the rank anti
sey heifers have been integrated,
i, file voters of Little Rock.
Lauxmont goes modern. LauxThe council had no money. The
.......
mont’-.............
*,’~ in the ascend- Jorganization
had no prestige in the
ancy.
community. It had the opposition of
¯ Ihoth Little Rock newspapers -- and
~ .’7-- ~.~- " ~
If you realize that elmer ~ommums -[from one, vicious and bn~tal oppositic influences or economic pressure
’ tion.
groups stand behind every effort
A carefnlly laid plan of operation
to invade States’ Rights and force
iwas activated. Advertisements began
integration and miscegenation on
~to appear in the Little Rock afterthe people of the South, join the
n oo n newspaper, pointing oot the
Citizens’ Council.
inevitable results of race-mixing. Circnlars were distributed.

gin ia

LE$

Kentucky
Dear Sir:
I certainly thank you for the 26
copies of your splendid paper¯
This t h ot,~h t occorred to nw.
Many negroes teel that their ancestors
were captured by white people and
brnught to this conntry to soffer.
Conld we remind them again that
they were nsually captured hy negroes? And that if they had stayed
in Africa, thcy wnuld have been
shires to n e g r o inasters, or they
wonld haw~ been eaten by cannihals~
Sincerely,
Miss A. C.
Richmond, Kentucky

Minister Describes
Little Rock Mess

The Federal Civil Rights Commis- Division" will be paid $101,510 a
sion, created by,Congress last fall year. And the "Reports and Analysis
as a "temporary agencT, is plan- Division," with nine employees costing $65,535, will write summaries
ning a bureaucratic organization like
those fonnd in permanent govern- of investigations, and, among other
things, "prepare replies w h e n the
ment bureaus.
complaints fail to warrant investigaCommission chairman Dr. John A.
tion. ’
Hannah told a House Appropriations
Committee budget hearing his agency
Tiffany, who is drawing $50 a day
is setting up five divisions and two
as a "’consultant" until the Senate
sections, with a total staff of 80 perconfirms him in the $22,500 staff disons.
rector’s job, is a fonuer Republican
attorney general of New Hampshire.
The six-member conmdssion asked
for $750,000 to spend during the fisHe told the Appropriations Comcal year beginning Joly 1. The corn-’
mittee that the commission will have
mission’s staff director, Gordon M.’ its own staff check all complaints, inTiffany, told the committee the comstead of referring them to the Jusmission expects to be in full operatice Department. When a complaint
tion by May 15, eight months after
is deemed justified, a field team from
Congress authorized the agency. The
the Civil Rights Conunission will colcommission, under present law, will
lect the facts, and the commission
expire on September 9, 1959.
will then conduct a hearing.
Dr. Hannah ootlined the various
This procedure was questioned by
divisions and sections he said were
several Congressmen, inclnding a Reneeded. The "Secretariat and Liapublican representative from New
ison Office" will be the contact for
York, Frederic Coudert, who pointed
state org.anizaUons, citizens’ commitout "there might be some duplicatees, and minority groups, and will
issue news releases. It will be tion between the commission and the
headed by the commission’s secre- Justice Department."
tary, Mrs. Carol Arth, who drawsI
$11,800 a year.
The "Research and Planning Di- |
~
~ I1
vision," with seven employees paid [| II~
m
¯¯~~¯
a total of $49,215 a year, will doll
’
Ltttle
research and collect information from
private and governmentaK, organizations concerned with "proteCtion, proA RUBBER STAMP of the repromotion, curtailment, extension, enforcement, or study of civil rights."
duction shown may be procured
The "Survey Division," Dr. Hannah
from the office of the Association
says, will investigate complaints that
"citizens are being deprived of their
of Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi,
right to vote and have that vote
207 West Market Street, Greencounted by reason of color, race,
wood, Mississippi, for $2.00 postreligion or national origin." The division’s 18 employees will get $120,paid. These imprints are effective
190, and will also make "’fact-finding
on letters, checks, envelopes and
surveys" and prepare reports about
complaints received.
other communications.
To give the. commix~.’.’on, leg,~ ad;
vice, 15 employees ot the -~ega~

gemember

ample evidence that negroes favor it.
He greatly needs letters frmn white
people to give evidence to the Committee that white people rawer it as
soon as they learn of it.
Please write Senator Long. urging
him to get the Langer Bill (S 759)
through connnittee. We will win
this fight, and we will :;ee onr negro
Nationalists get federal aid for settlement in Liberia.
¯Every good wish,
Col. Ernest Devier Cox
Richmond, Virginia

I

I(ock

Slowly, the latent segregation sentiment of the city began to crystalize.
Late in August, the cooncil
hrooght Georgia Governor Marvin
Griffin to Little Rock to address an
overflow crowd at th e huge civic
auditorium.
He told the people nf Little Rock
in blnnt terms that there was to he
no integration in Georgia becanse he
was governor and he wasn’t going In
allow it.
Two weeks later, on the eve of the
opening of the fall tenn, Gov. O~al
Faobus mohilized the state militia
and thns began the most spectacnlar
state vs. federal crisis in nearly
centu~.
This crisis could haw., been
averted, Prnden said, hy the Litth~
Rock School Board if its meml~,rs
had been as anxious to prese~e
regation as they werc to adopt S.pl.
Virgil Blossom’s integration phm.
The eloqnent minister lashed at
the "hypocrisy" of the board mere.
"The only honest integrationists,"
he said, "are the Negroes. The white
’qnislings’ in our commonity said hmg
and Io.d that they were segregationists but asked the white people
to nnderstand hecanse they had to
ohey the ’haw of the land’."
He also related the inside details
of the celebrated Sammie Dean
Parkcr cast--in which a pretty 16yvar-old white juror was expelled
for wearing a card, "one down and
~eight to go,’ after a Negro girl was
l expelled. The Council out Miss
~Parker on televisinn to tell her stnm’
and four days later the School Boar~l
suddenly re-instated her on the eve
of the hearing of a coufl stilt filed
by Cooneil attorney Amis Guthfidge.
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Jackson, Mississippi

Southern Churches Urge Mixing
°lntegrationist Literature

Presbyterians, too

Assembly
Condemns
Tradition
The 98th General Assembly of the.
Presbyterian Chnrch, U. S., has gone
on record with a condemnation of
racial segregation.
At its meeting in Charlotte, N. C.,
the last week in April, the Assembly
ignored vigorons protests from Mississippi and Alabanm representatiw~s
to approve a ~ntrow~rsial report by
the cumin/tree on Christian relations.
The repot, adopted by a voice w~te,
says the Assembly "takes the broad
view of opposing racial segregation
and supporting the U. S. Supreme
Con~ school integration decision as
the law nf the land."
"The Christian conscience," the
Sonthern Presbyterians said, "cannot
rest content with any legal or comp,lsive arrangement timt brands any
people as inferior; which deoies them
the fidl right nf citizenship on the
grollnd of Face, coh)r nr s()cia] statns."
NO MUZZLE ON MIXERS
The rvport cnutinHes, "The Assemhly will not nmzzle nr abolish the
Conncil tna Christian Relations, the
agency which has mnst forcefully
stated the ehnrch’s stand on race relations. The assembly thinks tim nse
of churches for priwtte schools if a
stat¢~ should chmc pnblic schools in
the [ace of iotegratinn wnnld be uncnnstitntional."
Mississippi delegates urged the Assembly to ’ return to Christian moderation" on the race issne. The Central
Mississippi Presbyter, led by Rnss
Johnson of Jacksnn, said: "We believe
that since the General Assembly touk
its original aetinn on the race qnestion
in 1954, there has been a growing
tendency tn pressure the chnrch to
accept the integration of the races,
and as time has gone nn. the efforts to
have the clmrdn~s accept integration
have been carried to the extreme."
HOW SOCIAL THE GOSPEL?
S.pporters of the minority view
held that they felt such nmtters shonld
be h’ft to the conscience of the individual. A minority report presented
by Dr. John Reed Miller nf Jackson,
Miss., strnngly condemned the Cramoil on Christian Relations for dealiug
in social matters, and nrged that the
Conncil and the l)ivision of Christian
Relations be dissnlved, l)r. Miller attacked the dist~bution of "social
gospel" literatnre. The minori~ report lost, by a vote of 288-124.
The Rev. R. 1). Littlcton of Me~dJan. Miss., noted that the Assembly
has never nbtained the sentiment of
Presbyterians "at the grass-r o o t s
level." Nnnetheh.ss, he pointed ont,
"radicals in the chnrch’" nse chnrch
agencies to express their private
opinions. He added, "A minister, if
he wanted to, conld take a church
ont of the Assembly veo’ easily."

Eyed By Southern Baptists
XVhen the Southern Baptist Convention meets at Houston,
Texas May 21-°-.~3, one of the issues confronting delegates will be
what some Baptists feel is an increasing integrationist content of
church literature.
A prominent Baptist layman has made a study of literature
used by Baptist churches and church groups, and has submitted
more than a dozen examples of what he describes as the "racemixing trend."
T. B. Maston of the Southwestern
Baptist Theological SeminaD,, Fort
COINCIDENCE?
Worth, Texas, has written a book
Editor’s
note---Nashville, Tenn.
entitled "’Christianity and World Isis a major publication center for
sues." In the preface, Maston exSouthern Baptist literature. Nashesses the hope that the volume "will
ville has also been fo~ many yearl
acceptable as a text by seminary
regional headquarters as well as
teachers and teachers in church-rea center for the preparation and
lated colleges who are looking for a
distribution of church literature
book with a definitely Christian orifor several other major denominaentation."
tions. A number of church conIn his book, MasCon states "Christrolled colleges a n d theological
tiau colleges should be the first to
seminaries are concentrated in the
open t h ei r doors to all qualified
area. Because it is a vital comyonn,~ people, regardless nf t h e i r
munications center for millions of
race.
Protestants, Nashville has I o n g
HONOR THY FATHER?
been a prime target on the part of
Sneh a step, he says, "conceivably
the Commmfist conspiracy.
might increase considerably the ten’Those of us who love our Bapsinu be~veen s n c h Christian-motitist and other Southern churches
vated yonn~ people and their friends
are alarmed and amazed to oband ciders.’ But, he adds, "This is
serve the use of our church literathe price frequently’, paid by social
ture to promote socialistic, .proanti moral pioneers.
communistic and various o t he r
"An effective l~ro~ram involves sncollectivist activities.
cial engineering,’ MasCon w ri t e
"and social engineering will req,ire
the cooperation of the chnrch with
1948. Aoother of these statements:
those who have the social skills re"’~,Ve shall be willing for the ,~egro
quired to cope with racial pressnre
tn vote, to serve on jll~eS . . .
and prol~lems."
KEEP UP WITll TIlE JONESKYS
MasCon hails as "impnrtaot contriA. C. Miller is anthor of ~vo Reh.tors to the new racial sitfiatio~¢’
ports. One, "Race Relatinns: A Facsnch or~anizatinns as "the NAACP,
tor in World Peace," says "Onr ~eatthe National Negro Congress, the Namont of o~lorvd n-~)nl,, wh~ 1iv,.
among os has an adverse influence
the hi-racial Southern Regional Coonon onr prestige in the United Naoil."
tions." Miller also says, "The recent
(EditoFs not~Ac~rding to
state~nent of onr State Depa~aent
House Co~i~ec on Un-American
that procla~nations abont segregation
.,CollectiviSm in the Chnrches," by
Representatives of the ¯ Natinnal
Activities, "T h e Commun~-f~nt
have hurt our foreign policy shows
Edgar C Bundy, is a 354-page report
Conncil of Churches who visit Mosmovement in the U ni t e d States
desc’~ibe¢i as "the most startling anti
something of the inflnence our ~oticy
cow report they arc received " in a
on race has on world relations.
disturbing ’iiff°rmati°n which every among Negroes is known as the
mnst lavish Rnssian manner." AccordNatio~l Negro Congress.")
And in "The Racial Problem is My
chnrch-goer or American s h o u ld
ing to an official NCC publication, the
MasCon is also the anchor of a
Problem," Miller writes: ’Rednced to
chnrchmen were greeted by Georgi
read."
amphlet. "’Integration," published its final analysis, the racial problem
Karpov, who represents the church on
Bnndy citds "the well-planned, dey the Christian Life Commission nf
is within me."
termined nwth°ds by which the dethe Soviet Council of Ministers. Actuthe Sonthem Baptist Convention. In
A Repo~ by R. Loftin Hndson,
ally, Karpov is a major general in the
struction ofIonr basic liberties is
it, he says in pa~:
"Is Segregation Christian?" answers
i~eing carrie on in the na,ne of the
Russian secret police.
that question in ~m negative. Hod"Sncial Gosh(:1’’’"
"We shoukl accept the Snpreme
According to testimony given to the
The bo¢~" is available, at ,$5 a copy,
son claims "God told Jesns to violate
Conrt
(schonl
integratinn)
decision
Senate Internal Secnrity Snbcommitfrom the Cht’rch Leagne of America,
as the law of the land. The Confl
the rule of segregation, and ~esu~
tee }).y a fi)nner Red officer whu
e.,
himself crossed the segregation une.
has spoken and the Cou~ represents
1407 Hill AC
Wheaton, Illinois.
scrvednnder Karpov, "The state conHndson adds, "Non-s e g r e g a t e d
constitnted
authority.
We
shonld
not
trols all activity of the chnrches in
schools can be worked out by comAnother
r/cent
pnblication
attackBe
a
pa~y
to
any
movement
or
gronp
the Soviet Union. Karl?ov sends secret
munity cooperatinn."
ing the gr(!Win, g menace of Corethat wonld break down respect for
police agents to attend the seminaries
i
r
lt~oll
into
chnrches
is
monist infilt
constituted anthofiW or for t h o se
that he permitted to exist. These
LOVE THY EGGHEAD
who exercise that anthnfity. Fnrtherwritten hy a Methodist layman, A. H.
agents gradnated, and became bishops
J. B. Weatherspoon, in "Race ReMcGregor.
more,
we
shonld
acknowledge
that
in the church."
lations: A Christian View," says "AnHis 3U-hade pamphlet ix titled "Has
¯ e Snpreme Con~ conld not have
other way to nnde~tanding and s~No wonder the National Council of
decided
othe~se
if
it
was
going
to
the
MethodiSt
Chnrch
Gone
Mad.
Chnrches conld report officially after
pathetic attitucles is throngh perso~l
lndes that if it has not,
conform to the Constitnfion. Also,
And’he
con(
a 1956 visit to Russia that the Ameriand gronp conferences between memit is at least well on the way.
we should admit that the decision is
can churhmen were greeted with such
bers of the two races. Conferences
Hitting at what he feels is Methodin hammny with our democratic conseeming hospitality. The NCC said
I~tween students of Negro and white
s toward Communism, cepts and with the principles of the
ism’s
softne~
Karl~)V "stressed the first visit by repcolleges fn~sh a basis nf nnderstand, )serves
"The
notion
that
McGregor
o~.
.
Christian
religion.
resentatives of American chnrchgs, dein~ and conperation.’"
we
can
win
the
Commnmsts
by
our
plored the short visit, and urged many
UNCONDI~ONAL SURRENDER
He adds, "There is room for young
sensible
love is abon~as""
~ ’. as trying to
times that they come again."
"As law-abiding citizens, Christians people to engage in various se~ices
love a Kodial’.¯ bear:,~ttelt,~ no one ever
that will lend ranch to the breaking
should also attempt to create an
lived t() tell ~~hout
¯
down of prejudices and increasing
atmosphere that would make it posA carefnlly-docunwnted book showCo-ies of the pamphlet are availfriend ly relations." Weathers~on
sible for school boards and school
ing the extent of Conununist inroads!
ahl- for 30 cents from A. H. Mcconclndes, "The f a r-off specter of
adminis~ators to comply with the inGregor 1640 Northwest 19th Ave.,
into American chnrches and chnrch
’race amalgamation’ or ’social
st~ctions of the Snpreme C o u r t.
institutions has come off the press.
Miami,’ Floritla"
eqnality" must n¢;t keep Ch~stian
Onr churches and church-related institutions and agencies shonld face
people from (doing) what is presently j,st."
np to the fnll implications nf the
Another Repot, "Some Quiet
Snpreme Con~ decision. We need
~oughts On A Turbulent Issne," is
to adinst onr racial ethic to conform
the text of a sem~on by G. Ave~
to the Snpreme Coofl decision.
Lee tn the First ~ptist Church of
"We wonld insist that all ChrisRnston. La., on Ap~l 8, 1958.
tians accept the fimdamental p~nasks, "In regard to the decisio~
tond
ciples."
mg an estimated ll0 persons, thatlthe next nat ~
" ’"electaon
" ¯ Hall
"" said
the Snpreme Court, why are we so
ertmnb
a factor ¯
the Supreme Court decision of May[thev would
c "’be....
Thus writes Southern Baptist ~eosu~fised and shocked? In a demo17, 1954, was responsible for ~el
logian MasCon, who adds. "’~e col- cracy
" wu~ DDD-BALL HOUR
there is no place for second~rg;~,iz,~io~,of foun~’i~s ~h~oug~ont I
ored
~oples
of
the
world
in
the
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class citizens."
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inclnding
those
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th~
United
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mem ~ot~.omage
States, are moving ~vi~ the marching
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mree-mmute
’
" the Conncils
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"allowed
¯ .....
father
of
masses. ~is movement of the
’~We can’t stop progress," Lee says,
"
"’~
~
s~ech~s a~¢J ~e ~lnm was
- .....
Hall spoke of the direct an~ o~n
masses is inevitable and i~esistihle."
addin~ "I ~lieve that onr ~sto,p-" ......
o~ unmennneo
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eolla~ration-~.tween No.hem
and ¯ over to a -ara~e
po~nnity lies in the church in t
The Christian Life Commission forSouthern rightist gronps. Hall s~d crackpot~a vas
~n in a red tie who
merly headed by Congressman Brooks
Sonth. We are closer to the probsaid there x
only one race, the
the right-wing movement was supHays, now President of the Sonthem
lem."
human race- a com.ical middle-aged
ported by rank-and-file citizens, that
Bap~st Convention, has issned nn~e says he does not want to
woman- a ~pouting, swaying Negro;
rightists did not have horns, and that
identified "with either group of exa o’~’~n~lrr~oti~erly-l°°king woman who means pnblications on the race qnesCitizens’ Conncil members looked no
tremists" (m e a n i n g the Ci~zens’
..:~’-,L., ~uthem N e g r o e s who
tion, most of which a~ee ~Sth Masdifferent from anwme else. "These
Council and the NAACP). But he
~Y~’~d~NAACP
were made
to Con’s pamphlet. ~e~ work s are
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I
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"~J
¯
~t
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peop,,le think that t’hey have principles
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s~d
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"’~e eyes of ~e entre world a~
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race
ext.i
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f~n~d n~n ns," ~e says. "Re~ings.
Principles"
eont~ns
this
statement:
Hall claimed he had spoken all over
mem~r, ~o-thirds of the world is
"We ~lieve the Holy Spirit has ~en
~ ~memnity Chnrch is l~ated
the Sonth. He said that by appearing
colored, and they want to know h~
th
b~aking
down
middle
walls
of
pa~.t
a’~.¢-~’~
Str~.t.
It
is
descried
as a "current events speaker," he
we
~on
~n
races."
Inciden~lly,
~
.:~n~n~eff~,ith
~ngregation,"
who~
conld get before all types of organizaStfi~ng a "one world" note, a Rethat
~ntent~
was
pa~
of
a
statement
tions.
mem~ ar~ "ChdsHans, Jews, Hinpo~ by John Hall Jones, "~e Uni~
of
pfi~ples
adop~d
by
Sou~em
s,
A member of the audience asked fir
dus Moslem Buddhis~,
Baptist ~nven~om in 1~7 and
(S~ BA~ISTS, p. 4)
the Citizens’ Councils would decide
~; hu~n~, ~e~ and
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Reds Increase Influence
In Many U. S. Churches

Weird New York Meeting Hears Oufsider
Give "Inside" Report On Southern Councils
(The following report c o m e s
from a special corresimndent of the
Citizens’ Council, who hid his
identity to gain entrance to the
meeting he describes.)
A young man st(~l before a New
York City aud/cnce and described the
Citizens" Conncils in the South. The
occasion was a recent fnntm at New
York’s Conminnity C h u r c h. The
topic: "An Intimate Look at the Citizens" Councils."
The speaker was Gordon Hall,
author of"The Hate Campaign
Against the U. N." Hall, a Unitarian
from Boston, is a clean-cnt, brownhaired, personable yonng man; there
ix nothing of the rabid leftist in his
manner. His Northern "liberal" view
of the Citizens" Cooncil movement
was presented nnemotionally, with
little of the anti-Sonthern bias one
might exix~ct.
Hall tokl his interracial but preduminately white audienc’e, numrmr-

~
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(Minimum of SO)
’recently discussed "The New South
aJad the Conservative Tradition" at
BULK RATES n Parcel Post Prepaid.
Bowdoin College in Brnnswick,
100 Copies--S10.00 month~$108.00 a year
250 Copies---S20.00 ~a month--S216.00 a year
Maine.
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"Still Rebels, Still Yankees," Dr.
The Citizens" Council is not responsible for the return of unsolicited articles,
Davidson’s newest book, was one of
manu~crlpts or other materials submitted for possible publication. All such
matter should be accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope if a
136 chosen as "’Southern Books of the
return of such material i~ desired.
year" in competition sponsored by the
Southeastern Library Association. It
Second Class Ma~ Privilege~ Authodxed at Jackson, Mi~issippi
was published by the Lonisiana State
University Press.
EDITORIAL BOARD
Nashville -- Chester Mason, chairSAM M. ENGELHARDT, JR ....................................
AI-~BAMA
man of the Parents Preference ComExecutive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils o[ Alabama
mittee has charged that the morning
ROBERT E. BROWN ................................................
ARKANSAS
newspaper the Nashville Tennessean,
Director, Citizens" Councils of Arkansas
wants for~d integration and openly
DR. GEORGE A. DOWNS ...........................................
FLORIDA
favors mixing of the races in NaShExecutive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Florida
ville schools. In a prepared statement
R. CARTER PITrMAN ................................................... GEORGIA
issned by the Parents Comnfittee,
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
Mason said: "We know, and the TenW. M. RA1NACH ......................................................... LOUISIANA
nessean well knows, that the ’gradual
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
approach’ is nothing l)nt a fancy cosROBERT B. PATTERSON ....................................... MISSISSIPPI
tume, a pa~,r-thin disguise, to dress
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
up the NAKED POWER unlawfnlly
B. A. GRAHAM .............................................. SOUTH CAROLINA
ut in the hands of the District Judge
Chairman, Citizens’ Councils of South Carolina
y the Supreme Court. No matter
RICHARD BURROW, JR ........................................... TENNESSEE
what ’plan’ Jndge Miller orde~ into
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
effect, the NAK~) POWER nnlawDR. B. E. MASTERS ............................................................
TEXAS
fidly vested in him by the Snpreme
President, Citizens’ Councils of Texas
Court then replacx~s the lawful
tho~ty exercised by the Bnard of EduW. J. SIMMONS ...............................................................
Editor
~cafion and the Sut~fintendent. The
CITIZENS~ COUNCIL, ~’ACKSON, HISS. ] Jndge becomes nut educational nder.
"Plain hones~ re~luires that this
ominons fact I~, made unmistakably
clear. In utter bnttality, the Supreme
Court has put ilia intolerable bnrden
tupon the Federal conrts and on the
A nationwide poll of teen-agers conducted by Purdue Unifree people of Nashville and the
South. We ~vant that ngly fact to
versity dealt with the subject of racial segregation a few weeks Once upon a time, in the happily-dead past, there lived a nottoo-bright individual who, by an accident of birth, was known
understood. We shall continue to nnago. And while the validity of the poll is open to challenge, the
mask any attempt to hide it from pubresults--if true--reflect the remarkable success that the race-as His Brittanic Majesty, George III. Now o1’ ttBMG3 couldn’t
lic view."
be
described
as
the
most
popmar
guy
in
his
kingdom,
especially
mixers’ devious propaganda tricks have had on American high
Memphis~The first Negro to take
in what some of his remote and destitute descendents still see fit
school students.
the entrance examination for Memphis
to
condescendingly
describe
as
"the
Colonies."
State University to enter this fall was
As reported in the Chicago Tribune, a majority of today’s
Rntx,rt Gladney of 1517 Willis St. It
teen-agers favor racial integration in schools and housing, and As a matter of fact, things got so bad that those Colonials
is significant to note that Iw is the
finally started writing about HBMG3. Not TO him--mind you-approve of President Eisenhower’s action in sending Federal
son of a Memphis NAACP leader.
but ABOUT him. And to make the situation even more uncomtroops to Little Rock.
Quite a few M.S.U. Ahnnni have
fortable, what they said was true.
The Tribune noted "considerable--and deep felt--opposition
pressed strong opposition to any Negroes attending their Hniversity.
to integrated schooling and housing among young people in the To make a long story short, those Colonials ~vhipped HBMG3
South." But to many Southerners, the results will come as a shock.and all the hired soldiers he could ship over. Then they got busy
Mt’m~)his and West Tennessee haw¯
not ha~t any racial disorders because
O~ a nationwide basis, 55 per cent of the students favorand started out to form a country that turned out to be the envy
thvre has t~.en no forced race-mixing.
school integration; 11 per cent are undecided, but probablyof the world--the United States.
Should Memphis State become intefavor it; 25 per cent are opposed; and 6 per cent undecided,
grated, it may ve~ well lead to a
Right now, though, there are quite a few folks--especially
hardening of the peacefnl relationbut probably opposed.
over Arkansas way--who might feel like complaining a bit about
ships that have existed.
The Purdue poll reports from the South show 24 per cent the guy who’s running the country now. But try as they might,
Milan~e Gibson County Chapfavoring integration; 9 per cent probably in favor; 58 per centthey couldn’t find any more appropriate things to say than what
ter of the Tennessee Federation for
opposed; and 6 per cent probably opposed.
those Colonials had already said, back in 1776 in a paper they
Constitutional Covemment is sponsorTeen-agers on the East and West coasts and in clues arecalled the Declaration of Independence.
ing the "Citizens’ Cmmcil FonHn"
over Milan Radio Station WKBJ eve~
more likely to favor integration than Midwesterners, or those So, Ike, if you can stop for a minute between the 18th green
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. First repots
living on farms. And Catholics favor integration more than those
and the bridge table, this is about YOU:
indicate a large listening andience in
of other faiths.
West Tennessee.

~

Need For Teen Training

An Epitaph For Ike

Questioned on mixed housing,. 57 per cent, ogthe:.teeng, okayed " . . he has erected a multitude of Ne~v Offices, and sent
hithe~ s~varms of Officers to harass our people, and eat out their
it, only 18 per cent were opposed, and 24 per cent’were undecided.
substance.
In the South, 43 per cent favored integrated housing, 28 per cent
were opposed, and 27 per cent were undecided. This despite "He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies
without the Consent of our legislatures.
the fact that 64 per cent of those polled believe property values
are lowered when Negroes move into white neighborhoods.
"He has affected to render the Military independent of and
Should there be laws prohibiting interracial marriages? Teenssuperior to the Civil Power.
answered 33 per cent yes, 41 per cent no, and the rest undecided. "He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdictionThe Regional Council of Negro
Leadership, a pro-integration group
In the South, the answers were 52 per cent yes, 25 per cent no,
foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our laws;
closely allied with the NAACP, held
and 21 per cent undecided.
giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended Legislation:
its a n n u a I n~’eting in Clarksdale,
More than half the high school students polled---53 per cent-late in April, without two of
"For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:Miss.,
the three white speakers il had anthink President Eisenhower was right in sending troops to Little
"For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:
nounced wouhl attend.
Rock. Another 22 per cent probably approve, and only 19 per
"For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial The RCNL boasted to tl,~ l)n~ss
cent disagree, with 6 per cent probably against it.
the week before the meetin~ that
by Jury:
As we said earlier, the validity of this poll is open to question.
three whites from New Orleans would
"For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring
It was not stated how many teen-agers were queried, how many
address the Negro group. One ,,f the
themselves invested with power to legislate for us in allthree was I)r. James I)oml~r~wski,
lived in the South, or, for that matter, what states the Purdue pollexecutive dir~.¢tor of the So, them
cases whatsoever .... "
takers considered as "the South."
Conference. Educational Fnnd.
But the tabulation certainly leaves us little cause for rejoicing.
That document has lasted an a~vfully long time; and, God
RED RECORD RECITED
All too clearly, the culmination of years of careful planning and
i willing, itql be here a long time after we’re all dead and gone. Ah-rt
Mississippi newsmen immedipropagandizing by the race-mixers can be found in the results.
In fact, Mr. President, one of the few things more enduring
ately recalled that I)ombrowski was
Even in the South, where presumably weparents seek to instill
than that fragile piece of parchmen~ is the inexorable verdict listed
of in a publication of the Georgia
a sense of race pride and heritage in our children, the poll found
Commission on Educa~on. According
history. What will history say of the Conqueror of Little Rock’s
to that document, he was identified
,surprising deviations from what has long been considered the
Central High?
with 45 Communits or Communistnormal’ Southern opinion.
front activities, including memberPerhaps we had better get to know our own children better.
ship in ihe Com~nunist Pa~y itself.
Perhaps we should take the time to discuss these controversial
This fact was widely publicized.
issues with our youngsters. Perhaps in this way, we could help
~e next day, one of the other two
whites annonnced as speakers said the
clear up some of the doubts purposely planted in fertile young
Instead of wailing, "What will the Reds say?" every time
RCNL’s announcement was "misinminds by integrationist influences in our schools, colleges and
~e Rev. S. N. Snelling
someone
advocates a common-sense approach to racial affairs fo~ation."
in
churches.
of
the
Wesley
Foundation at Tulane
If we do not take the time.--ff we sit idly by while ourthe U. S., the government’s information and propaganda services
University said he received only an
should
look
at
the
facts-and
tell
those
facts
over
and
over
to
info~al invitation to stop by the
Southern youth is subiected to the insidious pressures so skillpeople throughout the world.
me~ting if he conld, bnt his schedule
fully applied by those who have plotted our downfall for so
wot~ not ~,rmit. And N. E. Brown
In "Why We Behave Like Americaus, one Bradford Smith
long---then we shall have lost the battle by default. And the
of the ~yola Law School staff was
has
presented
some
pertinent
facts
regarding
race
relations
in
loss will be our iust deset~s.
attending the annual meeting of the
this
country.
Some
facts:
In this struggle for the minds of our youth, we are up against
Louisiana Bar Association at Biloxi,
and could not be contacted for
a wily foe, who knows well how to plant confusion and doubt, how 1. There are more Negroes (128,000) in college in the aMiss.,
statement.
United States than all the Germans in German universities.
to utilize the idealism and rebellion inherent in the young, and
how to mold the whole into a disturbed pattern of doubt and2. More Negroes own automobiles than all the 216,000,000 COMRADE STILL INVITED
Russians and all of the 193,000,000 Negroes in Africa.
Undaunted by the obvious snub,
defeatism.
Dombrowski journeyed to the session
3.
Since
1940,
Negro
wages
in
the
U.
S.
have
risen
400
per
And no matter how tempting, the impulse to shift responsiand extended ~reetin~s, much to the
bility elsewhere must be resisted. This is primarily a job forcent against 0_50 per cent for whites.
chagrin of RCNL lea~ers.
It
might
be
added
that
in
South
Carolina
alone
there
are
parents. By word and by example, we must constantly strive’to
At the mtm~ng, the RCNL voted to
the Federal Civil Rights Commisshow our children that we are unswerving in our beliefs, unswayed [ more Negro school teachers than in the whole of Europe;ask
more
sion to investigate voter registration
by emotionalism, uns.hake~n by .argumentation.,. undi.s.,maye, d b, y l,Ne.gro te.a.chers than in the State of New York and several neighin Mississippi. ~e group claimed
the traitors in our midst. This task cannot be left to me senools. I oormg s.tares.
, .......
that Negroes are allowed to register
If
that
amounts
to
d~scnm~nation,
let
the
Reds
make
of
it in only s~ of the state’s 82
It carmot be left to the churches. And it certainly cannot be left
freely
what they will
for the futtwe,
~un~es. ~e s~ eoun~es were not

,Exposed As Red,
Meeting Flops

Is This Discrimination?

For if w~ leave it undone now, we have no future.

I

(Reprinted from the Anderson, S.C., Independent)
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Our Way of Life:

What’s Happening To Us?
LOUISIANA PTA ACTS
Delegates to the annual Louisiana
state convention of the Parent-Teachers Association at Baton Rouge late
in April overran opposition to go on
record with a strong statement urging PTA support for continued public
school segregation.
A resolution passed by an overwhelming voice vote pledges the
Louisiana PTA to "continue its cooperation with school officials in each
community to study and pursue effective means in working towardretention of segregation in public
schools."
The groop’s board of directors had
suggested a watered-down
which merely o f f e r e d cooperatio~
with a.uthorities in "working
a solution of the complex problem of
school segregation."
But the 021 delegates didn’t even
allow that version to come up for a
vote. They took up the strong, prosegregation statement first, and shouted their approval without discussion.
State president Mrs. George Wahher
of Lake Charles drew cheers when
she rnled that a motion to adjourn the
convention without voting on the resolution was out of order. A similar
r e s o I u t i o n was tabled during Ja~t
year’s convention at Lake Charles.
The vice-president of the Summerfield delegation, T. B. McKeithen, led
the fight in favor of the strong statement. After its passage, he said, "It
proves what the majority of the people of the state want."

military analyst blames part of the
morale drop on racial integration.
Hanson W. Baldwin writes in the
New York Times that "the Navy is
in no way the professional, high-spi2"ited ’band of brothers’ it once was.
The integrated Navy’s c o m m o n
denominator of performance and efficiency is not high enough, Baldwin
declares. And he points to "the alltoo-frequent breakdown of internal
communications within s h i p s and
within the fleet."
"The integration of Negro personnel in sizable numbers,’ Baldwin
writes, "has decreased professionalism
and proficiency."
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C-R Group Plans
Official Snoopers
The Federal Civil Rights Commission voted on April 26 to set up "advisory committees" in each state. The
committees would report on whether
persons in their states are being denied
the right to vote because of race.
Reports from Washington indicate
that the Civil Rights Commission will
try to set up committees in the Southern states first, then name similar
groups later in the remaining states
and territories.
State committee members will serve
as unpaid volunteers. Commission
staff director Gordon Tiffany says appointments to the state comnfittees
will be made after consultations with
state and local officials and private
groups, "to make sure the committees
are representative of different shades
of opinion on civil rights issues." Depending on the state’s size, a committee of from five to nine persons is
to be named.
Tiffany says the Commission "will
welcome nondnations for the sthte
committees from all types of groups-r a c i a !, ethnic, religious, academic,
ublishing, veterans, labor, farm.
usiness and women’s organizations."
Incidentally, at last report, Tiffany
had still not been confirmed by the
Senate to his $22,500-a-year staff director’s iob. His nonfination was still
awaiting Judiciary Committee action.
But he is planning energetically the
spending of the Commission’s $750.000 budget during the next fiscal year.
Tiffany told newsmen that 500 applicants have asked for the 70 iuicy
staff appointments.

CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
ON THE AIR
TELEVISION
New Orleans, La.~WJMR-TV Channels 12 and 20, Sunday 6 p.m.
(Produced by Citizens’ Councils of
Greater New Orleans.)
Jackson, Miss.--WLBT (TV) Channel 3, Sunday 2:00 p.m. (Cidzem’
Council Forum," produced by Citizeus" Councils of Mississippi.)

RADIO
(Citizens’ Council Forum)
ALABAMA
Evergreen--WBLO (1470 kc.) schedule not received.
Selma~WGWC (1340 kc.) Sunday
12 noon.
ARKANSAS
Benttm--KBBA (690 kc.) Sunday I
p.m.

POLITICOS PLAY, PUBLIC PAYS
Faced with an app,arently unlimited
FLORIDA
supply of taxpayers money and a
lack of anything constructive to do,
Crestview--WJSB (1050 kc.) schedthe five-man "New York State Comule not received.
mission Against Discrimination" has
Kissimmee---WRWB (1220 kc.)
busied itself with producing a decepSchedule not received,l,.
tively-slick-looking 24-page booklet,
with the girl’s mother. Both Wright
which it cynically titled "Manpower
GEORGIA
and the mother are married.
Unlimited."
Cordele---WMJM (1490 kc.) schedAfter dismissing the jury and the
The Commission’s chief duty is a
ule not received.
defendant, Judge Newell stopped a
relatively simple one--it slaps the
Monroe--WMRE--(1490 kc.) Mongroup of Negro spectators before they
hands of any employer who fails to
day 10:30 a.m.
could leave the courtroom. He told
hire a Negro applicant for a job. If
’them they are "waging a war for rathe employer behaves, the CommisLOUISIANA
. cial equality," and said he wished
sion generously concedes h i m the
Houm~KCIL
(1490 kc.) Sunday
Negro leaders had been at the trial
right to hire an occasional white iob5:15 p.m.
to hear the %ordid mess" when
seeker, provided of course that the
Jonesville--KLEC (1480 kc.) Sunday
Wright used adultery as a defense.
white applicant is obviously at least
8:45 a.m.
The iudge advised the Negroes to
twice as well-qualified as any disapOpelousas---KSLO (1230 ke.) Friday
clean up the morals of their compointed Negroes who might be turned
6:30 p.m.
munity, and commented that he’d
away.
never before seen anything to match
Armed
with
a
state
law
which
MISSISSIPPI
UNION HONORS MIXERS
it.
pompously declares "’opportunity for
Aberdee~WMPA ( 1240 kc.) Friday
A predominantly-Negro union in
employment withont discrimination"
5:30 p.m.
PEGLER SEES THE LIGHT
New York City has voted its fifth
to be a "civil right," the Commission
Brookhaven -- WJMB (1340 kc.)
annual "Better Race Relations" award
Columnist Westbrook Pegler took
is nonetheless meeting a good bit of
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
to the nine Negro students who hid
a look the other day at national popuresistance in upstate New York. In
A Pennsylvania congressman has
Columbus--WACR (1050 kc.) Fribehind F e d e r a I bayonets to enter
lation trends, and found what he callfact, the opening pages of the booklet
accused the Fund for the Repoblic of
day 12 noon.
Little Rock’s Central High School last
ed "the greatest shift of population
contain glaring evidence of this that
"giving aid and comfort" to ComJackso~WJDX (620 kc.) Saturday
fall.
within our country in all our history."
cannot be hidden by the silky techmunist enemies of America. Represen12:45 p.m.
Wrote Pegter: "The Negro is movLocal 6 of the Hotel and Club
niques of propaganda.
tative Francis Walter urged that the
Leland-Greenville--WESY (1580 kc.)
Employees union prai~d the nine
ing Northward, into misery lured by,
The tmoklet quotes an Ithaca care
Fund’s tax-exempt statns Ix* revoked.
Schedule not received.
Negroes "for having the courage to
a few hundred hateful fat-cats in a
owner as saying "Negroes and whites
Louisville.--WLSM (1270 kc.) SaturWalter, who heads the House Unfight for what is theirs."
small midtown batch of New York
don’t mix." A Syracuse cab driver
day 12:45 p.m.
American Activities committee, said
(Editor’s note--Since when does
propaganda bureaus.
states that "a white man doesn’t want
the
Fund
for
the
Republic
"lacks
the
Starkville--WSSO
(1230 kc.) Saturit take courage to follow a bayonetAt the same time, he noted, "A
to title with a Negro cabbie.’" And
day 6:45 p.m.
objectivity" to qualify as a tax-exempt
wielding division of crack Army
great migration of white young peoin New York City itself, Commission
Tupelo--WELO
(14~)kc.)
Sunday
troops past a few white students?)
ple, most of them couples with small
sleuths cuuldn’t find a single Negro organization.
12:30 p.m.
Other nominees for the union’s duchildren and many of them educated,
A
recent
bnlletin
isued
by
the
Fund
soda-fountain attendant, although NeTupelo---WTUP (1380 kc.) Sunday
bious award, who lost ou’t to the Neis going into the new industrial South.
for the Repnblic, which was establishgro dishwashers were in good supply.
12:,30 p.m.
gro students when the bns-boys exerMost of those Negroes never will go
ed
by
the
Ford
Foondation,
lists
a
(By contrast, visit a Southern restauci~d their franchise (No literacy test
back South. This immigration is for
number of grants to varioos schools
rant or soda fountain[--Ed.)
NORTH CAROLINA
and law groups for studies in the field
needed ~ Ed,) included two Missis- keeps. It may turn out well for de"Much of New York State still
Lexlngton---WBUY (1440 kc.) Wedsippi editors, P. D. East of Petal, and
scendants of the emigres long hence."
of civil liberties. The Fund claims it
helieves that Negroes don’t mix
nesday 7 p.m.
Hazel Brannon Smith of Lexington,
"Now we will begin to see the real
does not have a policy of intervening
with whites," the Commission adalong with the Rev. Clarence Jordan,
quality of the political fakers who
directly
in
court
cases.
But
one
of
the
mits. "A traveler through the MoSOUTH CAROLINA
largest grants made by the Fund this
founder of Koinonia interracial farm
enticed masses of bewildered rural
hawk Valley finds many things the
Orangeburg~WTND (920 k.c.) Friin Georgia, and John Orr, Jr., who
strangers into a North which had
year, $50,000, went to the NAACP’s
way they are in Georgia."
day 12:15 p.m.
Legal Defense and Educational Fnnd,
spoke up for integration in the Florida
neither the social disposition nor pracThe Commission c i t e s statistics
Sumter~WSSC (1290 kc.) Saturday
Legislature.
tical accommodations to receive them.
"for education of the Negro comwhich more than halance even the
4:45 p.m.
(Editor’s note ~ Perhaps from
The Negro population of some rural
munity in its rights." And another
slight "’gains" in Negro hiring it so
this motley aggregation, the busMississippi counties has fallen 30 per
$47,000 grant was given a St. Louis
loudly proclaims.
TENNESSEE
boys chose wisely.)
group to sponsor an open-foru~n TV
cent since 1950.
While hragging about isolated cases
Lexington~WDXL (1490 kc.) Friday
program series on s~milar" topics.
"And the New York state commisof employers hiring Negroes for iobs
6:15 p.m.
TERROR IN "HEAVEN"
sion against discrimination has anat which thousands of Negroes have
The same bnlletln also calls attenMilan~WKBJ (1600 kc.) Sunday
Violence flared up in paradise last
nounced that the non-white popolabeen working for years in the South,
tion to a book recently published by
z̄p2 .m.
month, as yonthfid Negroes in Detion of greater New York increased
the Fund. The authors of"Integration
the New Yorkers reveal that the breakMur(reesboro ~ WGNS
( 1450 kc.)
troit seemedbent on carving one anby 320,221 or 41.3 per cent since
through is not so much a matter of
North and South," David Loth and
Sunday 1 p.m.
other to hits, perlmps to make room
1950. The white population dropped
choice as one of necessity.
Harold Fleming, state in their forefor their Southern hrethren heading
416,707, or 5.9 per cent. In the subTEXAS
According to the Commission, in
word, "The common notion that defor the "Promised Land."
urbs also, the increase of Negro popusegregation just can’t work in the
the decade between 1940 and 1950,
Carthage--KGAS (15.90 kc.) Sunday
Despite an earlier turndown, the
lation exceeded the increase of white
South is plainly contradicted by the
New York State’s white population
12:45 p.m.
Detroit Federation of Teachers prepopulation,"
findings." They go on to cite what
increased only 7.7 per cent, while the
Center--KDET (930 kc.) Saturday
pared again to ask the board of eduWhile all this is going on, Pegler
N e g r o population skyrocketed an
they claim are 1100 separate instances
5:15 p.m.
eaton for police protection in the
writes, "Southern industry ... is
of desegregation in S o u t h e r n and
amazing 60.7 per cent. At the same
Edinburg--KURV (710 kc.) schedule
city’s 42 high schools. Incidents indraining down into the South a
Ume, the white populations of big
border states.
not received
volving Negro students armed with
great migration of superior young
cities dropped one per cent, while
Kilgore--KOCA (1240 kc.) Thursday
knives and rocks continued at a twoYankees."
Negroes doubled their number and
I13..m.
day. The clerk opened an envelope,
a-day pace, and several teachers have
The columnist continues: "T h i s
more.
Pasa~ena--KRCT (650 kc.) Sunday
and
out
fell
a
scrawled
note
and
a
been attacked and beaten.
shift of Negro population will be
a
The obvious conclusion overlooked
4:30 p,m.
dollar bill. The note read: "Please
Police consented to discourage loitsad and painful experience to most
by the Commission: when there are
Post--KRWS (1370 kc.) Monday
send me some civil rights Enclosed
ering by non-students around the
of the migrants. Their grandchildren
no whites to hire, some employers will
1:30 p.m.
find $1 to cover costs
schools, following several knifings and
may have a better time. Be it said,
consider Negroes.
San Angelo---KWFR (1260 kc.) Sunbrawls between Negro boys.
though, that Southern people are not
(Editor’s note---The commission
day 5:15 p.m.
MIXED FAMILIES ENCOURAGED
reioicing. The hatred there is not rahas either reached a new high in
Tyler--KTBB (6~9 kc.) Sunday 5:45
JUDGE HITS NEGRO MORALS
cial, but a proud, indignant white
The Children’s Service Centre in
hypocrisy, or a new low in stupp.m.
At West Palm Beach, Florida, a t man’s fury against New York’s monoToronto, Canada, is looking for white
idity.)
criminal court judge delivered a sharp I polistic power over publications, movparents for its 171 Negro orphans.
If your city is not listed, ask your
The agency’s head, Mrs. Jessie Dorcriticism of Negro morals after a Ne-lies, radio and TV. There never belocal station manager to contact CITIA TRAGIC SIDELIGHT
ian,
says
there
aren’t
enough
Negro
gro defendant used adultery as an I fore was such a power anywhere in
ZENS" COUNCIL, 1014 Plaza BnildA practice parachute jump ended
alibi to win acquittal on a child rap- I the world. A congressional investigaing, Jackson, Miss. for full details.
families to adopt all the co, lored chilin disaster for five soldiers at Fort
dren, and that there is a growing
lesting charge.
"Citizens’ Council Forum" is made
I t ton is not a fantastic idea ..
Campbell,
Ky.,
late
in
April,
when
Judge Edward G. Newell lectured l Pegler concludes: "The North has
acceptance of mixed families in the
available free of charge as a public
tricky wind gusts hit their chutes just
community."
a group of Negro spectators in his [ no fitting quarters for the influx, and
service.
before
they
landed.
The
five
were
courtroom after a jury freed Negro I the bulk of the rural Negro migrants
dragged to their deaths, and some 150
Willie Wright on the molestation late greenhorns, bound to be bilked
other paratroopers were injured.
charge. Wright was charged with land led into evil .ways by members
Some comment on this tragedy lays
having relations with a 14-year-old I of their own race.
the blame for the deaths squarely at
Negro girl. He testified that this was l
~
~
....
the door of the White House. It
impossible, because at the time thelMIXING HURT~ t~Avr
seems that the unit making the pracHarlee Branch, Jr., president of the
centage of increase per capita income
girl claimed he was in one part of l Citing men and morale as the U.S.
tice jump was part of the 101st AirSouthern Company, which presides
from 1950 to 1955 (36 per cent
town, he was achmlly in another, I Navy’s two major problems, a noted
borne Division--the Army unit that
over the ~principai electric power comagainst a national 24 per cent) while
on direct orders from the President
panies ot the Deep Sooth, does not
three other Deep South states were
gave up soldiering last fall to engag,
see the "Shrinking South" of Pulitzer
also ahead--Georgia with 31 per cent;
in bayonet practice on white hig]
prize winner Hodding Carter in Look
Mississippi 30 per cent; Florida 28
’school students at Little Rock, and t~
magazine.
per cent.
serve as personal bodyguards, chaufFamed columnist John T e m p 1 e
"Per capita increase in long-term
!
1
feurs and valets to the nine pampered
Graves writes that Carter’s Southsavings in the six Deep South states
Citizens’ Councils
Negroes who they escorted daffy to
shrinking in the Look article impressfrom 1946 to 1955 was 64.2 per cent
and from Central High School.
ed Mr. Branch as factually so wrong
1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi ,
above that nation’s. Bank deposits
The
story
going
around
is
that
those
that he wrote a Connecticut stockgrew 61 per cent faster than the naPlease enter my subscription to the Citizens
five paratroopers need not have been
holder who, naturally, was worried
tion’s.
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
killedin the jump accident, and probabout his Southern investment.
ably
wouldn’t
have
been
had
they
CARTER’S LIVID LITTLE PILLS
[] For One Year ........................................... $2.00
HOW HIGH IS DOWN?
received the benefits of thorough
(Please Print)
"The number of business firms in
"Mr. Branch recalls that per capital
training in their hazardous duties,
income in the Sm~theast has increased operation increased 62 per cent more
Name ....................................................................
rather than being forced to serve as
than the nation’s (for 1944-1954).
faster since 1929 than in any other
the NAACP’sprivate goon-squad for
Manufacturing employment increased
region, from 52 per cent of the naAddress.
so many months, while their military
48 per cent more than the nation’s
tional average in 1929 to 09 per cent
training suffered.
(1946-,56) and 150 per cent in the
tn 1955.
city.
most recent five-year period, 1951-56.
"For those who would have it that
I
DIDN’t SEND Box TOPS
even though these states did push
"Department store sales grew nearState
I
According to a recent report, the
ahead for a while they are barely
ly 75 per cent faster in the decade
.... J
county clerk at Wichita Falls, Texas
holding their own now, he points out
and 113 per cent in,the five years."
that Alabama led the nation in per: was going through, his mail the other
This is "shrinking" ?
.

~
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Latest Little Rock A(tion Baptists
¯ .~.q: :: ~ ~!.. ::.: ¯ .:e ’ ":’~ii~

.~.~.d~_,t.e ove~. ~.h~ i,t.~.g.~tion _ ~k.ansas. Gove~or O~al

Ne~o co~ege and his ~e ~ par-~te~s of "’c~ea~ve Ch~gan world
"
~ ~m~ n~ ~nr into ~o ~zemnt has cn~g~ a wnite pmzes~r at a ..........
,
¯
. ¯
reaera~ ~u~ ~cen~y.
A ~r~-judge U.S. Cou~ o~ A~l~al r~bili~ ~or ~e Liale R~k~_:, ....
’
~:_ ,,"
~ in St, ~nis rej~t~ an a~all~hool inte~a~on dilute. Faubus~~"~"~’’’p"
~ ~h~$ governor O~al Faubusl~id
9g~t an ~nc~on w~ch ordered lhave ~n iden~ed as mem~rs o~i Jones claims "~e ~amn why we
~ not ~ u~ ~e Na~o~l Gu~d tu
~p Ne~s out o£ Li~e
R~k’s ~rch teaches mathematics at Phi-~atberly and ~e unive~ tends toWn,at mgh.
lander Smi~ College, a Merest- ~ ward,~fio~ ~o~ ~. one~e]led
suppled Negro school in Li~ie Rock. ana~oa to me ~tea ~atio~.
"
"~ AS I S~v
In uphol~ng ~’~n~u~fion ~e He is currently teaching under a grant ,.’Whe p~ychologists .~ind no racial
a~ate tour said a ~- ~,*~
of $9,8~ from the Na~onal Science ~sc~a~c~es in intelligence q u o~ cabot u~ i~ fo~E s~ Foundagon, an agency of the Federal ~e~’. jones(E~tor’s
states. not~Accor~g to
"~e ~g" w~’-~ :" :- a- ~-~’~ government, who~ fun~ come Iron
"
t~
a
r
de~end." It al~ ~id ~e state cannot
stop disorders "by using force to carry
Jones says "Since Heaven is not
Faubus claimed a Communist ap
out the unlawful purpo~s of those
segregated on racial or national lines,
paratus was at work in Little Rock
who create the disorders.’
we must learn to love and live in an
and that party members stirred ut
Faubus" attorney indicated the govexpanding fellowship of God’s kingtrouble during the integration dispute
ernor would appeal to the U.S. Sudom on earth." He ends on a rhapat Central High School. According
preme Court. Similar appeals by two
sodic note, "The unity of eternity is
to Faubus, the Lorches were active
white mothers were also denied by
both behind the scenes and openly.
a challen,~e to the ~nification of
the St. Louis judges.
humanity.’
Lorch refused to either confirm or
A Report by Stewart A. Newmar
". ¯ . NOT AS I DO"
deny Faubus’ charge.
’ Still untested is the legal/ty of Presiof the Southeastern Baptist TheologiAccording to official records, Lorch
cal Seminary, Wake Forest, N. C.,
dent Eisenhower’s use of Federal
was identified in 1950 as a Com"The Christian’s Obligation To All
troops to enforce a court order. The
munist Party member by three sepaRaces," says the Southern ideal of
U.S. Constitution and Federal law
rate witnesses before the House Comracial separation "is a reflection upon
both specifically state that troops shall
mittee on Un-American Activities.
the sincerity of our Christian profesnot be sent into a state unless requestWhen called as a witne~ in 1954 he
ed by the governor or the legislature.
sion."
refused to answer questions about his
Meantime, Federal district iudge
Newman writes, "Christian civilizaCommunist background.
¯ AGITATOR AGITATED
tion in general and church groups in
Harry Lemley set June 2 for a hearparticular stand condemned for their
hag on the Little Rock school board’s
His wife, Grace, is known to the
attitude and conduct toward~people
petition to delay the start of integraSenate Internal Security Subcommitof other races."
tee as an active functionary of the
Communist
Party,
first
in
New
EnYES, BOSS?
HOW SLOW IS FAST?
gland, then in the Sonth. When subAnd Cornell Goerner, in a Report
The petition asked the district court
poenaed before the subcommittee in
titled "’Race Relations: A Factor In
to de,f!ne the meaning of "deliberate
Memphis last October, she refused
W o r ! d Missions," says it is "’abspeed as used hy the Supreme Court
to answer quest~°ns’
solutely imperative that any trace of
" ¯ and screamed
in its 1954 integration decision. The
defiance
’her
at the committee. Sena’white superiority’ be eliminated from
board stated that "existing pupil untor William Jenner of Indiana told
the thinking of the missionary." Goerrest, teacher unrest, and parent nnher "You wanted to create a scene,
net writes that some missionaries find
rest makes it difficult for the district
and you have accomplished your purthemselves working b e 1 o w native
to maintain a satisfactory education
pose. Ynu are trying to hide the fact
supervisors, and thns, "the missionary
program."
/ou are a Commnnist."
must be color blind."
Judge Lemley, of Hope, Ark., critiPrior to the hearing, she had been
Nor have the ladies been overcized the board’s petition as "too inlooked in this racial prnpaganda. "A
acclaimed by "liberals’ fnr co,ffortinl~
definite" on a number of points. He
a Negro girl who had been turned
Guide For Commnnity Missiuns," dissaid the board should say how long it
away front Central High by National
tributed hy the huge Woman’s Miswants to postpone integration, and
Guardsmen mobilized by Governor
sionary Union, urges interracial work
that proof should be submitted "that
Faubus.
between white and Negro grnups.
a situation exists which calls for and
justifies the relief sought."
TEA AND CIIITTLIN’S
"Have a program in the Woman’s
Missiona.r~. Society or Yonng Woman’s Auxiliary about the Negro." the
The Senate Judiciary Conmffttee
beok urges. "Invite the president of
has recommended passage of h.gislaa nearby Negro WMS or the pastor
tion cttrbing some of the po~vers of
of a Negro Baptist church tu make a
the U. S. Supreme Court.
short talk."
Under the proposed law, the Conrt’s
The States’ Rights Council of
"Plan together!" the WMU publi)ower to rule in cases involving subGeorgia has urged tbe Georgia l_~,giscation orders. "Let ns hold to the
version would be curtailed, and states
latnre to outlaw racially-mixed aththought that conperation nleans workwmdd be given the right to prescribe
ing together. Let us keep oor atletic contests in the state.
their
own
qualifications
for
the
praclhe Council’s executive committee
titude that of Christian sisters and
tice of law, with these qualifications
adopted a resolution pointing out that
not one of superiority of class or
not
subject
to
review
by
the
Court.
"race nffxing in athletic contests is
color."
Committee
approval
of
the
Legislaonly a part of the general design and
The official Guide npholds the
tion
came
after
several
months
of
conspiracy of left-wing radical gronps
Supreme Court’s sebool integration
hearings.
Other
similar
legislation
is
to break down the system of segregadecision, and hails progress already
pending.
made in mixing the races.
tion, as successfnlly maintained in
Georgia and throughout the South
"The transition frum segregated to
over
a lon~ period of time ,in the ~:~,~.~;~?.:;..~:~$?:;:.:$~.~:.:.:-.¢.:,..’...-~,.>~-~.~.;-~;.:.~$/|
integrated s c h oo l s will nut
be a ¯
’
¯
"."":,¢v.%.v............’..~+:-.’-:-:-:-:..
¯ :" ":’:":::: :’.~., .." ," "’-~’.’-’-~’:’:".’:.;:’":",:v:’.’.’.’"
"
¯
,,
:::
::..’.:,.-..~$-......~..-...-..:.’.:~:~
,
interest of ~oth races
[ ~i~i:-.’,.-:--.’~.,’~%.~.:::*:.:.:~2:.:. .~.-.-.-..:. . ".:+: :-.~.’..~ -. :$....,,~:.:~.+......:.:.:.>::~:.:.:..~..~ smooth
. one anywhere. ,, an the South.,
[ "~-:~ll~.".::~~~’~.~l
the
Grade
states.
Southern
Baphst
,
¯
~...pco:~
TRADITION
..............
........VIOLATES
[~.’~~~~]Iwa,,nen
can help
to prepare the
Lawmakers were told that SallY[l~~~.~...<.~ ~Ie in their coq ....
;t;,~ f,,, ;,,,~.
Leagate baseball teams playing ~n[l~~~i~~..~Imentation of the Court’s decision.
Georgi.a aye racia.lly mixed, "in viola::
.~ ...............
I No better service can be offered ..."
tion ot the traditions, customs and
"IHI~ II~$IING Ol~" NEGI~O
AID TItY ENEMY
I
laws govermng
race" rclahons
in
"
"
"’ ’
INT~.LLIGENCE
Accurding to the Chide, "’now is
Georgia and other Southern states."
By Dr. Audrey M. Shuey
the time for Baptist women to lend
In another development, the RichJ. P. Bell Company, Inc.
their influence in tiffs area where
mond County chapter of the States’
Lynchburg, Virginia
common s e n s e, understanding and
Rights Council went before citT of$4.OO
Christian integrity are essential.
ficials of Augusta, Ca., to protest apWhen Negro pasturs, teachers and
"The Testing of Negro Intellipearance of a championship basketball
leaders kuow white Baptist women
gence" by Dr. Audrey M. Shney,
team in the 8-to-12 age group in a
chairman of the Department of Psy-.
are !,nterested, it will give them conrnational tot,rnament at Scranton,
age.
chology at Randolph-Macon Woman’s,
Penn.
As a final suggestion, the Guide
College, coocludes that the intelli-i
The Council obiectcd becanse of tbe
says "Your commnnity missions comgence of the Negro race is consistently
possibility that the Augnsta team
mittee nmy well plan for a vacation
lower than that of whites.
might face an opponent with Negro
Bible school with Negro women leadDr. Shuey, a native of Illinois and
players. A group of 20 parents petiers, using white or Negro college
tioned the city council to "stay out
a graduate of Columbia University,
stt,dents who are willing to serve."
said Negroes have averaged consisof the controversy" and not interfere
The 50th annual report of the
tently below whites on intelligence
with the boys’ trip¯
Christian Life Commission which will
The city council’s recreation comtests and the results point "to some
be presented at the Honston convennative differences between Negroes
mittee neatly sidestepped the issue by
tion contains a "call for racial redeciding that the city "has no reand whites as determined by intelliconciliation." "’The American people
gence tests."
sponsibility in the matter since we
;can do better than to accept social:
Twenty years of research and analyare not sponsoring any of the teams."
nsages," the report states in part. i
sis, Dr. Shuey said, indicated to her
COULD DAMAGE PRESTIGE
"We ioin our Presbyterian breth- i
that racial differences in intelligence
States’ Rights Council president
ten . . ." (For Presbyterian action,
are present in the border and northJohn T. Hains nrged the city not to
see separate story in this issue--Ed.)
ern states as well as in the n~ral and
give official sanction to the trip.
urban South. Relatively small difYANKEES LOVE ’EM MORE
Hains, an elementary school princiferences were found between the inNorthern Baptists, not to be outpal, sakt "such action as is neces~ry
telligence quotients of northern-born
done, h a v e gone on record c, omshould be taken to prevent the team
and southern-born Negro children in
pletely against any racial distinctions.
from representing Augusta, Richmond
northern cities.
The race relations resolution of the
County, or the State of Georgia." He
"The Testing of Negro Intelligence"
American Baptist Convention w a s
added that the Angusta team’s apcontains a foreword by Dr. Henry E.
read into the Congressional Record
pearance in a mixed contest "could
Garrett, professor emeritus of psyby Senator Frank Carlson of Kansas.
damage Southern prestige."
chology at Columbia University.
The resolution contains a six-point
City officials avoided committing
Dr. Garrett says that there has been
program which declares membership
themselves on the question by rnling
"confusion, deliberate phoney main each church open to everyone, rethat,, although the city had contribnterial and pure misrepresentation"
gardless of race; orders each church
ted hands to such trips in the past. it
concerning comparative mental abilito choose its minister without regard
was not acting as sponsor of the team¯
ties of whites and Negroes and that
to race; pledges church efforts to
some scientists have argued that rabring about total race-mi x i n g in
cial differences, if found, "should imschools, honsing, and employment;
mediately be explained away as being
dedicates church members to base
somehow immoral and reprehensible."
their fellowship with others on in"’I welcome every honest effort to
Dear Sir:
dividual merit without regard to race;
Enclosed you will find $2 for a
aid Negroes in improving their status
declares that each Baptist organizayear’s subscription to your fine paper.
as American citizens, but I do not betion, school, home and hospital ~511
lieve that it is necessary to ’prove’
I want to thank you for giving me the
follow a policy of integration and
chance to read material that has not
that no racial differences exist, nor to
~utions members against activity, in
conceal and gloss them over, if found,
been flavored by the left-wingers and
a n y organized group or movement
in order to iustify a fair policy toward
liberals.
that works to retain segregation, such
Negroes,"
Dr.
Garrett
writes.
I wish you much luck and hope the
groups including country clubs, fra~
Councils will continue to grow into
"The Testing of Negro Intelligence
ternities and sororities, service clubs,
should
be
a
standard
scientific
refera greater and larger organization.
property o w n e r s’ associations, the
ence
work
in
every
well
informed
perYours very truly,
Citizens" Councils, and all o t h e r
son’s library. It is a must for every
D.S.
groups not open to whites and Ne~aool and public libnny.
Pewaukee, Wisconsin

Court Curb Voted
Georgia Council Asks Ban

On Mixed Sports Events

Wisconsin
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Onr teachers, the l~or souls, ~vere
exacted to co~ with the most unpleasant si t u a tio n s created by an
uncontrolled mob, ranging all the
~ar Sir: .....
way from fihhv language to the actu.fl
Have jnst rece~veo my copy ox"p
me
s-re ~din o g I lmm.m tilth in the class
"~
"
"
"
"""
M~ch issue tmagine y ~ ¯ m su ~ to
~
~~

hut littl~ is w~tten reMo. I surely ~d not know this was segregation,
vcaling conditions as they actually
a national project.
exist.
Many
Northern whit’es deplore
How many other transit companies
the sitaution, and in any home town
i do you suppose display this, and ~vho
on Long Island, there is a sort of unpaid for them?
official segregation which is a conSincerely,
stant headache to the so-called
Mrs. D. M. SicK.
liberals.
Mission, Kansas
(Editor’s not~The poster to
Sincerely,
which this reader refers originally
Mrs. J. P. M.
appeared in busses and subways in
Enpora, Mississippi
New York City. We learn it has
also been used in Philadelphia. App a r e n t I y, vote-hungry politicians
elsewhere are adopting this method
of propagandizing a captive audience, at the taxpayers’ expense.)
Dear Editor:
Senator Russell B. Laang. Chainuan
of the Seuatc Foreign Relations Subc~mmittee of five uther Senato~ are
presently conside~ng to reconuncnd
S.759, a legislation introdncted iu the
Dear Sir:
Senate by Senator William Langer,
I am enclosing some notes concerndesigned to pr~’uw authorization for
ing recent attacks on white teen-aged
~rsons of Af~can anccst~, in the
girls in Cleveland by gangs of young
U. S. A., inst those who desire to,
Negro hoodlmns. 1 am a public-retu take np permanent residence in
la~ons man, and throngh my contacts
Liberia, West Africa.
with the press, have t~en able to
verify rhea- facts.
The government and penple of Liberia welcome such a plan of indnsI houestlv feel that the average
Cleveland }esident is agaiust auv
t~ously-minded people of U. S. Afrifurther integration. Hu~vever, the ci;can stock who wish to conic over
cnlafion-hung~ newspapers and the
help advance the c(mntry, hut flu’
plan prefers U. S. government
local politicians, many of whom are
Negroes, have cnmhined tn ram a
escence first, as a nmnbcr of people
them~.lvcs are willing to make Home
continual s t r e a m of racial abuses
iu Liberia and have eq)resscd so in
down the throats of the citizens of
~d~committcc ]h’arings in Wa~hi~Cleveland.
,
To date, five nf the 30 young Negro
ton, 1). C.
thugs have I~’cn apprehended, hut it
Scnatnr Lon~. Chaim~an of the
looks ve~’ douhtfnl that any inorc
Senate Cooauittee and Senator Langwill bc arrcsted. Several Ncgro polior. iutroduvcr of the bill, at the reticians have already started a camquest of those who wi~h tt~ re-s(.tth.,
pai~n to get these punks rclcased, sayarc intcrcstcd in assistin~ ft..
ing that "hovs will he I~ys."
tccrs who want S.759 appr~v~.
’ Unfortun~telv, l mnst ask that my
realizin~ that its enactnwnt wonhl
¯
i name not be d~.d. It seems strang~
a ~trengthener to African-An.,ricau
that in a hmd such as onrs, we canrelations through on~. or more of flu.
not express a heart-felt opiniou on a
Billinus of F(~rei~n Aid Ftmd~. "]’hi~
controversial suhject that affects the
is nnt too much to ask for, vonsiderlives nf all of us. tlowcver, as you
ing who the I)coph. are that have
can see from the material [ enclose,
requested the aid and the
mob rule and mnb protection is in
intended, conlpared to others xtho are
order when it comes to the Negro,
presently ~cttiu~ U. S. A. autho~zaand although the time may cnme
tiou and apl~rnpriation of Billions
when we can stand np and speak as
Foreign Aid assistance.
a man shontd be able to do, that time
Some time ago the ~’gislatures
has not yet come to integrated Clewsfimrtecn States, New Hampshire, Verland.
mont. Connecticnt, New York, New
Sincerely,
Jersey. Pennsylvania, l)elaware, Mary(Name withheld)
land, Virgiuia, Tennessee, Kentucky.
Clevehmd, Ohio
Ohio and Indiana passed Resolutions
(Editor’s hot--Similar shocking
distinctly recommendin~ this plan
repots ~aeh us daily from all parts
which, under the Administration
of the integrated Noflh. These rePresident Al~raham Lincnln, was
pofls are too numerous to mention
ranted and which we now advocate.
individnally, but all r e f I e c t the
We wo, ld appreciate it very much
same general conditions. At the
h~r you to print this letter in your
present time, the NAACP is accusne~vspaper ;ts a rcq,cst to readers
ing police in Cincinnati, Ohio, and
write t~) ~(’natnr ~ussell ~. Lon~, and
Louisville, Kentucky of "’b~tality"
their Senators and Representatives to
and "pemeeution," simply because
snpport the passage ~f S.759.
officers in these cities used the
Res~’ctfully yunrs,
necessa~ measures to capture
young Neg~ law-b~akers. If such
Benjamin Gihlmns, President
Universal African Nationalist
intimidation continues, some obse~ers fear that police in No~he~
Movement, Inc.
102 West l lfth
cities will be ~luetant to a~est Negus for even the most obvious
New York 26, N. Y.
offe~es. Siguifieantly, no such repo~s are received from the supposedly-benighted South.)

New York

Ohio

Texss

Mississippi

Dear Sir:
Enclosed yo. will find my renewal
to your paper. I showed several peoDear Editor:
ple the issm~ in which yd, published
Integration does not work, as I
the article on the Reconstn~ctitm vra
know from having lived in the North
in Mississippi, and it really popped
all throngh my childhood, np to age
their eyeballs[
17. I attended integrated grarnmar,
"~cre are many Y a n k e e s down
jnnior high, and senior high schools.
It was a period in which deep resenthere, and I have had them swear to
me that there never was a Recnnstnwments were fostered in each race,
fion ~riod. I was ~ and rai~d
where the potentials of each were lost
in Shrevepo~, La., so you and I kno~v
in endless conflict, and where the
good points of each were stifled.
~tter.
In my New York school, Negro
Also, plea~ send me a "Remem~r Li~le R~k" n~bl~r stamp. Keep
students both boys and girls-~:ame
the good work.
to classes armed with razors and lup
switch-blade knives. White children
Yonrs tndy,
and teachers were threatened and cut
R. R. R.
tap.
LaMarqne, Texas
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Jackson, Mississippi

Councils Take Lead In TV-Radio
In Baton Rouge---

Pay Negroes

The Truth For A Change! First Southwide Programs
Feature Top Lawmakers
The first organized attempt to inform the people of the South
and the uation nf the problems facing them has been lannched by
the Citizens" Councils of America.
A weekly television and radio program, "Citizens’ Council
Forum", is now being seen and heard regularly by millions of
people in 11 states and the District of Columbia.

Each 15-minote program in the series features an interview
with one or more Congressmen, who express their opinions on
such questions as segregation, States’ Rights, and the growing
trend towards centralization of poxver in the Federal government.
Both Democrats and Republicans are featured on the proported that a groop calling it~*lf the
gram, with the lawmakers coming from states in the North and
"’First Ward Voters ~agttc, Inc."
Midwest, as well as the South.
nffered $15 cash to any Negro who
...... ":" "Citizens’ Council Forunf’ debecame "ten feet talr’ by registering
scribes itself as "the American
l~forc the deadline, thus becoming
WllAT YOU CAN DO
eligible to w~te in the July elections.
viewpoint with a Southern ac(Editor’s note ~ So far, we’ve
The television and radio log on
cent." The new series was
been unable to find out how much
pa~e 3 of this paper lists the stalannched as an outgrowth of the
coin of the realm the colored cititions scheduling "Citizens’ Council
original TV and radio program,
zenry of Baton Rouge will be paid
Forum" as this issue goes to press.
come election day for casting their
which began 18 months ago as a
The number of stations carrTing
ballots as directed. But, added to
local Citizens’ Council producthe program is growing daily.
the 815 registration bounty, it
Thus, by the time this publication
tiou in Jackson, Miss.
doubtless will move some of them
reaches you, several more TV and
The Jackson series drew many
into a higher tax bracket~perhaps
radio stations will have been added
favorable comments from viewers, and
even high enough to get them off
to the line-up. Future issues of
was soon requested by d.zens of radio
the welfare rolls, at least temthis paper will contain complete
stations throughnut the S.ulh. which
porarily.)
and up-to-date listings.
scheduled the prozram weekly as a
Tire Negro palper said the .$15 offer
llere are a few ways in which
puhlic-serviee broadcast.
was part nf a drive tn Imost Negro
YOU can help assure the success of
registration to 15.000 or more in
After st.dying the impact of the
this program:
Batnn Rnnge, from the present total
initial presentati.ns. Comwil nfficials
Make
it
a
point
to
see
and
hear
decided to I~roaden tlw appeal of the
of 9,000. More than 50,(XX) white
"’Citizens’ Council Forum" reguIm~ram hy preparin~ the special
voters are registered in the city, bat
larly.
You’ll
find
it
a
most
worth~eries of discussinns in Washington.
15,000 votes, delivered in a bloc,
while
15
minutes
each
week.
And
wonhl be more than enough to swing
"Citizens’ Council Fontm" is prolet
your
local
stations
know
you
any tightly-fooght contest.
dnced in the nation’s capital in order
enjoy the program. The publicto utilize the large number of disspirited broadcasters cooperating in
tin~.ished guests who are eager to
the presentatiou of this series departicipate in the series.
serve your support and will appreciate
hearing
from
you.
STATIONS RESPOND QUICKLY
The Federal Civil Rights Commis- White House ceremony attended by secret session, from which newsmen
Thus far. the new Washington
If "’Citizens" Council Forum" is
sion has ordered immediate, broad- President Eisenhower. The president were harred. Tiffany said the group
not yet scheduled on your favorite
series of "Citizens’ Conncil Fon~m"
scale inqniries into alleged civil rights
said Ire hoped Tiffany would find his
approved the membership of seven or
TV and radio stations, ask them to
is receiving an enthusiastic reception
violations in the fields of voting, ednnew job "rewarding." Tiffany will. It
eight state advisory committees, on
broadcast the program. Station
from television aod radio stations
cation and honsing.
pays $22,500, a year.
which the Commision will rely heavily
owners and managers are generally
throu~h..t the S.uth.
(Editor’s note-Is it pure coinciWith staff director Gordon Tiffany
fi, r leads on alleged civil rights violaanxious to please the public, and
finally winning Senate approval over
dence that Tiffany was serving as
tions.
Tlw numl~t.r of stations scheduling
are thus responsive to your wishes.
New Hampshire attorney-general at
vignrous Sonthern protests, the CmnIt hopes to have state cnmmittees in
the pro~r.m is incrvasin~ d.ilv,
about the same time that Presidenall 48 states by Septe,nber. Tiffany
Any station wishing further inComacil spokesmen associated with
missinn ,net in mid-Jnne and ordered
fact-finding4 stodies of legal developreluctantly admitted that sn far, the
formation about the program may
tial Assistant Sherman Adams was
pr.duetion and distrihution of the progovernor of that state? Did this
,Commission has received very few.
receive complete details by writmeats in the three fields on a nation~r;llll s;ty the response has far exceedhave anything to do with Tiffany
ing:
wide basis.
ed their expectations.
if any, complaints of a factual natore. ;
VICUNAS ARE EXPENSIVE
getting the lucrative Federal apCitizens’ Council Forum
"In the very near future," ~y~
Under the law, the complaints must be l
Tiffany, the 45-year-old former at1014 Plaza Building
pointment? We’d give an Oriental
W. J. Simmons of Jack,on, Miss.,
:swnrn
to
in
order
to
provide
a
basis]
torney general of New Hampshire,
Jackson, Mississippi
rug to know!)
producer of the series, "we anticiwas sworn in as staff director at a
The Commission meeting was a
for Cnmmission action.
pate that ’Citizens" Council Forum’
can be seen or heard in eve~
Southern home with a television or
radio receiver."
What do station own.r~ and managers think of the l~ro~rm.? llere are
;t few typical comments, fr.m the
many received:
"~is program ~ills a hm~-h.lt need.
Segregation will return tn Little
conditions Blossom and other witnesfear service to the raine Negro pupils ’ Southern h,aders were quick to hail
Rock Central High School this fall.
ses told nf at least 40 fires being set
who glecfidly entered Central.
Judge ~.mh, y’s decision.
We’ve been hopin~
Federal l)istrict Judge Har~ J.
State Senator ~V. M. Rainach of
years that son,’,ne would l)r-dnce a
in lockers at the school, of 37 bomb
9 ~WN~NONE TO GO~
Lendey has ordered a 2~-year snsHomer, La., president of tbc LouisiI)rngram stating the South’~ c’a~e.
threats received, and of munerous
At
Of
the
nine
Negr~s
who
entered
lu’nsion of racial integration at Cenincidents of inter-racial pushing and
last. this has heen
Central
last
fall,
onb~E~est
Green~
ana
Citizens’
Councils,
called
the
tral, because of "’the pressure of pubfi)od-dornpin~.
"a ve~,
Rainach said
I graduated Imst month, to l~come the ! "Thein¢
decision
is awise
validmove."
(lemonstration
PROPAGANDA EXPOSED
lic nplx~sition."
UNCIVIL WRONGS
first Negro ever to receive a diploma l of the results that can be achieved by
"Our viewvrs have bet’n quite conJudge Lemh’y authnrized the Little
Blossom also testified tlmt Iris life
from the sch~l, and the last for at[a stronz-willed people in opposing incenwd over the one-skh,d h;mdlin~
Rock sch~ml I~mrd to olx.rate on a
was thn~atened by anonymous callers
least ~veral years more. Trouble-,
Southern news, ~x~rti<,nlarlv toncen~segregated basis, at least nntil aridmaker Minniejean Brown was ex~lled ~ tegration."
on
~.veral
occasions,
and
there
were
ing segregation, by the m~tworks. A
term in 1961. He said the integration
after
several
episodes
doring
which~
COURTS
GIVE
GROUND
prngram such as "Citizens’ C~mncil
of Central High made it impossible many incidents of sluggings, pushing.
she dumped hot food on white stu-~ Rainach s;dd the stop-integration
Forum" helps counteract this Northvrn
for stndents to get a decent education. ~ tripping, abnsive lan~]a~e, and destntction
nf
property
at
the
school.
dents
in
the
school
cafeteria.
The
iorder
shnws
that
Federal
c’oufls
"are
propaganda."
The NAACP, which hailed conrt’~
Central High was integrated last
uther seven Negroes will presumably giving ~nnmd in attempting to en"Our state’s political lead~.r~ have
decisions as "the law nf the hind" as
September
~Sth,
after
a
prolonged
re~tm
to
their
own
newer
and
more
~
force
highly
impractical
as
well
as
long its the decisions pleased them,
dnne a l.t of talking about the need
constitutional integration orders."
legal
battle.
Arkansas
Governor
Orval
tandem
bi~h
scbool
this
fall.
promptly attackt~l the roling and anfor a cooperative Sottth-wid~, effort
Rainach adds, "If the Federal
During the school year under the
Fanbns ordered ont the National
to inform.the people on TV and radio.
nonncx~d phms fi}r an ap~’al.
coufls will heed the voice of mas(;nard to keep Negroes from entering
Eisenhower Anny nf Occupation. sevBut until the Conncils made this fine
sire public opinion, they will all
MIXING DIDN’T WORK
eral white students had ~’en suspendthe school. Faubns said violence
program available, the idea had never
follow suit and avoid ~emendous
Jodge ~’mley’s t r e n d-reversing wonhl resuh. The Negroes. backed
ed from Central. then reinstated. ~ae
progressed ~yond the talkin~ stage."
t~uble be~een the races."
nrder was i~soed June 21. He said
bv a court order, appealed to Presientire student ~dv suffered from
Producer Simmons
Notin~ that Arkansas is a Border
what Judge ~qnle~: called "the ira-’
the school ~mrd "’ac~tally put its inted~mt Eisenhnwer, who arbitrarily Fedstate
with
a
relatively
small
Nezro
~he
tremendous responsibilitWs fallgratinn phm into o~tion, only to
pai~ent
of
educational
standards."
eralized the Arkansas National Guard,
~ug upon the Councils in thvir action
population. Rainach e;mcludes. "This
And the ~ople of Little Rock fnund
find it break down in p~ctice, with a
therel,y n.me..irrg it from Fanbns’ conto
fill
the television and radio vacuum.
consequent impairnwnt of educational
out what it meant to live in Occupied, ceflainly sbows that there woukl be
trol.
He says, "In describing o,r program
~a
great
deal
more
trouble
if
schools
standards and demoralization of the
Eisenhower then sent in crack nnits
Temto~.
as ’The American viewpnint with a
faculty and student
of the Armv’s Itllst Airt~rrne Division.
Judge Lemley’s order suspemlin~]in the :youth were ever ordered JuteStmthern accent,’ we are plvd~ing ourintegration
noted
that
if
Negro
s~t-j
grated.
The judge said it is
T h e bay;met-wielding paratroopers
~ Ro~.~ B. Pattergm of Greenwood. ~dves to do all that descfipti.n imdents
return
to
Central
this
fall,
"the
n~e ~at the trouble did not stem
provided "l~:rsonal escort and chanfplies.
f~m lawle~ness on the pa~ of
~school ~a~ ~411 have to have mili-~ Miss.. executive ~cretarv of the Mis~ta~ assistance or its equivalent, and, sissippi Association of C~tiz~.ns" CounPRIDE JUSTIFIED
wbite ~dents at Central Hi~ or
WE’RE A LITTLE LATE
the ~ple of LiHle R~k. Judge
it ~s financially onable to ~ar ~e~cils, says the decision "prows the
"Every member of the Citizens’
FOLKS!
~ South dt~s have a case."
~ml~y wrote, "Rather, the
ex~’~" of hiring ~mrds."
Council," Simmons adds, "can take
Yes, this issue went to press late.
of the ~uble was the deep-~at~
The judge’s 35-page opinion said
pride in this significant accomplishI
RETURN OF REALISM
Why?
So
we
could
keep
abreast
~pular op~sifion in Little R~k to
that while troops may be able to
; "’gVe’re getting recognitinn that
meat. We have stepped in to do a
of
several
late-breaking
stories.
job that needed to be done. Four
the p~nciple of integrat~n, whi~
e h e c k vandalism and v/olence,
~we’re like we are for a reasnn, and
You’ll
find
the
very.
latest
de"they cannot reduce or eliminate
:not just h.t’an~ of prejudice," Patyears have done by since the U. S.
is tmnlra~ to t~ ~em of Southvelopments
in
the
Little
Rock
em life which h~ ¢xht~ over
rac/al tens/ons or create a climate
’ terson adds.
Supreme Court’s "Black Monday’ deschool case, New Orleans transit
years.’"
that is conducive to edueat/on."
"’l think the whole nation is takcision on sch~ml integration. For the
integration, plus a hlghly-signifiAttorneys for the NAACP immedi-i
ing a more realistic view of the
past ~vo years, the Councils have been
Little R~wk’s scl,ml SUl~,fintt, ndent,
cant report in depth on the treVirgil T. BlossonL led a gnntp which
ately filed notice of appeal. They
studyin~ the use of television and
racial crisis," Patterson continues.
I
mendous sm:cess the Council is
also asked Judge Lemley to set aside
"It’s a specific indication that the
radio to inform the people of the
petitioned for the stop-intc~dion
experiencing wit h the "IV and
Federal judges are beginning to
South and, eventually, the entire napaler. Blossmn ~tid he was ve~
his dis-integration order, pending ac-I
radio program.
plea~xl" with Judge l,emley’s riding.
tion on the appeal by the U. S. Cir-!
share that view. They’re beginning
tion."
We hope these "plus" features
chit Court of Apix-als in St. Lonis. [
I)nring ht.afings on the ~’tition,
to realize that the South is being
"We si~erely ~lieve that in demake the paper worth waiting for.
The judge refitsed.
BIo~m testifieM that t~ te~ atveloping and ~ueing
I realistic and they’re not."
mosphen~ at C~ntral High rt~nltt~l in
~Tbe Editors
The U.S. Supreme Conrt reieetedI
"Now," s a v s Patter~,on, "they’re
~u~il Fo~m,"
an NAACP plea to enter the case. ’starting to ee( realistic."
a breakdown of nomml classrtmm
(See TV-RADIO. P.
A c mcx’ntrated eff.rt was made to
e.coora~e Ne~r(~.s to r~ist~r to vote~

Call-Group/ t ts i -s :ret To-O der-Probes

Forced Mixing Is Ended At Little Rock Central High School;
Federal Judge Says Troops Can’t Win Over Public Opposition
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Report From
Tennessee
By Richard Burrow, Jr.
The Senate Internal Security Suhcommittee recently stated that "’Commtmist activity on a regional basis in
the United States is well-organized
and highly conspiratorial." This conclusion was drawn by the su~:ommittee in a chapter of its annnal
reviewing pnblic hearings held in
Memphis last year on ~mmnnist activities in the Mid-Sonth.
~e su~ummittee said "State acfiviW in ~th investigation and pro~cution of subversives is desirable ..
With res~ct to its hearings in
Memphis last Octo~r, the sn~mmiRee ~d that instead of bringing
contempt action against two witne~es, it had d~’id~ to We t~m a ~cond op~niW to testify. One of
the~ was Grace ~h of Li~le R~k,
who~ ~nduct at the Memphis hearings was descfi~ by the snbc~mmittee as "’highly conhmmcious."
It is interesting to note that Mrs.
~rch is the wife of Dr. ~e Lo~h,
fo~erly of Nashville, where he was
active in the affairs of the NAACP.
While living in Nashville, the ~rches,
who a~ whirl, indicated that they
wished to enroll their children in a
Negro sch~l.
Perhaps Senator Easthmd’s sulx, ommittee should investigate the relationship ~een the advocates of
integration in Nashville and the promote~ of integration in Little Rock.
Monteagl~Mrs. Eleanor Rooseveh

The Big Sell-Out

tion. It did so with vigor. In losing the support of a large per- was a principal Sl~,aker at a "Wurkcentage of people in its own region, it has attained a measure of shop un citizenship and integration"
at the Highlander Folk Schnol, June
national fame for itself and its executive editor.
15-21. The Georgia Commission on
We Southerners are grooving more cynical by the day. Why,
"The Pulitzer prize awards have shown again that the path Education has poblished material on
it’s getting so we hardly even pay any attention to the Pnlitzer to glory sometimes lies across the prostrate forms of friends and Highlander identifying the school as
prizes any more!
a Communist training-grnnnd.
neighbors."
But to get it on the record, perhaps we’d better note here
To which we say Amen, and again Amen.
Memphls--An cxplosiw, sitnation
that, as expected, the trustees of Columbia University handed
appears tu he dcvelol)ing at Memphis
out the prizes again this year, and, again as expected, the biggest
State University, where eight Negrnes
prize went to the editor and paper who pedormed the most This whol~ editorial- is- bounff to. come in for. some intensive have applied for admission. The
criticism at the hands of those editors ~vho haven’t yet received schnors registrar, R. P. Clark, said
effective hatchet-job on the South.
’1 HEIR prizes, or, perhaps, have their beady little eves fixed onone Negro applicant has be(’n adOf course, the trustees of Columbia U. didn’t exactly put itanother one to add to the family trophy case. We’ll give them vised that his score on the entram’e
that way. They said Harry Ashmore and the Arkansas Gazette of some food for thought, while they’re standing in line, ~vaiting examination was t(~) h)w for admission tu Nh,mphis Slab,. Stores of the
l.ittle Rock DESERVED to win. They said the paper "demonfor next year’s handouts.
sevcn other Negro applicants have nnt
strated the highest qualities of civic leadership, iournalistic reIt is a tragic commentary on the times to note that about
released, but the professor in
sponsibility and moral courage in the face of monnting public the only chance an editor has these days of winning a Pulitzer been
charge ()f administering the entrance
tension during the school integration crisis."
says he is "sur(’--that "at least
prize or some similar award is for him to become a sort of pro- exams
one Negro" will score high enough to
And, they went on, Ashmore showed "forcefulness, dispassionfessional bleeding-heart for psuedo-llberal causes. Indeed, wegain entrance.
ate analysis, and clarity" in the editorials he wrote.
occasionally suspect that some of the tears so piously shed in West Tennessee has ~en fortunate
In pas,sing, we might say that this is the first time in the 41 behalf of the so-called minorities by certain editors are of thein not having any racial disorders
canse there has been no forced mixyears they ve been handing out Pulitzer prizes that one paper crocodile variety, and that their emotional pleadings are made
of the races. Whether or not ~e
won two awards for the way it handled the same story. But of with one myopic eye on such an award ("to make them famous") ing
l~uple of Memphis will tolerate race
course, these are unusual times. And who’ll argue the fact that and the other on the carpetbag full of money which usually mixing at their University remains to
the military, occupation of a peaceful community IS a big story? accompanies same. Unless we have miscounted, or unless some be seen. Responsible citizens are hoping that Governor Frank Clement may
of these recognition-starved printing-press prostitutes have two
yet awake to his obligations, and not
heads
(which
has
occasionally
been
suspected),
that
keeps
both
"We can remember back not too many years when a Pulitzer
surrender this fine educational instiprize or some similar award really meant something. Nowadays, eyes busy, without even one to spare to view the facts objectivetution to the NAACP.
though, it’s getting so the Pulitzer prize winners are all banded ly.
And one final word, brother editors, before you sell ont whir
together in their own little Mutual Admiration Society--a sort
of closed corporation where they speak only to each other, pri- friends. Make sure your price is high enough. Thirty pieces of
: ~aniv because their homefolks won’t have anything to do with silver should be about right.
~em. ~ ms probably doesn’t seem too important to the little clique,
as long as they can turn a tidy thousand bucks or so pounding
out another hate-the-Sonth piece for some magazine, or dishing
out verbal diatribes on the Yankee banquet circuit.
At this point, we’re going to lift a few lines from a pair of
Science has given this nation, and others, the power to destroy
Attorney R. Carter Pittman of l)aleditorials on the subiect Pulitzer prizes, written by Thomas civilization and perhaps the Earth, by unleashing the energy
(;a., warns that "the Federal
B. Waring, the editor of the News and Courier in Charleston, S. C.of the atom. This is, by now, a well-known and oft-repeated ton,
judiciary in America is fast approachWaring is one of that ever-diminishing breed of editors who writes maxim. Corollary to this is the fact that it is also within man’s
ing that which exists in Russia."
what he thinks, and let the awards fall ~vhere they may.
power to use this newly-won power for the betterment of hu- Speaking to t h e l)emosthenian
Society in Athens, Ca., PittIn one of his editorials, Waring takes exception to the views manity, if only he harnesses the might of the atom to peaceful Literal’
man charged that seven of the trine
proiects
rather
than
single-mindedly
concentrating
on
the
devas.e, xpressed by the Charlotte (N. C.) Observer, in Waring’s words,
U. S. Supreme Cou~ justices have
"a link in the Knight newspaper chain headed by John S. Knight tating force of nuclear energy.
"habitttally w~ted in favor of Comand Communist causes."
of Ohio and other points north."
A similar parallel may be drawn from another field of sciencetmmists
Citing 20 ca~s in which he conWaring writes, "The Observer said that "the two awards are --anthropology. Science has shown us the different races of man. tendvd the high cnnrt ruled against
a deserved tribute.’ And it adds that Mr. Ashmore "has been un- It is for us to determine if this knowledge shall be used for the the "interest of the inte~a] secu~ty
fairly labeled an integraUonist by those who disagree with his good, or if it will result in the destruction of our civilization. For,of the United States," Pi~rnan asse~"No fair person can read those
editorial position.’ The Observer called Ashmore’s position ’quite as any scientist knows, the simple fact that different components ed,
20 cases without suspecting t h a t
~
CAN
be
mixed
together
does
not
mean
that
they
SHOULD
be
moderate and realistic’.
there are at least five mem~ of the
cou~ who have a fellow feeling for
"We do not comment on these statements,~ Waring says. mixed.
"We leave it to our readers to judge whether approval of the use Two inert substances, in themselves harmless, can be merged Communists.’"
of Federal bayonets against Arkansas citizens is ’moderate and into a highly-volatile and extremely dangerous compound. Thus
it is with race. We need only consider the lessons of history.
realistic.’
Charleston Paper
There is not a single example in the history of the world of
~We take exception, however, to the Observer’s reference to
the Gazette’s "hard-hitting, exhaustive coverage of the school crisis. any white nation or civilization that remained strong after inte- Offers Booklet Of
~The Gazette certainly bit hard against the wishes of the grating with a colored race. Egypt, Carthage, Rome, Greece,
people of Little Rock. But exhaustive? A newspaper whose execu- India, Portugal, Spain--all succumbed to racial integration, there- Provocative Editorials
tive editor took part in secret conferences designed to bring Fed- by either obliterating their civilization or enfeebling it to the
eral troops into his home town and failed to mention this in edi- point where national greatness was permanently lost.
A compilation of editorials worthy
torials hardly can be called exhaustive in its news approach.
It is race contact that produces a race problem. But only of the attention of all good Americans
[~-ing offered by the News and
"Truly exhaustive news coverage would have informed read- racial integration can reduce a nation to impotence and decay. is
of Charleston, S. C.
Every section of this country must realize~and soon--that ~uder
ers of the Gazette that its executive editor was busily seeking
The ~klet is titled "Since Little
~
rite nation must be united in combating efforts to effect a racial Rock," and pr~sen~ ~u dozen of
Federal bayonets for use against citizens of Little Rock.
the newspaper s ~ought-provoking
admixture of the American people.
edito~als dealing with U. S. race
This is a national problem. Efforts are being made to isolate relations and freedoms since the inIn another editorial, Waring says "Among newspaper editorsI
~t was all but a foregone conclusion that Ashmore would win i the South, so that the equalitarians can deal with the enforcement vasion of Little R~’k hy
Federal
Wafing
of racial integration on a sectional basis. Our white friends in the tr~ps. Editor Thomas R.
Pulitzer recognition."
states the South’s ca~" in a
forccfnl
~He did indeed win the personal citation for editorials," War- North must understand that their help is needed. And help they
notes, "and his paper also took the public service award. must, if America as we know it is to survive.
Copies of "Since Little Hock" may
The battle to prevent racial integration can be won, but only ~ obtained by writing direct to the
ether the gold medal the award brings will compensate for
the loss of 10,000 subscribers is a question that newspaper pub- if white men and women in every village, every city, every state News and ~ufier, ~leston, S. C.
fishers of other newspapers may ponder in private."
aside all other considerations---be they political or economic-- ~e d~ of fatal eq~
through their combined strength preserve the racial integrity ~m om ~ ~n,
Waring summatizm, "The Arkansas Gazette exercised its editorial prerogative in taking a position with the forces of integra- of~

Power Of Self-Destruction

~h

~t~

GeorgiaAttorney
Says High Court
Favors Commies
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Our Way of Life:

appening To Us?
PREJUDICE IN REVERSE
Two Cup leaders of the Wisconsin
l)emocratic party have quit, charging
l)eulocratic Semitor William Proxmire
with showing racial preiudice in reverse.
The two claim that Proxmire forced
the election uf Negro housewife Vel
Phillips to the i~)st of Wisconsin’s
l)emoeratic National Committeeworaan. And the action threatens to split
Wisconsin Democrats into rival caml~,
as party members take sides on the
issue.
DESERTION IN D. C.
Washington, D. C., welfare officials
complain that the number of nmthers
walking out on their children has more
than doubled during the past year..
Welfare director Gerard M. Shea
says the number of children accepted
for agency care because of desertion
by their mothers rose from 3.8 per
cent last year to 8 per cent this year.
At the same time, father desertions
acconnted for 20.1 per cent of this
year’s total, compared with 18.8 per
tent last year.
These figures show a marked resemblance to the increased Negro
population in the nation’s capital.
WHO’S A RACIST?
Harlem Congressman Adam Clayton Powell ~nst can’t win these days.
Even though he deserted the Democrats to support Eisenhower in 1956,
he’s having income tax trouble.
And in trying to win renomination
to the Hour, Powell got into a fight
with Tammany Hall, lost the Democratic endorsement, and was condemned by the NAACP because of
his "extreme racialism."
After Powell was nnceremoniously
dumped by Tammany Hall, he took
the pulpit at Harlem’s Abyssinian Baptist Church to denounce Tammany
leader Carmine DeSapio as "a Mississippi boss," who’s trying "to change
Harlem into Mississippi."
Powell added that l)eSapio and the
Negro borough president of Manhattan, Hulan Jack, "better not walk
up and down Harlem streets too
milch."
"We will make it mighty uncomfortable for them," Preacher Powell
said from his pulpit.
All this was too much even for the
NAACP’s executive secretary, Roy
~,Vilkins. "We cannot condemn racism
in others while using it ourselves,"
Wilkins said in a statement, adding
that the NAACP "disassociates itself
completely from the threats made by
Powell against any person’s right to
go freely about the city of New York."

i Citizens’ Council

same church has a Negro congregation.
"’Even in Central Pennsylvania," the
churchmen lament, "Some would say
the Negro shmdd know his plate and
stay there.’"

only five unwed mothers this year,
compared to 16 last year. Another
principal says the number of pregnancies was cut in half after the
classes.

Benedict offered no statistics as to
how many similar cases occurred before Washington schools were racially
mixed, in hopes of providing a "showcase of integration:’
But it is believed the number was
negligible until forced mixing transformed the schools of the nation’s
capital into scenes of ~ungle pandemonium.
Benedict says one principal attributed the decline in student pregnancies
directly to the sex-education classes,
and adds that he concurs in this view.
So well do school officials like the
plan that the school system itself will
take over the sex-instruction job in
eight schools this fall.

BAD BLOOD, CAN’T FLY
A Negro magazine has unwittingly
emphasized another good reason why
mixed marriages must be avoided.
"Jet" magazine reports on a study
recently completed by Dr. William
Levin of the University of Texas Medical School.
Dr. Levin’s two-year research proiect was requested by the Air Force
School of Aviation Medicine. H i s
study shows that some Negroes have
inherited a "sickle cell trait," a red
blood tell condition which is known
to cause severe disorders at high altihides.
The doctor recommended t h a t
Negroes having this fickle cell characteristic should be excluded from
flying duties. He said more t h a n
1,520,000 Negroes have inherited this
abnormality, which can cause such
disorders as spleen damage and blood
in the urine at high altitudes.
Other studies have shown that even
when Negroes do not appear to have
the sickle cell defect, it may be dormant, waiting to be passed on to their
offspring.
.0047% PURE!
The far-North, far-left state of Minnesota-home of such seLf-proclaimed
’liberals as Senator Hubert Humphrey
--has done a good bit of hollering
i abol,t the way the South is handling
i the race problem.
i comes
A statistically-minded
staff
up with the reason
formember
all the

I commotion iu the North woods. It’s
I simple--probably most of the people
in Minnesota woukln’t know what a
Negro looked like if they saw one on
the street!
VICTIM VICTIMIZED
Up Minnesuta way, there are, at
In Meridian, Miss., a white grocery
last count, aboot 3 million white
store owner was attacked by a drunkcitizens, along with 15J~X) Negroes.
en Negro woman, wielding a knife.
This gives Minnesota a Negro popuGrocer L. L. Belk succeeded in dis- I lation of .0047 per cent.
arming the woman, and a Negro byIn fact, to bring Minnesota’s Negro
stander called police.
popolation up to the national average
The assailant, Alice Ruffin, was
of 10 per cent, the bleeding-hearts
drunk and disorderly, according to
need to impert some 285,~) colored
officers, who set her bond at $2,000
inhabitants. If this were done, perpending grand jury action on a charge haps Minnesotans would have a fair
of assault with intent to kill.
, ,, I chance to practicet the integration
their
G rocer DelK
~. ~
O
suecesstultv ~ ~
rfought
, ....
’ , W flattack
,
-- ano~ m a y o~ e we
pit the drunken
rompt-" I leaoers preaco
,
l
........
, I~I .,mmse~t
[wuuldn t hear
so much
ly rouno
accuseo
nyfrom
me them.
NAACP of trying to rape the alcoholic
Negress. The NAACP based its claim EXAMPLE IN HAITI
An exalnple of what happens to a
on the fact that the woman’s skirt
xvas torn during the struggle over the
nation after integrationists take over
can be found on the island of Haiti
knife.
writes New Orleans attorney Drew
IT’S "UNCLE" ADAM NOW
L. Smith.
THE RIGHT TO BURGLE?
Liberal columnist George E. SokolSmith’s article, entitled "R ace
sky devoted a recent column to a runNegro groups in Hattieshurg, Miss.,
Color and Chaos," has been published
down of Powell’s activities, including
held a mass meeting this month, apin leaflet form by the Federation for
the income tax charges. Arid Sokolparently to add the "right to burgle"
Constitutional G o v e r n m e n t, 801
sky concludes, "It would be far better
to their ever-growing list of claimed
American Bank Bldg., New Orleans
Civil Rights.
for the Negroes of this country if
La. In the article, Smith notes that
The local NAACP and Negro minPowell did not relate his race to. his
Haiti has been a completely free
isters called the meeting after alert
personal problems."
"There are two sides to prejudice
Hatfiesburg police shot and killed a country, peopled entirely by Negroes
night-timeburglar who was caught in’ and mulattoes, since 1804. Yet, he
and discrimination," S o k o I s k y
writes, in their 150 years of freedom
the act and fled. The burglar turned.
writes. "One is.the side of the perthey have been unable to progress
son of a minority group who atout to be a Negro.
and achieve national unity. DictatorThe Negro ministers issued a statetributes every act against his person
ships, revolutions, and internal conas an act against his race. This is a
ment pointing out that the burglar
filets have been the rule, rather than
was merely trying to run away, and
form of Uncle Tomism in reverse."
the exception.
Di~ging into the motivation of the
made no attempt to fight police.
A color line has been drawn across
They said police should have done
Harlem preacher- turned - politician,
Haiti’s politics, Smith writes, adding
the sporting thing, and "given chase
Soknlsky writes, "Powell has reverted
"no black-skinned Haitian waats a
to racial politics and demagoguery.
to take him alive."
mulatto for president, and no mulatto
It may get him a vote, but it will do
(Editor’s note.Maybe the Civil
wants a black."
the Negroes nf this country nothing
Rights Commission will add to their
Quoting further: "Could anything
but harm. It takes courage to take the
list the "right to burgle" and the
more clearly answer the question as
"right to run away" -- both, of
blame for nne’s own errurs. Powell
to whether or not the theory of
apparently lacks that courage."
course, applicable to Negroes only.)
racial equality and civil rights tend
to solve the race problem? Does anyPRACTICE OR PREACHING?
SEX CLASSES IN D. C.
thing more emphatically demonstrate
The
broad,
open-minded
view
toPrincipals of eight junior and senior
that a color question and a problem
ward
race
relations
taken
by
Northernhigh schuols in Washington, D. C.,
of race cannot be eliminated, even in
ers
who
roundly
condemn
the
South
report in glowing terms on the results
a mongrelized country?
of an 18-month sex-education camat every turn is typified by this report
"In Haiti, the doctrine of the
paign taught in the schools at their
from Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
equality of races is an accepted fact
reqoest.
Four District Superintendents of
by everyone, and yet they cleave
The executive director of Washi~gthe Methodist church have urged the
unwaveringly to the color line. In
tmfs Social Hygiene Society, William
500 churches of the Central PennsylHaiti, everyone has long since had
vania Methodist Conference to apF. Benedict, says his group has prohis ’civil rights," and yet the bar
vided the sex instruction at the principoint ministers without regard to race.
color is raised on all sides. In
pals’ request.
At present, one (Yes~.ONE!--Ed.)
Haiti, mongrelization has been efSpeaking at an annual meeting,
of the 560 churehes has a Negro
leered, and the problem of race
Benedict says one principal reports
minister. And it so happens that the
remains.
"Clearly it is to be seen that thei
race issue cannot be solved by either
l equalitarian propaganda or "by any
law, court decree, executive order-or by mongrelization itself.
"’The lesson of Haiti should provide
I
a clear-cut example of the ultimate
Citizens’ Councils
failure of racial integration and mon1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
~1
’ grelization as any solution of the race
Please enter my subscription to the CiUzens’
issue, looking toward the establishCouncil as follows and find payment enclosed:I
ment of national unity and the general welfare of the American people.
$2.00
[] For One Year .......................................
"But tragically, the dot.trine of rac(Please Print)
I
ial equality, integration and c i v i
I
Name ..............................................................................
rights has now so effectively captured
I
the leadership of both major political
I
Address ..................................................................
artiecos
in this country,
that
they may
I
nsidered
the most
dominating
City ........................................................................
I
forces in American ~flitics."
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Racial itnlmverishment is the price
Anz, riea ~ ultimately pay unless

THE AMERICAN VIEWPOINT
WITH A SOUTHERN ACCENT

TELEVISION
ALABAMA

MISSISSIPPI

Florence--WQWL-TV Channel 15,
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Montgomery -- WCOV-TV Channel
20, Sunday afternoon.

GEORGIA
Columbus ~ WTVM (TV) Channel
28, Sunday 3 p.m.

Columbus -- WCBI-TV Channel 4,
Friday 5:45 p.m.
Jacku~n -- WLBT (TV) Channel 3,
Sunday 4 p.m.
Jackson ~ WJTV (TV) Channel 12,
Sunday 11 p.m.
Tupelo--WTWV (TV) Channel 9,
Snnday 2 p.m.

LOUISIANA

TEXAS

Baton Rouge -- WBRZ-TV Channel
2, Sunday afternoon.
Lafayette ~ KLFY-TV Channel 10,
Sunday 3:45 p.m.
New Orleans- WJMR-TV Channels
12 and 20, Sunday 6 p.m.

San Angelo--KCTV (TV) Channel 8,
Friday 11:30 a.m.

VIRGINIA
Richmond--WTVR (TV} Channel 6,
Thursday 6:15 p.m.

RADIO
ALABAMA
Evergreen---WBLO (1470 kc.) Schedule not received
Selma--WGWC (1340 kc.) Sunday
12 noon.

ARKANSAS
Benton---KBBA (600 kc.) Thursday
7:35 a.m.
Helena---KFFA (1360 kc.) Monday
9 p.ol.

Starkvill~WSSO (1230 kc.) Saturday 6:45 a.m.
Tupelo--WELO (1490 kc.) Snnday
12:30 p.m.
Tupelo---WTUP (1380 kc.) Sunday
8:15 a.m.
Yazoo City -- WAZF (1230 kc.)
Thursday 12:30 p.m.

NORTH CAROLINA

Concord--WEGO (1410 kc.) Friday
5:30 p.m.
Lexington---WBUY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA nesday 7 p.m. (1440 kc.) WedWashington Area--WFAX (1220 kc.) I Sanford--WEYE
(1290 kc.) SaturSchedole not received,
day 12:45 p.m.
Shelby~WOilS (730 kc.) WednesFLORIDA
day 6:15 p.m.
Crestview--WJSB (1050 kc.) Wednesday 8:45 a.m.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Ki~simmee -- WRWB (1220 kc.)
Laurens--WLBG (860 kc.) Sunday
Schedule nut received.
1:05 p.m.
Orangeburg~WTND (920 kc.) FriGEORGIA
12:15 p.m.
Albany--WALB (1590 kc.) Tuesday
Sumter--WSSC (12.90 kc.) Saturday
7 p.m.
4:45 p.m.
Cordele---WMJM (1490 kc.) SchedTENNESSEE
ule not received.
Mon~WMRE (1490 kc.) SaturLexington----WDXL (1490 kc.) Friday 12:30 p.m.
day 6:15 p.m.
Winder--WlMO (1300 kc.) Monday
Milan -- WKBG (1600 kc.) Sunday
10:45 a.m.
3 p.m.
Murfreesboro -- WGNS (1450 kc.)
LOUISIANA
Sunday 9 p.m.
Bogalusa~WHXY (920 kc.) Sunday
TEXAS
11:30 a.m.
Homer~KYHL (1320 kc.) Sunday
Brownsville--KBOR ( 1600 kc.) Tues1 p.m.
day 8 p.m.
Houma~KCIL (1490 kc.) Sunday
Carthage---KGAS (15.(,~ kc.) Salnday
5:15 p.m.
12:45 p.m.
Jonesville--KLEC (1480 kc.) SunCenter--KDET (930 kc.) Saturday
day 8:45 a.m.
5:15 p.m.
Opelonsas---KSLO (1230 kc.) Friday
Edinburg--KURV (710 kc.) Sunday
6:30 p.m.
10 p.m.
Gainesville--KGAF (1580 kc.) SunMISSISSIPPI
day 5:15 p.m.
Aberdeen--WMPA (1240 kc.) Friday
Kermit--KERB (600 kc.) Saturday
5:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
Kilgore--KOCA (1240 kc.) Thursday
Brookhaven -- WJMB (1340 kc.)
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
1 p.m.
Pasadena--KRCT (650 kc.) Sunday
Columbus--WACR (1050 kc.) Friday 12 noon.
4:30 p.m.
Corinth---WCRR (1330 kc.) Sunday
Post -- KRWS ~1370 kc.) Monday
1 p.m.
1:30
Grenada--WNAG (1400 kc.) Snnday
San Angelo----KWFR (1260 kc.) Sun7:05 p.m.
day 5:15 p.m.
Terrell -- KTER (1570 kc.) Monday
Gulfport--WROA (1390 kc.) Saturday 1 p.m.
6:30 p.nl.
Jackson---WJDX (620 kc.) Saturday
Tyler--KTBB (61~ kc.) Sunday 5:45
12:45 p.m.
p.m.
Koseiusk~,VKOZ (1350 kc.) SunVIRGINIA
day 12 noon.
Leland-Greenville ~ WESY (1580
Charlottesville -- WCltV (1260 kc.)
Sunday 7:45 p.m.
kc.) Schedule not received.
Louisville---WLSM (1270 kc.) SaturFalls Church -- WFAX (1220 kc.)
Schedole opt received
day 12:45 p.m.
McComb~WAPF (980 kc.) Saturday i Richmond~WMBG (1380 kc.) SunI day 10 p.m.
8 a.m.
Oxford--WSUH (1420 kc.} Sunday ~ Roanoke--WRIS ( 1410 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
6:.30 p.m.

WATCH US GROWI.
New stations are being added to this list every day. In each issue, we
will print complete TV and radio listings in this space.
If your favorite television or radio station i.s not yet listed, see "’How You
Can Heir," on page 1.
"Citizens’ Council Forum~ is provided free of charge to television and
radio stations as a public service of the Cilizens" Councils of America. We
urge you to see and hear this series of programs, and invite your comments.
Our address is Citizens" Council Forum, 1014 Plaza Bldg., Jackson, Miss.
Let us hear from you.
And be sure to watch this space next month. We’re sure you’ll be
pleasantly surprised at the number of new ~tatious added to the schedule in
a d~ort timeo
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Officials Are "Walking On Eggs"

New Orleans Transit Mixed;
Secrecy C n’t Hide Protests

Radio

June, 1958

Thurmond Says South Is Reawakening

The l~,ople of the South have de- tain its identity and the distinctive
(Continned from Page 1)
ycleped a "determination anti a spirit ~ values of its ~vay of lift.." Eventually,
that is not going to accept Federal ]he predicted, the South will "’regain
need felt deeply by everyone who
dictation, ontside dmninatinn, or at least a nR’asure nf its ;intonomv, its
realizes that our b a s i c problem
tyranny in any fonu,’" say:; Senator ~ independence, and will la.come ~msin the South today is one of informStrnm ~u~nd of Sooth Carnlina. ter nf its own dest~nv.’"
ing our own people."
S~,aking at St. Matthews, S. C..~ "Over the past fi’~’ years, we haw?
Streetcars and busses in New Or[and out-of-town trips, in an apparent
Programs already prepared in the
Thun~nd lashed at trifles who des-Iwitnesm.d the }R, ginning nf a great
leans ~l] victim to race mixing by
effort to win acceptance by defanlt.
Veashington st, ties feature discnssions
cH~ t~ South’s canse as a "lost]historic iDovenlent,’" Thnrmnnd cnnFederal court decree, and residents
on States’ Rights, the growing danger
Nonetheless, informed sonrces recanse."
o~ the Crescent City are wondering
I tinned. "~Ve have ~t.n a great stirto individual freedoms stemming front
Oormrt
Orleans
are
"A fi~t for p~iple is never
I ring, a reawakening of the Sotlthern
ff It’s more than coincidence that the
the tendency towards centralization
ingthat
carNew
pools,
and residents
that streetcar
lost," ~M d~la~d. "’Even
:p~ple, on all fronts~l~litical, spiritintegration order came on Memorial
and bns riding has dropped far below of lmwer in the Federal government
¯ ou~ the ~nfederaey suffe~d
,al, economic aml intellectual. Bnt
Day. Many feel that when the decree
the propaganda campaign being connormal in the month that compulsory
military defeat, its heroic struggle
eslx’cially have we seen a rebirth of
took effect, memorial services for the
dotted against tbe South by Northern
mixed seating has been in effect.~
left the South’s sense of separate
the Southern peol)h"s a~vareness of
Downtown
merchants
are
privately
radicals
and
snbversives,
and
wa.vs
in
oCt£s
identity, its unity, its solidarity,
their own identity and their he,rage.
r. public transit facilities were in
which the people of the South can
complaining that the forc~?d mixin~i
stronger than ever."
And we have seen this relmm awareeffectively meet these dangers.
A curtain of secrecT has been im- has had an adver~ effect on their’
Thnrnmnd spoke confidently of the
hess give ri~, to a determination and
d
cash
registers.
Moderator
of
the
new
"Citizens’
~u by
New
Orleans
city officials,
Sonth’s furore. "’No nmtter what
a spirit that is not gnin~ to accept
1 that
reports
of incidents
might
POSITIVELY SILENT
Cmmcil Fon~m" series is Dick Morchanges onr form of government nmy
Federal dictafinn, nutside domination,
lead to open defiance of the order. A wire service correspondent writes,’ phew, widely-known television and
nndergo, the Sooth is going to mainor tyranny in any fomC’
Even so, a number of clashes bronght"’Some things are best left nnsaid, ’radio newscaster in Jackson, Miss.
about by the compulsory mixing have
and in New Orleans transit integra- Morphew has condocted the Council
leakod into the public view, and re-tion is one of them."
programs since t h e i r inception in
slmmtble citizens feel that even more "City, transit and civic leaders,"
Jac.kson.
would result were it not for the factthe report continues, "feel the less
LAWMAKERS AGREE
said a~ont the matter, the better.
A fl)rmer high official of tilt, U. S.
tl~t old
.m.ost
Negroes
are still
incidents in Jacksonville and elseOf the Washington series, he says,
seating
patterns
and observing
moving
They are like men walking on eggs."
State Department. Hngh G. (;rant of
where were "part of the Communist
"I was frankly snrprised to find so
to the rear.
"The plain fact remains that NeAugusta, Ga., has addressed a numl~,r
technique . . . to disparage iust
many
Northern
and
Midwestern
ConSTRATEGICALLY TIMED
groes and whites continue to seof Citizens’ Council anti States’ Rights
such organizations as this which
gressmen
in
sympathy
with
the
Sooth
Citizens’ Council leaders point out
gregate themselves. The Negro passgroups in Florida recently.
support segregation."
--not
only
on
the
snbiect
of
segregathat the Federal court order was timed
engers continue to go to the back of
Grant, a onetime U. S. minister tn
To combat the Commnnist conspirtion,
bnt
in
their
whole
theory
of
so as to take effect in the middle of
the bns, as they have for years."
Albania and Thailand. told an attdiacy, (;rant calh,d for better coordinagovernment."
a holiday weekend, when transit ridMeantime, s p u r r e d by Citizens’
ence in Jacksonville, Fla., that recent
tion among patriotic groups and careing is normally slack. In addition, it
"Programs in the Washington series
bombings of Jewish and Negro schools fn] screening of candidates for public
Conncil resolntions, the Louisiana
was timed to take advantage of the
are
entirely
nnrehear~d."
Me,hew
Legislahtre is c~nsidering proposals
and chm-ches are part of a Communist
office, all the way down t. the local
many distrac~ions b r o u g h t on by
adds. "’This resnlts in s~ntan~ns
to restore transit segregation in New
dot to discredit the South.
level.
~chool graduations, summer vacations
questions and answers that add ap~al
Speaking to the Duval County
Orleans.
in recent weeks, Grant has also
to viewe~ and listene~. ~e ~nFederation for Constitutional Govspoken in Miami, Madison and Montig~ssmen let yon know what they’re
ernment, Grant said recent bomb
cello, Fla.
really thinking, and I ~lieve this
s~ntaneity makes the programs much
more interesting."
Every now and a~ain, a newspaper editorial so succinctly
"We can already claim a number
summarizes the particulars of a given case that it is "lifted" and
’firsts’ for ’Citizens’ Conncil Forum.’ "’
Me,hew declares. "On one of our
reprinted time and time again in other publications. The follow]programs. we talked with six ConA North Carolina resident has come up with a 20-point proing editorial first appeared in the Phoenix, Arizona, Republican.
~gressmen~the
entire
Mississippi
delegram
to beat the race-mixers. The plan was drawn up by Vfilliam
Among the papers republishing it was the Lewiston Daily News
~gation. I think that’s the first time
F. Chiiton of Graham, N. C., and originally appeared ~s a letter
in Pennsylvania.
anythin~ of this nature has been done
to the editor of the Daily Times-News in Bnrlington, N. C. Chilton
especially in a 1.5-mimtte progrtm
The publisher of the Lewiston paper, Edward L. Fike, sent
~e’ll average two or three lawmakers
wrote:
the re, print to the Montgomery, Alabama, Advertiser, along with
a program, anti they’ll ~ from
on each
With all the chatter about racial integration, I ~vould like to
note aescribing it as "An all too rare example of objective editorial
virtually eve~ Southern state, as well
point
ont a few things that any good Sontherner ~vonld stand for:
as
some
sunrise
gnests
frnm
places
interpretation outside the South on this problem."
like New York, Illinois and Indiana."
1. Stop giving money to churches and preachers who
In reprinting it again, the Montgomery paper noted that theThat the Congressmen see the need
preach, support or want race-mixing. (Don’t purchase self-dePhoenix editor, writing in a prominent Far West organ, "has hit
of a South-wide TV-radio se~es
struction with yonr own money).
to the very kernel of bayonet race mixing."
evidenced bv the fact that so many
nf
tllem
ha~’e
taken
time
out
2. If you have a race-mixing preacher, get rid of him. fie
All of this was then picked up by the Union Leader, a distheir busy Washington sched,les to
is
not
preacfiing from the Bible.
tinguished daily in Manchester, New Hampshire, under the headappear on "Citizens’ Council Fonnn."
Prod.orion nf several programs was
ing "Important: Race Mixing By Bayonet." The Union Leader
¯ . 3. Don’t buy prodncts from companies that Sl)Onsor racem~xmg programs on television. Write the sponsors and give them
temporarily delayed by qnomm call~,
added the cartoon which re-appears on this page.
which sent Congressmen scorn’loft
the reason.
If a single editorial can be so highly regarded in so many
the House floor tn vote nn key"

[~

Grant Speaks To Florida Meetings

The Word Gets Around

How To Beat The Mixers

4. Join some organization that opposes race-mixing.
5. If you find race-mixing literature being used in your
church or S6nday School or any other place, then protest to the
leaders of such groups.
6. Write letters of encouragement to public officials and
full information concerning a number
preachers who are resisting integration and fighting for segretimely and impo~ant ~uestions,
gation.
Results at Central High School in Little Reek have re- of
hot it als~ proves the value ot organiz7. Send letters of protest to anybody who wants race-mixing.
futed the idea that integration in public schools could being to protect onr freedoms.
8. Protest and resist any attempts that may be made to put
Only an organization, snch as the
accomplished just by exhibiting a little legal toughness.
over
race-mixing
programs.
Citizens’
Conncils.
has
the
facilities
The members of the Central High School Board and to plan and prepare snch large-scale
9. Pay your poll tax so you can vote against any race-mixing
Supt. Virgil T. Blossom have petitioned the U. S. District projects. And only through active parpolitician.
ticipation in the Conncils can SonthCourt for a stay of the order of integration.
10. ~Vrite letters to the editors of local newspapers telling
erners know that they are doing their
The reason is obvious. It is easy to say that the school part in citr~ing ont’the vital task of
them why yon are opposed to race-mixing. Ask him to publish
already is integrated. But it is not. Several Negroes are at- informing their fellow citizens.
your letters.
tending the school. But their ability to stay in the school
As the intr~uetory message
11. Make this pledge. Educate a new person each day abm,t
depends on the presence of National Guard troops. Without heard on each "Citizens’ Council
the danger of race-mixing.
Fo~m"
program
puts
it:
"An
inthe troops there, the situation would immediately explode. fo~ed people will not sumnder
12. Teach your children why they should have pride in their
Even with the troops present, there have been explosions. One their freedoms."
own race, that race-mixing will mean the end of the white race.
of the Negro girls has been expelled from the school because
1.3. Teach your children to speak op in defense of their
she seemed unable to keep out of trouble. She has had to go Same Problem Years Ago beliefs at school, church, youth meetings and other places when
to a Northern school to continue her education. Undoubtedthey hear the Communist doctrine of integration and race-mixing
ly the incidents in which she was involved were at least as Politically-inspired race problems
being taught.
are
nothing
new,
according
to
newsmuch her fault as the fault of the white students, but inte-paper acconnts. A recent issne nf the
14. Don’t permit your children to see race-mixing movies or
gration has done her no favors.
Enterprise-Tocsin, published at India- television programs or hear race-mixing records nor permit them
In Little Reek, the nation has found that integration of nnla, Miss., recounts an interesting bit to attend dances where the music is furnished by race-mixing
local histo~ on that snbject:
schools is possible now, but frequently it will require the of "’In
1891, while Benjamin Harrison [bands""
¯
, t permit
¯
presence of enforcement officers to make it stick. If this was president
.,
15. Don
your children
to pla>
on a team where
a Negro wom’m Minnation wishes a group of high schools watched over by anie Cox, was ~p~inted postn~st~ss in there are Negroes and white people taking part
group of armed guards; if it wants thousands of its children lndianola. ~e white residents met
16 Continually cite to your associates that the ~,re’dest
to grow up in such an atmosphere, that’s fine. But those ~s s~tt~atmn by renting a b~dcllng, ! progress knoxvn to history has always been made by the white race
their own ~stmistress h’tvin,
¯ past, tt ¯has caused the decav
’
children who do grow up in such an atmosphere are goingraring
.........
: oil.’the.[ralu
: .’
.,~, r(X~hen races, have been m~xed m the
melr nlall taken
a[ ~eillnl
.x
-"
to receive a frightful picture of demoeracy~when its evident man, three miles away, and brought in ’l ol t~at natlO~).
~}eets to them are more reminiscent of a concentration camp. by bnggy. Accnrding to the sto~ that~
17. Tell everybody so they will knoxv that the Communists
dox~n’through the
¯
"
;" ~en handed
responsible for enforced i~tegration and race-mixing. Pass
are
It is silly to say that ff the nation sticks by this policy of has
years, the mail was translx~rted in a
{rot material to help educate the people.
toughness, integration will work out in time. It isn’t working white-painted wagon, flying a Con18. Make everybody realize if the white race is to survive~
out in Little Reek. As long as the guards are necessary, there federate flag, and drawn by white
they must take a definite stand and do their part.
will continue to be tension and nothing can work itself out horses. One version even has it that
driver’s name was Mr. White.
19. Always point out that the white race is in the minority,
under such circumstances. And the amount of education re- the"’It
is definitely tnw that letterheads
that five-sevenths of the world’s population is colored.
ceived by the students is going to deteriorate as long as ten- in bvsiness and professional offices
20. Oppose the Big Lie that Segregation is Unchristian.
sions are present.
here gave Heathman as their mailing
and the post office boycott
2,000 years our forefathers could not have been wrong, and if it
The federals are in the circumstance of the Russians with address,
worked so completely that it was
is unc:hristian, then they have gone to their graves in sin).
their conquest of the satellite countries. Their conquest is finally, closed.
good only so long as the countries are occupied by troops.
TEDDY CAN’T BEAR IT
Similarly, the mixing of the eight colored children in the "’This situation continned tmtil
Little Rock school is now impossible without the presence President Teddy Roosevelt came to

sections of the nation, it is certainly deserving of our attention.
A GROUP EFFORT
For this reason, the Citizens’ Commit is happy to become at least
Citizens’ Council members eve~the fifth newspaper in the chain, adding our own observation that
where dese~e full credit for the sotthis all goes ~to show that the truth will out, no matter how clever
tess of the program. Not only will
fill a vital need in bringing the Sooth
the attempts at concealment. Herewith, the editorial:

the IX.Ira on a bear-hnnting trip. After
visiting in this vicinity, as.~K-iating
with Delta people, and gaining firstNext, a comment added by the Montgomery Advertiser: hand knowledge of their problems, he
The Advertiser again ventnres the observation that some went
of back to Washington anti appointed a white ix~stmaster.
the heat is being drawn from the new national pastime--reforming
"’The entire episode brought forth
of the South.
no violence, and no hate campaign was
The disturbances in New York have rocked the central head- directed against the colored l~)St
mistress. She tx, ntinned to live on
quarters of the abolitionists. Perhaps millions of Americans have
friendly remus with the I~eople of
wondered what they would do if their children were assignedIndianola,
to
where she owned her home
some of the New York sc~ols where the student princes attack
and a nice farm. Her hnsband later
organized a highly-snc~,essfnl insurteachers, carry knives and commit rape.
ance c~mpany and fonnded one of the
The recession and Sputnik have distracted the professionalfi~t Negro banki~ imtitutions in the

wailers.
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Jackson, Mississippi

Southern Schools Aren’t Mixing
Dark Outlook

Dat DO iv ake A I ifference! iFederal Force Fails To Sell;
:Black Monday Ruling Stymied
s,
"’a’~ C P~

Los,ng
Support

The Deep South is still solid in its resistance to forced mixing
the races in public schools. The monthly "Sot, them School
News" reports that ~ of the end of the 1958 school year, not a
single Deep South school dis~ict ~vas integrated.
And in the more than four years since the Supreme Coup’s
"Black Monday" decision demanding integration, only 770 of the
~$89 districts in Southern and Border states had complied with
the court decision. These 770 districts are chiefly in such border
states as Missouri, Oklahoma and West Virginia. Only 15 integrated school districts are not in Border states, and none of these
are in the Deep South.
As of the close of school for the summer, all public schools
in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina and

RA ,. ToN ITE:;; o,
:

"

A dejected g rou p of delegates
gathered in Clevelaml, Ohio early
this month for the annual convention
of the NAACP. They heard gloom~"
reIx)rts of declining membership, operating deficits, and increased resist~ Virginia continued to s e n d
al’le~.
whites and Negroes to sepaIn its 49th annual report, tLe
rate schools. Only token inteNAACP admitted that for the first
time in its history, NAACP memgration has taken p ! a ce in
bership dropped. At the end of
North Carolina and Tennessee.
THE
LAND’
1957, the NAACP claimed 312,277
members--a drop of 37,723.
Citizens" Cooncil officers are ac- T h e s e deveh,pments cnncerning
schools have occ,rred recently:
The group blamed the 12 per eent
customed to receiving all kinds of
drop in membership on several facThe Federal Civil Rights Commismail, hut a recent deliveD’ to the sion, meetin~ in East I.ansing, Mich.,
tors, including increased legal attacks
Council headquarters at (;reenwood, decided not to interfere with a Fednn Southern NAACP organizations;
nleasures passed by Southern legisMiss., made eye.body in the office eral DNtrict Court order suspendin~
forced mixing at IAttle Rock Centr;fl
latures prohihiting teachers and other
sit up and take notice.
pnhlic employees from holdi ~g
tligh school. After a closed-door disState treasurer Ellett l.awrence re- cussion, the commission’s staff direcNAACP mcmhership; and the demand for publication of the names of
pn~s one cnveh>pe contained a plain, tor, (;ord,m Tiffany, said the group
NAACP officers and members in Litblank sheet of paper ~ wrapped reviewed Judge Ha~ Lemley’s order
tie Rock and other areas.
pnstponing Little Rock integration
aronnd a $50 hill. The envelope was for
2% years. Tiffany said, "We don’t
RED IS Tile COLOR
postmarked in New Orleans, but bore inh,nd to interfere with h.gal proceFinancially speaking, the NAACP
reported a net operating h,ss for the
no retttrn address. Lawrence hopes
year of $63,565. This is despite the
President Eisenho~ver tnhl a news
the antutynlnus thmor will read this
~act that the NAACP’s 1957 income
conference that the Federal governitem
and
know
his
contribution
was
of $727,156 was the highest in the
ment will enforce the law on civil
gratefully received.
~roup’s histo~.
rights isues "as laid down by the
Std~scfiptinns to the monthly
Supreme Court." But the president
NAACP propagamhl magazine "Cristressed that "the tnw cure for our
sis" also dropped sha~ly, from ~,rauial diHiculties lies with each citi350 in 1956 to 59,618 last year.
zen in this land."
The Midwest continued to provide
the g r e a t e s t NAACP membership,
DEMOS WANT ACTION
with 81,124 members in 7 states. The
Northeast was second in regional
l)emocratic natinnal chairman Paul
strength, with 74,084 mem~ in 8
Bnth, r promptly urged Eisenhower to
states.
stop "making pious statements and
BLACK IS THE OUTLOOK
take c e r. ststa ned ~xecutive acGrowing signs of racial unrest are every home; and hard-working citiNO! YOU TAKE IT}
Significantly enough, the NAACP’s coming out of the North. So mr,oh zens find that there is little "se[tions" to enforce school integration.
"\Ve can’t sell onr home and get[Butler says the president should order
Southeastern region has the greatest has been revealed lately about inter- curity" to be found in owning one’s
anything for our 8 years’ equity," ()lie ]the att.rney general to "inte~ene ts
nmnher of branches ~ 221 ~ hnt is racial violence in mixed schools in own home, once the professional
Levittowner says. "We can’t even ~a ~riend of the court" in the appeal of
near the bosom of the list in total Northern cities that attention has race-mixers come upon the scene.
find anyone who’ll ta k c over our ~the Lemlev decision delaying Little
membership.
been diverted from the area where
What are the reasons? Ask any mortgage. So ~ve’re jnst skil)ping our~Rock inh,~ation.
In the ~ep South ~ates of Flor- the Northerner is still most sensitive
savin~ our In o n e y, and
ida, G e o r g i a, Mississippi, Noah
--that of maintaining tile racial ex- Northern citizen who has hecn victim- paylneats,
Buth.r says th e president should
in this manner. "’I might have maybe hy the time the sheriff throws ’"lttak~
Carolina, South Carolina and Tenclusivity of his residential neighbor- ized
that ne will use paratried to stick it oot," says an elderly ns ont, we’ll have saved enongh to troopersitinoh.at"
nessee, with a Negro ~pulation
hood.
Little Rock a~ain, if necesretired
Chicagoan,
"’hut
my
ne~v
colmake
a
down
payment
on
anothc.r
exceeding 5 million, the NAACP
Within the past several weeks, a ored neighhors didn’t seem to know place somewhere
claimed only 26,775 membe~less
Aod two officials of the left-wing
numher of incidents and actions from what a garbage can was, the odor of Small wonder that with this exthan one-half of one per cent of
widely-separated areas of the nation their food being cooked was ahnost perience so near and so real, hnilder Americans for l)emocratic Action acthe total Negro population in the
point up the North’s growing con- as bad as the garbage, and besides, William Levitt, who developed ~,vit- cus(.d Ei~enhower of hein~ "incapable
6 states, or one out of every 2~.
or unwi]lin~ t, ~ive h-adership in the
And in Arkansas, Louisiana, New tern over the mounting trend toward they rented out two upstairs rooms towns in Pennsylwmia and New York, field of civil rights." Testifyin~ heMexico, Okhdmma and Texas, the nmking all-white residential areas ac-~to a family with seven kids hod an couple(l his anntmnc’ement nf a new fore a House judiciary suh(’ommittee,
NAACP’s 121 branches couhl list only quire a black-and-tan checkerboard affinity for all-night parties."
15,000-home community in New Jer- ADA natinnal hoard member Theoappearance.
14,871 members.
"Complaints to authorities did no sey with the statement that none of dore M. Berry and director Edward
G~D ARE TIlE TENSIONS
good--! was just being "prejodiced’. the homes wmdd he sold to Negroes. l). lh~lhmd~.r’said they th~,~ht the
PROFITS OF SALVATION
Convention-goers heard ex-athlete
I took a big loss and moved far~r~.si~h.nt had showu "timidity" on
In some cases, unscrupulous real- [So
Jack/e Rohinson urge the NAACP to
ther out. But now, they’re gettint~
I DON’T WANNA!
the s(’hoo] irflegration issue.
take a more a~gressive stand. Ad- estate manipolators are to bhune. In close again. It looks like it’s no use.’"
Levitt pointed o u t that although
mitting that forced mixing of th e others, vote-greedy politicians see posseven Negroes liOkV () "d,’ rl
PRIVATE SCIIOOL PRECEDENT
races in schnols is causing increased sible future advantage. In still others,
NOSV
TAKE
LEVITTOWN
New York’s Levittown and two in his
racial tensions, Robinson said "this is misguided ministers and fnlstrated
M~.;mtin.., Senator A. Willis RobPennsylvania dcw:lopment, all bought ertson
only natoral and all to the ~ood.’" do-gooders are the culprits.
.f Virginia tohl his colleagues
Stark proof of the economic facts them from previous white owners.
Chicago NAACP president TheoBut whatever the cause, the ef- of life may be found in ~vittown,
that if the st;de tff Virginia decides
dore A. Jones obse~’i’d that "Negro fect is certain: As sure as a Negro
Pa., which has just acquired its secHe said he must enforce his ban
Io set up private schools, it would be
chnrch leade~hip is hegioning to ap- moves into a white neighborhood, ond Negro family. Last August, Ne-] against ~lling to Negroes because,
d.in~ merely what the Federal govply its massive forces to bind Negroes property values drop sharply; "’for gro William Myers touched off a in Levitt’s words, "I am a builder, ernm¢’.t has dot.’ for Negroes for 91
together in the NAACP civil rights ~le" signs appear in front of almost
fraotic call for state police as crowds not a social reformer."
years. Rohertson pointed to Federal
strnggle."
formed angrily when he ~came the No sooner had [x’vitt made his s.pport of ltoward University, a
SOFT IS TIlE CLERGY
first Negro to buy a home in the "white only" annour~cement than a prvd-ndnant]y-N t. ~ r o instit.~on in
"They are also beginning to in-, Georgia Publication
previously all-white Philadelphia subI). C., which h as recon;plaint was lodged against Wa~hin~tnn,
fluence their w h i t e religions col- 1
turh. When the secxmd Negro, Ken- formal
(’eivvd I:,.d,.ral funds for 91 years.
him,
and
the
New
Jersey
state
asleagnes," he added, predicting that LinksR-dsandN~CP
neth Mosby. ~nght his Levittown sembly passed a resolution c,f censure.
R.hertson asked "’Why m~’ state,
this in time may prove to ~, a prodwelling a few weeks ago, he moved
if s. invlined, shonhl not be ~rin under ~lice protection, and a
BUT YOU GOTTM
mitred to adopt for the benefit of its
The (~,orgia Commission on Edu- plainclothesman in an nnmarked car
fonndAnd factor.the o~ani~ation’s lair
.
.. ,
.
[white (hihlren a phm which Congress
N
~
secre’~catioo has ~ust issn~ Volume 2 of is still keeping the Moshy home onder
ht~’, lh’rhert Hill, said ~me manu, di~’~minationin all honsing J~,mph(
ago for th( t~nefit
bidding
; ,’ ’,3~ )e~rs
~ ;, ~
, ,"
.’ . "
facturers holdin~ Federal c~ntract~lits pnhlicatio~ titled "Communisu~
surveillance.
¯
fin’lnceo
in "my partD)’ Peoer’ulv- ,
¯
,
"2_
. b
are violating non-diseHmina~on and the NAACP.’" The I0l-page
"
" " State otriciats
er , " say
" ~oe(,n
rep(.atoo
V reattirnmd
~
annual
~..nmteed
loans.
~
ro
rid
ons
"
The effect? A drastic drop in
clauses in refusing to hire Negro. booklet lists Communist and ComY’
~I p P ~ ’"
workers. Hill also claimed that manv mt,nist-fnmt affiliations of 14,3 Levittown property v a I u e s. So Levitt faces ~ssihle court action if~
he doesn’t relax the ban.
He explained that "the plan is
noions aren’t enforcing the d~lare~ NAACP officials who, in tile words of drastic, in fact, that families who
anti<liscfimination p o I i c i e s of the the Georgia group, represent "the na- had lived in Levittown for 10 years
John P. Milligan, director of New simply giving of government propsuddenly found that their unpaid Jerry’s State I)ivision Against Dis- erty and funds to a private inslitutional leadership of the NAACP.’"
A FL-CIO.
mortgages were higher than the
tion to carry on an educational proSenator Jacob Javits of New York
Infl)nnation contained in the pvh- going price of their homes. As crimination, says he has reached an gram which the government itself
told the convention that "the sup~rt lication was pn.scnted under oath by
agreement with the Veterans Adminof the o~ billion ~,ople of the free a noted aothority on subversion, l)r. proof, Bucks County, Pa., records istration under which the VA will not could not undertake."
world" de~nds on how(luickly in- J. B. Matthews, at a poblic hearing of show that so far in 1958, a total of approve C! loans for b.ilders who reA Northern pro~)sal that the Na300 Levittown homeowners h a v e
tegration can be forced.
tional Education Association make a
tile Florida Le~dslation In’vestigation: sacrificed their property via t h e fuse to sell to Negroes.
Cmnmittee earlier this year.
Milligan says a similar agreement thorough qudy of school integration
foreclosure mute. The sheriff put
regarding
FHA loans is already in ef- was withdrawn at the Association’s
65
homes
on
the
auction
block
this
Two of the individuals hsted,
fect
with
the Federal Housing Au- annual cnnvention in Cleveland, Ohio,
Episcopal
bishop
Edward
L.
Parsons
month,
and
235
had
been
foreSee and Hear
after meeting severe criticism from
thority.
closed
eadier
this
year.
and attorney Robert W. Kenny. were
Southern delegates.
each cited by Matthews as having
Citizens Council Forum
Ahhoogh
a
small
number
of
these
WHERE
WAS
THE
SPCA?
nmre than I00 connections with Com-foreclosures might be ascribed to per-I Sr~kesmen for a number of or .....
TEACHERS PLAY HOOKY
munist or Communist-front organizaOn Your Favorite Station
sonal financial
reverses
....~ win
L
,L ,-,~,uvernor
....
tilter
noDert
Meyner T h e New York state delegation
tions.
_
"_ trained ob
¯
Complete Listings On
pmnt otxa~r
out that.tn
when.
, so,.many._
earl’-y
this month.
Those at" me" meet-" tried to ram the study plan through,
Copies of the booklet may be ob- ,servers,
torectosures
a stogie
nmttedg~in
included
J¯ ulius W,,~.~em o~ me but their drive was foiled by dele.......
I
tained
from
the
Georgia
Commission
area
It
ts
atmost
certmn
proot
mat
Page 3
s ; _J=-,¢s a. gate Wallace Winn of Savannah, Ga.
area has suaaemy IAmenean Jewish Co ......
on Education, 220 &grk’uiture Bldg., property’ ~ mmat
.........
19 Ihmter Street, S.W., Atlanta, Ca. become a "white elephant."
(See NORTH P. 4)
(See SCHOOLS P. 4)"

Council Thanks

Anonymous Donor

North Rejects Mixed-Housing;
Drop In Property Values Seen
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Whiffenpoofs, ’Darkies’ and Huck

A Negro Record Worsens

Ever since a radio network last year changed the "Whiffen(Reprinted from the Richmond, Va. News-Leader)
pool Song’s" line, "We’re little black sheep who have lost our way" The figures that apear on this page
Illegitimate Births
to "We’re little woolly sheep . . .", in deference to a well knowntod~y are not the sort of fignres yon
Per Cent of All Live Births
"minority group," pretty much anything has seemed possible. are likely to find in The New York
Virginia, 1935-1957
or the Washington Post. They
Number
Per Cent
So we take more or less in stride the news that Stephen Times
are the final official statistics for 1957
NonNonroster’s songs have been operated on in the District of Colum-on births in Virginia, compiled by the
Year
White
White White White
1935
..
1.048
2.7~10
2.8
18.4
bia schools, so as not to disturb this same "minority group."State Bnreatt of Vital Statistics as a’ 1936
989
2,738
2.0
18.5
pnblic record. They tell
1937
979
2,962
2,6
19,4
Dozens of song books collected in the schools of thd District bydocmnented
1938 . [. 1,0.54
2.957
2.6
19.5
their own eloqnent sto~.
Bep. D. R. Matthews of Florida show, he says, that "darkies" As the table at right makes clcar,~
1939
. 1,001
2.904
2.5
19.2
1940
. . 1,072
3.101
2.8
19.8
has been eliminated, and "old folks" or "brothers" substituted.the problem of illegitimacy anmng ~ 1941
¯ 1,186
3,341
2.6
20.7
1942
.
_.
1.214
3.477
2.4
20.3
True, XValter Tobriner, president of the District Board ofSouthern Negroes does nat grow ~’t-: 1943
. 1.126
3.293
2.1
18.8
ter. It grows wor~-. While the white
194.t
..
1,20.5
3.3111
2.3
19.3
Education, says he never heard of such censorship, and that if illegitimacy rate has remained ahuost
1945
. 1,471
3.596
2.9
21.3
19,t6
.
._
1,.150
3.453
2.5
19.6
it exists, he thinks it’s absurd. But Paul D. Gable, supervisor of constant (this rate actually is some1947
] .568
4.027
2.4
20.0
music for the schools, promptly declared that a textbook comwhat ~tter than it was in 1935), the
1948
1.481
3,99-1
2..1
19.(I
1949
..~i
1.394
4.254
2.2
19.8
Negro
illegitimacy
rate
has
continued
mittee composed of teachers and principals has refused over a
1950 ...... 1,344
4,162
2.2
19.4
to
edge
upwards.
1951 ........ 1,457
4,621
2.2
20.5
long period to approve books containing such words as "darky."
1952 ..... 1,4.54
4,593
2.1
Last year, 23 out of eve~ 1~ Ne20.1
1953
.~.
1.559
4,847
2.2
20.8
This expression, along with "mammy," "massa" and "Old
gro c~ldren Imrn in Virginia were
1954
. _ 1,587
5,207
2.2
21.5
the product of illicit ~xual union. In
1955 .... 1,582
5,296
2.3
21.7
Black Joe," were banned last year by one or more networks, ac1956 ........ 1.667
5,680
2.3
22.8
a
number
of
counties
and
cities,
this
cording to Rep. Matthews. It was reported later that the policy
1957
.......
1,659
5.834
2.3
23.1
~rcentage approached or exceeded
was at least partially abandoned.
two-fifths of aH Negro births.
tomical details of conception, that a
It will be recalled that Huckleberry Finn xvas banned lastSince 1935, Negr~s have enjoyed
paycheck is scarcely among the neces~tter
schools,
rising
incomes,
greater
year from the elementary and junior high schools of New York
sary factors in this biological process.
literacy, wider cultural o~po~unities,
In nor own view at least, the figcity, as "racially offensive," and that Little Black Sambo came
and greatly improved ~acilities of comores bear but one interpretation: They
under a similar ban from the Toronto, Canada, school board.munication and trans~ation. And
reflect, with appalling clarity, a prehow has this ~sing standard of living
dominately racial characteristic. How
But none of these quite scaled the heights of idiocy reached~en reflected? Since 19~, more ~an
else can these figures be explained,
~,~ illegitimate children have ~en
by the network which cracked down on Yale’s Whiffenpoofs,
when it is recalled that thousands
~m to Negr~s in Virginia. Last year
. and turned them into "woolly" instead of "black" sheep.
upon thousands of white families in
their bastardy rate was at the highest
the South also occnpy a "low ecoSo the metamorphosis of "darkies" into "old folks" or
level in a quarter cen~.
nomic statns"? ~Vhites also are vie"brothers" by Washington, D. C., children, when they sing "WayIt would ~ a g~d thing if the
tiros of poor housing; they too are
Down Upon the "S’wanee River" is iust one more example of Times
an and the Post were to devote
engaged in menial labor; they too are
some so~r, thoughtful ~flecfion to
snbject to temptations of the flesh.
age gone haywire. Maybe some day we’ll recover our sanit
T
these figures, and to the evidence they
But their passions and frustrations are
but the immediate prospect is bleak.
provide of Negro attitudes and white
not manifested in 5,8(1) illegitimate
apprehensiom. Out of some e~fi(Reprinted from the Richmond, Va. Times-Dispatch.)
children in a span of 12 months.

More Music In the Air

ence, however, we can predict the
brushoff t~a~ent ~em fi~res ~ll
re~ive in the integrafionist press. It
~11 ~ s~d, disdai~ully, ~at the fi’ures are a con~quence of the "’~v~fs
of a ~gregafionist ~ie~," and that
they reflect the Ne~es’ "low e~nomic sta~s." The point is wo~h
making, without going into the anaall,

Open letter to our favorite television songstress:
C’mon, Dinah, answer the Congressman’s letterl After
honey chile, havin’ been raised in these parts, y’all should know
that we’uns expect our homefolks to remember the rules of court-ILLEGITIMACY RATES
esy---even if you ARE a big star now!
Virginia -1957
To let the rest of you in on what sve’re talking about, here’s
a wire service story that should explain things a bit:
WASHINGTON, Jnly 1.--(AP)~Dinah Shore was admonished today
to sing "’My Old Kentucky Home" the way Stephen Foster wrote it-or not at all.

PER CENT OF
TOTAL BIRTHS

The complaint was directed to the television singer by Rep. Frank
Chelf (D-Ky). He has crusaded for a year against efforts to re-word
Foster lyrics to avoid such expressions as "darkies."
Chelf considers such goings on a misguided form of censorship. He
said several thousand Americans, including former President Harry Truman,
have written him expressing agreement.
As for Miss Shore, he said a constituent wrote him that~after all his
protests--she sang Kentucky’s state song a few weeks ago in a revised,
non-dialect version.
The singer has had plenty of time to reply to his own letter of protest,
Chelf said, "but hasn’t even had the courtesy to do that."

Georgia

"I like that gal’s voice," Chelf told a reporter. "She sings so well
It could have been her sponsor’s idea to change the words7

Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find $2 for a substriation to your wonderful paper. I
Chelf said mail, backing his position, has come in from all 48 states
just read one, and before I finished
it I had to stop and enter my suband from 16 foreign countries.
scriction. I am a retired railroad man,
See what we mean? Of course, it could be that maybe now,
andhave been a union member 40
with her show on summer vacation, Dinah might get around to year.

answering.

The easy view of immorality so
clearly reflected in these figures consUh~tes one of the chief reasons why
white parents are so bitterly opposed
to race-mixing in Southern schools.
Parents know, in a way that childless
sociologists and maiden ladies cannot
possibly know, how snsceptible children are to the bad, and how resistant
they are to the good. Teaching a
child good habits is a formidable task
--brushing his teeth, tidying up his
room, doing chores--bnt a child can
pick up a bad habit in five minutes’
instruction. How much more serious,
then, are the predictable conseqnences
of subjecting white children to the
sort of behavioral standards that lead
to a 23 per cent illegitimacy rate
among Negroes?
These apprehensions are real, nat
imagined. They lie at the heart of.
Southern resistance to racial integra-i
tion of the public schools. With good!
reason, white parents simply are un-I
willing to risk the tragedies that might
be expected from 12 years of intimate, personal relationship among
young people of two races whose
moral codes are as far apart as the
bars in the chart at left.

Illinois
Dear Editor:
Enclosed is 82 for a subscription to
your paper. It is the only way I can
get.to the truth of things. We can
only have the real truth up here by
the honest, printed way.
Sincerely,

IL Y. G.

Vdd,~ Ceer~

-"

Stmammn, lIlinois

By Richard Burrow, Jr.
The original target date set by the
out-of-state race mixers for completing the integration of Tenne,see’s
school children was the fall of 1956.
Now, as the fall of 1958 approaches,
one can find only 14 Negroes enrolled in white schools in the entire state.
These colored children are attending
mixed chtsses in Clinton and Nashville.
The important fact that is often
overlooked is that they are there by
force. Both Clinton and Nashville
have been under harsh Federal injunctions which have denied citizens
freedom of speech, to say nothing of
freedom of choice.
It is almost unbelievable that a
powerful pressure organization such
as the NAACP could have made so
little progress in a state where the
governor and the two U. S. senators
have not lifted a finger to protect the
state’s school children. A great deal
of credit is due the officers and members of the Tennessee Federation for
Constitattional Government.
This organization, nmde up of
atriots from Bristol to Memphis, has
een on the front line since the opening of hostilities. The distingnished
chairman of the Federation, Dr.
Donald Davidson, professor of English at Vanderbilt University and nationally-known author, recently said:
"The Federation is the only statewide organization devoted exclosively
to legal and peacefid opposition to
the insidions whittling away of the
rights of Tennessee and its people.
"We earnestly helieve that a cnnrse
snch as ours--and only snch a conrse
--will eventatallv bring victory for
OnE canse. You ;tre invited to join us
in this fight.
"As our Tennessee Constitntion
says, ’Government heing institnted
: l)owcr and oppression is ahsurd,
’slavish and destructive of the good
and happiness of mankind’."

Memphis State
To Admit Negroes
For Fall Term
The president of Memphis State
Uniw, rsity says some Negroes have
passed entrance examinations at the
previonsly all-white school. President
J. M. Smith adds "It is my guess they
will be admitted this fall."
"I’ve always been a~ainst integration and I always will be," Smith
says, "hot I’m being forced by the
courts to admit some Negrues."
"I’ve been backed tip and faced
towards the jailhonse. I’ve decided
I’m not going to run away, but stay
here and face it and do the best I
can," Smith conclnded.
Meantime, a Memphis State prolessor who favored opening libraries
to Negroes has resigned. Dr. Rowland
Hill said "’It is no secret that I favor
integration on the campus."
ttill accused President Smith of
asking "loyalty oaths" from facnhy
members who signed a library desegregation petition.

Louisiana Councils Offer
Scholarships For Essays
Th e I~x)nisiaoa Citizens’ Conncils
statewide educational fund has annonnced plans to conduct annnal essay contests among the state’s high
school seniors, with $500 college
scholarships as prizes.
The president of the educational
fund, Paul R. l)avis, says the group
will award 10 college scholamhips of
$500 each to students writing the best
emays on any of six topics.
Subjects of the essays may he the
eviN of bloc voting; the importance
~nf States" Rights; segregation arid the
constitution; the meaning of racial integer; the supreme cou~ and segregation; or subversinn in racial unrest.
One winner will be ~dected from
each of I,onisiana’s eight Congressional distdcts, with ~o additional
winne~ being chosen from the state
at large. Each will receive $500,
which they may rise to attend any
college in the state.
~is year’s contest~the first in the
annual competifion~qosed Jnne 30.
Winners will be annonnced sbo~ly,
and t~s publication will ca~ the
re~.

Maryland
Dear Editor:
Here is my check for a subscription
to your paper. Keep
the guod
work. Yon have more pUa~s up North
than you realize.
Very truly,

~,S’ COO
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Dedicated to the maintenance o[ peace, good order and domestic tranquility in our Community and in our State a~d to the preservatlo~ o] our StateY R~ght$
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Southern Schools Aren
’t Mixing
Dark
- Outlook
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,his mor, th fnr theTl, wy~mn,,al con~enti
] WH~/ ~I~~~’
~
.
reports of dcclinin~ meml~’rship, -p,-rating ,h.ticits, and incr,’ased resist-

membcrs--a drop o’ 37,723.
The gro,p blamed the 12 per cent
drop in nwnabership on several factors, inchldin~increascd legal attacks
nn Sotttherr~ NAACP organizations;
measnres pa~sed hy Snnlhern legis-

’""

The Deep South is still solid in its resistance to forced mixing
of the races in public schools. The monthly "Southern School
"
"
.
News" reports that as of the end of the 1958 school year, not a
single Deep South school disffict was integrated.
~
"
?:,
~.
;
.... .:.
And in the more than four years since the Supreme Coup’s
;, -, ’--*"~ ~.......;.. ;i- ~ ~ ""-’". - .----.--..~" .,~....-"~..~.
....
"Black Monday" decision demanding integration, only 770 o’ the ......
" "’"~""-v-’ ~ ~ ~ ~::-: :..~
~~ ’::~"~.~ .......
~~;:
~
~ 2889 dis~icts ~n Southern and Border states had complied with
~: " ~ ~:’
the cou~ decision. These 770 districts are chiefly in such ~rder
’~:%"’" ~ ’~="~ ’~; states as Missou~, Oklahoma ~d West Vir~nia. Only 15 integrated school dis~icts are not in Border states, and none of these
’~’ - ..... "~’~ .........
are in the Deep South.
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~] ;; W~V/~,’~
in Alabama,~°fthecl°se°fsch~If°r~esummer’allpublicsch~~orid, Louisiana, M~s~sippi, South Carolina ~d
¯
~ ":DECI’SiON~ * Vkglnia ~nt~ued to s e n d
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1mblielat"res employeesPr°hihiting ftcacherSr o m hando I d°theri n g
~~
NAACP membership; a n d the demand f.r pnblication of the names of
"
NAACP officers and members in Lit} ........
tie Rock and other areas,
~I1
;..
lIED IS TIlE COLOR
~
,:inancia]ly speaking, the NAACP
~.,] /
J
r,,porh.d a net operating loss fnr the
year of $63,565. This is despite the
fact that the NAACP’s 1957 incom~ .....
of $727,156 was the highest in /hc
group’s histoD’.
S,d)scriptions
to t h e m o ma~azine
n t h ly
NAACP
prnpaganda
"CH-North
sis" also drnpped s[ tq)ly, frnm B4,350 in 195fi ~o 59.618 last year.
The Midwest continm.d lo provide

Black MondayRulingStymied
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Diff . rence! Federal Force Fails To Sell;
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No~ Carolina and Te~essee.

Citizens’ Council officers are ac- sc’~o~: ~v:l:~S~t~e::e~:~ernmg
/~
cnstomed to receiving all kinds
, .... o~ " ~, ", , ,....
~ne reoerm ~ivi~ nights ~ommis. ~ellve~
., , . Dnt a recem
to
me
l~all
’
’¯
"
sion, meeting in East La~sing, Mich.,
Council headquarters at Greenw~d, decided not to interfere with a FedMiss., made eve~dy in the office eral Dist~ct Cou~ order snspending
forced mixing at Little Rock Central
~
take
’ notice ¯
.sit n v and
,
High school. After a closed-door dis-

State treasnrer Ellett Lawrence re- cussion, the commission’s staff direcpo~soneenvelo~containedaplain, tot, Gordon Tiffany, said the grou~
wrunn~d reviewed Judge Har~ ~mley’s order
*d,.~ ~h,,o~ ,~ n,mor
(’-"*’~-- postponing Little Rock integration
, ~..~, ~.-,,v,~aronna a ~o nin. ~ne envem~ was
~
for 2% years. Tiffany said, "We don’t
postmarked in New Orleans, but bore
intend ,o inter,ere with legal pro~~( ~
~,O’
dures."
no return address. Lawrence hopes
President Eisenhower told a new~
the anonymons donor will read this
~
conference that the Federal governitem and know his contribntion was
ment will enforce the law on civil
C*~Z~N~’COUNC~JAC~SON,~*SS .
gratefnlly received,
rights isnes "as laid down by the
Supreme Co,rt." But the president
stressed that"the tn, e ~ure for o,,r
racial difficulties ]ics with each eitizen in this hind."
~[ ~

Rejects Mixed Housing;
Drop In Property Values Seen

DEMOS ’VANT A"ION
with Hl,124n,cmb,.rsin7states. The
Democratic national chai~an Paul
Nnrlheast was second in regioual
~Butler promptly urged Eisenhower to
strength, with 7,1.084 members in 8i
stop making pmns statemen~ and
states.
take c]car, snstained execntive
NO[ YOU TAKE
BLACK IS TIlE OUTI.OOK
every home; and hard-working citi~
of
raci’d
nnrest
are
I (’rowing signs
" "
tinns" to enforce schonl integration.
;’
" "inllcll
"
’. ,
,Sg ,......f(mtl~ en(m~h the NAACP’s Icomm~
So
zens find that thcrc is little "’se(ut)f tl : Nort.
"kVe can’t sell onr home and get
Bntler says the president should order
tst~rn
s th~
curity" to be found in owning one’s
’"
¯N(ntth~
’
’~’ rt~tm
~:~
* .~r~
’~ ~t
".’stII as leen rcveded lately about inter-I
anything fnr onr 8 years’ eqnity," one
the attorney genera] to "intervene as
numl~er of branuhes ~ 221 ~ lint is I racial violrnee in mixed sch ~ols in ~
own home, once the professional
I l.evittowner says. %Ve can’t even
a friend of the conrt" in the appeal of
rn
~itit
s
t
h
"*
t
-dt~
ntima
has
[
no ¯ lll~. bolt m ~ f th ¯ 1 st in total ~ North~
race-mixers
come
upon
the
scene.
,
’
,
find anyone who’ll t a ke over our
the Lemley decision delaying Little
meml.’rship.
been diverted from the area wht.re
run,gage. So we’re jnst skipping our
What are the reasons? Ask any
]{oek integration.
In the l)ecp South states of Florthe N(~rtht.rner is still most sensitive
tmyments, saving our m o n e y, and
Nnrthern citizen who has been victimida. 17; e o r g i a, Mississippi, North
Butler says t h e j~resident shon]d
--that of maintaining the racial exmay~- by the time the sheriff throws
ized in this manner. "I might have
"lnake it oh’at" that he will nse paraCarolina, South Carolina and Tenns
out,
we’ll
have
saved
eno,gh
to
cl,si~ity
of
his
residential
neighbortried
to
stick
it
out,"
says
an
elderly
I
troopers in Little Rock again, if necesnessee, wilh a Negro population
hood.
make a down payment on another
retin.d Chicagoan, "’hnt my new colexceeding 5 million, the NAACP
sary.
place
somewhere
else."
ored
nei~hl~rs
didn’t
~em
to
know
~Vithin the L~ast several weeks,
claimed only 26,775 member~less
And two nfficials of the left-wing
what a garbage can was, the odor of
number of incidents and actions from[
than one-half of one per cent
Small wonder that ~vith this exAmericans ~for l)emocratic Action actheir
food
being
cooked
was
almost
widely-sel)aratcd
areas
of
the
nation:
the total Negro population in the
perience so near and so real, bnilder
ensed Eisenhower of heing "incapable
as bad as the garbage, and besides,
point up the North’s growing cnnWilliam Levitt. who developed Levit6 states, or one oot of every 200.
or nnwil]ing to give leadership in the
i they rented out two upstairs rooms
ct.rn
nvcr
the
mnnnting
trend
toward
towns in Pennsylvania and New York,
And in Arkansa~, I,mfisi:ma, New
field of civil rights." Testifying bemaking
all-white
residential
areas
acto
a
family
with
seven
kids
and
an
coupled his announcement of a new
M(’xic-, Oklah,mm and Texas, t he
fore a Honse jndiciary snbcommittee,
affinity
for
all-night
parties."
(luire a black-and-tan checkerboard
15,000-home community in New JerNAACI"s 121 branches could list nnly
ADA national board member Theoappearance.
sey with the statement that none of
14.871 nr.mhcrs.
"’Complaints to authorities did no
dore 3,t. Berry and director Edward
GOOD ARE Tile TENSIONS
the
homes
wonld
~
sold
to
Negroes.
go~l~I
was
just
being
’prejudiced’.
D. Hollander said they though,t, the
PROFITS OF $~LVATION
Conventinn-~oers heard ex-athlete
’So I took a big loss and movt~ far-’
presklent had shown "timidity’ on
In snme cases, nnscruptdous realI
~N’T
WANNA!
Jackie Robinson urge the NAACP to
the school integration issue.
ther out. But now, they’re gettin~
estate
manipulators
are
to
hhnne.
In
close
again.
It
looks
like
it’s
no
use.
take a more a~ressiw’ staml. AdLevitt pointed o u t that although
others, vntc-greedy politicians see posmitting that fortx’d mixiug
seven Negnms now own homes in
PRIVATE SCHOOL PRECEDENT
sible future advantage. In still other,
races in schools is causing increased
NOW T~E LEVI~OWN
New York’s Levittown and ~o in his
misguidt.d
ministets
and
frustrated
Meantime, Senator A. Willis Robracial tensions, Robinson said "this is
Pennsylvania development, all bought
do-gooders arc the culprits.
ertson of Virginia told his colleagues
nnlv natural and all to the good."
Stark proof of the economic facts them from previous white owners.
that if the state of Virginia dee|des
~hicago NAACP president Theoof life may be found in ~vi~own,
But whatever the cause, the
to set up private r~,hools, it wonld
He ~id he m~t enforce his ban
don. A. Jones ohse~L’d that "Negro
Pa., which has just acquired its s~feet is ce~ain: As sure as a Nero
agaimt ~l~ng to Ne~s became,
doing merely what the Federal govchurch leadership is beginning to apond Negro family. Last Au~, Nemoves into a white neighbo~,
ernment has done for Negroes for
in Levitt’s wo~s, "I ~m a builder,
ply its massive fnr(’es to bin(1 Neg~es
gro William Mye~ touched off a
pmpe~y values drop sha~ly; "for
years. Robertson pointed to Federal
not ~ ~i~! refo~er."
together in the NAACP civil rights
sale" signs appear in front of ~most
frantic call for state ~lice as crowds
support of Howard University, a
strng~h’."
fo~aed an~ly when he ~came the
No sooner had Levitt made his
predominantly-N e g r o institution in
fi~t Negro to buy a home in the
SOFT IS TIlE CLERGY
"white only" announcement than a
Washington, D. C., which h as repreviously all-white Philadelphia sub"They are also bcginnin~ to informal complaint was lodged against
ceived Federal fnnds for 91 years.
nrb. When the second Negro, Kenflnence their w h i t c religions colhim,. and the New Jersey state asneth Mosby, ~ught his Levitt°wn
Robertson asked "Why my state,
h.agnes," he added, predicting that
sembly passed a resolution of censure,
dwelling a few weeks ago, he moved
if so inclined, should n o t be perthis in time Inay prove to
in under ~lice protection, and a,
BUT YOU GOTTA~
mitred to adopt for the benefit of its
fonnd factor.
The Georgia Commission on Eduplainelo~esman in an unmarked ear:
And the nrganizatinn’s la~)r se(’rew.hite c.hildren a plan which Congre~
is s~ll keeping the Mosby home nnder: New Jersey has a state law forcation has just issned Volume 2 of
adopted 91 years ago for the benefit
taD’, Hcrl~.rt Hill, said sonm tnannbidding
disc~mination
in
all
housing
its pnblication titled "Communism
su~eillance,
financed in any pa~ by Federallyof colored sta~dents, and which has
[aet.rers hohlin~ Federal contracts
and the NAACP." The 101-p age
been repeatedly reaffirmed by annual
are violating non-disc~mination
gnarant~d
loans.
State
officials
say
The eff~t? A ~astie d~ in
lxmklct lists Communist anti Comappropriations."
chmses in refi*sing to hire Negro
Levitt
faces
~ssible
cou~
action
if
Levi~own ~ values. So
munist-front a [ f i I i a t i o n s of 143
workers. Hill also claimed that many
he
doesn’t
relax
the
ban.
He explained that "the plan
dra~e, in fa~, that families who
NAACP nfficials who, in the words of
,nions aren’t en[orcin~ the declared
simply giving of government proph~d lived in ~vi~own for 10 ye~
the Georgia group, represent "the naJohn P. Milligan, director of New
anti-discffmination p o I i c i e s ()[ the
erty and funds to a private institusuddenly found that ~eir un~aid
tional leadership nf the NAACP."
Jerry’s State Division Against DisAFL-CIO.
tion to carry on an educational pro~ges we~ hi~er t~n ~e
cfimination,
says
he
h~
reached
an
Senator Jacnb Javits of New York
lnfnrmation cnntained in the pubgram which the government itself
going
price
of
the~
~mes.
As
agreement
with
the
Veterans
Admintold the convention that "the suplmrt
lication was pre~,nted under oath by
could not undertake."
pr~f, Bucks ~un~, P~., ~rds
istration
nnder
which
the
VA
will
not
of the one billion people nf the free
a noted authori.ty on subversion, Dr.
show
that
so
f~r
in
I~58,
a
tot~!
of
approve
GI
loans
for
builders
who
reA Northern proposal that the Naworhl"’ depends nn how qnickly inJ. B. Matthews, at a pnblic hearing of
300 ~vittown hom~wnen h ¯ v e
fu~ to ~!1 to Negroes.
tional Education Association make a
tegration can be fi)rced.
the Florida Legislation Investigation
sacrificed their ~ vi~ t h e
thorongh study of school integration
Cmn,nittee earlier this year.
Milligan says a similar a~eement
foreclosure route. ~e sbe~f put
was withdrawn at the Association’s
regarding
FHA
loans
is
al~ady
in
el~ homes on the auction bl~k thi~
Two of the individuals listed,
annual convention in Cleveland, Ohio,
feet ~th the Federal Housing Aumonth,
~nd
g35
had
~n
fo~after meeting severe criticism from
Episcopal bishop Edward L. Parsons
See and Hear
thofity.
elo~
e~rller
~
year.
Southern delegates.
and attorney Robert W. Kenny, were
each cited by Matthews as having
WHERE WAS THE SPCA?
Citizens Council Forum
Althongh a small humor of the~
more than 100 tx~nnections with ComTEACHERS PLAY HOOKY
foreclosnres might be ascend to per~ men
fo a rnnmh~r
.
S..
kes ......
mnnist or Communist-front organizaOn Your Favorite Station
t ouovei~or
........
sonal
financial
reveres
~ain~
ob
........
The
New York state delegation
’
’
t
tnct
wlttt
nooe~
~leyner
tions.
se~em point
" out that when so many earl
-"
.I thts
y " mont
h. ~ose at the meet-’ .tried to ram the study plan through,
Complete Listings On
Copies of ihe booklet may 1~- obforeclosures occur in a single limitealing inelud~ Julius Wildstein of the
but their drive was foiled by dele-’
tained frown the Georgia Commission
¯area, it is almost
l " Con~_ess; ._m .....
.. certain . ~r~f that
.. _ .lAm ¯ encan .ewlsh
Page 3
gate Wallace Winn of Savann~ah, Ga.
on Education. 220 Agriculture Bldg.,
pro~ in mat a~a has
su~aemyl ..........
¯
(See SCHOOLS P. 4)
19 Itunter Street, S.W., Atlanta,
~me a whi~ elegant."
,
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A Negro Record Worsens

Ever since a radio network last year changed the "Whiffen(Reprinted from the Richmond, Va. News-Leader)
poof
Song’s"
line,
"We’re
little
black
sheep
who
have
lost
our
way"l
The
"
fi
g
ures
""
that
,p"a ear on thi
s p~ge
~,
,,
, httle
.
. deference to a well known [ today are not the
Illegitimate Births
to We
re
woolly sheep . . . , ,In
sort of figures yon i
Per Cent of All Live Births
"minority group," pretty much anything has seemed possible.
[are likely to find in The New York’:
Virginia, 1935-1957
Times or the Washington Post. They,
Number
Per Cent
So we take more or less in stride the news that Stephen’are the final official statistics for 1957
NonNonWhite White White
Foster’s songs have been operated on in the District of Colum-on hirths in Virginia, compiled by the Year1935 ..... M,’hite
1,046
2,700
2.8
18.4
:State Bnreau of Vital Statistics as a 1936 ......
bia schools, so as not to disturb this same "minority group."
989
2.738
2.6
18,5
public record. They tell. 1937
979
2.962
2.6
19,4
Dozens of song books collected in the schools of thd District bydocumented
1938
......
1,054
2,957
2.6
19.5
their own eloquent story.
]!939 ...... 1.001
2,904
2.5
19.2
Rep. D. R. Matthews of Florida show, he says, that "darkies" As the table at right makes clear, !1940
......
1,072
3.101
2.t5
19.8
has been eliminated, and "old folks" or "brothers" substituted.
1941
.....
1,186
3,341
2.6
20.7
the problem of illegitimacv amon~
¯
1942 ......
1,214
3.477
2.4
20.3
Negroes does nnt grow bet1943
.. 1,126
3,293
True, Walter Tobriner, president of the District Board of S(mthern
2.1
18.8
ter. It grows wnr~r. While the white
1944 .. 1,205
3,310
2.3
19.3
Education, says he never heard of such censorship, and that if illegitimacy rate has remained ahnost
1945
.._ 1,471
3,596
2.9
21.3
1.450
3.453
2.5
19.6
it exists, he thinks it’s absurd. But Paul D. Gable, supervisor of cnnstant (this rate achmlly is stone- 1947 1946 ..... . .. 1,568
4.027
2.4
20.0
what hetter than it was in 1935), the: 1948
1.481
3.994
2.4
19.0
music for the schools, promptly declared that a textbook com, 1949
2.2
19.6
Negro
rate has continuer
4,254
mittee composed of teachers and principals has refused overto
aedgeillegitimacy
1950
......
1,344
4,162
2.2
19.4
upwards.
1951
........
1,457
4,621
2.2
20.5
long period to approve books containing such words as "darky." Last year, 23 out of every 100 Ne1952 ........ 1,454
4,593
2.1
20.1
1953
...... 1.559
4,847
2.2
20.8
gro children born in Virginia were 1954
......
This expression, along with "mammy," "massa" and "Old
1.587
5,207
2.2
21.5
the
product
of
illicit
sexual
union.
In
1955
.......
1.582
5,298
2.3
21.7
Black Joe," were banned last year by one or more networks, ac1958 ....... 1.667
5,680
2.3
22.8
a
number
of
counties
and
cities,
this
cording to Rep. Matthews. It was reported later that the policy
1957 ........ 1.659
5,834
2.3
23.1
percentage approached or exceeded
was at least partially abandoned.
two-fifths of all Negro births.
tomical details of conception, that a
Since 1935, Negroes have enjoyed
It will be recalled that Huckleberry Finn was banned last
paycheck is scarcely anaong the necesbetter schools, rising incomes, greater
sary factors in this biolngical process.
year from the elementary and iunior high schools of New York
literacy, wider cultural opportunities,
In onr own view at least, the figcity, as "racially offensive," and that Little Black Samba came
and greatly improved facilities of comores bear but one interpretation: They
under a similar ban from the Toronto, Canada, school board.munication and transportation. And
reflect, with appalling clarity, a prehow has this rising standard of living
dominately racial characteristic. How
But none of these quite scaled the heights of idiocy reachedbeen reflected? Since 1935, more than
else can these fignres be explained,
90,000 illegitimate children have been
by the network which cracked down on Yale’s Whiffenpoofs,
when it is recalled that thousands
born
to
Negroes
in
Virginia.
Last
year
and turned them into "woolly" instead of "black" sheep.
upon thousands of white families in
their bastardy rate was at the highest
the South also occupy a "low ecolevel in a quarter century.
So the metamorphosis of "darkies" into "old folks" or
’nomic statns’? Whites also are vic"brothers" by Washington, D. C., children, when they sing "WayIt would be a good thing if the
tims of poor honsing; they too are
Down Upon the "S’wanee River" is iust one more example of Times
an and the Post were to devote
engaged in menial labor; they too are
some sober, thoughtful reflection to
subject to temptations of the flesh.
age gone haywire. Maybe some day we’ll recover our sanity
the~ figures, and to the evidence they
Bnt their passions and frnstrations are
but the immediate prospect is bleak.
provide of Negro attitudes and white
not manifested in 5,800 illegitimate
apprehensions. Out of some experi(Reprinted from the Richmond, Va. Times-Dispatch.)
children in a span of 12 months.

More Music In the Air

ence, however, we can predict the
brushoff treatment these figures will
receive in the integrationist press. It
will be said, disdainfully, that the figures are a consequence of the "evils
of a segregationist society," and that
they reflect the Negroes’ "low economic status." The point is worth
making, without going into the anaall,

Open letter to our favorite television songstress:
C’mon, Dinah, answer the Congressman’s letted After
honey c, hile, havin’ been raised in these parts, y’all should know
that we uns expect our homefolks to remember the rules of eourt-ILLEGITIMACY RATES
esy~ven if you ARE a big star now!
Virginia - 1957
To let the rest of you in on what we’re talking about, here’s
a wire service story that should explain things a bit:
I PER CENT OF ~
WASHINGTON, July l.--(AP)--Dinah Shore was admonished today
to sing "My Old Kentucky Home" the way Stephen Foster wrote it-or not at all.
The complaint was directed to the television singer by Rep. Frank
Chelf (D-Ky). He has crnsaded for a year against efforts to re-word
Foster lyrics to avoid such expressions as "darkies."
Chelf considers such goings on a misguided form of censorship. He
said several thousand Americans, including former President Harry Truman,
have written him exqoressing agreement.

I WH ITE

As for Miss Shore, he said a constituent wrote him that--after all his
protests---she sang Kentucky’s state song a few weeks ago in a revised,
non-dialect version.
The singer has had plenty of time to reply to his own letter of protest,
Chelf said, "but hasn’t even had the courtesy to do that."

Georgia

Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find $2 for a subseription to your wonderful paper. I
Chelf said mail, backing his position, has come in from all 48 states
just read one, and before I finished
it I had to stop and enter my suband from 18 foreign countries.
seri~tinn. I am a retired raih’oad man,
and-have been a union member 40
See what we mean? Of course, it could be that maybe now,
with her show on summer vacation, Dinah might get around to year.
Yours truly,
"I like that gal’s voice," Chelf told a reporter~ "She sings so well
It could have been her sponsor’s idea to change the words."

answering.

SO e’nm~ DMa/a, imwer the Congr~man’s letted

IL Y. G.

By Richard Burrow, Jr.
The original target date set by the
out-of-state race mixers for completing the integration of Tennessee’s
school children was the fall of 1956.
Now, as the fall of 1958 approaches,
one can find only 14 Negroes enrolled in white, schools in the entire state.
These ~x)lored children are attending
mixed clasps in Clinton and Nashville.
The important fact that is often
overlooked is that they are there by
force. Both Clinton and Nashville
have been under harsh Federal iniunctions which have denied citizens
freedom of s~peech, to say nothing of
freedom of choice.
It is almost unbelievable that a
powerfnl pressure organization such
as the NAACP could have made so
little progress in a state where the
governor and the two U. S. senators
have not lifted a finger to protect the
state’s school children. A great deal
of credit is due the officer~ and members of the Tennessee Federation for
Constitutional Government.
This organization, made up of
triots from Bristol to Memphis, has
en on the front line since the opening of hostilities. The distingnished
chairman of the Federation, Dr.
Donald Davidson, professor of English at Vanderbilt University and nationally-known anthor, recently said:
"The Federation is the only statewide organization devoted excinsively
to legal and peaceful opposition tn
the insidions whittling away of the
rights of Tennessee and its people.
"We earnestly believe that a course
snch :is onrs--and ooly snch a conrse
--will eventually hring victory for
onr canse. Y()n are invited to jnin ns
in this fight.
"As our Tennessee Constitution
says, ’Government being instituted
for the common henefit, the doctrine
of non-resistance against arbitrary
power and oppression is ahsurd,
slavish and destrnctive of the good
a,~d happiness of mankind’."

~
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The easy view of immorality so
clearly reflected in these figures constitutes one of the chief reasons why
white parents are so bitterly opposed
to race-mixing in Southern schools.
Parents know, in a way that childless
sociologists and maiden ladies cannot
possibly know, how snsceptible children are to the bad, and how resistant
they are to the good. Teaching a
child good habits is a formidable task
--brushing his teeth, tidying up his
room, doing chores--but a child can
pick up a bad habit in five minutes’
instrnction. How much more serions,
then, are the predictable consequences
of snbiecting white children to the
sort of behavioral standards that lead
to a 23 per cent illegitimacy rate
among Negroes?
These apprehensions are real, not
imagined. They lie at the heart of
Southern resistance to racial integration of the public schools. With good
reason, white parents simply are unwilling to risk the tragedies that might
be expected from 12 years of intimate, personal relationship among
young p~ple of two races whose
moral codes are as far apart as the
bars in the chart at left.

Illinois
Dear Editor:
Enclosed is 82 for a snbscription to
your paper. It is the only way I can
get .to the truth of things. We can
only have the real truth np here by
the honest, printed way.
Sincerely,
B.R..
Sumnmm, Illinois

Memphis State
To Admit Negroes
For Fall Term
The president of Memphis State
University says some Negroes have
passed entrance examinations at the
previously all-white school. President
J. 3,1. Smith adds "It is my guess they
will be admitted this fall."
’Tve always been against integration and I always will be," Smith
says, "bnt I’m being forced by the
conrts to admit some Negroes."
"I’ve heen backed up and faced
towards the jailhonse. I’ve decided
rm not going to run away, bnt stay
here and face it and do the best I
can," Smith concluded.
Meantime, a Memphis State professor who favored opening lihraries
to Negroes has resigned. Dr. Rowland
Hill said "It is no secret that I favor
integration on the campus."
Hill accused President Smith of
asking "loyalty oaths" from facnlty
memhers who signed a library desegregation petition.

Louisiana Councils Offer
Scholarships For Essays
Th e Lonisiana Citizens’ Councils
statewide educational fnnd has annonnced plans to condnct annual essay cuntests among the state’s high
school seniors, wit h $5¢X1 college
scholarships as prizes.
The president of the educational
fund, Paul R. Davis, says the group
will award 10 college scholarships of
$500 each to stndents writing the best
e~ays on any of six topics.
Snbjects of the essays may be the
evils of bloc voting; the importance
of States’ Rights; ~gregation and the
constitution; the meaning of racial integrity; the supreme court and segregation; or sltbversion in racial nnrest.
One winner will be ~lected from
each of Lonisiana’s eight Congressional districts, with two additional
winners being cho.~,n from the state
at large. Each will receive $500,
which they may use to attend any
college in the state.
This year’s contest--the first in the
annual competition----closed June 30.
Winners will be annnunced shortly,
and this pnblication will carry the
report.

Maryland
Dear Editor:
Here is my check for a subscription
to )’our paper. Keep
the good
work. Yoo have more pUa~s up North
than you realize.
Very truly,
.B.F.
~alttmore, Madyand
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Our Way of Life:

aatTs appening To Us?
To arrive at this guess, the professor uses what he calls "a genetic probability table," along with white and
Negro population figures for the U. S.
since 1750.
He also estimates t h a t between
1941 and 1950, about 155,000 Negroes crossed the "color line" in the
U. S. and were re-classified as whites.

GOODBYE, PROBLEMS!
Within the next 10 or 15 years,
two-thirds of the nation’s Negroes will
he living north of the Mason-Dixon
line. That’s the prediction of Dr.
Willard Johmon, director of the National Conference of Christians and
Jews.

Dr. Johnson spoke to a human-relations conference at Central State
College, a Negro school at Wilburforce, Ohio. He told the group that
as Negroes continue their move North,
they will find their way out of the
city slums, and into the all-white suburban areas,
HOUSING SEGREGATION OK
The U. S. 5th CirCuit Court of Appeals has upheld the principle of
voluntary racial segregation in public housing.
The court ruled in a Savannah, Ga.,
case that Negro Queen Cohen may
not llve in a white housing project,
since the segregation policy is not enforced by any governmental agency.
The NAACP has pressed the suit as a
test case.
The court noted that the executive
director of the Savannah housing authority testified that segregation is
essential to the success of the housing
proiect.
"If the people involved think that
such is the case," the court ruled,
"and if Negroes and whites desire
to maintain voluntary segregation
for the common good, there is certainly no law to prevent such cooperation."
"Neither the 5th nor the 15th
Amendment operates positively to
command integration of the races, but
only negatively, to forbid governmentally-enforced segregation," the
eourt added.
NEGROES QUIZ C~NDIDATES
Memphis Negro lawyer J. F. Estes
says the "Vote-O-Rama" organization
which he heads is sending out questionnaires to all caedidates in Tcnnes-’
see’s forthcoming election for governor. Estes says the candidates are’
being asked whether they’ll appoint
Negroes to state boards and commissions.
He indicates his organization will
support only candidates who answer
the right way. Estes warns "The Negro vote will make the difference in
Tennessee’s governors’ race."
RUSSIANS ARE INSINCERE
Senator James Eastland of Mississippi says Communist claims that the
Reds are champions of racial and religious minority groups aren’t borne
out by the way such minorities are
treated in Soviet territory.
A 78-page study, "The Soviet Erapire: Prison House of Nations and
Races," has been issued by the Senate
Internal Security Subcommittee which
Eastland heads.
"Since the inception of the Communist movement," Eastland says,
"’the followers of Lenin have regarded
the aspirations of racial and national
groups as conveniently-available tinder for kindling the fires of national
revolution.
"Through trained agitators and exploitation of every suitable occasion,
national and racial feelings are
whipped np to a boiling point which
culminates in acts of violence and rehellion, directed p r i m a r i I y against
governments of the free world."
But, the committee study reveals,
the Russians don’t practice what
they preach. "Through use of
genocide, discrimination, and abuse
of power, the Soviet Union seeks to
establish absolute domination over
the nearly 200 ethnic groups that
live within its borders. T h e s e
groups speak 125 different
languages and practice 40 different
religions."
The report states that Jews and
Moslems have fared the worst from
Communist domination, being marked as special victims of purges and
liquidation.
WHEREVER CORA GOES ...
The forthcoming U. S. Conference
of Mayors may be moved from New

FLUNKED!

Orleans because of Louisiana laws and
customs on racial segregation.
The conference is scheduled for the
Crescent City on September 11 and
12. But the mayor of Buffalo, N. Y.,
Frank A. Sedita, angrily cancelled his
plans to attend because of segregation
policies. Mayor Sedita, a native of
New Orleans, said he withdrew hecause a Negro woman member of the
Buffalo city council, Cora Maloney,
couldn’t register at the same hotel
as white delegates, and would have
been unable to attend convention
meetings.
About 800 delegates are expected
to attend the sessions at the plush
Roosevelt hotel. But Buffalo’s Sedita
said "’I won’t go if Cora doesn’t."
Said Cora, "I feel I would abdicate
the principles of my group if 1 went."
Arrangements had been made to
house her and the three or four other
Negro delegates at a Negro college.
The situation is still up in the air.
IKE WILL REGRET TROOPS
The editor of the Montgomery,
Ala., Advertiser, Grover C. Hall, says
President Eisenhowcr will regret his
action in sending Federal troops to
Little Rock "more than any other act
of his two terms.’"
Hall spoke to a meeting of publishers from North and South Carolina. He said "It is sinking in a little
in the minds of Northerners that it
took the U. S. Army and 5 million
dollars to temporarily wad nine colored children into Little Rock’s Central High."
"This kind of Federal compulsion," Hall said, "has the same
weakness as the Russian occupation
of Hungary--it is effective only so
long as there is a garrison."
Hall said Northerners have learned
"to their satisfaction and embarassment that race strife is quite portable. For example, it requires more
policemen in one district of Chicago
to restrain race warfare than among
all the 40 million colored people in
the Southern states."
BLACKS END BUD BOYCOTT
The NAACP has reportedly ended
a 9-month boycott against Budweiser
beer in the Los Angeles area. The
Wall Street Journal says the boycott
began because of alleged discriminatory practices by the Anlaeuser-Bnsch
brewery at Van Nuys, Cat.
The report states that brewery officials issued a statement opposing all
forms of racial discrimination, promising the NAACP that anyone is acceptable for employment, and giving
other assurances that the company is
willing to hire members of minority
groups.
SPEAK FOR YOURSELF, PROFI
An Ohio sociologist claims t h a t
more than one-fifth of the 135 million
white Americans have some Negro
blood in their ancestry.
Dr. Robert P. Stuckert of Ohio
State University writes in the "Ohio
Journal of Science" t h a t "approximately 21 per cent of the persons
classified as white in 1950 have an
African element in their inherited biological background."

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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JUDGES DISMISS BUS SUIT
A three-iudge Federal court panel
in Memphis has dismissed an NAACPsponsored lawsuit aimed at ending
segregated bus seating in Tennessee
clues.
The suit was brought by Negro
postal worker O. Z. Evers, 32, who
claimed he was stopped from taking
a front seat on a Memphis city bus.
Police told him he could either move
to the rear, get off, or face arrest.
Evers got off, then filed the suit.
In a lengthy decision, the judges,
who had been studying the case
since January., noted that the occasion mentioned in the suit is the
only time Evers had ever ridden a
city bus; that, by his own admission, he wa~ not even an occasional
user of bus service; that he boarded
the bus for the pm-po~ of getting
a basis for a lawsuit; and that he
was not deprived of any of his
The court ~u]ed that, in the absence of a clear shoxving that a person
is being, deprived of a constitutional
right, ’no citizen should he privileged to obtain from a Federal court
a iudgment which not only declares
invalid the statutory law of a sovereign state, but also enjoins its enforcement."
L~ring the t r i a l, police officials
testified that mixing t h e races on
busses "conld lead to violence which
could cost a human life."
RAID MIXED PARTY
Police in Augusta, Ga., broke np a
racially-mixed p a r t y attended by,
white and Negro members of the
Augusta Tigers baseball team and
their wives and girl friends. But
charges filed against several persons
were dismissed the following day in
recorder’s court.
The incident prompted Hugh G.
Grant of Augusta, a leader in the
Georgia States" Rights Council, to
urge city officials to "reappraise" their
support of .the baseball team. So far,
officials have declined comment.
The Augusta team has drawn fire
because it contains both white and
Negro players, in violation of local
custom and tradition.
MEET IN NEGRO CHURCH
Precedent fell by the boards this
month, when the Memphis presbytery
of the Southern Presbyterian Church,
U. S., met in a Negro church, in a
session attended by both whites and
Negroes.
"Negro A. K. Andrews, pastor of the
host church, Parkway Gardens, the
only Negro church in the Memphis
presbytery, called the meeting "The
biggest step towards integration in
the churches in the South that has
been taken in a long time."
"It is the best thing that could
have happened," Andrews said, "to
let people know the churches think
there is no difference in people im’t
because of their color."
Stated clerk of the meeting, Rev.
M. B. Koehler, said it was the first
time a Negro church had hosted the
presbytery, but their invitation was
accepted with only one opposing vote.
Implying that most Memphis ministers support integration of churches,
Koehler added "most of the opposition to the trend of integration in the
church at Memphis is in the layman
group."
ILLINOIS METHODISTS MIX
A Chicago Negro church has become the first to transfer from the
all-Negro Lexington Methodist conference to the previonsl), all-white
Rock River Methodist conference. St.
Matthew Methodist church, with 380
Negro members, was admitted to the
Rock River conference by a unanimous vote at a meeting in Aurora, Ill.
A total of 14 other Negro churches
are eligible to transfer into the Rock
River conference, which includes 380
Methodist churches in the Chicago
and Northern Illinois areas.
BALCONY ’UNBALANCING"
A city-owned motion picture
theater at Frederick, Md., is under
fire in a Federal court suit filed by
the NAACP on behalf of three Fredcrick Negroes.
The city-owned building houses
city offices upstairs, and the city
leases the theater portion to a private
operator. The NAACP claims the
terms of the lease permit racial segregation, with Negroes relegated to the
balcony.
This, claims the NAACP, is a violation of consUtuUonal rights, because,
in the words of the suit, "the bakxmy
is psyebolo~eally ~mde~irable7
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RADIO
WITtt A SOUTltERN ACCENT

ALABAMA

TELEVISION
NORTH CAROLINA

Floreuce---WOWL-TV Channel 15,
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Montgomery -- WCOV-TV Channel
20, Sunday afternoon.

GEORGIA
Columbus- WTVM (TV) Channel
28, Sunday 3 p.m.

LOUISIANA
Lafayette ~ KLFY-TV Channel 10,
Sunday 3:45 p.m.
New Orleans- W~MR-TV Channels
12 and 20, Sunday 6 p.m.

Raleigh---WRAL-TV Channel 5, Sunday 3:30 p.m.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston--WUSN-TV Channel
Saturday afternoon.
Greenville ~ WFBC-TV Channel 4,
Schedule not received.

TENNESSEE
Johnson City---WJHL-TV Channel 11,
Schedule not received.

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus -- WCBI-TV Channel 4,
Friday 5:45 p.m.
Hattiesburg~WDAM-TV Channel 9,
Saturday 3:30 p.m.
Jackson -- WLBT (TV) Channel 3,
Sunday 4 p.m.
Jackson- WJTV ~TV) Channel 12,
Sunday 11 p.m.
TupeI~WTWV (TV) Channel 9,
Sunday 2 p.m.

TEXAS
San Angelo---KCTV (TV) Channel 8,
Friday 11:30 a.m.

VIRGINIA
ltampton-Norfolk WVEC-TV Channel
15, Saturday afternoon.
Richmond--WTVR (TV} Channel 6,
Monday 6:30 p.m.

RADIO
ALABAMA
Evergreen--WBLO (1470 kc.) Sunday 2 p.m.
Selma--WGWC (1340 kc.) Sunday
12 noon.

ARKANSAS
Benton---KBBA (690 kc.) Thorsday
7:35 a.m.
Helena--KFFA (1360 kc.) Monday
9 p.m.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington area~WFAX (1220 kc.)
Sunday 12:30 p.m.

FLORIDA
Crestview--WJSB (1050 kc.) Wednesday 8:45 a.m.
Kissimmee ~ WRWB (1220 kc.)
Schedule not received.

GEORGIA
Albany--WALB (1590 kc.) Tuesday
7 p.m.
Atlanta--WYZE (1480 kc.) Sunday
7 p.m.
Cordel~WMJM (1490 kc.) Schedule not received.
Monroe--WMRE (1490 kc.) Saturday 12:30 p.m.
Winde~WIMO (1300 kc.) Monday
10:45 a.m.

LOUISIANA
Bogalnsa~WHXY (920 kc.) Sunday
11:30 a.m.
Homer--KYHL (1320 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
Houm~KCIL (1490 kc.) Sunday
5:15 p.m.
Jonesville---KLEC (1480 kc.) Sunday 8:45 a.m.
Opelonsas---KSLO (1230 kc.) Friday
6:30 p.m.

MISSISSIPPI
Abordee~WMPA (1240 ke.) Friday
5:30 p.m.
Brookhaven -- WJMB (1340 kc.)
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
COlumbus---WACR ( 1050 kc.} Friday 12 noon.
Corinth---WCRR (1330 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
Greenwood ~ WGBM (1240 kc.)
Monday 9:05 p.m.
Grenad~WNAG (1400 kc.) Sunday
7:05 p.m.
Gulfport--WROA (1390 kc.) Saturday 1 p.m.
Hattiesburg -- WFOR (1400 kc.)
Schedule not received.
Indianola--WNLA (1380 kc.) Sunday 1 p.m.
Jackson---WJDX (620 kc.) Saturday
12:45 p.m.
Koscinsko---WKOZ (1350 kc.) Sonday 12 noon.
Laurel--WAML (1340) kc.) Thursday 6:45 p.m.
Leland-Greenville ~ WESY (1580
kc.) Schedule not received.
Louisville---WLSM ( 1270 kc.) Saturday 12:45 p.m.
McComb--WAPF (,980 kc.) Saturday
8 a.m.
Oxford~WSUH (1420 kc.) Sunday
I p.m.
Philadelphia ~ WHOC (1490 kc.)
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Starkville---WSSO (1230 kc.) Saturday 6:45 a.m.
I
Tupdo---WELO (1490 kc.) Sunday
12:30 p.m.

Tupelo---WTUP (1380 kc.) Sunday
8:15 a.m.
Yazoo City ~ WAZF (1230 kc.)
Thursday 12:30 p.m.

NORTH CAROLINA
Concord~WEGO (1410 kc.) Friday
5:30 p.m.
Lexington--WBUY (1440 kc.) Wednesday 7 p.m.
New Bern--WlllT (1450 kc,) Saturday 6:15 p.m.
Sanford--WEYE (1290 kc.) Saturday 12:45 p.m.
Shelby--WOHS (730 kc.) Wednesday 6:15 p.m.

SOUTH CAROLINA
BeIIo~WHPB (1390 kc.) Sunday
12:15 p.m.
Bennettsville--.WBSC (1550 kc.) Saturday 5:45 p.m.
Charleston---WCSC (1390 kc.) Sun*
day 10:15 p.m.
Greenville -- WMUU (1260 kc.)
Schedule not received.
.,.
Grecr--WCKI (1300 kc.) Sund~y
p.m.
Laurens---WLBG (860 kc.) Snl3day
1:05 p.m.
Orangeburg~WTND (920 kc.) Fri12:15 p.m.
Sumter~WSSC (1290 kc.) Saturday
4:45 p.m.

TENNESSEE
Lexington--WDXL (1490 kc.) Friday 6:15 p.m.
McMinnville---WBMC (960 kc.) Saturday 12:45 p.m.
Milan -- WKBG (16(~) kc.) Sunday
Mur(reesboro ~ WGNS (1450 kc.)
Snnday 9 p:m.

TEXAS
Brownsviile~KBOR (1~)0 kc.) Triesday 8 p.m.
Carthage--KGAS (1590 kc.) ~mday
12:45 p.m.
Center--KDET (930 kc.) Saturday
5:15 p.m.
Edinburg~KURV (710 kc.) S)mday
I0 p.m.
Gainesville--KGAF (1580 kc.) Sonday 5:15 p.m.
Junction---KMBL (1450 kc.) Sunday
9:15 p.m.
Kermit~KERB (6tX) kc.) Saturday
5 p.m.
Kilgore--KOCA (1240 kc.) TImrsday
I p.m.
Pasadena---KRCT (650 kc.) Sunday
4:30 p.m.
Post- KRWS (1370 kc.)
1:30 p.m.
San Angelo---KWFR (126{) kc.) Sunday 5:15
TerrelI~KTER (1570 kc.) .Monday
6:30 p.m.
Tyler--KTBB (600 kc.) Sunday 5:45
p.m.

VIRGINIA
Charlottesville ~ WCHV (1260 kc.)
Sunday 7:45 p.m.
Falls Church -- WFAX (1220 kc.)
Schedule not received
Norfoik~WLOW (1400 kc.) Sched- "
ule not received.
Richmond~WMBG (1380 kc.) Snnday 10 p.m.
Roanoke---WRIS (1410 kc.) Snnday
6:.30 p.m.
South Boston--WHLF (1400 kc.)
Sunday 5:45 p.m.
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North
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Paw]ey of the Urban League; Rev.
C, etald Murphy, S. J., of St. Peter’s
Col]ege~ and spokesmen for the AFLCIO, ADA, B’nai B’rith, New Jersey
Council of Churches, Jewish Labor
Committee, and the NAACP.
The ~tate Assembly, in a resolution
passed by voice vote, warned Levitt
that ’,discrimination will not be tolerated in New Jersey."
Sponsors. told the lawmakers that
it was very important for New Jersey
"to go on record as a fair state, and
not fall into the category of those
~ates that are below the MasonDixon line."
(Falitor’s not~How hypocritical
~n you g~t? We’d be willing to

THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL

Semant.ics Used As
Left-W:ng Weapon

An object lesson in left-wing semantics is supplied by a news analyst and
educator, Hubert Kregeloh, writing in
"American Opinion" magazine.
Kregeloh’s article, tiffed "C o ! d
. Facts About Discrimination," indicts
"political demagogues and leftist inI tellectuals" for "perversion and contortion of the vocabulary."
As a result, Kregeloh writes, " ’Discrimination’ has become a dirty word
in our vocabulary, but there was a
time when people understood that it
could have another meaning. Among
the meanings listed in Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, we find "... a
mark of distinction; the quality of
being discriminating; faeulW of nicely
distinguishing...’ And the synonyms
ewl~: that
we h~ve
Negroes living
to ~in
supposedly
barlisted are: ’discern,,ment, penetration,
distinction, acumen.
~ Mississippi -- than any New
Jersey Assemblyman who voted for
Thus, says Kregeloh, "Not long ago,
that resolution. And we get along
,p~o. pie were flattered to be called
discriminating." They felt they were
very w,ell, too.)
Levitt s tribulations sparked an edibeing recognized as individuals of
I
toriai in the Lynchburg, Va., News,
culture and refinement who did not
headed "Segregated City, N.J."
: run with the herd, but were careful
and particular in their choice of
UNTHINKABLE ....
clothes, books, art, food, wines and
"We wondered immediately," theI as~z~ttes. The adverUsers of expeneditorial said, "if integration might,
sive merchandise catered to ’discrimipossibly pose a problem in this model
nating’ people. But recently the pronew city. But after all, it was unprietor of a hi g h-class restaurant
thinkable that such barbaric and dischanged his advertising of many years
credited customs and institutions as
standing from ’serving a di~.-rrlminatsegregation should rise to haunt the
ing clientele’ to ’a di~rning clientele.’
creators of a great new city north of
He confided to friends that what with
the Mason and Dixon line."
the noise over Little Rock, the Su"Still, you never know," the edipreme Court, the NAACP and everytorial continues. "And a few para[thing else, he didn’t want to be misgraphs later, the bald truth was pronnderstood. The incident dramatizes
nounced by Mr. Levitt himself. Levitthe absurdity of the situation and the
town, N. J., will not be forced to
degree to which aggressive minorities
grapple with the problem of school
already tyrannize the majority; a
integration, or any other kind of inrestauranteur is induced to change his
tegration for that matter.
advertising to placate the feelings of
,.. BUT TRUEI
people who have been so busy look"The matter was disposed of in a ling for trouble and grinding axes that
few words, and spoken without the ~ they haven’t had time to familiarize
trace of a Southern accent: Our
themselves with the dictionary definipolicy on that (racial segregation) is
tions of ’discrimination’."
unchanged. The two other LevitThe article points out that, even in
towns were built as white communiits corrupted definition, "discriminaties.’ "
tion" is not an exclusive American
Even in the Mecca of integration,
product. Kregeloh points to the allNew York City, public officials are
Negro repoblic of Liberia, where a
learning the hard way that you can
white German married a Negro native
lead a white man to low-cost public
woman, but, under Liberian law, canhousing, but you can’t make him innot become a citizen of that country
tegrate.
because of his race. "Integration
An intensive survey for the city
fanatics in this country might frighthousing authority revealed that New
fully ponder these conditions," he
York’s policy of preventing discrimistates.
nation against Negroes in city housing
has resulted in whites moving out,
thereby defeating its purpose of in-’
~e~ration.
THE RECORD BLACKENS
The Alabama Association of CitiA 6-month study by 38 housing exzens’ Councils has moved its state
perts, real estate men, and welfare
headguarters to Selma, Ala. Officials
and~ church leaders disclosed that the
say the state office was moved front
a t t e m p t to prevent discrimination
Montgomery because Selma is more
against Negroes is resulting in segrecentrally located.
gated (all-Negro) housing projects.
State senator W. C. Givhan is servThe report urged that prospecing as temporary state chairman of
tive white tenants be assured that
the Alabama Councils, succeeding
racial balance will be preserved in
state senator Sam Englehardt, who
the projects, and that public housresigned as executive secretary to
ing projects will "not inevitably
campaign for lieutenant governor.
d|de to complete minority occupGivhan is chairman of the Dallas
County Citizens’ Council, the first
Objections to t h i s "minority ocsnch group formed in Alabama.
enoancy" flared up in a silk-stocking
resi’dential section of Long Beach,
Cal., recently. A Negro doctor had
¯ purchased a $50,000 home, but be~ore" he and his family could move in,
vandals did a thorougli wrecking job
Two graduating seniors have won
on the house and its just-decorated
recognition in an essay contest sponinterior.
sored by the Citizens’ Council in
Hoilandale, Miss.
SOCIAL CLIMBER FALLS
. The best essays on "Why I Believe
The Negro, Dr. Charles Terry, adin Segregation" were submitted by
mitted that he had been warned
Eugenia McLanrin, who we n first
against moving into the neighborhood,
:prize of $75, and Kenneth Walcott,
and that residents offered to bny the
I Jr who received a $25 second-place
home from him. But he refused, with
I a~,’ard.
expensive results.
Across t h e country, in Rutledge,I Council president Lloyd Kilpatrick
Pa., fire half-destroyed a home bought i presented the prizes at an assembly
by a Negro in an all-white neighbor-~ at the Hollandale High School.
hood. Rutledge is a community of[
a bou t 1000 popnlation, located 61
miles smith of Philadelphia.
Negro George Raymond, president
of the Chester, Pa., NAACP, comlained to state officials. Raymond
Dear Sir:
ad planned to move into the home
By all means, renewmy subscripthe day after flames swept the build’tion to your valuable paper. It is
ing. A state investigation is undermuch more than a paper~its repreway. Raymond, a janitor, bought the
sents a powerfni and effective force
$11,500 honse knowing that residents
.against the vicions and un-American
of the community did not want Negro
evils of integration and mixed marneighbors.
nages.
FREE FOR WHO?
i The Smith is doing our beloved
In Chicago, the Urban League is i conntry and the world (for this mixnrging leaders in government, reliing. conspiracy is world-wide) a very,
gion, education, business and indus- very great service . . . a service so,
great that it will not be fully ap,,tt~-yo
to join inaan
educational
promote
free
housingprogra.m,
market’ preciated u ntil many years have
for Negroes and other minority
~assed. Then, history will record it.

Move Alabama Office

Essay Winners Named

p

%u~s~ league’s executive director,
Edwin C. Berry, called the special
report "a major,~policy pronouncement
on segregation.
Berry said, "Up to now, neither, the
government, religious, educational or
~nsiness leaders have taken any lead
in promoting an open market for
hous’ing.
"Until recently, even the white
churches were working in the
posite direction by leading the flight
of their congregations from areas into
which Negroes a n d othex mino~rity

Sincerely,
E.R.L
Los Angeles, California.
FOR US, NOT YOU
"The only way an open housing
market can be obtained is for all onr
leaders in the city to ioin in a deftnite educational program for endin[
the present situation of segregation.
The report called Chicago ~th e
most segregated major city in the
United S~t~" . .....
.~
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(Continued from Page 1) it

Winn demanded a roll call, and
turned out that 500 too many delegates were attending a baseball game.
When the hooky-players returned for
a later session, the New Y o r k e r s
agreed to withdraw their proposal,
but not without bitterness.
Senator J o h n Sparkman of Ala- ;
bama comments that it looks like "a
long, hot summer" for proponents of
forced school mixing. Sparkman criticized the NAACP for seeking a reversal of the Lemley decision postponing Little Rock school integration.
"It seems," Sparkman said, "’that
the pro-integration forces are only
interested in complying with the Federal Court rulings when such rulings
favor integration."
RUNS IN THE FAMILY
Little Rock police, meantime, jailed
the father of N e g r o troublemaker
Minniejean Brown. Authorities said
Negro Willie Bob Brown admitted
shooting 68-year-old Negro Elmer
Isaac to death with a .45-caliber revolver. Minnieiean was expelled from
Central High in Little Beck and hunored by the NAACP for her obnoxious conduct.
Georgia governor Marvin Griffin
has issued an executive order aimed
at preventing a "Little Rock" in his
state. Griffin’s order w i I 1 prevent
F e d e r a I use of Georgia National
Guardsmen to carry out court decrees.
The order states "that no order,
command, or directive from t h e
Government of the United States
or any officer thereof to the militia
of the State of Georgia will be
obeyed until the Governor of Georgia certifies in writing to the adjutant general of the State of
Georgia that such order, command,
or directive is constitutional."
The city school board of Chattanooga, Tenn., has refused a request
from Negroes to integrate p u b I i c
schools. The board vot ed unanimously to h~rn down the request, saying "it wonld be extremely unwise to
comply." The Negro group that demanded integration indicated a Federal (.w)nrt svit woold be filed.
MIXING TREND HALTED
Washington correspondent Bascom
Timmons writes in a recent coh, mn,
"Prospects are that when the new
school terms start two months hence,
there will be fewer new schools integrated than at any time since the
Supreme Court decision on segregation."
Timmons calls Judge Lemley’s Little Rock delay order "a blow to the
NAACP.’" He says that in refusing to
review Lemley’s n,ling, the U. S.
Supreme Court "said just about as
plainly as it conld that it is declaring
itself oct of future cases." Timmons
concludes, "Assertions that integration will never come grow louder."
An angry group of Southern
senators grilled W. Wilson White,
a nominee for the post of assistant
attorney general, on use of Federal
troops in Little Rock. White said
the Iustice department will do its
"level best" to avoid any similar
use of troops in the future, and
added that he "didn’t think the
s a m e circumstances" would arise
again.
, Conditions in the North remain unsettled. PennsLvlvania, for example,
is considering ~ law to require school
districts to change geographic boundaries to achieve more complete intei gration. But this plan is meeting with
opposition.
BROTHERLY LOVE ...
Philadelphia, Pa., has 219 public
schools. Of this number, 55 are all
white, 19 are exclnsively Negro, and
. the remaining 145 are mixed to some
idegree: But there are no Negro
teachers in the white schools, and the
NAACP is complaining.
Demands for fnll and cmnplete
mixing are oppo~d by Philadelphia’s
school superintendent, Dr. Allen H.
Wetter.
Dr. Wetter says, "If tomorrow we
were to change school district bonndaries so as to force white students into
predominantly Negro s c h ooi s, it
wonld set the cause ’of integration
back 25 years. White families would
begin me’ring out of such gerrymandered neighborhoods."
... YANKEE STYLE~
Incidentally, althongh 40 per cent
of Philadelphia’s quarter-million students are Negroes, only 1611 of the
city’s 8100 teachers~or about 20 per
cent~are Negroes.
In Chicago, the school board was
warned that Hyde Park High school
is in danger of becoming a Negro
school, and action was u r g ed to
change boundaries to include about
50 per cent white students, "to preserve the high standards of the

mpan
Dear Sir:
I have just received several copies
of your fine paper, sent to me by a
friend in Tennessee. After reading
them, I now have a very vivid picture of the situation in the South in
reference to the integration problem
facing every American. I believe that
Senator Langer has the right idea in
his bill permitting Negroes to nfigrate
to Liberia. This is the sure answer
to the bulk of the problems.
I like to read about the integration
problem, but to do so I must have
someone mail me the literature. If I
were a Negro, I could go to the Base
Exchange and buy publications which
spread racial hatred and blast the
white race, the Southern whites in
particular. If a newspaper blasting
the Negro were offered for sale, the
NAACP would force its immediate
withdrawal.. Is this fair?
I circulate your paper to a large
number of interested persons.
Best wishes,
T/Sgt. W. D. W.
U. S. Air Forte
Honshu, Japan

Indiana
Dear Sir:
At long last, some of us Southerners are beginnin~ to realize we’re the
most hated people in the North. We
are classified as poor white trash,
hillbillies, and heathens, and definitely not as the equals of the local first
generation or foreign born. (Of
course, if we changed ()air religion,
things might be different[)
The only thing that has prevented
some of us from agitating for an investigation of onr civil rights in the
North is the fear that it would only
})ring down mnre fire npon onr heads,
and they’d force us to leave our jobs
and lose ant homes.
t~lieve me, the man wlio has a job
and can live among his own people is
real lucky. I’d give my 13 years
seniority and take less wages to be
able to do the same. If yoo print this,
tease don’t even nse my initials.
Your for jostice,
(Name withheld)
South Bend, Indiana

New York
Dear Editor:
The white people of New York
City are being pushed and forced into
accepting integration, because the
politicians have sold themselves to the
Negroes. This problem is getting
worse.
aVe np North need an organization
that willfight the NAACP in a legal
way. If some of yonr leaders come to
New York City and organize a Citizen’s Council, I believe we can defeat the NAACP. See if you can do
something to help New York City to
stay white.
Yoors, truly,
F.W.
New York, N. Y.

Tennessee
Dear Sir:
I have just received a copy of your
pnblication from the Tennessee Federation
for Constitutional Government.
The paper appears to be a hightype, effective defense of the conservative principles of the South. I
would like for yon to enter my subscription, for which a check is enclosed.
Yoors truly,
W. F. B.
Nashville, Tennessee

Mississippi
Dear Editor:
A Negro told me recently that
"white folks are fools." I said nothint;
in reply, bnt in my heart I agreed.
Take rock-and-rolh There is a two-

popular. One is to bring
the whites
down to the Negro level; another is
to let Negro musicians earn fabulous
salaries, so they can contribute generously to the NAACP.
People seem to be like sheep, or
dumb, driven cattle. Bait once the
idea of fighting the NAACP is accepted, the tide will turn. So many,
many things need to be done. Why
can’t we organize Mothers’ Leagues
in each school, before Little Rock
hits Mississippi?
Sincerely,
Mrs. T. J. S.
Cleveland, Mississippi

Georgia
Dear Editor:
In a recent issue, you carried an
editorial headed "A Respectable Umbrella," dealing with the Sonthem
Regional Council, which has an office
in our Methodist Church Building
here in Atlanta. The word "respectable" is a misnomer. There is nothing
respectable about this m,t|it, and ff
our Bishop had the backbone of a
sick caterpillar, he would run this
gang out of the building.
The Southern Regional Council has
a mixed office force, which is contrary to the position of a great majority of white Methodists. A representative of onr local States’ Rights
Council went over to the office and
found colored employees dictating
letters and giving orders to white
employees. I am told that at least
one white girl quit this organization
on that acconnt.
Very truly yonrs,
E. A. R.
Atlanta, Georgia

Illinois
Dear Sir:
We read in onr race-mixing newspapers abot, t different gronps being
in rawer of integration. But I’ve
never talked to a white person yet
who was in favor of it.
Politicians are to blame for all
these racial tronbles today. Isn’t it
a terrible thonght that the white politicians are working against their own
Millions of people in the North today feel iust as you do. Good luck
with yoor work.
Sincerely,
Mrs. H. S.
Chicago, Illinois

Washington
Dear Editor:
There is now, as never before, a
definite need for consistency in both
thonght and action by Sontherners
everywhere in complete expression of
their firm resolution against all objectionable printed matter, which is
slanted and seeks to imply the acceptability of racial integration.
Recently, I had the I)leasnre of retnrning a copy of Collier’s Encyclnpedia Yearbook for 1.q57, with a note
suggesting that their anti-Southern
.~ction nf "Civil Rights" eonld be
appropriately replaced with a thesis
on "’Civil Wrongs."
ttow many of ns will eontinne to
pay for onr own destn,ctine.?
Yonrs in the eanse,
Ahh.rwood Manor, Washington

South Carolina
Dear Sir:
Enclosed is my check for a renewal
of my subscription. This is a small
price for the vahmble infonnatior,
yolir paper contains, and especially
since it is indisputably factual.
V(ith the distortions anti halLtruths
the White House sends 0 t const; ntly,
only the truth is going to .wt ~s free
frmu the agitators.
Sincerely,
~;l~bia, South Carolina
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Jackson, Mississippi

Student Group Is Led By Red
NAACP
Exposed

Fraternity Row - 1958

iCampus Race-Mixing Is Goal
Of National Student Association

An organization apparently dedicated to the planned regimentation of American college students has received what may prove
to be some embarrassing attention this month.
An a n t i-I~.on~munist research orThe United States National Student Association (USNSA)
ganization, "’The Alliance," has pubhas chapters on about .300 American college campuses, including
lished a 76-page tx~oklet, "Bed Intrigue a n d Race Tnrn*oil,’" which
many Southern colleges. The group has been in the forefront of
YOU !
graphically depicts the e x t e n t to
campaigns to deny purely social organizations, such as fraternities
whir, the NAACP is se~ing the
and sororities, the right to select their own members.
Cn~nmunist con~iracy.
USNSA is, significantly, an organization largely for those
The ~oklet contains a ~o~vard bv
’ who do not hold membership in social fraternities. While the
Archibald B. ~sevelt ~Teddy’s sid~
o[ the family), president of "The
social organizations engage in~’
Alliance," a n d is written by t h e
SOUR GRAPES?
a t h I e t i c competition, hold
group’s research director, Zygmnnd
Virtnally every fraternity organized
dances,
and
otherwise
find
outDobbs.
on a national basis has some constilets for youthful energy, USNSA tutional restriction as to who may
~ED ~ECO~DS EXPOSED
Dobbs says that 20 of the NAACP’s
members, perhaps out of ieal- hold membership. Some fraternities
26 national officers have records of
ousy or because of a feeling ot are for whites only; some for Negroes
affiliations with Communist or Comreiection, are doing all within only. Some admit Protestants and
mnnist-tront groups, and that 65 per
Catholics, bnt bar Jews; others are
their poxver to destroy the pres- exclusively Jewish. In addition, local
ce n t of the NAACP’s 46-member
ent
concept
of
college
fraternichapters are given wide discretion in
board of directors have records of
refusing to admit any candidate whose
~ed affiliations.
ties.
"’Such ~ heavy eoneenlrafion of
character or condnct is obiectionable.
pro-Soviet elements is rarely ever
This is all in accordance with the
[ound even in orga~tions which
traditional right of any fraternal
organization to establish its own
have b e e n cited as subversive,"
See
and
ltear
~bbs writes. "The extent o[ proqualifications for membership.
But to USNSA, such practices
Communis~ influence in the
CITIZENS’
NAACP can ~ more elcarly underare unthinkable. Possibly because
so many of its student and adult
~d when ~he fact is brou~t out
COUNCIL
leaders have n e v e r enjoyed the
that in most eireumsta~es, less
benefits of fraternity life, the orthan 10 per ~n~ o[ p~-CommuFORUM
ganization has embarked on a welln~t elements are needed tu ~nplanned drive to force open doors
~! an orgs~fion."
. . . on your favorite TV and
of fraternity houses to all comers,
"In t~ ea~ o~ the NAACP, over
radio stations. Complete program
regardless of their acceptability to
80 ~r cent of the national officers
log on page 3.
present members.
have well-defined records of proCITIZENSI COUNCIL, ~AEKSONI MISS.’
USNSA would require every social
Commnnist associations," he confraternity or sorority (and, for that
tinues. "The Soviet apparatus shonld
matter, every other stndent organizahave no difficulty in shaping NAACP
tion at every college) to prove that
policy.’"
its constitntion and by-laws do not
NO ~OOM FOR DOUBT
restrict membership becanse of race,
Dobbs adds, "’If there is such a
thing as an NAACP leader who is
color or creed. And, in some cases,
USNSA has also challenged the local
not nnder the influence of some
chapter’s nse nf the "blackbalr’ to bar
radical ideology, he is a rare exceprepulsive or obnoxious candidates
tion."
from membership.
"~ed Intrigue and ~aee Tn~oir’ is
available at one dollar a eupy from
INTEGRATE OR ELSE!
An integratiunist editor from Noah
The Alliance, Inc., 2~) E.
Known as the "’Golden nut-of-order success. They placed an out-of-urder
As USNSA would have it, no fraNew York 21, N, Y. It should prove Carulina has drawn praise from left- plan." Roosevelt inserted into the sign on the "’white" drinking lone- ternity with a restrictive cluase in its
pa~eularly helpfid in p r u v i n g to wing Congressman James Roosevelt Record an excerpt from the Israelite rains in most of their stores in the l national or local constiution, by-laws
No.hem skeptics ~ h a t recent ex- of Califorina for his plan to promote describing it "for the amusement of upper Sooth. \Vithin 6 weeks every-, or charter wonld be allowed to operposures linking the NAACP with the race mixing in public facilities.
those with a sense of humor." The body w a s drinking the "colored", ate on a college campns. In other
~mmunist ~nspiracy are not mere
Roosevelt inserted details of the excerpt (which to some may not be water withont any bad effects, physi-. words, USNSA is telling well-estabSou~em propaganda, bnt, ra~er, a scheme into the Congressional Record so humorous) :
cal or emotional; and all the signs lished fraternal organizations: "Con[~etual re~ on a subvemive group nf July 25, along with words of praise
"One of the great retail chainstores came off, ’ont of order," "white,": form to our idea of what the rules
which h a s escaped offieal censure for the author, editor Harry Golden has pnt the Golden out-of-order plan and "colored.’" There is a problem, shoold he, or close yonr fraternity
purely for l~]itieal ~asons.
of the Carolina Israelite.
into operation and with considerable however. In most of these stores honse."
they made this experiment in the l It is heartening to note that most
basement, and naturally they conld national fraternities have rejected
not put an out-of-order sign simul- moves to change membership elanses
Hypocrisy Revealed .....
taneously on the other floors. The to meet USNSA’s weird standards.
whole idea would have been given A few have knuckled under, mainly
away and made matters worse. I becanse of pressure from chapters at
understand they intend to stagger the colleges where student government
out-of-order signs from now on. gronps have adopted USNSA’s rnles,
They’ll put them up on the second and threatened the chapters with
and fourth floors and then double closure if the restrictive clauses reback to the main and third floors. mained.
This thing has to be donel-gradually.
THE BROAD LIBERAL VIEW
"’You throw a tiny pebble into a
An interesting sidelight comes in
stream and ~,ou never really know examining
the USNSAs ultimatumthe extent of the ripples.
type approach. If fraternities do not
man
who
favors
equality
for
all
huIt
sorely
would
seem
that
an
integra"In
a
seminar
on
education
in
TenBy GEORGE E. SOKOLSKY ]
l obey, and desegregate, they will be
beings why he is so snobbish tionist would employ at least one Ne- nessee I suggested to the Negro par(Reprinted from the News and ] man
Period. Yet, USNSA and
about the membership of his country gro reporter, just to show that he ents to make sure that their children ’closed.
’other so-called liberal groups scream
Courier, Charleston, S.C. [ club. Consistency is a rare and logical means what he says.
study French immediately upon en- loud and long when Southerners pass
Some fights are private and the by- hnman quality and is not often pracBut from a practical standpoint, it tering high school. We know of laws saying that unless students obey
stander had better stay away from’ ticed. For instance, if a man con- might be nseful for an integrationist in course, that there is no vertical seg- ,segregation rides, the schools will be
them; others are public fights that tributes heavily to some pro-Negro
Little Rock to have a Negro reporter regation, bnt ff the vertical Negro closed. Apparently, what’s fair for
anybody can get into. Harry S. Ash- organization, does that mean that he in
order to get the Negro side of the suddenly begins to talk French, he one isn’t fair for all.
more is the executive editor of the wants his daughter to be married to a story. However, that is Ashmore’s can even sit down without creating
And backers of the USNSA apArkansas Gazette and once upon a Negro, or if he is a Catholic, to a
and not mine. Modern lib- any serious emotion among the proach gleefully point out that this
time was an areh-snpporter of Gover- Protestant, or a Jew or a Moslem or business
erals, whether Republicans or Demo- whites. I had a fellow try this out is only the first step. If a fraternity
nor Orval Faubus of that state. Then vice versa all around?
crats, do not have to be consistent on the cashier’s line at the A. & P. changes its membership requirehe became an opponent of Faubus
Loeb and Ashmore engaged in cormodern liberalism is oppor- store. He suddenly asked the cashier ments, but still does not vote to
and they battled over the question of respondence and in a recent letter. because
about some product in French, and admit Negroes, purple people-eaters
integration. Ashmore got a Pulitzer dated June 20, 1958, Ashmore replied tunistic and avoids general principles. the white folks ahead of him actually and two-beaded calves, then the
Ashmore
is
not
in
favor
of
intePrize out of the Little Boek fracas.
to Loeb:
grated obituaries or integrated adver- broke ranks to give him priority.
next step is for USNSA to de.mand
William Loeb is the proprietor of a
"Of coorse there could be too that this be done posthaste as a
"’We do not at this time have any tising. So what kind of integration
number of New England newspapers, Negro editorial employe on the G~- does he believe in where it affects much of a good thing. If the Ne- demonstration of good faith." Anamong them the Manchester Union zette, although in the past we have
or the business in which he en- groes of the South follow ms, sug- other ultimatum. And so on, until
Leader. His father was Theedore had such employes on a part’time ba- him
gestion it is possible that within 20 eventually a college fraternity
gages?
Rooseveh’s famous secretary, and his
years they’ll all be talking French; it house is about as exclusive, attracsis.
There
is
no
policy
prohibition
wife is the daughter of the fonnder of against hiring Negroes, but we see no The Negro question in the United would no longer be a novelty. But tive, and desirable as a Bowery
the Scripps-Howard newspaper chain. particular need for one now and States is too serious to be treated in by that time there may not be need soup kitchen.
He is a crusader like Ashmore but for rec~ognize that any Negro staff mem- so offhand a manner as Harry Ash- for any more Golden plans."
At this point, it will pobab]y come
different causes and it is not likely
Pulitzer Prize winner as a cru(Editor’s note---The logical way as no surprise to learn that according
would operate under considerable more,
that Loeb will ever get a Pulitzer ber
sader,
does.
It
is
easy
to
be
broadrestrictions due to the prevailing
to test whether a particular store to at least one authority, the United
Prize for his crusades. He is a con- mores and customs of the community. minded generally but it is tough to is using the "Golden plan" is to
States National Student Association’s
servative in the nineteenth centnry
apply it right at home. And that is check white facilities bearing "outpolicies and program "embrace the
meaning for the word,, that is, a lib- "’Of course, we segregate Negro what is so true abont all racial and of-order" signs, to see if they are
important lines of the Commnnist
eral which then was specific and obituary notices as we segregate ad- religious predispositions. Often what really "out-of-order." If not, im- Party."
meant the extension and expansion of vertisements in the classified section is involved is not a prejodice at all mediate protest to the management
YEA, TEAM-SKY!
human liberties. Bill Loeb will take dealing with Negro real estate. It has but what Ashmore calls "mores and is indicated, which, if unsuccessful,
John Bell Williams
on any fight for human liberty if it is also long been our policy and will customs of the community" which are should be followed by a campaign of Representative
Mississippi
inserted more than a
continue to be to ident~,y persons in difficult to overcome as the socio- to spread the true facts concerning
not a phony.
full page in the Jnly 14 Congressional
logists in Red China have discovered. the duplicity of the scheme.)
Those are the two principals in this all news stories by race.
Record concerning this organization.
particular fight.
The prevailing "mores and customs The fear of the evil eye persist~ even
Williams stated "It is well-established
The issue is consistency.
of the community" always cover a among those who are materialists and
the Communist conspiracy to
Loeb wants to know why, if Ash- multitude of prejudices. It is like the deny all human superstitions. As a Haiti stands asproof that the doctrine that
conouer the world has placed a major
more is such a battler for integration, fellow who contributed heavily to referee, I think Loeb has the better of racial equality, civil rights and emphasis upon the exploitation of the
does he not practice this on his Ar- Israel in the hope it would co~,er up of the ar~ment but then he does not [mongrelization is not the answer to
I the race problem.
(See STUDENTS, p. 4)
kansas Gazette. That is like asking a his record of never employing Jews. live in Little Rock.

Editor Would Force Mixing
By His ’Out-Of-Order’ Plan

What Sort Of I ntegrationist
Is Editor Harry Ashmore?
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By Richard Burrow, Jr.
During the )ast few weeks, the
trouble-making integrationists h a v e
Subscription $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
once agatn been on the move in Tennessee. Res ~onsible Tennesseans are
Gm~p Subsc~iptioaJ 81.00 per Membez
(Miaimtma o~ SO)
umre determined than ever before
that separate facilities will be mainBULK RATES- Parcel Poet Prepaid.
tained, thus preventing the violence
100 Copies---S10.00 a month.~$108.00 a year
250
Copies--S20.00
year
and disorder that always seems to
500 Copies---S37.50
aa month--S216.00
month--S415.00 aa
year
go hand in hand with forced race
The Cit’.tzens" Council is not responsible for the return of unsolicited articles,
mixing.
manuscn.pts .o,r other materia.h submitted for possible publication. All ~ueh
Nashville---The Tennessee Federamatter s,nouia, be accompamed by a self-addressed stamped e~velope if a
return or SUCh material is desired.
tion for Constitutional Government
announced forn~ation of a "500 Club’"
Seca~d Cla*~ Mail Privileges Authorla~d at Jaektmt, Mis~i~ippi
made up of many of the Federation’s
most ardent supporters. Each memEDITORIAL BOARD
of the club will contribute twice
SAM M. ENGELHARDT, JR ...................................
ALABAMA
yearl~ to insure an expanded program
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
for promoting constitutional governROBERT E. BROWN .......................................
ARIf~NSAS
merit in the Volunteer State.
Director, Citizens’ Councils of Arkansas
Chattanooga -- T h e city school
DR. GEORGE A. DOWNS .........................................
FLOPdDA
TWEET
board has unanimously denied a reExecutive Secretary, Citizens" Councils of Florida
quest that pnblic schools be inteR. CARTER PITrMAN ............................................. GEORGIA
grated at the start of the fall tenn.
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
The demand for forced mixing was
W. M. RAINACH .................................................... LOUISIANA
made by a group of Negroes calling
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
themselves "Citizens for General ImROBERT B. PATFERSON ...................................... MISSISSIPPI
provement."
Executive Secretary, Citizens" Councils of Mississippi
In its statement, the school board
B. A. GRAHAM ............................................... SOUTH CAROLINA
said: "’In our combined judgment, it
Chairman, Citizens’ Councils of South Carolina
would be extremely unwi~ to comply
RICHARD BURROW, JR ........................................... TENNESSEE
with the recent request to integrate
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
onr pnblic schools at the beginning
DR. B, E. MASTERS .............................................................
TEXAS
of the next school term, and it is onr
President, Citizens" Councils of Texas
decision that the request be denied.’"
Memphis~Many faculty members
W. J. SIMMONS .....................................................................
Editor
at Memphis State University signed
a petition calling for immediate racial
mixing of the city’s public ~b:~r~
M.S.U. president
cal Affairs. "A tremendous victory for the American people," facilities.
Smith says most of the faculty memsaid the Communist Daily Worker. This is how the Reds saw the bers who signed are asking to have
their names removed frown the petiuse of troops in Little Rock.
tion.
5. The Continuing Conspiracy: The Southern States have a
"They a re coming in voluntarily
race problem, and may have a solution, but the Communists have and saying they did not understand
only an opportunity to stir American against American. "The what was involved," Smith says. "It
(Editor’s note--Nationally-syndicated columnist Holmes Alexander
that only flmr or five faculty
Communists have no sincere interest in promoting racial harmony," appears
members" names will be left on the
has summarized recent developments, including the first signs of a resays J. Edgar Hoover in a nifty understatement. "... Communist petition."
awakening by Northern newspapers to the Communist threat posed by
activity . . . is directed against all generations of people in the Nashville--The state board of edurace-mixers. Mr. Alexander’s column on the subject is reprinted in full beSouth," says a report of the Senate Internal Security Subcom- cation has heen asked to pustpone
this fairs scheduled racial integralow).
mittee.
tion nf Memphis St ate University.
BY HOLMES ALEXANDER
Negroes have passed the
These are some things which we now know about the Eight
entrance exams, and are eligiWe have monuments at Gettysburg and Valley Forge, al- Little Rock battle. As the years advance, we will know that an schoors
ble tn enrull t h is fall under the
though neither represented a clear-cut American victory at the American victory has been scored for law, state sovereignty and board’s auuonnced policy of creeping
time.
common sense. Someday it will be worth a monument.
integration.
President Jack Smith told the lmard
It’s my opinion that the stonecutters and bronze-workers can
iu Nashville early this month that the
plan
to admit Negroes to Memphis
start any time now to raise .a monument at Little Rock, Ark. At
State "’is not acceptable to a large
this place an unsung but significant victory was taken from the
nmjority of the people."
Communist invaders and their mercenaries.
"I am thoroughly convinced that
Gang wars in New York have made the headlines again, and
trouble and even vioYears may pass before there is popular recognition of howcontinue to be a bad advertisement for the United States. In fact, considerable
lence could occur should we enroll
American forces of law and good sense threw back the Bed as-worse conditions exist in New York City than in any of the South- Negroes," Smith said. He asked the
board to delay the scheduled integrasault at Little Rock.
ern states--criUcism of which we hear so often.
tion, at least for one year.
All sorts of maledictions will be hurled at those who antici- This time the New York trouble concerns Puerto Rican and The board na~ned a committee to
the request for a delay.
pate the ultimate iudgment and who say today what everybody
Italian gangs. In other words, they are in a race war, such as that study
Memphis~A Presbyterian layman’s
will say tomorrow. The Communists, by turning our flank at Litwhich has characterized New York life in recent years.
group says the Memphis Presbytery
tle Rock, would have made a deep and maybe a disastrous pene- This time, however, it is not the murder of a school teacher, showed "bad judgment" in meeting
in a Negro church, the only
tration of the American defense.
the suicide of a school teacher, or stabbings and racial fights at recently
one in the Presbytery.
dances, between whites and Negroes--which are now the tradeTh e Committee Of Presbyterian
But the collapse of the enemy trust, as seen in Gov. Faubus’
mark of happy New York life---but a.a gang war between Italian-Laymen For Sound Doctrine and Rereelection and the end of the Administration’s experiment in
sponsible Leadership said the action
forced integration, has been the surest sign in recent years thatAmericans and Puerto Ricans from Spanish Harlem.
"’will only make acute the feeling of
we have ramparts at the home front and men to mount them.
Not too long ago one of the Italian-Americans killed a Puerto bitterness in many churches over the
Rican, and bad blood exists between the two. This is a poor issue of integration."
Interestingly but not strangely, New England and the Southadvertisement for the United States, and when police recently "The Committee feels no good can
from such an incident; only
have combined to make this fight, much as they made the first
arrested fifteen boys who were armed with thirty panes of plate come
confnsion a n d further cleavage in
fight for American liberty in the Revolutionary War.
glass," which they were ready to hurl on the Puerto Ricans, it many congregations. This is evidemonstrated the type of warfare which is going on between denced by the fact a number of
It took a newspaper in New Hampshire, the Manchester Ungangs, races, and the happy elements in New York, generally churches voted not to send represenion Leader, to reduce to absurdity the posturizings of a Pulitzer
tatives to the meeting, others did so
speaking.
Prize Arkansas editor who came out for bayonet-point integration
reluctantly, and still others were not
However,
we
will
not
offer
a
forty-nine
cent
solution
to
at Central High School but who kept his own office segregated.
aware that the host church was a
solve this problem. We Americans are excellent at solving Negro church," the statement conAnd, my choice for the coolest and best "war" correspondence
everyone else’s bnsiness, and there are few people outside thetinued.

i

,/

Little Rock Deserves Monument
For Victory Over Communists

More New York Trouble

on the Little Rock battle comes from the New Bedford (Mass.)South who cannot solve the South’s racial problem ~ even
Standard-Times and their star reporter, Edward B. Simmons. In
though few people outside the South know anything about it.
a five-part series of articles, Mr. Simmons wraps up the Little We recall how indignant New Yorkers were recently when
Dear Editor:
Rock campaign xvith these points:
authorities at the State Capitol in Albany took steps to helpI had occasion to ride the bus the
improve the scandalous situation existing in New York’s schools,
other day, and saw one of tho~ "She
1. The Fallen Leaders: Practically all the headline personaliHasn’t Been Taught To Hate Yet"
some of which was caused by forced integration. The attitude
ties who led the wild charge on the Little Rock bastion are down
pesters. It was sponsored by "The
of many New Yc~rkers, and one leading New York newspaper, was
in the dust of defeat or oblivion. Attorney General Brownell and
Institute for American Democracy,"
that
up
in
Albany,
which
was
three
hundred
miles
away,
legisWhite House Aide Max Rabb are out of their federal posts.
concerning which I plan to inquire.
could not possibly be acquainted with the details of the It certainly sounds like an interesting
Mayor Woodrow Wilson Mann, of Little Rock, has movedlators
to
situation, or have enough first-hand knowledge to be able to group! One wonders how we ever
Denver. Judge Ronald Davies, who ordered integration "forthcould have been so deluded in the
correct the situation intelligently.
with," is replaced in the news by Judge Harry Lemley, who has
past as to think we had democracy
suspended integration to ease "racial tension and unrest."
Yet this newspaper, and most of the rest of them outside the without all these wonderful institutes
South, can constantly solve the South’s racial problem, even and foundations.
2. The Communist Line: Virtually every argument and strateSincerely,
though they are one thousand miles away, more or less, and it
B.F.
gy of the Little Rock attackers has been documented as a Comall seems to depend upon whose feet are being stepped on. As
Cincinnati, Ohio
munist tactic. For over 40 years the Communist platforms have
long as it is the other man’s feet, there seem to be no objections
called incessantly for "inflaming the Negro minority against thefrom the theorist in the pink clouds, which are so pretty at a
white" (1912) and for "the Negro liberation movement" behind the
distance.
"vanguard leadership of the Communist party" (1953). In 1954
(Reprinted from the Orangeburg, S. C. Times and Democrat) Dear Sir:
came the Supreme Court decision to intergrate schools, and in
I enjoy your newspaper very much,
1957 came the military occupation which always accompanies a
as it is my main contact with any
Communist coup.
group which has a sane understanding

Ohio

Minnesota

California

Dear Sir:
3. Sociology Above Law: Chief Justice Earl Warren in his
written decision on school segregation left the legal precedents Enclosed is $2 for a year’s subscription to your fine paper.
and reached for "modern authority" to show that segregation gave
glad to read some information
Negro children a hurtful sense of inferiority. He cited six booksforI aamchange
that doesn’t show the
to prove his point, books saturated with provable Communist
NAACP line. Next, the NAACP will
sympathy and propaganda.
be wanting to change the name of the
White House to the Black Palace.
4. The Police State: Communism exists nowhere except where
Sincerely,

forced upon the peop~le. "1"he honor of our country requires
federal intervention.., said the Communist political guide, Politi-

j. L. P.
Tulare, California

New York

Dear S/r:
We are certainly getting a bellyfull
of Negroes up here. With the help of
the politicians and the clergy, they
are making great strides. We can
either support them in jail or on welfare--they don’t care, just as long as
we support them. Keep up the good
work.
Your truly,
H. E. O’B.
Buffalo, N. Y.

of the threat of the Negro.
Fourth of July night here at
Powderhorn Park in Minneapolis, the
Negroes were out in considerable
strength watching the fireworks display, and many of the young Negroes
had white girls with them. I think
it is a crime against God and nature
for intemingling and intermarriage to
O~CUF.

Sincerely,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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MORE ON NEGRO MORALS
CHURCH BOARD ACTS
The stndy of the illegitimate birth
’The Official Board of the Haughrate among Negroes in Virginia, reton Methodist Church in Shreveport,
ported in last month’s edition of this
La. recently passed a resolution and
publication, has brought forth more
distributed copies of it to all Methodstatistics showing that the problem is
ist churches in the state. The resolunot confined to Virginia.
tion urges the state’s Methodist
TIlE AMERICAN VIE~A’POINT
In Pennsylvania, where Negroes
I churches to use "economic pressure"
constitute only 6 per cent of the
WITtl A SOUTtlERN ACCENT
’toprevent the Louisiana Conference
popnlation, 1957 figures show they
and individual preachers from adaccounted for more than 52 per cent
vocating integration of the races.
of the illegitimate births. During
The Haughton resolution was ap1957, there were 4777 white illegitiTELEVISION
proved unanimously after the annual
mate births recorded, as compared
Louisiana M e t h o d i s t Conference
ALABAMA
Tupelo---WTWV (TV) Channel 9,
with 5202 non-white (Negro) births
adopted a resolution last spring opSunday 2 p.m.
to unwed mothers.
Dothan---WTVY-TV
Channel
9,
Wedposing the closing of public schools
nesday
10
p.m.
In the metropolis of Philadelphia,
for any reason whatsoever. State
NORTH CAROLINA
85 per cent of t h ¯ illegitimate
segregation leaders interpreted the Fioreno~---WOWL-TV Channel 15,
Charlotte
~ WSOC-TV Channel 9,
births recorded were Ne~
resolution as favoring integration over Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Schedule not received.
Negro and only 662 white.
closing of the schools.
Montgomery ~ WCOV-TV Channel Raleigh---WRAL-TV Channel 5, SunState auditor general Charles C.
Harold Montgomery, chairman of
20, Sunday afternoon.
day 3:30 p.m.
Smith has accused Pennsylvania’s reHaughton’s Official Board, said the
lief officials of "being too free and
GEORGIA
way to stop i,,ntegration talk within
easy in relief payments to unwed
SOUTH CAROLINA
churches is to ’cut off the pay of ~,e Albany -- WALB-TV C h a n n e I 10,
mothers with large families."
clergy who advocate such nonsense
Charleston--WUSN-TV Channel ~,
Schedule not received
Smith’s investigators, checking oneI
Saturday afternoon.
Atlant~WAGA-TV Channel 5, Sun500-block district of Philadelphia, I
MINISTERS ’BRAINWASHED’
Greenville
~ WFRC-TV Channel 4,
day
12:30
p.m.
found 328 unwed mothers drawing
A Methodist layman from Miami
Schedule not received.
"The pronouncement of the con- Fla.,
relief checks for themselves and 985
told a church group in Mobile
LOUISIANA
illegitimate children. As many as clusion at which you have arrived Ala., that all too many ministers have Lafayette -- KLFY-TV Channel 10,
TENNESSEE
nine illegitimate children were found seems, in many circles, to be taboo," been "’brainwashed" into believing Sunday 3:45 p.m.
Johnson City~WJHL-TV Channel 11,
remarks a Washington reader.
in a single family.
that racial segregation is a sin.
Schedule not received.
In some cases, the practice was ex- cordingly, the very fact that ~’ou have Miami businessman A. H. McGreg- New Orleans ~WJMR-TV Channels
12 and 20, Snnday 6 p.m.
tended to the .second generation, with fearlessly stated the conclusion is or called on laymen of the church to
VIRGINIA
unwed daughters of unwed mothers something for which you deserve high oppose racial integration.
MISSISSIPPI
commendation."
Hampton-Norfolk WVEC-TV Chandrawing pregnancy relief benefits.
The book is available from the colColumbus -- WCBI-TV Channel 4, nel 15,
One 40-year.ofd unmarried
NO BARRIERS FOR BEANTOWN
Saturday afternoun.
Friday 5:45 p.m.
woman has 14 children, nine of lege at $4, postpaid.
At Boston, the 14th biennial meet- Jackson -- WLBT (TV) Channel 3,
whom are now on relief. The
Bichmond’~WTVB
(TV} Channel 6,
ing of the General Council of Congre- Sunday 4 p.m.
others were too old, having passed NEWSMAN SEES THE LIGHT
Monday 6:30 p.m.
gational
Christian
Churches
has
unanthe age of 18. Smith’s investigator
Columnist Ralph W. Page of the
Jackson- WJTV (TV) Channel 12, Roanoke ~ WSLS-TV Channel 10,
reported "She was receiving $189 Philadelphia Bulletin has joined the imously adopted a resolution criticiz-,
Sunday 11:15 p.m.
Schedule not received.
ing
Judge
Lemley’s
decision
suspenda month in relief, even though the
ever-increasing ranks of Northern ing forced mixing at Little Rock.
father of six of the children is living
newsmen who are finally beginning The resolution, introduced by Rev.
RADIO
with her."
to realize the difference between facts John F. McClelland of Silver Springs,
"This man, although not on relief, and left-wing propaganda.
Starkville---WSSO (1230 kc.) SaturALABAMA
Md., and seconded by Rev. Charles
was contributing only $5 a week to
day 6:45 a.m.
In a recent column, Page wrote Walker, minister of the First Congre- Dothan---WDIG (1450 kc.) Wednesthe expenses of the household," the "It is time to recognize that the gational Church in Little Rock, "de- day 6:15 p.m.
Tupelo---WELO (1490 kc.) Sunday
investigator reports. "We objected to answer is that this law against seg- plores" the Lemley decision.
Evergree~WBLO (1470 kc.) Sun- 12:30 p.m.
the low contribution of the father. regation cannot be enforced where
"The General Council of the
Tupelo--WTUP (1380 kc.) Sunday
day 2 p.m.
But instead of cutting the grant, the public opinion is so unanimously
Congregational Christian Churches
8:15 a.m.
Department of Public Assistance in- against it. It is hard to see how
ARKANSAS
has repeatedly declared itself for a
Yazoo City ~ WAZF (1230 kc.)
creased it by $49 a month (to a total United States troops could be used
society without barriers based on Benton---KBBA (690 kc.) Thursday
Thursday 12:30 p.m.
of $2,38 monthly) because the wmn- to compel white children to go to
race, color or religious affiliation,
7:35 a.m.
an’s last chikl, born in Febrnary, had a school they didn’t want to, or to
and
has
pledged
itself
and
called
NORTH CAROLINA
nut been reported."
prevent a community closing a
upon its members and member Helena~KFFA (1360 kc.) Monday Concord~WEGO (1410 kc.) Friday
"ln addition, the wmnan’s para- school ordered to integrate."
9
p.m.
groups to work for a non-segregat5:30 p.m.
mour, blaming his inability to work
Page adds, "’The Negro certainly ed church in a non-segregated comDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Lexington---WBUY (1440 kc.) ~Vedregxdarly on an ulcer, was given a re- won’t be able to shoot his way into munity."
Washington are~WFAX (1220 kc.)
nesday 7 p.m.
lief grant of $20 a month so he can white schools -- nor ride in piggySunday 12:30 p.m.
actively seek work."
New
Beru~WHIT (1450 kc.) Saberback on a United States Marshal."
ASK MIXING AT DUKE
(Editor’s note--This is only one
day 6:15 p,m.
FLORIDA
The
Western
North
Carolina
of a number of equally-shneking
Methodist conference has gone on Crestview~WJSB (1050 kc.) Wed- Sanford~WEYE (1290 kc.) Saturcases reported by Pennsylvania au- ¯ . . AND MORE LIGHTI
day 12:45 p.m.
An attorney for the American Jew- record as favoring admission of n.esday 8:45 a.m.
ditor Smith. It appears that the
racket of using public funds to ish Congress, Joseph Robison, told Negroes to the Divinity school of all- Kissimmee ~ WRWB (1220 kc.)
SOUTH CAROLINA
subsidize immorality has been per- the 15th annual Race Relations In- white Duke University.
Schedule not received.
Belton--WHPB (13,90 kc.) Sunday
Meeting
at
Lake
Junaluska,
N.
stitute
at
Fisk
University
in
Nashfected to a fine art in Penmyl12:15 p.m.
ville, Tenn., that "segregationists may C., the conference passed the resoluGEORGIA
vania.)
by a vote of 91 to 40. It urges
Meantime, the latest figures re- be able to nullify the Supreme Court’s tion
Atlanta--WAGA
(590
kc.)
Schedule
Bennettsville---WBSC
(1550 kc.) Saturday 5:45 p.m.
leased in Mississippi show a remark- school integration ruling if they keep admission to Dnke of "properly qualinot received,
fied
persons
without
regard
to
race."
able similarity with those reported in up their present successful fight for
(13.~ kc.) SunAtlanta--WYZE (1480 kc.) Snnda Charleston--WCSC
delay."
day 10:15 p.m.
Virginia.
7
p.m.
PREACHERS ’LACK HEART’
Mississippi reports that 21.5 per
Greenville ~ WMUU ( 1260 kc.)
A Pennsylvania minister has told Cordele--WMJM (14,90 kc.) Schedcent of the Negro births recorded for AIM AT MIXED HOUSING
Schedule not received.
ule not received.
the last year in which figures were
The Urban League of Greater New the general assembly of the newlyGreer~WCKI (1300 kc.) Sunday 1
available were illegitimate. This rep- York, according to a New York World formed United Presbyterian Church Monrne--WMRE (1490 kc.) Saturp.m.
day 12:30 p.m.
resents a total of 7497 children bern Telegram news item, is now turning in the U.S.A. that Protestant churches
to unwed Negro mothers. Virginia into the enforcement agency to in- are predominantly segregated "be- Winder~WIMO (1300 kc.) Monday Laurens---WLBG (860 kc.) Sunday
1:05 p.m.
last month reported a Negro illegiti- tegrate housing areas of the city, after cause too many of us have lacked the
10:45 a.m.
and the will and the fire in our
Sumter~WSSC (12~ kc.) Saturday
macy rate of 23.1 per cent.
gettin~ the Sharkey-Brown-Isaacs law heart
bones to break the patterns that haw
LOUISIANA
4:45 p.m.
White illegitimate births in Missis- passe~.
sippi numbered only 294, or 1.1 per
A directory has been compiled by so long do~ninated our culture."
Bogalnsa--WHXY (920 kc.) Sunday
TENNESSEE
cent. In Virginia, the white illegiti- the League listing 93 apartment de- Rev. H. B. Sissel of Roslyn, Pa.,
11:30 a.m.
macy rate was 2.3 per cent.
velopments. All are covered by the told delegates that g5 per cent of the Homer~KYHL (1320 kc.) Sunday Lexington---WDXL ( 1490 kc.) Friday 6:15 p.m.
Sharkey-Brown-lsaacs law which pro- nation’s 4760 Presbyterian churches
1 p.m.
hibits discrimination in sale or rental are racially segregated, due to patMcMinnville--WBMC
(.960 kc.) SatBOOK DRAWS PRAISE
Houma~KCIL (1490 kc.) Sunday
of residential segregation.
urday 12:45 p.m.
A book by Dr. Audrey M. Shney, of virtually all housing in the city. terns
5:15
p.m.
Sissel,
associated
secretary
of
the
The Urban League is encouraging
professor of psychology and chairman
~ WKBG (1600 kc.) Sunday
department of social educa- Jonesvflle---KLEC (1480 kc.) Sun- Milan
of t h a t department at Randolph- minority groups to seek housing in church’s
3 p.m.
tion
and
action,
offers
this
solution:
day
8:45
a.m.
the
segregated
white
communities
and
Macon Woman’s College in Lynch"The only way these churches Opelousas---KSLO (1230 kc.) Friday Mudreesbero ~ WGNS (14,5(I kc.)
burg, Va., has drawn praise from romises assistance in the event of can
Sunday 9 p.m.
desegregate is to import
ifficulty.
8:30 p.m.
many readers.
Negroes
from
outside
the
bounds
of
Dr. Shuey’s book, "The Testing of
TEXAS
their geographical parish or~and
MISSISSIPPI
Negro Intelligence," reviews several MUST LABEL BLOOD
this is more realistic--to change ~he Aberdeen--WMPA (1240 kc.) Friday Brownsville--KBOR (1600 kc.) Tueshundred studies made by psycholoA law in Louisiana, which became
day 8 p.m.
pattern of their com5:30 p.m.
gists over a period of years, and con- effective July 30, says blood plasma residential
munity
to
a
desegregated
one."
Carthage--KGAS
(1590 kc.) ,Sunday
eludes that there is a domonstrable shipped into Louisiana must be laBrook, haven ~ WJMB (1340 kc.)
12:45 p.m.
difference in the mental capabilities beled according to race.
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
Center~KDET (930 kc.) Saturday
of whites and Negroes.
William Shaw, lawyer for the joint ARREST SPURS RIOT
Canton--WDOB (1370 kc.) Trots5:15 p.m.
"’It took real courage to appraise legislative segregation committee, re- A mob of rioting Negroes, shouting day 10 a.m.
rted while the measure was up "Little Rock, Little Rock," battled
the evidence with calm obiectivity,"
Edinburg~KURV (710 kc.) Sunday
Columbia~WCJU
(1450
kc.)
Monone reader comments. "You doubtcommittee action that the Ameri- police in St. Louis County, Mo., for
10 p.m.
less will be assailed by many.’"
can Red Cross labeled blood accord- more than an hour after an officer day 7:45 a.m.
Gainesville---KGAF
( 1580 kc.) SunA Northerner writes, "It is an ing to race before 1951, but dis- arrested a 17-year-old Negro youth Columbus--WACR ( 10.50 kc.) Friday 5:15 p.m.
day 12 noon.
important study which had to be
continued the policy because of pres- for a traffic violation.
The surly Negro mob threw bricks COrinth---WCRR (1330 kc.) Sunday Junction--KMBL (1450 kc.) Sunday
made sooner or later. As unpleas- sure from the NAACP.
9:15 p.m.
ant as your conclusions are, I am
The new law does not apply in and stones at police cars. Seven of
1 p.m.
afraid that they as~ correct. Most disaster areas or in individual cases the rioters were arrested after four Greenwood ~ WGRM (1240 kc.)
Kermit~KERB (~)0 kc.) Saturday
5 p.m.
of us have been determined to be- where doctors decide an emergency carloads of police reinforcements arMonday 9:05 p.m.
rived to quell the demonstration.
lieve otherwise."
exists.
Kilgore--KOCA
( 1240 kc.) Thursday
A patrolman says he stopped a car Grenada---WNAG ( 1400 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
driven by a Negro youth, and arrested the Negro for careless driving. Indianola--WNLA (1380 kc.) Sun- Pasadena---KRCT (t~50 kc.) Sunday
4:.30 p.m.
When he ordered the youth out of
day 1 p.m.
the car for a routine search, the Jaekson--WJDX (620 kc.) Saturday Post ~ KRWS (1370 kc.) Monday
1:30 p.m.
Negro "came out fighting" and others
12:45 p.m.
poured out of nearby saloons a n d
Ten’ell ~ KTER (1570 kc.) Monday
Kose/nsko--~NKOZ
(13.50
kc.)
SunCitizens’ Councils
6:.30 p.m.
homes.
day 12 noon.
1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
The riot took place after midnight
Tyler~KTBB (600 kc.) Sunday 5:4.5
p.m.
at Mecham Park, near suburban Kirk- Lau~I---WAML (1340) kc.) ThursPlease enter my subscription to the Citizens’
day 6:45 p.m.
wood, Mo.
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
VIRGINIA
Leland-Greenville ~ WESY (1580
[] For One Year ............................................ $2.110
kc.) Schedule not received.
Charlottesville ~ WCHV ( 1260 ke.)
(Please Print)
Iamisville--WLSM (1270 kc.) Satur- Sunday 7:45 p.m.
day 12:45 p.m.
Falls Church ~ WFAX (1220 ke.)
Name .............................................................
McComb.--WAPF (980 kc.) Saturday
Dear Sir:
Schedule not received
We surely have a terrible race
8 a.rn.
Nodolk--WLOW (1400 kc.) SchedAddress .....................
problem here. People are afraid to go Natehez~WMIS (1240 kc.) Sunday
ule not received.
out on the streets at night. It’s hard
3 p.m.
Richmond--WMBG (1380 kc.) SunCity.
to tell what the situation is leading Newton---WBKN Tuesday 11:45 a.m.
day 10 p.m.
I
up to.
Oxford---WSUH (1420 kc.) Sunday Rmmok¢---WRIS (1410 kc.) Sunday
State
I
0:30 p.m.
~Y,
O. B. G.
,~mth Bmtem--WHI~ (1400 ke.)
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Sunday 5:45 p,m.
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What They Say About Dixie .....

Brainwashed Southerners
Fall For ’Liberal’ Bait,
Then Claim ’Persecution’
(Reprinted by special permission, from the Jackson, Miss., Daily News)

Georgia

Florida

Dear Editor:
We should all do all we can to
fight Comnmnism and the NAACP. I
am mailing the iiteratt:re you sent to
other~.
God made the white race, and l’m
sure the majority of the people do
not wish to see it disappear. By the
grace of God, it will not.
It’s time we all wake up and stand
up to be counted. Now is the time
to let our voices be heard. It’s time
to fight for the freedom and liberty
that is ours. We should all do what
we can today, for tomorrow may be
too late.
Best wishes,
.Mrs. J. H. P.
Ashburn, Georgia

Dear Sir:
Yonr paper is tops and improves
with every edition. Best of lnck.
Sincerely,
C. L. C.
Miami, Florida

Missouri

Delaware

about boll weevils, pellagra, and the
pitiful state of education in Dixie.
ABOUT THE AUTHORmDon Whelpley who believes in "’firing a ConThus fired, they poured out in all
federate salvo now and then ~ to keep the ~ warm," is a Chief Warrant
directions to "help" ," or at least spread
Officer attached to the Naval Air Station h~ Atlanta. He spends his spare time
Dear Sir:
the word and fire up others.
free-lance writing looking forward to August 1959 when he retire~ and hopes,
Enclosed is :ny $’2 for a renewal of
with hi~ wife and two suns to settle in a ~nall Southern town--"that hara’t
Then, riding the crest of the wave,
my subscription.
been taken over by career complainers, i~ such is possible."
came
such
writers
as
Erskine
Caldwell
A career Navy man, he hitched on in 1937. was released to ~oin the
I look forward to each issue with
and Tennessee Williams to portray
Chinese Air ForceVoionteer Group (Flying Tigers), and served as meteorologizt
great interest, and hope you contim:e
until the group disbanded in 1942. He returned to Navy ~ervice as a carder
for the masses strange doings in the
with even greater success.
weather officer. After the war he became a profeHional photographer in Brunsland of cotton. Tobacco Road rewick. Ga. but reioined the Navy in 1947.
Yours truly,
laced Peachtree Street as the main
R. A. P.
rag of the South, and Jeerer Lester
By DON WHELPLEY
North Plains, Oregon
to break and the air is charged with was accepted as the corrected version
Now. to start off this story we’ll thinly veiled violence? That the place of the Southern gentleman.
tell you what we’re told to believe and the people are in an advanced
But in spite of the increasing popuabout Dixie--the way it is described state of rot? That marriageable young larity of South-sniping, the motion
on television; the way free-wheellng ladies sleep in cribs and suck their picture industry tread lightly on the
boys grind it out on clattering type- thumbs?
Dear Editor:
subiect, probably with an eye on the Dear Sir:
writers to keep from hearing the wails
Never before has the nation been box office.
As race proble:ns continue to inMy subscription will be expiring
of another switchblade knife victim blanketed with so much Dixiana---of Somebody even slipped up and let soon, and I am enclosing a check. crease in the North, people will come
on the busy street of New York.
the uncomplimentary kind--by the out the reasonably pro-South "Gone Please use the balance as a donation to realize that the solution cannut be
I live deep in the heart of Dixie, press, theatre, and television, and With The Wind", much to the chagrin for the canse. Your articles are most found in court orders. And onr probdown in the poor, backward South- never have there been so many ex- of the professional liberals. Salt was effective.
lems here are mounting daily.
land. And every Northern school boy perts on the South. Travel the land ground into their wounds when it
Sincerely yours,
Sincerely,
knows what that means.
and listen to waitresses, cab drivers, turned out ~o be an all-time record
F.W.
G. A. C.
Here, behind the Magnolia Curtain, high school students. All are articu- money maker. Even today, they are
Springfield, Missouri
Wilmington, Delaware
lurks the spineless Southern male, the late, and unanimous in their condem- frantically searching for a movie to
sickly simpering belle, the conniving nation of our cultural wilderness. To top that one, and a book to nudge out angle to denote towering bn:tishness
CAN’T SEE FOREST?
old lady with delusions of lynching the uninitiated the South must, in- Miss Mitchell’s best seller as "the
--with their mouths open, as if spewWe are told that Southern schools
deed, seem foreboding.
rope.
American novel".
ing racist venom.
are so far hehind the national average
In fact, so strong is the medicine
Here, too, is where passions flare to
’PROBLEM’ PICTURES
They knexv that nothing, nothing, that au ade¢,luate education isn’t posthe discordant chorus of bullfrogs and of the communications-media witch
Not until after World War II did
right in the South. If it wash t sible for rc~l moppets. Eve~bodv
the baleful baying of bloodhounds, doctors that even we who live here Hollywood directors bog down into was
flood or a drought, then it was a knows that. Certainly the edt(cato(s
while steaming mists swirl in from the need to circulate among our neigh- the mire of the Southern-type ’prob- a
renewed invasion of insects.
have for years ~’ranked enough inubit]u.itous swamp, or the studio fog bets now and then for reassnrance lem’ picture. Representative of their
tangibles into their e~otic fornmlas
When
the
Klan
wasn’t
marching,
that
they
aren’t
a
nightmarish
lot
of
machine.
new efforts was the incongruons cast- then some bigot had kicked a "nigras" prove the point.
Who, in this country, or the world odd-balls.
ing of a luscious, very Anglo-Saxon, dog. Nu incident was too small to
That bein~ the case, then
It hasn’t always been this way, young starlet as a Negress.
for’ that matter, doesn’t know all
escape the typesetter.
tough to understand how the backabout the Southland? That an omi- though. Those over thirty-five years
Tastefully dressed, impeccably coil
So effective has been the propa- ward ~ys from Dixie, in eompetin~
nous electrical storm is always about of age can remember a time when AI lured, and speaking the patois of the ganda that Southerners (inch:ring with their eontempora~es from all
Jolson belted out his songs of a Dixie Brown Derby and Romanoffs, she the educated) are grammatically inthe states, have, for ~ear after year,
worth going back to and when a mawked through a tear-jerking two
that even those sympathetic to managed to uphold their end a[ the
Southern accent wasn’t considered a hours of film fighting discrimination ept,
the section have swallowed the bait. service academies by bein~ well repremark of ignorance. There was even with dignity.
In a recent issue of a large national sented amon~ the top graduates.
a day when it was generally conceded
And, strangely enough, the discrim- magazine there appeared one of those
Funny thinR, but so ofteu I see
advlt
Georgians
wore
shoes.
ination
was
by
virtue
of
the
color
of
(Continued from Page 1)
When the wave of so-called liberal- her skin (!). Little wonder a whole "’true, unbiased re.ports on the Sonth". where some prodnct of Southern
has nmde the ~rade as cabinet
facilities of American education."
ism rolled out of the storm-tossed de- raft of new converts to the "Dixie It was, indeed, about as t,nbiased as schools
officer, co~oration president, statescome these days.
Williams quotes an analysis
press/on years of the thirties, it en- is for the birds" school of thought left they
l~lowever, the attthor, in recmmting man, scientist.
USNSA made recently "by one of golfed the country and changed the theaters shaking their heads.
Too bad they don’t realize their
an interview with a Carolina lawyer,
America’s f o r e m o s t anthorities on trend of thought of millions. The
Until the post-war years, news used a quote something like this: early education rendered them uncommunism, J. B. Matthews."
Communist Party reached its peak of magazines
remained relatively obiecthere’s mebbe two, three of ~pmlified for the jobs they hold.
MaP, hews summarizes his analysis power, conservatism and colonialism tive in their approach to goings on "~,Vell,
them places round heah." Overlooked! Graduates of my own small-tuwn
necame
dirty
words,
and
the
Southern
as follows: "Having read the minthe region. Of course, Messrs. was the fact that a few paragraphs North Carolina school include an
states drew the attention of the na- in
utes, resolutions, issues of the NaBilbo and Gene Taimadge had always earlier the author had described the eminent author and a top newscaster.
tion.
First
there
was
pity,
then
ire,
tional Student News, b o o k I e t s,
been good for a little editorializing, man as having been educated at How did they make it, considering
brochures, and sundry other decu- as the social workers spread below the but by and large, the man in the Washington and Lee University, Col- the "pitiful" training received?
Mason-Dixon
Line,
and
clucked
out
ments published by the United
mnbia and the University of North l The average Son~emer realizes
street was treated as normal.
their horrified revelations.
States National Student Association
Carolina. In addition he had taught] what is being done to him and to his
Then,
under
the
clever
leadership
WHOLE
NEW
PICTURE
during the past 10 years, I wish to
English at the University of Pitts- region; quietly he allows the prattlof
a
principal
periodical
in
the
field,
People
read
that
the
magnolia
trees
state that I have reached the foling, whimpe~ng crusaders to go on
burgh and Georgia Tech[
the
attack
began.
While
lesser
publidripped
blood
instead
of
honey,
and
lowing conclusions:
and on as the maladjusted seek
cations grew more flamboyant and
IS IT TRUE?
.
lynched
bodies
swung
from
every
"(1) That the policies and pro- pine. White-columned m a n si o n s irresponsible in’their slanting of news
Is it true what they say about jell their philosophies to match the
gram of the USNSA embrace the
~ey saw in last night’s movie
crumbled into dust. Overnight, the of the South, the leading newsmaga- Dixie? As I have said, the medicine plot
on deah Dixie.
imlmrtant lines of the Communist
they
brew
is
potent.
A
strong
conzine
remained
subtle.
Party insofar as these touch upon Southern gentleman vanished. In his
~LLOW T~AVELE~S
place stood the beefy bigot, with
So subtle, in fact, that longtime stitution and a keen perception is
questions involved in student life
needed to resist it. Many a native
However, there are always a few in
blaeksnake
whip
poisedover
the
poor
subscribers
failed
to
recognize
the
and activity on the campuses of "kneegrow".
bias. Still, these same readers knew Confederate has sipped the magic eve~ crowd who flock ~hind any
American colleges and universities;
The Negro was no longer the hap- that all public figures of the area potion, to stagger dazedly around rnler in shining a~or, whatever mute
and
py, possum-eating darkie who hum- were "fat", "paunchy," "sly," ’’bald- mnmbling abont the sad state of he travels. This b~ngs ns to a handful of natives and longtime residents
"(2) That the adult leaders, med his spirituals on the banks of the ing,’" or "old," and were "rabble affairs in Dixie.
speakers, and advisers of the Swanee. He was now a depressed rousers". They understood p o o r
Northerners transferred south ten ensnarled by the plots found on celluUSNSA represent a high degree of
dignified, and destined -- all rolled grammar was universally spoken be- years before their parroting of the old loid and slick paper. Jaz~d up by
left-wlng and pro-Communist ininto one---symbol of America’s new- low the Mason-Dixon, that the gov- cliches fades to a hoarse squawk. the opium, these ~ys mount ~eir
filtration of the organization."
found social conscience. He was de- ernor of Georgia should be called Then they realize with a start that charger to erect a paradise on the
Matthews cites "leftist orientation" termined to break the chains of bond- "Hummon," and elections we re they couldn’t be chased away, but sandy ~aeh of subtle smear so dear
of USNSA speakers and directors, age that held him in his unpainted normally held under a ’’blistering sun, until that time, the amazing sitnations to their ear.
Havin~ belched, the pa~ots and
and points out that the organization ;hack.
while lazy" hound dogs dozed in the that evolve are both maddening and intellectual
peacocks then s t r u t
"holds that a teacher should not be
Grim young sociology students were shade of a chinquapin tree, and red- ludicrous.
fired from his professorship in a col- dismayed to learn three-fourths of the necked crackers spat tobacco iuice: Take, for instance, the refugee around the vineyard basking in the
sunshine of praise from the pens of
lege or university just because he is Negro population remained
from Nebraska’s corn fields who, the original poison peddlers. Awaitthe into the red dust".
a member of the Communist Party." South, even seventy years in
while
cruising
out
of
Atlanta
on
a
after
SLANTED PHOTOGRAPHS
inR applause, they’re shocked to see
FULL-TIME COMRADES
emancipation, because they w e r e
They saw photographs of politi- beautiful super-highway, t h r o u g h
Stating that it is impossible to be forced to. They were taught, too, all cians~carefully taken from a low wooded countryside, complained bit- their fellow citizens ~er with fishy
a part-time Communist, Matthews
terly not only of Georgia’s terrible eyes at them from the other side of
~ree.
continues: "The position of the
roads, but of the barren land as well! a magnolia
Healizin~ somethin~ has gone aw~
USNSA with respect to Communist
Or the Chicagoan---probably the these deplumed peacocks can’t stand
professors also overlooks the fact that
laziest man I’ve known--reclining, the figure they see in cracked mi~ors
Communism is intrinsic and unmitifeet on desk, in his office chair. Day and through ~ear-stained eyes they
ated evil, as evil as bank robbery,
after day his stock comment was, shouL "per~cution, per~eution."
idnaping, or dope peddling. The
"Chee, I’m slowing down since I Who sip~d ~e ~ison brew?
employment of a Communist profesI came South with all these rebels."
Our home~own h~hond~ac
sor by a college or university is as
The Alabama farm boy who had car- stretches out beneath the shade tree
indefensible on moral grounds as the
An Episcopal laymen’s group has country has the fight to decide for tied him in his job for nearly a year and sleeps off his "intellee~al" han~employment of a bank robber, a kid- organized in North Carolina to resist himself and speak for himself on would glance at him, but say nothing.
nailer or a narcotics peddler on a attempts by church authorities to racial, political, social, economic, and Or the young matron decrying over.
Awaking be hears a familiar Sonthcollege or university facnlty."
spread the doctrine of racial integra- legal philosophies, but no man has those "peculiar Southern voices" in a cm drawl asking:
Matthews states that USNSA is also tion.
the right to use the Church, its or- King’s-English-murdering B r o o k I y n "Whafs the matter, son, yo’ scissors
opposed to loyalty oaths, and to the
The group is called "’Concerned ganization, its funds, or its facilities accent, thick enough to be hacksawed. ain’t sha~ enough to cut the world
listing of subversive organizations by Churchmen."
It was organized last to promote any such philosophy."
A few minutes later she told her to fit the new ~attem you saw in the
the Attorney General. The group spring, and has now offered "a pro"We are concerned about the Tennessee hostess Sonthern women movies and in those slick fie~on magfeels that professors suspected of be- gram to advance the beliefs and prin- acts
and pronouncements elr some were the world’s worst housekeepers. azines?"
ing Communists shonld be permitted ciples of Concerned Churchmen, and churchmen in falsely substituUng The living room she sat in could not
~us another chicken will come
to hide behind the Fifth Amendment, to resist the organized and Church- the physical association of men for
have been better kept.
home to roost.
and demands that students must h~ve f i n a n c e d drive of integrationists the spiritual brotherhood of man in
access to Comnmnist literature and
the Church to promote physiJesus Christ," the statement of prinbe permitted to hear Communist within
cal mixing of the races."
ciples adds. "We believe that the
speakers, on the grounds of "academic
Chairman of the new organization races of msa, having been created
freedom and the seareh for truth."
is James Webb Cheshire of Hillsborn, by Cod, are favored in the sight of
According to Matthews, the "search N. C., whose father, the late Joseph
for truth" might better begin inside Blount C h e s h i r e, was Episcopal not seek to destroy by physical asthe USNSA, which often claims to bishop of North Carolina. Treasurer sociation and amalgamation that
s Phillip N. Alexander of Charlotte, which Cod has created.~
cS~e~ak
one million
students.
"These
ms,’f,.or
he writes,
"are
merely
the ~LC.
While the organization is composed
effects of bureaucratic intoxication--primarily of laymen, it has the
the vain imagination of a small group sued a 7-1mint statement of prinport of a number of clergymen. ~ne
of leftist students who occupy for a
ciples, saying in part that "th e group’s immediate goal is to block
brief moment their little offices."
Church has no prerogative to speak formation of inter-racial discussion
But oh, what that little group is with authority nor to bind or atgroups or "human relations councils"
trying to
tempt to persuade its members with in individual parishes, as urged by the
respect to aay particular racial,
last diocesan convention.
political, social, economic, or legal
Bishop Edwin Penick and several
conventiom have held that racial segtinues, "that every free man in a bee rega.tton k
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Supreme Court Eyed By Critics
Southern The Divine Right Of Kings State Chief Justices Charge
High Court Lacks Restraint
Leaders
In Bold Grab For More Power
HAVE
Aroused
SPOkeN!

The Supreme Court’s latest attempt
at legal ak’hemy--the transformation
of left-wing sociology into "the law of
the land" with a wave of a judicial
wand--has met with the unanimous
condemnation of Southern leaders.
"The court has set the stage for a
national tragedy," said Senator Richard B. Russell of Georgia. "’In their
determination to enforce integration,
they apparently have no consideration
for the damage done the cause of edncation."
MAY DESTROY SCHOOLS
"The destruction of the system of
public education for beth race,s, built
with great effort and sacrifice by the
white people of the Southern states,
appears to be of little consequence to
these men if they can only take a
handfid of Negro children ot, t of the
modern school provided for them by
state funds and force them upon some
’2(X)0 pupils in a school for white children where they are not wanted,"
Russell added.
Charging that the Supreme Court
"accepts the arguments of the
NAACP as their supreme law,
rather than the constitution," Bussell continueS: "The White South
will not surrender to the dictates of
the NAACP merely because this
organization is able to use the present Supreme Court as its mouthpiece and the powers of the attorney general of the United States
as its tool. Never before in our history has a small, private organzafinn exerted the control over important functions of our Federal
government that the NAACP exerts
today."
Alabama’s superintendent of
schools, Austin R. Meadows, put it
this way: "You can have education or
integration, but you can’t have beth
in the South."
State senator W. M. Bainach of
Louisiana said "The people of the
South can onlyprepare to resist, with
every legal and political weapon at
our command."
REDS WIN AGAIN
Governor George Bell Timmerman
Jr., of South Carolina called the latest
ruling "another victory for the Communists."
"It has been evident for some
time," Timmerman said, "that the
members of the U. S. Supreme Court
have been suffering from an acute
attack of imperialism and will not
w)hmtarily relinquish the authority
uncnnstitutionally arrogated by them."
"’There will be no integration in
Virginia," said Governor J. Lindsay
Almond. "If Federal troops are sent
to enforce integration~,they will patrol
empty school houses.
Curbs on the couWs power will
be speeded by the decision, Senator
James Eastland of Mississippi believes. "The ruling has hastened
the day when these usurpers will
find that the American people will
not accept the thesis that nine
mortal men can become a perpetual
constitutional convention, amending
the document, repealing it at will,
and ignoring it at will until they
become the irresponsible overlords
and masters of the destinies of l~5million people."
"’The decision was not based on
logic or law," said Justice M. T.
Phelps of the Arizona Supreme Court.
"I honestly view the Supreme Court
with its p~:esent membership and predilectiuns a greater danger to our
democratic form of government and
the American way of life than all
forces aligned against us outside our
boundaries."
A Mississippi circuit iudge, Tom
Brady of Brnokhaven, described the
decision as "’the fruition of Communist obiectives long pursued in this
cmmtry, proving the powerful inflnence of the organized Communistfrnnt groups."
MR. JUSTICE MYRDAL
B~dy, author of the book "Black
Monday," added, "it establishes the
adamant determination on the part of
the Supreme Court’s social planners
(See LEADERS, p. 4)

THE sUPREME couRT

State supreme court chief justices:
from all parts of the nation have
voted resoundingly to censure the U.
S. Supreme Court for usurping states’
rights and being lacking in judicial
restraint.
The Conference of Chief Justices
:in Pasadena, Calif., voted 36 to 8 in
favor of a 31-page report bristling
with criticism of the high court.
DRAFTED BY YANKEES
The 7500-word report was drawn
up by 10 chief iustices from widelyseparated states, including New York,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Maryland and Oregun.
Without mentioning the segregation issue by name, the report blasted the high tribunal for "assuming
legislative powers" in cases involving the Fourteenth Amendment,
which the court has used as the
basis for its integration decisions.
The docnment says, in part:
"’We believe that strong state and
local governments are essential to the
effective functioning of the American
system of federal government; that
they shouht not be sacrificed needlessly to leveling, and sometimes deadenins uniformity; and that in the interest of active citizen participatiun in
self-government -- the foundation of
our democracy--they should be sustained and strengthened.
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South’s Schools Still Not Mixing,
Despite Court Orders and NAACP
(As this issue goes to press, high
schools in Little Rock, Ark., and in
some Virginia communities have
been closed, rather than submit to
race-mixing court edicts. Plans for
private school systems and TV
classrooms are being drafted. But
fast-breaking developments m a k e
it imposs~le to carry a comprehensive report on the Little Rock and
Virginia situations.)
A spot-check of Southern schools
shows nearly all districts holding the
line against race-mixinl~ this fail.
Even in Kentucky, hailed by
"liberals" for bewing to NAACP demands, reports are that integration
has almost reached a standstill. Only
a negligible amount of new integration is seen this fall, with 94 of the
state’s 9.15 school districts .practicing
some degree of mixing. About onefourth of Kentucky’s Negro students
are enrolled in schools in mixed districts.
Only two integrated districts are
reported in Tennessee.
MIXING MINIMIZED
And South-wide~ the most optimistic of the mixers reports can find
only 777 school districts out of more
than 30~ where any mixing has
taken place. Most of these districts
are in such "berder" states as Missouri, Oklahoma, Maryland and Dela-

ware.
One Arkansas school was vohintarily re-segregated this fall, when 13
Negroes stayed away from classes at
the Van Buren, Ark., high school. A
large number of the school’s white
students picketed the building for several days at the beginning of the term
but the Negroes failed to show up.
REALISTIC APPROACH
A newly-formed Negro organization in Greensbero, N. C., is planning
a private night school for Negroes,
with the realistic aim of reducing the
colored illiteracy rate.
The Mutual Association of American Negroes is planning the facility,
aimed at helping beginners and illiterates get a high school education
in four years. First classes will be
in reading, writing, arithmetic, personal hygiene and citizenship.
The MAAN’s founder and executive secretary, Negro Samuel S.
Thomas, has been criticized by Chicago Negro agitators, who called him
an "Uncle Thomas" (Uncle Tom with
a college degree), but he says, "the
raising of the status of Negroes is the
only way we can obtain recognition
in the human family." Thomas adds,
"It is an established custom of Northern Negroes to browbeat, bludgeon,
smear and ridicule any Negro who
wants to improve the status of his
race through intra-racial endeavor."

lqational Fraternity
Says’ Iqo’ To Mixers
A national college social fraterniD" The integration question was prehas decided to remain open to whites cipitated by action taken by student
governments at several Northern and
only.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, at its Midwestern colleges. These groups
annual convention in Houston, Tex., have ordered fraternities and sororities
voted to c o n t i n u e its "selectivity I to either admit Negroes or be banned
from the campus. Most fraternities
clause," which limits memberships to
especially those with strong Southern
white Christian males.
chapters, have ignored the ultimatum,
Officials say the decision cli’without ill effects.
maxed a year-long study of the
Meantime, the National Methodist
feasibilRy of racial integration. The
1Student Commission met at DePauw
vote to remain an all-white urganization is regarded as a victory for
Universi~ at Greencastle, Ind., and
voted to commend fraternities and sothe Central Mississippi Alumni Asrorities which have eliminated segresociation, which instructed its delegation requirements.
gate to the convention to work
(Editor’s Not~--When I was in
against any move to allow racecollege, those who couldn’t get into
mixing.
fraternities s o u g h t compensatory
The Central Mississippi ATO
outlets by working in sttch groups
alumni said that if integration had
as the NMSC, which miss few opbeen allowed, they would have returned their charter and withdrawn
from the organization.

GRAB FOR POWER
"~,Ve are now concerned specifically
with the effect of judicial decisions
upon the relations between the federal
government and the state governments. Here we think that the overall tendency of decisions of the Supreme Court over the last 25 years or
more has been to press the extension
of federal power and to press it
rapidly.
"There have been, of course, and
still are very considerable differences
within the court on these matters, and
there has been quite recently a growing recognition of the fact that our
government is still a federal government and that the historic line which
exl~rience seems to justify between
matters primarily of national concern
and matters primarily of local concern
should not be hastily or lightly obliterated. A numher of justices have
repeatedly demonstrated their awareness of probletns of federalism and
their re~ognition that federalism is’
still a living part of our system of
government...
"We believe that, in the fields
with which we are concerned and
as to which we feel entitled to
speak, the Supreme Court too often
has tended to adopt the role of
policy maker without proper iudicial restraint. We feel this is particularly the case in both of the
great fields we have discnssed-namely, the extent and extension of
the federal power, and the supervision of state action by the Supreme Court by virtue of the Fourteenth Amendment.
"In the light of the immense power
of the Supreme Court and its practical non-reviewability in most instances, no more important obligation
i rests upon it, in our view, than that
of careful moderation in the exercise
of its policy-making role.
LEGISLATIVE FUNCTION
"We are not alone in our view that
the court, in many eases arising under
the Fourteenth Amendment, has assumed what seems to us primarily
legislative powers. See Judge LearnedHand on the Bill of Rights. (Hand
said the Court’s transformation into
"a third legislative chamber" was "a
tatent usurpation" of Governmental
power. He specifically cited the lg54
school segregation decision as an example.--Ed.)
’~VCe do not believe that either the
framers of the original Constitution or
the possibly somewhat less g i f t e d
draftsmen of the Fourteenth Amendment ever contemplated that the Supreme Court would, or should, have
the almost unlimited policy-making
powers which it now exercises.
"It is strange, indeed, to reflect
that, under a Constitution which
provides for a system of checks and
er between National and ~tate governments, one branch of one SOY-

ernment -- the Supreme Court -should attain the immense and, in
many respects, d o m i n a n t power
which it now wields.
"We helieve that the great principle
of distribution of powers among the
various branches of government and
between levels of government has vitality, today and is the crncial base o~
our democracy. We further believe
that in constrning and applying the
Constitution and laws made in pursuance thereof, this principle of the
division uf power based upon whether
a matter is primarily of national or o~
local cuncern should not be lost sight
of or ignurcd ... The principle is
as worthy uf our consideration today
as it was of the consideration of the
~reat men who met in 1787 to establish our Nation as a Nation.
"It has long been an American
boast that we have a government
of laws and not of men. We believe that any study of recent decisions of the Supreme Court will
raise at least considerable doubt
as to the validity of that boast.
"We find first that in cunstitutional
cases, nnalliFIlOUS decisions art, comparative rarities and that multiple
npinions, coucnrring or dissenting, are
commnn occurrences.

CAN’T AGREE
"’We find next that divisions in result on a 5-to-4 basis are quite freqneot. "We find further that, on some
nccasions, a majority of the court
cannot be mustered in support of any
one opinion and that the result of a
given ease may come from the divergent views of individual justices who
happen to unite on one outcome or
the other of the case before the
court ...
"’... It seems strange that, under a
i constitutional doctrine which requires
all others to recognize the Supreme
Court’s rulings on constitutional 9ues, tions as binding adjudications ot the
!Constitution, the Court itself has so
frequently overturned its own decisions thereon, after the lapse of periods varying from 1 to 7,5, or even
9.5 years ...
"The Constitution expressly sets up
its own procedures for amendment,
slow or cumhersome though they may
he. If reasonable ce’rtainty and stability do not attach to a written Constitution, is it a Constitution or is it a
sham?
"These frequent differences and
occasional overrnlings of prior decisions in constitutional cases cause
us grave concern as to whether individnal views as to what is wise or
desirable do not unconsciously override a more dispassionate consideration of what is or is not constitutionaily warranted . . .
"’It is nur earnest hope which we
resepetfully express, that that great
court exercise to the fidl its power
of judicial self-restraint by adhering firmly to its tremendous, strictly
judicial powers and by eschewing, so
far as pussible, the exercise of essentially legislative powers when it is
called upon to decide questions involving the validity of state action,
whether it deems such action wise or
unwise."

WON’T WAIT FOR CONGRESS
The ten chief justices declare,
moreover, that at times the Supreme
Court justices seem to "’manifest an
impatience with the slow working of
our federal system" and an unwillingness to .wait for Congress "to make
clear its intention to exercise the
powers conferred upon it by the Constitution."
The report says also that the Supreme Court seems to be impatient
with the "slow processes of amending
the Constitution which that instrument provides," and that it should
be adhering to "the limitations of
judicial power," instead of "merely
giving effect to what it may deem
desirable."
Miss Mississippi has now been
crowned Miss America of l~;g.
Back home, the betting odds are
that the U. S. Supreme Court will
reverse this decision before Thanlmgiving.
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By Richard Burrow, Jr.
Althm,gh two Tennes~’e communities have Ix~en forced by harsh Fed’eral injnncUons into accepting SOmc
race-mixing in their public schools,
not one school board has voluntarily
ordered integration.. This is becanse
the Ix~ople of Tennes.~e are steadlastly opposed to intermarriage of the
races, and they realize that the first
step on the rn~’td to destructive amalgamation is classroom integration.
Nashville--Both the Negro plaintiffs and the Nashville city school
board have filed notices of appeal
from a "stair-step" desegregation plan
approved by the U. S. District Court.
School lxn~rd attorney Ret~.r Boult
says the U. S. Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati will he asked
to review the entire rec,ord of the
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Membership Drive Now
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case.

This, he i~’fints ()tit, inclut’k~s the
question of w h e t h e r Tennessee’s
school preference law, passtxl by the
1957 legislature, is constitutional.
Union City ~ Congressman Rul~.rt
A (Fats) Everctt {I).-Tenn.) recently
wired cun~ratnlations to Governor Orval Faubns of Arkansas. "We Southerners in Washingtnn are elated over
your splendid victory," Everett said.
"I extend my heartiest congratnlations."
CITIZENS~ COLINCIL~ ..TACKSON~ HISS

With All Illogical Haste

Court Upholds
Segregation At
Memphis State U.

The Mississippi Councils have iust concluded a series of semi(From the Jackson, Miss., Daily News)
annual meetings of local officers in each of the six congressional
The U. S. Supreme Court’s "Futile Friday" decision injected Memphis State University will condistricts in the state. The primary purpose of the meetings was
nothing significant into the integration-segregation issue except totinue to operate this year on au allto make plans for each of the local Councils to start its 1959make perfectly clear the bull-headed hody believes race-mixing
white basis.
Federal district judge Marion S.
membership drive during September.
is more important than education.
Boyd denied an NAACP request for a
The ruling did, however, spell out the meaning of thecou~ urder admitting eight Negro s~tExperience has shown that the period from the opening of
phrase "all deliberate speed" to mean proceed with uncalculateddents tu the school. The NAACP atschool through Thanksgiving is the best time of year for a con-haste into the laboratory of social experimentation and to helltnrneys wanted a l)erulanellt injnucti(m against the Tennessee state board
certed campaign to renew old memberships and conduct a housewith common sense---let her explode!
education, which voted to contim..
to-house canvass for new members. The space devoted by the In denying the right of a U. S. District Federal Judge to of
desegregation
at Memphis State.
news media to inter-racial incidents and disturbances at the opentermine on a district level the speed at which integration may be
NO INJURY SilOWN
ing of school will naturally focus attention on the issue, and concarried ont, the Supreme Court, in effect, overruled itself in its But Judge Boyd w.uhl not we.
sequently, membership committees will find a more receptive
~’t a hearing date on the NAACP reoriginal decision.
interest than at other periods when preoccupation with personal Its May 17, 1954, decision left to the discretion of districtqucst. "The court istft sldisfied that
it ch.arly at)pears from the complai.t
affairs is more pronounced. For those Councils in the great farmiudges the right to determine the speed of implementing integrathat imme(tiate and irreparahh, inju~’
ing areas, where the heartbeat of the movement really is, this is
has Ix.en caused the plaintiffs," he
tion. This was the authority used by Judge Harry Lemley in
the harvest Ume, the one period of the year when most everyone
said.
seeking a delay at Little Rock. But the Supreme Court apparently
The judge said the defense should
will have $5 for his 1959 dues.
struck out the provision allowing even local federal courts to
he given ample time to prepare its
exercise any jurisdiction.
ease ~fore a hearing date is set.
As has been stated on many occasions, the strength of the
VIOLENCE ~ARED
entire movement springs from the local Councils, not from state Sure, there was wishful thinking throughout the nation that The NAACP
cuufl action followed
the
court
would
arrive
at
its
senses
and
retreat
from
the
illegal
associations. The backbone of each local Council is the character,
hy one week a decision by the Tennessee state ~)ard of edncation to dediligence and devotion to duty of its officers and directors. "law" it enacted four year.s ago.
lay integratiun at Memphis State for
(Enacting laws is a function of Congress).
at least one year. The tmard voted
There are problems connected with this movement that are Hope sprang that Warren and Co. would listen to the hint
the delay after MSU president Jack
purely organizational problems, and have nothing to do with the
’Smith warned that violem’e wuuld refrom President Eisenhower that race mixers were moving too
issues for which we work.
sult
any atteinpt at mixin~ the
fast. Hope sprang that the justices would pay some attentionraces
to frum
this fall.
the rebuke given them by a great majorit.v of the state supremeThe eight Negro shtdents had alYour state association can do, and is doing, everything within
court justices convention.
ready taken--and passed~Memphis
its means to provide coordination and direction. It has published
This hoping was but a waste of energy. The SupremeState’s entrance exams.
this newspaper, accepted as the responsible voice of the entire
Court has gone on a spree of government fratricide llke a
movement, for 3 years without a single interruption. It has put
drunken tank driver out to crush up the town.
the Councils on radio and television from one end of the South
Poll Forsees Violence
to the other. It has provided specialized skills in many vital areas Here one arm of the government--the judiciary--is supposedof the conflict, such as youth work, ladies’ activities, special re-:
ly determined to fraternize little white and Negro boys and girls If
at Mixing Forced In South
bayonet point, and by so doing the Supreme Court is moving
search, publications, speakers bureaus, administration, and plain
A special sorvey of 13 Suuthern
unvarnished hard work.
swiftly to commit fratricide of a sovereign state.
conducted by pollster George
The Supreme Court is going to be an accessory before the states,
Gallup, reveals that 62 per cent
All of this will help each Local Council’s membership drive,
fact of putting citizen against citizen, causing violence and bloodSoutberners believe violence wouhl
in that it demonstrates concrete results.
result frnm any court-ordered inteshed--perhaps death.
gration of public sch~mls.
The
Supreme
Court
may
hide
behind
the
thin
guise
it
is
acting
But it is up to the local officers to do one all important
In the five "Deep South" states-Alabama, Georgia, I_xmisiana. Missisthing. It is their responsibility to organize the committees toto help a Negro child obtain an education. The Negro children
sippi and South Carolina--more than
at Little Rock have the opportunity for equal education at their
knock on doors and collect the dues.
80 |~-r cent predicted violence in the
own schools.
wake of forced race mixing.
Your state association is iust as strong as the sum total of the
Nothing new of import came from the latest kingly utterance Gallup concludes that "riots and
local Councils, and not one bit stronger.
of His Lordship Warren. The issue still dangles: Who operates a bloodshed" would be due to "’a
public school--Uncle Sam’s political court or a legally constituteddeep-set resentment to the idea of
We have seen in the past 4 years about every conceivable
mixed schools."
degree of success in local organizations. Most Councils have heldlocal school board?
For the 13-state area, Gallup’s pollfairly steady in their membership rolls. Some have lost members. It is within the realm of possibility the crisis will become sosters found 75 per cent nf the peophopI~)sing sch(ml integration, with only
Some have become more or less inactive as organized groups. A
intense at Little Rock that Central High School will be closed for
14 per cent in favor. In the five
substantial number have steadily increased their membership
this term.
"Deep South" states, citizens were
and effectiveness in the cause.
Although a pitiful shame because of the stupidity of thosevirtnally l~l per cent against
responsible,
closing a school for a year is not a fatal sacrifice mixing with "only a negligible fi:w"
What accounts for this difference? It is a direct reflection of
favoring integrated schools.
if it will prevent a half century of bloodshed and bickering and
the variation in diligence of the local officers.
hate and strife.
The first mark of the highly successful Councils is that their
Annual Report Issued
With squadrons of Wyatt Earps poking around the classrooms
directors or executive committee meet regularly. Most of them
the children might as well be home looking at television. At least The Association of Citizens" Counmeet once a month. In this way, problems that appear large can
they will get a laugh every now and then.
cils of Mississippi has issued its 4th
be dealt with systematically and piecemeal. Above all, regular
annual report. Cupies have
business meetings will keep your leadership alert and attentive
mailed tu all Mississippi Council mem~, but if yuu failed to receive your
to their responsibilities.
copy, one may }~ obtained by writing
There is no reason why the 1959 membership should not A $50,000 Freedom Fund is the[ "It is an incuntestable fat4 that the
t~ Citizens’ (~)nncil, 2(~ West Market St., (;reenw~al, Miss.
exceed all other years in every county.
goal of a campaign now being con-ICommunists started and are cxmtinu-

New Orleans Council Starts Fund Drive
ducted by the Citizens" Council off ing the integration struggle." he adds,

In the beginning, your membership went along largely on
"’and those who embraoe the integraGreater New Orleans.
faith, as would necessarily be the case with any brand-new organi-Executive director Jack Ricau says Communist
tion causes
are either
sympathizers,
or Communists
innocent
zation.
the money is needed to conduct direct
mail campaigns, present TV programs,

Now, you can show them concrete results--and what results!
and for other organizational work.

Let’s every one of our local officers and directors get together "The Citizens" Council has made
rapid strides," Rican points out, "but
this month and plan our 1959 membership campaign. Your memit is going to take several years of debers and your elected state and district leaders are looking to you
termined work to crush the Comfor this indispensable need which you, and only you, can fill. munist conspiracy."

tools of the Communist philosophy."
Named to head the drive to raise
the $,50,000 Freedorn Fund was
Martin M. Gurtler !1, New Orleans
contractor. All 10 area chapters. I
Iw hich compose the Greater New Orleans Council will participate in the

In his Farewell Address George
Washington said, "’If, in the opinion
of the ~-ople, the distribution nr modification of the constitutional ~wers
~, in any particular wrong, let it
corrected by an amendment, in the
way which the ~nstitufion designates. Bot let there ~ no change by
usu~afion; for though this, in one
imtaoce, ~ the instrument of g~l,
it is the customaw wea~n by which
~r~ govem~a~ a~ des~oyed.~
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of their failure to welcome Negroes as
next-door neighbors.
Commission chairman Charles Abrams laments that some Negroes have
already left highly skilled jobs in up-;
state New York and others are discouraged from accepting employment
with industries in the area because of
what Abrams calls "’prejudice against
Negro tenants and home buyers."

TRANSIT INJUNCTION REFUSED
Federal District Judge Ben Dawkins has refused to order Shreveport,
La., city officials and the Shreveport
Transit Co. to integrate public transportation facilities¯
Judge Dawkins reje¢.ted an NAACP
demand for forced mixing, and said it
was up to the Negroes to prove that
a local transit seating ordinance giving
drivers the right to direct .seating of
passengers on city buses was being
nn~onstitutionally applied¯
"All too often, Federal courts
have rushed in with injunctiom
where angels fear to tread," Judge
Dawkins stated. "Courts often aggravate the situation by issuing injunctions like a small boy with a
pile of gravel."
Yhe judge said he would dismiss the
suit entirely if the NAACP and the
Negro plaintiffs fail to submit proof
of the ordinance’s unconstitutional
usage within a six-month period.
AUSSIES HAVE PBOBLEM
An Austrailian aborigine who tried
to move his wife and four children
from a shack in the swamp into a
white community has lost his fight.
A group of 26 residents of Nambucca Heads, a coastal resort town in
New South Wales, signed a petition
protesting the sale of a house in the
town to aborigine Gregg Davis. Two
days later, one of the signers of the
petition bought the house himself.
Church leaders and the AboriginalAustralian Fellowship deplored the
petition, according to Reuters news
agency.
ALASKA--SHO’ °NUF
A wholesale migration of Negroes
to Alaska may be touched off by the
report of an ex-Chicago Negro teacher, Willa Ewing, who told Chicago
friemls "If there is a racial paradise
on this planet, Alaska is it.’"
She reports there is no residential
segregatiun, no school segregation,
Negroes freely use all public accommodations and recreatiunal facilities,
and there is no discrimination in emplnyment.
She adds that Fairbanks Negroes
furmed an NAACP branch in 1955
"just because we didn’t have anything
else to do." Indians aml Eskimos, plus
half-breeds, contribute to the "healthy
racial climate," she reports.
(Editor’s note--Could these faetots also be contn’buting to the
slow population growth of the 41Rh
state?
PLANNED CHAOS
Millionaire Arkansas industrialist
Winthrop Rockefeller told the National Urban League convention in Omaha this month that "I am dedicated to
the welfare of the state, which is
larlzer and will last longer than any
individual."
Rockefeller, a member of the
League’s board of trostees, said the
nation must m o v e a h e a d with
"phmned progress against racial dis-i
crimination in all areas--schools, emloyment, health, housing, the pro-I
essions, and opportunities."
Despite his race-mixing passion,
Rockefeller heads the Arkansas Industrial Development Commission, a
state agency attempting to secure new
industries for the state.
In his speech, Rockefeller condeded
tha! "the claim of segregationists that
integration in .~.homs will mean a
lowering of educational standards is
true in many instances." But his dedicatinn to "the welfare of the state"
apparently permits him to overlook
this serious tactur.

p

... WILD BLACK YONDER
Negro airmen stationed in Newfoundland are complaining about
alleged "discrimination" against them¯
The Negroes at Harmon Air Force
Base allege that they aren’t served
promptly or courteously at some base
dining and recreation centers; that
white airmen have threatened to boycott local merchants catering to
Negroes; that some night dubs refuse to admit Negroes; and that some
white bids have been fired for associating with Negroes.
The base commander, Col. Leon

MORE FUZZY THEOLOGY
A Vanderbilt University theologian
told a iaymen’s cotfference at Collegeville, Penn., that the racial issue is
"primarily a Protestant problem". He
emphasized his theory by stating that
segregation is strongest in the "Biblebelt" region where Protestantism is
also strongest.
Dr. R. L. Shinn said "To the extent
that the churches of the South represent a cultural religion, they are likely
to support segregation. To the extent
that they bring a Christian judgement
upon culturabreligion, they protest
the ininstice of segregation".
Bell, warned that he would "take a
propriate action" if he found t~e
charges troe.

FROM OUT IN LEFT FIELD
Americans for Democratic Action
are pushing activities which stress integration efforts by students. The ofNO SENSE, NO DOLLARS
ficial program manual of the ADA’s
Negro merchants in Cleveland,
junior group, Students for Democratic
Ohio, are wishing that white businessAction, urges students to demonstrate
men hadn’t gone so far in welcoming
their indignation toward continued
Negro delegates to the recent NAACP
segregation in athletic events.
convention.
Left-wing students are urged to
Cleveland’s Negro newspaper, the
check all campus athletic schedules,
"Call-Post," complained that nearly
to see if any of the opponents’ teams
all the NAACP delegates and their
are segregated. If so, the manual
families lived in white hotels, ate in
says, efforts are to he made immedwhite restaurants, a n d patronized
iately to have the events cancelled.
white business firms.
The students are told that a good
"It ~cms to be only logical," the
publicity campaign and lots of orpaper says, "that an organization dediganizing may be needed to pressure
cated to the advancement of the
school administrations into adopting,
Negro shm,ld drop a few eggs into
policies of never participating in athlethe baskets of the people who work
tic contests against segregated schools.
hard each year to collect the member- :
The manual continues: "Ahhough
ships that make the convention posmany Northern students are shocked
sible."
at the evils of racial segregation in
Commented the Christian Science
the South, they have done little in
Monitor:
protest against it. Don’t forget that
"Throughout the week-long conven- ’
there may be other groups who can
tion, speakers warned that integration
of help to you. Having the faculis not without its price.
, student government or important
"They mentioned the continuing
student organizations on your side
risks of violence and the legal battles
will add greatly to your influence.
still to come.
Among the faculty you may f i n d
"They did not mention dollars.
"But merchants and hotel keepers, ,members of ~e ,depa .rt~n, ents of,s,oci~oin Negro areas were quick to sense [IO.~. or p~co.omgy mat .w.oum ne
the pinch in their pocketbooks, while I wi!,li_n,ng to aOv~,se you on strategy..
NAACP delegates svent $350 000 in I "~ here are a~so many organizations
’
in the community that can aid you.
downtown Cleveland."
~_
Be sure to take advantage of the resources of such groups as the NAACP
MIXERS MOOCH MONEY
the American Civil Liberties Union,
The Chicago Urban League is havthe Anti-Defamation League, and
ing trouble raising its record-high
church, labor or civic organizations
budget of $205,750 to spread raceworking in the field of civil rights."
mixing propaganda in the Chicago
area for the next year.
The League ha., recroited a team
RELIGION A LA NAACP
of 14 businessmen from six leading
A Congregationalist Church mission
firms in the area to help i~ the fundis presenting a life story of Christ to
raising drive.
Africans, in which Jesus is depicted
James C. Worthy, vice president of
as a Negro, rather than a white man.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., is chairman of
Missionary Hugh Hubbard explains
the league’s financial council. Brief- "The white man has been the chief
ing his new workers, he said:
offender in the past two centuries in
"Race relations is the most pressing
subjugating peoples and nations that
problem in America today and the
are now struggling to be free. Any
Chicago Urban League represents the
representation of Christ as a white
best approach to solving the problem."
man is automatically reiected by these
people because they associate Him
REDS, ANONYMOUS
with their colonial masters."
Virginia leaders of the NAACP
Meantime, in Metric England, a
have admitted in Federal Court that
TV network presented a modem-day
nobody wants it known that they’re
Passion Play, in which Christ was
affiliated with the Red-tainted organirtzayed as a 20th Century juvenilezation.
inqnent type, complete with long
The NAACP filed suit in Federal
sideburns, a black-leather i a c k e t,
Court in Richmond, Va., asking that
tight-fitting blue jeans, and motorthe state be prohibited from demandcycle boots.
ing the group’s membership lists and
And not to be outdone, a church
other records.
in Manchester, England now features
NAACP leaders, in a brief field in
music with a rock-’n-roll beat. A horsupport of the action, whiningly comrified observer reports: "Feet tapped
plain that "the mere threat of being
and worshippers swayed to the hot
interrogated is calculated to deter
strains of religious music set to jazz
citizens from joining or supporting the
tempo. Besides the regular choir and
~
plaintiff.
organ, there was a trap drummer, two
The NAACP lost a similar suit two
guitarists, and a torrid fiddle, swingyears ago in the State Supreme Court.
ing the hymns of the Church of England. Psalm 150 was knocked out in
foxtrot tempo, and the Gloria and
NEIGHBORLY NEW YORK
The tax-supported New York State
Creed moved along at a boogie beat."
Commission Against Dig~imination
Explained the minister, "If the
~
complains that "bigoted residents of
church is to he kept alive, it must
upstate New York are depriving inkeep up with the times. I am quite
dustries of key Negro workers because
certa/n that God is much more pleased
when everybody joins in the music."
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THE AMERICAN VIEWPOINT"
WITH A SOUTIIERN ACCENT

TELEVISION
ALABAMA
Dothan---WTVY-TV Channel 9, Wednesday 10 p.m.
Florenco---WOWL-TV Channel 15,
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Montgomery -- WCOV-TV Channel
20, Sunday afternoon.

LOUISIANA
Lafayette ~ KLFY-TV Channel 10,
Sunday 3:45 p.m.
New Orleans ~ WIMR-TV Channels
12 and 20, Sunday 6 p.m.

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus ~ WCRI-TV Channel 4,
Friday 5:45 p.m.

Jackson- WLBT (TV) Channel 3,
Sunday 4 p.m.
Jackson- WITV (’IV) Channel 12,
Sunday 11:15 p.m.
TupeI~WTWV (TV) Channel 9,
Sunday 2 p.m.

TENNESSEE
Johnson City~WJHL-’rv Channel 11,
Schedule not received.

VIRGINIA
llampton-Nodolk WVEC-’I~V Channel 15, Saturday afternoon.
Richmond~WTVR (TV) Channel 6,
Monday 0:30 p.m.

RADIO
ALABAMA
Dotha~WDIG (1450 kc.) Wednesday 6:15 p.m.
Evergreen--WBLO (1470 kc.) Sunday 2 p.m.

ARKANSAS
Benton--KBBA (690 kc.) Thursday
7:35 a.m.
Helena---KFFA (1360 kc.) Monday
9 p.m.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington area~WFAX (1220 kc.)
Sunday 12:30 p.m.

FLORIDA
Crestview~WJSB (1050 kc.) Wednesday 8:45 a.m.
Kissimmee ~ WRWB ~1220 kc.)
Schedule not reoeived.

GEORGIA
Atlanta~WAGA (590 kc.) Schedule
not received.
Atlanta~WYZE (148) kc.) Sunday]
7 p.m.
COrdele--WMJM (14,90 kc.~ Schedule not received.
DalIon--WRCD (1430) kc.) Saturday 7 a.m.
Mouroe---WMRE (14.90 kc.) Saturday 12:30 p.m.
Winder~WlMO (1300 kc.) Monday
10:45 a.m.

LOUISIANA
Bogalnsa--WHXY (920 kc.) Sunday
11:30 a.m.
Homer~gYHL (1320 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
Hotmm----KCIL (1490 kc.) Snnday
5:15 p.m.
Jon~vill~KLEC (1480 kc.) Sunday 8:45 a.m.
Ol~lonsas---KSLO ~1230 kc.) Friday
6:30 p.m.

MISSISSIPPI
Abordeen---WMPA (1240 kc.) Friday
5:30 p.m.
Brnoldmven ~ WJMB (1340 kc.)
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
Canton---WDOB (1370 kc.) Thursday 10 a.m.
Columbi~---WCJU (1450 kc.) Monday 7:45 a.m.

Starkville~WSSO (1230 kc.) Saturday 6:45 a.m.
Tupelo---WELO (14~ kc.) Sunday
12:30 p.m.
Tupelo---WTUP (1380 kc.) Sunday
8:15 a.m.
Yazoo City ~ WAZF (1230 kc.)
Thursday 12:30 p.m.

NORTH CAROLINA
Conco~WEGO (1410 kc.) F~day
5:30 p.m.
~xingto~WBUY ( 1440 kc.) ~Vednesday 7 p.m.
New Be~WltlT (1450 kc.) Sahtrday 6:15 p.m.
Sanford--WEYE (12~ kc.) Saturday 12:45 p.m.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Belto~WIIPB (13~}0 kc.) Sunday
12:15 p.m.
~nnettsvill~WBSC (1550 kc.) Satnrday 5:45 p.m.
Chadesto~WCSC (1390 kc.) Sunday 10:15 p.m.
Greenville -- WMUU (12~ kc.)
Schedule not received.
Greer~WCKI (13~ kc.) Sunday 1
p.m.
Lauren~WLBG (860 kc.) Sunday
1:05 p.m.
Orangeburg--WDIX (!150 kc.) Saturday 7 p.m.
SumIer--WSSC (12~ kc.). Saturday
4:45 p.m.

TENNESSEE
~x~gtu~WDXL (14~ kc.) Friday 6:15 p.m.
McMinnvilI~WBMC (~ kc.) Saturday 12:45 p.m.
Milan -- WKBG (1~) kc.) Sunday
3 p.m.
Mudrees~ro -- WGNS (1450 kc.)
Sunday 9 p.m.

TEXAS
B~wmvill~KBOR (1~ kc.) Tuesday 8 p.m.
Ca~hag~KGAS (15~ kc.) ~nday
12:45 p.m.
Edinburg--KURV (710 kc.) Sunny
10 p.m.
G~ilI~KGAF (1580 kc.) Sunday 5:15 p.m.

Jun~io~KMBL (1450 kc.) Sunday
Columbm---WACR (1050 kc.) Fri9:15 p.m.
day 12 noon.
Ke~it~KERB (~ kc.) Satur~y
FUres~WMAG (8~0 kc.) Sunday
7:15 a.m.
~lgor~K~A (1240 kc.) Thursday
Greenwood ~ WGRM ( 1240 kc.)
1 p.m.
Monday 9:05 p.m.
Pmde~KR~ (~50 kc.) Sunday
Greuada~WNAG (1400 kc.) Sunday
4:~ p.m.
%05 p.m.
ITerrelI~KTER (1571"1 kc.) Monday
~: ................
NEGRO VOTING URGED
day 1 p ¯ "
Methodist Bishop G. Bromley Ox. I Tyler--KTBB (6(}0 kc.) Sunday 5:45
.,
~
JadLson---WJDX ({}20 kc.~ ~aturday
p.m.
nam told a Methodist convocation on
12:45 p.m.
[
evangelism in Washington recently
I
Citizens’ Councils
VIRGINIA
that "any politician who cooperates
Koseinsk~WKOZ (1350 kc.) Sun1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Ivlississippi
with the forces that seek to den~, the
day 12 noon.
~1
Charlottesville ~ WCHV (1260 kc.)
Negro the vote is a subversive.
Sunday 7:45 p.m.
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens"
(1340) kc.) Thurs(Editor’s note--Oxn~m may be Laurel--WAML
day 6:45 p.m.
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:I
Falls
Church ~ WFAX (1220 kc.)
considered somewhat o[ an authorSchedule not received
Lon~vflle--WLSM (1270 kc.) Satur$2.00 i
{-~ For One Year ........................
it,/ on subversion. Aeeording to
day 12:45 p.m.
Gioncester--WDDY (1420 kc.) Sun(Please Print)
"Communism and the NAACP,"
day 12:45 p.m.
published by the Georgia CommisMcComb---WAPF (980 kc.) Saturday
Name .....................................................................
don
on
Education,
Oxuam
was
id8
a.m.
Nodolk~WLOW
(1400 kc.) SchedI
entified in sworn testimony as havNatchez~WMIS (1240 kc.) Sunday
ule not received.
Address ...................................................................
I
ing no I ¯ s s than 36 connections
3 p.m.
Richmond~WMBG (1380 kc.) SnnI
w i t h Communist or CommunistNewton--WBICN Tuesday 11:45 a.m.
day 10 p.m.
city ............................................................... I
front gnmp~)
Oxford~WSUH (1420 kc.} Sunday
Roanoke---WRIS (1410 kc.) Sunday
Oxnam continued, "The preacher
State .. _
I p.m.
{}:30 p.m.
who pledges himself to follow C’hr/st
and then ~ silent in the presence
Philadelphia -- WHOC (1400 kc.)
South lknton--WHLF (1400 kc.)
Sunday 9-:45 p.m.
Sunday 5:45 p.m.
of segregation betrays his Lord."

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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THE CITIZENS" COUNCIL

Roy Harris Named To Head
Citizens" Councils Of America
More than 100 delegates from 10
states, a,t the annual meeting of the
Citizens Councils of A m e r i c a in
Montgomery, Ala., Aug. 15 and 16,
elected Boy V. Harris of Augusta,
Ga., president of the southwide association. Harris is president of the
States" Bights Council of Georgia. He
succeeds state Senator W. M. Bainach of Homer, Louisiana, who has
headed the national organization for
the past two years.
In his keynote address, Harris pointed to the expression of public opinion
at the ballot box as the final determinant of public policy.
B. B. Patterson, Executive Secretary of the Mississippi Councils, was
re-elected secretary of the Citizens’
Councils of America.
tiom in each of the states represented were heard. The reports generally reflected a definite turn in
the tide of public opinion favorable
to state sovereignty and continued
~ separation of the races.
A new group was welcomed to the
convention, the newly organized Association of Citizens" Councils of Virginia, beaded by president Manning
Gasch of McLean.

LEADERS~
(Continued from page 1)
to pedorm functions granted solely to
the Congress."
g
"It is not only a prophecy," Bnuly
said, "but ¯ warning which simply
stated is: That if these ~nsticm are

The delegates saw a special screening of T V films programmed by
"Citizens’ Council Forum," the television and radio service of the Council movement. Members of Congress
appear on the series of interview-type
programs, currentlyscheduled
throughout the South.
Problems arising from the pressures of left-wing actionist groups

courageously nullify the uncon~tutional decision and restrict the
field of operations of the U. S.
Supreme Court, it will proceed to
make our Constitution noth~mg but
bast another serap of paper.
Brady predicted "The leadership of
the Southern states will now unite
completely. The Supreme Court of
the United States wil]find out it cannot tyrannize 40-million dedicated
Southerners who are devoted to a
cause that is righteous and just, and
that Warren and his star chamber
comrades cannot destroy us."
A sampling of opinion in the Southern press revealed an almost uniform
denunciation of the high ~ribunal.

were discmsod, such as the illegal

use of troops to enforce mixing of
the races, the campaign to subvert
our constitutional form of goverument~ the necessity of s~ong organization to cope with these leftwing pressures, and the need for
legal funds, such as the Freedom
Fund for Clinton (Tenn.).
Several resolutions expressing
views of the meeting were presente~
by Judge W. B. Hughes of Dallas
Vex.
General sentiment among the delegates was that tremendous strides have
been made by the Citizens’ Council
movement in the past four years, and
that increased organizational activity
is accomplishing its objectives.
Council leaders feel a successful
program has been put into effect
which will result in complete victory.

Nation’s Press Sees Danger
Posed By Runaway Court
The nation’s press is gradually beinning to realize that recent Supreme
ourt decisions can affect beth North
and South.
"A constitutional crisis of major
proportions is shaping up for America," writes nationally-syndicated columnist David Lawrence. "It involves
far more than the issue of attendance
in mixed schools. It involves the
broader question of whether the
Supreme Court of the United States
may suddenly declare that ’equal protection of the laws’ nnder the Fourteenth Amendment requires uniformity
throughout the Nation on all laws
affecting citizens generally."
Lawreuce points out that under
this theory, the Supreme Court
could force all states to adopt the
same laws on taxation, divorce.
labor relations, licensing and myria¢[
other functions. "While such action
may not be imminent," he writes,
"the stark fact is that the Supreme
Court has set itself up as having the
right to disregard at any moment
all legal precedents of the past and
to rule on what it believes to be
racially or psychologically desirable."
- ’’Tnday the slogan of the court, in
effect, is that the end justifies the
means." But Lawrence points out that
while the Supreme Court may restrain
a state, negatively, from operating
segregated schools, it cannot compel
a, I~ate to operate integrated schools,
or any schools at all.
. If this were not the case, Lawrence
concludes; "If States have lost their
power to refrain from taking affirmative action on their own, and if their
legislatures or subdivisions of government are subiect to compulsion to pass
laws or issue diplomas under Federal
court orders, then the constitutional
crisis ahead could result in the complete abolition of state governments
and the emergence of the Federal
judiciary as the supreme legislative ~
well as iudicial power in the country.

t

DECISION ISN’T LAW
The Wall Street Journal concedes
editorially that lawmakers "may inscribe laws on the books, but they
become law only when they are
recognized as iust and proper by the
vast majority of the people who must
live under them."
"For that reason," the Journal says,
"the Snpreme Court decision, whatever its "legal standing or even whatever its probity, cannot instantly make
law in the deeper and truer meaning
of that word . . . Here is a situation
where legal logic must give way to
wisdom about human affairs. What
must be avoided at all costs is a headon collision between unyielding forces.
The tragedy of Little Rock must not
be repeated."
The Washington burean chief of
the Chicago Daily News, Edwin
Lahey, writes that the Supreme
Court’s chief weapon-the *’theory of
inevitability’--is rnnning into trouble.
The theory, often voiced by so*called
*’moderates," is along this line: "Intee~rat,stiOn
is coming
sooner or later, so
get started
now."
ANOTHER EXPERIMENT
Lahey says this theory is now "up
against a stone wall in the diehard
South." Pointing to a recent decision
by Federal Judge Sterling Hutcheson
of Richmond, Va., who granted Prince
Edward County a 7-year integration
~delav, Lahey notes that in interpreting
deliberate speed," the judge pointed
out that it took the people of the
United States 14 years to learn of the
failure of prohibition.

"It is hard to ¯void the inference
here that a federal judge is literally
telling the United States that the
1954 anti-segregation decision is as
perishable as the 18th Amendment," Lahey writes. "It is an open
invitation for other Southern judges
of the federal courts to grant stays
of enforcement until a new Supreme
Court can see ’the error of its ways’."
President Eisenhower’s expressed
hope for "slower" integration brought
this comment from David Lawrence:
"President Eisenhower reflected the
uneasiness of the whole country on
the school integration problem when
he said to his press conference that he
may have told friends recently in personal conversation that he wished the
courts wonld proceed more slowly
with their enforcement orders."
"The real. b ! u n d e r," Lawrence
notes, "was written into the pages of
history by the Supreme Court in its
1954 decision when it frankly
abandoned all pretense of deciding
the question of desegregation on the
basis of legal rulings of the past and
introduced an ’intangible factor’---sociology-by declaring that ’separate
educational facilities are inherently
unequal.’ It isn’t the function of the
Supreme Court to do this."
COUBT LOSES PRESTIGE
A decline in public respect for the
Supreme Court is noted by the Washington, D. C., Evening Star. "The
prestige of the court has suffered," it
writes. "It no longer speaks with an
authority which derives from full
public confidence in the detached and
disinterested nature of its pronouncements."
i
"Those who deplore this state of
affairs say that a first duty of the
good citizen is to respect and support
the rulings of the court. But this, we
suggest, misses the main point, which
is that the decisions of the court, in
and of themselves, must be "such as to
command public respect. And it is
self-evident, we believe, that the court
itself has failed on this score."
Referring to the State Chief Justices’ severe criticism of the high
court, the Washington paper continues, ’’These are not the words of
some excited demagogue. They refleet the considered iudgement of
men who have attained the highest
judicial stature in their respective
states. For our part, we think the
criticisms which they put forward
are justified, ¯rid there is no room
for substantial ~oubt that the sentiments which they express are closely identified with the sentiments
which have prompted the so-called
’attacks’ on the court both in and
out of Congress."
The Richmond, Va., News Leader
calls attention to a proposal made by
Oregon Senator Wayne Morse. He
urged the Internal Revenue Service
to deny tax-exempt status to private
schools set up in areas where public
schools are closed because of integration attempts.
MORSE CODE
What Morse is getting at, the paper
points out, is a "’whole new twist in
the theory of constitutional law in
general and the school case in particular."
"At the present, in cases such as the
school case, the law operates negatively. The Fourteenth Amendment
is primarily a prohibitory amendment
to the Constitution; it says to the
States, you shall not do certain things.
And what the court said to the defendants in 1954 was put in the negative: You shall not deny these plain-

KINGS--GO FORTH!
"The court’s tyrannical rulings and
attitudes are going to shock the Congress into action," wrote the Memphis
Commercial Appeal. "That seems to
he the only recourse, and the voters
had best remember and so advise their
representatives in Congress. We have
deposed monarchs before who ruled
by whim."
The Mobile, Ala., Press wrote:
"What else could have been expected
by the court that wrote the so-called
’law’ by which the Federal government is attempting to end seg~regation
in public schools. This ’law is embattled, but its creators feel impelled
to defend and uphold it. The iustices
are committed, and have not the grace
or wisdom to retreat from their untenable position."
"’The decision has intensified the
most serious crisis this country ever
has seen." said the Atlanta Journal.
"The old partnership of the states and
the ~entral government is bei n g
smashed. A Federal victory by force
here will he a bitter and hollow one
for so much more will be destroyed
than will be gained."
And the Richmond, Va. News
Leader asserts: "’T h i s intolerable
usurpation nf authoriW by nine iudges
cannot last forever. A Congress jealous of its own prerogatives, representing a freepcople, will not exhibit a
respectful docility indefinitely. If the
South will continue to resist this ~udicial oligarchy, to resist calmly and
firmly and implacably, one day we
shall win this battle. The court’s
bland arrogance will win it for us."

Virginia Councils Affiliate
Six local organizations have joined
forces to form the Virginia Association of Citizens’ Councils.
The Association has affiliated wit}
the Citizens" Councils of America.
Executive secretary W. O. Moncure
of Falls Church said "We think that
we can better accomplish our purpose
by combining our groups as has been
done in other Southern states. We
hope to have representation in every
county in Virginia."
Present at the organizational meeting in Richmond were representatives
of local groups from the Arlington,
Brunswick, Lunenburg, Mecklenburg,
Faidax and Peninsula areas.
Manning Gasch of McLean was
elected state president. Other officers
include J. R. Hardy of Brunswick and
James Bannister of Clarksville, vicepresidents, and L. O. Morris of Newport News, treasurer, as well as Moncure as executive secretary.
tiffs admission to a public school by!
reason of their race. The court did
not say, affirmatively, ’You must integrate.’ It said, ne__~atively, "You must
not segregate.’ There is, legally, a
world of difference.
"Senator Morse (and he is not
alone) is seeking now to shift all this
around. His statement plainly ,suggests that Negro plaintiffs have a constitutional right" not negatively, to au
,,nsegregated school, but affirmatively, to an integrated school, And he
’is asking that private groups he discriminated against, tax-wise, ff they
attempt to undermine this remarkable
constitutional right.
"Americans everywhere, regardless of their views on Southern
schools, should watch this movement with the greatest concern. So
long as mandates from a cou~ are
limited to "thou ¯halt nots,’ the
States and the people have room
to turn around in. But let this be
shifted, and let the court begin
saying, ’thou shall," and the whole
structure of the constitution is fand¯ mentally altered.
"’The reasoning here may seem diffuse, theoretical, hard to follow. But
Senator Morse knows exactly what he
is up to. If he can create a positive,
affirmative ’right to an integrated
school,’ he will have carried the school
decision into an entirely new dimension, and he will have subverted the
Constitution so completely that a generation of constitutional conservatives
could never put it aright."
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Target: Virginia
(From the Richmond, Va., News Leader)
If there had been any lingering doubt in anyone’s mind that
Virginia is the NAACP’s target for tonight, events of this past
month should dispel that notion.
It-is an amazing thing: The NAACP’s boast is that it never
seeks clients; clients seek it. But in Louisiana there is not a
single suit. In Mississippi, not one. In Alabama, Georgia and
South Carolina, all is quiet as the grave.
But in Virginia? Here the guns are trained: Nodolk, Newport News, Arlington, Charlottesville, Prince Edward County,
Warren County, and Richmond. All this, we are asked to believe,
is spontaneous and unhehearsed.
So much coincidence strains credulity. Plainly, the NAACP
is concentrating deliberately upon Virginia this Fall. If the Old
Dominion can be humiliated, whipped to her knees, made to surrender, the NAACP believes the rest of the South will soon cave in.
There is high compliment in this militant assault. ~Vhat the
NAACP recognizes is that Virginia, historically and traditionally,
has been a leader of the South. The towering figures who have
lived here -- Henry, Jefferson, Washington, Madison, Lee -- are
identified not only as great Americans but as great Virginians
also. This beloved State has a reputation, a status, unique in the
country. The role of Massachusetts in the culture of New England, equated as it is with the Adams, Cabot and Lodge families,
is perhaps closest to it. No wonder the NAACP has singled out
Virginia for attack! If resolute Virginia can be crippled, others
may be expected to topple, too.
Well, we would say to our confident enemies: Virginia has
no thought of surrendering.
And we would say this, too: Every new suit that is filed serves
only to increase Virginia’s determination to stand firm. Every
arrogant remark that falls from Judge Hoffman’s lips in Norfolk
is welcomed: Norfolk is getting angry now, where Norfolk had
been apathetic before. The more schools that are closed by" the
NAACP’s aggressive suits, the more certain becomes the development of a workable system of private schools.
Quit’? Who is ready to quit?
Virginia has been here a long time --longer than any other
member of the Union. Virginia will be here a long time vet. Oar
people have lived through pestilence, massacre, war a~d again
war, reconstruction, and poverty. Virginia will not yield now.
Our fight is the good fight. It is soundly based in a cause
that one day will rally Americans everywhere to its defense:
We hold that the Constitution must be amended by constitutional process, and not by judicial usurpation. We hold that
the Constitution itself, as agreed to by the ratifying States, is
the supreme law of the land, to be changed substantively only
by the States themselves. We hold that surrender to usurped
power is a base and contemptible thing. What will it profit
us to save our schools, if in such a desperate act we prostitute
the Constitution? Are our public schools worth so much?
No. The next few weeks will be bitter weeks for Virginia.
We have sacrifice ahead, and some exhausting labor, and a terrible harvest of worsening race relations. But we also have an
opportunity to defend, before the whole country, constitutional
principles held precious in Virginia for more than a century and
a half. In such a cause, how can Virginia fail?

Mississippi Council Sponsors
High School Essay Contest
Two Mississippi high school students will receive $500 college
scholarships next spring for writing
the best essays in a contest sponsored
by the Educational Fund of the Citizens’ Councils.
In addition, local C o u n c i ! s will
award $50 prizes for the best essays
in local high schools.
FOUR SUBJECTS LISTED
Mrs. Sara McCorkle, yonth activities director for the Mississippi Councils, says the 1500-word essays may
be on any of four topics: ’*Why I heI/eve in social separation of the races
of mankind"; "Subversion in racial
unrest"; "Why the preservation of
-States" Bights is important to every
American"; or "Why separate schools
should he maintained for the white
and Negro races."
The threefold purpose of the contest, according to Mrs. McCorkle, is
"to assist our young people to develop into informed, patriotic American citizens, to stress the importance
of maintaining States’ Rights and Constitutional government, and to stress
the necessity of maintaining racial
integrity."
BIG PRIZES I~OR TWO
A $50 prize will he awarded by
local Councils to the boy and girl
submitting the best essays on a local
level. The Educational Fund will L
present a $500 scholarship to the Ntississippi high school boy writing the
best essay, and an identical $500
award to the girl whose essay is

judged best in the state.
Judges will be appuinted by the
chairman of the Educational Fund.
Deadline for submitting essays is May
1, and winners will he announced by
July 1.
The Educational Fund has sent
c~mplete details of the contest to each
high school principal. A brochure listring the rules and a list of suggested
reference books may be obtained by
writing tu the Educational Ftmd of
the Citizens’ Councils, 207 West
Market Street, Greenwood, Miss.

Columns Compiled
A series of newspaper columns attacking the U. S. Supreme Court’s integration decision as unconstitutional
has been published in booklet form.
Written by Karr Shannon, daily
columnist for the Arkansas Democrat
in Little Rock, the booklet sets forth
concise arguments showing why a
gupreme Court decision does not have
the effect of law.
The 60-page booklet, "Integration
Decision Is Unconstitutional," is available at $I a copy from Karr Shannon,
Arkansas Democrat, Little Rock. Ark.
Definition of an egghead:
One who has both feet firmly
planted in m/d-air on both sides of
an issue.
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Jackson, Mississippi

Mixers’ Aim Is Intermarriage
Report Says---

Sign Of The Times

Red-Tinged
Churchmen
Edit Bible
Nearly one-third of the men connected with the issuance of the Bevised Standard Version of the Bible
are also affiliated with Communist or
Communist-front organizations, an authoritative anti-Communist group de-i
clares.
A pamphlet issued by Circuit Riders, Inc., states that 30 of the 95 men
l i s t e d by the National Council of
Churches as being officially connected with the revision project have been
affiliated with Communist and proCommunist fronts, proiects, publications and enterprises.
These associations date from 1930
to the present, and the 30 men listed
as fellow travelers have supported a
total of 90 d i f f e re n t Communist
groups.
"This represents a very high degree of pro-Communist activity on
the pad of the men who have given
us the revised Bible," the pamphlet
states. "Merely to llst the Commtmlst affiliations of these 30 men,
together with a brief sketch of the
nature and significance of each affiliatiun, would require a substantial booklet."
The pamphlet descrihes as "veteran
supporters of Communist causes" W.
Rnssell Bowie, who "has been affiliated with 29 different Communist
enterprises," Leroy Waterman with
25, Fleming James with 22, Henry J.
Cadbury and George Dahl with 15
each, William Y. Bell with 10, Frederick C. Grant with 8, Luther A.
Weigle with 6, and Millar Burrows
with 5. Others among the 30 have
fewer than five Communist affiliations each.
The publication further states that
719 of the officers whose names appear on the rolls of the National
Council of Churches and its predecessor group, the Feddral Council of
Churches, have records of Communist
affiliation, with some individuals being associated with more than lfg3
pro-Red groups.
The December, 1957, list of secretaries of local and state Councils of
Chnrches affiliated with the NCC includes an even 50 per cent with proCommunist public records.
Circuit Riders points out that the
fact t h a t the National Council of
Churches owns the copyright to the
Revised Standard Version of the Bible
assures the NCC of a vast royalty income, thns making the organizaUon
virtually immune to criticism from local churches. The Revised Standard
Version has led the list of best-selling
books for the past six years.
The pamphlet might well lead
many a thoughtful Christian to wonder if the new editinn of the Bible is
actually the work of Communists in
clerics" garb.
Copies of the pamphlet, "’30 of the
95 Men who gave us the Revised
Standard Version of the Bible," are
available from the publishers, Circoit
Riders, Inc., 18 East Fonrth St., Cincinnati, Ohio, at $1 for five copies.
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The Carpetbaggers

Are Coming!

ILeff-Wing History Prof
Bares Goal of ’Do-Gooders’
The real goal of race-mixing at- and with President Eisenhower’s actempts in America is intermarriage, a tion in sending Federal troops to Litleft-wing historian told an Illinois au- tle Rock.
"With Lincoln’s magnanimity, he
dience this month.
Allen Nevins, history professor at might have gone along for a time with
Columbia University, told a sympo- the proposition that coi,o,r, ed schools
sium at Knox College in Galesburg, mi~,ht be separate if equal,’ King said.
I11., that the present generation must
"But time would have demonstratplan "to raise the Negro race to a ed to him the unfairness of that sysplane in character, cnltivation, and tent. The very fact of segregation
manners where they will be entirel~ precludes equality. It makes second
fit to intermarry with the white race.’ class citizens of the blacks. There is
no place under our Constitution for
PLOT EXPOSED
In revealing the true aim of the two classes of citizens."
race-mixers, Nevins conceded that the
(Editor’s note--Even the Chicuidea of racial intermarriage is unpopu- go T r i b u n e felt constrained to
lar, and causes Americans "to flinch quote Lincoln’s own words on
before it." But he added, "the gen- subiect. During one of the Lineration of 1958 must accept this hard, coln-Douglas debates at Charleston,
grim fact, not evade it, and must IlL, in 1858, Lincoln said:
make plans for meeting it."
"I will say then that I am not
"Once the Negro is as well edu- nor ever have been in favor of
cated, as well mannered, as well bringing about in any way the sopaid, and as well guided as the
cial and political equality of the
white man--once the colored race white and black races---that I am
has become socially, economically, not nor ever have been in favor of
and culturally the absolute equal
making voters or jurors of Negroes,
nor of qualifying them to hold ofof the white race, as it must become, then intermarriage will befice, nor to intermarry with white
come frequent," Nevins said.
people; and I will say in addition
Nevins is identified with "liberal" to this that there is a physical difelements, and has w o n a Pulitzer ference between the w h I t ¯ and
Prize for history.. He spoke at a Knox black races which I believe will
College observance of the centennial forever forbid the two races living
of nne of the Lincoln-Donglas de- together on terms of social and pobates.
lltical equality.
LINCOLN MISQUOTED
"I do not understand that beAnother speaker at the symposinm, came I do not want a Negro
Chicago attorney and author Willard woman [or a slave, I must necesL. King, voiced the opinion that Lin- sarily want her for a wife. My
coln would have agreed with Su- understanding is that I can iust let
preme C o tt r t integration decisions, her alone.")

Gwinn Hits Pressure Groups;
Urges Business To Take Lead

(An Editorial)
A Republican Congressman from land said pressure groups "are using
New York received a cheering welsegregation issue to destroy the
The Civil Rights Commission says that the selection of a Mis- come to the South when he told a the
states and create a Federal governsissippi "advisory group" has been practically completed, that
Citizens’ Council-sponsored meeting ment that is the master of the people
several acceptances have been received, and that a public an- in Jackson, Miss., that the Federal and not their servant."
government "is guilty of mass crime"
"When you know the people of all
nouncement of the names will probably be made this month.
when it assnmes more power over the sections of the nation, you find that
Vice Chairman Robert G. Storey of the Civil Rights Com- people of the United States.
we are not far apart," Eastland statmission has said that every effort is being made to persuade emiAn overflow crowd of more than ed. "Segregation is only one feature
nent citizens to lend "prestige" to the state advisory committees 800 persons packed the Victory Room of the great battle on the American
the Heidelberg Hotel in Jackson, domestic f r o n t. Concentration of
being sought in the Southern States to pave the way for Recon- of
and others listened to public-address power in Washington is putting construction II. But he admits it is hard to enlist such citizens in speakers in the lobby, as Representa- trols in the hands of a few, and that
states like South Carolina and Mississippi, where "they may en- tive Ralph W. Gwinn told an audi- is a danger which Congressman
ence of business and civic leaders Gwinn ke e nl y recognizes and decounter much community criticism."
three states that radical elements l )lores."
Mr. Storey can change his "may" to "will." It is a foregone from
are taking over the nation’s politicalI Another feature of the meeting was
conclusion, Mr. Storey, that any scalawag Southerner who would life because "too many of the ’nice’ a brief preview of future programs
1
so betray his own people by fronting for the avowed enemies of
people won’t take an interest in poli- in the popular "Citizens’ CouncilFortics."
/um"
TV and radio series. The prothe principles of States Rights and Racial Integrity, which are
Business, professional and c i v i c gram’s moderator, Dick Morphew, redearer to us than life, will face the well-deserved distaste and leaders
from throughout Mississippi ported that "Citizens’ Council Forum"
contempt that any proud people would feel for a traitor.
attended the Sept. 25 dinner meeting, I is now scheduled on more than 100
The mis-named Civil Rights Commission is not only to med- which was sponsored by the Jacksont TV and radio stations throughout the
dle with the voting privileges of the States, but is to busy itself Citizens’ Council. Delegations from1Sonth. The weekly series, produced
Alabama and Louisiana w e re also in Washington, features interviews
with the areas of education and housing as well. This means present.
with senators and congressmen from
precisely that the local "advisory groups" selected to front for
Gwinn, from Bronxville, N.Y., is all parts of the nation, and representa veteran of 14 years in Congress. ing both political parties.
the satraps of Reconstruction II may be used to infiltrate and atdrew cheers with his declaraW. J. Simmons, producer of the
tack from within our existing segregated school system and He
tion that there is no authority in programs, explained the need for fineighborhood residential patterns.
the Constitution which gives the nancial backing if the series is to be
The Force Bill setting up the Civil Rights Commission is Federal government power to use extended into other parts of the counforce against a sovereign s t a t e.
the supreme attempt of the left-wing pressure g¢oups to bring
try.
"When the Federal government asthe tyranny of big government crashing down upon the heads sumes more power than was given
(Editor’s note--Readers are urged to add their support to aid in
of patriotic Americans who happen to disagree with their poli- it by the people who live in the
the expansion of this valuable TV
states comprising the un/on, it be"If the policy of government upon tics and sociology.
and radio effort. Send your concomes
guilty
of
mass
aggression
and
vital questions affecting the whole
What "eminent citizens" will try to soften us up from within
tributions, which are tax-deductimass
crime.by
usurpation,"
he
addpeople is to be irrevocably fixed by. for the frontal assault from without?
ble, to Citizens’ Council F o r u m,
ed.
decisions of the Supreme Court, the i
1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Miss.
"Conservatives throughout the na- P
Who in Mississippi or South Carolina or other Deep South
people will have ceased to be their
r o g r a m executives will gladly
tion
are
shocked
by
the
unlawful
use
own rulers, having to that extent States will take his stand publicly and officially on the side of of force by the Federal government," answer your questions concerning
pracUcally resigned their government dangerous Negro bloc voting? Who will stand publicly and
Gwinn stated. "The United States the series.)
into the hands of that eminent triofficially for integrating our school children? Who will stand has become a welfare state, taking Some of the programs previewed
bunal."
property from people who have few at the Jackson meeting, and soon to
--Abraham Lincoln, First Inaugural publicly and officially for bringing to our neighborhoods the votes and giving it to those with more he released on a Southwide basis,
jungle violence of Brooklyn or Washington, D. C.?
Address
feature as guests Congressman Gwinn,
votes."
Gwinn pointed out t h a t radical Senator Eastland, S e n at o r Strom
We repeat~VHO?
Thurmond of S o u t h Carolina, and
Lt. Governor Fritz Hollings, the governor-elect of South pressure groups now control the gov- Representative John Bell Williams of
CONTRIBUTIONS TO
ernment. He called on businessmen
Carolina, has said he will follow the policy of outgoing Gover- to take an active part in politics, and Mississippi. Williams was also l~resLITTLE ROCK
nor George Bell Timmerman, Jr., who defiantly refused to help to use the same care in selecting their ent at the Jackson gathering, mong
should be mailed to:
a host of top state, county and
the Civil Rights Commission in choosing its scalawag front men. government leaders as they do in with
Private School Corporation
city officials. Jackson advertising exechoosing
executives
for
their
firms.
First Natimml Bank
We think that is the answer NOBODY.
The Supreme Court’s school in- cutive George Godwin served as masLittle Rock, Arkansas
tegration r u I i n g s represent one ter of ceremonies,
No decent or respons~le citizen in the South will be so
If every white person in Mississippi
phase of Federal interference with
Veteran observers described the
stupid as to allow himself to be used for the betrayal of his
would send $1, the Little Rock
the rights of states and individuals, event as the largest of its kind ever
private schools would have o n e
own people, or so callous as to be insens~le to the ostracism
Gwinn said. "It hu become such held in Jackson, with all those in atmillion dollars.
that will inevitably follow.
an utterly inc~dible government, tendance being top-level business and
If every white person in the South
so powerful, so full of deception, professional leaders in their own comAny
so-called
"advisory
group"
that
is
eventually
scraped
sent $1, the Little Rock private
pmp~gsmht m~! evil thgt we c~n’t munities. Council leaders are hopefrom
the
bottom
of
the
Deep
South
barrel,
we
may
be
sure,
will
schools would have 25 million dolbelieve our own eyes."
ful that drailar gatherings may be
lars.
be fit companions of the inter-racial rabble with whom they will
Gwinn wa~ introduced by Senator held throughout the South in the fl~associate themselves.
James Easttand of Mississippi. East-
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I Say, Really...
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OF AMERICA

Report From
Tennessee

By Richard Burrow, Jr.
Responsible citizens in West Tennessee breathed a sigh of relief when
the state board of education, meeting
Subscription $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
in Nashville, ordered rabial mixing
postponed for at least one more year
Grmsp Suhserlpt~m $1.00 per Meml~
(Mlalmam of
at Memphis State University. The
postponement had been requested by
BULK RATES ~ Parcel Pint Prepaid.
MSU president Jack Smith, who told
lO0 Cop/es~$10.00 a month---S108.00 a year
250 Copies---S20.00 a month---S216.00 a year
the b o a r d he feared "considerable
500 CopieP--$37.50 a month--S415.00 a year
trouble and even violence" might ocThe Citizens’. Cmmcil is not responsible for the return of unsolicited articles.
cur if Negroes were admitted to the
manu~’ricoU or other materia.ls submitted for possible publication. All such
college this year.
matter tnould be accompamed by a self-addre~ed stamped envelope if a
Five years ago, Negroes sued in
return of such material is desired.
Federal court for admission to the
Second Clars Marl Privileges Authorized at Jackscm, Missisaipp|
university. But each fall since that
date, the NAACP has been outflankEDITORIAL BOARD
ed by some of the wisest legal tactics
SAM M. ENGELHABDT, JR ......................................
ALABAMA
yet employed in any section of the
Director, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
South. Actually, the trouble-making
ROBERT E. BROWN ...............................................
ARKANSAS
integrationists have met d e f e a t at
Director, Citizens’ Councils of Arkansas
every turn in West Tennessee. There
DR. GEORGE A. DOWNS ............................................
FLORIDA
has been no race-mixing in the WestExecutive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Florida
ern portion of Tennessee, and as a
R. CARTER PITTMAN .................................................. GEORGIA
result, there has been no disorder.
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
Clinton--Three explosions during
W. M. RAINACH ......................................................... LOUISIANA
the early-morning hours of Sunday,
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
Oct. 5, wrecked the interior of the
ROBERT B. PATTERSON ......................................... MISSISSIPPI
Clinton High School, Tennessee’s onExecutive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
ly integrated high school. School ofB. A. GRAHAM .............................................. SOUTH CAROLINA
ficials say the building will be closed
Chairman, Citizens’ Councils of South Carolina
"for an indefinite period." Ten NeRICHARD BURROW, JR ....................................... TENNESSEE
groes were enrolled in the school,
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
where Governor Frank Clement sent
DR. B. E. MASTERS ..............................................................
TEXAS
National Guard tanks and troops to
President, Citizens’ Councils of Texas
force race-mixing two years ago.
A recent survey by Horace Wells,
W. J. SIMMONS ......................................................................
Editor
Jr., publisher of the Clinton "Courier
News," revealed that 98 per cent of
Clinton’s population--including members of both race~ppose integration. The survey also showed a unanimous desire for local control of the
schools, without Federal interference.
Observers report that should Federal
Circuit judge Tom P. Brady of Brookhaven, Miss., has told
court compulsion be removed, t h e
President Eisenhower that "no power on earth" can force the
Negroes would no hmger attend Clinton High.
South to integrate its schools.
(From the Santa Monica, Calif., Evening Outlook)
Memphis ~ Will Gerber, former
Judge Brady, a member of the state executive committee of
Shelby, County attorney general who
the Mississippi Citizens’ Councils and author of the book "Black
Since the 1954 Supreme Court decision, integration of public servea as counsel of a special House
Monday", sent a telegram to the president after Eisenhower told schools in Washington D.C., has gone forward rapidly, with this committee investigating Washington,
D.C., schools in 1956, addressed an
a news conference that Southern officials must obey Supreme startling result--a large majority of pupils enrolled in Washington enthusiastic
crowd at a reCourt edicts, and that "any other course would be fraught with public schools is now Negro, actually 74 per cent. Moreover, this cent meetingoverflow
of the Memphis ChapNegro
majority
is
increasing
each
year,
according
to
a
special
grave consequences to the nation."
tar of the Tennessee Federation for
article in U.S. News and World Report, as more and more whiteConstitutional Government.
The text of Judge Brady’s message to the president:
Gerber was introduced by Jodge
children are taken out of Washington’s public schools.
"Press reports quote you as having stated in your news
William Leffler. Willis Ayres, Jr.,
These white children are either sent to private schools by chairn~an of the Memphis group, preconference that "it is incumbent upon officials in Arkansas and
Virginia, along with all other Americans, to comply with Fed- their parents, or the latter seek to move out to suburban areas sided.
Gerber said the U. S. Supreme
eral court rulings on public school integration, and that any where the prevailing population is white. Within the city limits of Court
"missed the boat in ignoring
the
nation’s
capital,
Negroes
now
make
up
48
per
cent
of
the
other course would be fraught with grave consequences to our
valid evidence of psychological diftotal population. But this falls far short of the 74 percentage of ferences between white and colored
nation,"
children in the public schools. The conclusion is inescapa- students" in rendering its 1954 school
"Now I say to you, sir, that the Supreme Court of this coun- Negro
ble:
most
white parents are unwilling to let their children remainintegration decision.
try does not constitute a second Congress, and its illegal, socialis"If one race is inferior to another
in
public
schools
where white children are in a minority.
socially, the Constitution cannot put
tic and unconstitutional decrees do not and cannot have the efThey
may
assent
to
the
principle
of
school
integration
in
them
on the same plane," Gerber
fect of an act of Congress, and are not binding on the citizens
said.
"The
integration of a psycholotheory;
they
may
be
stout
defenders
of
Negro
and
other
minority
of a state whose rights have not been litigated before this desporights; but when any school becomes predominantly Negro, most gically-inferior Negro can only bring
tic tribunal.
white student down."
~parents will make any sacrifice to take their child or childrentheNashville--The
few Negroes at"¢e realize that you can disregard the Constitution, again white
out ot that school into an educational climate dominated by tending the first and second grades
send into Southern states the 101st Airborne division with fixedwhites.
in Nashville’s public schools are causbayonets, spend 5 million dollars of the taxpayers’ money in oring local officials a great deal of worWith
the
nation’s
capital
furnishing
an
immediate
and
der to educate nine Negro children for one year, and thus solicit
ry. Unrest and tension is still evident
striking illustration of this sociological fact, it might be sup- in the community, and school
the northern Negro bloc vote for the Republican Party.
that the august justices of the Supreme Court might thorities remember the outbreaks of
"But your ’grave consequences,’ if they constitute a threat, posed
eventually
it. Perhaps they would, ff they had children violence that took place last year,
do not frighten us," sir. You cannot force us to obey the uncon- of an age tonotice
race-mixing was first forced
attend
Washington public schools. They might when
on Tennessee’s capital city.
stitutional decrees of a tribunal that does not warrant respect,
Published montldy at 1014 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi. by the
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF AMERICA

A Very Positive Approach School Integration In
Washington D.C.

feel that Southern cities and communities which have very
and whose decisions have aided the Communists of this country then
large Negro populations are not to be blamed for their present
The Davidson County chapter of
far beyond Lenin’s wildest dreams.
the Tennessee Federation f o r Con"Finally, the right to educate our children as we see fit is opposition to the integration edict. The justices might even stitutional
Government has passed a
God-given, and there is no power on earth to take it from us andconclude that Washington and the South should be allowed
resolution commending the states of
to
return
to
the
principle
of
"separate
but
equal"
schools
for
force us to integrate the white and Negro children throughout the two races in all districts where Negro children are in a Virginia and Arkansas, a n d Governors Almond and Fa~,bns, for their
the South."
majority.
courageous stand in defense of the
Judge Brady, a distinguished jurist and an eloquent speaker, In saying th/s, we are not attacking the principle that Negro rights of their states and citizens.
The resolution, passed unanimously
has stated our ease far better than we could write it.
children have the right, under the Constitution, to attend public at the group’s meeting in Nashville,
Our only wish is that more of the South’s leaders-its goverschools where white children are in a majority. We would defend states that "the nation is faced with
nors, lawmakers, and school officials--would state in plain words,
that right in all cases. But we would point out, as a sociological its gravest constitutional crisis since
."
for all the world to hear and read, what we in the South know:
and human fact, that in areas where the population is predomin- 1861"The
crisis has come about through
~There will be no integration forced upon us, ever. Period."
antly Negro, the public schools are going to be taken over by the brazen and unprecedented usurpaNegro children, with the whites then desiring to send their children tion of States’ Rights, as guaranteed
STATEMENT REQUIRED
BY THE ACT
t h e 10th Amendment, by a
to other schools; and that any denial of this desire of the whites under
OF AUGUST ~4, 191e, AS AMENDED
Supreme C o u r t enamoured of the
BY ~ ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933~
will
be
just
as
great
an
injustice
as
the
denial
of
education
to
theories of native socialists and foreDear Sir:
AND JULY S, 194S (Title 39, United
Stat~ Cmle, See~m 233) SHOWING
Negroes.
ign sociologists. We believe that the
Many thanks for the reading matT H E OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, ter. The white race is being pushed
preservation of the rights of the
AND CIRCULATION OF
The
Southern
states
have
a
real
case
for
"separate
but
equal"
sovereign states which formed this
around up here in the North, where
public
schools.
We
believe
that
in
the
long
run
maiority
public
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL published we have just as many troubles as you
union is a vital issue which transcends
monthly at Jackson, Mississ/ppl for 1958
opinion in the North will come to agree with them, and will forcethe issue of racSal segregation per se.
folks do, and in some cases more.
I. The names and addresses of the pub"We believe t h a t resistance to
Every day, there are reports of
a greater flexibility in the interpretation of this public school issue
I/abet. ed/tor, managing editor, and busine~ managers are: 1~blhher. nc~e; Ed/tor.
rapes, muggings, stabbings, and holdiudicial tyranny, as well as a n y
than
the
present
Supreme
Court
has
been
willing
to
allow.
W. I. Stmmous. laeka~m, MLssissil~pi; Manups. We are pushed about in our
other form of tyranny, is the solemn
&g,~mg editor, none; Business manager, none.
subways and busses, and most of the
(Editor’s note---We don’t go along with the idea of count- duty td every person who favors’ our
2. ’l’he owner is: Ill owned by a
form of government as set up by
time we whites stand while the
ing noses before deciding whether or not segregation is OK,
i~ration. Its name and addre~ must
Negroes sit. If anyone complains,
the founding fathers and as interItated and al~o immediately there~mder the
because
we
still
say
you
can’t
be
"a
little
bit
integrated."
But
prated by the courts down through
they cry "persecution" and get almost
names and addresses of stockholders ownnevertheless, the fact that a respons~le California newspaper,
the years.
ing or Imlding 1 percent or m.or~, d total
anything they want from the courts.
amotmt of stock. If not owneo ny a corVery truly,
published in an upper-class community with very little race
"Therefore, be it resolved that the
poration, the names and addresses of the
Davidson County chapter of the TenIndividual ow’ners must be given. If owned
E. C. F.
problem
of
its
own,
should
reach
the
conclusion
that
the
South
by a im~teership or other unincorporated
nessee Federation for Constitutional
Mount Vernon, New York
might, after all, have the best solution to the problem-this fact Government
l~m. tll nltme and add~. as well ar that
publicly commend the
o~ each individual member, must be given.}
seemed to make the editorial worth reprinting.)
people of the embattled States of
not appear upon the books of the company
THE ClTIggNS’ COL~CIL. INC., Jackson.

New York

Missi~ii~l, (A ~on-pmflt oorporatinn---no
aoeit tmled}.
3. The known bondholder~,.mortgagees.
and other ~,~rtty holden owning or hold;
ing 1 percent or more of total amount
~d~ mortgages, or other ~.uritiea are:
(It ~ are none. so ~ate.) None
4. paragraphs 2 i~an...d~. 3 i~lude, in
or security holder
where the ~odtho

.ppem npon. the ~ 2! the

~ trustee or m any other ttauc~a’y
the name of the .I~rmn .or cm1>oretion ~or

~ ta’ustees, hold ~oek and seoarities in a
capacity other than that of a bo~a fide
owner.
$. The Average number of copies of
each gssue of this publleat~on told or
buted, through the ma/Is or otherw/se, to
paid s~ubsen’bers during the 12 months preeed/mg the date shown above war: (This information is requ/red from daily, weekly,
semiweekly, and triweekly new’~papera only.) Not applicable
W. J. Simmom
Subson’hed before me ~ ¢72 day of
September. 19S8

NOTARY PUBIAC
(My eomm/sslon expires July 31,

California

Florida

Dear Sir:
A friend gave me a copy of your
paper, and after reading it, I found
it so interesting 1 decided to subscribe. My check is enclosed.
Good luck in your fight against
mongrelization of the white race.
Yours very tndy,
Miss M. J.

Dear Editor:
Enclosed is my check for a renewal
of my subscription. You can never
know how much I enjoy your splendid paper. Best of everything to all.
Your truly,
O. LW.
Tampa, Florida

Virginia and Arkansas, and especially
their respective governors, J. Lindsay
Almond and Orval Faubus, for their
valiant defense of state and individual
rights. We admire their courage in
ignoring smear and slander and in
standing firm for right as opposed to
Federal might. It is our prayerful
wish that they remain resolute and
that the principles they espouse will
triumph in the end. We recognize
that their battle for the preservation of
local self-government is, in truth, a
battle fo~ all the country."
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Our Way of Life__:

Happening To Us?
PERSECUTION SEEN
"The people of Arkansas and

’~VHITE UNION FORMED
A Southern labor organization, believing t h a t unions should confine
their efforts to collective bargaining
and not become advocates of comcPlrUlsOry
race-mixing,
has launched
ire to lure
textile workers
awaya
from the AFL-CIO.
T h e United Southern Employees
Association, with headquarters in Rock
Hill, South Carolina, met workers at
a Columbia, S. C., textile plant as
they left their jobs, and distributed
literature objecting to the integration
policies of the giant AFL-CIO.
USEA organizer William Somersett
says drives are planned in the Carolinas, Georgia, and Alabama. He says
the independent union now has 45,000
members, and is ready to open an allwhite private school in the Rock Hill
area within 24 hours of any courtordered race mixing.

~’

ginia are undergoing the brunt era

brutal persecution directed at the
South," says Senator Strom Thurmond
of South Carolina.
Citizens of the two embattled states
"must be given the vigorous support
of all the Southern people and all
others who support a government of
laws," Thurmond adds.
Referring to a recent U. S. Supreme
Court ruling upholding previous integration o r d e r s, Thurmond says:
"This opinion of the court is not the
law. It is another attempt by the
court to substitute its false and vicious
ideolo~,v for the Constitution."
"Tl~’e court’s utterances in violation of the Cons~itutlon and in deftance of the expressed will of the
people are beyond the scope of its
power. I urge the people of the
country w h o believe in comtitutlonal government to stand firm in
their opposition to the tyranny of
the court, regardless of the deg~e
of force employed by the Federal
government.
"The Supreme Court has flung the
challenge in the face of the South.
Onr answer must be that we will not
permit the Supreme Court or any
ower upon earth to make pawns or
ostages of the school children of the
South. We shall maintain an adetlmte
of and
mass
for
our system
children,
weedncation
shall operate
such rystem in accordance with our
constitutional authority, as we s e e
fit."

~
~

DARKTOWN BALL
Two truckloads of Negroes, bent
on an evening of quiet fun, had their
fondest hopes fulfilled I a s t month,
when their hayride ernpted into a
free-for-all riot in the Philadelphia
suborb of Lawnside, N. J.
A total of 62 Negroes were arrested
on disorderly conduct charges, while
more than 20 others managed to escape the police from seven cities who
answered the riot call.
Officers fmmd an arsenal of zipguns hidden in the hay-filled tracks,
along with a generous supply of firewater.
The riot began when the Negroes
were refused service at a restaurant
in Maguolia, N. J., immediately adjoining the all-Negro community of
Lawnside.
(Editor’s note-All Negro? Does
the Civil Rights Commission know
about this?)
After leaving the restaurant on the
invitation of police, the rollicking hayriders adioorned their festivities to
Lawnside Park, where they prepared
to take on all comers, including police
who tried to herd them back into
their trucks. After a battle royal, the
officers, armed with shotguns and riot
sticks, managed to subdue the Negroes’ enthusiasm sufficiently to arrest
51 adults and 11 iuveniles on disorderly conduct charges. And Lawnside’s
mayor immediately announced imposition of a 9:30 p.m. curfew.

COURT CURBS SEEN
Senator James Eastland of Mississippi has predicted that the next session of Congress will pass laws limiting the power of the U. S. Supreme
Court.
Eastland told the Yazoo City, Miss.,
Citizen’s Council that only five more
Senate votes were neededat the last
session to pass the Smith bill, which
cleared the House by a healthy margin. And Eastland predicted that
similar legislation would gain support
in both houses at the next session.
WILLS OKAYED
New Jersey and Pennsylvania coups
have magnanimously conceded that
an individual has the right to specify
that recipients of benefits set up in
his will mnst be white.
The New Jersey Superior Court has
upheld a $400,000 bequest specifically limited to "w h i t e, Americanborn" persons.
And a Pennsylvania judge has ruled
that a wealthy widow wasn’t crazy,
even though she specified that scholarships set up by her 8412,000 estate
may be awarded only to "deserving
white Christian young men and women."
Prior to the rulings, there was some
question as to whether minority
groups could succeed in breaking such
wills, on grounds of "discrimination."

ANYONE FOB HARLEM?
The executive director of New York
City’s U r b a n League, Edward S.
Lewis, wants the city’s board of education to use busses to take Negro
ils to schools in all-white neighrhoods, and to transport white pupils to Harem schools.
Lewis says he favors such action,
even though it means transporting the
children long distances each day.
He also urged the school board to
eed up integration by zoning schoo!
tricts so as to "’promote inter-racial
enrollments in fringe areas."
(Editor’s note*With the hum
exodus of white families from New
York continuing, the "1 i b ¯ r a I s"
might have to pass a law forbidding
families from fleeing the city. If
they don’t, pretty soon there will
be no white children left for the
Negroes to integrate with.)

~p
~is

COLOR BAR IN BRITAIN
Three American N e g ro women
were refused admitance to a swank
London hotel even though they had
reservations and had already paid for
their rooms. They were told the hotel
has a color bar.
The women, Edith Alsup and Lois
Howard of Florida and Elsie Archibald of New York, were on a European tour, and said they had made
advance arrangements to stay at the
Goring Hotel in London, near Buckingham Palace.
When they arrived, the manager
explained to them that the hotel
had a strict rule that no colored
people were to be given rooms.
Protests to the American Embassy
and the British Travel Association
were futile, and the Negroes stayed
elsewhere.
A labor member of Britain’s Parliament, Sir Leslie Plummer, said he intended to raise the question in the
House of Commons, and also seek
prosecution of the hotel for a "breach
of common law."

Citizens’ Council

RADIO
WITH A SOUTHERN ACCENT

TELEVISION
ALABAMA
Doth~WTVY-TV Channel 9, Wednesday 10 p.m.
Florenee---WOWL-TV Channel 15,
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Montgomery ~ WCOV-TV Channel
20, Sunday afternoon.

LOUISIANA
Lafayette ~ KLFY-TV Channel 10,
Sunday 3:45 p.m.
New Orleans--WJMR-TV Channels
12 and 20, Sunday 8 p.m.

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus -- WCBI-TV Channel 4,
Friday 5:45 p.m.

Jackson -- WJTV {TV) Channel 12,
Sunday 11:15 p.m.
Tupelo--WTWV (TV) Channel 9,
Sunday 2 p.m.

TENNESSEE
Johnson City---WJHL-TV Channel II,
Schednle not received.

VIRGINIA
tiampton-Nodolk WVEC-TV Channel 15, Saturday afternoon.
Richmond~WTVR (TV) Channel 6,
Monday 6:30 p.m.

RADIO
ALABAMA
Dothan--WDIG (1450 kc.) Wednesday 6:15 p.m.
Evergree~WBLO (1470 kc.) Sunday 2 p.m.

ARKANSAS
Bento~KBBA (6,90 kc.) Thursday
7:35 a.m.
Helena--KFFA (1360 kc.) Monday
9 p.m.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington area---WFAX (1220 kc.)
Sunday 12:30 p.m.

FLORIDA
Cms~view~WJSB (1050 kc.) Wednesday 8:45 a.m.
Kissknmee -- WRWB 1"1220 ke.)
Sch~-dule not received.
Orland~WKIS (740 ke.) Schedule
not received.

PROBLEM IN JAPAN
GEORGIA
Japanese citizens are thinking twice
Atlanta---WAGA
(590 kc.) Schedule
before criticizing race relations in the
not received.
U. S., a recent news report states.
The reason--Japan faces a first-class
AtlanIa~WYZE (1480 kc.) Sunday
race problem o fits own, in the form
7 p.m.
of about three million Eras, a group
Cordele--WMJM
(1490 kc.) Schedwhich was regarded as subhuman unule not received.
til the turn of the century.
There are 0,000 Eta communities
Dalton--WRCD (1430) kc.) Saturin Japan. Other Japanese will not
day 7 a.m.
live or work with them, and Eras
Monrne--WMRE (14.90 kc.) Saturare segregated in schools. Why school
RAISING STANDARDS PRAISED
day 12:30 p.m.
segregation? The report says "Parents feel that their children will pick
A group of 50 Negro ministers in
Winder---WIMO (1300 kc.) Monday
u’~ bad language and manners from Charleston, S. C., is taking the realis10:45 a.m.
TENSION, YET
tic approach towards an improvement
them, for the Eras speak a slang of
Edwin J. Lukas, director of the
their own, and they never learned
of race relations. The ministers isLOUISIANA
National Affairs department of the
the niceties of the complex Japanese
sued a ioint proclamation urging theirI
Bogalusa---WHXY (920 kc.) Sunday
American Jewish Committee, told a
congregations to do something about]
etiquette."
11:30 a.m.
fund-raising din n e r in Hartford,
the high rates of crime and vice
As late as the 19th century, the
Conn., recently that "tension situaHomer--KYHL (1320 kc.) Sunday
Japanese government did not even
among Negroes.
tions cannot be contained geographi1 p.m.
count Eras as people, but listed them
In supporting t h e ministers edically."
torially, the Charleston News a n d I
among the animal population as "two
Hmnna---KCIL
(1490 kc.) Sunday
Lukas said racial tensions are not
Courier calls for efforts by white
head of Eta." And when an Eta was
5:15 p.m.
confined to the South, but are also
property owners to abolish slums and’
killed in a gang fight in 1859, a ~udge
spreading to the North. The AJC and
maintain rental property adequately.
Jouesville---KLEC (1480 kc.) Sunruled that the Eta was worth onethe Anti-Defamation League of B’nai
~eventh of an ordinary person, and
The paper adds, "The constructive
day 8:45 a.m.
B’rith engage in ioint fund-raising to
that in order to try the guilty Japanefforts of the Negro pastors can be
Opelousas---KSLO
(1230 kc.) Friday
spread the propaganda of forced
aided in other ways. They should be
ese, he must first kill six more Eras.
6:30 p.m.
equality.
Still regarded as nonhuman, t h e
aided, because law-abiding and polite
Etas’ stigma apparently is a holdcitizens are assets in any city. The
MISSISSIPPI
A ROSE IS A ROSE IS A . . ¯
over from ancient Buddhism, which
Negroes should remember that
sons who are polite and respect t~
Creation of a Floral Rights Comregarded them as "unclean" because
Aberdeen--WMPA (1240 kc.) Friday
mission is certain to be demanded
they handled animals, an act classifamilies and community create new
5:30 p.m.
with the discovery that a bigoted
fied as "defiling."
opportunities for themselves."
Brookhaven -- WJMB (1340 kc.)
flower-lover has had the audacity to
(Editor’s note ~ To paraphrase
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
identify a plant with a well-known
an old saying, people who live in
minority.
paper houses shouldn’t throw Little
Canton---WDOB (1~70 kc.) ThursAn Ohio garden-supply firm, in its
RocksD
day 10 a.m.
winter catalogue, offers a variety of
Dear Sir:
CASH TO AFRICANS
Clarksdale---WROX ( 1450 kc.) Monrose, identified as follows:
1 am enclosing $2 for another year’s
Nigger Boy: Very. fragrant; very
A $1,000 contribution to the deday 12:15 p.m.
subscription to this m o s t valuable,
dark; velvety blackish maroon.
fense fund for two South African naforthright
and
fearless
newspaper-And the firm states flatly that
or- tive leaders charged with treason for
Cleveland--WCLD (1490 kc.) Suna newspaper dedicated to truth, sanity,
tiers f o r this variety CANNOT be
opposing the conntry’s strict segregaday 5:45 p.m.
iustice
and
fair
play,
and
above
all,
tion laws has been made by the AFLmixed with other species!
to the perpetuation and purity of the
Supreme Court, do your dutyl
CIO.
Columhia--WCJU (1450 kc.) Monwhite race.
day 7:45 a.m.
Though I am a native of upstate
Columbm---WACR
(1050 kc.) FriI New York and far removed from the
day 12 noon.
I South, it is refreshing to know that
the soul of the Southland and the
Forest~WMAG (860 k:c.) Sunday
I heart of Dixie has never surrendered;
7:15 a.m.
/that the dauntless valor and unconGreenwood
-- WGRM (1240 kc.)
querable spirit still lives in a breed
Monday 9:05 p.m.
[of men and women whose courage
and indominatible will p o w e r are
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Indianola~WNLA (1.380 kc.) Sunlandmarks for us all.
day I p.m.
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
Let us ponder the diabolical pincer
$2.00
Jackso~WJDX
(620 kc.) Saturday
movement now being fomented
[] For One Year ...........................................
through a satanic skill, spawned in
12:45 p.m.
(Please Print)
the molten brimstone pits of hell, the
Kosciusko---WKOZ (1.350 kc.) SunName .....................................................................................
scheme of an insane hatred of the
day 12 noon.
South and its people by nine blackAddress ..........................................................................
hearted and black-robed, ruthless and
Lonisvill~WLSM ( 1270 kc.) Saturday 12:45 p.m.
determined despotic tTrants to grind
the South under their heels.
t McComb---WAPF (980 kc.) Saturday
Yours most sincerely, I 8 a.m.
State ..................................................
A. E.B.
Natche~WMIS (1240 kc.) Sunday
3 p.m.
Oneida, N.Y.

New York

Jackson -- WLBT (TV) Channel 3,
Sunday 4 p.m.

Newton---WBKN Tuesday 11:45 a.m.
Oxford~WSUH (1420 kc.) Sunday
’1 p.m.
~Philndelphia -- WHOC (1490 kc.)
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Starkvill~WSSO (1230 kc.) Saturday 6:45 a.m.
Tupel~WELO (14.90 kc.) Sunday
12:30 p.m.
Tupelo--WTUP ( 1380 kc.) Sunday
8:15 a.m.
West Point--WROB (1450 kc.) Wednesday 6:15 p.m.
Yazoo City ~ WAZF (1230 kc.)
Thursday 12:30 p.m.

NORTH CAROLINA
Coneord~WEGO (1410 kc.) Friday
5:30 p.m.
Lexington---WBUY (1440 kc.) Wednesday 7 p.m.
New Bern--WHIT (1450 kc.) Saturday 8:15 p.m.
Sanford~WEYE (1290 kc.) Saturday 12:45 p.m.

SOUTH CAROLINA
BeIIo~WHPB (1390 kc.) Sunda~,
12:15 p.m.
Bennettsville--WBSC (1550 kc.) Saturday 5:45 p.m.
Charleston---WCSC (1390 kc.) Sunday 12:35 p.m.
Greenville -- WMUU (1260 kc.)
Schednle not received.
Laurens,--.WLBG (860 kc.) Sunday
1:05 p.m.
Orangeburg~WDIX (1150 kc.) Saturday 7 p.m.
Sumter--WSSC (1290 kc.) Saturday
4:45 p.m.

TENNESSEE
Milan -- WKBG (1600 kc.) Sunday
3 p.m.
Mudreeshoro ~ WGNS (1450 kc.)
Sunday 9 p.m.

TEXAS
Brownsvill~KBOR ( 1600 kc.) Tuesday 8 p.m.
Carthag~KGAS (1.5~} kc.) Sunday
12:45 p.m.
Edinburg--KURV (710 kc.) Sunday
10 p.m.
Gainesville--KCAF (1.580 kc.) Sunday 5:1.5 p.m.
Junction--KMBL (1450 kc.) Sunday
9:15 p.m.
Kermit--KERB (600 kc.) Saturday
5 p.m.
Pasadena~KRCT (650 kc.) Sunday
4:30 p.m.
i TerrelI--KTER (1570 kc.) Monday
6:30 p.m.
Tyler--KTBB (600 kc.} Snnday 5:45
p.m.

VIRGINIA
Charlottesville -- WCHV (1260 kc.)
Sunday 7:45 pJn.
Falls Church ~ WFAX (1220 kc.)
Schedule not received
Gloucester--WDDY (1420 kc.) Sunday 12:45 p.m.
Norfolk--WLOW (1400 kc.) Schedule not received.
Richmond--WMBG (1380 kc.) Sunday 10 p.m.
South Boston -- WHLF (1400 kc.)
Sunday 5:45 p.m.
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It’s J ust’ About Time!
Missouri

Arkansas

Gentlemen:
Enclosed is a check to show nay
support for your cause. I certainly
would like to be among people like
you, who are sticking up for your
rights and sticking together.
I believe the majority of people
here wish the Supreme Court would
not have ruled as it did, and I hope
the South will show the Supreme
Court dictators that their words do
not hold water.
Sincerely,
~
V. C. S.
St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Editor:
If your readers would like to have
clippings and editorials from nnbiased
newspapers, 1 will be happy to send
them.
Names and addresses of those writ.._.i~n~. me will be kept strictly confidenSincerely,
Ruby Dees
General Delivery
Bradley, Arkansas

Pennsylvania

Race Problems Mount C-R Sleuths
Head South
In Pennsy vania
Racial unrest continues in the Philadelphia area. Chief problems include housing and public welfare payments.
A judge issued a permanent injunction to restrain the white residents of
Levittown, Penn., from "harrassing"
the first Negro family to move into
that community.
The white citizens who did not desire Negro neighbors songht their
solution in "unity of actions," although restraining from verbal or
written actions.
SOLID CITIZEN
The Federal Government laterproceeded to sell the home occnpiedby
the Negro family--before they moved
to Levittown--for default on a mortgage. The house was to be sold to
satisfy a $9,100 balance on a $9,500
mortgage.
Although Negro William E. Myers,
Jr. had transferred the mortgage to
another family before moving, the
Federal National Mortgage Association said Myers is still liable. A representative for FNMA said it could
attach any of Myers’ assets to make
up the deficiency, and these assets
might include his furniture or his
equity in the new home located in the
formerly all-white community.

Council Lists Aims
The Citizens" Council of Ruston,
La., has pnblished a statement in the
Rnston Leader under the h e a d in g
"Things we’d like to see."
With the thought that their advertisement might well be of interest to
our readers, the statement in full follows:
THINGS WE’D LIKE TO SEE
(1) A Supreme Court handing
down decisions based on smmd iurisprudence in conformity with the Constitution and the duly enacted laws
of the Congress.
(2) Christianity restored to the
Churches and a realization on the
part of all of our clergymen and
Sunday School teachers that the trne
meaning of religion is to be found
between the covers of the Holy Bible
and not in books on sociology written
by "progressives" who seem to consider the Gospel outmoded.
(3) Our schools and colleges placing greater emphasis on the teaching
of Americanism. Devotion to our
American ideals, traditions and heritage coupled with a sense of duty,
honor and obligation are as important
in fitting our shtdents for citizenship
as the technical courses.
(4) Our government adopt a foreign policy based on strength instead
of weakness, courage instead of
timidity, making decisions based on
what is best for America rather than
what will be pleasing to other people..
(5) An end to the policy of trying[
to buy the friendship of our enemies,
who use our money to strengthen
themselves and weaken us.
(6) The United States get out of
the United Nations and the United
Nations get out of the United States.
(7) A return to good racial relations based on friendship, mutual trust
and respect, and an end to the hostility created by outside agitators whose
true purpose is not to create harmony
and good will, but division and dis-

The Philadelphia Commision on
Human Relations recently called for
equal housing opportunities----or, in
plain terms, racially-nfixed housing.
Making pleas for "’fair" housing legis,lation were Mayor Richardson Dilworth and other city leaders.
The Commission said housing segregation "fosters and helps to perpetnate over-crowded housing conditions that advance slums and blight."
Meantime, dissatisfied Philadelphia
residents are complaining that "public
housing units attract the worst type
of people who have no pride in themselves, public property or the ~rivate
property of others in the area.
NO NEGROES WANTED
An attorney for a group of corporations building a honsing development
in the area said he would maintain
that the law does not bar segregation
in publicly-assisted housing and ff it
does, it is "unconstitutional".
Attorney Sidney Jaffe issued the
statement when Philadelphia Negro
Frank G. Moore, Jr. complained he
was barred from buying a house in a
Gloucester County, N. J., housing development because of his color.
Senator Joseph Clark of Pennsylvania noted that a large number of
people regard public housing pro~ects as welfare institutions in that
"many consist almost exclusively of
problem families~largely unempioyables and manless households."
The Authority estimates that about
600 of its 11,000 tenants are "problem" families.
A hearing before the State Board of
Public Assistance to explore the issue
of aid to "manless households" was
urged recently by Auditor General
Charles C. Smith who said state relief
payments to unwed mothers and their
illegitimate offspring may exceed $10
million yearly.
RACKET IN RELIEF
Smith, critical of Public Welfare
Secretary H a r r y Shapiro, charged
that such relief payouts are too
"easy". He quoted Philadelphia District Attorney Victor H. Blanc in saying "a hard core" of unwed mothers
make a "’racket out of relief by having
more and more children to qualify for
maximum payments" and that instead
of using the relief money toward the
children’s welfare, it often goes for
"drinking, dope and carousing".
(Editor’s Not~A story in this
paper last month revealed the extent to which Pennsylvania taxpayers are subsidizing illegitimacy, in
some instances involving 10 or more
recipients in a single household.)

Louisiana
Dear Editor:
Read your article on convict-editor
Harry Golden’s "’out-of-order" plan
in your Augmst issue.
I say Golden’s plan to teach Negroes (o speak French in order to mix
with whites is ridiculous. Now if they
are taught to speak Hebrew -- that
would be different. The language will
then suit their color.
I suggest that, as a first step toward
integration, Golden invite Negroes into
his synagogue. Or would that constitute integration, after all?
Yours truly,
A Frenchman
New Orleans, La.

Agents of the Federal Civil Rights
Commission are investigating alleged
violations of Negro voting rights in
three Southern states.
Commission chairman John A. Hannah told a news conference recently
that the Commission has authorized
investigations of sworn complaints received from Mississippi, Alabama and
Florida. Hannah said one investigation was already underway, but he
declined to say where.
The Commission’s "field investigators" are being sent to the three
states, and will draft reports for analysis by the Commission.
Hannah said if the Commission
found that laws were being violated, he felt the reports would be
turned over "to someone who can
do something about it," presumably
the Justice Department.
But Hannah stressed that the main
aim of the Commission is fact-finding,
and not the correction of individual
violations.
Meantime, a former FBI agent says
"cases involving Negroes get top priority in the U. S. Attorney General’s
office."
Glen Trusty of Tupelo, Miss.,
who served 14 years on the FBI,
told the Lowndes County Citizens’
Council in Columbus, Miss., that
when a case involving a Negro is
brought to the Attorney General’s
attention, "he gets J. Edgar Hoover
on the phone and says ’Get some
men down there to see whose rights
have been violated.’"
Apparently, the thought never
crosses the Attorney General’s mind
that the complaint might be illfounded.
Trusty says the NAACP is "the
present-day stepchild of the Communist party." He says the NAACP
"is so heavily-infiltrated with Communists that they must, of necessity,
obey every order and command of
the Communist party."
"The Supreme Court’s school integration ruling was the most infamous in a long list of socialistic decisions," Trusty declared, adding that
"both major political parties are capfives of highly-organized minority
groups, so that the tail is now wagging the dog."

Court Record Cited
The dismal voting record of U. S.
Supreme Court iustices in case.s involving Communism is graphically depicted in a two-color leaflet,
"Whose Side Is The U. S. Supreme
Court?" issued by "The Independent
American.’"
A table lists each justice’s "batting
average" on cases involving Communist subversion. The record shows
Hugo Black voting 100 per cent in favor of the Beds, with the lowest proRed average, a surprisingly-high 3.5
per cent, owned by Tom Clark.
Copies of the leaflet are available
at 25c each, or "25 for $I. from The
Independent American, P. O. Box
4223, New Orleans, La.

Dear Sir:
Enclosed find my check for renewal
of my subscripUon to the Citizens"
Council newspaper, p l u s an extra
donation for the cause.
I’m doing my best in the w~ting
f i e I d, but the "paper curtain’ up
North is hard to crack. The Communist-infested NAACP is my main
target, together with the slimy, potbellied politicians here who pander to
the aborigines for their votes. It is
hard to re-educate the white people,
but now the fide seems to be turning.
We shall continue the good fight.
Sincerely,
I. A. H.
Philadelphia, Pa.

North Carolina
Dear Editor:
Please renew my subscription for
one year and kee~p the change. Let’s
keep fighting andnot give up. The
time will come when this situation
will change.
Yours truly,
H. C. C.
Reidsville, N. C.

Nevada
Gentlemen:
A comment on the current integration problem. I am 25, a veteran, and
can remember that I was told in
school about my freedoms as an
American. No one told me then that
I had to go to school with a Negro,
whether I wanted to or not.
Would someone please tell me how
a group of men known as the Supreme
Court can now tell me and the other
free people of a free conntry what
persons we must attend school with,
like it or no?
Why not let the people in each
state vote on whether or not they
want integration, and be governed by
that vote?
I compliment you on your fine
newspaper.
Very truly yours,
P. V. G.
Las Vegas, Nev.

Mississippi
Gentlemen:
In the event of more U. S. troops
being sent into the South to integrate
our schools, I have a suggestion which
would seriously embarrass the Government.
Thousands of signs bearing the
words "Yankee Go Home!" should be
placed in conspicuous places to greet
the invaders upon their arrival. If
the South has been embarrassing the
government in foreign countries, this
will really give them something to
worry about. The foreign newspapers
(especially in U. S.---occupied countries) willreally eat this up, and probably cause demonstrations and wild
yells of approval, lke a n d Dulles
strictly won’t like it.
And if troops are withdrawn from
overseas for garrison d u t y in the
South, they could put into practice
t h e pious admonitions contained in
official government tracts---issued to
servicemen overseas--urging tolerance
and respect for religions, laws, customs and traditions ot strange or backward peoples.
~,Vhy not try it?
Sincerely yours,
V.E.F.
Moss Point, Miss.

Historians of the future will marvel
most of all at the non-res~ of
those who had the most to lose.
H y~ believe in the righl~ of
Sovereign Stat~ to l~nd]e

own, internal affairs, ioin the Citi-I

Georgia
Dear Editor:
In your August paper, you published a letter to the Editor that I
wrote. That was fine, except I do
wish you had used my name.
I will do all that I can to help in
any way to keep segregation, and I
don’t care who knows it. May God
have mercy on the people who are
forced to mix the races, and God
help those who have done the forcing.
Keep up the good work. You are
dning a wonderful iob.
Sincerely,
Mrs. John H. Pate
Route 2
Ashburn, Ga.

Mississippi
Dear Editor:
In speaking of the closing of the
Little Rock schools, President Eisenhewer said, "The dire~t consequences
to the children in these schools and
the eventual consequences to our nation coold be disastrous."
It is not the closing of the schonls
It is the iron grip of oppression that
t h e "U. S. Presidinm,’ headed by
that can he and is being disastrous.
Dwight Eisenhower and including the
U. S. Su~preme C o U r t, has on the
throats o/the people. The economic
oppression by England of those who
founded our couutry was nothing cmnpared to the moral oppressimt that the
-U. S. Presidium" is forcing on the
American people, at the behest of the
Commttnists.
It is better that we have no edttcation than to have education dictated
by a Communistic-minded bunch of
politicians, forcing us into a mongrelized nation by bringing up our children to believe that there is "no difference" between the races; causing
them to date, dance and marry each
other, thus paving the way for both
legitimate and illegitimate mongrelization. It seems, therefore, that there
is nothing for us to do but to get rid
of all of our present public school
property, buildings and facilities in
any way possible and build new ones
through some form of private control.
Mississippians should start NOW
to build an enormous fund through
cash donations and monthly pledges
to be used as a school fund if th~
need arises. This should be handled
by the Citizens’ Conncils, as the champions of our canse.
Sincerely,
R. K. D.
Long Beach, Miss.
(Editor’s note---The Educational
Fund of the Citizens’ Councils is
a tax-exempt corporation which invites monthly pledges and cash contffbutions from those who see the
need to be ready to preserve our
way of living.)

Texas
Gentlemen:
I enclose a check for $2 for one
year’s subscription to your paper. As
a mother, with eight married daughters and 29 grandchildren, I appreciate
the fight you are making to retain
segregation. May God bless your efforts and keep us as He intended for
us to be.
Very tndy,
Mrs. H. C. T.
Beaumont, Texas
All despotism is bad; but the worst
is that which works with the machinery of freedom.--(Junius)
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Court Upholds Voting
For Little Rock Schools--
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Jackson, Mississippi

A three-judgeFederal~urthas,,phekltheeonstitutionali~
’o~ MississipBfs voter registration ]a~s. ~e court praised the
: ~.:,.~/~~~;.,.:.> ~~(<;, state for stiffening the literacy test required of applicants ~or
~ egistration.

porationThe Littleis receivingR°Ck PrivatefinancialSCh~lsupportCOr- .": : .~~;~
from citizens in eve~ Southern state,, ,~: ~~;~’:
and many parts of the Noah.
[ ..’.’ ?/..~~2L
The president of the co.ration, :..~%~
Dr. T. J. Boney, says a~nt one-[
’ ~ ~~:;~
:~.,.: .
fourth of the estimated $~X),~. [
school in o~ration for a foil sch~l[
year has ~en received.
~
Recent group contributions h a v e [
come .....
from Citizens" Councils in Mis- ~
s~ss~pp~ and ~tus~ana, and from
a. ~. ~[~
’
Mississippi sch,~l ~ard.
--~~
WOBK ABOUND-THE-CL~K

,
In a strongl)-worded
47-page decision, the ~urt dealt a sharp
rebuff to the NAACP, which had sponsored the lawsnit. Argu. merits on the case were heard in Jackson last July, and the opinion
was handed down Nov. 6.
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Darby, a Negro minister, "on be-
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P~Y~OOT

Citizens’ Council raised $I1,(~) in a
threeMay drive on the town square
~~
"~
in Bastrop, La. Volunteers su~as~d
their $10J~ goal to ring the couahnnse with silver dollars in the "Four
Blocks For Little Rock" campaign. ~~ ~~
Abont 1~) d.ve workers rotated nn
24-hour do~ for the three days.
Cmmcil president E. F. Madison
~~ ~ ~J~
says even Negnws cnntfibnted. Bas’trnps
’,
. . ,s almut 45 ~r cent
~"~ ~
popnlatmn
~ ~~ ~x:~ ~
"it is hoped this will be an ex’tmple
inNe’rn’Ihe Sonlh and elsewhere to show
~~
what can be accomplished in a small
#~ [~
eoun~ with a nnified effoa," Madison said, adding that similar drives
were underway in Union, Wynne,
and West Carroll parishes.
Madison and about 25 other persons, incloding Bastrop mayor A. P.
Carter, went to Little Rock to present
the $11,100 check to Governor Orval
Fanbus. Faubns in tnrn handed the
A brief collection of related fact:;:
check to Dr. Raney.
"Ebony" is a magazine pubTO STAND FIRM
lished by Negroes for Negroes.
"We sincerely appreciate and grateMedgar Evers is a Mississippi
fully receive this check," Faubus said.
Negro, the state’s field secretary
"’Other Americans now and in times
for the NAACP.
passed have made sacrifices to preserve this country. I have every conThe November issue of "Ebony"
fidence the people here will stand
contains an article by Medgar
firm. I don’t see how we can do less."
Evers, "Why I Live In Mississippi."
Dr. Raney said t h e contribntion
Some qootes from that article:
boosted the t ota I received to the
$150,000 mark. He said he received
"He re a d extensively of Jomo
nearly $20J~)0 in Shreveport, La.,
Kenyatta’s Mau Mau reign of terror
in Africa, and dreamed of arming
a few days earlier at a mass meeting.
In Mississippi, the Holmes Connty
his own band of blackshirts and
extracting an ’eye for an eye’ from
Citizens" Conncil is sponsoring a
"l)ollars For Little Rock" drive, with
whites who mistreated their black
local banks accepting donations.
brothers."
SCHOOL BOARD HELPS
"... his dream of an American
And in Fayette, Miss., the Jeffer’Mau Mau’ band, roaming the Delta
son County Citizens’ Council collectin search of blood."
ed $412 to help snptmrt Little Rock’s
"I’11 be damned if I’m going to
private schtmls. Conncil president
let the white man llck me."
W. M. 1)rake said the donation was
tn "help in the fight to preserve conEvers’ first child is named Darstitutional government."
rell Kenyatta Evers.
(’kwernor F a t, b n s received six
A Jackson Negro editor, P e re y
checks totaling $73.64 from the school
Greene,
commented that Evers had
board of Noxnbee Coonty, Miss. The
"labeled himself as a fanatic and a
checks represented the board memfool."
I~,rs" pay fnr attending the last board
meeting.
School Ix)or(1 chairman Joe R. MilMore Troubles For Darby
ler of Macon, Miss., wrote Faulms
that the board "heartih’ endorses voor
Negro H. D. Darby, who filed the
efforts and are prnu(l nf the si’aud
voting suit referred to in this issue,
yon have taken to preserve segregafimnd himself in more hot water this
tion."
month.
Darby, who now is minister of a
colored church in Madison Connty.
Miss., faced removal frnm his pastorate la.canse church officials said he
spent ton much time promoting the
NAACP.
To l)arbv’s claim that only the
Ftmds art’ being songht to olx’rate bishop coul~,l remove him from his
private, segregated schools in Vir~)st, lay h.aders replied that if the
ginia. Under the state’s "Massive Re~ishop ~lidn’t act, they’d "get rid of
sistance" plan. public high schnols in
Darby nne way or the other."
Norhdk, Charh)ttesvilh" and F r o n t
Royal were closed this fall, rather
In line with the Bed’s racial drive,
than Ol~med to Negr(~’s. And several
a new campaign has been launched
sch(mls in Arlington face closure at
to agitate around camps and lodges.
Hundreds of Camps and Lodges were
the end of the torrent semester, when
Federal t~ltl~ integration nrders are
visited by colored Communists seeking
vacation spots; letters w e re written
dne tn take effect.
from New York addresses, asking for
To help n~rrate private scht~ls for
white s~uh.nts, the Virginia Educareservations in the camps. Results are
being interpreted for propagmada by
tional Fund has I~.en fonned, headed
the Reds, whose own camps are all inbv former governor Stanh.y and with
tl{e suppo~ nf a host of prominent
ter-racial.
citizens.
--National Republic
Donations from the public, in any
Courage consists not in blindly
amonnt, are welt~uned. ~mtfibntioffs
overlooking danger, but in seeing it
should I~" ~.nt to:
Virginia Educational Fond
and conquering it.--(Sydney Smith)
Laws that do not embody public
R. A. Howl. Jr., T~asu~r
opinion can never be enforced.--(EI828 Hotel John Ma~hall
Bichmond, Virginia.
bert Hubbard)

Virginia Schools
Need Money, Too
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larlv situated." James Daniel,
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registration laws has been
hailed
by top legal autho6ties as
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St~tr~s~ Rights., ¯ ,
~moaunatetv tew it any citi. .- " - ’..’ ..
zero morner
pa~s m me natron
are aware that this decision has
even beeo handed down, much
’.ess o’ the s,~ng wording ihe

4 ~/~/
, ~ ~"
i
- ~

pubhC,agree withPerhapsit, or becaUSeperhaps intheYfear(nS’of
offending some settsitive souls by
revealing t h e highly-illuminating
ineptitude displayed by the Negro plaintiffs.
VCe suggest that as soon as you
have finished reading t his issue,
you pass it on to a friend, or mail
it to a relative or acquaiutance in
the North. In this way, public
awareness of this important decision can be increased.
Extra copies of this issue are
available upon request. Just drop
us a line, telling how many copies
you can put to good use. Our
address: Citizens" Council, 8 1 3
Plaza Building, Jackson, Miss.
You can h e l p penetrate the
Northern censorship blockade. Do
your part!

~N
L,,T-WIN~~
PREACHER

CI’TIZENS~ COUNCIL, 3"ACK.~ON ~ M I S~.

FBI Is Target Of
Left- Wing Press,
Legion Chief Says
The left-wing press has lannched
a "smear campaign" against the FBI,
the national commander of the American Legion said recently. Commander
Preston Moore pointed out that two
magazines have recently l)ublished attacks on the FBI, and a New York
newspaper has assigned reporters to
seek derogatory material about FBI
officials.
Moore points out t h a t "Rights"
magazim~, which devoted its entire
October issue to "a biased, one-sided
attack on the FBI," has been cited
as a Commonist-front publicatinn by
the Senate Jndicia~’ Committee.
A wtx, kly magazine, "The Nation,’"
also used an entire reeent issue for
an anti-FBl a~cle which Moore called "’60 pages nf distoflion, half-trnths,
and innuendoes."
"’Snob irresponsible jonrnalism will
not blind the American ~ginn to the
n~d of the FBI investigating the
Commnnist conspiracy,"¯ Moore declared. "’We insist that our people
shonld reaffirm their faith in the
FB! by insis~ng that they pnsh more
vigoroosty than ever their inves~gation and exposure of Conununist traitors in our midst."
The top Legion official also disclosed that the New York Post, an
extreme left-wing newspa~r, has assi~ned re~ers "to sknlk around restanrants and nther pnblic places in
the hope of digging up information
that conkl ~" used against the FBI
and its director, J. Edgar Hoover."
Mnore adds that Post repo~ers have
even approached fonner FBI agents
and requested derngatory material.

~[nen~z:n2 ~i~s employed ,n
Thi~ is because t~ose who control the counto"s meam of mass
communications have seeu fit to
wiIhhoId this opinion ,tom the

, . .....
~
’
..’,’_ ""
. era[ Joe Fattersun were named
The NAACP-financed s u i t
¯
¯
churned
that Darnel, w h o s e
, . ¯ .......
outR’s as c~rctut ch,rk mcm~e

acting as registrar of voters, refused to r~’gister Darbv and
other Negroes in the cou,]tv becatls(’ of their race. An elklerly
Negro woman, Rutha Dilhm,
who is past S0, was pernlitted
"o" l " " " "
,ttll~ C;~St" was" ’ ~llear(~;
At issue’ wits it 19o4 Const~tutional amendment, w h i c h in-

creased literacy requirements by
provi(lin~ that all applicants for
voter registration must read auy
d(’signated section of the Mississippi Constitution; write a
reasonable inte~retation of it;
and write a short essay on the
duties of citizenship. The new
;requirements replaced an oral
cxamination which had been in
~eHect since ]890. Under Missis’sit)pi law, the circuit clerk in
each county acts as registrar.
The panel o~ three iudges dismissed the suit ~or the [ollowing

(1) The State has a "sovereign
right to prese~be and en[orce the
qualification of voters."
(2) The new literacy requirements contained in the 1954
amendment are "’reasonable" and
"moderate" in "this day of mass
A Shreveport, La., attorney h a
education," and are, in ~aet, more
asked that his name be removed frnm
liberal than was the oral exami~the roll of attorneys a(hnitted to praction when it was first presc~bed in
tice before the U. S. Supreme Court.
18~;
lta~ey Broyles, a Shreveport at(3) Rights o[ applicants [or registorney specializing in oil and
tration are [ully sa[e~uarded by
eases, asked the Supreme Conrt to
provisions requiring that wri~en
remove his nallle tR’CallSe ()[ his "proapplications be retained as
fmmd disrespect" for the tribunal.
"~w court ~ranted the request withanent records;
out comment. Brovles was admitted
(4) Plaintiffs Darby and Dillon
to practice before the Snpreme Court
failed to show that they were qualiMay 2, 1947.
fied to vote, and did not demonIn a letter dated this October 2,
strate their ability to pass the
B~yles stated: "In view of my
literacy requirements; and
p~found disrespect for the Court
(5) The cou~ could find no
as now ~nstituted, I am no longer
pr~f that Negr~s were discrimiproud to be an officer of the
nated against.
Coup."
The thr~e-mcmber coo~ w h i c h
"In my opinion the Supreme Conrt
hearcl the case was composed of
has flagrantly violated the doctrine
Judge Ben Cameron of the 5th U.
of Stare Decisis (previously-decided
Circuit C~nrt of Apl~als and Federal
issues); has unduly stres~’d certain l)i~trict Judges
~idn~y Mize and
constitntional provisions, an d comClaude Claytom
pletely ignored others; has ignored
In a lengthy and carefully-worded
olwious legislative intent; and has ~o~ininn,
the court reviewed Darby’s
patently violated all other established
fonr nn~nccessful attempts t~ re~ister
roles of inte~retation nf laws and
to~ether with his co~current ~omconstitutional provisions," B r o y 1 e s
laint to President Eisenhower which
fought on a Federal investigation of
"I sha~ the ~inlon of many
i
Circuit
Clerk Daniel, and the subsemillions of Amefi~ t~t the Suqnent filing of the suit with NAACP
preme Cou~ h~ substi~ted its o~
assistance.
ideals, by judiei~ fiat, for es~bUP TO THE STATES
lished legislative processes," B~yles
eo~luded.
"The qnalification of voters is a
~)t~ attaches say Brovles is one
matter committed exclusively to the
of the few attorneys to ta~e such acStates," the cou~ said, citin~ several
tion since the 1~54 Black Monday
U. S. Supreme Cou~ decisions to
decision.
back up this point. One citation holds
~that the p~vile~e to vote is "not
NEW FEATURE ADDED
given by the Federal Constitution,"
A t~lumn featnfing news of local
and "does not follow from mere
Conncils and their activities begins
citizenship of the United States."
on page 4 of this issue.
Concerning the a~ck on the conPle~ let ns know if you woold
sti~ltionality of the 1954 Com~tionlike to ~e this ne~v feature c~ntinued
al amendment which increased voter
on a regnlar basis.
qnalifications, the cou~ wrote: "It is
Officers and members of local
plain that what plain~ffs complain
~nncils are invited to submit news
of is, not that ~e words used in the
of ~eir groups which they f~l would
amend~nt are va~e and indefinite,
~ of intense to other Coun~l ~mbut ~at ~e Bte~ey t~t imbed by
(S~ VO~N~, P. ~)

Lawyer Expresses
’Profound Disrespect’
For Supreme Court

~

We’ve Moved
J a c k s o n headquarters Of the
Citizens’ Council has moved into
a new suite of offices, just two
floors below the old location.
The new offices, Boom 813,
P1 a za Building, provide a considerable increase in space, and
will permit the Council to render
better service.
More room is provided for the
staff of this paper, for work on
the "Citizens’ Council Forum" TV
and radio series, and for the continued growth of the Jackson Citizens’ Council, already one of the
South’s largest.
We invite you to visit us at any
time we may be of service. Our
telephone number remains
unchanged--Fl~.twood 2-4456.
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The Secret Weapon

Report From

CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
OF AMERICA

Tennessee

I~bli~hed month’y at 8t3 P!aza Building, Jackson, Mi~issippi, by the

By Richard Burrow, Jr.
One of the main reasons responsible Tennesseans have opposed the
Subscription 82.00 a year--payable in advance.
Communist-spawned project of integration is that they wished to avoid
Grottp Subsca’iptlons ll.00 pet Member
I M~nimum o|
the violenoe that always seems to
I|IYLK BATES- Pardi Pint P~pald.
go hand in hand with forced race100 C~pies~8/0.~ a month--$108A~ a year
mixing.
250 Copies--$20.~ a mont~$216.O0 a year
The only two communities in the
5~ Copies--S37.50 a month~$415.~ a year
s t ate to experience destrnction of
The Citizens’ ~un~l is not res~nsihle for the return of tm~dicited article.
property are the only two which have
manu~ripts or other materials suhmined for ~ssible publication. All such
been forced to mix the races.
matter should I~ ac~mpanied hy a sel[-addres~d stained envelo~ if a
~etu~ of such material Ls desired.
The Tennessee Federation for ConS¢~nd ~ata Mall Prlvileg~ Aulho~ at Jackson, M~i~pi
stitutional Government, under the capable leadership of its chairman, Dr.
Donald Davidson of Vanderbilt UniEDITORIAL BOARD
versity, deserves a great deal of credit
SAM M. ENGEI,HARDT, JR ................. ALABAMA
for preventing a complete breakdown
Director, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
of law and order by using every legal
ROBERT E. BROWN ..................
ARKANSAS
means to uphold the Constitution of
Director, Citizens’ Councils of Arkansas
the United States as written by the
DR. GEORGE A. DOWNS ....
FLORIDA
Founding Fathers--not as rewritten
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ councils-~f Florida
by the U.S. Supreme Court.
R. CARTER PITTMAN ............. GEORGIA
There have been no racial disorders
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
in any Tennessee locality where segW. M. RAINACH ................. LOUISIANA
regation has been maintained. The
President, citiz~n~, Councils of Lonisiana, Inc.
separate-but-equal doctrine promotes
ROBERT B. PA’I’I’ERSON ............ MISSISSIPPI
racial peace; the race-mixing theory
"Execntive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
leads to violence. Informed TennesB. A. GRAHAM .................................. SOUTH CAROLINA
scans are fed up with integration and
Chairman, Citizens’ Councils of South Carolina
turmoil. If Governor-elect Bt,ford EIRICHARD BURROW, JR ................... TENNESSEE
lington lives up to his c ampai g n
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
ledges, Tennessee may once again
DR. B. E. MASTERS ..................
TEXAS
ave racial harmony.
President, Citizens’ Conncils of Texas
Union City--Representative Robert
A. (Fats) Everett (D-Term) recently
W. J. SIMMONS .................................
Editor
assailed the U. S. Supreme Court for
CITIZEN-~~ COUNCIL~ .,’tACKSONt MISS
embarking npon an era of "government by decree."
He said the court’s present members have established themselves "as
a high-handed group bent npon inflicting their will npon the people,
The Federal court decision upholding the constitutionality of
Those slow, dejected footsteps you hear echoing hollowly regardless of the cos t s or conseMississippi’s voter registration laws comes as a major break- clown the halls of Southern politics don’t belong to some ghost qoences."
Congressman Everett declared that
through in the field of States’ Rights, in the opinion of many top out of the distant past. They are the footsteps of a forlorn few
Congress must curb the court or "see
members of the legal profession.
~.ho were exposed to public view in that most embarrassing of the nation succumb to rnle by iudicial
A full and complete report on this momentous decision will political poses--astraddle a fence. They are the departing sounds fiat, backed by Army bayonets."
"’If nndeterred," he predicWd, "the
be found on Page 1 of this publication. But, we are sorry to add, of those who tried to beat the odds--who bet that they could
Supreme Court will replace Congress
that is one of the few places where it may be found. And our work both sides of the street without being detected.
as the nation’s law-making body, and
many readers outside the South will probably get their first news
representative government wil I be
It goes without saying that they lost. The election is over.
of this decision from our detailed story.
We have refrained from indulging in partisanship until now, dead."
To the best of our knowledge, not one single account of the
Jackson ~ The Madison County
and we shall continue that policy. To do otherwise would be
chapter of the Tennessee Federation
court’s ruling has appeared in the Northern press; not one word
wasted effort--defeat at the polls is the worst fate that can befor Constitutional Government h a s
concerning it has been broadcast by the national television and
heen publishing, as a public service,
fall a politician, and our few words of contempt would likely
radio networks.
a series of paid advertisements in the
fall
on
ears
still
a-pounding
from
the
shellacking
they
absorbed
Not being in the confidence of those who control the national
local daily newspaper, to alert the
November
4th.
, people to the dangers of the NAACP
news media, we can only guess why they chose to ignore this
story. Certainly, they were zealous in their reporting efforts when
Yes, the election is over. Come next year, new governors will and Federal tyranny. Officers of this
wide-awake county organization are
the NAACP first filed the suit. And we can safely assume that be moving into some of our Southern statehouses. In Alabama, A. S. Ingram, chairman; Ted Cunliffe,
if the verdict had favored the other side if the NAACP had won Georgia, South Carolina and Tennessee, the electorate has chosen .secretary; Mrs. Frank Dail, assistant
the ease--Mississippi would have become a scapegoat overnight, governors pledged to maintain our customs and traditions. That secretary; and Russell Robins, treawith words of condemnation heaped upon the state from all parts they succeed in so doing is our fondest hope. And to us, it appears surer.
Clinton--Attorneys for six Anderthat in two of the aforementioned states, any change would have son
of the country.
County residents have appeared
We can state positively that the importance of this decision been for the better.
before a U.S. Circnit Court of Appeals in Cincinatti, Ohio, to seek rewas emphasized to a number of supposedly-objective communicaIn Washington, too, the effects of the new Southern solidarity
tions media. But those with decision-making power, after being will be felt. A new face will appear in the House of Representa- versals of their clients" convictions
on contempt charges growing out of
apprised of the forthright language of the opinion, promptly tives, representing the 5th District of Arkansas. And the presence last year’s school integration troubles
rolled down the paper curtain of censorship. This, they decided, in Congress of Dr. Dale Alford is living proof of the tidal wave in Clinton.
is news best kept hidden; otherwise, some restless souls up North
The attorneys who asked for reof determination now sweeping our region.
lease of the six were Robert L. Dobbs
might get ideas about doing the same thing~ and, horror of
Dr. Alford announced his candidacy just eight days before of Memphis, William Shaw, s~pecial
horrors, this might wipe out minority group bloc voting.
assistant attorney general of LouisBesides, we cannot conceive of any mis-named "liberal" the election. And yet, he scored a stunning write-in victory over iana, and Boss L. Barnett of Jackson,
"moderate"
Brooks.
Hays,
a
veteran
of
16
years
on
Capitol
Hill.
editor in the North with guts enough to risk the wrath of asMiss.
Barnett criticized the government’s
sorted alphabetical minority groups by conceding the simple Hays ran on his record--his record as a "moderate." And Hays
fact that there exist in the South not just one, but several ~’as soundly defeated by a Little Rock physician who had only procedure during the original contempt trial. He said Federal proseNegroes incapable of demonstrating the simplest command of eight short days in which to wage his campaign.
cotors called several Negro witnesses
written and spoken English,
Hays, who mixed politics and religion by becoming president to the stand, and that the governOne of our Southern journalistic colleagues suggests that a of the Southern Baptist Convention, pulled out all the stops in ment had obtained advance statefamous newspaper might well change its slogan to: "All the news his campaign. Distant acquaintances were called upon to repay ments from the Negroes. Barnett added that the defense was onable to
we see fit to print."
nearly-forgotten political debts. Hays is a "moderate." He ran as interview the Negro witnesses before
The realization is gradually dawning on us in the South that a "moderate." And he was defeated. Why? It’s simple.
the trial began.
this "liberalism" we are called uaon daily to accel~t, if not emDobbs was critical nf U. S. deputy
Dr. Afford put it this way: "A ’moderate’ attitude on integra- marshals who roonded up the Anderbrace, is as phony as a Confederate 3-dollar bill with U. S.
tion only ends in integration for us here at home.~ He cam- son Countains named in the court’s
Grant’s portrait on it.
injunetion. One expectant mother, he
paigned on that basis, and he won.
The very "liberals" who so proclaim themselves most stridently
said, "who wooldn’t weigh 96 lxmnds
The new Congressman adds this appeal: "More substantial,
soaking wet," was handcuffed "and
are the first ones to ring down the paper curtain to bar any nugparaded past a hungry press like a
get of truth that fails to fit their preconceived and misguided fine, old family-type Southerners must take up the fight to curprisoner of war."
tail the illegal activities of the U. S. Supreme Court."
image of "liberalism."
He said the "excessive bonds" set
These same counterfeit "liberals" are the ones ~vho give page
the defendants (ranging from
No demagoguery there. No impassioned call to violence. Just for
$5,000 to $12,(gg)) was indicative of
ene.play in the metropolitan Northern press to any isolated race
a
plea
for
action.
And
action
is
what
the
people
want.
Not
"modthe Government’s intention "to punish
incidents in the South, while relegating the bottom of page 23
these .people and hold them np as
or omitting altogether from their journals the daily multitude eration"--but action.
examples" to anyone else who might
of inter-racial stabbings, shootings, sex crimes and related sociAfter the ballots were counted, let it be noted, after the titanic oppose integration of the classrooms.
ological phenomena occuring daily in their own integrated par- proportions of his defeat became known, "moderate" Hays hurried
Marshal F r a n k Quarles testified
adise.
from Little Rock to the sanctuary of Washington, summoned a during trial that the defendants were
It’s too much to expect the ordinary rules of decency and fair group of ne~vsmen, "moderates" all, and proceeded to unleash a handcnffed "on orders" from the Justice Department.
play to apply to, these exalted minions of the North’s minds. These highly-immoderate attack on those whom he suspected of aiding "’To steal a phrase from the Presiphony "liberals’ are too busy reforming the South--that is, drag- in his defeat. There, basking in the declining glo~ of his self- dent of this country." Dobbs said,
ging us down to the rabble-ruled standards of their own slum- proclaimed "moderation," Hays vo~ved to go about the world do- "these defendants were not B a b y
Fate Nelsons or John Dillingers. They
ridden Meccas.
ing good . . . but reserving the right to vilify anyone daring to be were just ordinary mountain folks,
We might observe that the patron saint of liberals, Voltaire, so audacious as to disagree with him.
yet the Government placed great sigonce said: "I disagree with what you say, but I will defend to
nificance on these Ix-ople who were
We suspect that the advocates of appeasement, of surrender- looking in on a group of Negroes gothe death your right to say it."
in-advance which has been mis-named "moderation," will re- ing to school dnwn there in Clinton."
But where is the Northern "liberal" making a conscientious member this election for many a year. We also suspect that the
effort to report the South’s position in the current controversy?
people will remember. If that be the case, then the South may
Where is the obiective mind, seeking to report all sides of an
look forward to a glorious new era ... to an end of hypocrisy in
issue fairly? Such men--most of them, at least--have been’ public life ... and to a time when all elected officials will, in Dear Sir:
silenced by avarice or the demands of politics.
Enclosed please find a money order
emulation of Dr. Afford in Little Rock and others elsewhere, let for a subscription to yoor newspaper.
What is it these one-way "l~erals~ fear? Have they so little
the people know positively, forthrightly, and without hedging
1 recently received my first copy from
confidence in their ability to brainwash their people that they
a friend, and I heartily agree with
where they stand on the great issues of our time.
yonr work. Let’s expose the hwY~aa;
are terrified at the thought that a grain of fact might sprout
Meantime, the "moderates" in the South are consigned to trices who do not live up to
among their weeds of vilification and propaganda? Or is their
oblivion. They have gone the way of the Whigs, while emitting they preach. ’
fear the one shared by all forces of evil in the face of the power
Best wishes,
the bellows of a Bull Moose in the process. May their tribe deand might of a dedicated people, armed with zeal and clothed
in the raiment o~ truth?
Irvington, N. J.
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF AMERICA
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when it was adopted.
"The Constitution of 1890 was
passed when Negroes had just
emerged from complete illiteracy,
and when beth Negroes and whites
had pa~ed through two decades of
the tragedy of Recong~ruction when
efforts at education were close to
the vanishing point. After six
decades of an increasingly competent educational ~ystem, it secrm
moderate indeed for the electorate
to lay upon it.ll the obligation of
being able to read and write the
basic law of the Commonweath.
Understanding and interpretation
formed a part of the 1890 oral test,
and they seem all the more proper
in thi~ time of general enlightenment."
At this point, the court ouoted
figures from East year, when 268~246
Negroes and 281,684 whites attended
Mississippi public schools.
STATE ’BEASONABLE’
Referring to the requirement that
registrants write a brief essay to
demonstrate "a reasonable nnderstanding of the dories and obligations
of citizenship under a constitutional
form of government," the iudges held:
"At a time when alien ideologies
are making a steady and insidious
assault upon constitutional government everywhere, it is nothing but
reasonable that the States should
be tightening their belts and seeking to ~sure that those carrying the
resoonsibility of suffrage understand
and appreciate the form and genius
of the government of this country
and of the States."
The opinion continues: "Literacy
tests for prospective voters have been
in effect in this country for a century,
aod no case has been brought before
us holding that the people of a state
have placed themselves nnder too
heqvv a burden in setting the standards which will e~rn the right to vote
and nnne condemning a literacy test

proof that, on its face or by reason
of its unrevealed sinister "purpose,"
the constitutional amendment is void.
The showing before us wholly fails to
warrant serious consideration of so
condemning a whole people, which is
what we would have to do if we
accepted plaintiffs" argument. Neither
proof nor iudicial knowledge tend to
sustain plaintiffs’ position.
"Even if we had such knowledge
by some sort of occult power of
divination, we would not have the
competence to do what plaintiffs
advocate. No case is cited as a precedent for such action, and no proof
is offered to sustain it. It we should
imagine ourselves possessed of such
omiscience and omnipotence, we
would find ourselves confronted by
a vast array of authority which forbids questioning the motives even
of a legislature, certainly of a
sovereign people.
"We hold, therefore, that plaintiffs have wholly failed to establish
that the amendment is void on its
face or because it was the product of
base motives. We hold, on the other
hand, that said amendment and the
statutes passed in connection with
it are valid on their face and in fact,
and are a legitimate exercise by the
State of its sovereign right to prescribe and enforce the qualification
of voters."

is exemp]ified by examination of
the several documents in the record
written by him, and is further attested by the fact that the letter
he sent the president was written
entirely by someone else, including
the signature. He did not attempt,
while on the witness stand, to demonstrate that he could read.
"Every o t h e r Negro witness he
placed on the stand was given a section of the Mississippi Constitution
to read before the Court, but plaintiff himself did not attempt to show
his ability to read.
’Whe evidence does not, therefore, support the burden imposed
on the plaintiffs to show that they
were qualified to be registered as
voters. It clearly does not establish
that defendant Daniel did not act
in good faith or exercise a sound
discretion when he made his decision that plaintiffs had not passed
the examinations given them."
"It is not our province to set ourselves up as registrar of voters," the
judges wrote, adding that some of the
testimony given by the 15 Negroes
who took the stand during the trial
"certainly demonstrated the absence
of qualifications of the applicants."

TELEVISION
ALABAMA
Dothar~--WTVY-TV Channel 9, Wednesday 10 p.m.
Florence---WOWL-TV Channel 15,
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Montgomery ~ WCOV-TV Channel
20, Sunday afternoon.

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus -- WCBI-TV Channel 4,
Friday 5:45 p.m.
]ackson---WLBT Channel 3, Sunday
3:30 p.m.
Jaeksun -- WJTV (TV) Channel 12,
Snnday 11:15 p.m.
Tupel~WTWV (TV) Channel 9,
Sunday 2 p.m.

ARKANSAS
TENNESSEE
Little Rock--KATV Channel 7, MonJohnson City--WJHL-TV Channel 11,
day 6:15 p.m.
Schedule not received.
LOUISIANA
VIRGINIA
Lafayette ~ KLFY-TV Channel I0, llampton-Norfolk WVEC-TV ChanSunday 3:45 p.m.
nel 15, Saturday afternoon.
New Odeans--WJMR-TV Channels Biehmond~WTVR (TV) Channel 6,
12 and 20, Sunday 6 p.m.
Monday 6:30 p.m.

RADIO

Newton--WBKN Tnesday 11:45 a.m.
ALABAMA
Dotha~WDIG (1450 kc.) Wednes- Oxford--WSUlt (1420 kc.~ Sunday
1 p.m.
day 6:15 p.m.
Evergreen--WBLO (1470 kc.) Sun- Philadelphia ~ WHOC (1490 kc.)
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
day 2 p.m.
Starkville--WSSO
(1230 kc.) SaturA LITTLE LEABNING
ARKANSAS
day 6:45 a.m.
"For example, when called upon
NEGROES FAIL QUIZ
Question 18 to copy Section 198 Benton---KBBA (6,90 kc.) Thorsday TupeI~WELO (1490 kc.) Snnday
Next, the jurists turned their by
7:35 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
of the Mississippi Constitution, Johnthoughts to considering whether any nie B. Darby, plaintiff Darby’s wife, Helena---KFFA (1360 kc.) Monday Tupelo---WTUP (138(} kc.) Sunday
r a c i a 1 discrimination was, in fact, wrote:
9 p.m.
8:15 a.m.
practiced against the plaintiffs in ad"I have so agreed to be as good a
ministering the registration law. The
West
Point~WROB (1450 kc.) Wedcitizen as I possible can I have not DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
opinion foond in the negative.
nesday 6:15 p.m.
yet
read
the
Constitotion
of
MissisWashington area~WFAX (1220 kc.)
"Plaintiff Dillon, conceding t h a t
Sunday 12:30 p.m.
she was properly given the written sippi 1 do try to abide by trnth and
Yazoo City ~ WAZF (1230 kc.)
right
as
the
almighty
god
privide
the
test provided by the amendment,
Thursday 12:30 p.m.
understanding
and
wisdom."
failed to produce a copy of that test
FLORIDA
Another witness was called upon
for the Conrt’s inspection. She did not
NORTH CAROLINA
demonstrate in her oral testimony the to copy Section 16 of the Constitu- Cresfvlew--WJSB (11~50 kc.) Wednesday 8:45 a.m.
Concord~WEGO (1410 kc.) Friday
possession of the qualifications pro- tion, which reads: "Ex post facto laws
5:30 p.m.
vided in the Mississippi Constitution or laws impairing the obligation of Ki~knmee ~ WRWB (1220 kc.)
and statutes, and there is no proof contracts, shall not be passed."
bchedule not received.
Lexington-~WBUY (1440 kc.) Wedat all, therefore, that she had any
The N e g re, according to the Orland~WKlS (740 kc.) Schedule nesday 7 p.m.
as
to maintain this action."
court, copied the section thusly:
"Plaintiffs concede," the ooinion status
not received.
New Bern--WHIT (1450 kc.) SaturAs for Darby, the judges found
"Ex post facto laws or laws imnoted, "that it is nroper for Mississippi
day 0:15 p.m.
that
he
had
consulted
a
lawyer
and
paitring
obligations
contrace
St.
to enact reasonable literacy requireGEORGIA
written
President
Eisenhower
at
Shall
Be
passed."
Interpreting
that
ment~ for voting. That concession is
SOUTH CAROLINA
section, the same witness wrote:
bound to include the unquestioned least one month before his first atAtlanta~WAGA (590 kc.) Schednle
tempt
to
register.
T
h
e
attorney
"a
man
must
pay
pold
tax
befor
BelIon---WHPB
(13,°,0 kc.) Sunday
r’oncer)t that it is the states which promptly contacted t h e NAACP,
not received.
he eatable to voat."
have plenary and exclusive rmwer to
12:15 p.m.
which agreed to pay all expenses
With wry humor, the judges add- Atlanta~WYZE (1480 kc.) Sonday Bennettsville--WBSC (1550 kc.) Satdetern~ine what is reasonable."
of any court action.
7 p.m.
ed "This witness gave his occupanrday 5:45 p.m.
In his first apr~lication, dated June tion as that of teacher."
SAFEGUARDS PRAISED
Cordel~WMJM
(1490 kc.} SchedThe Federal panel pointed out that 29, 1956, Preacher Darby gave his
Greenville ~ WMUU (1260 kc.)
ule
not
received.
Concluding
that
the
testimony
of
the circuit clerk does not have arbi- occupation as "farmer." The court the Negro witnesses contributed little
Schedule not received.
trary and uncontrolled discretion in says the entire cam is based on an- to solution of the case, the opinion Dalton---WRCD (1430) kc.) Satur- Laurens---WLBG (86(I kc.) Snnday
day
7
a.m.
other
application,
filed
by
Darby
at
passing on the qualifications of pros’continued:
1:0,5 p.m.
pective registrants. Disappointed ap- his lawyer’s direction on June 22,
(14.90 kc.) Satur"The essence of the action before Monrn~--WMRE
plicants have the right of appeal to 1957. "This document, read in the
Orangeburg--WDIX (1150 kc.) Satday 12:30 p.m.
an administrative agency--the board light of the testimony of plaintiff Dar- us, therefore, is discrimination on the
urday 7 p.m.
of election commissioners, and may by, reveals several deficiencies," the part of the defendant Daniel--discri- Winder~WlMO (1300 kc.) Monday Sumter~WSSC ( 1290 kc.) Saturday
mination
against
plaintiffs,
Negroes,
10:45
a.m.
court noted.
also appeal through the courts.
4:45 p.m.
and in favor of white persons.
In fact, the opinion states, "It
CAN’T WRITE, WON’T READ
LOUISIANA
woold be hard to conceive of constiNO BIAS FOUND
"He made no answer to Question
TENNESSEE
tntional provisions which safeguard
Homer--KYHL (1320 kc.) Sunday
the rights of applicants for suffrage 14 inquiring if be had ever been con- "After listening to the oral testiMilan
~
WKBG
(1600 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
as well as do the ones under attack. victed of the crimes enumerated in mony and examining the documents
3
p.m.
the
question;
considerable
portions
of
carefully
we
are
unable
to
find
any
Houma~KCIL (1490 kc.) Sunday
A permanent record is made on forms
Mudreesboro -- WGNS (1450 kc.)
prepared by state officers and apply- the answers written by plaintiff are tangible or credible proof of discri- 5:15 p.m.
illegible.
mination. There is no proof that any
Surlday 9 p.m.
ing uniformly to all applicants, so
Jonesville---KLEC
(1480
kc.)
Sun"In
response
to
Question
18
calling
white person was ever treated in any
that anything smacking of discriminaday
8:45
a.m.
upon
him
to
copy
Section
123
of
the
manner more favorably than plaintiffs
tion can easily be checked by examiTEXAS
Constitution of Mississippi, he wrote or any other Negroes.
nation of the public records.’"
Opelousa*---KSLO (1230 kc.) Frida
Brownsville~KBOR
~ 1600 kc.) Tues"The mere showing that of 3,000
6:30 p.m.
In response to NAACP claims that six lines not called for by the quesday 8 p.tn.
the 1954 Amendment was passed to tion and not possessing marked co- qualified voters in Jefferson Davis
MISSISSIPPI
County, only forty to fifty are NeCarthage,---KGAS (1590 kc.) Sa, nday
curb Negro voting, the court pointed, herence."
Section 123 reads, in its entirety: groes is not sufficient. Plaintiffs carout an "interesting comparison, ’
12:45 p.m.
Aberdee~WMPA
(1240
kc.)
Friday
showing that counties with the small- ’Whe Governor shall see that the ry the burden of showing that plain5:30
p.m.
Edinburg--KURV
(710 kc.) Sunday
est numbers of Negroes on the voting laws are faithfully executed."
tiffs have been denied the right to
l0 p.m.
The opinion states, "In giving his register because they are Negroes, Brookhaven ~ WJMB (1340 kc.)
rolls balloted heavily against the
amendment, while counties with larg- reasonable interpretation of that see- and that white people similarly situatWednesday 2:15 p.m.
Gainesville~KCAF ( 15S0 kc.) Suner nnmbers of Negro voters generally tion he wrote:
ed have been permitted to register. Canton~WDOB (1370 kc.) Thu.rsd~y 5:15 p.m.
"the govenner govends all the This record contains no such proof.
supported it.
day 10 a.m.
Junction---KMBL
(1450 kc.) Sunday
The court rejected the argument works of the state and he is to see
"The disparity between numbers
9:15 p.m.
that all the voihtores be punished
that the purpose of the amendment
of registrants, as has been so often Clarksdale--WBOX (1450 kc.) *Ionwas to discriminate against Negro and als he can pardon out the pointed out, results doubtless from
Kermit~KERB (600 kc.) Satnrday
day 12:15 p.m.
penetenter ane pherson."
applicants. The NAACP lawyers atthe fact that one race had a start
"In
answering
Question
20
which
tempted to link the amendment with
of several centuries over the other Cleveland--WCLD (1490 kc.) Sun-’
[Pasadena--KRCT (650 kc.) Sunday
~veral bills passed by the Mississippi directed him to write his understand- in the slow and laberious struggle
day 5:45 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
ing
of
the
duties
and
obligations
of
Legislature since the 1954 U. S. Sutoward literacy.
Columbia~WCJU (1450 kc.) Men- Terrell ~ KTER (1570 kc.) Monday
,reme Court school integration deci- citizenship under a constitutional form
CLERK PRAISED
day 7:45 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
"This record does not, in our opin- Columbus--WACR (1050 kc.) Fri-i Tyler~KTBB (600 kc.) S,mday 5:45
ion, show t h a t defendant (Circuit
day 12 noon.
p.m.
Clerk Daniel) has practiced discrimination. From our observation of Forest~WMAG (860 kc.) Sunday.
VIRGINIA
his demeanor during the trial and 7:15 a.m.
while on the witness stand and of the Greenwood ~ WGRM (1240 kc.) Ch-rlottesville -- WCIIV ~1260 kc.)
Citizens’ Councils
evidence generally we are convinced Monday 9:05 p.m.
Svnday 7:45 p.m.
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
that he has shown himself to be a
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
lndhmola--WNLA
(1380
kc.)
Sun-.
Falls
Church ~ WFAX (1220 kc.)
conscientious, patient and fair public
day 1 p.m.
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
official, exerting every effort to do
! Sunday 12:30 p.m.
a hard iob in an honorable way."
Jaekso~WJDX (620 kc.) Saturday
[] For One Year ............................................. $2.00
Gloucester~WDDY (1420 kc.) SonAfter spelling out in technical legal 12:45 p.m.
(Please Print)
day 12:45 p.m.
language why t h e NAACP cannot
Koseiusk~WKOZ
(1350
kc.)
SunName ..............................................................................
bring this action under the 1957 FedI Nodolk~WLOW (1400 kc.) Schederal Civil Bights law, the 47-page day 12 noon.
Address ..............................................................
opinion ends with these words:
Louh’vill~WLSM (1270 kc.) Satur-’ ale not received.
"It results from the foregoing
day 12:45 p.rm
I Richmond~WMBG (1380 kc.) Sunviews that plaintiffs are not coMeComb.--WAPF (980 kc.) SaturdayII day 10 p.m.
tiffed to any of the relief sought.
State
We are, therefore, entering an orNatehez--WMIS ,1240 kc.) Sunday So~uth ,BoT~sZ ~.Wm?LF (1400 kc.)
3 p.m.
~ 3unaay : p..
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Negroes Date White Girls
In Mixed School, Coed Says

Any "moderate" who still does not Even this was no remedy. An EnCOLOR, COMMUNISM AND
He says that they desire progress
believe that mixing the races in pub- glish teacher complained t h a t his
COMMON SENSE
through education, reliability, knowlic schools has a far-reaching social tenth-grade students were reading at
By: Manning Johnson
how and productivity even though a
(Editor’s note -- Officers and significance beyond the classromn ts a seventh-grade level.
number of Negro intellectuals try to
Publisher: The Alliance, Inc.
in for a ntde shock when he reads
Integration brought other benefits,
members of local Citizens’ Councils
Copies may be obtained by writ- convince them that discrimination is are any/ted to submit items of in- "I Spent Four Years in an Integrated as well. Adult audiences for school
a
good
substitute.
~
ing to the Alliance, Inc., 200 East
plays became all-Negro; so did the
terest concerning their activities. High School.
Appearing in the Nov. 7 issue of roster of the f~tball and basketball
88th Street, New York 21, New The Negro intellectual, as Johnson We will print as many as space
displays in his writings, is physically
"U. S. News and World Report," teams.
York.
limitations will permit.)
the article was written by an 18-yearPrice: $1.00 (Volume prices upon free but mentally a slave. Incapable
~ for mixed ~t~g, the au~or
of throwing off their "slave psychoold white girl who was graduated ~p~s that it ~ -- on Se
request)
"The
present
justices
of
the
U.S.
Manning Johnson was a member logy," they easily fall prey to the Supreme Court have assumed powers last spring from an integrated high sly. She explains that most of the
of the Communist Party for ten years, Reds. Feeling frustrated or inferior illegally," c h a r g e d Representative schoo~in Milwaukee, Wis. The at:- white s~dm~ ~m~nin$ in t h e
during which time he "labored in they turn to Communism and with John Bell Williams (D-Miss). Ad- thor is now attending college, and ~h~l we~ gMs. At f~t, t~y
the cause of Communism" as a de- their comrades ~turn race relations dressing a Citizens’ Council meeting she asked that her name not be pub- went to ~n~s al~ a~ ~
into shambles."
wi~ one another. But Sis mn
voted "comrade."
at Liberty, Miss., this month, Wil- lashed.
The name of the school was also ~w bring, ~ the mo~ ven~Johnson, experienced in CommUnist liams added that "the framers of the changed,
He broke with the Party in 1940,
to cloak the author’s iden- ~me on~ ~aflM d~ing with NeConstitution assumed t h e Supreme tity. But she
and since that time has cooperated tactics, warns these "victims" in
says the 1,500 students
Mys. "After that," s~ says,
with various State and Federal agen- or, Communism And Common Sense,~ Court would he composed of honest were two-thirds white when she en- gm
"you ~d always fi~ . . . mix~
cies in the investigation and prosecu- but adds that those who don’t heed men, but I’m afraid they would be tered as a freshman, and had become ~uples on the dan~ fl~r."
this advice . . . deserve whatever disappointed now."
tion of Communists.
two-thirds Negro when she graduated
"Almoa evee white # I k~w
Manning Johnson is a 50-year old Bed reward is due them7
four years later.
~d a s~t ~h ~ om of the
A
new
Citizens’
C~uneil
has
been
The first-person account tells a ~!o~ ~ys," ~e mnfinu~, deNel~ro. He tells a story that is reformed in Hartsville, S. C. A recent behind-the-scenes story that illumi- ~fibing emotions ~ va~ing "from
yea fang and untainted of his years THE SOUTH: LAST BULWARK
p
u
b
I
i
c
meeting
was
addressed
by
nates with factual reality an area of
as a top Negro Communist, in his OF AMERICA
B. A. Graham, chairman of the Citi- inter-racial teen-age experience that w~ f~en~hip to ~d infa~abooklet, "C o/o r, Communism And
zens’ Councils of South Carolina, and has heretofore been camouflaged with
By Frank E. Westmoreland
Common Sense."
S h e ad~, however, "In eve~
by Carl Floyd and the Rev. Marion gushing emotionalism.
Vantage Press, New York $3.50
e~e of ~x~ dating that ~d,
Like many others of his race, JohnWoodson, both of Olanta, S.C.
There
was
no
friction
between
t~
white girls made ~e fi~ adson was reared in a Christian home
Writing of the South, Frank WestThe executive secretary of the
va~, ~ the ~ys. At ~ time
and his religious belief was a main moreland gives his analysis of what Hartsville Citizens’ Council, George the races, she wrote, became the
students bent over backwards
did any of ~e ~1o~ ~ys m~e
obstacle to his joining the Communist is taking place in the political areas Waring, urged members to "’come, white
any adva~s ~thout ~g fairly
Party. In his first association with today. He fires away at the North- bring your wife, your pastor and your to avo/d it. The general tone o~
the article indicates, in fact, that
~n ~at ~e Ori w~ ~ted."
the Red movement, the Communists ero "liberals", the Communists and friends."
white
students,
who
were
gradually
"Moa of t~ ~ls we~ able to
urged him to become an atheist be- their cohorts in the NAACP for their
becoming
outnumbered
b~
Negro
~sist ~e temp~tion," she s a i d,
fore becoming a member of the Party. slams against the South.
The secretary of the C it i ze n s’ classmates, chose the "easy course.
"and ~d a lot of complicati~.
He did not become an atheist, but
Westmoreland lives in Virginia and Council in Hattiesburg, Miss., D. B. That is, rethe~ than risk offending
I ~i~ the g~ate~ deta~ to
did suppress his religion and went
Red,
is
author
of
a
pamphlet
on
the
a
Negro,
the
white
students
suba staunch Southerner, a believer
mixed dat~g is the ~hl ~igma
to work for the Communist cause, is
jeeted themselves to a rigorous code
States’ Rights, segregation and the’segregation question.
that ~ a~aehed to the ~. I
being convinced that this was far in
Titled "A corrupt t r e e bringeth of self-imposed thought-control.
Southern
people
as
the
"first
settlers,
~ow that if the s~al ba~e~ to
more important than his beliefs in the first to institute representative f ort h evil fruit,’-the pamphlet is
An example of this "lesser of two raised dating we~ lowe~d the~
God and religion.
available
from
Red,
at
15
cents
fo~
evils"
thinking
is
cited.
Reportin~
overoment, and the first to seek inw~ld ~ much mo~ mixed dat~g
Manning Johnson was lured into ependence."
single copies, or 8 copies for $1.
numerous speeches on "brotherhood’ than tbe~ ~ now."
the Communist Party mainly through
during
the
school
year,
the
co-ed
says
Pointing out that most Northerners
The opening sections of his book
the writings of a "renegade" ProtThe South Louisiana Ci t i z ens’ white students reacted to the com- have had no contact with members
devoted to an historical backestant Bishop and thrm, gh member- are
the political beliefs and ¯ Conncil has been formed to meet a pulsory their
brainwashing
sessions "by of other races, she makes this telliug
ship in the An~,rican Negro Labor ground of
mouths shut."
obse~ation: "Now, as more Negroes
the South, many of them growing need for expansion of the eeping
Congress, a front organization de- lawsof
"If
we
had
said
anything,"
she move into the white areas of the
from early associations with Citizens’ Council movement in the wrote, "we would have felt obli.signed to penetrate non-Party groups stemming
England as a colony, and from the area, and to augment the work of gated to defend our race, of course, qorth, people solve their dilemma hy
and tie them up with the Bed move- guidance of such men as Washington, other local Councils.
rocking up and moving to a new
ment.
The South Louisiana group will and somehow it just didn’t seem
ncation . . . Ironically, often the peoIefferson, and Madison.
worth
the
trouble."
consist of members from New Orple who profess to be the most broadJohnson tells how the Communists
Even
though
trying
her
best
to
be
In a chapter "The Nation and leans and the South Louisiana parishminded are the ones who in reality
spent two years training him in the
art of "Inciting mob violence, or- World from a Southern Viewpoint" es. A particular aim of the new Coun- "liberal," the white girl recognized do all they can to awfid contact with
anizing street demonstrations a n d he envisions fonr manifestos by which cil is organization of areas not yet several marked racial differences. Negroes.’"
"Colored girls will leap into a hair"In the hast analysis," s b e conghting the police." After this, he the Communist goal--that of com- reached hy other Councils.
Joseph E. Viguerie, a New Orleans pnlling session with little relnctanee," cludes, "people must make their own
was ready for a top Communist school plete destruction of the South and
points out, "’while white girls are decision about whether t h e y per--"an extensive and intensive course America---could he achieved. Deseg- businessman, was elected president of she
regation, the corruption of present- the new group. Other officers are generally content to make acid cnm- sonally accept or reject integratiou.
in the theory and practice of red
day marriage laws, complete control Hubert J. Badeaux, Jr., first vice- ments abont each other."
No con~ decision can make people
iitical wadare."
Teachers frequently sported bruises ~lieve something other than what
Southern and border states, and president; Frank H. Renaudin, Jr.,
In his book, Johnson reveals many of
land scratches bestowed npon them by they want to relieve."
shocking and cn~de tactics carried on finally, the complete control of the second vice-president; Robert A. Pitre, i the benevolent blacks, she reports.
(Editor’s ~Be sm that any
States--these are the conniv- secretary; ~,Villiam G. Scheurer, treaby the Party, such as the "bedroomI United
ing schemes of the Communists, and
and Jack Ricau, executive di- "’But oue Negro girl never had fights. "moderates" of your aeq~intance
politics" of the white women Com- for the workability of this plan, West- surer;
No one wanted to tangle with her. read ~ a~iele eare~lly. Or ~tmunists toward their m ale Negro moreland blames the American peo- rector.
She carried a six-inch blade in her let yet, get a copy of ~e mozine
Directors include the officers and pnrse
comrades to gain invaluable informa- ple for placing themselves in the role Harold
and had everyone thoroughly and show them the whole sordid
J. Calder, Joseph E. Viguerie,
tion for the Red heirarchy and at l of hypocrites by their passive resist- Jr., L. L. Lassalle, Charles R. Thom- intimidated."
~o~. It’s a sto~ that could hapthe same time maneuver Negro Reds[ ance to their enemies.
Of course, the high school’s stand- ~n any ~lace. S~e goups ~e
as,
Ellis
J.
Cambre,
Daniel
W.
Parker,
into compromisingpositions that, if[
ards changed. Courses requiring sonic ~ending mrge sums of m~ey to
revealed, would be disgraceful. In In this connection, Westmoreland J. L. Shelton, C. P. Rousseau, and degree of intellectual prowess, such rake it happen in the South. ~ly
J.
A.
Wilkes.
this way, these Negroes were ever sees the Negro being used as a "pawnI President Viguerie says "The South as physics and foreign languages, by ~nstant vigil~ce can we p~subject to blackmail if they consider- and a disguise and as a means of lLouisiana Citizens’ Council will en- were dropped from t h e curriculum. vent it.)
ed leaving the Communist Party. Ac- centering or focusing American pub- deavor to work in harmony with noncording to Johnson, the use of sex lie attention on one area and
affiliated local Councils in all activi- Patriotic Group Supports Council TV-Radio Series
and perversion is a common practice problem, while the control forces con- ties to bring about the fulfillment of
as a means of political blackmail in solidate their plans and forces to fur- the overall aims and purposes of the
A national patriotic organization protection of States’ Rights, Racial
ther that control."
the Party.
has been urged by its Mississippi ofCitizens’ Council movement."
Integrity, and Constitutional Gov"Stirring up race and class conflict He sees the South as the last bulAll of the new group’s officers have ficers to give financial support to the ernment.
is the basis of all discussion of the wark for upholding constitutional law been active in Citizens’ Council work "Citizens’ Council Forum for expan"It is brought to your attention
Communist Party’s work in the and individual freedom, and predicts for several years. Temporary head- sion of the popular television and that many men appearing on "CitiSouth." Johnson says the Communists that when this area is gone, so will quarters h ave been established in radio series.
zens’ Council Forum’ are actually
pretend to speak in behalf of all the America and its democratic concepts Metairie, La., and the organization’s
The 250 chapters of the Sons of
SAWs themselves, and many other
Negro popnlation but it is mainly he gone. "’The feudal seal of the Mid- mailing address is P. O. Box 283, the American Revolution (SAB),
persons have appeared there at the
the Negro "intellectuals" who "carry dle Ages was a fortunate man to what Metairie, La.
located across the nation, are urged request of the SAR’s. Ninety-fly e
the ball" for the Party and believe the Communists have in store for
to make substantial contributions to percent of the SAR’s in Mississippi
their "blandishments."
you," he warns.
A pamphlet containing helpful sug- "Citizens’ Council Forum" in an are members of the Citizens’ Council.
Revealing the pattern of Red opfor organizing Citizens’ Coun- appeal signed by the Board of Gov"The Citizens’ Council has taken
"The South: Last Bulwark Of gestions
eration with the Negro "intellectuals" America"
membership drives has been is- ernors of the SAWs Mississippi Soup a fight we started, and it is winis an eye-opener--if you cil
~-tbe ministers, professionals, etc., want it to be--to the possible future sued by the Louisiana state office.
ciety.
ning on every front. We feel that it
ohnson reports that the Communists
Entitled "Manual for organization
The Mississippi group said in part: would he a great injnstice for any
course this nation could take. Says of membership drive," the pamphlet
ave always looked upon this group VCestermoreland: "You’d better wake
"Conditions now exist throughout SAR chapter to neglect to give, and
as "incompetents" and "phrasemong- rip, America. These madmen (the also includes a list of suggested ref- our nation that make it necessary for give substantially, to this most worthy
ers" and tells how these "supedicial Communists) will not wait on you erence sources and literature for pros- the Board of Governors of the Mis- cause.
phonies" by bribery, were used to and will take you while you dawdle pective members.
"Therefore, we the Board of Govsissippi Society to bring to the atCopies of the pamphlet may be tention of all the SAR Chapters in ernors of the Mississippi Society SAR
serve the cause of Communism.
and while you sleep. The decision obtained
by writing the Association this State, and to SAWs all over the congratnlate the Greenwood Chapter
He cites many examples of the you have to make is logical and obvi"’harmful and deadening effect of ous; you are required to put up the of Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana nation, that the Greenwood Chapter SAR for their contribution to the CitiCommunist integration on any pro- faith, belief and courage. Do you P. O. Box 749, Homer, La.
SAB, after several years of careful zens" Council. Because of the gravity
posal for constructive Negro proiects’, have it? History awaits your deciinvestigation and observation of the of the situation, we call on each inCitizens’ Conncil, voted unanimously dividual Society in this State, and
of the Communists who hold such sion. You are on trial, the world is
embittered r a c e preiudices against the iury, and God Almighty your one Attention Council Officers to make a substantial cash contribu- all other States, if financially in their
power, to do the same."
their Negro comrades and how these and only Judge."
tion."
T}~: Mississippi Board of Goverprejudices cause racial strife within
The message pointed out that ad- nors signing the appeal are: E. O.
Do you need literature for
Westmoreland suggests s e v e r a I
the framework of the Party itself.
ditional funds are needed to help de- Johnson, Jr., Glen Allan; Dr. T. J.
remedies. The principal one is a distribution at your meetings?
fray production costs of the "Citizens’ Kazar, Tchula; P. A. lones, LexingReferring to the racial problems as "Freedom of Choice" Constitutional
We
will
be
glad
to
send
we know them today, Johnson charg- Amendment proposed by A 1 d r i c h
Council Forum" television and radio ton; E. A. Nichols, Ji., Greenwood;
es that "at the root of all the present Blake which would provide that the you, with our compliments,
series, and to expand the series .so and Byron De La Beckwith, Greenracial trouble is interference in the states control their schools and all limited supolies of back is- that it may eventually he presented wood.
internal affairs of Sonthern states by intra-state public agencies such as sues of THE CITIZENS’ throughout the nation.
(Editor’s note ~ You, too, can
people not at all interested in an ami- swimming pools, park s, etc. The
The statement continued: "’The
help deliver the South’s story to
cable settlement -- the modern day "Freedom of C h o i c e" amendment COUNCIL upon request. ,
Citizens’ Council is the largest and the rest of the nation. Mail your
carpet-baggers."
would also protect the right of ownmost sueeess[nl organization in
check today to Citizens’ Council
And the "’Negro is the sacrificial ers and operators of hotels restaurAmerica which has as its only purForum, 813 Plaza Building, Jackpose the continual and consistent
lamb--the innocent victim of wide- ants, etc. to choose their own patrons;
son, Miss.)
spread racial hate which the beftists the right of employers to choose their
are creating."
own employees without impairment, Dear Editor:
Enclosed is $2 for my renewal to
"The stage is thus set for the open- the right of organized labor to baring of a dark and bloody era in Negro gain collectively; the right of private the finest newspaper in the South-clubs and associations to choose their The Citizens’ Council.
and white relations," he writes.
Yours very truly,
Johnson says "too few Americans own guests, patrons and members;
J. D. B.
in our day have the courage of their and the right of property owners to
Burlington, N. C.
convictions . . . too few will stand exercise restrictive covenants.
up for truth in the face of the omiIt will come as a shock to many to
nous and destn, ctive storm of ’me- realize t h a t these basic individual
tooism’ or the Communist ideological rights, all covered under the reserved
regimentation that hangs like a pall powers of the Constitution, and which Gentlemen:
over our country."
have always been taken for granted,
I am enclosing a check for a subHe believes that the average Ameri- have not only been infringed upon scription to your paper. Keep up the
can Negro feels a deep racial con- by the U.S. Supreme Court, but by good work.
sciousness and that he has the same the so-called anti-discrimination laws
Yours truly,
instinctive urge to group together as in a number of Northern states, under
c. s. c.
Negro political domination.
do other racial groups.
Danville,
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Jackson, Mississippi

Negro Political Goals Revealed
Aim For 960 Elation Is
5 Negro Congressmen
SWEAR N:!I From Miss., N.C., S. C.

King’s X

Laymen Aroused---

Baptists

¯ .. ND I

UPHOLD THE CONSTITUTION-)!!!I

Split On
Hays Issue

(AFTER I’ ~ET THROU6H
"
~’IN~ERPRE
T ING"IT I. )

Southern Baptists were lining
up in two camps during November. While organized groups of
Baptist laymen in at least two
states called for the immediate
resignation of defeated "moderate" Congressman Brooks Hays
as president of the 9-millionmember Southern Baptist Convention, church officialdom hurt
ried to the support of their
repudiated leader.
Hays, meantime, continued to
spread the doctrine of creeping
integration in speeches to state
Baptist conventions throughout
the South.
The newly-formed Baptist
Laymen of Mississippi wired
Hays Nov. 12, saying "We believe you have outlived your
usefulness as president of the
Southern Baptist Convention
and urge your immediate resignation. Such action would
help to restore the solidarity
to Southern Baptists who are
firm believers in Southern traditions."

)~<~.~./

Three Ne~o Con~essmen elected from M~s~ippi ~ ]~
~e Ne~o Co.~essman ele~ed from ~o~h Carol~a and

~.-~:~
. ~ ~,. another from So.th C~ol~a ~o ~e~ hence~
~ ~e~o ~sti~ on the U.~. Supreme Cou~ within ]0
A Negro Senator elected---also within the next decadel
And by the year 2000, a Negro President or Vice-President!
Fantastic? Not in the opinion of Senator Jacob Javits (R,:
N.Y.), a confidante of the NAACP and presumably "in the know
on that group’s plans and obiectives.
Writing in the December issue of "Esqnire’" magazine, Javits
adds the prediction that "By 1,965, we should see school iutegration completed throughout the South."
In his article, "Integration From The Top Do~vn," Javits
speaks enthusiastically of the great days to come, when Negroes
will occupy numerons seats in Congress (But not his seatmEd.)
and coffee colored U. S. diplomats will enthrall Africa, hypnotize
the Communists into oblate submission, anti persuade beggar nations into accepting American dollars (which, by then, presnmably will be a brownish shade of green) without harboring feelings of jealousy or ill-will towards the "’Great Black Father."

Methodist Bishops Re-Endorse
Mixing; Dixie Laymen Object

The Mississippi laymen added "Recent publicity incident to your camBishops of the Methodist Church
sions to be working for removal of
paign for re-election was most dishave unanimously reaffirmed t h e i r
forced segregation.
tasteful to Southern Baptists. The lack
position in snpport of the U. S. Su"We would like to go on record
of confidence expressed by the voters
as believing that it is neither anti.preme Court’s school integration rulof your district in the write-in elecings.
C h r i s t i a n nor anti-Methodist to
tion of your opponent also reflect.,
Meeting in Cincinnati, the bishops
maintain segregation in our church,"
npon the Southern Baptists."
issued a statement Nov. 13 saying
the resolution said.
SEEK UNITY
they were "disturbed by a growing
"Segregation is simply an outgrowth
disregard of law.’"
The president of the Baptist Layof a desire of each race to seek its
The bishops’ resolution: "We earnown kind, manage its own affairs and
men of Mississippi, L. U. Amason of
Jackson, a. prominent Baptist laymau,
estly urge all our people to accept
worship in its own church."
said the group "is not out to phil down
the roling of the conrts in good faith.
LAYMEN EYE SPLIT
We heartily commend those lay peoA council of Methodist laymen has
steeples or tear np any chnrches."
ple, pastors and bishops who have
been organized in Little Rock, with
Amason says the laymen organized
demonstrated Christian courage in criin the hope of restoring unity anaong
the announced intention of combattical areas. In these days of extreme
ring church integration. The laymen
Sonthern Baptists.
Two days later, the Baptist Laytensions, we commend our people
indicated they would favor a split
who, while not always sharing the
from the Methodist church if it
men of Alabama, Inc., joined Mississame attitude on integration, are dedoesn’t change its policy.
sippi laymen in asking Hays to
step down. Dean Fleming, exect, tive
termined to demonstrate in their own
At an organizational meeting, some
secn~tary of the 15¢XI-memher Alalives the qualities of understanding,
300 Little Rock Methodist laymen aptolerance and brotherhood."
proved a statement which declared:
bama group, said the action came
CHURCH WOMEN ACT
"We believe that consideration
after severaldays" deliberation. FlemA group of Mississippi church woshould be given to reconstituting
ing said "men like Hays are always
talking abont the Baptist laymen, but
men has told the Methodist Board of
the Methodist Church South if the
they really don’t know what the layMissions in no uncertain terms that
present governing body of the
the Board isn’t speaking for them in
church insists upon policies and acmen think."
The Nov. 14 telegram to Hays
its auti-segregation statements.
tions" leading to mixing of the
The Women’s Society of Christian
said: "Baptist Laymen of Alabama,
races.
Inc., concur with the Baptist LayService of the Indianola, Miss., MethoMethodists in the U.S. divided into
dist Church adopted a resolution tellmen of Mississippi in their request
North and South churches in 1844
ing the mission gronp to exclude the
that you resign as president of the
dr, ring a dispute over slavery. The
Southern Baptist Convention. We
Indianola group from the 1,800,000
two groups were reunited in 1939,
women reported by the women’s diforming the nation’s largest single
do not question your right as an
individual seeking moderation in
vision of the Methodist Board of MisProtestant body.
the integration question, but in doing so as president of the Convent i o n, you immediately became a
controversial figure not representing the thinking of the ma~orlty of
Christian lay people who support
the (Convention’s) cooperative proA new pro-segregation group has
of all the races. The right and honorgram. In order to prevent further
(,st been organized in North Caroable stand is the stand for constitudamage to the Convention, we urge
tional government and racial integrity.
lina. The North Carolina Defenders
that you resign immediately as its
nf States’ Rights, Inc., held its first
"We call on all men who would
president."
fomml meeting in Burlington, N.C.,
claim our rights guaranteed to us by
The telegram was signed by D. L.’ qov. 22.
the Cons(ira,(ion, and who have any
Epperson of Montgomery, president
pride in their race, whether they be
The Rev. James P. Dees, rector of
of the Alabazna laymen.
Trinity Epsicopal Church in Stateswhite or Negro, or whatever they may
Hays refused any direct reply to
ville, N.C., anda director of the new
be, to show it. Let honorable men
the laymen’s messages, but he made
organization, presided over the initial
take their stand for their inalienable
it clear that he had no intention of,
session, a luncheon meeting attended
rights, their race, and their conntry."
resigning, and pledged to complete
by about 6,5 persons.
TITANIC STRUGGLE
his term as Convention president seek-.
URGE FIRM STAND
Gnest speaker at the meeting was
ing "moderation."
The group nnanimously endorsed a
William J. Storey, superintendent of
statement saying "This is no time for
schools of South Norfolk, Va. Storey
MONEY TALKS
faint hearts and ind~ision. Now is
urged the new organization to join
But Baptist officialdom ntshed to
the time to take a firm stand and to
"in the most titanic struggle the world
Hays" sa~pport, as state Baptist leaders
act. One cause is right.’"
has ever seen.’"
tripped over one another while scurryThe statement continues: "We he"’Integration is an evil and ugly
ing to issue statements praising Hays,
lieve that the Supreme Court has
thing," Storey said.
the politician who was thoroughly reerred in dictatorially nsurping the
The Defender~ have opened a headpudiated by the people who presumperogatives of the legislative branch
quarters in Raleigh, and urge all inably know him best, the voters in
of our government.
terested residents of North Carolina
his Little Rock Congressional district.
"We believe that the "liberals’ are
to affiliate with them. Their office
The newly-elected president of the
wrong in trying to create in their
address
is 331~ South SalisbuD’, with
South Carolina Baptist Convention,
integration program the seedbed ~or
i tbe mailing addm~ P. O. Box 1~13,
(See BAPTISTS, p. 4)
I the creation of one mongrel race emt
, Raleigh, N.C.

North Carolina Defenders Organize:
Urge Firm Stand, Invite Support

Here are some of the items Javits’~~ .....
predicts "the march of progress and[ And I)ctter brace yourself, if you’re
world events" will make possibh’: i..t already imm,n,, to further shock.
--A Negro President or Vice-Presl-]This one’ll" really shake you up. Exdent by the year 2000.
] pert Civil War llistorian .l;,vits wdtes:
--Failing that, a Negro appointed] "’An iutrrrsting sidelight on the Reto a top cabinet post, such as Secre- eonqrnetion era is that whih" it has
l)een maligned as a d,rk period in
tar)’ of State, by the turn of the cenSuntlwrn history, the fact is that many
tu~’.
liberal trends and refurms developetL
--A Negro mayor in New York,
"I’]le nrw gow.rnmrnts organized in
Chicago, Philadelphia or Los Angeles
the South nut only rliminaled slave
in less than 50 years.
codes, hut also established public---Complete school integration in
schuol systems, propused land refo~ns
the South by 1965.
and sought minimum-wage legislation.
The concept of Federal aid to educa--An end to Senate filibusters within the next few years.
tion was intrnduced by Reconstrnction
legislation.
--A Negro justice appointed to the
U.S. Supreme Court in about 10 years.
"Nor were the ’ca~etbaggers’ universally opportnnists and crooks. Some
--A Negro elected to the Senate
were high - principled No~he~ers
within the same period.
hnnestly seeking to aid the South..."
~Between 30 and 40 Negro RepreEnongh? Let’s hope so. We can’t
sentatives elected to the 106th Conwrite any more. We f(.el sorta like
gress, in the year 2000.
we’re gonna he sick.
Bnt rctnrning to some of Senator
Javits’ more fantastically - inuninent
prognostications, "Spurred on by the
passage of last year’s Civil Rights
MERRY CItRISTMAS!
bill," he says, "leaders of the NAACP
have lannched a drive to practically
The nicest Christmas present we
triple Negro registration in the South
can think of would be the chance
to put it on a par with the present
to exchange greetings in person
60 per cent registration among eligible
with our host of friends. Since
white voters."
science has not quite made that
"Their immediate goal is the
possible yet, we take this means
election of three Negro Congressof wishing for each one of you a
men from Mississippi and one each
Merry Christmas and a Happy
from North Carolina and South
New Year.
Carolina by 1960."
Bill Simmons and the Staff
After adding the prediction that
"between 31") and 40 Negroes will be
elected Representatives at the opening of the 106th Congress, second
session, in the year 2000,’" Javits attempts to justify these figures, as
thongh even he is overwhelmed.

Putnam s Letter to Ike
Now Printed As Folder

¯ "It
he writes,
m
nowill
caseIx.
arenoted,"
we talking
abont "that
more
The by-now famous letter to Presithan a fair share based on merit anti
(lent Eisenhowt, r from Carleton Puteqnal opl~)rtunty for i0 per cent of
ham, airline exect,tive and historian,
the population."
has been printed in fohler form and
(Editor’s note--Javits’ article has
is available to the public.
such an ethereal touch, such an
Putnan~, a native of New York City
Alice-In-Wonderland quality, that
and a ~ra(h,ate of Princeton and Cowe half expected th~you should
lmubia, was founder and president of
excuse the expression, Jake--White
I Chicago and Southern Airlines, and is
Rabbit to put in an appearance at
now on the board of I)elta Airlines.
any moment. Or at least the Mad
Now a resident of Washington, D.C.,
Hatter. But, after making certain
Putnam recently pnblished a widelythat nobody’d been slipping opium
acclaimed
hiography of Theodore
into our cigarettes, we finally conRoosevelt.
cluded that he’d been brainwashed
In his Oct. 13 letter to Eisenhower,
to such an extent that he actually
which has been published in a numher
believes it all! If anyone on our
of newspapers. Putnam points out that
staff submitted such a piece, we’d
"the North, which does not have the
call the little men in the white
problem, is presuming to tell the
jackets pronto, on the theory that
South, which does have the problem,
the poor guy needed a keeper bewhat to do."
fore he hurt himself. But we
He adds, "To me there is a
wouldn’t want to imply that the
frightening arrogance in this perlearned Senator was suffering from
formance. Neither the North nor
delusions. All we ask is that next
the Supreme Court has any holy
time somebody down this way is
mandate inherent in the trend of
visited by the little green men from
the times or the progress of liberaMars, Javits won’t mind too much
lism to reform society in the South."
if we borrow their flying saucer to
try to bring him down from Cloud
Putnam discusses a number of teaNine.*)
sons why the South should be allowed
to
But we digress. Back to reality, if[ solve its own problems.
you could call Javits’ article that. InI His letter, in printed form, is a 4tracing the emergence of the Negro page folder. Copies may be obtained
as a voter, Javits goes back to Recon- from the Educational Fund of the
struetion times.
Citizens" Councils, Greenwood Miss.
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Report From

Tennessee
By Richard Burrow, Jr.

Memphis city c~)mmissioner Stanh.y
Dillard recently issoed a statement
which shonld be of interest to all
Tennes~ans inte~sted in maintaining
law and o~er.
Dillard said, in pa~: "I ~lieve ~e
best interest of all citizens of this
city will t~ se~’~ by ~nfinned segregation of the races in our rec~aREMEMBER LITTLE ROCK AUTO TAGS are now on the market. These
tional facilities. At the same time, 1
tags are being seen with increasing frequency on the front bumpers of
recognize and snp~ with t~lual sinSouthern cars. They are available by mail, at $1.25 each, from Little Rock
t~fity separate but equal facilities for
Tags, 811 Meadowbrook, West Point, Miss.
our Negro citizens.
"Fo~nately, the relations ~tween
the races in our co~uni~ have
EDITORIAL BOARD
~en amiable and without strife. This
SAM M. ENGELHARDT, JR. _-_ ..................................
ALABAMA
is in contest to conditions which exist
Director, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
in many Northern cities, where inteROBERT E. BROWN ............................................
ARKANSAS
gration of facilities frequently leads
Director, Citizens" Councils of Arkansas
to violent~.
DR. GEORGE A. DOWNS ........................................
FLORIDA
(Editor’s note ~ Officers and
Two m o r e Mississippi Councils
"Ba~d u~n my ex~fiences as a
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Florida
members of local Citizens" Councils
have sent contributions to Little Rock
public official, integration of onr reR. CARTER PITTMAN ................................................ GEORGIA
¯ re invited to submit items of into help operate the private schools.
creafionM facilities would lead to s~fe
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
terest concerning their activities.
The Ciaiborne County Citizens’ Counand viulen~ which none of us want.
W. M. RAINACH .......................................................... LOUISIANA
We will print as many as space
cil at Port Gibson presented Governor
I have many friends of both ra~s who
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
limitations permit.)
Orval Faubus with a check for over
recognize this fact and, in my judgROBERT B. PATTERSON .......................................... MISSISSIPPI
$1000, and at Fayette, president W.
ment, the only solntion to this probExecutive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
Senator James O. Eastland (DM. Drake of the Jefferson County
lena is maintenance of separate but
B. A. GRAHAM ...................................... SOUTH CAROLINA
Miss) was featured speaker at a reCitizens" Council annonnced that $412
equal facilities."
Chairumn, Citizens’ Councils of South Carolina
cent meeting of the Lena, Miss., Citihad been sent to Little Rock, with a
B~tol~ Tennessee Bepresentafive
RICHARD BURROW, JR .......................................... TENNESSEE
zens’ Council. A parade and concert
campaign for funds still in progress.
Hen~ ~e Senter obse~es that while
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
by the Carthage, Miss., high school
the policy adopted by Virginia’s govDR. B. E. MASTERS ........................................................
TEXAS
band preceded the Dec. 1, meeting.
Representative Jamie Whitten (Dernor is known as "massive resistance,"
President, Citizens’ Councils of Texas
Eastland, chairman of the Senate
Miss) praised the Citizens’ Councils
the policy obse~ed by Tennessee
Judiciary Committee, said conservafor their handling of the racial situaGovernor Frank Clement can best be
W. J. SIMMONS ...................................................
Editor
tive forces in Congress will be under
tion, in a speech to the Bolivar Connty
(k, scribed as "’passive surrender."
[ire from s-elf-proclaimed "’liberals"
Citizens’ Council at Cleveland, Miss..
Nashvill~Promineut attorneys and
when Congress convenes next month.
Nov. 20.
leacle~ of the Tenness~x¯ Federatinu
=
Whitten told the county-wide
for Constitotional Government are
A prominent Alabama minister adrally "You have been temperate,
phmning a meeting to discuss prodressed the Pike County Citizens’
not moderate." He explained that
posed legislation slated to come I~.Council at McComb, Miss., Nov. 10.
temperate action means "using your
fore the Tennessee General Assembly,
Dr.
Hen~’
L.
Lyon,
pastor
of
the
It is obvious that the years 1959 and 1960 will be decisive in
head to prevent integration, wherewhich meets in January. Topics ecrHighland
Ave.
Baptist
Church
in
as
’moderation’
means
to
let
integrarain tu be discussed include vuter
the South’s struggle to maintain its right to self government and
Montgome~’, Ala., that city’s largest
tion come gradually."
qualifications, welfare payments, h,cal
racial integrity.
congregation, spoke on "’Why Racial
The Congressman also discussed the
control of schools, and the state’s
Integration
Is
Un-Christian."
political d i I e m m a confronting the policy on segregatiun.
At the insistence of organized minority groups, Congress will
Conncil officers issued special inviSouth, with national leaders of both
Memphis ~ Patriotic Tennesseans
be pressured to enact additional "Civil Rights" legislation, and to
tations to all Pike County ministers
maior parties bidding for Negro w)tes
have ¢lonated thousands nf dollars to
approve rules changes aimed at curbing debate in the Senate.
to hear Dr. Lyon, who served two
in the North.
the Little Rock Private Sch,,t,I
terms as president of the Alabama
W. B. Alexander, Jr., president of
A recent $100 contribution came frum
We have seen Southerners suhjected to the mailed fist of
Baptist Conventinn. More than 3(X)
the Bolivar County group, repurted
Memphis I,amp Works emph)yees.
tyranny at Little Rock. It is one thing to be subjected to tyranny
persons attended the public meeting.
that $500 had been sent tu tile Litth,
members of Local 731, International
and quite another to submit to it. To their everlasting glory., th~
"Segregation is God’s way of preRock Priwlte School Cnrp., in addiUnion of Electrical Wnrkers, AFLserving tile races," Dr. Lyon said.
tiun to more than $2000 given before CIO.
white citizens of Little Rock did not submit.
"We hear much of first-class and
the September school election io Litth"
Bill l)icks, m, president (,f the h,cal,
We of the Citizens’ Council movement are not afraid of the
second-class citizenship, but there is
Rock. He alan announced that tile
said the I,itth’ Book issne "is our fight,
no first-class citizenship in any in1959 membership drive is now underintegrationists. We are concerned about the apathy and comtoo, here in Memphis."
tegrated race. God has made some
way.
He said the local’s puq~ose is tu
placency of our friends who hope that "George ~vill do it," and
men white, some black. None should
"better our wnrking conditions and
who are caught with "too little, too late" when the fight reaches
be ashamed of tile color of his face
A mass meeting at Canton, Miss..
standards of living. We feel sure our
them.
for God made it and it is sacred to
Dec. 8 heard an address by Circnit
standards of living can only ~, mainGod.
An
’nnmixed’
faoe,
black
or
Judge
Tom
Brady
of
Brookhaven,
tained and improved in this area by
If each local organization ~vill bear its share of the burden
white, is the work of God; a ’mixed"
Miss. The meeting was sponsored by
segregated achaia."
of financing and supporting your Councils’ State Association and
face is the work of the devil."
the District 4 Citizens’ Council of
Dickson said mem~rs of the union
Educational Fund, we will be well prepared for the struggle that
Madison County, with other Councils
voted unanimoosly to make the cnnthe county invited to participate
lies ahead.
tfibntion.
Williams Lauds Councils, in
as co-hosts.
Mila~The Gibson Conn~ chapter
We realize that in the long run, it will be our unyielding
Brady’s views on segregation are of the Tennessee Federation for Con~
Scorns
"Moderates
widely-quoted. He is at, thor of the
fortitude that will impress citizens in other sections of the
stitutional Government has sent
book "Black Monday," and is an ac$326.50 to the Liffle Rock Private
country--not our lamentations. We realize that the outcome
High praise for the Citizens’ Countive member and supporter of the
School Co~.
of this battle for survival depends upon the unceasing patriotism,
cils and a verbal slap at "moderates"
Councils.
A 7-member committee reported
was combined by Representative John
courage and ingenuity of the White South. This means you
that of the more than 100 ~rsons
Bell
Williams
(D-Miss)
in
an
address
Five
local
Councils
in
Yazoo
Counand us and all of our friends and neighbors. This means organasked for donations, only ~our failed
to the Edwards, Miss., Citizens’ County, Miss., have joined forces to present
to contribute. Chapter officials praised
ization. It means money to carry on an effective organizational
cil Dec. 5.
the county’s high schools with reGove~or Fanbus’ stand, and conand educational program.
Williams, an active supporter of
search and reference material needed
trasted it with the cour~ followed by
the Council movement, beaded a Conby entrants in the Councils’ statewide
Local Councils would do well to launch a membership drive
the outgoing Tennessee administragressional probe of integrated schools
essay contest. Four county groups,
tion.
now, if they have not already done so. Every member recruited
in Washington, D.C., and has spoken
plos the Yazoo City Council, are enThey noted that there hav~ been no
throughout the nation in behalf of the
now, every dollar in the treasury, will add strength when strength.
couraging local high school students
dynamitings or instances of proi~
South’s
position.
is needed. To wait for our enemies to take the offensive could
to enter the contest, which features
destruction in Little Rock, such as
Of the Citizens’ Councils, he said:
$500 scholarships for the two state
prove fatal. Let’s continue growing stronger by the day.
have occurred when integration was
"The Citizens’ Councils have furwinners, as well as local prizes.
forced in ~o Tennessee cities, Nashnished the most effective opposition
ville and Clinton.
Representative William Colmer (Dto the assaults of the NAACP, the
ADA, and their fellow-traveling
Miss), dean of the state’s Congressionment went beyond its legitimate auenemies of our American system.
al delegation, was featured speaker
thority and attempted to destroy the
at a Nov. 13 meeting of the Forrest
The Citizens’ Councils are in the
concept of majority rule.
forefront of the struggle to preserve
County Citizens’ Council. The public
(From the News and Courier, Charleston, S.C.)
Fanbus was joined on the speakers’
our great heritage of liberty, guarmeeting was held in the county courtplatform by a host of dignitaries from
anteed to us throughout the years
honse in Hattiesburg, Miss.
A spokesman for racial mixing recently acknowledged before
Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi.
by the vehicle of States’ Rights and
a New York City audience that increased integration brings inCitizens’ Councils are the reason
A gala parade down famed Canal
constitutional
government.
Through
creased disorder. Though thus admitting facts which must be
"we have been able to maintain segrestreet heralded the governor’s arrival
their newspaper and the ’Citizens’
gation in all public places in Missisobvious to the public even in the censored cities of the North, this
in New Orleans, and two bands were
Council Forum’ on TV and radio,
sippi,"
attorney
Ross
Barnett
of
Jackon hand at the evening rally, which
spokesman for integration twisted the truth when it came to
they have carried the South’s story
~on
told
the
Wilkinson
County
Citiwas sponsored by Citizens’ Councils
to other parts of our nation, and
a~sessing blame.
zens" Council at Woodville, Miss.,
in the area.
the response has been magnificent.
Nov. 17.
The issue of forced race-mixing is
They deserve our support."
Alfred J. Marrow, chairman of the New York Commission on
Barnett
said
the
Councils’
policy
a graphic illustration of efforts now
Unleashing a bitter attack on selfIntergroup Relationship, told an audience of 400 at Police Headis
"’to
do
the
things
that
are
n~eesbeing made to centralize authority in
styled "moderates" on the integration
quarters:
sary to win the fight for segregaan all-powerful Federal Governr~ent
issue, Williams pledged to do all witht i o n, constitutioual government,
in Washington, Faubus said, adding
in his power to help Dr. Dale Alford
"As integration tends to increase there are going to be more
rights
of
the
states,
and
local
self.
that "States’ Rights are the best proof Little Rock gain his seat in Conpossibilities for disorder by the bigots in the neighborhoods, in
government." He added, "From my
tection for human rights."
gress, in the event Alford’s write-in
the housing proiects, in the schools, in the parks. It is going to
observations, it is not the policy of
defeat of Moderate Brooks Hays is,
Faubus pointed out that tbe people
the Citizens’ Councils to sit around
become the joint obligation of the Police Dept. and our comof Little Rock have expressed their
challenged.
and do nothing with sweet thoughts
opinion decisively against integration
mission to see that this does not happen--to see to it that the
Williams called Alford’s election
and apathy.~
on numerous occasions, only to have
"a revival of righteousness." and adcrackpots, the bigots, the hate-mongers do not get an upper hand,
A large crowd from throughout the
their wishes ignored by a p o we rded,
"’It
should
be
an
indication
to
even temporarily."
county attended the meeting, and rehungry band of bureaucrats.
the rest of the t~)untry that the peoelected attorney Clay Tucker presiDuring the meeting, Faubus was
"Bigots," according to Paper Curtain terminology, means a
ple of the South have no intention of
dent of the local Conncil. Other offi~resented with several checks totaling
surrendering."
white person who obiects to compulsory mixing ~vith Negroes.
cers include Jessie Moore, vice-presithousands of dollars to help rnn Little
"There is no place for moderation
It would include also, we assume, Negroes who object to comdent; Mrs. Clarence Clark, secretary;
Rock’s private schools.
in this fight to maintain racial sepand P. B. Ber~T, treasurer.
pulsory mixing with whites. Such persons--and we are confident
aration," Williams c o n t i n u e d.
A new Citizens" Council was organthey exist~get no hearing from either side in the conflict. They
"There are no moderates in the
Barnett also spoke to the Holmes
camp of our enemies----they want
ized in Kershaw, S.C., Nov. 2.5. Ofare truly forgotten people.
County Citizens’ Council at Lexingficers announc~ed a public meeting at
nothing less from us than unconton, Miss., Dec. 5. and discussed MisIn the ridiculously biased remarks of Chairman Marrow may
the local school Dec. 11.
ditioual surrender. We face the
sissippfs pupil placement law. Barbe found a huge flaw in the whole integration argument. It ismost vicious kind of extremists in
nett said the Mississippi law is virA Little Rock minister, Rev. Wesley
this struggle, and we cannot afford
the refusal to recognize that integration itself is a form of bigotry
tually the same as an Alabama statute
the luxury of moderation, complaPrnden, has addressed several South
which was upheld by the U. S. Su~an insistence on forcing people into situations that are abhorCarolina Citizens" Cooneils rcoently.
cency, or timidity.
preme Court.
rent to them.
Pruden is pastor of the Broadmoor
"The signers of the Declaration of
Baptist Chorch and president nf the
More than 5000 persons packed the
Left to themselves, white people and Negroes naturally sepa- Independence were not moderates,
Capital Citizens" Cooncil in Little
nor were they ezercising moderation
Munidpal Auditorium in New Orrate. Forced together, tensions and frictions arise that inevitablywhen
Rock, and has been a leader in the
they pledged their lives, their
leans Nov. I0 to hear Governor Orval
explode into violence. Men of peace are being called bigots be- fortunes, and their sacred honor to
battle against school integration in
Fanbns of Arkansas declare that in
cause they wish to prevent bloodshed. It is the same both Norththe c~use of freedom. We can do no attempting to foK~ school integn~tion
the Arkansas city.
and South.
less in onr gener~lton."
in Little Rock, the Federal Govern(See LOCAL COUNCIL p. 3)
Subscription $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
Group Sub41c~iptions $1.00 p~r Meml~’r
(Minimum of 50)
BULK RATES ~ Parcel Po~t Prepaid.
IO0 Ct,pies--$lO.OO a month---S108.00 a year
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500 Copies--S37.50 a month-~$415.00 a year
The Cilizt-us’ Council is not responsible for the return of unsolicited articles.
mauuscri Is or other materials submitted for possible publieatlon. All such
malter s~otuld be accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope if a
return o| such material is desired.
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V h t’s H ppening To Us ?
NO SURRENDER SEEN
"’We in the South are not abont
to snrrender---either now or in the
future." With those words, Senator
Strom Thurmond qD-S. C.) summed
up the South’s feelings on the school
integration question, in an address to
a cheering crowd of 1000 at Augusta,
Ga., Nov. 8.
Thurmond called on Sootherners to
"’declare tutal and nnremitting war on
tim Sopreme Coort’s unconstitutional
usurpations and unlawful arrogations
of power.’"
"The Court has flung a challenge of
integration directly into the South’s
face by offering the alternative of integrated edncation or no education.
This means as much as a demand for
our surrender.
"We shall launch the most massive
campaign of all-out non-violent resistance ever witnessed on this continent," Thurmond declared.
"Let us make it grimly clear to the
court that we reject both of its unacceptable alternatives; that we will
maintain an adequate system of mass
education for all our people--either
public or private--and that we will
maintain it segregated.
"It will be pointed out," Thurmond noted, "that this course which
I advocate will inevitably come into
direct conflict with orders of the
Federal courts. I am ~ily aware
of that fact1 So be it]"
Governor Marvin Griffin of Georgia, speaking on the same program,
pointed out that "contrary to whatever the long-haired liberals, the wildeyed do-gooders, the radicals, carpetbaggers and scalawag politicians might
say, the Supreme Court does not make
the law of the land."
Griffin added, "Such propaganda is
an insult to the integrity and to the
intelligence of the American people."
The Augusta rally was sponsored by
the Citizens’ Committee for Constitutional Government.
OHIO JUNGLE
A Northern newspaper, spurred to
indignation by a series of inter-racial
rapes, has risked the wrath of multiplied alphabetical organizations and
do-gooders by facing squarely up to
the problem.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer published an editorial headed "How to
Live in a Jungle." The last four paragraphs of the editorial follow:
"You may well ask: ’If police,
despite their very best work can’t
guarantee that a woman can walk
safely anywhere in Cleveland; if
the honorable lives of the maiority
of this particular minority group
fail to serve as a model for the bully
boys and the rapists, what can we
do?’
"We can admit, however it may
hurt our civic pride to do so, that
Cleveland, in its present state of
flux, has well defined danger spots.
Women who live in these areas
should not go out at night, unless
escorted; women who do not live
in these areas should keep out of
them.
"This is a time to be wary, rather
than trusting; to look into the rear
seat of an automobile to see if anyone is hiding there, before getting
into the front seat; to be suspicious
of anyone or anything that looks
susp, icious.
’ It isn’t nice to realize that iungle
-characters lurk in our parks and on
our streets, but it’s better to face
the fact than to attempt to kid ourselves that all is well. It isn’t---~nd
distortion and caution seem to be
the o.nly immediate palliative mea-

Big S6ck And $o/t Voice

used one line and whites the other.
But the Depot commander, Col.
William D. Buchanan, s a i d Mrs.
Crooks "completely violated an instruction and she was as wrong as
she can be."
Buchanan conceded there had been
"voluntary" segregation in the cafeteria, but said Negroes knew they
coold use whatever facilities they
wished.
VIRGINIA STATEMENT ISSUED
The Virginia Commission on Constitutional Government has issued a
statement outlining the state’s position on race relations and States’
Rights.
The attractively- printed 4-page
folder is entitled "On the Fixing of
Boundary Lines." It points out that
the issue of whether constitutional
government shall be preserved "tramcends the immediate and personal issue of particular children in particular
schools."
Copies of the statement may be
obtained by writing the Virginia Commission on Constitutional Government,
State Capitol, Richmond, Va.
MICHIGAN OU~-ff-SORORITY
The University of Michigan’s student council voted Nov. 11 to withdraw campus recognition from the
Michigan chapter of Sigma Kappa, a
national college sorority.
The council said at Ann Arbor,
Mich., that it took the action because
Sigma Kappa’s national headqnarters
had suspended two chapters for pledging Negroes, and university regulations at Michigan forbid recognizing
any organization which bars Negroes
from membership,

South’s integration stn~ggle.
Attorney Joe B. Tally, Jr., of Fayetteville, N.C., praised North Carolina cities which have started integration, and said that was the position
he urged.
Tally, in a Nov. 17 speech to the
Kiwanis club in Raleigh, N.C., labeled
extremists on both sides "either wicked or foolish," adding that history will
not support them and the law is
against them.
"l’here is a midle way of decency,:
honor, leadership and progress,
Tally said, praising the three North
Carolina cities which have begun
school integration. "They have won
for the state distinction and leadership and respect in our country,
especially when compared with the
sordid record of Arkansas leadership and the ham histrionics and
bogus law teachings of Virginia
leadership."
Tally called the three cities’ record
"all the more remarkable, when it is
remembered that while almost all the
politicians of the state have talked
mostly about an inherently constitutional dream world of planning, these
local leaders were facing facts and
working out a solution that was correct, lawful, honorable and exemplary."
BRITAIN WORRIED
Government leaders in Britain’s
House of Lords warn that London
faces possible mass race riots unless
something is done to curb Negro immigration.
The Marquess of Salisbury demanded restrictions on Negro immigrants
during a 4-hour debate Nov. 19.
Other Conservative Party leaders have
previously nrged action to limit the
flow of Negroes to Britain.
Since World War 11, abont 280,000
Negroes, most of them penniless emigrants from the West ]relies, have:
swarmed into London and nther English cities seeking work. The resuh
has been mounting racial friction
which exploded into race riuts in
London and Birn~ingbam.
Salisbury said that if no action is
taken to stem the title, Britain’s Negro population could reach 500,000
within 10 years.
But Laborite Lord Pakenham urged
elimination of segregation in England,
land called for laws to forbid exclusion
of Negroes from housing, bars and
pnblic places.

MIXED DATING IRKS
Threee white youths in Marion,
Ind., aroused because two Negroes
arrived at a record hop with white
girls as dates, vented their wrath by
smashing 17 windows at the head,quarters of Marion’s Urban League.
NEW RADIO SERIES
Police held the two white girls from
"Life Line," a religious and patrio- I Kokomo, Ind., and their Negro escorts,
tic educational movement, has launch- overnight for protection. An officer
ed distribution of a new series of ordered them out of a record hop at
radio programsof the same name. l a city park.
Stations throughout the nation have ] The window-smashing white youths
begun broadcasting the six- day-a-]were hauled into court, and ordered
week "Life Line" series. Many of the to pay for the broken windows.
stations also carry the popular "Citi-] .....
zens’ Council Forum" public-affairs
program, now in its thirdyear.
LOCOI I.ouncl!
The 15-minute programs are recorded in Washington, and feature a
(Continued from p. 2)
’commentary and sermon by the Rev.
Speaking
to a crowd of 300 at a
J. Wayne Poucber, who discusses such
meeting of the Lake City, S.C., Cititopics as Supreme Court decisions
zens’ Council Nov. 3, Pruden pledged
and the dangers facing businessmen.
that Little Rock citizens will "never
A complete list of stations broadbuckle under and give up our freedom
casting the programs may be obtained
as Americans." Later the same week
from Life Line Foundation, P.O. Box
he was featured speaker at Citizens’
1002, Washington 13, D.C.
Council meetings in Conway and
Florence, S.C.
LOSES SOCIAL LISTING
sure.
’ A crowd of more than 1000 persons
The marriage of Timothy Fales, son
In other words, Cleveland has a
was on hand Nov. 21, as Pruden adof a prominent New York bankerdressed the Sumter County Citizens’
king-size Negro crime I?roblem. The
lawyer, to Negro Josephine Premice,
kind it would take at least a dozen
Broadway actress and singer, was dis- Council in Sumter, S.C. The minister
experienced Sonthern policemen
a closed last month.
traced the origins of Little Rock’s
week or two to end.
troubles, and explained how the CitiThe Social Register immediately
zens’ Council spearheaded the drive
dropped Fales from its listings. As
FIRED IN RACE FUSS
against school integration. He said
yet, no complaint has been filed with
A Memphis white woman says she
the race-mixers want "to take over
the Federal Civil Rights Commission
was fired as cashier at the Army Dethe schools entirely and mold the
or any of the assorted New York state
pot cafeteria in Memphis becanse she
minds of our children to their beagencies established to deal with such
asked a Negro soldier to get out of
liefs."
weighty problems.
the food line used by whites.
Mrs. Mac Crooks, who had held the
PRAISE FOR MODERATES
Two well-known Southern Congcashier’s job two years, said there are
The treasurer of Kiwanis Internaressmen keynoted a Thanksgiving
tional says "forceful middle-of-theWeek rally in Charleston, S. C. An
two food lines in the cafeteria, and
for the past 15 years, Negroes have
road leadership" is needed in the
enthusiastic audience of more than
500 persons attended the Nov. 25
meeting, which was sponsored by the
Citizens" Councils of Charleston Connty.
Representative John Bell V¢illiams
(D-Miss) said the real issue is "the
preservation of liberty.’"
Citizens’ Councils
"’It is through the distribution of
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
powers-- not the concentration of
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens"
powers~that liberty is preserved,"
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
Williams declared, adding that States"
Rights must be preserved if the dig[] For One Year .................... $2.00
nity of local self-government is to be
(Please Print)
maintained.
Name ..............................................................
"It is highly imperative that the
Citizens’ Councils, dedicated to lofty
Address ............................................................
principles, flourish," said Representative L. Mendel Rivers (D-S.C.).
City
Rivers warned that conservatives
lost strength in Congress in the recent
State ..................................................................
election, and called on all people who
believe in conservative prindples to
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I ADIO
TIlE AMERICAN VIEWP()INT ~
WITlt A SOUTltERN ACCENT

TELEVISION
ALABAMA
Dothan~WTVY-TV Channel 9, Wednesday 10 p.m.
Florence---WOWL-TV Channel 15,
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Montgomery -- wcov-’rv Channel
20, Sunday afternoon.
ARKANSAS
Little Rock~KATV Channel 7, Monday 6:15 p.m.
LOUISIANA
Lafayette -- KLFY-TV Channel 10,
Sunday 3:45 p.m.
New Orleans ~ WJMR-TV Channels
12 and 20, Sunday 6 p.m.

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus ~ WCBI-TV Channel 4,
Friday 5:45 p.m.
Jackson---WLBT Channel 3, Sunday
3:30 p.m.
Jackson ~ WJTV ~TV) Channel 12,
Snnday 11:15 p.m.
TupeI~WTWV (TV) Channel 9,
Sunday 2 p.m.
TENNESSEE
Johnson City~WJHL-’rv Channel 11,
Schedule not received.
VIRGINIA
ilampton-Norfolk WVEC-TV Channel 15, Satur(lav afternoon.
Richmond--WT~R (’IV) Channel 6,
Monday 6:30 p.m.

RADIO
ALABAMA
Dothan--WDIG (1450 kc.) Wednesday 6:15 p.m.
Evergreen---WBLO (1470 kc.) Sunday 2 p.m.
ARKANSAS
Benton--KBBA (690 kc.) Thursday
7:&5 a.m.
Helena--KFFA (1360 kc.) Monday
9 p.m.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington area--WFAX (1220 kc.)
Snnday 12:30 p.m.

Newton~WBKN Tuesday 11:45 a.m.
Oxford--WSUtl (1420 kc.) Snnday
1 p.m.
Philadelphia ~ WHOC (14.90 kc.)
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Starkville,---WSSO (1230 kc.) Saturday 6:45 a.m.
Tupeio---WELO (1490 kc.) Sunday
12:30 p.nl.
TuoeI~WTUP (1380 kc.) Sunday
8:15 a.m.
West Point--WROB ( 1450 kc.) Wednesday 6:15 p.m.
Yazoo City -- WAZF t1230 kc.)
Thursday 12:30 p.m.

FLORIDA
Creslview--WJSB (1050 kc.) Wednesday 8:45 a.m.
Kissknmee -- WRWB (1220 kc.)
Schedule not received.
Orlando--WKIS (740 kc.) Schedule
not received.

NORTH CAROLINA
Concord--WEGO (1410 kc.) Friday
5:30 p.m.
Lexington--WBU¥ (1440 kc.) Wednesday 7 p.m.
New Bern---WHIT (1450 kc.) Saturday 6:15 p.m.

GEORGIA
Atlanta~WAGA (590 kc.) Schedule
not received.
Atlanta~WYZE (1480 kc.) Sunday
7 p.m.
Cordele--WMJM (1490 kc.} Schedule not received.
Dalton---WRCD (1430) kc.) Saturday 7 a.m.
Monroe--WMRE (1490 kc.) Saturday 12:30 p.m.
Winder~WIMO (1300 kc.) Momlay
10:45 a.m.
LOUISIANA
Homer~KYHL (1320 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
Houma--KCIL (1490 kc.) Sunday
5:15 p.m.
Jonesville--KLEC (1480 kc.) Sunday 8:45 a.m.
Opelousas--KSLO (1230 kc.) Friday
6:30 p.m.
MISSISSIPPI
Aberdeen---WMPA ( 1240 kc.) Friday
5:30 p.m.
Brookhaven ~ WJMB (1340 kc.)
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
Canton---WDOB (1370 kc.) Thursday 10 a.m.
Clarksdal~WROX (1450 kc.) Monday 12:15 p.m.
Cleveland~WCLD (1490 kc.) Sunday 5:45 p.m.
Columbia--WCJU (1450 kc.) Monday 7:45 a.m.
Columbu~WACR (1050 kc.) Friday 12 noon.
Forest~WMAG (860 kc.) Sunday
7:15 a.m.
Greenwood ~ WGRM (1240 kc.)
Monday 9:05 p.m.
Indianola--WNLA (1380 kc.) Sunday 1 p.m.
Jackso~WJDX (620 kc.) Saturday
12:45 p.m.
Kosciusko--WKOZ (1350 kc.) Sunday 12 noon.
Lonisville--WLSM (1270 kc.) Saturday 12:45 p.m..
McComb---WAPF (980 kc.) Saturday
8 a.m.
:Natebez--WMIS (1240 kc.) Sunday
3 p.m.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Belto~---WHPB (1390 kc.) Sunday
12:15 p.m.
Bennettsville---WBSC (1550 kc.) Satnrday 5:45 p.m.
Greenville ~ WMUU (1260 ke.)
Schedule not received.
Laurens----WLBG (860 kc.} Sunday
1:05 p.m.
Orangeburg~WDIX (1150 kc.) Saturday 7 p.m.
Sumter~WSSC (12.90 kc.) Saturday
4:45 p.m.
TENNESSEE
Milan ~ WKBG (1600 kc.) Sunday
3 p.m.
Mudreesboro -- WGNS (1450 kc.)
Sunday 9 p.m.
TEXAS
Brownsvill~KBOR (1600 kc.) Tuesday 8 p.m.
Carthag~KGAS (1590 kc.) Sunday
12:45 p.m.
Edinburg--KURV (710 kc.) Sunday
10 p.m.
Gainesvill~KGAF (1580 kc.) Sunday 5:15 p.m.
Junction---KMBL (1450 kc.) Sunday
9:15 p.m.
Kermit~KERB (600 kc.) Saturday
5 p.m.
Pasadena--KRCT (650 kc.) Sunday
4:30 p.m.
TerreiI--KTER (1570 kc.) Monday
6:30 p.m.
Tyler--KTBB (600 kc.} Sunday 5:45
p.m.
VIRGINIA
Charlottesville -- WCHV (1260 kc.)
Sunday 7:45 p.m.
Falls Church ~ WFAX (1220 kc.)
Sunday 12:30 p.m.
Gloucester--WDDY (1420 kc.) Sunday 12:45 p.m.
Nodolk--WLOW (1400 kc.) Schedule not received.
Richmond~WMBG (1380 kc.) Sunday 10 p.m.
South Bmtnn--WHI~ (1400 kc.)
S~a:lay 5:45 p.m.
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Mau Mau Party-Mississippi Headquarters "Manifesto~ Backs Mixers---

Atlanta Preachers
Urge Surrender

Episcopal Bishops OK Mixing,
But Southern Churchmen Protest
aAnd lay
group
of Episcopal
leaders
has goneclergymen
on record
in opposition to recent statements
adopted by bishops of the church.
At the Lambeth Conference in
London last August, Episcopal BishOps issued a "Condemnation of Racial
Discrimination" which says, in part:
The Coofereoce would urge that
in multi-racial societies, members
of all races shmdd be allowed the
right to associate freely in worship,
in education, in industry, in recreation and in all other departments
of the common life."
And during an October meeting in
Miami Beach, the Episcopal House
of Bishops said it is "the obligation
of Christian citizens to conform to
rulings of the U. S. Snpreme Court,
which is the ultimate interpreter of
the Constitution."
SOUTHERNERS OBJECT
In an open statement to fellow
Episcopalians, five prominent Southera churchmen take sharp issue with
the Bishops’ action.
The Bishops "recognize the perfectlon of man as he was meant
to be, but make no intimation of
the fact that man is not now in
that state of pedectlon," the Southera church leaden protest. "They
hll to recognize that men are not
¢mmL Existentially, no two men
two races are eq’nal. The
cult of equality is pure myth. We
live in a real world in which judgments must be made and evaluatiom must be made, or we destroy
ourselves. The Bishops should be
mclistic as well as idealistic."
"Segregation does not mean disefimination," the Southerners add.
"Segregation means opportnnity for
the Negroes in the South. They have
a race which they can call their own
and schools and churches of which
they can be justly proud and in which
they can find self-realization."
BISHOPS NOT REALISTIC
The Southern statement continues,
"Race and color alone are not the
grounds on which the demand is

Church Withdraws
From Baptist Group
A Baptist church in McComb, Miss.,
has withdrawn f r o m the Southern
Baptist Convention because of the
Convention’s support of "integration,
liberalism and modernism."
The Park Drive Baptist Church of
McComb took the action following
a unanimous vote of the congregalion, and because of a "love of liber-

made that the races be kept segregated. The grounds are inequality
in morality and intelligence. This
inequality exists. There are differences in races beyond race and color
and we feel that the Bishops, in
failing to take cognizance of this
fact, dealt with the subject in an nnrealistic manner."
If the Bishops’ recommendation
were adopted, the statement warns,
it "will result in a mongrelized
society that recognizably is an in.
ferior one. W i t h amalgamation
comes racial and cultural and social deterioration and degeneracy,
racial conflict, social conflict, deterioration in the educational processes, and crime a n d violence.
Th/s is recent historical experience.
This is what the resolution of the
Lambeth Conference, if put into
effect, would produce, we believe."
The statement was signed by the
Rt~ Rev. Albert S. Thomas, Wadmalaw Island, S. C., retired Episcopal
Bishop of South Carolina; the Hon.
Walter Burgwyn Jones, Montgomery,’
Ala., presiding iudge of the 15th
Judicial District; the Rev. James P.
Dees, Statesville, N. C., rector of
Trinity Episcopal Chnrch; Roger M.
Winborne, Lenoir, N. C., a furnitnre
manufacturers’ representative; a n d
James Webb C h e s h i re, Hillsboro,
N.C., president of Concerned Churchmen, an Episcopal iaymens’ group
which has urged the chnrch to stick
to matters of theology and not involve
itself in the race issue.

(Continued from p. 1)
Dr. John Slaughter of Spartanburg,
S.C., said of the Mississippi request
for Hays’ resignation: "I wonldn’t
think at all of doing any such thing.
I think it would be a very serious
mistake to ask him to do that."
Dr. James P. Wesberry of Atlanta,
president of the Georgia Baptist Convention, told that group that "racial
prejudice and Christianity cannnt exist
side by side." He ternaed the demand
for Hays’ resignation "’ridiculous, unkind and nn-Christian." Other Georgia Baptist officials echoed this stateIncnt.
The president of the Florida Baptist Convention, the Rev. Julius Avery,
of Panama City, Fla., said Baptists
who defy the U. S. Supren~e Court’s
!ntq,gration edicts are "spiritual babIeS.
SHEER COINCIDENCE?
The 2200 messengers to the North
Carolina Baptist Convention voted
nearly unanimoosly to praise tlays.
On a motion by the group’s recording
secretary, .C.B. Deane of Rockingham, N.C., the Tarheel Baptists sent
Ha~s a telegram saying "Your wise
and courageous Christian leadership
is appreciated."
"Men like you are needed if we
are to reach a Christian solution to
the complex problems facing America
and the world today," the wire continued. "Our prayers and deep contern are ~vith you now and in the
days ahead."
(Editor’s note~It is interesting
to note that the C. B. Deane who
offered the motion praising Hays
is himself a thoroughly-beaten exCongressman. Deane was retired
by the voters of his North Carolina
district in 1956 because of his

Catholic Bishops Called Partners
in ’Crime Against the South’
Roman Catholic bishops of the
United States have urged Amer/cans
"of all religious faiths" to move toward complete racial integration.
At a Nov. 13 meeting in Washington attended by nearly all of the 220
Catholic bishops in the U.S., the
bishops issued a 1500-word statement
inten~]ed to serve as an official guide
for American Catholics.
The bishops’ statement said "segregation cannot be reconciled with the
Christian view of our fellow man."
They cited writings by the late Pope
Pins XII in support of integration, and
urged Americans of all faiths to "act
quietly, courageously and prayednlly
before it is to late.’"

UNEQUAL EQUALS
"All men are equal in the sight of
God," the prelates declared. "Men
i are unequal in talent and achievement,
:but discrimination based on the accidental fact of race or color cannot
The Bey. John H. Rupp, pastor of
he reconciled with the truth that God
the church, made public a letter of
has created all men with eqnal rights
withdrawal, which cited the Southern
and equal dignity."
Baptist Convention’s support of "ncoWhile conceding that changes in
orthodoxy, liberalism and modernism."
racial attitudes cannot be made overnight, the bishops said any form of
"Many Convention leaders, college
compulsory segregation "in itself and
and seminary professon and paston,"
the letter stated, "are promo~ the by its very nature imposes a stigma of
inferiority upon the segregated peointegration of the races and are twistthe Holy Scriptures in order to’ pleY They added that segregation
in this country has "led to oppressive
so. We hold that segregation withconditions and the denial of basic
in the church, schools, society and
human rights for the’ Negro."
state on racial, linguistic and national
lines is not un-Christian nor contrary
ACCESSORY TO CRIME
to the g, ecific commands of the BiThe
Catholic statement brought a
ble."
fiery retort from a Northern PresbyThe letter was dgned_ by the minis-texan, who said the Roman Catholic
ter, ehmda derk./ad ~
hicnu~y I~ acting a~ .an acce~ory to

~g

Baptists

"crime against the South" by endorsing integration.
Carleton Putnam of Washington, a
director of Delta Airlines and a biographer of Theodore Roosevelt, expressed his views in a letter to Francis
Cardinal Spellman of New York. The
letter, dated Nov. 17, was made public at a news conference in Washington.
Putnam wrote the Cardinal that
"there is nothing to my mind more
harmful to the American way of
life than to pander to a vaguelygeneralized equalitarianism in the
name of Christ."
"With all respect," Putnam added, "I must tell you that in my
~udgment you do Him (Christ) a
disservice when you attempt to
force integration upon the South in
His name."
While physical association may be
forced at bayonet point, mental association cannot, Putnam declared. He
said that a Negro child sent to a white
school may suffer "wounds of ostracism worse than any .stigma of segregation."
IMMORAL HYPOCRITES
Putnam criticized Northerners for
what he called "both hypocrisy and
immorality in demanding that the
South do what they themselves, in
similar circumstances, would not doY
"Meanwhile, week a f t e r week,
month after month,~ his letter said,
"Southern children are deprived of
their education. This episode deserves
~ go down in history under the tide
of the crime against tbe South, and I
t~ret to see you an a¢~J~y."

The Atlanta version of the "positive
approach" to rate relations was issued
Nov. 22 in the form of an "Atlanta
Manifesto" signed by three-fourths of
the city’s Protestant ministers, and
urging "cahn" compliance with integration while "positive-thinking" leaders are negotiating surrender terms.
The statement was signed by 311
clergymen representing 16 denominations, and including several Jewish
rabbis. They composed the bulk of
approximately 400 Protestant churches
and synagogues in the Atlanta metropolitan area. Signers inclnded pastors
of small neighborhood churches and
big-city congregations, a n d c a m ~
from denominations usually considered
"’conservative" on race relations, as
well as from the outspoken "liberal"
ministen.
THE SECOND TIME
Similar stands previously have been
adopted by Roman Catholic and
Jewish religious leaders. A similar
"Atlanta Manifesto" was issued Nov.
3, 1957, bearing the signatures of only
80 ministers.
The new "Manifesto" called for
obediance to laws governing racial
integration, calm leadenhip from
political figures in place of "inflammatory utterances", the encourage.
ment of "a free and intelligent discussion of the issues" within
churches, and appointment of a citizeus’ commission "to preserve the
harmony of our community."
The statment came at a time whcn
concern was mounting over pending
school cases affecting Atlanta in the
Federal conrts. State officials have
predicted that a sho~vdown between
Federal and State laws will come in
Atlanta by the time schools open next
fall.
WON’T HELP KIDS
Under Georgia law, every schnol in
a given systen~ would be closed if one
school in the system I~ucame subiect
to Federal integration orders.
, But the ministers flatly rejected
any soggestion’" that church property
!,~e nsed for school purposes in Atlanta
as a means of circumventing the law
in the evcnt of integration orders."
In other areas, churches are pruviding
classrooms for private schools.
Going all-out to be reasonable, the
ministers said they did not "believe
in the wisdom of massive integration.’"
They explained that they’re convinced
that if the states "take reasonable
steps" toward compliance with court
mandates, "the Federal government
will be willing to leave the working
ont of details in local hands."
(Editor’s note~To interpret the
above, what they mean to say is
that if the state surrenders completely to Federal court integration
orders and agrees to mix the races

in its schools, then this bunch of
pussyfooting parsons believes the
Federal government might be magnanimous enough to let the local
"moderates" decide which darky
goes to which white school.)
"Citizens do not have the right
defy laws simply because they personally hold them to be nnwise or
harmfld," the statement said. "A
policy of obeying only those laws or
those’rulings of the conrt with which
we agree leads inevitably to anarchy."
(Editor’s note---One is tempted
to inquire whether these cowards
of the cloth ever studied the American Revolution in school. Or did
their seminaries teach them that the
Boston Tea Party was an evil deed,
simply because the patriots dumped
a few bags of tea in the ocean? Did
the Revolution lead to anarchy?)
"We believe that the Constitution
of the United States in its provisions
for human rights is in accord with
Divine law and we must therefore
learn to live with and under the law,"
the statement continued.
(Another Editor’s note--If this
keeps up, then Atlanta Manifesto
Number 3, no doubt to be issued in
November, 1960, will proclaim to
the world the doctrine of "iudicial
infallability," and the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court will be eligible for coronation as Pope Earl I.
So as not to slight the other eight
members of that august tribunal,
may we nominate them as the first
members of the U. S. version of the
College of Cardinals. Assuming of
course that the "College" will be an
integrated one, in line with their
publicly.expressed s e n t i m e n t s.
Come to think of it, red IS an appropriate color in this particular
instance.)
The Atlanta lncjnisition next attacks
Ceorgia’s elected p ~litical h’aders,
"many of whom," the ch’rgymcu complain, "are a.pparently willing to
no bett~ r s ~h tion th;,n the ch,sin~
p,blie schools and the destnwtion
public edncation in order to maintain
what has been inapprupriatelv described as ’our sacretl way Of li~e’.’"
The preachers can’t, or won’t say
why those who created Ihe problem
on May 17, 1954, should not be held
responsible for its solution, or why
elected officials should be denounce~l
for carrying out the clear mandate
the voters.
The statement conclndes with the
fear that "the South would new:r re.cover" from a period of widespread
school shutdowns. The clear implication of the ministers is that us Southerners are stupid enough as is, and to
miss even one day of the glories of an
integrated edocation would consign
pe~ctually to au existencc of squalor

"moderate" views. He was one of
the few Southern Congressmen who
refused to sign the Southern Manifesto attacking the U.S. Supreme
Court’s integration decision. Birds
of a feather, etc.)
Hays was probably too busy making "moderate" speeches to read the
congratulatory messages from his paid
supporters. He told the Florida Baptist Convention in Miami Nov. 12
that pastors shonld "follow their consciences" on the racial question, even
if it cost them their jobs.
That same night, Hays told the
Georgia Baptist Convention in Atlanta
"I st/ll believe that moderation is the
answer to our problems."
"A plea for justice and participation by peoples who are moving ont
of the shadow of oppression in this
time of rapid change has created controversy and conflict," he added.
"And we must dedicate ourselves to
a belief in the right of a man to
determine his own course."
Next day, Hays spoke to Virginia
Baptists at their annual meeting.
EXIT MODERATION
But by Nov. 17, at~ter the demands
for his resignation had time to register, Hays had seemingly set aside
his doctrine of "moderation" to assume the role of a minor deity.
"Cod is not well pleased with the
South because it is not acting in a
Christian manner toward the Negroes," Hays proclaimed to the D/strict of Columbia Baptist Convention at Silver Spring, Md. He did
not reveal his source of information.

rtays said the ~outh-~fust
"bridges of understanding" between
Negroes and whites, and said this is
a iob h~r churches, not for politicians.
He added that Southern Baptists, as
the most numeroos gronp in the South,
conld do more than any other ~ronp
to solve racial tensions.

ano ignorance.

URGES SURRENDER
Repeating his belief that "’the Sonth
must obey the ~preme CouP’s school
desegregation ruling," Hays said he
hoped his defeat at the polls would
not frighten other Southern "moderates" into silence.
"Sonthern congregations must not
pressure their ministers into keeping
quiet ahont the race problem," ttays
lectured.
In at least one respect, ]lays agreed
with his onetime Little Rock constituents, oh~.~ing that perhaps his defeat was a g~md thing.
UNINHIBITED DEFEAT
Hays explained that he ho~d
make a greater contribution to "improving" Southern race relations, now
that he is no longer in Congresg. He
pointed out that he will now have
"no inhibitions" while spreading the
idea that "go~ Christians must snppo~ integration."
Perhaps the nearest iob of fencestraddling came f~m the Tennes~e
Baptist Convention, which officially
nored t~ question of Hays, and
cid~ instead to "pray for Divine
guidance to relieve the racial tensions of the South."
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Relocation Of Negroes Urged
"Slrangerto

rruth’--IYassuh, Boss, I’se A-Comin’![RusseJj Plan
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The NAACP has gone on the defensiv(, this past month. The group
(’anl~" tinder scrutiny by C()U~5, grand
jnrivs and legislative committees in at
h’ast two Southern states, and its
hircJin~s issned several statements
s~mptoulatic of acute f(mt-in-month
disease.
In Mississippi. the Madison County
grand jnry issued a repo~ Jan. 7,
charging Mississippi NAACP field
secr(,ta~ Medgar Evcrs with being
"careless with the t r u t h" when he
critk’izcd a new Negro high schtx)l in
the coonty.
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Send the problem to the folks who are so sure they have the
"*’-- ’ .... ~",

o~xO ~’"/ ...... ,,,.~(;~7~, ot Georgia. Even before the
new
Congress convened, Russell
announced plans Dec. 21 to introduce legislation aimed at bringing about a more equal distribntion of Negroes throughout the
United States.
Russell expressed "grave concern" over the bitterness that is
being fostered by what he called "efforts to force integration of
the white and Negro races in all relations of life."
His phm would create a Voluntary Racial Relocation Commission, to encourage and assist
persons who desire to relocate
in other states to bring about
a more bahmced racial population in each state.
Russell ~)ntended that much
of ttw racial agitation in this
country is (lut’ to the large concentrati()n of the nation’s Negro

ganizations en(h)rsed the bill. bnt it
died in cmnmittee.

EXPERIMENT TRIED
A fcW days after Rnssell annmmced his plan, a New ()r[eans Negro
dottor deci(h.d to sve wimt sort of
BIGGEST IN STATE
welcome S.uthern Ncgr(~’s would rect-ive in thv North.
The half-million dollar Ro ~c r s
Dr. Frvderick Rhodes said his idea
Junior-Senior lligh school for Ncgr(~:s
was ditfi.rt,nt ~rom Senator Rns~elrs,
in Canton. Miss.. was dedicated late
m that it did n.t involve a large numlast year, and is the state’s largest
ber of peoph’.
N(,gro school. Named in honor of the
pol)tdation
in
the
South.
He
said
I)r. Rhoth.s said he had "n,, place
w,h.ran supe~ising principal oi Madiracial tensions would be eased, speciHc;dly i~ mind. Bid ax a (Iocson County’s Negro schools, A. M.
t,,r. 1 h.~,. ,,any patients who are
Rogers. the nltra-mndern buildiog has
if the Negro popuJati()n were
and all.satisfied with condi32 chtssrooms, two shops, twn librarspread more evun]v " ;unon~ all unhappy
ti,ms in tl., S~mth."
ies, three science lld)oratories, two
the
states.
So he wrnte authorities in Noflhhorn(, (.conomics rooms, a
"All thc poll~ and sn~’t’y~ taken
ern and Western states, asking ~or
anditorimn, and up-tn-dat(, ca~(.h.ria
info~ation conceming"cheap land
facilities. It emph)ys 38 teachers.
.n tl., ~bivc’t sh.w that the intvnsity of thu oppo~ititm to intv~ration i~l
for Negro settlements."
When the school was dedicated,
m dirt.ct pr~q~ortitm to t]~v perct.nta~c~
a number of prominent state and
"l’hu N~r~ro p]~ysici;m, a native o~
~)f Nv~rtn,~ in tht’ l)opulatio~ t)f vach
county officials attended the cereSouth (~;IrO]ill;t, ]la~ practiced m New
qatv." Iw ~.id.
monies. Tbe NAACP’s Evers
Orlem~s sinct. 1932. th" said "l p~st
promptly blasted the new show"This opposition ~s m.ch more iu-~
thought that maybv if l had infi~rmaplace, describing it as a "barn," and
tion about some Federal hind that
tense in the states .f tlw S.uth. snch!
calling it "’overcrowded and illas (;corgia with 31 per cent of its,
c~mhl he homesteaded that I could
equipped."
suggest that these unhappy people
l)opulation Negro and Mississippi
The grand ju~" report expressed
movc away from the South and lwrwith 45 per cent, than in thv ~tates
concern with these statements. ~;e
Imps colonize somewhere else whure
of the North, Middle Wvst and West
panel decided to investigate. It inthat have ve~’ small percentages o~
they wouldn’t have the raci;d prohspected the new school, called a numIctus, ,n(I would have more of an opNe~rocs." Russell c(,ntimwd.
her of witnesses, including the school
portunity for various types of recreasuperintendent, aud concluded that
SItARE TtlE PROBLEM
tinn and (.d.cation and a better means
the new buildin~ "reflects nothin~ bnt
The Board of Home Missions of
In 1944, a similar study of "racial
of livelihood."
"If tlu’ Negro popul;ition, which
credit npon Madison CounW."
the Congregational Christian church
inclusiveness" show(’d that 17 p(’r
is ,,w c(,ncetdrated largely in the
th’ add(,(I, "Some places suit,d)h.
"’The Hassromus have all new furnihas annonnced plans to bit)’ integracent of the churches had at least one
~011I]1. wt.rt, spread more (’v(’tdy t)vcr fi)r homcsteatling would appral tt~
lnre and eqnipment. We fonnd no
tion in the denomination’s churches.
n~cnlher of another tact..
all s~.ctions ~ff the n~tti.n, tlwn.by zivthem."
classrooms that were crowded," the
The action was disclosed Jan. 4
ing cach state an equal share .f the
(Editor’s not~Our conclusion
report continned.
in New York. The missions board
racu prohh.m, wc would have a workASKS FOR HELP
is that, since 1944, 10 per cent
also announced contributions of
abh’ meaos of easin~ raci;d t~.nsion~
of the Congregational churches have
I)r. Rhodc~ said he wrot(, tlw S,’cPRAISE FOR SCItOOL
each to the NAACP’s legal defense
and of achievin~ a pt.rman~.nt anal
hired Negro janitors who, while
r,’taries of St,,t,’ in ~Visconsin, Ne"In shnrt, our inspection uf the
fund. and to the racial relations divipuaceful sMution to thu problcm."
stoEing the furnaces, became so enI)raska. Idaho, XVashington, Or,.~(,n,
~o~ers schonl leads us tn the conclusion of the National Council of
amored of the pastors’ sermons on
Iowa ;m(l XVyotnin~.
Russell’s hill would offer Fedsion that this, the largest school for
Cht,rches.
"nonsegregation" that they prompteral ~ssistance, in Ioan~ and grants,
He asked t he m fnr inforlnatio~
Negroes in the state, is a magnificent
ly added their names to the memto Negroes now living in the South
a])Ollt "son~o ~lnsett]vd ]aod which
RACE INSURANCE
physical plant and is }wing nm in an
bership
rol
s
)
.......
who wish to relocate in other st~te~
w(nd(l h{. sldlal)le for several fatalefficient manner by those in charge.
’ .~nv ~.ongregational cnnrcn which
¯
¯
,-. ¯
,
having ~ low percentage of Negroes.
]i(.s." and roquo~te(] a ~cn(.ra] (h.~cripNo member of this grand ju~’ receiv- , support r [ r o m the,
.vev
statistics
It ’ .X~’W ~ OrK T mes rc- Thc bill would als. mak. lhc same
tion o~ tho ]and. inch~din~ "the type
ed secondary edncation in a finer
Ba~Clal
missions
I
"
i
.
"
¯
t
t
.
-, .r .t *
t,
t ,
r.
’portt’(I ID I C pvr ~li{’(l (lisp;itCh th
n~ h.rr~lirl, vt.~vt;ition, distance ~rt)lll
assistance availahh, to whitc porsons
school faciliiy."
lnlt*~riltlon is. t’VI’I/ J e .S ~ prt.valent livin~ ~mtqde tl.’ South who w.uld
,ettb.d c,om,mi~.~ and kind~ ,f wild
The panel cited a full-page ad in
clal ....
backmE }~’(XlllSO Of
lift’."
like to rclocat~, in the South.
the county’s m’wspal~cr last October,
t t( t th
"It’~ just .m idea I had that might
in which the facuhy and staff of the
~t
wall
rtport
x~o
also
says
stuns gronp
ENTIRELY VOLUNTARY
~olvv the pmbh.m for some o~ these
new school expresscd their pride in
"share the cost" of experimental
moves,
NOT
ACCEPTABLE
Emphasizit~
the.
wdnnta~’
nah~rv
and appreciation for the uew facility.
desigued to give h)cal churches "ani The paper rcportcd that of the
(,f hi~ plan. Russell pointed out that off r(’locatvd
"Bssed on the testimony beard
som¢,wheru else," I)r.
interracial status."
’ white Congre~ati(, ’ )hal C h r i s t i a n
it wonhl not fc~rcc anyono to move I Rhodes said.
trod u~n our own per~nal ins~eRev. T~man B. ~uglass, exeIchurchcs
s~t~t,v~.d
in
m~’tr-pMitan
anywhere.
T.
bvcnnw
effective
llon," the ~ continued, "we are
cutive vice-president of the misGETS REBUFFS
art.as, .nlv 12 l)~.r ct.nt ha~t. ; c, CCl)tt.~ ~ ;t ~tatt.. the plan would r,’quir,- apinevitably 1 e d to t h e cooclusion
sions ~ard, explained t h a t this
’ Nc~ro meml)(’rs, and -nl~ 49 per ccnt
pr.val of th(’ ~(,v(,rnor or h.~islatnr.,
lli~ it.luirie~ h,lve st) far met witi~
that, in his criticism of the sch~mls
would apply to churches in mixed
show any th’~rvv t,f x~illi~mncs~ t.
.fficial hn~sh-offs,
of Madison County, Medgar Evers
No person could be relocated unneighborhoods, if the c h u r c h e s
accept Negroes.
l(’~Ara Setrvtary t)f S t a t ~’ Mvlvin
was extremely careless with the
der the program unless Ihe move
wanted to hire associate pastors "’of
%~td~orq sam Dr. ~horh.s "was ~t littntth, if not s total stranger there(Editor’s note--Alwa.~ ready’ to
would improve his economic, soanother race."
tic
lend a word of advice, we suggest
to."
cial and employment oppo~unities,
The I~)ard also promised to pro.... rl.. F,.der;d land office f.r It~wa
The grand iurv said that after it
that if the Congregational .Missions
I{uss,.ll said his new plan i~ a r~.~lt~.~l in 191(I," Svnhorst
advised.
vide financial aid for white conferBoard really wants to integrate the
learned "’of the "absolotc death
~is~.(I ~r(’F~iOll ’.[ a bill I.- introducvd
me;~nin~ n. land is"ava/lahle for
t’llCt’S in the Sonth that took Negroes
churches, they pre-select the Netruth in Evers’ statement," it inqnircd
in 1~J49. which died in t,,;nrnitte~..
I.omest(.a(tir.~ in that state. No nff,’r
as staff int’lllJ~,rs to help conrdinate
groes who are to do the fntegrating,
of th,. District Attorney. Bob Nichols,
H,’ .aid tht. overall t.st of thv rvwas ready to help the Negr~..~ find
work with Negro conferences in the
and give each of them a thick banks~.ckin~ information al~mt Evers.
h,c.tti~.n
i~roeram
w..hl
In.
h’~s
than
oth,’r suitable land.
same ~oo~raphical areas. Dr, Dongroll to dro~ in the collection plates,
tl..
4
billion
dollars
this
ti.tti~m
now
WEI.I.-PAID MAU MAU
lass pointed out this wonid }~. a first
with a show of ostentation. Or are
ArM a wcll-meaning South Dakota
Hw.ds -..h ~t..tr on f-rt’izn .id.
stt’p toward integrating the chttrches
Nichols rel~rted that Evcrs, iu a
they afraid of too much "shrinkage’"
I,md d-.h.r p.t his state’s officialdom
sworn ~talnu’nt to the Hinds County
theme’Ires.
as their colored brethren saunter
.n th,, Sl~(~t I)y snggesting that some
OTllERS SUPPORT PLAN
~rand ju~’ in Jackson, said he is paid
past the pool hall or "numbers"
of tl., N’cgro,.s might I~. resetth-<l in
The Con~rcgational Christian
R..~,.II
llr-tni¯vd
t.
"push
the.
bill
$5(~0 a year as Mississippi field screpeddler en route to the joys of inS,.,th
church has an anoounct.d i~dicy of
f(,r
all
it’s
w,rtiL"
And
}:i~
So,xth,.rn
tegrated worship?)
la~’ of tl~e NAACP. Hc said dues in
Iwin~ "a m,nsc~regated church in :t
Ed Forman of Kimball, S.D., ex’ Si.’rhlt,’ ct,]]t’it~lt+’s fl,)ck,,d t,, lhe
the .r~anization arc $2 a year. with
plained later that his suggesti~
As cxpt’ctt-d, thv su~.y
port o~ thc
lift’ memberships a~ailahh’ for
was inadveflent. Fo~an said he
tht’ ~rc;ttt.st dt’~rt’t’ of "’rati,d
Scn.ttor J{;hn St,lmis of
(l.ive till you’re 251 years old and
BACK TO ~EALITY
heard of Dr. Rhodes’ queries, but
I si~cn~’ss" ()ntl.. E.tst attd Wcst coast..
beat the game~Ed.)
But th(. samc missions bt)ard wim’h
thought he represented "Germa~
But R~,~. I).u~la~. ~,~ .d,trmt’d that
halante
~hr
racial
distrilmti.n
and
Thc grand jury snn,mcd up hy saydangh’d ti.ancial bait as a rcward
or Swedes seeking a place to
thc Midwc.t and ~.uth ~hox~t.d simist,tbilizt’
t},t"
f{)r ratt’-Inixin~ ii, I()(.al chllr(.Jlt’s rt’a colony."
larly small porucnta~.s of mixcd c’~mIcascd &’tails of a s u r v v y which
And S.nutor John Sp,~rkm,m
~rceation..
has h,,wh’d fr.m afar. likt. a
sh,nss that tht. ;HIn<)lttR’t’<l p<)licv mav
Alal,.~m;~ ~,tid "’I will ~L.Ily supp.rt
to-lt}-thotlnan(l-acre farm tracts nv;ir
i)ayi,i~ the mnon, abont c()nditions
"What has been considered the
it."
, hc one thinly, but local practicv i.
(~tlamtwrlain. S.D., west of thv Mi~"Southe~
~attern’
may
also
be
the
()f the l)uldic schools .f .Matlis.n Iquitt. an,~thcr.
Both agret’d with Ru.s,.ll that
s.t~ri River. saw ,m t~pl~ort~ni~’ t~
County.
Midwest patte~,’" he exclaimed in
rclocation w()uld d(} much to case
:
Tht’
t~o->ear
st,mt’~
c.vcn.d
I(154
~,-ttle the laod. and advant,’d th.tt
"’lli~ cries attain no higher statu~
disbelief.
racial tcnsions.
C,m~r.~ational ChriStian thHrchv~.
pnssil)ility.
than those of the most i~es~nsible
, al.ntt 70 per cent (d the dt.nominaIn the East, 32 per ct’nt of the
The R.sscll hill r~.c.dls a
child, lie h~s. in public print.
REACTION "DOUBTFUL"
~ti, m’s churchcs in mt.tropolitan an’as.
Con~rt.~ation;d c h u r t h ~- s
introch~cvd in thc J,tsl .,.xsmn of Conlikened himself and h~ organization
were cLt~qfit’d as "’int]uxi~v." In the
tt,’ h.arn,.(I I,tt~.r that th,.
~ress
hv
Rcpnhlic,m
St’nator
William
to ~e Mau Mau te~dst movement
~ "l’hc~’ church~’s had a total of 528.~’-,,hl ~" Nc~rot.s, and s.i(l "1 don’t
~Vcst thc fi~urc was 27t~ per cent.
(~1 mcm]~.rs. Thc su~’ev shows that
of Kenya Colony in Africa. On
kn.~ h.w that would ~, h~.r,,."
bill
x~ouhl
ha~e
provided
Federal
aid
only
27
per
ccnt
n[
tht"
Congrt’ga:But
in
the
Midx~c~l.
thc
"mth~ivt.’"
this ~int, we find ~ cause to,take
Adding that he hadn’t di~us~ed
f~r
American
Negroes
desifin~
to
~
tiot~al
churches
have
cvcn
one
memclmrches
(Ir~plwd
to
~1
per
cent.
only
issue with him."
it with his nei~m, Form~n ~id
~rate to Li~fia, ~e Negro republic
I~.r n[ "other than the dominant racial
’ t~w~ points a~)ve the 19 ~r cent rei ~ronp."
] po~ed in tl~ ~oth.
in A~dca. A nom~r of Negro
{See REL~ATE. p. 4)
(S~" NAACP. p. 3)

Congregational Church Tries
To Buy Integration, But Finds
Members Aren’t Having Any
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The U. S. Suprenw C, mrt. continnin~ its calnpaiRn to destroy
sovcrvign stab.s, has r(.inslated ;t Sllit
hy a Mt’mphis Negro to har enfi)rcement of a Tvnnc~’e law requiring
racial seRre~;tlion on bosses and street
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"11w ~iti~.r.C C,,Incil is not resl~mslbl~ h)r
Ilhlllllcrll)ls of olher materials submilted lot ~ssihle publication. All such
Ilhiilt’r sh¢)uhl la..tct~mH)anird hy a sell-addressed sl;tmlWtl ensrhqw i[ a

t’ral I)i~trict Conrt in
which dismissed the ~uit on several
~rnunds.
But the Snpreme CooH rnh’d that
iu~t because Negrn imstal
(). Z. Evers got nn a Memphis ci~
Ires ~imply to ~et grounds for ~iling
the ~uit, he still had the "right
sin.." even lhoo~h it’s the first aml
only time hc’s used public transit
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Th,. al~,vt" hrings to mind a story
related hy a Teunessee merchant who
asked a yoon~ colored troy what he
tl,mght alamt the U. S. Supreme
Court.
The colored luw reolied: "Why
~d.tt Soo-I)rt’nlc CO’I silo’ is dr" stnff
. You white fnlks oughta get ym~-

Iackson--A. S. ingrain, chairman
I,f the Madisnn County chapter nf
the Tenn,.s~ve I"ederatinn for Consti~t,tinnal C~wermm.nt. has calh.d for
reot’al of the ~tate’s cnmpulsnry sch,~,l
~ ;Ittvn(l~lnc~’ ];IWS: f~)r I)aSsil~’ Of ;I sta-

Editor

Dollars Make Sense

,Councils Name State Leaders As
This is the time of year when we are all making our phms t,,! New Groups Are Being Organized
contribute during the coming months to our favorite charitable
cr edtlcational projects.
(Editor’s note -- Officers and

May we suggest that you reflect thoughtfidly and seriously,, members o[ I~’al Councils are inriled to submit ite~ns of interest
this first month of the New Year, on so planning yonr giving that
their activities. We will
yonr monthly contribution tn your Citizens’ Conncil may be corn- ; concerning
print as many as space limitations
mensurate with the results you want
accomplished.
.
, permit. If an advance notice of a

By careful and extremely economical l)ud~etin~, vonr Citi-’meeting is desi~d, it should be

atinn, held its anntt.d board cd dirt.ch,r~ mt.t.ting in Rith,.,nd.

R.B. Crawf,,rd ,,f I"armvilh., Va..
was chosen as pr~,~ith,nt. Vice-presidents eh’cted wcr~. V. [..tllc~’ I’hillips. A~hl.tnd: William B. Cooke, Jr..
Sll,,~’x; .lame~ S. Ea~h’y. S~,,,th
ton: Stifling M. Harris.n,
Fr,nk R. Ford. N.rfldk; R. R. Ilar-

sent as far in advance of the meetzens’ ~ouncil dollar gives you solid results in the t[fin~s- you[ ing dale as possible.)
~alue that continually astonishes the experts.
,,,,,n, Charh,tt,.,vilh.: E. I"h,yd Yah.s,
Powhatan. and En,’~t W.
Your Citizens’ Council dollar is working for v,,ur principh’s Citizens"
Council
leaders
in
~’ach
of
Missi~sipl,i’s six C, mgressi,,nal di~- S,rry.

day and night. It never sleeps. Here arc a few thi]~gs it does:

1. Provides admin~trative services for the C o u n ci I
movement.
2. Provides speakers for local Councils, civic and pa~iolie groups,

Sen~ speakers thousan~ of miles into other sections,
4. Provides organizers for interested communities.

5. Maintains ~nstant public relations for the movement.

I disorderly schonls: and fi~r h,~i~lat/nn
cnttin~ ,nmarri,d
mothers off the
stab. wt,l[arv rolls.
In,ram prt’svnted his chapt~’r’s
h.~islativt’ proposals ;It ;I Imhlic met.tdeh.~:dion t~, the 1~159 Cvm’ral A~sembly.
Knoxville--A Ir.arinff
r,.r to dismiss flit’ suit ,,f 7
cancel a lease ,m city-.wn~’,l Whitth.
Sprines ~olf course was n.t.,ntly
oass,.d ind,,finitely in Cha:lc,’~’

The suil s,’~’ks to c;mct’]
held I,y 1... A. Mills. ol,crator of the
tour.,. Mills had r,.fusvd h, pvrtnit
~ tritts have eh.cwd represcntativt.s to
Mr. XVilli,,,~ I’..I,,n,’,, Jr., Urb, n’ il 24-111a111 t.xc¢~tliv~, tonmlith.e which nil. wa~ ~.h.ch.d sccrt.tarv. ;rod
Th,, Kn.xvilh, City
r will guide the Cnnncils’ st;de Ass~cia- E. Watkin~ of Richnm~d was
h,,t.n ,.har~,.d with h.:~sinz thv
; lion durin~ t],. d~.ciNive 3~’ar of l~JS~}. ; tr,.asurer.
t,, Mills t,, "’d,,pfiv, thv N,.Zro race
The State Executive Committee
[
of the right t. play ~olf at the city
sets policies for the state Associatinn, I ~Fht, Executive Committee is
~olf co.rse."
~posed of President Crawfnrd
and collects and disburses funds.
St.~ar Cravalt, Blackstone; J. J.
District rt.prcsentatiw’s ~w~re t’hosvn [ Jewvtt.
Chesterfield; E. J. Ogh’shy.
Nashville- l)r. Donald Davids,,n,
at meetings hehl at Columlms, CreCharh~tte~vilh’; Francis West, Mar- nrnfi.ss.r of English al Va~,h.rhih
nada, Cleveland, Jacks.n, Foresl and tinsvilh.: L. S. I’cndleton, Jr., Rich- University and stat~’ ch;tir,,~:,n of "I .F.Hattieshur~.
m.n(I; and Collins Denny, Jr., Mid- C.C.. has’writt,:ta mvml,.rs th,’ f, flh~w-

Each met’ling h(’ard rt.port~ from[ lothian.

EIh’tt lmwrence, finance chairman;
"XVe ~rg(’ yo~, h, wrih’ or sue yOllr
R.B. Pattt.r~on. state ex,’, utive ~ucre-I q’hv R(’v. ,din J. lh,ward ,,f
6. Provides information settees for the news media.
iht,s w,s r,.,pl~,fii~tt.d Chaplain,
r(.prt.s~.nt.tivt, in the nvw L.~islatur(.
tary: W. J. Si,mn,,ns. cdit,,r ,d the
7. Does research and maintains voluminous files for
Conncil pap~’r and prcsi<h,nl ,,l CitiS,mth C;tr,,lina Citiz,’ns’
many uses.
zt.ns" Council Fc,rulu: and Mrs, Sara
h’~islation I- .,’t~t the new crisis
McCorkh’, director of tl.. L;~dit.s’ di- ~had an active re,ruth. Tw.
Councils wen. organiz,.d, in I)arling- occasionvd hv the action nf the U.
8. Prints and distributes millions of pieces of literature.
vision and youth activities.
S. S~q~reme (7ourt in the Litth’ Rock
Elected to the State Ex~’cutiw’
9. Publishes a newspaper of nationwide circulation.
his ~ifi. sp.kc i. tt;trtsvilh..
caso,
C.mmittee [r.m the
rights already I,.rahh.d in the prodistricts w~.re:
lh.~. a.d Mrs. Lvwis E. Jaeckvl
10. Sends a steady stream of informational material to
IHIIlUUCIIIUIItS Of lhO U. S. Attt)r]a.y
spokt, t~ a Ilartsville Citizvns’ Co,ncil
FIRST
DISTRICT
libraries, students and publications.
(;envr.1 and the’ Civil Rights ’walchN. E. Dacus, Tupelo pharma- rally Dec. IlL Javtkel. vxet’~flivv didog colllmitt~.t’n’
11. Produces and distributes a weekly television and
ceutical manufacturer; W. B. Lucas, n.c~.r ,f tl,’ Crns;tdv h~r Christ. disMacon attorney and State Senator: cuss~.d C.mm.nist infiltr,tion inlo the bh. ~oasures f.r n~akin~ kn~wn y,nr
radio series which reaches several million persons
~h.sir,.s to thu L,.~islahtrv.’"
J. O. Sams, Columbus atto~ey; and
regularly.
"Christian peoph’ are hcinz hrainShelby Woodward, Louisville,
washed with the pr.pagand;~ of the
Chancery Clerk of Winston County.
Memphis--Vv’,st T
12. Provides an educational program in the high schools.
N;dional C. n n c i I of Ch.rches."
SECOND DISTRICT
prais~’d R,.l~res(.nt;divt. "F(,.I M,rray
Javck,.I said. "’Th, National Council
13. Keeps up a constantly-increasing volume of corresMaufice Black, Carrollton attorney and Slale Representative; :~f Churthcs is s. lh.d th.tt it has
pondence with supporters in every state and in many
rtrsumhl.mce to Christi;tnity."
John Lake. Grenada manu[actorer;
Murray was th,.
foreign countries.
Mrs. J~eckel told the group that with a "’p(.rf,’(t sty)r,."’ i, votin~ withJ. L. Pipkin, Blue Mountain minister;
and
Z.
M.
Veazey,
Jr.,
Cold"women
are
letting
us
down
by
not
14. Pays for the myriad services and supplies required to
water [armer and ~l~’kman.
t~king the right stand to prese~’e
keep any large organization moving forward.
line Christiaoity, segregatiou of the
TttiRD DISTRICT
races, the weffare of their own
Wilburn II~ker, Lexinglon inAs you can see, your Citizens’ Council dollar never rests . . .
children ~nd grandchildren, and all
stance man and farmer; Fred
lhin~s thai ~re good and deceot.
Jones, Inverness cotton
AND WE HAVE JUST BEGUN TO FIGHT!
M~ny are taking no stand ~l all,
~nald Kitching~, Mefigold cotton
The activities listed above are not ranked in any particular’ [armer; a n d Kenneth Williams,
~nd others ~re Mdiog the Communists in their effofls to destr.y
order--indeed, it xvould lie difficnlt to assign any o’rder of im- Clarksdale merchant and farmer.
MI o[ these things and our gre~t
portance to them. And they are just a sample ,If the ,h,zens of
FOURTI! DISTRICT
country."
I l",’b. 27.
Tom P. Brady, Brookhaven, state
things your Council is doing daily in YOUR interest.
"11,. ,.x(.(.lllis~. ~,,’trctary ,d Ihv] A Sl),lkl".lii.ili h,r th,.
Circuit Judge; Albert Gardner,
ttart,vilh. (:,tmtil, (;,.,r~,- X~ ’ r ~Var-I zr,.q~...Xrtl,.r (;.t~h’, s,tid "W, ~,,,,hl
Yonr State Association operates on a limited budget that any, Yaztm City attorney and State
ilia. rvp(~rt,.,I Ill;it h,cM C,.m, il ,,f-I lik,. #,,r Nix~,II II) ;llhlld Oli(’ t,[ Ih,"
Representative; Lucian Gwin, Natmedium-sized church could handle with ease. The reason
chez
attorney;
and
Ellis
W.
Wright,
bndget is so limited is that our people have not yet fully realized
the need for the strongly-organized, thorough, a~gressive and Jackson funeral director.
FIFTtl DISTRICT
SUSTAINED campaign it takes to win the kind of conflict beint~
’ At ,i lli(’,’lilll4 ivl (;h,~h-i. Mi’.~., Ih,.
J. B. Collier. Meridiao finance
Aliiill’
waged against us.
company osvncr~ il. !1. Ilarpole,
Philadelphia, State Public Se~’ice
During this New Year, we resolve to bring each ,,f you
~ lllilili~
Commission investigator; W. il.
awakening awareness of that need.
()il.’r .tt"’~’~ ~h.~’. ai ll.’ i)~’~.
Johnson, Jr., Decatur atlnrne.~ and
State Representative; and Marion
Let’s each make our financial plans NOW to set aside a genand I:r,.l[ W.dl, vhv-prc~idvni~;
Simpson, Canlon. Sheri[| of Madierons amount for this cause which is dearer t,, us than our very son Count)’.
Ih’tt)
I)il.rl .i..
lives!
SIXTII DISTRICT
%Vard llurt, Lumberton mayor
Send your eontribntions to:
i ilalioii
and manufacturer; Dewey Myers.
~ill ~c.d a t.i.I .t ~7,3ii h~ il., I.ilih.
Prentiss farmer and cold storage
EDUCATIONAL FUND of the CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
It.~k
plant owner; Robert Oswah, Pasca-

P. O. Box 886

Greenwood, Miss.
or

813 Plaza Building
Jackson, Miss.

Our auditors advise that contributions to the Educational
Fund are deductible from Federal lncome Taxes.

goula attorney: and J. E. Sto~.kst/ll,
Picayune attorney.
Xt.~v lnt.ml,cr, ,)1 II.. t,n~,~litl, v .~r,’
Lm’as, Bl.ltk. I.akt.. Pipki,. Kitthint~,.
(;win and C(,llicr. Ot],cr~ w,-rt" r(’t.lt-ctt-d.

Mrs.
l..Ih.C ~md $-.Ih acii~ilh., t.r lh,.
I),’t. II

nit d,.I,lil~ t-t ll~lrti~ ill,ilium iii ill~"

f ~.~"
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Federal Civil Rights Agency
Loses 3 Tennessee ’Advisors’

i Citizens’ Council Forum,+ii

o0

’lh~’ F,.(h’ral Civil I{i~hts Co,nmi~-;~t Hut tw, M,.mphi~ nwn ,mm,.d t,, Jr ....
f M,’,nl)hi~. (h:iirnian ,)f th,.
~i,m i~ havin~ trouble k,’elfin~ mere- the ~rm,p (h’ci¢h’d to ~tart th,’ N,’w %h,.lhv C.,nty chapter ,ff flu’ Tenh~.r~ ,m it~ "l’enm’~ce Citiz,.o~’ Advi-’Year off right. They aimo,mc,.d Jan. ii,.~,.~ F,.d,.ration [.r
I that Ihey had r¢’~iffned from
C,)vcrn..l,’wl. n o t e d in a I)’c. 22
I’.,’,, than ,me nmnth aftcr the !advisory t-()mmit te,..
st;It~’ill<’nt th;It Ill(’ ~ r o n p
I)vm.fil
NOT ME, COACIE
~onlmrd. 3 of its B nm.mlx.r~ had
A)’n’~ poinh’d out that in aonollnc.TIlE AMERICAN VIEWPOINT
Lawy,.r
Mcl)on~,ld
~aid
he
quit
q.il, includiwg the Vj(’l’-eh~l~FIIl~ln.
ter
"’findin~
out
exactly
What
flu’
I, VITH A SOUTHERN ACCENT
This h’ft ~ Negroes and 3 whites
"Ch,zirman (hq~rffe IL ])cmp~ter.
comnlittee is (’Xl~.cted to do, and what
servin~ o~ the slat~’
mrr
may.r
.f
Knoxvilh.,
KeLmv¢’r
its objectives ;m(I pu~()s(.~ are."
~ronv and avowed inh.~ratimfi~t, inSTARTING LINE-UP
"’! don’t care to ~ identifi~ with
vite~[ all ~’r~-n~ [c¢lmff they had
As originally a~o.m’ed b~
TELEVISION
it Jn an~ manner, shape or
been discriminated a~,dnst lwcaus~.
Fedend Civil Ri~hl~ Commission
~c~nal~
added.
of
rac~’
in
w~lin~,
Imu~in~
and
cducaALABAMA
MISSISSIPPI
~V~lshin~ton Dec. IT, the Te~n~s~e
Hardware cxccutiv(. ~tratt(m said
lion to fih. a complaint with his comadvisory ~’olnofith.~. was eom~xm~d
l)othan---WTVY-TV
Chanm.I
9.
WedColumbus
~
WCBI-TV Channel 4,
his resignation was because of a trip
mitlee and tl~. committee would
nrsday It) p.m.
I Friday 5:45 p.m.
George R. Dempst~r, former
to
~urojw
he
had
planned.
Iw~investi~ilh.."
Knoxvill~ mayor, ¢hairman~ RichMontgomery -- WCOV-TV Channel Iackson -- WLBT (TV) Channel 3.
nin~ Feb. 2~, "and the bulk of the
"By lhe ~ery nature of lhi~ comSunday 3:30 p.m.
20. Sunday afternoon.
ard THp~r, Memphis, p~si~ent
committuCs
acli.n
will
I~"
taken
while
mittee," Ayes added, "’Tennessee
of E u ~ ] i d-Memphis Sales, 1~.,
Jackson
~ WJTV CTV) Channel 1~,
knows it is now in the throes of
vic~-chni~an~ Mrs. ~n Russell,
ARKANSAS
Sunday 11:15 p.m.
3 TO TIlE
the second Reconstruction period.
Presbylerian ~hu~h leader, ~reChannel 9,
This group, about to venture into . Little Rock--KATV (TV) Chanm.l 7. Tupelo-~WTWV (TV)
The pair of resi~nalinns h,ft vicelary.
Monday 6:15 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m.
chairman Trippeer the ~mly M~mphis
fields specifically not authorized
white man on the committee. But not
them by Congress, is headed by a
pointod ~ere: Mz¢l~ P. Dav~,
LOUISIAN A
VIRGINIA
fnr Ion~. On Jan. 9, Tdppecr. head
Kefauver henchman.
N~shvl]le, Grey Iron ~ound~ ~.
Lafayette -- KLFY-TV Chanm, I 10, Ilampton-Norfolk WVEC-TV Chanof
a
road-machinery
company,
sent
"’The
two
commission
m
e
m
l)
e
r
Percy Me--aId, jr., Memphis
in his resignation.
Sunday 3:45 p.m.
n+’l 15, S~durtla.~ illtern<.m.
fn,m Nashvilh" ]~t~J(‘ ]X’(’II allied with
Trippeer said he had Imsit~.ss
the integration movt.m<,nt in that arra.
New Orleans--WJMR-TV Channels Richmond--WTVR (TVJ Channel B,
phis, president S 1 r a t I o n-~a~en
One of these’, N~,~ro John llope, is
13 and 211, Sund,i) 6 p.m.
.Mmltlay 6:311 pall.
in~s scheduh,d which would conflict
llard~nre Co., N~o john tto~
with cmmnittee nu.clin~s.
on thc staff of Fisk University,
]1, N ~ s h v i ! I e, Con~e~ationali~
one of the eenh.rs disrul>tin~ harmoniBLAST BY
Church exe~ulive a~si~ed to ~i~k
RADIO
<ms r a c c relations and individual
Universil~ Negro A. Mayo Walker,
The advisn~ committee came
rights. TIw second, Maclin l)avi~.
Memphis, president Universal Life
tier ahnost immediate ~,tt~,ck frnm proOxford--WSUII ( 142tl kc.) ,";unday
,~LABA.MA
Sr., has heath,d a movelnent attemptsegregation elements. Willis E. Ayres.
Insurance Co.
ing to t)rin~ ’peaceful" int¢.l~ration in
........................
Dothan~Vt,’DIG I 1-450 kt.) ~%’~,dn~,,.- i 1
day 6:1.5 p.m. Philadelphia ~ WIIOC ~ 14.qO kc.)
NAACP PEPRESENTED
Slllld~i.v 2:45
’Evergree~WBI.O (147{)kc.) SunAyn.s cih,d tl., r~.~.rd .f Mrlnphis
(Ill> 2 p.nl.
~ia~kiille--W~O (123(I kc.i
day fi>15 ,i,lii.
tors if it wants to rt’m.fin :l tax-exempt
(Continued from p. 1)
.4IIKANSAS
TUllt’h~l,
VELO i14U{I kc.) ~lilidily
or~a,fization.
The grand jury report concl.dcd
Beoton--KBBA {6!)0 kt.) Thurstl.ty
St+ltt, NAACP of ri0t.ls had r,’fused
12:30 i).iil.
by urging "tile rt.sponsihlc colored
to div.lge tlwir mvmhurship and coul.(,~al l)<.f~,ns~, and Educati.nal
pt,oplt, o~ Madison Chanty tn think
T~n~h~WTt’P 113~ti kt’.t ~liliday
trihution n.c.rd~, t’laimin~ that
twi¢. before they throw away their
ilelena--KFFA < 1360
and
i~
n’~pm,~ihh.
listed
w(mh{
It’
s.l)i,’ct.d
tt)
harrassmonrv I)v contfibutiog t<) an or~aniza{t l).lii,
III1’III and
W~t ~oinl--W~()~ 1145(~ ke,) Wedlion t~hd’is r~olhin~ more than a h,,’ch
EVEN
YOU
n(’s(I,ly fi:15 I+.ili,
o. tl.. side of lhc body p~ditic."
day 7~1~
B.I tim ¢-..rt p.i.tvd oHt llhtt :dl
"T<~ alh~w the irrcsp<msihh.

NAACP Attacked

Ili;iVi Of Mit’h Jill organization as the

eruptions had ’ompli~,d with the.
q.ir¢.m~.nl, and Ihllt non-prcdit oreanizations have he~.n n.q.in.d sin¢~. 1875
lo f.rnish m~.mhvrship lists in Ark:msas to b~ck up l]wir claims.
"if Ihe NAACP wants lax inaEv~.rs--llOl one to ]eilrn frOlll
sanity, it should comply," lhe delwrivm~.~was tohl the content nf the
cision added. "Olher organizations
~r;md iu~’ report and issued another
~latcment. complainin~ that the pnor. have complied. Why should this
one have imnmnity as lhough it
persce,h’d Negro students of
were a favored
County had to ride tn classes in
Also in Arkans.s. tl., St,tt¢,
s~.cond-hand school husm.s~
lative
Council’s spt’ciltl
(Editor’s not~Seem~ like 1 cao
~’ommitte¢.
I..hl t~o days ~ff
recMI a few days when, midway on
in l.itlh’ Rock in I)et.~,ml~.r Cm thv
a long, cold walk to ~cbool, l’d have
subject of Communist infh..ncrs
bcen grateful ~or a ~de in even a
racial a~itation in flu, stab,.
third-hand bus. llow about you?)
Evers also proceeded to tell Negro
RED LINKS CITED
h,ach~,rs they haw~ the NAACP to
Attorney Gem.ral Brtw~’ Br.m’It
thank f.r any pay raises they’ve reblamed the NAACP for race
n.c~.iv~,d. This, despite the fact that in Arkansas, trod linkrd the NAACP
m~d~.r Mississippi row, Ne£ro and
white h.aehers are paid under the
J. B. Matthews of New York. f.rmsame scale, bas~’d soh.ly on their edu- :’r research director for tl., lhmse
t’illioll and exl)erien(’e, and also de- Anr.ric:m Activiti~,s Comnfitte¢,. said
sl~ih’ ~he ~act lhat the last sessitm
there is a diffcn,ncc bctw~’en
tlw all-whih. Mississippi I.e~islalure.
munist-front orffanizations~which
which could hardly be considen’d re- sul up and eonlrolh,d by the. Reds
sponsivt, tn NAACP wishes, voh.d
from the b~zimfinz; and Corns.hi.ts,b~lantial salary int’reases h~ all
infiltrated .rffanizali.ns which
~riffinally formed for other
tcmhcrs, white and colord.
Irsually, he said. the Rvd influence
1lUSH MAll MOUF~
ffreater in a "’front" organizalion.
B,I Evcrs wasn’~ ~]w truly MissisThen he made this tellinff remark:
~ippi NAACP spokesman lo cnmmit a
"Communists have so infiltrated
~.rha] faux pas last month.
the NAACP that it has b~ome a
No sooner had the Jackson
more effective organizalion for the
Co,t~t’il atmou~wetl plans to
Communist line than many Com:~ ,~.~ Negro park and golf
munist-f~nt organizations."
~l~i~ summer, than the ~mrd of lhe dir,,tlor. <if lhe Jilekson Rr:mch of lhe ’ Matthews also cited other groups
linked wilh Communism x~hich hart,
been acliw" in stirrinff up racial
"PARKS EOR PEOPI,E . . ."
Ih" said the Sottlhern Re~i~mal
I. "str.u~ly dcuoum’in~" the new
N~’~n~ p~rk. the’ J.ckson NAACP di- Council has Commtmi~t sw~q~Mhizcr~
rt.~l.rs .bi~’t’ted Io II.’ st.~rc~ttrtl amon~ its members. Ore’ ~f tl.’
hers is Arkansas NAACP prt’sidc~d
f4tililv in Iht’se classic words.
Daisy Bates. Matth¢.ws said thv
~Ve. the Jackson NAACP direcSouth¢.rn Conference Ed.cati~m.I
tor~ said. "’a~ inleresled in parks
Igmd. of which l.. C. Bates. l)aisy’s
for ~’ople--not for
husl~:md, is it me~nber, hits b¢’rn cit¢’d
Tht. r~.,~cli<m [rom NAACI~
ht,,tdqu:~rh.rs to this all-h~-frank slip as suhvt,rsivc by llw Stymie Inh.rnid
N~.c.rily sttl~c~mmlittt’e.
o~ tIt’ hm~ue is h’fl to your
A Negro ex-Communist, Manning
Johnsoo of New York, told the in"TAXES FOR EVERYBOi)Y"
vcstigators that for the past 30
(),, umther front. NAACP ot|it-kd~
)’ears. Communists have worked
h,l,ll(I themst’lw’s (ill the losivl~ r.d
actively to foment st~fe between
(,t ,tw Arkansa~ Suprevlit" C.urt de-’~
the white and Negro races.
tinitm,
"l’hv Ark~mnas high (’o.rl. in a I)t’c. ] ’’rlllll’~ dcti(h’tl h)n~ ;l~() that
~o.th w.~ tl,. ,,+~t ft.rtih. ~ro*md
22 r.li,~, n+ti<l the NAACP must n’-
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NAACP to disn~pt II.’ peacefid n.lati.n~ hrtw~.~.n the racr~ in this emmtv.
~r i. lhi~ slate, wo.hl nnt only
lr.,~ic b.t foolhardy," the report
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North Has Big Negro Population Deficit
VERMONT
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STATES WITH DEFICIT
NE6RO POPULATION

Exclusive ’Fair Play’ Report---

Figures Show 36 States
Need More Negroes To Equal U. S.
Average, But South Has Surplus
Census

Recently-announced plans by Senator Richard Rnssell of Georgia to intraduce legislation aimed at bringing
about a better nationwide balance nf
the countD"s N e g r o population has
rai~d the question of }row the Negro
population is distribnted at present.
A study nf U. S. Censns figures reve~]s a number of interesting points.
To cite a few:
~e states whe~ segregation of
the races is requi~d by law and
custom, ~e Southern states, ~e the
stat~ having the greatest ~ntage d Ne~ ~pulation.
~e home states of the "civil
rights" agitato~ in C~gress all
have Negro popular/ore well below
the national average of 10 per cent.
~Indm~ial s~tcs of ~e Noah
and East, where the Negro bloc
vote is a significant ~litical fact~,
generally have most of their Negro
~pulatio~s concen~ated in a few
large cities, in which they can easily
fall prey to ~litical machines.
~e "welcome mat" is apparently not out f~ Negr~s in ~ral
a~as of the No~h, ~Vest and Midwest.
~Res[s~nce to racial inte~ation
in a state is directly pro~ional
to the state’s pe~entage of NeA cinder examin;dion
fignm.s on a state-l)y-staW l).t~is shows
that the percentage
tion ranges fnm~ a high -f 45 per
cent in Mississippi t~
one-hundredths of trot. per crnt in
Nnrth l)aknta. All fienrc~ tih.d in
this stndy are hosed
Cen~ns reports f.r
Numerically, Gt.or~i;t h,ts I1., htr~rq
nnmber of Nezrnes, 1.062.762~whih.
North Dakota is a~;tin low, wilh only
~57.
Here is the wa~ thr Sonthrrn st;des
rank iu their percentages
~pnla~on:
Missbsippi
45%
39%
South Carolina
Dis~ct of Columbia
35%
33%
~ubiana .....
32%
Alabama .............
Georgia
3I
26%
Noah Carolina .......
22%
A~ansm
Virginia ....................
22%
Florida .......................
22%
M~land
.. 16~
Tenneco ...........
~law~ .............................
14%
Tog= ..................................
13%

Numericall.v, Genr~i;~ has 1/162,762
Illinois
$25,237
N,’~roes; North Carnlina is sc(’(,nd
Indiana
. 219~54
with 1.047,353; Mississippi has ~)86,Michi~n
194,880
494; Alabama 979,617; "rrxas ~77,Connecticut ............ 147,256
458; Lonisiana 882,428; South CarDKansas ............
117,371
lina 822,077: Virginia 734,211;
Nebraska .....
113,317
Flnrida 603,101; Teunessrt. 530,603;
Colorado ....
112,331
and so on.
Missouri ....
98,377
T~ drh’rminu the surph~s Negro
Kentucky
.
. . 92,559
l)Ol)nhition in each Sontht.rn shtte, the
Maine ..............
90,156
national average NcRro pol)nlation fiRWest v~ginia ...........
~,688
un, o~ 10 l~.r cent was appli(’d tn
Even the. small-pt~polation states
rach st,~t(.’s t.tal p(q)ulation. The rrNorth and South l)aknta have snbsultin~ fiRurr represents that state’s
stantial NeRro population (h.ficits.
fair share of NcRroes. Any nnmber
Nt~rth l)akot,, with only 257 Negroes
in t’xc(.ss of that is surplns,
in the state, r=eetls 6],7(~ Ncgroe~
Iterr is the way the S(mth(.rn states
bring its share up to the national
nmk in terms of their Nr~ro l)(~po]aaverage; S(,dh l)akota has a deficit
latium snrplus:
of 64,547; tht’ new state of Alaska
Mississippi .....
768,603
needs 11,550 Negroes.
G~rgia
.
718,305
Perc(.nta~(’s show the largest states
Alabama
.
673,443
have only ah(~ut half their fair share
Noah Camli~ ....
~1,161
nf N(.grocs. The Census fiEures give
LouLsiana ...........
614,077
New York a 6 pt~r c’rnt Negro popnlaS(mth Carolina
. 610,375
tion; in California, the percentagr
Virginia ....
402,343
4; Pennsylvania Ires 6 per coot; llliFlorida .................. 325,971
nnis 7; Massachnsetts only 1%; Ohin
Arkansas
235,688
Texas
206,339
The folh~win~ qates have less than
Tennessee
204,125
one per cent Negro popohdion~less
District of Columbia
2~,586
than tree-tenth nf their fair share:
Ma~land
151,672
~Vyoming. Wisconsin. Om.~nn. Iowa,
Delaware
11,790
Minnesnta, Utah, Montana. 1 ~1 a h
In =~thcr x~.r(l~, more
than thn’e- Maine, New Hampshire, Vennnnt,
quarh.r~ (~f ;t million Mississippi N(’Sahib I)~tk(da and North 1)akota.
groes t(,d(1 m(~vc North, and the stab.
(Editor’s not~heck the a~ve
w.uhl still h;,vr its Ltir q=,re (ff Nolist of s~te~ and you’ll see what
~r(, l)(q)nhdiotL That 768,6(13 would
we
mean wh~ we ~y that the
n=.tkr =t13 quilt’ ;t ~(~od-sizr(I tih
~liticians who yell the loudest
c,uhl al~. prr~c~t a fornmlahh: bloca~ut "civil 6ghis" and "’equality"
~.le l)rohh’m t(. Northern l)~dititia~s,
know the least a~ut the pmhS,~ much for suq)lus(.x. Lrt’,
.d tl,. (h,[icit ,idt. ,~ the h.(le,.r, q’.~ lores.)
Alth(..gh tht.s,- fi~.rcs have I)c(.n
(.lit,tin ;t st;ttt.’~ Nt.~r.~ p()l~nlati(.~
av~tilahh, t. tlw public f.r nearly
(h.fitit, the n;~tional 111 t~-r tt.nt Nrhit;t] p<)ptdMi~m. ;m(l th<’ n~.nl..r <)f
Nr~r<n.. l+r,.wnth" i. th(. st;dr, w,tx
~ul)lr;ict(.d. The ’h;d,mcr is rt.frrn-d
t() ;~s ,~ q,dc’~ Nt.~r(~ l++q)ulati(m tletitit,
(In rids )}.isis. CMifi)rni~+ need. 596,450 Nu£r(..~ t. hrine it up to tl.. n.ttio..d .tw-r.er: N<.w Y.rk h.t. ;t Ncer.
th’fi~it .f 564.828.
Thi~ i. tl.. xv,ty the (h.fitit sh.q)c~
.p fi,r ~t,h.t+h.<l N()rthcrn start.s:
Cali+omim
596.450
New York
5~,828
Pennsylvania
411,316
Massachuse~s
395.880
Wisconsin
315.275
Minne~la
284,226
~io .........
281~
:, low. ...........
2~2.415

rrons .Hrrs fr.m N<)rthrrn st.ttt.s who
x~;mt h) wil~+ .ut Ihrir N~+£ro i)~}l+~l~th<m dt.lltit. ;rod help r<lu;tliz(’ distrihtdi~)ti ~,f N e ~ r. r s in the Unitrd
St,des.
(Editor’s note--That’s not all-we doubl seriously it we ever hear
any such oiler from lhese hypocrites. .lust imagine, if you will.
the p. i n e d ~action in Senator
Ilumphrer’s Minoesola if 2~.226
Negroes were Io make the trek
Ihe "’promised land" ~ "’civil
~ n d equalib+ a n d brolherh~."
For that ma~er, whelher the
~hell~s o~ llarlem could hold New
Yo~’s n~ded 5~.828 Neg~ is

i White Protestants
Outnumbered In
New York Area
\Vhitc l’rot(.stants in the N(.w
City metropolit;m area art. ontmnnI,(:red.
An analysis of the religious composition of New Ynrk’s metropolitan area.
pnhlished hy the city’s Prntestant
Conrail. covrred 22 cmmtirs, including c.mmuter villa~t.s in Connecticnt
;~nd New Jrrsey.
The Council reported that more
lhan 55 per cent of the area’s estimated 960,000 Protestant chu~’h
members are nnn-white. ~e s~dy
listed 440,000 Negro Protestant%
nearly 90.000 Pueflo Ricans, and
only 430,000 while Protestants.
In the New York metropolitan
area, nearly 30 per crnt of the
popnlation is Roman Catholic. 18 per
cent is Jewish. and less than 16 per
cent is Protrstant. Mnn. than 2 per
cent belonz to "othrr religi.ns," while
over 34 per cent is unaffiliated.
(Editor’s note ~ Perhaps these
figures, coupled with the influx of
Negroes to Gotham, will hel~ you
understand the reasons behind that
city’s high crime r~te, juvenile gang
warn, dope addiction, and other a~soded vices. They just don’t knmv
any betted)

RACE AND SOCIAL
REVOLUTION
Twenty-one Essays on
Racial and Social Problems
By
BYRAM CAMPBELL
The Truth Seeker
Company, Inc.
3S Park Row
New York 8
Price $3.00

Relocate
(Continnr(I from p. 1)
"We don’t know what the reaction
would be here."
This pnt the state’s Demncratic
C(,vernor, Ralph Hrrseth, s(lnarely
the spot. flerseth, qnite naturally
"civil rights" adw)cate, said in ont.
brealh that Negroes wonhl I)~’
come in the stab’, adding hnrriedly
that they miRht be in fnr a cool r(’cel)tinn~w(,at hcrwisc.
CO~ SllOULDER
Said llerseth, "The state of South
l)ah~ta has nevrr had any racial prohh.ms and all races and religions art’
nn an eqnal basis befnrr the law."
Then the governor pulled the
frnm his deck: "It is my npinion that
gn.at consideration shonld br Riv~,n
tn their abili~’ to adapt themsrlvrs
to a variable climate such as
Dakota has as compared In Lonisian:t.
Also, the gn.at variance in L~rming
methnds is of ma~r sigoifit’anct.."
(Editor’s note ~ You’ll observe
that in neither of the above cnses
did the ~rdent suppoflers of Negro
"ri~ts" in the Noflh offer to extend a helping hand to m~ke it
e~sy for the Louisiana Negroes to
settle in their states ~s I~ndowners
and voters. Yet, you can imagine
the pious, outraged slatement~ these
same officiMs make about exaggerated "’incidents" in the South. To
say the least, this i~ hardly consistent.
You’ll also note that ~ovemor
lterseth brags that South Dakota
"has never had any racial problems." Of course not~ Latest U.S.
Cc~su~ figures show f e w e r than
1000 Negr~s in the entire ~tatc
--727, to be exact--iust one-tenth
of one per cent of the state’s pnpulation, or roughly, one Negro
one-thousand white persons. This
couldn’t be much of a problem.
Thu~ it would ~tl>p~.ar that, ~tt
when. politician~ an’ com’rrnrd, hdkin~ "civil r/~hf¢’ i~ one thin~, but
somethin~ rise a~ain.
I)~’vrhq)t.u,nh i:, thi~ fi(’hl
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Betrayal

Virginia Mixes After

... Vu tures Of Tyranny" Leaders Weaken As

Almond
Praised
In North

~

w ,Rscf~:~O2ntdOvt~, 2:,rg, n,a Surrender

%

People Stand Firm

~

"’~l;.ts~’ixrt~ resist,mcc",cruml)h’d iL the face of "massive t)etrayal’" in Virginia (lurin~ February.
Mort’ than 50 Ne~rot’s Wt’l’t’ admitted to 11 previously allwhite schools in ArlinEt(m, N-rh)lk and Alexandria. Only the
people ()f Warren Cotmtv sh()xw,d the will and the good "sense
to resist f()rced mixing (:)f the races.

As expected, Federal officials and
race-mixers had nothing bntp )raise
for the integration of nearly a dozen
Virginia schools.
The evening of the first day of in-~
tegration in Arlington and Norfolk,
White House news secreta~ James
tlagerty summed lip President Eisenhower’s feelings:
"lie thinks it is a fine thing that
this was all orderly t~tay; that the
stndent bodies, particnlarly in Norfolk, wanted their schools reopened;
and that attthorities were determined
that tl.’re would be no disorder."
(Editor’s Not~We can’t help
but wonder if the "authorities"
were just haft as dete~ined to
prevent integration as they were
to prevent "disorder," would all
this have happened?)
lligh praise tar (;or. Almond came
f r- m the Nashvilh. Tennessean, a
imblic;di, m fiu’ed with the problem
of fi.din~ a new ~ovom,.r somvwht.re ’
to alqm~vt, o~, n.w that Frank ("HowLon~-()-llow-l, on f’) Clement has
lost the reins in Tennessee.
The Nashville paper editorialized:
"Ahnond emerged with the honor
that is due wisdom and courage and
good citizenship.
"XVhcn hc saw that the law could
not he thwarted by #roper means,
he stt’a¢lfastly refused to play a demagogue’s role.
"And the manner in which he
measured up is especially commendable in that he turned his back on
the tortnred path of Governor Faubus
of Arkansas in dealing with the Little
Rock sitnation.
"Faulmsism has now gone into almost total, and one hopes, ~anent
eclipse.
"Other Southern governors who
oppose integration have ceas~ to
lank in the direction of Arkansas for
advice and inspiration."
(Editor’s Not~A few obse~ations oo this editorial: One ~ght
remark that Little Rock’s ~h~ls
are s~ll segregated; that Gay. Faubus is the only Dem~rat in ~litieal life to be ae~rded nationwide
stature in ~eent polls; that Almond
did not "turn his back" on Faubus.
but on the people of Virginia;
the only "honor" Almond emerged
~th is that a~orded by others of
I~e persuasion of whom, me.ifully, there are but few in
deep South; and that the "eclipse"
of which the e~tor w~tes ~
bably nothing more than the da~hess w h i eh followed when he
dosed his eyes, hoping ~at the
specter of Li~le R~k would ~sap~ar f~m his brainwmhed and,
no doubt, thoroughly integrated
mind.)
Ahnond’s Re.eat was also noted
by U. S. Attorney General William
P. Ro~ers. In a Feb. 7 speech to a
New York law ~onp, Rogers pointed
to Virginia as ’the end of effo~s at
resistance by all legal means."
"’l)ese~regation ks goin~ to t ak e
place one way or another.’ he ~reatened, "and it is in the best interests
of all concerned that Southern ~mmnnities not wait until there are
lawsnits and court decrees."
Ro~ers said integration by court
order is "ranch less safisfacto~ ~an
a volunta~ solution," b~ause tensions are heightened.
"We have seen, on the other hand,
that where ~e individual citizens
and the reg~msible officiaL~ h a v e
frankly fac~ the facts and have proct~d~l in g~ faith to fo~tdate
their own plans and to go fo~ard
wi~ them, ~n~sion a~ diso~er
have been largely avoid~ and substantial prn~ress has ~en made."
The onlff alternative, Ro~ers
warned, is a pefi~ o~ dogg~ resistance, initiat~ for pu~s~ of delay and resulting in ~eas~ teniota, wi~ t.mpl~ finally ~ng
(See ALMOND, p. 4)

Jackson, Mississippi

Virginia state c()urts joined Federal judges in overturning tire
so-called "massive resistanct’" l)ro~ram. And (;or. J. IJndsay
Almond meekly capitulated, thcrel)v drawing loud praise from
the Northern press for his "st,ttcsm~nship.’"
-¯ Not since a day at Appomat-
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t,,, Court ttouse nearly 1(~)
Del.~or~ ~.iidenti
vt’ars RE() has Virginia wit{~essed
Don’t Want ~groes; ~,,a, tragic circumstances.

Cops Handcuff Kids
uci~hborho()d iu XVihuin~t.u. l)cluwar., d(.m,,nstr,tt,-d u.i.il) ac,mlq an
un~t.h,,m,. N~’~r. f.tmi[} th.t n,,~,’d
int. tht, ir twl~hh.rh.o(I,
Stut(’ p()li,(’ {li.l)atcht’d .dl a~,dlal)h" trool).r~ h) tl." art’a th,. m~ht
()~ I:,.h. 2-l, m ,m cfh)rt t,) hr(,ak up
th(’ (h’m()u.trati(,tL t()uch((I ()tf ~h(’u
N(.~r() (;(.()r~(’ Ra)$i(,hl I,(’~an m(,vin~ hi~ lamiI3 int,, a h()n~, m ,m allwhlt(.
"l’h- R,t~tit.hl, ~(.I1,~1 f.r l..Ip uh(.n
a tr()~tl [)(’~an ~a/h(’)iu~ ill fr()ut ()f
th(,ir h()u~(, at %lllldO%Vll.
Offit(.rs Imrri(,d l,) the ~,(.m. att()ml)ani(,(t t)y ~iti())l~ (1()~
A ,_hihl thr(’u . ~ir(’t’r,l( k(’r ,t[h.I

Alabama’s Capitol;’""in
To Sue Lawmaker In C R Case ’"

:,q’/h’p;,ni,P(dit" arri, e(’, ,,,.a, ly t re,dTh," .’Mlant poller’ finull, .,.,,’,’d,’,l
~hildre,, and, ....
.
xvm,lcn.
()n(’ *,t tl.’ x~.mcu wa.
knocked do~n ulwn sl.’ ~,nt tthe aid -f her te,,n-u~t. ~-n, u’l..n
"Vul~res of ~ranny fly low over our heads with beady
~h,, saw of~ic,’r, roughly
"
the }my.
eyes and ~eedy be~s.
"
(Editor’s
Note~For
their
brase
"The Gestapo ~ among us, ~e inquisitors are in our land."
and noble actions in the face of an
In these dramatic terms, Alabama state representative Grady, obviously-d a n g e r o u s "mob" of
Rogers voiced his sentiments after Federal agents invaded the women and children, we suggest
that the state trnopers who 0a~iAlabama State Capitol Feb. 6 to serve him with a Justice Depart~ .........
cipated in this operation be made
ment suit.
honorary paratroopers in the 101st
therefore
tht.ir
new
post~
prevent
Rogers, xvho resigned as one them frnm servin~ as rt.~i.trars.
Airborne l)ivision, with full privileges of same. including the right
of Macon CoDn~’s ~vo voting
I~yan argued that since Alabama
to wear the Little Rock Occuparegistrars before taking his seat law provides no pt’nalty for se~’ing
tion Ribbon, with perhaps a poism,in
two
paid
pnh]ic
offices
simultanein the Legislature, was charged
oak leaf cluster.)
pus]y, therefore they should he rewith denying qualified Negroes quired to sere as reKistrars until
the right to vote. He was sum- their successors are named.
Feds Invade

"""

lh’n’ is tho chronology leadu1, t() Virginia’s humiliation:
l.at(" in January, Federal and
~tut(’ c()ttrts h(’hl unc()nstitu-

tional the laws which comprist,(I
th(’ heart ()f the state’s legal
s,tfo~uar(ls ~t~aillSt inteKratioll.
(;m. Ahn()nd im)ne(liah’ly took to
th,’ airwavt,s, to a~.ttr(’ th(, people
()t Virginia they had nothing t() fear,
and t() urn(’ them "h) stand firmly
with ii1(’ ill this slru~gh’."
Said Almond: "No price is lop
high h) pay; nn burdeo too heavy
tO bear; nil eon~eqHe~ce lop grave
to endure in delen~e o~ the right
and duty of this Commonwealth
to protect the l)eople of Virginia,"
"The people of Virginia have re,)eatedlvca,mot. madean(lit c~’stalwi, l notC]earsuppo.that
,’]’:::~,e,n M public educ..on on a
rac’ally integrated basis. I make it
equal y clear that l cannot and
that I will not bre~ faith with
them."
That was on Jan. 21. The next
~,.ek, the Virginia (;eneral Assembly
t<nt~vnt.d in special session. Almon~
pushed through a milk-sop proposal
~cttiu~ up a sysh.m of annual $250
tuitiou grants for students who prefi,r private, ~v~rv~ated schools to pnblit, intc~ratvd iuqitutions.
At t}.’ s,m,v time, Ahn.nd relmffed
so~rt.~,ttion leaders in the legislature,
who urged him to Mq~lm~ measures
designed to prvw.nt any l)tthlic school
rac*’-mixiuz.
I)uriu~ Star. %vnMt. dvbate on one

~mt~ncod hi~ oppo~ition, sayin~ it was
Nashville Next In ’’’"
"incoml~atibh, with t h e Governor’s
,,,
tlareI’ Ryan’Ssaid, ande°ntenti°nthe registrarsWere couldt~e"
VU It
ures’ Path
~s one ob~e~’er put it. "Con-

to the Capitol Rotunda To
maned
.a,e. an
from the House floor, and served ant attorney general, replied b’rsely:
with the suit
P~

bva. Federal de-

nol resign, lhen they would be
en ~o g e r s made h~
held "in a ~o~ o[ involuntary
Tlw t"~’d~’ral Civil Rights Commi~- tainment is a polile way ot
miHiog, acquiescing in, and yieldse~itude,"
and
slave~
is
illegal
"Vul~res of Tyr~ny" rem~ks
si.n. lhoir S.ut].,m c.llah,)r.t.r~, and
ing to integration."
and unconstitutional,
assorted ~’ducationi~t~ a r e packin~
to h~ House ~lleagues, he
The reason fnr Ahnond’s sudden
The suit claim~ that becanse 97
their carpcthag~ h,r a two-day conre~ived a st~d~g ovation. 9er etmt of Macon C~mnty’s 3100
~ference in Nashville, Tenn., March ~witch from "’keeping the faith" to
"m.t~ive cont~dnment’" i~ unknown.
The Alabama House ~d Sen- eligible white citizens are registered 5 and 6.
voters while only 8 per cent of the
S.m,. suHwct ht’ came under the inate adopted a joint resolution
C.nmdsqon pre~ a~’nt~ arrivvd in
14,(~)0 voting-a~e Negroes are reg-I
[luence of ex-Gov. John Battle. a
~ndemn~g the ~cident ~ a
mvmbvr ~f the Fvd~’ral Civil Rights
istered, "t h e disparity ha~ b e e n
lth"
city
I~1
tlay~
h~,fore
the
m~’etin~,
and ~.thhmtlv
-~f t- t~,~t
a typical
~tart by an"malicious ~sult to the state
brought abont by racially discrimina- Inouncing
the. c.ufercnct’
of Alabama, a deplored at- to~, acts."
"
Then came Monday, Feb.
Federal Judge Frank M. Johnson. ~will Iw closed t() the public.
front."
(I.hl)ed "~hlo Mondav" t)v tIw FaDn~., ~e~e~’ed ~llh~ on t~e com~la~nt,~ The advam~’ m(~n ~ m.d~’~n-dav- vdl~, Va., llerald. T~a~ i~or~in~.
Two %v~e~s I~e~, on ~eb. ~, and took under advisement a state circus d[lllilllil’[~, I)ut not equil}t)(:(]
Nvgr.vs wvre a(hnittvd to a total of
the Justice Depar~ent appearmotion tn quasl~ the suit. The action iwith trey [~it~st’~ t(, (liH~en~(,~clain..d
~evert previously all-white sclmols in
was
filed
following
a
Federal
Civil
;that
variou~
unnanit.d
sch(~(~]
officials,
ed in Federal Dis~ict Cou~ in
N~rf~,lk and Arlit~t.n~and Reconstructi~,n It was officially onde~’ay
Montgomery, Ala., and showed Bight~ Commission investigation dur-]statv .clmol stq~erinten(h’nt~, e(htcain~ which Macon Cotmty voting rec- tional ~roups, and ~tate a(Ivisorv camin the Ohl l)ominion.
the lengths to which it would or(Is were subpoenaed.
"
,
A news dispatch reoo~ed that
go to force registration of NeA~ one aftermath of the suit. the mittec~
of
the
Comnd~ion
will
bc
on hand for 48 ilour~ of schvnlin~.
Coy. Almond, unwilling to t~t
Alah,lma
Legislature
passed
a
b
i
I
I
~
gro voters.
the peo01e he had belayed,
providin~ pehahies of a S10,0(~ fineI Ft.attm~d on the pro~ranl will be
U. S. Attorney Joseph Ryan, Jr.,
rounded the seven school~ wi~
and
a
year
in
jail
for
anyone
who
remarks
I)y
schonl
official,
who
haw
charged ~ogers and Macon Count’s
cordons of whlte-helmeted
se~’es
such
suits
on
members
of
the~pushed
for
integration.
They’ll
reother resigned registrar, E. P, Liv~oliee, a~ed with clubs."
Legislature
while
the
lawmakers
are
late
their
experience~,
and
(ratline
ingston, with using the "~ansparent
]the plans flint work~xl and the pl.~ns
In Norfolk. where sobs)Is had been
in session.
device of has~’ resigna~on" to f~sclo~ed for five month~ to prevent
Another bill adopted ~nnits voter l that di(In’t, t .liin~ the error~ to avoid
trate the Federal Gove~ment.
integration ~ and w h e re p~vate
registrars to destroy voter applieR-i if integration i~ t~ he foisted upon
(E~tor’s Not~Jmt how f~schools were repo~edly functioning
an nnsuspectin~ populate,
tion records after the 30-day time
~ited A~. Ry~n hi.elf w~ ~
smoothlv~17 Negroes entered white
limit for appeal has expired.
obviom from his arg~ent, mo~
Civil
Rights
Connni~sion
p
r
e
s
s
~
scil~ls." Four more enrolled at a
In o~er Alabama racial developof which [allows.)
agents displayed a marked reluctance
ments,
a
Birmingham
Negro
minister,
Byan claim~ that ~ogers and Livalleged "’pa~i- pmior high school in Arlington.
to name any of the
Calvin W~d, drew a 6-month jMl
(Editor’s Not~Thi~ is
ingston had "no ~ght to resign" becipants."
term and a $5(~ fine for urging his
of I soN. Or maybe it’~ jmt Alcanse "voter registration is an in~s(E~tor’s
Not~To
our
friends
congregation
to
~ycott
segregated
mond’s way of demon*tr~ting V~pensable prer~oisite.’"
in Tennessee: We suggest you styei~ busses last Novem~r. Earlier,
gini~’s su~fior brand o~ Southern
Alab~a A~orney General Maction
you~elves
at
a
choice
vantage
Negro
John
Kelley
was
fin~
$I~
}lospitMi~, as eom~red ~t~
~nald Gallion ~)inted ant that ~e
and
sentenc~l
to
6
months
in
jail
on
~oint
near
the
I~
B~m
of
~e
two resi~ as registrars "in g~d
LiHle R~k’~. Anywiy, he det~ed
Heritage Hotel in Nashville on
the same charge.
faith" weeks before the suit was
state t~r~ to #re the
MIreh
5
and
6,
and
see
for
yourIn
Montgomery,
tensions
mounted.
se~.
~e red-e ~ r ~ e t reee0tion ~
~lve~
who
~hows
uo.
You
might
And
p
o
li
c
e
commissioner
Clyde
Gallion add~ that Boge~ w a s
~ar~t~r~ needed herel)
give
~em
~
~m~le
of
real
SouthSeller~ prom~ed to "take off the "kid
el~-t~ to the House and Livingston
~e ela~rate and weIl-a~ regloves"
in
dealing
with
Negro
npem
ho~itali~
~
show
them
how
w~s ap~int~ to the Ma~n ~un~
eeption committ~ which welcomed
h~y
you
ire
that
~v.
~ement
risings. A total of ~ Negro~ were
ju r y commission. Under ~e ~athe Negroes drew pr~se from
a~ested alter a nighttime incident
~t ~e ~y~ M intention to
b~a ~n~Hon, he not~, ~ man
(S~
VULTURES,
p.
4~
T~n~’~
C~#t~!
Cir.)
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can hold ~’o paid public offi~ and
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Alarms Cleveland
Concern over the steady and spectacular upsurge of Negro crime is
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in Cleveland, Ohio.
The Cleveland Plain D ¯ a i ¯ r assigned a reporter to interview key
Negro and white community leaders.
His story contains a number of startling disclosures, including a statement that everyone he interviewed-Negro and white alike--"accepted the
proposition" that public records prove
’that "Negroes do commit crimes out
of pro,portion to the rest of the population. ’
, The reporter asked two questions:
Is there something the Negro community shonld do on its own initiative
abont Negro crime? And even if you
have no special responsibility,
wonldn’t it be in your own interest-from the standpoint of batter race
relations--to shoulder such a responsibility anyway?
All the Negroes except one were
agorot any special metio~ by Negroes aimed at lowering Negro
crime rates. Significantly, the executive directors of t h ¯ NAACP
and the Urban League both felt
nothing special could or should be
mounting
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All the Negroes except one pointed
out that the difference between Negroes and other ~groups is that the

others band together by choice, but
the Nelcro aim is not to unite with
each other, but to identify separately
with the other groups. For example,
Negro Catholics wish to be regarded
as Catholics, not as Negroes.
W. J. SIMMONS .....................................................................
Editor
The one Negro who dimgreed,
new~paper publisher W. O.
Walker, maintained that "Negroes
are a definite group, and any
group has an obligation over and
beyond its community responstl~ility."
This is the season of the year when all of us are making plans
Personal to the people of Virginia:
Statistics presented with the interfor the days and months ahead.
Despite what the race-mixing propagandists say, we know views quoted the Cleveland detective
bureaCs racial breakdown of unsolved
We’re drawing up lists of things we’d like to accomplish.YOU have not surrendered. Your leaders--maybe. But you-- c r i mes. Police reported that for
the
rank
and
file
white
citizens
of
the
Commonwealth--NEVER!
crimes of violence, such as murders,
And, more likely than not, we’re checking our finances to see how
We know this. But does the rest of the nation? Does the rapes, shootings, stabbings, robberies
well we can afford to do the things we’ve planned.
world? Of course not. In the North, and overseas, the word has and purse snatchings, more than 73
You are doing this in your home, on your farm, in your busi- gone out that indomitable Virginia--the "mother of Presidents" per cent of the assailants were Negroes. Whites accounted for not quite
ness. We are doing this in our office. But there’s one big differ- --has meekly capitulated, and become another recipient of the 27
per cent, and the white gronp inence between the way you make your plans and the way we make "glories of integration."
eludes Puerto Ricans.
ours.
For example, the detective buOur hearts go out to you. You have been cruelly betrayed.
said 21 Negroes were wanted
When you sit down to figure out your budget, you can gen- Your leaders--men in whom you trnsted--have turned their reau
on rape charges, to 8 whites. Nebacks
on
you
in
your
hour
of
tn’bulation.
erally estimate pretty accurately what your income is going to
groes are being sought for
be this year-- and what expenses you’re likely to have. We can’t.
Thus has been written another chapter in that Southern robberies, while 189 whites are susin that category. Negroes are
We have to wait to do our figuring until you’ve done yours-- epic which might well be called "The Case of the Gutless Gover- pects
wanted for 7 murders, 9 cuttings
until all of you who support the Citizens" Council movement nors."
stabbings a n d 20 ghootings:
While you--the people---were standing fast, what was your and
decide what you’d like to see us accomplish, and how much it’s
while there are no whites wanted
overnor doing? This writer saw and heard him deliver a magni- for murder or stabbing, and only
worth to you in dollars and cents to help us get the job done.
cent TV address reassuring the people of Virginia that he would one faces a shooting complaint.
Let’s be perfectly frank. Bight now, our desk is stacked not
In Cleveland’s Common Pleas
surrender to Federal pressure. Then, a scant few days later, Court,
during 1958 a total of 1056
high and the drawers are crammed full of letters, memos,the collapse.
Why?
persons were convicted through Dec.
clippings~all of them filled with’ ideas for projects we’d like
On TV, he said: "No price is too high to pay; no burden too 8. Of this total, .586 were Negroes,
to see the Citizens’ Council movement study.
470 were white. This makes the Neheavy to bear; no consequence too grave to endure."
crime percentage 5,5~ per cent.
Some of them are good ideas, some aren’t. But if only 10
’~l’he people of Virginia have repeatedly made it crystal gro
Negroes had a big numerical lead in
per cent of the ideas in our "future book" were workable, we clear that they cannot and will not support a system of public narcotics offences, robberies, larceny
still wouldn’t be able to start all of the projects at once. Not education on a racially integrated bash. I make it equally clear and crimes of violence.
These statistics, coupled with the
enough time, and not enough money.
that I cannot and that I will not break faith with them."
Negro commnnity’s seeming unwillWhat
happened?
Why
were
schools
in
Alexandria,
in
NorThe fact that continually amazes the experts is that we’ve
ingness to face facts and admit that
been able to accomplish so much, to handle as many projects suc- folk, in Arlington opened to Negroes? Is this not inconsistent a problem exists, caused the Plain
to comment editorially:
cessfully as we have, with such a small staff and limited budget. with your governor’s pledge to you? We repeat--WHAT HAP- Dealer
"Most N e g r o leaders did not
PENED? What caused your governor to change his policy almost think
there was something special
Only YOU~! of you---can determine how much work overnight from "massive resistance" to "massive surrender"?
the Negro sub-community should
you want us to do for you; how prepared you want us to beWho or what was behind the "massive sell-out"?
do on its own initiative to help
if trouble comes to YOUR community.
Is your governor so obsessed with his own importance
curb crime.
"One reaction was th at this
Our front-line forces are organized and on the battlefield. that he feels it would be beneath his "dignity" to go to jail-would
constitute a special form of
They have been for years. But any good tactician knows that ff need b~to keep your schools the way you want them?
segregation, which we don’t believe
forces already committed don’t win battles. It’s the RESERVE Is he so impressed with his own "statesmanship" that he is so any more than it is with
STRENGTH that wins. And reserve strength is what we need shrinks from a head-on collision with Federal force, and instead, Jew’~ persons trying to keep other
out of trouble, or Catholics
to accumulate NOW---before we need it.
in a display of "massive cupidity," passes the buck to the Gen- Jews
or Protestants striving to regulate
eral
Assembly
while
unwelcome
Negroes
force
their
way
into
the conduct of other members of
The greater our strength in reserve, the more new proiects
their faiths.
we. can undertake. And the more new jobs we do, the better- the heretofore all-white schools of a heretofore proud people?
"We should say that all such efDoes he have so little confidence in you--the people who forts,
prepared we are to meet any challenge that comes YOUR way.
intelligently carried out and
elected him--that he feels it necessary to surround the schools pursued in cooperation with conWe are winning this fight. It is true that our adversaries have with armed state police to prevent you from entering upon the stituted authority, will be good."
succeeded in forcing 165 Negroes into formerly all-white publicproperty bought, built, and maintained with your tax dollars?
schools in the states of Arkansas, North Carolina, Tennessee and
Does he find the thought of conflict so distasteful that he
Virginia and in communities where the die-easys held control. This
follows
the easy course of "massive capitulation"?
]eaves them 2,300,000 Negroes still to go in the 10 so-called Deep
Is he so stupid as to think that "token" integration will satisfy
South states. It has taken them five years, Federal coercion and
the powerful forces which reioice over Virginia’s disgrace?
untold sums of money to "integrate" the 165.
Is he so blind that he cannot see the dusky hordes of Negroes
Meanwhile, national opinion has positively been shifting in
lurking
in the shadows, iubilant over the red-carpet reception of
our favor, and the will to resist grows daily.
the first black beneficiaries of what will eventually become "masA medical historian has told MisWe repeal We are winning this fight. But our enemies sive integration"?
souri doctors that recent discoveries
are powerful and well-financed. Let us not forget that fact for
If this struggle were a war in the conventional sense, and ff
that man may soon be able
a single moment. Before final victory is ours, before sanity is your governor were leading an army, he should be court-mar- suggest
to control the color of his skin.
restored to our Government’s position on race relations, we must tialed for cowardice. If he were a private in the ranks, he should Dr. Morris Fishbein of Chicago told
the Missouri Academy of General
carry the battle to the enemy and defeat him on his home be summarily punished for desertion in the face of the enemy.
Practice in St. Louis that a hormone
grounds. And to mount such an offensive requires an everBut there are no court-martials in the war for men’s minds; in the brain’s pituitary gland has been
increasing reserve strength.
no one is shot for betraying a principle on the altar of expedi- shown to control the t~olor of skin,
hair and eyes. The hormone stimuBefore you decide how much this organization is worth to ency.
the activity of melanocytes, in
you, ask yourself how much it MIGHT be worth in the future. We would hesitate to give advice from this distance. We are lates
the pigmented cells that give color
Then, di[g as deep as you can to help finance the ONLY organiza- certain that you -- the people of Virginia -- have enough good to skin, eyes and hair.
tion that s telling your story to the nation; the ONLY organization sense to know that you have been betrayed; and enough pride
"’If our knowledge of this horthat’s defeating the enemy at his own game of opinion-molding. and honor to make certain that it never happens again. Your mone is carried to its complete conclusion," he said, "the time may
What’s it worth to you? There’s no such thing as getting weapon is the ballot-box.
come when pigmentation of human
something for nothing. Everything you want us to do costs
People of Virginia, you have our sympathy. All the more beings in red, yellow, brown, black
and white may be controllable."
money. How much money will YOU give us to do the job?
because we realize, those of us in other Southern states, that
Dr. Fishbein told newsmen they
This has been a long editorial. We haven’t meant to frighten what has happened to you COULD happen to us, and WILL could carry the speculation fro m
adding that it may allow peryou with some of the things we’ve said, but take our word for happen to us if we relax our vigilance for a fleeting second. there,
sons
to
change the color of their eyes
The
single
ray
of
sunlight
shining
through
the
black
clouds
it, the prospects seem frightening at times! We hope we have
or
prevent
grey hair.
impressed upon you the necessity of being ready--in advance-- of your despair is the valiant display of unanimity by the coura- l! could also convert Negroes or
geous
white
residents
of
Front
Royal
and
Warren
County.
THEIR
to meet any emergency. Otherwise, it could be a case of too
Indians into blondes, or give the white
children are not integrated. YOURS DO NOT HAVE TO BE! man swarthy features if he desires.
little, too late. We’re sure you won’t let this happen.

A Time for Planning

Massive Betrayal

~i

Doctors Says

Color Controls
Likely Soon

’,
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FORUM
TELEVISION
ALABAMA
Dotha~WTVY-TV Channel 9, Wednesday 10 p.m.
Montgomery m WCOV-TV Channel
20, Sunday afternoon.

ARKANSAS
Little RockmKATV (TV) Channel 7,
Monday 6:15 p.m.

Jackson ~ WLBT (TV) Channel 3,
Sunday 3.45 p.m.
Jackmn ~ WJTV (TV) Channel 12,
Sunday 11:15 p.m.

MONTANA
Glendive --KXGN-TV Channel 5,
Schedule not received.

SOUTH CAROLINA

ILLINOIS
Harrisburg m WSIL-TV Channel 3,
Monday 2:15 p.m.

Andermn -- WAIM-TV Channel 40,
Sunday 1:30 p.m.

VIRGINIA

LOUISIANA
Lafayette ~ KLFY-TV Channel I0,
Schedule not received.
New Odeam ~ WJMR-TV Channels
13 and 20, Sunday 6 p.m.

ltampton-Nodoik WVEC-TV Channel 15, Saturday afternoon.
Richmond--WTVR (TV) Channel 6,
Monday 6:30

WISCONSIN

MINNESOTA
Duluth ~ WDSM-TV Channel 6,
Sunday 10:15 a.m.

Madimn -- WISC-TV Channel 3,
Wednesday 7:45 a.m.

WYOMING

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus m WCBI-TV Channel 4,
Friday 5:45 p.m.

Casper~KSPR-TV Channel, 6 Schedule not received.

Athens ~ WJOF (1000 kc.) Sunday
6 p.m.
Bay Minette -- WBCA (1150 kc.)
Saturday 2 p.m.
Dothan -- WDIG (1450 kc.) Wednesday 6:15 p.m.
Evergreen m WBLO (1470 kc.) Sunday 2 p.m.
Russellville ~ WWWR (920 kc.)
Tuesday 4:45 p.m.

ARIZONA
Bisbee -- KSUN (1230 kc.) Sunday
8:30 p.m.
Safford -- KGLU (1480 kc.) Tuesday 5:45 p.m.

ARKANSAS
Benton ~ KBBA (690 kc.) Thursday
7:35 a.m.
Helena ~ KFFA (1380 kc.) Monday 9 p.m.
Little Rock ~ KTHS (1090 kc.) Sunday 7:15 p.m.
Monticello--WHBM (1430 kc.) Sunday 5:10 p.m.

CALIFORNIA
E! Centro m KICO (1490 kc.) Saturday 8:15 p.m.
Ridgecrest ~ KRCK (1360 kc.) Saturday 12 noon.

COLORADO
Canon City -- KRLN (1400 kc.)
Tuesday 5:45 p.m.
Greeley ~ KFKA (1310 kc.) Thursday 6:30 p.m.
Pueblo ~ KDZA (1230 kc.) Sunday
12:45 p.m.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington area ~ WFAX 1,1220
kc.) Sunday 12:30 p.m.

FLORIDA
Avon Park m WAUP (1390 kc.)
Schedule not received.
Crestview ~ WJSB (1050 kc.) Wednesday 8:45 a.m.

Columbia- WAIN (1270 kc.) Monday 4:15 p.m.
Madisonville -- WFMW (730 kc.)
Friday 6:15 p.m.
Mayfield -- WNGO (1320 kc.) Sunday 2:15 p.m.
Prestousburg ~ WDOC (1310 kc.)
Sunday 1:15 p.m.
Vanceburg--WKKS (1570 kc.) Monday 2:15 p.m.
Whitesburg WTCW (99~0 kc.) Sunday 4:45 p.m.
Winchester ~ WWKY (1380 kc.)
Sunday 10:45 a.m.

LOUISIANA
Homer ~ KVHL (1320 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
Houma m KCIL (1490 kc.) Sunday
5:15 p.m.
Jonesville -- KLEC (1480 kc.) Sunday 8:45 a.m.
Opelousas m KSLO (1230 kc.) Friday 6:30 p.m.
West Monroe ~ KUZN (1310 kc.)
Saturday 12 noon.
Winusboro ~ KMAB (1570 kc.) Saturday 4:30 p.m.

MASSACHUSETTS
Westfield- WDEW (1570 kc.) Saturday 5 p.m.

RADIO
ALABAMA

KENTUCKY

Macon -- WMBC (1400 kc.) Sunday
12:15 p.m.
MeComb m WAPF (980 kc.) Saturday 8 a.m.
Natchez -- WMIS (1240 kc.) Sunday 3 p.m.
Newton -- WBKN (1410 kc.) Tuesday 11:45 a.m.
Oxlrord-.--WSUH (1240 kc.) Sunday
I p.m.
Philadelphia -- WHOC (1490 kc.)
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Starkville ~ WSSO (1230 kc.) Saturday 6:45 a.m.
Tupelo ~ WELO (1490 kc.) Sunday
12:30 p.m.
Tupelo ~ WTUP (1:380 kc.) Sunday
8:15 a.m.
West Point m WBOB (1450 kc.)
Wednesday 6:15 p.m.
Winona ~ WONA (1570 kc.) Sunday 12:30 p.m.
Yazoo City ~ WAZF (1230 kc.)
Thursday 12:30 p.m.

MISSOURI
Clinton ~ KDKD (1280 kc.) Schedule not received
Kansas City Area--KBKC (1480 kc.)
Sunday 8 a.m.

GEORGIA
Alma ~ WC(~S (1400 kc.) Schedule
not recelveo.
Atlanta ~ WAGA (590 kc.) Schedule not received.
Atlanta -- WYZE (1480 kc.) Sunday
7 p.m.
, Calhoun m WCCA (900 kc.) Thursday 3:15 p.m.
Cordele -- WMJM (1490 kc.) Schedule not received.
Covington ~ WGFS (1430 kc.) Saturday 9:45 a.m.
Dalton -- WRCD (1430 kc.) Saturday 7 a.m.
Griffin ~ WHIE (1320 kc.) Sunday
6 p.m.
Monroe- WMRE (1490 kc.) Saturday 12:30 p.m.
Valdusta -- WGAF (910 kc.) Tuesday 7:30 p.m.
Winder -- WIMO (1300 kc.) Monday 10:45 a.m.

MISSISSIPPI
Aberdeen ~ WMPA ( 1240 kc.) Friday 5:30 p.m.
Booneville ~ WBIP ( 1400 kc.) Monclay 1:15 p.m.
,Brookhaven ~ WJMB
(1340 kc,)
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
Canton m WDOB (1370 kc.) Thursday 10:00 a.m.
Clarksdale--WROX (1450 kc.) Monday 12:15 p.m.
Cleveland ~ WCLD (1490 kc.) Sunday 5:45 p.m.
Columbia ~ WCJU (1450 kc,) Monday 7:45 a.m.
Columbus ~ WACR (1050 kc.) Friday 12 noon.
Forest ~ WMAG (860 kc.) Sunday
7:15 a.m.
Greenwood ~ WGRM (1240 kc.)
Monday 9:05 p.m.
Indianola -- WNLA (1380 kc.) Sunday 1 p.m.
Iackson---WJDX (620 kc.) Saturday
12:45 p.m.
[osciusko ~ WKOZ ( 1350 kc.) Sunday 12 noon.
Louisville ~ WLSM (1270 kc.) Satnrday 12:45 p.m.

Enid -- KCRC (1390 kc.) Monday
6:30 p.m.
McAlester ~ KTMC (1400 kc.) Sunday 5:15 p.m.

PENNSYLVANIA
Altoona ~ WRTA (1430 kc.) Saturday 6:15 p.m.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Belton -- WHPB (1390 kc.) Sunday
12:15 p.m.
Bennettsville ~ WBSC (1550 kc.)
Saturday 5:45 p.m.
Florence -- WIMX (970 kc.) Saturday 6:15 p.m.
Greenville -- WMUU (1260 kc.)
Schedule not received.
Lancaster -- WLCM (1300 kc.) Sunday 6:15 p.m.
Laurens m WLBG (860 kc.) Sunday
1:05 p.m.
Orangebusg ~ WDlX (1150 ke.)
Saturday 7 p.m.
Sumter ~ WSSC (1340 kc.) Saturday 4:45 p.m.

MONTANA
Glendive ~ KXGN (1400 kc.) Schedule not received.

NEBRASKA

Daytona Beach ~ WDAT (1590 kc.)
Sunday 5 p.m.
Femandina Beach ~ WFBF (1570
kc.) Schedule not received.
Kissimme~WRWB (1220 kc.) Schedule not received.
St. Augustine ~ WFOY (1240 kc.)
Friday 8 p.m.

OKLAHOMA

Chadron -- KCSR (1450 kc.) Sunday 2 p.m.
tioldrege -- KUVR (1380 kc.) Schedule nnt received.

NEW JERSEY
VinelandmWWBZ (1360 kc.) Monday 7 p.m.

NORTH CAROLINA
Albemarle--WZKY (1580 kc.) Saturday 9:45 a.m.
Kinston ~ WISP (1230 kc.) Sunday
9:45 a.m.
Lexingto~WBUY (1440 kc.) Wednesday 7 p.m.
New Bern -- WHIT (1450 kc.) Saturday 6:15 p.m.
Reidsville -- WREV (1220 kc.) Wednesday 1 p.m.
Washington -- WOOW (1340 kc.)
Wednesday 1:45 p.m.

OHIO
Chillicothe~WBEX (1490 kc.) Sunday 6:45 p.m.
Dover m WJER (1450 kc.) Sunday
9:45 p.m.
Massilon ~ WTIG (9,90 kc.) Sunday
12:30 p.m.

The Truth For A Change!

IDAHO
Coeur D’Alene -- KVNI (1240 kc.)
Sunday 4 p.m.

ILLINOIS
Belleville m WIBV (1260 kc.) Saturday 4:45 p.m.
Danville -- WITY (980 kc.) Friday
6:45 p.m.
Lincoln -- WPRC (1370 kc.) Wednesday 12:45 p.m.
Mat~mm -- WLBH (1170 kc.) Sunday 5:30 p.m.

TENNESSEE
Crossville -- WAEW (1330 kc.) Satt,rday 11 a.m.
Manchester -- WMSR (1320 kc.)
Sunday 1:30 p.m.
Milan -- WKBJ ~16~ kc.) Sunday
3 p,m.
Mudreesboro ~ WGNS (1450 kc.)
Sunday 9 p.m.
Sparta -- WSMT (1050 kc.) Friday
1 p.m.
Union City m WTUC (1580 kc.)
Saturday 8:30 a.m., Sunday 1:45
p.m.

Winchester ~ W CDT (1340 ke.)
Sunday 5:45 p.m.

TEXAS
Atlanta -- KALT (900 kc.) Friday
2:45 p.m.
Brownsville -- K B O R (1600 kc.)
Tuesday 8 p.m.
Carthage -- KGAS (1590 kc.) Sunday 12:45 p.m.
Edinburg -- KURV (710 kc.) Sunday 9:30 p.m.
Gainesville ~ KGAF (1580 kc.) Sunday 5:15 p.m.
Kermit ~ KERR (600 kc.) Saturday
5 p.m.
Levelland -- KLVT (1230 kc.) Sunday 12:45 p.m.
Littlefield ~ KVOW (14.o,0 kc.) Saturday 4:30 p,m.
Pasadena ~ KRCT (KS0 kc.) Sunday 12:45 p.m.
Terrell ~ KTER { 1570 kc,) Monday
6:30 p.m.
Tyler m KTBB (6¢h~ kc.) Samday
5:45 p.m.

VIRGINIA
Falls Church -- WFAX (1220 kc.)
Sunday 12:30 p,m.
Fredericksburg ~ WFVA (1230 kc.)
Saturday 7 p.m.
Gloucester ~ WDD¥ (1420 kc.)
Sunday 12:45 p.m.
Norfolk ~ WLOW (141’~) kc.) Schedvle not received.

KANSAS
Mission ~ KBKC (1480 kc.) Sunday
8 am.

Richmond~WMBG (1380 kc.) Sunday 10 p.m.

SUBSCRIBE NOW

South Boston m WHLF (1400 ke.)
Sunday 5:45 p.m.
I Virginia Beach ~ WBOF (1800 kc.)
Sunday 3:15 p.m.

Citizens" Councils
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
[] For One Year ......................................... $2.00

WASHINGTON
Pullman ~ KOFE (1150 kc.) Monday 12:45 p.m.

(Please Print)

Yakima ~ KIMA (1460 kc.) Saturday 8:15 p.m.

Name ..................................................................................
Address

WEST VIRGINIA
State ....................................................................................
CFTIZ£NS’ COUNCIL/JACKSON, HISS.

Morgantown -- WAJB (1440 kc.)
Monday 7:05 p.m.
Parkersburg -- WCEF (1050 kc.)
Thursday
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Ra e Violence Erupts Anew In New York
As ’Mau Mau’ Gang Kills Brooklyn Boy;
Negro Athlete’s Son Charged In ’Rumble’

But Warren & Co. Go On And On

The latest victim of Mau Mau
camp of tilt- Los Angeles Dodgers.
,ten’.or_ists was a 17-yea r-old New
where he is an advisor. The boy’s
xork boy, Tony Labanchino, shot to
mother, Rnthe, showed up at the
death In a crowded Brooklyn theater
invenile detention home late at night,
district the night of Feb. 23.
escorted by two snrly strangers. She
~vas tohl that she must get polite
Police arrested font Pnerto Ricans.
members of a gang which calls itself
permission for her son’s release. Bnt
as she h.ft the bnilding, newspaper
the "Mau Maus."
photographer Jack Beaumohl of the
Authorities said the dead youth
New York Mirror raised his camera.
and two companions left a oenny
arcade, where five "Mau Maus"
i One oi her escorts objected. In
confronted them. One of the "Mau
fact, Beaumohl said, the man threw
Maus" pulled a .22 pistol and fired
him over a car hood, broke his
four shots.
camera and beat him. A reporter
Two of the boilers struck Labanfor the same paper, Philip Pollock,
chino in the face. a third wounded
was warned by Ruthe to "get away
John Lombardi, 17, in the hand, and
or you’ll get bashed, too."
the fourth shot shattered a window
i
Bcann
ohl swore ott a warrant for
of .the penny arcade, narrowly miss]thc arrest of his assailant, known
ing several bystanders.
only as "’Dallas," on assanlt charges.
Officers apprehended fonr of the
five "Mau Mans’" after a five-block
And the incident so nnnerved Rnthe
chase. The Puerto Ricans, 16 and
Ithat she cmupletely forgot abont ask17 years old, were charged with ’ing the police to let her son not of
murder, and apparently must forsake
’jail, and departed with her t~vo male
their native practices for instate, New
icompanions in a shiny big Cadillac.
York style, barring tear-stained intervention by assorted minority
(Editor’s Note--As some sportsgronps.
! writer once saM, "Class will tell."
The same night, other New York It did.)
officers jailed tile son of a well-t
known Negro baseball star. David T
Campanella, 15, was one of 18 youths
r~ps
S ent To
arrested as they prepared fur what
police called "a racial gntdge fight"
in a vacant lot in the Qneen~ dis-:Curb
Riots
tract.
Young Campanella, whose father, [In Tense Africa
Negro baseball star Boy Campa- ~
neila, was paralyzed last year in
~ A new racial crisis is ~hapin~ np
an automobile accident, w~ rein Africa.
po~edly the leader of a Ne~o
gang which had challenged a group
~ Reports f r o m Blantyre, in the
of white youths who objected to
~British protectorate of Nyasaland, in
the Negroes ta~ng over a bowling
Suutheast Africa, say native rioters
alley,
have t o u c h e d off demonstration~
.......
Iwhich required military*and
air’ nnit,
to
’

I

Native

loung Lalnpanella was
. taken

I.

.

February, 1959

Association Critical Of
upreme Court Red Rulings;
Urges Congressional Action
Tile U. S. Supreme Conrt has been
Attorneys we re also urged to
sharply criticized by the Honse of
recommend to Congress the prompt
Delegates of the American Bar Asand careful consideration and study
snciatiml. The gronp, which reprei of recent decisions of the U. S.
,sents more than 200,fhq0 of the naSupreme Court and passage of
tion’s top lasswers, passed a number ! amendments to the laws involved,
of resolntions ~limed at the high conrt
so as to remove any doubt as to
i dnring a midwinter meeting in Chithe intent of Congress.
’cago Feb. 24.
The action came on the heels of
i ABA delegates heard a report prea series of Supreme Court decisions
pared by the special committee on
throwing ont state sedition laws, foreI Comnnmist tactics and strategy, then
ing states to admit Communists to
Iig a v e overwhelming approv~’l to a
I the practice of law, and other perverseries of resolutions questioning resions of the Constitution snffieient
cent U. S. Supreme Conrt ridings on
to gladden the heart of every Red.
Commnnists and subversion.
In spite of the stern censure by
I L e f t-wing lawyers attempted to
I top representatives of the legal prolwater down the st~atements, but they
I fession---or perhaps because of it-were shouted dnsvn on th: floor.
the Supreme C ou r t eontinned its
The resolutions propose that Con[policy
of bending over backwards to
gress enact remedial legislation
give "suspected snbversives tile same
whenever t h e r e are reasonable
Constitntional rights
they deny to
grounds to believe that a U. S.
"
most Americans.
Supreme Court decision has weakWhile
the
American
Bar
Associaened the nation’s internal security.
tion was acting, the Supreme Court
This would inclnde a specific prohamled down a decisiun blocking a
nmmcenlent of Congressional intenFlorida Snpreme Court ruling. Tile
tion t h a t state statutes covering
’,Florida court had ordered represensedition a~ainst the United States
, tatives of the NAACP tu answer ques~hall be enforeible.
!tions of a state legislative committee,
, Another resohltion nrged la..,,wers
I set up tu determine the degree of
i to reconlmend that the House" of
. Communist infiltration in the NAACP.
Representatives act to strengthen the
Three NAACP officials were dittoitse Cure n ttee nn Un-American rected by the Florida high court to
answer q’uestions asking whether thev
i A<~’_tivitic_’s.

V’irgi "

, are illeinbers of tile Miami branch
lot the NAACP, anti whether they
know oilier ulembers of the branch.
But the U. S. Supreme Court
cast a iaundiced eye on such obviously logical proceedings. Warren & Co. told the NAACP leaders to forget about answering the
questions, and take refuge beneath
the sheltering wing of t h e proclaimers of the "law of the land."
Reaction in Congress to the ABA
resolutions f o 1 I o w e d expectations.
Chairman Emanuel Celler of the
ltonse Jndiciary Committt~ took time
out from attacking the Un-American
Activities Connnittee to tell the House
that the ABA was behaving in a
"’most irresponsible and m o s t nnseemly" manner.
Another member of the Jndiciary
I committee wilted a more typical
reaction. Rep. Rubert Ashmore
(D-S.C.) said he was glad the lawyers
"finally .have come to feel that the
Snpreme Conrt is not above criticism."
(Editor’s Note ~ No doubt
through sheer coincidence, Chief
Justice Earl Warren announced his
resignation from the American Bar
Association shortly before the delegates voted to criticize the court
over which liis ltigh-and-Mightiness presides. Needless to say,
Warren found it unnecessary to
givc a reason for his resignation.)

a youth detention hume, where
he l(o qnou "
was hehl overnight. Next day, Feb.~ The premier of the
Rhodesia24, he cunfessed to New York policelNyasahmd Federation,
Sir Roy
(Cuntinned frnni p, 1)
Welensky,
has
called
nnt
that he took part in a drn~store burthe terra(Cnntinued from p. 1)
glaD’ in Jannary.
t,rial rese~’ists, and thousands nf
iwhen
a
brick was l}irown l}lrongh
c’hairlnan of th e Arlington Conntv ’ for all thv S.nth to stand steadfast
younZ white men have h’ft their
ilie wind~]iiehl nf a while illlUi’~
Campanella’s fatht.r, Roy was iu
s(llool
ll~lard,
1)avid
Krnpsaw,
x,ch~l
hnme~ and jubs to report for miliunder the lash of l"ederal court tvVeto Beach, Fla.. the winter trainin~
T}le viciinl, Charle~ ~ov. il ni~hitary dub" in an all-out effort t- stem
~aid the fact there w s l(I vi )h’nce
...........
~Villt’hlnlui, said (Ioe ()f I~ie nloll
the tide of racial unrest.
I)ro’~ l’s that
"’];]le l)eo~)h¯ o[ Missis~iplfi and lhe
125 N,’~roe~ ~hn.ted "We dun’t want
S ili C e r e and Iiriu, disorder~ and
On Feb. 24, British-led troops
Dat Ole Black Magic
Hny whih’ lueli in OI1[
Dreathes of lh~, peace do not happen.
had to use guns and tear-gas against
Tile rall|lle-rllliMug elenleni is ha~i~mld re~s I h ~ 1 police
A new excuse for losing crnpped!
the rioting Africans. In one cat,v,
tally cowardly and iliWliV~, yields
urdc~d
f i v ~ n ~ w lub-m~ehiu~
a Royal Air Force plane flew low
up last month in Africa. Seenls that’
’~uhl.n t’nntrouted with firll~nes~ and
guns, commissioner Sellers warned
a Negro soccer ieanl in ~lolniias~l,
over the heads of the mob and
that
"’fu~her
incidents of this type
di~nil)."
Eastl:,nd :,hl,.d that ,.v,.n th<,ul,l~
Kenya, had llccii losing all its holue
dropped t e a r-gas bomhs, while
will not bc tolerated, l’itis is all
(Editor’s
note
-We
understand
the
conrt
integration
order
"’came
li~e
ground troops opened fire.
games. This disturbed the fans,
that one not-so-cowardly Arlington
the conversation needed~the next
a thnnderclap, they did not knnckle[
which in torn disturbed the team’s
resident, totally unimpressed with
thing is action. If necessary, we
Other reports from Brazzaville, inI
down
to
the
NAACP.
Thns
the
uhiowners.
Almond’s "’dignity", sent the Guythe newly-formed Cungo Be~nblic,
nlale aud lnusl final order of the’ will meet force with force."
ernor a gift to remind him of his
tell of native rioting and pihaging. :
Johnnie
Brown
drew
a $200
So the team huddled, and came
conri fall~ iu hitility and confu~iun." fine Negro
and ~0
day~ in
iai] ~or
ttlruwin~
"sincerity.’" The gift ~ 30 pieces
Government troops have killed more
up with the excuse of the year:
Eastland said he believes most
of silver.)
They can’t win a game on their
than 50 demonstrators, but the mobs,
the brick. Fifteen other Ne~n~es were
Amerieaus agree with the South’s
show no signs of relenting.
Three white schools in Alexandria
home ~ounds, the players said,
;~in(~l ~or ~i~nrderly cnndl (:t, o~( for
position of s e p a r a t e-but-equal
, . were th(. next to reap the rewards
i conteinpt, and i)ne for period’.
~came "witch doctors have cast a
schools. All that is needed to inInformed obsemers note a ~.~al~.-.
uf Almond’~ "keeping the faith.’" On
s~ll on their dressing r~m."
sure attainment of that goal, he
On the legal scene, the Ahihanla
reaction effect in the native uprisings, Veb. 10, nine Negroes entere(] the
said, is "for the people at the level
.~ilprelne Court refnsed tu accept a
& dub official immediately ana strategy nftcn nsed by Conllntinisls Alexiindria schools, with tile IlSil;I]
of the local communities to emulate
U. S. Supreme Cnnrt urder dismissin~
to foment nnrest thruue.hunt an ennouneed that he’d hire a rival witch
~t(irnl-troopers on hand in case the
the exemplary, conduct of Warren
~a
SI00,000 fine a~aiost the NAACP,
doctor to chase the "evil spirits"
i tire area. These observers wonder if
"natives" 1)(’canR’ restless.
County wheu they, too, are premineral-rich Africa is becoming tilt.
~,aying the decisiun was based on
out of the dressing room.
Morv f, rtnnate were Charlottessented with a similar crisis."
] el’~oneol i~
target of the latest Red drive for
We haven’t heard vet whether his
ville stndent~. On Jan. 29, after
doinination-by-revolt.
efforts were snccessfn],
Tile Ala}mma Legislature also went; The fine was inlposed in 1956 fnr
Almond, the City Commissinn, and
on recnrd with a resohition ]auding’conte~upt of conrt, when the NAACP
the school 1)oar([ had given Ul), a
freak decision bv Pederal Appeds
the white citizens of Warren Connie,, refused t. produce nwnlbership lists
for boycotting the i,~tegrated sehoui, and other records.
In dismissin~ the
Judgv Simon E." Sobelnff in BaltiThe joint resohltinn, passed unanifine, tht’ U S Suoreme Cnnrt ruled
more posq~oned their "keeping the
that luenlbersilip "lists need not be
nlous]y Feb. 20, reads as fullows:
faith" until Seplenit)er.
(Continued from p. 1)
pr(Iduced, but said the NAACP
"Whereas freedom of choice in
previous replies to pleas frnm other
’parently had comi)lied’ hy pro({ucin-g
association
by
individuals
or
groups
Vir~iuia
conmnmities
for
a
delay
in
pursuant to eonrt orders anti on a’Gov. Ahnond, captioned "Your teaolher records.
is a fundamental, inalienable right,
integration were
ignation--nr inlpeachment?’"
more or less haphazard basis."
and it is this right which is being
Not so, ~id ~labama’s h ilh
the
time."
Long told Almond: "’I, for one,
Rogers called Virginia’s surrender
coup. The Supreme CouP’s ruing
exercised in Warren County, VirThe Ahnnnd policy of "massive
say you are thus selling our Amer"a milestone . . . the end of a
ginia, where the white residents of
was based on "erroneous informacapitulation" failed to reckon with
ica down the rivcr~selling us into
chapter . . . the end of efforts at
that county have set such a fine
tion not contained in the court
the hardy souls nf Warren County.
despotism of Government-over-man
resistance by all legal means."
example for the South in refusing
record." The NAACP did not make
Their only high school -- in Front
--by )’our anti-Constitution actions.
"There is cause f o r encourageto return to a public high school
the records available, and thereRoyal, Va.- had been closed sinceI
You are desecrating the heritage of
merit," be declared, "for believing
reopened on an integrated basis
fore "is still in contempt." And
September to prevent Negroes from,
all )’our great predecessors as Govthat reason and wisdom are coining
entering. Private classes were or- !
under a Federal court order; and
the $100,000 fine stands.
ernor of Virginia. Slay you suffer
to the fore."
ganized, and the townsfolk were edu-,
"Whereas the people of Warren
In anotlwr development, B/nningaccordingly
in
y
o
u
r
lifetime,
as
T h is sentiment was echoed by
caring more than 800 white high-I
County are making a fight for the
han]’s schnol superinlentlent has tnrnyour memory will in history: Virmuch of the Northern press. The
school
students.
whole
South
in
their
action,
which
led dnwn the applications of seven
ginia’s great betrayer, foe of Free
Feb. 16 isstle of Life magazine ran
When Judge Sobeloff’s "now is I reflects their profound loyalty to
Negro children, who wanted to transMan in America. Yours is the inan article, for exainple, headed "Calm
the
t
i
m
e"
dictum
was
handed
traditions
of
the
highest
nature~
fer to white schools.
famy."
and Hopeful Integration Start,"
down, Warren Countians decided
and
.
In another open letter, this one
l)r. Frazer Banks said an investiSaid Life (speaking Luce-ly):
that now WAS the time--to hold
"Whereas the people of Warren
gation failed to shnw "any special
a mass meeting. They did, on
alto the Virginia Legislatnre, Long
"’The peacefnl transition went
County have furnished an inspired
benefits" accrt,in~ from such transof pointed not that the state’s lawFeb. 13, and voted 545 to 4 to
long way to restore the climate
example for all the people of the
fers, or a n y extraordinary circumkeep their children in private
inevitability of integration in
the !makers are "oath-bound to protect
South;
now
therefore
stances jnstifying the transfers.
State and people of Virginia"
classes.
South, which had been badly dis-!theainst
"Be
it
resolved
by
the
LegislaThe Negro applications were reby lag
Almond. "hy impeachment’"
Thns, when the doors uf tilt’ Front
turbed a year and a half a~o
ture of Alabama, b o t h Houses
i garded as anuther attempt to break
violence and diehard defiance in Lit-~if necessary. Long is author of
Royal high school ",’.’ere swung open
concurring,
that
this
body
expresses
;"Usuq)ers -- Foes of Free Man", a
down the Alabama pupil placement
on Feb. 19, the only yonths present
tie Rock."
to the people of Warren County,
law, which the U. S. Supreme Court
’were 22 bewildered Negroes--sonic
(Editor’s Note ~ All Life staff , book hailed by eminent legal authoriVirginia,
its
feeling
of
deep
admirahas ~,pheld as Constita~tional "on its
. ties as a "profound Constitutional
of them, it is said, specially imported
members who believe in the "eli- I stndv."
tion
f
o
r
their
splendid
conduct,
face." The Court said if discriminafrom New Turk to add the proper
mate of inevitability" are hereby
and
warmly
commends
them
for
ilion could be shown, the law could
The Front R o y a I determination
"’blackba)ard jungle" flavor to the ocinvited to come to Missi*sippi. The
their allegiance to principle and for ’ be declared nnconstitutional in its
’prodnced a different type of reaccasion,
only thing inevitable here is that
their bold and courageous action."
’application.
And as we go to press, the only’
ilion from the NAACP.
someone will be "badly disturbed"
(~.cupants
of
the
high
school
buildNAACP labor secretary Herbert
if any sociological "weathermen"
ing in Front Royal are 10 white
i Hill said parents of the 20-odd Nego monkeying around with our
teachers and ’~0 Negro pupils.
I groes who have the school to themeducational "climate.")
a ~in~le white student has entered
selves
are
being
subjected
to
repriOn the other side, one Virginia
the school.
sals. from both their employers and
organization issued a strong blast at
(Editor’s note--Even the white
their
union
local.
the Almond capitulation.
teachers needn’t consider t h e mltill
claimed
that
s
i
x
NAACP
The Defenders of State Sovereignty
selves "’integrated." The school has
members in Front Royal have been
and Individual Liberties issued a
30 or more classrooms, so they can
fired
from
their
jobs
in
an
Ameristatement summarizing the situation,
just assign one darky to a room,
can
Viscose
corp.
plant.
Not
only
and headed: "Massive resistance did
and each teacher would still have
that,
but
the
local
of
the
Texhle
not fail--it was never triedl"
a private office, with space to
Workers Union has refused to take
spare.)
Defenders president R o b e r t B.
up theh" "gr/evances."
The c’ourageoos action by the white
Grawford w r o t e "Communications
According to Hill, the local’s bus/residents of Warren County drew
received from all over the state inhess agent has announced that the
praise from many quarters.
dicate that the people are not surunion will no longer handle the grievrendering and will continue to fight."
Sen. James O. Eastland (D-Miss.)
ances of Negro workers. Hill adds
From New York, a noted authority
told the Senate that the white stuthat
other
NAACP
members
face
posdents who refused to return to an
on Const/tutional law, Hamilton A.
sible dismissal by their employers.
integrated school are an "inspiration
Long, addressed an open letter

Almond Praised In North

Betrayed

Vultures
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Secret Mixing Group Unmasked
Fled~]lin~] "Vulture" - - -

C-RAgent
Flees In
Big Rush

Two Things We Hate-Intolerance! and Southerners!

)I

"l’hc h.rri,.d departure f rn,n lh,’

state

the Federal Civil Rights Commissi(m
h.s h,ft Mississippians chuckling.
I:or n.or~, than a w(.ek, the agent
hmrcd Mississq~pi. tryin~ in vain
secure mcmbvrs fnr a state advisory
commilt(’(, to the Commn/ssion. T],c
ag(’.t. (;eor~e ltarris of Cah’ntta, India. was under s.rv(qllanc(~ by newsmcn during his cutire stay.
But Itarris didn’t know this until
a TV reporter kn~ked on his Jackson hotel room door March 13th.
As s~n as the agent learned his
caller was a newsman, he turned
pale. lla~is immedlately staffed
packing his bags, and a few hours
later had ~r(le(I the first plane
out of town headed for lIouston.
Whih. iIarris was I)vin~ interviewed
(htrin~ hi~ hurfi(.(I packing, he receiv(’(I
his superiors in Washington. The rei)()rt(.r says llarris’ boss s (,(. m e d
sh.,ck~’d t,) h’;trn th.t il.rris had
hecn tra(’kcd (h)wn whih. no his secret

CCD Members Listed;
Meeting Report Secured
An unth.rcovt~r ~roul) whose sole purpose is to encourage
mixin~ of the races at art.r,. t~pF~orttmity has been unmasked.
The Cnnsultative Conf’.fence on Dt’seg, reg, ation (CCD for
sh.rt) has I~t’t’n functionin~ for more than two years, coordinating
the ~tctivitit,s of a reI’)Ortt’d 4{} member organiz~ttions.
Race a~itat~rs, South-haters, organized religions, labor unions,
do-~,oodint~ "’wt.l~art." L~rtmp~ .nd (/ommunist-tinged org;anizations
urt’ nttmberod among CCl)’s Ixtrticipating agencies.
CCI)’s activities on behalf
forced integration first came tn
.,,r.~ C.uncil. The Conference has no
paid staff.
]it~ht recently, when a copy of
the minutes of a meetin~ hehl
"()rganizationx which participate in
by the CCI)’s Mass Media Comthe c<,ns,dtative pr()ct’sst’~ in¢’]ndc:
mittee fell into the hands of
American Civil IAbeflie~ Union
Southern
.~merieans For Democratic Action
The l~ichm-nd. Va., N e
American Friends Sere’ice CommitLeader pul~lished the "secret"
lee
minutes in full. ;u,d th(’ text
’
American
Jewish Committee
al>pears on l).t~( 4 of this isst.’
American Jewish Congress
-f The Citizen’s Council.
.~nti Defamation League
Board M National Mid,ions, United
Presb~ terlau Church in lhe U.S.A.
Catholic Committee o~ the South
Catholic Interracial Council
Council for Social Action, Congregational Christian Churches

IIIiSMOU. alld IViIN IlpSCt ~Vh(’ll ill-

forln(’d that
the r(’u~(m f.r ]larri~’ visit to Mississipl)i.
Ilarns (h.scril)~.d himself as the
(h,puty spvcia] assist;nil to ~ivi] ~i~hts
Conlmission S t a f f diret’tnr Gordon
Tiffany. llarris said he wa~ born in
C;dcntta, India. m~d .tt(,nded schools
in Virginia and South Carolina.
The not-so-secret agent said he
had talked to aho.t 45 Mississippians
nf both races iu his unsuccessful attempt to st’cure five or six names for’
the state advisory comndttee. The~
state gronp woul~.l tell the Federal;
Civil Rights Commission th(’ be s t A proposal that would do credit:organization seek to raise money to
ways t() br’in~ al)out racial -inte~;a- to Khrushchev has been introduced in : eomlmt a pru-C(muuunist
tio¢) in ed (’lti)~ lu)t~
~’mtlvotin~ ,Congress by Sen. Jacob Javits Coort deeision Javits’ hill provdcs
....
: , . ::’ (R-N Y )
that the group’s mail will hc stamped
,. . ’ , ~

Javits Bill Opens Way

For Mail Censorship

...... "

~. .

. or mandate of any Federal Court.

CCI) .,.cr.t.rv Arn.hl Ar.~,.,m .f ~
"The Conference was fo~ed a
little over two ~ears a~o in order
to f~rthcr communicntion among
organizations committed to ~acilitating orderly compliance ~ith the
constitutional requirements rcgardin~ desegregation.

A. Negro-Judge Shows
Prejudice Reverse By
Freeing 2#nNegro Gamblers

Nix Mix Fund Plea

Jewish Labor Committee
Nail:real Association ~or the Adv.ucement o~ Colored People
National Bo~rd, YWCA
National Community l~el~tlons Advisor’ C,mncil
National Cnuncil of Jewish IVomen
Nati-nal Council Protestant Episcopal Church, Division of Christian Citizenship
National Sharecroppers Fund+ Inc.
Natio.al SociM Welfare ~ssembly
Southern Hegional Council

~ Aside from the obv.nt~ att~c’k

I Sen. Jawts would I~e to bar thts the Inll, thc.,s also . m.rt. suhth.
Newsmen
ttanis’¯ trip ........~ pubheatton from the mad, such ts
-. . knew of
plot. For. m order to alert.frame ~f
to Mtss~ss~pp~
e~en
before
he
left
"’
t rat’ i erpreta
nt ion ot he f t
s "unla ~"f~d’" nnder terms
~"
,~mai~ ~ ’a
[ his "l’be
they
But
agreed
to
IV ;’tsh n~ton "
n t n to th e Cons tiut
.
1 Ftrs
" t Ale dme
i th
i s m’fario ns hill, the 1o ~t ~()ffict,
sa)
nothmg
and
keep
the
agent
y "thm
gba
u o tese"libth
,wmld hc virtnally c.mpclh’d
" ’.
."
.
.~ ....
I tt’on.Fu nn
obser~atmn dunng hts I erais." Just disagree with them,
under¯ close
,and cens.r all m;dl. ()thcrxvis~.. how
travels-:through-:-’
the state,
and you’ll find out how "liberal"
!worth t wv k .w? ~nd t e
tlarris said he wanted to line up
and "broadminded" they really are.)
~tains no rt:stricti(ms as to whose mail
a "lmlanced’" advisory commith’e~
Furtherm(~re. should auy patriotic I may I)e t’xamincd. It could ht’
that is, ore, composed of hath whites
and
But all reports to date indicate
that the phi> "b.l:mcc" obtained by’
the Civil l/i~hts sh.,tth in Mississippi
~vas a Iml;mccd ,mifi)rmity of reft;sals
from citiz~’ns (ff hath races.
(Editor’s Note~ Ilarri~, earning
from lndi,, is no doubt familiar
with t h at nation’s caste system.
But we’ll bet he never thought
()p(’n t h t’ l)r.scc.tion. Ar..-I)t.r~h
that in Ml~sissippl, lie would be
nub, s tht’sc charges."
.t~ltc. that thcrc is n., ,lU,,.tt<m of
an "untouchable"l)
douhlc jt.op.rd~, since XVillt.tt.s reWith th(.st, words, a N(’~ro
Perhaps I)t.~innin~ to rcalizt" why
his "tol) secret’" Mississippi trip vnd~.~l
(]i.missed 25 Ne~r. men for partici:l)ati.n in a. all-Nt’gro ~amblin~ scsin f~dlur(’, ttarris admitted that
~;IS imnprt’sst.d with the progress N(’-’ sit)n. Iti. rt’asoll: "T]u’rt’ xvt.r~.
~roc~ art’ makin~ in the state nodcr:~vhitv ..’tt arrc.tt’d." So ~o~.s
a svtcm ()f total sc~rcgati(m,
jAn~t.h.s jttstit.t.. A n d Los An~t.h,s
m.y bt’ thc .uhi*-ct ()t iudi~i.t] r~.~,.~v."
H~, c ntim(,d lis I rrt,d pick
~city p.licc ;tn(I citizens arc
throu~l.,nt tlw iotcrvit.w, and
h’ft] Ju(l~’ I)a~id Williams .’fused
I1 i. i.tvr~..tin~ t. n-h’ th.t .52.~
Jacks(m on the first plant’, still amazed ’ hc.tr thc ~h;tr~t.s ag.inst the 23 Nothat tt.’ chmk of Fed(.ral secrt.’v ~r,~ ~;unl~lcr~. s;t~itt~. "’You’re. prohaI.os A~clc. I.~.t ~..~r xx..r, t(,mf;dh’(I to hid(’ his Mississippi active-!hly ~uilt~, hut n- m.rv than
’
casian
~;unt)h,rs
~vl.~
go
uur;ddvd."
ties.
the pop~dati(,n of ~hc c~t~
So rapid wa~ his dt’parture that The Negro iu(l~’ said that he
llarri. ~v;~s still wcarin~ s~rts~sent a h.nvr to Chi(.f (ff I’.lic~. Wil"
"’di~crimi.at()ry arrests of tht" pct)ph’
tl.’ th.an~’rs, and I.- ~asn’t ;d)out t.~.f.
his
(Editor’s Note~)ne is tempted
(Editor’s Note -- We are most
hl .t },,’,~rt,’tm~ ,1:-I~].,?. ,~I ,.,,,,,to wonder if the char~es would
impressed with Ilarris’ obvious lack
Illl)ll-i.~.’llSt. |]I" lltttl~.l’
have
stuck
if
the
gambling
had
of pride iu his work: his unw/ll/ng~en integrated.)
hess to conduct his search for his
A rapid fir(" of ao~,wt.rs c;uut’ I)ack, ministration rcquc.t for .~ $5(,UX)(I
scalawag committee in the open:
his timidity---even fear---once he
front tit~ officials. Councihnan Karl intc~ratitm sh..], fu.,i t ....
’.d F.,dHundl~.r~ charged th;,t vict’ and~eraI marshals t..-.h,r~- ,,!...1 m.’was exposed to the public view!
~,unhlin~
~vr~’
rampaut
thnnt~h,
~mt
Come ,ow. Ilarris. surely .vou’ve
th,. city’s Nt.~ro arcas, and addt’d.’~r’tti(m"
heard of Southern hospitality! You
"’If w,. waut t~ .ec f.r y.ursclf. I’11; Ont" Con~rc~sm.m ~ntt.nt’ntcd that
need,ft have left Jackson so last.
takt. ~-tt aronnd and show yap.’"
In fact. a lot of folks were rather
the commiltvv acti.n aplxtrvntl~
rv"
disappointed that you didn’t give
. (;hi~.f l’;~rkcr a ud City Attorm.y
llout-r
Amiel~.r~h
a
r
t"
bringing
the
~
flect,.d
t
h
i
s
attitude
"’l.tc~rati.,n
them ~n oo~uni~ to e~O you
out of town. It ~oul~ h~ve ~n
casv befim" the Appellate Division ~ istft working. ~ why pour ~tnd do~n
,ff the Supv6.r Coufl. ~t’ekin~ to n’- a rat-hM~’~
their Olea~nre.l

I)eparhuent of l~aci.I and Cultural
I%l.tions, NationM Council o~
the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A.
I)epa~ment of Social XVel~are.
t’niled Christian Mi~sinnary
Society, Disciple~ of Christ
E~angellcal & Heformed Church,
Commission on Christian Social
Action

~u~ogue Council of America
Union of American Ilebrew Congregations
(Editor’s Notc~Nor does it do
anything else in the public vie~v.
Nor does it iufo~ the public nf its
existence. Nor will its member
agencies be at all happy to find
their names printed below.)
C~mtinuin~ fr~nu .-~r.~st.f~ hmtt~.r:
"T).c (~Hiccr~ of tl., Co~fi,n.t~c~. art.:

thc Churcl....f Chri~ iu th,. [’.S.A :
V~.ry lb.v.M.urit,. V. Sh.,tn. C.tth.li.
-t A)i..ric,t: "l’r,’,.,.ur.r.
ki.~...Xm,,ri~..~ l:ri,,t.I. N(.mit,. Ct.nmtttt.c;
N,’crctary, Arn,~hl

Too
N.t t. b~...~t~hm,, hv tl..~r AnwriAtr. a Arc h~,Idi.~ th,-ir t~x~n s~-~rct
.~t which 13o .ativ..s
t,’ct~ rt.p~rtcd t~

(Editor’s Not~ese Mau Mau~
are havin~ a hard time keeping a
,.ec~et anyplace these da~sD
.~),,.u,at+~ .,.s~.,n, x~l.ih. British ;tncl
m,~hilizvd f..r
Afrh.H. tr,.,l,~ h.d bx x~bit,, officers
arc i.,ttr..llin~ tl.div,. ~lllag~.. to brc:tk
up t,’rr,,ri.t-ln.l~ir.d ~.tth,’ri.~s
tc..r tl,~x~t, r.,.tdhl.,~k~.
A t rn x~ t] ~[ ~l ~pt’ar-c.tr~in~
bl.wk, met .nt’ Army patr.I, hut
.t h.~q~ r.’tr~’at wl.’n met by gunfire.
One h~rr,,rist was kilh’d, whiJe another
~as ~’nt to the h~’al witch doctor for
tr,.,~t....nt .f

Unitar/an ber~/ce Committee
United Automobile Workers of
America
Uoited Church Women
United Steelworkers o~ America
Women’s Division of Christian See’ice o~ the Methodist Church
(Editor’s Note--Read the above
list. Then tt.rn tu page 4 and read
the full text of the "secret" minutes.
See v.hat this group is tr!,.’/ng to do.
Then ask yourself--are you, either
individually or through your church
or other group, helping support this
organization? Is your money being
used to brainwash .’,’our own children?
It is not surprising to us that
some of these agencies are connected with the CCD. In fact, we
would be shocked if such alphabetical outfits as the ACLU, ADA,
ADL. NAACP. SHC and UAW were
not listed as participating members.
But we question whether there is
a clear understanding in the South
that such organizations as the
YWCA, the Methodist Church, and
similar gruups are, as CCD states
plainl), "’committed to seeur/ng
orderl,v compliance with the constitutional requirements regarding
desegregation." We would advise
Southern members of groups included in the above list to tell their
local, regional and.national officers
--in unmistakeably clear terms.just IIOW committed to desegregation they feel, and just ltOW committed they want their organizations
to be. If this is done, we’ll venture
the guess that Ihe next time CCD’$
affiliates are made public, the list
will be conspicuously shorter.)
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Integration Squeeze Play Report From
Tennessee
By Richard Burrow, Jr.
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Chattanooga -- Voters of this
East Tennessee city have stated in
Subscription $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
no uncertain terms that they want
their city schools to remain ~gregated,
Group Subscriptlm $1.00 per Member
(Minimum of 50)
regardless of the cost.
This was bx~rne out when S. Dean
BULK RATES ~ Parcel Post Prepaid.
Petersen, principal of Red Bank High
I(H) Copies--$10.00 a month--S108.00 a year
250 Copies--S20.00 a month--$21fl.(~3 a year
School, scored a nearly 2-to-I triuml~h
500 Copies--S37.50 a month--S415.00 a year
over Robert E. Big~ers, Sr., in the
The Citizen,’ Council is not responsible |or the return ol uns~dicitt-d articles.
irate for city commissioner of health
manuscripts or other materials submitted for possible publication. All such
and edncation.
matter should be ~cc~nnpanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope if 8
:eturn of such material is desired.
, The Petersen-Biggers contest gained
significance when Petersen announced
Sevond Clasa Muil Privileges Authorized at Jackson, Missis¯ippi
a strong all-oat stand for school ~rgregation. The losing candidate, Riggers,
EDITORIAL BOARD
, who qnit the ciW school t~ard to
WALTER C. GIVHAN ................................................
ALABAMA
’make the race. conntered by saying
Chairman, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
[maintenam~ of the public sch~ls
ROBERT E. BROWN .................................................
ARKANSAS
came first.
Director, Citizens’ Councils of Arkansas
Memphh ~ The Shelby Connty
FLORIDA
DR, GEORGE A. DOWNS ...................................
chapter of the Tenness~ Federa~on
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Florida
for Conshh~tional Government has reR. CARTER PITTMAN ................................................. GEORGIA
cently held a series of meetings aimed
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
at expanding the chapter’s recruiterW. M. RAINACH ................................................ LOUISIANA
ship, secretaD’-treasurer Warren S,
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
Wehb repots.
ROBERT B. PATTERSON .................................. MISSISSIPPI
The fact that there is no integraExecutive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
’ tion at any level in Memphis attests
FARLEY SMITH ........................................... SOUTH CAROLINA
to the effectiveness of this local orExecutive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of South Carolina
ganization.
RICHARD BURROW, JR .................................. TENNESSEE
Nashville ~ ~e Tennessee GenAdvisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
eral Assembly has passed several bills
TEXAS
DR. B. E. MASTERS ........................................
dealin~ with States" Rights and ~-.grePresident, Citizens’ Councils of Texas
gatimL Among these is an act giving
pareots permission to withdraw their
Editor
chihlren frmu an integrated school.
W. J. SIMMONS ...................................................................
The measore provides that a school
district may receive state fioancial
aid, even thnngh compnlsory school
attendam~" laws are not enhm’ed.
Also, Gov. Buford Ellington has
signed a ~solution asking Tennessee’s Congressi~al delegation to
On February 4, at the NAACF"s headquarters in New York,
support the Talmadge Amendment
the Mass Media Committee of the Consultative Conference on
to the U.S. Constitution, wh ic h
Desegregation had a meeting. This outfit, which calls itself CCDS. C. OFFICERS NAMED
would place all public schools under
: FI,ORIDA RALLY PLANNED
I~al control.
for short, was established by about 40 member organizations toThe Sonth Carolina Association of
The Citizens" Conncils of l"lurida
In other States’ Rights action, the
coordinate activities in support of integrating whites and blacks.Citizens’ Councils has elected a new are planning a rally in Orlando April
Legislatnre went on record iu favor
11, with Congressman Dale Alford of
slate of officers.
of retaining unlimited debate in the
To all intents and purposes, this was a routine meeting to tidy Jnhn Adger Manning of Columbia Arkansas the featured speaker, l)r.
U. S. Senate.
Alford will be introdoced by the host
was chosen chairman. Farley Smith
up several loose ends about the integration campaign, such as arThe most impodant blow st~ck
of
Lynchburg
was
appointed
execuCm~gressman,
Rep.
Syd
]lerhmg
(l)ranging for the distribution of comic strips, taking steps to rebnke
on behalf of the Ame6ean Way of
tive secretary. William Lowndes of
Fla.).
Life was a resolution directing that
the Associated Press and United Press International for referring
The rally will be held at the New
Greenville was elected treasurer, and
suit be filed to revoke the taxthe Rev. M. A. Woo(Leon of Olanta
Garden Club in North Orlando, at
to Negroes as Negroes, planting propaganda in Life magazine,
exempt charter of the noto~o~
8 p.m., April 11.
setting up a "front’ of church women, arranging for the desired is chaplain and recording secretary.
llighlander Folk School at Monteal)r.
Alford
drew
a
packed
honse
in
Dr.
William
A.
Crossland
of
Timpublic reaction of students to integrated public schools, clobber- monsville was re-elected vice-chair- Jackson, Miss., last mooth when he
gle, Tenn. The resolution was overwhelmingly approved by the Legising Chet Huntley of NBC for a momentary deviation from theman.
addressed a mass meeting of the Jacklature after a special investigalion
NAACP line, andso on. Just another day in the busy life of theThe state t’xecntiw, cmnmittee is
son Citi~,ens" Conn~’il. A crowd of
o{ reported subversive activities al
3,000 responded enthusiastically, and
modern mix-masters.
composed of one man from each of
the Cr~dy Coun~ insti~tion.
frequent Rebel yells punctuated Dr.
14 districts.
The resolotion directs the dist~ct
But there was something different about this meeting. A copy In accepting his appointment as
Alford’s explanation of the Commnnist
attorney general to file the rew~cation
executive secretary, Smith pointed
infh,ence behind the integration moveof the minutes came into the hands of the Richmond News Leader.
suit on grounds that Highlander has
that "present conditions make
meat.
These minutes have since been subiected to the full light of dayout
misnsed and abused its tax-exempt
it imperative that we organize ourin several other Southern newspapers. The Association of Citizens’ selves as an effective force to comALABAMA GOVERNOR CONFERS charter.
The Legislative investigating comCouncils, Greenwood, Mississippi, has reprinted copies en masse. bat hi,,ghly organized outside influA milestone in Alabama affairs was
mittee reported, in part:
reached March 10, when Gov, John
It is safe to assume that this unforseen shattering of its ences.
Smith continued, "When persecoPatterson met in Montgomery with
"A great deal of circumstantial
secrecy turned CCD’s members’ faces a uniform red, regard- tion,
hypocrisy and sh~pidity tend to
several hundred leaders of the Citievidence, which is competent, was
less of race, creed or color.
soppress the human mind and spirit,
zens’ Council mnvement.
unfolded before the Commi~ee . . .
The conference marked the first
the destrnction of everything
to the effect that the ’School’ i~ a
Members of Southern congregations, whose children are thewhen
traditional b e c o m e s a dmninating
time that an Alabama chief execntive
meetlng-place for known Communtargets of this group’s race-mixing campaign, will be interested
trend as in America today, men of
had met with Council officials to disists or fellow-travelers.
good will regardless of race or creed
cnss racial problems in the state.
in noting that the officers of CCD include Dr. Eugene C. Blake,
"Within the last several years, there
must stand ready to work to the point
State Sen. Walter C. Givhan of
of the National Council of Churches; Rabbi Abraham Feldman,
have heen people directly connected
of martyrdom to protect and preserve
Selma, recently elected state chairman
with the ’School,’ either as members
Synagogue Council of America; and Father Maurice Sheehan, of
the fnndamental principles of our conof the Alabama Councils, hailed Patof its Board of Directors or as q’msthe C~ttholic Committee of the South.
stitntional form (ff government which
terson’s recognition and support of
tees or as visitors or gnest ’lecturers
has made America the greatest nation
the Council movement.
or entertainers" who have in their past
For four years, we have tried to get across to our people on this earth."
"It is my intention to see the
histow a long association with ComCitizens’ Council movement organthe hard truth that this integration business did not "iust hap- In praising the new slate of officers,
munist-front organizations which have
ized on a grass roots level in every
pen." The Supreme Court did not iust happen to decide onthe Charleston News and Courier said
I~en branded as subversive b~ either
Alabama
county,"
Givhan
said,
"and
in
an
editorial:
Black Monday, May 17, 1954, that the law requires schools,
the U.S. Attorney General or oy va6"The race problem is too serious
with the governor behind us I am
one Committees and subcommittees of
busses, parks, swimming pools and residential areas to be in. and too broad to leave to cracksure we can do it."
the United States Congress inw’stigattegrated. There is no such law.
pots, do-gooders and ruffians. With
Patterson’s remarks to the Council
ing Un-American activities.
delegates were on an "off-the-record"
the power of Federal courts and
"Some of these peol)]e are James
What did happen, and what is happening, is illustrated here
basis, since the governor discussed his
perhaps the U.S. Army mobilized
Dombrowski, Abner W. Ber~, Martin
iplans to defeat any integration atby the specific example of the CCD’s minutes. We are confrontedagainst our state, the best citizens
Lather King, l)onahl L. West, John
tempts.
with the results of half a century of intensive work by a largemust come forward to plan a just
B. Thompson, Anbrey Williams. Pete
and
practical
defense.
Citizens’
[
number of inter-related pressure groups who kept driving withCouncils offer a means of decently
, Seigvr and others. It is significant
NO MORE COPIES
that no witness other than Myles Horthe" skill and zeal of professional revolutionaries to gain their ob-carrying out the wishes
The anthor of a book on the race
ton (the director of Ilighlander) had
whelming maiority of South Caroissue says he’s sorry, but the book is
jectives.
ever seen the American flag fly ov,.r
sohl out and no more copies are availlina people."
this ’School’ in the 26 years of its
abh..
I
In the face of these cold, harsh facts, how shalloxv it is for
existence, and he only on a few occaACTION SLATE~ "
Earnest Sevier Cox of Richmond,
some wishful thinkers to pretend that the problem will go away
sions."
The South Carolina Citizens’ Coun-. Va., a.thor of "Wh tc Ame6ca", recils have launched a statewide survey,
orts that a num~.r of orders have
The cnmmittee brooght out the fact
if we will only do nothing. The NAACP and CCD will not allow
ten received recently, but he has
that since 1940, the school had dito determine what facilities are avail’-’
it to go away. How stupid it is for "moderates" to maintain that
re(ted its attention towards impleable for private schools, in the event no more copies of the book, and is
menting racial iotegration.
"token" integration is the ansxver. Token integration is simply thepublic sch~ls are cloud by Federal returning all checks.
court integration orders.
. "White America" was included on
"The ’School’ seems to be more
opening wedge for NAACP and CCD to force massive integration.
Volunteer workers will make the the list of sugg,sted reference materinterested in the questions t h a t
How fatuous it is to advocate "sitting down around the table and
sn~ey, listing the t~es of physical ial for the Mississippi essay contest
bring about community unrest and
facilities that could be used for .pfi-i sponsored by the Citizens’ Councils.
chaos, rather than in the advancetalking out our differences." Our differences are Racial Integrityrate
schools in each community, how~
ment of the science aod arts of eduvs. Mongrelization; State Sovereignty vs. Big Government; Indimany children couhl be accommo-~ ESSAY CONTEST CllANGES cation," the Committee added.
date~l, and the num[wr of teachcrs~ ~e essay contest sponsored by the
vidual Liberty vs. Dictatorship of the Bureaucrats. What is there
The corm,.ction b,.twcen th. Camavailable.
Edocational Fund of the Citizens’
mnnist conspiracy and race-arising vfto talk about? The contest is going to be determined by relative S,,,,th Carolina law provides that r I Councils for Mississippi high school
forts is too well known to require furpowers of will, resources and skill--not by treating with the enemy,ii both white and Nezro schools will t~.~students is well ,nde~’ay, with a largei ther outlinin~ here.
(-lost-(] if a COt rt issues
integration ’. nunflg.r of entries reposed from all
I parts of the state.
To be blunt~it’s "them" or "us." And for their informa-Idecree.
~
Executive secretary Farley ,Crmithl
Mrs. Sara McCorkle, director of the
GREENWOOI) OFFICE MOVES
(ion, we don’t intend for it to be "ns."
:explained that no schonl integration] contest, armounced two clarifications
pressure is expected in the ~tate. but l of the contest rules.
The Association o f Citizens’
The two state winners~-a boy
It is simply a waste of time to oppose cold power with de-ladded:
Councils of Mississippi has moved
I "We have no intention whatever and a girl--will each receive $500
its state office to a new address in
bate, theory or legalisms.
cash prizes, rather than college
Greenwood. The new office is just
I of making any compromise where
scholarships, as previously announthe segregation of the races is conaround the corner from the old
The only way--we repeat, the ONLY way--to defeat or-!
cerned, no partial or token integralocation, and provides considerably
more space ior the Councils’ rapidganized power is with organized power.
tion. We want to be prepared and
In all areas wbere loc:d Citizens’
carry out peacefully with as much
Councils are awarding cash prizvs for
ly-expanding activities.
local entries, the j.dzinz will t~- done
The time is now for the South to mobilize its total moral,order as possible the transition from
The new address:
public to private schools should that
on a local basis. The first-p~ze paper
financial, intellectual, and organizational resources, both publicbecome necessary."
Association of Citizens’ Councils
will t~n ~ entered in state iudzin~.
of Mississippi
~ere no local contest is I~in~
and private, and launch the kind of prolonged, massive counter-At last report, the survey was
115 Howard Street
held, sch~l p~ncipal~ should mail all
producing encouraging results, with
attack directly against the enemy that it will take to bring totalsuffficient ~ available to provide
Greenwood, Mississippi
~ntest ~ ~rect to t}~ ~uncils’
G~~offi~ ~fore May 1.
victory within a reasonable time.
private white aelmels.

i

A Study In Brainwash,"n

South Carolina Councils Elect;
Other State Groups Also Busy
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THE AMERICAN VIEWPOINT
WITH A SOUTHERN ACCENT

TELEVISION
ALABAMA

MISSISSIPPI

Dothan--WTVY (TV) Channel 9,
Wednesday I0 p.m.
Montgomery -- WCOV-TV Channel
20, Sunday afternoon.

Columbus ~ WCBI-TV Channel 4,
Friday 5:45 p.m.
Jackson ~ WLBT (TV) Channel 3,
Sunday 3.45 p.m.
Jackson- WJTV (TV) Channel 12,
Sunday 11 : 15 p.m.

ARKANSAS
Little Rock--KATV (TV) Channel 7,
Monday 6:15 p.m.

MONTANA
Glendlve -- KXGN-TV Channel 5,
Schedule not received.

ILLINOIS
llarrisburg -- WSIL-TV Channel 3,
Monday 2:15 p.m.

SOUTH CAROLINA

LOUISIANA

Anderson ~ WAIM-TV Channel 40,
Sunday 1:30 p.m.

Lafayette ~ KLF¥-TV Channel 10,
Schedule not received.
New Orleans ~ WVUE-TV Channel
13, Sunday 6 p.m.

VIRGINIA
Richmond--WTVR (TV) Channel 6,
Monday 6:30 p.m.

MINNESOTA

WYOMING

Duluth ~ WDSM-TV Channel 6,
Sunday 10:15 a.m.

I Casper--KSPR-TV Channel, 6 Schcdulc not rv,_’vived.

RADIO
ALABAMA
Athens ~ WJOF (I(X)O kc.) Sunday
6 p.m.
Bay Minette ~ WBCA (115(I kc.)
Saturday 2 l).m.
Dothan -- WDIG (1450 kc.) Wtd-I
nesday 6:15 p.m.
Evergreen ~ WBLO (1470 kc.) Sunday 2 p.m.
Jackso~WTHG (12~) kc.), Saturday.
Rmsellville ~ WWWR (920 kc.)
Tnesday 4:45 p.m.
ALASKA
Sitka ~ KI~ (1230 kc.) Monday
7:30 p.m.
ARIZONA
Bisbee ~ KSUN (1230 kc.) Snnday
8:30 p.m.
Safford -- KGLU (1480 kc.) Tuesday 5:45 p.m.
ABKANSAS
Benton -- KBBA (690 kc.) Thursday
7:35 a.m.
llelena ~ KFFA (1360 kc.) Monday 9 p.m.
Little Rock ~ KTIIS (1090 kc.) Sunday 7:15 p.m.
Monticell~WllBM (1430 kc.) Sunday 5:10 p.m.
CALIFORNIA
El C~ntro ~ KICO (14~gl kc.) Satnrday 8:15 p.m.
Needle~KSFE (1340 kc.) Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Ridgec~st ~ KRCK (1360 kc.) Saturday 12
COLORA~
Canon City ~ KRLN ~1400 kr.)
"l’ursday 5:,15 p.m.
Greeley ~ KFKA ~1310 kc.) Thurs-

FLORIDA
Avon Park
S’chedule not reccivrd.
Crestview -- WJSB (IO511 kc.) We(luesday 8:45 a.m.
Daytona Reach ~ WDAT ( 1590 kc.)
Sunday 5 p.m.
Fernandina Beach ~ WFBF (1570
kc.) Schedule not received.
Live Oak~WNER (1250 kc.) Wednesday 5:45 p.m.
Kissimme~WRWB (1220 kc.) Schedule not received.
St. Augustine ~ WFOY (1240 kc.)
Friday 8 p.m.
GEORGIA
Alma ~ WCQS (1400 kc.) Schedule
nut received.
Atlanta -- WAGA (590 kc.) Schedule not received.
Atlanta -- WYZE (1480 kc.) Sunday
7 p.m.
Bremen--WWCC (1440 kc.) Wednesday 1:30 p.m.
Calhoun -- WCCA (900 kc.) Thurs(lay 3:15 p.m.
Cordele -- WMJM (1490 kc.) Schedule not received.
Covington- WGFS (1430 kc.) Saturday 9:45 a.m.
Dalton -- WRCD (1430 kc.) Saturday 7 a.m.
Griffin ~ ~,VIilE (1320 kc.) Sunday
6 p.m.
Monroe ~ WMRE (1490 kc.) Saturday 12:30
Valdosta -- WGAF (910 kc.) Tuesday 7:30 p.m.
Winder ~ WIMO (1300 kc.) Monday 1(1:45 a.m.

Lincoln --WPRC (1370 kc.) Wed-! Macon- WMBC (1400 kc.) Sunday:
OKLAHOMA
nesday 12:45 p.m.
[ 12:15 p.m.
Mattoon ~ WLBH (1170 kc.) Sun- McComb- WAPF (980 kc.) Satur-iEnid ~ KCRC (1390 kc.) Monday’
day 5:30 p.m.
day 8 a.m.
[ 6:30 p.m.
KENTUCKY
~VFMW (730 kc.)I :NatcheZday 3 p.m.-- WMIS (1240 kc.) Sun- MeAlesterday 5:15~p.m.KTMC (1400 kc.) SunMadisonville ~
Friday 6:15 p.m.
Mayfield- WNGO (1320 kc.) Sunday 2:15 p.m.
Prestonsburg -- WDOC (1310 kc.)
Sunday 1:15 p.m.
Vanceburg~WKKS (1570 kc.) Monday 2:15 p.m.
Whitesburg WTCW (920 kc.) Sunday 4:45 p.m.
Winchester ~ WWKY (1380 kc.)
Sunday 10:45 a.m.

Newton ~ WBKN (1-~10 kc.) TnesPENNSYLVANIA
day 11:45 a.m.
(1240 kc.) Sunday]Altoona ~ WR’I~A (1430 kc.)SaturOxford--WSUH
lp.m.
i
day 6:15 pan.
¯.
WHOC (1490 kc.)[Williamsport ~ WLYC (1050 kc.)
i Philadelphia ~
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Sunday 6:15 p.m.
’Starkville -- WSSO (1230 kc.) Sat-!
urdav 6:45 a.m.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Tupelo’-- ~VELO ( 1490 kc.) Sunday
, Belton -- ~VtlPB (la.~x)kc.) Sunday
12:30 p,lrL
I 12: 1.5 p.m.
Tupelo ~ WTUP (1380 kc.) Sundayl Bennettsville -- WBSC (1550 kc.)
8:15 a.m.
Saturday 5:45 p.m.
West Point ~ WROB (1450 kt.)’Florence __ WJMX (970 kc.) SaturLOUISIANA
Wednesday 6:15 p.m,
day 6:15 p.m.
Winona -- WONA (1570 kc.) Sunllomer ~ KVHL (1320 kc.) Sunday
Greenville -- WMUU (1260 kc.)
day
12:30
p,m.
1 p.m.
SOw(luh" not received.
Yaz~ City ~ WAZF ~1230 kc.)
Houma -- KCIL (1490 kc.) Sunday
Lancaster--WLCM
(1360 kc.) SunThursday 12:30 p,m.
5:15 p.m.
,
day 6:15 p.m.
Jonesville -- KLEC (1480 kc.) SunLaurens -- WLBG (860 kc.) Sunday
MISSOURI
day 8:45 a.m.
1:05 p.m.
Clinton -- KI)KI) 11280 kc.) SchcOpelousas ~ KSLO (1230 kc.) Fri(bile llOt rrceivt.d
Orangeburg -- ~VD[X 11150 kc.)
day 6:3(I p.m.
Saturday 7
’,Vest Monroe -- KUZN (1310 kc.)
MONTANA
Sumter ~ WSSC ~1340 kc.) SatnrSaturday 12 noou.
Clendive -- KXCN ~140() kt.) Stheda~ 4:45
d,h. n-t retrivrtl.
MASSACHUSETTS
SOUTH DAKOTA
NEBRASKA
Westfield ~ WI)EW ( 1570 kc.) ~atMobridge~KOLY [1300 k~.) Wed:trday 5 p.l’~l.
,Chadron -- KCSR (1.15~ kc,) Sun(lay 2 p.m.
Ilohlrege -- KUVR
TENNESSEE
MISSISSIPPI
(l.h. not rrc(’ivrd.
Crossville ~ WAEW [133o kc.) SatAberdeen ~ WMPA (1240 kc.) Friurday I1
(llt)’ 5:30 p.m.
NEW JERSEY
Manchester
~ WMSR 1320 kc.)
Vineland--WWBZ
Booneville -- WBIP (1400 kc.) Monday 1:15 p.m.
(lay 7 p.m.
Milan ~ WKBJ ~1600 kt,) Sunday
Bruokhaven -- WJMB
(1340 kc.)
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
NEW YORK
3 pmL
Canton -- WDOB (1370 kc.) ThursJamestown--WJTN (1240 kc.) TuesMudreesboro
~ WGNS ~1450 kc.)
day 10:00 a.m.
day 8:15 p.m.
Sunday 9 p.m.
Clarl~sdale--WROX (1450 kc.) MonSpa~a ~ WSMT (1050 kc.) Friday
NOR~ CAROLINA
day 12:15 p.m.
1 p.m.
Cleveland -- WCLD ( 1490 kc.) SunAlbemarle--WZKY (1580 kc.) SaturUnion
Cffy ~ ~VTUC ~1580 kc.)
day 5:45 p.m.
day 9:45 a.m.
Nat.rday 8::30 a.m., Sunday 1:45
Columbia -- WCJU (1450 kc.)
Kinston -- WISP (1230 kc.) Sunday
day 7:45 a.m.
9:45
Columbus -- WACR (1050 kc.) FriWinchester ~ ~V C DT (1340 kc.)
Lexin~ton--WBUY (1440 kc.) Wedday 12 nuon.
S.mlay 5:45 p.m.
ncs(lay 7 p.m.
Forest -- WMAG (860 kc.) Sunday
Reidsville -- WREV ( 1220 kc,) Wc(I7:15 a.m.
TEXAS
nes(lay 1 p.m.
Greenwood -- WGRM (1240 kc.)
Washington -- WOOW (1340 kc.) Atlanta -- KAI,T (9(~) k(’.)
Friday
Monday 9:05 p.m.
Wedncsday 1:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m.
Indianola -- WNLA (1380 kc.) SunBrownsville -- K B O R (1600 kc.)
day 1 p.m.
OHIO
Tuesday 8
Jackson--WJDX (620 kc.) Saturday
Chillicothe--WBEX (1490 kc.) SunCarthage -- KCAS (1590 kc.) Sun12:45 p.m.
day 6:45 p.m.
day 12:45
Kosciusko -- WKOZ (1350 kc.) SunDover -- WJER (1450 kc.) S,ntlay
day 12 noun.
9:45 p.m.
Edinburg ~ KURV (710 kc.) SunLouisville -- WLSM (1270 kc.) SatMassilon -- WTIG (990 kc.) Sun(lay
urday 12:45 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
Cainesvilh. -- KCAF (1580 k(’.) Sun-

The Truth For A Change!

Kermit -- KERB (60l) k(.) g,~turday
5 I) m.
l,evelland -- KLVT t1230 kc.) Sun(I.t~ 1215
15ttlefiehl -- KVOW ~1490 kc.) SatPasadena -- KRCT (650 kt,) Sund.y 12:~5
Tcrrell ~ KTER (1570 k~.) Monday
VIHGINIA
Falls (]~urch -- ~VFAX 11220 k(’.)

IDAHO
Coeur D’Alene -- KVNI (1240 kc.)
S,nday 4 p.m.

Fredericksburg -- ~VFVA (1230 kc.)

ILLINOIS

Clou(’c~ter -- ~V I) I)Y (1,120 kc.)

Belleville -- WIBV (1260 kc.) SatDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
.May 4:45
%Vashinglon area ~ %VFAX
(12211 I)an~ille -- WITY (980 kc.) Fri(la.v
k~’.) Sliii,Liv 12:311
6 :-|:~ p,lll,

Norfolk ~ SVI,OSV /1400 kc,)
I{it hmond~WMBC ~ I}Sfl k(’,) SunH.~3 111
Soulh Boston ~ WIII,F 11400

SUBSCRIBE NOW

Virginia Beach ~ SVBOF ~1600
Citizens’ Councils
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, .Mississiplfi
Pleas(’ rnter nay subscription to tlw Citizc~s’
Council as follows and find l)aymrnt
" : For One Year
$2.(~)
(Please P~nt)

WASltlNGTON
Pullman ~ KOFE ~1150 kc.) Mon.I.~5 12:45
Yakima ~ KIMA (14fl0 kc.) Sa~rdW 8:15 p.m.
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgan/own ~ WAJR (1440 ke.)
M,md,ty 7:05 p.m.
New Maainsville~WE~ (1330 kc,)~

Address

State
___,1

CITIZENS~ CO U NCiI.I ~’ACK~O¢I, lUl I $ ~,

Parkersburg ~ WCEF (1050 kc.)
Thursday
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Mixing Is Unpopular, Minutes of the Last Meeting--Educators Tell CRC Mixers Plot hN lw Strategy
The Carpetbag Conference held by
the Federal Civil Bights Commission
in Nashville, Tenn., March 5 and 6
produced several surprising statements, none of which were calculated
to please the Commission.
The Commission called the meeting of border-state educators to learn
the best ways of promoting school integration. Instead, they heard a
steady lament frnm assorted educaUon/sts, who told the Commission, in
summary, that their experience with
desegregation indicates that the Supreme Court will have to wait a long
Um~---if ever -- before compliance
~Ith its "all deliberate speed’ integration order is secured.
Dr. Carl F. Han~n, superintendent
o~ schools in Washington, D. C., told
the CommLssion t h a t "incidents of
m~ial mal-function seem to be higher
among Negroes than among whites."
(Editor’s Note ~ "’Social malfunction" is a polite way of refer-

to white schools in the p,ast five
years, and added "I think we re tourin about as fast as the commonity
will accept."
At Mnskogee, Okla.. assistant snperintendent Claude C. Harris explained, the problem of integration
was solved bv setting up one allNegro high s’thool and one white
high school "w i t h limited integration." .Muskogee’s schonls are only
~0 per cent Negro, and with most
Negroes in all-Negro schools, the
"’limited" integration umst be "limited" indeed.
A similar report came from San
Angelo, Tex., superintendent G. B.
Wadzeck, who boasted of his snecessful "integration" of a lO per cent
Negro enrollment.
And Miss M ar y O’Brien, school
superintendent in Pina] County, Ariz.,
said that ahhongh integration went
along smoothly, "some of our Negro
teachers are being let go."
(Editor’s Note: This, of course,
a~to other
stabbing,
s,
rapes,
shootings,
minor acts of misconduct
in line with the "liberal" double
by ~dents in the nation’s "intestandard which welcomes integrated
grated showcase.")
classrooms, providing t h ¯ faculty
Hansen said 74 per cent of Washremains all white.)
lnston’s school enrollment is Negro,
L o u i s v i I 1 c, Ky., superintendent
and that whites are leaving the city
Omer Carmichael s aid "we don’t
"due to integration."
think it’s quite time yet" for inteAnother bombshell was tossed by
grated faculties, leaving some newsthe host city’s school head. Nashville
men with the distinct impression that
superintendent William H. Oliver said
it 0ever would be "quite time."
Negroes "are not interested in cam-I Needless to say, Deep South school
plete integration, nor do they desire officials w e r e conspicuous by their
ahsence from the Nashville Mixology
it."
Meet, even though the Commission
"I should say that the one big
had thnughtfidly arranged for their
problem is that mixing of the rates
protection by banning photographers
in the public schools is contrary to
the will of the maiority of the peptfrom the sessions.
pie," Oliver added, "and that can~ In summarizing the two days of
Schools
in Nashville are being in-lstate
Bvt
! plotting,
the Associated
P rall
e sthe
s renot
b~ ignored."
s was represented.
ported: "None of the Deep South
tegrated a grade at a time.
~educators present reported some opOther reports ca m e from Hugh position to integration."
Bryan, h e a d of the Leavenworth, Thns, the Commission heard firstKans., s,~ihools, who told of "slow,hand that despite th e professional
progress.
:})leeding-hearts and propagaoda exBr),an admitted that his Midwest perts, forced race mixing is definitely
cityhas transferred only 140 Negroes unpopular throughout the nation.

In Hush-Hus . Y. Session;
Official Document Lists Aims

State Can’t Be Sued In C-R
Vote Cases, Federal Court Rules
A Justice l)epartment suit against iauthority as opposed to full and cam- ,
the State of Alabama has been dis-]plete attthority."
missed by a Federal district judge, on l
"A reading of the legislative hisgrounds that the 1957 Federal CivilI
too" of this Act impresses this court
Bights Act did not give the govern-i
with the fact that if it had been
ment authority to sue a state for
mentioned that this act authorized
alleged violations
the United States to sue a state
of Negro voting[
"rights."
for preventive relief, the Act would
Judge Frank
not have been passed."
M. Johnson, Jr.,.
historic nlling in
Johnson also dismissed the suit on,
handed down the
Montgomery, Ala.,
grounds t h at the absence of any
March 6.
members of the Macon County board
Judge Johnson held that a study of
the legislative history of the Civil, of voting registrars left no one who
Rights Act showed it to be a "cmn-!conhl legally be sued under the Civil
Rights Act.
promise" measnre.
] Grady Rogers and E. P. Livingston
Alabama officials promptly hailed
the ruling as "the greatest decision
i resigned from the board last vear,
made in the past five years" on the
the third board member had "died:
t and
earlier.
integration question,
Federal
attorneys promptly anThe suit was the second filed by
nounced plans for an a0peal. Alathe Justice Department’s Civil Rights l
division. It charged that Negroes’
bama Governor John Patterson
called the decision "a victory for
were systematically denied the vote’
the people and our Constitutional
in Macon County, Ala. The fir~t:
form of government, which realsuit, involving s i m i I a r allegations ’
against Terrell County, Ca., is still
firms the fact that we have a gov- .
pending.
eminent of laws and not of men."
Judge Johnson wrote in his opinion,
"This coort judicially knows that the
Civil Rights Act of 1957 was a comSmuetimcs, ev(’n the most llardened
promise measnre and that the cmnnewspaper reporters fi.el like crying.,
promise reflected an intention on the
It happened recently m Washington,
part of Congress to give limited
D. C.
Harry Engt’ne Fuller. 29 vt’;ir old
I’Negro,"
has a fine rec-rd o~ house-

D. C. Paper Complains..

"Fruits of Integration’---

Southern counter-espionage paid off again
when a behind-the-scenes propaganda agency in New York held its February meeting.
The Consultative Conference on Desegregation, known as the CCD for short, has
a Mass Media Committee whose job it is to
influence the press, TV, radio, magazines
and press associations in behalf of race-mixing. The committee meets in secret.
A copy of the minutes of the February
session found their way to the Richmond,
Va., News Leader, which published them
in full. Reprints are being distributed by
the Association of Citizens’ Councils. Green-

wood, Miss.
Here, beginning with a note from the
News ~ader’s editor, are the "minutes of the
last meeting":
¯ Almut two and half years ago, ~ve are advised
on in(lniw to the Associated Press in New York.
a gronp of national organizations quietly established
the Consnlative Confer.nee on Desegregation. This
b~y. known as the CCD. has shnnned publicity
and has issued nu statements. It is comprised today
of "a}~)ut 40" nwmber organizations. Its puq~ose
is to coordinate activities in support of racial integration. The officers include l)r. Engenc C. Blake,
of the National Connei] of Churches; I~ahbi Abraham Feldman. Synagogoe C(mncil
Father Manricc Sheehan, of the Catholic Committee
of the South, all of whon~
exeentive director is Arnold Aronson, of the National Commnnity Relations Advisory Couucil. Lvwi~
Hoskins, of the American Friends St’nice Cnmmittec, is treas~trer.
The CCD’s "’Mass Media C~)mmittee’" met in
New York on Febrtmry 4. A cop)’ of t}le t’onlmittee’s minntes recently came into our hands. It is
reprodnced verbatim below, lh’adcr, will find thr
minutes an absorlfing actt.mt, wr ]~’lievc..f how
a pressnre group works.
~EI)ITOII.
Minutes of the glass Media Committee of the
Consultative Conference on Desegregation
Wednesday, February 4, 1959
])RESENT: Arnold Ar.nsc)n, Nail(real (:OlnllUlnib" Relations Advisory Conncil: (;unthrr
Union of AInericao Hebrew C¢,r~grv~ati,~ns: H~’~ry
Moon. Natinnal Association for the Advancement
Colored Pt.nph.; Alex Moriscy, Amrrican Friends
Se~’ic’e Committee: Cuichard Parris, National Urban
l.eague: Alan l~citman. American Civil li})erties
Union: Ed White. United Steelwnrkers of America;
Chairman. All Bernheim, American Jewish Committee: Secreta~’. Harry Fhqschman, Natinoal l.ahor
The next meeting of the Mass Medi. Committee
will be held on Wednesday, March l& 195q from
9:30 a.m. to 12 noon at the NAACP, 20 ~V~.st 40th
Street, New York. New York.
P.t this on vonr ca]en(lar and p[(’ase call or write
to let ns know" whether or not you plan to attend.
1. Approximately 15,000 COl)ic~ of Pogo and
the Speakeasy Schools, a reprint of Wah Kelly’s
comic strips (m that ~uhi.(’t, x~ il] 1)c p,lhlished
by the N;tti()n.1 Lal).r brrxicr (,f tl.. American
Jewish C.)mmitter, the Sonthern R(’~i(m.I Council. the Anti-I)efamation Lea~e, tl.. An..rican
Friends Service Conmfittot.. and six AF’L-CIO unions. Sample copies will be distributed to CCD
2. A letter was received from He~aan Long. of
Fisk Universi~’, I)irector. Ract" Relations l)epartment, Congregational Christian Churches, mentionin~ that race hthelin~ has be~on to appear widely
in wire se~’ice stories in th(’ newspapers. It was
agreed that Alan Reitman would talk with
of Associated Pre~s, Unitvd Press International and
Editor and Publisher concerning this matter.
3. Reitman a~ree(I to ~ont~tet l.if~’ ma~azine a~ain
concerning a proposed arti(h, -n t}.’ roh. of the
clergy in the Sooth in supl)-rtin~ law and (.quality.
4. The Amebean Frirn(Is Se~’i(’e Committee
sp(msorin~ a l)amphh’t -n An~(.riean Race Ih’lati(ms.
which will bc p~ I) sled h~ the L’m~(.rsity (ff Oklahoma Press. A~enties intrn.sh’d in (luardities
the pamphlet should write to Alex Morisey, American Friends Se~itc Con~mittee, 1201 Chestnut St.,
Phihulell)hia 7, Pennsylv;tnia.
5. The Southern Be~ional C~.nc’il rvport.d that
it will r(.pfint the Arkansas Gazette rvl)O~ on the
eHcct of the desegrc~ation tontroverxy on econ.mic
conditions in Arkansas. Samph’ copies will be sent
to all CCD agencies.
6. The National Urban Lcague ha~ prepared an
attractive 1 lx14 illustrated pomp}tier, "Half a Lift’."

breaking, resistin~ arrest, and at least
three assaults. Hc paid a SIP
fnr one assaolt, he w;.s jailed for
months on anothvr -- thi~ aft,.r an
abortive escape from a city
--and he wa~ sentenced ]a~ Jttne to
4one year in tlw penitentiary t.r the
third.
This last sentence was snspended
hy a "kind-hearted" judge on the
rnvision
that Fuller pay the hospital
A sordid tale of teen-age dope
ill of his third victim and "bchave
and sex was unfolded in Little Rock
him~elL"
recently.
Fuller behaved himself in typical
Governor Orval Faohus called the
fa~hinn. He went out and killed a
ring "the fruits of integration."
police officer who had a wife and
So far, l~dice have arrested five
three yoong children.
Negroes, all over 21, and seven white
Now the XVashin~ton papers are
boys anti girls, all in their teens.
c~’ing. "~Vhy was this man at large?"
According to the state police, the
Negroes w e r e supplying marijuana Let’s hope this cry does snme good.
for the white teenagers to smoke in’
their (the Negroes’)apartments. Both
N. C. DEFENDEBS EI.ECT
whites anti Negroes took part in the’"
A recently-formcd North C.rolin.’
r ~,Vashington is be in g integrated
sex orgies which followed,
Faubos ~aid that while the names’"rieht back nip
st’greg t on" as the
; ’--; ’ . ; ~ .....
~,cal :e the Negr cs,
’1 t : m e ut
of the t~nagers involv~t were ~ing
,,:~ ",. .~" ~
are movin~ in.
[ , I ll~ :~(,fln t.,lrolt~;t l~’j~’ritl,:r~
withheld, several came from promiThis wailing compl~ int comes from~ ~tates lh~hl~. Inc., rl~’ctt?d Hcv.
nent families.
Sex tings involving white teenage l the XVashington Post, one of the most I. 1)ce~ as~the
groul~
Mr..
l)t.. ~’
s i~~rtfirst
t tar of q rinits Lpistop "d
~rls and Ne~o pr~’ure~ have al~ ardent pro-intt’~ration n(.wspal~-r~ in ~,. ’ ’-" ,. ..’
the t~nntD’ . . . until the wind ~hnrch ot Matesvtlle,
~n n~vered in Porthmd, ~e
I Other officers include Dallas Gwvnn
In Miami n o ! i c e have crack~ I ch’meed
At.cording to flu" I psi, the present I nf ~.akesvtlle. [ t r s t vtce-prestdent; ,
down on a house of p~sti~fion where
Negro ~ys and girls ~uld "while ] probh.m afi~’s ]~’canse the I)i~trict Ln~’ious M. Cheshire of Hillsboro, st~caway an honr" for $1.~5. ~e rates
pro~,r is moving veW rapitlly toward opd_vi~e-president; Jo~ph l~. Bu~h’r
had ~ntly ~en rai~ from 75c.
l~,cnming a largely Negro city. We ~t ~ttr{i~gto~, ~cr~tao’; anti A~hur
A~ing to the ~tm~ welfare dedo not think that this m~ of imbalance A. ~oolO of Haleigh, treasorer.
(Editor’* N~mp~te inlof
~nt. ni~ out of ten of ~e un-lis g~! for the white or the colored
w~ ~th~s who appli~ for ~d in]~. ~ainly it is not g~ for the
m~tion on t~ Noflh Ctmli~
1,~ wfl[ ~ [ea~ in t~
the ~tm~ last year ~me pre~t I Nafio~a~ ~pital ~r Jar t~ Dis~.t

Interracial Crime,
Sex, Dope, Vice
Rings Exposed

~

andC, omplainsAgain!

,

iu conncction with Equal ()l~p(.rtnnity l)ay. Ctq~ics
are bcio~ sent to CCI) agencirs.
7. Thr Turnpike Press has ~nst pnhlished as a
24 page pamphh.t, The Truth A~ut Desegregation
In Wash/ngton’s Sch~ls, whk’h first appcared
a series of articles in the Washington Post by E~’in
Knoll. The scrics is all exce]]cnt survey of progress
in the Washingtou schools and shonhl I~. lu’lpfid
in connte~ng the vicinns propagamht Iwing spread
IW Governor Fanlms of Arkansas and othcr Sonthcrn
segregationist h.aders. Singh" copies are 15c postpaid; 10 copies or more lOc each l~stpaid; !(10
copies or more 7~c postpaid; 5(~ copies or more
5c each plus shipping char~es. Please order from
the Turnpike Press. Annandah.. Virginia.
8. A grmq~ of organizations in Miami, uuder the
leadership uf the United Chnrch Women. have conducted a Cmnnnmi~’ Audit in eunuection with
United Natiuns thnnan Rights l)ay. Copies of the
ridder describing the Community Audit are I~,in~
maih’d to all CCI) a~encies.
9. Pro-se~rt.gation ads have apl~’art.d in The New
York Times, Janua~’ 5, 1959 and in the Wall Strret
Journal. Febn~a~’ 9. 1959 nmler the si~natnre
Carh.ton Pntnam, who de~crilws himself as a distinguished New Englander. Pntnam, a Board member of I~.lta Airlinrs, has set np a Pntnam Letter
Committev in Birmingham. Alabama to solicit
tribntions to reprint his h’tter as an ad in additional
Northcrn newspapers. When a similar ad was placrd
by l.ouisiana segr~’~ation h.adrrs in the N. Y. th.rahl
Tribunv in ~’elm~a~" 1958. we urged CCI) n..mbrr
agpnries to alert their local units to snch ads and
ask them t. cherk with editors and pnhlishers about
the probh’m. When such ads app,.or io N.rthrrn
papers, it ~v.uhl he helpfnl if Southrrner~ wo.hl
write dissentin~ h’tters ltl the cdit.rs analyzin~ the
misstatements and errors in the ads. Whvrr ~uch
ads aplwar, editors shonhl I.’ askvd to inch.h.
edit.rials rebutting tl.’ st.~rr~ation tla.~i~
in the ads. or at h,ast run nvw. artirh’s tin thr same
issue carrying the ads) quotin~ opponv~fl~ ~ff
~ation.
1(I. Integration ~ n Challenge To The Social
Agency. a 25-pagv report of a Workshop tonductrd
hy thr Nati.n:d Social Welfan’ Assembly’s
mittee on luter~nnq~ Relations, features discnssion
of case historirs in hirin~ Ne~r. social workers.
t.stahlis}fin~ intv~ratrd programs, prohh.ms nf loss
tff financial support by pro-intr~ration a~encies,
achievin~ commnnity aecvptance, drvelopin~ nati.nal and local policy ~m integration, etc. Copids
of tl.. Workshop R~.p.rt or,. :~v:~ilal,b. ;at 75t. vach
from the National Social Welfare Assembly, 345
East 46th Street. New York 17, N. Y.
11. Papers throu~hout the nation carried an Associated Press Win’photo Fehrua~" 2 and 3. showin~ a lone Negro boy in Mau~ lti~h School Anditorium in Norfolk. Va.~apparently shnnned by his
classmate~. An article in the New York Posl Februa~’ 3 reported that the photo was phony. Photozral~hcrs had beck.ned the Negro b.y np front and
took the pictnre. A minute later, the seats around
him were filled and othor kids wen, askin~ him if
he conhl play haskethall or football. By Ihen the
hoto~raphers had gin.,. It was azreed that it would
’ nseful if editors thro~hout the t’ount~’ who
ust’d the photo wnuhl qtwry A.P. on the alh.gvd
irresponsibh, repnrtin~, and also brin~ this to the
attention o~ Editor and Publisher magazine.
12. Alan Reitm;m a~reed to suggest to The New
York Times that it c.r~’ a story concernin~ the
reactions of stu~h.nts who have returned to desr~n.gated puhlic schools from private schools and tutorin~ classes. It was fi.h that sIIt’h a haman intcrest
sto~’ might make the t’omparison more n~eaningful,
even in the South. lh.n~: Moon a~revd to
the same kind of storirs for the educational pages
.f Time and Newsweek.
13. Meml~rs of the Commith,e express.d ~rvat
indignation over the way io which Ch-t /hmth.y
had calh.d for virtual suicide hy the NAACP on his
program on The Second Agony Of Atlanta. It was
suggested that the Februa~’ 8, 1959 program o.~ht
to inclnde a ~enuine moderate, who recognizes thv
importance of the role of the NAACP in tho
segregation issue. This it was felt, could effectiwdy
explode the Hunth’y thrsis that Southern moderates
were only awaitin~ NAACP abdication to rise up
in their might to s.pport orderly ~h.~.~n.gation.
NAACP attempts to arrange for the inel.si.n nn
thv program of ~uch a moderate were unawdling.
(Forttmatvly. Boy ~Vilkins did such a tremendous
job on the Febnm~’ 8. 1959 NBC program with
Chef lhmtlrv and "l’honms Warin~, vdit.r of the
Charh.ston. ~. C. News and Courier, that he
moved a e.od dral of the stin~ ~roln the Ihmth.y

]~

Resl~’t aridly submitted,
Itany Fh’isehnmn
Secretary
Mas~ Media Committve, CCD.
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Defenders Seek Members
New Group Begins
Statewide Campaign;
Officers, Aims Listed
An orderly crowd of 5,000 Virginians gathered in front of the state
capitol in Richmond March 31, demanding that Gov. Almond and the
General Assembly ’qaold the line"
in the maintenance of segregation.
Led by ¢a~te chairman C. Benton
Coiner of Waynesboro and weekly
newspaper editor Edward J. Silverman of Blackstone, the "Bill of
Rights Crusade" accused Virginia’s
political leadership of "degenerating to political expediencies." They
called on the General Assembly to
invoke the resolution of interposition passed by the Legislature in
1956.
The crowd gathered in Capitol
uare from all parts of the state.
ey came to Richmond by bus, train
and car, iust as the Virginia General
Assembly reconvened to study school
problems.
The crusaders were joined by several members of the legislature, and
many other lawmakers listened to the
speeches from seats on the Capitol’s
south portico.
Coiner. state chairman of the crnsade, told the crowd that "we are here
to put teeth into tile obieetives of the
crusade ... lest the last opportunity
to defend the Constitutional form of
government he forever lost."
"Many in high office," he added,
"no longer lead, but rather bow to
illegal Federal decisions with token
resistance."
After Coiner’s address, Silverman
executive director of the crusade
spoke to the group. "We are calling
on our elected representatives to interpose the sovereignty of this Commonwealth against the tyranny of the
Federal Governnaent."
"And," he added, "we are demanding that the resolution of interposition passed by the General Assembly
in 1956, be invoked by the Governor
and the General Assembly."
Gov. Almond was invited to speak
to the crusaders, bnt turned down the
invitation.

The North Carolina Defenders of States’ Rights, Inc., have
launched a statewide membership campaign.
Organized last fall, the Defenders received their state Charter
in November. The organization is dedicated to "national integrity,
Constitutional government, racial integrity, States’ Rights, individual liberties and private property."

More Oppose Mixing
Dr. Ernest Campbell of the University of North Carolina says public
resistance to integration has
deepened in the South.
In a report to the American Orthopsychiatric Association meeting in San
Francisco, Camplxql said desegregation has made white children more
hostile to sharing their classrooms with
Negr~.s.
Iris data came from inte~iews conducted in Norfolk, Va., following integration there.
Dr. Campbell inter’fewer ~50 Norfolk white adult s who were the
parents of 350 school children. He
also got infornlation from a ([ucstionnaire distributed to 2,(~) of the ci~"s
students.
"A striking thing al~)ut these findiu~s," Campbell said, "is that the
racial t()lerance imputed to youth in
contrast to their elders does not appear in these data."
Tile relu)rt conclndcs that 85 l~.r
cent of Norfi)lk’s white aduhs and
88 lwr cent of their chihlren now
favor segregation.

~

Aboot Gov. Ahnond, Silverman
said, "His voice no longer rings out
against Federal tyranny, and it apapea~ that he wishes this legislative
y to surrender and submit to the
ruthless might of Washington."
Silverman also accused the Governor’s 40-man school study commission
of shirking its responsibility to the
people.
The proposal given to the governor
by the Perrow commission called for
"freedom of choice" for each community, instead of a state-wide wall
of segregation.
"If you wish integration," said
Silvern~an to the assembled legislators,
"pass laws making integration statewide. Don’t unburden yonr duty by
shifting this responsibility to the cities
and counties."
Silvernlan said that Virginians must
be martyrs if the cause is to be won.
"We must require the Federal
government to incarcerate our leaders and our people and if necessary
to occupy our state with Federal
troops," he said.
The crnsaders voted to create a
permanent conmfittee, known as the
Virginia Committee for Constitutional
Government. The group will "continue active untaq we have achieved
our objectives," said Silverman.
Meanwhile, the Governor studied
the proposal for l oc a l option integration handed him by committee
chairman Sen. Mnsby Perrnw, Jr.
The commission report was signed
by all but nine members of the group,
although five or six in the maiority
signed with reservations. The nine
dissenters prepared a separate report.
The commission worked "’long, hard
and diligently", according to Perrow.
Gov. Almond went before the
Legislature to express his approval of
the plan and nrge its passage.

NAACP, Reds, Pinks Are Well-Represented
On N. C. Civil Rights Advisory Committee
North Carolina is one of the few
see. He drew a 6-year senSouthern states in which a state adtence a f t e r his conviction
visory committee to the Federal Civil
in 1955, won a reversal from
Rights Commission has been establishthe Supreme Court, then was
ed and is functioning.
convicted and again senUnlike Mississippi, where a Civil
tenced to 6 years in 1958.
Rights Commission staff member fled
Asa T. Spaulding, Negro, wcethe state last month when his "secret"
chairnmn, president of N. C.
mission was uncovered; or Tennessee,
Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
where the majoriW of the advisory
vice-chairman of Durham’s
group’s white members resigned after
"Human Relations Committhey learned the full nature of their
tee."
duties; the racially-mixed North CaroMrs. Margaret R. Vogt, secrelina group was organized in January,
tary and housewife from
and since then has been merrily proWilson.
ceeding with plans for bringing about
Paul R. Erwin, assistant secretotal integration in employment, vottary, Charlotte attorney.
ing, housing and education.
W. Millard Barbee, Durham,
One look at the names of those
state president of the AFLcomprising the nine-member North
CIO.
Carolina "advisory" unit would leave
Conrad O. Pearson, Negro,
an experienced investigator wonderDurham, chief lawyer for the
ing whether the North Carolinians
North Carolina NAACP.
on the list might not know more about
Dr. R. A. Wilkins, dentist,
the Communist-inspired scheme of;
Mount Olive.
total race-mixing than their WashCurtis Todd, Negro, attorney
ington counterparts whom they were
from Winston-Salem.
ostensibly appointed to "advise."
Marion A. Wright, retired atIncluded on the North Carolina
torney from Linville Falls,
"fact-finding" group are a former
former president and currentpresident of the Communist-related
ly a vice-president of the
Southern Regional Council, an atSouthern Regional Council,
:orney for the NAACP, and the state
which has been labelled a
~resident of the AFL-CIO, along with
Communist-formed g r o u p,
the lawyer for a convicted communist
and who was recently aporganizer.
pointed to the national com(Editor’s Note--How "obiective"
mittee of the pro-Red, miscan you get? We’re sure this
named American Civil Liberbunch’it present both sides -- the
ties Union.
NAACP’s and the Communists’.)
Wright also has written Senator
Members of the CRC’s North Care- Paul H. Douglas (D-Ill.), urging
lina advisory group, and pertinent in- passage of the "take-a-bribe-or-we’llformation concerning each:
send-paratroops" integration bill.
J. McNeill Smith, chairman,
Wright said the Douglas measure,
Greensboro attorney, and a
which will give taxpayers’ money as
lawyer for Junius Scales,
bribes to communities agreeing to
convicted Communist who is
integrate while using force on those
currently appealing a second
that don’t, "’speaks what lies in the
6-year prison term for a Smith
American conscience."
Act conviction to the U. S.
The Greensboro, N. C., Daily News
Supreme Court. Scales was
reported that Smith was appointed
listed as Communist Party
chairman of the advisory g rou
P
chairman for North Carolina,
"largely through the efforts of Prof.
South Carolina and TennesRobert Rank.in of the Department of
Political Science at Duke University."
(Editor’s Note ~ Is this what
EXTRA COPIES AVAILABLE
Southern Methodists are supporting
Many of your friends and acDuke for~ hire professors to
quaintances will want to see THE
serve as front men for the Civil
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL. You will
Rights carpetbaggers? Last time
probably want to keep your copy
they put the touch on ns, they s~id
for reference, so drop us a line and
something about framing a college,
we will he gl~l to send you
or training minhten. Hope they’ll
promptly extra copies, with our
m for money again!)

In line with the standards of fairness and objectivity to be expected of
such a scalawag contingent, the North
Carolina "advisors" pro,nptly gave
their Negro brethren a 2-1 majority
on the voting subcommittee, with
NAACP lawyer Pearson being named
chairnaan, and Negro Spaulding anti
labor leader Barbee as members.
This would indicate that the "advisors" took their instrnctions literally,
and are really planning to "concentrate" on rounding vp every Negro to
make sure he’s ready to vote as he’s
told.
To insure "impartiality" in its study
of education, the groop ha,ned "Bribe’em-or-bayonet-’em" Wright to the
education subcommittee of which
Ervin is chairman and Todd the other
member.
And the dentist and the honsewife,
Wilkins and Mrs. Vogt, will become
erstwhile real-estate experts, while
deciding how }x-st to encourage fellow citizens to accept Negroes as nextdoor neighl~)rs. The third member of
the housing subcommittee wasn’t
named immediately; presumably the
NAACP, SRC, ACLU and AFL-CIO
hadn’t gotten their heads together to
decide who it should be.
To bring about the joys of integrated assembly-lines, labor boss Barbee
and Negro insnrance-man Spaulding
will plot with an as yet nnnamed
third committeeman on the employment snbeommittee.
Chairman Smith, as is customary
with Civil Rights officials, said his
gronp would welcome any and all
complaints. He said he believes it can
perform "a valnable service," and will
do "a nseful iob."
The advisory committee has already
held meetings in Durham, Charlotte
and Greensboro, and has launched a
pro}xe of Negro voter registrations.
Complaints have also been received
concerning alleged job discrimination.
(Editor’s Note ~ A question,
plcase---granted that North Carolina’s Negroes, union organizers,
Communists, etc. are well-represented on the "advisory" committee. We’d i~e to know this: Who’s
there to talk for us white folks?
We wouldn’t be one bit surprised
if this motley crew opened its
meetings by singing the "Internationale", then turned to an erudite
dis~m~on of how to elect Walter
Reuther as president. All they need
to do no~ is hire ~ Golden =s
their press agent.)

Headed by a board of directors composed of prominent
North Carolina citizens, the Defenders are seeking the support
of like-minded white men and
women from throughout North
Carolina.
The group has released the following statement of purpose:
"We consider ourselves to be conservative American citizens who are
hlessed with it h)ve for our na[ive
land, America. We are of the western
European heritage; an(1 we believe
that the western European herital[e,
.f which we are the heirs, is worthy
of being cherishe(I ;is a precions gift
from onr Fathers, and wurthy of being preserved and passed on to our
children, the heritage of hasic free(h)ms and the historic Common Law
bas(.d in the I)eople, the heritage of
its art, its mnsic, its literature, its
luores.
"’~,Ve are of the belief that the
western European culture which is
our heritage is superior to the
African and the Asiatic. It is, in
any event, our preference, and we
are proud of our heritage.
"XVe note with distress, however,
that in oor times there is much that
gives us grave concern. We observe
that there are concentrated efforts by
many gronps and organizations inelu(ling the U. S. Sul~}reme Court, the
so-called ’liberal’ cwrgy, numerous
outstanding fonndations, the National
Conncil of Churches, the Communist
Party, tlw NAACP, and many others,
to destr()y ~vhat our Founding Fathers
have constrncted.
"’A gigantic movement is afoot to
destroy Constitutional government, to
seriously curtail the rights of the individual States of the Union, to foster
a form of socialism at the expense of
our traditional American freedoms,
and to destroy the social mores of
our conntry and thereby both the
White and Negro races by encouraging tile integration of them.
"We believe these things to be
evil in themselves and to serve the
interests of the Communist Party
program to dominate this country."
The Defenders have established a
state office at 336Vz Sonth Salisbury
Street, Raleigh, N. C. Their mailing
address is P. O. Box 1613.
State president of the Defenders is
Rcv. James P. Dees, an Episcopal
minister, rector of Trinity Episcopal
Church, State~ville, N. C.
Dallas Gwynn of Leaksville, an
industrial sales manager, is first vicepresident. Second vice-president is
Lucius M. Cheshire of Hillsboro, a
court clerk. Juseph D. Butler of Burlington, an engineer, is secretary.
Arthur A. Could of Raleigh, president
!of an electrical wholesale concern, is
treasurer.
State directors for the Defenders
include the officers and John W.
Clark of Greensboro; B. H. Dixon of
Providence; V. D. Estes of Durham;
I)r. W. C. George of Chapel Hill;
Erwin A. ttoh of Burlington; A. Allison James of ~,Valnut Grove; W. N.
I [efferies of Burlington; Dr. Earle
LeBaron of Greenville; Kenneth WhitI sett of Charlotte; and Roger M. Winborne of Lenoir.
The Defenders’ state officers and
directors represent a wide range of
business and professional activities.
Corporation presidents and doctors
are included, along with a Unlversity of North Carolina trustee, a
medical school professor, a sales
manager, and
a manufacturers’
representative.
In announcing its membership
drive, the Defenders’ board said general memberships are available at $3
a year. The board urges that those
who are financially able make additional contributions to support the
organization.
The board, in its appeal for new
members, said:
(See MEMBERS, p. 4)
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Many Americans will be happy to
learn that Dr. Donald Davidson,
]Vanderbilt University professor and
i state chairman of the Tennessee Fedoration for Constitutional Governmeat, is improving from a recent heart
attack. Surely no Tennessean has
ever waged a more valiant campaign
for the canse of freedom against greater odds. The Volunteer State points
with pride to his patriotic service and
wishes him a speedy recovery.
bleMinnville--Rayford Davis, Edi’tar of the McMinnville Southern
:Standard has taken an editorial flap
! at television prodncers. He wrote that
they are "’deathly afraid to make anyone a villian in a play other than a
white Caucasian who has an AngloSaxon name."
"When a television drama cente~ its attention on gangsterism in
New York there is no reason why
the gangster should be named
Smith or Jones in all eases. The
great percentage of crime is not
committed by the Smiths and
Joneses. And this business of suppressing the truth and the ridiculous extent of appeasement to every
religious and racial minority has
reached the asinine stage."

t

Clinton -- Six Tennesseans, whose
defense is being financed by the FreeW. J. SIMMONS ..............................................................
donl Fnnd, l,le., have moved tn have
:ITIZEN S~ COUN CIL.~, ~’AC KSON, HI ~.
the U. S. Slq)reme Cuurt revicw their
cnnvictions far so-called contempt of
person should know. It serves as a medium of exchanging news CgUlrt in disorders which followed the
integration of Clinton highfrom one state to another, and keeping readers up to date on forced
school. Although tile six ~vere tile
important organizational matters. Above all, THE CITIZENS’
only ones convicted out of the uriginal
For the benefit of our new readers in North Carolina, and
COUNCIL is designed to keep your members interested in their 16 patriots, and even though the six
as a refresher course for our old friends and readers everywhere,
movement, and to ans~ver the one question that most often plagues were merely placed oil probatiun, they
that i)rinciple is involved. "File
a brief review of the nature and functions of the Citizens’ Councils
local officers xvhose groups do not subscribe to the paper--what feel
ch.rk of the U. S. Cuurt of Appeals,
of America seems timely.
~
ts our side doing?
Sixth Circuit, has }~’eu asked to prepare a recurd of l~roeeetliwgs, to be
Exactly three years ago, representatives of Citizens’ CounCITIZENS’ COUNCIL FORUM
cils and similar groups, which by that time had well-established Started in early 1957 as a local weekly TV program on WI,BTfih’d with the high cunrt.
Nashville--The l)avidson County
and responsible state associations, met in Ne~v Orleans to form
in Jackson, Miss., "CITIZENS’ COUNCfL FORUM is a project
Chapter of the TFCG was shtted to
an inter-state organization to coordinate the efforts of their
of the Educational Fund of the Citizens’ Councils. Last year, ithear an address from Dr. Rohert H.
separate states. The Citizens’ Councils of America resulted.became the radio and television service of the Citizens’ Councils White, Tennessee State Ilisturian.
State-wide organizations in all 11 of the former Confederate
Program planners said that l)r. White
of America. It is incorporated under the laxvs of Mississippi as a wouhl
from research he is dostates now participate.
non-profit educational organization and is financed entirely by ing for rpeak
a new book dealing with TenThe purpose of the Citizens’ Councils of America is thevoluntary contributions. The sole function of the Forum is the nessee and
the 14th Amendment. l)r.
preservation of the rights and liberties of the citizens of all theproduction and distribution of public-service programs on a na- Clyde Alley is county chairman.
states under the Constitution of our Republic.
tional scale.
Thnrman Sensing, executive vice
of the Southern States lnThe Citizens’ Councils of America is, strictly speaking, an asThe programs are 15-minute weekly public affairs discussions resident
ustrial Council, who resides in Nashsociation of associations. It is a slightly more formalized arrange-made available without cost to television and radio stations, ville
and writes a weekly column apment of an informal but practical working relationship that deschools and discussion groups.
pearing in nnmerons newspapers, reveloped among the Southern resistance leadership as early as Produced in Washington, each program features interviews cently wrote the following:
1955. It is a co-ordinating and planning agency’ for the various
"There is no doubt about the ef~vith well-known Senators or Congressmen discussing current
state associations. It is the logical extension of those state-~videissues. Subject matter covers a wide range of topics, and is based fectiveness of the Communists,
fellow travelers and dupes
groups, which have a similar relationship to it that local organizaon the necessity of maintaining our Constitutional form of gov- their
in the battle of public opinion.
tions have to their own state associations.
ernment and protecting the rights of states and individuals against
Patriots often are stymied in their
There are no individual members of the Citizens’ Cot,ncils
the encroachments of an increasingly-centralized and all-poxverful efforts on behalf of sound legislaby the fact that the leftwingers
of America. There are no local Councils having direct memberF ederal government. The series could well be described as a basic tion
have literally dozens of organizacourse
in
American
government,
combined
with
a
review
of
curship; direct representation or a direct relationship ~vith the Cititions that can mount letter and telezens Councils of America, except through their duly elected state
rent events and issues, and taught by the men elected by the
gram campaigns on the spur of the
associations. There are good and sound reasons for the orderly
moment. Conservatives are draspeople to make our laws.
uniformity such an arrangement provides in a movement of this Completely non-partisan and non-sectional, guest partici- tically under-organized for the tasks
they face.
magnitude.
pants include both" Democrats and Republicans, from all parts
"One resnh of this lack of conThe Citizens’ Councils of America is, under terms of itsof the nation. To date, more than 60 distinguished U. S. Senators servative organiz~ltion is that Amerieharter, prohibited from any attempt to direct or control any state
cans who work for a free economy or
and Representatives have appeared on the continuing series.
or local. Citizens’ Council or other organization as to any pro- Depending on important questions of the day, subjects dis- strict interpretation of the U. S. Constitution are vilified by leftwingers.
posed course of action. It does not have and may not assume
cussed include such matters as the Federal budget, and why it
"The American Bar Association
power or control of any kind over such local groups or members,
should be balanced; the importance of realizing that so-called report put it in this way: ’It is now
nor does it have or assume any responsibility for any act of any
Federal "grants" are really our own depreciated tax dollars sent an established fact that every instituCitizens’ Council or other organization or member thereof. This
back to us; the need for America to maintain its defenses against tion, every force, and every person
is simply a statement of reality as it exists with respect to anythe menace of global Communism; the legislative outlook inactively engaged in the forefront of
the defense of our country against the
voluntary group of private citizens, be it large or small, since
Congress; the propaganda campaign aimed at the South, and its rising menace of Communism bethey possess no legislative or police powers, but solely the po~vers
accompanying curtain of censorship which keeps the rest of the comes the target of attack and vilifiof persuasion and example.
nation uninformed about current conditions in our growing region; cation hy Communists, crypto-Commnnists, fellnw travelers, their stooges
The Citizens’ Councils of America stands ready to cooperate
and a host of other thought-provoking and fascinating ideas.
innocent bat beguiled persons.
with any and all truly sincere and patriotic individuals or groups Race relations are discussed frankly. On this and all other and"Let
me cite one example of this
with whom we share a community of interests in shaping our
subjects, each lawmaker is, of course, free to express his own sort of thing. A special committee of
destiny as free men.
views. The consensus of those who have appeared on past pro- the Tennessee Legislature has recentrecommended that tile charter of
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
grams seems to be that racial minorities are being used as pawns in ly
the Highlander Folk School at MontThis newspaper, THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, was establish-a cynical effort to centralize our society and coerce our people into eagle, Tenn., be rewlked. The comstated that the investigation it
ed in October, 1955, as the official publication of the Mississippi trading their precious birthrights of freedom for a totalitarian mittee
made, as anthorized by the Legisla"welfare
state."
Citizens’ Councils. In November, 1956, the Mississippi Execntive
ture, showed that for many years this
Committee offered the paper to the Citizens’ Councils of America, CITIZENS’ COUNCIL FORUM reaches a vast audience
"school" has been holding seminars
every week, from Alaska to Florida, and from New England tofor radical, labor and race agitators,
and it was adopted by the various participating state associations
California, as you will note in the program listings on page 3. that persons with long records of asas the official publication of the movement.
sociation with Communist fronts have
The paper is published by The Citizens’ Council, Inc., a non- . If ),our favorite station is not listed in our current log, ask attended this school and lectnred unprofit Mississippi corporation. Its business policies are controlledthe manager to contact us, or write us yourself, and we will send der its anspices, that it is one of the
him complete program information. We will be glad to send centers of agitation in the South. It
by the Mississippi Executive Committee, which is generally rewas quite proper, therefore, that its
audition films or tapes to interested broadcasters.
sponsible for the financial management of this office.
activities should have been probed,
Subscription rates have been established at $2 per year for These two projects--our newspaper and our TV-radio series but the legislative committee charged
this important task has been subsingle subscriptions and $1 yearly for members in groups of 50---both nationwide in scope, should give you some idea what the with
to the very sort of ’attack and
Citizens’ Councils of America are doing for YOU, to protectjeered
or more. This is iust sufficient to cover publication costs based
to which the Bar AsYOUR rights and liberties, and to spread the doctrine of true vilification’
on a large volume circulation.
sociation report refers."
Editor

Organizing For Victory

~

throughout our land.
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL has never missed an issue.Americanism
It
goes into every state in the Union and a number of foreign Many more projects could be listed, and their number is No Room For "Moderato"
countries.
growing daily. Space does not permit a discussion of each
Atlanta newspaper editor Ralph Meseparate function; but from the two examples cited above, it should
Editorial policy is broadly formulated by the Editorial Board
Gill has been denied the t, se of the
be
apparent
that
organization
is
the
key
to
victory.
listed on the masthead. Since each member of the board is a
Muskogee County, Ga., court house
leading official of his own state organization, and is experienced as An individual, standing alone, can aceomplish little. Even hit a speech in favor of racial integone state, however well-organized it may be, cannot function ration.
to his own local policies, the combined views of the Editorial
Mcg~ill--a self-proclaimed "modereffectively outside its borders. But a truly representative SouthBoard represent the leadership thinking of the movement.
ate"--was invited to Columbus, Ga.,
wide
organization,
such
as
the
Citizens’
Councils
of
America-THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL fulfills several needs. It serves
by the League of Women Voters.
by responsible citizens throughout our region--CAN
as a medium of communication from the South-wide leadership ~upported
to
The Muskogee County CommissionWIN this fight! We are winning it new--and with your support,ers denied the use of the c~ounty court
the general membership, and ~rom state leadership to their memvictory
will
come
all
the
soonerl
house for McGill’s speech.
bers. It provides factual information on developments that every
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Lincoln -- WPRC (1370 kc.) Wednesday 12:45 p.m.
Mattoon- WLBH (1170 kc.) Sunday 5:30 p.m.

TELEVISION
ALABAMA

MISSISSIPPI

Dotha~WTVY (TV) Channel 9,
Wednesday 10 p.m.
Montgomery -- WCOV-TV Channel
20, Sunday afternoon.

Columbus -- WCBI-TV Channel 4,
Friday 5:45 p.m.
Jackson -- WLBT (TV) Channel 3,
Sunday 3.45 p.m.
Jackson -- WJTV (TV) Channel 12,
Sunday 11:15 p.m.

ARKANSAS
Little ROCkmKATV (TV) Channel 7,
Monday 6:15 p.m.

MONTANA
Glendive -- KXGN-TV Channel 5,
Schedule not received.

ILLINOIS
Harrisburg m WSIL-TV Channel 3,
Monday 2:15 p.m.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Anderson -- WAIM-TV Channel 40,
Sunday 1:30 p.m.

LOUISIANA
Lafayette -- KLFY-TV Channel 10,
Schedule not received.
New Orleans m WVUE-TV Channel
13, Sunday 6 p.m.

VIRGINIA
Richmond---WTVR (TV) Channel 6,
Saturday 4:3(I p.m.

WYOMING

MINNESOTA
Duluth -- WDSM-TV Channel 6,
Sunday 10:15 a.m.

Casper--KSPR-TV Channel, 6 Schedule not received.

RADIO
Athens m WJOF (1000 ke.) Sunday
6 p.m.
Bay Minette -- WBCA (1150 kc.)
Saturday 2 p.m.
Dothan -- WDIG (1450 kc.) Wednesday 6:15 p.m.
Evergreen N WBLO (1470 kc.) Sunday 2 p.m.
Jackso~WTHG (1290 kc.), Saturday.
Russellville -- WWWR (920 kc.)
Tnesday 4:45 p.m.

ALASKA

ARIZONA
Bisbee- KSUN (1230 ke.) Sunday
8:30 p.m.
Safford -- KGLU (1480 ke.) Tuesday 5:45 p.m.

ARKANSAS
Benton -- KBBA (690 kc.) Thursday
7:35 a.m.
Helena ~ KFFA (1360 kc.) Monday 9 p.m.
Little Rock ~ KTHS (1090 ke.) Sunday 7:15 p.m.
Monticello--WHBM (1430 kc.) Sunday 5:10 p.m.

CALIFORNIA
El Centro -- KICO (1490 kc.) Saturday 8:15 p.m.
Needles---KSFE (1340 ke.) Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Ridgecrest -- KRCK (1360 kc.) Saturday 12 noon.

LOUISIANA
Homer -- KVHL (1320 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
Houma ~ KCIL (1490 kc.) Sunday
5:15 p.m.
Jonesville- KLEC (1480 kc.) St, nday 8:45 a.m.
Opelousas ~ KSLO (1230 kc.) Friday 6:30 p.m.
West Monroe -- KUZN (1310 kc.)
Saturday 12 noon.

MASSACHUSETTS

MISSISSIPPI

Avon Park -- WAUP (1390 kc.)
Schedule not received.
Crestview ~ WJSB (1050 kc.) Wednesday 8:45 a.m.
Daytona Beach ~ WDAT (1590 kc.)
Sunday 5 p.m.
Femandina Beach -- WFBF (1570
kc.) Schedule not received.
Live Oak--WNER (1250 kc.) Wednesday 5:45 p.m.
Kissimme~WRWB (1220 kc.) Schednle not received.
St. Augustine -- WFOY (1240 kc.)
Friday 8 p.m.

Sitka -- KIFW (1230 kc.) Monday
7:30 p.m.

Madisonville -- WFMW (730 kc.)
Friday 6:15 p.m.
Mayfield ~ WNGO (1320 kc.) Sunday 2:15 p.m.
Prestonsburg- WDOC (1310 kc.)
Sunday 1:15 p.m.
Vanceburg--WKKS (1570 kc.) Monday 2:15 p.m.
Whitesburg WTCW (920 kc.) Sunday 4:45 p.m.
Winchester -- WWKY (1380 kc.)
Snnday 10:45 a.m.

Westfield ~ WDE~,V (1570 kc.) Satnrday 5 p.m.

FLORIDA

ALABAMA

KENTUCKY

GEORGIA
Alma -- WCQS (1400 kc.) Schedule
not received.
Atlanta -- WAGA (590 kc.) Schedule not received.
Atlanta- WYZE (1480 kc.) Sunday
7 p.m.
Breme~WWCC (1440 kc.) Wednesday 1:30 p.m.
Calhoun -- WCCA (900 kc.) Thursday 3:15 p.m.
Cordele -- WMJM (1490 kc.) Schedule not received.
Covington -- WGFS (1430 kc.) Sat
urday 9:45 a.m.
Dalton ~ WRCD (1430 kc.) Saturday 7 a.m.
Griffin ~ WHIE (1320 kc.) Sunday
6 p.m.
Monroe -- WMBE (1490 ke.) Saturday 12:30 p.m.
Valdosta -- WGAF (910 kc.) Tuesday 7:30 p.m.
Winder- WIMO (1300 kc.) Monday 10:45 a.m.

Aberdeen ~ WMPA (1240 kc.) Friday 5:30 p.m.
Booneville ~ WBIP (1400 kc.) Nhmday 1:15 p.m.
Brookhaven ~ WJMB
(1340 kc.)
Wednesday 2:15 p.m.
Canton -- WDOB (1370 kc.) Thursday 10:00 a.m.
Clarksdale---WROX (1450 kc.) Monday 12:15 p.m.
Cleveland ~ WCLD (1490 kc.) Snnday 5:45 p.m.
Columbia -- WCJU (1450 kc.)
day 7:45 a.m.
Columbus -- WACR (1050 kc.) Friday 12 noon.
Forest ~ WMAG (860 kc.) Sunday
7:15 a.m.
Greenwood ~ WGRM (1240 kc.)
Monday 9:05 p.m.
Indianola m WNLA (1380 kc.) Sunday 1 p.m.
Iackson---WJDX (620 kc.) Saturday
12:45 p.m.
Kosciusko -- WKOZ (1350 kc.) Sunday 12 noon.
Louisville -- WLSM (1270 kc.) Saturday 12:45 p.m.

Macon -- WMBC (1400 kc.) Sunday
12:15 p.m.
MeComb -- WAPF (980 kc.) Saturday 8 a.m.
Natchez -- WMIS (1240 kc.) Sunday 3 p.m.
Newton ~ WBKN (1410 kc.) Tuesday 11:45 a.m.
Oxford--WSUH (1240 kc.) Sunday
1 p.m.
Philadelphia -- WHO(3 (1490 kc.)
Sunday 2:45 p.m.
Starkville -- WSSO (1230 kc.) Saturday 6:45 a.m.
Tupelo ~ WELO (1490 kc.) Sunday
12:30 p.m.
Tupelo ~ WTUP (1380 kc.) Sunday
8:15 a.m.
West Point -- WROB (1450 kc.)
Wednesday 6:15 p.m.
Winona -- WONA (1570 kc.) Sunday 12:30 p.m.
Yazoo City -- WAZF (1230 kc.
Thursday 12:30 p.m.

MISSOURI
Clinton -- KDKD (1280 kc.) Schedule not received

MONTANA
Glendive -- KXGN (14IX) kc.) Schedule not received.

NEBRASKA
Chadron -- KCSR (1450 kc.) Sunday 2 p.m.
lloldrege -- KUVR (1380 kc.) Schedule nnt rcccived.

NEW YORK
Jamestuwn---WJTN (1240 kc.) Tuesday 8:15 p.m.

NORTH CAROLINA
Albemarle--WZKY (1580 kc.) Saturday 9:45 a.m.
Kinston -- WISP (1230 kc.) Sunday
9:45 a.m.
Lexington--WBUY (1440 kc.) Wednesday 7 p.m.
Reidsville -- WREV ( 1220 kc.) Wednesday 1 p.m.
Washington ~ WOOW (1340 kc.)
Wednesday 1:45 p.m.

OHIO
Chillicothe~WBEX (1490 kc.) Sunday 6:45 p.m.
Dover -- WJER (1450 kc.) Sunday
9:45 p.m.
Massilon -- WTIG (990 kc.) Sunday
12:30 p.m.

The Truth For A Change!

Canon City -- KRLN (1400 kc.)
Tuesday 5:45 p.m.
Greeley ~ KFKA (1310 kc.) Thursday 6:30 p.m.

PENNSYLVANIA
Altoona ~ WRTA (1430 kc.) Satur, (lay 6:15 p.m.
Williamsport ~ WLYC (1050 ke.)
Sunday 6:15 p.m.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Belton ~ WIIPB (1390 kc.) Stmday
12:15 p.m.
Bennettsville -- WBSC (1550 kc.)
Saturday 5:45 p.m.
Florence -- WJMX (970 kc.) Saturday 6:15 p.m.
Greenville -- WMUU (1260 kc.)
Schedule not recciw.d.
Lancaster -- WLCM ( 1360 kc.) Sunday 6:15 p.m.
Laurens ~ ~VLBG (860 kc.) Sunday
1:05 p.m.
Orangeburg ~ WDIX ( 1150 kc.)
Saturday 7 p.m.
Sumter ~ WSSC ~1340 kc.) Satur(lay 4>15 p.m.

SOUTII DAKOTA
Mobridge--KOLY (1300 kc.) Wednes(lay 4 p.m.

TENNESSEE
Crossville ~ WAE~V (1330 kc.) Satt~r(lay 11 a.m.
Mnnchester ~ WMSR (1320 kc.)
Sttn(lay 1:30
Milan ~ WKBJ (1600 k(’.) Sunday
3 p.m.
Mudreesboro -- WGNS (1450 kc.)
Sunday 9 p.m.
Spa~a ~ WSMT (1050 kc.) Friday
1 p.m.
Uninn City ~ WTUC (1580 kc.)
Sitturday 8:30 it.in., Sunday 1:45
p.m.
Winchester -- WCDT (1340 kc.)
Sunday 5:45 p.m.

TEXAS
Atlanta -- KALT (900 kc.) Friday
2:45 p.m.
Brownsville ~ K BOR (1600 kc.)
Tuesday 8
Ca~hage -- KCAS (1590 kc.) Snnday 12:45
Edinburg- KURV (710 kc.) Sunday 9:30 p.m.
Gainesville -- KGAF (1580 kc.) Snnday 5:15 p.m.
Ke~it -- KERB (600 kc.) Saturday
5 p.m.

Little[ieid -- KVOW (1490 kc.) Saturday 4:30 p.m.
Pasadena -- KRCT (650 kc.) Sunday 12:45 p.m.
Shamr~k--KEVA (1580 kc.) Schedule not recvived.

VIRGINIA

Coeur D’Alene -- KVNI (1240 kc.)
Sunday 4 p.m.

Falls Church ~ WFAX (1220 kc.)
Sunday 12:3(I p.m.
Fredericksburg ~ WFVA ( 1230 kc.)
Saturday 7 p.m.

ILLINOIS
Beileviile -- WIBV (1260 kc.) Sat-

Gluuce~ter -- WDDY (1420 kc.)
Sunday 12:45 p.m.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, urday 4:45 p.m.
Washington area -- WFAX (1220
kc.) Snnday 12:30 p.m.

McAlester -- KTMC (1400 kc.) Sunday 5:15 p.m.

Levelland -- KLVT (1230 kc.) Sunday 12:45 p.m.

IDAHO

COLORADO

OKLAHOMA
Enid -- KCRC (1390 kc.) Monday
6:30 p.m.

Danville ~ WITY (980 kc.) Friday
6:45 p.m.

Nor[olk -- WLO~V (1400 kc.) Sche(lule not rec,.ivcd.
Richmond~VMBG (1380 kc.) Sunday 10 p.m.

SUBSCRIBE NOW

South Boston -- WIlI,F
Sunday 5:45 p.m.
Virginia Beach -- WBOF ~ lfl(~) kc.)
Sunday 3:15 p.m.

Citizens’ Councils
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
[] For One Year ............................................ $2.00

WASHINGTON
Pullman -- KOFE (1150 kc.) Monday 12:45 p.m.

(Please Print)

Y~i~ -- KIMA (1460 kc.) Saltday 8:15 p.m.
Address

WEST VIRGINIA
State

...I

CITIZEN~a~ COUNCIL/,.TACI(:~:)NeM I$$.

New Ma~insvill~WE~ (1~0 kc.)
Sunday 3 p.m.
Pa~ersburg -- WCEF (1050 kc.)
~ur~ay
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Special North Carolina Edition
Goes To Big Mailing List

THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL

Members

April, 1959

Defenders Plan April Rally;
Hugh Grant To Be Speaker

(continued from p. 1)
"If you believe in racial segregaTHE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL is COUNCIL. A convenient c o u p o n tion, States’ Bights and Constitutional
Hugh Grant, former United States fact that State sovereignty is not yet
publishing this special North Carolina will be found on page 3 for this
rnment, then we invite you to
issue in cooperation with the North purpose.
me a member of our organization. Minister to Albania and Thailand, will’ dead, is very much alive. It could
Carolina Defenders of States’ Bights.
Unless we are willing to fight to pre- speak to the North Carolina Defend- turn the tide."
You will find every month on these serve
Readers will be interested to know
our Southern and democratic ers of States’ Bights at a dinner meet- Reservation cards for the dinner
that copies of this issue are being
society, then the NAACP and the ing and rally on Wednesday, April 29, meeting are $3 per person and may
gmeS
information
that
is
not
available
other sources. In addition to Communist Party and their "liberal’ at the Sir Walter hotel in Raleigh. be obtained by writing the North
mailed to 35,000 individuals in the
Grant is known throughout the na- Carolina Defenders of States’ Rights,
"Tar Heel" state. These include all specific articles providing the ammu- and left-wing adjuncts will bring
members of the North Carolina De- nition of facts we all need to be efus a mongrel society, neither tion as a. stalwart proponent of the P.O. Box 1613, Raleigh, N.C.
fective
in
the
fight
for
States’
Bights
whieUpotn
fenders of States’ Bights, former memnor truly colored, along with preservation of States’ Rights an d
Dinner will be served at 7:00 p.m.
bers of the Patriots of North Carolina, and Bacial Integrity, THE CITI- an authoritarian dictatorship. We are racial integrity. In a recent speech Grant’s address will be at 8:00 p.m.
ZENS’
COUNCIL
brings
you
the
members of the legislature, newsopposed to these things. We can use in Atlanta, he proposed that "the The address will be open to the pubpaper editors, broadcasters, members basic organizational news that is so your help. Let us preserve our races time has come for the officials of our lic, without admission charge.
States to assert boldly and with forthof college boards and other distin- vital to our movement.
and our system of free enterprise."
(Editor’s Note -- North Carolina
guished groups.
(Editor’s Note--North Carolina rightness, in court and out of court,
So, fill in the subscription coupon
We invite every one of the 35,000 now, if you will, and let us start THE readers will find a Membership that the State has the constitutional readers will find a reservation form
right to separate the races within its on page 3 of this issue. Defenders
North Carolinians who will read this CITIZENS’ COUNCIL coming to Application form on poge 4 of this
boundaries, if it chooses to do so." officials urge that these forms be
issue to subscribe to THE CITIZENS" you regularly.
issue.)
The Defenders have already be- He added, "it would serve to alert the returned promptly, to insure adecome an active force in the bathe to people of the entire Nation to the quate t/me for processing requests,)
maintain Southern principles. A resolution recently sent to all Members
of Congress states, in part:
"We are of the ooinlon that the
hard-core members of the m-called
_We trust that members of the North
One of the chief problems facing ’Civil Bights’ group are not conCarolina Defenders of States’ Bights any large organization or movement cemed about the ’Civil Rights’ of
will now regard THE CITIZENS" is that of systematic communication anybody. We believe that these
COUNCIL as their very own paper, with its members at a price that will pleas are a smoke ~reen and a
The NAACP is trying to triple its
as do multiplied thousands of mem- not bankrupt the treasury. If ~,o,ur lever for their insidious work.
membership in North Carolina during
J. Francis Pohlhaus, legal counbers of Citizens’ Councils, States’ members do not receive regumny "Tde are of the considered opinion 1959.
sel to the Washington Bureau HI
Rights Councils and similar organiza- thought-provoking, interesting a n d that their primary objective is to deThe drive, which began in Feb- the
NAACP said April 3 that the
stroy the powers of the States to protions throughout the South.
readable material from their move- teet their citizenry against a highly- mary, has a goal of 25,000 new mem- organization is now turning its atLocal chapters of the North Caro- ment, they will lose interest.
bers for the NAACP in the Tarheel
tention and its legal guns on North
centralized and ruthless central gnv- State.
lina Defenders are invited to particiYet, few if any local organizations
Carolina.
pate in our group subscription plan, are equipped with the trained per- ernment, in essence a police state, to
North Carolina NAACP president
be
run
by
themselves
and
their
Corn=
"If you have been successful in
Kelly
Alexander
of
Charlotte
claims
specially devised so that every single sonnel, the facilities, the sources of
one state, it’s only natural to turn
member of your chapter will receive information, the circulation or the munist-favoring Court and the in- the state organization now has 13,000
terests they represent, through a Gesyour attention to another," said
the paper regularly.
finances to publish an adequate paper tapo FBI with the Armed Forces at members.
Pohlhaus, obviously referring to
Under the group plan, the paper is themselves.
(Editor’s Note ~ Even if the
favorable decisions h a n d e d the
mailed from our office direct to each That’s why T H E CITIZENS’ their disposal, in a Socialist state membership campaign is successNAACP in several Virginia integbrought about with the aid of corn~pt ful, and 38,000 North Carolina
member of the group, at a cost of just
COUNCIL was established--to serve labor bosses and the Union-controlled Negroes fall victim to the NAACP’s
ration cases.
$1 a year per member.
Citizens’ Councils of America, our: vote of an electorate that they would sales pitch, the NAACP would still
"There is some speculation that
Local organizations all over the the
we are stepping up activities in
South usually allocate a dollar of each Southwide organization, as the offi- compel by Federal Law to belong to represent something under 4 per
cent of the state’s Negro population
North Carolina," he added.
member’s dues for the paper. The cial ~oublication for members and Unions and pay Union dues that
would be used in influencing elec- of 1,047,353.
secretary sendsusa
list of the mem- friends everywhere.
tions,
and
to
vote
according
to
the
Since Negroes make up only 26
bers, with their mailing addresses and
Four years of organizational exof c~orrupt labor whips, or
remittance at $1 each. That’s all. We perience have proved that securing a direction
~aer
cent
of North
Carolina’s
State NAACP field secret:~ry Medbe
deprived
of
the
right
to
work.
tlon,
it would
seem
logicalpoputhat
do the rest, and each member of the group subscription to its official paper
.."Current history seems to make
white organizations dedicated to gar (Mau Mau) Evers announced a
group gets his own copy of the paper is the first and most important step
the maintenance of Southern princi- membership drive beginning April 1,
every month.
any local Council or chapter can take. this only too apparent. This, effected, is Communism in America
Ides should set their sights on a with the goal of signing up 1,500
without the Russians having fired
goal of 100,000 members or more-- members for the Jackson branch.
However, Evers himself seemed to
a shot.
or three times as many members as
concede cynically that the goal was
"All of this looks as though it could the NAACP.)
be a precx, nceived Commnnist-inspirA somewhat less ambitious, al- optimistically high. He informed
ed master plan, with the left-wing though more unlikely, gual was set by newsmen the public will not be tohl
labor-radical-Sc~.ialists directing the
of the drive’s success or failure, since
Police officials in Detroit are learn- Heidt conceded that a number of political interests, the legislative pro- the Jackson, Miss., NAACP branch.
NAACP membership figures in Mising that even a little mixing can stir Detroit policemen had resigned from gram, and the iudicial decrees. What
sissippi are kept secret.
things up.
the force.
(Editor’s Note--From all indicaconld be a more effective plan for abl~, led and skillfully advised."
"A present justice of the U. S.
Detroit’s white police officers went
"Officers have moved to such preparing our conntry for a Socialist
tions, the "secret" NAACP Missison a ticket-writing strike during the places as Alaska, Arizona and Cali- dictatorship or for subiection to Com- Supreme Court has been its legal ad- slppi membership files shouldn’t
first five days of March, id protest
visor and brief writer," Lake added. make too big a lump in anybody’s
fornia," Heidt admitted. "A i o t
munism?
"It is financed not by hat-passing col- mattress. The NAACP itself claims
against the assignment of 10 Negro of them move because of t heir
"These
men
must
be
stopped.
We
lections, but by huge donations from only ~6,775 members in a six-state
policemen to formerly all-white squad health."
will not be deceived by their ’Civil foundations of great wealth.
Ca1" CreWS.
Detroit’s population is about 25 per Rights’ mouthings. ’Ultra-liberals’ of
Southern region including Missis"It will not be easy to defeat an
During the slowdown, only a hand- cent Negro. This would mean about both major political parties, knowingsippi, Georgh, Florida, Tennessee,
enemy so entrenched and supplied
ful of traffic tickets were written, as 500,000 Negroes in the city.
North Carolina and South Carolina.
ly or unknowingly, are aiding and and so determined to destroy us,
compared with the thousands issued
And p o lice officials are patting abetting in this scheme.
Subtracting the 13,000 claimed
but to appease it is impossible and
normally.
North Carolina members leaves
themselves on the back b e c a u s e,
"It is time for patriotic Amer/cans
to yield to it is to betray our chilThe order from Detroit police through use of coercion and outright
only 13,775 for the other five states
dren into a horror from which there
commissioner Herbert W. Hart to economic pressure, they have accom- to wake up and stand for their into divvy up. And its’ doubtful if
is no escape whatsoever."
end ~¢gregation in police patrol plished the integration of 22 of the alienable fights guaranteed by the
Mississippi has more than a thouConstitution. The hour is late."
cars was opposed by virtually all city’s patrol cars.
Lake concluded, "We are the de- sand or two NAACP members.
the city’s white law officers. SeeDefenders headquarters reports that scendants of men and women who
This would seem to indicate that
(Editor’s Note -- We wonder
blood, sweat and tears and prayers the Jackson branch has a present
ret protest meetings were held to
how long it will be until the vocal a number of Senators and Congress- by
built
this
country,
made
it
the
world’s
men
replied
favorably
to
the
resolumembership of between 100 and
"liberals" call upon Detroit’s politis~eStrategy for the ticket-writing
great hope and gave us our Anglo- 250~if that big. So they’re trying
cal hierarchy w i th demands for tion.
Saxon
heritage.
With
the
help
of
Cod,
Commissioner Hart, concerned be- "massive integration" of the police
to increase their membership hereIn a recent address to a Defenders
cause the I0 Negroes weren’t accept- forte. As a role, police officers in rally at Yanceyville, N. C., a promi- the courage, endurance and faith of abouts at least sixfold. No wonder
our
fathers,
we
can
possess
our
ed by their white "partners," ordered the North, who by virtue of their nent Raleigh attorney, Dr. I. Beverly
they’ll be ashamed to admit the
his men to "obey or quit.’" Quite a duties have the best opportunity
Lake, called the U. S. Supreme Promised Land. We need not retreat results!
into
the
wilderness
to
which
the
few chose the second alternative.
Which once again bears out our
to become acquainted with Negro Court’s Black Monday decision "an
NAACP and the Warren Court would contention that the best way to
The race-mixing drive moved into residents of their communities, are evil and deadly thing."
drive
us.
Let
us
march
forward
to
a new phase April I, as sen/or insl~c- among the-most outspoken advobeat ’em is also the simplest--OUTLake also called the NAACP a
tor Arthur Heidt annonnced plans to cates of racial segregation.
NUMBER ’EMI)
"foreign invader" in North Carolina, victory."
integrate the crews of 12 more scout
whose "announced purlmse is to
We
wonder
if,
in
addition
to
the
cars.
"I think the boys have seen the white-colored squad ear combina- destroy the foundation ulxm which
light," Heidt said when asked if new tion, Detroit’s mixed cops were or- our social structure rests."
Many chnrches and religious lead- The three Baptist groups represent
The NAACP is "a powerful, dangerprotests were anticipated. "We had dered to make arrests on an "equal"
basis. Do they now have quotas, ous foe -- not a handful of white ers have stated their belief in segre- a membership of around 1½ million.
that little trouble early in March
demanding the apprehension of one crackpots or misled Negroes in North gation of the schools, despite the
In Alabama, the Alabama-W e s t
but that was a spontaneous thing.
for integration taken b~ the Florida Methodist Conference’s Board
We don’t expect it will occur again." white for each Negro criminal ar- Carolina," Lake said, but "a smooth- stand
National
Council
of
Churches.
rested?)
functioning,
fulltime
organization
of
Lay Activities has urged the church
While denying that any disciplinary
In Atlanta, ,53 ministers have sign- to continue segregation practices
action was taken against officers who
ed a manifesto labeling racial "without compromise or deviation."
protested the March integration move
integration of schools as "satanic,
A group of church women in Vicksunc~onstitutional and one of the main burg,
Miss., are obiecting to the proAlford Draws Big Crowd
objectives of the Communist Party."
On behalf of the editorial board and staff of THE CITIZENS’
The manifesto was presented by integration propaganda and one-world
At Yazoo City Rally
ideologies appearing in national
COUNCIL, your editor is most happy to welcome a new member Rev. W. T. Hays, president of the church publications. "The sad fact,"
Rep. Dale Alford (D-Ark.), won to our board, the distinguished president of the North Carolina Evangelical Christian Council, an or- the women’s statement notes, "is that
ganization of some 70 ministers forma standing o v a t i o n following his
church members arc:
ed in January to "give Bible-believ- many innocent
speech to the Yazoo City, Miss., Ci- Defenders of States’ Rights, Rev. James P. Dees.
following these false teachers
"Jimmy," as we call him, is providing courageous and elo- ing conservatives a voice and agency blindly
tizens’ Council meeting March 30.
and preachers."
Dr. Alford assailed the "left-wing quent leadership in a state that is in the front lines of the fight. through which we may .speak and:
Warren Supreme Court," and main- He is an Episcopal minister, serving as rector of Trinity Church work nnitedly.’"
Of course, there is still activity by
The signers quoted several passages "social gospel" integrationists in the
talned that States’ Rights is the real
from the Bible in support of their ch,rches, t~m. In Atlanta, the Dn|id
issue for which the South is fighting. in Statesville, N. C.
In these days when so many are chasing false sociological stand.
Hills Presbyterian Church, has voted
"The segregation-integration issue
is only part of it," said Dr. Alford. gods, it is most heartening to see a man of Jimmy Dees" stature
Three Jacksonville, Fla., ministers to admit Negroes, but on a segregated
"The maintenance of States Rights answering the patriotic call to duty.
carried to the White Hon.~ petitions basis. Dr. Thomas A. Fry., Jr., pastor
signed by thousands of Baptists pro-i of the 1,edl0-member church, said that
is the main issue. We are fighting
Welcome aboard, Jimmy.
testing against attempts at integration; the action was in keeping with oolicies
totalitarian socialism. We are the
We also take this opportunity to welcome two other new edi- of schools in the South.
~ of the Southern Preshytcrian Churc’h.
real patriots."
Dr. Alford said the Communist and torial advisors, Farley Smith, who ~oined us last month to repsocialistic influences that have en- resent South Carolina in place of B. A. Graham, and John Gartered our country have enabled the rett, who replaces Willie Rainach for Louisiana.
Supreme Court to act as a "third
Farley is a member of one of South Carolina’s most dishouse of Congress" and rewrite the
Constitution.
tinguished families. The son of former U.S. Senator "Cotton Ed"
"We are not haters," he said, "we l Smith, Farley is eloquent and full of the drive it takes to do the
are on the positive side. The real job.
radicals are the ones who w o u I d
Willie Rainaeh has provided capable leadership of the highest
change us overnight."
All of Mississippi’s top political order in the crucial formative years of the Louisiana Council
figures were on the platform with movement. He recently resigned as president to spread the work
Rep. Alford, including all three of
the candidates for governor, two can- around, but will remain active in the movement.
John Garrett, his successor, is a dynamic and forceful leader
dictates for lieutenant governor, and
many others.
in the legislature and in the Councils, where the two have spearAfford was introduced by Rep. John headed Louisiana’s fight.
Bell Williams (D-Miss.), who called
We look forward to much fruitful labor with our new colhim "a symbol of the cause for which
leagues.
we fightY
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South Unites To Resist Mixers
Hewark, H. J.-=

Washington Mourners’ Bench

Negro
Problem
Grows

SEN.
PAUL
DOU~oLAS

Another Northern city is finding
out that it has a race problem.
Newark, New Jersey, feeling itself
in the middle of a racial change and
not knowing what to do about it,
decided to spend 833,500 for a yearlong survey of population trends and
public attitudes.
They found that one out of every
three of their citizens was a Negro,
an increase of 108 per cent over the
figures in the 1950 census.
The New York Times, in typical
New York Times dictionary phraseology, said "it appears that the pervasive aura among whites in the
realm of interpersonal contacts with
Negroes is one of acceptance at a
distance."
The report states that "White residents who live in neighborhoods with
few or no Negroes tend to display
a greater preiudice against Negroes
and to give expression to more intense attitudes of discrimination.
"The white people in Newark on
the whole," the report continues, "appear unprepared to make any emotional investment in a relationship
with Negroes."

"State, Leaders Join
To Testify gainst
All C-R Force Bills
Congress has been told in no uncertain terms that the South
is NOT going to integrate, regardless of hosv many so-called
"Civil Rights" bills are passed.
Southern leaders flocked to Washington during the past several weeks, in Dixie’s first sustained attack on left-wing "Civil
Rights" proposals.
Governors, Congressmen, attorneys, iudges and private citizens all told Congressional committees that passage of any misnamed "Civil Rights" legislation would be not only unnecessary,
but also useless.

It was the first time tha(" ....
through their Congress are the founSoutherners have appeared en dation
of law and though the Court
masse to oppose such legisla- has manufactured some supreme
tion. During previous y ears, stories at the top, they coutinue to
House and Senate committees fall around their feet for want of
have heard only from such pres- ~roper
foondation.
Like allmen,
the king’s
orses and
all the king’s
all of
sure groups as the ACLU, UAW, these Civil Rights proposals and all
ADA and NAACP, as well as the Congress cant ~ut Humpty
from assorted Northerners who l)umpty together again.
Congress were to adjourn
sought to make political hay by for"If10the
years, the Ncgro in Snnth
inserting pious pronouncements Carolina" would continue to receive
of "brotherhood" into the Rec- excelh’nt education--his vntiug rights,
his civil rights, his constitution:d
ord.
rights. But, on the other hand, if

But this spring, the South was the Congress fails to meet aml in
ready. Against the race-mixers’ the next 10 years fails to regtdate
line-up of lobbyists, haranguers, hthor violence, wr are lost.
"The Attorney’ (:eneral should stat~
paid "witnesses" a n d assorted
the laws lit’ now has at
do-gooders, all of whom pleaded (,nforcnlg
hand and (lUll tr)’in~ 1o play pnlilics
for more anti-South force leg- ,,villi ulinoritv and raelal grollpS,
"The real lruth is lhal thlnklng
islation, a solid line of top Sonthern leaders paraded to the stand leaders of hoih races in the South
(Editor’s Note ~ And we can "THIS’LL BE GOOD FOR 5 HILLION VOTES"
to cnndemn all such proposals.
imagine the s h o c k of Jerseyites
Southern spokesmen m a de it
when they’re called on to make
eomplished,
plain that the people of the South
an "emotional investment" in Negroes. How can they? Their poll.will never accept racial integration, regardless of an y Federal
ticians an d agitators have "emopredictions of psychologists, soci,tonally invested" t h e m half to
laws on the subject. They pointed
ologisis and special interest groups)
death, until they’re now "emoout that a n y Federal legislation
despite the heavy pressure of the
,tonally bankrupt" from shedding
might
hurt
Negroes
more
than
A recent editorial in the Dallas in those exclnsive Washington neigh- whites, since whites would be betnational leadership of both politicrocodile tears over Dixie’s down- Morning
News describes "an amusing borhoods, the same officials, no donbt,
cal parties, despite the millions of
trodden darkies.
spectacle of Yankee hypocrisy- the who are trying to change living habits ter able to operate private school
dollars expended for a i r b o r n e
systems.
And
they
cited
again
and
civil rights hearings in New York of the South.
troops, hearings, court proceedings
It’s funny to see the reaction
again
countless
legal
arguments
City."
"Jackie (Robinson) tried to orand what have you, only 165 colwhen the chickens come home to
showing
plainly
that
Congress
has
Negroes, Puerto gleans and Jews anize a non-profit housing project
ored children have been integrated
roost. Wonder how the NAACP
no
power
to
act
in
this
field,
got on the stand and spilled their or Negroes in New York City. City
in the schools of 10 states in the
can explain to Newark’s puzzled
A
Honse
Judiciary
Subcommittee
townspeople just why their Negro minority beans about discrimination officials denied him the sort of tax (composed entirely of Northerners) i last five years.
in
the
North.
The
hearings
were
abatement
offered
other
nonprofit
neighbors don’t all speak the King’s
has concloded six weeks of hearingsI "In Arkansas there have been 78;
North Carolina
Tcnnesscc
44;
English in Oxford accents, the way called by the President’s Civil Rights honsing.
on the scores of bills hearing "Civil Virginia
30. In the13;
other
six Suuthern
Commission.
"A
witness
for
New
York’s
Puerto
they seem to on TV and in the
Rights" hihels. Testimony is s ii 11
Here
are
some
of
the
"disgt,
sted
Ricans
said,
’VCe
don’t
create
the
magazines? How will they be able
heard by a Senate committee, states, Sonth Carolina, Georgia, Florcomplaints of minorities who are be- slums, we are the victims of them.’ being
Alabama,
Mississippi
and Lonisto explain the "equality" of the
with more Son,bern opposition slatedl ida,
liana,
there has
hecn no integration.
He
criticized
Former
President
Harry
ginning
to
realize
that
politieans
have
colored citizenry who see fit (as is
to appear this month.
Trnman
for
running
on
a
strong
civil
their right) to dress their children played them for suckers and that rights platform in 1.948, then doing
Here, in condensed fonu, are high- The Southern Negro knows lie i~
the hest e(hlca/ion aml the
in rags and dine on moldy sowbelly human nature is the same every- nothing about it.
lights
of Sonthern testin,~ony available ~etting
where."
as
recorded
in
the
Dallas
whilst commuting to Harlem in
h est opportunity on an indivi(hlal
at press time:
"Bnt
read
your
papers
the
next
newspaper:
basis. We are denying him nothing
the latest-model limousine ~ airERNEST F. HOLLINGS
"In Washington, for instance, it few months carefully," the Morning
on account nf his race and we will
conditioned, of course.
Governor of South Carolina
was revealed that Jews are ex- News advises, "You will hear Northgive him nothing nn account of his
"Good
race
relations
are
created
cluded
from
renting
or
owning
in
ern
Senators
shed
four-hit
tears
on
And most of all, how will they
race.
and
can
only
be
created-by
umterCapitol
Hill
about
Southern
treat15
neighborhoods.w/thin
a
4-mile
explain why ~ if everybody’s so
"So-called Civil Rights legislation
stamling, tolerance anti respect. But
ment of the Negro.
cotton-pickin’ "equal" -- why you
radius of the White House -- the
such as you have before yell will
good
race
relations
can
be
disturbed
same
White
House
which
sent
Fed"When
you
witness
the
hypocrisy
just can’t sell a house ff the black
drive deeply the shaft of division
eral troops into Little R o c k to and reflect on the tears, remember by law, and today we have only to into the national b<My. Snch hills
cloud of blight is within sniffing
look
to
Little
Rock
to
see
its
destn~cdictate
school
conditions
of
that
the
true
words
uttered
by
John
Randistance?)
would hnrt nut domestic and internaSouthern city.
¯
dolph of ’tHe Commonwealth of Vir- tion by the so-called law of the land. tional effort~. They will hurt everyThe final part of the survey is to
"According to the New York Times, ginia: ’I believe in justice---but not "In South Carolina, despite some one, the white and the Negro alike.
minor setbacks, the races continue to
be made available in June. It will many high government officials live in equality.’"
~live in peace and harmony with
inelnde recommendations to the city
MILI.ARD CALDWELL
mutual respect. In our schools, peace
on ways to "eliminate the major
Former Governor of Florida aml
patrols the schCml corridors; nnlike
sources of intergroup misunderstandformer Federal Civil Defense
New York, we do not need armed
ins and prejudice."
Administrator:
guards. The Negroes of nut State
"In considering th(’ wisdnm of proBut while the North is confronted
feel as all of ns feel--that schools
with the problem, the South is getare intended for education and not pnscd Civil Rights h:gislation, it is
tins relief.
integration or social experimentation. necessary that we take nur thinking
"The state of simplicity of thinkReality has finally caught up with
"What is happening is obvious out of the political sandbncket and
Cities listed in the April ~0th edito all Americans. The Court has examine the nver-all problem of pretion of "U. S. News and World Re- syndicated columnist Robert C. Ruark. ing am o ng the maiority of the
goofed. In their zeal to pioneer in serving America ;is a free nation.
As an author whose sympathies were tn’besmen must be seen to be be[atonP°irt"
as having
loss in Negro
pop,,- divided between white settler and lieved, even today.
"Although the free world leaderthe field of human rights the iussince
1950a inchide
Jackson,
"I am 100 per cent for democracy, rices have disobeyed the law for
ship has been thrust upon this
Miss., Birmingham, Ala., Winston- Mau Mau native terrorist in "SomeSalem, N. C., Montgomery, Ala., thing of Value," Ruark displayed an but you have to have somebody to judges. Rather t h a n being the country and we have assumed that
responsibility, it does not follow,
Memphis, Tenn., Columbia, S. C., almost childlike idealism. But comes mind the store, somebody to count heroes they thought they would be,
the potatoes, somebody to be on
they have incurred the wrath of
if the important political people
Atlanta, Ga., Charlotte, N. C., Hous- now tl~e dawn.
of the nation continue to indulge
Several trips to Africa and several the cops.
everyone.
ton, Tex., and Tampa, Fla.
"Africa by Africans has accomplishtheir propensities for thought con""The American B a r Association,
&s the report puts it, "The defi- ,iears
of
native
agitation
later,
Ruark’s
beralism seems to have been over- ed very little on its own---in agricul- t h e Association of State Supreme trol and police state legislation, that
nite trend is toward a rising propor- come
we either can or will function long
by the "White man, scramI" ture, government, or administration-- Court Justices, the State’s Attorney
tion of Negroes in the population of speeches of Kenya’s chief agitator, until first the Arab and then the General’s Association, the Association in that capacity.
Northern cities; a declining propor- To~ Mboya.
white man arrived, and only recently. i of Secretaries of State and leading "I am sure that, as responsible
tion in populations of many Southern
"They can kick the white man it, fists have all condemned the Court. Americans, you are greatly concerned
In a recent column, Ruark quotes
cities,"
author Stuart Gloete as saying: "The out, of course, and the~ quarrel Even the Civil Rights Commissioners for the future. In your evaluation
African’s problem is not how to get happily among themselves and steal are throwing up their hands in de- of present day conditions you mnst
spair.
rid of the white man, but what to do
have reached the inevitable conclu"’Comes now the President and At- sion that we are now engaged in the
without him after he leaves.
kro~ loose
eachconcept
or)mr,of
~ =Chr~iOt~
SHO’ NUF?
democratic difference of thinking. torney General asking the Congress m~jor war of all time. And you
’~be ’educated" Afrlcaa doesn’t
Observation of the month: If white want to lift anything heavier than
"There used to be a cynical saying to bnild into the law a respect for h a v e undoubtedly identified t h e
socialites don’t stop marrying
among the Kenya settler: "Give an the Court and its disobedience of enemy as a combination of the Soviet
a
.peLncil
or
dirtier
than
a
fountain
groes, before long they’ll have to
African a job and heql soon finish the law. They want the Congress Union and the misguided left-wing
change the name of "Who’s Who" to Then Ruark reviews the multiplici- the tools."
not as a t~-~lual branch of govern- ’liberals’ here at home.
"Who I)at!"
ty of tribes, each with their own cus’What is not entirely true, but if ment with the Court, but to be its
"We all know that the Soviets
Also, we understand a well-known toms, supers~tions, and taboos, which the Mboyas and Nkrnmahs i n m p hatchetmen.
have proclaimed their intention to
headlong
into
unsupervised
"freedom’
"’The
justices
learn
now
a
simple
minority group is planning a drive to must be welded together if even one
destroy democracy generally a n d
take Aunt Jeminm’s picture off the African colony were to function as from white supervision, a lot of tools law of physics. A legal structure, democracy in America in particular.
~re
going
to
be
finished
before
the
like
any
other
structure,
must
be
pancake flour, or at least lighten her a republic. "Even in one small state,
We know alto that the Kremlin, haytip by several tones. Gotta keep in Kenya, it would be an almost imix~- ob’s done--say a hundred tears from built from the foundation up, not
from
the
top
down.
The
people
(See TESTIFY, p~ 3)
row, but never tomorrow.
sible task," he conclndes.
step with the times, you know.

New York C=R Hearings Called
"Amusing Spectacle of Hypocrisy"

g

Africans Not Ready To Govern Selves,
’Liberal’ Writer Finally Admits
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Gallimore, who said:
Second Class Mail Privileges &uthoeized at Jacksoa. Missi~s!ppl
"’Our furefathers had the courage
and integrity to restore civilization to
EDITORIAL BOARD
our section o[ the tx~untry following
ALABAMA
WALTER C. GIVHAN ........................................
the War Between the States, and
Chairman, Citizens’ Counclils of Alabama
we can ill afford to lessen our efARKANSAS
BOBEBT E. BROWN ..............................................
forts to maintaio our cherished freeDirector, States’ Rights Council of Arkansas
doms."
FLORIDA
DR. GEORGE A. DOWNS ..................................
Gallimore declared that "the SuExecutive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Florida
preme Court can and probably will.
B. CARTER PITTMAN ........................................ GEORGIA
unless curbed, strike down laws proPresident, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
hibiting inter-racial marriages. UnJOHN S. GABRETT ............................................ LOUISIANA
less the people rebel through the
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
ballot box, it is believed our nation
ROBERT B. PATTERSON ................................. MISSISSIPPI
is headed fu r bankn~ptcy, defeat,
Executive Secretary, Citizens" Councils of Mississippi
miscegenation and destruction."
REV. JAMES P. DEES ......................... NORTH CAROLINA
Memphi~-~O. Z. Evers. a Northern
President, North Carolina Defenders of States Rights, Inc.
Negro now residing in this city, who
FARLEY SMITH ........................................... SOUTH CAROLINA
filed the auti-segregation suit against
Executive Secretary, Citizens" Councils of South Carolina
the Memphis transit.¯
system, has been
RICHARD BURROW, JR ............................... TENNESSEE
advised his "rights do not include
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
rnnning for city office while conTEXAS
DR. B. E. MASTERS .............................
tinuing to hold his Federal iob as a
President, Citizens’ Conncils of Texas
"NATURALLY, WE HOPE IT DOESN’T postal transportation clerk.
VIRGINIA
JAMES R. ORGAIN ................................................
FIRE-UP ANY TROUBLE."
Eugene Lyons, Assistant PostmasDirector, Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual Liberties
ter General h~r Personnel, reported
(Cou~e~y--Na~hville Banner)
Member, Citizens’ Councils of Virginia
that postal regulations won’t penni!
the Negro clerk to keep his job and
Editor
W. J. SIMMONS .................................................
nm for city commissioner at the same
ing Negro children. All it cares about is the agitation of their
time.
parents.
Evers’ suit against the transit cmnWhat is the alternative to integration or no public schools?
pony was originally dismissed by a
The alternative is seize the initiative . . . to beat the mixers to
three-judge Federal panel. T h e y
pointed out that the NAACP pawn
the pnnch . . . to "git thar fustest with the mostest."
was not a regular bus rider and had
Let’s look at the lay of the land a moment.
boarded a bus for the sole purpose
Advocates of school integration have attempted to put over
of starting the soit. Attorneys for
several intellectual frauds on the people of the South during the It is not easy for the NAACP to instigate school integration
Evers appealed to the U. S. Supreme
suits.
They
are
difficult,~time-consuming
and
expensive,
and
they
past few years.
Court w hic h overruled the lower
are becoming more so. In addition to finding and grooming their
court and ordered the case retried.
The first of these was the myth of inevitability . . . "integrahand-picked plaintiffs, they need several specific conditions favorNo date has been set for the retion is coming, it’s the wave of the future, you have the choice
hearing.
able
to
integration
in
the
community
selected
for
attack.
These
¯ of accepting it now or later." That myth was exploded in the
In other news from Memph.is, Arconditions are:
kansas Supreme Court JustiCe Jim
summer of 1955 when organized resistance roundly defeated the
Johnson, speaking before 300 invited
(1) A local school board predisposed to integration, or at
first attempts .at public school integration in the Deep South.
members of the Shelby County TFCG
least inclined to theoretical do-goodery. Many of the
Another was the so-called "moderate" fraud . . . "I’m not for
chapter, declared that it’s possible
school
incidents
that
have
occurred
in
states
of
the
Upper
segregation or integration, I’m for law and order." These little
for Gov. Orval E. Faubus to win
South were brought about by "blue-prints for integration"
the Presidency if he will run.
dissimulators have since been exposed to the light of day for
originating in the school boards.
’~Fhe time has come for the South
what they ’ really are . . . theoretical drawing-room race-mixers.
get on the offensive," said Justice
Another is the canard we still hear occasionally . . . the South (2) Local mayors or city commissioners controlled by theto
Johnson. "We have been playing a
combined pressures of bloc voting and influential "modmust integrate to please "world opinion" (whatever that is). This
defensive game too long. Politics got
erates."
us into the mess we are in and poliis perhaps the most inane of all. What self-respecting nation has
(3) Local law enforcement agencies under the same control.
tics can get us out."
ever placed itself in the ridiculous position of reversing its social
Johnson said Faubus has strong
(4)
The
local
press,
or
important
segments
of
it,
campaigning
order to please "the world?" One is reminded of the silly antics
support in the North. "There are
actively
for
integration.
ef the man in Aesop’s fable who tried to please every passerby,
as many Americans north of the
(5) A softening-up period characterized by systematic proand earned instead their well-deserved contempt.
Mason-Dixon line who cherish States’
grams in civic clubs and groups to create a climate of
Rights as there are South of it."
The latest fraud the busy little integrators are trying to
opinion in the community favorable to integration, or atNashville--While only a few colperpetrate on a partially-unsuspecting public is . . . "Your choice
0red children are attending the first
least resigned to accept it.
now is . . . accept token integration or close your public schools."
and second grades in several of
(6) State government cooperating in the attempt, or imToken integration is held out as a less unpleasant alternaNashville’s schools, it appears that
mobilized into neutrality.
this "token race-mixing" is breeding
tive to the bugaboo of no schools . . . perish the thought. In
(7) Lack of well-organized resistance in the target com-vandalism. Recently, i n k-throwing
fact, token integration is painted in rather pleasant pastel shades
vandals ransacked desk drawers in
munity.
¯ . . after all, just a token few pedumed, beribboned, bedecked,
an elementary school during a weekend, but police said nothing was behand-picked, cotton-pickin’, educated, elucidated, fumigated, The conditions listed above have been common, in varying
lieved stolen. The principal said the
super, de.looper, de-luxe pickaninnies, who speak better Englishdegrees, to every successful thrust by the NAACP against Southvandals jabbed an ice pick into the
ern communities.
than any Southern white you ~ver saw quoted in Time or Life.
i top of his desk.
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How To Keep Schools Open

The assumed alternative of no public schools is painted
A quick analysis of the seven necessary steps to school intein the brackish hues of utter doom ... our best young peoplegration will indicate the obvious strategy to prevent any such
leaving for an integrated paradise, our region returning to theattack from getting started. Every community needs a strong
dark ages, incomes declining, industry by-passing us, the clock pro-segregation school board, composed of fearless men who will
being turned back, snuff-dipping comin’ back, shanties gettingdefy the mixers; municipal, county and state officials equally
shantier, and weeds growing everywhere. Why, do tell . . fearless, determined and capable of providing the necessary leadwhen these slick peddlers of token integration get through, aership; an honest local press; speakers for civic clubs to keep combody would think we owed those cute little cultured pearls an
munity leadership informed as to their vital financial stakes in Broadway is doing a "brass-knacks"
smear job on the South.
undying debt of gratitude for saving us po’ whites frum all
this struggle; and last, but most important, alert, capable, strong
Not only is there a sudden rash
them bad ole things.
organization which will guarantee the existence of the other
of Negro plays, Negro playwrights,
Mention is carefully avoided, of course, of the fact that there
conditions, which will solidify the will to victory, and translat~
and Negro actors. Now comes a
supposedly historical play abont the
is no such thing as token integration. Those unfortunate "moderit into constructive action.
Lincoln-Douglas debates, called "The
ates" in certain areas of North Carolina and Virginia know by now The need for local organization strong enough to meet any
Rivalry."
that you can’t do business with the NAACP. You are either for
e,~entnality is too plain for further comment.
We re a little late in reporting this,
se~.regation, or you are for integration, without prefix, suffix or No school should be closed too hastily at the mere threatsince the play has already closed,
but it was just brought to our attenaffix.
of integration. No situation should be created voluntarily that by Ashley Cooper of the CharlesThe bogey-man of a state’s entire public school system beingwill play into the hands of the mixers, where integration can betion
ton News and Courier.
closed down is paraded as a divisive tactic. Its purpose is to
pushed under the guise of pious pleas to "save our schools." The lines of the play, according
pre-oecupy attention with educational problems per se, which are
to Cooper, who had the dubinns
Every inch of ground should he hotly contested. If any is to
pleasure of seeing it on its closing
monumental and complex, and to create this imaginary burden
be dosed, let it he closed by the act of integration itself, so itnight, are actuallv those spoken by
as the only alternative to integrating with a chosen few of
Lincoln and Douglas in their debates.
will he dear to all that the NAACP and the Federal government
Eleanor’s darlings.
are respons~le. Let’s see how many individual school buildingsHowever, they were selected in such
a manner as to give the "Powerful
The patent dishonesty of such an either-or choice should bethey are prepared to close down like that. Let’s see how many
Central Government" position the
obvious.
individual school buildings they can keep closed like that.
better of every exchange, and to
Let no one labor for one minute under the mistaken notion
Remember, not a single Negro has been integrated into make
a the States’ Rights position seem
utterly asinine.
that Deep South states would hesitate to go out of the public
Southern "school against powerful organized state and local reBut, says Cooper, "the casting nf
school business, if that should-become necessary to preserve sistance that refuses to yield. We don’t think one ever will be.Lincoln
and Douglas is the propaour right to educate our children in segregated schools. The
ganda masterpiece."
temper of the people would demand it. And a satisfactory sys"Even the most avid States" Righter
would h a v e trouble becoming entem of white private schools would he quickly devised to meet
thusiastic over Douglas, as played
the educational needs of our children. In this eventuality, it
by actor Martin Gabel. As he struts
Over
the
years,
Lowman
has
been
Patriotic
Americans
all
over
t
h
e
remaim to he seen what the colored people would do to cupe
and simpers, it becomes all too oba consultant and collaborator to many
cxmntry a re congratulating M. G.
with the crisis thus forced upon them by the Warren CourtLownmn, execntive secretary of Cirvious that he himself is doing his
F~leral and ~ate security inv~tiga~
bes! to make l)onglas" position seem
in~ agencit~ and civic organizations.
and the NAACP.
ca!it Biders, Inc., Cincinnati, the winridiculous and anachronistic."
U~ler his direction, Circuit Ride~
ner
of
the
Patriotic
Service
medal
During the,, 1957-.58 school session, the state of Mississipgi, for: 1959.
C~mper adds, "1 fnrgot to say that
has published or made awdlable the
to mention just one example, paid a total cost of $23,90-2,209 ~orThis award was given to Lowlnan
public r~rds of literally thousands l)onglas, as played by Gabel, also
screws np his courage from time to
of ~r~ns. ~ese t~npilatinns which
Negro public school education. It is figured conservatively that
by the American Coalition in recognilime with the help of a whisky bob
show who did what, when. and haw
white taxpayers paid 90 percent of this amount. V~ich of the
tion of his outstanding public service
th.. In other words, the message is
in sll~ Of pro-Communist cau~.s
two races is better able to look after its own, therefore, should
and leadership in the fight again.st
that you not only have to be a jackass
are a monmnental contribution in the
be almndantly clear. The NAACP has proved conclusively Commnnism
by
to believe in States’ Bights, but also
and other nn-American fi~ht fi~r the prt.~atinn of our
~t4ivities.
a dnmken ~me.~
~unt~.
its actions in Little Rock that it doesn’t give a hoot about educat-

Broadway ,Play
Is Tool For
Propagandists

Lowman Honored By American Coalition
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Testify Against C-R
(Continned from p. l)
ing hmnched its attack, has marthe enactment of f u rt h ¯ r Civil
shah,d it~ forces in Russia and is
Rights legislation, our communities
now marshaling its friends in this
below the Mason and Dixon line
vountry.
.
will suffer as disastrously as have
"Our internal enemies are ~sin~. the cities to the North.
not ~s subver~iv~ or quislings, but
"If it’s at all possible, we want
as d()-g~er ~triots who, in the
to avoid the racial cla.thes, violence
kqfisc of huma~ta~anL~m, are followand squalor which have sorely being the R~ line, either con~ionsly
set those c/ties. We hope to escape
nr unwittingly. %ey are t~nUibutthe exodm M city toxpayen to the
ing to the Soviet program which,
suinn~, which ha~ proven so
as you know, comes in ~o pa~:
costly to Washington and to the
the first, s e If destruc~on by the
Northern communities. We cannot provide nor can we pay for
Unit~ States anti, second, if the
first ~hmdd fail, milita~ aggres~on.
the army Of po~ required to
’~he adroit self destroction pha~
prevent violence in the schooh, as
uf the Rossian attack inco~rat~:
in New Yak City, and to prevent
the persnading of our Nation to s~nd
riots and bloodshed, as in Chicago
and tax itself into bankn~pt~; to~
and Detroit.
centralize all authority in W~hing"We hope you, in your wisdom,
ton; to desUoy the Comfi~fional’
will put all pending Civil Rights
legislation on the shelf and give
guarantee of State sovereignS; to
the country a breathing spell.’-encourage the usu~ation by the Supreme Cou~ of the Con~nal
prerogatives to w~te the law and
ERNEST VANDIVER
condnct investi~afiom; to en~ura~e
Governor of Georgia:
the usu~at~n by that Court of the
"Rights cannot be’ secured when
~de d~t of the States to a~nd ~e
power is granted to commit an inConsfi~tion; to pr~ the Congr~s
justice in the name of justice.
in the creation of a see~ing class and
"Bights cannot be secured by a
racial co~5ons~ss which will, ~ a
government of men or through the
matter of ~u~e, result in the essennaked force of the unsheathed bayotial sec~onalism and hate ~ neces~
net or the butt of a rifle.
to their aims.
"’The protection of the civil rights
"I ~lieve it w~d ~ app~ent,
of our citizemy lies not in the enactu~n so~r refl~n, t~t the
ment of a welter of confusing, confierily ~imulat~ d~ ~n
tradictory and nnconstitutional laws
the ~es, w~har ~ ~y,
hut in a strict adherence to the conR~ or el~ha~ We ~sto~stitutional guarantees, processes and
prohibitions which already are the
~d~ for ~e mi~d~. ~e p~law of the land and which, without
sage of ~e bflh under ~miderafion
quest/on, are adequate to meet every
will ~lp h~o~ re,at i~elf but,
requirement of those who are conthb time, ~ ~i~ ~t~.
cerned about protecting the rights of
"~ere’s ~mething a~ut racial
the American people. ,
struggle which bre~ ~ntempt for
"Let the sacred Bill of Rights
constituted authofi~--~ere’s an evil
stand---it can’t be improved upon.
snbstan~ in those ~nflicts which
"This struggle /s but one facet
poisons and distor~ the priests of
of the even-present, tmderly/ng
orderly thought. The Supreme
Communist
plan to divide and conCon~, in its Myrdalian decision
quer.
1954, abandon~ Stare Decisis and
"Instead of representatives from
ignored the Constitution. %e Atvarious States of our Nation being
torney G e n e r a I counseled action
here today arrayed one against the
which he should have known to be
other, instead of you and I spending
illegal. ~ae President, acting
our time discussing whether or not
that advice, violat~ the laws of ~e
m ore legislation, punitive to t h e
Nation by ~e use o{ troops to enSouth, will be enacted, I suggest to
force an invalid d~ree. Citizens
you that ~’e stand side by side as
otherwise I a w-abiding, tum~ to
our forefathers did in 1776 and in
violence and vented their spleen on
other times of crisis when our Nation
persons, groups, c h u r c h e s and
has been challenged.
sdmols.
"I suggest to you that together
"Al~ou~ the ~ ~y never
we should be investiaating the real
~ told, we can ~ Kuite ~ that
go~,e~i~ of this punitive legislation.
the Supreme ~ ~
’I suggest to you that we should
regre~ the effor ~ ~e Brown
be saying to the Communists in
d~; ~at ~e A~omey GenAmerica and in Russia or wherever
eral ~ ~hamed of his advi~ and
they may be: "You shall no longer
that the P~ddent h sick of the
in this beloved America of ours
whole m~.
array brother against brother, group
"But there’s ~ profit in ~etagai~,t g r o u p, and race against
ring ~e Brown d~h~n, ~e ~le
race.
R~k ~bacle a~ ~ near vit~
wo~ they infl~. We ~n
BEP. DALE ALFORD
o~y hope the ~u~ ~!1 f~d
(D-Ark.):
~me way in whkh it ~
"These measures can be likened to
Idly ~e from ~ ~te~ble
a sword with two edl~es. For where in
~sifion a~ We ~e ~m~le
one instance, one edge may serve a
p~e of ~e ~ a ~ to
specific purpose, the opposite edge, in
~pa~ the d~ago, re-~li~ an
amicable m~ ~lafion~ip a~
another instance, could indeed be
used against the wielder.
~ver Co~tut~l government.
"In our beloved country, the peo"1 ho~ ~e ~n~e~ w~l avoid
ple are sovereign, and in my opinion,
eve~ action design~ to fu~her diwe should return to the doctrines provide the ~unt~, and i~ p~ple.
ponnded by the Founding Fathers of
Whether you favor integra~on, segthis country that the opinions of memregation or ~me middle ground is
bers of a Court do not make the law
a matter of ~onal preference, but
of the land. The Constitution is the
whether we have uni~ in our fi~t
Law of the Land. Members of Conagainst a ~mmon enemy ~ a maUer
gress are the representatives of their
uf vital and National ~ncem. We
le, and the only way the people
cannot afford the lnxu~ of b~re of expressing their opinion is
patch s~shes and bushwhac~ng.
through the members of Congress.
"We in the South leam~, in ~e
"The great moral issue today is
first ~agic Era of R~onstmction
not segreption versus integration
that a better racial relationship lies
of the sdmoh; it is the issue of
in the dir~fion of quiet, nn~tentathe sovereign people and their Contious a~istance to a steadily imstitution venus defaulting public
proving Negro ~ucation, h~lth ~d
living stand~d ~d we are fi~ng,
The qnastion is: Shall the people
in this S~nd Red,traction, that
and their State governments defend
the ~Bcy pays f~ more desirable
divide~s in the coin of g~ clantheir constitutional rights, or bow
d o w n before an anti-Constitution
ship ~an does the ~fi~ing of the
elite enforcing rule-by-man? Shall
cauldron of ra~l harrY. We ~lieve
we have limited government and
the Congr~s wmdd find it profitable
rule by law under the Constitution,
to follow that ~u~.
"U~~y, we m
powers?
ul y~ ~m ~ o~ o~ p~Shall the Republic endure or shall
we allow its destruction by the weale~. We m ~mi~e
pon cnstomarily used to this end-gravate ~ expl~ve ~n by
’usurpation--as stated by the beloved

~avP
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THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
father of onr country, George Washington?
"The Constitution--as originally interpreted by the Supreme Court-nmst be upheld. All morality requires
this.
"’Somewhere along the line, we
must roll back to the original meaning of the framers and adopters of
the Constitution, and adhere ~trktly
to the Comtitutinn and not to the
mere opinions of sociali~ who may
happen to ~rve on the Supreme
JOHN PATFERSON
Governor of Alabama:
"’The relations between the races in
Alabama today are worse than at
any other time in my lifetime. The
breach between the races is widening
every day and there no longer is any
common ground upon which the leaders of the races can meet and work
out their difficulties.
"This unhappy state of affairs has
been brought about by the questionable decisions of the Federal courts
and other actions of the Federal government. The Federal government
obviously encourages the activities of
rate agitators and such organizations
as the NAACP, who have done nothing for the Negro in the South, but,
in fact, have seriously damaged his
cause. Good race relations can be
brought about only by local people
working together in a spirit of cooperation and good will without outside intederence and agitation.
"The customs, mares and traditions of the people cannot be swept
away overnight by legislation, court
decrees and Federal troops. The
instruments to force integration of
the races upon us, which are embodied in t h e s e so called Civil
Rights bills pending now in COnareas, will be as ineffectual as trying
to sweep the ocean back with a
broom. The people will not do that
which their conscience tells them
not to do. In the final analysis, that
which the overwhelming maiority
of the people want will be the law
of the land.
"If the Federal government cootinues its present course of trying to
force integration of the races in publie schools in Alabama andin other
states of the South, the relations between the races will grow worse and
our public school system will be destroyed. The citizens of my state will
not tolerate or support an integrated
school system. If the Federal government attempts to integrate our schools
~y force, we will have chaos, disorder,
~ossible violence, and we will be forcid to close our schools.
"The people of Alabama will turn
to private schools. In fact, moves
are under way already to do so, and
if such occurs, the Negro will find
himself in a very bad position. The
overwhelming majority of the Negro citizens are opposed to the integration of the public schools in
our state, and they realize better
than anyone else that their schools
will be destroyed if the Federal
government continues to press for
integration. Most w h i t ¯ citizens
could afford a private education,
but few Negroes could do so. I
want t~ make this clear--4he citizens of Alabama will scrap their
public school system rather than
submit to integration of the races.
"Even though these bills are aimed
at the South today, every person in
the United States should be worried
and concerned, for there is no end
to these types of force measures once
the barrier is let down. The proponents of these bills are today trying
to ram integration of the races down
the throats of the Southern people,
but tomorrow they will be trying to
use the same devices to ram something else down the throats of citizens
of other sections of the nation.
"When the Federal government
arrogates unto itself powers such
as are proposed in the~e bilh and
attempts to take away the right of
the citizem to manage their own
local sohooh, every individual in
the nation suHers and loses a little
more of his freedom."
BOYD CAMPBELL
Jackson, Miss., businessman and past
Preaident of the U.S. Chamber of
Coramtrce:
"The vast improvement in race relationship and the progress of Southern Negroes in education, health and
economic opportunity was brought
about by the enlightened leadership
of men of good will in both races.
This progress came to a |arring halt
when the NAACP usurped local Negro leadership and u n d e r t o o k to
speedily compel a condition by methods that are abhorrent to the American tradition.
’q’he problem is one that will not
be solvedby name-calling and weightthrowing. The deteriorating relationship between the races in the South’
will continue as long as outside groups
attempt to force integration npon
~History does nol record a single
instance of compulsory integration.
It will not do so in this imtance.
Meantime, t h ¯ r e are beartaebes
aplenty on both sides as we witness the result of years of p~icnt
effort being swept away ruthlessly
by methods that engender hatred
rathar than good will.
"We can only hope that those who
omndenm us would first try to trader-

stand us, and to understand the ~astly_
complex problem which is ours and
which lends itself to no superimposed
solution. If and when methods of
pressure and compulsion are abandoned, the voices of the moderates of
both races will be heard and heeded.
"’The ma~s and traditions of 40
million free people a n n o t be
changed by oompulsinn. Recently
we have been hearing a lot About
’~,wond-class citizenship.’ The words
are used in at least one of the bills
which yon are considering. I am not
sure that I know what ’second-class
citizenship" means, but if it means
what I think it does, it will never
be abrogated by statute. First-class
citizenship is a status that has to
be earned. It cannot be attained
by any short cuts."
CARROLL GARTIN
Lientenant-Governor of Mi~hsippi:
"’The Civil Rights Commission is
strictly a political and publicity group.
The only effect of its investigations in
Georgia and Alabama was to waste
taxpayers" money.
"I know my state and I know
the people of Mississippi. Segregation will be preserved. I make this
statement f u I i y conscious of the
problems i n v o I v e d and keenly
aware of the desire of the people
of both races to maintain segrega"There will he no mixing of the
races in our public schools.
"We will not be a party to a change
in our complete system of constitutional government, ~mght because of
some book on psychology or sociology
written by persons having no real experience or actual knowledge abot,t
race relations.
"The feeling of Civil Rights legislation promoters t h a t add/tional
legislation is necessary to carry out
the decisions of the Supreme Court
is ample proof that the Court has
been usurping the right of Congress
to make laws.
"I urge that for the sake of the
nation, the Civil Rights bills be forever buried and forgotten."
JOE PATTERSON
Attorney General of Mississippi:
"A proposed authorization of lO
million dollars for expenditure by the
Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare would establish a medium
for propaganda a n d brain-washing,
under the guise of publishing and distributing information. Under the plan,
advocates of force legislation wm,ld
seek to impose their will and views
upon the people of those segregated
states.
"The cash inducement proposal
merely says to the states, municipolities and school districts which
maintain racial segregation that if
they will cast aside their thinking
and attitude and accept the politicol philosophy and ideologies of
those who advocate this legislation,
the Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare will give to them
funds to employ additional teachers;
to indoctrinate those teachers and
other school personnel in the sociological ideals of those who advocate
all-out integration programs in this
country.
"I have never yet heard one of the
advocates of these so-called ci vi 1
rights bills, who so loudly condemns
the occurrences at Little Rock, ever
say one word about the conditions
in Kohler, Wis., or any other strikebound town where men have been
beaten into insensibility, homes destroyed, w o me n and children terrorized."

"Local self-government through
division of state and Federal powers is the keystone of our Republic.
It is being torn apart for the sake
of a sociological experiment. If a
police state is substituted for the
Republic, no race will pin.
"A paper curtain press has deliberately disguised the appalling extent of
Negro crime in Northern cities."
DANIEL R. McLEOD
Attorney General of South Carolina:
"It is no mere oratorical figure of
speech to say that the abuse of the
injunctive power leads to Government
by iniunction; that Government by injunction can quickly degenerate into
Government b~, edict; and that Government by edict is the handinaiden
of dictatorships. The objection raised
to this legislation is that it is unneeded, unwarranted, and insulting."
EDGAR BROWN
President Pro Tempure of the South
Carolina State Senate:
"If both the National Democratic
and Republican parties had requested
Nikita Khrushchev in Moscow to draw
up a program of baseless propaganda
to utterly misrepresent and persecute
the South, Khrushchev himself could
not have done a more thoroughly reprehensible job than have the policymakers of our own American political
parties.
"Now 1 charge that both national
parties have completely disregarded
: the people of substance in the Sooth,
including the resl~)nsible Negro people.
"Without going into the details
of each of the hodge-podge of bills
before your committee, I declare
that no further Federal legislation
will serve any worth-while purpose
,on race relations in the South. If
you want to spend some time on
bad race relations, we strongly recommend that you go into other parts
of the nation where race riots and
incidents are almost everyday news
occurrences.
"We s,,g~est that you hmk into
teen-age terrorisht and adnh terrorism
among the nwhing pots nf snch large
cities as New York, Phihtdelphia. l)eCroft and Chicago. You find none of
this mob racial tmrest in South Carolina."
WILLARD W. LIVINGSTON
Chief Assistant Attorney General of
Alabama:
"Any further attempt by the Federal goverument tn interfere with
matters, the regulatinn of which hehmgs to the S’tates under the 10th
anwndment to the Cunstitutiun uf the
United States, can only lead to chaos
and uhimate destn~ction of this cramtry which has become great on the
democratic principle that it is a
eminent of laws aud not of meu."

MacDONALD GALLION
Attorney General of Alabama:
"I cannot help but feel, after reading a numht.r otthese bills, that there
is a total lack of sincerity in many
of them. The great majoriW of thebills have a preamble that has the
suspicious tenor of a political SlX’ech
directt,d toward the gaining of favor
of minori~’ gro,i~s in a particnlar
Member’s nailiwic~.
"It has appeared that while Rnss~ w~ concentrating on an invasion of outer space, our own Federal Government was concentrating
on the invasion of Central
Sch~l in Little R~k.
"The fear la’rsists that in the creation of the Civil Rights Commission
is the creation of a monster now diBREED MOUNGER
retted at the South, that may well
Tylertown, Miss., President of the
{turn later to devu,,r the East. West
State Bar Association. "
"Pending Civil Rights bills, by their~ " and Noah dso’"
~:"
own te~s, completely a~ the sys-{
GEORGE McCANLESS
tem of American iufispmdence.
"If ~h sit~tion comes to pass, [ Attorney General of Tennes~e:
¯ e ~o~e of America would be
[ "An intoh,rable invasion ,)f State
j~f~d in embra~ng any suggest[sovereignty shot,hi not be at,th,)rized.
ed sy~em of ju~dence to ~
~Thc provision that graots of Federal
remued from the agonies of the
money may be m ode to localities
~elstrom of co~ion th~ c~[which are in the process of eliminata~,~.
l inz racial st-~regatinn in their schools
’What earthly pu~ could these]i~ evil in principle: it would pruvide
proposals ~e, except to disturb?"
f.r the purch:tse by the Federal
-{eminent for cash of the consent of
the Stah’s and tl.~ir political subdivi~P. ~ANK SMITH
~ ons to the line,rat o~ program. ~ he
(D-Mi~.):
"I
do
not
think
that
any
~ght
think~
suggestion
is dcphmthhC"
.tng person front any state in this union
is going to contend that minority
LEANDER PEPEZ
groups have paramount rights to the
District Attorney in Louisiana:
exclusion of the majoritT.
"Amalgamatinn of the ract.s is thv
"The fact remains that every enreal aim of a drive for racial integracroachment upon the power of the
tion of the sch,)uls.
people is an encroachment upon the
"Fanta~ic as it may npoear, the
freedom of the people. If we persocial aim is a Negroid South, to
sist in the destruction of freedom
which we will never surrender.
in the name of Civil Rights, we
"it is not done in the interests
will eventually have no rights at
of education of Ne~o children. ~e
all."
real aim is not education, but s~iai
equality, marriage and ~aHng of
THOMAS WARING
mongrel children. The Negro is not
t~ far removed from the jun#es
Editor of the Charleston, S.C., News
in his morals.
"’The overwhelming m a i o r i t y of
"The Supreme Court’s 1954 sch~l
Southern people are unalterably opdesegregation decision was ba~d on
posed to mixing races in public
SyChology and sociology instead of
schools.
w. There is nothing sanrosanct a~ut
"The South opposes race mixing
a Supreme Court decision unless it is
now or later, not on the basis of
ba~o on law.
bigotry, but becanse they sincerely
’~here ain’t enough gold in Fo~
Knox to pay Southerners to surrender
believe, on the basis of first-hand experience, that separate schools are
their li~le children to forced integr~xIx-st for buth races.

~a

The String Pullers

Mix Statistics
Are Compiled
By Edumlor
A well-known North Carolina educator has compiled statistics to show l
what happens when schools are in-I
tegrated.
H. M. Roland, Superintendent of
Schools in Wilmington and other
parts of the state for the past. 35
years, says that the white students
move away and the Negro students
take over, as these statistics from three
world-famons high schools in Washington, D.C. shows
Eastern High School
Year
"1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

White
1,223
713
510
330
111
56

Negro
0
205
688
966
1,389
1,562

McKinley High School
Year
1053
1954
1955
1956
1957
1 958
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White
750
562
510
315
199
115

Negro
0
404
688
824
1,055
1,375

~’
MALl
M A 13
J

~

%
Negro
0
22
57
75
93
97

Roosevelt High School

Texas Ruling
May Confuse
Supreme Court
Two Texas mothers have made a
valuable contribution to the South’s
legal battle to keep the schools segregated.
The two women failed to get the
court’s to force the State of Texas
to admit them to classes in all-male
Texas A&M College. Surprisingly,
the U. S. Supreme Court did not
reverse the state court ruling that the
State of Texas had the final say-so
over who went to what school in
,/their sovereign state.
~" The women’s case was based on
’~xactly the same premise that the
U. S. Supreme court used in its
1954 school ruling, that their "civil
rights" were violated if the school
doors were closed to them because
of their sex.
Their appeal to the Court was dismissed without comment.
(Editor’s Note--Perhaps Gunnar
Myrdai forgot to mention women
Slmcifieally, or at least didn’t interpret his intentions snfficiently f.or
the Court to know how to rule.
these women were
You see,
WHITE!)
Meanwhile, some states have already taken advantage of this ruling
to amend their own segregation legislation. In Florida, a bill to segregate the public schools by sex if it
becomes necessary w on unanimous
House approval.

Delaware Ndgro
Moves ’Away’ After
Whites Demonstrate

One of South Carolina’s first Citizens" Council members, Julius A.
Stubbs of Sumter, has been named
liaison officer of the state organization.
The appointment was announced
by Farley Smith, executive secretary
cf the Association of Citizens" Councils of South Carolina.
Stubbs will represent the s t a t e
group at Citizens’ Council meetings
throughout the South. One of the
most active members of the Council
in his state, Stubbs was instrumental
in fcmnding the first South Carolina
Council in 1954. He has continued to
work for the growth of the Councils.
Robert B. Patterson of Greenwood,
Miss., executive secretary of the Mississippi Citizens" Councils, told a
meeting of the South Louisiana Citizens’ Council in New Orleans that
the race problem is moving North.
"I predict that it won’t be too
long before the Yankees will be coming to us to find the answer to their
Negro problems," Patterson stated.
This was the second rally of the
year sponsored by the South Louisiana Citizens" Council, with the cooperation of its affiliates, the Metairiea
Kennel Harahan, City Park and
Westwego Citizens’ Councils.

%
Negro
0
42
57
72
84
92

%
Negro
Negro
Year
White
747
0
0
1953
709
168
19
1954
518
45
1955
834
843
83
1956
383
693
77
1957
206
782
87
120
1958
Further information furnished by
Roland on the Washington situation
shows a constant picture of moral
corruption and scholastic failure in
the integrated schools. H i s report
shows conclusively "why Southerners
should fight all race-mixing efforts.
Roland has vohmteered his services
to any group in North Carolina or
the South interested in the subject of
racial segregation vs. integration in
the public schools.

Local Councils Are
Active During Month

The new officers of the New Orleans City Park Citizens’ Council are
Edward J. Cambre, chairman; Patrick Mernage, vice-chairman; and
Mrs. Dennis 3,t a r c a d e, secretarytreasurer.

The Dallas County, Ala., Citizens’
Council has published a list of all
business and professional people in
Selma who are NOT members of the
Council.
The Council states, "Your Dallas
County Citizens’ Council has never
asked anyone to trade or not to trade
with a particular person or company
and we never will. We have published
this list for your own information. We
feel that there are two organizations
in this struggle~the NAACP, which
wants to destroy everything we stand
for, and the Citizens’ Council, which
wants to maintain segregation, peace
and ,good will. It’s high time everyone decided which side he is on and
pined one or the other."
The Citizens’ Council in Panama
2ity, Fla., is circulating a petition
(currently it has over 4,000 names)
requesting the legislature to pass a
law "to prevent the payment of any
state tax funds to any officers, worke(s
or teachers, for the operation of any
public free school where both white
and colored children are taught in
violation of the provision of the
State Constitution" requiring segregation.
The members of the Council also
requested that the legislature investigate state employees and professors
at the state universities who are endorsing, advocating and approving the
violation of the State Constitution.
H. M. Roland, Superintendent uf
the Wihnington and New Hauover
Ctmnty, N. C., schools, has anonnced
that he is available as a consultaut
any group in North Carolina or the
South, iuterest~ in the subject of
racial segregation in the p u 1) ] i c
sch~ls, according tu a recent news
release by the North Caroliua Dcfrnders of State Rights.

.Left-Wing Clergy In NCC
Advocates Recognition Of
Mao’s Communist China
The definite trend of official policy
of the National Council of Churches
toward the left in theology has long
been of growing concern to vast numbers of church members. Of equal
concern is the Ore-occupation of the
National Council’s professional leadership with leftwing economics and politics. These professionals appear to be
t:ompletely out of touch w i t h the
views of devout church folk, who hold
to the old-fashioned notion that the
purpose of religious institutions is to
save souls and enrich spiritual concepts.
Lay members and ministers of
congregations being reluctantly led
in an unwanted direction by the
National Council of Churches have
been hamL~ered in their efforts to
restore religious sanity by a lack
of precise knowledge as to exactly
what was happening and who
caused it.
That lack has now been filled in
the case of what is perhaps the most
flagrant example on record of strictly left-wing political action by a supposedly religious organization.
The Fifth World Order Study Conference of the National Council of
Churches, meeting in Cleveland, Ohio,
November 18-21, 1958, voted unanimously in favor of the diplomatic
recognition of Red China by the United States and the admittance of Red
China to the United Nations.
The Communist press was, naturally, jubilant over this contribution to
one of the major goals of Communist
strategy.
How and why this body of church
officials, purporting to speak for 38,000,000 American Protestants who be1 o n g to its thirty-three constituent
denominations, came to take this peculiarly non-religious action has been
subjected to searching analysis.

Circuit Riders, Inc., an authoritative research organization, has pubAll the polioe dogs in Delaware
lished
Recognize Red China? which
couldn’t keep a Negro family where
examines and carefully documents the
it wasn’t wanted.
left-wing, pro-Communist character
Negro George Rayfield and his famof the professional leadership of the
ily have wisely decided to yield to
Study Conference. The book is objec"racial demonstrations and a business
tive, clinical . . . and devastating.
boycott" and move out of all-white
The NAACP was well representCollins Park in Wilmington, D el.,
ed among the Red China fans at
where round-the-clock police patrols
the
Cleveland conference by such
were being maintained, with vicious
stalwart national officials as Methodogs growling ominously at angry
dist Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam, vice
women and children.
prefident of the National Council
Rayfield, who moved his family[
of Churohes and keynote speaker
into a $12,000 home the~re .Feb.[
of the conference; Baptist Mordecai
23, despite violent opposition trom l
Johnson, Negro president of Howthe residents of the area, announcedI
ard University; and United Lutherhis decision to move because so many l
an Minister Frederick Reissig, all
residents in Wilmington had decided
from Washington, D. C.; Presbyto let someone else pick up their gar- I
ter/an Frank P. Graham, former
president of the Unlve~ity of North
rage. He runs a garbage collection]
service.
I Carofina; and Methodist T. T.
Bnnnbaugh of the Division of
Rayfield has not said where he ex-[
World Mis~ons, both from N e w
¯ greets to move next. lust "away." I

York; Benjamin E. Mays of the
American Baptist Convention, Negro president of Morehouse College,
Atlanta, Ga.; and Methodist Bishop
W. Earl Ledden, vice president of
the Board of Evangelism, Syracuse,
N.Y.
Among the other left, wing organizations represented at the Cleveland
conference was the Fellowship of
Reconciliation, which seeks to promote racial integration in the South
thrnugh civil disobedience. It is officially on record as urging its members
to join "political movements which
aim at the replacement of private
capitalism by a system of collective
ownership." The secretary-emeritns of
Fellowship of Reconciliation, the Holland-born clergyman and agitator, A.
J. Muste, was a delegate to the Fifth
Wo rid Order Study Conference.
Muste has been called the "undisputed Dean of American Leftwing Activity." Commenting on the Communist
P a r t y’s IBth National Convention
February 9-12, 1957, FBI director J.
Edgar Hoover said:
The Communists boasted of having "impartial observers" cover the
convention. However, most of these
so-called impartial observers were
handpicked before the convention
started and were reportedly headed
by A. I. Muste, who has long fronted for Communists . . . Muste’s report on the convention was biased,
as could be expected.
Recognize Red China? reveals that,
over the past 20 years, 719 officers-including staff personnel, delegates
and representatives of the Federal
Council and the National Council of
Churehes--have been affiliated with
one or more organizations and en! terprises of a left-wing character. Of
i these, a total of 131 have been representatives of all-Negro denominations -- African Methodist Episcopal
Church, African Methodist Episcopal
Z i o n Church, Christian (Colored)
Methodist Episcopal Church, National
Baptist Convention of America, and
National Baptist Convention, U.S.A.,
Inc.
Editor’s Note---One cannot help
but marvel at the gall of these
characters. Tbey exist on the bonnty provided by free enterprise, and
fleece their hypnotized flocks into
financing t h ¯ i r own destruction.
One marvels even more at the
sheep. They no* only follow their
Judas-goats down the road to de-

~a~. but insist on paying for

Memben of Southern congrogatiom affiliated with the National
Counofl of Churebes, on whose hehalf the Fifth World Order Study
Conference want~ to recegnize Red
Chela, ,,411 doubtlenly be nu~t~,d
to learn of the inordinately high

percentage of Negro preachers laying down policy for them to follow.
If the governiug beards of Southern
churches would read Recognize Red
China?, and become informed as to
the large numbers of Negro preachers
with Red records who are directing
the policies of the National Council
of Churches, there would be a swift
change in the complexion of that organization.
The southpaw stance of the Fifth
World Order Study Conference was
thrown into sharp relief by the Rev.
Dr. Daniel A. Poling, editor of the i
Christian Herald, wko commented:
"From this so-called representative body of the National Council,
there is not a word heard against
the continued pogroms in Red
China; against the Peiping regime’s
continued enslavement of the Chinese peasants; against its continued
imprisonment of young American
servicemen; against its continued
torture of our own Protestant Chinese; against its continued and unrelenting emphasis upon atheism,
the first tenet of Communism."
Recognize Red China? concludes:
"... it is clearly established that the
leadership of the National Council
of Churches, like its predecessor, the
Federal Council, leans far to the left
and in large measure aids and abets
the Communist conspiracy . . . It
ought to be clear that the entrenched
bureaucracy of the left-wing radicals
of the Nat/onal Council of Churches
is contr/buting to the undermining of
our nation’s foundations . . . Any individuals or denominations which sup’port the National Council of Churches
:must now do so with their eyes opeu.
The pro-Communist bias of the leadership of the National Council was made
abundantly evident at the Fifth World
Order Study Conference at Cleveland
in November, 1958."
Copies of Recognize Red China?
may be obtained for $1 postpaid from
Circuit Riders, Inc., 18 East Fourth
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Roland se~cd as educational
sultant to the committee of the ]tnn~e
of Representatives which studied the
conditions prevailing in the srhuols
of Washiugtuu, D. C., as a consequence of integration. He has documented evidence showing the ntter
impracticality uf attempting to set np
racially-integrated sc h no Is iu the
South.
Hugh G. Grant, a founder and
former president of the States’ Rights
Council of Georgia, was guest speaker
at a dinner and statewide rally of the
North Carolina Defenders of States"
Rights in Raleigh, N. C., on April
29.
Grant, a former diplomat, tohl the
group that the United States is in
danger at home and abroad as a resuit
of a "breakdown of the American
system of Constitutional government:
ecnnomic chaos; creeping socialism in
lie:: of ’free enterprise’; a thread of
the destruction of racial integrity;
Communist subversion; and the complete abandonment of American foreign policy of ’no entangling al]lances’."
R. Carter Pittman, member nf tit(’
Board of Examiners of the State ,f
Georgia, spoke to the Citizens’ Council of Greater New Orleans on May
11, on the subject "The Supreme
Court, the Constitution, the law of
the land, and the law of man."
"There is no legal ~lution to an
illegal decision (the Snpreme Cnurt
ruling outlawing segregation)," Lewis
S. Pendleton, Richmnnd attorney, tohl
the Sumter County, S.C., Citizens’
Council, May 4.
Pendleton spoke to a group of more
than .5(g) persons in the Edmund,,
S.C., high school auditorium. He advised against closing public schools
to avoidintegration. "Keep your pnblic schools open and insist on opt.rating them the way you want to."
Pendleton stated that Virginia’s
massive resistance laws did not fail,
they were never tried. He said the key
factor, the pupil placement law, had
never been put into effect and those
in high places only gave lip service to
the fight against integration.
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Business Is Booming in South
The South Rise; 6,gain

NCC In Trouble---

Critics Dismaye.d At
Dixie’ Prosper=ty

As more and more statistics pour in from national surveys
_ and publications, the nation is being forced to take a second
-look at the economy of the "segregated, ox-cart South."
~
I
For a long time, Northern publications have been warning
--~
sanctimoniously that the price of segregation was a drop in iff-"
dustrial development, and ultimate financial ruin for the "die~ ~i
~.~
hards of the segregated backwater.~
Btlt the South, and particularYOUID II
7-~- .....
t.
BETTER"~
¯ ~i~_ l~ll~t~l~_ _~ iv one city, Jackson,fbrcing
Miss., is them to eat their words.
A four column ad in the Wail
"
INTFGRATE/~
" "~--~’------ ~
~,~b’~x
Street Journal of May 5, in big,
.,.~,, ,/~/~
.
bardment of criticism from thinking
OR ~O . .~
bold, black, indisputable letters,
I Ie
Protestant leaders all over the counstated "No. 1 in the nationtry.
Jackson .... -- capital city of Mi~sis¯
~ll
....
Resolutions to withdraw from the
~
slppl.
~
’
I
NCC went out from several church
Mississippians are })asking with
~@
¯
groups, inelnding the First Methodist
pride over the article in the "Busi~k~’ i~I~a~,ll~,~al~
Church of Marion, S. C., the Censection of Forbes reagan’
tral Mississippi Presbytery, and othRand-McNally publication,
~ , ers. Although in most eases, these
which says, "For nine consecutive
~’
The NAACP has made a big self- months, Jackson has been the leadchurch groups failed to get a refer~
--righteous
splash
across
the
nation’s
endure on the withdrawal, they did
ing commuttity in the nation in bnsi~
headlines by publicly "firing" an nn- Hess gains over the same period a
publicly rebuke the NCC for its
paid
volunteer,
Robert
F.
Williams,
~
stand.
.,~I~.~
Lrnion’County, N. C., president, who year ago.’"
Public criticism has co me from
said that the Negro "must be ready
.The ad referred to in this story
such famous church leaders as Dr.
~I
to carry arms to combat violence."
is reprinted on page 4 of this issue.
Norman Vincent Peale; Bep. Walter
Mississippi NAACP Field StereWe thought Southern r e a d e r s
H. Jndd (B-Minn.), who used to be
..... "~
tary Medgar Evers sanctimoniously
would take pride in this obvious
a missionary in China; Bishop Hertold newsmen "we have succeeded in sign of progress, while our Northbert Welch; the Bey. Daniel Poling,
breaking
down
barriers
through
due
ern friends may find it most ca---,x.....]
editor of the Christian Herald, whose
processes of law."
lightening.
son was one of the four chaplains
However, both the NAACP and
~The Editors
of various faiths who linked their
Evers evaded a query as to why
arms and accepted death to save lives
Evers wasn’t taken off the payroll
U. S. News and World Report,
in one of the most dramatic events
last December when he said in an February 22, 1959 issue, in a spein Naval history. In all, over 7,000
i Ebony magazine article that he has cial economic stndy of 100 top cities,
Protestant clergymen have denounced
~-2.7;l
"dreamed of arming his own band shows Jackson ba n k s having the
the NCC resolution.
of blackshirts and extracting an eye
percent increase in banking
crr~z~5’¢ov~¢~L,.~¢gso%~sS, for an eye from whites who mis- greatest
At the same time that the naactivity. The national average intional churchmen were urging our
treated their black brothers." Else- crease is only 3.5 percent as comstate department to recognize Red
........................
where in the article, he is described pared with Jackson’s increase of 47
China, reports by American misas dreaming of "an American Mau
percent.
sionaries in that counh’y were tellMau band, roaming the Delta in
Sales Management magazine and
1959
ing of almost unbelievable horrors
~
search of blood."
Dartnell Sales Activity and Trend
being inflicted upon churchmen.
And other NAACP leaders and Indicator, March, 1959, issues, show
Negro publications have openly up- ~laekson at the top of the nation’s
In a report released by the House
(An Editorial)
proved of Williams’ stand. The
Committee on Un-American Activi"About a bushel basket full," is the graphic way a Georgia Amsterdam News said, "We find best markets in retail sales increase.
ties, Southeastern Asian churchmen
Jackson’s retail sales index of 130
stated, "There a re no longer any Congressman ,describes the quantity of intentionally misnamed nothing wrong when violence is is 30.2 percent above’ the national
truly Christian churches operating in "Civil Rights’ bills introduced in Congress this session. After used as a retaliation when all other average.
Red China. The only ones in exist- r~ ~i and analyzing every single one of these lures for the methods have failed ....we see
no other way but for him (the developmentOf course, tothiSMississippiansiS no surprisingwho
ence are propaganda churches oper-:
ated by the Communists with Corn-, b A )e-vote, we agree with our learned friend’s description, Negro) to take matters in his own are constantly seeing new and bigmunist ministers picked out by the~ If your digestion is robust, and your sense of humor elastic, read hands and to make an attempt to get buildings being constructed, resiGovernment to fill the pulpits and’ these bills. In fact, read them an2/way.., especially if you happen be more violent than those who are dential sections expanding, traffic inusing violence against him."
indoctrinate the people in Commu-! to be a "liberal" or a "moderate, or a "man of good will."
Negro columnist Jimmy Booker creasing, and other irrefutable signs
nism.
When you read what is seriously proposed for this great stated, "The truth is many board of progress.
"There is no morality, no honesty
And it is no surprise to Wall Street
and respect among men, no human land of ours, in this year of grace 1959, you will rub yo,u~, eyes (NAACP national board) members
dignity. They are all like animals. in disbelief. To paraphrase Churchill’s famous phrase, Never, inwardly believe that some sort of financiers w h o recently bought a
violence is necessary to defend one- record number of Jackson municipal
There is no guilt associated with the have so few tried to do so much to so many."
’
self in the South."
bonds.
murder of individuals for the imLet’s look at just one of these bills -- S. 122 proposed by Rep. Charles C. I)iggs, Jr., Negro
provement of the state.
Bnt it may come as somewhat of
"There is no prostitution on the Senator Jake Javits of New York. It is typical oI the kind of congressman from Detroit, whose a shock to the readers of Time, Look
hit the headlines last month
mainland in the communes because alien police-state thinking that is being palmed off on the long- father
with his plan to "March on Missis- and Life.
there is no man-woman relationship, suffering American public these days as "liberalism."
sippi",
had this to say: "Let our Another shock recently went to
except the two hours a week granted
Here is what Javits proposes in S. 122:
enemies beware lest we be driven to the "experts" who nredicted a busiby the Government. In Communist
"Every. article, book, pamphlet, picture, paper, letter,
cast aside our traditionally peaceful Hess decline for Little Rock because
arty circles, ~i woman must submit
of the strong segregation staml taken
writing, print or other publication, matter or thing reasonably
methods."
erself .to any party member who
of course, volumes of words have by Governor Faubus. In the April
desires her favors.
tending to incite murder, kidnapping, burglary, robbery, mayrolled off the I~resses as newsmen issue of Middle South News, a pnb"If the woman refuses a party
hem, rape, assault with a dangerous weapon, arson punishcomment pro and con on these state- lication of the Middle South Utilimember, she may be thrown into
able as a felony, willful destruction of any building or strue- meats. But one of the most farsighted ties Corp., owners of New Orleans
jail or stripped and nailed to a wall
ture or extortion accompanied by threats of violence, and
came from a Negro editor from Jack- Public Service, Arkansas Power and
until she dies. Another punishment
son, Miss. Percy Green, writing in Light Co., and Mississippi Power and
every
written
or
printed
card,
letter,
circular,
book,
pamphlet,
is to cut off the breasts of the woman
his
Jackson Advocate, said. "To those. Light Co., is the following record:
who refuses."
advertisement, or notice of any kind giving information, di- who
have even the least understand-. "Little Rock enjoyed prosperity in
A Korean leader, Kyung Rai Kim,
reetly or indirectly, where, or how, or from whom, or by
ing of the vast limitations of the 1.958 when many commnnities were
was asked by the Committee what
what means any of the above-mentioned material may be obAmerican Negro, particularly those in I suffering recession. Building perthe recognition of Red China would
rained is declared to be non-mailable matter and shall not be the South, the call upon Negroes to.mits actually rose by more than 2
do to Korea. He answered, "All
answer violence with violence by the tmillion dollars, a gain of 10.5 per
conveyed in the mails or delivered from any post office or
Korean Christians were afraid when
President of the Union County, N. C., i cent. Employment increased. Bank
the NCC Study Conference asked
by any letter carrier. Whoever knowingly deposits for mailbranch of the NAACP, would be, activity and retail trade rose faster
for the recognition of Red China.
comical,
were it not for its tragic "than for the nation as a whole."
ing or delivery, anything declared by this section to be non"We Korean people in the Korean
mailable, or knowingly takes the same from the mails for the implications. These implications upThis is a marked contrast with
churches know what. Communism is.
to be too devious (sic) to need the integrated states of Michigan,
purpose of circulating or disposing thereof, or of aiding in pear
Many American Christian leaders do
mentioning.
West Virginia, and others which
not know what Communism really is.
the circulation or disposition thereof, shall be fined not more
"Fortunately, however, we can
are
Suffering from vast unemploythan $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both,
dare to assert, that except for the
"If the United States recognized
meat.
few NAACP and integration faRed China, it would be oppressing
for the first such offense, and shall be fined not more than
The April I1 issne of AFL-CIO
natics to be found here and there
to the free nations. Indirectly it
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both, for
throughout the country, no Negro News said. "Pennsylvania, with six
would tend to work towards the
each offense thereafter."
recognition of Northern K o r e a,
anywhere, with one-haLf the sense of the nation’s 11 most critical areas
which would have a very bad elThe only thing lacking from this bill is a clause setting up a that God gave geese, has failed to of unemplo~.ment, and with over a
feet on our country, bringing Federal Ministry of Information w/th a U. S. version of Dr. recognize the statement of the half a million jobless, has been
Union County, N. C., Branch Presi- stunned by the continuing recession."
about its permanent division. It Geobbels to decide what may or may not be printed. Perhaps
dent as nothing more or less than
would be an open door for the
In Kentucky, one of the "border
this
was
an
oversight.
.
the mouthings of a fool.
Communist agents."
states" where "token integration" Ls
Aside
from
being
in
clear
conflict
with
the
First
Amend"Moreover,
along
with
our
deeply
supposedly
working, a labor official
Not content to let the NCC stir
up friction by advocating Commu- merit, this bill would apparently require establishment of a held conviction that the NAACP-led made the remark, "I tell you, a
nism indirectly by the recognition of Federal Thought Control Czar, to say nothing of making a course demand for integration was the bluebird would fly over Kentucky
greatest mistake in the history of the these days only at his own peril~
Red China, a so=called church group in mind-reading a prerequisite for becoming a publisher.
American Negro struggle, to us the he might wind up in a pot someat home, the American Friends ServLet’s ask three specific questions to illustrate the point:
remarks of the Union County NAACP where.’
ice Committee, brought into a ProtBranch President will strengthen, in
(1) Is legitimate reporting of straight news to be supestant church of Houston. Texas, a
many areas of American public opin- In Michigan, where state employRussian Communist who roared from
pressed if some timid soul fears that truth might make the
ion and leadership, with no disad- ees have to wait for their paychecks,
the church pulpit that he did not
natives restless?
vantage to the Negro cause, the and welfare payments to the unembelieve in God.
(9~) Who or what court or bureau is to determine
recent statement by the noted tele- ployed are running out, the situaThe church where the ~Friends"
whether a specific publication is "reasonably tending" to
vision editor and commentator, Chet tion looks even darker than in most
were allowed to hold their meeting
Huntley, that the NAACP may have states. In one county, welfare ofincite the long list o[ crimes?
and present their Russian Commualready outlived its usefulness in ficials ruled that all of those receiv(Continued on p. 2)
(See CHURCHES, p. 4)
Negro leadership."
(See BUSINESS, p. 4)
-
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He’s Watching You!

CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
OF AMERICA

Report From
Tennessee

FREE
PRESS

By Richard Burrow, Jr.
The trouble-making race-m i x e r s
have played havoc in the two Tennessee communities that have been
Subscription $2.00 a year--payable in advant~e.
i subjected to forced integration. ReGrodp Suhscripllens $1.00 per Membc-r
[gardless of the contentions of the
(Minimum of SO)
do-gooder element, the fact remains
BULK RATES---SS.00 per 100 Copies Po~tpald.
[that the citizens of Clinton and
Nashville would have been spared
The Citize.~" Council is ,tot responsible |or the relurn of unsolicited articles,
ma.uscripl~ or other mate~als submitt~ for ~ssible ~blication. All such
the disorders had responsible leaders
mailer ~hould he ~m,pani~ IW a self-addr~ed stam~(l envel~ if a
I been able to maintain separate-but~elun, (d ~uch martial is desired.
equal schools. No city in the state
~etmnd Pass Mall Pdvflegn Aulhd~ at Jat~, Mbslssippi
I has had any racial violence where
segregation is maintained.
EDITORIAL BOARD
Some of Nashville’sproblems
WALTER C. GIVHAN ....................
ALABAMA
(which the news media- consistently
Chairman, Citizens’ Councils Of Alabama
ignore) came to light when Police
RORERT E. BROWN ....................................
ARKANSAS
Chief Douglas Hosse, who was testiDirector, States’ Rights Council of Arkansas
flying before a House judiciary subDII. GEORGE A. DOWNS ............
FLORIDA
’~committee, called on Congress to
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Florida
’pass a Federal anti-bombing bill and
R. CARTER PITTMAN ........................... GEORGIA
Ithus "help us to remove the reign
~NIP
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
of fear and terror" resulting ~rom
JOHN S. GARRETF .................................... LOUISIANA
I rec~nt explosions in the city. He
Presideut, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
:said the bombing of Hattie Cotton
ROBERT B. PATTERSON ......................... MISSISSIPPI
School and other places, as well as
Execntive Secretary, Citizens’ Conncils of Mississippi
various threats of bombings caused
REV. JAMES P. DEES ................. NORTH CAROLINA
the "reign of terror."
President, North Carolina Defenders of States Rights, Inc.
The chief said the Nashville police
FARLEY SMITH ......................................... SOUTH CAROLINA
force went on emergency status for
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of South Carolina
weeks to combat the bombing menRICItARD BURROW, JR ............................ TENNESSEE
ace, but there is a limit to the work
Advi~ry Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitntioual Govt.
they can do alone. Hosse also recalled various bombing threats diDR. R. E. MASTERS ............................................
TEXAS
President, Citizens’ Councils of Texas
rected against Federal Judge William
JAMES R. ORGAIN ..................................................
VIRGINIA
E. Miller who issued the school deDirector, Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual Liberties
segregation order; City School SupMember, Citizens’ Councils of Virginia
erintendent William H. Oliver; Z. A.
Looby, Negro attorney; Fehr School
Editor
and the chief’s own ho~ne.
W. J. SIMMONS ...........................................
~ The Chancellor of
rest out of jobs! Javits’ bill would create enough new jobs to theChattanooga
University of Chicago said the
keep them all busily, if not constructively, occupied.
S o u’t h is farther from integration
it was ten years ago.
How? Well, how will the government determiue exactlythan
"1 think the Supreme Court dewhat violates Javits’ law unless it sets up a vast system of censor- cision (1954) has worsened race reship? Think what fertile fields this opens to the bureaucrats! lations in the South," l)r. Lawrence
(Continued from p. 1)
Kimpton said in an interview
They could start a censor in training by assigning him to the "pic- A.
while wwationiug near Chattauooga.
ture postcard reading section." As he progressed, he could be
(3) Isn’t it altogether possible that something might be
Memphis--"We beliew, in racial
completely free of question in this regard in the city or state assigned more arduous tasks--such as the Sears, Roebuck catalog segregation and we are eager to
where it is published, and yet tend to incite persons in other ---or, possibly, the newspaper want-ads. Think of the glo~v of sat- state our position without comproPublished monthly at 813 Plaza Bu,’ld/n|, Jackson, Mississippi, by the
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF AMERICA
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isfaction on his face when he’s told he’s being promoted to the Inise."
Victory Baptist Church at
sports page, the obituaries, or the Congressional Record. And 577The
North
Hollywood th.us went on
Specifically, how about TIME or LIFE or LOOK magazines?when, after long years of faithful service, he’s ready to retire record in announcing
apusitive
Their publication of photographs and stories concerning mixing after finally graduating to the first-class mail section (by then, stand for States’ Rights and civil
of the races, particularly interracial marriage (which is stillof course, nobody will be writing to anyone any more--there’d liberties" in which "most people in
South--both white and Negro"
illegal in 30 states, by the way), certainly tend to incite Southbe nothing they copld say), then we would have a first-class the
will agree.
erners to violence, or at least to arouse violent feelings. Wouldpolitical robot, ready to do his master’s bidding for the rest of Rev. Robert Lemmon, church pasthey be declared nou-mailable under this statute? Or is this
tor, said he will launch a series of
his miserable existence!
another one-way law, applicable only to those publications hold- Maybe George Orwell has grounds for a copyright-infringe- sermons in support of his congregation’s stand.
ing an opposite view?
ment suit against the ghost-authors of Javits’ bill. All who have "We of the Victory Baotist Church
read his classic, "1984," will remember the terms "groupthink"want to go on record aud state
Certainly, many of the Negro publications with the largest
our stand concerning racial
and "doublethink," as well as the benevolent "Big Brother" whose clearly
circulations, such as EBONY and JET, would in all fairness fall
segregation," Rev. Lemmon s a i d.
all-seeing
video
eyes
seek
out
those
who
dare
to
disagree
and
under this law. Yet, we’ll bet that no one sponsoring this pro"While so many pastors and churches
consign them to a fate which makes Communist brainwashing are silent on this snbject, we beposed bill would think of even censuring EBONY for printing
lieve in segregation and we are eager
seem like a Sunday-school outing.
an article by the NAACP’s hired hand in Mississippi, Medgar
state our position without comEvers, in which he speaks of "forming his own Mau Mau band"~ In all sincerity, we’d llke to know who’s applied for the to
promise."
and of "roaming the Delta in search of blood." Is this not incitive?job
: of Big Brother. If Javits’ bill passes, we’ll have one. The "The Bible and our Constitution
And have we Southerners even suggested that the Congresscentral character in Orwell’s book has a pretty good govern- guarantee segregation between races
should outlaw publication of such material, designed to unleashment
i
job. He’s assigned to the perpetual task of rewriting his- and o f fe r s us protection against
violaters of our t~ersonal
h black reign of terror on the Southland?
tory, so Big Brother can never seem inconsistent. May we in- would-be
rights and civil liberties. We are
quire
as
to
what
arrangements
the
sponsors
of
Javits’
bill
have
going to support those in authority
We have not . . . because we believe this is another in
who take a positive stand fi~r States’
the long list of examples where the BILL of Rights is more made along these lines?
Rights and civil liberties.
important to America than any so-called "CIVIL Rights."
Surely, they wouldn’t corrupt the innocent minds of Ameri- "We are snre that most people
youth with tales of . . . pardon the expression . . . WAR! in the South--both white and Negro
It is surprising that none of the publishers who are usual- can
They
wouldn’t dare let children grow up thinking that there --agree to this. Let’s stand up and
ly so vocal in their defense of "Freedom of the Press" have ARE occasions
when provocation leads to action! That’s unthink- be counted."
appeared to protest Javits’ bill, which would do so much to
able . . . or, for the sake of clarity in the minds of this bill’s "Does your department haw~ a
gag them. We hope they will protest.
authors, "antigroupthink."
(I o u b I e standard in, dealing with
Ac~uallv, we are convinced that if Javits’ bill became law As we said, we wish some of the better-known publishers NAACP member employees?" Willis
Ayers, Jr., Chairman of the Shelby
and were l~airly enforced, the South would come out on top.
~vould take another look at this bill. We’ll venture the guess E.
County Chapter of the Tenr,.ssee
Most of the incitive material seems to be produced by the other
that they would forget the fact that it’s unfashionable at the Federation for Constitutional Govside, and even the publications purporting to present a Southern
moment to oppose anything bearing the "Civil Rights" label, and ernment, asked Postmaster General
view in an incitive manner are published well outside the
Arthur Smnnwrfield.
raise a howl like nothing ever heard before.
Stating that a white employee
Confederacy.
If any confidence could be placed in the Supreme Court,would automatically be discharged
It is respectfully suggested that Members of Congress wouldthere ~vould be no reason to be concerned about this patently for a violatiun of the Hatch Act,
bill. But we suspect its authors knew, as we do, Ayers asked Summedield wh y he
do well to ponder the question of ~vhether Javits’ bill, S. 122, unconstitutional
is
discharged Negro postal clerk
actually a "Civil Rights" bill or whether it is an insidious attempt that the Court, as presently composed, can be relied upon to hasn’t
O. Z. Evers, who is violating the
to use the tumult and shouting on behalf of such legislation to come up with a legalistically-worded decision saying, in effect,act by rnnning for Ci~ Commissioner
take the first step towards the establishment of a controlled press that the First Amendment is contrary to what they would proba- while on the Federal payroll.
in this nation.
bly call the "American ethic"---whatever that is--and unsuited to Evers first caused troubl~ in Memby filing a Federal Court suit
modern
conditions. No donbt thev’d probably be able to find phis
While xve’re on this subject, here’s a constructiye suggestion:a few foreign
that Tennes~e’s segregated
sociologists to back them up on this. Russia, Franco char#ng
bus seating law is unconstitutional.
Why not make.this bill apply also to TV and radio programs? We
Spain, Portugal, Castro’s Cuba, Juan Peron--even Hitler and Meanwhile, C i t y Commissioner
have all heard reports of heinons crimes---committed, it is said,
Mussolini--xvould be good starting points. The present Court Hen~ ~ew said that he had the
after the criminal viewed a particularly bloody TV program,would,
or
of course, be constrained to admit that these sources are ci~ legal depa~ment checkin~ the
"a horror movie. And how about the rock-and-roll song praising
of passing a ci~ run-off
much better steeped in historic Americanism than such "plotters oossibi~
law in time for the August 20 muone "Charlie Brown" for burning down the school-house? against
Is
the
people"
as
Thomas
Jefferson
and
John
Peter
Zenger.
nicipal election.
this not incitive?

parts of the nation?

White Illegitimacy Lowest In South

Yes, if Javits’ bill is to be enacted into law, let’s not leave
out TV, radio, movies, phonograph records, comic books, paperback novels, and all the rest. Let’s turn America into a real
According to statistics compiled
And, the Southern states appear
Never-never Land, where all is perpetually sweetness and light,
by Robert Patterson, executive secreto be the only ones concerned about
and where a tranquilized citizenry will exist in a state of blissful
tary of the Mississippi Association of
solving the problem that they do
ignorance, unaware of the sinister and seamy side of life. Let’s
Citizens’ Councils, Mississippi has have.
only 3 or 4 rape cases a year. In
ignore--or better yet, let’s BAN~news stories of crime and vioIn Alabama, for instance, two
1957, there were 21,0,80 in the nameasures are now up before the Leglence, however disgusting or revolting. Let’s... in effect, because
tion.
islature which would erase state aid
this would be the result . . . lighten the postman’s load by reto mothers of illegitimate children.
Mississippi
had
only
1700
illegitirap.ring everything from the mailbag except the postcard from
One of the measures would halt
mate babies born in 1957, when there
state welfare benefits to any unwed
Aunt Bessie down on the farm. (Unless, of course, she is foolishwere 201,700 in the nation. White
mother
who has a second illegitienough to mention that crops are .ba.d; in that .event, her card!women in Mississippi had onlymate
298 child.
The other bill would
would be unmailable, too--we might be tempted to go out and i fllegitimate babies, the U. S. low figstop payments only if the mother of
ure,
t
illegitimate children refuses to take
STEAL,some groceries
for her.)
¯
Most the
of thenational
Southern states
are far
a job.
" Lets put thousands
of newspaper reporters, pnnters
TV below
ave~
.......
gem megmOther Southern states have similar

’
....
executives
and technicmm, p~per boys on the corner, and
all Ithe’ man, ~ m~, ames d rape.

bills bebxe their legislative house~

~w mid he was sick and tired
of ~lificians co~ing the favor of
minofi~ groups and that he believcd
an office holder should ~ ell’ted
by the majod~ and not by any single-sh~ting.
He emphasized the word majority.
Single-shot voting is the practice of
voting for only one man in a race
where s~eral are to ~ electS. It
has bee n widely us~ by Negro
groups.
Other Negr~s s~king offic~ in
the munidpal el~fion are Russell
Suga~on, Jr., Negro aRomey who
has announ~d for public works commi~ioner; Rev. Roy ~ve, ~. Hen~
Bunion and J. A. Hays, all rnn~ng
for ~e ci~ ~h~l ~a~; and Eliehue
St~back, ca~te for d~ ~ av
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Local Councils View Films,
Hear Talks, Quiz Candidates
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Northemer Praises
’Mississippi Image’

Yankee Paper Curtain Ripping,
A letter received recently by Tom
Ethridge, columnist for the Jackson South Emerges Looking Good.
(Miss.) Clarion Ledger, provides a

Providing a good example for
Voielngdeep concern over the new outlook on the Poplarville inThere’s a rift in the paper curAnd, grad,u,a]ly, as the "segregaother local Citizens’ Councils to fol- fate of the Negro people who are cident.
tainl
tion problem’ that is moaned about
low, the Tate CounW (Miss.) Citi- b e i n g deceived by the radical
"To millions of uneasy Yankees,
daily
in thegreat Northern journals
Elements of truth about the South of "truth"
zens" Council is using the Citizens’ mulatto leadm working as Bed believe me," says the writer from
takes hold on housing,
"
are
beginning
to
appear
in
the
NorthCouncil Forum television series for dupes to betray the U.S.A., Mone New Jersey, "lil ole Mississippi is
swimming pools, p ark s and golf
ern
press,
despite
the
high-pressure.
pnblic showings in the community.
reported that "the ~worn testi- the glamour girl of the nation. Sure,
courses, people above the MasonObtaining the films from the mony of s e v ¯ r a i ex-Communist she’s lied about (what queen isn’t~) tactics of the NAACP and r~nority- Dixon line are realizing that this is
minded
politicians
of
b
o
t
h
major
Forum office in Jackson, they are le~ders (most of them Negro,)
but so fantastically different that she parties.
not a regional problem.
showing them in schools and civic before Congressional and state inkeeps her detractors in a screaming
The anti-South Time magazine
club meetings in the community.
vestigatlng committees r ¯ v ¯ a I s frenzy, fit to be Ued.
Westbrook Pegler, nationally synTo make sure that a good audience "that Negro Red followers have left
’‘The sheer audacity of the Poplar- dicated columnist, recently received has drawn the censure of Dr. Jacques
is on hand, the local Council has the Communist Party became they vflle incident proves that there are a "’Magnolia Leaf’ from the Jackson Barzun, dean of faculties at Columplaced quarter-page advertisements discovered t h a t they were being men in the Deep South who will fly (Miss.) Daily News for these com- bia University in New York. He
s u m s Time up as "misinformation
in the local newspapers, listing the used as tools and would be dis- into the face of Hell and the United ments appearing in his column:
trimmed with insult."
times and places of the showings.
carded by ’liquidation’ or imprison- Nations and put a chock under them
"For
al~ut
100
yem,
the
~t~tes
The ad states, "Every white per- ment when the Communists were both--men who will defy airborne of the Northern tier have heaped
Another criticism of Time magason should make it a point to see
through with them. At the same divisions and the legions of Hyde
abu~ on the states of zine comes from Arkansas Governor
the Citizens’ Council films regard-~ time, all American Negroes would Park’s Black Widow and be termed supercilious
the South. This unnecessary and Faubus in a speech before the Alains the Supreme Court and integra- he reduced to slavery to provide co,w,,ardly criminals.
conduct continues bama Legislature. F a u b u s said
tion. Pictures being used by Citi- cheap labor for the Red dictators
Surely no sane man would risk dangerous
in agitation over inte- "Time is the magazine for people
zens" Council Forum -- shown on of America."
his life to shield an obscure, fright- nowadays
who can’t think and Life for the
television and heard on many radio Morse cited the cases of three ened, outraged young mother from gration.
people who can’t read."
"Even
in
the
Civil
Wer
days,
stations. The f i I m s feature c-om- Negro Communists who q u i t the the claws of the NAACP, from the
Stating that the people of the
ments by senators, congressmen and Party and recanted. Two werespotlighted grilling by a Negro law- the Northern pooulatlon was North don’t always agree with what
yer,
from
the
sneers,
leers
and
bolargely
immigrant
and
still
alien
other leaders from both the Demo- hounded by Red secret police and
they read in their own pa,.j~..rs about
cratic and Republican parties."
fouling lenses of Life, Time, Look, by contrast with the patriotic naone was murdered.
the South, Faubus said, ’When the
All films in the Forum series ar~
Ebony, CBS, NBC, UPI, AP---but tive quality of the South and this mail began coming to my office in
avhflable to any interested group.
rereads
a
nasty
fact
today."
they did it in Mississippi."
sacks, I ran a check. We found that
Just write to the Citizens’ Council
The Montgomery County (Ala.)
60 per cent of the mail was from
Forum, 813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Citizens’ C o u n c i I has adopted a
outside the South, and 95 per cent
Mississippi.
resolution urging Gov. John Patterof it was favorable to me."
son to replace all county boards of
Clark Mollenhoff, Pulitzer prizeBey. James P. Dees of Statesville, voting registrars in the state.
winning correspondent for the Cowles
Claiming that s o m e incumbent
N. C., President of the North Caronewspapers and. Look magazine, said
lina Defenders of States Rights; Inc., !registrars were facilitating the regisin a speech to the 50th anniversary
told a Baptist Student Union group ’ tration of Negroes for partisan poliMothers are getting MAD about dren being brought across borough Sigma Delta Clii Awards banquet
at Wake Forest College, May 11, tical pro’poses, the Citizens’ Council
that he thinks segregation is more group called on the state auditor and the integration problem --not in lines on the way here, but they that several areas of the news are
the agriculture commissioner to Little Rock, not in Front Royal-- will pass three under-utilized Brook- suffering from Ix~or reporting, inChristian than integration.
lyn schools with a total of 1,227 cluding race relations, where "speHe said the Bible does say, "Love join forces with the governor m but in New York[
cialists from the North" tour the
neighbor." However, he said he naming replacements for present regAnd protests usually reserved for seats."
"We’ve been deceived," one of South reporting slanted news for
}~t he loved his neighbor most in istrars without delay.
the "mndemtes" serving on Southern
.school boards, are finding their way the lawmakers stated. "We are the purpose of inflaming.
preserving his race for him, a race
against forced integration."
that he can call his own and in
And Southern editors are being
The Florida Association of Citi- into the Northern papers by way
(Editor’s Note ~ Wonder how prompted by the bait of national
which, among his own kind, he can zens’ Councils has adopted a resolu- of letters from irate parents.
many of these now-irate parents
grow ~o fullest maturity.
awards and the monetary lure of
tion asking all elected state office The Board of Education of GlenHe expressed the belief that the holders to "exercise all of the pow- dale, N. Y., wants to transport Negro voted for the New York congress- national magazines to give an unEpiscopal Chnrch has erred in the ers of their respective offices to pre- students from over-crowded schools men and senators who are work- true picture of their own sections.
decrees about integration ofparishes. serve constitutional government and in Brooklyn to the predominantly ing so diligently to cram enforced For three years straight, a Southern
Dees is rector of Trinity Episcopal States Rights, and to appoint a work- white schools in Ridgewood and integration down the South’s
"moderate" editor has won the
And the parents just aren’t throat? One of the most interChurch of Statesville.
Pulitzer Prize.
ing and advisory committee to pre- Glendale.
estlng comments of the night was
having
any
of
it.
proper plans, and plans which
Negroes are now being placed in
"We’ll
have
our
day
in
courtl"
Mix~issippfs gubernatorial candi- pare
"If they are trying to solve inbe accomplished to preserve segthe casts of motion pictures, even
That should be right interesting
dates all appeared in a question and can
regated schools in accordance with tegration p r o b I e m s," said one
where
there was no Negro in the
to watch . . . if it ever gets in
answer session before t h e Rankin the State Constitution, as a preparamother, "they better watch their
original
play or novel. And, thanks
printD
Connty Citizens’ Conncil Saturday, tive measure in the event a central- step. They are about to create
to pressure from the NAACP~ AntiJune 6.
ized type of government order is one here."
Defamation League, and other proEach candidate answered 12 ques- forced on onr school system to inSeveral lawmakers from the area Indiana Convicts Vote Forfessional minority pressure groups,
lions on segregation, prepared by the tegrate, before a nation-wide public were
invited by the gronp of mothNegroes can no longer be llmrtrayed
Rankin County ~roup and directed opinion rnles for the preservation of i ers, operating
the framework Segregated Dormitories as servants, comics, menials or as
to the candidates by Louis Hollis, constitutional government and States of the Glendalewithin
Taxpayers’ AssociaUncle Tom characters. They must
Executive Director of t h e J~ckson Rights."
tion, to a meeting to "hear the
be placed in roles which are digniCitizens’ Council.
There’s
more
racial
pride
among
A copy of the resolution, spon- facts."
fied, a n d otherwise designed to
All of the aspirants vowed that, sored
thieves
than
among
some
Congressby the Lake Connty Citizens’
brainwash the Northern viewers into
Mrs. Gloria McArdle, chairman of menl
if elected, they would seek to ban
Council was sent to the President, the the taxpayers’ group, turned to them
believing that the Negro is equal to
the N.AACP from the state.
Inmates
of
the
Indiana
state
reU. S. Senators and Representatives and said: "We invited you here to--if not superior to---the white man.
formatory, 2,270 whites and 629 NeNewly elected officers of the Grass from Florida, the Governor, and the night. ~Ve want to know what you groes, turned thumbs down on racial
The .NAACP exerted enough presintend to do to’help ns."
Roots League, Inc., of Charleston, State Legislators.
integration in a new "honor" dormi- sure to keep the film "Birth of a
Before they could answer, she tory, deciding to keep the new build- Nation" from being released to teleS. C., are Stanley F. Morse, president; Mrs. R. E. Lipscomb, viceA reminder from Robert Patter- continued, "Not only are these chil- ing an all-Negro facility.
vision, because it "distorts the role
president; Henry R. Dwight, Jr., son, Executive Secretary of the
of the Negro in Reconstruction" and
Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi:
secretary-treasurer.
"makes a hero of the Ku Klux Klan."
Morse is one of the founders of "Does the Executive Committee
The NAACP and the Negro newsthe Grass Roots League; this is his or Board of Directors of your lopaper Amsterdam News scented an
fifth year as an officer of the group. cal Citizens’ Council meet at least
(From the Jackson, Miss., Daily News)
apology from New York television
Dwight is serving for the third time. once a month, on a regular meetstation WNEW-TV for airing a film
Mrs. Lipscomb, state regent of the ing date? Does your Citizens’
This newspaper has long contended that agitation for race- "Unusual Occupations" which showed
~
D.A.R., has hmg been an ontstand- Council subscribe to the Citizens’
mixing is spawned from selfish politics, regional jealousy,
"
do- Negroes picking cotton.
ing leader in women’s patriotic or- Council newspaper for all of its
gooders ffho desire to express their frustrations by embarking on~ Perhaps lhe "cream of tl~e crop"
ganizations.
members?"
social experimentation, and as a method by which Moscow can l in Northern bigol:ry is the CBS
further its aims of infiltration.
network, who, without any pressnre
On a national scale the only voices usually given ear on the from anybody, wouldn’t allow singer
subiect are members of the above clans. It is an exception when Nelson E d ~ly to sing "Shortnin’
Bread."
the contrary is experienced.
The hope of Sonthern people is
A report from the American Orthopsychiatric Association meet- voiced
by Charles Reap, a member
ing in San Francisco has been transmitted across the news wires. of the faculty of William and Mary
Sonthem parents who are wonder- "We’ve done everything the other It said that a social worker has found that desegregation in the College, when he says, "I have
ing about private schools can take classes did, and some of us are even South has made its white children more hostile to sharing their talked with lhousands of people who
heart from this report of the ~adua- better off scholastically. We’ve sethave moved from North and West
lion ceremonies of Virginia s first tled d o w n sooner.’" Jimmy noted classrooms with Negroes.
to the South, and 9.9 per cent say
private school set up for the pnrpose particularly the sweetheart dance in
A paper prepared by Dr. Ernest Q. Campbell of the University i they believe the South will be the
of maintaining segregation.
January, the senior trip to New York of North Carolina contained the idea after he made a study of predominantly white section of the
Penny Forsyth, a 17-year-old grad- in April and the senior prom in May. parents and students in Norfolk, Va., and other communities. nation a decade or so from nuw. The
uate of the Warren C’ounty Educa(Editor’s Note---Thi~ is a nota- These children and their parents will, without doubt, be classified :new racial problem at the North’s
tional Fonndation High School in ble contrast with the reports from
~front door will cause it to take a
Front Royal, Va., gives this account schools which have accepted as bigots.
new look at thc Warren Court."
"token
integration."
Graduates
of
The
quaint
little
philosophy
that
brotherhood
can
be
dictated
of the school year, as reported in
these
schools
tell
of
senior
proms
the Richmond News Leader: "When
by judicial fiat is a suspicious batch of thinking to say the least.
school first closed last fall, we and class parties that had to be
Let’s take another case where, because of racial agitation,
thought that was it. But it’s been cancelled be~nse of the threat of
people
are pre-occupied with brotherhood, sisterhood and the
trouble
over
race-mixlng
at
the
a wonderful year.
tender hybrid attitude arising among the two.
"Of course, we missed having the social gatherln~.)
school paper and the annual. Bnt The proud narents of Front Roval
Baltimore, Maryland, is a typical example of a city thus afwe’re closer together and closer to, feel that ther~ is indeed someth~r, fected.
t, he teach,.,ers. And m~y gra,,d~ iumped Fspecial about its graduating class o~
The following appeared in a Baltimore newspaper:
~rom a b average m a ~-pms aver-11959 because these students have
"Instead of the kiss the robber wanted yesterday, Mrs. Freda
age
t
prov~l
to
the
South
and
to
the
rest
’ -"
Jimmy Jordan, president of the I of the nation that forced integration Greene, operator of a liquor store, bashed him with a club.
"Mrs. Greene, 54, owner of a liquor store in the 800 block
97-member class, had this to say: lis not inevitable.
One of the nation’s most o,tstandWest Franklin street, told Southeastern district police that a Negro ing t’elehrities is now a memher of
the Jackson (Miss.) Citizens’ Cormman with a penknife took $75 from her two cash registers.
cil.
"She said the man shoved her, after getting the money, and
Charles Cuburn, leading star of
she told him: I don’t feel any preiudice because I’m white and film
a n d stage, has accepted an
you’re Negro. You don’t want to hurt me.
by the Board of Directors of the
Citizens’ Councils
"If you think we’re equal, give me a kiss, the man told her, ac- Jackson Council.
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
cording to Mrs. Greene.
Coburn became interested in the
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens"
"She hit him on the head with a club she keeps under the activities of the Citizens" Council
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
counter and then chased him for half a block, she told officers. when he visited relatives in Jackson
recently. He saw a Citizens’ CramTwo customers joined in the chase, but the robber escapedf
[’] For One Year ................................. $2.00
(Please l~nt)
Here is a problem for the sociologists who advocate race- oil Forum program on television, and
mixing. Can’t a guy even rob a store without getting involved in upon his request was intrndnced to
Name ...............................................................................
an endearing conversation over pigmentation, segregation, integra-some of the directors and members
I of the Conneil movement. He disAddress ........................................................................
tion and infatuation.
cussed with them at some length the
The Baltimore episode raises another question.
work that was being done on a local
City ...............................................................................
If the bandit is taken into custody and tried and convicted,, and national level.
could he be freed on reversable error because the woman didn t In Coburn’s letter of acceptance,
State ...............................................................................
engage him in a little ~uicy sniooching?
he stated that he was a strong beChief Justice Warren, take it away.
liever in States’ Rights.

New York Mothers Get Mad
Over School Mixing Efforts

She Didn’t Kiss The Bandit

First Class Graduates From New
Front Royal, Va., Private School

Famous Actor
Coburn Becomes
Council Member
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Churches

in the nation

CAPITAL CITY OF MISSISSIPPI

(Continued from P. 1)
~nist to the audience was the First
.Christian Church of Houston. Rev.
i John C. Knowles is pastor.
Almost equally as shocking to
o t he r Protestant leaders are the
stands taken by some church gronps
on matters clearly outside the religious field.
In Indianapolis, a committee of
the United Presbyterian General Assembly has u r ged disapproval of
"right-to-work" laws in 18 states.
And on recent Sunday mornings,
worshippers in Minneapolis, Minn.,
churches have found in their pews
a pledge ca r d reading, "1 will
welcome into my neighborhood
any person of good character, regardless of race, color, or national
origin." These cards, or ones similar in nature, are being distributed
by churches in Pain Alto, Santa
Clara and several other California
cities.
In Philadelphia; Hartford, Conn.;
Lincoln, Neb.; and Champaign, lll.,
churches have helped to obtain hundreds of signatures for full-page
newspaper acavertiscments proclaiming the willingness of the signers to
have Negro families in their neighborhoods.
At the recent Southenl Baptist
Convention, integration was a geynote theme, with "leaders" like Dr.
Theodore F. Adams of Richmond,
urging the Baptists to go to internatinnal meetin.gs to "atingle with
representatives from many countries,
representing all races and varying
cultnres and a variety of religious
practices and experiences."
The Convention also recommended a top-level conference ’between Negro and w h i t e BaptL~t
leaders to discuss mutual problems; reaffirmed action of the
1954 Baptist Convention which
endorsed the Supreme Court stand
on school integration; and heard
Brooks Hays say that "the states
have no right to destroy the Federal government."

)ADS

There are plenty of opportunities for
business and industry in progressive,
modern Jackson- one of the nation’s
,cleanest, most beautiful metropolitan
centers.

OF

THE

GROWING

SOUTH

For nine consecutive months, Jackson, Mississippi has been the number one "bright spot" on the nation’s economic map. Why? The answer is
simple. Jackson has a highly diversified economy, it is a last-growing metropolitan center, and its alert citizens recognize the many and broad opportunities offered by this area.
This excellent climate for growth has been made possible, by a progressive city administration dedicated to sound business principles and the
ideals of good government.
These are a few examples of Jackson’s current record of economic
growth and progress:

A report by the Virginia, Methodist
Conference called npnn Gnv. Almnnd
to appoint a connnission of educatnrs, ministers a n d "pn!)lic-spirited
citizens uf both r a c e s to stn(ly
methods by which the state may
"slnwly, bnt consistently" integrate
its schools.
The 99th Geueral Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church, U. S. (South,.
called f o r "intensified efforts by
church members to bring about interracial harmony."
A resolution placed on the "May
meetings" agenda of the American
Unitarian Association called npon the
President of the United States to
bring the "pressure and power of
his administration to uphold the ant.hori,ty of the Civil Rights Commission.
A second resolution, submitted by
the Tennessee V a I I e y Unitarian
C h u r ch of Knoxville, Tennessee,
called for positive steps to invite
and welcome all persons who share
Unitarian views regardless of race
or color.

NO. 1 in Bank Activity Increase

NO. 1 in General Business Gains

U. S. News & World Report, February 22, 19,59 issue.
in a special eoonomic study o[ 100 top cities, shows
ackson banks wi’h the greatest t~:rcent increase in
anking activity. The national average increase is only
:].5g as compared to Jackson’s increase of

For nine consecutive months, Jackson has been the
leading community in the nation in business gains over
the same period a year ago. according to the "Business.
USA" station of F~rbes magazine and "Business Trend"
(a Rand-McNally publication).

~

NO. 1 in Retail Sales Performance

NO. 1 for Marketing/Distributi0n

Sales Management magazine and Dartnell Sales
Activi~’ and Trend Indicator, March 1959 issues, show
Jackson at the top of the nation’s best markets in retail
sales increase. Jackson’s retail sMes index o[ ItKI is 30.2
percent above the national average.

Jackson is strategically located on major highway,
rail and air lines-overnight to a giant market of
million people in the ~mth and Middle West In addition, this area offers an excellent access to the rich South
American market.

THE CITY OF JACKSON
M

ISSISSIPPI

Allen C. Thompson, Mayo~

D. L. Lackey, Commissioner

Proof That Segregation Pays!
The above ad irom the Wall Street Journal for May 5, along with other sindlar ads to be found in
current issues of leading business publications, should convince even the most skeptical Northerner that
the South is prospering under its segregated hi-racial system.
Perhaps this will explain why the South is so determined to keep its cxtstoms and social institutions
intact, no matter how loud the pained screams from recession-ridden radlcals! Many Southerners suspect
that the Northern hue and cry for the fore’hie integration of the South is a case of economic sour grapes.

Lake Campbell, Commissioner

The resolution further provides
that the Unitarian denomination extend financial aid to any Unitarian
society which suffers a loss through
pra_ctic~~, of_ t~ose~pr_i_nc.iples~

.

Business
(Continued from P. 1)
ing aid must plant gardens by May
1 and that to he eligible for contint,ed assistance they must prove
they tried to can vegetables out of
the garden.
"When s o m e people l)rotested,"
complained t h e president of the
Michigan State AFL-CIO, "’that they
had no cans or jars, they were told
to go out to the dump pile, where
they could find what they needed."
The Michigan State AFL-CIO,
home comfort-station of Waher
Reuther, is one of the leading
ganizations lobbying for the passaze
of "Civil Rights" bills to help the
"poor, oppressed"--tmt not hongry
--Negroes of the backwater South?
Similar reports come frmn N e w
England, from Maryland, and from
i Tennessee, the "Southern" state that
~accepted integration without a n y
j struggle that would cause an economic decline.
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Jackson, Mississippi

Councils Put-Accent On Youth
Brainwashing?

Tops In State Contest

NEA Has
Left-Wing
Influence

Varied Activities Planned;

Essay Winners Named

Anita Annette Clegg of Hattiesburg, Miss., and A. G. Nicols,
Jr., of Morton, Miss., are the first-place winners in the annual
’statewide Citizens’ Council high school essay contest.
The announcement was made bv Robert Patterson, executive
secretary of the Mississippi Association of Citizens’ Councils, and
Mrs. SaWn McCorkle, youth activities director of the group.
The other winners are Patsy~
A mother hears a group of teenagers busily figuring up when they
Martin of Provine High School
Selecting as his subject "Why I
will be eligible to draw their Social
in Jackson and Mary Rosalind
Believe in th~ Social Separation of
Security or pensions. A high school
H e a I y of Madison-Ridgeland
the Races of Mankind," Nicols wrote:
boy starts sponting off to his father
High School, tied for second
that the welfare of the state is infinite"Why do I believe in the social
place in the girls’ contest;
ly more important than the rights of
separation of the races? ! believe in
the individual and that free enterprise
Billy Gerald Stexvart of Tyler- the social separation of the races
is actually impedingprogress. Then,
! believe in a pnre race, be
town,
second-place boys’ winner;because
parents belatedly begin to wonder
it my own white race or the Negro
Louise
Folsom
of
Pearl
and
Fred
what is being tanght in their pnblie
race, and 1 know that the mixing of
Laird of Florence, third-place
schools.
two complete diversities will bring
abont a mongrel inferior to either
xvinners.
That same mother or father conld
The contest ss,as the highlight of
of its predecessors; becanse 1 believe
ick up a textbook that has been left
that the elimination of segregation
¯ the year in the youth activities diing around by the high school boy,
wonld cause ontokl damage to our
vision of the Mississipifi Conncils. Led
open it at random and read: "When
American way (if lift,; because l
by Mrs. McCorkle, the varied cala world organization like the United
lieve in America, the greatest naiinn
endar of activities has included pimpNations establishes an international
on the face of the earth~a naUon
. ning Citizen’s Conncil programs for
currency, makes laws for the defense
established and built on the principle
the high schools and colleges, making
of the people everywhere, and estabof segregation; mud, also, because of
speeches in sobs)Is, civic meetings
lishes a world army, navy and air
a reverence for the order esiahlished
:and local Cooncil meetings across
force, it will have taken a long step
in nature by God.
t the state, writing letters to gronps
in the direction of world goveroment
, and individuals who have similar inand world citizenship."
"It is ~eame of these beliefs thai
terests, and varions other projects.
I, indeed all lhose who are st~g(;citing more distorbed, they couhl
"Staying on the road for the Ci/igling to maintain the ~ial separafind another textbook, open it and
;zens’ Cooncils most of the time, Mrs.
tion of the races, cannot remain infind that their children ’are heinz
MeCorkle
has
made
at
least
one
ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS~These seven Mississippi high school
different. This is why we fiat, and
taught that "the recent onanimous
[speech
t~)ahnost
e~’e~’
hizh
selmol
students are the statewide winners in the annual Essay Contest sponsored
will conihme Io fight, unlil we have
decision of the Supreme Conrt ;,gaiust
in
the
state.
She
regularly
gives’,,
talks
by the Educational Fund of the Mississippi Citizens’ Councils. A $500 prize
succeeded in maintaining segregasegregation in the pnblic schools
on
youth
work
to
local
Citiz~ms’
goes to the boy and girl writing the best essays in the state among the
tion, our way of life, or unlil the
marks a mmnentous forward step in
Com’~cil
meetings,
and
confers
with
thousands of entries. Shown above are: Top row, left, A. G. Nicols, Jr.,
the onward march of democracy. Our
Communists, with the aid of our
Morton, Miss., first-place boy; right, Anita Annette Clegg, Hattiesburg, Miss.,
own Supreme Cou~ have caused us
chnrchcs, too, are moving forward on
,::[~icers
’
’n
youth
of
programs.
the,
Cot,ncil~
abo,,t
their
first-place girl. Second row, left to right, Patsy Martin, Jackson, and Mary
to crumble from within and Io fall
the race-relations frnnt, ahlmugh it
, The youth activities division ,,f the
Rosalind Healy, Madison-Ridgeland, tied for second-place girls’ essays;
continues ironical that IRqween 10 and
like Rome of old."
Counci( Ires been working closcly
Billy Gerald Stewart, Tylertown, second-place boy; Louise Folsom, Pearl,
1 on Snnday mornings democracy in
"The immediate results of integra’with the l)ao~hters of the American
worship is so little obse~ in all of
thlrd-place girl; and Fred Lai_rd, Florence, third-place._~0y.
tion nulst be considered," wrote Patsy
;Rew) ntion anO the American Legion
our commnnities.’"
in their investigations of textbooks
Martin. She contimicd:
Much of the blame for teaching
, beinK nsed in the schools.
"The prophet l)aniel once wrote:
these ideas of integration, Federal
Thousands of essays were entered
’Thon art weighed in the balances
control and complete socialism in the
in this year’s contest, from high
and art found wanting.’ This truly
l)ublic schools~an be given directly to
schools in all parts of the state.
applies to American Negroes.
the Nat;prod Education Association.
Judges were chosen from among the
The NEA’s paaicnlar ~pe of brainstate’s
leading
educators
by
the
di~:-rorong"’-i~egro Vote
"Their first great failinz is a lack
washing began in 1933, when Dr.
rectors of the Citizens’ Council Edunf character. It is aeccpled knowledge
.
Gt~)rge S. Counts, professor of edncacational Fund.
,that Negroes tend
ttl be shiftless,
The state of Lonisiana has out-i the state of Louisiamt" and "’violates
tion at the shocking-pink Teachers
Winners were "dso chosen on a ~slo/hful, nntruthful,
and lackin~ in
maneuvered the Federal Civil RightsI Constitutional rights a n d privileges
College of Colnmhia University, and
ambition. Many
local level by many high schools which
determination and
Commission and blocked Commission granted under thb Constitution nf the
a group of his constitnents issned "A
work only when necessa~, missing a
participated in the contest.
L o ca
efforts to force mass registration ofI United States."
C~dl to the Teachers of the Nation."
¯~[. tturmer
-,
, ......... mat
prize
day’s work at the slightest excuse.
money
was
don’tted
hy the
Negroes and other nnqualified voter i
tieciareci
’
tne
pro~.
:
,
~
,
.
.
(Editor’s Not~Dr. Counts was
.
.m Shreveport
,
~ h.~]t, tizens
uounen IO
eacl~ loeahly , Someone has truthfully said that
applicants.
posed heanng
is. not ~.
’
....
the candidate for the U. S. Senate
NeRro pays for what he wants and
A series of legal mnves was cli-tbased npoh any specific statement
v I h determined
nf ..... the
:mmunt ’
of the Liberal Paay in New York in
begs for what he needs." Superstition
maxed on Jnly 12, when Federal l)is-I fact revealed in any of the subpoenas The state winners will receiw" their
1952. The Liberal Pady is the pois prewdenl and ’voodoo’ is feared.
trier Judge Ben C. Dawkins in Shreve- served on the registrars and therecash prizes at a special awards dinner,
litical wing of Americans for DemoNegroes believe ili..~ love p O t i O n
port,
La.,
issued
a
temporary
restrainfore
violates
to
be
anmmnced
later
this
month.
t
h
ei
r
Constitutional
cratic Action, which has replaced
witchcraft, and mark’. Social inlegraing
order
barring
the
Civil
Rights
rights."
Each
first-place
winner
will
receive
the old S~ialist Party as the leader
tion demands ~ price to be paid~aml
Commission from holding a schednled
$500, with sinalh,r amnonts for the
Greta;Ilion asked that a three-judge
of the socialist movement in AmeriDart of this price unquestionably will
Jnly 13 hearing in Shreveport.
others.
Federal Conrt declare the law treat¯
he a compromise between ilw low
ling the Commission "’uneonstitutional,
The Commission wanted to roves-,
The subjects of tile essay’s inchided: character of the Negro and lhe much
One of Dr. Connts’ philosophies is
void and ineffective in its entirety
"Why I Believe in Social Sermration
tigate alleged discrimination against
higher character of the white.
that we live in a world of revolntion,
and to relieve the registrars from
Negro voters in 17 North Lonisiana
of tl~e Races of Mankind," "Subverthat opt of that revolution a new
cnmpliance with Commission direc-:sion in Racial Unrest," "Why the
parishes,
"Yes, integration demands thai a
world is coming and that there trust
rives.
. Preservation of States Rights Is hnJudge Dawkins" order granted a
high price be paid~and not the least
be nshered in an age of plenty, with
Judge Da ’k:ns, in addition to stop- ~,ortant to Every American, and
petition filed by Louisiana Attorney
part of it will he a lowering of the
security for all, and no l~ve~ anyping the Commission from hoklingl ’%Vhy Separate ~chools Should Be
nlora]s Of yOilO~ white Americans.
General Jack Greta;Ilion. Acting on
where in the land. How to bring this
the.
Shrevepo~
hearing,
al~
ordered
~
Maintained
for
the
White
and
Negro
Negroes have never hmrned or acbehalf of 17 North Lonisiana voter
a~mt? It wonld "’seem to reqnire
registrars who had been subpoenaed
a three-judge tfibnnal to determine[Races."
cepted the white race’s moral standfimdamental changes in the economic
the
constitutionali~
of
the
contro-~
"
hy the Commission to appear at the
.~
._
ards. Their family life is nnstable:
.topic
j ~illelle
biegg,
ciiooslng
its
net
system. Historic capitalism, with its
vcrsial
Conmusslon
and
the
act
that,
"Why
the
Preservation
of
States
Jnly 13 hearing in Shreveport, Grethey disregard legal marriazes; and
deification of the principle of selfcreated
it.
million charged that the Connnission
~Ri~hts
is Important to Every Amerilhey change ’partners’ often."
The
judge
al~
granted
a
request
~cm
"
wrote.
fishness, its reliance upon the forces
hearing would do "irreparable damof com~’tition . . . an0 its exaltation
that
the
state
of
~amas
~
aiage" to the registrars ;and the people
~plaiilin~ "%Vh7 I ~elieve in llw
,iowea, .to¯ ¯loin
L ....~UlSla~ in the suR.
,
..
of the p~fit motive, will either have
. ~wnen u-ie states lose their nleanSot’iai Separation of the Races of
and laws of Lonisiana.
to ~ displaced altogether or so radi~ ing
the
entlr~
system
ol
~o~
ern
Arkansas attorney-general B r u e e
".
Mankind," Ma~ Rosalind It e a ly
The snit asserted that the Civil
cally changt~ in form and spirit that
ue~nett recelveu pe~lsSlOn to Ille
i. /
¯
wrote:
r"the
I centrauzeo
’ i, I ~atnmm
." Rights Commission was created un~s
t~e
r~c
o~
its identity will be cmnpletely lost.
a b~ef in the case as a "f~end of
constitntionally; that the Commission,~
i state, the supreme rule of a man
"’Though ;ill race’, began their dc. . . "~at under snch an e(~nomv the
the cou~"~a t e r m ~cently rewhose po~ver i~ unrestrieted and Jrin attempting to force the registrar~l
actions of individnals in ce~ain direcw.h)lunent at approximately the same
served for the almosi exclusive use
~respon~ihle."
tions wonld ~ limited is fairly obto testify and p~duee documents and~ of the NAACP. Judge Dawkins
tinle, the Negro race was the only
records, .was actinR under
the guise~
one that lacked the mehtal ability
"God saw fi~ to distinguish ~he
vions. No one w~dd be ~mlit{ed to
.
gave Bennet~ until July ~1 ~o file
~
~
of legah~’, ~vhen, m fact, no such~
build a new far’toW or rfilmad whenand ima~inatioo to put their dream~
briefs supposing ~uisiana’s chal- ’ races of man by color. Now comes
authority does or can exist in
ever or wherever he pleastgl.’"
the] lenge of ~he Commission’s authority
land d~on~hts into writing. Even ~o; a group o~ politicians whose greed
Civil R~gh~s Commission.
] and legality. ~e ~hree-judge panel
~ for ~ower by far ou~eighs princi~day ~here is a vast ~ulf of difference
This "new social order" advocated
Another major issue in the
,hetween the average white and the
hy l)r. Connts was to I~" bronght
sli]tI will hear the ca~ Aug. 7.
[ pies and says, ’America must mix
~vas
that
the
registrars,
had
they
~’n
~
~lors."
This
is
a
hobble
mistake,
’average Negro’s intellectual h:.vel.
a~mt by lhe sch~mls.
Another
suit,
filed
as
a
companion
forced to appear, would have ~en ~ ca~ hv William Shaw, ehief counsel
I~ for God did not ~tend this Io be. ~’~ough
the main responsibility ~or
The way that the National Edocaunt~mstitutionallv denied the right to ~ for Lo~fisiana’s Joint ~.gislative Cornthis lies with their low standard of
"If the Sttpreme Court is allowed
tion Association was hr(mght into Dr.
]
~ informed of ~he nature and cause [ mittee on Segregation, listed six priliving, an insurmm~ntable barrier e~Counts" scheme of the "’new social
j to take over, the United States will
ist~ which makes separatinn a neeesof the accusations against them, or~
cease tn be a union of individual
order" Ls fnlly recounted by Rosalie
rate citizens as plaintiffs, ~rin~in,
sity. A stndy of integrated schools has
to
be
confronted
by
their
accnsers.
stales,
and
will
become
a
consolidated
the
total
nmnber
of
plaintiffs
to
23.
Gordon in her Imok, "What’s Hapuncovered the fact that the Negro
nation.
VirhlaI1)’
all
7overmn~nl
will
pent~l to Onr Schools?" M~. Go.Ion
G~million also maintained that, in~
The shits svere filedafter the .Civil
students on an average are retarded
snmmoning
the
registrars
to
ap~ar,
center
in
%VasJlington.
~c
responsiR
i
g
h
t
s
Connnission
received
comsays:
several years in comparison to the
the Civil Rights Commission was it-.
bilities of State ~overnment will
plaints from ~ Noah ~oisiam~ Ne"These subve~ive ideas had to
white stndents. Probably the best
dwindle to sweeping of streets and
~,lf viola~ng the civil rights of theI
groes cmuplaining that they ~vere de-,
~ shewed over on the teaehe~ and
registrars. At such a hearing, the
clippin~ of public parks. The struc- ’situation to exemplify this is that of
niecl the vote. The Commission snhthmu~ the teache~ t0 the student,
the public schools in our nation’s
regis~ars wmdd not have ~’en ~rture of Federal ~overnment will
~ena~l the 17 registrars and ordered
And what ~tter way to s~ak them
capital.
..,
dominate men’s live~. Already we are
mitred to sub~a.na witnesses in their’
them to bring to the hea~n~ all ndesi
over than thmu~ the teache~’ own
own behalf, aml thus would ~ ie-[
issoed by the State Board of Re~istra- ’ far advanced toward the
organi~tion and through the text"Referring
to the moral aspects of
nit~l "eqnal protection omler the law."t
of the omini~cient state.
tion since 1953, alon~ with any letters,
books the teache~ were given to
the p/cture, again the low standard
The
suit
further
maintained
that
the
notices or nle~lorandniIIS t~nce~lin~
"We in ~e South do not intend
use in the sch~ls?
of living must be found to blame,
registml~ wuuhl have Ix’en unconto o~y men, however exalted their
registration laws from Greta;Ilion or
but the truth still remains that the
"The largest teacher organization in situationally reqnired to ~, witness>s,
State Senator Willie Rainach, chair~ats or black their ~s and heads.
Negro’s morals are far below those
Ainefica is the National Education As- ~ against themselves.
We inte~ to o~v the laws of ~d
man of the Joint ~slative Couuuit-’
of the average white. The Negro is
~’iation. It has innnmerabh, t~mThe snit chargi~l that the 1957 Act;
tee on Segregation.
a~ the laws of this count~ which
not immoral, he is simply nonlift,ix, s, snb-c~mmittces, state and
crea~ng the Civil Rights ~mmission
lodge Dawkins" decision left Civil
a~ made in a~ordan~ with the
moral. So far as sex is concerned,
Ioeal branches which ~ach into eve~
~ nncoustitutional b e c a u ~ e it
Bights Come.on lawye~ shaken.
~it~ion. As long as we live,
{~ NEA, p. 3)
~See LOUISIANA, p. 4~
~ng shall we ~
cr~mehes tl~n the fi~hls rt~l to,
(See ESSAY, p. 3)

~y

Louisiana Outwits C-R Snoopers;
Federal Judge Halts Hearing
Aimed At

I
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Editor

A Look At Reality
"-’ Th,~,c,’laim is oft~,n m.ade tha, t the )~onn[~ pe.op]e, esp.e.cially
tttte cmmreq, are wimout "racia~ prejudice,’ and it we oldsters
would, iust leave them alone, they would do what comes naturally
~inte~rate "without regard to race, creed or color." (That slogan, incidentally, repeated over and over like a cracked phonograph record, has become a kind of compulsory genuflection as
the faithful face toward Mecca . . . beg pardon, we mean New
York.)
The dark prediction is even made that when we "old" folks
(now in our early forties) take our leave of this best-of-all-possible-worlds, a natural wave of ioyful race-mixing will follow upon
our unwept departur, e. This argument alway~ gives us a strange
feeling~as if we were not wanted. That’s not the only strange
thing about it. We were always taught that our parents knew
what was right and proper better than we did. The children
we grew up,with had that same quaint notion. That was in the
days before ’progressive education." Of course, until we reached
22, we had our doubts about this, but after reachin~ 40, we were
amazed to discover the accuracy of our parents’ observations of
life and human behavior, and the wisdom of their conclusions.
The sad fact is, disappointing as it must be to the "progres7
sive educators," that children come into this world not knowing
much about anything, including how to make a living, how to get
along with follts, or race relations. They have to learn from
their elders, who p~esumab]y have had more experience, and
are in position to impart some hard earned knowledge. The idea
currently being bruited about that children hold views superior
to their elders in one of the most complex fields of human relations is really something. It’s enough to make a skeptic question
the mental processes that ever brought forth such twaddle.
Of course, children can be taught to integrate. They
don’t know any better! They can be taught just about anything, including some very bad habits, or some very good
habits, depending on who is doing the teaching.
Southern white children are taught at an early age--and they
learn easily--the realities of race relations. They are taught
kindliness and forbearance . . . but they are taught that there is
a difference. Integrationists may teach ~heir children to mix with
whomever and whatever they please, but they’d better leave our
children alone.
The claim is also made these days that "’science" says there
is no difference between the races--and therefore, the conclusion is drawn that social patterns based on race are some kind
of antediluvian anachronism. Some really keen integrationists
even go so far as to say there is no such thing as race. Now, that’s
really modern! In fact, it’s so new that a lot of scientists who
have been studying the question of race for years haven’t come
across it yet . . . Gates, Sorokin, Garrett, McGurk, and Shuey, to
mention a few.
But let us not disturb the scientists. It’s enough to say here
that the matter is far from settled in the research laboratories,
, and there is anything but agreement on the question of race differences insofar as scientific inquiry is concerned.
Be that as it may, we know, as a hard, practical fact, that
far-reaching social and racial attitudes are not going to be settled
by a test-tube finding, or ,b.y I.Q. examinations. We have a prettT
good idea that it wouldn t make the slightest difference to the
millions to American taxpayers whose preferences draw the lines,
ff tomorrow, suddenly, all scientists everywhere in all fields would
agree that the Caucasian and Negro races were equal or unequal,
different or indifferent, upside-down or inside-ont. Folks iust
don’t behave that way. And thank God, they don’t. If they did,
they wouldn’t be folks--they’d be bureaucrats.
¯
In the South, especially the rural South, the school house is
the social center of the community. School life is an inseparable
part of the neighborhood’s social activity--dances, plays, picnics,
suppers, flirtings, courtships, hisses and rights--all revolve around

the school and school grounds. To tell a prond and independent
people, xvith a strong tradition of stubbornness, that they mnst
integrate with the Negro. race, a race ~vhich they know intimately
and regard as totally different from themselves . . . and all to
conform to some alien sociological theory . . . is to fly wildly in
the face of facts. It’s like telling the Jews in Palestine they must
integrate with the Arabs to please the Southern Gentiles. Same
principle.
If you tell a farmer, in Mississippi, or any other Deep
South state, that he must integrate his children with the
Negroes down the road to please the Red Chinese or "world
opinion," he’ll look at you as if you had holes in your head.
And he might be right.
In the South, white and colored people mingle freely and
familiarly in their daily ~ursuit of bread. In social areas, including the homes, schools, parks, swimming pools, restaurants,
hotels, and so on, the line is strictly drawn, and both races respect it. Under our bi-racial system, the Negro has rapidly imroved his lot economically and educationally as the entire South
as risen from the ashes of devastation . . . without Marshall Plan
aid, incidentally. In the South, whites and blacks live in a physical proximity, and on terms of personal cordiality that seldom
fails to jolt the uninitiated Northerner, who may come loaded to
the gills with "brotherhood," but whose total personal knowledge
of "Knee-grows" is confined to a few intellectuals in the literary
salons of Northern universities, or to the faceless mass-man jamming the concrete canyons of the Northern metropolis.
Under the Southern bi-racial system, whites and blacks live
in an easy-going atmosphere of frank recognition of their respective cultural and racial differences, but with respect for one
another. The well-defined code of personal decorum between
the races, that is so thoroughly understood in Dixie, has been the
obiect of much ridicule from the social "experts" in New York
City. But that code arises from a consideration of the Negro’s
feelings, and a desire to spare him the cold and cutting personal
humiliations he does not escape in the North where he is presumably "integrated."
The point is that we live in a social system that works.
It is based on reality. It is based on law. It is based on the
human experience of generations, and not on the social theories of a Gurmar Myrdal. The tendency of some national publications to dismiss the folkways of a whole region as mere supedicial bias, without foundations in the facts of life, is too
shallow even for comment.
If the people of the North want to integrate, that’s fine. That’s
their privilege. We don’t believe in meddling with other folks’
business. And we don’t take too kindly to their meddling in ours.
But we were always taught to be polite, and we’re trying real
hard, despite extreme provocation.
If the people in New York want to haul children across Manhattan and the Bronx inst for the "privilege" of being in an integrated school, that’s their business. If they want to keep police
stationed in every integrated school to keep order, as a grand
jnry demanded, that’s their business. If the Washington, D. C.,
school system wants to adopt mixing policies that run the white
parents out of the District, that’s their business. If the big cities
of the North want political machines based on an irresponsible,
pnrchasable bloc vote, that’s their business. If they want to integrate with the Buffaloes on the XVestern plains, that’s their business. We have our opinions, but we’ll keep them-to ourselves.
But if we in the South want to have a bi-racial social system,
then that’s onr business. No excuses are necessary; no apologies
will be given. Vee are quite capable of running our own affairs-and we shall continue to do so.

p

Knoxville--The City of Knoxville
has won its fight in Federal court to
~eel~ Negro pnpils out of its all-white
3ublic schools. This great legal victory for Constitutional l~overnment
received little publicity in the m,tional
news media.
U. S. District Jndge Robert L. Taylor ruled against the integrationists on
three points:
1. He ruled that the city school
board cannot be sued as a unit. Its
members act individually in enforcement of state segregation laws.

2. Ile removed three former
school board members as defendants
in the 29-month-old lawsuit.
3. He forbade the Negroes from
substituting in the current lawsuit
three new school board members
for the three former members removed as defendants.
The school board attorney, Frank
Fowler, had contended that the Federal Constitution guarantees states
freedom from lawsuits in Federal
Court and that this applies tn statecreated bodies snch as the city school
:boards.
"If this is .so," Fnwler had argued.
"the board members must be named
, indivic]nally."
Also in Knoxville, "moderate" integrationist Brooks Hays, now a $20,000-a-year member nf the Board of
l)irectors of the Tennessee Valley
[ Anthority, told newsmen fllat he h;~s
no plans to run for governor of Arkan"sinzle-shot" method of voting for
sas against Orval Fanbus.
one
name
only
in
a
muhiple
elecThe Michigan official stated, "The ication from
Hays,
politics.’"
former Little Rock Cnngresstion.
man, said that his is "enjoying a rawhites split up their votes between
five candidates while the Negroes Hays has been "’enjoying" this vavoted only for the Negro candidate cation ever since he was so roundly
even thongh two men were to be defeated by Dr. Dale Alford and th~
elected. This was due to the dirty white citizens of Little Rock. Bnt the
work of the Urban League and the President gave him the choice TVA
post as a consolation prize.
NAACP."

Michigan Election Is Lesson To Voters
Another Northern city is seein~
the results of the NAACP-in~ired
"single-shot" system of voting.
In Pontiac, Michigan, with six
candidates running for two posts on
the school board, a lone Negro candidate led the balloting with 1588
votes.
This publication was informed by
a state official /n Michigan that this
election was a direct result of the

White citizens of Memphis arc getting jittery.
i Latest develop,nents point at Memi phis as the target of an all-out NAACP
offensive.
,
.Meinl)his S t a t e University announced July Ill that it will admit
qualified Negro studeuts for the first
time thLs Fall.
The Tennessee State Board of Education directed the college officials to
admit all qualified applicants regardless of race.
It remains to. be seen what, if
anything, Gov. Buford Ellington.
who campaigned as "an old fashioned segregationist" will do about the
situation. Meantime, tensions are
mounting, and a strong undercurrent of resentment is building up
against surrendering MSU to the
NAACP.
In uther Menlphis develolmlents,
the ,~llg. ~0 city election is in the
spotlight. With six Negro candidates
now in various races for city offices,
white citizens are being shaken out of
their apathy.
Using the phi "single-shot" system
of w~ting, the Negrn candidates are
expected tn pile tip a large number of
votes.
At least one white candidate, A.
W. Anderson (running for puhlic
works cmnmissioner) has offered tu
qnit the race and throw his support
behind one of two white men selected
hy the other candidates in the race to
run against the Negro candidate,
Russell Sugarnlon, Jr.
Negro attorney B. L. llooks, running for juvenile court judge, urged
Negroes to "go to the polls and
bury ~im Crow under such an
avalanche of votes he will never be
resurrected."
A group uf 60 Negrn ministers took
tort in what was calh.d a "’political
strategy meeting" Jnly 8 at the Mr.
Olive CME Cathe~ral.
The Negro church leaders plan to
ask white political candidates to give
"something"to improw~ the pnsition
of Negroes in Memphis, in return for
support at the polls.
The ministers claimed that Memphis
was "the most segregated city in tile
South." They cited the integrated
buses in Nashville, Knoxville and
Chattanooga.
More than 54,000 Negroes have
registered to vote in the election.
Meanwhile in neighboring states, a
card is being circulated warning the
citizens of Memphis that they can
look forward to a trade boycott if any
of the Negro candidates are elected.
The card reads, "There is a distinct possibility that the complacent
people of Memphis will elect a
Negro as one of their city commissioners. If this happens, West
Tennesseans, Mississippians, Arkansans, and other Southerners who
trade in Memphis may be expected
to take their business elsewhere."
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Local Councils Meet,
Hear Candidates

phase of educational acclivity. It
c I a i m s a tremendous membership
believe that many Sonthern people
As part of the accelerated work of
schools in accordance with their own
anmng the nation’s teachers and its
were discontented, dissatisfied, poliffwishes so long as they are allowed
the Youth Activities department of
cal ’gu-gcttcrs,’ who nsed a really monthly publication, the NEA Jourthe Mississippi Association of Citito do so, and when this right is denal, goes regularly to each of these
’not-too-im~rtant" i~ue to
zens’ Councils, four Mississippi stu- nied to them, they will close the
members. Bnt like all mass organizatheir own gains. Instead, 1 fonnd a
dents spoke to a Youth Rally audience
public schools and seek some other
tions which the majority of the memwarm, friendly people, eager to
at Yazoo City, July 1.
method for the education of their
bership has neither the time nor the
please, honest and intelligent. I’ve
Courtney McFadden of Jackson,
children."
inclination to watch too closely, the
met ~ople who Will always rem~n
Woodrow Matthews of Utica, Glenn
Gressette told the group that the
NEA is pretty tightly controlled at
a pa~ of me--soft-voiced p~ple with
Majure of Newton and Martha Moore
segregation committee thinks that the
the center by a group of officials who,
high standards of fre~om andjnstice.
of Mississippi College, led a discus- state is on sound legal grounds. "’But
if not ontright leftists, could hardly
"~y, then, was 1 misl~ in my
sion of the crisis affecting the Sonth
who can predict a decision of the
!be described as pro-Americans."
foyer ~liefs? 1 don’t know--peras a result of recent decisions of the
federal courts these days?"
haps it was intentional; perhaps it
As early as 1934, the NEA was lU. S. Suoreme Court. These young
"Our good forttlne," Sen. Gressette
was
accidental.
Bnt
soon
I
will
return
enough
nnder
the
"new
social
order"
l
oeople
along
w
i
t
h
several
others
"The fear uf intermarriage is f,,redeclared, "is due to a sound and
again
to
my
hmne,
to
my
fdends,
that it issned the statement that "the have ~poken to various civic club~
most in the minds of S o n t h e r n
healthy public opinion. You of the
and to my commnni~, and I will
credff ageacies, the basic industries and local Citizens’ Councils throughparents now. The reason that thLs,
Citizens" Councils have had a lot to
~y
to
them
all,
’We
are
wrong.-We
and utilities cannot be centrally plan-’out the state this Satmmer.
problem would be so great in our
do with that and yon have an ever
have
)ndged
t~
hastily.
~e
~sue:
state and neighboring states throughned and ,,operated u n d e r private ,
bigger iob in the fltture."
is
of
the
utmost
im~ance,
to
all
o~
A large crowd heard Charles L.
ont the South is becanse st,d) a large
ownership.
us.
LLsten,
for
I
must
tell
you
the
Sullivan, candidate for governor of
percentage of the population is Negro.
A bulletin protesting mixed classes
In 1937, one of NEA’s yearbooks
Mississippi, speak to a Citizens" Counat Our Lady of Perpetnal Help School
in communities where this problem
described
Earl
Browder,
then
head
of
"The
Sonthern
p~ple,
the
Negr~s
exists, social integration, especially
cil meeting at Prentiss, July 6.
in Kenner (La.) was placed on parkthe Communist Party in America, as
and the whites, real~ the ne~ for
Sullivan said he stands firmly for
ed cars at all masses Sunday, June 7,
in edocation, conldhave l)nt one of
"an
able
and
restrained
radical."
segregation.
Separate
~h~ls
were
by the Kenner Citizens Conncil. The
two results. Either constant friction
segregation of the races and pledges
In 1945, the NEA Journal plugged
his determined, courageous leaderpriest, his housekeeper and ushers
and tension would arise which would maintained, and each race lived in
harmony with the other.
heavily a book by Henry Wallace conship to the preservation of the South’s
were removing the bulletins from cars
greatly complicate the problem of
"But then, suddenly, five years ago,
I taining his plan for government conway of life, althongh segregation is
discipline and administration, or such
parked on the street until a Kenner
on May 17, 1954, the Supreme Cou~
but a part of the greater conflict:
lax attitudes and intimacies would
trol of our lives--and declared it
police officer stopped the housekeepthe rights of the people of the sovdevelup that intermarriage would in~ the Unit~ States revers~ what
. shmdd be made "part of the required
er and ordered her to return the bnlereign States to local self-government,
evitably result.
had been the law of the ~nd for
study of every high school and c.olletins to Council members.
and the right to manage their own
three quarters of a centu~, and delege student." In many schools it was.
At the later masses, according to
"Stuue people say that Segregation dared nnconsfih~tional the laws of
local affairs.
Robert A. Pitre, chairman of fbe Kenis a block in the road to progress. I
One
of
the
ideas
constantly
fed
seventeen states concerning their
ner Citizens’ Cmmcil, the priest callto the teachers through the NEA,
believe it is one of the nmst important
J. Paul Faulkner, district manager! ed the memlx’rs blasphemers and said
pn~lic sch~l systems.
according to Mrs. C,m’don, was that
rungs on the ladder to success for a
for Standard Life Insurance Co., was’ that the Citizens’ Conncils were us"To me there is a fd~tening arnation, its well as a key that helps
the teachers ~nust "disabuse their
elected president of the Jackson
ing Commnnist tactics.
rogance in this ~domnce. Neipupils’ minds of any archaic ideas
open the door to progress and de(Miss.) Citizens’ Council July 9.
Pitre said that the Conncil is about
ther the Noah nor the Sup~me
velopment. I see this not only in
they might have about our history.
Ellis Wright, who has served the
75 per cent Cathnlic and that their
Cou~ has the fi~t to dictate to the
They must be told that the Amedpreviously stated facts, but also in
Council as president since its organi-i
intention was to notify the people
Southern people jmt what their
the Sunthern Negro today. Desoite
can Revolution was not a revolt of
zation five years ago, was elevated of the tn~th, tu report un integration
racial
customs
will
~.
men
who
wanted
to
he
free
against
his cunditions before the Civil War,
I to the position of Chairman of the j
whenever and wherever it occurs.
he now enjoys a higher educational
"The p~ple here, at the heart of
an all-powedul, tyrannical and taxBoard. U nd e r his leadership, the l
the
issue,
best
nnderstand
the
magnieating
government.
It
was
iust
a
and econmnic statns and is happier
ackson Citizens" Council has grown
"Oalr children are being brainrude of the problems they face. ~e
and better-adjusted than any other
brawl between American ’landlords’
to become the largest local organizawashed in schools, cnllcges and some
Court
is
forcing
them
to
accept
that
cmnparable member of his race in
and the British nobility, and the
tion in the Southwide Council moveof our churches," l)r. Earl LeBaron
history ur in any other part of the
which can never be."
men who led the Revolution were
of East Citrolina College told the Casment.
world today. From these great strides
merely interested in their own propGeorge W. Godwin, Jackson adverwell Cm~nty (N. C.) chapter of the
and the prestige he has gained, shonld
erty. The students must be taught
tising executive, wits elected v ic eNorth Citrulina Defenders uf States
that our free-enterprise system is a
he be asked to leave and lose himself
president; M a r v in Collum, senior
Rights, June 24.
failure--it breeds poverty and inin the white race? I believe that
vice-president of First National Bank,
Bernard Dixon, clminnan of the
segregation will promote nrogress and
equality and the ~nly fair system is
Caswell County g r o u p, annoonced
was re-elected treasnrer; W. J. Simbe to the advantage of all races.’"
a planned one run by the governmons was re-elected secretary; and
plans for hiring a paid execotive secment."
Lonis ~,V. Hollis was re-appointed I retary of the state organization. He
Billy Gerald Stewart, writing on
executive director of the council.
said H. M. Roland, snperintendent of
"Why I Believe in the Social SeparaWithin the last 25 years, the NEA
schools in New Hanover County, probtion of the Races," defined prejudice
has bosily been exponnding a system
Don’t forget to senti a copy of
ahly win,hi get the job.
as "a canseless hostility."
of
"progressive
education’"
first
adW h i I e erstwhile political figures
the CITIZENS’ COUNCIL to a relavocated
by
John
Dewey,
a
"’philoso"We in the South do not have such
from Oregon point accusing fingers
tive or friend "up Nawth" across the
Another old-fashioned political ralpher" at Columbia University.
The border.
feelings," he wrote, "hot rather a
at the Sonth, a University of Oregon
ly will give the members of the DisDewey
theory
of
education,
now
preference for onr own kind. Social
professor has come up with some
trier Four (Miss.) Citizens’ Cuuncil
subtly taught in the textbooks
used
State Senator Marion L. Gressette
integration wonld gradnally kill this
embarrassing information abont how
a chance to get acquainted with all
in
schools
throughout
the
nation,
is
told
a
meeting
of
state
and
local
offeeling of preference. This would be
the candidates fnr county offices. The
his supposedly-integrated home state
that
"there
is
no
such
thing
as
truth
ficers of the Sm,th Carolina Associais treating Negroes.
rally will be held at Farmhaven, July
especially’ t~te in the integrated priand
certainly
no
eternal
truths,
no
tion of Citizens Councils June 23
mary schools. With no race prefer24th.
Dr. Joel V. Berreman, a Univerfixed
moral
laws,
that
man
has
no
that
the
state
woold
close
the
public
ence. the number of intermarriages
sity of Oregon professor and a memmind
or
soul
as
we
have
always
unPolitical fireworks flared in Canton
schools
if
their
right
to
operate
them
wunld steadily increase.
ber of that state’s Civil Rights adJune 23, when all four of Mississipofs
derstood those words, that man is
is denied.
visory
committee,
t
old
the
Civil
candidates for governor took verbal
"Is this the answer to the nation’s
nothingmore than a biological organThe chairman of the State SegregaBights group that police in 6 or 8
nmuber one problem? Dr. W. C.
ism subiect to constant change and
shots at each other at a Citizens’
tion Committee said that his commitOregon
towns
have
been
ordering
C, eorge of the University of North
Council rally.
that he is therefore wasting his time
tee
has
gone
as
far
as
they
think
Negroes "to move on by sundown."
Carolina says there is a possibility
As the political season comes to
trying to find in religion or tradition
they should at this time.
that the biological consequence of
Names of the "Sundown Towns"
a close, the candidates have spoken
the moral and ethical concepts to
Calling the 1954 anti-segregation
white and Negro integration would
weren’t disclosed. But several guide his stay on earth."
to dozens of Citizens’ Council groups
decision of the United S~ates Supreme
be Imrmfnl. The segregation of
NAACP and other group spokesmen
across the state, illustrating the voting
Court "both illegal and inunoral," he
As
a
result
of
such
"thinking"
it
anim.als such as the race horse, beef
said they’d heard that Negroes have
strength of the local Conncils in a
emphasized: ’"The people of South
was
natural
for
Dewey
to
conclude
cattle and dairy cattle, tells us that
been told not to try to stay overnight
state-wide election.
Carolina intend to operate their
that
"tradition
had
no
meaning,
that
continued separation develops the
in several Oregon commnnities.
history
and
the
lessons
of
the
past
HANG WARREN?
particular genius of each~animal; yet
They told the committee that some
were nonsense, that discipline of the
ADVICE SUPPRESSED
T h e Southwest Republican Womthe amalgamation of different type
Negroes have been intimidated by
American
aothorities
in
Tokyo
have
mind and body was foolish and that
en’s Clnb of Los Angeles hits obanimals produces scrubs and monpolice, along with Mexicans who were
ordered
U.
S.
military
chapels
in
education had only one purpose--to
jected to the hangin~ of Chief Jnstice
grels. The same wonld be true of
also told to scram.
Japan to remove from their shelves
enable the child to be happy in his
Earl Warren -- clutters up the courthuman beings."
A bright point of the advisory comenvironment and, as his environment
a I~amphlet written by a chaplain,
house, they say, referring to a porIn his essay, "Why Separate School
mittee’s meeting came when it was
area
urging
American
GIs
not
to
was constantly changing, for the child
trait of His Eminence.
Systems Should Be Maintained for
reported that no ,complaints of dismarry
foreigners.
to change with it."
The club notified the cm,ntv’s
the White and ,Negro Races," Fred
crimination against Orientals had been
Titled "If I Marry a Foreigner,"
board of snpervisors that the Repul~liAs a result of this "progressive edLaird wrote:
received.
the pamphlet was written by Chapcan women passed a resolution obncation," American children are vastly
lain George W. Thompson. It urged
iecting to having a portrait of Warren
"We in the Sonth have never hated
But a moment later, another ¢mnndereducated. The Dean of Colum~mericans
to
"’think
a
long
time"
bethe Negro, bnt we do believe in race
barrasslng r ¯ p o r t w~ divulged.
painted at taxpayer’s expense and
bia University’s School of Law says
fore marrying a foreigner, and warned
hung in the new Courthouse.
Jefferson County clerk Nellie Watts
preference. We have a white race
that few of their entering students
against attempting to hurdle the so"We do not believe he is repreand wish to keep it as it is. I believe
told the "advisors" t h a t Indians
(who have already completed a colcial and religious barriers involved in
sentative of our Constitutional ReI am right in saying that in some inaren’t registering or voting. She
lege course) possess sufficient knowlsuch a marriage.
public," they added.
stances the Negro had rather be with
said that of 1385 Indians on the
edge of reading, writing and history
U. S. officials, in removing the
It’s reported that l)hms to hang
his own race. I think he wmdd feel
W a r m Springs reservation, "not
to warrant the study of law.
booklet, said it was beginning to
the portrait are still up in the air, beill at ease in our white schools.
more tl~n 70" voted in the Novemcreate ill will in Japan, where 30,In the Midwest, a college professor
cause some members of the Courtber elections.
"Even science has not proved
000 U. S. servicemen have taken
gave a history test to freshmen. Many
house I)edication Committee t h i u k
that races are equal. If the NorthIn Wasco Connty, the village of
Oriental brides.
conldn’t say when America came into
~,Varren is too controversial.
ern veople who want integration in
Simnasho, with 65 adults, did not
being. Others didn’t know the dates
the Southern schools so much would
have a single registered voter. And
of the War Between the States or
JOB ISSUE FORCED
NEGRO BIRTHS UP
just realize the effect it would have
on the Klamath reservation, o nl y
Banks and department stores in
World War I. A good batch of them
Negro births in Chicago more than
on the whole United States, they
abont 20 per cent of the 1465 Indians
New York State are now employing
couldn’t name one important hisdoubled during the past 10 years,
would not be pushing ,it down our
register and vote.
substantial numbers of Negroes under
torical figure in American life.
while white births dropped 1.1 per
throats, or at least trying to. In my
the watchft,I eye of a state agency
cent, according to a study published
(Editor’s note ~ D o i I a r s to
opinion, racial integration will ruin
Pages could b~e filled reporting
created to make them do iust that.
doughnuts, t h ¯ Oregon delegatkm
by the Welfare Cooncil of Metropolithe whole educational system, black
similar
results
from
all
over
the
The New York State Commission
in Washington will be too busy
tan Chicago.
as well as white."
country.
shedding lmlitically-valuable crocoAs a resuh of the changing birth
Attainst Discrimination boasts that
Louise Folsom wrote:
The final tool of the proponents of pattern, the Conncil said. nearly one
while Negro department store salesdile t ¯ a r s over the "oppress~"
people were the exception 10 years
the "new social order" is Federal aid
third of all the births in Chicago dur"’Last year. I left my home in
Southern Negro to even try to exago, they are now commonplace.
to education. We need additional ing 1957 were Negro. The exact
plain these figures, which are remlMichigan and came to ,Jackson.
niscent of statistics which brought
school buildings and additional teach- Negro birth figure is 31 per cent.
Commission chairman C h a r I e s
Everything was completely different
ers and more pay for the teachers, for
althot, gh Negroes made tip only abol,t
Abrams added that after 24 banks
full-blown "investigations" to the
from what ! had been accnstomed to
were called on the carpet to answer
onr increasing school population.
20 per cent of the city’s populaticm.
sim:e childho~M. I. had been led to Southland.)
Abot,t one-fourth of the Negro
48 complaints of discrimination, "strikThe socialists know that once the
births were illegitimate, the Council
ing gains" were made in employment
Federal government gets into our
¯ opportunities for Negroes.
stated.
locally-run school systems, Washington can then tell the schools what to
teach and what not to teach, how to
teach it and how not to teach it. according to the whim and the philosoCitizens’ Councils
phy of whatever bureaucrat happens
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
to be in control of the Federal Office of Education at the moment.
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
A RUBBER STAMP of the reproCouncil as follows and find payment enclosed:
The drive for federal aid to edncalion is spearheaded by the National
$2.00
duction shown may be procured
[-3 For One Year ..............................
Edocation Association, which main(~Please Print)
from the office of the Association
talus a powednl lobby in Washin~on
financed by the dnes of its teacherName ..........................................................................
of Citizens’ Councils of Mississitpi,
members.
Greenwood, Mississippi, for $2.00
Address ............................................................. ~ ................
Southern teachers and Sonthern
post-paid. These imprints are efparents are gradtmlly awakening to
City .......................................................................................
the type of education being ~ziven
fective on letters, checks, envelopes
children in public schools. And inState ......................................................................................
and other communications.
creasing opposition to Federal aid is
being shown by Congress, led by
Southern senators and representatives.
he just follows his natural instincts.
The obscenity, vulgarity, carrying
of concealed weapons, illegitimacy,
bigamy and the high percentage of
venereal diseases common among
Negroes is not abnormal--just astonishlng. His lack of sufficient respect for law is evidenced by the
high percentage of Negro arrests
and convictions for all types of
crimes. These are many of the reasons that cause me as a future parent to be against integration.

Oregon Prof Is
Embarrassed By
"Sundown Towns’
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T- p NAACP L.aw.yer
Slop M.P,.cket,
x,ng
But Fail
ToParents
Sees South W,nn,ng iNew
York
Word War In NoPth As Race Tension,Grows
Thurgood Marshall, chief lawyer
for the NAACP, admits that his side
is losing the fight for Northern public
opinion.
Speaking at a meeting of the 16th
Annual Race Relations Institute at
Fish University in Nashville, Tenn.,
July 7, Marshall said that "the conscant flow of Southern literature is
beginning to get results."
Many good people of the North,
Marshall said, are willing to accept
the U. S. Supreme Court integration
decision as legally right, but "they
have found it hard to acce[~t it as
morally right. We must make this a
moral i~sue."
(Editor’s Note--It may intere~
lawyer Marshall to know that the
Citizens’ Councils are exactly five
years ahead of him. The Citizens’
Cotmeils have iecognized from the
’ beginning that the infamous "Black
Monday" decision IS a moral issue
and wP have waged our fight
eordingly.
That is why our newspapers and
other literature are gettin~g results
in the North. That is wny more
and more thinking Northerners are
in sympathy with the South’s posi-

tion. That is why we arowinning
this fight.
The Citizens’ Councils will continue to appeal to the Northern
sense of morality, fair play and
simple justice. We shall continue to
state our position to the nation,
secure in the knowledge that we are

dght.

We know ~ mad the NAACP
knows, too-- that a v~ nmiority
of the white people in the United
States favor and pr~tice r~chd
segregation. No court decision, no
coercion c~n shake the people in
their belief in the morality of the
South’s p~tion.)
Paul Rilllng, Executive Secretary of
the Virginia Council on Human Relations, laid the blame (he called it
credit) for Virginia’s surrender right
in the lap of Gov. Almond, w,h, en he
told the Fisk group that "public
opinion in Virginia switched from
acceptance of the Supreme Court’s
decision, to massive resistance, to
token compliance as political leadership switched positions."
"’People generally accepted ~each
leadership decision, going along with
whatever the leaders decided," he
said.

Reporter Gives Reaso,ns

For Harlem’s Tensions
New York City’s Harlem, the
"promised land" of many a Southern
Negro’s drealns, ain’t what it’s
cracked tip to be. That’s the conclusion drawn hy reporter John Mosedale, who’s just completed a 3-part
series on Harlem for the North American Newspaper Alliance.
Calling the series "Ghetto Without
Vails," Mosedale points to tile paratoxical situations which arise at every
urn in Harlem, "home of the liberal
tnd part of the North that points an
accnsing ,f!nger at the South on race
questions.
For example, when Negro agitator Martin Luther King was stabbed by a Negro woman, the hospital he was taken to "’is the most
crowded in the city; it has been
called ’filthy, dilapidated and falling down’; it is largely segregated
and was condemned more than two
years ago as being beyond rehabilitation." And it was in Harlem.
Residents of H a r 1 e m, Mosedale
notes, us~ the South as a basis of
comparison, and the South comes out
¯ looking very good indeed.
One observer described homing:
"A Harlem tenement is 100 Delta
cabins plus tuberculosis." A woman
educator admits that Harlem
sehonls don’t come up to the standards of the South’s "separate but
equal" establishments.
Harlem authorities claim their Negro residents "’have the law on their

side," pointing to New York legislation on education, jobs and housing.
"So far, however," Mosedale
writes, "the laws have not entirely
succeeded in overcoming the big
problems. Housing? Well, ’camera
rat’ is a Harlem phrase for rats so
tame by life in the slums that they
do not budge when their picture
is taken by a flashbulb."
And an Urhan Leaguer official told
Mosedale t h a t "wide discrimination
against Negroes looking for work"
exists thruughout the New York metropolitan area.
Religion, a fundamental aspect of
life in Harlem, is not what most nonHarlemites would recognize as religion. Mosedale describes the various
cults and fanatics, and points out that
most Harlem preachers are inclined
to dabble in secolar matters.
"The ! ine between politics and
religion becomes very thin in Harlem," he writes. -’M o s t churches
teach love, butmdst
of them -whether they advise political action,
or prayer, or Christian forbearance
-- em,phasize repeatedly the differences between white and black."
Mosedale conclndes by eating the
popular story of the Chinese laundryman who, during the big 1943 Harlem
race riot, put a sign in his window
as crowds smashed neighboring whiteowned shops.
The sign read "Me coloredl tool"

The fight against school integration] A Negro school beard fired the
in New York City has reached City lNegro principal of a grade school in
Hall.
Colp, Illinois, because the white stuA group of Glenc~le ciUzens, pro- dents of the town refused to attend,
testing a plan to transport Negro stu-: school there.
dents from the Brooklyn slums across!
Most of them pay tuition to attend
borough lines to Glendale schools in
schools in adjoining districts. Three
Queens picketed City Hall to gain an
white members of the school board
audience with Mayor Bobert Wagner.
Uit in 1957, after the seven-man
They told the mayor and city officials
ard voted 4-3 for integration. The
that they would carry the fight to
town has been in an integration contrnversy ever since.
The group produced "an empty
Now it looks as if the school may
school the the Board of Education
be closed. The Negroes are finding
didn’t even know about" in their
that they cannot support it. Since
campaign to prevent the mass infiltrastate funds are allocated according to
tion of Negroes into their schools.
average daily attendance, the boycott
"We have found P.S. 151 (the
by th.e white students has drastically
empty school)," the spokesman for the
cut the appropriations to the Colp
Glendale parents told the mayor. "It
school.
has more than enough seats to acIn Philadelphia, a picnic that has
commodate these children. And it is
been a tradition with junior high
nearer to these childrens’ homes. We
school classes was canceled this year
have answered with all the facts and
because five of the 400 ninth-graders
~
figures. Now we want a decision.
were Negroes, and trouble was feared.
And the answer soon came. Despite
Another problem of integration that
the efforts of the frightened and outkeelj?S Northern cities in an uproar is
raged parents, the pressure from leftwehare payments for illegitimate chilwing organizations wOs enough to
dren. With the mass migration of
force the school officials to go ahead
Negroes to the North, city officials are
with the integration plan. So far, no
finding out that suppott/ng the six or
plans for court action have been anseven illegitimate children that some
nonnced by the Glendale Association.
Negro girls produce is putting an imAs New York goes colored, and the
possible strain on the city bndget.
white citizens keep moving to the
subnrbs, a dwindling group of white Local authorities are realizing that
they are canght in a trap set by the
students remain for assignment to
Federal government.
virtually all-Negro and Pnerto Rican
schools. Now it would seem that city
l)r. Rudolph Flesch, a native of
Austria, who recently made an intenofficials, determined to force intesive study of the Washington, D. C.,
gration, are willing to pay terrific
school system, has" this to say about
transportation costs to move the
the typical Negro stndent in the naNegroes into the suburban schools,
tion’s" "integrated showcase":
and thus spread the "blackboard
jl,ngle" into more ~ertile fields¯
"Johnny Black can’t read. tie
Another school incident from the
can’t spell, tie can’t add, subtract,
"blissfully integrated North:"
multiply, or divide, tie knows no

~o

Amendment Would
Reorganize Court
¯ A Constitutional Amendment has
been proposed which would completly reorganize the U. S. Snpreme Conrt.
Rep. Overton Brooks of Louisiana
wants to replace the Court with a
new 16-member body.
Brooks made his proposal because
of the recent House debate which he
i said "clearly indicated the displeasure:
of the Congress with the present
Conrt."
He also pointed out that local
gronps and organizations throughout
the coontry have adopted resolutions
expressing dissatisfaction with the Snpreme Court.
Under the Brooks amendment, Congress would establish judicial districts
consisting of three states each, including one with fonr states. A Supreme Court justice would be chosen
from anaong the State Sul~reme Courts
of each of these sixteen districts, with
each instate serving a three-year term.

Louisiana Challanges Civil Rights Probers
(Continoed from page 1)

history, no geography no literature,
no science. In short, he’s utterly
ignorant."
(Editor’s Note--Here we would
have to take issue with Dr. Fleseh.
Johnny Black may not be able to
read, spell, add, subtract, or divide, but Washington, D. C., officials are finding out that he and
his dusky young gal-frlends can and
do multiply--at an alarming rated
The gradual change in Northern
attitudes toward integration is vividly
~shown in a letter received by the
Milwaukee Journal.
"To the Journah
Your editorial on the Florida lawmakers’ propos-I to let the North
know the South’s vlew~oint on segregation, in an advertising campaign, makes me want to give it
a reply.
"I w as all for integration.
thought the Negro should have fulr
equality. This Spring, I spent 10
days in Natchez, Miss. I must admit
I was brainwashed. I now am firmly with the South.
"There will be no Northern polltician, Northern do-gooder or integrationist telling the Southerner how
to handle the Negro problem. The
Southerners will end up by handling segregation on a local ceunty
level, where it will be controlled
their way. We Northerners will
end up having the black belt from
Detroit to Chicago to Milwaukee.
The Negro that will be left in the
South will be one that the Southerners want. The rest will be North.
"’One cannot help but wonder
whether the Northern politicians
for the sake of a few votes did not
foist a problem on the North that
we will never be able to handle."

Disrespect For Stars and Bars
Draws Ire Of Southern Patriots
The Snns of Confederate Veterans
are zip in arms over a commercialized
disrespect for the Confederate Flag.
The SCV’s national commander
Tom White Crigler, Jr., of Macon
Miss., protested the nse of the Stars
and Bars pattern on a beach towel.
Crigler appealed to the to w el
manufacturer, Cannon Mills of North
Carolina, to yield to a "sense of
decency and ~,atriotism" and cease
making and selling the objectionable
towels.
This is the second time in recent years that the SCV has found
it necessary to protest the manufacture and sale of beach towels resembling the Confederate F Iag.
Several years ago, a similar protest
was heeded, after several Southern

attorneys-general pointe& out that
use of such a towel in their states
would be a violation of tl~ law.
Thus far, the current protest has
gone unanswered. James Chilis.r, a
pa s t commander of the Meridian,
Miss., SCV post, has suggested that
if Cannon continues to produce and
market the towels, a general boycott
might be lat,nched against all the
firm’s textile products.
"All pafriotic Southerners might
well discontinue to purchase uther
items mamlfactured by this company,"
he said.
And sim~ar expressions of outrage have been voiced by other
Southerners, disappbinted to see a
Dixie firm bartering away a proud
Southern symbol for the Yankee
dollar.

Atlanta Mix Hearing
Is ’Roman Holiday’

lawyer who drew up this suit. His
Comnfission attorney Berl Bernhard
fled.
According to the suit, on Oct. 6,
hands would be tiedl
annonnced that the entire hearing was
1956, there were 1843 Negroes regFor example, suppose you are
called nff, becanse the Commission
istered to vote in Washington Parish.
on trial for moonshinin’. All ’~ou’d
The U. S. District Court ruling
"wonhl nnt put itself in jeopardy of
segregation in the city, was issued
By Nov. 4, 1958, the figure had
have to do is prodnce the official
"vinlating the restraining nroer, and
Friday, June 5, which struck heavily
before anx arguments were I)res(’nt(xl.
drnpped
to
1517;
and
by
June
16,
Treasury
records
s
h
o
w
i
n
g
how
did not feel it had the fight to go
at Atlanta’s public school segregation,
Atlanta officials were also ordered
many
other
people
are
runnin’
off
ahead with any forn~ of heating."
1959, only 236 Negroes remained on
had already been decided before any
to present a plan for integratiou withthe
Parisfi
voting
rolls.
their
own
mountain-dew
and
getAll five menlhers of the Federal
arguments were presented, said Hugh
in a reasonable time. Itowever, the
ting away with it! Certainly, you
Civil Rights Conunission were nanled
The Federal government mainGrant, Augusta segregationist and
order indicated t h a t integration
could argue, your prosecutor "knew
as defendants in both suits. Gre- rained that the challenged Negroes
former U. S. minister to Albania and
would not be directed in time ~or
millun called the suits "the first agres-Iwere removed because of "minor
or should have known" that the
Thailand.
Septemher’s school opening.
hills are full of these eulpritsIso
¯ sire ,action taken, ,~,’linstg, . the Feder’d,
ttclutic’d, def ciencies, in the registra-;. ,
"’The hearing was little more than
The argnrnent presented for the
why, pray tell, is he piekin’ on you,
Civil Ri ,his Commission "
tion records " These "’deficiencies ina Roman holiday for those who seek
city school board by counsel B. l).
" The stun~ingg ........
violating your "civil rights," while
legal victory was the chided:
I racial integration," said Grant. "The lMurphy, said Grant, was "unrealistic
~Inability to tell how old they
letting the other hill folk escape
resnlt of a swift coonter-attaek. On l
,, ’ I anti extremvly OlSappointing.
Y had
¯
been cast
’ Let-"ttile So-Calle(l.
..
I eli(
o ioge
the long a~ of the Rven~rs~)
¯ that Murphy made it
June 29, the U. s. Attnrney General l
were;
"
trale er.vgot undemvay. Eve~thmgl’ , ~ Grant
’
stud
,
........
~
,,
,
.......
I
~Inabil/ty to read and follow
USlfi~ IBIS ~ISIeu Inglc
the Sii [ fl%e
~’;IS
filed snit in Federal District Conrt’
"’
" "’ wffs m) intent
anti
climtx
¯
~
after
¯
¯
j
t
~
o
~
g
’
e
¯
appear
,
~nat
tllere
....
I
".
.’
imt~ctions
on
fo~ asked the Federal Cottrt to, ,
in New Orleans against the Washing-,
issue an,,, - ¯
,
,prellmlrla~
, ........
. the registration
,
. , .....
. ,1
i
or(let segreg tie me races io tile
. . d~clafin; n~per ISStlOO
a
( ~" deviations from pnnteo m~nlnnchon g~vmg ln(uclal protecuon
Atl~-t ........
,,t;,,~
’ ’ ....
ton Parish, La.. C~tizens Conncil, four
s~ctiom," ~e Feds called it);
I tn,’dl Negroes. in the parish, . no~ reg-, stitufional- ."
of its ,uembers amr~Curtis M. Thnmas,
"
umer~"C beorg~a’" " communtrips" ,~~Inabili~ to spell, and
l istered as voters regardless of their Grant ,h ....
parish registrar nf voters.
- ¯ ".’
,I tt,,t ~ .... 1.. ~. ,;...,I ~. ,, ¯
~lnabth~ to write m such a
,lack of (ntahf catmns or of how frmJhtd,,t
The snit claimed that the defendg
Frmk
A
Hoe
t
r
p sr ~tific
, .p * ’’%’all " s~
,
"’
’
."
:~re~atlOB
nailles
oB
a
I
"
’"
;
"
r"
manner that the resultant scrawl
(lulent their reg]stratnms.
ants acted earlier this year to purge
,
,.
i
""
-rant n- a- :-"
~ ,,. , ,~,
’
~ ~legeflly I I ~ "llSO seeks restoration on tile rutI.
t
t
~
.~
~,
the parish vnting roles o~" Negro voters
COUIO De fleclpflerefl
N£(rro n I" ~t
b"
illegible handwriting," whined the ~ing rn Is for the p~u~r persecute¢t .....
’
by filing 1377 affidavits challenging.
the legality of the Negroes’ registraGovernment).
]darkies whose only f~ult was that’
l Fu~hemmre, the Federal suit ar-]
they conldn’t read or write ur tell.
tions,
Under Louisiana law, any two reg-i gned. the challenges should not be]ho~’ ohl they
were.
,
Not~$~y not go a :
istered wtters in a parish" (conntv) i
allowed to staml %~canse the aleflI (Editor’s
citizens lacked the clairvoyance neces- ~ step luther,
and ~rohibit the regismay file .’m affidavit challenlong the~
sa rv to determine that perhaps a
trar from "di~fiminating" in favor
legality nf another voter’s registra-I
hand’rid tff the white registrants in
of any of us poor unfortunates who,
tion. A copy of the challenge is]
through no fault of our own, could
mailed to the.. challenged registrant, ~ the parish were similarily nnqualified
be described as white and at least
who then has 10 days in which to’ for the privilege of the franchise.
registrar’s offit, e and
moderately I/terate? ~Vhy not
The snit claimed that the defend-:
appear at the
change the ballot in the parish so
submit affidavits from three registerants "’knew or shmdd have known"i
that registration records of somei
people vote for pictures instead of
ed voters proving the fight of the
names---the way they do in lndi~
challenged registrant to remain on
white voters "c~ntained technical deficiencies similar to those which formand prohibit anyone with more than
the rolls.
ed the basis of the challenge nf the’
a pre-school education from particiThe Federal suit complained that
pating? This approach has all sorts
the number of Negro~s registered to
Negroes."
~[
(Editor’s Note--If any of you .
of interesting possibilities ~ in the
vote in Washington Parish dropped
should ever find yourself being tried i
drastically due to the vigilance of
next sheriff’s election, it’d probably
in Federal Court, better hope your
be a close race between Superman
Citizens" Council members in chalprosecutor
is
the
same
starry-eyed
and Porkey Pig.)
16ntring those who appeared nnqnali-

g ~ff~/T~s. RA~’~
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Jackson, Mississippi

Black Cult Menaces White Race
Whites Say ’No’--

One Of The Hands That Fed Him

Memphis
Negroes
Defeated
Aronsed white citizens of Memphis
flocked to the l~flls Ang. 20 to bnry
Negro drean~s of political power untier an avalanche of votes.
Five Negr~s were seeking city of[ices in the municipal election, anti
all were connting heavily on receiving the city’s 50.~-plns Negro votes,
while confidently expec~ng white vof
ers to split their snpport amon~ the
several white candidates for each
[ice.
Bnt the Negroes learned that "bloc
voting" can work ~vo ways. A record
turnnnt of 129,714 swamped the Negro candidates in every race.
The threat of the Negro bloc vote
being effective in the city clectinn
was valid only becan~" of the single
primary election system nsed in Memphis. Under the pn:sent system
w~ting, which most nhservers say will
be changed at the next m.ssion of the
legislatnre, the "winner takes all" and
a sim}~h’ plorality is all that is necessliD’ tot eh,ction.
llowcwu’, even if Sngarn,m, who
was the only Negrn giw.n a chance
of winning hy the political "’experts",
had won the election, he wouhhft
have had the duties of the present
Public Works Commissioner. If he
had wnn, the Commission was set to
change the rnles, leaving Sngarmon,
only one dn~ in his new ~st~versFeing the city’s garbage collectors.
The Negro candidate for juvenile
coo~ jndge, Rev. Ben L. Hodks,
called the election "one of the greatest demonstrations of bloc voting this
nation has ever seen."
"’Penple were afraid of the Negro,
and they betrayed their favorite sons
~the candidates they really liked~to
w~te for the faw~fite and defeat the
Negro.
"It’s a simple matter of mathematics. Two-thirds of the (Memphis) voting ~ublic is white. It
can always defeat the one-third Negro g~up."
Refosing to face the fact that he
had lost the election, Russell Sngarmon, Negro lawyer who was nmning
fnr Pnblic WorksCommissione
against three strong white candidates
said that he d~dn’t "like the ~ord
cnncede." Suga~on had ~en given
encmtragement in his rac~ by No~he~ newscasters who had tokl their
viewers that his election was almost a
certainty. Finally he admitted, "I atn

’Your Time Is Up’
Says ’Messenger’
To All White Men
"Every white man knows his time is tip," says the selfdesignated "Nlessenger" of the "Y,h)slems."
Led by a Georgia-born Negro wh~ has taken the name
Elijah Xluhammad, the "Moslems, a black-sul)remacist cult, are
preaching the destruction n{ the white race in major cities all
across the country.
With a reported ~,~ followers, Muhammad and his
"ministers" pounce on the least-educated, lowest-paid, slum-dwelling Negroes in the cities, and incite them to riots and violence
against white citizens.
Even Negro leaders are taking leading Negro bnsiness and professional nlen are known to lnake SObfrightened note of the "teachstantial contributions to the sect.
in~s" of the "Messenger," as he
Negro reporters t e I 1 of hearing
"Moslems" telling white people who
shonts to a group of 5,.~) NeKr()es jalnllled into Manhattan’s. ~athcr on the outskirts of their meetin~s to hear what is said, "Move
St. Nicholas Arena, "I am here=ah,nz if you dotft want troubh.~
to teach v(m how to be free. Yes, ; you’re in our territoD’ now." The
free fro~ the white man’s yoke. rvpoHer~ ~ay that at thesv timex it
We want unity of all d~rker is very definitely dan~erou~ fnr white
!nlen to lit" in liie area.

Big City Dwellers Quake
Under Negro Terrorism

across the Northern section of the
New York City’s Harlem, predomcountry.
inantly Negro and Puerto Rican,
One of the first reported race riots
where state and city "Civil Rights"
of the current series occurred Avgust
and "fair employment practices" laws
lO, and was severe enough to cause
are nmre strictly enforced than anythe New York Herald Tribune to
where else in the nation, has so far
drop its policy of not identifying
this year been the scene of 1,392 felcriminals as Negroes.
onies, inclnding 20 killings,,34 rapes,
"Three hundred shouting, shov118 robberies, 454 felonioos assaults,
ing Negroes," said the report, "held
156 borglaries, 272 grand larcenies,
two detectives at bay on an East
71 automobile thefts, 150 narcotics
Bronx street comer for 20 minutes
fehmies and 109 others.
after the officers, both white, took
It is constantly patrolled by one
a Negro man and woman into
of the most heavily-reinforced police
units in the history of New York City.
custody on charges of illegal possdssion of alcohol."
It is, as editor David Lawrence
In another instance, even Civil
Sogarnlon lost to William W. Far- of U. S. News and World Report
Rights proponent Negro Congressman
says, "a powder keg that is likely
fis, 59,043 tn 35,248.
~Charles Diggs (D-Mich.) protested
to explode at any minute."
ttcnD’ ~wb. sucecssfol candidate
Minor explosions have continoally * when he witnessed five Negrt~,s
fnr mayor, and Claude Armour, incnml~nt p o 1 i c e ~mmfissioner, had occurred thronghoot the past month, I ing and robbing an nnemployed dishas increased racial tension canses riots, I washer nn the streets of Harlem.
urged the white voters to nnite Ft’killings, rapes in New York and all’
(SEE CITY. p.
himl a single white candidate.

l)eol)h, on the "e:,rth. Then we
l.illh’ was known iibnllt lhe
will be masters of the United
~t.ll~ef." called Xlilhaliilllad, II n
Time lnli~ilzine exposed the grotlp in
States, and we are Koing
its August 10 issue. Time states that
treat the white man the way ht’
tl.. NegrWs re.l nautt’ is Elijah I’nole,
should be treated."
that lit’ ~iis horn ill Sandersvilh..
lh’ has ii prison [l’t’nr(l in I)elroit
T h e Chicago Urban
Negro director, Edwin C. BenT,
tot t.onlrilniliii~ hi lhe deliliqUelit’y
told repo~ers, "A guy like this
ill il illilillr illld dllring%Vorhl
IL he wa~ ilrrl’~t~’(l hy I"BI a~enls
Moslem leader m~es a lot more
sense than l do to the man in the
in Chica~o (they hnlnd him rolled
street . . . Elijah Muhammad
lip in ;I carpel itnth.r iiis nlother’s
very significant."
t,’dl t,r drall-dodTili~.
Federal security agents, who have
Mulmmmad ~lso lraim mu~d~me~ in all of his "’telol~."
had the grnup onder scrutiny for the
congregation has ill "F r u i I of
~past twn years, will bring Muhanunad
Islam" force of Nelro m~n lraioed
land his "ministers" before two Con’.gressional committees in Washington
a~ judo expea~, with a "sa~ed
duly" lo prole~t the
. in the near futnre.
I The Senate Internal Security Suband fo~ibly spread h~ doctrine
that "there is no good h~ the white
committee and the Hoose Un-Amerime~. All are the children of the
[ can Activities Committee are exi Pected tn cooduct a full prnbe into
devil."
~t.~ro ne~spaper~, snch a~ the
~the wnrk of the organization, parPittsburgh Cou~er, the I,o~ Angeles
~tic’nlarly in New York, Chicago and
’ llerald-Dispatch, a n d others which
Detroit.
Genr~ia Attnrney (;eneral Eugene
seek to inc’rt’ase their circulatinns by
Cook says that Georgia authorities prinling the pers,)nal cohlinn of the
have been c I o s e 1 v watching ~]ie "Messt:nRer." have greatly added to
gronp’s Atlanta hran~’h for any ~ g l
his power over ~vgroes.
Negro Con~rv~tll~tn Ad:nlt Clayton
of tr~ble.
On his periodic visits to Har]enL
~ I’owell ~I)-N.Y.) and N e ~ rn Manwhere lie preaches lhat the while Inan ]lallan Borough Presidenl Hulan Jack
i~ the "’~reale~i d~lmkard. ~reaie~l. have openlp c~ir~ed "Mo~hqn" favor.
~educ’e~. ~valt’~l nnirderer. ~eiile~l~ "rhli~ ~ar. therl, li;i~ beeii no ~eai
adiilh’rer. 7relih’~i deceiver on earlh."; lroliblt’ with Ihe "~lo~h.in~" i~ a~y
rlf the citios w]iere llil-y hold their
XJn]ialnlnad draws crowds of 2,000
to 5,000 NeTroes.
"tenlple nil.l.tili~s." b n t police and
Th~ ~laled objectiv~ of Ihe "Mo~FBI il~enl~ hi the~e citil.~ are phiinly
worrh.d a}loiil the lhreai of a fulllemf" i~ io ove~hrow "while rule"
i~ the United ~ial~ by 10~0. ~e fh.d~ed black uprising.
"lf~ leitin~ worse eve~ day."
~ecl’~ official ma~zinc is headlined.
"The each belongs to the black nasays a I,o~ Angeles poliee official,
"and I only wish I knew what it’s
tion~the first and the last."
Seeking to rid themselve~ of the
going to take to li~t the f~e."
"economic burden imposed by the
white devils," the "’Modem~" h a v e
started I,nsi,es~e~ i,, several ,,,aior
cities. They maintai~ a restaurant in

In.grated Wedding

iiess, barher sliop, butcher shop,
cerv st(ire and departlnei~ st-re
Intv~r;iti<lilists r.’uched a new low
~li~ca~o; ii ca[e and a [arid ill.at Ai- ill llie art of p topple.it ndi zi n~ hist
iiiolil]i when lhvy aiivmpied to in]imta. a n (] ii
hl~lirioiis, ]~-r o o ill
hOil~e in ~liit’a~o [<lr the "Me~en~er." ~vrt ililo ii ~lo~cow-bonnd ~ashion
To leach the "XIo~h’nl" chihlren. ~how ~eddin~ set.ne~ with a white
lhey have ~el np "’Ulliver~ilie~
hridv and ~[OOlll and ~(’~ro aitendThe ~t’ene was
Islam" in Chica~o a~d I)etrnii. "flit ~ilil~ and viol. ve[~ii.
Mit’hiTan ~lale I)eparinie~t of Pub- ~lippo~vdly "iyt)it+al’’ of lift’ in Amerlic lnstriiction ha~ ]aiinched a (’~llli- ica.
The show, scheduled to be pa~ of
ph.te stinlv of the qllalifit’ations
the "’Moslem" ~hool in l)ctroit.
the Ain(~ric’an exhibit in Moscow, was
chan~.d after a protest was made
The curricuh~m, qualification nf
teachers and basic safety <>f the school
hy 40 Anlvrican fashion editors from
building will he investigated by lhe all st.(-ti,nls o[ the counlry at a New
state. No record can be found to York preview. The fashion editors.
, show that the Detroit school was ever. joir,.d by nvwspaper editors, called
the scene a fraud.
approved for teaching elementary
and high school grades, or that its
hi ~umoiilllL np his reaction to the
integrated wedding, the editor of the
teachers have been qualified, alPortland Oregonian said "to imply
tl~lgtl it has ~en operatin~ ~thout
that Caucasians and Negr~s min~le
intederence since 1956. City’t~ucation officials said they "’asmlmed" ihe
fret+ly ai all s,lci a l levels in the
U rl i t e d States, as the w~lding
schtml had been approved.
In the Jdy 13 race dot in ltarscenes planned for the American exle~ when ~o white ~li~men
hibition in Moscow wnnld ha~e done,
were ~t u~n by hun~ of Neis fraudnlent and might have ex~sed
~s when they td~ to a~est a
all parts of the exhibition to doubt.
"’C~tainly, t h e scenes sho~ng
Pue~o Rican woman for ~e~’hite principals being ma~ied with
heSS, at le~t one "Moslem" is
Negro witnesses and vice versa would
known to have i~ited sever~
down ~ollowers to ~in the ~ote~.
have opened the way for Soviet
propaganda to which there would
Althon~h it is believ~ that the
"’Moslems" are nmkin~ headway only
have been no answer. Newspaper
in the slom areas, Negro newspapers
fashion ~itors who help~ oust thee
give prm~nent t~verage to the s~te~’en~ by their forceful ~rot~t did
m~ of thor lea~rs, a~ ~y
the ~unl~ a ~wi~."

One Thousand Leading Mississippians To Hear i
Gov.-Elect Barnett At Citizens" Council Dinner
Gnvemor-elect Ross Barnett will
make his first pnblic address after his
landslide election to IIXR) leading
Mississippians at a $25-a-plate dinm r
in Jackson, September 8.
Proceeds from the dinner will hell~
finance the nationwide television ant~
radio series, "Citizens" C o u n cil ’
Fontm," now in its third year of distribntion.
Barnett, who won election in the
Angust 25 rnnoff primary by an over-,
whelming margin, is an atrtive memt~.r nf the Jackson Citizens’ Caumcil.
The dinncr will be held in the Victory Room of the Heidelberg Hotel in
Jackson, at 7 p.m., Tnesday, SeptemFt, r 8.
I.nnis XV. Hollis, Execotive Director
of the Jackson Citizens" Council, who
is in charge of ticket sales, .says advance demand has been heavy. Hollis
says tickets are available at $25 each
from the Citizens’ Cotlncil office, 813
Plaza Boilding. from R. B. Patterson,
Secretary of the Mississippi Associa-tion of Citizens’ Conrg’/Is in Green-

pecte(I tn outline ,nnre fully his plan
for achieving nnity of action, both on
national ~ditical matters and in the
even more vital field ,)f molding
public opinion throughout the nation.
The Citizens’ Council office,
Memtx.rs of the Mississippi Con813 Plaza Building, Jackson,
gressional delegation in Washington
Miss.
are being invited to attend the dinner,
R. B. Patterson, Secrctary of
alon~ with newly-elected state and
the Mississippi Association of
conntv officials and memhers of the
Citizens’ Councils, Greenwood,
l~’gislatnre. Lt.-Gov.~’lect Panl B.
Miss.
Johnson, Jr., of ttattie~bnrg, will also
Or at the newsstand in the
speak at the banquet.
tleidelberg lloteh
"’Only al~mt l,¢~l ~-r~ms can be
On orders received after Sept. 4,
accommodated in the Victn~’
tickets will be held and may be
Hollis warns. "and we exact the
picked up at the door the night
room to I~- filled to capacity. An}one I
of the dinner.
desiring to attend shonld o~der tickets ;
immediately."
He added that oo orders received
I wood. and from the newsstand in the
Heildelberg ltotel.
I
after Septem~’r 4. tickets ~’ill
held at the d~r and may ~. picked
Govemnr-elect Barnett will discuss
tip the night of the dinner.
plan for Soothem tinily. During
I the campaign, he advocated the form- A gawst bot~k bearing the names
i ation of close working relations be-!of ticket-holders will Ft- presented to
tween the Sonthern states. In his iGor-elect Barnett as a memento of
first posi-electkm address, he is ex-I the occfmion.
Tickets to the Citizens’ Council
dinner with Governor-elect Ross
Barnett arc available for $25 each

Xew Y,,~k~ ~, ~e~ta.~a,,~. c~ea,..~ b,,~- Taken From Show
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Taki Another Look

Oificial Publication of the

CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
OF AMERICA

Tennessec nfficials h a v e finally
succetxled in arresting some of the
leaders of the notofioosly Red-tinttxl
Highhmder Folk Schtml, center of
integration activities in the Snnth
for over a decade.
The charge, ironically enongh for
the mountain-th.w state of Tennessee, was illegal possession nf whiskey.
A~ested was the Negro "Integration Workshop I)irector" of Highlander, Septima P. Clark. Cnun~
and state officers who raidt~ the
school f o u n d a qnantity of rum,
whiskey and gin.
Arrested with the Negro integratio~st were three white teachers who
were char~ with public dmnkeness,
interfering with officers and resisting
arrest.
Attorney General Ab Sloan, who
I~ the raid, said he will attempt to
have the school padlocked and declared a pnblic nuisance.
Septima is in charge of the racemixing activities while l)irector Miles
Horton. cited ninny times by the
Honse Un-American Activities Cqmmittee for Conununist activities, is
iu Europe spreading lies about dm
South.
She came to Highlander after
~qng kicked out of the public school
system of Sonth Carolina.

Sltbscription $2.00 a ydar -- payable in advance.
Group Sub~-dl~im~s $1.00 ~ Nlem~r
(Minimmn of 50)
BULK RATE~85.~ ~ I~ Copi~ Pmt~id.
Citizen~’ Cmmcil is not ~es~nsible h*r th~ ~eturn of unsoliciteO ~ticle~
mapusctipts or other malehals 5ubmiUed for ImSSible imblicalion. All such
~hould Im a~ompanied by a 5elf-addre~sed stained envt.lo~ i[ a
such material is desired.
~t~nd (3ass Marl Pdvfleg~ Aulhotized at Jack~, Mi~slppl
EDITORIAL BOARD
WALTER C. GIVHAN ...................................... ALABAMA
Chairman, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
ROBERT E. BROWN .............................. ARKANSAS
Director, States’ Rights Council of Arkansas
Dll. GEORGE A. DOWNS ..........................
FLORIDA
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Florida
R. CARTER PI’FI’MAN .................................. GEORGIA
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
JOHN S. GABRETT ........................................... LOUISIANA
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
ROBERT B. PATTERSON ............................... MISSISSIPPI
Execntive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
REV. JAMES P. DEES ................... NORTH CAROLINA
President, North Carolina Defenders of Stat~s Rights. Inc.
FARLEY SMITH ................................... SOUTH CAROLINA
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Conncils of South Carolina
RICHARD BURROW, JR .................... TENNESSEE
Advisnry Board, Tenn. Federation lot Constitutioual Govt.
I)R. B. E. MASTERS .......................................... TEXAS
President, Citizens’ Cmmcils of Texas
J,~MES R. ORGAIN .............................................. VIRGINIA
Director, Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual
Liberties
REV. HENRY J. DAVIS ...... VIRGINIA
Member Executive Committee, Citizens’ Conncils of Virginia

Jackson ~ Lambeth Mayes, start.
secretary of the Tennessee Federation far Constitntinnal Govermm’nt.
reports that a ~rogram far the revitalization nf Inca= chapters and the formarion of new trees is I~.ing worked
out. Mr. Mayes states "’We are determined that the Federation will
con,. a dominant fi~rt:e in the struggle
tt~ retain and re~ain nut Constitutional
fights."

Editor

No Need For Police Action

Report From
Tennessee
By Richard Burrnw, Jr.

Published moatldy at 813 Plaza Building, Jackson, MisslssJp~, by the
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF AMERICA

W. J. SIMMONS ....................
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Nashville--A llaywood C n u u t y
Negrn told State Election Commis(Reprinted from the Shreveport Journal)
sioners that "There’s no Negr6 alive
that recalls that hc ever vnted" in
Now, again, we have the spectacle of luke~varm, on-again,
Haywnod County.
The Negro, J. F. Estes, accomoff-again, gone-again oracles whO, on one hand, proclaim thempanied to the capitol by a Negro
selves to be die-hard segregationists and, on the other, offer a
(leh.gation from the connty, asked
public defense of Little Rock’s brutal policemen who clubbed
the election Commission to appoint
peaceful segregahonists to the street and tnrned firehoses against
Dr. Dale Alford, Little Rock Con- with officers ~f the h,cal Citizens’ three new ctnm~ eh’ction cnmmisgressman,
will
address
a
meeting
of
Council.
them.
r
sioners.
North Carolina Defenders of
He said that three persons were
Critics of.Little Rock Police Chief Gene Smith and his armed, the
States’ Rights, in Greensboro, N. C.,
The North Carolina Defenders
listed as electitm cotmnission memclub-wielding "policemen" who broke up a peaceable assembly Sept. 8.
States" Rights are conduc~ng an all- bers in the West Tennessee county,
of citizens demonstrating against token racial integration in Cen- The statewide meeting will be held out fund raisi~ drive to hire a full- bnt two had resigned and one had
di~.
tral High School should~according to the chief’s defenders--ifi the Court House at 8:00 p.m. Rev. time state c~rdinator.
P. Dees, President of the DeH. M. Roland, former s~cial eduSam Coward, chairman of the state
say what THEY would have done under the same circumstances. James
fenders, will be in charge of the cational consultant to the t~ngres- commission, said that he had received
Such a statement by the chief’s apologists is so SILLY as meeting.
sional committee which investigated no resigna~on from the eoun~ and
to cause any ANGER it might arouse to give way to AMUSEthe Washington, D. C., school sihm- as far as he knew, they were all
The
Pike
Cot~nty,
Miss.,
Citizens’
tion in 1957, has indicated that be alive and kicking.
M ENT.
sent a t’luestionnaire to 52 will accept the job, when the gronp
The Negroes asked for the state
The answer as to what the police cri’tics would have done Council
of the 83 candidates for county of- able to open a fidl-time office.
commission to act on the matter so
nnder the SAME CIRCUMSTANCES, of course, is that they fices, asking their beliefs on segrethey conld qualify to vote before the
Dallas Cuunty, Ale., citizens are qnalification deadline, but the com~vould have done NOTHING--that is, nothing that ~vould inter- gation.
According to Gordon Burt, Jr., no longer under the innnediate threat mission said that it was already too
fere with the segregationists.
of the Council, 40 answers of integration attempts this fall, says late.
There was NO REASON for the police--under the circnm- chairman
~ere received, with all the candidates the chairman of the Alabama Citizens’ The state body took no action on
stances~to do ANYTHING, except perhaps see to it that the,se voting 100 per cent for segregation. Council.
the matter becanse its recnrds showed
citizens were PROTECTED from possible harassment in exer- Stone of the candidates not only anState Sen. Walter Givban of Saf- a fnll election cnmmission in the
the questions asked, he said, ford, Ale., said in a speech Aug. 12, county.
cising their Constitutional rights to assemble peaceably and pro- swered
but pat in en~phatic comments of that "’it was thought that efforts would
Also in Nashville, the NAACP is
test against race-mixing in the public schools!
theft own.
be made to enter colored children holding a "parent-leacher program"
The citizens had committed NO crime!
in our white schools in the fall term on school attendance, with Negro
Tho officers and board of directors of the year. I am pleased that this high school students planning the
They had not THREATENED to commit any crime!
They carried no weapons--no guns, no knives, no clubs, no of the n ewly organized Lowndes immediate threat no longer exists. program.
County, Ga., Citizens’ Council have
"The citizens of Dallas County are
W. H. Oliver, superintendent of the
sticks, no rocks, no broken bottles[
been announced.
united and standing ready to prompt- school system, said that "it is deThey marched in orderly procession--to the tune of "Dixie"
They are Robert L. Cork, presi- ly make such changes in our edu- plorable the NAACP is tr~’ing
¯ ,:and with both the American and Confederate Flags waving above[ dent; W. R. VanAusdall, vice presi- cational methods as may be neces- influence Negro parents where to
dent; L. A. Simpson, secretary-trea- saw to avoid the damaging effect send their children to school. It is
their heads.
surer; and William Dooley, chaplain. . . ! when the integration agitator especially nbjcctionable whe. they
They had committed NO OVERT ACT OF VIOLENCE, nor The directors are I. J. Cargile, Jr., threatens to gain a foothold in Dallas enlist the aid of high school students.;"
had they even THREATENED to do so, yet they were set upon
C. H. Tedder, P. L. Ganas, Roy Conn,," Givhan said.
by Chief .Smith’s "men" and were clubbed and doused with fire Scharf, B. A. Bennett, Dr. Albert F. He added that many of the leading
Memphi~Snntherners interested
Saunders, J. M. Nichols, Charley citizens of the connty had given con- in the history of the War Betweeu
hoses. Men, women and children were victims alike!
Beecher, Hubert Stubblefield, Robert sideralinn to the discontinuance
the States will ~et a chance to reStill, the apologists ask critics of the police to say ~vhat THEY L. Gill, Tim Bland and Guy Cone.
one or more public schools, and estab- fresh their mcmnries when "Run,
would have done under similar circumstances!
lishment of private ~.hools.
R~,bel. Run," the story of the MemBidwell Adam, Chairman of the
One thing is certain: the "critics" WE ICNOW wouldn’t have
phis Daily Appeal durin~ the War
Mississippi
Democratic
Execotive
New
officers
of
the
Covington
bludgeoned ANY ONE of the segregationists. They wouldn’t Committee. is slated as the principal County. Miss.. Citizens’ Conncil. elec- years, is pul~lished this fall.
The book, anthorcd by the prohave knocked ANY ONE of the ~vomen to the pavement. They speaker at the Ang. 30th meeting te~l Jnly 28, are Shelby Shows, prcsi- motion
editor of the pr~ent-day
wouldn’t have turned fire hoses on any man, woman or child in of the Pearl City, Miss., Citizens’ (lent; l)ale Shoemake, vicc president; Commercial Appeal, George Sisler,
Council.
iand
Doyle
Keys,
secretary
and
treethe whole assembly!
will be printed by Greenwich t’ubThe oteeting will be in the high
lishers.
In fact, they wouldn’t have made ONE SINGLE MOVE school
anditorium at 8:00 p.m.
Directors for the five county beats
It tells the story of the wa~ as
against the citizens until the citizens, themselves, ACTUALLY
Adams is expected to continne his late: Beat l--Bill Auhman, L;~wrence scen thrn.gh the cnhmms of the Daily
VIOLATED A LAW or THREATENED to do so! Even then, castigation of Paul Butler, National’. Hemeter and Ernest Tannehill; Beat Appeal, which had to flee Memphis
they would have dealt ~wth the e~hzens as L NARMED, normally- Chairman of the Democratic part),. ,2--Coy Fairchild, Ante Cranford and to escape capture by Federal forces.
’ Brannon Coulter;. Beat 3--I)ewitt The pa~r, runnine for its life, was
peaceful individuals--NOT as hardened criminals or dumb
L. W. Owen, principal of Hohnes, Napier. Cliftnn Keys and D. W. Mc- subseqnently pnblished at Grenada,
animals!
Agricnltnral High Schonl, has been! Raney, Jr.; Beat 4--Mrs. F. L. Dick- Jackson and Meridian, Miss., Atlanta,
And, oh yes! These apologists, speaking in defense of the named president of the Goodman, son. Kenneth Crawfnrd and tlo,ner Ca.. and Mnntgomery, Ala.
Little Rock School Board’s inauguration of token integration, de- Miss., Citizens’ Council.
i E. Sullivan; and Beat 5--C. C. Busby,
~e Yankees finally caught up with
Other nfficers eh’cted were John lWilton Rogers and Billy King.
it in Columbns, Ca.
clare that the board’s critics ALSO should say what they wonld
Killebrew. vice president; J. G. Ja-i Connty awards were presented at
The book, which took Sisler about
have done under the circumstances which faced the board.
cnbs, secretary; and Mrs. Sammy the meeting to the winners of the 10 years tn write, throws light
These apologists, incidentally, were the FIRST to belittle Climents, treasurer. Committee chair- Citizens’ Council essay contest.
"eyeD’ major campaign in the SnuthCoy. Orval Faubus---the board’s CHIEF critic--when he offered men named were Pete Garrett, eduwest and as far North as Gettysburg,"
says l)avid Bushier, assistant to the
a perfectly plausible SUBSTITUTE plan for "token integration" cation; George Mitchell, legal; and i
Anthony McMillen, membership.
A letter has been received in ~ pt;blisher.
several weeks ago. Governor Faubus offered a plan whereby
the Citizens’ Cotmeil off/ee from
Tbe G~man Citizens" Cnuncil
two of Little Rock’s high schools would be SEGREGATED and planning an extensive nwmbe~hip Annette Clegg, Hattiesburg, Miss.,
Knoxvfll~Knoxville pnblic schools
high school senior who won fi~t
two would be INTEGRATED, thus giving white students who drive stmn.
will NOT be integrated this Fail.
plate
honors
in
the
state-w
i
de
wished to attend school with Negroes an opportunity to do so
After listening to an appeal by a
"’What the Citizens Com~cil has~ Citizens’ Council essay contest last
Negro "minister," the Board ~sued a
and, at the same time, allowing those who objected to integration
month:
done, what it is dning, and what it exstatement saying it did not intend to
to have their choice in the matter. The oracles who now are pects to do in the fi~re," w~ the
Miss Clegg says:
desegregate "at this time."
apologizing for Little Rock’s polite department and its school topic of a p~el dist~xsion at the
A suit fil~ on behalf of 14 Negroes
~I am writing to thank all the
board declared IMMEDIATELY that the Faubus plan WOULD- Holmes Junior College Auditorium ~udges for selecting my essay to
~o y~rs ago w~ dropped in June.
at ~an. Mi~., July 20.
be the first pl~ee girl winner in Attorneys for the Nest.s fih~ the
NW WORKI
action ag~nst the school board, but
Bill S~mom o~ laek~n, ~itor of
It won’t hurt Little Rock’s citizens to have the benefit, of the the Ci~’ ~1, aM ~b Patter- the state. This was indeed a very ~ ne~ to su~titute the nam~
view= o( [ellow Sou~ ~ta~tlaey seek the answer to the nation’s
I~! ~d ~ elated

great~ ~ woblem d~ll~ age!

Dale Alford Speaks
To N, C. Defenders
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City Dwellers Fear Negro Terrorism
(Crntinued from page 1)
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Papers Cast ’Curtain’ Aside
To Castigate Ralph Bunche

Students at New York’s Culumbiaiond grabl~,d her feet and held them
~plained that when he tried to rent
Northern newspapers, u s u a 11 y
Flynn in America’s Future. "If the
Univet:sity are given this set of rules down. The third stomped on her
a four-room apartment, two proshampered .by minority pre~ure groups
time has txmle in America when a
to follnw for their own safety: "If .’trms and legs, then planted his feet
pective tenants were unmarried moin their ettorts to report the news,
l~rivate club of private citizens canyon come home after g p.m., take a:nn her stomach.
The fourth stood
thers, who arrived at his home with
have completely thrown askle the
not decide with whom they wish to
taxi; do not walk along or in Riveraside,dodged aiming frantically, kicks at her face astheir
she with
"boy-friends."
five children and
Thethe
Negroes
other with
one
paper cnrtain on one issue.
associate~no matter how much we
side Park or Morningside Park after
Major newspapers all over the
may disapprove of their choice--then
dark; clutch your pnrse; and do
A Ne~rro-Pnerto Rican r, ana fi~,htltwo, were living exclusively off city
country, both those: who customarily
we can all--Negroes, Jews, Catholics,
not walk near the buildings or the
m lower East Stde New Yor~ City ~and state welfare checks that they,
take verbal digs at Southern cnstoms
Protestants, Irish, Germans, Italians~
curbs at night."
An,,.a 23., left one
~,,,irl dead’ and
¯si~ used., to su port
. themselves, . , their,,
and congressmen and those who are’ a.ll of ns kiss our freedom goodbye."
others hnrt as teen-agers used bullets, chddren, an~ their boy-friends.
Pan American Airways has dis~ sympathetic with Sonthern standards, i
Robert C. Ruark, in his syndicated
tributed a mimeographed warning
knives and clnbs in a vicious attempt I The district attorney in Philadelphia
, joined, in complete castigation of’
column, showed the ridiculous aspect
to their passengers: "Do not walk
tn do away with the rival gang.
[says he believes there are at lea_st
Ralph Bnnche for his infanums tennis
of the entire situation. "It seems to
in Central Park after dark---it can
250 "hard core" cases in Philadelphia club fiasco.
In St. Paul, Minn., racial tension!
me that some things need a little
be dangerous."
of
women
who
deliberately
have
ilis so high that a simple identification
Even Roy Wilkins of tile NAACP
evening np," he said. "It is the
legit/mate children to increase the
Police had to break up an attempt
check touched off a "rock-throwing,
nttered a mild rebuke of Bnnche
privilege of any club, for instance,
amount
of
state
dole
they
receive.
club-swinging
melee"
involving
over
Aug. 2 by 25 white boys to wreck
to adnfit members who will be greeted
when he said that "we who demand
300
Negroes
and
40
policemen.
a house in a white Brooklyn neighHe said in these "hard core" cases,
freedom must grant fre~lom to othcordially by the other members. I
borhood into which font Negro fathe mothers spend the money on
Two detectives stopped a Negro
ers."
;am not a member of the Racquet
milies had moved. After police had
clothes and liquor and not on the chilman [or an identification check; the
The Detroit Free Press said, "Dr.
’and Tennis Ch,b, or Buck’s or White’s
ersuaded ~h~ white boys to stop
dren, in many cases leaving them
Negro refused and started fighting the
Bunch~ is not so naive that he duesn’t
~ Lnndon, not because 1 am a Negro
eir seige of the house, one of the
destitute while receiving the money
detectives. It took over two hours
know of Negro organizations in which
or a Chinese or a Jew. I am ~t a
Negroes threw a hammer at a policefor their snpport.
to restore order even after firemen
white per~ns are. unwelt~me, Jewish
member ~canse I didn’t ask to join,
man and reached for a knife that was
had arrived on the scene and started
John J. Synon, California industrial
organizations that bar gentiles, and
figuring that I wnuld flunk, and didn’t
lying on a hallway floor. Another
using high-pressnre hoses against the
accident commissioner, says that in
many other gronps that rtxtnire chnrch
want to be a clnb-man anyhow. I am
~nurder was avoided by the arrival of
affiliation, national origin ties or litmob.
his state, "recipients are growing to
probably the only white gentile ~t
more squad cars.
erally dozens of other membership
look npon the money they receive as
nf NerO= Carolina who ever got
In Chicago, a crowd of about
Some of the churches and synarequirements. There is not une single
a right, as a pay check, not as
turned down hy the lti-Y Clnb in hi~
4,000 persons gathered to protest
gogues have discoatinued evening
charity at all."
person in the United States whn is
the purchase by Negroes of an
school, but it didn’t have anythin~
acceptable and eligible to behmg
services because the women are fearto do with race. They jnst didnt
apartment house in a white neigh"The maximum cash a woman
rid of being attacked at night on the
to
eve~
s~.ial
organization.
want Inc.
borhood. More than 175 policemen
may receive in combined state and
streets.
"A ~on’s ~cial life is his own.
"I recently measured Dr. Ralph
were called out to protect the unFederal money is $395 a month.
His individual iud~ent is suwanted Negroes. It was the second
Bunche’s space in ’Who’s Who" and
Letters are pouting in to-Sen. Olin
But this sum has no significance.
p~me and he cannot be requ~ed
they give him jest nmler six inch~
disturbance in less than 24 hours
If her ’needs’--’wants’ is a better
Johnstun (D-S.C.), who mentioned
tu invite into his home or ~oup
of fine prnt. In all his accmnplishin the neighborhood.
the New York race riots in Congress,
word---as plotted by a social worker
anyone not of his ch~s/ng--for any
ments, it is nut mentioned that he
from people who are fearful of going
prove to be above this amount,
Also in Chicago, a Negro woman
re~on whatsoever."
whatever its total may be, county
is a Negro. It merely says that he
on the streets after dark.
entered a classroom and ripped the
in
the
Chicago
Tribtme,
editorial
mediatt~ Israel and won a No~l
funds make up the deficiency. The
dress off a white teacher because
One resident said she was 65
abuse
was
heaped
opnn
Ne~v
York
Prize and things like that. In ac~al
money is given with no direction
years old and was quite bitter at
the teacher had ac~idently ripped
Citv’s
acting
mayor,
Abe
Stark,
fnr
fact Bnnche is no more a Negro than
or restrictions placed upon her.
being a prisoner in her own home.
the shirt of the Negro’s six-year-old
seekin~ to punish the West Side
the late Walter White, a good hlne"Whether it goes for tile children,
cousin in an attempt to keep the
"I hate it," she said, "but I want
Tennis
Club
for
refnsing
to
admit
eyed bhmd friend of mine ~vho made
for her boy friend or to the corner
to die natural," meaning that she
boy frum being trampled during a
Bnnche. "’it is unlikely that Acting
a career with the National Association
saloon, only her conscience is to say.
foot-race with some older boys.
did not want to be mugged, raped,
Mayor
Starke’s
demogo~v
is
goin~
to
for Colordd Peoph, ont of the tiny
Such is the Federal law."
robbed or beaten on the streets of
In Easton, Md., bottles and stones
do much visible and m~’asnrahh, indrop of black hh,nd which may have
her native city.
were hurled at police when an atjory, but what he has done is hv
Inrked in his veins.
tempt was made to give a traffic ticOne man, 67 years old, said that
no lnean~ harmless. Undouhtedlv h~’
"I thh~ the point I want to m~e
ket to a Negro driver who was blockhe and his wife never go to a movie
has inflamed people who bel’ieve,
most is that a lot o[ pape~ have
ing traffic. Over 200 Negrnes were
at night any more, becanse of fear
rizhtly, that il private club. which
dropped the N e g r o designation
inwdved in the riot with the two
of violence on the street¯
not snpported by Imhlic laxes, is
when a crime is involved, but still
white
patrolmen.
In chnose its own meml)er~ hv any
An article in the New Ynrk Mirror
make’ a point of it when a triumph
The
attempted
ejection
of
a
states, "Longtimc residents of the
~tan(lards that it wishes t()
is involved, or when something llke
Negro
boy
from
the
Coliseum
Theapartment lmildings that overlook
this stupid b~iness of the ten~
whether wise =)r foolish, liberal
ater in Seattle, Wash.. led to a
club is involved. The ve~ paper
Central Park and the Hndson no
illiberal."
fight
and
the
arrest
o(
18
Negro
longer stir from their homes at night.
.
John Temph. Graves said. "Those
which will not mention ~at a
Louisiana
Attorney
(;eneral
Jack
~ho
insist
that
the
tx~o
races
can
lead
hoodlums.
If tiler(’ is a cmnpelling reason they
murder suspect is a Negro w~
t
(;,,million
has
heen’j()ined
I)y
Ark-:
separate
s,cial
and
hiolozical
liw’s’
hail a cab even to go just a few
In Philadelphlia, where the nmnber
headl/ne a story such as ’Jam~
hlocks."
ausas" Bruce Bennett it~ his fizht to in spite ~)f legal integration in schools;
Pattersou, Negro, appointed Ci~uit
of Negro ehihlren of pnblic school
get
the
Fedcral
Civil
Rights
Corn-’have
their
answer.
Court Judge.’ If ! was in the NAage has increased ahunt 30 times as
Bnt in spite of the vinlence on the
:mission declared unconstitutional.
"’Bunche’s victory is valuable. In
streets in fl~e Negru sections and the
fast as the white rate of growth since
ACP I wouldn’t like it.
1930, the iuvenile delinqnency prnbAfter mflmaneuvering the Cornthe South, moderates and Pulilzers
"Bnnche’s kid goes to Chnatc, one
fact that the schools have becmne
scoff at the idea that educational
;of the most seh.ct prep sclmols .in
lena has grown until it cannot be
mission last month, and stnpping cuhl
breeding places for juvenile delinmixing means social and biological
handled by the teachers.
the efforts of the mixing gruup to
America. Ymtnt~ Bunche’s complexion
quency, the push is being continued
mixing~while the NAACP says
~is so light that mnst people woukl
force mass registratiun of Negrn voto move Negro children into all tile
"’This (Negro migration into the
naught. But in the No~h, whenever . jmlge him as a (l’~rk Irishman or a
ters in Louisiana, the state legal staff
schools of the city.
city) has started an infiltration into
the cover is taken off and the real
~light Cuban. I think his old man
turned tn a direct attack on the act
The Glendale Taxpayers Associathe s.,vstem of schools and recreation
mixing
ought to have a hiding for putting
which created the Civil Rights Comatti~de is, exposed, total
of" what we might call asocial, antition, a group of white parents from
is presumea.
mission.
] the kid into what amonnts to a ~lisocial and, in a good many instances,
Queensboro who have prgtested
"lt is recognized as the
meanine t/cal spotlight, when all the kid is
obnoxious elements," says Municipal
On Ang. 4, Bennett filed a brief as
the proposed exportation of 400
politics." trying to be is an American. Whether
of it all, the f)oint of all the
Negro students from the slum areas,
Judge Adrian A. Bonnelly.
a friend nf the court, in which he con"We seem to have been brain-Ithey wanted him in the tennis clnh
across borough lines into their alltended:
Another problem besetting the
washed into forgetting those bas/c
or not is up to the tennis club, and
white schools, have met with conNorthern cities as the Negro popula"The Civil Rights Cnmmission, unfactors wh/ch made Americans a
certainly not up to Bnnche, Senior,
stant rebukes from the city officials.
tion increases is welfare payments,’ der the guise of declaring procedural
really free peoph.," said John T.
with all the press io an upr,mr."
especially
those
to
mothers
of
illegit-,
rnles
and
investigative
policy,
has
The group picketed City Hall and
imate
Negro
children.
I
legalized
snbstantial
law
out
of
extold the mayor they would take the
case to court, but the integration
An article in the Baltimore News~istence.
lans conUnue in spite of all the
-Post calls the high Negro birth rate
"If the Commission is correct in
ightened parents can do.
the city’s greatest prohlem. As young l
their assumption of such ’rule makNorthern newspapers have igwhite couples flee Baltimore, the
ing’ power, then Congress has delrapid rate of Negro births, and the
egated legislative authority which
nored the fact that, the racial unrest in Harlem and other predomsnbsequent increase in welfare proeven. Congress itself does not posinantly Negro sections of the city
sess.
concern.grams’
is
giving
city
officials
a
lot
of
The Florida State Baptist Associa-,
"Be it therefore resolved:
started simultaneously, perhaps coBennett also said, "The Civil Rights
tion has unanimously adopted a resoincidentally, with the 50th anniversCouunission
is
extraordinary,
if
not
"First, that we affirm our faith and
"Police services, recreation servlution advocating segregation and a~loyalty to +mr (’,),mtrv,
our governary convention of the NAACP in
unique, in that it intends to rum:ices, school services, sanitation servreversal of U. S. Supreme Court in-~ment and nur histt~ric~ social pattern
New York, where one of the speakites-~all these and many others are
lion much the same as a Congressiontegration decisim~s,
ers charged the police with being
nf Segregated life, and
greater in Negro neighborhoods,"
al investigative cmomittee and, if its
resohltion
adopted
"trigger happy" and where the tone
says the p a pe r. "’The resulting
apparent interpretation of the law
]’~t
we express
love
"in general was reported to be one
concnr with the resolntion passed ?,. ]and"Second,
spiritualthat
concern
for theonr
salvapicture is that of a city in which
creating it is sustained, it possesses
month
in
Shreveport,
La.,
hy
me
lion
o~
all
penple
nf
all
races
and
of defiance and incitement.
a decreasing number of the more
all the power of a ’star chamber"
American BapUst Association.
,
substantial taxpayers will have to
undertaking."
In other parts of the North, the
.
"Third,
that
we
recognize
all
men
~e resolution is as follows:
racial situation is jnst as bad as it
m e e t ever-increasing c i v i c exof all races as our neighbors and unr
Gremillion, in his brief, contended
............
is in New York. Across the river in
that in filing charges against the Lon. ~Dromers Ollly in the sense of their
,law-a~iain~
-"¯
t_
.
,aw-respectm~
eft- I creauon
_ ". lZl
. I t~ linage of (;od, and that
New Jersey, a young white honsewife
In Philadelphia, more than oneisiana registrars, the CRC had vio¯
¯ant~
,,
wherever
they
have
.. .
~zens
h~stoncallv
was raped by a Negro in broad dayfourth of the patients entering the
lated three amendments to the Cnn~
~t
~s
wron~
hefnre God, morally,
-’
lived, and
light in a pnblic park and passersby
city’s General Hospital are maternity
stitution, the fifth, against self-insocially and Bihlicallv to force all
turned their heads and walked away
"Whereas, we believe in renderin~
crimination; the sixth, covering the
races to integrate in" social affairs,
cases, and more than a third of these
nnto Caesar the things that are
while the act was being committtx’l.
are unmarried. Seventy-five per cent
rights of an accused to be confronted
and
sltr’s and nnto (;od the things that ar+.
of them are Negroes.
The Associated Press quo~ted the
by his accusers; and the tenth, rights
"Fourth, that we exoress our
God’s and
terrified girl as saying, "There were
not delegated to the Federal nnion
In Los Angeles, one woman collects
resentment against and disapproval
people all around but no one came.
are
reserved
to
the
states.
"Whereas, we beliew, onr three
"tie welfah’" for her 22 children, all
of any and all efforts of our nabranches of the Federal Government
near me. One man looked at me
born out of wedlock. To date, she
Gremillion stated that the comtional judiciary and executive to
and walked away."
to
be
the
best
system
for
ns
on
earth.
has collected $50,000 of the taxmission had not informed the regjnin hands with the NAACP and
thongh
snhject
to
error,
and
An 18-year-old white girl was
payers’ money.
istrars of the nature of the charges
Communist sympathizers in our naknocked duwn and stomped by four
against them or the names of the
tion to force a new soelal pattern
"Whereas, we believe that the
In Washington, D. C., at least
Negro hoodlums in East Orange, N.
complainants. Gremillinn also conU. S. Supreme Court did err in
on our nation to stir race strife,
one in five children is illegitimate,
moral judgment and judicial dedisunity, and bloodshed, and
J., Aug. 17.
tended that the registrars would not
and reports which have not yet
cree with regards to the law of
be allowed to cross-examine witbeen released are expected to show
"Fifth, that we express m,r fear
Only her I~ain and fright, lending
the case concerning segregation in
nesses under commission rules.
strength to her screams saved her
a much higher rate. They cost the
of increased riots ~,n(l bloodshed, if
public
schools
on
May
17,
1954,
city
$5,000,000
annually.
The
three-jndge
Federal
court
has
life as one husky Negro stntddled her,
of thewhich
races, asisanthe
estaband
lishe,, segr,.{~,tion
s,,cial pattern
In Chicago, a property owner cornnot yet indicated when a ruling might
a foot on each nf her arms. The sec"Whereas.
in
keeping
with
the.
common
law
nf
the
hind,
is
further
be issued.
principle of British commnn law noon, fh,,fled and agitate<l, and
In another Lnuisiana court action,
our A,uerican law is t)ased
"Sixth, that we pray our ]egislati~,e,
Jndge Harwell Allen ordered the ’which
,the effect that a principle of life
judiciary and execntive leaders nse
Winn Parish voter registrar to open
I accepted until it has become an est:ththeir influence to bah eve~ effort to
her office to Citizens" Council mem;lished social pattern and cnstom b,.force or influence integration of the
bers who want to continoe their recrones the common law of the land.
races in our pnhlie schools and our
moval of unqualified voters.
and
Citizens’ Councils
social pattern of life, and that they
The registrar. Mrs. M~ry Flournoy,
"Whereas, segregation of the
seek to secure reversal of the de, 813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
a long-time friend of Governor Earl
rates in social life, in the United
cision nf the iu~cia~ of May 17,
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Long, has refused to let the members
States of America in general and
1954, which has brou~t so much
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
go over the voter rolls.
in the South in particular, has behu~. hate, disuni~ and even bl~+
$2.00
[~ For One Year
¯
come a socially accepted and estabshed to our nation, and
After hearing the court’s ruling,
lished pattern of life, and at least
(Please Print)
Mrs. Flot,rnoy said that she "might
"~venth, ~ it fi~lly r~olv~
the
common
law
of
the
land,
and
as well turn the office over to them."
that our ~ple, as Ch~t~n ~Name ...............................................................
, "VVhereas, executive and judiciary
i~m of ~e s~te, me ~eir ~fl~
The Jodge ordered that the rolls
efforts to force the law of the case of
en~ ~ ev~ ~aceable a~ le~
be opened to the Citizens’ Council
Address ...................................................................
the said decree upon our people, and
way ~ss~le to d~ a~ ~
members either during office honrs or
to change the whole social pattern
vent ~! m~ng ~ ~.
City .........................................................................
for four hours a day at night, but so
of American life, has caused and
fat:, Mrs. Flournoy has refused to
agitated hate, disunity, and bloodcomply with the court’s ruling.
State .......................................................................
shed in our nation to the apparent
a~t the w~ ~ ~1 ~ ~
The Council has threatened further
delight of the NAACP, Communism
~ by w~ we s~ all ~
legal aetklm
and God haters
~y ~ ~r~ly ~.~

~

Louisiana Gains
Arkansas’ Help
’In CRC Battle

Florida Baptist Group, Speaks
Against Court Integration Ruling
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Tighten Reins--

Southern States

Add New Laws
State legislatures across the South l The anti-integration defense act of
have added dozens of new laws to’Georgia, which calls for the closing
prevent integration of the races as I of pnblic schools and establishment
the next school term approaches. I of private schools, was strengthened
In Florida, a bill waspassed author- I by this session of the legislature. One
izing parents to withdraw a pupil I bill permits contributions to private
from an integrated school and keep, schools to bc deducted from the state
him home without penalty if the r imbrue tax.
school board can’t transfer him to a l In Alabama, a new law permits
segregated school. The measure also schools facing integration to secede
permits establishment of
separate from the state public school system.
~hools for boys and girls.
The law allows patrons of an afArkansas lawmakers passed meafected area to withdraw from all state,
rares permitting voters of a school
county and city control and form a
district to abolish the public school
separate school district. In "theory,
and substitute direct payment of tuithe state’s 113 school districts conld
tion to students who may use it at
be withdrawn and restored indefiniteany school they choose. They also
ly, thus making all court intt~ration
specified that no student would be
orders ineffective.
required to attend a school with perEach seceded district would have
mm of another race and may transits own school board and superintendfer, with public education
funds, to
h,
ent and would contim~e to receive
a seoreoated facili
Thee Sew school’S’to
state,
county and city funds until it
g ram in V"ar~nia, as authorizes by this year’s was forced to close its doors rather
than
legislature, provides for sch~lar’shipsl
snbmit to desegregated classes.
to pupils preferring to attend privateI The secession, would have to be
nonsectarian schools; and permits lapproved by the people of the corncommunities to shut down publicI mnnity by a special election. It mos~t
schools by stopping funds, then giving~ also have the sanction uf the Ioca~
scholarships for private schoolings, i snperintendent.

World’s Top Mason Calls
For Show Of Group Unity
but noquestionable records disch)se
One of the world’s top Masons has
that the Boston Tea Party had its
issued a call for Freemasonry to takei
a stand against the leftist decisions
inceptiou in a lodge room in Boston.
We know that George Washington
of the U. S. Supreme Court.
was Master of his Lodge when sworn
Tom Q. Ellis, Clerk of the Mississippi Supreme Court, who has been
in as our First President; that the
Oath was administered by Chancellor
accorded more Masonic honors than~
has any other man in the written’Livi ~gstun who ~t the time was
history of Freemasonry, says that it’Graud Master of New York, and the
is time to "stand up and be counted!" Bibh, nsed was taken from a Masonic
"A political court (and that is
Altar. We know that Beniamin Frankbeing kind to them)," says Ellis,
I lin. Paul Revere~and other leaders
"is freeing rapists, murderers and
of their day were Past Grand Masters.
Communists with alarming reguWe also know that other ]eadin~
larity. At the last count, they have
Masons of that day were dominaut
figures in framing and signing our
freed some 59 known Communists
who were iailed for plotting the
Declaration of Independence, and
overthrow of Our Government by
writing onr ~reat Constitntion which
forte and violence. They have nulGladstone said was the greatest instroment ever strnck by human hands.
lified subversive control laws of
41 states and they have nullified
But that great Document is being
state laws and bar association reguemasculated by psychological and
.,.htions as to Communists. They
~sociological "Judicial l)ecrees" pnrhave told state and city govern~ porting to be the "Law of the Land’."
,’~ments that a teacher in our schools,
Ellis’ statement was approvt~ and
d~¢r a prospective teacher, Cannot be
sent out by the governing body of the
questioned as to his or her as]Imperial Shrine to 166 Shrine Temsociations with the Communist
ples, representing approximately 9~,Party.
:(~10 Shriners in North America.
"We Masons make no public boasts,

Will Memphis State
Admit Negroes Soon?
Integration has come to Memphis.
Registrar B. T. Clark of Memphis
State University has announced that
six Negro students will begin classes
at the school this Fall.
This climaxes a six-year battle by
University Pgesident J. Millard Smith
to keep the Negroes out of the school.
Negro students will register for
classes Sept. 14. One source said students might register separately so as
to avoid any possible incidents.
The Negroes’ names are being withheld.
(Editor’s Not~From all outward appearances, this is an un-’
necessary precaution. Apparently
school officials have iust thrown up
their hands and the apathetic citizens of Memphis aren’t in the
least concerned. A few of the ques-

tions that loyal Southerners might
ask:
1. Will school administrators and
faculty members put their pocketbooks above principle and teach
integrated classes?
2. Will MSU’s white students
and their parents accept integration
without a fight?
3. Will MSU be dropped from
football and basketball schedules
of leading Southern colleges which
have maintained their racial integrity?
4. Will there be a drop in enrollment?
5. Will city officials continue to
allocate city funds to the integrated
school?
6. What are the people of Memphis going to do about it?)

Rock And Rollers
Strike Sour Note

Legislature Allows
Alabama Churches
To Retain Property

A Negro rock-and-roll qnartet hh a
sour note last month.
The four "’Platters," part of the
dark-skinned menace to America’s
teenagers, foond that their popnlarity
in the record shops did not extend to
Cincinnati Mnnicipal Court.
Police arrested the rock-and-roll
group, along with three white girls
and a Negro girl, in a raid on a downtown hotel room where the Negroes
were staying.
Police said three of the girls were
nude and the other clad only in a
slip. All of the girls said they were
19 years old.
In addition to being charged
with aiding and abetting prostita~tion,
the "Platters" may face Federal
charges for transporting the girls
’ across the state line from Kentucky.
In the meantime, their next scheduled engagement, at the Three Rivet-s Inn in Syracuse, N. Y., was cancelled.
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Prospective Presidential Candidates
Take Turns Bowing and Scraping
At NAACP’s 50th Annual Convention
l)emocratic Presidenti-’d candidate In another convention speech, Roy
Hnbert Humphrey (D-Minn.), toldI Wilkins summed up the progress that
the NAACP at their national conven-iCivil Rights has made in Congress.
lion in New York last nmnth that he,~ "The Democrats in Congress have
is their man.
Humphrey told the group that he! produced
his,
he said.on
’"A zeroa is
notround
nmchzero,"
of a platform
is all for Civil Rights and that he is which to ask votes."
willing to see the Senate stay in ses- "We know that the Republican
sion until Christmas if necessary to, Party is not perfect and that it has its
break a Southern filibuster against a. shifty operators, also," he continued,
full-scale Civil Rights Bill.
’adding that some Republicans had
He also praised the Supreme Court
"’traded with the enemy" and had
for its desegregation decisions anti
failed to snpport "the moderate, but
added that the President anti Conhelpful" Eisenhower administration
gress should join the conrt in becomproposals.
ing "instroments of national ednca"’If a change should be made,"
lion."
said V¢ilkins, "at least we will have
N e I s o n Rockefeller, Republican
men of the Republican Party iu states
where we can vote for or against
hopefid, said that "’segregation is on
its way out in the nation,
them, according to their records. At
"The historic decision of the Supresent, we cannot vote for or against
preme Court in 1954 ontlawing segan Eastland."
regation in the public ’schools has
Mississippi was named at the NAprovided a powerfid impetus toward
ACP convention as one of the four
fidl realization of the American promremaining states which have not snbise," said New York Governor Rockemitred to integration of the colleges.
feller.
Another feature of the convention
He continued, "’It is important to
was an all-out urging to Soothern
recognize that although the probNe[zroes to make all attempts to vote.
lem we have been seeking to solve
’As our obiective for 1960, we call
was originally a race problem, during
npon our branches to double the
the last 75 years it has swelled into
number of registered voters," the
a much larger problem involving all
organization said in a resolution.
of us: It is a problem that involves
Plans were made to set forth a
spiritual valnes and human relations.
campaign to solicit a million signaIt strikes at the very concept of the
tures in favor of Ne[zro voting in the
brotherbood of man onder the fatherSouth. The gronp dk/not say whether
hood of GOd. It is a .problem of
or not they planned to nse the same
ethics, of umrals, of education, of
method of obtaining these signatures
economics and of government."
that was used to get names of Negroes

Column Advises
Mixed Romance
Integrationist propaganda which
can’t make ranch headway in most
Southern newspapers throngh the editorial pages is "sneaking in the back
door" through syndicated colomns.
The following letter was takeu from
.Moll? Mayfield’s "advice to the lovelorn’ cohnnn, Ang. 13:
"Dear Mrs. Mayfleld:
I was attracted to a young man
who always struck me as being the
right kind of guy. But he always
balked, when I tried to get close
to his private life.
I made up my mind to find out
about his background. He is half
white, half Negro.
For this reason he is afraid to
make friends with either race. So
he has started hanging around with
a group of iuvenile delinquents who
don’t give a darn about his race
as long as he can supply liquor and
cigarettes and speak filthy language.
Mrs. Mayfield, he’s not an outcast. lie doesn’t be]ung with that
crowd, lte’ll only get in trouble.
I feel iust as if my own brother
were sinking into quicksand and I
am standing at the edge, helpless to
do anything. I want to help him so!
But when we ask him into our
home for decent fun, he declines
in fear.
How can we let him know we
like him for what he is and want
to help him?"
Here is Mrs. Mayfield’s answer:
"This is one of the thorniest problems of our times, and there is no
truly certain answer. Obviously this
young man should have a chance
to associate under proper circumstances with understanding friends,
both white and colored.
But the group must be selected
wisely, for if there is prejudice
present his experience can be more
painful than his loneliness. If your
parents agree, why don’t you invile him with other friends into
your home for record playing, conversation and card playing.
If this is sucessful, it might mean
the beginning of a new life that
will lead him from his present days
of fear and deterioration."

Gov. Faubus Speaks

Alabama churches are no longer
Arkansas Governor Orval FaubnsI
under the threat of having their
says that the U S. Supreme Court’
church property taken away f rom
has abolished eight of the Bill tffI
them if they refuse to c~mply with
Rights and is now "going to work’
the integration policies of the naon the Ten Commandments."
Uonal organization.
Speaking to the Alabama Ameri-I
A new state law prevents national
can Legion, Faubus said the Court l
dennminations from confiscating lois attempting to function as the "U. S. t
cal church property if 8,5 per cent
School Board.’"
I
of the local adult congregation votes
He also said there is a definiteI
to leave the national denomination.
possibility of a split in the Demo-i
A retired Methodist preacher, a
cralic Party if National ChairmanI
Baptist minister and a prominent
Paul Buth.r continues to have his l
Methodist layman spoke in favor of
way.
the bill. while a Methodist Bishop and
a Methodist minister spoke against it.
Rev. James P. Dees of Statesville, I
In many of the large denominaN. C., President of the North Carolina i
tions, the church properly belongs
.Defemlers of States’ Rights, will bell
the principal .ff~eaker at a meeting of!
to the national denomination, rather
than to the local church. The new
the Citizens" Conncil of Greater New!
law wonld make it mandatury for Orleans on Sept. 14.
the denomination to go to court to] The meeting, part of the Counc~l’st
regain the property ff any confiscation i educational program, will be held in
was attempted because the 1 o c a I, the Municipal Auditorium at 8:00
church refnsed to integrate. ¯
p.m.

parents on the petitions to send their
children to white schtmls. Neither
was it mentioncd that in these petitions, later investigation r e v e a I e d
the Negro parents did not know what
they were signing, and some of them
actually thought the petitions were
only for new schcml buildings for
children of their own race.
The 1)epartnwnt of Justice should
begin a "’greatly expanded program of
applying the new Civil Rights law
so that all qualified citizens may vote
without fear of reprisals," said the
NAACP.
"The most potential weapon available to the Negro today is the b.’dlot."
A resolution was adopted calling
upon "churches, church agencies and
the Christian associations, the YMCA
and YWCA, to remove every vestige
of discrinfination from all facilities
under their jurisdiction."
The labor nnions drew a blast from
the convention, too. "’The AFL-CIO
Civil Blights Commission has failed
effectively to enforce AFL-CIO policy
resolution~ against discriminatiou as
these racist practices continue in
many crafts and indnstries thronghout
America," said the NAACP.
Other actions called for ending segregation in schools and housing, aud
revising the Waltcr-McCarran hnmigration Law.
(Editor’s Note--With all the prospective presidential candidates bowing
anti scraping to the NAACP wonder
who’s left for us white folks ~o n,n?")

High Court Test JeopardizesBasic Right Of Private Property ’
The basic inalienable right ~)f the] "The danger is that, iu our zeal to
individual tn do as he ph’ases with: protect and enforce the right to equalihis privatc property is now bcing chal- ~. ty, we may serinusly invade and cHrlengt’d befure the U. S. SupremeF tail the right to freedom of contract."
Court.
~ Judge ttndson pointed out that the
The Aug. 17 issue of U. S. New~ Fourteenth Amendment applies only
to invasions of individual rights by
and World Re~rt carries the story of
the conrt battle of a white homeState actinn~and n(~t tu individm~l
owner to keep frmn being forced
action.
sell his h,ma. to a Negro.
I .tit), the judge said, in (,rth’r fer thr
When Coast Guard Commander[ Government to bar O’Meara from reJohn J. O’Meara refnsed to sell his l fusing to sell his honse to a Negro,
home. in an all-white neighborhood[
it would have tn be prnved that he
was acting "by, for, nr as the State."
in Seattle, Wash., to a Negro. the[
State Board Against l)isc~mination
If he were acting only as a private
stepped in and nrdered him to sel,
individual, it was held, the Fou~ecnth
saying that the refnsal was based
Amendment would not apply.
only nn the Negro’s color and was
The iu(lgc holed that "in recent
therefore nnlawfid.
years the conrts have greatly broadenA Washington state law forbids
cd the concept of State action, and
racial discriminatiun in "publicly ashave foHnd a varic~ (ff aetivitics to
sisted hnusing." The state board said
be such." However, the jndge said:
that since O’Meara had bought his~
"This coort conchulcs that it is
I,mw through a Federal Housing Adpalpablc sophist~ to argue that Comministration loan, it was considered]
mandcr O’Meara, in cndeavufing to
"pnbliely assisted housing.’)
scll his home, is acting by, for, or
On July 31, the Snperior Court
as the State. A private individual acting in his pfivatc capacity is pcrfi.ctly
the State of Washington for K~ng]
Connty reversed the board’s rolin~.
frec to discriminate as he phrases."
"The mere existence of an FtlAinsnred mortgage on his house is far’
too tenuous a thread npon which to
hang such a drastic invasion of his
REMINDER1
Constitutinnal right to do as he pleases with his own prope~y,’" held the
Governor-Elect Ross Barnett will
Coup. "’The thomb of government
make his first address at a special
rests too lightly upon the scales."
dinner sponsored by thc Citizens’
The Negro’s attorneys announced
Council Forum, Sept. 8. Further
that they woukl ap~al the court’s
information on page 1.
riding to the State Supreme Court,
anti if necessa~, to the U. S. Supreme
Tickets are available at $25
Coot.
each from:
In his decision upholding O’Meara,
The Citizens’ Council office,
Sn~rior Court Judge James W. HOd813 Plaza Building, Jackson,
son nntlin~ the principles involved
Miss.
in this test. He said:
R. B. Patterson, Secretary of
"We are faced here with a headthe Mississippi Association nf
on collision be~n ~o fights, ~th
Citizens’ Councils, Greenwood,
of which historically have ~en reMiss.
garded as basic, natural, inherent and~
Or at the newsstand in the
inalienable. One is the right of evem’~
lteldelberg Hotel.
individual to ~ treated eqnally,
ga~tless of soch irrelevant factors as
On orders received after Sept. 4,
tickets will be held and may be
race, creed and t~lor. ~ae other is~
picked up at the door the night of
the right of the owner of private prope~ to cnmplete freedom of choice in
the dinner.
selecting tho~ with whom he will
deal.

t
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Barnett Praises Council Activity
¯ Major Victory--

Arkansas
Wins Test
In Court

"True, It Doesn’t Work-But It Sure
Impresses Minority Votes"

Governor-Elect Says
All Mississippians
Should Take Part
M’ississippi Governor-elect Ross Barnett has pledged his full
support to the Citizens" Councils and their work and h.,s publicly

Segregation won another m a jor
urged every citizen of Mississippi to joiu him in snpporting the
court test as the Fall school term beCouncils.
gan.
In his first post-election speech Sept¯ 8, the Governor-elect
A Federal Appeals Conrt upheld
told 1000 persons attending a $ZS-a-platc dinner, "’The Citizens’
the wdidity nf Arkansas" pnpil placeCouncils thronghout Mississippi;- .......
ment laws, and reversed a lower court
order which wm*ld h a ve admitttM
and the Southland are rendering] not be delayed until the last miothree Negro children to white schools
a g-reat contribution to the gen-I ute, when our opponents will use
in the l)oilarway school district.
age-old strategy of divide and
eral welfare of both the white l the
In a brief oral opinion, to be
conquer. The Sonlh must go to
and colored races and the main-I the Democratic National Convenlowed later by a written decision,
ttq~anc.e of constitutional govern- lion united~and the South must
the three-lndge U. S. 8th Circuit
Coort of Appeals in St. ~uis nded
remain united, either IN the Conmvnt."
Sept. 21 that the Negr~s must abide
vention or OUT!"
"l
am
proud
that
1
have
heel~
by Arkansas law in applying for asReminding the group that in Jana
Citizens’
Council
nwmber
signment to clas~-s.
nary. he would be the newest Southern ~,,vernor. Barnett said it would
since the Councils" e:,rlv
"~e Dolla~ay schools, in a rural
area near Pine Blnff, Ark., had been
~’ontinued Barnett. "I h~)pe that be presumptuous of him to call a
Hleeli,~ of other Southern ~overnors,
scheduled to open Sept. 8, hut postevery white Mississippian will bnt if ore’ .f the senior ~overuors did
poned the start of classes pending the
icin with ~nt’ in becoming a not call such a meeting, he wonld.
court’s decision. On Sept. 25, the
member of this fine organizalh’ warned that "l)eoph’ pay :t high
schools opened on a svgregated basis,
wilh Negroes enrolling in their own
tion. The Citizens’ Councils are price fi~r c~tnpLtct, ncy."
"We need ooly look at the State
facilities. NAACP lawyers indicate
fighting yonr fi~ht~they deserve of Michigan for a h.rribh, vxample.
lhey will take the case to the U.
v~ ur support."
Michigan has I,vvn in serious tinanSnpreme Court, lint meantinae l)ullarway schools are open, and scgregated.
B a r n e t t compared the Southen~ cial trouhh.. The state is having difficulty in mevtin~ its payroll andpay"~e ap~llate court ove~urned an
into your h,noe to sh’al "’a litth, bit i~g its hills.~This is what lies in store
nrder hv Federal District Judge Axel
tot any slab whe.’ left-wing pressuro
of the Ln.ily silver."
J. Beck of South l)akota, who had
"’As long as you keep giving, ~r~mps ~ain infhu’nee and p~wer.
ordered the Dolla~ay district to en"The only an., way t~ prevent it
he’ll keep taking,;’ he said. "These
roll three Negroes in white classes.
is to take immediate, p~sitive action
moderates
are
t~’ing
to
be
’genlle(Editor’s Not~We still haven’t
meu burglars’Iif there is such a to pr~ent these h,tt-win~ pressure
figured out what a judge f r ore
groups from assnmin~ p.sitions uf
thing. They’re t~ing to talk us
South Dakota was doing in A~anpowcr in our state’s political life."
into
giving
them
our
heritage
withsas in the fi~ place, but ~en ~e
named the NAACP as one
out admilting that they’re t~ing of Barnett
finer points of ~etbag~ng have
these pressure groups, and p~umto
take
it
from
us.
~t’~
stop
them
never been clear to’~. Anyway,
ised that he would "have specific
right now whe~ they are and make recommendations
we t~st the admirable Axel has
to the Legislature
them
return
what
they’ve
already
"bane had enough" now ~at his
a bo u t rezulatinz the NAACP and
~upefiom have slapped his w~sts,
other similiar organizations in MissisBarnett chalh, nged the newspapers sippi."
nnd will now fade away into the
and television stations of the North
Badlands.)
"The day of the artful dodger
to tell the tn~th about the situation
in Mississippi is ended," said the
The Appeals Coud said in its oral
in the North instead of contimmlly next governor. "The time of the
opinion that any Negroes who want
(An Editorial)
throwing nmd at the South. He said] apologist is gone. Ross Barnett.
to attend white schools in Arkansas
the Northern ncws media knew thatI a MISSISSIPPI SEGREGATIONnmst follnw the procedures outlined
Another
harvest
season
has
brought
its
"’bright
blue
weather’"
if the people "really knew what wasI IST and PROUD OF IT~ And’a~
in the state’s pnpil placement laws,
which apply to all children desiring to our beloved South, and this means for most local Council ~oiuz on, they’d ICe hoppin~ mad."] your governor, I will do eve~hlng
to transfer from one school to another members the season for renewal of their memberships. It means
The crnwd cheered Iotttlly
within my power to prese~e our
within a district.
a time for the renewal of moral vigor and a rededication to the nett urged them to a total mobiliza-I ~aered heritage, and to unite the
Chief Jndge lla~ey M. Johnson basic principles for which we fight¯ This means loyalty to those lion of all their financial, moral, men- South behind a bold and detersaid a xvritten ooinion will be filed who stand with us, and loyalty to our Citizens’ Council organiza- tal and spiritual resources to win this mined program that will breathe
"life-or-death fight."
new vffality ;nto the words ’Solid
as soon as possible, and the Cou~
Mississippi’s n e x t governor also South’ ".
will then ride on NAACP motions tion that binds our separate frailties into an unbreakable ~vhole.
for a delay pending further appeal to
As we renew our memberships in our local Councils, we called on religious leaders of the Included at the speakers’ table with
Covernor-eh,ct Barnett and his wife
state and the South to "provide
the Supreme Coort.
are entitled to ask, "What has the Citizens’ Council movewith the kind nf leadership we will were Roy V. itarris of Augusta, Ga.,
Arkansas Attorney General
ment accomplished?" . . . and, "What is it doing?"
need so hadlv if our cause is to pre- member of lhc Georgia Democratic
Bennett..jubilant over the outcome
The opposition has already answered the first question. Their vail." He s~dd. "The South is the executive committee and president
of the case, hailed the d~’ision as
the most impo~ant one since the Sn- spokesmen have admitted that the Citizens’ Co u n c ils have stronghold of religinn in America and the Citizens’ Councils of America;
preme Court’s 1954 Black Monday stopped the integration drive cold in the Deep South, and have this ~reat spiritual heritage must be Democratic Slat,’ Chairman Bidwell
Ad;tm of Culfport; Mississippi Honse
maintained."
riding.
begun to make snbstantial gains to~vard winning the national
Speaker Walter Sillers of Rosedale
Barnett emphasized that physieal
"The people of Arkansas won a battle for public opinion.
.
tnd others,
mobilization is also n e e e s s a r y.
cheering victow in the Federal
As to the second question, here are a fexv of the specific "Physical courage is a trait ~adly
Conrts," he said. "There will ~ no
The proceeds of the dinner went
lacking in altogether too many
Little Bnck incident in the Dolla~ay things your organization is doing:
I. "Citizens’ Council Fomm~." teleschool district this year."
1. Provides administrative services for the Council move- the South’s so-called leadem," he
said. "We must separate the men vision and radio s~.ries of the Citizens’
The Arkausas p B p i I placement
ment.
from the boys. We must identify Councils.
statutes are patterncO closely after
Provides
speakers
for
local
Councils,
civic
and
patrithe traitors in our midst. We must
2.
t h o s e nn the }rooks in Mississippi.
eliminate the cowards fro m our
Similar laws in Alabama have already
otic groups.
front lines."
withstood Ftxleral C o u r t scndiny.
3. Sends speakers thousands of miles into other sections.
"’As far as national politics are conMost Southern states have adopted
cerned," Barnett continued. "I am a
4. Provides organizers for interested’communities."
some form of pupil placement sysMISSISSIPPI DEMOCRAT~and the
5. Maintains constant public relations for the movement.first word of that phrase means ~ar
Meantime, public school integramore to me than the second~
6. Provides information services for the news media.
tinn came to Florida for the first time,
The Southern Regional Conncil re"’When I go to the I)emocratic Na- ported
bnt from all indications the mixing
7. Does research and maintains voluminous files for many tional
Convention in La-)s Angeles next ....Aug. 30 that.,Negro voting
.
.
will ~" shoR-liv~.
uses.
The Orchard Villa elemental,
8. Prints and distributes millions of pieces of literature.
.~r .. in the states which have a poll tax
, .,," ’" ’ C" " ." I~ ..
school in Miami complied with Fedend Con~ integration ordeB and ad9. Publishes a newspaper of nationwide circulation.
, Go "ernor n . ~lSSISSlppl J am at that~ ,...,’ ,
mitted fonr Negus. Another ~ Ne.
10. Sends a steady stream of hdormational material to convention represent ng yoll ~ ~h(
roes have appli~ for admission to
people
of onr
great state. The racial ~grt~ vot~.pg. , ....
libraries,
students
and
publications.
.
r
I
.
t,~m
r
1
n
e
g
o r o-roun~ation-suppofle~
he sch~l, located in a Miami neigh~rho~ which is rapidly }~coming
11. Produces and distr~utes a weekly television and radio sale on the ~lltlCat allC~lO~ DIOCK " ’
¯
.
~rO ~eglstratlo~s Mlolveo a~ average
an all-Negro section.
series which reaches millions of viewers and listeners
"’Where the principles of the peo- net gain, but admitted that declines
But fast action by white parenB
ple of Mississippi are involved, were reported in Arkansas, Florida.
from coast to coast.
virhtally left ~e Negus wi~out
there can be no compromise. You Georgia, Louisiana and South Caro12. Provides an educational program in the high schools.
anyone wi~ whom to integrate. One
did not elect me Governor of Mis- lina¯
day after classes ~gan ~pt. 8, only
sissippi to bargain your heritage
13. Keeps up a constantly-increasing volume of correspondThe Council .report listed 29 coun13 white s~dents ~mained, wi~
away in a smoke-filled room. I ties in the South where no Negroes
ence with supporters in every state and in many foreign
humor ce~ain to d~p. Sch~! offiwill not become your Governor to are registered. They included one in
countries.
cials say they may declare Orchard
preside over the liquidation of our Virginia, one in Sonth Carolina, two
Villa an all-Negro ~h~l. ~y
14. Pays for the myriad services and supplies required to precious freedoms."in Georgia, three in Florida, two in
white pupils aRend~ ~e facili~ l~t
Barnett said he knew the governors Alabama, one in Tennessee, approxikeep any large organization moving forward.
year.
the other Southern states felt the mately 1.5 in Mississippi, and four in
Vv’hen these questions have been answered, we should each of
same way and the question was only Louisiana.
The dea~ of white e~ll~s at
ask ours.elves, "What have I accomplished?" . . . and, "What what conrse shouldbe followed.
Orcha~ Villa brought the ~mment
In Mississippi, as well as in most
"This decision m u s t be made
other states with the poll tax law,.
from FIo~da A~omey ~neral ~ch- am I doing?"
soon,"
he
said.
"It
must
be
made
a
voter
is required to show poll tax
a~ E~in that "~ s~ ~ not ready
"Have I renewed m~y membership and paid my dues prompt- while there is time for active conyet for integra~on." ~vemor ~my
receipts for the past two years before
sultation among our political lead~lli~ has ~d ~e state m~t have ly.~
he is allowed to vote, in addition to
(Continued on Page 2)
ers throughout the South. It must
being registered.
"’~" inte~U~.

Renew Membership Now

SRC Says More
Negroes Voting
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Editor

None So Blind
(From the Richmond, Va., News Leader)
At noon today, the United States Commission on Civil Rights
made pnblic its first report to the Congress.
We have read this report, and have asked ourselves: How
is one to write of this, in sorrow or in anger’?
The report is not a report; at most, it is a shallow and superficial collection of incomplete and inaccurate statistics. The
recommendations are not considered recommendations; in the
judgement of Virginia’s Commissioner John S. Battle, they amount
to no more than "an argument in advocacy to preconceived ideas
in the field of race relations." The report, in brief, is a work of
propaganda, conceived by modern-day abolitionists, and published
, with all the zeal of the intolerant tent evangelist.
One vindictive proposal would impose upon the South
a .new Reconstruction, in the form of Federal registrars. Another would bring into being new forces to impose racial integration upon the public schools of an unwilling South. A third
would deny to Southern educational institutions the benefit of
Federal grants--grants derived, of course, in part from the taxes
of Southern citizens. A fourth would invite chaos and violence
through the explosive fuse of integrated housing.
Each of these recommendations is plainly vulnerable to
rational criticism. There is, after all, such a thing as the Constitution, though the dominant three commissioners appear seldom
to have read it, and the Constitution delineates certain areas of
State and Federal responsibility. These delineations mean nothing’
to the three who wrote the report. There are sound reasons why
Federal intervention in the tragically complex problems of school
integration would serve only to make these problems more difficult
of solution; these reasons are of no interest to Messrs. Hannah
Hesburgh, and Johnsgn. They are fighting sin. They lust for reform, as the Crusaders lusted for the blood of the infidel Turks,
and neither law, nor history, nor reason, nor the nature of man
will stand in the way of their Dixie jihad.
Direct your attention, if you will, to the general statement
by Father Hesburgh. He is president of Notre Dame. His statement, certain to b.e widely reproduced, sets the righteous tone
o! the xvhole report.
He begins by asserting that "’all men are entitled to an equal
opportunity to exercise and develop whatever intelligence, ambition, and. talent they possess." Who could disagree? Yet that
is a qneasy verb, entitled. What does he mean, entitled? Does
he mean divinely entitled, or legally entitled? He cannot mean thei
former; divine l’av,-is beyond the reach even of the Congress of
the United States. He must mean the latter, but no, he d,o~s nct[
seem to mean this either. His celluloid sentence has a lovel) glcssx I
surface, but the sentence is holloxwinside. Theory, la~v; assumt~-!
tion, fact; hypothesis, reality--they are all one to him. The’
thought has not struck home that government cannot possibly
entitle all men to equal opportunities wtihout imposing that
tyrannical egalitarianism he professes to abhor; such an entitlement necessarily would demand a centralist, Socialist leveling, in
which all rights of inheritance, all family endowments, all circumstances of fortune, were brutally wiped clean. This is what his
proposition means, if words have meaning; but Father Hesburgh
and his associates will not stand still to contemplate the meaning
of words or the essence of ideas. The ping-pong phrase suffices.
Hear the reverend gentleman again: "Several myths imoede
a reasonable approach to a solution. Perhaps the most basic
"is the myth of white superiority: That any white man is, simnly
by reason of his being white, superior to any nonwhite man."
The president of Notre Dame is here engaged in a patent
sophistry no high school debater could pronouee without blushing.

Scornfully, he has raised up a stra~v man; scornfully, he has battered it down. This absurd definition of the "myth of svhite superiority" exists noxvhere save in the closed mind of Father Hesburgh. No~vhere? Perhaps we speak too broadly. The depths
of human stupidity being what they are, perhaps somewhere,
some time, some idiot has phrased it thus. But in some years of
reasonably intensive reading on the subject, we never have heard
the "myth" so defined; and we would challenge Father Hesburgh
to prodnce one even faintly reputable source for this definition.
No. The theory of "white supremacy" holds that, on the
basis of thousands of years of plain history, the white race; as a
race, is superior to the Negro race, as a race. This conclusion is
odious to Father Hesburgh and his associates on the commission;
the very thought is, literally, unthinkable. It is heresy; worse, it
is blasphemy. Yet the evidence in law, in jurisprudence, in government, in music, in drama, in poetry, in science, in all the
arts by which the civilized races of mankind may be identified~
in all of these, the record speaks with an eloquent certainty. It
speaks but the commissioners will not listen; the record may be
:ad--they will not look. In matters of law, as in matters of mankind, they are blinded by their furious illusion that what they
believe should be, is,
In this field of "civil rights," alas, the Father Hesburghs of
this world have all the answers. We of the South, the objects
of their solicitude, have most of the problems. These things are
so easy to discuss, so far away: A polite disclaimer here, a pro
forma statement there, a brittle lip service toward "reasonable
differences of opinion regarding the nature and timing of practical solutions." And when these skin-deep formalities are done
~Sth, pass a law! Damn you, pa~s a law[
That is the spirit of the commissioners’ report~half gauzy
idealism, half base coercion~and the whole characterized by
the autocratic piety of men who will Christianize the dirty
heathens ff they have to kill every last one of them. Theirs is
the purblind tyranny that would be imposed upon free men
whose aim is to preserve their race, their society, their civilization and their children.
We wonld say, gently, to Messrs. Hesburgh, Hannah and
lohnson, that the South will meet them in court, and meet them
in the Congress, and meet them with every honorable weapon
of an ingenious and undefeated people. Time, praise be, is on
our side; it has been on our side for a hundred thousand years;
and time, let us hope, is running out for the Civil Rights Commission.

.Memph s State University is integrated!
Eight Negroes started to class
side white stndeuts in the Memphis
sch~l Sept. 18.
No~v the Negroes are asktng thc~r
white classmates for "gradual accept’ anee "
They have bt~n given special
.lounges, fight next to the Dean of
Women’s office for the ~rls and in
¯ e browsing r~m of the lihraw for
’the ~ys. They have clag~s only until ~n so they will not eat in the
cafeteria with whites. Bnt they arc,
neve~heless, integrated.
President J. Millard Smith and
Dean R. M. Robinson, ~th of whom
have fought integration effo~ for the
past six years, have made public statements that they are still not in favor o~
¯ e move, but so far, they have made
no counter action, and none is exacted now f~m them or f~m~
placent Memphis citizens.
Smith warned the teachers that he
would have no "bleeding heaas" on
his campns.
He said, "If you want to sympa¯ ize and c~ nn the shoulders of
these students (the blacks), I ho~
you’ll gn to their homes to do it instead of doing it on the campns."
Robinson told the Negr~s at the
time of their secret "~d-caq~t’" registration. "1 waut you to know right
no~v that I am opposed to integration and it is hardly nt~’essa~ for me
to remind you that we have done
eve~thing possible to prevent Negroes from entering this University."
Knoxville -- The Knoxville school
board has voted not to integrate its
public schools. A few xveegs prior
to the board meeting, the city had
won its fight in Federal Court to
keep Negr~s out of its all-white
schools.
A Negro, who identified himself
as Qnentin (;oss, asked the school
board to tell him how to answer
foreigners who asked why Negroes
are not permitted to attend white
schools in stone sections.
Ro~,~ Ray, a lawyer and former
I~ard president, snggested hc tell his
questioners to "get a copy of any
Americt~ histo~ and read it for the
"May~ they conhln’t bny nne,"
¯
Goss replied.
Ray then suggested they "use some
of the money the United States had
been ’lending’ them" to bny one[

Report From
Virginia
By tlenry J. Davis
Citizens’ Conncil meml~ers in Virginia have just "lx~gun to fight," says
the Executive Committee of the Commonweahh of Virginia Citizens’ Councils.
The group, meeting in Richmond,
said that there are still wtst areas of
the Old Dominion where the leaders
have declared that there will be no
mixing of the races in schools and
other institutions.
In Prince Edward Connty, all of

~h;21intervention
pnblic schools
areFcderal
now clns(~d
of the
gnveminent in local affairs. The 1.500
white students in the county will attend private schools set np on a
county-wide basis. The sch=~ls are
being completely financed by private
dnnations. The 1,7(g) school-age Negr~s in Prince Edward Connty will
apparently do without educations nntil the connty is allowed to go back
to operating its sch*~fls in its own
~gregated way withont inte~erent~
by the NAACP and the Federal
COU~S.

Renew Membership Now
(Continued from page 1)
"Have I contributed to the Educational Fund?"
"Have I brought new members into my local Council?"
As each of us should know by now, strong organization
is the answer to all of our problems. Therefore, every act
we ~erform should be directed toward adding strength to
the organization.
Two things will produce strength . . . members and money, ,
When each of us renews his membership this month, let’s’
ask several of our friends and neighbors to ioin our local Citizens’
Council. Use the "Fourteen Points" listed above to show them
what is being accomplished. Chances are they don’t know, because we haven’t told them.
Let’s make it a point today . . . every single one of us ....
to renew our memberships and add a new member’s strength
to our growing ranks.

Meantime, in Washington, Secrt.ta~ of Heahh, Edncation and Welfare A~hnr Flemming expressed his
fear of Russian boss Kh~shchev visiting Prince Edward County. Flemruing said that "’he certainly wouldn’t
be oroud" to have Khm~shchev see the
~adlocked sch~ls.
A charter has ]u:en granted to the
Edncational Fotmdation for Private
Schools in Lnnenbnrg County, in case
some Federal jndge orders a sinzle
Negro child to enroll in the while
~ublic schools. The oeople of the
County have expressed their preference for closed schools over "token
integration."
The Citizens" Councils of Virginia
~od their congratnlations and pledge
of COOl~_~ration to (;ovemor-eleet Ross
Barnett of Mississippi. We believe
that he means what he say~ and will
do all within his ~wer to prevent
race-mixing in Mississippi sch~mis and
tn stand fi~ fnr the great pfincipl~
of tree ~nefica~sm.
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At Montgomery Meeting-’ Westbrook Pegler Finds Europeans Given
Citizens’ Council Leaders False Ideas About U.S. Race Relations
Call For United South
Citizens’ Conncii leaders from nine
states met in Montgomery, Aia., Sept.
19, to discuss ways of giving the
Sonth a stronger .voice in the 1960
1)residential Conventions.
More than 100 delegates attended
the two-day session of the Citizens’
Councils of America at the Whitley
Hotel in Montgomery. States repre-~
sented were Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Tennessee, South
Carolina, Arkansas, Louisiana and Virginia.
Roy V. Harris, editor of the Augusta, Ca., Courier, was reelected for a
.second year as president of the Citizens" Councils o[America.
Harris told the delegates to reta~rn to their homes "and begin now
organizing on the grass roots level."
"We must first educate the
people back home as to the makeup of the political parties and what
role each of them can play in it,"
he explained. "When the people
back home begin to clamor, their
voices will be heard at the state
capitols and in Washington."
Bob Patterson, executive secretary
of the Mississippi Association of Citizens’ Cmmcils, said the group should
concern itself more with presidential
electors than with the election of
delegates to the Democratic National
Convention.
"We are not too much concerned
about the convention, because they
aren’t going to nominate any man acceptable to the South," Patterson said.
"Bnt we can make ourselves heard
if enongh Southern states will get
together and elect free and unpledged
presidential electors."
Patterson said such electors, free
to vote for the candidate they like,
conld go to the electoral college
which follows the general election
"and be in good trading position."
"If it is a close election, and it
looks like it may be iust that, then the
Sonthern presidential electors will
hold the balance of power," he added.
"They would then be in a position
to get commitments from the party
nominees and if nnsuccessfid there,
they could throw the election into
the U. S. House of Representatives
where the South would be in good’
position."
Aside from the .presidential race,
Patterson urged the Council leaders
to make certain that their group was
heard in all local and statewide races.
"Find out in the very beginning
where the eandidatas stand, and
take it upon yourself to make this
quest/on of States’ Bights an issue
in the campaign," he said. "You
will be surprised at the effects you
will hav~some of your candidates
may suddenly start talking like
white men."
"
"The time has come when we’ve
got to tell both parties that we are
not going to be run over by either
them," Patterson continued. "We’ve l
got to find some vehicle which will
help the Sonth secore the balance of
power.
The call for free electors and a
nnified Dixie front also came from
other speakers, including State Sen.
Walter C. Givhan of Dallas County,
Ala., head of the Alabama Association
of Citizens’ Connetls, and Col. Alston
Keith of Selma, Ala., leader in the
Council movement and a member of
the state Democratic executive committee.
A report of the progress of the
Citizens’ Council Fornm, weekly television and radio program now seen
and heard on about 300 stations nationwide, was given by W. J. Simnmns of Jackson, Miss., president of
the Fornm and editor of the Citizens’
Council.

Ledet and Mrs. Ledet, Clarence Loustalot, Mrs. W. C. Holliday, Panl
Yates and Bernard Kaiser.
Jackson G. Ricau, executive director of the South Louisiana Council,
told the group that "while tbere are
no known racial troubles in Slidell it
is necessary to maintain a standing[
army for the sake of preparedness.
A Council obiective, he added, is
"to inform and educate the public as
to the true issues." He urged the
group "’to speak out and tell friends
of the dangers of race-mixing which
is Communist-inspired."
State Senator H. B. Richardson is
the chairman of the annual membership drive of the Sumter County,
S. C., Citizens" Council.
The five-week campaign is now
underway. It was begun Sept. 14 and
will rnn through October 19.
Sen. Richardson said activities began with a’ planning meeting of directors, supervisors and team leaders
with Council officers immediately
after Labor Day.
The Sumter Daily Item, in annot, ncing the membership drive, asked its
readers to remember, "’South Carolina proceeds today in peace and prosperity, but some men fear that many
in the state are dangerously unaware
nf actions certain to be taken against
the state.
"Among these men are the substantial and responsible citizens who
head the state organization of Citizens’ Councils, as well as the members
of these Conncils. Indeed, it is a
basic objective of the Councils to
foster a public consciousness of the
problem, with the view that the role
of citizens in dealing with it shall be
in the hands of responsible and nnderstanding persons."
The District Four Citizens" Council
in Madison Connty, Miss., has collected $125 to help pay the medical
bills of E. B. Canthen, connty constable who was badly beaten by a
gang of Negroes while seeking to
interrogate them July 27th.
The Greater New Orleans Citizens"
Council held a mass meeting Sept. 14
to commemorate the anniversary of
the city’s liberation from the carpetbaggers 85 years ago.
On Sept. 14, 1874, the White
League drove the carpetbaggers from
New Orleans in a pitched battle at
the foot of Canal Street.
The gubernatorial candidates addressed the meeting.
Principal speaker of the gathering
was the Bey. James P. Dees, rector of
Trinity EpiscoI~al Church in Statesville, N. C., WhO is president of the
North Carolina Defenders of States
Bights. Bey. Dees spoke at the meet-;
ing ~lespite public protests from the
Episcopal Bishop of Louisiana and
the Episcopal Clergy of New Orleans.
Rev. Dees said that he presnmed
"the Church would not deny any citizen the right of free speech on controversial social issnes or even try
to bring pressure on them to suppress
it."
He said he spoke as an individual
and not as an Episcopal minister. He
also said that he was "utterly amazed
at the intimidation tactics" used by
the New Orleans clergy in sending
him a telegram requesting him not to
make the appearance.
The clergy had previously adopted
a resolution which said, "The New
Orleans clergy take the position that
no clergyman of the Episcopal Church
can divest himself of his official orders in the Church at any public appearance; he appears not only as a
private citizen but also as an ordained
priest of the Church."
Bey. Robert B. Lucent, dean of the
New Orleans Clericns, said, "We are
completely ont of sympathy with the
aims and obiectives of the Citizens"
Conncils in Louisiana."

Nationally-syndicated columnisti
Westbrook Pegler, who has success-I
fully cracked the "paper cortain’" w/th
trnthfidly-presented stories about the l
racial situation in the South several t
tintes in the past few mohths, says]
that Enropeans are misinformed about
U. S. race relations.
Writing his sept. 12 column from
Copenhagen, Pegler r e I a t e d that
Western Europeans have been "wilfully misinformed about the Supreme
Court’s attempt to impose compulsory association on Americans who refuse to associate with certain others
and about American culture.’"
Pegler said that the press associations and s t a f f correspondents of
European p a p e r s stationed in the
United States had been taken in by
the "communist term ’integration’
which most of the American press
fell for early in the trouble.’"
Pegler continued in part:
"These people now think the issue which is capsuled as ’Little
Rnek’ is simply a vicious hatred of
Negroes in the mean, black hearts
of a tiny minority of illiterate
Southern ’crackers’ and our ’culture’ is a monopoly of a few authors of dirty books and plays.
"Not many of this element have
studied or even read the Constitution, bnt we can’t complain becanse
most of our own people think freedom of religion means that nobody
has a right to express a belief that
some or all religions are absurd or
evil. On the contrary, freedmn of
religion does inclode that right.

Methodists Meet,
Issue Call For
More Mixing
Another 800 brainwashed ministers
and laymen of the Methodist Church
have voted for integration.
A seven-section "r a c e relations
manifesto" calling for integration of
chnrches, schools and neighborhood
communities was approved Sept. 4 by
the Methodist Conference on Human
Relations in Dallas, Texas.
The manifesto will be presented
to the Methodist Church’s general
conference and if accepted, will become official policy for the denomination.
A housing section of the manifesto said, "The freedom to choose
a home and a neighborhood should
not be limited becanse of a person’s race. The fight to rent or
purchase, however, is not enough.
Community acceptance which creates a sense of belonging is in the
spirit of Christ."
The policy proposal also ~sked
Methodists to adhere to the U. S.
Supreme Court’s ruling against segregation in schools.
This was not the first time that
spokesmen for the Methodist Church
had publicly announced their support
of integration.
On Nov. 13, 1958, the Council
of Bishops of the Methodist Church
released a statement reaffirming a
l~revions stand for integration taken
immediately a f t e r the Supreme
Court’s decision in 1954.
At that time, the Bishops passed
a resolution saying:
"We earnestly urge all our people
to accept the ruling of the courts in
good faith. We heartily commend
those lay people, pastors and bishops
who have demonstrated Christian
courage in critical areas. In these days
of extreme tensions we commend our.
people who, while not always sharing the same attitnde on integration,
are determined to demonstrate in
their own lives the qualities of tinderstanding, tolerance and brotherhood."
In an article written for Ebony
(Negro) Magazine, G. Bromley O~nam, presiding bishop of the Methodist Church in Washington, D. C.,
many times cited by the Honse UnAmerican Activities Committee for
Communist-front affiliations, s a i d.
"The preacher who pledges himself
to follow Christ and then stands silent
in the presence of segregation betrays his Lord."

"We haven’t taken the trouble to peans catft be equipped to underlearn how the carpetbag amendmentsI stand. The English read mawkishness
were put over on the Sonth by hate-I filed by their own hysterical fakers,
ful Northern s a d i s t s without the I expressing shrewish personal emotions
slightest interest in bewildered Ne- i and they are delighted with their own
groes just out of slavery. We have lselfrighteousness toward us barbardoggedly closed our minds to the fact iians. But, haven’t we worried too
that Earl Warren is a latter-day car-. much about opinions of our managepetbagger who pulled two pro-Corn-intent of onr own affairs held by a
munist essays out of his book-shelvesl gibl~,ring aggregation of idiots who
and made them the law of our hmd: throw darts in ginmills and read the
in his decree of compulsory associa-Daily Mail?
tion. This stuff never was argued
"The European conce pt of
or even subnfitted to an)" court be-i
’America’ and Americans is about
fore. But nltimatelv it caused Ameri-I
as valid as the old American piecan soldiers to be s~nt into the streets l
ture of the silly Englishman roamof a decent American city in the legal[
ing the earth with a bath sponge
status of thuggish gumnen to cow
the size of a pumpkin. It is imgood citizens withont a declaration ofI
possible to correct caricatures which
martial law or pretense of violent l
are entertained with lascivious
emergency,
by most West European peoples.
Assuming that it matters, as I, my"Any Little Rock citizen who was
self, do not, we onght to blame ourordered off the street at gunpoint
selves for letting the American pre~
in those days had a legal right to
get away with this in our own midst.
get his shotgun and blow the solThe fraudulent intcq~retation of Wardler’s head off and let Ike take the
ren’s caq~etha~ decree based on Comconsequences.
munist essays never arched in con~
’"But if we ourselves are to() lazy
has gone uuchallcn~ed at home.
and too cowardly to maintain these
Europeans naturally think this is the
facts, it stands to reason that Eurotndh.’"

American Legion Refuses
To Integrate 40 & 8
In a state,nent descril×.d hy one
leading editor as "the height of impudence,’" the NAACP has accused
the A~wrican Legion of aiding Communism.
Roy Wilkins, executive sec~tary
of the NAACP,, said lhe Legion’~
vote to continue segregation in its
40 and 8 s~iety, "gives ammunition
to AmeHca’s Communist enemies."
The Legion, at its annual convention in Minneapolis in late August,
turned down a resolution to force the
40 and 8, the all-white fnnmakinz
branch of the Legion, to ad rail
Negroes.
In a telegram to the Legion, Wilkins said, "The largest organization
of the men who wept into nniform
to fight for democracy is ’on record
as not ~lieving in the doctrine, although a snbstantial minority dissented.
"Millions of Negro Americans are
also distur~d a~mt a system thai
openly humiliates them with racial
clauses, refnses to grant their children equal oppo~nnity in nnsegregated edncation and plays the shell
gamq with a Congressional civil rights
bill."
Meanwhile, two Negroes resigned
from the American Legion in ~rotest. Rep. Charles Diggs (D-Mich.),
sent a telegram to Preston J. Moore,
~gion national commander, saying
"I cannot in good conscience remain
a member of the ’nn’-American
Legion."
New York Negro State S,,n:~tor
James L. Watson also resigned from
the ~gion.
Mississippi was put in the embaffassing position at the Legion convention of having to cast one of its
38 votes for integration.
This developed when the Negro
delegate from the all-Negro, 1(~ per
cent segregated city nf Monnd Rayon
insisted on voting for integration.

Student Boycott
Stops Integration

Mississippi L e g i o II Commander
(;ary Moore of Wi,u,na took the floor
tt) explain that Mississippi Legionnaires had not lost their minds.
(Editor’s Note---This is indeed
a weird example of the "pot calling
the kettle black" except, in this
case, the kettle turns out to be untarnishable steel. Many times, the
American Legion has directly and
through its magazine, The Firing
Line, disclosed and exposed Communist activity. Within the ranks
of the NAACP, there are perhaps
more members who have been invest/gated by the llouse Un-American Activities Committee than any
gro~ in the history of the nation.
Listed among the front ranks of the
NAACP are such shining examples
of "un-Americanism" as Eleanor
Roosevelt, James lackson, A. Phillip
Randolph, Channing H. Tobias and
others too numerous to mention.
The very idea of the head of this
red-tainted outfit accusing the
American Legion of aiding Communism would be humorous, were
the subiect any less serious.
Our condolences to the American
I,egion for the irreplacable loss of
Diggs and Watson).

Progress Continues In
"Segregation Capital"
The "Segregation Capital of the
World" is still h.:uling the way economically in the U. S.
Northern fin’mciers are beginning to wish the South were still
usin& Confederate money, as current business statistics show a continulne migration of Yankee dollars
to Dixie.
Accordin~ to the August Dartndl
Sales Activity and Trend Indicator,
Jackson, Miss., is STILl, nmuber one
city across tile nation in economic
improvcment~the 15th month in a
row that Jack~m ha~ headed national
business figures.

Other Southern cities showing conA public school in Illinois has been
tinued economic growth at. Richclosed because of Negro domination.
mond, Va.; Atlanta un,l A~tgusta,
State School Snperintendcnt
Orlando, T a m p a. St. Petersbnrg,
George T. Wilkins has withdraw,~
recognition and state aid from the
Miami and Jacksonville, Fla.; Chattanooga, Knoxville a n d Memphis,
Colp Attucks School in "Williamson
County, II1., for failure to meet standTenn.; MontgomeW, Ala.; and even
a rds.
¯
Little Rock, Ark.
~,Vilkins (no kin ot Roy--Ed.) said
Jackson also shnwed substantial
the action closing the school to itsI gains in the past and still completely52 Negro pupils had "nothing to do
segregated) year in building pe.~uits,
with segregation and integration."
new h o m e s constructed, electrical
However he admitted the financial
connections, gas connections, post ofstraits of’the school "probahly derive
from a boycott of white pupils now:rice receipts, telephone connections,
industrial power sales, industrial gas
attending nearby p.hlic schoob, and[
paying tuition."
~sales, new car sides, airline passenState aid is paid on the basis of l gers, land deeds aud bank debits. The
average daily stndent attendance. No l
only drop was in the number of unCitizens" Councils
whites attend the Colp School.
employed.
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Financial difficnlties started in the
Bnsincss prosperity in Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
Colp district in 1957 when the school
was also reflected in state tax collecCouncil as follows and find payment enclosed:
board voted 4-3 to integrate white
tion figures.
and Negro schools in the community
[] For One Year ........................ $2.00
of 500 persons.
The tax commission said it col(Please Print)
Ther three white ff~embers of the
New York Governor Nelson Rockelected alxmt I0 million dollars more
Name.. .................................................................
board resigned after the vote anti
feller, Repnblican presidential hopednring the first two-thirds of this
white stndents refused to attend the
ful,
has
been
enrolled
as
a
life
memyear titan dnring the same period in
Address .............................................................................
integrated school. Negroes outnumber of the NAACP.
19,58.
}x~r
whites
in
Colp.
Kivie Kaplan, Boston indnstrialist
City ...............................................................................
Business activity in Mississippi in
and chairman of the NAACP’s Life
Wilkins said his action means the
July hit an all-time high for the
Membership
Conmfiltee,
presented
school
may
no
longer
participate
in
State ..........................................................................
month this year, according to the
Rockefeller with a plaque during a
state aid and will go out of existence
formal ceremony in the governor’s
’at the end of the 1960-61 school year
bnsiness research station at Missisoffice.
tmless its standards are raised.
sippi State University.

The neffly-organized Slidell, La.,
Citizens’ Council, an affiliate of the
Sonth Lonisiana Citizens" Council,
elected Walter M. Seymonr chairman
Sept. 9 in a meeting at the American
Legion Home in Slidell.
Other officers elected were Mrs.
Clarence Lonstalot, vice-chairman,
and George E. Watts, secretary-treasnrer. The first Board of Directors inclndes Mrs. J. B. Riedie, Anthony J.

SUBSCRIBE NOW

Rockefeller Made
"Lifetime" Darky
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Negroes Ask Ike
For Southern Poll
An impartial poll would prove that
the majority of Southern Negroes
do not want to integrate with whites,
a Negro group in Alabama says.
The Southern Negro Improvement
A.~ociation of Alabama sent a 350word telegram to President Eisenrower Sept. 1, saying that most
Negroes don’t want forced integrat’ion and asking for a governmentsponsored
poll.to
prove
the point.
amuel H.
Mtmre
of Birmingham,
president of the 5000-member group,
told the President:
"I assure you that both races in
the South are unalterably opposed
to the integration of races in public
schools.
"Racial hate and racial prejudice
that was dead is now reconstructed. Threat of forceful integration
has created fear and hate in many
of our former white friend~."
Moore put these questions to the
President:
"Since this is a free America, wh
not put your racia] policy upon voluntary action of the citizens, not
forceful compulsion? Why not have
the government take a poll of the
majority of the Southern Negroes?"
Moore said that such apoll should
be confined to Southern Negroes because "our Northen,-Negro brothers
do not live in the Sonth and therefore
do not understand ot,r Southern biculrural society."
He urged the President "not to
use force to integrate the schools
and deny our race a maior symbol
.of our progress---all-Negro schools."
Moore said, "for lasting and coduring advancement of onr race, onr
r~rogress must be achieve(t with good
will from the white people among
whom we most live."

(From the Shreveport, La., Journal)
Many, many years ago, when animals could speak,
A wondrous thing the ducks befell; their tale is quite-unique.
Down by a pond dwelt all these ducks, ten thousand at the least,
Their duckishjoys were undisturbed by any man or beast.
One day down near the entrance gate there was an awful din.
A hundred hens all out of breath were begging to come in.
"Oh, let us in," the poor birds cried, "’before we do expire.
’Tis only by the merest inch that we escaped the fire!’"
"Come in come in," the ducks all quacked, "for you onr hearts do bleed.
"We’ll share our happy lot with you; iust tell ns what you need.’"
And so these tmor bedraggled hens amongst the ducks moved in.
"For, after all," the ducks declared, "We’re brothers "neath the skin."
To please their hosts, the chickens tried to waddle anti to quack.
To simulate the duckish way they quickly learned the knack.
The ducks, it seemed, spent all their time in fixing np the place,
In growing food and building homes and cleaning every space.
And so the hens began to teach the baby ducks and chicks.
i They traded food and eggs and things with many clever tricks.
They wrote the books and put on shows, of genius they’d no lack.
It wasn’t long till chickens owned the "Duekv~le Morning Quack."
One day a mother duck who took her ducklings to the lake,
Was flabbergasted when one said, "A swim I will not take!"

"Oh, fie," the Mother Duck exclaimed, "you’re talking like a fool!"
Up quacked the other ducks and said, "He’s right; we learned in school!"
"Such things must stop!" the mother cried. "The hens can’t teach snch lies!
For sheer ingratitude and nerve, I’m sure this takes the prize!"
But she was wrong, for even then the hens did thump the tub,
Demanding they be let into the "Duckville Swimming Club."
"But you don’t swim1" the ducks exclaimed. "To join why sl~ould you care?"
"That’s not the point," the hens replied. "To exclude us isn’t fair!"
The younger ducks, who’d been to school, agreed right there and then,
"To keep them out is Bigotry! ’Twould just be Anti-Hen!"
i Outnumbered by the younger ducks, the old ducks soon did lose;
They agreed to let the hens all in if they could pay the dues.
That day the Duckville Morning Quack contained this banner spread:
"Reactionary Ducks are Licked; Duckville Moves Ahead!’"
Next dav the hens were at the club; a petition they’d sent ’round.
NAACP "W~ms" Mississippi
They ot~jected to the Swimming Fund with fury and with soond.
Mississippi is next, says the NAACP.
"You nsc our does to fix the pond, to keep it neat and trina.
Thurgood Marshall, head lawyer
And this is wrong," they said, "because yuu knuw we do not swim!"
for the Negro group tpld the NAACP
"God help us!" cried a wise old duck. "These chickens have gone mad!
Sept. 20, that it is time for MissisWe’ll take this thing to coort, by George, and justice will be had!"
sippi to "reioin the Union." "We’re
going to help it happen," he said.
But when they went up to the Judge, imagine their dismay!
"The NAACP has at least one lawA Chicken-Judge decreed that they a heavy fine must pay!
suit against segregation going in every
Once mort. the Duckville Morning Qoack emhlazuned ’cross the page:
state except Mississippi," the lawyer~
said.
I
"’Old fogy ducks rcfnse to see the great new comin~ age!"
"As hmg as one Ncgru in the South ~ The wisest duck in all the town sat down in black despair.
comes to us and says, "1 need your t.TlI write a book," he thought, "and then this madness I will barC"
help,’ hc’s going to get thai help.
And 1 don’t give a darn who doesn’t "’Let swimmers swim, let hoppers hop, let each one go his way.
, l,et’s not coerce a fellow hird~" was what he had to say.
like it."
"
Marshall c a I l e d on the mixing ~
Fwere wrong to force the hens to swim, so here’s the ~roblem’s crux:
group to "have the same dedication ~ ....
of pu~ose that Negroes in the Sooth[ It’s just as had for hens to t~ to Chicken-ize uur l)ucks~
have, even though you are relatively "’1 can’t print that," the printer said. " ’Twill pot me in a mess[
Mv shop is mortgaged to the hens. The chickens own my press~’"
~tter off."

Do

This worr/ed duck then tried to warn his friends by speech and pen,
But young ducks fresh from school just said, "He’s a vicious Anti-lien! ....
Now np the stream a little way was Gooseville-On-l,ake.
The hens had come to Goo~ville, too, hht the geese were more awake.
When the hens began to spoil the yonng, and Gooseville’s laws to floor.
The (;eese rose op in righteous wrath anti simply threw them ont!
Of coorse you know where they all ran; on 1)uckville the)’ converged.
"’We’ve go~ to take these refngees," was what the hens all nrge(I.
The Duckville Morning Quack declared: "These Geese will stop at naught!
They plan to conquer all the world! Atrocities they’ve wrought!"
That’s right," the young ducks ~11 agreed, "We’ll help our fellow birds!
These Geese have plans to conquer us! We’ve read the Quack’s own words!"
The Geese sat back and looked aghast. "It’s War!" the Qoack annonneed.
"We docks must fight those evil geese "til they’ve been soundly tronnced!"
Now when the Ducks had whipped the Geese, the Mayor called "’Retreat!"
"Our Henville friends should really take Gooseville’s big main street."
The Hens were back in Gooseville now; they starved and beat the Gee~.
They spoke of Peace but organized "The Henville Armed Police."
They drained the Gooseville swimming pond, and "de-Goose-ified" the schools;
They wrung the neck of Gooseville’s mayor on lately made-up rules.
And then they kicked the Swans all out, with Duckville’s help and power.
And Duckville couldn’t nnderstand why Swans on them turned sour.
,~ this
time,and
Duckville
a mess.
The yonng
docks
had gone"’bad."
mad.
ey stole
laughedwas
at truth
and law;
they went
completely
At last the very dumbest ducks began to smell a rat.
"This mayor is no good!" they cried, "And we will soon fix that!"
But the hens had planned for even this. A candidate they had,
Whom even wise old ducks believed just never could be bad.
This Hen-tool duck had whipped the Geese. A soldier Duck was he.
Although the Hens had set him up, the Ducks all thought him free.
This Hen-tool got elected, throngh ignorance and throngh greed,
Through Hennish lies in press and speech, through hribes of "chickenfeed."
The Hens now kicked the Ducks around without a blush of shame,
Until the mayor ran the town in nothing else but name.
They pumped the swimming point all dry; they taught the ducks to crow.
While Duckish numbers dwindle(l, the Hens began to grow.
The Hens stirred up the happy crows from out the piney wood,
To fight to mix and marry Ducks in the name of "Brotherhood."
Things got so bad that fifty Docks who knew of days gone by,
Took up their wives and children and decided that they’d fly.
They flew throngh storm and tempest; they froze, ;rod ninny died.
P, ut on they drove until, at last, a lovely lake they spied.
They settled down exhausted but soon xvent straight to work
"1 o huild and clear and cultivate, no danger did they shirk.
Nuw after many ~’ears of toil this little band had gruwn.
The fields arou~adwere full of grain from seeds that they had sown.
One d~,y down near the entrance gate there was an awful din;
A hondred hens all on( of breath, were begging to come in.
"Oh, h’t us in!" these poor hirds cried
"before we do expire!
¯ Tis m:dy by the merest inch . . .
’
. . . This epic really
no matter how you

has no end because
fight ’era,

Those hens will show up every time,
And so . . . ad infinitum ....

Negroes Really "Want Integration?

Negro Editor Slams
Actions Of NAACP
The Southern Negro emphatically i
does not want integration, says Percy
Greene, Negro editor of the Jackson,
Miss., Advocate.
"Does the Negro really want integration of the public schools?" Greene
asks in a Sept. 5 editorial.
"In the light of what we would
refer to here as the contemporary
~lnd current history of the integration drive, the answer is an emphatic NO!
"In the first place, we would .point
out that despite all efforts ot the
NAACP and other orgm~izations and
individuals, the Negro has been nnable to see or understand that after

all the years of their contrihntion to
edncational, cultural and community
life, the Negro school as such, has
all of a sodden I~,come a disgrace
to the Negro race and to the nation.
"In the second place, our answer
to the question is NO because there
has been not one single instance
recorded of spontaneous effort on
the part of a single Negro family
anywhere in the South to put their
children in a white school, but on
the contrary, every movement to
put Negro children in white schools
in the South has been urged by
the NAACP, and usually with some
financial guarantee to the family

of the child or children involved,
with all of the accompanying newspaper statements, predictions, and
agitation being done by highly paid
NAACP professionals, with now and
then paid representatives of other
organizations, and publicity-seeking
individuals, mostly a certain kind
of Negro preacher, joining in the
affair to snare the spotlight.
"’It is to us one of the saddest
developments in Negro leadership of
this count~’ that snch leadership in
the North "has fallen into the hands
of what we will refer to here as the
second generation of a so-called
Northern Negro, who are in reality
the children of the Negro migrants
from the South, who were recruited
by labor agents and sent to the North
at the beginning of the first World
War to fill the manpower needs of the
then rapidly-expanding Northern industry.
"Under the impact and psychology
of the efforts tu win for the Negro

Former Negro Teacher "Regrets Moving North"
A letter written to a Jackson newspaper hv a Chicago Negro woman l
provides’another answer to the question, "Do Negroes Really \Vant Integration?"
Sndie Mac Lewis, a former Son(hem Negro school teacher, who was
lured North by the wild tales of the
Northeru press, wrote:
"I h ave written several leading
magazines snpported by the NAACP
but have yet to see one in print or
a word ’of acknowledgement. So once
again I turn to my white friends to
get action.
"I have taught many colored children in the Deep Son(h, and was
born and raised in the cotton field
myself. To some this may soond like
a starved, inhuman existence; let me
say here that those were the happiest
¯
da~.s of my life.
"Eleven years ago I heeded the
wild tales down there of the wonderful North I came to Chicago with
the hope of being a society lady like
I had heard so much about. But what
I want to tell my people, the colored
of Mississippi is this:

"If yon can’t be "anything worth"Just being allowed to sit up
while in a segregated school, you cerfront on the ,crowded buses and
tainly won’t amonnt to anything
here and there a colored child in
wort]~while in an integrate(t school.
school with the whites, does not
"’One other thing I have learned
mean and will never mean that the
respectable white people will take
I want to pass on to you---nine
out of every ten dollars you hand
you into their hearts and homes
over to the NAACP goes to pay
fully and freely as they do one of
the white agitators of newspapers
their own kind.
and magazines. This is no hearsay.
"1 begvou to listen to one who
I’ve worked for them and I know.
knows abo~t these things. For your
Their price is high. They are well
own sake, the welfare of the coming
paid to peddle their agitation and
generations, do not push integration.
stir up trouble. And all they care
Stop and think these things through.
about /s the money you hand them.
"It jost means giving up your own
Just try paying a social call. In
life, and none of us can ever be happy
fact, the whole North, both black
trying to adjust and conform to the
and white, is sick and tired of the
rigid rules laid down for us by white,
mess it’s made of this entire segresociety.
gation business.
"’When you give up your ownl
"’Stick to your own way of life, be
schools and churches you are giving lproud of your own race instead of
’up yonr last hold on your precious i trying to pnsh and shove into places
freedom. Down there, you can meet where vou won’t be happy. You’ve
and mingle, sem’e God in your own never h’ad it so good a.s you have in
way, shout and sing if you feel like’ dear old Dixie today. God being
it. Here you would get thrown in lwilling, l’m coming to Mississippi this
iail if you attempted to shout to God fall, where black is black, white is
in church or anywhere else.
:white, and all a friend of man."

equality and first-class citizenship,
these migrant Negro workers from the
South have pictured themselves to
their children as fleeing from mobs,
persecntion, lynchings and violence in
the South, and as a result this second
generation Northern Negro has developed a hitter hatred for the Southern white man, and little or no respect for the Son(hem Negro, regardless of his education, ability, efforts,
or repotation,
"Uuder these circumstances we are

therefore one hundred percent with
the Negro gro,p frum Alabama (The
Sonthern Negro huprovement Association) in asking that ’our Northern Negro hrothers’ be excluded from
any poll of opinion in the matter of
integration of the public schools, and
from any other matter regarding the
fnture progress of the Southern Negro
which must have as its basis confidence, cooperation, and good will
of both Negro and white peoph" working together for the same end.

Jackson Negroes Sign Petition To
Keep Segregated Neighborhood
A gronp of Negroes who wanted
struction halted to prevent possible
their neighborhood to remain totally
violence over the incident.
segregated won a victory in MisThe peLi|ion, which the ltinds
sissippi this month.
County Attorney helpe(l prepare, said
in part:
More than 80 Negroes submitted
"Mr. Carrett has three teenage
a petition to Hinds County officials
daughters, and of conrse, there are
’protesting the plan of white grocer
a lot of yotmg colored boys in this
W. J. Garret( to boild a home on the
area. We do not want anything tfringe of their all-Negro neighborhapl~n which would cause any trouhood, just outside the Jackson city
hie. We I×,lieve that the races shouhl
limits.
be segregated as far as possible. It
hnmediately after county officials
would 1~. our impression that if the
conferred with Garret(, he announced
sitnation were reversed, you would
that he had no intentions of building
in some way prevent a coh)red persoh
in the Negro neighborhood,
from doing the same thing in an exOnly a few vacant lots separate" the
elusively white neighborhood.
proposed homesite from several NegroI "Most of us in this area own our
homes. A large Negro subdivision is lhomes. Some of us have our homes
just to the South and West. The i paid for. We are proud of our homes
Negroes asked officials to order con-: and our community."
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North Says ’We’ve Got ’ nough!’
A Federal Case, Yet-- Warren’s

Law vs. Nature’s Law

i Celler Asks Who’ll
Do The Work If
Negroes Stay Away

Stop

CRC
A Federal Court in Louisiana has
ruled that Southern white folks have
"civil rights," too.
A special three-judge Federal Court
rnled in Shreveport, La., Oct. 7 that
the Federal Civil Rights Commission
could not force Louisiana voter registrars to testify without first advising
them of charges against them.
The court granted Louisiana a
permanent injunction to stop Civil
Rights Commi~ion hearings against
the registrars, ~dter the state had
accused the Commission of taking
imrt in blind accusations against
parish registrars jn voting complaints filed by Negroes.
The state asked that the Federal
Civil Rights Act be strnck down on
rounds that it denied a person’s
asic right to know his accuser and
to have a chance to defend himself.
The Commission was attempting to
probe voting cmnplaints by 67 Negroes against 17 parish registrars at
the tilne of the ruling.
The (lay before the CRC hearing
was scheduled to open, Federal Distrier Judge Ben C. l)awkins granted
a temporary iujunction against the
commission and set up the 3-judge
panel that cnhninated in the permanent injunction blucking the hearing.
Federal District Judge Edwin F.
Hunter concurred in the opinion. Circuit Judge John Minor Wisdom--an
THE LAW OF WARREN AND THE LAW OF NATURE
Eisenhower appointee~dissented.
Hunter and Dawkins wrote that
"There is nothing in the Act which
expressly authorizes or permits the
Civil Rights Commission’s refusal td
The "Reel’ Enemy-inform persons under investigation for
criminalconduct of the charges
against them . . . and there is nothing
in the Act authorizing the Commission to deprive these persons of~the
right to be confronted by witnesses
and to allow these persons cross-examination."
The Federal Government had
closely, arranged a screening of "The
Close cooperation between Citiclaimed there was no point, in telling
High Wall" for officials concerned
zens’
Council
leaders
and
state
offiregistrars what they did because they
with the problem, and Superintendcials has resulted in the withdrawal
are registrars and should know what
ent Tubb assured Sen. Yarbrough that
of
a
pro-integration
propaganda
film
they did.
from the circulating library of the
the film would be withdrawn from
The opinion said this "assumed
Mississippi Department of Education.
circulation if found obiectionable.
the registTars’ guilt, an assumption
Everyone present at the screening
The film~ "The High Wall," was
which itself does violence to the
session agreed that "The High Wall"
produced and donated to the state
American concept of jnstice~that
audio-visual library by the Anti Dewas unfit for showing to Mississippi
all persons accnsed of crimes are
famation League of B’nai B’rith, a
schoolchildren.
presumed to be innocent u n t i !
"Typical of the propaganda we
pro-integration Jewish organization.
proven guilty by competent evisee so often on television these
The ADL, which has been at the
dence."
forefront of the drive to forcibly
days," is the way Maurice Malone,
Judge Hunter said in his opinion
director of the State Sovereignty
integrate the South, presented the
that "The procedure and the rules
Commission, described the film. "I
film as an "educational" aid, for
of the Commission in the particulars
showings to high school and cob
do not understand why the film
heretofore discussed are ultra vires
lege classes and adult groups, such
has not been questioned before
(beyond the jurisdiction conferred by
this time."
as Parent-Teacher Associations.
law) and threatened the registrars
Citizens’ Council leaders agreed
The story depicted in the 25-minwith immediate and irreparable damthat "there is scarcely a cliche or
nte film is that. of a native-born
age."
tag-line of integrationist propaAmerican family in a community rap"And believing further that the inganda overlooked in this film." The
idly filling with Polish immigrants.’
terest of the Government, the public
The plot carefully cultivates the idea!
Council officials added, "The ADL
and the Commission are best served
is hardly an appropriate agency to
that children know much more about
by the holding of a foil and fair hearsupply the schoolchildren of Mising wherein all accused of crimes are ,the delicate and complex matters of
sissippi with educational films."
human relations than their parents.
given the fair chance to develop all
The film was promptly withdrawn
In the film, the children of the
of the facts, we have bnt one course
from the audio-visual library, pending
American family are depicted as pitTto take--that is to dismiss the Govfinal review and action by the State
ing their "’prejudiced" parents, who.
ernment’s motion for summary jndgdo not enjoy the "enriching experience.
Board of Education.
ment and g,r, ant the prayer for an inof intermingling with persons of difThe entire matter was handled
junction...
quietly, on a routine basis, and with
ferent racial, ethnic andcuhural back- ~
Attorney G~neral Jack Gremillion
full accord among all concerned.
grounds." Artfidly injected throughmid the ooininn is a Louisiana vicWhen an out-of-state newspaper
out the narration is the old integra-I
tory in the fight against an "onreporter attempted to make a sensationist theme that "children have to.
rushing tide of Federal encroachbe taught to hate," the word "hate"
tional headline of the case, the entire
ment of States’ Rights and the
file of correspondence was released to
in this sense apparently meaning
constitutional rights of our citizens."
the press. The reporter’s only back"’prefer not to associate with."
The Commission announced one
ing came from Sidney Rosenbaum,
As could be expected, the film
week later that it has suspended all
Mississippi president of the ADL, who
ends with the ADL’s version of
public hearings pending an appeal
promptly accused the Citizens’ Coun"i u s t i c e" triumphant, and with
of the case to the U. S. Supreme
white and Negro children playing
cil of showing "anti-Semitism" by
Court. Chairman John Hannah said
happily together while, engulfed in
objecting to the propaganda film.
the CRC "would be handcuffed" if
Significantly, Rosenbaum neglect’~orotherhood and tolerance,"
it must follow the elementary legal
ed to mention that two state agenAmericans and Poles walk arm-inpractice of allowing accused persons
arm into the settin~ sun.
cies concurred with Council leadto confront their accusers.
"’The High Wail" had been circuen in the action. Nor did he
Hannah aim said the CRC plans
dispute the fac~ that the ADL has
lated throughout Mississippi s i n c e
tn expand its investigations to include
worked unceasingly to promote the
judges (The ones who ruled against 1953, nntil an alert state senator defortSble integration of the races in
I cided it was time to bead the villains
them?~Ed.) and employment.
the South, and that by subtly disoff at the pass. Sen. George YarIn a separate action, a Louisiana
seminating propaganda under the
brough of Red Banks saw the film at
state court in Baton Rouge ordered
guise of an "educational" film, tbe
a P-TA meeting, and promptly wrote
the NAACP not to meet in a scheda letter of protest toJ. M. Tubb, state
ADL sought to brainwash
the
uled Oct. 10 meeting at Shreveport.
schoolchildren of Mississippi.
m~perintendent of education, sending
The Court said that the NAACP
copies to the State Sovereignty ComThis fact remains: Quietly and
could not meet within the state until
mission and tbe Citizens" Council.
without bombast, the film was withit had complied with Louisiana law
drawn, and "The High Wall" is no
The two state agencies and the
and filed a list of its members, which
Citizens’ Council, worktmg together
longer an obstacle in Mississippi.
it has refnsed to do.

~

ADL Is Caught In Scheme To
Brainwash In "Educational" Film

New York and Philadelphia are taking a second look at their
race problems, while in Milwaukee and other Northern cities
tension is steadily mounting to the breaking point
In Ne~v York City, where residents pre afraid to venture outdoors after dark, Judge Samuel S. Leibowitz has urged Mayor
Robert F. Wagner to "get on the radio and advise these people
who are coming here what the true conditions are in this city.
He also called for a one-year’"
residence law for relief clients to
The Milwaukee crime-rate-bydiscourage the steady influx of race figures were so damaging that
even an NAACP leader said that if
Negroes and Puerto Ricans into
things there continued to go on the
the city.
way they have been going, the city
Judge Leibowit~ told a U. S.
Senat~ subcommittee investigating
juvenile delinquency in New York
City that m/grants "from the Carribbean area" should be discouraged from coming to New York, because they live in slums which breed
juvenile crime.
However, Rep. Emannel C e 11 e r
(D-N.Y.), who has led a cunstant
hattie in Congress to "improve the
eonditiuns of the down-trodden Southern Negro" promptly disagreed with
Judge Leihowitz.
"We should not discourage them
from coming," Celler said. "’We
need them for the hard chores
and rough work. If they do not
come, most of our hotels, restaurants
and laundries would close. We
need new-seed immigration."
In l)hiladelphia, llar.ld Stassen,
one-time Presideutial advisor, Covernor of Minnesota, college presideut,
and now Republican candidate for
mayor nf Philadelphia. has called for
city action to stop the continued migration into the city of Negroes and
Puerto Ricans. He pointed ont that
too many of these migrants come to
Philadelphia, get on the welfare rolls
immediately and stay there. He said
they shouldbe discouraged from moving to the city.
Stassen, like Celler, is an ardent
supporter of forced race mixing in
the South.
In Philadelphia, New York and
other cities across the North, statistics now being revealed for the first
time show that an amazing percentage
of crime is committed by Negroes.
Puerto Ricans, with only 7 per cent
of New York City’s population, were
involved in 22.3 per cent of the city’s
juvenile delinquency cases during the
first eight months of this year, according to fignres released by Judge
Leibowitz.
The figures also showed that New
York’s Negroes, estimated to comprise
11 per cent of the city’s population,
were reported to comprise 46.3 per
cent of the city-wide cases awaiting
trial. Other figures released were
jnst as revealing on a city-wide and
county-wide basis.
Since Jan. 1, 57 teen-agers have
been arrested in New York for murder or manslaughter and 197 for rape.
One boy was killed because he
objected to a member of one of the
an.gs of Negro junior terrorists oftang his mother a smoke of marijuana.
The situation is so bad in Washington, D. C., that Rep. John L. McMillan (D-S. C.), chairman of the
Honse Committee on the District of
Columbia, was asked to investigate
reports that the NAACP was interfering with the work of the city’s police
force.
"If the NAACP is actually interfering with the police department--and I understand that it is
~en it may be necessary to get
protection from the Marines," McMillan declared. "I understand that
the police department makes daily
checks with the NAACP as well as
with the Washington Post--and I
don’t know which is the worst~
about the manner in which it
handles cas~s involving Negroes."
After the arrest of two Negroes in
Milwaukee as members of a gang
who ra~] 13 white women, police
revealed that their investigation of
the case had been hampered by Negro
leaders who charged that the "civil
rights" ~f the accused Negro rapists
were being violated. The police finally got the information that led to
the arrests by an anonymous tip.

~e

"will be lucky to escape a major
race riot by Spring."
With Nejtroes comprising only 4
per cent ot the 764,~XX) permns in
Milwaukee, the records show that 43
er cent of Milwaukee’s crime has
ecn committed by Negroes.
The comparison between these
Northern c~ule figures and Sonthern
figures for the same period prompted
the following cumments from the editur of the Birmingham, Ala., News:
"Milwaukee is a ch.an city, a goud
city with a ve~" enterprising newspaper, and as far as we know devoted
public officials. It does not have a
large Negro population, aud heretnfore it has always I~en uu)re or less
assumed that w.~ small Negro percentares in an uver-all population
fitted themselves in, in the North,
relatively well. The ugly facts now
comin~ to light highlight the suspicion, all alon~, that assimilation is
only presume¢~ in such cases~it is
not, has not l~en, on the whole,
real.
"What can I~ clone a~nt all this
we have no specific idea nther than
vigorous police action in such places,
pins an honest awakening of Noflhern
politically selected officials and an
equal awakenin~ on the part of the
vast maio~ of responsible Negro
citizens.

~

"We would not t~ to tell tho~
people how to do their io~ven
though, heaven knows, we here in
the South have had plentiful
vi~e from ~y~d "the line’.
"It is at the least gratifying to
see ~at no longer ~e thin,rig
zens of the Nodhem centers si~ing
back in casual prete~ ~at eve~thing is hu~y-do~. ~at awakening which now ~ems to ~ reasonably well on the way may be of
benefit to an often ~ras~d South.
Not only will Noflbeme~ have
their han~ full with a racial p~blem on their own doo~ep, far
uglier than most Southern difficulties, but an o~ning of eyes ’up
there’ may bring ~me new degree
of understanding of the p~bl~
we ’down here’ have.
"Undemanding is all we ~1~
have ~ked, that and to leave ns
alone to handle our affai~
spomible, d e e e n t citi~m. What
will come we do not predi~. But
whatever is to come must and
should be at our own hands, and
tbe same is now most as~dly
in that metro~litan be I t which
aretehes the breadth of the continent~s Angeles, M~wa~ee,
Detroit, Chicago, Philadelphia, New
York."
In a similar vein, Editor ~omas
Waring of the Charleston. S.C., News
and Courier said it would ~ "f~lish
to t~ to hide the record of violence
that has actx~mpa~ed the African influx to the integrated No~."
"~atever the explanation ~ and
sociologists can ~uek ~em out by
the ba~el~we ~e mounting evi~n~
of distaste and fear among No~em
white ~ople," Wa~ng ~n~nues.
"’~ey have ~en ~in~ng fingem
~ long at Southern ’bigot~’ ~at few
s~kesmen have the courage to a~it
they place a racial ~1 on
dis~rban~s. ~ey would not willingly eone~e ~at ~e Soutbempattern of ~cial ~paraSon, i~tead of
oppressing inn~ent human beings, ae~ally enables two ra~s to live in
mutual react and barony.
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Food For Thought!

Report From
Tennessee

CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
OF AMERICA

By Richard Burrow, Jr.

Pubtlshed mmatldy at 813 Plaza Build;,,.g, Jscit~m, Mi~i~sippl, by the

Altamont -- The notorious Red
CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF AMERICA
Highlander Folk School is back in
the news again.
Subscription $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
The. Monteagle, Tenn. sch o ol,
Group Sub~iptio~ $1.00 I~’ Member
where subversion and integratiou are
(Minlmtmt d 30)
tao{~ht and practiced openly, was
BULK RA~.~ ~r 1~ ~pi~ Pmt~id.
raioed last month bv sheriff’s depoties
~e Citizens’ ~uncil ~ not res~nsible for the retu~ of un~flicited ar~cles,
and a large quantiiy of whiskey was
manus~pls or other materi~= submitted for ~ible publication. All such
fonnd on the premises.
matter shoed ~ a~m~nied by a ~lf-addres~d stained envelo~ if a
~tum of such material ~ desire.
District attorney-g e n e r a 1 A. F.
Set~d Oals Ma~ Pdv~eg~ A~ ~t Jsckl~, M~s~i~i
Sloan at that time filed a petition to
close the school, charging that it has
"’a repntation of being a place where
EDITORIAL BOARD
people drink and engage in immoral,
WALTER C. GIVHAN .................................................
ALABAMA
lewd and nnchaste practices."
Chairman, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
At the resultant hearing, Mrs.
ROBERT E. BROWN ..................................................
ARKANSAS
William Lane, who lived next door
Director, States’ Rights Council of Arkansas
to Highlander, said that she had
DR. GEORGE A. DOWNS ........................................
FLORIDA
"often seen white women and NeExecutive Secretary, Citizens" Councils of Florida
gro men and vice versa doing things
R. CARTER PI’I’FMAN .................................................. GEOfIGIA
together dressed in as little as they
President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
could get on."
JOHN S. GARRETT ................................................... LOUISIANA
She said sometimes "as late as one
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
o’clock in the morning I have heard
thetn hollering and shouting."
ROBERT B. PATTERSON ......................................... MISSISSIPPI
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
The attorney for the school, Cecil
Bransetter of Nashville, denied the
REV. JAMES P. DEES ................................. NORTH CAROLINA
charges and counter-claitned that the
President, North Carolina Defenders of States Rights, Inc.
school and its officials were beit~g
FARLEY SMITH ............................................ SOUTH CAROLINA
"harassed, deprived of constitutional
Executive Secretary, Citizens" Councils of South Carolina
liberties becanse it condocts an inRICHARD BURROW, JR .......................................... TENNESSEE
tegrated edt,cationai sTstem."
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
Witnesses for the state described
DR. B. E. MASTERS .............................................................
TEXAS
the school as everything from "’an
President, Citizens’ Councils of Texas
integrated house of ill fame" to a
JAMES R. ORGAIN .....................................................
VIRGINIA
"cesspool of Communism."
Director, Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual
Circuit Judge Chester C. Chattiu
Liberties
ordered the administration bnilding
REV. HENRY J. DAVIS ............................................... VIRGINIA
of the school ~adlocked because of
Member Executive Committee, Citizens’ Councils of Virginia
illegal sales of neer on the premises,
but refnsed to grant the order closing
BUILT A RIGHT HOT FIRE UNDER HIMSELF-the entire school.
W. J. SIMMONS ................................................................
Editor
However, Sloan said that the state
will present new evidence when it
seeks in November to revoke the
charter of the school by a jury trial.
"I want that school closed befnre
the adttlts out there can start training
the youth of our section in sex relaPrince Edward County, Virginia, is showing the nation hoxv(By Mrs. Frances P. Mires, Editor, "The C o u n c i i o r," tinns oot of wedlock and drinking
a determined community can maintain segregation by turning toP u b 1 i c a t i o n of the Association of Citizens’ Councils of habits," Sloan told reporters.
"The practice out there emt’t be
private schools.
Louisiana--Appearing as a Guest Editorial in the Shreveport
stopped unless the court forbids
The county, with a population of 8600 whites and 6500Journal)
people from gathering there, ltave
Negroes has become the first county to close all its public schools
I am a member of a vast and rapidly growing organization-- you ever heard of the heads of
rather than submit to "token" integration.
the Citizens’ Councils--and I’m glad the Communists, the So-Vanderbilt University, the Univerof Tennessee and the UniverDetermined white citizens have set up the Prince Edward
cialists, the NAACP and the liberal eggheads of the United States silt
sity of the South running off into
School Foundation, an organization which has established hate
a my organization!
the woods, kissing and hugging
county-wide private school system for all school-aged white
I hope the Citizens’ Councils will continue to head their women?"
children.
list of "pet hates." So long as they hate us, I am sure we are
¯ Sloan said that the November hearWhile the 21 fully-equipped public school buildings re- on the right track about the things we believe in.
ing was but the first move in a deplan to close Highlander,
main vacant, the Foundation has found sufficient classrooms,
These organizations, and many individuals who hate Citizens’ termined
has been the target of several
teachers, books, and other physical supplies to assure every Councils, usually hate everything else American. The), are dedi- which
state and Federal probes since its~
white child in the county an adequate education.
cated to the destruction of our form of government. They are de-~ fotmding 27 years agn.
The Negro community, on the other hand, has shown a comtermined to ruin us economically, weaken us morally and destroy A special Tennessee legislative complete lack of concern over whether or not their children go to
our racial integrity. They would educate us to ideologies foreign mittee, after a lengthy probe early
year, recommended that Sloan
school, since the white citizens have demonstrated that Negroesto the traditions of our forefathers. They cynically do their dirty this
hring legal action against the school
definitely cannot go to white schools.
work under the banner of "democracy." I am glad they haven’t and take steps to rew~ke its charter.
The NAACP has not offered to help, and has even per-invited me to ioin their arty.
Meanwhile, a member of the comWhile they merely ~ate the Citizens’ Councils, they ridiculemittee has agreed with Sloan that
suaded the Negroes not to ~iccept the help of the Foundation,
"Will never be complete" in
which offered to set up a system of private schools forand despise the Constitution of the United States, competitive justice
case "nntil the institution is comNegroes as well as for white students. The only conclusion enterprise, democratic government--and would destroy them. the
pletely padlocked and its charter reto be drawn is that the NAACP has no real interest in the They despise our independence, our initiative and our freedom voked."
welfare and future of the Negro children. Obviously, the--and would curtail them. They hate our churches and our faith
Representative Harry Lee Senter
NAACP is agitating only for integration, not education.
in God--the foundation of everything that makes life xv0rth of Bristol declared that there was
evidence in the legislative
Most of the schools operated by the Foundation are housed
living--and would subvert them to their own atheistic purposes. ample
committee’s r e p o r t of "immoral
in churches, with the largest, the Prince Edward Academy, meet- They hate racial segregation, for they recognize in it a vast r a c e-mixing, sedition, subversion
ing in the Sunday School rooms of the Farmville Presbyterian
barrier to their program of destruction. To annihilate it, they and numerous other crimes that
Church.
use men of influence in every walk of life and build hate and v i o I a t e the American tradition,
would justify padlocking the
The library has over 7,000 books contributed by persons and suspicion between white and colored citizens. They train and which
institution."
organizations in and out of Virginia and collected by the Rich- send into strategic places in government experts in the field of
"The good people of Grundy
psychological warfare. They infiltrate our churches, and lure County as well as all the decent peornond chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy.
dupes into willfully misinterpreting the g o s p e 1 of Christian ple of Tennessee have a right to exOther classes are held in the local Moose hall and in privately
Brotherhood as a sociological interracial program, acceptance of pect prntection from such sordid acowned buildings, including a movie theater which serves as an
tivity," Senter said.
which is mandatory for salvation.
assembly hall.
noted the recent disclosnre from
They hate the Citizens" Council movement because it repre- theHe
office of Senator James O. EastMore important than these physical facilities are the teache~;s,
sents
another
of
the
unified,
unyielding
forces
at
work
in
America
land (D-Miss.), that the U. S. State
textbooks, and finances.
against them. They hate us because we are actively fighting for Department had sent a group
Th,~ private system has 66 teachers, all fully qualified the preservation of racial integrity and are determined never to teachers from France to visit the

A Good Example

We Like Them To ’Hate’ Us

according to standards set up by the state department of ed-retreat from battle until a complete victory has been won. They "school."
ucation. As for textbooks, Roy Pearson, superintendent of theengage in name-calling in their hate---classing us a bigots, lynchprivate school system, says it "appears as though adequate ers, hoodlums and demagogues.
South Fulton--Parents of Negro
students who tried to enroll in the
books, old and new, are on hand."
Yes, they hate the Citizens’ Councils---and for good came. all-white high school here have apThe Foundation was reported by Louis Dahl, treasurer, to
We are as far apart as the poles in our aims and purposes. But parently decided against pursuin~
have $100,000 on hand, with pledges of over $200,000 more re-the membership of the Councils is made up of God-fearing, their integration attempt. Shortly
ceived from Virginia, and from such places as Massachusetts,freedom-loving Americans who hate no one, however mis- after their appearance at the white*
school, I e a fie t s were distributed
California, Texas and New York.
guided he may be. Our fight is for the good things of lifeDa throughout the city listing the names
Dahl told a news conference that contributions from out of
fight which would be nullified by hate. Our struggle is to of the Negro children. At the botthe state have been coming in from people ~vho think "%ve are
preserve for our children the wondedul faith in God and tom of the circular was this commer~t:
"If the need arises, the names and
fighting their battle."
Country which has been taught us, and which is outlined for
of the instigators, t heir
Some equipment is still lacking. The system is in need of us in unmistakable language in the Constitution of the United addresses
credit sonrces, and the names of emgym equipment, industrial arts and shop equipment, and some
States.
ployers and affili,"tes will be. furscience laboratory equipment, but, as a whole, financing has They hate us. But an aroused band of Christian people will nished."
been no problem to the people, who are willing to pay any price
not be deterred. XVe march together under th$ banner of Faith,
to ~eep their schools segregated.
Hope and Charity--and we’re not afraid of what the ultimate Nashville--W. E. Michael, Sweetwater attorney and aothor of "The
To doubters who say that the sources of finance might outcome will be!
Age of Error--recently addressed the
~drY.
l Uprivate
years,
Pearson’
says
that "Prince
Edward
have
p in future
schools
as long
as public
schools
are required
to be integrated."
If the NAACP thought the people of Prince Edward were
Republicans have set a new "’high
bhdfin~, it knows differently now, as the white children conpriority" goal D the forelng of Netinue tlaeir segregated education while the Negroes roam thegroes into white public places on an
integrated basis.
’
streets.
A report on "Human Bights and
The NAACP won its lawsuit to "integrate" in Prlnce ~Needs"
released Oct. 10 by the ReEdward County. But the Negroes have lost their schools. publican Committee on Program and

Mixing Gets GOP High Priority
Progress listed as one of the major
aims of the party the elimination of
racial segregation in public places.
The rep or t set this as "a high
priority goal, requiring a cooperative
effort by government at all levels."

regular monthly meeting of the
Davidson County Chapter of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional
Government. Theme of his talk was
"Our Constitutional Crisis and Where
Do We Go From Here?" Dr. Clyde
Alley, chairman of the county organization, presided over the business
session which followed Michael’s address.
(See TENNESSEE, p. 4)
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North Has ’Enough’ Negroes
(Continued from p. 1)
"We don’t doubt that Judge LeiPowell has proposed a political
bowitz speaks for large numbers of
fornmla which wonhl "give every
substantial New York eitizeus who
third political job tn a Negro or a
are iustifiably alarmed at the NePuerto Bican.’"
gro and Puerto Rican crime rate in
"’The 1960 census will show that
their city. Unquestionably, the flood
50 per cent of the New York
of ~aigmnts must be stemmed if
County population is either-Negro
New York City is not to be overo~ Puerto Rican," said the Negro
whelmed by lawless and sociallypolitician, "but under our ’go slow’
delinquent elements. But this rcaliprogram we will demand only one
zation on the part pf Judge
out of every three elected and apLeibowitz and other New Yorkers
pointed public officials."
comes too late. It has been New
This type of Negro "gimme’" thinkYorkers who have led the attack
ing was hit sharply hy Alexander F.
on peaceful separation of the races
Jnnes, execntive editor ot the Syra--the only system that will preserve
cuse, N. Y., Herald American:
harmony among peoples with dif"It is a sad thing, and a matter
which is being suppressed in most
¯ ferent standards of behavior. If he
wants to attack the problem honestNorthern cities, but the fact is that
ly he will start a campaign for open,
the best argument for segregation
frank and fair segregation in New
is the crime record in Negro centers
York City."
and the fact that education standSoutherners aren’t alone in their
ards are set hack dangerously where
castigation of the "Civil Rights dothere is integration.
gooders" as the cause of the cnrrent
"’It is also a fact that when the
wave of crime and juvenile delinpresent tyge of Negro and Puerto
quency in the North.
Rican newcomer moves into a city
Mousignor Joseph McCaffey, for
district it quickly becomes a slum
30 years chaplain of the New
and crime figures soar. Furthermore, no citizen has the privilege
York poli.ce department, blames the
"coddlers . He named "1 e n i e n t
of pointing to the color of his skin
j u d g e s, oversympatbetic youth
and the character of his dwelling
board consultants, professional doas an answer to why be murdered
gooders and sob-sisters, male and
innocent children in a playground."
female" as the leading causes of
A special three-page article in the
the crime wavi~.
Oct. 5 issue of U. S. News and World
Columnist Raymond Moley
Report gives a graphic picture of
plained the situation in more detail
existing conditions in New York:
"New York has a so-called Youth
"Today the policemen carry their
Board," said Moley, "which emnight sticks once more, but are not
ploys a large number of social
permitted to use them. A youth
workers. When a recent killing took
who commits a crime is regarded
place, the Board ’threw extra
as "troubled’ and needing the help
cial workers into the area,’ no doubt
of a psychiatrist.
armed with pencils and notebooks.
"A family arriving here without
"’Treaties’ are negotiated by the
money, without a trade, perhaps
so-called authorities with gangs, just
not even speaking English, needs
as if they were Indian tnq~es or
help. So it goes on relief--and
foreign nations. The Youth Board
stays there.
has a large number of young em"The official theory is that people
ployees who join gangs, not to
who get into trouble are ’unfortunate’
’spy’, but to use ’good offices’ with
and that the State shonld help thegn.
the members.
"The housing projects are be"The great influx of Puerto Ricans,
coming as filthy as the old slums,
now numbering 700,000 into New
fast sinking into slums themselves.
York has been encouraged by the two
The new quarters don’t change the
men who repre~nted East Harlem
old habits of the occupants. There
in Congress for many years, Fiorello
is the same garbage and trash on
La Guardia and Vito Mareantonio,
the sidewalks, tossed there by ’air
and both profited by their .solid vote.
mail’ in paper bags from upper
Harlem itself has rec:eived the tender
windows at night. It is the pracministrations of politicians for a long
rice that has gone on in Harlem for
time. While La Guardia was mayor
years, to the continuing frustrathe police were so restricted that they’
tion of the sanitation department."
lived in fear of their lives in that area.
"Governor Rockefeller," continues
The I~olice, who are willing if perthe report, "has urged a long-term
mitted to use force to meet force
pr%,ram calling for the community to
should be free from political and
worg at ’the creation of a moral
welfare restrictions."
climate~hy parental example, love
Despite the facts and figures now
and moral guidance’."
coming to light, parents who try to
The city is grumbling, the report
p’rotect their children from the phyadmits, and calling for more drastic
sical and mental dangers of integraaction.
tion are being severely criticized by
"One demand that is growing is
the press and some religious groups.
for curbs on relief programs that
Commenting on the protest of parare supporting thousands of New
ents in Glendale, a section of New
York families in idleness," says U.
York City into which Negro and
S. News and World Report. "New
Puerto Riean pupils are being transYorkers complain that moneyless
ported by bus daily in an effort to
families are flocking to New York
integrate schools, the New York Herfrom all parts of the country and go
ald Tribune said in an editorial that
on relief the day they get here.
the parents’ behavior was "shameOnce on relief, they never seem to
ful . . . intolerable . . . an ugly
get off."
thing . . . turning an eight, nine or
Another complaint voiced by reten year old child into a tool of
sponsible taxpayers is the giving of l
bigotry."
excessive welfare checks for "aid to i
The American Jewish Congress said
dependent children."
that it was a "sad fact" that segrega"Just recently, the city’s welfaro
tion remained in some schools in New
commissioner said that about 47,500
York.
children born out of wedlock are reIn a report criticizing the Board of
ceiving aid for dependent children.
Education, the AJC said, "In fact,
This is about 38 per cent of all chilthe actual number of s,e, gregated
dren receiving such aid. In addition,
schools has been increasing.
other illegitimate children are being
The report said that the 221 current
cared for in foster homes or instituspecial service elementary and junior
tions or by other welfare programs,"
high schools in New York City conthe ’article added.
stitute a rise of 8 such schools over
A Brooklyn grand jury last February
last year’s figures and a rise of 134
charged that the welfare department
since 1950.
:is encouraging the birth of illegitimate
The AJC also urged the board to
children and contributing directly to
.seek personnel willing and able to
iuvenile delinquency.
implement integration.
The grand iury recommended that
In the midst of the obvious damage
relief clients be permitted only one
that is being done to the city of New
illegitimate child--or lose aid.
York by Negroes, Puerto Ricans and]
their white political friends, Harlem’s[
White families in cities across the
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell is leading] North are solving the problems
a fight to get more Negroes on the
brought about by the black invasion
city government payroll.
by moving out into the suburbs.
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Who Says Sin Doesn’t Pay?--

Subsidized Illegitimacy Is
’Welfare State’ Byproduct

In Philadelphia, for example, new
suburban developments have sprnngl
up, to which white Philadelphians
have been moving at a rate of 11
families a year.
A three-part study of population
Additional facts and figures about’ for old age assistance. Sin does
trends in Philadelphia, begun in
the Federal Government’s snbsidiza- not pay? In the Welfare State it
1955 by an independent citizens’
tionof Negro illegitimacy were
does.
group and supported by the radicali brought to light in the September is"At the present rate and under
ly pro-integration Fund for the Reshe of Farm and Ranch Magazine. In
esent methods, experts figure we’ll
public, concedes that the "Negro
an t~itorial, Editor Tom Anderson
keeping tap one million American
population, in spite of its centuries
.said:
illegimates by 19(g5. Overall, it’s costof residence in America, has at
"’In Washington, the Hershey city
ing American taxpayers $210 million
present some of the characteristics
(60 per cent chocolate and 4(I per
a year to support more than 300,000
of an incompletely assimilated iracent nuts), nearly one out of five chilchildren of illegitimate parents. Total
migrant group. The lower class of
dren born last year was born out of
govermnent aid to dependent children
Negroes have carried forward cerwedlock. According to a recent sur-,
costs, and feeds inflation, to the tune
rain patterns of family life at
vey, 1600 white and 87(R) coloredI
of $1.1 billion a year.
variance with white middle-class
children were born out of wedlock l
"The reason public assistance
customs."
in North Carolina in 1957. The Florhas become a back-breaking, cheatA conference held in Newark, N. J.,
ida Welfare Department has 68,29A3
ing, loafer-producing farce is belast May on the ACTION program for
dependent children on its rolls, 18,701
cause the Federal Government took
the American city was told:
of whom are white and 49,500 Negro.
it over. Under Federal law, no
"In the 14 largest metropolitan
Assistance is paid for the care of
one, not even the County Prosecuareas white population increased by
13,476 ’illegitimate’ Florida children,
tor, is permitted to look at the roll,
only four per cent from 1940 to 50,
of whmn 12,863 are Negroes. (Many
of public assistance grants. If lowhile Negro popolation increased 68½
of our colored brethren are inclined
cal officials and local people w~re
per cent. This trend is continuing."
to be careless about integrating with
responsible for all public welfare
The preliminary report of the Comthe opposite sex without benefit of
and made all records available for
mission of Race and Housing fonnd:
clergy.)
public examination, such s o r d i d
"The Negro population, once pre"In the Welfare State, good
conditions
would end quickly, bedominantly Southern and rural, is
breeding merely means quantity.
cause local people wouldn’t tolerrapidly becoming urban and national.
Mothers with as many as 10 or 12
ate these abuses with ’their’ money.
Negro migration from the South to
children born out of wedlock get
"The answer to the welfare probthe North and West and from farms
as much as $330 a month. ’Human
lem is the same as the answer to the
to cities since the onset of World War
Events’ report~ that one particularly
farn~ prohlem: Get the Federal
Two is measured in millions.
fertile female in California has proeminent oat!"
"The cityward movement of Nepagated a connubial commune (forOeS has coincided with an unprecemerly called a family) of 19 human
nted exodus of whites from larger
events for which she reportedly gets
cities to the suburbs."
$11,000 government money this
In the 46 years since 1910, Philayear. This constantly-expecting litdelphids white population had inter is expected to ’settle’ for more
creased only 37,000. The Negro
than $250,000 from the taxpayers
Rumors fn)m Washington hint that
population had increased ten times
in the next I0 years. By the time
Snpreme Co,rt Justice Felix Frankas rapidly. It stood at 456,855, up
she finds out what’s causing all
furter, one-time lawyer for the
77,000 from 1950. Negroes were
those blessed events, she’ll be ready
NAACP who is credited with ranch
23.3 per cent of the city’s popnla~
of the influence that prevailed in the
tion. They were four times as
1954 integration decision, i~ thinking
numerous in the city as in the
of retiriog.
seven-county suburbs.
A recent study of the Philadelphia
However, uther rumors about h~
area’s social and economic characterprobahh* successor have acted to
istics by the Fels Institdte of Local
connter-balance any rejoicing that
Sontherners may be doing about the
and State Government contained this
The Board of Managers of the
~rediction:
l~ssihility of his retiremeot.
United
Church
Women
of
Mississippi
"The present decade, 1950-60, will
Henry Friendly, a newly-appointed
adopted a resolution Sept. 30, calling
establish a new growth record in
judge in the Federal Circuit Cou~
for continued racial segregation.
Negro population. The average inin New York and a one-time Hazard
The rcsolotion was then presented
crease for the first seven years of the
student aod law clerk of Frankfurter,
to
the
United
Church
Women’s
ordecade has been 16,000 per year and
is his choice to succeed him on the
ganization
in
a
meeting
at
New
York
there does not appear to be a lessenSupreme Court.
City
on
Oct.
13.
ing of this trend.
Following Friendly’s selection for
"By 1960 there will be about 540,(Editor’s Note~At press time,
the Federal bench, there was a back000 Negroes in Philadelphia, reprethe results of the presentation of
stage report in Washington that ~is
senting more than 25 per cent of the
this petition to the national group
was in preparation for elevating him
total city population."
were unknown.)
to the Snpreme Court in place of his
The white exodus from the city
former teacher and strong booster.
The national women’s gronp is
seems likely to continue.
an affiliate of the National Council
One account even claimed Frank~
A Philadelphia firm’s survey of
of Churches, which advocates forcible
furter had definite assurances of this
place of living preference among its
integration.
from the White House.
employees showed that 40 per cent of
those who had moved from the city to
the suburbs stated that they did so
because a Negro had moved into their
city neighborhood.
Almost every week, a Negro family
moves intq a previously all white city
block.
In Chicago, neighborhood segregation is so prevalent that the Federal
Civil Rights Commission is calling
Chicago the "most segregated city in
the nation."
Encouraged by t h e step-softly
The St. Louis Tavern Operators’
forced by law to serve or hire Necourse of action being forced on the
Association is putting np a fight to
groes in your tavern, store, restaucity police departments of the North,
kee~ their bnsinesses from being
rant, beauty s h o n, barber shop,
Negro brutality, which has never been
swallowed by the "civil rights" wave
etc.’? This petition is against this
a great problem in the South, is bethat is now sweeping the North.
move."
ginning to show signs of a new
The Association is passing petitions
The letter remiods the petitioners
awakening.
among its members to be sent to city,
that Ne~4roes had recently succeeded
In Memphis, a Negro was arrested
state and national elected officials.
in electin~ two more Negro aldermen
for the assault and rape of seven
The petition states, "’We, the nnderin St. Louis.
white women. Immediately the City
signed, are opposed to any bill that
"Take time out and see what is
Commission was asked to look into
will take away our freedom of choice
happening; look aroun(] for yourself.
what a Negro civic group described as
and the right not to associate with
What is goiog to }rappen to all of
"police brntality" against Negroes.
anyone we do not want to, nor are we
ns if more people don’t
wake up
The Negro group sent letters to,
in favor of giving others special priviand help us do the job?
Did you
Mayor Edmuna Orgill and Police l
leges."
ever stop to think of h,w
they got
Commissioner Claude Armour deA letter which, accompanies the
twu more colored aldermen? ~aey
I manding that Memphis police show
worked hard ~ together and not
petitio_~n asks~, "Do yo~u w_ant to b~e
the same "courtesy and respect to
criticizinz one another. The job that
I Negroes as to white persons" in makthe color~’d people did and are doing
ing arrests.
wa~ not done ow’rnight. They have
Houston, Texas voters have stopped
been workin~ since 1901 aod are not
STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT cold an integration plot in that city.
doin~ the j~b hy themselves. They’ve
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED
The plot was hatched aronnd the
Rot a lot of smart white peoph~ helpBY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933,
idea of getting 20 per cent of the
AND JULY 2, 1946 (Title 39, United
ing them do it~n,t for eve~’one’s
States Code, Section 233) SHOWING
city’s eligible voters to sign petitions
benefit, hut for selfish Rreed and their
T H E OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,
requesting a special election to vote
own bent’fits.’"
AND CIRCULATION O!:"
on integration of Houston schools.
THE CITIZENS" COUNCIL, published
The integrationists needed 46,091
monthly at Jackson, Mississippi for 1959
signatures on the petitions before’ Black Cats Find
1. ;[’he names and addresses of the publisher, editors, managing editor, and busithe special election could be’ calh:d.
ness managers are: Publisher, none; Editor,
However, they fell far short of the Mixed Cincy Nite
W. J. Simmons. Jackson, Mississippi; Man- mark and could get only’ 5943 signers.
aging editor, none; Business manager, none.

~

~e

Hot Dog!

Church Women Seek
Continued Segregation

St. Louis Businessmen Fight
To Retain Right To Choose
Own Patrons Despite Pressure

Houston Stops Threat

2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its name and address must he
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total
amount of stock. If not o~-ned by a corooration, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. It owned
hy a partnership or other unincorporated
firm. its name and address, as well as that
of each indi~-idual member, must he given.)
THE CITIZENS" COUNCIL, INC., lack.son,
Mississippi. (A non-prufit corporation--no
stock issued).
3. The known hondholderso mortgagees.
and other security holders owning or hold/ng I percent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
(If there are are noue. so state. I None
4. Paragraph~ 2 and 3 include, in ea*es
where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the book.~ of the company
as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,

the name d the person or ~oq~ora~m for

merits in the two paragraphs sh.w the affi-Means Biz Gone
~t’s full ~owl~ge and belief as to the~
cir~mstances and conditions under wh ch~ A Negro rock ’n roll ~rott~ has
st~kholde~ and s~u~’ holders who do,learned first-hand that integration
not ap~ar u~n the b~ks ofan
the company I
as t~ste~s, hold ~t~k and sea,ties in al expensive undertaking.
capacity" other than
that o[ a bona
fideI ~e Platters, described recently as
o~er.
,part of the "black meoace to Amer-

.
ica’s tecn-a~ers", were
5. ~e Averafe
number of copies
each i~e of th~ publi~tion told or distri- I 2 In a Cinciunati hotel where they
but~. through the mail~ or othe~’ise, tot were stavin~ with three white aires
~d suh~fi~ during the 12 months pre......
a.,u ~ne ,Negro girl

arrested Au~.

I n e y were
and abetting
fo~at~n h required fr~ daily, weekly. ~ cnargeo w 1 t h alotng
~iw~y. and ~w~y newspa~
on-~prostitution
"
"
ly "
) Not
""apph~ble "
[
Immediately
their
manager
states,
- ....
I mght clubs and other interests started
Su~d ~fore me this 23 ~y o[] canceling b~kings.
Septem~r 1959
The qua~et has lost $5~,~ wo~
"
Mfl~d B~er
m~tnv etmttci of business since they were cau~t
~M/~ exp’ir%’J"~: ld.~i~ in ~e interracial love ~st by memI~rs of the Cinci~fl vice ~uad..
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Expansion of ’Forum’ Series
Told To Alabama Lawmakers
Alabama lawmakers have seen first
hand how the South’s story is bein~
told to the nation by the "Citizens
Council Forum"
weekly television
and radio series.
A special joint session of the
Alabama Legislature was called
Sept. 25 to view one of the films
in the series, in which Senator
Richard B. Russell (D-Ca.) called
for Southern unity and praised the
Citizens’ Councils for their nationwide information program.
Two top officials of "Citizens’
Council Forum" introduced the film
and presented a brief outline of the
history’ and progress of the series.
The two, W. J. Simmons, president,
and Richard D. Morphew, executive
producer, both of Jackson, Miss., were
invited to the joint session in a resolution passed earlier by both houses.
T h e y explained how "Citizens’
Council Forum" had grown from a
local presentation on a Jackson television station into a syndicated publie-service series produced in Washington and aired by nearly 300
television and radio stations throughout the nation.
"The program is seen each week
by millions of Americans in vlrtually every state," Simmons said.
"This is the South’s only continuing effort to date aimed at penetrating the ’paper curtain’ of Northeru m a s s-communicatious media.
And the effort has been highly
successful."
Simmons pointed ont that "Citizens’ Council Forum" has been scheduled by stations "from Maine to California, and from Alaska to Florida."
"The tremendous volnme of mail
we receive in Jackson," he added,
"is proof that the South can get a
sympathetic heariug in every part of

the United States. It is up to us to
provide the vehicle by which our
story can reach every American."
Morphew explained that programs
in the series are recorded in Washington and released each week to
participating stations. He conducts
the interviews, which feature leading
Senators and Congressmen from both
North and South, and representing
both political parties.
One out of every six of the Senators and Representatives in the
U. S. Congress has appeared on
"’Citizens’ Council Forum" thus f~r,
he pointed out, adding "we are told
that this has had a unifying effect
on the Washington scene."
"The program is completely spontaneous,’ he said, "and that /s one
thing which has won it such a gratifying reception. The guests speak
their minds openly and frankl2’, without trying to follow a script.
The Alabama lawmakers saw a
current program in the series, in
which Senator Rnssell, an acknowledged leader of the South, called for
close cooperation ’among Southern
states to carry the South’s message
to the rest of the nation.
Russell a d d e d that Southern
unity is especially vital during the
crucial days ahead. He praised
"Citizens’ Council Forum" for its
leadership in conducting a nationwide information campaign.
"Citizens’ Council Forum" is .the
television and radio service of the Citizens’ Councils of America, a Southwide group representing Councils and
affiliated organizations in 11 Southern
states. The program is financed entirely through voluntary contributions,
which may be sen t to: ’ Citizens"
Council Forum, 813 Plaza Bldg.,
Jackson, Miss.

Negro Religious Leaders
See Folly Of Mixing
Two Negro religious leaders have
taken an open stand against forced
racial integration.
Dr. Joseph H. Jackson, president
of the National Baptist Convention,
the world’s largest Negro church organization, gave his views in his annual address Sept. 10.
"’No American Negro," Dr. Jackson said, "has the right, under the
laws of our land, to seek to force
himself upon a congregation of
white Christians who do not invite
or welcome his membership among
them."
"The struggle for first-class citizenship is not a struggle for so-called
race mixing," he continued.
"In a democracy like ours, the law
never dictates who shall be your companion, your friend, your associate
and your house guest," Jackson added.
’Whe truth is, under our form
of government it is no legal oftense to practice racial prejudice.
Th ¯ re is no law on the statute
books of the United States of
America that can prohibit one man
from thinking he is better titan another and from feeling he has the
right to discriminate against other

"The struggle for first-class dtizenship does not involve the right to
worship in a church that has a tradition of racial segregation or discrirn)nation. Under the laws of our land
churches may, if they will or wish,
draw the line as to who shall be
members and who shall not be.

Race Riots In W. Va.

NCCJ Seminar
Advises Teens To
Disregard Parents

West Virginia’s integrated high
schools, previously d e. s c r i b e d as
models of progress m desegregation,
have been having race troubles.
In Raleigh County, in the heart
of the Billion Dollar Smokeless Coal
Field area, enrollment of three Neresulted in name-calling inci~gee~ and a hair-pulling struggle between a white girl student and one
of the Negroes. The Negroes went
home and told their parents that they
were "attacked and run off,’~ resulting
in one of the parents ’going to
Charleston" to seek court protection
against white teen-agers who didn’t
want to go to school with Negroes.
The s c h o o I principal, D. D.
Bryson, quickly gave NAACP Neattorney Willard L. Brown of
afleston assurance that the Negroes "would be provided with full
protection" from the white cldldren.
At Mor~tgomery, W. Va., clashes
between Negroes and white students
were reported.
Trouble began to flare up the night
of Sept. 11 following a post-football
game dance in the school gymnasium.
A white eighth grade student reported being beaten by a gang of
Negroes outside the school. It was
later learned that several Negroes
were holding white boys and beating
them outside the gym.
In Charleston, a fight broke out
at a football game when two white
boys were assaulted under the stands
by Negroes. About 200 Negroes and
about haft that many whites left the
stands and started fighting, using
chairs as weapons.

~

fair to seek to force ourselves upon
others."
Bishop Sherman L. Greene, senior
bishop of the A f r i c a n Methodist
Episcopal Church, said that the Negro may be over-emphasizing the issue of integration.
"We must not promote the idea
that Negro institutions are necessarily
inferior," he said.
"Instead," he said, "all our efforts
should be directed towards improvements of our own standards and objectives."
The greatest threat in’ this era,
he said, is that the Negro will produce a generation of children who
have been propagandized to believe
"no institution, school, church or
even business, is worthwhile, unless racially mixed."

A view often expressed by teenagers--that children know more than
their parents--has now been set into
writing by the National Conference
of Christians and Jews.
’‘Teen-al~ers should have the right
to select their own friends," said the
report of the sixth annual you t h
seminar, of the New Orleans chapter
of the NCCJ. "’If parents don’t agree
with. the chofce, they should explain
why, hot should not attempt to forbid the relationship."
Led by a group of grey-haired
"idealists".whose mental development
apparently had not progressed much
further than their teen-aged companions, the corfference also agreed
"Everybody has to mix with people
of different beliefs sooner or later,
so why nor sooner?"
They added, "’Social and economic
positions in life breed prejudice only,
if allowed to do so by the individual.’
Another conclusion of the grouR:
"People of different beliefs shouldn’t
be merely tolerated; they should be
respected, appreciated and admired."
"’Knowledge teaches that differences
are of little importance," the student
philosophers a d d e d, with blissful
ignorance.
Speakers at the seminar included
representatives of the United Church
W o m e n, the Junior Achievement
League and other civic and business
groups.
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Boss Man Derailed As Porters’ Mix Bid Sidetracked--

Union Leaders, Negro Comrades
Forget Integration ’Principles’
While Fighting E ch Other
"’Who the hell appointed you as
ardian of all the Negro union memrs in America?" shouted the head
man of organized labor to the head
Negro of organized labor.
The shouting session was the highlight of the .week-long national AFLCIO convention which ended Sept.
24.
A. Philip l~andolph, Negro president of the sleeping car porters"
union, and a vice-president of the
AFL-CIO, served notice during the
last moments of the convention that
Negroes wou I d press harder and
harder to eliminate discrimination in
the union. He said, in effect, that
Negroes had no right to maintain
their own unions and that they should
be forced to join integrated unions.
This argument was bitterly denounced by AFL-CIO president
George Mcany, who cuttingly inquired of Randolph, "Who the hell
appointed you as guardian of all
the Negro union members in America?"
The AFL-CIO constitution commits it to the abolition of racial segregation, but this marks the first attempt to invoke the clause to force
Negroes to mix with whites.
Meany, backed by most of his top
labor leaders, loudy defeated Randolph’s attempt to get the convention to threaten two all-white unions
with expulsion unless they made good
on pledges to drop their color bars l
within six months.
The two unions are the Brother-I
hood of Locomotive Firemen andI
Enginemen, and the Brotherhood

~

Railroad Trainmen, which have a
total of 200,000 members.
The logic or lack thereof used by
the two union leaders prompted an
editorial in the Birmingham, Ala.,
News:
"’A brisk verbal exchange over
ideological differences that interests
us was that featuring AFL-CIO President George Meany and the boss of
the sleeping car porters’ Negro union,

Tennessee
(Continued from p. 2)
The Nashville Banner says: "The
reason we haven’t been seeing many
Northern newsmen touring the South
lately is that they are too busy covering race riots at home."
Brownsville -- A "Civil Rights"
complaint backfired on the Negro.
complainant Sept. 30 in Haywood
County.
Last month, there was talk about
Negroes not being allowed to vote
in Haywood County. So,me of them.
even said that they were ’not wanted
around the Courthouse."
On Sept. 25, Negro Omar Gamey
was struck with a stick by a retired
white farmer in the county courthouse.
Carney and his Negro lawyer, J. F.
Este~ immediately ran to the, FBI
office, presumably to file a "Civil
Rights" claim.
However, the claim backfired when
the white farmer, George Baggett,
promptly explained that he struck the
Negro only because his own civil
rights were being violated.
Baggett said Carney stepped on his
foot "and just kept going."
"I’d have done the same thing to
anybody else who stepped on my
foot that way, regardless of his color."
Memph~e more step has been
taken toward the complete integration of Memphis. Negro attorneys in
Memphis andShelby County will cast
ballots with white attorneys on judge,
ship recommendations, the MemphisShelby County Bar Association announced Sept. 30.
A spokesman said the bar’s new
ruling will permit the city’s 12 Negro lawyers to have a voice in the
association, w h i c h makes recommendations on attorneys s e e k i n g
judgeships.
Also in Memphis, the Hatch Act
is finally catching up with Negro postal clerk and would-be politician O. Z.
Evers.
The Post Office department informed Evers that it intends to fire
him or otherwise discipline him for
his political activity in the recent
city elections.
Evers announced for the City Commission in the August election, but
he did not qualify because he had
I not been a Memphis resident for five
years.
He resigned as a postal clerk when
Ibe
asresignation.
a candidate, but
laterannounced
withdrew his

Philip Randolph. The argument con’cerned Randolph’s effort to force Ne:green to abandon segregated unions
and integrate with white unions.
"The AFL-CIO president, with an
admirable show of emotion and logic,
in about equal parts, defended the
right of Negroes to have their own
union locals ff they so desire, and he
made his views stick.
"’Opposing Randolph’s contention
that Negroes should be forced to
abandon their union locals, Meany
thundered, during the AFL-CIO national convention, Tm for the democratic rights of Negro members to
maintain a nnion if they want to . . .
I believe that a gronp of members
of a Negro union that want to stay
that ,way have a right to stay that
way.
"Randoiph’s syllogistic logic (Le.
feathers are light, I i g h t comes
from the sun, therefore feathers
. come from the sun) purporting to
prove that voluntary segregation is
as great a danger to America as
Communism has its humorously
ridiculous angles, but, unfortunately, represents an interpretation of
so-called democratic principles that
didn’t originate in labor unions.
Various shades of it can be found
with disquieting frequency in some
U. S. Supreme Court decisions of
recent years.
"’As Meany said, there are many
Negro unions whose members prefer
segregation, who feel that their welfare is enhanced by that arrangement
and, who, very rightly,’ assume that
their voice would be lost in an integrated union dominated by white
men. Under democratic principles
that is their prerogative.
"Forcing them against their will
to abandon their traditional associations is the rankest violation of democracy as we in America understand
.it. The issue is one that, of course,
lies at the heart of strife precipitated
by the U. S. Supreme Court decision
of 1954 and force bills introduced in

Congress under the name of civil
rights.
"Some of the same thinking indulged in by Randolph is revealed
’in Thnrl~o0d Marshall’s recent threat
!to march from Washington, D. C.,
’into Mississippi and try to force on
that state the NAACP’s formula of
democracy -- forced mixing of the
races in all circumstances and conditions. Whether the Mississippi Negro wants it or not is beside the
point, just as it was beside the point
with Randolph as to whether the
AFL Negro wanted forced integration.
"Martin Luther King, in a talk
in Jackson, Mi~s., criticized Mississippi Negroes for their ’apathy’ toward the goals of the NAACP.
Whether the Mississippi Negroes
might prefer their own company,
might enjoy restricting their association to themselves isn’t a matter
of concern to the NAACP. Rev.
King and Marshall think they know
what is best for.Mississippi Negroes
and will force their views on them
if they have to go to court to do it.
"A general application of AFLCIO President Meany’s views on the
democratic rights at the individual
Negro would be a valuable contribntion to our American society at this
time."
At least one Northern columnist
wasn’t surprised.
"The blowup between labor and
the NAACP has been coming on for
months," said Don Oberdoder, writing in the Philadelphia Inquirer.
"The once-warm relationship between organized labor and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People has turned
to ice. The freeze has serious implications in the civil rights camp.
"The union movement has hmg
helped finance the militant Negro
organization, has helped present a
common front on civil rights legislation and has offered supporting briefs
before the Supreme Court in important civil rights cases."

Mississippi Firm Gives Negroes
Chance To Create New Jobs
vide employment for displaced Negro
’farm laborers is being put into effect
by the First Mississippi Corp., a fast~.rowin[g white-o w ned development
firm which has added dozens of new
industries in Mississippi in the past
four years.
The ~lan is for Negroes in the
Evers said he plans to take his
Yazoo ¢Sity area to raise $100,000
case to the U. S. Supreme Court.
which will be used to buy First MisTwo N e g r o attorneys, including
stock. First Mississippi will
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., who was sissippi
then build a plant of some kind to
defeated in the race for City Water
employ 100 Negroes, who will invest
Works Commissioner, are representpart of their wages into a new fund
ing the Negro postal clerk.
which will go to establish a second
factory, and so on.
Reports from white students at
Oakes said $10,000 was raised in
Memphis State University indicate
the first five days after the plan was
that the eight Negroes attending
approved by white and Negro leadschool there are for the most part
ers. The Yazoo County Chamber of
segregated within the institution. The
Commerce is backing the plan.
white student body has isolated them
from any of their regular campus
functions and activities.
In addition, they have separate
seats at athletic events and leave the
campus at noon each day. None of
them room or board at the UniverA unique undertaking in Yazoo
City, Miss., is providing a concrete
example of cooperation between the
races in the South.
A plan originally devised by Negro businessman John Oaken to pro-

Editor Says Noah
Was Early Racist

Unknown to the press and the
general public is the part being played
by the lea d e r s of the Tennessee
Federation for Constitutional Government. The cavalcade of I5 cars bedecked with Confederate flags and
anti-integration slogans which paraded around the campus on opening
day was the only visible protest-but Federation officials contend the
struggle is only beginning and that
their strategy will eventually result
in MSU being returned to the control of the people.
A series of paid newspaper advertisements dealing with the Memphis
State I~roblem has a 1 r e a d y commenceo.

Another quotable comment from
Tom Anderson, editor of Farm &
Ranch:
"’This head-on battle for power between the Federal and state government goes back to Noah. He had to
bring into the Ark ’of every living
thing of all flesh, two of ’every
sort.. ’
"If he had just forced integration
on the boat, we wouldn’t have all
this trouble now. Just think of the
possibilities: A woodpecker housed
with a carrier pigeon might have
produced a pigeon-pecker that not
only would deliver a message across
a continent, but would knock on the
door when it got there."
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Hearings Link Commies To NAACP
Target: Mississippi--

Comrades In Carpetbagging!

Mississippi Probe
May Lead To Laws
Tightening Controls

A Mississippi Legislative inqoiry into Communism linked
the NAACP to the Communist cause this month and provoked
a "damned lie" blast from Delta Editt~r ttodding Carter when he
was also tied in with the investigatinn.
The hearing on Communist activities in Mississippi is posIt seems that the Federal Civil
sibly the fcrerunner of more stringent state laws to be enacted
Rights Commission just can’t learn
when the 1969 session of the state legislature meets in January.
from experience.
Last year, the national race-mixing
Among laws contemplated is ...........
group boasted that a state "advisory"
one which will open member- like~a loyal Mississippian or Souihcommittee was being organized "m
erner."
ship records of the NAACP to
Mississippi. But the Civil Rights ComOthers named by Dr. Matthe~vs
state
authorities.
mission spoke too soon. Mississippians
wert.: a fornwr professor at Mississippi
hy the dozens flatly rejected invitaAlabama currently has such a Southern Colh.ge, Lawrence Raymond
tions to serve as integration "advilaw, which has been upheld by LaVe[h.. n n w ;lt a Pennsylvania
sors"--and no cmnmittee was formed.
s~hool: Chesh,r W. Quimhy, formerly
higher courts and resulted in the of
This fall, it’s tile same old story.
Wood Junior College at Mathiston.
And once again, the CRC boasted
outlaxving of the Alabama NA- Miss.; aml Bishop William Wright.
premahtrely that a Mississippi "adviACP after that organization re- one-time (.hanc~d]or of a N e g r o
spry" board had been formed, and
fused to make public its mem- s~’hool. Camplwll College, iu Jackwonld be Old;rating before the first
son.
bership lists.
of tile year.
Sherman L. Greene Sr., formerly
When this announcement was made
Carter, editor of the Greenville of Camplwll College; Mrs. Winifred
in Washington on Nnv. 12, tile CRC
Delta Democrat Times, was named Ft.ise, furnwrly of Jackson; the late
would not give the names of its Misby Dr. J. B. Matthews of New York
1’. 1t. Easom, director of the Negro
sissippi "advisors."
as one of the "50 int~r"l~cking Divisiou of the State Department of
Apparently, this was because the
officials" of the Southern Regional Education; M. E. Tilly, field
CRC was again whistling in the
Council, the Southern Conference for the Southern Begional Council:
dark. (And they weren’t whistling
Educational Fund and/or the Carl and Anne Braden, field workers
Dixie, eitherlDEd.) Two weeks of
I Southern Conference for lluman h~r the Sonthern Conference Edneaintensive investigation by newsmen
Welfare--all .three of which; Dr. timml Fun(l~ Grady Jenkins, "former
and other interested groups have
Matthews maintained, are "more Commmfist organizer in Mississippi
turned up only one white Missisthan slightly tainted" by Commu- and Tennessee"; and a former presisippian who admitted his willingdent of Alcorn A & M College for
nism.
ness to serve, along with two unNegroes, William H. Bell.
Matthews,
former
research
director
named and reportedly "non-controFollowing Matthews to the stand
for U.S. Senate and House subversive
versial" Negroes.
was Zack Van Landingham, chief ini:westigating
committees,
gave
his
inSince state "advisory" gronps usualformation on subversion in Mississipl;i vestigator for the Mississippi State
ly consist of seven, eight or nine memat a special two-day hearing of the Sovereignty Commission, who testibers, plus as many alternates, the
G e n e r a 1 Legislative Investigating field that members of CommunistCivil Rights Commission has apparCommittee in Jackson Nov. 18 and front organizations have often adently lined up only one-sixth or its
19. The committee is headed by State dressed Mississippi Ne~s in recent
Mississippi integration "advisors,"
Senator H. B. Mayes McGehee of years.
with denials coming from all other
Meadville.
Among those named by Van Landpersons asked by the Commission to
Senator Mc43ehee said the com- ingham were: Ruby Hurley, the Bey.
accept appointments.
mittee’s findings would be reported Martin Lnther King, John Bolt CnlThis is a sharp variance with the
in
full at the jannary session of the ~’rtson, Boy Wilkins, Bishop C. Eu(An
Editorial)
Commission’s Nov. 12 statement,
banks Tucker and Bey. J. M. Lawson,
State Legislature.
which said the Mississippi group was l
Jr.
I.
Carter
disputed
Matthew’s
statealready formed, composed of "promiconcerning him, but admitted
(Editor’s Note: While the hearnent, very busy people, representing l
It seems as though every fall, the Federal Civil Rights Com- ments
that he belonged to one of the three ing was being held, Bishop Tucker,
all shades of thinking, and including mission goes through the motions of trying to secure a Mississippi
organizations mentioned, the. Sonth- of Louisville, Ky., was urging Mismembers of both races." At that time, "advisory group" to aid the Commission in its announced program
ern Regional Council.
sissippi and Tennes~e Negroes in
the CRC reported that the only re"I belong to it openly," Carter re- a Memphis meeting to press for
maining step was routine approval of] of immediate, total and complete integration of the races in
torted, "and believe it a worthwhile
"total integration of public sch~ls"
the Mississippi "advisors" by the full l schools, housing, and other areas of life.
inter-racial organization in these un- at the Mi~issippi and West TenCommission, and that such approval
happy times. In implying that I am
One thing must be said for these bureaucratic meddlers-n~see conference of the African
was merely a matter of fonn.
in any way linked with the Southern
Methodist Ep~copal Zion Church.)
The same statement said a similar they are persistent. We are certain they will learn that the white
Conference Educational Fund and in
"advisory" group was being formed citizens of Mississippi are equally persistent in refusing to do stating
that the Southern Regional Buby Hurley, Snutheastern regional
secreta~ of the NAACP, was named
in S~uth Carolina, where an 8-man business with the evil forces of integration.
Council is Commnnist-tainted, Mat- as a former member of the New York
committee was formed in July, only ~o
thews
is
a
damned
liar!"
disband after meeting determined opYonth Council ~ard of directors,
Last October, when the rots-named Civil Rights Commission
(Editor’s Note ~ Here we en- cited as a Comnnmist Conference hy
position from citizens and the press.
boasted
that
it
had
completed
selection
of
a
Mississippi
"advisory
counter
the
familiar
tactic
of
denyMississippi and South Carolina
the U.S. House Committee on Unins an allegation which was never American Activi~es.
group," the Citizens’ Councils warned the people of Mississippi’
remain as the only two states without such "advisors" to the pro- that "The Carpetbaggers Are ComingI" We repeat that warnin~ ~ ma~de.. ...........
Martin Luther King, Van Landingur. aaattnews nia not testily mat
..
integration Federal agency.
tooay.
testified, was associated with the
Carter was a MEMBER of all three ham
Highlander Folk School in Tennessee,
The "advisory" groups are set up
organizations. He DID identify
We
stated
then--and
we
repeat
now--that
any
scalawag
to keep the CRC posted on local conan inter-racial and "Communist trainCarter as one of the "fifty indiditions affecting race relations, pointSoutherner who fronts for our mortal enemies will face the
ing sch~l’. (See "Tennessee Bepo~"
vidnals
who
were
on
the
Board
of
Ing out the weak spots. The state
in this issue--Ed.)
well-deserved distaste, contempt and ostracism that any proud
Directors
at
one
time
or
another
of
"advisors" have no power other than
Wilkins, ex~utive ~c~tary
the Southern Regional Council and
people
would
feel
for
a
traitor,
to sobmit written recommendations to
the NAACP, was named as a paralso
held
official
rank
in
the
Souththe CRC, and the Federal agency is
It is our firm belief that NO decent or responsible citizen
ticipant in the American ~ague
ern Conference for Human Welfare
nnder no obligation to accept snch in the South will be so stupid as to allow himself to be used for
for Peace and Democracy, the Conand/or
the
Southern
Conference
recommendations.
ference for Pan-American ~m~Educational F u n d." The key
the
betrayal
of
his
own
peoi~le.
"Advisory
groups"
in
Tennessee
Dnring the first attempt to secure
racy and the Noah American ~nphrase here is "official rank."
Mississippi "advisors"~in the fall of and other Southern states resigned as soon as they learned what Of the interconnections between
ference to Aid S~sh ~c~r~y
1958~a CRC "nndercover" agent was expected of them. Mississippi can profit from this experience.
--all of which Van Landingham
SRC, SCHW and SCEF, Dr. Mattraversed the state seeking names for
named as Communist-domi~ted.
thews remarked, "That is quite a
Why should dedicated Southerners serve as "advisors" to our
his list. Under constant surveillance,
good measure of interlocking."
Van Landingham is a foyer
the agent was nnsnccessful in his task. mortal enemies? What sort of advice does the Civil Rights ComCarter was also identified in agent with 27 years’ experience.
In desperation, he sought anyone who mission want, other than recommendations for accomplishing the Matthews’ testimony as "a sponsor
Matthews, when asked by memwas willing to serve, regardless of maximum amount of race-mixing in the minimum amotlnt of time? of the first Southwide Conference
~rs
of the ~mmittee, said his volumindividual prominence. He found no
on Discrimination in Higher Edu- inous reco~s indicated "’a ve~ high
one.
These people cannot be bargained with. It would be a waste
cation which was convened in At- degree of ~mmunist-front infiltralanta on April S, 1950, under the tion into the leadership of the NAThe agent, George Harris, then of time to attempt to reason with them. They will not listen to
frantically telephoned dozens of Mis- sound advice. All they seek is "compromise"--which, by their
auspices of the Southern ConferACP."
sissippians. Again, he was totally un’enee Educational Fund."
know of no other organi~on
definition,
is
OUR
agreement
to
THEIR
terms.
This
we
will
successful. Finally, when the eat-andWhether helping sponsor a pro- in "I
~e U~ted States that has ~en
mouse game had been played to its never do.
integration SCEF conference means
heavily infiltrated," he told the comthat Carter is "in any way linked
conclusion, newsmen knocked on HarIs there any white person in Mississippi who will take
mittee.
with SCEI~’ is the question to be
ris’ hotel-room door in Jackson.
(Editor’s Not~It is sig~fieant
a
public
stand
f.r
school
integration,
mixed
residential
neighdetermined.)
The dismayed "nndercover" agent
Carter’s profane denunciation of that the Southern Co.~feren~ Edupromptly fled the city on "the next
borhoods, and wholesale Negro voting? If so, let him come
ais accuser failed to impress most ~tional F~d--mostly Ne~
plane out of town," as he told the
forward, as a fit companion of the inter-racial rabble with Mississippians.
in a meet~g at Memphis follow~g
Several editors pointdesk clerk. So quickly did he leave whom he will assuredly be associated on any "advisory group." ed out
that Carter’s loyalty was not ¯ e Mississippi ~neral ~gislafive
Jackson that he was wearing sports
Inve~igat~g ~mmi~ee hea~n~
clothes. His only suit was still at the
The last time the Civil Rights Commission tried to find at issue
during the hearings; he was
simply identified as one of many per- rode a lot of notse over the subcleaners.
enough disloyal or unthinking Mississippians to serve on such sons who have stmported groups with versive pro~, ~dicating ~at the
Perhaps recalling his epic cloak- an "advisory. group," a Commission field agent traveled far and questionable loyalties and motives. ~ ~mmittee had step~d on ~me
and-dagger work last year, Harris xvide throughout the state, unddr our constant surveillance. When Writinz in the Meridian, Miss.. tender and probably guil~ toes.
concluded this fall that discretion
At the same time, the Miss~sippi
was the better part of valor. He he was finally confronted by newsmen in his Jackson hotel room, star, editor James B. Skewes put it
Ame~can ~gion gave its full enconducted most of this year’s cam- he left town so quickly that his only suit was left behind at the this way:
"Even though Hodding Carter is dowment to the heafin~ at a
paign for "advisors" from the safety cleaners. We trust the Commission’s current carpetbag agents
a loyal American. he is not~r, at V~burg m~fing and offend the
(See CRC, P. 2)
(Contim~’~d on Page 2)
least, he certainly does not write
state any help needed.)
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Editor

The Carpetbaggers Are
Coming-Again!
(Continued from Page 1)
will take the hint. If they wish to e0ioy the "benefits" of integration, let them arm themselves for battle and iourney through the
streets of New ’York or Washington.
There is no place for them or their kind in Mississippi. That
is why the Civil Rights Commission’s annual effort will again end
irt failure.
II.
The mcst graphic way Mississippi can show the rest of the
country how we feel about the Federal Civil Rights Commission
is to have absolutely nothing to do with this evil Commission.
Let there be no mistake about it: we are engaged in an
all-out war to maintain our segregated way of life. Our enemies will stop at nothing. The Commission is stacked completely against the South. All it wants is the complete and
total integration of the races in every state, including Mississippi.
It should be clear to everyone by now that the Federal Civil
Rights Commission does not want "advisors" to recommend ways
¯ to continue peaceful racial relationships in Mississippi. The Commission does want a group of integration experts to operate behind a smoke-screen of subterfuge and evasion while seeking to
undermine ottr segregated social system.
Mississippi has absolutely no intention of yielding to the
threats of the race-mixers. Our steadfast determination to mainlain complete segregation should be plainly exhibited for ~all to
see.
Our deterflaination to hold the line on segregation is winning
us the respect and admiration of millions of Americans in other
parts of the nation. Any hesitation, any deviation on our part
will cause our friends elsewhere in the country to abandon hope.
Let us show America that we intend to continue the fight.
Let us maintain that unity which has enabled us to defeat th~
forces of integration again and again during the past five years.
Let us not al~w divisive elements to drive a wedge
among us~o turn Mississippians against Misstssippians. Let
us reassert our firm belief that there is no place for ene~ny
agents in our midst. Let us DEFY the Federal Civil Rights
Commission in its efforts to employ Mississippians as collaborators, to spy and report on their fellow citizens. Let
there be no Quislings in our midst, working for the destruction of our segregated social system while turning friend
against friend, neighbor against neighbor.
Let onr people unite behind the leadership of responsible
officials and organizations. Let us not xveaken onr position bv
shackling onr state to a motley "advisory gq’oup" of Mississippi
integration experts serving as front-men for the Federal Civil
Rights Commission.
Hearings just concluded by the Gfneral Legish~tive Investigating Committee in Jackson show clearly that the Commnnists
are behind this agitation for integration. They seek to ~veaken
America by weakening the moral fiber of the American lbeople.
Surely, no sane adult Mississippian would knowingly give aid
and comfort to the Communist ,cause; yet, serving on any socalled "’Civil Rights advisory group" ~vould do iust that.
With a united and determined people, our cause ~vill prevail;
and Mississippi will continue as the national symbol of successful
segr,,gation.
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The ’Brotherly,Love’ Brigade
;
’ Tennessee
"-’;~’Z~ [,

By Richard Burrow, Jr.

] Ahamont--A circuit cuurt jury has
ruled here that the leftist-oriented
Highlander Folk School has bee n
operated for the ~onal gain of
racial integrationist
Myles Hortoo,
who rims the scluml.
The verdict calne as a ronnd one
vk, tory [or the Stak" o[ Tennessee iu
: its attempt to revoke the eha~er of
~ the infamons institution at Monteagle.
~ Judge Chester C. Chattin rese~’ed
~any fu~hcr ruling in the case, Imwlever, Living defense attorney Cecil
~ Branstitter of Nashville 30 days to
:file a brief on legal ~ints of the
. lawsnit.
~ District Attorney General A. F.
S’,oau will have 10 days after that to
,fih’ an answer to Branstitter’s bfiet.
[ Prior to these pr~.eedings, the dis~trict atorney had gone t~.fore the
iGrundy Conn,’ grand ju~ and obI tained criminal indictments against
10w Negro edncational di~ctor and
I three white "out-of-state work campers", all of whom were a~ested during a raid at Highlander in Jnly.
Arrested were: Septima P. Clark,
61-year-old Negro woman charged
with possessing whiskey in "d~"
Gn~ndy County and who is no~v fr~
on $500 hail; Brent Eugene Barksdale, 22, Los Angeles typist; Cuy
Hughes Carawan, Jr., 32, Los Angeles
fnlk singer: and Pe~ McKay Slurgess, 35, la lihrarian at Sheltou Islaod
Heights, N.Y.~all charged with public drunkeoess, resisting arrest and interfering with an officer. The last
three are free nnder $250 bonds.
One of the major issues to 1~, covered in the attorney general’s briefs
is the wdidity of the state’s segregation statutes. The prosecotor said
Highhmder is a priw~te iustitution
operating by virtne of a "contract"
between the state and ltorton.
(Continued from Page 1)
"Eve~ law on the books is a part’
of his Washington office, blanketcepted appointments, while others reof that contract and mnst be respecting the state with letters soliciting
ported in relieved tones that they had
ed," he declared. "’I don’t believe the
decided against accepting.
U.6. Snpreme Court or the State Sum.emb,,ership on the integrated "advtsory group.
preme Court has ever stated that a
Meantime, in Washington, the Comprivate schm,I can be integrated and
Harris enclosed with his letters
mission itself was busy planning its
remain within the Tennes~e law."
copies of the CRC’s annual report,
expansion in the grand bureaucratic
which he presumably did not expect
nlanner.
Nashville ~ At Vanderbih Univerprospective appointees to take the
sity, strong stqdent npposition has
The CRC’s first report dealt with
time to read¯ While the report bristles
develo~d to the recent action of the
education, voting and housing. And
with recommendations for forcible
Student Senate in voting, 16 to 6, to
employees are now studying ways
school integration, Federal voter reg, renew mem~rship in the leftistof eliminating segregated housing,
istration, integration of residential
oriented United States National S~while probing so-called "discriminaareas and other race-mixing snggesdent Association. ~e ac~on was
tion"-in employment and the adtions, Harris’ letter blithely explained
taken after a hot de~te dndng which
ministration of justice, including
to Mississippians that they "would
opponents of renewal charged, acjury selection.
cording to the Vanderbilt H~tler, that
n.ot b,e. asked to compromise their
In Alabama, Governor John Patterthe Association advocates rapid ~nviews.
son reported that Federal Civil Rights
tegration of the races in higher educaWhile stating that the "advisors"
Commission agents are again investition and demands that teachers and
would "not be asked to compromise
gating Negro voting complaints. Patstudents have access to Commu~st
their views," Harri~ failed to exterson saidan FBI agent told him of
litera~re and to Communist s~akers.
plain how anyone believing in segthe new probe.
In a series of s~ong editorials
regation could cooperate with and
The Governor commented:
Chuck
Nord, editor of the Vanderbilt
supply information to a strongly
"These agents have no right to be
Hustler, cri~ci~d the action of
pro-integration Civil Right~ Comdown here meddling in our domesstndent senators. "On the basis of
mission without c~mpromising his
tic affairs. They will get no help or
a carefoi checking of the USNSA’s
views.
assistance from me whatsoever. We
backgronnd
and its s~tement of ~urCitizens’ Council leaders, who from
will fight them at every turn and
~s," the Hmtler editor said, ’the
the creation of the Civil Rights Comthey will find it will ~be uphill and
H~tl¢r must at this ~int declare
mission have urged Southerners to
hard going all the way."
i~elf ~lidly agaimt Vanderbih’s coushon the Federal agency, added new
Speculation in Selma, Ala., is that
finued mem~rship in the organizaemphasis to their views.
Federal agents may seek a court order
tion. ~e ties with ~mmunism~
"’No decent Missi~sippian should
barring Dallas County election offihowever faint these may ~em to be
allow himself to be misled into this
cials from resigning. Already, a Fed~and tbe s t a n d on integration~
attempt to dignify the Civil Rights
which £s o~nly declared~are ~th
eral iudge has said he doesn’t feel
Commission," said Robert B. Patterthat ’registrars are free to resign at
too much for Vanderbilt students in
son of Greenwood, executive secrewill."
general to underwrite, first as Ameritary of the Mississippi Association
(Editor’s Note -- Obviously, the
cans, and second as S~ulhemers."
of Citizens’ Councils.
learned judge is unfamiliar with the
Protest from the student ~dy t~k
Patterson referred to the CRC as
terms of the 13th Amendment---or
the fo~ of a petition, signed hy 537
"a nefarious organization which dedoes this apply only to blacks nowastodents, asking for a referendum
serves the contempt of all patriotic
days?)
the question of renewal of mereStAmericans."
ship in the USNSA. The Student
A MisSissippi judge has branded all
W. J. Simmons 0f Jackson, editor of
Senate declined to take innnediate acCivil Rights laws unconstitutional.
The Citizens’ Council, official publition on the petition and during its
Circuit Judge M. M. Md3owah of
cation of the Southwide Council movedebate on the petition excluded repJackson warned in a statement that
ment, put it this way:
resentatives of the press, including the
the South should not compromise on
Hustler staff, from its meeting.
"Any scalawag Southerner who
fundamental principles.
fronts for our mortal enemies will
The Congressional Record of July
Judge McGowan’s statement:
14, 1958, ca~tes a statement by J. B.
face the well-deserved distaste, con"All so-called Civil Rights laws are
tempt and ostracism that any proud
Matthews which reaches the following
unconstitutional and repugnant to the
people would feel for a traitor."
conlusions regarding t h e USNSA:
fundamental principles npon which
"That the ~,licies and program o[
A week later, after Harris’ false
our Republic was fonnded and has
USNSA embntce the im~,~ant lines
claims were publicized, Simmons sakh
grown so great.
of the ’Commnnist Party insofar as
"l_x.t there be no mistake about it:
we are engaged in an all-out war to
the~ h,och o~n qoestions inw~lved
"Under the English and American
maintain our segregated way of life.
in student lihr and activit~ on the
inrispn*dence and law of prol~rty and
canlpu~.s (If American colarges aod
Ot,r enemies will stop at nothing. The
individual freedom, every Wrong th’tt
Commission is s t a c k e d completely
I nniversitics; aod that tl,~ adult leadone person dot.s to another, other
ers, speakers, and advisers of the
against the South. All it wants is the
than crimes and contractural breaches.
USNSA represeot a high degree of
complete and total integration of the
is classed as some form of trespass.
leftwing aod pro-Communist iufiltraraces in every state, including MisIt is the fnnction of the government
lion of the orgaoization." Nlatthews’
s~sstppL
to legislate as to what constitntes a
~statement was read into the ~n~estrespass and provide coort facilities
(Editor’s Note--For more comsional Record hy Congressman John
where individuals may litigate with
ment on this subject, see the front
Bell ~illiams nf Mississippi.
one another as to their rights.
page editorial in this issue.)
The only white Missi~sippian
"The very thought of the governrejected in toto uocqoiw~cally and
accept appointment as an integration
ment taking up the cudgel in behalf
without any trace of comp~noisc.
"advisor-to the CRC. Rev. Morray
of one individual against another
"We are perilling our~lves to
Cox, 60-year-old Gulf port, Miss.,
even in the case "of a recognized
~ constantly driveu into one concivil wrong is both abhorrent and
send-retired Methodist minister, com[~d ~treat after another by the
mented. "’I feel that segregation hy
dangerous. If the government con~cky ~nspirato~ who are seeking
law is not right."
tinues to use the policeman’s club
to de,my our fundamental f~eAnother proslx-ctive appointee, re- to force people to Share their so¢iedoms. Compromise is their chief
ty
a~
pm~
~th
other,
it
will
tired Admiral R P Brist~ of Li~.~v, i
weapon. ~ey do not exact a clear
le~d ~o a ~volu~iona~. pro~ss
only ,.t,.ntly moved to M~sissippi. He [
cut. victo¢--just one compmmi~
wne~b)
our
ve~
to~
ol
gove~
t( fld the CRC ~.’d ha e vto check int o
.’
after another. The ~lid
~ent
wdl.~
c~anged,
~nd
our
freethe matter mo~ folly. Brist~ is listed]
live ~ople nf the South are the
~
~aps
louver
Io~.
by the CRC as having ac~.pted the
only hope of the nation right now.
ap~intment conditionally.
’~he entire Civil Rights concept
We should reiect all civil rights and
eve~ s~thlng compmmi~ they of~ve~l o~er Mi~i&~ppia~ era- has its o~gin in ~ialist and even]
phafic~lly deni~] that t~y had ae-~ c~mmunist (h~’~n~.s It should ~,.
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Vermont Lynching Is StillNationwide Poll Shows Most
Methodists Oppose Mixing
Unpunished 1. Years

A prominent theologian conducted Theology, conducted a nationwide
a poll, and learned what we’ve known scientific survey of 7,000 Methodists.
all along--that most Americans don’t
Reporting to the annual National
want to integrate[
Methodist Conference on Christian
Dr. Walter G. Muelder, dean of
Education in Cincinnati Nov. 6, Dr.
the Boston University College of
Mnelder gave these resnlts of his sur’
vey:
---only 18.9 I~r cent of those
polled believe that all racial
discrimination a n d enfor~
segregation should be abolMissouri’s Sonthern Baptists have
ished.
become Southern in name only.
--22.8
per cent state firmly that
The Missouri Baptist Convention,
racial segregation is desirable
composed of the 1,764 Southern
"to preserve social purity."
Baptist churches in the state, met
in Kansas City in late October and
¯ --the remaining 52.3 per cent
approved a report urging churches
want equal opportunities for
to use their community positions
all races, but were unwilling
to push for integration.
to advocate integration. This
group cautioned that e v ¯ n
Churches shonld "take a leadin~
role in extending to onr Negro citizens
non-social changes in present
the rights and social respect wlfich
patterns of living should be
they are entitled as free Americans
brought about gradually, and
to have," the Convention-approved
only where needed to imure
report said.
equality of opportunity.
The report called for more active
It
is
believed
this is the first such
leadership from chnrch gronps in "a
scientific sampling of church memfield of endeavor which has been
bers’ opinions on segregation ever
largely dominated by secnlar leadernndertaken on a natiouwide basis.
ship."
(Editor’s Note---This is roughly
(Editor’s Note ~ Strangely
akin to a political convention urging
enough, uews stories ou the Cinits precinct leaders to take over the
cinnati meeting didn’t mention the
churches "’because the field has
reaction this survey caused among
been largely dominated by clerical
those nresent. Possibly this is beleadership." E a c h suggestion is
cause the delegates were all stunned
equally worthy of success.)
into silence. Or ~erhaps the
More than 1,000 messengers apreporters got knocked down when
proved the race relations report withthe learned assembly launched a
out opposition, thns removing Mismass stampede awa.v from reality
sionri from the "Southern" camp in
and back into their integrated ivory
principle as well as in geography.
towers.)

Vermont anthorities are emitting The N o r t h e r n press remained I Even the Vermont press took up
pained protests after Southern news-lstrangely silent. No demands were the cry for an FBI probe. And Govmen nncovered an anparent "lynching I heard for the tytSe of "firing-squad t ernor Stafford was quoted as saying
--Yankee style" in t~a~. Northern state, [justice" so often expected of the lhe had written U. S. Attorney Louis i
and noted that the crime had gone lSouth. No columnists suggested that[G. Whitcomb to request an FBI innnpnnishcd for nearly two years,
the two accused men shonld be stood lvestigation.
The victim of Vermont "’jnstice"
against a wall and shot at sunrise the[ Several interesting aspects of the
~vas Orville A. Gibson, a 47-year-old
following day. In fact no one said~ case were noted by the Memphis
Newbnry, Vt., dairy farmer. Gibson
anything.
Commercial A p p e a I’s Washington
administered a beating to his elderly
That is, no one except editor James
columist, Morris Cunningham, who
hired hand, becanse the man had
Ward of the Jackson, Miss. Daily
wrote:
spilled two cans of milk. That was
News. Ward wrote a front-page edi"There are a number of intereston Christmas Day, 1957~nearly two
torial on Oct. 16, entitled "A Real
ing similarities, and an equal numyear~ ago.
Dignified Lynching."
ber of differences, in the Mack
A week laIer, on New Year’s
The editorial pointed out that the
Charles Parker case and the Orville
Eve, 1957, G i b s o n disap~d.
crime occnrred nearly two years ago,
A. Gibson case.
*
Evide~e indicates he w~ ~i~ in
"’but those fast-moving, swift-think"As for the differences, Parker was
h~ barn in the early-morning
ing, finger-pointing Yankee editors
a Negro. Gibson was a white man.
dar~ess and dragged outside.
hid the body all this time. They
"Parker was the target of comHis ice-p~e~ed ~dy, ~und into
~vere too bnsy writing about Southmunity hostility because of the bea jackknifed ~sition with one
ern injustice and the divine law of
lief-supported by evidence--that he
piece of rope at the" wrists ~nd
the land."
had raped a 24-year-old pregnant
a~les, w~ recovered from the
"Why was this lynching so nice,
white woman in the presence of her
Conn~ticut River near Bradford,
quiet and smooth?" Ward asked.
small child. He was being held in
Vt., on March 26, 1958.
"You would think Orville A. Gibson
jail, due to go on trial two days later,
Two Newbn~ men, Rol~rt O.
didn’t beg for his life. You would
when a group of men took him from
XVelch, 46, and Frank W. Ca~enter,
think, from news a e co u n t s, he
the jail the night of April 25, 1959.
44, were arraign~ Nov. 5, 1958, on
di&~’t even bleed."
charges of kidnaping and man"Gibson, according to the Vermont
Yet, Ward noted, if the same
shmghtcr. Two weeks later, a grand
state attorney general, was the target
incident had occurred in Missisjury indicted ~th men on the addisip#, with the victim a Negro rapof community hostility because of the
tional charge of nmrder.
beating he had given his 59-year-old
ist, "there would be screams,
Vermon~ newspapers referred to
hired hand. He was dragged from
shouts, tears, moaning, plate-passGibson’s death as a "vigilante slaying church revivals over a dead
his barn.
ing" or a "community killing," while
body. There would be world
"Parker is believed to have been
rescuing the propaganda-word
prayer meetings, public statements
kidnaped and lynched by a mob.
"lynching" for use in Southern stories.
issued, sainthood sought for the daGibson is believed to have been
And when the two accnsed men
ceased. Television cameras would
seized and killed by vigilantes. If
stood trial last month, the jndge dibe grinding. The South would be
the facts are true in both eases,
rected that Welch ~ acquitted of
deplored. Tears would mix with
’the only difference is semantics.
the murder charge. The state then
ink in editorials throughout the
A murder committed by vigilantes
dropped the murder charge against
world."
is no less illegal than a murder
Carpenter. The kidnaping and man(Editor’s Note--The entire edicommitted by a mob."
Dallas Columnist Asks-the
~laughter charges remained on
torial is reprinted elsewhere in this
Cunningham reviewed the extenbooks.
issue. Be sure to read it.)
sive FBI prnbe of the Parker case,
15
UPI repoded that the ~t.
Wire s-rvices reported Ward’s ediand said more than 60 FBI agents
acquittal of Welch "appeared
tn torial. UPI said that "before and
converged on the Poplarville area
have ~tisfied eveyone, including
dnring the trial, state nfficials apspeedily. "while the evidence was
the prosecuting a~o~ey."
,)eared to avoid using the term ’lynchfresh."
Ve~ont atto~ey general Fredeing.’ The Gibson case was called still
"The reqnest for FBI assistance
rick M. Reed, who personally
at various times a "community killhas come ~nore slowly in the Vermont
prosecuted the ¢~e, said "the state
ing" or ’vigilante jostice.’ "
(Editor’s Note ~ A group of
ly love by bayonet-at-your-throat
cBse,’" Cunninghan~ adds. "So far,
1 Southern editors responded enis not in any way dissatisfied with
churchmen recently held a conferare in full force and effect. But the
not
a
single
FBI
agent
has
inveswhat wm decided here today."
thnsiastically. And even the Vermont
segregated black churches are
ence at Southern Methodist Unitigated the Gibson case.
And Ve~ont Govemur Robe~
I press grndgingly admitted that it had
still black and the segregated white
versity in Dallas, at which they
"The Justice Department dlreeted
T. StMford said the verdict "was
heen canght red-handed.
churches are still white.
advocated
immediate
and
total
inthe
FBI
into
the
Parker
case
under
~robably the ri¢ht thing." The ofA coh~mnist for the Burlington,
tegration of the races. The meeting
Maybeyou can see why a cara clause in the Federal anti-kidficial~ noted Gibson’s % i o 1 e n t
VI., Sunday News, Fred Richmond,
prompted the following comment
petbagger from New York or Michigan
naping law which presumes that
temper" and "’anti-~ial behavior"
called attention to the editorial anti
from Lynn Landrum of the Dallas
can rejoice in rannning Recolxstrucafter a prescribed period an abwith townsfolk.
admitted that Gibson’s death was "a
tion II down rebel gnllets. But when
Morning News.)
ducted person may have been taken
lynching pure and simple."
the carpetbagger hires hinl a lawyer
As leading elder of the Episcoacross a state line.
Richmond a~reed that "if it had
bapterian Church, Unigctiona/ Syand calls in the tank corps in the
"There would have been
ADL Praises Southern
happened in the Deep South to a
name of the Lord, the leading elder
nod, Reformed Branch, the Colgrounds, it would appear, for the
Negro, there is no doubt in my
nmntator has trouble. His problem
has his doubts.
same presumption in the G~son
Press Stand For Mixing
mind that many residents of NewPerhaps the Lord does send caris with religionists who believe that
case."
bury would point a finger of shame
petbaggers to pnnish us for violation
religion and liberty are incompatible.
Yet, it is to be remembered, FedThe general counsel of the Antiat the South."
Out at SMU there has been going
of a system of ~egregation set tip by
Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
eral anthorities did not enter the
Attorney general Reed said "a defion an odd sort of snmmit meeting of
the Divine decree. Slavers violated
Vermont case. Law-abiding citizens
has praised the Southern press for
nite animosity developed t o w a r d
the decree and forgot that GOd set
in all parts of the nation are curious
religionists who want to force somedoing a "magnificent iob" in fighting
Orville Gibson, with some ’kind of
about the seeming double standard
body else to do something at which
"the bounds of their habitation" for
segregation.
vigilante action against him."
the Negroes in Africa. Our forefathers
his inmost soul revolts.
of "justice" now in vogue in the
Arnold Forster, the ADL’s chief
Two weeks after Welch’s acquittal,
bought these Negro slaves and we
Washington headquarters of the JnsNow, in Little Rock, righteouslawyer, said in Cleveland, Ohio, that
Reed asked the Vermont state police
ness by court decree and brotherjustly snffer, perhaps, in the fourth
tice Department.
the pro-integration Jewish organizato review the entire case and search
and fifth generation.
tion surveyed Southern newspapers.
for new clues. At the same time
Bnt to get back to the SMU camHe reported that the ADL fmmd the
Governor Stafford annonnccd that he
pt|s, is it the bnsiness of a racially
Southern press had done a "magnifihad asked FBI agents to aid in the
segregated chnrch to demand decent iob in battling against segregainvestigation.
segregation of schools by force---as
tion."
The governor acted the day after
a matter of Christian conscience?
"We snrveyed several h u n d r e d
(From
the
Jackson,
Miss.,
Daily
News)
eight Orange County, Vt., residents
Yet scores of ministers of such a
newspapers in the South," Forster
submitted a special petition to him
segregated denomination here in DalUped byin aVerm°nt’vigilante agang.47-year-old dairy farmer, Orville A. Gibson, was
said, "even in the deepest South."
lynch
asking a thorough state investigalas signed a manifesto endorsing legal"We found this to be a great exThis happened Dec. 31, 1957--nearly two years ago~but those
tion. The citizens said that if the
ly enforced desegregation of tax-supample of t~he press fighting for law
fast-moving
swift-thinking,
finger-pointing
Pulitzer
prize-wlnning
Yankee
state failed to act, they would ask
orted schools. The Cohnnntator wonand order.
editors
hid
the
body
all
this
time.
They
were
too
busy
writing
about
the 12. S. Senate to investigate
ered at that.
Southern
injustice
and
bigotry
and
the
divine
law
of
the
land.
(Editor’s Not~The. objectivity
Vermont instice.
Is it not time to take censns and
of the ADL "survey’ might be open
Finally
it
oozed
to
the
country
that
Robert
O.
(Ozzie)
Welch,
46,
a
And the FBI asked the Justice Defind out how many Dallas Negroes
to question, considering the group’s
Newbury
school
janitor,
and
Frank
W.
Carpenter,
44,
of
West
Newbury,
partment to decide whether it could
want mixed schools, how many Dallas
were charged with dragging Gibson from his barn, beating him, binding him
announced policy of securing total
enter the case on grounds that Gibwhites want mixed schools and how
and
tossing
his
warm
body
into
the
Connecticut
river.
mixing of the races.
"on’s abductors crossed a state line
many citizens of both races want
This week trial was held.
Incidentally, as this publication
before throwing him into the river.
separate schools?
Verdict: Welch won acquittal on a .directed verdict without any defense
predicted last month, the MississipAuthorities b e I i e v e Gibson was
In all this talk about democracy,
witness called. The indictment against Carpenter was nolle prossed by the
pi State Board of Education--com~hrown into the river while still alive
most of the talkers want a court
state attorney general.
posed of the state superintendent of
from a bridge connecting Newbury
writ or Army tank, instead of a
How much news attention did this dramatic piece of human behavior
education, the attorney general, and
Vt., with Haverhill, N. H. If so.
democratic show of hands in an
receive? Very little.
the secretary of state---made perthe kidnapers crossed a state line
honest attemnt to give everybody
Did the lynching scorekeepers at Tuskegee Institute record this
manent the ban against an ADL
svith
their
victim,
since
the
river
what he really wants for his own
death?
Nary
a
squeak.
propaganda film, "The High Wall.~
is part of ,New Hampshire.
children.
Did the FBI get summoned into Chelsea? Not a word about that.
The film had been circulating in
(Editors Note -- No word yet
And in all this talk abont who
Did the nation’s press weep tears over the reign of terror in
the state’s audio-visual library, and
from U. S. Attorney General
shall barge in :rod denmr,d his rights
Vermont? We haven’t seen a single editorial on the subject.
was shown to numerous s c h o o !
Rogers, who’s probably trying to
i in the lhmse of the Lord, most of
Did the social reformers and "uplift" societies swing into action and
groups before a protest was filed.
determine if a few FBI agents can
~thc talkers are more concerned a~ut
demand ~stice? That front is quiet as a dai~ barn ~u~.
U~on receipt
of
the
complaint,
"The
be
spared
from
Southern
duty
tu
forcing somtbody else to knutkle un
Was
the
President
of
the
United
States
asked
to
~nd
tr~ps
into
High Wall~ was screened and withhelp find some Northern lynebers
~ Was the President asked to comment on this crime at his regul.tr
t per In I~ riley I[~ toncl r~t O aDout
Chelsea
drawn fro m circulation pending
who executed a man for his "anti"
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Essay Contest
Underway

In Mississippi
Two Mississippi high school students will win $500 awards next
spring in the annual essay contest
sponsored by the Educational Fund
of the Citizens" Cotlncils.
The 1959-60 contest, now tinderway, offers top cash prizes of .$500
each to the high school boy and girl
winning in statewide essay competition.
In addition, local Councils ,ire
awarding prizes for winners at the
local high school level.
Deadline for the current contest
is April 1, 1960. The rules specify
essays of 3000 words Or less on one
of four subjects: (1) Why I believe in social separation of the
races of mankind; (2) Subversion
in racial unrest; (3) Why the preservation of States’ Rights is important to every American; and (4)
Why separate schools should be
maintained for the white and Negro
raAceS~am~phlet containing complete
rules of the contest, together with a
list of suggested reference material,
may be obtained by writing the Educational Fond of the Citizens" Councils, 115 Howard Street, Greenwood,
Miss.
Last year’s contest drew several
thousand entries from all parts of
Mississippi. Officials report that even
more entries are expected this year,
as interest in the contest increases.
(Editor’s Note--The essay contest plan is readily adaptable to
use by state and local Council organizations in other states. If your
group is interested in such a project, complete information about the
contest may be obtained by writing
the Educational Fund at the above
address.)

NCC Plans
Integration

DAR Is Told
The National Cmmcil of Churches
has come tinder fire for "seeking integration in Southern churches."
A meeting in Jackson of the National Defense Cmmcil of the Mississippi
Society. Daitghters of the American
Revolution, heard a statement blasting the National Council of Churches
as having "laid plans for a diabolical
destruction of many principles of this
land of ours."
"Churches in politics are promoting integration t h r o u g h o u t the
Southland," Mrs. Vic Bobbins of
Vicksburg, Miss., added.
Mrs. Bobbins said the National
Council of Churches "is not work.ing to enlarge the spiritual resources of man, but is striving for a
one-world church."
"Beware of all inter-faith and interchnrch appeals," she continued. "The
NCC calls for a shift from faith in
God to faith in man. It aims to tear
down the social barriers. No one will
be rich. No one will be poor. They
are asking for and working for the
welfare state.
"People in the pews of our churches
are supporting this program through
their offerings, without being aware
of it. The NCC guides the actions of
many smaller organizations while they
reach,into the pockets of churchgoers.

Presbyterians Organize
A group of aroused Presbyterian
laymen has organized to fight an
"ecclesiastical machine of liberal ministers" in the Presbyterian Chnrch, U.
6.
The Presbyterian Laymen for
Sound Doctrine, lne., with headquarters in Selma, Ala., is circulating 30,000 copies of a pamphlet among
Southern Presbyterians.
The laymen hope the pamphlet
will generate "a general uprising
at the grass roots of the church
against this ecclesiastical machine
of liberal ministers."
Taking the church leadership to
task for "a trend toward hierarchy
and liberalism,’" the pnblication is
critical of the policies of Dr. Ernest
Trice Thompson of Richmond, Va.,
moderator of the church.
The laymen point out that in 1941,
charges of unorthodoxy and liberality
were brought against Dr. Thompson,
but because conservative ministers
and laymen failed to back up the
charges, Thompson was allowed to
continue as a professor at Union
"
Theological Seminary.
"He was allowed to indoctrinate
and influence with his liberal teachings and views over 2,000 young
ministers and practically every director of Christian edncation in the
church," the pamphlet says.
"Under his leadership, the fibcrass have now taken over and control our g~neral assembly, boards,
agencies, seminaries, colleges and
cohferences in our church."
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Regardless Of Facts--

Here Is The Enemy! U.S. Attorney General
Demands Indictments
Here is the official list of organizations appearing in House
and Senate committee records as favoring "Civil Rights" and antiSouth force legislation during 1957 and 1959. The 74 groups
listed below accounted for a total of 143 witnesses before, or
documents filed with, the committees. The list has been compiled from official transcripts of House and Senate committee
hearings on "’Civil Bights" proposals. A number in parentheses
following the name of an organization indicates the number of
appearances made by that group during the hearings.
Here are the organizations:

Amalgamated Meat Cutters’ & Butchers’ W,rkmen of
North America, AFL-CIO (2)
American Civil Liberties Union (2)
American Council on Human Rights
Americans for Democratic Action (3)
American Ethical Union
AFL-CIO (4)
American Friends Service Committee
American Jewish Committee (3)
American Jewish Congress (5)
American Liberal Association (2)
American Veterans Committee (3)
Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith (3)
Atlanta Branch, NAACP
Catholic Interracial Council
Clarendon C,ounty, South Carolina, Improvement Association
District of Columbia Federation of Civic Associations
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee
The Episcopal Church (3)
Friends Committee on National Legislation (3)
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, Branch, NAACP
Improved Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks ,f
the World
International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s
Union (3)
International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers, AFL-CIO (2)
Japanese American Citizens League (4)
Jewish Labor Committee (2)
Jewish War Veterans (4)
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights
Liberal Party ,f New York State
Tbe Methodist Church (3)
Michigan State AFL-CIO
Mississippi State Conference of NAACP Branches
National Alliance of Postal Workers
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (7)
National Association 0f.S, cial Workers (4)
National Catholic Welfare Conference
National Community Relations Advisory Council
- National Council of Churches of Christ in the USA (3)
National Council of Jewish W, men
National Council of Negro Women
National Fraternal Council of Churches, USA
National Lawyers Guild (3)
National League of Peace and Freedom
National Lutheran Council
New York Hotel Trades C.ouncil, AFL-CIO
Protestants and Other Americans United for the Separation of Church and State ~2)
St. Louis Branch, NAACP
South Carolina Progressive Democratic Organization

(2)

South Carolina State Conference of NAACP Branches
Southern Regional Council (2)
Textile W.orkers Union of America, AFL-CIO
Transportation Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO
Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America
Unitarian Fellowship for Social Justice (3)
United Automobile, Aircraft & Agricultural Implement Workers (2)
United Automobile Workers, AFL-CIO
United Hebrew Trades
U. S. Government Agencies:
Commission on Civil Rights (12)
Department of the Air Force
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Department of Justice
Department of Labor
Department of the Treasury
General Services Administration
Housing and Home Finance Agency
Interstate Commerce Commission
President’s Comndttee on Government Contracts
U. S. National Students Association (4)
United Steelworkers of America, AFL-CIO
United Synagogue of America
War Defense League
Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom

(3)

..

Workmen’s Circle
Young Women’s Christian Associati,n
(We suggest that you file this list for future reference.
~Ed.)

U. S. Attorney General William P.
Rogers is determined to make the
death of Negro M. G. Parker at Poplarville, Miss., a Federal case, come
what may.
Undaunted by the fact that FBI
agents, state and local officials and
a grand jury have been unable to
find sufficient evidence for arrest
or even for indictments, Rogers has
ordered a Federal grand jury to
probe the case.
The Federal grand iory will be
convened by U. S. District Judge l
Sidney Mize in Biloxi, Miss., Jan. 4.
It represents Rogers" last chance of
bringing Federal charges in the case.
Parker’s bullet-ridden body was
found in the Pearl River last May 4.
He was being held in the Pearl River
County jail at Poplarville while being
tried for raping a 24-year-old pregnant white woman while her 4-yearold daughter watched in horror.
Other Negro prisoners in the jail
said a group of masked white men
dragged Parker from his cell late on
the night of April 25.
Immediately following Parker’s
disappearance, a special task force
of 60 FBI agents swarmed into
Poplarville, and conducted a
month-long investigation which included the questioning of many
Pearl River County white men.
After laboratory tests on Parker’s
body w e re completed, the FBI
ended its $80,000 investigation and
withdrew from the case, saying it
could find no evidence of Federal
law violations.
The bulky 378-page FBI report
was turned over to state officials,
who in turn handed it to county
prosecutors for presentation to the
Pearl River County grand jnry. The
grand jury met Nov. 2 and adiourued
three days later. Its final report did
not mention the Parker case, and no
indictments were returned in conuection with the case.
It will be at least May before it
can be determined how extensively
the grand jnry considered the case
since tinder Mississippi law, grand
lnry records intlst remain secret for
6 months after the jury is discharged,
and members of the panel are forbidden from discussing anything they
considered while in session.
But apparently, this didn’t bother
Rogers. Presumably possessing the
of mental telepathy (or aided
by a hidden microphone in the grand
lury room?~Ed.), the attorney general called a news conference in
Washington shortly after the grand
jnry submitted its final report.
"The failure to call witnesses was
as flagrant and calculated a miscarriage of iustice as I know of," Rogers
fumed, just as thongh he knew what
the jury had done in secret.
Rogers termed the lack of action
"a real travesty of justice," and
then set the wheels in motion leading to the Federal grand jury
probe.
Rogers’ angry words stood in sharp
contrast to remarks by Circuit Judge
Sebe Dale, who charged the 18-man
Poplarville grand jury.
Judge Dale referred to the U. S.
lSupreme Court as "the board of
sociology, s i t t i n g in Washington,
I garbed in iudicial robes."
He told the grand jury that citizens "face the duty of maintaining
our precious rights and liberties
under the laws and courts of our
state," adding that "we should have
the backbone to stand against any
tyranny~whether of some individual willing to sell our birthright
for a mess of political pottage on
the national level, or the reformers
who would make us over according to the mess they have made
from themselves, and, yes, even
including the board of sociology,
sitting in Wash/ngton, garbed in
judicial robes."
Judge Dale continued, "’The welfare of our people demands that we
have no part in the efforts to destroy
our individual rights and sovereignty.
We cannot be unmindful of the growing tendency to weaken our courts
and to put power in the hands of
those who are not our people."
Also on Nov. 2, Circuit Judge
Leon Hendrick empaneled the Hinds
County grand jury in Jackson, Miss.
He blasted "pressure groups, soci-

I

ologists and pen.logists" for th(,
tion’s mmmting crime rate.
"These groups have gone wild
the subject of rehabilitation at the"
expense of law enforcenieol," Judge
~endrick Iold lhe ~rand iury.
"The~ say peinlllies do llOl deler
criminal~. I believe their sins
b~ for~ivml, hut llwy should pay the
p~nally. I also t~,liew~ some erinlinlils
cannot be rehabilitated. %Vliell we
get to the point whvre C~lliinals eiln
escape punisilmenl lhrou~h techuicaliiies, law e~iorceluenl is hiudered."
s~inlogisl~ and ~enuloli~ts blame
all Crime ~ broken hom~,
and inadeq~ai~ hou~inl, the
said these are only ~n~buloD’ factor.
"I deplore the theo~ that the
in~vidual cannot ~ censured for
his crimes," the judge added. "We
were not brought up in rich homes,
but we were brought up in homes
where there was discipline. Before
long, public opinion will swing
back and demand that criminals
be pushed."
And while newspapers thrm~ghout
the nation were lamenting in
their
best "liberal bleeding-heart"
~tvle
over the lack of indic~ents in
Pf~pla~ille, no editorial comment whatever was forthcomiug in the case
a pretty, 17-year-old white girl
New York City, whu was dragged
from her doorway early one Suuday
morning after returning from a dance.
The screaming victim was takeu
to a nearby building by four Negro
teen-agcrs, who rape’d, beat aud
robbed her. When police arrived,
the Negroes were choking her and
beating her head against a wall. Bail
was set at $I0,¢~) each for two
the Negroes, and $5,000 for the other
two. All four are charged with r;me
(which is still a capital crime in the
Sou~h, and therefore not a bailable
offense in these pa~s. But for Negroes in New York~that’s different~
~Ed.)
The girl’s hther commented poignantly, "You can run, but you can’t
hide. ’
Nor were cries of lament heard
for one Kansas City Negro~part of
a gang who raped aml tortured a
teen-aged white girl. The Negro’s
body was found in the Missouri River.
But police brushed aside the possibility of "lynching." The official
¯ ~ is that ~e Negro ra~ist was
killed by his accomplices, who were
afraid he might be arrested and
would identify them.
(Editor’s Not~If thh c~e had
happened in Mississippi, instead of
Kans~, Federal agents would no
doubt question the sani~ of any
Southern laban who voiced such
a theol. In addition, several divisions of para~oops would ~
alerted for imoending du~ in
’~awless areas." ~e moral of this
sto~, we guess, is that when you
find a Nero floating in a river
UP NORTH, it’s a eo~se of another eolorD

Indiana Preachers
Get Into The Act
Methodist ministers in Fort Wayne,
Ind., have ventured far afield to comment on secular matters.
A Nov. 9 meeting produced a statement from the Methodist clergymen
protesting "the faihlre of the Pearl
River County, Miss., grand jury to
bring to justice the murderers of
Mack Charles Parker."
The minister~ sent copies of their
statement to the President, the U. S.
Attorney General, and the Governor
of Mississippi.
They said they feel "the murderers
of Parker should be brought to justice
in view of the evidence submitted by
the FBI."
(Editor’s Note---Again, we are
treated to a display of mental telepathy at work--or perhaps in this
ease it is omniscience. Anyway, the
"evidence submitted by the FBI"
to which the preachers refer is part
of a grand ~-y record which, by
law, must remain secret until next
May. With this being the case, just
how do they know what "evidence"
it contained? It must be nice to be
elairvoyantD
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To Stay All-White,
Despite MCD heme

rlem’"
study committee composed o~ prominent Washington civic le~de~, ap-

~’

~,,. ~~~

~

~~

Other reports releas,M duri., the’ ’~. ~;#m~(

estim.,ed .+.000 w+i,es .ed ,o
~ ~ I)uurfiehh’rs nnderstood only tuu well. Juhn W. tlunt, who is vice presi..... ’ . i "
Nkkk~:~__, ,’
Negrnes to the population in thepast _ CmZ¢mS’COUNC,GffAC~SOm, M,S_. "__
five years.
dent o[ Progress Development
1 r a t e citizens mobilized prac"As each year passes," Rep. James
Corp., and W. Willard Wirtz, a
tically
over-night.
Construction
C. Davis (D-Ga.) remarked, "our
board member of MCD.
jolted to a sudden halt on the "exnation’s capital grows more and more
Serving on the advisory committee
periment
in
tolerance"
when
the
to resemble a second Harlem."
Dcedield building commissioner
of MCI) are a number of individuals
The study group urged Washington
who are certainly no slouches when it
ruled that work done so far did not
leaders to "stop looking the other
meet specifications.
comes to "interrelatedness" or "interway and face this sitnation before it
groupedness’" or whatever yon want
A spokesman for the upset citizens
gets out of hand. These facts mean
said many residents feel thev were
to call it. Inchuled are Albert
that the character of the Washington
hoodwinked because village ;/ffici:d*
Sprague Cnolidge, Morton S. Grosspopolation is changing. This is a fact
had no information on the interracial
man, William H. Scheide, Max Delthat needs to be squarely faced."
nature of abe project when they issued
son, Jackie Robinson and naturally
The group’s report continued:
the high priestess of the do-gooder~’
the ¯ building p e r m i t. Presnmably,
"Just as it would be unfortunate
Residents of the New York City
, He warned that exclusive snbnrbs
boil(ling permits and thi~ kind of
i sanctum sanctonnn, Mrs. Eleanor
for Washington to be a city of allmetropolitan area are ou notice that
should prepare now for au influx of
Roosevelt, all of ~vhom, by the very
sociological experimentation are not
, h)w-income Negro and Puerto Rican
~vhite residents, so would it be unby 1980, the Negro and Puerto Rican
tile only things that don’t mix in
sheerest of sheer coincidences, are difortunate for this nation’s capital
population of the 22-county region
families. But he spoke against proDeerfiel~l.
rectors of the NAACP or tnembers of
to become identified, in the eyes
will jump by 60 to 75 per cent.
posals to limit Puerto Rican migration.
the NAACP’s fund-raising "CommitHeaded by president Mnrris Milof the world, as the single urban
tee of 1(~)." Grossman is chairman
The report states that drug addicgrim, Modern Commnnity l)evelopers,
A
report
published
Nov.
30
by
center in the United States preof the NAACP Life Membership
tion and sexual disorders and irreguHarvard
historian
Oscar
Handlin
Inc.
is
a
fascinating
study
in
dodominantly occupied by Negroes."
Committee, which the eager intelarities among Negro and Puerto
said that within the next 20 years,
goodery. MCD is financed by l~rogrator can join for $5(g), payable in
This report drew praise even trrom
Rican newcomers run high, and both
ceeds from the partial sale or a
Negroes and Puerto Ricans will
easy installments.
the Washington Post, a staunch supgroups seem more susceptible to
form between 18 and 20 per cent of
$1,500,(R)0 co mmo n stock issoe.
porter of forcible integration. The
mental and physical illness.
Stockholders are integrated--natnralThere wm have it! The whole deal
the region’s population. Estimates
Post called the report "heartening,"
Also, Dr. Handlin noted, both the
is virtua’lly an enterprise of the
put the projected 1975 population
ly. Or perhaps unnaturally would be
and said it "looks candidly at a comPuerto Rican and the Negro migrant
the more nearly accurate term. They
NAACP. Or as the stickler for proper
of the New York metropolitan area
mnnitv problem which cannot be reto New York have kept one foot back
sociologese wmdd phrase it, "MCD
run the scale from Sen. Joseph
at 20 million persons.
sponsibly ignored--the flight to the
home. "’This does not contribvte to a
Clark of Pennsylvania to Negro editor
and NAACP enjoy a sofficiently inDr.
Handlin
said
that
although
1½
S U b tl r b s and the changing racial
sense of belonging," be added.
fectious interrelatedness to effectnall¥
Louis Martin of the Chicago Daily,
million
Negroes
and
Puerto
Ricans
character of the capital."
Deh.nder. May these soul-mates live
’maximate the policy."
"Negroes, and to only a slightly
now
live
in
New
York
City,
the
sur’+Although there is now no subhappily ever after.
lesser extent Puerto gleans, are slow
No wonder the avant-garde of
rounding suburban areas can expect
stantial Negro migration into Washto enter trade, to become entreIn a progre~ report to stockholdMCD stole into Deedield so quietmuch
of
tile
future
influx
of
black
ington," the Post declared in a Dec.
preneurs. They have wasteful spenders, MCD advises: "... where no
ly. As time goes on and the full
migrants.
3 editorial, "there is Such a largeing habits and are prone to debt.
local builder is ready to break the
facts come to !ight, we’ll wager
The Handlin report, which folscale migration of white residents out
This is often attributed to ethnic
stereotype of all new housing for
they will wish they’d never stole at
lowed a 3-year study, is entitled "The
of the city--such a migration, in parcauses," the report continued.
whites only, MCD can set up a
all.
Newcomers: Negroes and Puerto
ticular, of white residents tinder 45
wholly-owned
subsidiary
to
build."
To meet the problem, the report-Although hoodwinked once, the
Ricans in a Changing Metropolis."
years of age--that the District is on
An MCD brochure enlightens us
financed by the Ford and Rockefeller
Deerfielders were not ones to wink at
the way to becoming a vast ghetto."
It is predicted that "the great mafurther
by
asking:
"What
is
inteFoundations--urged the elimination
jority" of Negroes and Puerto Ricans
(See DEERFIELD, p. 2)
grated housing?" a n d answers,
(Editor’s Not~We find it an
of color identity, and equalization of
"will
continue
to
live
in
cohesive
set"Truly integrated housing is availencouraging siKn of the times that
job opportunities, education, housing
i tlements," surrounded by their own
able to persons of all colors and
even the Washington Post now conand family stability. It added "’The
I kind.
creeds, with an occupancy pattern
cedes that an area populated precolor problem is uppermost in the
reflecting this demo.cratic
dominantly by Negroes soon beDr. Handlin stated flatly t h a t
minds of Americans today. It is a maprinciple."
comes--in the Post’s own words-welfare agencies can expect business
jor barrier to the assimilation of NeSEASON’S
a ghetto. Pardon our smug expresRevealinlz exactly the kind of alien
to boom. He said Negroes and
groes and Puerto Ricans."
GREETINGS[
dons, but now we’ve seen almost
"democracy" being promoted, MCD.
Puerto Ricans "are likely to continue
The changing racial pattern of one
everythingl)
with a blindness typical of the social
to depend more on governmental
part of the city is revealed in a reWe would like to take
The Post editorial goes on to urge
radical, bhmtly delivers itself of the
services for education and welfare
cently-released population study of
this opportunity to extend
followimz sotemnity: "A root caose
"the restoration of balance . . . the
than did earlier immigrants."
Brooklyn. Since 1550, the Negro popusincere greetings of the
of school integration problems in the
kind which will enlarge the number
lation in Brooklyn has increased by
"These people are especially volnerHoliday Season to our many
North is the pattern of residential
of self-supporting, tax-paying, law50
per
cent,
to
310,000,
while
the
able to the dangers of the city," Handreaders and friends across
segregation. The time for justice in
abiding citizens who will contribute
white
population
showed
a
drop
of
lin said. "There is a genuine, and
the nation.
housin~ is past due. We cannot afto the community’s growth."
9.3
per
cent.
The
borough’s
public
~ominous, possibility that they will reTo the many among you
ford the cost in wasted human and
(Editor’s Note---Stop the presses!
school
enrollment
is
21.3
per
cent
;main so in the future.
:
who sent us cards and letfinancial resources, in lost stature in a
Does the Washington Post mean to
Negro and 13.1 per cent Puerto Rican.
ters, our warm thanks. We
"If they do, the people of the
world two-thirds non-white."
infer that its favorite Negroes are
wish it were poss~le to
Juv+nile delinquency occurs at a
New York metropolitan region wall
As eady as February, The CitiNOT "self-supporting, tax-paying,
write each of you personally,
lower rate in Brooklyn than in Manhave to meet the calamitons social I
zens’ Council knew that the Chicago
law-abiding citizens"?. Seems that
but we’re sure you’ll underhattan, where Negroes and Puerto
costs created by the actual and po- I
project was on the boards. And we
way to us. Careful, now, or one
stqnd if we take this means
Ricans are found in greater numbers.
tent/al delinquency of a large part i
have watched with interest to see
of these ’~days they’ll wr/te someof acknowledging your mesBut the Brooklyn rate is higher than
of the population."
]
whether
the
so-~’alled
inte~zrated
North
thing nice about the Southl)
sages.
nearby predominantly-white areas.
was
going
to
swallow
this
particular
The committee urged whites to
Whde the c~ty ~tself has had more!
We hope this Christm~
As an immediate solution to at least
dose
of
togetherness.
Now
we
know.
"’stop their flight to the suburbs," than a century’s experience in dealing!
br/ngr joy to you and yours,
one important aspect of the race probThey prefer apartheid. And how!
bnt offered no alternative plan for with such problems, Dr. Handlin forand that the New Year is
lem, more New York parents are sendsees the greatest danger in "the outcoping with the race problem,
It is most enlightening to lift the
filled with success and haping their children to private schools
piness.
corporate veil of MCD and see
this year.
Meantime, the FBI crime reportltradition
l yi.n g communities, u.ne~l, uip.l~l b.y
just who is doing good to whom.
The entire staff of The
A recent boast by public school
releas,:d Nov. 30 showed a 10 per
or history to deal with such
Citizem’ Council wishes
officials that "only 14 known narWe learn that MCD was founded
^--t increase in Washin"Con’s crimeI miesti°ns and inclined to believe that
each of you a very Merry
cotics addicts" are enrolled in
rate, while registering a 6 per eent ttheY do not really exast.
by no less a personage than one Kivie
classes this fall apvarently failed to
Kaplan--of the Boston Ka
that
drop for other cities of similar size l,, Dr Handlin said suburban areas
impress coocemed psrent~ Evm
is---where the
during the f~st nine months of this ma~" fi~ themselves suddenly,, over.(See NEW YORK, p. 4)
(See D. C., p. 4)
whelmed by the consequences.
:

New York Warned To Expect
More Negroes, Puerto Ricans;
4 Million Predicted By 1980
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Editor

The North Sees The Light
(Editor’s Note--Recently, more and more Northerners have been
waking up to the realization that the North has a race problem of its own;
a problem far more acute than the one facing the South. Gradually,
responsible Northerners are admitting~although sometimes grudgingly-that the irresponsible theories of uncaring and cynical social reformers and
minority-group leaders have been proven totally false in practice.
A Northern attitude which is becoming more typical by the day was
recently expressed by Alexander F. Jones, executive editor of the Syracuse,
N. Y., Herald-American. We reprint Jones’ editorial not because we agree
entirely with what he write~tbere are many points to which we take
exeeptlon~but, rather, to give our Southern readers a first-hand opportunity to be eyewitnesses to the gradual emergence of an enlightened
North. The full text of Jones’ editorial follows.)
Juvenile crime increased 8.1 per cent in 1958 in the United States,
the F.B.I. reports.
The worst records, according to the figures, were in the large cities
where the local statistics show the increase in juvenile cr/me was almost
in direct ratio to the added Negro and Puerto Rican population.
It is a sad thing, and a matter that is being suppressed in most northern
cities, but the fact is that the best argtnnent fur segregation is the crime
record in Negro centers and the fact that education standards are set back
dangerously where there is integration.
And it is equally true that the best argument for Puerto Rican Independence is that the U. S. could then put a quota on immigration to this
ountry and stop the flow of the scum of the San Juan slums into American
cities.
This is no racial creed, or attempt to arouse prejudices.
It is intended as a challenge to Negro and Pnerto Rican leaders to
devote stronger efforts to instilling a greater degree of social responsibility
in newly arrived southern Negroes in northern cities and irt Pnerto glean
groups just deplaned on the mainland.
There is a great hue and cry from the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People that Negroes are treated like second
elms citlzem.
The point is that ¯ man is rarely treated like a second class citizen
unless he acts like one.
There are hundreds of thousand~ of first class Negro citizens in northern
cities who are equal in every way to the whites. And their children are
equal in every way to others in school.
They are proof that social responsibility need not have anything to
do with the color of anyone’s skin.
But it is also ¯ fact that when the present type of Negro and Puerto
Rican newcomer moves into a city district it quickly becomes a slum and
mime figures soar.
If the same number of Scandinavian newcomers moved into that district
it would not become a slum. In fact, values wonld increase and improvemerit associations would be formed overnight.
The facts in this situation have been ignored too long and social welfare organizations/and indeed tile public attitnde toward social responsibility
and ~liscipline of youth has become so lax that young criminals sneer at the
law.

Today police are hard put in dealing with Negro and Puerto Rican
gangs. I/ they use night sticks, they are charged with "police brutality"
~ mobs form to free the prboner.
This happened in New York’s Harlem recently when police arrested a
drunken Puerto Bican woman.
The nation was shocked by the murder of two white boys in a New
York City playground by a gang of Puerto Rican hoodlums who have since
been revealed as sneering, arrogant, garbage can scrounging little pl!nks
who grinned vacuously for the cameras as the funeral processions of their
victims passed the police station where they were held.
1 remember well how Sergeant Mike Tuohy at the "back of the yards’"
police station in Chicago used to take punks like that down to the basement
and apply a length of rubber hose.
When they. came upstairs they were not good subjects for pictures.
There were no ’to hell with the police" sneers. More likely than not they
were paroled to Father Shell--now Bishop---and one violation and Sergeant
Tuohy took over again.
Polk~ ara being badgered by racial g~oui~, mostly Negro and Puerto
Riean, to the point they am often a/raid to act.
In Washington, where the population is now 54 per cent Negro, mugging~, murder, rape and robberies have increased to the point where the
nation’s capital has one of the worst crime records in the country--and i.ts
fully integrated schools have fallen two to thr~ years behind former stanaards. A total of ~ police officers were attacked in July alone.
Rep. Charles Diggs, Jr., a Michigan Congressman, and himself a Negro,
saw .~ gang of Negro thugs beating an officer recently and sought to stop
it. He fled when one of them advanced on him with a knife.
"I know there ~re certain conditions which produce this kind of,
antisocial attltu~, but we need mo~ responsibility on the part of the Negro

c(mmmuity, too," he commented later. "We can’t just blame conditions
and let it go at that."
That is the case, exactly, so far as I a,n cnncerned.
The U. S. Constitution guarantees rights to all citizens, but not included in those liberties is the privilege of flouting the law and committing
crimes.
I:urthermore, no citizen Ims the privilege of poiuting to the’coh)r nf his
skin and tile character of his dwelling as an answer to why he nmrdered
innocent children in a playground.
More harm is being done tu the cause of the law abiding, responsible Negro by racial Negro agitators, who harp on his rights and completely ignore the responsibilities of citizenship, than any other one factor.
And for an example of the type of Pnertn Rican we are getting in the
United States contrast them with the Hawaiians.
Hawaiians are a mixture of Polynesians, Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos
and Caucasians.
Yet, who ever heard of gangs of Hawaiians roaming the U. S. city
~treets like wild animals?
They are peace-loving people, who are law abiding and ambitious aud
make excellent citizens. They have pride o~f race, pride of their homes,
pride in, their accomplishments.
And they never create slums.
Laws, democracy, and the Christian spirit can do just so much for an)’
people.
In the end their own character and efforts tell the story.

Deedield Halts MCD
(Continued from Page 1)
hoods twice. Once the cat was out
of the bag, they rallied ’round with a
zest that might well excite the envy
of the fieriest Southern hotspur.
According to one account, more
than 500 residents, "watched by television cameramen and reporters for
the second, straight night, (remember
Clinton, Tenn.? ~ Ed.) packed the
Deerfield Grammar School to air their
views before village tntstccs on the
roposed 5,1-home project that would
ring 12 Negro families to this commnnity." (Twelve, mind you.)
The developers had ’their chance
to explain their plans in what was
described as another "jeer-filled
meeting." Opposition was based on
several factors -- fear of lowered
property values, anger that the project was being forced on the community, concern that one integrated
development would bring more,
unhappy earlier relations between
Negroes and individual Deerfield
residents, and outright dislike for
Negroes.
Harold C. Lew~s, River Woods
Road, who had been elected to head a
committee to advise the village board
in the integration crisis, said on the
basis of what the committee had
learned so far, the people of Deerfield are resentful of the manner in
which the program for integration has
been brought to the village. He said
residents don’t like the idea of "forced
integration."
Lewis urged residents not to
panic and throw their homes on
the market. "There won’t be much
of a market for homes in Deerfield
anyway until this issue is settled,"
he added.
Theodore Bepsholdt. a history
teacher at Highland Park High
School, which Deerfield students attend, said he wanted to go on record
in favor of the project. "Since I am
teaching your children, I thought yon
should know how I stand," he said.
There were shouts from the audience that be dmuld be fired.
(Editor’s Note---One moment of
silenoe, while we dl d~l ¯ tear

~

Nashville~The Tennessee F a r m
Bureau Federation at its annual convention here adopted a resolution urging Congress to curb the powers nf
the U. S. Suprqme Court.
The resolution adv~ated "measures be taken which would return
the leg~lative pr~ess to the
gress and guaranteeing once more
to the states those ~wers not s~cifically prohibited or othe~ise assigned by the Constitution ....
Unless immediate action is taken,
there will be no need for Congressional legislative action to curb the
Coup, for there will be no rights
left to the states to protect by law."
Memphis--O. Z. Eve r s, Negro
postal c I e r k and NAACP troublemaker, received official notice from
the Post Office Dcpaflment that
has been fired for political activity.’
Evers has indicated that hc intends to
fight the dismissal.
/

A newspaper troll by the Tennessee
Federation for Constitutional Government in Memphis d u r i n g October
showed that less than 5 per cent of
those answering the poll favored racial
integration at Memphis State University. Approximately the same nnm~r were willing to pay taxes to suppo~ integrated institutions.
Perhaps more revealing of the
strength of public opinion is the fact
that 93 per cent of those polled
favored calling on Governor Bnford
Ellington to use the state’s police
powers to maintain segregated
schools.

Repsholdt was followed by others
speaking for and against the project.
Many were frequently interrupted by
jeers, applause and shouts.
Of more than 4,000 citizens polled,
3,507 opposed MCD’s Floral Park
Several argued that property values
interracial experiment, while only
would be lowered by Negroes in the
460 ~vored it. 56 expressed no
community. One said that values
opinion. Embattled Southerners
were already lowered. "I was ofwill draw great encouragement from
fered $18,500 for my $:~5,000 home
this overwhelming e v i d e n c e of
only 24 hours after announcement of
white solidarity in the North.
the project leaked out," he said.
In typically hil~h-minded disregard
Another argued, "I don’t think anyfor the wishes of the majority, a group
one who would want to be a hart of
favoring "tolerance and democracy,"
Deerfieid and who we would want and calling itself the Deerfield Citiwonld move into these houses." Others
zens for Human Rights (how familiar
obiected that they weren’t consulted
that sounds---Ed.) said the poll "has
to see if they wanted to be a part
no bearing on tile legality of the is"of this esperiment" and they wanted
sue involved, which is the fact that
to know how Negro occupancy
Deerfield is going to be an integrated
would be controlled. "’How do we community." One is moved to ask,
know this project won’t expand into
"Whose democracy,’
other sections of the town.w’ asked
The social gospeleers were not slow
one.
to apply their inimitable brand of
A real estate agent estimated that
Christian brotherhood to the situation.
Deerfield home values would drop
One Deerfield clergyman charged that
l~-million dollars.
leadership of the commnnity "now
has passed from the elected officials
To an argument of a woman proto the vigilantes." Another said opponent that "Cod made all of ns,"
ponents of the MCD I?roject have
another woman replied, "Gcml also
stirred up a "climate of hysteria."
made the bluebird and the blackhird,
but volt don’t see them in the same
(Editor’s N o t e ~ Forsooth,
nest." The first woman replied, "They
brethren, we thought those terms
don’t live in the same nest, bnt they
were reserved for white conservado live in the same tree." The second
tive Southerners.)
retorted, "I beg to differ. They iust
In an earlier, halcyon day in March,
don’t mix."
1959 A.D. (ante-l)eedieM), to be
The same real e~tate a~,ent who I exact, MCD president Morris Milgrim
sai~l--l~ro-~e--~?y v-ai~e~-~,~-uld~drop 1"~- ,~w~ote. this gem of. bl.and optimism:
million dollars cried out "lf.the pep- lhe conscience ot the community
hie who are pushing thi~’ development 1~tands again.st segregat!on. It is ready
have any religion in their soul, s how for
[ malor
" " changes
"
P m the attern
."
can they go before God knowing they ] Alter their rude encounter with
have stirred up hatred in me and[reality in the suburbs of Chicago, Sir
many of you toward Negroes
that lMilgrim and his NAACP top-brass
wasn’t there before.~
might as well pick up their black and
white building blocks and depart for
..........
to --~’" " " "=’~
_e~t:.‘
l~,~a~p~pe~n,.~,
the socio-ethnic
dreamhave
world whence
, ~"~ ,A,,~n~me..r.,t~na,~n~oS_nou.~.t
v . with them.
" they
came.
learn they
big
but I don t want to. live
If lans
forWe
Washin-o
.....
we
p
I have to move further out to get " .can
.,. ,_gr~.on,
say Is riley d trotter hurry. Soon
away" ~ k~l~ ~ c’~l ! ’w;ll ""
here won t he any white integratees
A final speaker accused the
de- left for them to experiment on.
veiopers of "community wrecking."
To the staunch citizens of DeerThe result of community feeling,
field we say, "Welcome to the fray.
as graphically e~lelloL,~ by meet- Keep a stiff upper liD--or~zanize to
ings like this, w~s an 8 to 1 victor,/ the hat--and DON’T GIVE AN
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Inter-Racial Blood Transfusions
Are Dangerous, Doctor Reports

Welfare Officials Want
More ’Cash For Trash’
l)espite the heavy strain on taxP, wayers of the ever-mounting cost of
elfare payments" to Ne~r(n~s and
Puerto Ricans in Northern big cities,
the nation’s top welfare officials have
heard plans for even greater expendititleS soon.

But in the face of the obvious fact
that ambitious schemes for providinl~
"cradle to grave security" are aimed
primarily at attracting minority bloc
votes, the Negro who is New York
City’s welfare commissioner charged
that critics of socialistic "welfare’" programs are merely giving vent to their
hostility ~ainst Negroes, Pnerto Ricans and other minority groups.
More than 1000 persons attended
the biennial ~nferenee of the
American Public Welfare Association in Washington Dec. ’~-5. They
heard predictions of establishment
of a ~’cradle to grave security" program in the U. S. within the next
10 to ~5 years.
Th~ plan was outlined by four Social Security experts -- Charles I.
Schottland of Brandeis University, a
former administrator of the Social Security program; Nelson H. Cruickshank of the AFL-CIO; Eveline M.
Burns of Columbia University; and
Wilbur J. Cohen of the University of
Michigan. Their suggestions for socialism came during a program marking the 25th anniversary of the Social
Security program.
However, the Congress which originally established Social Security in
1934 wonld be hard put to identify
their modest venti~re with present-day
socialistic plans. The program was
first cnnceived as a method of providing for the needy aged, and for
those temporarily out of jobs through
no fault of their own.
But compare this with the Dec. 3
predictions of the fonr experts. They
agreed that during the next 10 to 25
years:
~Welfare payments will be uniform
throughout the U. S., with states
no longer allowed to set their own
schedules of payments.
~Persons seeking relief will no longer have to prove that they have
been residents of a state or city
for a certain length of time. (This
makes it real convenient for politiciam. They can recruit a traveling retinue of riff-raff, move them
f~m city t~ city, control elections,
and all the time the taxpayers foot
the bills, while the bums collect
their relief checks.~Ed.)
~Every family "that does not have
a wage earner" (i.e., unmarried
mothers with assorted illegitimate
children, mostly black) will be
aided by the Government "as a
matter of right rather than of
charity."
~The Federal Government will provide money to move persons from
areas "where them is not enough
work for all" to cities and towns
"that need more workers." (What
k i n d of workers? Probably the
kind who arrive two days before
an election, vote as they’re told,
collect their relief checks, then
move on to another town where
there’s an election eomi’g up, and
which Washington mddenly and
conveniently decides "necch more
worker~."--Ed.)
~A system of secialized medicine
will be established.
~Unemployment pay will be increased, extended, and made available for "far longer" than the present ~-6 weeks.
--Social Security payments will increase at least 50 per cent, and
extended to still more people.
A clue as to the way this program
will be pnshed came from Professor
Burns, w h i I e discussing socialized
medicine. She explained that "We
shall surely see medical care for the
aged added by the Government before
too long, and I cannot believe that
within 25 years, many people will not
be asking why a polic~ that is good
for those whose productive life is
ended is not good also for children
who are the producers of the [uture."
(Editor’s Note ~ Doctors ple~
note the abovel We brave dl beasd

about "creeping socialism," but this
is probably the first chance most of
us have had to actually see it
creepD
The secretary of the Department of
Health, Edocation and Welfare promised the association to ask Congress
next month to start enacting the plan
into law.
Secretary A r t h u r S. Fiemming
said he will seek Congressional approval of a plan under which the
Government would provide medical
care to the aged, infirmed and handicapped. (The first step in the approach outlined abortEd.)
Flemming al~ proposed a giant researchprogram on "the causes of iuvenile delinquency, unmarried mothers
and absent fathers.’"
He said he would probably also
recommend legislation eliminating all
residence requirements for Federallyfinanced relief programs, and providing for aid to illegitimate or dependeat children "on the basis of need
only."
The secretary explained that many
areas now eut off flmds from unwed
mothers when the woman’s current
e, aramonr is living in the home as a
father-figure." This, he said, is nninst.
(Editor’s Note---Flemming’s last
proposal seems to indicate that these
days, at least, the wages of sin are
pretty high!)
Unwed mothers were defended at
one conference session by Mrs. Patricia W. Rabinowitz, an associate professor at the University of Michigan
School of Social Work.
She attacked critics of the increasingly-popular Federal aid program’
which enables unmarried mothers to
profit from their moral lapses, saying
that critics often forget that unwed
mothers are "unskilled, uneducated
:rod unwanted, often Negro girls who
received ,poor vocational coun~ling
in school.’
(Editor’s Note~One might wish
t h a t these unwed mothers were
even more "umkillcd and unwanted.").
A new approach to answering criticism came from .lames R. Dumpson,
a Negro, who is welfare commissioner
for New York City. Dumpson tokl
the conference that attacks on welfare
abuses are really "attacks on minority
groups.’"
These attacks reflect disapnroval o~
the "misbehavior" of minorities, andI
represent a "punitive" attitude by attempting to "discredit the prolzram
which ser ve s the minorities," he
charged.
Furthermore, Dumpson said, criticism of welfare programs, particularly
aid to unwed mothers, is a "reflection
af the feeling of guilt on the part of
the public" for neglecting the social
problems of minorities.
Dumpson admitted that ~0 per
cent of the relief cases in New York
are Negroes and Puerto Ricans. He
said there are 134,000 relief cases
in New York City, representing a
total of 336,000 persons, and requiring a city welfare budget of
300 million dollars a year. He boasted that only one out of eight Negroes in New York City is on relief,
along with one out of seven Puerto
Ricans.
He added that New Y o r k and
Rhode Island are the only states which
have no residence requirements for
relief payments. Dnmpson conceded
that criticism for "subsidizing immorality’" by paying benefits ~r illegitimate children is mounting, particularly
in Buffalo, N. Y., where large numbers of Negroes have migrated.
A similar report came from Chicago. Raymond M. Hilliard, d/rector
of the Cook County Public Welfare
Department, said Negroes constitute
89 per cent of the 105,000 persons
supported by welfare payments for
illegitimate childizn.
"Take illegitimacy and the color
of skin, mix them together, and you
get a sort of witches’ brew," Hiliiard explained. Pie said Chicago is
experiencin~ a mass exodus of midcUe-class white families in t o the
suburbs, while the city proper is
filling up with Negroes.
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St. Louis welfare director J. P.
Lynes complained that a government
a g e n c y is "discriminating" against
~some of his "clients" by charging
higher monthly rentals to unwed
mothers in public housing proiects.
He said he thought the plan was
aimed at catting down on such tenants in the proiects.
Opposition to welfare payments to
mothers of illegitimate offspring was
also reported by officials from Philadelphi ~. and Boston.

Mississippi Students
Blast High Court
Condemnation of the 1954 U. S.
Supreme Court integration decision
passed Mississippi’s Twelth Y o u t h
Congress this month in Jackson, meeting only token opposition.
The resolution, i n t r o d u c e d by
Howard Owen Leach of the University of Mississippi, passed both houses
of the annual Youth Congress by a
near-unanimous vote.
Student delegations from each of
the state’s high schools and colleges
meet once each year in the State
Capitol, serving as Senators and Representatives.
During the session, they pass whatever resolutions and bills they deem
necessary.
The condemnation resolution deplored the "unlawful assumptima ofI¯
power" by the Supreme Court in ~ts.
1.~54 decision and requested that the
Supre~ne Conrt reverse its decision
and return the "inalienable rights of
self-government to th,e, sovereign states
of this union ....

A recent report on the danger of
blood transfusions between the white
and Negro races has received considerable attention in the Northern
press.
The report was made by Dr..lohn
Scudder of Columbia University. In
essence, Dr. Scndder, in his Nt~vembet report to the American Associa:tion of Blood Banks, said that despite
it "sounding wrong socially," .there is
a medical danger involved in the
actual mixing of the blood of the
white and Negroid races.
Thus. the danger of tranfusing
blood from different races ~ long
denounced as racist propaganda and
old wives tales, has actual scientific
support.
No sooner had Dr. Scudder’s report
been released t h a n there were all
kinds of reactions:
In New York, a group of genetic
, "authorities" from Dr. Scudder’s own
Colnmbia University, the "Seminar on
genetics and the evolution of man.’"
said the only criterion that should
be used is whether the blood itself
is of the right type and not from
whom it came.
In Washington, a Negro doctor,
head of a national organization of
N e g ro physicians, denounced Dr.
Scudder’s report as "unscientific racism."
In South Africa, the head of the
East London Red Cross blood transfusion service said his unit had been
I

The resolution maintained that the
Court "’nnlawfully usurped the powers
of the people to amend the Constitution and (has) exereised the h’gislatire powers vested soley in the Congress, or reserved to the states or to
the people .... "

giving white blood to Negroes
20 years without having seen any ill
effects.
Dr. Scudder’s report said flatly,
however, that there are /nherent
dangers in inter-racial transfusions.
In other words, it is medically dangerous to give Negro blood to a
white man. Even more surprising, it
is 8 times more dangerous to give
white blood to a Negro.
Dr. Scudder’s findings created a
great stir in South Africa. where the
question of interchange of the two
bloods is an extremely dangerous and
touehy subject.
In 1.9,58. a bill was introduced into
the Mississippi legislature requiring
operators of blood banks in the state
to-label blood by race. This, too,
evoked a similar response from across
the nation and in toreign countries.
The Mississippi bill cited authorities
as having pronounced the sickle-cells
in Negro blood as being harmful
placed in a white man’s blood stream.
A short while ago, Newsweek magazine commented on Dr. Scudder’s report in an article entitled "Blood
Between Races":
"It’s an old sociological vremi~e
and a widely held medical belief
that human beings around the globe
are ’blood brothers’ and that the
same general types of vital fluid
course through the arteries of all
men, regardless of race or color.
"Last week an eminent blood
specialist flatly rejected the literal
theory of blood brotherhood..."
The significaoce of Dr. Scudder’s
findings cannot be talked ont of
existence, no matter how nutch sociological and quasi-medical jargon is
offered to screen the real meaning
of the blood specialist’s report.

How Much ’Good’ Do The Do-Gooders Do?
A YWCA national statdent group has written all 50 state attorneys general and school superintendents, urging
the officials "to encourage and extend the process of school integration."
The National Shtdent Council of the YWCA also called on its affiliates in colleges and universities throughout
the nation "’to work for understanding, support and implementation" of the 19.54 U. S. Sxtpreme Court school integration decree.
(Editor’s Note--Since the YWCA is supported by membership dues and contributions, and since many Southerners are interested in the organization, we are reproducing the letter below. This is done in order that readers
who are contributing to the YWCA program might know more fully the manner in which their money is being
used. The November issue of this paper listed the YWCA as one of the 74 groups supporting Civil Bights bills.)
Here is a photographic reproduction of the YWCA letter received by Mississippi attorney general Joe Patterson:

YWCA
National Student Young Women’s
Christian Association of the U.S.A.

6oo LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK z2, N. Y.
PLAZA 3-47oo
CABLE: EMISSARIUS, N. Y

November 30, 1959
Attorneys General and State Departments
of Education in the 50 States of the
United Stat~s of America

DEC 4 mg ’;/

Sirs : ’

Chairman
Mat C. Kln¢
Bishop College
Vice Chairmen
R;all H. DANZOtL

The ~tlo~l Student Council of the YWCA at its annual meeting at
College Camp, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, gave serious and thoughtful
consideration to the situation in our country which depriws many
of our young people of equal opportunity for adequate education.
Out of this’ concern the Council voted that this letter be sent to
Attorneys General and Departments of Education in all states.
Because our Christian faith compels us to be concerned about human
relations in our nation, we are deeply troubled about the crisis in
American education. We, therefore, as a national body, wish to go
on record as continuing our support of the 195~ Supreme Court decision regarding desegregation of the public schools, and we are calling upon our college and university Associations throughout the
nation to work for understanding, support and implementation of this
decision. Ours is more than a passing interest. As Christians and
students we feel strongly that public education must be preserved as
a democratic institution.

We believe reqistance to the Supreme Court decision imposes serious
limitations on public e~ucation for individuals in elementary, secondary and higher education. We recognize that while state-enforced
segregation remains in only a few places in our country de facto segregation still exists in virtu~lly every state in our union. We
therefore urge all those who carry responsibilities for leadership
and decision in government and education to expend every effort to
bring present practices in communities into harmony with the new
national educational goal. We further urge that where there, is
what now seems to be only token integration every effort be put
forth to encouraga and extend the process of school integration.
We know that you are comcerned with this grave question. We would appreciate
your suggestione of ways in which wm could support your efforts to secure
equal opportunities for all in American education.
Yours very truly

(Please Print)

~ C. King,
National Student Council YWCA

Address ..........................................................................
Blair H. Dgnzollu
Vice Chairman
State ..................

Connie L. Mllllken
Vice Chairm~n

SSzanne E. Pierce
Vice Chairman
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New York Two Unwed Mothers Jailed For D. C. Is ’Second Harlem’
(Continued from Page l
(Continned from Page 1)
one city official said he "knew the
year. Washington rape cases soared
By contrast, Wilson high school
figure has to be higher." No one
-.-where 1354 whites and 4 No
Concern is mounting in California Costa connty, with the combined total 26.4 per cent to a total of 67; agexplained why the presence of 14 over
abuses in the state’s relief pro- since 195.3 ammmting to an incredible gravated assault rose 8.7 per cent to groes are enroiled~ad students in
known addicts in classes is per2156; and housebreaking, larceny and the top three tracks, but none in
gram for nnwed mothers.
$21,042.
mitted.
An incident in Pittsburg, Calif.-To get the checks, the women auto theft also were on the increase, the bottom "remedial basic" track.
The report spurred Commissioner
New York Times reporter Sam Pope near San Francisco--received nation- had to declare that they couldn’t
The darkening D. C. school picture
Brewer wrote recently that middle- wide attention last month. Two 24- locate the fathers of the children. Bobert E. McLaughlin into action, has evoked hundreds of "letters to
class New York families are enrolling year-old women drew jail terms as a[ But imesti
He
proposed
adoption
of
an
antiators
t ......
..
.
. the editor" by Washington rcsidcnts.
"g
u ufo
oun"
mat
me I lmtenng
".
ordinance
to keep .’lnvemlc
their children in private schools de- resnh of their extra-marital activities. fathers--some
of them
, a leas~
t’"
.
....
Ioafe~
off
the
streets
at
mght
spite the cost.
",,
.
,.
.
.
A
recent
at several
the city’s
newsOne of the women had given birth~ conhnued to be qmte friendly w~th ....
"
papersglance
produced
examples
of
t
.t
/
lne urunlance
~A’onI(I nolo parents
"In most places in the U hi ted to 6 illegitimate children and has l .L
" disappointt~] "’moderates" wondering
me ¯two women. ~.,
A nats why
roe
, .......
/ ann
, guarotans
responsmte
rot
anowStates, including New York’s suburbs," since added a set of twins, making a l b "
""
what had happened.
Brewer w r o t e, "middle-class white total of’8; the other had mothered 41 "~bl~eeStwk:PutnPwi~gmoUtPh’ers were haled ing their childrcn on the streets beX doctor wrote: "There were
parents find the public ~chools ac- illegitimate offspring. Each has been into court and convicted of ,~biaintng’ twee.n, 10 p.m.. and 6 a.m:, a,~ w~o~,d, many white natives, like myself,
,
~ ¯ tatse
,
¯
,,~
proviue
ceptable. In the city, however, the recei_ving welfare checks from Contra[ mmey
nnoer
pretenses.
~ne
......... a maximum penalty nr a ,~o~a~ Who sincerely believed segregated
rivate school has come to be more
judge put both women on probation nne or ~a~ pays m lau.
education was unjust, ~inefficient
a necessity than a luxury in the tion as democratic. But when these and ordered them to have no mor~ McLanghlin also announced that a and uneconomical. We moderates
m i n d s of a great m a n y of these parents come up against the prob- relations with r~en to ~vhom they veteran Scotland Yard police sergeant, believed integration of our schools
were n~t married, and to have ~o Terrance P. Cahill, has begnn work could be accomplished with social
parents.
lems of the city’s public schools,
"Those who cannot get their chil- they are likely to avoid them for more children withont benefit of with the Washington police depart- justice and humane consideration
ment. Cahill will train clogs for
dren into a private school or who their ~wn children, whether through clergy.
for all.
cannot afford th~ cost are leaving the private schools or through flight
Both welfare "clients" found the Washington’s new "canine p o I i c e
"Instead of balanced integration,
probation terms entirely too restric- corps." He spent ’27 years on the
to the suburbs¯
however, wherein neither white nor
tive.
They
disobeyed
the
judge.
London
police
force,
the
past
10
as
"The biggest factor in the sitna"On e school worker remarked
He sentenced one woman to 6 an instructor at the dog training cen- colored children were overwhel,ned
tlon is the recent influx of Negro wryly: ’It is easier for a liberal to
in a racial sense, against thei~ will,
ter.
months in jail, the other to a 2and Puerto Rican pupils in the publive up to his ideals in Teaneck
we now have overwhelming 6f the
month
term..
Washington’s
police
dogs
will
be
lie schools .... Many middle-class
than it is in Manhattan these
new white minority~with no adminThe
San
Francisco
Examiner
obspecially
trained
in
tracking
and
seizwhite parents object to having their
days.’ "
istrative remedy.
served
that
snch
welfare
programs
ing,
with
emphasis
on
the
dog’s
agchildren plunged into an atmosphere
Even in the suburbs, schoolmen are "providing a lifetime free ride
"There has been an inflexibility of
of slum children who . . . start out are having their troubles with Ne- , for the shiftless, the worthless, the gressiveness.
(Editor’s Note ~ Pardon our uncompromising insistauee that protram a completely different and groes. In New Rochelle, N. Y., the promiscuous, the dissolute and the
white minorities remaiu overmuch lower level of manners and board of education proposed building criminal--all at the tax expense of wishful thinking, but we sure hope testing
at least one of those polite dogs is whelmed in the classroom. Among
conduct."
a new elementary school at a cost of d e ,~ehnet citizens."
"
color blind. We can hardly wait the protestants are those who, rightly
Brewer qnoted Dr. Dan W. Dodson more than one million dollars. The
paper pointed out that Cali- for a dog to grab one of Washing- or wrongly, object to their daughter’s
NAACP
promptly
called
a
mass
meetof New York University’s Center for
fornia is spending nearly 154 million
Negro hoodlums by the seat and granddanghters being denied at
Human Relations and Commnnity ing, with executive secretary Roy Wil- dollars this year on aid to needy toffs
of
his
pursc-snatchin’ pants1 The least the equal fellowship of their
kins
commuting
from
Harlem
to
lead
Studies as saying:
children (i.e., illegitimate), 13 times~ NAACP would no doubt go into own race.
the protests.
"Between 19.50 and 1957, New York
"’And among those overwhelmed
Basis of the NAACP complaint is greater than 13 years ago, and more! court, but perhaps the SPCA could
City lost a white population of about that the new school would be built than the states of Pennsylvania, Michi- be persuaded to provide separatewhites are those who sincerely
gan
and
Massachusetts
combined.
In
750,000, and gained an ethnically- in the same location as an outmoded
but-equal counsel for the dog.
wanted to make integrated educaidentifiable Negro and Puerto Rican structure, where 92 per cent of the San Francisco, the program cost more What a problem for the Supreme
tion work. It has been a hopeless
:than
7t,
k
million
dollars
this
year--22
population of about 650,000."
Court! Everyone knows it’s politibattle became of the policy of the
pnpils are Negroes.
!times greater than 13 years ago.
eal suicide to be against dogsD
public school administration to hold
Wilkins and 400 other Negroes said
Brewer continued, "He described
Noting that the program encourAnd, while Washington’s dogs are boundaries more sacred than ofthe ’newcomers’ as ’Puerto Rican or the new bnilding would perpetuate ages fathers to dodge their responsiNegro in ethnic l)ackgronnd, of heav- segregation. The NAACP picketed bilities and promotes promiscuity, the going to school to learn "aggressive- fended human aspirations~ In the"
ily lower-scale sOcin-economic status the old school this September, de- Examiner cited figures showing that ncss," Washington’s schools are still name of the Negroes’ principles,
we whites now are denied concesand not accustomed to large-city ways manding that it be torn down anti 86 per cent of San Francisco’s cases going In the dogs.
the Negru pupils sent to white schools involve rnnaway fathers, while at
of life.’
Nnvember fi[zures shnw that Ne- sions we regard as sensible and not
un-Christian.
elsewhere in the prosperous suburb.
"In simpler language, they have New Rochelle’s elementary schools least 50 per cent of the children on groes are steadily increasing their en- "The organized and now-dominant
figures, while white children
the manners and habits of under- are zuned on racial lines, and ’many the city’s welfare rolls are illegitimate.rolhnent
This, the paper said, "has become a continue to nmve to the segregated Negro majurity is determined tu acprivileged slum dwellers . . . most
are almost cnmpletely segregated.
suburbs. Total enrolhnent figures for complish bv political pressnre that
parents with a different background
~,Vclfare prublcms are also coming suft touch for untold thous:mds of
elementary aml high schools which shonhl be clone nnly by comfear for the manners, the morals and in for attention in New York uf late. chisclers, actually creating the mal- both
functions of desertion, illegitimacy show 90,403 Negroes and only 27,481 mon consent and intelligent comeven the bodily safety of their chilCohunnist Jim Bishop says 35,(~)0
white students -- or 76.7 per cent promise.
dren if they are exposed to that illegitimate "children are born in New and divorce."
"The evils of the program have Negro and 23.3 per cent white.
"No other place in our nation afatmosphere."
York City each year, and "under the been allowed to grow wild in
For elementary schools alone, the fords the opportunity to prove that
Brewer again quoted I)r. Dndson law, shame is sanctified by money." California," the paper continued, Negro percentage is even higher. Be- Negroes, if given their h u m a n
Bishop wrote that the city’s welon Manhattan public school enroll"so much so that undesirables are canse of their rising birth rate, Ne- rights and political responsibilities,
ment figures for the 19,57-58 school fare department is so big that it
actually streaming into the state groes comprise 80.6 per cent of grade can be trusted to provide the insyear. Dodson said the enrollment was now has 8500 employees in 17 cento blithely reproduce their kind. school enrollments, with a scant 19.4 lice they were once denied. This
ters
around
the
city
"so
that
no
3,5.7 per cent Negro. 33.8 per cent
like cuckoo birds, in the nest o1~
~er cent of the pupils white. There is the only voteless community.
one
has
to
walk
far
to
go
on
relief."
Puerto Bican, and 30.7 white and
responsible society.
are now 62,726 Negroes in the ele- where colored citizens can impose
It
costs
16
cents
to
give
away
a
Oriental.
"Unless this new form of monster mentary grades--a gain of 4030 from their will and have the all-out supto the 336,000 welfare
is cut down to size," the p ape r last year. The present 15,091 white port of our non-elected political
Peblic school enrollment in New dollar
"clients."
warned, "it will devour not only the pupils is a drop of 1595 from the overlords.
York totals 967,957, Brewer said, but
"Anyone can join the club," Bishop
private schools can accomodate only added. "All a man needs is a New , pnblic purse but those officials who 1958 level.
"’At present, Negro leadership has
allow it to grow nnehecked."
about 42,000 pnpils.
Despite the increase in Negro railed in its duty toward the new
York address and, in 24 hours, he ! Meantime, the San Francisco
~ninority--we, the white natives who
Of the city’s 137 private schools, can fill out a welfare application and Chronicle has published reports from enrollment, segregation of Washschools is on the increase.
refuse to abandon our birthplace."
many are Catholic and Jewish, where arrange an interview with a field Berkeley, home of the University of ington
Nearly half of the city’s 159 public
Most letters, however, were far less
,~ "enrollment is based largely on re- worker."
California, that a wave of Negro schools have 10 or fewer students "mnderate"
than the doctor’s. A
ligious considerations," Brewer noted.
Bishop noted that, "No one in the migration is increasing.
of the opposite race from the maThere remain about 50 schools with a welfare department w a n t s to talk
"The whites are retreating to the jority; 21 schools are all-Negro, 3 soon-to-be refugee in snburbia wrote:
about ethnic groups," observing that hills," the Chronicle said, "or over
"The unsympathetic treatment of
capacity of 14,000 students.
New York City has "more racial ten- the hills into Contra Costa county." are all-white. The report lists 123
whites in our public schools since
"There is intense competition for sion
schools
as
predominantly
N
e
g
r
o,
than I have seen anywhere in A Berkeley municipal judge disclosed
integration used to be a subiect
those relatively few places," Brewer
with 36 mostly white.
South."
that concerned me deeply. Howthat
"one-third
of
the
children
now
added, even though costs average the"Negroes
and Puerto Ricans make entering Berkeley’s schools are Ne- W a s h i n g t o n Superintendent of ever, this situation is now one of
about $1000 per pupil annually.
gchools Carl F. Hansen said the mere academic interest to me. I
up 70 per cent of all relief cases,"
a
d d ed Negro enrollment was ex- have decided to follow my many
Case histories cited include a pro- Bishop wrote. "A number of them l
(Editor’s Note ~ With all due
fessional man of moderate income. must ask for relief because the labor respect to California, it is entirely )ected, because whites are moving friends and move my family to an
His wife said they ke~t their two boys market has a low-scale wage for Ne- fitting that the state-which gave to the suburbs while Negroes must area svhere my daughters can atin private schools "rehtctantly, but :groes and Puerto Ricans, and mnch Earl Warren to the nation be per- generally remain in Washington be- tend public school without being
of necessity." even when their income better one for white Europeans. Most
mitred to share fully in the vast and cause of what Hansen called "very racially overwhelmed. My two
Was at a level that made the fees a Puerto Rican heads of families can- joyous benefits of the Warren- artificial barriers."
school-age daughters are in a
not get more than $1.05 per hunt Myrdal plan, under which white is
real burden.
Hansen refused even/to comment, school that is now over 85 per cent
in New York."
black and black is white, and where however, on a suggestion that the Negro, and this is certainly my
The wife explained that the local anywhere
(EdltoFs Note---But we thought
public school was only 10 per cent New York was a veritable land of ¯ one plus one equals three and a whites might be leaving Washington most pressing reason for leaving
because of forced integration of the the District of Columbia."
welfare check.)
white, with large numbers of Puerto milk and honey for migrants, parschools.
gleans who spoke little English.’ She
¯ Washington’s welfare problems also
said she and her husband, although ticularly those fortunate enough to
While Hansen continues to paint continue to mount. Unless something
be
of
darker
complexions.
At
least,
¯ "not racially preiudiced," refused to
a glowing picture of the success of is done to counteract current trends,
what they’ve been telling us!
school integration in Washington,
let their boys be members of a small that’s
there may be 40,000 children on DisWhat are all of the alphabetical
his own figures present cause for trict welfare rolls by 1970, a welfare
minority among children from a much agencies doing about this? Let’s
dispute of his assertions.
lower cultural and economic level.
group was warned. In the past seven
have a reportl)
Washington operates on a so-called years, there has been a 200 percent
Other private school patrons in~
Bishop continued: "The exploita"4-track" plan, with students being increase in the nnmber of children
eluded an education vrofessor who tion of Puerto Ricans and Negroes
welfare checks, and there
said public schools couldn’t keep dis- has gone so far that one welfare deThe nationally-known 40 and 8 may grouped by ability. Hansen said getting
cip]ine; and a literary couple who partment official said that if all the be divorced from its parent organi- about 35 per cent of the city’s senior could very well be a further 200 per
considered vublic schools inadequate. Puerto Ricans were persuaded to re- zation, the American Legion, because high school students are in the two cent increase by 1970, workers were
Some families said they moved to the turn ~home at once, the New York of its refusal to admit Negro members. top groups--but he refused to give told. Currently, checks to u n w e d
suburbs because of the ~hool situa- labor market would collapse. If this
Court action was taken by the racial breakdowns. Further figures mothers total some 2% million dollars
is true, then the.S1.05 per hour is Legion’s national c o m m a n d e r, showed that all four tracks were in annually.
tion.
operation at 7 of the 10 senior high
The President’s C o m m i t t e e on
Brewer drew t h e s e illuminating: 20th Centa~ry slavery, with the slaves Martin B. MeNeally of Newburgh, schools, indicating that these 7 schools
living
off
the
plantation.
Government Contracts -- set no to
N.Y.,
after
representatives
of
the
conclusions:
had
students
ranging
from
very
bright
supervise forced race-mixing on Fed"Puerto Ricans were not told, befun-making 40 and 8 refused to to very dull or retarded.
"The private school problem affore flying to New York, that the
eral projects throughout the nation-budge from their historic position
fects a relatively small part of the
city has racial tensions and inIn the remaining 3 high schools, is now occupied with a ,problem
of allowing whites only to ioin the
city’s population, but this group
grown animosities. The politicians
however, Hansen’s report was most which is literally on its own ooorstep.
subsidiary of ’the Legion.
is keenly interested in the education
and the educators speak loftily of
A Negro steelworker claims he has
McNeally said the "white only~ revealing. There were no students
of its children and it can be exbrotherhood, but it is so rare that
been tnrned down for work on sevclause was illegal, and instituted court enrolled in the "honors sequence"
per’ted to provide a high proportion
some groups award plaques for proceedings to test the legality of the ---the top track--at Cardozo and eral Federal projects because of his
of valuable citizens ouce they are
Dunbar Highs. Cardozo has 1208 race. His recent complaint concerns
evidences of it."
provision.
educated.
Bishop reported frequent clashes
a construction job now underway to
Representatives of the 40 and 8 said Negroes and 2 whites; Dunbar is
Negroes and Puerto gleans. the clause was legal and that only the attended by 859 Negroes and no extend the east front of the Capitol
"Those who are hit hardest are between
building.
intellectual and professional families "~fany Negroes do not like Puerto national convention of the 40 and 8, whites.
with high standards of education and Ricans and will move out of a neigh- which normally meets during the narelatively low income. Among them borhood if they move in," he noted. tional convention of the American
are the university teachers, artists. "Resentment among the Puerto Ricans Legion, can change the restrictive
writers, editors, newspaper men and is now so hot that it is dangerous, in clause,
The 1959 national convention of
the less prosperous among doctors some sections, for a Negro to walk
alone. The police are only a short the 40 and 8 in Minneapolis last
and lawyers.
step this side of fear when they move summer reviewed the clause and
"Persons out_side these circles and into a Puerto Rican slum area to make voted to allow it to stand. But Meoutside the education field are in- an arrest."
Neatly acted on his own initiative,
dined to attribute the private school
To meet New York’s growin~ crime in an attempt to forte his views.
ambition to snobbery or ’status-seek- ,roblem, a special force of 75 uni- If court action instituted bv the
ing.’ Investigation shows, however, formed ,atrolmen all over 6 feet tall Legion commander is successful, the
that the causes and motives are far and under the a~e of 30, has been 40 and 8 would lose its right to use
more complex.
recruited for assignment to trouble the American Legion’s name, and in"The g r o u p most involved is areas. ,The unit, known.as the Tacti- signia, and the 100,000-member 40
largely liberal in its thinking and
cal Patrol Force, will get special duty and 8 would be comnletely separated
favorable to public sehool educa- between 6 p.m. and 2 a.m.
from the Leglon’s g,750,000 members.

California Welfare Abuses

~f

Legion Chief
Sues 40 And 8
Over Racial Ban
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Jackson, Mississippi

MCD Pushes Mixed Housing Drive
High Costs Cited--

The REAL ’Law Of The Land.’!

NAACP
Seeks
Billions

Stymied In Deerfield,
Pro-Red Group Eyes
Iowa & Connecticut

Smarhng from the unexpected res~stanc~ of embattled white
i citizens in Deerfield, I!1., to its plans for a racially-mixed housing
i project in that all-white city, Modern Community Developers,
Inc., apparently plans to subject Iowa and Connec~cut to its
i peculiar brand of sociology.
The NAACP is asking for more
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL learns that MCD, led by
than 93-hillion dollars worth of intepresident Morris Milgrim and his assorted directors, gathered
gration!
largely from the NAACP, Urban League and American Civil
Ridi(’ulous? Not if you believe the
Liberties Union, and representing a host of Communist-front
NAACI"s tax-exempt "’Legal Defense
and Educati,nal Fund." A fund-raisorganizations (a quick check of 11 directors of MCD who are
ing apix.al circulated tl~oughout the
also NAACP officials indicates an astounding total of 220
nation dufin~ l)ecember by the
Communist affiliations, according to records ot the Florida
Fnnd’s "Committee nf 1~)" gi v e s
Legislation Investigation Committee), has obtained rights over
ample proof that inflation has hit the
school-integndion business.
building sites in those two states.
The Iowa subsidiary of MCD has paid for an o,tion on
""l~ae victow in Little Rock
costly," the letter states. "In Little’
$160,000 worth of Iowa land. The number of persons who could
Rookalone, four years of constant,
be integrated on $160,000 worth of Iowa soil is left to your
h,~al action, involving 43 separate
imagination!
cuurt hearings, and expenses totalin~
$187,592, were necessary before Elsie
In Connecticut, $50,000 worth of property is under option for
Robinsun, Effie Jones, Estella JnhnMCD’s experiment in togetherness, New England style.
son and Jefferson Thomas could enter
It will i n t e r e s t our many’~’
Hall and Central tli~b Schools.
friends and readers in Deerfield I a permanent iniunction restraining the
village from interfering with the con"Our task is only begun," the
to learn that their city is appar- [ struction of the houses in Floral Park,
NAACP appeal continues. "Two milentlv not the first to take a dim I the integratee-to-be.
lion Negro children are still barred
viex~’ of an MCD project. In[ Named in the suit were members
... by the walls of segregation." An
ap~al for funds follows.
New Jersey, a wholly.owned i of the Deerfield Park board, Village
of Deerfield trustees, two members
snbsidiary ~f MCD (they seem of the Deerfield Citlz~ns’ Council and
Applying simple grade-scb~l arithmetic to the NAACP’s own statements,
to sprout subsidiaries at the drop all officers and directors of the North
nne might reach several interesting CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, 3ACK.~ON,
of a hat) had to forfeit a $1,000 Shore Residents Association, including
conclusions.
Harold C. Lewis. chairman, who has
option payment six months ago spearheaded the resistance.
By ~e N~s o~ ad~slon,
on
a
piece
of
property
that
was
The soit is expected to be vigorousit cost ~187~ jmt to get ~o~
unfavorably rezoned after the ly defended,’ and determination of the
lonely Ne~s shoved ~to ~Rie
to r e s i s t encroachment
R~k’s white seh~ls. ~at’s $46,purchase agreement had been citizens
steadily increasing under the left-wing
8~ ~r Ne~.
executed. This was after $3,850 pressures.
A~ LiRle Rock was a eomparativehad been spent for architectural
The Deedie]d controversy has
ly~asy vietow. ~e commu~ had
and engineering fees on the brought reaction elsewhere. It was
~en subjected to an intensive softendescribed at a Chicago Urban League
fizzle.
ing-np pro~ss. Public apathy helped
meeting as the "Little Rock of 1959"
In
a
rare
moment
of
lucidity,
MCD
Question: When is the "law of the applications for admission because of
the forces of integration. So it is
in giving the United States a false
admits
that
it
may
have
to
sell
proprace, religion or national origin.
lo~eal to assume that ~e cost-per- land" not the law of the land?
face abroad.
erty
without
developing
it.
It
also
Nero (or cpN, to get bureaue~tie
(Editor’s Note---We may be
Answer: When it doesn’t fit into
Floyd L. Logan, president of the
a~ut it) will be much, much higher. the scheme of things as the NAACP Educational Equality League, s a i d admits with understandable reluctance the U. r b a n L e a g u e contn~outes
that an MCD project might conceivwben and if the NAACP seeks to do thinks it should.
that if the state ruling is not forth- ably not be occupied by both whites nothing to giving the United States
battle in Alabama, ~uisiana or Misan honest face abroad- While the
coming
he
will
institnte
a
mandamus
Remember the Girard College case
and "non-whites," which is MCDese NAACP is often referred t.o in the
sissippi.
action
seeking
to
prevent
municipalin Philadelphia, Pa.? This was the prifor Negroes. The company concedes
press as the "War DupartEven supposing ~e~N remained vate school endowed by wealthy mer- ities from granting tax exemptions to roefully that it cannot compel inte- Negro the
Urban League is termed
at $48,8~. Still, by the NAAC~s chant Stephen Girard many years ago institutions restricting enrollment be- gration (which shows what it would ment",
"State Department" of the inown figures, there ~ two million with the provision in his will that only cause of race, religion or national really like to do), although it does the
tegration drive. It specializes in
Ne~oes who, according to the white, male orphans could be ad- origin factors.
promise it will "aid only those whom the fields of integrated employment
N~CP, n~d to ~ integrate.
mitted.
Girard College won’t be the only careful preliminary study shows to be --FEPC~nd housing; the NAACP
planning soundly for an open occu- in schools and bloc voting.)
A simple p~ess of m~fiplicaWhen the NAACP tried to get some school to lose out if such a ruling is pancy (integrated) development."
tion (at which Ne~s ~e ~id to
And at a meeting of the local group
Negro boys admitted to the school made. Many other schools in PennOne fascinating bit of informa- supporting integration, Deedield Citiexcel) lea~ to ~e
and were rejected, the Negroes took sylvania would be affected.
zens for Human Rights, the guest
~imion ~at it ~1 ~st the d~- the case to court. Public officials
One of the judges who heard the tion which has come to light is that
ge~g sum of $93,7~,~,~ to who were serving as trustees for the case has some painful memories about MCD’s Illinois subsidiary, Progress speaker was David Apter, associate
integrate the SOu~.
~rofessor of political science at the
school had the tn~steeship transferred the legal efforts to break Girard’s will. Development Corporation, stands to
forfeit $110,000 in surety pedormUniversity of Chicago and a specialist
to
private
individuals.
He
is
President
Judge
Charles
Klein
~at’s 93-~d-~r~uade~ BiLance bonds ff it doesn’t build in on (hold your hats) Africa who spoke
LION dollars. Even the NAACP ~!I
Taken to the U.S. Supreme Court of Orphans Court, who recently com- Deedield. The bonds were required on the possible effects of the DeerImve t~uble raising ~at kind of for the first time before the trustee- pleted 25 years on the bench.
to guarantee construction of roads field integrated housing controversy
money, no ~tter how many founda- ship transfer was effected, the jusJudge Klein speaks with more than and utility installations. Could it be on the new African nations.
tion treasuries they ~id.
tices ruled that public officials, ach- a trace of anger when he recalls the that the reason MCD is so excited
(Editor’s Notv~O~ coupe any.
~ is the NAACP hiking the ~N ing as trustees, could not exclude case. He said the case came "at a about the resistance in Deedield is
thing g.o~,s under the sacrosanct
~ificially tu hi~ hnge salaw pay- NegToes.
time when Gov. Faubus was indulging not ’~uman rights" but, pardon the
name of ’foreign relations", except
crass expression, MONEY?
ments to its hnn~ staf~
When the trusteeship was trans- in his peculiar antics in Arkansas.’
[ for South Africa of course, and anyferred, the Supreme Court upheld the
In the battlefront of Deerfield itself, thing goe~ to instill a guilt feeling
"’The public was inflamed over the white
right of substitution of private for
residents voted 2-1 approval of in the hearts of patriotic Americans
As a matter of fact, the NAACP’s public trustees. No Negroes were Little Rock situation, and--unfortw’ a bond issue which will enable the ~but anythingl)
nately---some of the lawyers in the Village Park Board to buy up the site
rich uncle from uptown, the Urban admitted.
Not to be outdone by mere white
case were using it to advance their
League, is having money troubles of
MCD’s proposed interracial housing integrationists, an MCD director, the
Now the NAACP, along with the political careers, forgetting their re- of
its own. The Chicago Urban League
development.
Bey. Martin Luther King, operateur
complained Dec. 4 that it’s running a Educational Equality League, is ask- sponsibilities to the court," the vetIn a record 86 per cent turnout, extraordinaire, betook h i m s e I f to
1959 deficit of more than $23,000. ing for a ruling which would deny eran jurist said bitingly.
voters gave approval to the board’s Chicago for a meeting of the InterGirard College its tax-exempt status
The group said it spent its budget in the State of Pennsylvania.
He said it was a means for some $550,000 bond issue referendum to denominational Ministerial Alliance,
of the lawyers to "make political buy the property for public parks. called hirmelf a press cenfer~nce at
of $206,000 for 1959, but has raised
only $182,686, thus is faced with the
The ruling would be on the consti- capital out of it outside" and that The vote was 2,635 for the bond issue the Sherman Hotel, and opined as
prospect, appropriately enough, of, tutionality of granting t~x exemptions the judges listened in silence "to a and 1,207 against. Two previous park ho righteous pressure was necesrunning a black outfit in the redl
to educational institutions that exclude great deal of personal abuse."
board bond issues were voted down sary to make the unwilling white citilast year, before integration threat- zens of Deerfield knuckle under.
ened.
From the deptl~ of his occult
Candldan wisdom, the high and
The ballots had hardly cooled
ndghty one. leader of the Montwhen MCD officials, who profess
gomery bus boycott, benignly
an esoteric kind of "demneracy,"
vored ~ privileged few with
moved to thwart the will of the
pearl of wisdom. "It’s human
maiority. The very next morning,
nature to be a little mgh~, and
they obtained a temporary in/unction fi~m Federal Dis~iet fudge resist integration," mid he.
One wonders whether the con"Everything you’ve got, Negroes
During the reading of the "resolu- at the outdoors, then remarked to an- Imeph Sam Perry of Chicagn, retion" 250 more .’4egroes milled about other officer, "It’s no use. It’s snow- straining Deediald offietah from cerned Deerfielder distinguishe,s, bewant."
.tyeen l~ressure that is "ri_gh_.toons’ and
That’s the way South Carolina outside the terminal building in a ing outside, too."
structien d the interracial proiect. that which is not. Personally, we never
NAACP president Rev. H. P. Sharper snowstorm.
State NAACP president Shaq~r
The "demonstration" was phnnod
Jud~ Perry ~’ted on a
could tell the difference.
outlined Negro demands to white
told newsmen exactly what the r/ght~" mit brought by MCD and
Intended support for beleaguered
newsmen during a New Year’s Day ¯fter Negro baseball player Jackie NAACP is demanding.
was told to leave the white
Morris Milg~n and MCD was sumdemonstration protesting segregation. Robinson
waiting room last Match.
Amendment to the Conaitution and ’moned from far away. It seems that
Said Sharper, "Eve~g you’ve o~
five metl,m of the O.S. Civil :in Princeton, N. J., home ba~e of
Scene of the protest was Greenville,
NAACP officials were on hand, to got, Negn~e, want. We are skit of
S. C., municipal airport, where 15 urge the small turnout to %ore the
MCD, they do have an integrated
Negroes entered the white waiting South Carolina state administration segregation. We want integration.
housing devek)pmont called M_apleseoks danmge~
$750,000 crest. One of the Negro residimt~
We intend to press our claims fe~ fmThe
room to read an "integration resolu- out of office."
m $1mit
ddendant~
and aofperm~ent
tion" to 150 white onleoken, mostly
While the "resolution" was being
injunction restraininz the turk hoard there, a Rev. Benlamin I. Andet~o~
(See ldCD, p. a)
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Report From
Tennessee
By Richard Burrow, Jr.
Monteagle~Althoogh a jury comsed of good, loyal Tennesseans
~°ouSnd in November that "mixer"
Myles Horton, fonnder-director of the
trnuble-spawning Highlander Folk
School, had used the school’s properties for his personal enrichment, Nashville integrationist a t t o r n e y Cecil
Branstettcr has a.sked Grundy Coonty
Criminal Court to be allowed to present oral arguments in defense of the
school.
Actually, the conrt has several
courses it could follow in the complex
case:
]ndge Chester C. Chattin could
order the school’s welfare charter revoked; order Horton to deed back to
t the school certain properties he claims
he received in lieu of salary; enioin
the director from using the institution
for his personal gain; or dismiss the
state’s petition.
The responsible citizens of Tennessee wish the school elostn:l. Highlander has been the scene of numerous
mcloents throughont its 25-year
history. The attorney general of the
State of Arkansas once referred to it
as a "hot bed of Commnnism."

Nashville ~ Reports from reliable
sonrtx~s indicate that this city’s stair;tep integration plan may soon be in
:or another cnurt test. Several white
parents have cumplained that their
civil rights are being violated. This
CITIZE NS~ COUNCIL~ .TACKSON, MISS.
case, if it materializes, should prove
interesting becaose in recent years it
has appeared that the white folks
schools to the race-mixers without any court action whatever. have no civil rights.
The mere threat of future lawsuits was sufficient. Citizens in most
Memphis--The Memphis board of
ol these communities wanted segregation, and they still do, but educatinn made short order of tilt’
their so-called "’leaders" sold them down the river.
W. J. SIMMONS ........................................... Editor
trouble-makin.~ NAACP’s denmnd for
Why shouldn’t the SRC and other groups devoted to race immediate, all-out racial mixing of
tile city’s public schools by refusing
mixing brag about these statistics? They have every right to! to recognize the groulfS letter and
In the 769 integrated districts, 758--or 98.6 per cent ~ sur- petitiou calling for an integration plan.
In a statem¢-t released by board
rendered without a fight. These cheap victories are certainly
oresident Walter P. Annstrnng Jr., the
cause for rejoicing in the integration camp.
board said schools will be operated
This publication and the Southern Regional Council rarely
On the other hand, loyal Southerners can find in these same for the I~’nt,fit of the oily as a whole
see things the sarhe way. We are pledged to uncompromising figures solicl proof that determination pays off.
instead of for "specialized interest"
resistance to race mixing; the SRC is working actively for the
groups. The board also refused to
It is interesting to note that despite the hundreds of integra- meet with any organization in the
complete integration of the South.
tion suits filed in the Federal courts since 1954, court orders have "special interest" categn~.
So when the Southern Regional Council says something about resulted in the integration of only 11 school districts--a mere 1.4
integration with which we can a~ree, it, is worthy of editorial per cent of the total claimed by the mixers.
note. This happened twice recently.
Surely, this demonstrates conclusively one of the facts we
Two recent statements issued by the SRC’s Atlanta headneed to know and use in this fight. Force is not the main taetor
quarters bear out several important points which we have been
in bringing about school integration. A court order cannot intestressing for some time. The points are these:
grate a school ff a community is determined to keep that school
(1) School integration cannot be accomplished in the face segregated.
of determined opposition from responsible citizens.
So xvhen the other side talks about their "success," let’s bear
(2) Most of the race.mixing in Southern and Border states in mind that they’re talking about winning battles they didn’t l, Vhen bayonet-wielding paratroopsince the U. S. Supreme Court’s Black Monday decision in 1954 have to fight. And it doesn’t take much of an army to occupy ers Swonped down upon unamwd citiin Little R~ck during the 1957
has been of a voluntary nature. That is, rather than integrating friendly territory. When the white flag of surrend’er goes up, zens
school crisis, the airborne troops were
under compulsion of court decrees, most communitics have ad- victory is cheap.
acting on direct orders frnm the White
mitted Negroes to white schools have done so without a fight.
But when we talk about our solid accomplishments~when tlonse.
Now, however, the Federal govThey have surrendered to the race-mixers.
we point to the remarkable effect of community-wide and stateernment has gone into court in
(3) The Federal Government knows that schools cannot
wide organization in the Deep South ~ we can literally point
Little R~k to claim that any inbe integrated by court orders. It has adopted the strategy of
with pride. The enemy’s big guns ~ their highest-priced law- iufies inflicted nn civilians by the
brotherh~ - by - bayonet - brigrade
holding the threat of court action over the heads of weak-minded
yers, reporters, propaganda experts~have been trained on us
make the soldiers liable for charges
public officials, so these officials can offer the threat of lawsuits for more than five years. And still, integration has made not
of assault and batte~.
as their excuse for surrendering their schools to the race-mixers.
the slightest inroad in the solid ranks of the Deep South. The
~fis strange development, hardly
But without the open cooperation of politically-motivated and
battles we have won have been real~not paper skirmishes calculated to boost the inora]e of the
self-seeking local officials, what little school integration has
where abject surrender came before the battle plans were put U. S. Armed Forces, came to light
last month, when U. S. Attorney Osro
taken place since 1954 could not have occurred.
into effect. Yet, we have won. And we will continue to win.
Cobb filed a motion in Federal dis(4) The race-mixers are seeking to brainwash Southern
The Southern Regional Council, it should be remembered, is trict court in Little Rock set.king
teachers and school administrators, in an effort to isolate them an 80-member integrated group. It prefaced its report with a missal of a $5t~ damage suit against
~overnment.
from the mainstream of public opinion. Educators have been quotation from Federal Judge William E. Miller of Tennessee theThe
suit was filed by Paul
and are being told that there are but two alternatives--either ~ho said he iust couldn’t understand why more school districts Downs, who was cat on ~he arm by
integrate the schools or close them. The race-mixers are seeking
don’t go ahead and integrate on their own initiative, withont a bayonet-wielding paratrooper on
Sept. 25, 1957, at Litthr Rock Central
to indoctrinate teachers with the idea that teachers have a vested waiting to be sued.
High School. Downs, a veteran
financial interest in school integration; and power-hungry adThis, presumably, is what the SRC means when it says it is World War 1I and Korea, said the
ministrators are being warned that their power and irffluence dedicated to "improvement of race relations.’" It means improve- soldier was negligent in cutting him.
will diminsh unless they work actively to bring about the abiect ment on their terms--not ours.
U. S. Attorney ~bb replied that
a statement made hy Downs three
surrender of their school systems. Apparently, the race-mixers
In a later action, SRC issued a policy statement Dec. 5 indicat- days after the bayonet attack showed
feel they have been successful in this propaganda campaign, since ing that the left-wing brainwashing campaign on educators is that the affair was a ca~ of assault
they are now willing to leave the matter of integration in tlae
experiencing a high degree of success, and pointing the way to and battery, fi~r which the governmerit cannot be sued.
hands of school boards and professional educationists.
future strategy.
(Editor’s Note~In other words,
Two reports issued by the SRC’s Atlanta office on Nov. 2’2
the gove~ment now says that the
SRC ~ which wants integration ~ now urges that school
and Dee. 5 are perhaps more illuminating than the SRC intended integration should be left to what it calls "responsible edumldier should be held perso~lly
res~nsible, aM shodd be sub~ect
them to be.
cators." The test of "responsibility," we assume, is the educator’s
to bth civil and criminal actions,
The Nov. 22 report boasted that voluntary integration has far
susceptibility to integration propaganda.
even thou~ he w~ acting ~er
surpassed court-ordered race-mixing in the South.
For some time, the race-mixers have been ~vorking on the direct Presidential orders.)
According to the SRC’s own figures, a total of 269 school minds of power-seeking and money-hungry educators. Backed Cobb also claimed that if the case
not constitute assault and batdistricts in Arkansas, Florida, Kentucky, North Carolina, Tenn- by the wealthy foundations, the race-mixers have rewarded the d~s
tery, then the ~aratrool~’r’s actions
essee and Texas have inte~’ated their schools since 1954. Yet, gullible with prize, grants, fellowships and a vaguely-defined were "privileged" and not subject to
the SRC notes, only 11 of these districts were under court orders
p~ofessional "status’ in the North. The South is well rid of those suit.
to integrate. The rest did so voluntarily.
(Editor’s Not~us, we have
opportunists who yield their principles to such temptations; but
The SRC further points out that about 500 school districts we must remain vigilant, lest the race-mixers now turn their the s~ctacle of the big, b~ve,
U. S. ~vemment telling a ~
in the so-called ~order areas" of Delaware, VCest Virginia and the efforts to a systematic undermining of Southern school systems.
¯ at if a ~idier hap~m to bayo~t
District of Columbia accepted integration voluntarily. The 500 figmm~ while c~ing ~l order,
Our teachers are, on the whole, dedicated to Southern
t~ soldier~t the govemment~
ure appartenly does not include districts in Border States such
ideals and traditions. We must make certain that the forces of
should be blamed.
as Oklahoma, Missouri and Maryland, where schools were inteintegration do not succeed in isolating the teaching profession
If th~ plea ~ ~owd to slaM,
grated soon after the 1954 Supreme Court ruling.
from the mainstream of Southern public opinion. We must
~mbe~ of ~e A~ed Fo~es h~
Significantly, the SRC didnot mention the five Deep South continue to demonstrate in every way that the Southern teacher
~ a~ge to ~ a~mpanied on
states where public schools remain totally segregated--Alabama,
d~ he,Meet by ~k
has the same stake in maintaining successful segregation as every
la~e~, wi~ ~a~ a c~gent
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and South Carolina.
other citizen. We must be quick to point out the fallacies in
Using the SRC’s own figures, it can be seen that of the 769
idealistically-motivated theoretical arguments, and we must
Note ~at ~e gove~e~’s ¢~
districts ~ow listed as "integrated"--which, in some cases, means
return the discussion from the realm of fantasy to practical
carefdly avoi~ ~k~wld~g
one unhappy Negro.in a corner seat in an otherwise all-white
who DID o~er ~e LiRle R~k
realities.
elassroom~eourt orders brought about race mixing in only 11
~tiog d ~ ~by ~nThe common-sense views of dedicated and loyal Southerners s~le lot ~e c~q~es.
will prevail. It is our clear duty, to provide the means by which ~er e~ple of "~mible"
In the remaining 758 ~integrated" dis~icts, politicians, sehoo!
~ve~t at wo~.)
these views may be merged and given organizational strength.
officials and misguided do-gooders surrendered their segregated
RICHARD BURROW, JR ......................................... TENNESSEE
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation tot Constitutional Govt.
I)R. B. E. MASTERS ................................................... TEXAS
President, Citizens’ Councils of Texas
JAMES R. ORGAIN .................................................. VIRGINIA
Director, Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual
Liberties
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Alabama’s Gain Is
Georgia’s Loss As
King Goes Home

Episcopal Bishop

"CJtizens" Council Forum" Films
Calls For Mixing
Used By Schools, Civic Clubs
In South Africa

New uses are being found for the[ Each program features an interview
popular "Citizens’ Council Forum"lwith one or more Senators and ConThe Union of South Africa’s to~
TV and radio programs.
I gressmen on topics of current inter- Episcopal churchman has called for
Now scheduled by more than 300!est.
"racial partnership" between whites
Alabama and Georgia are playing sigh of relief, and said of King:
stations in 40 states, the programs are I
Program films are available free and blacks in his nation.
"hot potato" with a dish neither wants
"The Reverend Dnetor King is
The Episcopal A~hbisho~
--Martin Luther King, Jr., Mont- to be repatriated to his native At- also being used by educators andI of charge for showing to schools
clubs.
[ and civic clubs. Forum officials Capetown, The Most Rev. Joint de
gomery Negro preacher and self-ap- lanta. In that metropolis, his fame civic
Films of pas~., programs in the series[ urge that requests be made several
Blank, is touring the U. S.
pointed "leader" of Alabama’s dor- will have p~ceded him. For there
the anspiees of the American
mant integration "movement."
/n the Ebenezer Baptist Church he are being sho~,n to high school and] weeks prior to anticipated use.
college students in history and govern-[ Inquiries and requests for films Church Union, as part of tho ACU°s
King annonnced last month that he will be the third generation of his ment classes. They are also being1 should be addressed to Citizens’ program
of "supporting our
was leaving Montgomery Feb. 1 to tribe to occupy the pulpit. A gassy
by members of civic clubs in/ Council Forum, 813 Plaza "Building, Anglican leaders in their missionary
become assistant preacher at his theologian at Emory University has viewed
Jackson, Miss.
work and as an a~istance to those
father’s Ebenezer Baptist Church in identified him as an "exceptional several states.
who are fighting for the principl~
sainC--throwing
him
in
with
other
Atlanta.
of freedom and iustice l~ the far
But Georgia seemed reluctant to saints such as Paul, Aquinas, Jerome
corners of the earth."
Augustine, not to mention Joan
welcome its "native son" back home. and
The Archbishop, an arelffoe of
Are. And Vandiver, governor of
Gov. Ernest Vandiver pro m p t I y of
segregation policies of the South AfriG~orgiaus, has alerted the comwarned that King willbe "placed the
monwealth by announcing that TO
can government, believes that unle~
under surveillance if he moves to King will be kept under his perSouth African whites extend "racial
NAACP Files
Georgia."
partnership" to African Negroes,
surveillance.
King spends most of his time orga- sonal
white man is guiding his own expul’°I’be myths created by the remarknizing and getting elected president able
career of King in Montgomery Two more Southern states are fol- he said, "but being both a Negro and sion from the continent."
of such eminent groups as the "South- have already gone ahead on a strong lowing
Interviewed in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
lead of Alabama and a Communist--that’s too much."
ern Christian Leadership Conference" wind and they have gone far beyond Louisianathe
in m a k i n g their state’s
The legislative committee recently Archbishop de Blank anguished over
(cumpused of those who wish to "con- Atlanta.
branches open their mem- cited two Negro ministers and NAACP the "white comfort and African misfer" more titles on "leader" King-- "Foremost is the myth that the NAACP
officials for contempt in refusing to ery" which he said prevail in his home
Ed.) and the "Montgomery Improve- boycott ended bus segregation. A bership lists to officials.
The two states are Florida and cooperate in a two-day hearing in country. He said the government
ment Association" (whose most note- federal court order, that alone, dis- Virginia.
policy of "apartheid" results in squaThe NAACP in Alabama Tallahassee.
worthy "improvement" to date seems solved legal segregation. All the boylor and chronic malnutrition for
to be in King’s finanohd status~Ed.). curt did was to cause colored citizens was disbanded after the state courts
(Editor’s Note~Carter also told Negroes, most of whom earn less than
Needless to say, these "’leadership" to walk or ride in other conveyances ordered the group to open its member- Florida
Negroes not to accept token they need to support their families.
duties left him little time for tending and salivate a bus company owned ship rolls to official inspection.
The average South Africian Negro,
Louisiana, with similar laws con- integration but to push complete
to his Dexter Ave. Baptist Church by Chicago integrationists.
integration "by sending not four or he said, earns $26 a month, and needs
cerninga
n
y
organization
soliciting
preaching chores, especially when
"Second is the myth that King
$50 a month to support his family
conpled with ronnd-the-world tours practiced passive resistance as prac- funds, is currently seeking similar five but 400 or 500 of your chil- adequately.
dren to seek admission to white
and frequent journeys to the integrat- ticed by Gandhi. The essential dif- court action against the NAACP.
When asked what he intends to do
schools.")
ed Northland. So King iumped at the ference is that in India the white
In Florida, NAACP officials
In Virginia, the NAACP has refused about this "~roblem," the Archbishop
chance to move to Adanta as papa s devils were a corporars guard among cnsed a state legislative committee
he will continue to fight for
helper, thus giving him an even 400,000,000 natives. Whereas in Moot- of trying to destroy the organization to hand over its membership records said
equalily.
greater opportunity to bemoan the lot gomery the white devils were two with charges of Communist infiltra- to the State Corporation Commission racial
He explained that his present I2. S.
of the downtrodden Southern knee- thirds of the population, they were in
tion and by demanding that it pro- land has asked the U. S. District Court tour is primarily to raise money to degrow.
command of the arsenals, transport duce its list of Florida NAACP for a restraining order.
fend anti-segregationists charged with
(Editor’s Not~For a while a and constabulary. It was the whites members.
i Under Virginia law, any organi- treason nnder South Africian law.
year or so ago, King wasn’t be- who practiced non-violence, for they
An NAACP Negro attorney, Bobert zatinn soliciting funds must make
moaning much of anything. That alone had the capability of practicing
Carter of New York, told Florida available its lists of members and con- MCD
was on a trip to Harlem, when one successful violence.
members that the committee was not tribntors to the SCC or be fined as
of his cultured, enlightened, pas"King renounced violence as a seeking out Communist inflnences in provided for by state laws.
sively-resisting, etc., feminine conlad in a sandlot might when faced seeking the membership lists, but
stituents found herself wondering
,The SCCthat
informed
the NAACP
in
with an adversary obviously cap- only wanted "to harass and, cast as- November
conrt action
would be
what to do with a butcher knife.
(Continued from p. 1)
able
of
inflicting
more
injury
on
persions
against
the
members."
taken
unless
the
lists
were
forth-I
The ever-accomndating King was him than the other way around.
"It’s bad enough heine a Negro," coming.
pastor of a 130-year-old Presbyterian
obligingly nearby, so she ridded King, in a messianic spasm attended
church and a financial backer of Milherself of the weapon by burying
by a sound huckster’s insight, called
grim, delivered his testimonial. With
same up to the hilt in King. Wherethis Gandhism.
deep feeling, he told of his happiness
upon, without the good grace to so
"In one respect, King was nnqualiat Maplecrest’s neighlx)rly ways. "We
much as thank the donor for her fled for his position of leadership.
hahy sit fur each other here", he said.
"token of appreciation," King col- He didn’t know anything about his
"We all are it=st human beings." (And
lapsed and spent the balanee of his enemy. His only contacts with whites
that, dear reader, is suppn~d to be
Northern soiourn in a hospital.)
here were with a few unrepresentative
the clincherl--Ed.)
Filled with gratitude for the free holy-rollers and busy-body wmnen
But the: white citizens of Deerfield
pnblicity, King proceeded back to serving their extraneous fn=strations
remain unshaken.
Montgomery, where he renewed his with aggressions on the social order.
efforts to make Alabama Negroes the There were une or two high-minded,
H. C. Lewis, chainuan of the North
Shore Residents Assodation set the
"’equals"--in every respect--of their stout but not so bright parsons. Kin~
(Editor’s
Note----On
our
editorial
page
last
month,
we
reprinted
a
Harlem counterparts.
keynote. To supporters all across the
not seek out whites. So he re:~lly splendid editorial by Alexander F. ]ones, executive editor of the Herald- i Sonth
And while Alabama was bidding did
he said, "The impression that
was dangeronsly uninforn~ed of the Journal in Syracuse, N. Y. He took Negroes and Puerto Ricans to task
the self-proclaimed Thirteenth Dis- depth
you
may have that the North is trying
and uniformity of white opinfor
wanting
their
so-called
"fights"
while
displaying
a
complete
disregard
to force integration down the throats
ciple a thankful farewell, Georgia ion.
wasn’t exactly planning a red-car~et "He was a qnite hnmorless m,qn of their responsibilities as citizens.
I of the South is understandable, alreceotion. It seems that King tells his with no taste for mirth or wit. He
though false.’"
Naturally, this hit a sore spot. And the NAACP immediately resorted
gullible followers that "we must may never have laughed during his to its favorite trlck~a violent personal attack against Editor Jones. But
"It is my personal opinion that
break local and state laws en masse five years in Montgomery. And, of Jones wouldn’t take it lying down. Herewith is his reply.)
there is little sincerity on the part
to awaken a sense of shame in our course, nothing is that serious.
Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the National Association for the of either Northern politicians or
oppressor.
news media in their advocacy of
"So he quits the Montgomery
But Georgians, being law-abiding theater of operations. He contends Advancement of Colored People, made a rather violent personal attack on integration. It is purely political.
folks, don’t take kindly to these that it is the hub of an enslaved me before the State Welfare Conference for editorial npinions un iuvenile "It has been most clifficult, almost
kind of goings-on. Thus, Gov. Van- region in which the Negro is merci- delinquency, and particularly as concentrations of newly arrived Southern impossihh., to get an even break from
diver’s statement that "anyone who lessly and hopelessly repressed and Negroes and Puerto Ricans in New York City are concerned.
news media in the reporting of onr
comes across the state line with the oppressed. But he himself, a prodnct
I pointed out crime records in those districts are higher than in other Deerfield prohlem. As ynu have probavowed intention of breaking laws o~ its social order and Georgia com- parts ot the city.
ably observed, cnsshing pressure is
will be kept under surveillance at mon schooling, returns to Atlanta an
I also said that Negro gangs had made 26 attacks on Washington police being brought tn bear on os by church
all times."
international figure, author, an ingroups and many other organizations
Meantime, King packed his carpet- surance company director, and not 30 in the month of October andthat a Puerto Rican gang had nmrdered children seeking to impose instaut and combag and headed for Chicago, where years old--to take a pulpit held by in a New York City park.
pnlsory integration. In spite of all
he told a fawning group of reporters his grandfather and now his father,
The purpose of the editorial was an appeal to the National Association this, the l)eerfield citizenry has thus
that he is going to create a Negro who owns considerable real estate in for the Advancement of Colored People, and to Puerto Rican organizations far remained united and determined
voting bloc with a potential of 10 the great metropolis."
to launch a real campaign to instill a greater sense of social responsibility, to resist at any cost.
million votes.
in newcomers to urban centers, most of them inst out of the cotton fields or
"I wo,ld imagine that determined
King said he would give his countthe slums of San Juan.
resistance would he easier tu maintain
less organizations’ sunport to a drive
The NAACP does not burden itself with any such ideas--it concerns in the South than in the North, alin which the NAACP and AFL-CIO
itself almost completely with legal matters involving the "rights" of Negroes. thou~zh the consequences of defeat
Committee on Political Education
wouhl be far more devastating. At
(King re-named it "Committee on
It is my contention that social responsibilities go hand in hand with least you do not have to fight your
Political Equality") would join to
rights and in iustice to the thousands of responsible Negroos in the North, i~litical leaders and ministers and
create an immediate voting bloc of
and their children who have as good a school record as any white chihlren, newspapers to the extent we must up
more than 2½ million Southern
A nationwide current of sympathy it should be the first duty of the NAACP to indoctrinate any of their people here. Any support that you can give
Negroes.
just coming from the Deep South on the problems they will face.
us will be most helpfnl. A little enHe said there are 5 million po- is developing towards the South’s
position on States’ Rights, a former
Puerto Riean leaders in 160 organizations in New York City have organiz- cottragement now and then can be
tential Negro voters in the South
U. S. Senator from Maine declared. ed to do iust that. Theirs is a harder task for they have a langamge barrier strong medicine for an embattled
and another 5 million in the rest of
village.
Owen Brewster, a Republican Sena- to clear.
the country. He wants the Negro
tor from Maine for 12 years prior t~
organizations to take the lead in
"The technique being employed
So
this
man
Wilkins
gets
up
before
an
important
welfare
conference
voter registration, then encourage 1953, told newsmen in Charleston and says I am "emotional, fuzzy and even dangerous."
by Modern Community Developers,
Negroes to support a strong ~ro- S. C., Dec. 12 that many people in
Inc., of Princeton, N.J., and it=
"Hundreds of amateur diagnosticians of juvenile delinquency are attack- wholly owned subsidiary, Progress
integration presidential candidate. other sections of the eonntry respect
(What other kind are there?--Ed.) the cherished Southern principle of ing this problem," Wilkins continued. "This city of Syracuse is unfortunate in Development Corporation, is based
having one of the rankest of these amateurs in the person of the executive upon a stealthy approach to a comVehile in Chicago, King also com- state sovereignty.
Brewster, now a consultant to editor of the Herald-Journal."
munity, a conspiracy to deceive its
mented freely on the integrated housgovernment and residents until it is
ing plans of Modern Commnnity De- Americans for Constitutional Action
An
amateur
diagnostician,
l
take
it,
is
one
who
feels
that
gangs
of
velopers (MCD), of which he is a a conservative "group based in Wash- young hoodlums should receive severe discipline~that murder and rape too late and then the marshalling of
ington, also noted that "all of the
director.
great pressure to force compliance.
In a "good riddance" editorial, the gorthern states are conscious of more and beating up school teachers is not a playful occnpation.
We in Deedield feel an obligation
Montgomery Advertiser breathed a industry moving South."
A professional diagnostician, like Wilkins, is one who blames gang to other helpless communities to
fights and crime on "society’--who says it is due to slums and racial predefeat this project lest it become an
judice. So it is to be expected that youth take up zip guns and stilettos.
approved technique for the destruction of other communities. We shall
Now certainly I am not going to indulge in any name calling contest do
our best.
with this fellow.
"In the meantime, if it is possible
Little can be accomplished by extremists.
to raise a few prominent voices in our
Citizens’ Councils
Wil]dm is the type who asks h’braries to take "Little Black Sambo" off behalf, we shall be forever indebted
the shelves and who deplo~ the Stephen Fo~ter classic "Old Black Joe." to yOU."
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
With one voice, the people of the
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
The way he attempts to conceal the fact that anyone is a Negro often
South resoond, "DON’T GIVE AN
leads to wonder about his lack of race pride.
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
INCH. We’re with you all the way."
[] For One Year ...................................... $2.00
And I hope the time has not come when an editor is afraid to recite
John Philpot Curran, in his 1790
(Please Print)
crime statistics, including where they originate.
"Speech upon the Right of Election":
At the moment I have the feeling a bcHowlng ebony bleodhound is
"It is the commen fate of the
t~/ing to chase me across the ice. Unlike Eliz~ I decline to run.
indolent to see their right= beeonm
Address ...................................................................
There are too many fine Negro citizens in Syracuse and elsewhere who a prey to the active.
agree that determined work for greater social reslmnsibility is badly needed. upon which Cod hath given lil~ty
City .............................................................
to man is eternal vigilanoe; whlda
’What ready is burning Wilk~ to a ~ is that n~my lcadlng South- condition if he break, tervitude t~
State ........................................................................
ern nowspapers reprinted tho~ Ht~ld-Jourual edRodah and ~marked
at mu:¢ the eomequeaee of hi~
that it was ~ing to know tht~ was on~ NORTHERN EDITOR who
guilt."

Two More States Move
Open

New York Editor Compares
NAACP Boss Wilkins To
"Bellowing Ebony Bloodhound"

South Winning
More Support,
Brewster Says

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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Armed Forces’ Mix Policy Puzzling
Push Integration
In U.S. To Please
’World Opini
on’
Technology, is takinga back seat
to "tolerance’ in the U. S. ¯Air Force.
Once regarded as the nation’s first
line of defense, the Air Force has now
been infiltrated by the brotherhood
brigade~that starry-eyed group wh(
would rather be called Bolshevik~
than "bigots".
With their thought processes rapid.
ly leaving this solar system and thei~
heads firmly planted in the wild blne
yonder, the race-mixers are so hard at
work that one official antlered grimly:
"If the Air Force spent as much
thne getting a man into space as
they do getting a Negro in the
~tonographic pool, we’d have been
on Mars long ago."
Then he added, thoughtfully:
"Maybe it’s a good thing we’re not
on Mars. I’d sure hate to show up
for work after a hi, party and find a
~’~n secretary with antennae growing out of her forehead. And the way
things are now, the anti-discrimination
officer would be the first one off the
~oace ship, to make sure we don’t mistreat an
who migYth beSiX’leggedaround."p°rple people
The missileman then went back to
work, figuring ways to adjust to a
lower bndget so the non-discrimination experts may continue to function
unhampered.
Not only are they functioning nnhampered, we learned, but also they
are hard put for work--~ much so
that they have to advertise!

following "solicitation," under t h e
caption "Non-Discrimination In Employment":
"Air Force policy provides that
all p e r s o n n ¯ I actions involving
civilians will be based on merit and
fitness without regard to race, color,
creed, or national origin.
"In furtherance of this policy, Lt.
Col. George W. Day, the Center
Inspector, has been designated as
the D~puty Employment Policy
Officer at this installation. T h c
Deputy Employment Policy Officer
will r e c e i v e, acknowledge, and
make necessary investigations of
allegations of discriminations. Col.
Day’s office is located in Building
1801 and his telephone extension is
29-101.
"Procedures for submitting complaints are contained in Chapter
E3, K’vrc Manual 40-1, which
supervisors have available for their
employees to read. Information is
also contained on key bulletin
boards throughout the installation."
Keesh.r Air Force Base, it shooh]
be noted, is the key Air Force electronics training base in the entire hailion. The inspector of the training
’center is char.~ed with maintaining
proper standaros--an important po~t
to the nation’s defense¯ Yet, he must
now take time out from his assigned
mission to play nursemaid to any
bus-boy, gamage collector, or othtir
dark-skinned emph)yee whose feelings
might be hurt [)~ the PX clerk’s "antisocial behavior’ in not referring to
him as "sir."
(Editor’s Note -- Hear someone
langhing in the distance? That’s
Krushchev.)

Another Enemy
Add Enemy No. 75 to the list:
the United Nations.
Asse,nbly unaninmnsly endorsed a
resolution declaring "~at on no
groond whatever can education on
a racial basis be justified.’~
By a vote of 68 to 0, the Assembly a d o p t e d the resolution
proposed by its Trusteeship Committee. That group, in turn, based
its action on a report from its
"Standing Committee on lnfornmlion from Non-Self-Governing Territories."
(Editor’s Note ~ Which no
doubt got its "facts" from Earl
Warren, who learned his sociology from Gunnar Myrdal, and
so on back to Karl Marx.)
And, since bureaucracy confounded is corffnsion con?,pmmd.ed,
the "standing committee was mstrncted to "go set a spell" and
snbmit another report on the same
snbject one year hence.

"Equal" Natives
Fear Tin Cans

From the Belgian Congo comes
news of a revival of native fears that
a can of corned beef bearing the
likeness of a smiling African negroid
actually contains the flesh of the
African native.
The fears stem from the African
natives’ terror and dread of cannibalism. The natives assume that
the tins actually contain what is
on the label. This fear is
so unshakeable t h a t indignation
The Nov. 30 issue of the "’Keesler
flares up at the slightest excuse.
Flash," official civilian personnel pubA foreign consul had to bc translication of Kcesler Air Force Base on
ferred from Leopoldville because he
Mississippi’s Gulf Coast, featured the
was believed to be capturing natives
and shipping them to canners.
A butcher who sold inexpensive
cuts of meat was attacked and his
auto burned because it was thought
he could sell his products so cheaply only if he butchered humans.
A Jesuit school was attacked by
hundreds of Negro mothers because
the romur spread that the Jesuit
brothers had agreed to give children
attending the school to a cannery. The
Negro fanatics of a black-suOfficials fear that Muslim prisoners
day foil.owing the attack, not one child
premacy cult called the "Muslims"
are even more fanatical than those
reported for class.
are angry with New York State prioutside prison walls.
So nnreasoning is the native fear-son authorities.
In Harlem, Malcolm X, himself a
especially when harangued by ComWhy? Because, the Muslims
former convict, said he had cormunist elements--that two racing cars
claim, their incarcerated communirespondence with Muslims in every
en ronte to Leopoldville were decants are denied special diets and
prison in the state. He admitted the
nounced as "mechanized" canneries
are not allowed to proselyte among
group was spreading among Negro
of human flesh.
their fellow inmates.
inmates, but said Muslim convicts
The cars had huge chromium raThe head Muslim of Harlem, Mal"are being illegally persecuted bediators in front and corned-beelcolm X (all Muslim "ministers" have
cause they seek to practice their recan-size chrome exhaust pipes in
"X" for a last name except "de head
ligion bE day and night, not just once
the rear. The cars, frenzied natives
man from Detroit," who calls hima week. ’
shouted, sucked Africans into the
~lf Elijah Muhammad), charged that
He also said Muslim prisoners comfront and spat them out at the rear.
~e New York State Department of
plained becanse they could not obLarge crowds of natives threatened
Corrections is trying "to keep Negro
tain news of their movement while
the racers and drivers all the way to
prisoners in the same mental and
behind bars.
Leopoldville, and tried to block them
~piritual light they were in when they
Meantime, a Washington report reat several places.
were sent to prison, rather than try
veals more of the aims and tenets of
to improve them."
(Editor’s Note-Which brings to
the Muslims.
mind the story of the missionary
Four Muslim inmates at New
The leader of the Washington
who was captured by a cannibal
Yodc’s Clinton State Prison went
"Temple of Islam," Lucius X (forand promptly found himself placed
into Federal court this m o n t h,
reedy Lucius Brown), preaches
claiming they were put in solitary
inside a huge cook-pot, hung over
that the white man is the illegiticonfinement because they sought
a roaring fire.
mate son of original Negro parents.
to practice their "religion."
"We know the first man had to
As the flames mounted, the misA Federal district judge at Utica,
be a black man," says Lucius X,
sionary clasped his hands and bowN. Y., granted a petition for service
"because a white man and a white
ed his head in prayer. He looked up,
of a summons on the prison warden,
woman can never produce a black
only to see the cannibal chieftain
who must now appear to answer the
baby."
also with clasped hands and bowed
charges. The case is said to be
Declaring that white men are
head.
unique.
"devils," Lucius X says the black
The missionary’s heart lightened.
WardendeLnial. LaVallee issued a man’s destiny is to eventually take
A smile came to his face. Surely,
two-count
The warden said
over the earth, which the white man
this savage had been converted~
the four Negroes were not put in
is now laying waste to.
, and he would not be the main
The 200 Washington Muslims be-i
~olitar~, but did lose any accumucourse on the cannibal menu. The
lated good behavior" time, be,c, ause,
lieve that ’.The Original Man is theI
missionary again bowed his head
he ~aid, they were "agitators," not
Asiatic Black Man, owner and maker,
in meditation.
because they tried to practice their
cream of the Planet Earth. The ColThen, the eannihal chief looked
f~lth.
ored Man is the so-called White Man
up, and saw the missionary with
In Albany, a spokesman of the’
or Caucasian, the greatest shame of
head bowed. "I don’t know what
Department of Corrections said of
the Planet Earth."
you’re doing," the chief said, "but
the Mmlims: "It is our opinion they!
Eliiah Muhammad (nee Elijah
I’ve just b~n saying grace."
ate not religiously sincer~that they
Ponle, Georgia convict) claims that
Equality-~it’s wondedulD
have ulterior motives."
~tbe black man will be master of
The spokesman s~id there are
the U. S. by 1970." He recently
Muslims among Negro inmates at
demanded that President EisenPolice in Detroit, Chicago, New
~ Nm York prisons~Clinton,
bower "set aside several ~tates for
York, Washington and Los Angeles
Aulmm and Attica. "They want to
exclusive domain of black people."
are keeping a wary eye on the moveA fund-raising drive for a new
ment, whicb has already erupted into
Muslim religious and "educational"
race violence on several o(~:asions in
they attempt to
center in Chicago is now underway.
Detroit and New York.
othar Nepo prisoners to
Its eventual cost will be 20 million
And Federal authorities are also
tl~e~ Mud/ms."
dollars, with 3½ miRion now being
keeping the Muslims under close
Also, he said, "they want to
sought.
surveillance, as a potential menace
The movement’s annual budget is
to national security. Muslims are
now estimated at half-a-million doltaught that they owe allegiance
only to the "flag of Islam’---a
lars, much of which is obtained from
Muslim-established business finns.
and crescent banner--and not to
Warden LaVallee pointed out that Elaborate securi~ precautions are
the Stars and Stripes of the "white
taken at the groups meetings, with
the four ~uslim co.mplainan.ts were
al~xueutly recent converts. Less
hand-picked elite shock troops, "The
Presence of th/s grnuD---estl,nat,~l
thm~ a year ago, the warden esFruit of Islam," g u a r d i n g Eliiah
in strength at
Lfl~aed, three of them said they wereMuhammad’s mute, and
---could present a ma~or problem to
before ~eingtal- the U. S. in event of war or national
frisked for
to ha a cothol~
emergency.

Negro Cultists Miffed
At N.Y. Prison Officials

Bar Negroes From
Iceland To Please
’World Opinion’
hde while Southerners are being
told that they "must integrate for the
sake of world opinion," the integrated
U. S. Armed Furces are carefully
practicing segregation, al~ "for the
sake of worhl upinion."
For example, the 52~ U. S. milita~, pe~o~el stationed in h’eland
are al/white. ~e New York Amsterdam News, a Ne~o newspaper published in Harlem, is t~ing to make an
issne of the fact that Negro troops are
"’systematicalh. exclnded from assignments to duty, stations in Iceland.
And the New York Times put its
Pentagon ~es~ndents to work on
the sto~’, but found Washington officials noticeably relnctant to reveal
the facts of the matter.
One ~identified Pentagon
~kesman is quoted as say~g that
tbe U. S. policy ~ to defer to the
wishes of the count~ in which
American b~s a~ l~at~.
Washington sources also admitted
that there are nt) Negro’s among the
American trcnq)s in h’eland. Army,
Navy and Air Force u~ts stationed on
the Noah Atlantic island arc com3osed exclnsively of whites.
Troop assignments are made nnder
au agreement giving Iceland the ~ght
to "review the composition of American troops" stationed there. No one
in Washington stems to find such a
policy objectionable.
At the Pentagon and at the Icelandic Embassy, officials pointed ont
that the agree~nent is carefully worded, so as not to bar Negro troops in

History Repeating
This item apl)earc(] in the "News
Of Ohh’n Days" colmnn of the Alexandria, Va., ~azette Dec. 5. It first
appeared in an 1859 issue of the
GazeRe. The item:
"For years lhere was no discord,
no ill will, between the members
of this great family of States.
Massachusetts and ~uth Carolina
we~ alike beloved, aM reacted
each other in return. Then the pulpit was ~t desecrated by v~iferous and ang~ appeMs to the worshipper, to hate with all his mi~t
his bm~er in the South, and to
disobey the Constitution and the
laws of the land."

so nlany words.
The agreement merely reqnire~
the U. S., in sclecting personnel for
duty in Iceland, to choose men "of a
high degree of culture and discipline."
So far, the Pentagon has been unwilling to rely on Negroes to meet
these standards.
(Editor’s Note ~ This obvious
lack of faith in the "culture and
discipline" of Negro troops is
especially noteworthy, in view of
the propaganda emanating from the
Pentagon, bragging about the success of "total integration" of the
U. S. Armed Forces.
However, it is surprising that the
Defense Department’s I a w y e r s
aren’t keeping up with their homework. Don’t they know that back
in 1954~nearly 6 years ago---4he
U. S. Supreme Court proclaimed
that segregation of Negroes "generates a feeling of inferiority as to
their status in the community that
may affect their bearts and minds
in a way unlikely ever to be undone"?
And don’t they know that the
same court said "the vitality of
these constitutional priciples cannot be allowed to yield simply because of disagreement with them"?
Well, then, how on earth can the
Defense Department iustify its
passive compliance to the segregation demands of a foreign nation?)
Another instance of segregation
(some gronps might ew.n ci,II it "intolerance") was revcaled I)y the same
Pentagon spukesman, when he pointed
out that the wishes of h’vland’s government arc h’ss demanding than
thnse of the government of Saudi
Arabia, where the U. S. nmintains an
air base at Dhahran.
At I)hahran, Jews are not even permitred to slav ow’rni~ht whih, en
route to another assignment, the
ficial said.
(Editor’s Not~It’s hard to believe that a government which
would ague to k~p Ne~es out
of Iceland a~ Jews out of Arabia
would be ~ing so hard to fore
the "’joys’" o[ integration on the
South. But ~at’s the kind of "consisteney" we have in high places
the~ days.)

12. Easy Ways To
Raise A Delinquent
1. Begin with infancy to give the child everything he wants. In
this way he will grow up to believe the world owes him a
living.
When
he picks up bad words, laugh at him. This will make
2.
him think he’s cute. It will also encourage him to pick up
"cuter" phases that will blow off the top of your head later.
3. Never give him any spiritual training. Wait until he is 21
and then let him "decide for himself."
4. Avoid use of the word "wrong." It may develop a guilt complex. This will condition him to believe later, when he is
arrested for stealing a car, that society is against him and he
is being persecuted.
5. Pick up everything he leaves lying around--books, shoes, and
clothes. Do everything for him so that he will be experienced
in throwing all responsibility on others.
6. Let him read any printed matter he can get his hands on. Be
careful that the silverware and drinking glasses are sterilized,
but let his mind feast on garbage.
7. Quarrel frequently in the presence of your children. In this
way they will not be too shocked when the home is broken
up later.
8. Give a child all the spendlng money he wants. Never let
him earn his own. Why should he have things as tough as
you had them?
9. Satisfy his every craving for food, drink, and comfort. See
that every sensual desire is gratified. Denial may lead to
harmful frustration.
10. Take his part against neighbors, teachers, policemen. They
are all prejudiced against your child.
11. When he gets into real trouble, apologize for yourself by
saying, "I never could do anything for him."
12. Prepare for a life of grief. You will be likely to have it.
--Courtesy of a Southern school superintendent.
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Jackson, Mississippi

Southern Unity Drive Gains Support
By CRC "Advisor’--

’My Votes For His Head’ Dixie May Be Key

Pastors
Urged
To Mix

,To Presidential Race
Interest Mounts

The chairman of the Mi.s~issi;,I~i’
Advisory Comn,ittce t~ the Federal
Civil Righls Commission is trying
estab~h an interracial pfinisterial as
sociatimL
Rev. Mn~ary Cox el
Miss., a seml-retlred Methodls’
minister who says he’s not afra/d
el integration, told newsmen
Jackson Feb. 17 that he is planning
an attempt to integ=ate the lla~isou
C.unty Ministcrlai Association, on
Mississippi’s Gulf Coast.
Cox ~,aid ]w and several other white
preat’her~ have discussed the pr~)pose:l
mixvd ~roup wi0~ Nvgr. minish, rs in
the Calf port ar~.;t.
The mixing plan will be
milled to the ministerial assoclatl.
at its next meeting. Cox says if Ow
white ministers refuse to
their Negro "brethren" as member,.
of the association, then he aud
several other white preachers w~ll
fom~ their own alliance with Ncg~
preachers.
(;ox (’[;linls sltt]t an int,.~rah.d
~;mizati~m weald "’ail" racial
ahm~ the Coast.
(Editor’s NnI~AI last report,
the Mi~sis~ippl Gulf Coost tlAD no
racial nroblems. But if Cox’s plan
e~ried out, it’s s~e to create
of problemsD
"[he Adwso~ Committee met
hind closed door~ in Jackson, then
annoonced that it would concentrate
on signing np more Negro voters in
the state. It is also dmrged with
working towards integration of
schools and housing.
Despite the fact that the MissisI One of the nation’s leading home-lopen Levittown, N. J., to Ncgro ocsippi NAACP circulated a memo
I Inlilders is going to the U. S. SupremeI cupancy.
to all local branches, virtually order;C-art because he doesn’t want Iris
The court held that New Jersey’s
ing local officers to go out and find
!:,l,sioess ruined by integration.
"anti-bias" law reqnires that Negroes
some voting complaints to bring beI ~Villiam Levitt, builder of "Levit- ~, be sold homes in private he.slug profore the Committee at the Feb. 17
~t~ x..s" in New York, Pennsylvania[jects where the F’HA gives nmrtgage
meeting, no complaints were filed.
.’.d New Jersey, is appealing a New gnarantees to the bnihlers.
Cox annouuced, almost regretfully,
Knowing full w,.ll that wl,itc fa,mthat the Advisory Committee hadn’t i Jcrs,,scli
v court
decision
him to
l~onses
in hisordering
newest 16,000-honle
lies are fleeing to the surburhs
even heard from the NAACP.
I subdivision to Negroes¯
escape big-city integration, Levitt told
his attorneys to appeal the decisiol,
The Advisor,y Connnittee inclndes [evitt-- who m a d e millions by
two Negroes, along with a preacher, a [ bnilding large-scale communities on,
the U. S. Sopreme Court, in an effort
retired adlniral, and a female chnrch a white-only basis--has been ordered
to keep ills real estate attractive to
worker,
by the New Jersey Supreme Conrt to
potential boyers.

Order To Sell To
i ls Challenged By

Southern UnitT,--until recently an elusive dream in the minds
of a few patriots--is beginning to emerge in tangible form¯
Spurred by a groundswell of Southern public opinion,
leaders in half-a-dozen Deep South state~ are developing
plans aimed at placing the South in the best possible bargaining position in this Presidential Election year.
Informed observers predict that within the next 60 days, detailed strategy will be formulated, with political leadership of the
Deep South states committed to follow a uniform course.
Two statewide rallies a few"
days apart -- in South Carolinai "Mr. Barnett has the proper conan~l Georgia- gave solid proof lcept of where the responsibility for
that the people of the South. the necessary Southern initiative for
want unity amorl~
their leaders, [salvation
rtsts.’The
It rests
with (themits poll¯
tical leaders.
people
for corn=’ svb,’es) are anxi()us to do something
anti are in no mood
abont it," he said in his addrt,ss.
protnise or surrender,
"And with no qoalifications or
This is in marked
contrast
apoh)git.s. I,. pictured the ’leaderto 1956 -- when high officials ’ship’ its lagt~il,~ and, in s()lne quarters.
Of Southern states were among fl,t~rantl? ,,elfish.
"’The address places him in that
the "compromise negotiators"
company nf Southern leaders who
on the national political scene.
haven’t been weakened by the neuSince then. most of the comroses of hesitancy and f~ght. The
promisers have been (luietly
South’s destiny may hinge upon
whether that cumpany is to be large
retired bv the voters.
enongh and strong enou~ to preGov. Ross Barnett of .Missisvail."
I sippi sounded the keynote in a
B,)th papvrs ;tl~ a~rvvd with Barfail :29 a(idr(’ss t~) a statewi(tl. .ott’.. pr,ds(. ,~t th,. Citizt’tts’ (~,)untll
~ IIHIV(’IIleDt.
Citizens’ (h)tmcil b a n q u (’ t ini S..th
C,,r,~limt Coy, Ernest F.
;C.h]mbia, S. C
Barnett calh, d on Sonthcrn gover-’ li.~s, ~lotin~ that Southern
art’ in a position to wield "real polinors and state h’ader~ to hold a sir.tital leadership," said he favored a
tp~y meeting soon. He pro n sed to
strategy meetin~ of chief executive~
~call snch a meeting if no one else
]de-s,
" South must go to theThe
call~for
unity
was
echoedconwmtions.
Feb
"The
Demoprior
to the
political

~8 at a S25-a-plate banquet of the
cratic National Convention united,"
(;eorzi. St,des’ Rights Council in Atsaid Ba~ett, "and the South must
remain united, either in
the con- ’tlanta. An o~erflow crowd of mare
i th:tn 2000 gave their loudest cheer
ventlon or out."
Xlore than 350 ,3ers.ns
x~ho n’tid wen Sen Hermt n Talmat ge stressed
tn$°0 e’tch for the hanquvt
cheered the need for Southern poht~cal
....
Barnett
euthusiastic.lly, ltis spevc’h~ ’ ~l~’I~t’ ndt
’ nc~
w.~ intvr~q3ted fi3 times bv applause.I
I.epding his powerful support to

ti,,:~ (,f au lndept¯~.l(,nt tie(for pLm
a(’cunmlates , bh)c of 40 (,r 45
cast, both partw~ n(,minah. NAACP
ph’(l~e(t vlectors.
nwml,.rs as (’artdidateL
"Then and only then could we
Pointm~ nnt that he was uot adhave a ",ummit conference o~ real
v¢)c:ttine a third-party movvment, Barsign/titan(e." Talmadge declare.
;wit (-ntinued, "I :;m simply ttrmn~,
South riot to (’omnfit o.r~(’lvcs S~,n, Richard Russell, another banadvance to wh~tever Earl XVarret~ quet speaker, said the South re.st
prc~ent a united front. "If we can
Waiter Reuther may de~id.."
get through this election year, the
The Mississippi C;)vernor also calh’d
rid,, will tunL’" he said.
(m St)nthern statt¯s to pool fur.Is
"Those who have been harassing ns
~ re-educate the Nt,~h in
funda- will he put to work cle,min~ np before their own doorstep," he added.
mtmtM Amebean principl,.s.
(Editor’~ Note ~ A lengthy exCeor~ia Gov. Ernest Vandiver tuld
cept from the text of Gov. Barthe har~quet meeting that hecanse of
nett’s ~ddress appears on page ~
the tense school sit.ation, Atlanta has
The right of bnsinessmen to choose
become the current integration battleBills banning "’discrimiuation" by
of this issue¯ Be sure to re~d it.)
The Feb. 8 vote followed several
their owo patrons was reaffimwd by
bnsinessmen have been brought beBa~ett’s remarks drew immediate
~round.
nights of public hearings, during
two Missouri cities last month, while
fore the St. Louis Board of Aldermen
praise from two influential South
which interested citizens crowded into
In a strong blast at "moderate"
a city ordinance denying this fight
each year recently--and have reCarolina ne~vspapers.
eh, ments who seek "token integrathe council chamber and stood for
faces’a court test in ant)ther Missouri
peatedly been defeated.
long hours waiting Iheir chance to be
"Sound cmmsel to the people of
tion," Vandiver declared:
case.
Sonth Carolina," wrote the Charlesheard.
"We must not let them ~n up
The latest vote came on Jan. 22,
ton
News
znd
Courier.
the flag of su~e~er over our capiProposed laws banning so-called
and 17 aldermen went on record
"’Liberal"
elements
snpporting
the
"By choosing independent presital city. We m~t not let them
"discrimination~ is places of public
against the measure, with only 11
bill descended in strength on the first
dential electors, instead of remainsu~ender up th~ h~lowed
accomodation were soundly defavoring it.
hearing, and 38 of the 46 persons who
ing
in
the
Democratic
bag.
the
feated in St. Louis and in University
spoke favored tile bill.
"~Vith all the deluge of integraProprietors
of
St.
Louis
businesses
South might exercise a certain veto
City, Mo. Across the state, in
tionist propaganda that is heaped n~n
were elated to note that the 17-11
power in a Presidential election.
But a week later, businessmen
Kansas City, a similar law won city
I1~, spine ll~;ty become discouraged.
margin actually represented a gain
voiced their solid opposition to the
"’Snch a movement could swav both
council approval, but was immediover the 16-12 vote by which a similar
"I bid all to t~e he~. The
national parties. Even if it we’re not
i proposal. One tavern owner submit-I
ately subjected to a court test by
sigm ~int to a stiffe~ng of
bill was defeated in 1959.
i ted a petition with 14(~1 sitmatures nfl
successfld in l,C~---and it has some
irate businessmen.
lace. not only throughout the ~ep
I customers opposed to forced integra-~
eh.ments necessary for success -- it
Some observers attribnted the inThe so-called "anti-bias" laws folSouth, but ~rou~out the nation.
t
tion.
And
several
speakers
said
real
iwtmld
zive
S.utherners
a
means
of
creased opposition to the continning
low the pattern of patting the city
"’There can ~ no place for a deestate
values
would
droo
sharply
in
satisfying
their
n~ral
son,pies.
influx of Negroes to the St. Louis
gnw.rnment on record as nsing its
’
featist spirit."
the commonity if the bill passed¯
"The audieoce that cheered Coy.
area.
police power to prohibit "discrimina(See UNITY, P. 4)
council of Barnett was representative of the
I Meantime
tion in places of pnhlic accmnodaL.atest
. ... ~ .......
omctat esumates reveat mat~
....
’the - city
" -.
ma;-rit., feelin,,e.in South Carolina ¯
t~ansas
t.ity
passeo
an
orolnanee
maK’
lion."
50 per cent of tile elementary school ............
x ~~
"
~ InK It Illegal to reinse LNegroes service’ , We are confident that the oole
I:m
¯ - c¯¯ r ". ¯ ~.t
’ want the kind of independeoce that
These places are defined as in¯ Iat hotels "or re tat
’
s rant. s
.
clnding hotels, motels, restaurants,
In addition, crime is
on the in.~
.....lntegrauon proposu won pts
I Co,,’. Barnett has proposed.
Exclusive Report
toe
taverns, hospitals, theaters, p a r k s,
crease in St. Louis
and
the
alderDescribing Barnett’s t a 1 k as "’a
.
~
k"
.
.
~
,’
.
;
-I
¯
’
.
sage
ny
a
o-’~
vote
oesptte
picas
zrom
.
.
bowl/ng alleys, golf courses, swimYour
attention is called to the
men were obvlonsly
sympathetic to ......
I fresh and vibrant call for that umty
’ that
., ......tne city has
¯
me t’wo
Olssenters
. needed to
ruing pools, public halls and myriad
banner story on page 4 of this
pleas from businessmen
tllat white" land strength of action
,
,
:.....
no
such’legts "’Jright a wrong," the Columbia Record
patrons would vacate their establishissue, dealing with the formation
other establishments.
’
,lauon.
.. legal right to a~aopt
of pro-segregation organ~zatious in
ments
if
Negroes
were
required
to
said
the
speech
"’arrives
forcefully
Under terms of the "anti-bias" laws,
be served.
Although scheduled to take effect at the tote situation."
the North.
any "discrimination" in refusing serv-~
This report is exclusive with
9 days after its passage on Jan. 17,
ic~; to Negroes is pnnishable by a $5001 In the St. Louis suburb of Uni"The Sot, th must either:
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, and
hotels and restaurant interests imfine, with a jail term also possible lvers~ty City, bnsinessmen also mobil"(1) Resolutely contend for its
is another example of the inside,
mediately took court act/on aimed
in some areas,
ized to win continued freedom to
constitutional rights, or
at null/tying the ordinance. Its enfactual material which reaches us
select their own customers.
"¢2) Snrrender outright to the
through extensive world-wide conAlert St. L o u is businessmen
forcement is being delayed pendin~
forces
assailing
it,
or
mobilized their strength to defeat
The city council of University
tacts.
the outcome of the court test, and
Be sure to read this special resuch a proposal, when the "brotherCity voted 6-1 against a so-called
opponents indicate that an unfavof
"~3) Wallow in that division, inhood brigade" made its annual
"anti-discrimination" bill ~ virtualable initial verdict will only serve
port, and call it to the attention of
decision and indifference which, as
pilgrimage to City Hall to pres~ for
ly identical to the one defeated in
your friendsI
to mad( the beKinning of a proMr. Barnett said, would lead to inaction.
St. Louis.
longed legal battle.
evitable defeat.

St. Louis Businessmen Win Battle
As ’Anti-Bias’ Law Is Defeated
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A newspaper opinion poll sponsored
by flit. ’Tcnnesstm Federation for Constitutional Oovernnlcnl is drawing
heavy response.
[. TgCG ~s inser~ng a series of ads
;m newspapers throngbont the state.
Each ad seeks to learn public opinion
on one subject, aml e o n t a i n s a
coupon-typt~ ballot which reader~ are
’invited to complete. "clip aud mail.
Qncstions contained on a
ballot were:
--Do you favor la~lling the
NAACP as subversive?
--~ you f~vor outlawing the
NAACP in Ten~ssee?
--~ you favor each state ~ntailing its own sch~l system?
TFCG officials report that a heavy
response was receiv~ with 96..per
cent of tlae ballots marked "yesI on
all thrtw questions.

Snbscription $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
Group Subs~’ipt|ons $1.00 per Meml~’r
(Minimum of SO)
BULK RATE,~..-$S.00 per 100 Copies Pmtpaid.
’The Citizens" Council is not respmlsible for the return of unsol/cited articles,
manus~’ipts or other materia|s submitted for possibJe pld)licatJon. All such
matter should Im accompanied by a self-addressed slamped e~veJope if a
return of such material it desired.
S~ Clam Marl Privileges AutlSodged at Jackson, Mits|gglppl

I
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Vice-President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
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President, Citizens’ Councils of Lon/siana, Inc.
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Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils d[ Mississippi
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President, North Carolina Defenders of States Rights, Inc.
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We re~rt(~ in December that one
of the Negro members of the Tenness,.e Advisory Committee to the F~Ieral Civil Rights Commission was a
supporter of tin" notorious Hi~blan(ler
Folk School. This Negro can~oow be
identified as Johu llope I1.
ito~ has been officially identified with ilighlander iu at least
three separate capaclties~as a
member of the "sch~l’s" executive ~uneil, a ¢ommi~ee member
of "Guarantors for llighlander,"
and as a spewer at tliehlander’s
95th anniversao’ celebration.
In addition, llope is identilird by
the Hunse Connuittce oo Un-Atm.~ibeen adding a new, or expanding an old, industry every two
can Activitie~ as a sponsor of the
weeks! Not one oil well here 20 years ago. Today, there are Southern Conference for llum:m Wrlthousands! Mississippi ranks number nine among all oil-pro- fare (SCH~V), The Committee
SCIIW was "’ioitiatcd an(I
ducing states!
Editor
W. J. SIMMONS ..........................................
lat~l" bv the Comnumist Party.
And that distorted picture of Mississippi you carry around
SCIIW is also described by the
is deep-shadowed by the preoccupation of the Northern press Committee as "a pliable instrumeot
with the misbehavior of a handful of misanthropes.., though in lhe hands of Commuuist wireAt a public Committee
man-for-man, there is less per capita crime in Mississippi than hullers."
hearing, Ooinnlnn[~t Pa~y secretary
in any of 47 other states! Mississippi is among the three states Earl Browder ideutified SCIIW
"You’re carrying a picture of Mississippi around in your mind. in our nation which have the LEAST crime! And this in spite "one of his pa~y’s ’transmission
belts.’ "
Tear it up... throw it away . . . it doesn’t fit any more!"
of the phenomenal growth!
Ano0wr name promi.r~t i~ SCIIW
%Vith these words, news ~.ommentator and columnist Paul
You come up fast when you come from behind. Missis-activities
is that of ]li~hlm.h.r’~
Harvey began a recent report on his impressions of the dynamicsippi used to be the poorest state in the Union; it’s on its way root.r. Myh’~
progress being made by Mississippi.
to being one of the richest! And its bank balance was up Bond is also idcniifird with
oflwr llfO-COlliiillliiisl arlivitirs alld
Harvey visited Jackson Feb. 4, and was featured speaker atanother 16% last year!
iict’orllili~ lli
a banquet that night honoring members of the Mississippi Legis- Now, then--what’s all this zoom going to do to the tradi-or~anizaliOliS,
tional character of the Southland? I don’t know. Already alont~records.

’Hello, Americans.. .’

lature.
During his ABC radio network newscast from Jackson atthe once lazy banks of the Pearl River I see feverish construction Heywood County. ~ingb’d ..t by
noon--which reached an estimated 8 million Americans--Harvey
harnessing her gentle flow.., storing it for speedboats . . . divertthe Federal Civil Rights
as one of three "votin~ trotd,le
was eloquent in his praise of Mississippi and its Capital City.
ing it to industry . . . converting it to what the world calls "ProHere’s what he said:
grass." And in the haste of the people to keep pace, I thinkin
ITenuessec, remains ~thout an
eItJC(~OO COJlnllihS~oH.
sense already some less "’marshmallow softness" to the so-charm- The two most recent nominees
for the election commlsslou de"You’re carrying a picture of Mississippi around in your ing native dialect.
cllned the proffered appointments.
There
is
yet
a
"casserole
informality"
to
Mississippfs
hospimind. Tear it up. ¯. throw it away.., it doesn’t fit any more!
]tality. But its Southern border already has become an AmericanMost citizens of th,. Brownsville
I know where you got that ugly old picture. Hernando
area (’onsider the Fc(h.ral ~.ven~’Riviera. The longest man-made beach in the world lines the
ment’s activities as nothing short
De Soto took a walk through here 400 years ago, and he was
Gnlf
.
.
.
and
tourists
flocking
to
this
playground
may
litter
the
outside iuterference in pnrel~
disappointed, tool Looking for gold and he didn’t find any. Bilaffairs. As a resoh of Federal mr(Ibeach
with
beer
cans,
bikinis
and
railroad
timetables
.
.
.
lions of dollars worth of black gold iust a few feet down under Yet, you can still say "I~et’s go fishin" " . . . and most any Misdling, no citizen is willing to
on the county’s eie(’lion (.omlnission.
his feet . . . but he walked right on by!
will drop whatever he’s doin’ and go. And the hoop-Thns. no one ili Haywood Comity
In 1800, the invention of the cotton gin gave Mississippi sissippian
a
skirts and the steamboats are still here, if only for show. And can now re~i~ter to w)te ioa general
cash crop and the state started to burst into bloom! ’ But before
oh,orion. An(I the Fu(]eral Civil Ill,his
~he mockingbird and magnolia and the magnificent forests that
it could, the depression of the 1830s clobbered this one-crop ecoCnlomission fin(Is itself in the ulliqlic
carpet
more
than
half
the
state
.
.
.
there’s
still
room
for
growth’
Dositillll o~ achlally keei)in~ cilizcn~
nomy and the prosperity that might have been . . . wasn’t. Tht
and still time for fishin’, So even if we could, nol~ody would holdfrom re~isterin~ :is w)tPr~, while claill~state sta~gnated.
dawn.
in~ lo ~avor ill(.rcase(]
Then, iust when the cotton market looked up again, the back the
But that old picture of young Mississippi you’ve carried
Uncivil War broke out and smashed Mississippi again to her
aml sev~.ral pieces of prop(’rtv arc
too long now. I thought you should know that the awkknees . . . and the carpetbagging governmental extravagance far
ward adolescent, retarded by malnutrition and misfortune,bein~ (’onsi(]er-(]. Th. p c o p 1 c
that followed kept her there.
E(]xvar(I C.~l~lty arv
out tall and strong after all . . . and healthy and hand-Prince
fi~htin~ -~lr ]~,lllh, all(1 tlw rilizens
Then, the first championship prize fight in history was fought turned
some
and
wearin’
a
hair
shirt!
Bn~n~wick, Nolla~ :~v an(I
at Mississippi City . . . John L. Sullivan whipped Paddy Ryan
b~lr~ --- aild ~)th~.r Vir~i~li;i
in 8 rounds, and a new word was added to the d~ctionary. The Paul Harvey--"Good Day!"
-- ar~’ h~.hfi~i~ ~il,an~ tally and ii~ ~.v(.ry
word~"knockout"! But no sooner did the century turn the corway l).s<:it)h’,
To
add
to
.Mr.
ttarvey’s
hlcid
and
perceptive
remarks
would
ner than the boll weevil arrived in the cotton fields . . . and again,
be difficult indeed. Suffice it to say that millions of Americans ];’rorl~ Royal High i~ D~trll~
the whole state went down for the count.
heard the broadcast~and most of them would a~rce, conhl they
No, it’s not strange that you’ve carried around a distortedI
Aca(h’my fi~r ~hil~. pupil~ i~
but see for themselves.
picture of Mississippi. A half-starved state with a black eye and’
ing i. a ~v,,.drrf.I w.y. They arc
Mr.
Itarvcy’s
home
base
is
now
Chica~o.
Mr.
Harvey
came
a swollen nose and cut and bruised and battered. The stranger
,~r~,miz,-~l and have a w.ry filw
to
Jackson.
Mr.
ttarvry
was
mightily
impressed.
A,d
~vv
art
~a(uhv I’(rr.~t Swali~on. (’hairman
thing is that, in such a condition, the state survived at all. Bu!
certain that when Mr. tlarvey departed, his perceptive mind the Xl~t~x Sc~’irc ()r~anizalion
she did . . .
carried with him ~ww knowledge of why we in the dynamic.]"r(ml R,r.;al. h.~ a fine h.ttcr lli the
In the 1920s, favorable tax laws encouraged industry to take
rowing, vet-nostalgic Southland are so ~]etermim’d to firescrvr~i~i.~ in#orinalion ~i~ to their w.rk
root and grow. But before it could mature . ’.. the 1930s . . . and
to continne onr progr,’ss within a framework
ur
depression! And then, about 20 years ago, then-Governor Hugh! freed~,ms
i..,q~h. ]l~ve alrr.ldy ~rlvcled a piece
White saw the need to balance the state’s agriculture and inof ~rll.~-ri), high ilpOii ;i hill and
du=try . . . and since then . . .
.’,’vrhloKin7 lhe ~hl.namluali River.
of ~hom we hay,, m..y i. the. Old
Well, now, wait a moment[ I’m used to hearing from
.p,,. which ttwv DLili to l~llild a
l)omi.i(m.
cities that have doubled their populations in the past 10 years.
The rail’,’ in (;harl,=tt,,,~ilb, ’.’.,,’~ w~’ll
There’s a lot of such growth, particularly in the awakening
comlli,.~ and lh,’ ciliz~’n~ of Vir~ini.I
att,-ndrd |iv mrn:t..r~ ,J ll.. Cilizc.s"
South. But I bega~,, to hear from here . of expansion so
Coumils
;.~d
the
l)rl,’r.h’r~.
l’hr
privexplosive I couldn t believe it! 0~ the ci@ of Jackson, for By Bey. tlen~ J. Davis, Director
and lo ~-nlrill.te liherally t,J lhi~
work--,liid csl)(’<’ially for t}ll" fill’ill
example, doubling ITS population almost EVERY 10 years. Citizens’ Councils of Virginia
thcv have the" bc.t te:tchcrs availahle.
Virginia may have "’t,~k(.n
Ou} proph-i. Charlottu~ ilia arc r,.ally
Well, sir, I came, I saw, and it’s still hard to believe! I was
in ~oroe few of onr pHI,lie
h.tving a fizht ~ Imt th,’v at.’
last night with Mayor Allen Thompson . . . I’ll be lunching inti,~n’"
a
own probl~.m--tJ~ll ~v,. ~dl ~alil i~
~ch~ols,
but the rank ar,d fib’ of
few minutes with Governor Ross Barnett at the Mansion . . . and
citizeus have hot zivun Hp fl~c light
b~" their.,. Th,.v ~..d ~.r~c,u~r,t~mrnt
by any means and th~.r~: are
Fllll~t Ro)a[---alid Prinrl EiIw,lrd.
between visits with them and with you, I’m watching a flower
and thPy r. rd mol,,,~ b, build
to,) -- in th,qr rffort to 1)uihl .
sign~ along the way.
to ~.air~lai~= thrir .~tad,’my.
unfold and re-seed itself in the Mississippi sunshine! The rootsen,_ouragio~
Some very intt resting ralli~*s have
privatr ~<
pow,.r to thcm~
are in off and industry and agriculture . . . the petals are paper
Lr~-n held’in Victoria. Charl.ttt.~ille
moneyl I have not seen this much excitement since I was a boy
and other places in the pa~t tPw
Farmvdh.. in( h.lme [’ri:lr,. E,Iw.rd
N.rfidk itiid Nrxvport Ncw.
Onr Virzima Assembly
months.
in the oil boom days in Oklahomal
(7,,iml). i~ ’h, ddi.iZ the ]i,w’" i. a
now in session and lhe Citizrn~"
~rrai ~t;iy. Their privair .rh,l,,E for
tl. v at,’ ~d~o doi.~ . ~.bh’ work All
In 1900, this town was located on Highway 51 between two
Councils and ~he I)c[entlers are not
tl.- zradc~ .nd thr A(adcmy at. w.ll
ot ll,(,~e co)IRti(.~ :ill(] (iti(’s ill Vir~illia
Burma-Shave signal Population: 7000. Today... 170-thousand!
idle.
orzanized a~d fmR’ti-nin~ x.cr.-~sful~]l~) are flitiii~ ihi~ l)rohl(’m
n(’t’~ i)lii CiiCOli~(’lIil’lli ~llill hell).
And a skyline that loo .ks like something out of tomorrowland!
~ose who are determined ~ot
I~. ~c last report i~ ~,~ the ~fft.~t
f)lir ~(’()pIr in Ar]iii~hln ,Hill Fai~a~
that the P~m~ Edward Ed.calhm.I
And b.ear this . . . for nine consecutive months last year, have the mixing of ~e races in our
FoHndation will n.t pr,’~s ill," ~ah,
and churches are still fightJackson, Mississippi, grew faster--economically and industri- sch~Is
of the Farmville High S, hool build- \V,. d,, .,,t wish t. or~:h-rt any of the
ing hard and lhe South and the
ally~than any other city in the nation! Some cities campaign Nation will continue to hear from
ing, but have decided to b.ihl t ~eir s~’~i.~s of Virginia--fl..y all need
own private High School or Acadrmy, ’our cnt~mra~cmt’nt and I..Ip.
for years to get a new industry to move to town. Jackson has~e fait~ul, ~ied and loyal on~ ~

~
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Highlights From Jan. Z9 ’Southern Unity’ Address
By Mississippi Go . Ros Barnett At Columbia, $. C.
Now up to this point, I’ve been
would create similar commi~sious,
talking about Soothem U~tity in rathto work together toward our comer general terms. That’s the easy way
mon goals? This is my third pro~and the safe way--to do it. Everyposal ~ that each state create a
one’s in favor of Southern Unity, as
spcclal agency to work on this
long as you keep it in the abstract.
problem, in cooperation with similar
Anti it’s easy to talk in generalities.
groups from other Southern states,
But friends, I propose to do
and also in cooperation with private
more than just talk about Southern
agencies, such as the Citizens’
Unity! 1 propose that all of us
Councils.
":e.g.in be,re. ,and.,n, ow,to take, specific
Ladies and gentlemen, the people
of the Sonth are already nnited! Just
~ve~t.Or~n~f,cn,w.u,.acn,eve mat umty
..... seex,ngt .
.
, look at the thonsands of dollars from
r:rst, ! pro,~se that the. So9tnq~]all over the South that ~ur~ in to
governo~ reauy .~e~ acquainted ~thlLittle Rock and to Virginia for their
one anomcr ~ mat we create oose, lndvate
~’hools The neonle of the
~
pe~onal working relationshi
, ’ reahze
¯ " ~ ’that whal hap¯ P"s ~at’s , South alreauy
nne of the reasons why I was so happy pens somewhere else today can have
to see Govemnrs Hollings, Pa~e~oh~ a profound inflnence on what happcos
and Davis at my inauguration in at home tomo~ow. And the people
Jackson. We need to get together~ arc anxions to do something about it~
to really know each other--t, form
Let me say here that the Citizens’
close and lasting friendships. That’s
Councils throughout the Sooth are
the way real nnity begins.
the one capable and responsible orThe same thing holds tree with the
ganization through which our people
leaders in our State Legislatures, and
are making their strent~th felt through
with other state officials. By exchangunity.
ing visits, by keeping in (pooh with
each o t h e r. by meeting together
Friends, that’s what onr Southern
periodically, the entire leadership
State i~overnment~ need
throngh unity! There’s no need to
str.cturv ,~f the South can and should
be molded into a solid group. We are waste our time in planning strategy
all nnder attack by the same enemies: unti] we haw~ that strenlsth nmbil--why shouldn’t we get to~ether to~ized ~ strength in otu
plan the ways in which we can win jLegislatnres, p~vate c~tizen% and or-,
this fight?
~ ganizations.
Now you’ll nntice I said win this~ Then and only then wtll our views
fi~ht~ I didn’t say we shonld nnit~. ~prevail. ~Vhcn w,. have the strength,
to defend nur~elv~s. There’s a world ~th,. solntions t~ all of our ,roblems
~will be easy. Our strength ~vill give ns
of diffi.rence, friends.
In tnv hombh, npini(m, we in the~the means of solving th~’m~
South have ~oo Ion~ rezanh.,1 ,,ur~
My friends, the only way we
Slaty governments merely ~ i~tstruwin this fi#t is to defeat the enemy
u,mts of nassive defense. W,’ ha’.’,"
~to destroy them before they deh,.en t,,o hesitant in taki,,g the
stroy us. No vletory can ever be
won if we sit back and wait for
This is my second nronosal ~
our enemies to attack us. Our
once our Southern leaders are
enemies wish we would continue
such a policy. That way. they could
nnited, we must ],uoch ~ vigorous
pick off the entire South, one state
campaign to get the full power of
our State gow.rnments into
at a time, concentrating all their
fiaht as offensive weapons -~ to
nrooaganda machinery and all their
~ake an aggressive position ~ and
high-priced legal talent on just one
to take the initiative away from our
sh~te.
e.emics~
But we are not ~:oing to fall into
One way we can do this
this trap. We still remember the
throngh the e~ation of special
words of Benjamin Franklin. spoken
agencies in each Southern state to
at the beginning of the American
coordinate our effoOs, and to fiRevolution. Franklin said: "We
nance this battle with public funds.
must all hang together, or, &ssur,’dly, we shall all hang separateMississippi already has such an
ly."
agency ~ it’s called the State
Sovereignty Commission. And similar
Friends, that statement is inst as
a~cncies already exist ~ or are in the
true today as it was in Colonial times.
final planning stages ~ in several
~]le South must stick together if
victory is tn be ours. The left-wing
other Sonthem states.
I elements ill this nation inns, be comThe law which created the Misplet~-Iy and ntterly crnshed -- and
sissippi State Sovereignty Commissinn
that’s just what we intent] to do.
stat~/the Commission’s functions in
nsinl~ as our chief weapon the ilnpact
this manner:
of :mtionwide public opinion.
"It shall be the du~ of the ComThere is another vital area where
mission to do and ~do~ any and
the South must stand united against
all acts and thin~ dcem~ necesa common enemy. That is in the
sary and ~roper to protect the
field of national polities. This sumsovereignty of ~e State of Mhmer, both major political parties
sissippi, and her sister states, from
will hold their national conventions
encroachment thereon by the Fedto write platforms and select caneral Government or any branch.
didates for President and Vicedepa~ment or agency ther~f; and
President.
to resist the usu~ation of the ri~ts
and powe~ rescued to th~ state
And if present indications hold
and our sister states by the Fedtow, tile conventions will degenerate
eral Government or any branch,
into a contest in which each party
deponent or agency ther~f."
tries to outd,) the other in submittinz the Sooth to abnse, vilification.
Now. the Mississippi Legislature
se,,rn ;rod contempt. Both parties will
which adopted this act font years ago
likely be eagerly seeking the title
certainly didn’t think thnt one state
champion South-haters.
could do the job all by itself. Not
This unhappy prediction c;m be
at all. In fact. here’s whnt onr LeL~slature wrote into the law re~arding
forestalled only by forcefid, determined anti cnura~.enus leadership in
how the Commission should t’ar~"
the Sooth, acting boldly to orescrve
out its duties:
the self-respect of a prond and honnr"The Commission may cooperate
able people.
with one or lUOre of the states of
the Union, ~r any aeency or agencies.
I have told my people repeatedly that, as far as national politics
eOllllni~ion or eolnlni~ionx there,ft.
are concerned, I am a Mississippi
or with any person or persons, eo~oDemocrat ~ and the first word of
ration or co~oraliolls, or~ani/.ation
,)r organization% and may join with
that phrase means far more to me
then= nr any nf them. ;rod pool
than the second!
*,t the fnnds and .resonrccs of this
Wheo I go to the Democratic
Commission in ca~’ing ,mr the
National Convention in Los Angeles
j,,ttives ;tnd pu~oses of thi~ act
this summer. I will conduct myself
Inay lie dt’elncd necessary and proper
at all times as a M/ssissippi Demohy the Comtnisqon."
crat. I will remember at all times
I~t me ask yo~sn’t this a fine
that as Covemor of Mississippi, I
example of Southern Unib’ alam at the convention representing
ready in being? Wouldn’t it be ,
the people of our great state. And
wondedul if all ,be ~uthem states
the racial integrity of our people
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is not fO sale on the political auction blo,k!
Where the principles of the people of M~sissippi are involved, there
can be to compromise. The people
did not Ject me Governor of Mississ/ppi o bargain their heritage
away in a smoke-filled room!
I did mt become their Governor
to presite over the liquidation of
our precOUS freedomsI
And I :now that the Governors of
most oth4 Southern states feel as l
do in ,hi: regard. The only question
in the mitds of the dedicated leaders
of the Solth is what course shouhl be
followed.
This d~cision mnst be made soon.
It must b~ made while there is time
for actiw consultation among our
political l#ders throughout the South.
It must n,t be delayed until the last
minnte, ~en our opponents will use
the age-od sl]ategy of divide and
conquer.
The smth must go to the Democratic Nltional Convention united
---and he South must remain
united, ~tber in the Convention or
out!
I
Frieods I am the newest Southern[
Governo~ ,n the job. It would be pre- I
snnlotiousof me to call a ~neeting of[
i)the’r Sol;hem Governors to plan our!
unified c,urse of action. I’m certain
snch a re,cling will be called by nne
of the s:nior Son,hem Gove’mors.
When it is called. I will be there
speaking ~P for the people of Mississippi! ~d if no one else calls the
meeting, lwill. You can col,n, on that.
Out o this meeting must come
a determned, fearless course of action. WemUst know that the South
is comnitted, solidly and in advance tea plan of action which will
show owdesire to remain within the
ranks of the party of our fathers,
while at the same time, demonstrating in ro uucertain terms that we
do not ittend to acquiesce in the
destructlm of the ideals of our fathers by ao" party!
I’ve b(,~l thinking over so:m,. (,f nnr
p, ditical lr"blen~s. And if a Southwide meeing were being held right
now, lu.rtx what I’d say.

COo,

First. I’d say that the South must
unite to use its in_quence to restore
sanity to onr nat/onal government. A
united South could have a tremendous
influence on the on,come of this Fall’s
elections.

One of the parties is virttmil~
certain to nominate a
candidate who’s a card-canylng
member of the NAACP. The way
things look now, both partie~ nd~ht
do this.

Next, I’d say that Mississippi and
the other Southern states most make
certain that our election laws are in
order. We most make sure that the
South will have real freedom ot choice
and action this Fall! We must be
absolntely certain that onr people will
have the opportxm/ty to vote their
real convictions!

Can you vote for an NAACP
member for President?

Along these lines, I’ve already said
back home that the Mississippi Democratic Party should hold a recessed
state convention--a ¢’onvention that
will automatically meet back after
the National Convention to review
whatever decisions are made in Los
Angeles bv the National party. Naturally, I hope other Sol them states
will do the same!
Only the other day, I was reading
a plan suggested by one of our
Mississippi Congressmen, Bill Colmer. He’s the dean of our State’s
Congress/onal delegation, and is
also the chairman of the Southern
strategy group in Congress. Congressman Colmer urges the consideration of a plan to put dndevendent electors on the ballot in
every Southern state this November.
He’s not talking about a third-party
movement--but he does want to
be certain that Southern voters will
have an opportunity to vote their
convictions on Election Day.
I believe this proposal has merit
from two standpoints. First. if the
Democrats and Rcptdllicans ~et into
a close race ,,p North, th,’ ItS) or
independent eh’ctors from the Sooth
--the Solid South--could h,. a real
factor in determining tilt" oute,une
the Presidential election. The S,)nth
could hoht the balance of power!
But even if this is not the case,
the proposal is still sound on a
moralbasis. Friends, 1 am going t0
vote my convictioos this November!
The way I look at it, i| we vote for
integration, how can we expect
anything else?

gSS0ClI:ITIOrl

Now if both parties do nominate
NAACP members for President, what
can we in the South do?
Well, friends, we certainl~ can’t
vote for either of theml We ve got
to be sure we’ve got someplace to
go on Election Day -- and there
sure wouldn’t be enough fishing
holes to go around! I intend to s¢o
that the people of Mississippi do
have someplace to go -- someplace
on the ballot where they can east
their votes without apology, and
without sacrificing our cherished
American principles and Southern
heritage. As a loyal Southerner, I
can do no less!
Let there be no m/s~mderstanding
--1 am not here tonight to advocate
a third-party movement. 1 am simply
urging the South not to commit onrselves in advance to whatever Earl
Warren or Walter Reuther.may decide! We will have amph, time to decide on a specific course of action.
In the meautinw, we must become
nnited--we mnst pledge ourselves to
stick together, to pnt the Sonth in
the strongest possible har~ain/ng positi,m. If there is to be an Independent
Eh’etor plan, it Inl,st be a Sooth-wide
~lan. Th,.re is no place in the Solid
~(,ll|h for splinter ntovelnents -- we
most be nnited in whatever we do!
Only a pr-ph,’l c.nl,l tell at this
early (late what the OlltCOllle of tile
1.9~i) eh’ction wi]] be. I will uot even
veoture a gu,.,,s. But I d,) know this:
Wh~:.n the eh’cti,,tt is ov,.r, Ross
l~,arnett will not haw. to apologize.
I will b,. ahh. t,, look the ncople of
Mississil)pi in the eve and say, "I
have kept the faith!’;

]
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~

Ross Barnett certainly cannotl In
my humble opinion, if we are m
foolish as to vote for our own d~truction, we will deserve whatever
we get as a consequencel

14:~
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GREENWOOD. MISSISSIPPI

S~PPORT YOUR CITIZENS~ COUNCIL
The story of the Citizens’ Council is too long to detail here. Suffice
to say that the organized resistance movement was started by the
Citizens’ Councils. Had they not been st&rted v’e ~ould undoubtedly
have integration today. The battle will be long, but it can be won by
a united, organized South.

*"’~’"
~,.. ....
~
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~ ~.~ ......
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:;:~.::~ . .........
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~blic epitaph in the North ~ill most certaiMy, in time, force a
change in our government’s integration drive. White northernere
are going to get enough of the forced br~herho~ they have had
to take at the hands of the preseure groups. They are going tb
rise up event~lly and t~o~ out these politicians who get elected
by bloc voting ~noritiea.
Integration in the South wo~d mean the destruction of our school
system, civ~ c~oa, aud raci~ war. We ~lieve that "au ouuce
prevention is v’orth a pound of cure". The Citizens’ Council ie the
only effective organization dedicated to keeping the pe&ce by preventing integration.
No state v’ide drive for specia~ contributions ha~ ever been made
in Mississippi for this c&use. Nov" the time tma come v’hen a lot
of us must make contributions and, ~e hope, llberal ones. We want
to sign up enough sustaining contributors to put our finauces on a
sound basis and to elirnlnate further drives. If you can’t make onr:
large contribution, then rr~ke several small ones.
Lf you believe in our cause and want to do your part, send a check
to the Association of Citizens’ Councils, P. O. Box 886, Greenwood~
Mississippi. We mu~t have your active support nov,.

City
State .......................
Ellett Lav,rence:ch

~
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Northern Whites Are Organizing!
Varied Activities Featured As
Local Councils Hold Meetings

A Personal Note
From The Editor

New Movement Vows
To End Domination
By Negro Bloc Votes

The president of the J a ck s on Communist and Communist-front inl deeply appreciate the action
(Miss.) Citizens’ Council, J. Paul fihration into the NAACP, Conncii;
of the Mississippi Legislature in
Faulkner is hospitalized while re-!president Joseph E. Viguerie said in
adopting a Resolution commending
euperating from a heart attack.
the contribution I was asked to
I
New
Orleans:
"It
is
almost
impossible
for
us
to
Faulkner, well-known insurance exmake to the educational televisi-o
(An Exclnsive Report)
believe
that
three
Federal
judges
ecutive, is reported making steady
series and book, TilE SEAR(.Ii
The North is organizing!
recovery at Baptist Hospital in Jack-I
would align themselves, wittingly
FOR AMERICA.
Reports reaching THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL indicate
son. He was stricken suddenly three l
or unwittingly, with any movement
This is a high honor for the
weeks ago.
that would conceal the identity of
that able and powedul pro-segregation groups are quietly
Citizens’ Council movement, which
people who might be affiliated with
forming in a number of Northern states.
i am privileged to serve, and reCommunist organizations.
The Amite County (Miss.) Citizens’
Reliable sourct’s in New York, Maryhmd, Pennsylvania. Michifleets
credit
on
the
many
thousands
"Unlike the NAACP, the South
Council has elected’Frank Wall presiof dedicated members who are
gan, Illinois and Wisconsin reveal that something big is stirring
Louisiana Citizens’ Council is proud
dent.
responsible for over five years of
of its members, and is more than
bew)nd the Mason and Dixon line.
At a Feb. 1 meeting in Liberty,
continuous successes against heavy
willing to file its membership list
Miss., the group also elected
Although not yet at liberty to divulge t~)mpletc details, TIlE
odds.
I
am
sure
all
officers
and
annually with the secretary of
vice-presidents, thus giving each disCITIZENS’
COUNCIL can state positively that these new ormembers
join
in
expressing
their
state."
trict in the county one officer in the
thanks to the Legislature for this
[ganizations are frankly political, intelligently-led and well-ElAt a Jan. 5 meeting, Viguerie was
county-wide group.
recognition of what is just one more
re-elected president of the South
nanced.
Chosen as vice-presidents were
step on the road to victory.
Louisiana Citizens’ Conncil. Other ofPrentiss Gardner, Percy Pierce, Dr.
Northern Senators and Conficers include Edward J. Cambre,
Edsel Stewart and Homer Fenn.
--W. J. Simmons
gressmen with records of admovement, already well underway.
vice-president; J. L. Shelton, secreLt.-Gov. Paul B. Johnson spoke at
The fact that this is enlirel~ a vo]unvocating and supporting "civil
ta~; William G. Scheurer, treasurer,
the meeting, which was attended by
ta~’ Northern effort demonstrates conand Jackson G. Ricao, executive di300 persons.
rights" and other pro-integraelusively the real temper of white
of tile people of Georgia" during tile
rector.
tion bills will be told bluntly
Americans everywhere.
Rican
reported
that
the
Council
current
Atlanta
school
crisis.
At Natchez, the Adams County
by increas/ng numbers of subLeaders of the new Northern
now
has
more
than
2,000
members
(Miss.) Citizens’ Council lnet Jan.
and is increasing its activities.
NOTE TO LOCAL COUNCH~S
movement are carefully avoiding
stantial constitncnts: "We’ve
26 and elected Leonard Pickle as
Named as honorary lifetime mem
--You are invited to send us news
had enough! You change your publicity at the present time, to
county chairman.
bers of the t~roup were State Sen.
of your activities for publication
prevent the diversion of energies
tune, or we will meet you at
Other officers include Charles H.
in this column. A clipping of a good
William .M. Rainach; Robert R. Patwhich vicious counter-attacks from
Stone, v/ce-chairman; ltomer C. King,
the ballot box!"
story from your local newspaper
powerful left-wing elements would
terson, executive sccretaw of tile Mi~secretary; and Everett Truly, treassissippi Association of C i t i z e n / concerning your organization may
In these Northern organiza- cause. When deemed advisable,
urer.
be sent, if you haven’t the time to
disclosure will be made.
Co,ncils. and W. J. Simmons, editor l
lions, t h e r e is no theorizing public
l
of The Cit/zens’__Council.
Meanwhile, the names of commun~
about
States"
Rights
or
constituThe Forest (Miss.) Citizens’
suchWrite co~espondencethe item yourself.to: Address
ity leaders are known by ooly a
.tional c(,a~,.q’vatism. The theme few key organizers, who maintain
Council has aonount~.d a reorganiza~cal Council News
The
Man,ing
(S.
C.)
Citizen~’]
tion meeting at the Scott Cmmty
TIlE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
is sirnl)ly "’We’ve had enough~"
I/aison.
Council has re-elected L. B. McCord~
Courthouse in I".rest on Feb. 23 at
813 Pla~ B~lding
~e people of the Soldh will
presidrnt.
Other
196(I
officers
inDuring the present organizational
7 p.m.
Jac~on. Mississippi
hea~ened by news of the N,,~hr,’n
elude Ernest Mathis, vice-presi(h.n~;~
phase, all questlo~s ~rom outs,dora
Guest speaker w,~s armo,need as
concerning the groups’ leadership
Hartwcll Brunson, treasurer;
and; ......................................
Dr. Golder Lawrence, secr~(ary-manor headquarters operations are anDavid L. Cohlsmith, secreta~.
ager of tile Newton Chamber ~,f Comswered t, niformly by: "I am just a
merce, a former FBI agent who has
link in the chain."
"the Florence (S. C.) Citizens"
been a(.tive in the fight against
Conncil n,et Feb. ]5 to hear an ad- To
muuism.
dress by the Rt.v. James P. Dee~,
|nent. who d,’c]imd t. h,. lurthrr
rector
of
Trinity
Episcopal
Church°[ia !po(.t
I he
North ~s
on warning
to rxr:w~ tcnsion~ i. N-rtl,.rn areas ire -.
ieh’ntitied at this timr. report that
The
Rev.
Mr.
l)e(’s
is
president
am~th(.r
million
or
more
Ne~t:,
~
A March I0 meting of the Tchula
~ SLdesvillc.. N. C
N’~ rthrrnprs arc I~’~p~v, lil~g
in~ the ilnpact of the N¢’~r. lm~ra(Miss.) Citizens’ Co,ncil will be hehl
migrants within the next l0 veats,
lion. ]h" blamed th(" t~..sions oz,
at the Tchnla ttigh School audithr North Caz.lina Defenders of
qhe exec’utive director of t}~c Na"ahn,,rmaI, a ] m o s t ~sy(’hofie
St~ tes’ Rights, the North Carolina ~ tional Urban Leagnc, L e s t e r B.
torum, startinl{ at 8 p.m.
~ phasis" ~vhi(.h Americans place
Guest speaker will bc attorney
affiliate (ff the C(amcil movement.
~(;ranger. pr(~licted in a New York
ra,.’r a.d d~ffen’nce~; i. color. Yet. he
which of to"rat ],,~ ilot i)’en rrl)o:h.d
Charles L. Sullivan of Clarksdale.
~prech that "in the dcca(h, ahead, 1.-:said the z),w tensi,,ns w.nhl be (lif’~in thv controtl, d Nt~rtl.’~n press.
New officers will be elected.
The executive committee o~ the~O00,0()O or sn
Negrors will depart fic~lt to diagnose.
:C;TIZEN3’ C(;UNC;L ~t~e~d ye:tr~
Council has eommended Cox’. Ernest ’~ cities." .
is simple -- a mere matter [)[ uumIn Georgia, tile Flint River Citizens’
:~---that the inevitable n:~ult o[
Vandiver
of
Georgia
for
his
"deGranger
realistically
coupled
his
bers.
As
wc
have
said
repeatedly,
highly dcstr,ctiw, black bh,r vote
Council met in Macon Jan. 10, and
tcrmined
stand
to
protect
the
rights
prediction
wilh
a
fi~rccast
of
continued
the
continued
migration,
coupled
passed a resolution orgin~ the Georgia
would be the c’reati,m ,ff a white
with the astrooomica, biah r.,te of
vo(e .is t c(nmteractmg force.
Legislature to keep the state’s public
Negroes
already
in
big
N’odhern
schools operating on a segregated
In key No~}~e~ states, a highl)cities,
will
soon
give
wifite
Nodhbasis.
organized Nero population o~
e~ers
some
idea
of
the
problem
......
The Council also urged the Legisor 7 per cent h~s determined pubwhich the South Ires dealt with for
lature to require labelling of blood
]ic policy on the basis of Nero
(Continued
from
page
I
)
the
post
century,
ltowever,
according to race.
interests alone for so long a time,
Earlier
the
same
day,
Sen.
Russell
Silh’rs
won
nnanimons
passage
of
a
the,
Noah
[s
accumulating
its
race
Ezra Johnson of Colmnbi~s, execui
ignoring the w/she~ of the vast but
told
a
joint
session
of
the
Georgiaj
resolution
praising
Russell
f.r
]us
adproblem
so
rapidly,
Nodbern
white~
tive director, warned of the dangers
unor~an/zed white maion~y, t~t a
~.gislaturc:
might
be
d6vcn
to
drastic
sohidress,
of complacency.
reaction was ce~ain to set in.
"We’ve
got
to
do
~omethlng,"
"I Confess I do not know how
tions.)
Elected president was Preston NorThat point has now been reached.
~
much
hmger
the
South
must
se~e
Sillers said. "Time is growing late.
man of Norman Park. Other officers
Public-olfinion
polls have
as the d~at for the ambitious
The si~ation is grow~g more
"’Mr. Brothrrlio~d" was a vitlim entiy r,.’veah.d little
inclnde James Fullard of Waycross,
all’fen.nee in the
leade~ of both natlon~ panics,
ala~h~g each day."
Iof fratri(’ide Otis mtmlh.
first vice-president. Roger Ussery of
"’Ceda~ly there is no eomfo~
Hey. Leo K. Bishop, vice l~rosi(lrnt attitudes of Nt~rthen~ and Sonthern
Si]l(.rs urged Mississippi ]awmaker~
Gordon, second vice-president; Mrs.
for m in ~e ra~s o~ the Republi- to "he on the alert to take sn(b of the Nail,hal Conferr;we of Chris- white, parents toward sending the/r
Kate Maples of l)oentn, secretary;
rhihlren to sc ool with large
can pa~y. The heir apparent to
courses necess:~~ to pro~ect the intiaos and Jews, was shot .tnd s,riouslv
and W. G. Maxwell of Norman Park,
hers nf Negroes.
the COP crown already h~ t~en
tt.rests (ff the ~t.oph~ of the South. ~wou,ded Feb. 8 by a gang of tee~treasurer.
Negro
robberr,
Northerners are, if anything, more
his stand with the NAACP. He ~,
The meth,)ds will he t;~kt.n up later bya~p
~ The
Negro
~:mgin,ffChica~o.
five boys and
determined than Sontherners to live
in fact, one of their most prom~ent ;the leaders," he added.
The Citizens’ Council of Creater
I
two ~irJs attacked Bishop and }~is wife
m all-white neighborhoods. ~ey have
ho~ra~ member.
"E v e n t s will dete~ine wh~/
New Orleans has called on city of(htr own pa~y has visually deafter haltin~ their car as the couple had more hitter experience with blockcourse
we
will
t~e,"
Sille~
conficials to restore segregation to streetbusting in the so-called "tran~it/una]"
serted us. The proud I)( n )(’racy of ~
Hnued, calling on the ~uth to plan was returr6n~ home. ~V h c n the
cars and busses.
Jefferson and Jackson has become the
any necessary actions to protect
Bishops ~esiste(l n robbery attempt, districts of large cities. They have
Council chairman Dr. Emmett
l~en shoved around and insulted on
captive of a left-wing element ~at
the mioister wzs s}mt twice.
"~e ~litlcal ~ts, traditions and
L. Irwin said a Federal court inintegrated transportat/nn facilities, and
is barely Democratic even in name,
Bishop is described by his wife
soverei~
of
the
Sou~e~
states."
junction o r d e r i n g integration
at spo~ events. ~ey are deprived
hnt which is to’in~ t(, recast the pa~y
as "a walking Mr. Brotherho~."
Notin~
that
the
South
is
often
ad"should fall" on its own weight,"
in its image,
L’ndismaved by t h e savageo", of the protection of sane public policy
monished to "work within the ~ramesince the state laws on which it
"Many of this gang of phony liber- ] work of the Democratic pa~y," Siliers
NCCJ headquarters in New York an- on social separation of the races.
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Urban League Chief Warns North
Expect One Million More Negroes

Southern Unity
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D-e -erfield Wins. Fight T0 Stay White
Presbyterians Say--

And Stay Out!

Church
Leads In
Mixing
A Presbyterian magazine has devoted its entire February issue to advucating interracial marriages.
The Presbyterian publication Social
Progress carried articles from theolugians, all on the general theme that
a true Christian shoold not t~ to
stop his son or daughter from mar~ing a person of another race.
The Negro moderator of the Presbytery of New York, Rev. Elder G.
llawkins, said mixed marriages conld
b(" successful if Negroes were recognixed as equals. Hawkins wrote:
"If we give 1oo glibly whal is
indeed the Christian answer 1o the
question, it may be we will gloss
over whal actually is lhe hardest
thing in lhe world lot white America 1o d~be rid of ils delusion of
superiori~ and all the attendant
fears that have m~de it ne~ssary
1o deprive lhe Negro of the b~ic
freedoms other Americans enjoy."
Mart’us Barth of the University of
Chica~,fs theolngical faculW chimed
in:
"All talk and all slfiving for desegregation and for full equality
and ~mmunity of fi~ts and du~e~
o~ the people of differenl r~ces living together in America ~ but
~bbish unless it includes the willingness to accept and orole~ in/e~aeial manages."
Perhaps as a reward for his journalistic efforts, N e g r o Hawkins was
nmninated for the highest national
elective office in the United Presbyterian Church, that of moderator.
If elected at the denomination’s
General Assembly in Cleveland, Ohio,
May 18, Hawkins would be the first
Negro to hohl the highest position in
a preduminantly-wbite chnrch organization. Most Unit~l Presbyterians
live in the North.
The mix~-ma~age edvocates
would have found a chilling reception, however, at a meeting
Jackson, Miss., on Ian. ~. A quarterly meeting o~ the Cen~al Mississippi Problem" greet~ ~th
wh~t was described m "cool sile~e"
the ~marks of a too ch~ch official
who is affilialed with
lion groups.
On the receiving end of the cold
shonlder treatment was Dr. Ernest
Trice Thompson of Richmond, Va.,
moderator of the General Assembly of
the Presbyterian ~tn*~h, U.S. Thompson is known as a "liberal" in church
philosophy, and is affiliated wi~ a
nnmber of race-mixing groops.
~e Jackson Slate Times reposed
that several ministers "got np and
left the meeting w h e n ~ompson
started to speak."
In his remarks, ~ompson had a
sneer for Presbyterian founder John
Calvin. Calvin had a "weak ~int,"
~ompson said, b~ause he was "intolerant."
Perhaps the unde~tatement of the
meeting came from the stat~ clerk
for the Cen~al MissLssippi Presbyter. Rev. W. A. Gamble, who said
"In my opinion, Dr. ~ompson did
not make many conveys to h~ way of
thinkiflg.’"
Dr. ~ompson, meantime, was telling a grou~ in Austin, Tex.. ~at it
was "unfair" to say the church wasn’t
pushing inle~afion to the fullest.
our feet," ~om~n d~l~.
finn of q~ le~e~hip ~ ~te~afinn. ~t~ant ch~ have ~
done u’m~h u ~ey ~o~d to
f~er ~te~ but ~ey We
dora m~ ~ ~t ~e e~~. ~omp~n ~ae~ ~at ~me
ch~h ~em~ ~ ~ d~a~n ~ ~w ~te~t~.

MCD Branded Illegal
By Federal Judge;
Stock Probe Begins
(An Exclusive Report)
Modern Community Developers, Inc., has lost a major court
i battle in its futile attern’pt to build racially-mixed residential subdivisions in the all-white community of Deerfield, I!!.
MCD not only lost the court case, but found its own
corporate future in jeopardy.
Last December, MCD went into Federal District Court in
, Chicago in an effort to force determined Deerfield homeowners
t(~ accept Negro neighbors.
:
On March 4, Federal District Judge Joseph Sam Per~ handed
down a 76-page opinion xvhieh threw MCD’s complaints out of
I court and cast a legal cloud over~’

the c()rporation’s operations.
Irate homeowners mobilized overI
night. Protest meetings were held,
: And as if this legal backfiring
at which countless sadder-but-wiser
~ weren’t en(n~gh, XIC1) also stood white citizeus related from personal
’accused of practicing racial disexperieuce the rapid ~op in real
crimination~whicli it proft~sst’s estate values in an integrated cornmunity.
to abh()r,
A thoro,,gh canvass (~f
In addition to dismissiog MCD’s
npinion revealed an 8 to 1 pre[erencc
complaints, Judge Pe~ ruled that
[nr segregation. And PDC was abruptMCD was operating illegally, canly ordered tn stop work on the $30,not engage in intestate comme~e,
000 honws becanse of numerous riocannot lawfully execute contracts,
i latinns of the village building code.
and was trying to sell stock with
A special eh’ction was called Den.
an illegal prospectus.
~
The judge also ruled that MCI) 1’21, at which a record 86 per cent tnrnhad made false and misleading state- I ont of voters gave ovcrwhelming
a,p~roval to a $550,000 I~)nd issue enments in its prospechts, and in regisabling the village Park Board to purtration documents fih.d with the
curities and Exchange Commission I chase PDC’s property as park sites.
previous bond issues for parks
(SEC) in Washin~tnn, and had failed ~ Two
were voted down before integration
to disclose material facts abonL the l
firm, inclut~ng financial dealings withI threatened.
The very next day, PDC and MCD
other firms in which MCD officers~
went intn Federal District C o u ft.
were pa~ owners.
~Jndge Perry granted them a tempoMCD’s promoters--shocked that a
rary iniunction forbidding Deedield
Federal judge would rule against them
(An Editorial)
officials from harassing the interracial
in a case invoking the sacred canse
project.
of "civil fights"~hastily filed notice
Much has been written and much has been said concerning of
PDC and MCD followed up by
appeal.
the current wave of "sit-down" lunch counter demonstrations befiling a three-part action, seeking
Washington sources, meantime,
to restrain the Village Board and
ing staged by Negroes in scattered sections of the South.
told THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
Park Board from preventing conthat
the
Sec~ties
~d
Exch~ge
There is little which we could add to the news reports construction of the 51 houses, and also
Comm~ion
h~
launch~
a
full
incerning individual incidents; but perhaps it falls to us to take vestigation of MCD, based on Judge
prohibiting institution of state cona long look at the pattern which has emerged.
demnation proceedings to acquire
Pe~’s opi~on.
the land for park purposes. The
To place the "sit-downs" in their proper perspective, one
I~ the SEC probe reveals the
action also complained of a conmust first realize that these demonstrations have occurred on same facts cited in the court
spiracy between various officials
the SEC could file Feder~
private property--that the Negro demonstrators have actually, in opinion,
and leaders of protest groups, and
e~mlnal charges against MCD o~sought $750,000 damages.
some instances, taken over a private business establishment.
fich~. In addition, the SEC c~ld
It took nearly 3 months to argue
Let it be here ’noted that no legal body~not even the U. force MCD to withdraw its cu~en/
the case. The NAACP offered its legal
stock
offe~ng
from
the
manet.
S. Supreme Court--has ever said that proprietors of private
assistance to PDC and MCD. White
~e case may also be brought to
citizens of Deerfield dug deep into
businesses must serve persons whose presence they deem
the attention of a Congressional intheir pockets to employ legal counsel.
objeet/onable.
ves~gating committee.
And by the time the ink was dry
As a matter of law and of fact, a recent U. S. Supreme Court Key points of the recent cou~
on Judge Perry’s March 4 opinion,
n~ling somehow escaped the attention
PDC and MCD bigwigs would probrulin~ i9 a Delaware case upheld the right of a restaurant owner
of the No~hern press, w~ch comably have been deiighted to forget
to refuse service to Negroes.
pletely overl~ked the fact that the
that they ever filed the suit. But the
Yet, throughout the South, Negro demonstrators turn down- decision heralds the begi~ing o~ the
decision wouldn’t let them forget.
town sidewalks into mob scenes; and make battlegrounds of end for MCD’s much-publicized ex(Editor’s Note--In fact, some
periments in developing new No,hem
variety stores and lunch counters.
SEC experts tell us that they might
su~ivisions on a racially-~xed basis.
have
several years in which to think
Significantly, the first "sit-down" demonstrations came in
about itl)
(Edith’s
Not~Pe~s
who
have
communities which had previously revealed their racial weak- been foilow~g the e~ clo~ly inThe 7~-page opinion gives scant
ness by permitting so-called "token integration." This fact is not fo~ us that th~ sto~ is ~e
comfort to the integration-minded,
lost upon concerned white citizens of these communities; nor fall, fatal news account of the
and offers little but sympathy ’~or any
widows or orphans who might
can the inescapable conclusions to be drawn therefrom fail to ~ghly-signifieant dec~ion. ~ ~
~e de~ite lhe fact t~t t~ ~
relying on profits from MCD stock
impress hard-headed businessmen.
w~ held and the opi~on hsu~ in
to keep the wolf from the door.
Well-trained and well-organized, the Negro "sit-downers" are Chicago, w~ch prides itseff on its
"Modern Community Develol~,
hilly-trained, ~mpetifive and su~
backed bv the NAACP, Congress of Racial Equality, and various p~edy-obi~five
Inc., is an unregistered investment
Anther
company within the mean/ng of the
other No~thern-ied groups, who threaten chain-store management ex~ple of the newsmen.
"Pa~r C~n" in
Investment Company Act of 1940;
with boycotts of their Northern branches unless they knuckle a~?)
as such, it cannot engage in interunder to Negro demands in the South.
MCD was first ex~sed to the light
state commerce; and its contracts
o~ nationwide publici~ in the DeThroughout the South, these demonstrators have ignored
are void and unenforceable," J.udge
issue of THE CITIZENS’
Perry wrote.
state laws and city ordinances which protect the sanctity of cember
COUNCIL, which ran a banner st0~
"Modern Community Developsrt,
private property, and reserve to the proprietor the right to telling o~ the ove~helming resistance
Inc., had made as of the date of
select his customers.
of Dee~ield, II1., r~idents to MCD’s
commencement of this action severto build two raciallv-mix~
al false and misleading statements
Laws regulating mobs and incitement to riot have been effo~s
in the exclusive, all-white
and had failed to disclose material
flouted by boisterous black brigands; the civil rights of white ~i~ions
subur~ village near Chicago.
facts in registration statements and
citizens have been openly violated.
A ~ollow-up ba~er sto~ in ~e
prospectuses filed with the SecurIn some areas, violence has broken out. Only quick action Janua~ issue reveal~ MCD’s plans ities and Exchange Commhsinn and
expand i~ unwel~me a~ivi~es
under which it seek~ to ,n
by alert police in dispersing the Negro mobs and iailing their to
of stock in intentate eommeme. It
~to ~fi~t and Iowa.
leaders has prevented a blood-bath of maior proportions.
cannot found ’a came of action
~e D~ield ~i~e ~gan last
on any believed right to
Jail is the best deterrent to such tactics; it is also the best Novem~r, when it ~ame kno~
~er m ille~ ~.
poss~le object lesson to Southern Negro troublemakers who that MCD ~d its Ia~ ~id~,
D~elopm~t ~., w e r e
~e plain~, M~
might not have begun their lawless efforts in forcing their~ess
phnning to build 51 hom~ ~ ~o
~elo~rs, I~., is ~t a pm~
company upon others.
pla~ti~ ~d ~odd ~ ~."
~ of 1~ ~ D~iel&
However, peace has not yet been restored to the South; an
D~eid d~ were ou~ag~ to
.. J~dge Pe~ ~t~ ~ut ~t MCD
ominous quiet prevails in some localities; in other communities, I~ ~at P~ pla~ to o~er 101lfl~ pm~ and
race tensions are so high as to lend almost an electric presence or 1~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ role to ~tm~ ~ ~e SEC
Ne~. ~. bulld~ had ~1~ I ~ ~. ~" O,_ 1~. S~ Aug.
to the atmosphere.

Seditious Sit-Downs
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Altamont--Circnit J u d g c C. C.
Chattin has revoke(I the charter of
the left-wing Highhmder Folk School
-and order~l the racially-mix~ adnh
agit~ion center n e a r Monteaglc,
Tenn., plac~ in receivership.
In an l l-page decision filed in
Grnndy Connty Circnit Conrt, Jndge
Chattin ruh.d that the "’sch~)r’ had
violated the state’s segregation laws
and laws regnlating the sale of beer.
Rew~cation of the "general welfare" cha~er was songht by District
Attorney General A. B. Sloan on
grounds that the Highlander
had ~en u~(~l for personal gain by
its director, integrationist Myh’s
ton.
Judge Chatfin’s opinion s aid
Highlander "admits it practices integration and that it is a private
institution.’" The judge sa~ this
violates a section of Tennessbe law
which prohibits whites and Negus
from attending the same closes.
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Editor

Seditious Sit-Downs
(Continued from page 1)
Now---before some innocent bystander is killed by these
senseless black mobsDnow is the time to act!
Clearly, these organized Negro "sit-downs" are aimed at
breaking down state and local laws. Clearly, these demonstrations
are organized and directed by New York leadership. Clearly, they
are transmitting their illegal instructions across state lines.
If this is not a clear-cut violation of Federal law, what is?
If the current wave of "sit-downs" is not aimed at breaking
down state and local law and order, what is?
If this situation does not cry out for a full-scale FBI investigation and Justice Department prosecution of the guilty parties,
what does?
Let us not mince words: ~the "sit-down" Negro demonstrators are engaged in a seditious conspiracy against the state and
municipal governments of the Southern states.
Let us not be swayed by their pious protestations: sedition is
a serious crime, and persons so engaged are dangerous criminals.
Let us not delay: to do so would in itself be criminal, if
Negro mob action led to violence and death while nervous Federal officials stalled for time before taking action under the la~v.
Here is an excellent opportunity for the Federal Government-and most particularly, the Justice Department--to prove
that it is sincere in its desire to protect the civil rights of all
citizens. For obviously, these "sit-down" lunch counter demonstrations are violating the basic civil rights of a maiority of the
people of the South.
Consider for a moment what would happen if the situation
were reversed--if Southern whites organized to march on Ne~v
York or Chicago, traml~ling all who crossed their paths.
The answer is oovious: Federal troops would be called
upon, if necessary, to use naked bayonets, to disperse the "mobs."
This, then, is an ideal time for Federal officials to show
their own lack of prejudice; to display their willingness to proteet the civil rights of Southern white citizens, as well as their
eagerness to protect the Negro from any real or imagined injustices.
We trust that Attorney General Rogers will not be misled
by the current crop of Negro agitators, who cite the late Mahatma
Gandhi as their model. Martin Luther King and other Negroes
do violence to Southern whites in the name of Gandhi’s policy
of "non-violence."
The very fact that Gandhi is cited as their example should
in itself point clearly to the Negro "sit-down" leaders" seditious-and actually violent--intent. It is a matter of historical record
that Gandhi’s "non-violence" brought death and suffering to
numerous thousands in India: it.left a wake of vast destructioa
of property: it overthrew British rule; and it led to the secession
of Pakistan.
We call upon all proper authorities--local, state and national~to take the necessary action to prosecute leaders of the
"sit-down" movement to the fullest extent of the sedition laws
and other applicable statutes.
If the authorities fail to act at once, the blood of countless innocent bystanders may be on their hands.

The Thaddeus Stevens Bill
(From the Richmond, Va., News Leader)
In recent years, the good and decent people of the South have been
the target of a thousand fantastic bills in Congress, drafted in palpable violatton of elementary provisions of the Constitution, and designed to impose
a new Reconstruction upon this region.
Nine times out of ten, the ~omors of these measures have not cherished
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even a hope that their bills would be enacted into law. Their purpose has
not been to write sound and constructive law; their purpose has been to
truckle to Negro blocs in key States and Congressional districts. And because l~uch can be forgiven, or at least understood, in the name of "’politics,"
the South has treated most of these bills with the quiet contempt, they deserve; the bills have died in committee, and that has been that. "
The bill proposed recently by Attorney General Rogers merits the
entire country’s contempt, but this cannot be a quiet contempt. His bill
is the most vicious bill yet drafted by a presumably responsible source in
the name of "’civil rights." In his most vindictive moments, Thaddens
Stevens could not have conceived a scheme better designed to crush the
life oot of the State and Federal relationship.
This is Mr. Rogers’ doing. Poor lkel Poor stupid, well-intentioned,
uninformed Ikel The pattern of 1957 repeats itself. Three years ago,
under prodding, the President confessed his ignorance of the "civil
rights" bill then offered in his name.
Now, in 1960, the President is in a fog again. At Tuesday’s press
conference, Anthony Lewis of The New York Times recalled Mr. Eisenhower’s luke-warm reference to the "Federal registrar" plan in his State of
the Union Message. This was the plan--a thoroughly bad and indefensible
plan--advanced last year by the Civil Rights Commission. The President
was asked if he had any alternative to suggest. He replied:
"Yes. I think that you will--the Attorney General has another plan
that he thinks, within the framework of existing law, will improve very
much the procedures that have been followed. And it is somewhat
technical, exactly what the iufisdiction and the action possible for
iudges to take. So I would suggest to get the thing exactly, so it is
not subject to misinterpretation, you should go to him, because it is
a bit of a--it is a legalistic amendment that would be difficult for
me to describe in detail."
What is this "somewhat technical" scheme, this "legalistic amendmenr’
the President so obviously does not comprehend? The bill envisions these
steps:
Whenever it appeared to the Attorney General (and things appear very
easily to Mr. Rogers) that "any person," acting under color of law "or
othe~vise," had engaged, or was about to engage, in any act or practice
which would deprive even one Negro of his rigM to vote in a Foderal election, the Attorney General woold bring suit in a Federal District Court.
If a Federal jndge foond that "any person" had intimidated this one
prospective Negro voter, the iudge would then appoint "one or more" voting
referees. The bill contains no limit on the m, mber of snch referees the
conrt might appoint, nor any limitation as to the counties and cities in’
which these referees eonld operate. The referees wonld have the same
broad powers now vested by Federal practice in special m~,sters anti referees
in bankruptey, including the power to issue subpoenas and to demand testimony nnder oath.
The referees would go forth. They would comb the woods, seeking
applications from "any person" who might claim deprivation of his
fight to vote by reason of race. They would find a "’pattern."
In time, the referees would report to the court the names of all persons
who in the referees’ judgment had been coerced, iotimidated, nr interfered
with in the attempted exercise of their right to vote; and nnless the rcterecs"
findings were "clearly crroneons’" (a phrase that carries heavy weight
Federal practice), the cnnrt would approve the referees’ report and the persons n:nued therein wnnld be declared "qualified and entitled to vote at
any election." The referees (or any other persons appointed for the purpose
by the court) would have power to follow thrnugh at polling booths,
even power to check the ballots, after ballots had been counted, to make
certain the votes cast by the new registrants had been properly counted.
The bill provides, further, that any election official who might refnst.
to permit such a new registrant to vote. or refnse to count his vote, would
be snbject to trial "’for contempt.’" This provision is nnderstood to refi’r
to civil contempt, which could mean imprisonment withnnt benefit of a
jury trial.
That is Mr. Rogers" "somewhat technical" scheme.
Plainly, the bill would create a specially privilel~ed tl,p,s of Ne~r,
~oters, em:olh.d by referees at their almost nncl.’cked (li~cretion, ".~ithollt
the slightest requirement flint the referees observe established State fr,mchise laws. ~wse p~vileRed vote~, literate nr illiterate, dmmk or
wmdd have to be .dmitted to the ~tls on election day. And whether
defaced their ballots, or in any .thor fashion violated the electron ht~vs
apply l~, eye. one else, the~ })allots would have to be counted, q~,e sctrec
of elettions would be destroyed. Any election judge who faih’(I to
with the coup’s decrees could he sent to pfis.n, without a iu~’ tri.d.
What is th~ madness? ~is bill is the work of a zealot’s mind. so demented by love for the Negro and hate for the Sou~ ~at reason has fled
its veo" temples. The resem’ed powe~ of States, the control of the States
over the qualifications for voting, the due pr~esses of law. the ri~ts ~f
trial by iuo’--all these Mr. Rogers would toss aside as so much toilet
tissue.

Chattin added: "This cou~ is
the opinion that the segregation
laws of the state as applied
private schools are constilutional
and valid."
Among the first to praise the rnling was Bristol’s capable State Representative ltar~ ~’e Scnler, who was
a member of the connnittee of the
Tennessee Legislature which investigated charges of Comnmnist activity
at the "school". The investigation was
made during last year’s meeting of the
General Assembly.
Reliable sources repnrt that similar
legal actiun may soon be brought
against another "edncationar’ institution presently violating Tennessec’s
segregation laws.
Somerville--Fayette Connie l)emocratic party ufficials deny that they
violated the 15th Amendinent nr the
1957 Civil Rights Act in holding a
so-called "white primary" eledinn.
They said the primal’ was not hehl
for the public, bnt for a "s~ecificallv
designate, limited gronp orcitizens."
The statement was in answer to a
Federal suit filed by the Justice I)epartment, c()mplaining that Ncgrot.s
were not allowed to v()h. in the
primary.
Memphis -- "Tennessee’s p n p i l
placement law will be the goide of
the Memphis Board of Edueation in
deciding where pnpils will attend
schoul," says Walter P. Armstrong,
board president.
Armstr~g’s statement t h a t the
hoard "plans t() comply with the laws
of the state" came in response to
questions posed by NAACP members.
The Negroes wanted to know if the
board eonsidered that ’segregation
presently in effect in Memphis. and
if so, when the policy w oul(l I)e
ended.
A white attorney, Brooks Norfleet.
tokl the board meeting that white taxpayers would oppose any move to integrate Memphis schonls.
"The NAACP will find that there
are school taxpayers who are alive
the sitnation and who will never approve of integration." Norfleet state(I.
Shonhl a mixing drive deveh)p, he
warned "There will be a long (lay
ahead."
Nashville--This city’s police force
appears to hilve prevente(I a serious
racial clash that would have
douhtedly surpassed the recent luncheotmter disorders in Chattan(,,~a.
where a pushing, shovin~ crowd
2,000 })h)cked traffic for nearly an
Abnut 145 o[ Nashville’s troublemaking Negro "sit-down" demonstrators were arrested for violating
the proDerty rights of owners
varions lunch counters in the city.
Nearly all of the agitators were
fined, and a number were sentenced
to the workhouse.
Crimi~*al c~,urt l*td~. II~m.-r ~Veimar d~’ni~’d :t xvri’l of hHht.;ts
Iwh ch ~¢)tnhl In.tee fre,’d ,)n,’ ,,f
I~artitipant~. ht r(’|H,in~ lh{’
I., rcj,.~t(-d th,. ])r~t,,M ~f Near,} d,’/t,n~e ],lwx(.rs. wht~ ,tr~.i.d that sp,,(’ial
City I,,d~,’ I(,hu ff Ilarri, was
It h~ been poinled oul by ~ ~tah’
official lh~t eating e~t~hlM~menls
are prohibited by Tennessee law
from ~t’~’ing while~ aod Negroes
on an integraled

Ellmtt Adc¢~t k, director .[ l[.. Ih.t, I
and H~’q..~ranl I)ivi.,uL ~aid a
r~’~Hlati¢~ rcqHir~.~ coHq~h.t~, ratiul
.~¢.er~.~aticH~ it~ all t~p~.~ cd
eq.d~liqm.’nt~, inc]nding variety
Read this man’s "]eg~,listic amendment"! It is a machiav~.liian hill hmch ,’,ranters.
hatched up by a slitk Rt.publican Attorney General. with tl., uu~ittin~
An) l)r-ph~’tnr violatin~ this rc~uconsent of a constitotionally ikmorant Republican President. to be enforced
bv Republican iudges. Hail, Mr. Roger, counselor Io the President. Richard ! lation. Adt ock warned, is gnihv of a
~ixon’s closest ffiend~ And let us watch leading I)cmocrats leap to the I)ill’s znisdenlcanor and suhject t. ;( SI0(I
fine for each day of the violation.
~p~.

./
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MCD Branded Illegal By Judge

MCD propo~m to me in De.timid
(Continued from p. 1)
ings pending in the Circuit Court of
through PDC is illegal both
Lake County, 111.’"
trying to sell the pnblic $1,500,000
all persons into the worship and
initial s~hn and resales. Th~ pow~’
In answer to the claim that buildworth
of
stock.
But
as
uf
Dec.
parish life of any congregation
ing inspectors harassed the plaintiffs,
of a Federal court cannot b~ u~!
1~59.
it
had
sltcc’cssfnlly
disposed
without distinction as to race, color,
consistently with the 5th Amandthe judge nott~:
only
5,876
shares,
wi
t
h
national origin, or class.
merit and the Civil Rigl~ Statut~
"’PDC represented to the court that
actually
paid
in
and
a
total
snbscripto imlmse any perc*ntag¢ quota of
I ~"Elimination of criteria based
there were in fact no building vition
price
of
$.587,600.
on race, color, national origin, or
Negroes or Caucasians.
olations at the time of the filing of
MCD,
in
its
prospectnses,
"made
class for applicants to church camps,
the complaint. The overwhelming evi"Similarly, State power and authorstatements
and
representations
which
Raleigh, N. C., at a racially-mixed
conferences, schooJs, colleges, }ms*
dence is to the contrary.
ity cannot be constitutionally emdo
not
disclose
extensive
contingent
meeting beld on the campus of St.
pitals, or other institutions or agen"’Building Impector Kilgore
ployed within the restrictions of the
liabilities," the jndge added.
Angostine’s College, an Episcopalian
cies which the church may operate
fled that he was biased against
14th Amendment to control either the
"MCD has made commitments or
Negro institntion.
or simnsor in any way.
Negroes and did not want any in
original or subsequent devolution of
pl~ges
of
$501,~1
to
certain
su~
The Sueiety adopted a ~.~int
--"Understanding of the pro: realty on a quotabaxis.
Deerfield. He stated that he had
scri~r~ for its shares which ~re not
list of objectives, including:
phetic role of the church, both
moved to Deedield to get away
"A party who plans to put into
reflected
in
its
latest
prospectus.
This
~"lncre~ a~tance and ~through corporate and individual
from Negroes who had moved into
fect a system of land tenure whereby
is
a
large
and
material
liability.
plementation of the pd~iple that
effort, in seeking the elimination of
ownership or occupation of land will
the community where he had pre"In its pm~ctus, MCD reprethe chur~ is an incisive fellowracial and other prejudicial barriers
viously resided .... In his dealbe controlled on racial or other disship which seeks out and wel~m~
sents
t~t
it~
president,
Mo~s
Milin society, whether these be erected
criminatory bases cannot seek damages
ings with building code violators,
gram,
was
en~ged
’in
lair
relaby governmental process or through
in a Federal conrt for any interference
a building inspector, of course, is
tions
work’
for
10
yea~
prior
to
eu~om."
which prevents such party from putnot likely at best to be ceremonious
1~7
when,
in
fact,
he
w~
not
so
The organizational meeting was
in his approach and his manners and
ting such plan into effect.
engag~
in
any
us~l
or
o~in~’
called hy the Bey. John Morris of
speech are more apt to be blunt
"No civil rights of the plaintiffs
me
of
the
te~
’lair
relations
Atlanta and New York. He said 400
than Chestedieldian.
have been impaired or jeopardized,
work’
but
w~
engaged
with
an
persons from throughout the country
"No right that is unenfort~eable in
"Where discourteous conduct, such
organ~tion known as the War
were invited, bnt only 100 showed
a court of law or equity, in any
as is attribnted to Inspector Kilgore.
R~hten"
~ague
during
the
years
up.
court in the United States, can be
is connected with the performance of
from 1941 through 1945 which
Even these 100 conldn’t reach
classified as a civil right.
could
in
no
way
be
construed
as
:°fficial
duties,
it
is
no
violation
of
agreement on a name for the group
"’In an action for conspiracy under
civil
rights."
lalmr relations work.
By Mrs. J. C. Bruington
or a board of directors.
the Federal Civil Bights Acts, it must
"Accurate and non-misleading bin-’1 The judge conceded that the opA Texas seminary professor, Dr.
be alleged that the conspirators have
The Florida AsSociation of Citizens’
Kelly Barnett of Anstin. refused to
graphical material is of snecial ira-’’based
position of Deedield residents was
committed an act or acts in furtherConncils has elected new state ofportance to potential investors who[
on animosity and resentment
serve on the board of directors beance of the conspiracy whereby the
ficials. The~’ are Homer Barfs of Talcanse of the Society’s name. He said
plaintiff is iniured in his person or
must rely in substantial part upun the] bors,’’
at the prospect of having Negro neighlahassee, :mministrator; W. H. Cooper
the name indicates the group will
past history and performance of the]
adding that "most of these
property, irrespective of whether the
of Panama City, treasurer; and Mrs.
le
become a "protest
sect," and he principal officers of a new cnmpany l pe°p have all of their life savings
conspirators proceed under color of
J. C. Brnington of Pensacola. secrefavors moderation.
in endeavoring to form an opinion’ invested in their homes."
attthority of State power or othertary.
NAACP chief lawyer Thnrgood
as to the l~)ssibilities of the success Judge Perry prnceeded to t a k e
wise.
The Assoc, iation’s past esecntive
Marshall was nominated for a diof such a company.
I.MCD aml PDC to task for bringin~
"’The mere attendance at meetings
secretary, Bey. George A. Downs, has
rector’s post, bnt was rejected by
"MCD fails to state in its latest the suit nnder various "civil rights’
of publio, officials in their individual
qnalified as one of 12 candidates for
a voice vote.
’ prospectns that it has made special statutes while the bnihh.rs were themprivate capacity is not such an overt
the Florida governor’s office.
(Editor’s Note--A good example
offers, inducements and representa-!selves seeking to enforce discriminaact as is required to satisfy the alof practicing what they preach!)
legation of an actionable conspiracy
tions to prospective purchasers of its’ tory standar(ts
of
occupancy
in
their
The Bay County Citizens’ Council
"
Bishop C. Gresham Marmion of l
under Section 1,98,5 of Title 42 of the
has done an outstanding iob on the
Lmdsville, Ky., said he hadn’t de-[shares
in the
of New that
Jersey,
ih°nsing
development.
Iowa
andstates
Connecticut
if they,
Of the
51 houses PI)C phnmed to
United States Code.
school textbook situation. Due to their
tided whether to serve on the board. I snbscribe or assist in scenting sttl~- build, the ju(l~e wrote, "it is their
"The complaint as explained by
untiring efforts, the school superinbecause,
he
is
opposed
to
"pressnre
scriptions for snbstantial amnunts of claimed intention tu sell l0 or 12 of
plaintiffs fails to state a claim upon
tendent has removed from the shelves
gronps,
its shares. MCD will make large in-these housvs t(} Negrues. They will
which relief can be granted and
tl~e nnsatisfactory texts brought to his
The New York Times reimrted
: nut sell all or even 50 per cent of
shonhl be dismissed with prciudtce
vestments
in
those
states.
attention.
that the group’s name was a princiand at plaintiffs’ costs."
Other connties are hoping to bare
"The persons tu whom snch offers:them to Nt.groes or all ur even 51)
I~l
point
of
contention,
since
"some
(Editor’s Not~For the benefit
equal snccess, and have adopted this
were made responded thereto by pur- pvr cent of them to Caucasians. This
delegates feel that the words ’racial
of attorneys and others who might
as a statewide project. They are using
chasing shares, and MCI) consider, plan the plaintiffs call their ’conunity’ imply interracial marriage."
want to read the entire opinion, the
Ire guide prepared by the National
But the Bey Harold ~,V Sheffer di-iitself obligated tn them to make in- trolled ,~ccupancy pattern.’
Socieiy, I)aughters of the American
rector (;i socia’l r;lations ~or the ~io- vestments in said states which will "On order of this coua, plaintiffs case is number 59 C 2050 in the
Bevolntion.
~ tot
d "a zroxtm
; produced two forms of restrictive United States ~st~ct Cou~ for
cese of ;~li[~)rn/a.’ defended the orpp
r/ .’,ttth
~,,$3%
.
I ~ "In
sale agreement by means of which ] the No~he~ District of Illinois,
MCD’s cu~ent (1959) proganization,
saying
it
was
formed
to~
they plan to control future sales for , Emtern Division. The case is styled
Becanse t h e Faculty-Senate uf give love and stlp~ to those facing
spectus, it is stated that one o~ its
"Progress Development Corp. and
Fh)rida State University has called for
more than 10 years, and to prese~e
wholly-owned subsidiaries had taken
community pressnre in carrying out
Modern Community Developers,
repeal of the luvalty oath provisions the anti-segregation pronouncements
over the business and assumed the
, the ratio of Negroes and Caucaslaus
Inc., Plaintiffs, vs. James C.
uf the National Defense Edncation
liabilities of a pa~nership. It omitof the Episcopal Church.
[ they establish.
Mitchell, et al., Defendsnts.)
Act, we are joining with other groups
"Nve(lh’ss to say, the (lisclo~ure of
t~ to state that the pa~nershio was
Anti the vicar of St. Augustine’s
tu sifl the matter at FSU.
~the plan by Morris Milgram. president
Chapel in New York City, the Bey.
one in which several of MCD’s ofAs yet, the effect which the pendThe loyalty oath has been accepted
’of MCI), added new fuel to the
fice~ bore partnership liability~
C. Kilmer Myers, accosed the presenting SEC pruhe into MCi)’s activities
by 1305 institutions of higher learnincluding a 2/15ths interest by
day Episcopal Chnrch of being, "in
and financial dealings will have on
ing, and rejected hy bnt 17.
~ "’Plaintiffs stated in open court that
and Mo~is Milgram, who, at the same
the main, racist, caste-ridden
the firm’s fnture plans is unknown.
socially exclusive."
time, was and is drawing a subthey would not ~ell
MCl) l)rojects in ~A’aterhttry, Conn..
The Orange Connty Citizens"
Myers addS. "There is no place
stantial salary from MCD.
50
per
cent
of
the
proposed
houses
and in Des Moines, Iowa are still
Cooncil is aiding the Prince Edward
for
caste
or
social
exclnsiveness
of
"The prospectus fails to reveal the to Negroes as that wmtld be contrary
hanging fire, with a Connecticnt subCounty, Virginia, Private S ch oo 1
any kind in the life of the church. The
fnrther material facts in this respect:to their phm. They insisted that they
sidiary, Meadow Hmnes. Inc., already
Foundation in its money-raising pro~very fact of your gathering is a sign
that this sobsidiary is Concord As- would sell nnlv npon their formula
organized to handle the
101-house
Wet. Prince Edward Coonty has the
of spiritual bankruptcy in Episcopalsociates. Inc, a corporation created by ’approximately’80-20. Plaintiffs claim
Waterbury development.
only soccessful private school underi
ianism.
MCD in January, 1959: that Concord ~ and their counsel argues, that the phm
taking since the 1954 Black Monday
, Latest target of the MCD brother"There is no room in the church,
was not expected by MCD to ~how’is w~hmtary, vet in the same breath
decision.
hood-by-compulsion drive is Montin its Scriptures, in its theology and
a profit; and that to the knowledge[they say that "this plan must and will
Sanford Padgett, president of the
gomery Cmmtv. Md.. home of numin its tradition for racism. The
be "con(rolh,d. The two terms are at)of the directorate of MCI), it has.
Orange Connty chapter, is a one-time
erons white refugees frmn the dnbious
church cannot condone the blasfact.
nperated
at
a
substantial
loss
l
solutely
inc(msistent,
Northerner who s~ands 100 per cent
black-aml-tan ioys of Washington,
phemy which goes on at the gates
ever
since
its
creation."
"PDC’s
plan
is
dearly
a
devi~e
for segregation.
D. C.
of the altar when men refuse the
to
restrict
the
conveyance
of
real
After
listing
the
42
points
in
the
Such snpport of private, segregated
Cup of Christ because the poor
On Feb. ~9, MCD launched a
complaint
filed
by
MCI)
and
PI)C,
property
to
persons
of
a
certain
sch~ls is becoming a matter of urgen- ’
or the black or brown or yellow
drive to raise $200,000 to hui]d 200
race.
A
controlled
integration
plan
Judge
Perry
wrote:
cy. A gronp led by Dean J. B. White
kneel beside them.
homes in three interracial developsv i t h discriminatory restrictions,
of the University of Florida’s School
"Initially, the proceeding seemed
"Such men have, in effect, exments in Montgomery County. Milalbeit
they
are
not
recorded
and
of Edncation at Gainesville has reto present some oerplexing and comcommunicated themselves," h e
gram announced that two-thirds of
are
not
in
the
form
of
covenants
leased a pmnphlet sign~ by ~ Sonthplex problems: but now that all of
added. "For Christia,n;s,, the time
the homes would he sold to whites,
contained
in
a
deed,
cannot
be
encrn professional edneators.
the evidence is in, the matter has
of gradualism is gone.
with the remaining one-third eariorced in any court in the United
~e pamphlet claims that closing
resolved itself into a comparatively
Myers has spent ranch of his minismarked for Negro occupancy.
States.
It
would
amount
to
a
quota
of public schools wonld lead to "colsimple matter both as to facts and
try in interracial work. He told the
Spearlwadin~ t h e Muntgmuery
lapse of onr democratic society," an
~ system of housing . . .
as to law. It takes no Sherlock
meeting "most of the thinking Negro
[ L~.cturing the plaintiff~ fur claim- County NICI) project are the two
increase in unemployment and joveHolmes to unravel and determine
yonth I know in New York consider
~in~ t]wir phm "will be an immediate ~top officials of An,.ricans for I)emonile delinquency, and serious ecothe facts, and it takes no Oliver
the NAACP conservative and stodgy."
, answer to the racial pr,bh.m m this cratic Action eAI)A), J o ~ e p h L.
nomic setbacks.
Wendell Holmes to comprehend
~ Rauh. Jr.. aud Robert Nathan. They
The 33 figners of the statement
and appJy the applicable law."
country " Jndge Perry wrote:
Virginia Episcopalians, meantime,
are aided hy Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
include 8 from Florida, 6 from North
were making progress in their efforts
Pointing out that "there was no
"’%Vhcu that plan is examincd a~ and Mrs. Agnes Meyer, wi(low of a
Carolina, 5 from Tennessee, 4. from
tu restore segregation and harmony
conspiracy between any of the deit has been applic(I in othvr (’mn-~Washington publisher.
Texas, 3 each from Kentucky and
fendants" against MCI) or Pl)C, the~munities anti is proposed to be apto their chnrch.
.Virginia, 2 from Maryland, a~d one
Mrs. Rooseveh is on MCI)’s a(IAt a Jan. 27 meeting in Winjudge added that the threat of in-:plied in Deerficld, it becomes ch.ar
each from Ceorgid and Alabama. Nn chester, Va., the annual council of
viso~ committee, where she works
te~ratiun undoubte(llv influenced the" that its e ~ f ec t will l)v integration
closely with two of Adlai Stevenson’s
signers could be found in Mississippi. the Virginia Di~ese a~prnved a
vote un the park b(~ods,
which is forced anti controlled. Morelaw partners, John W. lhmt and W.
Louisiana or South Carolina.
~
racial study com~ssion repo~ p~"It was an ill wind which blew .vet, it will not I)e by proper author]Willard Wi~z. Wirtz is an MCD
riding for re-se~egation of ~me
no
one
anv
~uod."
he
ot~e~’etl,
a(hlities
but
by
a
private
corporation.
"
Wide (listrihutim~ thr(mgimut the
board mcnd~er, while Hunt is vicechurch camps and conferences.
ing that ’"Fhc Park Board struck while
"’If there is to be controlled or
St:it(" O[ (OCIIIll(’Iit:lD’ cvith’o(’e of the
i president of PI)C.
Despite ~e fact that this repurt
forced
iutegration,
it
is
most
certainthe
iron
~vas
hot."
Urbau Leagm.’s mtc~rate(I dinner at i was accvpted, a chnrch official hinted
ly a matter for action by the people
2 Incidcntally, II MCI) directors are
"This court cannot c.nsider the
al~o NAACP officials. The II share
the
Everglades
i the next
day tlmt total intv~ration
through their government and not
motive~ uf the Commisqoners of thv
bring
results. th)tcl iu Miami may
’ migifl
be continned.
an a~tonishing total of 220 Communist
by
a
p
r
i
v
a
t
e
corporation
which,
I)t.erfiehl Park I)i~tri~’t in in~titutin~
The interracial I)anquvt ~va~ hehl~ qqic Rev. James P. IAncoln, cxeenaffiliatmns, a(.cor(ling to records of
when
all
is
said,
has
as
its
obiect
t(m(]t,mnation pr(~ccc(ling~." J u d g e
the Florida Legislation Investigation
t() obserw" the Urban l,va~tu.’s "’Equal~tive director of the l)cpartment of
the
motive
of
profit
not
only
for
Perry wrote.
()pportunitv l)ay," aimed at st’curing, (~hri~tiall Education for the Virginia
Committve.
its
stockholders
but
also
for
its
pro"Motives caunot b~ inquired into
morc rat.e-mixin~ by vtnph)yvr~. Tim I)ioct.~t,, tohl the Associated Press that
(Editor’s Note---Thus far, t h e
moters.
when
the
sovereign
speaks
directly
Co~vroor of Florida and the mavor of tl,. I)iote~t. will continne the inteffraNAACP has displayed surprising
"’It
is
significant
that
no
Negrn
~thal
N,
when
the
people
vote
as
functi.tl
tht,~r
of-h,d
opt.ration
(ff
its
camp~
an(1
conMiami ~ave the
equanimity in the face of a Federal
l)urthas(.d or ,ffervd to pt,r(.’hase auy
they did in this cap--nor can
tit ial bh,~ine
ft.renct’~.
court find/ng that 11 of its ton ofmoHves
be
inquired
into
when
the
:,f
plaintiffs’
houses
in
I)et.rfivld.’"
(Editor’s Nott~A fine examole
"l’hc N~’~,, lUV~ had a [ivhl (I,t~
ficials are directors of .MCD~a
Sternly
r~.hukin~
I’I)C
and
MCI)
sovereign
speak~
indirectly~that
of "majority ~le" and applied
r,p~rtin~ .H lh~. "l~rv,~k-lhr~m~h" b~
corporation held hy the court to
is.
thruugh
a
legidative
bodv,
as
it
f,,r
thcir
own
intt,leramv,
Judge
Per~’
Christianity in practice.)
11,’ 2.50 mi\~’r, x~h,, attm,h’d.
be practicing racial discrimination.
(lid through the members "of the ~..ntinucd:
........
"Wonder what they’ll do about it?)
Board of the Deerfield Park District
"’The ’coutrolled occupancy patin this case.
tenf which the plaintiffs propose is
a racial discrimlnatim~ and in vio’"lh," t’()ur! ,I)t’, ific,tily fittd, tit,it
lation of the 5th and 14th Amendthe .fti~ i.d, ,,f fl,c l)c,.rfi,.hl Park l)i,Extra Copies Available
merits to the Constitution of the
tritt Ih,ard had .t, m.tix.’
Uoitcd States and is unenforceable
(ti,t
ri.m..dion
A~.tiH,t
tht’
plain~iff~
The full sto~’ of the outcome of
Citizens" Councils
in ;~ny court of law or equity in the
xv]t,’n IJ~t)xt’ ,,flit ia[, .tct,’d .t, tl,-~ did.
the Deedield court case is exclu813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
United States.
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Here Are Samples Of Letters And Petitions
Being Sent Lawmakers By Northern Groups

Methodist Study Group

In response to numerous requests from Northern readers, we are printing sample copies
of the letter and petition which Northern groups are sending to their Representatives and Senators in Washington.
These Northern groups, described more fully in a story in the February issue, are meet-

"Like a blind man walking acros~
a tightrope jn~glin~, a lighted
is the way one prmninent ]ilylll~ln
aptly descril~’s the ttmchv racial sit,alion facing Methodist h.,~dt.rs.
Beset on one hand by left-wing,
pink-tinged, ulna-liberal elements,
including most of the clergy, partiedarly those prominent in the
church hierarchy, Methodism
also coufronted by a resurgance of
feelin~ among members that the
world’s largest Protcstant dcnomination has gone t~ far in probing
inte~ation.
Recoucilation of these two divergent viex~3~oints seem~ well-nigh
im~ible; but ch.rch leaders, mindful o~ the schism created in Melhudism by this same issne a cenlnrv
are making dwir ta~k no easi’er by
their technique of "let’s try to please
eve~,body a little bit"-styh, of curepromise.
For extreme elements on botl~ sides
of the racial question~and in this
case, the "’extremists" seem tu inclnde
practically everybodv~compromise is
not a sat~sfacto~, m~thod ofresolvin~
the issne.
Left-wing "liberals" will be satisfied with nothin~ less than complete
integration of Negroes into eve~
~hase of Methodist church and
thatch-related a c t i v i t y; Southern
Methodists and other conservatives
are relnctant to h,t the race-mixers
get a foot in the door, lest they be
engulfed in the subsequent [)lack
deluge.
By the way of contrast, consider
these recent incidents.
On Jan. 31, at Ashu~, Methodist
Chnrch in Washingtou. a so-called
"Vohmteer Civil Rights Cnmmission"
held a mock "hea~ng.’"
The volnntcer gronp, not conteut
with the strife and turmoil created
by the Eisenhower CRC, met t~ let
eight Southern Negroes tell their nnsubstantiated aml one-sided versiuns
of why they can’t vote.
A guiding light of the entire
travesty w~ one G. B~ey ~ham, Bishop of the W~hington Area
of the Methodist Ch~eh, and
foyer president of the Methodist
Council of Bishops.
Bishop Oxn~, who has the
knack of picking up Communistf~nl affiliations (36 at last count)
and dubiom ass~iales, radiated
"g~dwill and brotherhood" before
the audience of ~ stompiug,
shouting Negroe~ and ~0 woebegone wh~es.
The question of voting, Oxnam
said, is not a political one. Nor is it
even an economic matter. No. According to Oxnam’s befnddl~ reasoning. it’s simpl~voting is basically a
religions issue.
(Editor’s Not~S~e it i~in
some eoun~es, where elections are
held on Sundays and ~litieal
~a~ies are divided along religious
lin~. But someplace or another, we
became poss~sed of the
and no doubt, antiquated~notion
¯ at this is one reason why our forefathe~ came to Ame~ea. Gee,
Bromley~thanks for se~ing us
strai~t!)
Oxnam continned: "This whole
qnestion of voting to me is incredible
~that in 1960, men and women
mnst come here in a democracy and
ask for the privilege of w)ting."
(Editor’s Not~It’s iner~ible,
~1 ri~t~ In the fi~t place, this is
not a dem~raey~but a Constitutional Republic. In the second
place, Oxnam himself admits ~at
voting is a PRIVILEGE. And, pray
tell, how d~ one gain a privilege
WITHOUT ~ng for it? Too, if
eve~ request were granted, then it
would no longer ~ a ~vflege. Of
coupe, Gunn~ Myrdal doesn’t see
it that way.)
Besides ~nam, mem~rs of the
"Volunteer CRC’" panel included Rev.
G~rge W. Baber, Philadelphia, presiding bishop of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church; Rev. William
Holmes Borders, Atlanta, president of
the National Frate~al Council of
Churches; Philip A. Cam~neschi, execuEve secreta~ of the Equal Employment Op~unity Commission of
the ci~ of Baltimore, Md.; I)r. Roland
P. Mackay. Chicago, foyer chai~an
of the "section on ne~ous and mental
diseases" of the AMA and edilor of
the "Yeadmok of Nenrolo~"; and
Rev. C. Ewbank Tucker, Lnuisville,
Ky., presiding bishop of the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church.

gocthe race issue head-on. They are dedicated to ending the political domination of Negro
i)~
votes,

The petition and covering letter are self-explanatery. Leaders of the new Northern movement urge interested citizens to send similarly-worded petitions to their own Congressmen as
soon as possible.

This Is The Covering Letter ...
Dear Sir:
Your kindness in studying the enclosed petition will be appreciated. It has been
prepared along lines intended to convey its representative rather than numerical significance. Many hundreds of additional signatures could have been obtained had there been
sufficient time and reason.
Adaptations of this petition are in the process of preparation throughout the entire
north, .to be directed to other Congressmen and Senators as soon as they are completed.
These differ from the ordinary in that signators thereto intend to work for the election
or defeat of candidates or incumbents, depending on how closely they accord with majority
will.
Unfortunately, there is a well-organized attempt underway to stampede both Houses
of Congress into unwise coercive legislation to obtain compliance with minority demands.
The extent to which such organized effort can ,mislead sincere legislators as to majority
wishes is becoming painfully apparent. No doubt, many dedicated members of Congress
are supporting Civil Rights measures out of the mistaken belief that such is the desire of
the majority.
Nevertheless, thoughtful Americans everywhere are stirring out of their apathy.
Their good common sense has sounded the alarm, and, although belatedly, they are responding with vigor and coordination. They reject the brand of brotherhood that condemns and alienates our white brothers to the south whose contributions to the greatness
of this nation are in such direct contrast to the favored minority’s failure to discharge its
civic responsibilities--wherether located in the south or north. Bitterness and resentment
are the inevitable by-products of force. Love, respect, brotherhood and tolerance are its
victims.

There can be little doubt that the majority of Northern people are opposed to coercive Civil Rights legislation. Every poll supports this statement. In Nevada, a professionally conducted poll reflected opposition by a 9 to I majority. In Deerfield, Illibois, a carefully prepared but informal poll returned a majority of 8 to 1. Can one rightfully assume
that those who voted in these polls are any different from the citizens of Maine, Ohio,
Montana, Iowa, New York or Nebraska?
We trust you will give the enclosed your thoughtful consideration.
Respectfully,
Chairman,

Congressional District

And This Is The Petition
Sir:
The undersigned have watched with growing concern, the impact of organized minority pressure to compel ever more Civil Rights legislation. The momentum thus far
generated threatens to ’carry the whole matter far beyond the bounds of prudence;
therefore we feel obligated to raise our voices in determined protest.
Professional and informal polls are in complete agreement in concluding that the
great majority, north and south, are vigorously opposed to further coercive action. It is a
disgraceful commentary on the wisdom of our leaders that the only solution they can propose to this knotty problem is to "pass a law"! Nothing could be so well calculated to
foster bitterness and resentment as this effort to compel the majority to "knuckle under"
to a minority notorious for its failure to accept civic responsibility.
Proponents of compulsive Civil Rights legislation are fond of reminding us that,we
must "get our house in order" to satisfy foreign criticism. Our President, Congress and
our State Department have adopted such an apologetic attitude to foreign peoples that
we, as prideful Americans, are filled with shame. Any child should know that ever since
its ~mergence as a world power, the Soviet Union has filled the air with one charge after
the other and will no doubt continue without regard for an~’hing we may or may not do.
The instant elimination of segregation in this country would simply witness a Communist
shift to something e!se. In the meantime, by taking notice of such propaganda, we are
kept off balance and i0 an undignified defensive position -- the exact objective of the
Soviet Union and a shameful betrayal of national pride.
Although umt,il recently, organized resistance to irresponsible, sweeping, politicallyinspired Civil Rights legislation has been confined to the South, the North is flow undergoing an awakening. It is quietly and powerfully organizing and shall make itself felt in
future elections. Invasion of the rights of the "90" by the "10", in seeking to coml~l
compliance with its will’, cannot and shall n~t be tolerated. Whenever the "10" demonstates its willingness and capacity to accept and discharge its civic responsibilities in a
.manner benefitting first-class citizens, it will not need the support of pressure groups,
pseudo social scientists or misguided "liberals"mit will have earned and will receive complete acceptance in accord with the finest of American traditions. Until then, those who
so Ioud![y proclaim concern for the welfare of the "10" might better devote their money
and .effort to the elimination rather than the concealment of its shortcomings--that the
day of recognition will not be long delayed
’it is our sincerg hope that you will reappraise your position on this entire subject,
particularly avoiding any over.simplification of one of the most complex internal problems
this country has be~n called upon to face, Premature and ill-considered action will be
.d:.i~astrous--claims of hysterical and predatory pressure groups notwithstanding.
It would b~ a mistake to believe that we do n’ot correctly reflect the convictions of
tl~ m~ jor,ity of’your constituents, if necessary, we are prepared to provide incontrovertible ewd~nce to that eff~L You are well aware that it is your duty to represent accurately
~he m~|g~/and that it is incumbent upo~ you to make every effort to ascertain their true
~u,re, We offer our ,unlimited ass.istar~cg in such an effort and shall look forward to

your reply.
Respectfully,

Urges Gradual Mixing
The "hearing" wa~ held t,, "prnve"
that mnre "civil rights" laws are
needed tn increase Negrn voting in
the Suuth.
One witness after another told of
failin~ tests rcqnirt~l o~ applicants fur
re~i~traUun ~ tests which, m must
’cases, have been upheld by Federal
Cl)ll f~S.

Ironically, the "hearings" came
less lhml a month after ~ s~cial
study commission advised MelhMist le~de~ to make "uo b~sie
changes" in the present segregated
jurisdictional set-up.
T~ ~oothe irate race-mixt,rs, the
commission puinted nut thai the
l)rest.nt S}’SIelU "’zlSsIir(.~ racial integrali,m in the highest echelons of o,r
church~in thc council n[ bishops, the
in~licial co.ncil and in all buards,
The 3~ - pare ~ep~ ~gntinues,
"There is no other denominatioo in
America where this deR~e of raeia]
integration in the ggverninR ~dies
of the church has been aehie~e~."
There are n e a r I v 10 million
Methndi~ts in the U. ~.. includin~ a
haft-million ~e~rnes. The church
fieia]ly favors integration.
The ~cpnrt wa~ made hy a 70-mem}~r study ~roup estahlished by the
1,956 General Conference to stndy
~eEregation within t h e Methndist
Church. Recommendatinns of the
stndy commission will be s,bmitted
t,, the 1~0 (~neral Conferem,e.
which opens in Denver on April 27.
Present Methodist stn~cture is based
on six jurisdictions ~ five nn a
graph c b~s s and one all-Net, to
called the Ce~tral J,risdict;un.’ ~cl~
ju~sdicti,,n elects its o~vn bishops
and members of general chur(’h boards
and agencies. This system has heen
efh’ct since 1939, (rhea three major
branches of Methudism nnified.
~e report states, in part:
"To legislate I h e immediate
elimination of the Central Jurisdiction would be harmful Io the
church, and especially disastrous
to Negro Methodists. Many lifelong members would be wilhout
full fellowship in local churches or
Annual Conference."
Warning of possihle f, lure changes,
the report continued:
"We are a~reed in rids rep¢~rt that
the ch,rch cannnt now abnlish Ihe
racial jurisdictiun. Drastic legislalion
will not accomplish the fully inclusive
church we all desire.
"We mast give onrselvcs to education and expe~mentation in the
creatin~ of a climate~spiritual and
psychou~gical~in which au inclusiw,
Methodist Church will he a reality."
Instead of abolishing the Cen~al
Judsdictlon, lhe repod, suggesls
that the General Conference l~ to
implement a provhion of the church
constitution which enables local
Negro congregations to seek and
gain admittance to white juHsdiclions under certain conditions.
However. the report noted that the
procedure went into effect three years
ago, and only six Negro congregations
have yet transferred to white jurisdictions, with just 36 others currently
negotiating.
The chai~an of the study commission. New York attorney Charles
C. Parlin, nbserved that many commission members started their task
convinced that segregation must be
abolished immediately, l)urinz the
coarse of the 4-year study, Parliu
said, lhere was "qnite a shift in their
position."
Finally, the 70-member ~roup, half
laymen, agreed unanimously that any
compnlso~ chan~e in present segregation patterns would be ha~fnl to
Methodism.
"It was almost a choice of
or splitting the church a~nin, Noah
~nd South, which would be a
ity," said Dr. Ralph Soekman o~
New York’s ~6st Ch~ch, al~
commission member.
lq~e repo~ drew fire from the executive secreta~ for Christian social
relations of the Methodist ~Voman’s
Division of Christian Se~ice.
Thelma Stevens of New York told
a group in Buck Hill Falls, Pa., that
"some unofficial iaymen’s groups are
tryin~ to prese~e the segregated
structnre of the church."
She expressed her concern over
"the patte~ of segregation within the
Methodist Church."
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A Mississippi Congressman has proposed a bold plan to prote~t the South’s interests in ~Vashin~ton.
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Rep. JamieL. Whitten (D-Miss.) startled the House of Representatives March 16, when he announced that a group of Southern lawmakers xvill meet in Washington after the Presidential
election this fall to determine how they will vote in organi~ng

II
.....
T h e Mississippi Legislature ~~~__---~:
~~~~:-~~~~: ....
_ _
- _ -_
has gone on record in support
-..
~:,." . .:. . - ~~.~~ ...... .. .~,,, ~’. Whitten said the Washington~
of the Union of South Africa in
~
<e?"
"~, "" ""~ ~;"~
meeting wili’be held Nov. 11,I ,u~n, i~ that a majority of the
.
..
that nation’s handling of current
:~ -.._......~,..,
tl o u s e of Representatives c a n
-~.:
to "unify our forces to use our~
~
~
..., ~......~,
..,,~;~
t change Speakers from time to lime
racial strife.
" "
’"..~,
.. ::-[’
.’:~
votes in the Congress to pre-: under the rules, if it so desires.
In a joint resolution, the
serve this great nation."
~~--’,~
i
Mr. Chainnao, we have made
~¢~
Legislature commended t h e
"
""
an agreement to ioin with other
"My friends, we are ready,":
"~’~~:~~’~ ":
government of the Union, of
~:~:~
~ "’ ¯ " ’
Whit~en announccd. "~’e hi’re ~
"
~ ~l ~
’"
"
~" ’ "
South Africa "for its steadfast
"enough commitments now to hereMembersln Washington,°f the CongreSSon lOFriday,m~t
policy of segregation and the
’lavt. changed the make-up of unify our ,o,ce, to use our votes
~ the last Congress."
":
in the Congress to preserve this
staunch adherence to tradi~ ~:~~ ~~. __, :
tions in the face of over~
¯¯
I ask the attention o~ my colwhelming external agitation." ~’~ ~’ ~~~ ~l ’~
~11 "To those members from [ great nation. ] ~-~
the South who may not Iota
leagues. My ’fiends, we are ready.
in onr efforts, may I say I We have enough commitments now
Sharply critical of U. S. State
~.,
~vish you well; but you will ] to have changed the make-up of
l)epartment interference in the ~~ :?~~~,
~
the last Congress. I note 93 Mem"~
he
taken to be on the other ~
internal affairs of the Union of
~ bers voted against the present role.
....
~"
~.
~ That number could change the oreside.
South Africa, the resolution re.... ~~,~ ",~, / - ~ ~
~Vhitten pointed out that with sent Cnngress. To those we have
ceived resom~ding support in ~~’ ~ ....
’~ ’ ~’
~~~
talk
have
sufficient Southern strength or- not
passing the Mississippi House
made arrangements to l is t those
ganized, the South could proApril 12 and receiving final ap"~~’~,0
..
:" ~
others who
vide the balance of power in willing Southerners,
to go all-outand
to protect
thisare
proval by the Senate nn April
14.
The resolution c;nne ill tile wake
of the assassioation attt~nlpt on Sout]l
Committee chairmanships and the ~act that we must nnite, not unly
for the South but for the coontry.
African Prime Minister Hedrick
~"
memberships, and otherwise asMay ! say if tilt. divisinn here in the
Verwoerd, and followed State De.~~
suming a poxverful role.
next Congress is as close ;Is expected,
paf/.nlellt criticism of the South Af"Unless the South regains some
this re, tuber will he snfficient to derican government for its actions in
bargaining power not only is the
ter,nine control in 1961; and having
halting riots by Negro trihesmen. The
South going to have to undergo
that ability, this gronp can make its
U. S. also supported United Nations
another Reconstruction era, but the
xveight felt in committee make-up,
action aimed at censuring the Union
nation is bound to fail," Whitten
hoth nlcnd~ership and ratio.
of South Africa for its policy of strict
declared.
To those Members from the
segragation of natives.
"I am saying to you now, SouthSouth who may not join in our efBy passing t h e resolution, the
forts, may I say I wish you well;
ern members will not have done
Mississippi Legislature disassociated
(An Editorial)
all they can unless they unite here
but you will be taken to be on the
itself and the people of Mississippi
to make their weight felt."
"other side."
from unwarranted and unwise U. S.
1 remind yon, involved is not
Negro
"sit-doxvn"
demonstrations
c
o
n
t
i
n
u
e
sporadically
Whitten’s
address,
entitled
"Sonthintervention in South Africa’s inmerely the honor of who will be
ern
Menlbers
Must
Unite
To
Save
throughont
the
South,
with
attendant
crews
of
Northern
reporters
ternal affairs.
Speaker -- involved is not merely
Nation," received wide press
intent upon milking the last ounce of propaganda from the foolish- The
Text of the resolution:
coverage, and has drawn much favorChairmanships. Mr. Chairman, whoness.
able comment.
ever organizes this Honse, be it Party
HOUSE CONCURRENT
or coalition, will detemnine ratios and
It is interesting to note, however, that despite the publicity
RESOLUTION NO. 67
’The text of Rep. Whitten’s renumbers on the Labor Committee, the
I build-up which the NAACP and the Congress of Racial Equality ularks:
A concurrent ResoluHon comJudiciary Committee, Approt~riations,
mending the determined stand of
:(CORE) have obtained, the "sit-down" campaign remains a dis- Mr. Chairman, I quote the ConWays and Means, yes, an~ of the
the government of the Union of
mal failure.
stitution on election of the President:
powerful Rules Committee.
South Africa in maintaining its
"Tile executive power shall be
It was Lord Benehley, I believe,
firm segregation policy.
If integrated lunch counters is what the Negro demonstrators vested
who said in the 18th century that
President of the United
WHEREAS, the Government of
actually want, they have met a solid wall of resistance from store States inofthe
a democracy could not long enAnlerica. He shall hold
the Union of South Africa has been
managers, who realize that surrender to a mob of black juveniles his office for tile term of 4 years
dure. For, he said, the elected ofbeset recently with mob demonstraand together with the Vice Presificials will give the country away
-would
result
in
loss
of
white
patronage.
tions and disorders in an effort to
in order to keep being elected. The
dent, chosen for tile same term, be
nverthrow its segregation policies; and
Even in states where so-called "moderate" whites have held eh’cted as follows: Each State shall
last few days lead me to believe
WHEREAS, that same governpolitical power--Florida, North Carolina and Tennessee to name appoint iu such manner .’is the Legis-I
he may have been right.
ment has been subjected to external
For the last several years I have
three--lunch counters are still as segregated as they were in early lature thereof nlay direct a nl,mber~l
intederence in its internal affairs
of electors equal to the whole nl,mseen the leadership of the DemoFebruary,
before
the
"sit-down"
campaign
began.
by the State Department of the
bet of Senators and Representatives’ cratic Party, my party, go along this
United States a n d other foreign
Let us see what the cost of the "sit-downs" has been to the
to which the State may be entitled
road to an all-powerfnl n a tio n a !
countries which have contributed to
government, absolutely ignoring, in
in Congress; hot no Senator or
Negroes.
South Africa’s internal disorders;
my opinion, not only the people of
Representative or person holding an
Several hundred Negroes are jailed throughout the South
and
office of in, st or profit under the
the South in our party, bnt using my
for their mob actions. Hundreds more are free on bail, facing State shall be appointed an eleetor, i section as a whipping I~ly, while they
WtIEREAS, mob violence, the
The Congress may determine thel destroyed the Constitution in their
stiff jail sentences and heavy fines.
hurnin~ of chltrches and schools, and
time of choosing the electors, and I efforts to obtain this minority vote
genera~ disrespect for the established
Large
numbers
of
Negro
college
students
have
been
expelled
forces of law and order have resulted
the clay on which they shall give
to win national elections and to rnn
or
allowed
to
withdraw,
and
are
no
longer
receiving
their
educain Capetown and Johannesborg; and
their vote, which day shall be the
tile Congress, where committees have
sanle thronghout the United States."
been stacked to serve their purpose.
tions through the generosity, of white taxpayers.
WHEREAS, the Prime Minister of
Mr. Chairman, during the last
A number of Southern States
South Africa was nmst recently stnlck
Throughout
the
South,
Negro
leaders
in
the
"sit-downs"
even now are considering the selecseveral years, and again this week,
down by an assassin’s bnllets; and
have been fired from their iobs, and are finding it increasingly
I have seen the leaders of the Retion of independent e~leetors. Such
WHEREAS, there exists a definite
publican Party try to out-do Demodifficult to obtain other employment.
electors can wait six weeks after
parallel between events in that coonelection to determine how they
cratic leadership in their efforts to
try. and recent disorders in the SouthIn cities where Negro mobs have invaded private busi- the
shall cast their vote~-perhaps for
pass legislation even more political.
ern States of the United States; and
ness establishments, white citizens have lost much of the the Democratic nominee and perI know that 99~ of those within the
WHEREAS, co~{nizance of t h is
haps for a third candidate. It will
sound of my voice realize and recogfriendly and tolerant feelings which they once held for their
situation was noted in a recent edibe theirs to determine.
nize that this effort in the so-called
Negro
neighbors:
torial entitled "Rallying P oi n t for
Also, Mr. Chairman, I point out
Civil Rights field comes primarily
Violence" w h i c h appeared in the
Where the "moderates" are in control, so-called "Human Re- again the rules governing the elec- from competition between the leadApril 1, 1960, edition of the Jackson
lations Commissions" or bi-raeial "conference" groups have been tion and removal of a Speaker.
ers of both major parties to get this
Daily News: NOXV, THEREFORE, . set up, thereby increasing community tensions and setting neighWe find that the Hoose of Repre-I minority vote in northern cities. Their
desire is .so great that they are apBE IT RESOLVED BY THE i bor against neighbor. White participants in such integrated sur- sentatives shall choose their Speaker
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
and other officers. In 1809 it was
parently willing to do anything~erender talks ar~ suffering well-deserved social ostracism and po- held that the Speaker should be prive American citizens of the right
OF THE LEGISLATURE OF
THE SOVEREIGN STATE OF tential economic damage.
elected by a maiority of all present,
to trial by iury, open up the ballot
and in 1879 that the Speaker might
to the gaze and dictation of Federal
MISSISSIPPI, THE SENATE
And
countless
thousands
of
Southern
Negroes
who
had
be elected by a majority of those
agents, a la Hitler, set tip an allCONCURRING THEREIN, That
been happily enjoying life, content with their place in the
we commend the Government of
present if a quorum; and a maioritw
powerful Federal government in the
scheme of things, now know first-hand the very real in- of all the Members was not required. face of the lessons of history--which
the Union of South Africa for its
steadfast policy of segregation and
called for the Magna Charta and all
feriority of their race in any head-on dash with determined In two instances the House chose the
the staunch adherence to their traSpeaker bv plurality of votes, but
the rest. They would forget what
whites.
confirmed "the c h o i c e by maiorityl
ditlons in the face of overwhelmcaused our nation to be formed in the
This is a high price for Negroes to pay for their futile "sit- vote. In |efferson’s Manual, in line
ing external agitation.
first place.
It has been easy for my friends
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, down" campaigns. Many wise Negro leaders are now openly re- with the Constitution, we read that a
Frmaker may be removed by the will
on the fight and my friends on the
That copies of this resolution be furgretting that the agitators took on a iob they obviously cannot rf
the House, and a Speaker pro
left to handle their local politics
nished the United States Secretary
finish.
t.m~apore appointed..
by pointing out what they are
of S t a t e, the Government of the
Perhaps some lessons will be learned.
The meaning of this, Mr. Chair(See UNITY, p. 4)
Union of South Africa, and the press.

The High Cost Of Sitting
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By Richard Burrow, Jr.
Catlinburg -- Negroes lag behind
white stndents in scholastic attainmcnt, have difficulty competing on
even terms, and are in most instances
isolated from white students doriog
school honrs.
This was the consensus of the few
border-state educators svho appeared
before the Federal Civil Rights Commissinn daring a "fact-finding" eonfereoce on l~roblems confronting racially-mixed schools.
l)r. C. Taylor Whittier, school snperintendent of Montgomery County,
Md., pointed out one of the problems
by, observing, "’~e have not yet
fignrcd out how to nm a cosu~etulogy
(hairdressing) class ou an integrated
basis.’"
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Editor

Somerville--Fayette "County’s three
election commissioners have resigned
in protest against an FBI investigation
of "’nnfounded charges" made by a
Negro.
"XVe have tried to carry oat all
dories according to the law, but have
been subjected to investigations by
the FBI at the request nf the l)epa~ment of Jt~stice on what ~ve consider
mffounded charges," the commissioners said in their letters of resignation.
"T h e s e iovestigations h a v e increased demands Ill)on onr time to a
point whcrc we clio no longer serve."
they concluded.
Bolivar--State Rep. l)avid (;ivens
has calh’d npon the peoph, of "Fennessee to r e f r ;t i n from ;tcct.ptin~

Hypocrites And Deserters
(From South Magazine)
No Public Issue in history has beeo so nmrked by hypocrisy as this.

~qever io history have so many been so v(~al in their exhortations in behalf
A dramatic move has been made to change the political direcof what they call a "persecntcd and undeq~rivih’ged minority," nor so few
tion in which our national government is headed.
willing to give more than lip service to that cause when it affect~ them
Rep. Jamie ~,Vhitten (D-Miss.), in a courageous, thoughtful
~’rsonally.
and forthright manner, has outlined a proposal which gives the lrrefntably and indelibly Rep. John Bell Williams (D-Miss.) impresses
South the means of making its political power felt in Washington.
the brand of fact upon as cohapletely dishonest a band of political witchIn essence, the plan is for Southerr~ lawmakers to meet doctors as ever hefooled legislative process. Among the more than 5~)
in Washington on Nov. ll--after the presidential election. A n..,mbe~s of Senate a~d House, it would be impossible to muster a co~oral’s
permanent Southern bloc would be formed at the meeting,guard who, ia a uaotuent of tooth, would w)lnnteer to abide within exact
with all members pledged to use their votes to determine c.nfines of "’civil rights" now being forced down the throat of a protesting
which party will control Congress, who will be elected South.
Speaker of the House, and who will win key posts on imNot one proponent of this monstrous melange of civil wrongs has
the courage to append and apply "civil responsibilities" to issues at
portant committees.
for responsibility’s canopy would cover all. Responsibility in this
Should the Southern bloc be double-crossed by one party, hand,
circumstance is for the Southerner alone. It is for him to provide educathey could withdraw their support, oust the Speaker, and re- tion and welfare for the ignorant and improvident, but not to send
them packing into white society beyond the pale¯ Wrap them in a
organize Congress in mid-session.
blanket of franchise for quadrennial deliver~, but othe~ise
Congressman Whitten’s remarks are published at length else- warm
keep them home.
where in this issue. Since his Mari~h 16 speech, his office has
This is not a struggle by "cry Devil" adw~cates to nplift Negroes.
been literally flooded with thousands of congratulatory messages
"Moral" aspects, over ~vhich a sea of cynical tears have been shed, are
from all parts of the nation¯
mere will-o-the-xvisps. Single thread of morality woven through the issues
with an embattled Southern minority. Theirs is the moral and legal
His reply to this deluge of mail is, necessarily, a form letter¯resides
protest against punitive sectionalism. Stripped .f its sl.un, there is nn
However, recipients will find the letter no less meaningful. Oonn~orality, no eqni~ and most certainly no honesty in the entire drive tu
saddle a region with a second Reconstruction i~r;d put spurs to an
gressman Whitten explains ho~v both political parties are pushing
so-called "civil rights" legislation simply as vote bait for this Fall’svoted minority.
Although it becomes increasingly apparent that some sort of ob.presidentia.l election campaign¯
noxious "rights" measure probably will be forced though Congress
He adds:
as a November sop to voting blocs, ~ere also has been mounting
that a scattering of Southerners have committed political
"Since the situation has reached its present state, I don’t evidence
adultery. From reliable repods there is reason to believe SpeWer Sam
know that there is any complete ans~ver. Certainly there is no’Rayb~n has engineered "absences" wherein ooly a few more Southern
easy one. However, I do know that those of ns representing South-votes word have reversed, at least for the moment and record, a ~sing
of Dixie defeats in the ttouse. Hiding behind nameless proern areas will not have done all sve can unless we do meet intrend
tection of teller votes, about half of Raybu~’s Texas delegation failed
caucus with the firm resolve to use ~vhatever votes xve have in theto respond to voting calls, as did a dozen or more Deep South mem~rs.
most effective way we can.
Raybum protege Sen. Lyndon Johmon has promised a civil 6ghts
m ba~er for Democratic convention consideration¯ Friend Sam
"At the present moment, I feel that about one-third of bill
has helped clear the decks¯ And Sam’s nod to the faint-headed can
the Southern membership here (in Congress) would be will- be cashed in for furze favors.
ing to act. Another third would hate to have tb do so, but Redoubtable Rep. Tom Abemethy (D-Miss.) pots a qnestion: "Why
would go along if the people at home insisted or, perhaps, ifdid the Sooth take snch a beating io the ttnusc? Why did it Io~e all
they were faced here with having to be listed on one side oramendments designed to peqaetnate the principles of Angh~-Saxon
the ancient odes of civilized society? There are many rcaso.s. But ~t~ w~.
the other. The other third, because they are unwilling to see
it the nmin reason rests with the South itself. The full p.tential .f
recognize the declining influence of chairmanships together "strength and position has not been thrown into the fight ....
a very high~
with long ties with certain of the Democratic leaders here, degree of apathy is evident amnng a substantial group of Southern~.rs,
absent from the floor whet~
would be trying to work out some way to blunt the effective-nnmber of whom were freqnently
Amnn~ this apathetic group of Soutl.,r.~-r~
amendments were voted ....
ness of any move on our part.
is another distinctive group who play anti-Southern legislation trcnu
neutral position. They contend the issne shunld be compromised. It may
"I have been pleased at the letters and statements I have rebe that a compromise i~ the I~.st we can ~et, but the best compromise
ceived from all over the country., which support my belief that
dependent U~m each ~ndherner fighting as a unit to the limit of hi~
the great majority of American people agree with us. Though
Capacity. The fall strength nf the Sooth in and out of Conffre~s is not
they feel that way, it will be of little consequence nnless we can
thrown against anti-Sonthem measures. Until it is we c~m expect one
these bills eve~ election year.’"
find some mechanics whereby such feeling can be put to use in
the political arena where these issues are being determined. What ~Ve recn~nizc our enemies. Bat who ~511 sltve us from our
success we do attain will largely depend upon what Southern
people demand of their Representatives."
The reader will note that twice in his letter, Congressman
Whitten points out that the success of his plan depends on whether
the people of the South insist that their Representatives support
the move.
Teaching school is a ragged occ.pa- ; textile)ks of normal schools. Yet
tion in Chicago. Not only may a’, they happened in schools in every
"Another third would go along if the people at home incorner of the city."
teacher suffer mental stress, but cuts
sisted," he states.
and I~ruises as well.
A woman teacher was hit on the
"What success we do attain will largely depend upon what When the Chicago B o a r d of
face while fighting off a would-be
Education met recently, it came’
rapist¯ Another was injured while
Southern people demand of their Representatives."
face to face with the problem of t
routing a sex fiend from a school
In short, the plan is drawn up. The lines are forming. terror in city schools. The board I
lavatory. A third was hit by a pupil.
The outcome depends solely on the grass-roots support of was asked to reimburse 29 teachers I
The Daily News said that tvoard
loyal Southerner,s,, who express themselves to their Congress- mulled or inbred in line of duty. I
As The Chicago Daily News ad-I
approval of the payments for inmen in no uneetqain terms.
, mitred, "M o st of the things the
juries "is expected to be as routine
Next year my be too late. The time is nowl
~teaehers suffered don’t appear in the
as the occurrences."

Blackboard Jungles Are Routine
For Battered Chicago Teachers

Federal aid.
"’Unless we cease looking to
Washington. D. C., for ’hood-outs,"
we may very well lose all the freedoms that are guaranteed to the
States by the Constitntion," he said.
Bep. (livens spt,ke to members and
friends of the "l’eunessee Federation
tor C~mstitutional (;.verument at the
Hardiumn Co.nty Co.rt lto.se. Ih’
was introd.ced by former State Sen.
E. J. llarris. The meeting was
ranged by Jerry Wilson of XVhiteville.
Nashville ~ TIw Tennessee Federation for Constitntional Govermuent
has issued a statement concernin~
Nashville’s hmch-coonter %it-down"
demonstra~ons.
The statement desc~bed the "sitdown" campaign as "a disnq)tive
movement which has se~ed only to
create tension, provoke violence and
breed racial ill will."
"The only rights involved here
are the rights of private business to
operate as it sees fit under the law,
and to choose its own patrons,"
TFCG added¯
"’No one has a right ~ moral,
Consti~tional or othe~ise -- to
force himself into a privatelyowned and operated business and
to remain there when denied seaice and asked to leave."
TFCG "objects stremm.sly to th,’
integrated facilities so arrogantly demanded.’" It called on state and local
authorities to uphold Tennessee law,
which reqnires strict racial segregation hy restaurants nr hutch courtiers.
The statement also called for
C,,ngressiorml investigation ,ff "the
forces and motives ].’hind" the S.uthwide "sit-dnwn" 131oven~(’llt, whose
leaders are sc.ekin~ t,, I)rotnot,’ vio-

Nevada Editorials
On States’ Rights
Now In Book Form
A ringi.~4 series uf editorials by
Nev~.la e(lit,,r---~)ften r,,ferred t~,
tl.’ "’.~¢)dcrr~-(lay JCedt.r;dist
--h:t~ been pul)lished in book form.
"The C, mstitutional Crisis" is a
compilation of the series ~ff
which recently appeared in the Pioche
Record at I;ioche, Lincoln County.
The editofals deal with FederalState relationships, es~cially with
regard to the sch~l integration
~lings of the U.S. Supreme Coud.
The writer points out that the
Federal government is actually a
creation of the States, and that the
States a~ indest~ctible ~ significant units of governmental authority.
"l’r~ic events in Little Rock
pniutcd up the need for such a study.
And Little R.ck’s Congressman, Rep.
I)ale Alh~rd (D-Ark.). has written
an introduction for the volome.
"The Constitutional Crisis" is
priced at ~2. and is pnblished by
Robert Speller & Sons Pnblishers,
Inc., 33 West 42nd Street, New York
CiW.
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Local Councils Throughout South Chicago Publisher Upholds
H ve Busy Month Of Meetings; The ’R/ght 1"o u scnmmareBig Membership Drives Planned
~

Blame for ~ a s s a g e of so-called
"Civil Bights legislation has been
laid squarely upon Sen. Lyndon B.
Johnson (D-Tex.) by a Mississippi
Congressman.
Bep. John Bell Williams (D-Miss.)
told the Yazoo City, Miss., Citizens"
Council April 18 that "Lyndon Johnson is solely resl~msible for the fact
that there is a Civil Bights bill today."
"Johnson thought ! i g h t n i n g
might strike and give
him the
Democratic Presidential
nomirmlion," Williams added.
"Lyndon
sought to divorce himself from the
South by bringing up a Civil Bights
bill. He then put op cowboy boots
and a 10-gallon hat and became
a Westerner overnight."
Williams pointed out t h a t some
Southern Senators a re calling the
watered-down Civil Rights bill
great victury for the South."
"By no stretch of the imagination can this vicious bill be called
a victory for the South," Williams
declared.
"We did not win a great victory.
We Inst. Who can say that when
a man loses one leg he’s won a
’great victory’ because he didn’t
lose both of them? That’s the’situalion we’re in now, and this is not
the end of it. There’ll be another
Civil Rights bill before Congress
next year."
Williams told the crowd of more
than 50¢) persons that "the South is
a political sleeping giant today.
Standing together through urganization, it can regain its rightful place
ill national political affairs."
Williams, who supported an Indep~.ndent Elector slate in 1956, urged
Suntherners to ta k e similar action
this Fall.
"’Right now, we are stuck between’
tilt, Repnhlicans~ and the Northern
l)emocrats," he said. "We must organize and act independently tu hecome pnwerful."
Mayo Reed has been elected
(.hairman of tile Grenada County,
Miss., Citizens" Cunncil. Other officers elected at a March 8 meeting
include F. C. i)ailey, vice-chairman,
and Barclay Harris, secretary-treasnrer.

Manufacturer John Lake of Grenada tohl the meeting that every
white citizen of Grenada County
should be an active Council member.
The Council issued a call for 3,000
mend)era.
Tile R u I e v i 11 e, Miss., Citizens’
Conncil lannched its 1960 membership drive with a March 11 meeting.
Mrs. Sam McCorkle, educational
director of the Mississippi Citizens’
Conncils, ~vas featored speaker.
An office has been opened to support the current memlx~rship campaign uf the Cohunbns, Miss., Citizens’ Conncil.
Tile group is seeking to continne
its rapid growth.
Tile Marion County, Miss., Citizens’ Council has elected 1960 officers at a meeting in Columbia.
Vernon Broom was elected chairman; Bert Lawrence, vice-chairman;
and Mrs. Eleanor Edxvards, secretarytreasurer.

The largest crowd ever to attend a
Citizens’ Cuuncil meeting in Jefferson
Davis County, Miss., was on hand
March 25 when Gov. Ross Barnett
spoke in Prentiss, Miss.
Two high school hands furnished
music for the occasion, which also
featured remarks hy J ud g e Tom
Brady of Brookhaven and Council
president H. Lewis Magee.
Gov. Barnett called for Southern
nnity to restore government to the
pe~ple.
"lAberty has become a frail and
sickly thing in the United Statesf
Circnit Judge Tom Brady of Brook-

haven t o I d the Lowndes County, i
Miss., Citizens’ Council at an April
12 meeting.
Judge B r a d y, author of "Black
Monday," spoke to a crowd of several
hundred persons at the Columbus city
mditorium.
"The law makers and not the
law breakers give us the most cause
for fear today," he stated. "The
laws of Arkansas were nullified by
a stroke of Eisenhower’s pen when
be sent Federal troops to Little
Bock."
Judge Brady said the presidential
action "’will haunt the Republican
Party for years to come.
"Our public ideals are being discarded," he declared. "Liberty is not
guaranteed, but merely held in trust.
And there have been some strange
developments in the name of liberty
during the past 30 years."
A charter has been presented to
the Moss Point, Miss., Citizens" Council.
Editor Mary Cain of Summit was
principal speaker at the March 11
meeting, and presented the charter to
chairman William Gilmore.
Attorney G. Hite McLean has been
elected 1960 president of the Greenwood, Miss., Citizens" Conncil.
Other officers include W. C. Neill,
vice-president; Ivlrs. Elizabeth Kirschten, secretary; and J. H. Peebles
treasnrer.
Tile B e n t o n i a, Miss., Citizens
Council met March 28 to hear an
address by Dr. R. J. Moorhead of
Yazoo City.
Dr. Moorhead has served thr~
years as president of the Yazoo City
Citizens’ Conncil.
Charles L. Barnett of Shrevt.~port,
La., has been elected president of l
Ill(" Louisiana Association of Citizens"
Councils.
Other officers named at an April
3 meeting in Alexandria include l)r.
Enunett L. Irwin and Joseph Vignette,
both of New Orleans, Stewart Slack
of Shreveport, W. F’. Powell of Tallnlah and Hadley Dyer of Cheneyville,
vice-presidents; T. G. McKcithen of
Homer, treasurer; and F. A. Wallis of
Zachary, secretary.
The S h r e v e p o r t, La., Citizens’
Conncil has published an advertisement in the Shreveport Journal. Tile
ad consists of a reprint of a weekly
newspaper editorial blasting integration on TV programs.
The editorial pointed oat that one
network program seemingly "w e n t
oat of its way to hurl an insnh to
every Sootherner." It n r g e d that
citizens let the sponsor of the program know of their objections to such
interracial programs.
Wilcox Co n n t y, Ala., Citizens’
Council members are raising funds
to help families of Negro students
killed or injured in a school bus-train
wreck.
The March 22 collision killed 6
Negro children and ininred 14 others
when a freight train smashed into a
school bus near Coy, Ala., breaking
tim hns in half.
Citizens’ Council m e m b e r s in
Camden, Ala., soon learned that
some Negro families needed money
to meet hospital and funeral expenses for the victims.
Fred Henderson and S. C. Godbold
collected $100 in just a few minutes
on the first day of the drive. The
funds will be disbursed by a committee composed of Mrs. Camilla
Selsor, director of the county pensions and security department; Prohate Judge William Dannelly; and
W. H. Farish.
The St. B e r n a r d, La., Citizens’
Conncil has elected officers for 1960.
Headed by chairman Lloyd R.
Edgecombe, officers include R. C.
Abercrombie, vice-chairman; Herman
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P. Folse, secretary; and Carl Geiger,
treasurer.
Citizens’ Council leaders in Texas
are protesting efforts by several large
school districts to circulate petitions
calling for integration.
Under Texas law, schools must remain segregated unless voters approve
race-mixing. Any district which integrates without consent of the voters
forfeits state funds.
Dallas and Hooston, among others,
are facing Federal court demands for
integration. School boards, anxions
to retain their state fnnds, are trying
to get the voters to okay integration.
In Dallas, Lloyd S. Riddle, president of the Oak Cliff Citizens" Council, said his groop doesn’t believe it’s
the duty of school authorities to circulate integration petitions.
The Capital Citizens’ Conncil in
Little Rock, Ark., is circulating tile
story of lunch-counter integration in
San Antonio, Tex., with the warning
that the same pressure c ou ld be
exerted in Little Rock.
The Council quotes "The Religious Newsweekly" as saying that "A
series of confidential meetings initiated by the Council of Churches
of Metropolitan San Antonio prepared the way for integrated lunchcounter service in the city."
Noting that Dr. Joseph L. Brown,
"ector of an Episcopal church in
Corpus Christi, Tex., was a Lenten
speaker in Little Rock. the Cmmcil
pointed out that the Arkansas Democrat quoted l)r. Brown as expressing
pleafnre with tile San Antonio integration.
Dr. Brown also hinted that similar
strat~;gy -- with fall cooperation of
church leaders -- might be used in
other cities.
The executive se c r e t a r y of the
South Carolina Citizens’ Council, Farley Smith, has said "it is becoming
increasingly clear that those leading
hmch-connter demonstrations are determined tu spawn a straggle between
tilt" races."
In a statement issued at Sumter,
S. C. April 1, Smith added that
the Councils are trying to avoid
violence, but said it "is anybody’s
guess how long they can keep the
"Should the present crisis erupt
into widespread racial violence, then
every home that is destroyed, every
drop of blood that is spilled will be
un the hands of racial agitators and
those who encourage the’m, regardless
of the name nnder which they mil~ht
parade--be it church, social or euncational organization," Smith added.
One of the newest Citizens’ Coianoils is also the fastest-growing.
The Chatham Citizens’ Council
of Savannah, Ca., was formed early
this year with about 25 members.
It now has more than 2,000 members, is planning a mass meeting
for 5,000 persons, and has a membership goal of 25,000, which appears well within reach.
The charter of incorporation was
presented at a March 22 meeting,
which featured an address by retired
diplomat Hugh Grant of Augusta, Ga.
. Grant called for implementation
of the strategy of interposition,
whereby the state declares U. S.
Supreme Court integration decisions to be null, void, and of no
force or effect.
Georgia and a number of other
Southern states have adopted resolutions of interposition. Grant told
the crowd of 400 that interposition
should be used and ¯pplied actively
in the current Atlanta school crisis.
In this manner, he said, Georgia’s
public schools can be kept open and
segregated.
Grant is a founder and first president of the States’ Rights Council of

Georgia.

Officers of the Chatham Citizens’
Council include merchant John Patrick, president; attorney J. Walter
Cowart, vice-president; W. H. Sapp,
Jr., secretary; and William K. Boggs,
treasurer.
A mass meeting is now being
planned for 5,000 persons to protest
the violation of private property
rights by Negro "sit-down" demonstrators.
NOTE TO LOCAL COUNCILS
--You are invited to send us news
of your activities for publication
in this column. A clipping of a good
story from your local newspaper
concerning your organization may
be sent. if you haven’t the time to
write the item yourself.
Address
such correspondence to:
Local Council News
THE CITIZENS" COUNCII,
813 Plaza Building
Jzckson, Missisdppi
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telligently. It will not do simply
A Chicago newspaper publisher has
to say, unthinkingly, ’one man is
upheld tile right of the individual to
as good as another, or maybe a
choose his own itssociates.
Norris J. Nelson, publisher of the
little better.’
"’Chicago Daily Calumet," in civic
"Like individuals, communities also
club speeches March 22 and April
mast discriminate, reasonably, ff they
4, stated bluntly that "’each of us
have all)" desire to retain their idenhas the right to discriminate."
tity. All of us need to send down
"Every American has the right to
roots: that is, to have a home, a
practice certain discriminations, Nelneighborhood, a community in which
son said. "In fact, as George A.
we feel free, secure and content..The
Lundberg, an outstanding American
genuine c, ommunity is essential to the
sociologist, points oat in an article
happiness of most men and women.
for the magazine Modern Age, our
Our quest for community is an esI~ivilization requires us to discriminate
sential part of any real civilization.
against the disreputable and the disIndeed, it is indispensable to human
app¢oved.
nature.
"The exerci~ of these rights may
"Now a satisfactory c’ommunity is,
work hardship upon those agaiust
a vohmtary association of ~eople with
whom they are exercised. Neverthesimilar interests, ways or life, and
less,’ most people, regardless of race
sympathies. D/hen .ti h e s e common
or colnr, are willing to pay that price
bonds are lacking, , cmnmunity dein order to keep tile same right to do
cays into a mere rootless and inseeure
likewise.
aggregation of lonely and often hos"The right of any group to extile individuals. In a successful como
clude from private housiug dereunify, thc members tend to have
velopments, from clubs, fraternities,
similar standards of morals and taste.
from employment, etc., whatever
They have some common background
classification of people they wish
of culture and history, and usually
to exclude, for whatever reason or
’ some similar racial origin.
lack of reason, may neither be just
"’No solid conmmnitv springs up
nor democratic nor conducive to
like a mushroom. Nh’my years of
community peace and good feeling,
labor, a’lot of love and sacrifice are
"Yet to deny anyone this right may
required for the creation of an enviolate a principle of individual freeduring conmnmity. The .church.es, the
dom that is still more highly valued
by nearly everyone, incblding t h e/ homes, the sho~)s and tile industries
groups which object to the particular represent decaoes or generations of
case in which it operates against[ tile experience of living peacefully
gether. ThaNe people whu have stn~gthemselves,
"Now it isn’t a question of whose
gled and sacrificed to nmke a decent
social existerwe fur their children and
principles of freedom are heat. The
tlwir grandchihlren have won certain
principles or valoes which an indivirights by virtue of their honesty and
dual nr community holds are always,
industry.
by definitiun, heat to them. What is
best in general, obvinusly, depends
"The most important of all their
upon the criteria of ’guodncss’ we
rights is their right to preserve their
social identity, their community, in
adnDt.
"There are many reasons which
which they find order and justice
cause people to discriminate for
and freedom. The)" have a right
and against other people. I~eligion,
to defend their community against
politics, race, color, sex, age, ecoanyone who might destroy all that
nomic status, morals, health, birth,
they have created.
breeding--the list is long indeed.
"It seems tu he a law governing
But the differences that cause disall life, froln tilt, h)west form of plant
Crimination have this in common.
life tn tile highest types of mankind,
They are visible or observable and
that every living organism endeavors,
second, t h e y are important and
above all else, to preserve its identity.
significant differences to the people
Everything that fives tries to make
in question.
itsel! the center of tile universe; and
"It is ridiculous to ignore or to
it resists with the whole of its power
try to talk out of existence these
tile endeavors of competing forms of
differences just because we do not
life to assimilate it to their way of
approve of some of their social relife.
suits."
"Almost every living thing preReferring to specific situations, Nelfers death against a threat to its
son p.ointed out that the town of
peculiar identity. We ought not to
Deertield, II1., was within its rights
be surprised then that men in ¯
in condemning land earmarked for
community resist any endeavor to
an integrated housing project.
change their character to that of
Even Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt was
s6me other social group. This rewithin her rights when she discrimisistance is the first law of being,
nated against white e~nployees when
extending deep below the level of
she took over management of the
consciousness.
White House in 1932, Nelson as"I believe then that its is perserted.
fectly natural and necessary for ¯
"’She replaced th~ mixed staff emgood healthy community to resist
ployed by Mrs. Hoover and replaced
with all its powers within the limits
it with an all Negro staff. Her reaof law any attempt by outsiders to
sons were that a staff of one color
change any of the characteristics
works in better nnderstanding and
of the community.
maintains a smoother-rnnning establishment. That was her right and it
"True enough, it good community, .
like a good man, is reasonably tolermakes good sense. Surely, no one
wot,ld seriously contend that she
ant. Newcomers to a community
didn’t have this right."
oughtto be welcomed -- provided
they obey the roles of the commuNelson contended that "Every
nity, and provided that they fit reaclub and organization should have
sonably well into the community’s
the right to exclude from memberlife. Bat if they do not fit reasonably
ship anyone whom it does not wish
well into the commnnity’s life or are
to have as a member. All of us
,indifferent or even hostile to the comshould rejoice when we learn some
munity’s well-being, then they ought
private or social organization has
not to Im encouraged to partake of
refused to be coerced into admitits benefits while they exhaust its rering someone whom for any reason
sources.
it prefers not to admit.
"Every community mu s t be the
"I disagree violently with the ’Soindge of its standards and interests.
cial Planners’ of this age, who would
Separate communities needn’t be hosharness the human traits of pity to
tile, nor need they assert their
their pitiless plans for the conformity
superiority one over the other. The
of society to their ideas of Utopia.
point which matters is simply this:
"I treasure my right of diserimlevery community has the right to live,
nation and I would join with others
to be itself and to defend its identity.
to preserve that right, not only for
"People with common interests
myself, but for those who disagree
and common backgrounds have the
with me.
ancient right of living together in
"Just as you and I as individuals
community. And they retain the
have certain fights of discrimination
right to preserve their community
--so, too, do commnnities have ceragainst newcomers who would turn
tain rights of discrimination.
it into something else. So let no
"Probably there are two great fnnone be ashamed of standing up for
damental rights: the right to earn a
his own people and his own ways
living, and the right to associate with
of existence. Only in variety and
people of one’s choice. But there is
in the voluntary association of
a duty attached to every right. .The
pie in community, are the pillar~
man with a right to earn a living.is
of a free society safe."
obliged to earn it honestly; and tile
man with the right to associate with l
No man who s~ys, "I’m as good
his friends is obliged to leave people!
as you," believes it. He would not
alone whb do not choose to associate
say it if he did. The Saint Bernard
with him.
never says it to the toy dog, nor
"And if there is a right to asthe scholar to the dunce, nor the
sociate, also there is a right to be
employable to the bum, nor the
left alone. We have a right to
pretty woman to the plain.
discriminate in our choice of asThe claim to equality is made
sociates. We have no duty to spend
only by those who feel themselves
our time with people who bore us,
to be in some way inferior. What
or with veople whose ways are
disagreeable to us.
it expresses is the itching, smarting
awareness of an inferiority which
"If we believe in any hi~her sort
the patient refuses to accept. And
of life, in civilization, we must pretherefore resents.
fer some things and people to other
---C. S. Lewis in the Saturday
things and people. It is only reaEvening Post
sonable for us to discriminate in-
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ADL Aims New
Mixing B rr ge At
Southern Policemen

Unity
(Continued from p. 1)

April, 19~

Free Elector Plan Picks Up
Additional Southern Backing

The f re e elector movement has
With the national party convengained new support from an organiza- tions only months away, the South
doing to straighten out, as they say,
tion representing leading Southern gives signs of preparing a political
a great section of this nation, ignorstrategy that could make the region
ing their own local inadequacies. businessmen.
the decisive area in a close elecThe Southern States Industrial
It is a sleight of hand trick. Our
Council, in its April 1 newsletter,
tion this fall. The strategy calls
section is far ahead of yours in
The Anti-Defamation League is at as "respectable’? How does that
calls the free elector plan "the
for the formation of a powerful
treatment, in opportunity for and
it
figure compare with the percentage
best weapon the South has in its
bloc of free electors who would
in love of the Negro people. You
This time, their propaganda activi- of white homes which deserve the
struggle for States Bights."
not be bound to any candidate.
have run roughshod over the Memties are aimed at, of all people, same "respectable" rating?)
Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia,
bership
from
the
South,
a
MereSouthern police officers!
The Anti-Defamation League is, of
Text of the editorial, written by Lonisiana, Alabama, Arkansas, and
Latest in the long line of ADL coorse, no stranger to the integration- bership whose ability and exped- Thurman Sensing:
Mississippi are among the states that
integration attempts is a booklet ironi- or-else movement. Ostensibly or- ence, knowledge of the law and the
are giving close consideration to the
cally called "With Justice For All." ganized and collecting funds fro~ Constitution, compare most favorfree elector movement. In Virginia,
ably
with
that
of
the
Members
from
(Editor’s Not~They mean,
well-meaning Jews to prevent alleged any section.
for example, it is expected that legal
tually, "with justice for all except incidents of ~anti-Semitism," the
provision soon will be made for the
Southern whites.")
ADL has strayed far afield, and of
withholding of votes of Presidential
Mr. Chairman, the leaders of the
electors from the national candidates
ADL somehow obtained the co- late has been devoting itself almost Democratic Party in the House, the
operation of the International Asso- exclusively to the seemingly-unrelated leaders of the Republican Party in
A "letter to the editor" in the of either or both of the maior politiciation of Chiefs of Police in Wash- propect of mixing the races in the the House, have gone all-out on this March 19 edition of the Charleston, cal parties. Political pnndits sa~, that
ington, listed as co-publishers of the South, by hook or by crook.
conrs~,’ because on the one hand the S. C., News and Courier is a reveal- this movement, involving o n I y the
pamphlet. It also carries the endorseHowever, Since Americans pride Republicans felt they would not get ing commentarS, on contemporary states named in this article, conkl rement of the rnis-named "Southern themselves on their lack of religious the support of the southern States in Sonthern temper.
sult in a free elector bloc with a tntal
Police Institute" sponsored by the bigotry, the ADL cunningly attacks the presidential race or S o u t h e r n The letter is reprodnced herewith, of 69 electoral votes.
University of Kentucky at Louisville. as "anti-Semitic" any person or group Members here in the Congress in or- headline and all, just as it appeared
Arthur Kr~k, one of the most
seasoned and responsible political
Never noted as loose with a dollar which dares to oppose it in any ganizing this body- the Democratic in the News and Courier:
observers in the nation, recently asADL is peddling its wares to South- field--including the field of racial leadership because they felt that those
serted that "69 free electors en bloc
ern police forces at two bits a copy. integration. They have made remark- of us here from the South had nocould decide the final outcome of
The Orlando, Fla., police chief, one able progress. They have "converted" thing we could do and nowhere we Case For Secession-a c ! o s e Democratic-Republican
Carlisle Johnstone, ordered $5 worth Sammy Davis, Jr.
could go.
To
The News and Conrier:
--20 booklets -- for presentation to
It seems that onr federal goveru- contest or transfer the choice of a
Mr. Chairman, here in the last
President from the general Novemsupervisory personnel.
several days I have been convinced ment---execotive, legis ative anti judi- ber poll to the ltome of RepresenThe Orlando Sentinel frankly told
cial-has
embarked
on
a
program
dethat unless the South, through those signed to divide the people of the tatives." When a man of Mr.
its readers that the chief was distriof us here from the South, regains
United States to an extent that they Krock’s stature says that the South
butinl~ "a booklet which outlines steps
some bargaining power not only is have never been divided before and would have this power if it adopted
to entorce integration."
the South going to have to undergo
free elector plan, no one can
the same time it has made more the
In one section of the ADL integraanother Reconstruction era, but the at
say that this is Southern whistling
enemies
abroad
than
we
have
ever
tion epic, officers are instructed thusly
nation is bound to fall.
in the dark. Indeed, Mr. Krock
had.
on school integration:
went on to say that this is "the
Therefore,
as
a
Southerner
who
"School desegregation is going
Mr. Chairman, it c~mes hard wit~
most serious of independent movehas
had
no
part
in
this
mischief
(we
me to have to acknowledge these
to be a problem for some time .to
ments since 1912."
are
not
allowed
to
participate
in
nacome. Be-educating adults is an
facts to myself. However, knowing
The Richmond Times-Dispatch, a
tional
affairs),
I
believe
it
wonld
be
almost impossible job, but youngas I do that the people of the Sonthstrong voice of Sontht.rla consel~’a~vell
if
the
federal
government
would
ern states are not helpless, knowing
sters are a lot more flexible. For
has hailed the free elector plan
A Communist-front organization is as I do that they have more than 1(~) allow ns (the Sonth) to secede peace- tism,
one, they will listen to authority
in these words: "If there is aqv other
trying
to
promote
a
United
Nations
fnllv--no
fighting--and
ron
nur
own
Members of the House of Represen(if they respect the person, they
even partially effective nwtl:,od of
investigation of Negro conditions in tatives, approximately 22 U n i t e d aff~irs.
will tend to go along with his
making the weight of Sonthen~ opinOf
course
we
would
pay
no
taxes
States Senators with 18 sta’nding
ideas), and for another, they all the South.
ion felt at the national conventions
"’Respected Negro and integration steadfast--Members whose votes are to the f e d e r a I government. It and in the election, we haven’t been
participate in somi~ s p o r t s and
therefore they are responsive to the leaders have been sucked into the essential to organize this Congress, doesn’t need them anyway, since advised of its existence."
call for fair play."
project," according to nationally-syn- knowing as I do that whichever group we are regarded as poor relations
It now appears that the free
The section, titled "As The Twig dicated columnist Jack Lotto, who organizes the Congress will set the who can’t pay their way. Nor elector plan is the best weapon
would
we
expect
or
accept
more
writes
a
weekly
roundup
of
Comnmnumber
and
ratios
on
the
various
Is Bent," continues:
the South has in its strnggle for
committees, Labor, Jndiciary, Appro- federal funds than Venezuela ac- States’ Ri~ts. What the ohm wonld
"Since 1954, school desegregation nist activities.
cepts.
)riations,
Ways
and
M
e
a
n
s,
the
Lotto wrote that the proposed UN
has been the law of the land. Our
is enable the Sonthern states to
Then the North co u Id integrate do
get in a position to bargain at the
job, therefore, is more iml~)rtant than investigation is "apparently aimed at )owerful Rules Committee, etc., I ew.rything (they say they want it-ever because we have become the embarrassing the U. S. before the. am saying to you now, Southern for us) and be happy and we could ~o national conventiom. The barMembers will not have done all they
enforcement instrnments of a law world."
gain, of ~urse, t h a ~ the South
can
they unite here to mak~¯ keep segregation (we want it but would seek to make is for a veto
which, in some areas, is not very
"The program is being pushed by theirnnless
weight felt.
~ot for them) and be happy. The
popular.
unacceptable candidales and a
a group active in 17 states called
North could invite all who wanted to on
veto on pafly pledges to force Re"But it’s the test of a real nmn to the Southern Conference EducaIt comes hard to me to have to be integrated to the North, and all the construction lI on the Southern
do his duty in the face of local hos- tional Fund, Inc., headquartered in
acknowledge to myself that the na- segregationists could come South. You states.
tility. Everyone wants to be popul~.
New Orleans," he continues.
tional interest has deteriorated to would be surprised how the South
For years, the radical minority and
But if it becomes a choice between
"SCEF has been cited officially
the low level which quite dearly wonld grow. Everybody wot,ld be the special pleading race organizabei,ng popular and doing the job as a national Communist front by
it has. It has not been easy to satisfied except the politicians and tions, snch as the NAACP, have been
we re paid to do--there can be no the Senate Internal Security submake this decision. I recognize that the "foolish nine", but it would be able to exe~ tremendous power in
choice. Remember that we do not
-the .road ahead will not be all worth it.
the party conventions. The reasou
make the laws, we uphold them.
The South would try to be a
they have been abh’ to do so is that
"Anbrey W. Williams of Mont- smoothness; but there comes a time
good
neighbor--as
good
as
Canada,
"We are peace officers and we
when those of us from the South
must maintain the peace and teach gomery, Ala., the president of the must face up to what is happening
better than Cuba. We would they have been organized and the
has a record of affiliations
promise not to meddle in the South has been a political captive
respect, for the law to young as well SCEF,
show the courage essential to
with pro-Communist groups, which and
North’s affairs, at least not any party loyalists. Now, however, the
as old.’
the
preservation
of
this
great
nahe admitted in Congressional testimore than Uruguay does, and would free electors plan presents Sontlwrn(Editor’s Not~For notable in- mony. Williams also signed petitions tion. If we did less than we proexpect the same treatment from the ers with an opportnnity to make their
stances of "maintaining the peace urging amnesty for imprisoned top pose we would not only be untrue
weight felt. Sixty-nine eh.ctoral votes
North.
to the great Democrats who preand teaching respect for "the law," U. S. Reds.
We wonld promise to keep the wouhl be a tremendously stron~ insee reports of Little Rock police
ceded us but we would be untrue
strument in pressuring a political
activities d u r i n g integration-by"A telegram signed by 24 leaders
to the founders of this great nation. Reds out of the South so they conld party.
not spy on the North from our soil.
lmyonet. Fire hoses turned on
in the integration movement was
To my national Democratic friends There is no communism in the South.
Hanmer Cohbs, wrifin~ in the
women and children, nightsticks sent to President Eisenhower on
For all of this we only ask that Greensboro (Ala.) Watchman, has
applied to me--if it’d’ been hap- March $6. Included were the on the right I say, you may win yonr
described
the free elector phm as "a
local elections but you are losing the the North treat us as fairly and
names of such personalities as Bey.
penlng to South African ,,natives,
kindly as it does India or Japan. method whereby we could show the
the State Department would ve deMartin Luther King of Atlanta and main fight.
T h a t would be an improvement Democratic Pa~y that we do conplored itl)
Bishop Edgar H. Love of BaltiTo my Republican friends on the over the present condition.
stitute a powerful minority~luite as
The booklet t a k e s policemen to more.
left I say, you should be ashamed to
1)owerful as the Negro minorities of
Yours for better relations.
task, because the ADL charges that
"It expressed approval of the State forget everything in your efforts to’
the Eastern states--and we have a
A. B. EDWARDS
in some communities where Negro Department’s protest of the mass kill- gain the minority vote.
method of nsing this minority as a
Summerton, S. C.
violence has b r o k e n out, officers ings of ’our Sonth African brother,’
weapon in behalf of our rights."
b nded to be "’far more severe" in urged immediate administration acAnd to my colleagues frum the
only real question in all this
d,mling with Negro hoodlums than tion to protect American Negroes, and South, don’t tell your home folks
Irate Texas Housewife is ~e
whether ~e South has the gumpwith white students.
you
have
done
everything
you
added significantly:
tion ~o organize politically for its
could to stop this course unless
"Now listen to the facts," the ADL
Uses
Axe
To
Chase
own defend. Southern parliamen"’Africans
are
turning
to
the
you
join
this
bloc,
made
necessary
propagandists pompoosly proclaim.
skill has been brilliantly
UN
for
moral
support
and
enby
the
leadership
of
both
major
They go on to quote a nameless police
Negro Census-Taker tary
couragement.
Must
we?’"
demonstrated
in the battle against
Parties.
captain in an nnidentified "leading
Texas tempers flared as irate Hous- a phony "civil fi~ls" bill. Soothem
South~ru city" as claiming that "the
Lotto pointed out that SCEF "colI have talked to many of my ton housewives staged a brief revolt courage nee~ no new demonstradelinquency rate is not as high in lected the signatures, displayed copies
But the South, the nation’s
respectable Negro homes as it is in of the telegram in newspaper ads colleagues from my area, and I against the U. S. Government on tion.
most couse~ative region, cannot
11.
respectable white homes."
and, using the prominent names, ap- know you are ready. Some I know April
The trouble began when a Negro win unless it ae~ in an independwill hesitate for the moment. To
(Editor’s Note- How’s that for pealed for contributions."
those of you who may not wish to ~nsus-taker was assigned to a white ent spirit and in ~nce~, against
"facts"? One might be prompted
"The official organ of the U. S. join, again we wish you well. Let neighborhood. The 78 householders the radicals in ~ national panics
to inquire: Who? Where? What CommunLst Party, ’The Worker,’ in- me remind you, however, as the refnsed to talk with the Negro, and who hate the Southern states because they reore~nt the high tradiformed its members the SCEF had strife and turmoil continues, you
chased him off the premises.
p~reentage
of Negro homes
ding-but-locationless
city din
o ehis
s sent copies of the telegram to UN
going to be on this side or you
"One woman chased the Negro tion of the American Republic as
tbe forever-anonymous captain rate representatives of all the Asian-Afri- are
are going to be on the other. The
enumerator off her front porch, using ~tablished by the Founding Fathcan group of countries."
choice is yours.
an axe as a persuader," the Honston ers. Southerners have a chance thi~
year to st~e a blow for ~me~aChronicle reported.
In his column, Lotto points out that
My friends, many Southerners hold
tire gove~ent by suo~ding the
The situation was restored to norSCEF is the successor to the subver- chairmanships, mine happens to be
Important Notice
sive Southern Conference for Human that of a rather important subcom- mal when the census crew leader free elector movem~t.
It is to ~ ho~d that the political
Welfare. Congressional committees mittee on appropriations. But those apologized to the white citizens, and
Many readers send us clipthem that the Negro censns- leadership in the ot h e r Southern
report the two groups have substan- in these key positions are bound to assured
pings from their local newshad bee n assigned to their s~tes of Nor~ Carolina, Flomla,
tially the same leadership and pur- admit that the most any southerner taker
papers, dealing with matters of
neighborhood "by mistake.’"
Tennes~e and Texas will see fit to
poses.
interest to this publication.
can hope to do with a chairmanship or
White enumerators then obtained c~rate
in t hi s movement.
We welcome these clippings,
SCHW is described by the House a key position is to have a better the census questionnaires, and peace ~jofi~ of the people in these states
and urge our readers to conoffice,
more
employees,
and
he
is
Un-American Activities Committee
was restored.
would undoubtedly approve.
tinoe this helpful practice.
as a Red front "which seeks to at- lucky if he can retard and slow down
However, we make this retract Southern liberals ou the basis or force the combined leadership, Reof its seeming interest in the prob- publican and Democrat, to bypass his
eql.oest:
indicate
onpaper
each
ipping Please
the name
of the
lems of the South."
committee.
in which it appeared mad the"
The Committee notes, however,
date it was printed. This is
To point pet what a hard fight
that SCHW’s "professed interest in
essential if the information is
we made, before the country was
Southern
welfare
is
simply
an
exto be of use to our staff, since
lost, doesn’t save the country; and
pedient for s e r v i n g the Soviet
we must at all times be preI trust that will no longer be good
Union and its subservient Commupared to authenticate ¯ v e r y
nist Party in the U. S."
piece of information which we
u~.
SCEF’s field secretary is Carl
M~ friends from the South, the
Your cooperation in marking
Braden of Louisville, Ky., an identi- doors are open. I know the manames and dates of publications
fied Communist Party member now
on clippings you send will be
free on hail while appealing to the jority of you are ready, not merely
greatly appreciated.
U. S. Supreme Court a contempt of to prevent another reconstn~ion
Congress conviction and one-year jail era in the ,¢~mth but to save the
~’rbe Staff
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To Our Problems
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Of South
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Jackson, Mississippi

Censorship Hides Nashville Surrender
"Sit-Downs" Endorsed---

ConSpiracy Of Silence

Clergy
Praises
Negroes

Merchants Yield To
Black Mob Rule As
Press Is Muzzled

(By Special Correspondents)
(An Exclusive Report)
A conspiracy of silence lent an ominous air of foreboding to
the scene in Nashville, Tenn., this month, ’as profit-hungry merThe Methodist Church has voted to
chants ignominiously capitulated to Negro "sit-down" agitators.
praise Negro "sit-down" demonstraNot only were Nashville’s white citizens not consulted about
tors.
The action was taken by delegates
the impending sell-out by downtown merchants, but the city’s
to the quadrennial general corJerence
two daily newspapers ioined with "IV and radio stations in lowerof the Methodist Church, America’s
ing a curtain of censorship over lunch-counter integration in
largest Protestant denomination. The l
Tennessee’s capital city.
resolution was urged by the trroup’sl
Board of Christian Social Relations,’
The press blackout began on¢
and was adopted on May 7, at the
Friday,
May 6, when white mer- of sad countenance, for they disfigure
closing session of the l l-day Denver
chants surrendered to N e g r o their faces that they may appear unto
conference.
But moments after passing the
"negotiators" and a g r e e d to men to fast.’
"Not i sidle Nashville preacher
resolntion, delel~ates voted to reter
serve b 1 a c k s at half-a-dozen was heard to say that the B~le
it to the church s indicial council for
lunch counters.
was being misused to mislead
a ruling next tall on whether it is in
The cloak of secrecy con- Negro; that the spirlt~al gmp¢l was
keeping with Methodist discipline.
being perverted to selfish, secular
Calling the "sit-downs" reminders
tinued on Tuesday, May 10,
el~."
that "many citizens of our country
when
actual
integration
began.
are denied basic human rights," the
The Memphis Commere/al Appeal
O u bolt o w n newspapers and carried a complete report of the
resolution "commends participating
wire services gave due men- Nashville snrrender in its May 11
students," and adds, "demonstrations must be seen as a means of
tion to the merchants’ surrender, edition. It identified the six stores
awakening community conscience."
and covered the story of the which agreed to serve Negroes as
"We view the present action by
and Cain-Sloan department
first groups of Negroes invading Harvey’s
students as a challenge to community
stores and four chain establishments
responsibility," the resolution said, "a
white dining areas.
--F. W. Woolworth, S. H. Kress, Mcchallenge to accept Negroes in their
But not until Thursday, May Lellan, and Walgreen.
respective communities on terms of
According to the Memphis paper,
12, did the first mention of
dignity."
"Tuesday’s operation was not conI
u
n
c
h-counter
integration
apThe resolution also declared that
sidered indicative of the ultimate sucpear in the Nashville press.
students at Methodist colleges should
cess of the integration move, since
be free to take part in "sit-down"
Then, it came in the form of a it came virtually without warning to
dcnu)nstrations, and should not be CITIZF NS~ COUNCIL3"ACKSON/HISS.
single paragraph ~ appearing, ap- the general public.
’-" . .....
punished for violating private property
propriately enough, on the obituary
"’Store officials esh~ited what
rights.
page of the Nashville Banner.
one referred to as ’cautious relief.’
A Mississippian, John C. SatterObservers speculated that Nash- It was generally felt that there is a
field, Sr., of Yazoo City, attorney
ville’s local news media were threat- chance incidents may materialize
and president-elect nominee of the
ened with the loss of lucrative de- Wednesday when word of the inAmerican Bar Association, sought
partment-store advertising, had they tegration spreads and merehaeots
unsuccessfully to amend the resodisplayed the iournalistic courage also indicated some fear that palution to stress "due respect for the
necessary to inform the public of the tronage of lunch counters by white
laws of the land and the property
course of events.
persons may fall off. One official
rights of others." ills amendment
said he felt it would he six months
One correspondent reported to The
was defeated, but the 800 delegates
before it is known if the operation
Citizens’ Council:
then voted to ask the church/udicial
is successful."
council to rule on the propriety of
’Whe sit-down story in Nashville
"Private school systems can pre"’It will take planning, responsible is a stow of Negro pressure, politiA UPI dispatch on May 11 revealed
the resolution.
serve our historic system of segrega-~ leadership and plain hard work on the cal intrigue, worship of the dollar, that the merchants bad been plantion," two legal aides to the governor part of the community to make it and secret deals behind the scenes. ing with Negro agitators for nearly
Earlier in the conference, Metho- of Alabama reported.
work--but it can be done. Farmville
a month. All the integration discusdists voted to continue the present
The two traveled throughout Virit, and we believe it can be done "’It is also a story of passive, un- sions were held in secret.
segregated jurisdictional s t r u c t u r e ginia, snrveying private school facili-’did
organized whites.
in
Alabama,
too."
"with no basic change."
detectives were on
ties in Farmville and Prince Edward
"’As a result of a secret agreement Plainciotbes
in the six stores when the NeThe action was seen as a victow County, and testing community sentiAt Front Royal, Va., meantime, between downtown merchants and duty
for Southern church members, who ment.
members of the local textile workers leaders of the Negro agitators, Ne- groes entered in groups of twos and
Northern Methodists feared would
Robert P. Bradley and Edmon L. union were angry this month because groes were served at lunch counters threes.
bolt the denomination if forced inRinehart told Gov. John Patterson the u nio n’s national headquarters of six stores. But citizens were una- Despite the s e c r e c y and news
tegration were attempted.
"A private school system to preserve
stopped the local from investing $8,- ware of this fact, due to a complete blackout, the word spread in NashDelegates accepted a proposal leav- our historic system of segregation 000 in bonds to build a new private, blackout of news coverage,
ville. The Commerelal Appeal reing racial integration on a voluntary, of the races will work, because we segregated high school.
ported
May
12 that
already,
"Prior
to
the
agreement,
both
Nashofficials
admitted
some
white"store
custoregional basis---a continuation of the l saw it working."
Local
371
was
notified
by
the
ville
newspapers
gave
extensive
cov,
,,
,
....
present plan. The plan was adopted
_
..
,
mere
nave
cancclleo
"The white people in Prince Edward Textile Workers Union of America erage to
u~elr
accoun~
" "stt-oo
"
"" --wn" oemonstratlons,
Inecause-- r~’egroes are being servJe~ ’
by a vote of 723 to 57.
County are all completely behind their that its assets had been frozen and Jailing of Negro mobs, and protests
’
.
. .
private school system, and it is con- all its officers had been relieved. ~y Negro leaders White leaders who But a sp~....esma.n for t,h,e sto~
The Episcopal Church has turned sidered to be successful," the pair The "I3NUA appointed an administrasought to be heard were either cen-I managers said ,defmntlyL, ’Ti~,eres
a deaf ear to a plea from a Southern reported.
tor to handle the local’s stairs.
sored or i~nored
I no rorning oaeg now. ~neres no
°
bishop who didn’t want the church
"The white people went so far as
"
period or anything This is
The executive committee of the
"Add to this situation the fact I Uial
to encourage Negro "sit-down" to organize a private corporation to
"
it" "
local,
whose
2,000
members
work
at
that
most
whites
who
feel
the
races
demonstrators.
~
help the Negroes set up a school them- the American Viscose Corp. plant in should be separated are still pus(See NASHVILLE, p. 3)
Meeting at Greenwich, Conn., on selves, but the Negroes declined the
I
April 28, the National Council of the offer and, at the present time, there Front Royal, condemned the TWUA’s save and complacent. They rested
in their pleasant suburban homes,
Protestant Episcopal Church reiected are no Negro schools in Prince Ed- unprecedented action.
enjoying their TV sets and new
a complaint from the Rt. Bey. Charles ward County.
Local officials contended that the
ears, and expressing amazed disC. J. Carpenter, Episcopal Bishop of
"As you can see, the Negroes then local "has the right to invest its own
belief tlutt forced integration could
Hello, Nashvillel
Alabama.
are the only real losers in this con- funds without interference from the
ever take place in Nashville.
Bishop Carpenter had asked the troversy.
international union."
This
issue of THE CITIZENS’
"They waited for "someone else’ to
Council to repudiate a report prais"Should the time ever come when
The officials said the national office protest.
COUNCIL will have tens of thouing Negro "’sit-down" efforts in the
our present public school system in apparently wasn’t fully informed of
South.
"Also, a large number of Nashville sands of new readers in Nashville
Alabama is attacked, our investi- die sound financial structure of the
The report won Conncil approval gation shows that a private school new private school. They pledged to c i t i z e n s have been brainwashed. and elsewhere in Tennessee.
Many thousands of extra copies
after being intr~luced by the system can be inaugurated and can take their fight, if necessary, to the Nashville is one of the largest leftistbeing distributed throughout
Conncirs Division of Racial Minorities take care of the school needs of the TXVUA’s national convention in liberal propaganda centers in the na- are
the Volunteer State, with particution.
Daily,
its
great
church
publish(See CHURCHES, p. 3)
Chicago late this month.
community.
lar emphasis on the Nashville area.
ing houses spew forth tons of leftistTo those of you in Tennessee
liberal material expounding the so- who
are reading this publication
cial
gospel,
and
sneering
at
the
ChrisCannibals Get UNESCO Support In Action Declaring That
for
the
first time--welcomel We
tian Sooth as a benighted area of invite you
to become a regular
People-Eaters---Black Or Purple---Have ’Right’ To Be Supplied "Bible heh hicks.’
reader. You will find a convenient
"’As a result of this climate of
subscription coupon on page 3.
The latest in the long list of blund- for the pedormanee or observance
If you would like additional
Similarly, in New Guinea, 16 can- opinion on the oart of entrenched
professional
religionists,
Nashville
ers by the United Nations is a seem- of prescn’bed rituals or practices. nibals lay on a courtroom floor, hapcopies of this issue to pass on to
your friends, just drop us a line
.ing endorsement of cannibalism!
Where the Government controls the pily scratching themselves, while a ministers I a c k ¯ d the courage to
sentenced them to death for speak out. Not one pointed out,
and tell uo how many copies you
A UNESCO report--dubbed a means of production and distribu- judge
for
instance,
that
Christ.
in
the
cannibalism.
can use. Address your request to:
"declaration of dietary rights"--was tion, it shall make such materials practicing
Sermon
on
the
Mount,
forbade
the
Perhaps it didn’t occur to UNESCO
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
recently issued upon the urging of or obieets, or the means of produc- that
use
of
public
prayer
on
the
street
these men simply cannot be
813 Plaza Building
Isaac Lewin, representative of the ing them, available to the members charged
corners
to
gain
secular
ends.
with murder, in view of
of the religion or belief concerned."
Agudus Israel World Organization.
Jackson,
Mississippi.
own "declaration of die- "While the Negroes extolled the
Sounds innocuous enough. That is, UNESCO’s
Aga/n, welcome to our new
tary rights."
Indian Gandhi and his false concept
Said UNESCO: "No one shall be
prevented from observing the die- until one recalls that down in Ni!geria,
After all, canm’bals believe in of ’non-violent resistance.’ or so-called reederl We hope you will make
tary practices prescribed by his 26 men and a Ju-Ju priest are being cannibalism. So, instead of persecu- ’peaceful riots’ s t a g e d in spirita~al THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL a
religion or belief. The members of held for murder because they killed , tang them, UNESCO apparently
terms to gain secular ends, not one monthly reading habit. Let us
a religion or belief shall rmt be pre- three men ~nd ate two of them too feels the government must be forced white minister quoted Christ’s clear hear from you.
~The Staff
vented from acquiring or producing doubt salting the other down for to supply them with men for eat- and s i m p ! e statement: ’Moreover,
ing.
when ye fast be not as a hypocrite
all materiah and obieets necessary furture dietary requirements).
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By Virginia’s Private Schools,
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Six Years After ’Black Monday’ Decision,
Southern Schools Are Still Segregated--At This Rate, Mixing Is 15,295 Years Away

delusion of "complete integration"
per year has I>een admitted tt) inThe sisth anniversary of tlw U. S.
while avoiding the unpleasant contcgrated classes,
Supreme Conrt’s infamous "’Bhtck
Monday" decision finds the w~st ma[ sequences.
At this rate, it will t~e the
iority of Southern school~ still opastonishing total of 15~95 years
A~ for the District of Colmuhia,
BULK RATE%i~.~ ~r 1~ Copit.s Postpaid.
’,~t.~ro lmpil~ now ontotntll~er whites
eratin~ no a racially-segregated basis.
to achieve "’complete inte~a~on’"
n,’arly f,,ir-to-ont’~H),4{)3 Negroe~ to
of the South’s 2,340~08 Negro
~ XVhcn the Warren-Myrdal court
27.481 whitc~. While Washington
children. A continued incre~e in the
handed
down
its
"mix-or-else’"
edict
.chool~ wt’re supposedly "integrated"
rel.m ol ~tlch material is desired.
Negro bi~h rate would stretch the
Ion
May
17,
19.~.
race-mixing
~orces
beco.d ~ Mail Priv~eg~ Authori~d at J.ck~on. Mississippi
, ill I054, to provide a "national showtimetable even luther.
were jubilant, and U. S. "’liberal~’"
Even inchttlin~ the W(,~ten~ ~tate, ldatc of integration,’" the District
blithely predicted flint Southern re33t~1
prt.scntly
ha.~ 21 of
all-Negro
of Texas, which has admitted ~’xt’tl,
with
an enrollment
16,161. schools,
Even
EDITORIAL BOARD
sistance wotdtl caw. in within 4 nr
of
it~
27~1,374
Negro
pupils
to
.
5
years.
ALABAMA
WALTER C. GIVHAN .........
cla~ses, ’it
the"m
lwrcenttgc
emb’~rr’lssing
of integr’dion
~ ~r’ th stranger
¯ ~ ratio considering
t h e r e are still
the 3
population
MI-whitc
Chairman. Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
But today. 0 years after "Black
stands .....
ARKANSAS
Monday." five Sou{hem states can ~till
~ehoo s in the nation’s capital.
ROBERT E. BROWN .
NAACP) 16/1~} n[ 1~;.
Director, States’ Rights Co~ncil of Arkansas
Imast nf total segregation, while five
NAACP boasts of "substantial inThe
.~tate-by-state
talutlation:
otho~ proudly report that the nnmFLORIDA
tegration" in the Border states are
MRS. J. C. BBUINGTON .......................................
~.r
of
Negroes
attendin~
integrated
Negroes
Total
refuted
by enrollment figures. There
Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Florida
classes is on the decline, after reaching
Negro In Mixed
State
is not a single Border state where
GEORGIA
R. CARTER PITTMAN ...........................
a peak durin~ the last school year.
Pupils Classes
even one-half of the Negro pupils
Vice-President, States Rights Council of Georgia. Inc.
attend mixed ~hools-~this delpite
In
Alablm~,
Georgia,
~u~ianl,
104,205
98
CHARLES L. BARNETT ....................................... LOUISIANA
the fact that political leaden in
Missis,i~i ~nd South C~mli~, the
512
Florida
192,093
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Ira;.
these states have been vocal in their
se~egafion score~d shows a per34
North Carolina
302.060
ROBERT B. PA’Iq’ERSON .............................. MISSISSII’Pi
support of integration.
fect r~or~total segregation main169
Tennessee
146,700
Execaitive Secretary, Citizens’ Conncils of Mississippi
tained for 6 yean, despite the
Pnblic resistance to race-tnixing is
103
Virginia
203,229
REV. JAMES P. DEES .......................... NORTH CAROLINA
Supreme Coup’s frantic fiats and
increasin~ in the Border states. In
Alabama
President, North Carolina Defenders of States Rights, Inc.
e~atz edits.
M:trylano, for example, two schools in
Georgia
Bahimore have again become allFARLEY SMITH ........................................ SOUTH CAROLINA
0
Five
additional
Southern
and
~rder
Lonisiana
1,391,921
Executive Secretary, Citizens" Councils of South Carolina
white, while four others are now allMississippi
states--Arkansas, Florida, North CaroNegro. More than half of Baltimore’s
RICHAilD BURROW, JR .................................... TENNESSEE
lina, Tennessee and Virginia~have
Smith Carolina
181 pnblic schools are now completely
Advisory Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
held the line in the face of "token
segregated.
2.340.208 916
Total
TEXAS
integration"
efforts
by
I~al
m~erates.
Dll, B. E. MASTERS ..............................................
In these states. ~e handfni of Negr~s
President, Citizens" Councils of Texas
It should be noted that the Florida A tahnlation of Bnrder state inattending mixed classes is dwindling figures inchtde 22 Negroes in a school tegration:
VIRGINIA
JAMES il. ORGAIN ...................................
in
humor,
and
long
years
of
NAACP
at ao Air Force Base. and 4~)(1 Nt’g~nes Delawa~,328 Negroes in mixed
Director, Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual
law~uit~ seem to be going down the
at the Orchard Villa school in Miam/, ~ schools nut of 14,277 total Negro enLiberties
drain, as attrition sets in.
which still has half-a-dozea white rolhnent.
REV. HENRY J. DAVIS .................................... VIRGINIA
students whnse parents haven’t yet Kentucky~12,000 Negroes inmixed
Latest official enrollment figores for
Member Executive Comudttee, Cilizens’ Conncils of Virginia
beeu able to sell tht.ir homcs aod i~chools out-f 42,778.
the 10 states named a~ve ~how ~
move into white oeighborh~)ds. By Marvland--2,072 Negroes in mixed
total of 2,340,208 Negro pnpil~. Of
Editor
W. J. SIMMONS .......................................................
this Fall, Orchard Villa is ex~ecte~l[t.lasses’ nut of 126,678.
this number, a scant 916 re~rtedly
tn be an alI-Negr- ,cht~fl, re~mciogl Missour~XSJ~0 Negroes mixt,d
art,rod mixed classes.
the Florida mixing figure dras~tally.
On a percentage basis, o nl y
Oklahoma~i0,246 Negroes in
lntegratinnists }xmst that two areas
39/1000 of 1% of the Negro pupils
--\Vest VirRinia and the District of
mixed schools out of 39,405.
in the 10 Southernmost states have
Texas--3,30(} Negroes mixed nnt
Colnnihia--have now achieved "colnbeen "integrated"--scant results for
Just in case you’re wondering, Harlem’s ~ift to the Congress
of 279,374.
a generation of propaganda, fol~ plete integration."
I
oK the United States has indicated that a certain Senator from
lowed by 6 years of friendly Federal
Figures show, however, that less
In al~ of these ~tates, a far ~reat,’r
Texas is his presidential choice.
nnmber of Negro pupils ale recorded
than half of West Virginia’s ’/4,010
¯
_
,
as "’enr,,lled in integrated districts."
Negro Adam Clavton Po~vell descended from his Harlem
Negro pupils are in mixed clasles.
put another way, Negroes in the
hmond, Va
May
..... "tO aooress an l~aA~r
~"" .......meeung i.n.t.~lc
These figures arc presumald~ for the
The state has cleverly created "inte.’, -~...
i"19
pulpit
] 10 Soutl.ter.n state[ a.re tx.ing ,en~r,.ollTedr
pol~tit.iaos t,, brag ab,,nt, whih, their
grated school districts," which preAt the meeting, Powell went out ot Ills wav to praise aenatt r fin mixed class,.s at the rate ot on p
cnnstitnents t’olltinlu~ hi enjoy segresumably, include all-white and allper year Or, during the, past,
galitm, Southt.rn-style.
Negro schools, thereby creating the
Lyndon B. ohnson of Texas., erstwhile presideftial candidate, and I 6million,
yt "’
trs......
~n ....
w, rage of 153 Negro,
architect o/the 1960 "Civil Rights" bi[l.
- s
[
Powell declared that Johnson was "the most able man in ’
.
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Segregation Returning

the United States." The Negro agitator expressed sympathy for i%le~roe~ Becoming
Johnson, because the lanky Texan might find his Southern
background held against him by Northern liberals at convention ~ili~ore
time. Powell labeled such liberals "tyrants o! mediocrity," thus

indicating rather convincingly that Johnson is his man.

Segregated
In Northern Cities

To Baltimore S hools

Segregation is returning to Mary-1588 t(, 3,146. And half-a-dozen other
To date, Johnson has not disavowed Powell’s support.
"transitional" schonls are listed where
land’s largest school systetn.
An interesting postscript to the Powell speech occurred iust
American cities are becoming more
Negroes vastly ontnomber w]tite stuThis ene~mragittg report comes fret,
dents.
two days later, May 21, when the Virginia stat.e De.mocrati~: Consegre~lated, ’ a Untvcrstts
, cnrr
e
" ’ ." .’of Chtcago
" !’" [Baitimure, where dnnng the
"Tn anyone who has watched these
vention, led bv "moderate" Gov. J. Lindsay Almond, voted oversociologist t~ecla~ed... But a Son~. school year, ~o schools haw’ become
Bend, Ind..homebmlder. ¯ " . Is’" t~lng" to
aH-whi~e and leer nthers all-Negr ~.,
figures io recent years, the trend towhelmingly re; pledge Virginia’s support to Johnson’s bid for the
ward re-segr~.gatint~ ix qnite apparent,"
reverse the trend.
Baltimore school officials say only
nomination.
~
.
the tnonthly Southern School News
89 of the~ 181 elementary anti
Thus, a Harlem Congressman now sees eye-to-eye ~vith th,~* Professor
Philip
M. Hauser,ofchatrst:tied.
.... iman of
the University
Chicago’s
secondary ~ch~ls are now inte"Formerly white schools have
old Dominion, once regarded as "the mother of presidents." i sociolntE,’ dcpartnwnt and former actgrated. Last year, the figure
gradually moved upward from the
ling director o! the U. S. Census, told
at ~ out of 176.
We thought you might like to know.
one-to-10 per cent Negla euroll~ art international c.nference of maybrs
Negroes now comprise 55 per
mcnt group to the 10-to-20 per cent
’.this month that thongh Negroes ~.re
nf the Baltimore eh.mcntary
grouping, and from there to 30, 50
i~ trying to fnreo residential integratinn.
etmfllment, 57,4~O Ne~r~w~ to 47.fl1:~
nnd 90 per cent. Some of the
other groups want to live to themwhites. White high school
formerly white schools are now
~selves and are resisting integration.
still outnundwr Negroes. 36,581
above 90 per cent Negro."
24,685.
NEW YORK -- Note on life in the big city: A police department
This. he said, poses a major human
"The racial shift io the ~cho,,Is diOverall, white student~ still
advisory issued to women’s groups urges women to avoid shortcuts home at
relations cri~i~ for big cities during
in
a
slight
majority
in
Baltimore,
n.ct]y
r,4b.cts the racial ~han~v in
night, to lock their doors, report anyone loitering around schools or playthe 1960s.
the nei;2]rhorhootl snrr+mnding the
84]94 to 82,525 Negroes. But the
grounds, stay calm in case of burglary, robbery or other attack and call
Hutser pointed ont that Nogroes
schnols
attd ix indicative uf the whih¯""~
,
.
.
~ .t J white enrollment tS down hearty
lhe police as soon as possible.
moving
towar~
tne~l
flight to the sttbnrbs in It.’ face t>f a.
trom
last
year,
as
white
fami,are,
~r.~tvmy,,
,
z,~m
.........
End of news item.
the
lies cont~ue ~eir ex~ to segrct, xpat~ding Negro I~olmlation,’"
snnt~r~.
. .......
We pass this infornlation along so that yon can clip it out. Then the
pt d~li~’alion eontil,ued.
~mnugrants
d~d
th~s
~s
m~
-#ed
~uburban
areas.
next time you read where some "uplift" ~lciety headqoartered in New
.~ther
York tells you how you should conduct yourselves down heah in the po’
"¯
I schools i. the Baltimore systt.lo I I’
.. m..
..
Deep South, please reread the paragraph above and t!w.n smile, at your
a group, .~a~n~
+
ms se~re~a~o
horrible misfortnne of being deprived of the more lolty and cultnral
other svhools have a h)tal eni’ollme~tt
"he.o with
him
~
atmospheres in life.
~o~ 15,072 Negrnes to just 72 wbite~.
.
.’.
"Un~e_hls tram[grant p~deee~These schools are still classified
sor~, the Negro is becoming more,
"integrated" in reports hut all
ra~er t h a n less, se~e~t~ in
cations are that they will be a I-Negro
American metro~litln are~,"
hy Fall.
ltouser
declared.
(From the Richmond, Va., News Leader)
In these I I schools, from nee t. 30
He identified the groups resisting white children attend classes ahm~
St. Lottis v o t e r s have t u r n eti
That mystic phrase, "eqttal rights." took on a profound new meanin~
integration mo~t strongly as Catholic with Negro enrollm~-nts ranging
in Harlem one Sunday in January., when the Bey. Adam Clayton Powe.
thttml>s down on a prolx)sa| to issue
national church groups, the Jewish
addressed his faithfol flock at the Abyssinian Baptist Church on West 138th
30-millinn-dollars’ worth of ~)n(]s fnr
conmmnity and
s o m e Anabaptist
sch<n)l coostnwtion and r<,n.)de]ing.
Street.
Christian m-ct~.
"~oint $~lt~m" ~e~re~otion two prop:,~al~ were (h.h,ated in
The ~.casion was a civil rights rally. New Y~rk’s SenaJor Keatin~ ~as
there ("1 don’t think the Republican pa~y can choose a better candidate[
t t , i ~.cial bond elct’tion dr’spite the supt , .....
AtI¯
for Vice President than Senator Keating," said Rev. Powe]H, and so was
""
~ r .....
~ ~;.I port of new~papers P-TA leaders
Bend,
Ind..
ha~
openly
advertised
an
that eminent slatesman of the lower house, the Hen. Enmnuel Ce]h..r. Mr. ] Meantim,’, a honsehnihh-r in Soud~
"
.AlOft ill the INmd Inn(IN were earGetter’s contribution to the clambake was a proposal that, thy second s~’tlt’ on ~ integrated" h,,,~i.~ (h-w.h,pment.
¯. "
I
in a May 15 ad in the South
"""
.
iiiai~ed ~llr lie~ ~ch.ml~ in Negro
of the Fon.~nth Amendment be i~’:! ~;, ~,:,l)::~sS,~’tnl;~nt]~tt]P~::~:nt’i~]
¯
’"g
""
wa~
liiiidl"
hy
~lic’hi~iin
a~eii~.
%Vhile vllier~ dido’i I Ike ~indlv
The
cha~e
B e n d Tribune, Russell lla~man
tion in Congress, because of the n
""
’’’"I
Jllor~ev Oent’ral Piinl Adlllii~, whillhl lllc ideli An i.~lilliah.d ~1} lll.f
~ llome~. Inc. bnasts of "integrated
~uthem States. etc., etc.
. .........
ttIOU~lllg
_.. ¯ .....no~ a~atlam~new
-. -,
said a point ~.ystt’n| is used tt~ ’~crt’t’n
riRnts,
homes,Bt[t we d g i tess. Rev. Powell wanted to get this business oz e(I.a~
¯*
t/ t
potential I!lr)lnc|)~A’ner"~ i n ex(’htsiv~"
on a basis his constituents could understand. He was not minded tn talk Otj
white or cnlored ~cupancv "’
choice
¯ ,neslgnx
..
- , -.,
(;rosst. Point’. Mich.
" " Itewas t~ot minded to talk of di~crintination
io the bo,
O~
ana tots.
lh(¯ ~)nslltutlon.
_ .......
, tth. . t
He wanted to ~omplain of ~isc.~mination ~t hr,m ". /n~ .New fork t’,q~s, ne
Adam~ ~aid prope~y owne~ emtl,m lh,. ~hiie
"
’
.’
"
I
~.
’i
A recel~ cnmparlso~t oK achievel)h,~ a private detective to intercried, were "picking on" Negro num~,rs ratketeers in Hath.m, ~hi]e
view prosp~’five homeowners. Apment leveN in St. Imuh
ing them of italian origin. Tn wild applause, he vowetl~yot, will not }u,shows that pupils in all-white
plicants are gr.ded on a .tint sys’ lh.,,d a,,..t,
~chool~ are outstripping their inte,n,’ p;,ze ,,f the n,.,,’,pap,’r. ~ ten,. aetording to nationality ,ace
~;=]t~;~U~O
grated contempor~ies.
~e Fo,aeer,,h Amend,~m wil~ ~e ~2 y,;ars ,~d fl,is, Sum,~w~. V,r I ql .....
[laVe* [~.’tan
n~st Of ehnse 92 ears
li, ,’~ ,,I h,~rm ~ f,,r ,ah" "’t,, u,)h~red.". ~)ints required for a Pole to qualify.
Y ’t’onst
" , " "tutional lawyers
.
’+gropul~
, " , ¯ x, ~
~ find
what really is meanl by equal protc(~on of the laws, No~, at la.[. on a
tl,~,~ ti,,li~ iltili~ th.t r.ltr pr,-fvr, ,,o’’ ~ for an Italian and 85 for a Jew.
Sunday aflerrioon at the Abyssinian Baptisl Chtl’lth on ~I/~.’,t 138th Stret’l,
,,lill c~l.t. ~.~t.n in S,,~ltli B,,nd. h,,~,.’ ~ "’Nt.~ro,’. and ()rientals ,ire alhr.w’d..I lh,’ li~t .n all,it v...,nt
lhi~ solemn
question
lands
ils
~l]limah:
al~wer:
E~ttlal
r~ht~
t.r
N~.~ro
nnol~
,~t N~lr~. I),tnw pr,-.ideld lh..Inlr~h. I i.~ points ~lt all,’" Adam~ t’~mtin~c~l. ~ liiiHin~ to r.~ well ,d.’ad of t~o ire~l~
_
~ ...... , ....... :+, w~.~ ’dl lrwt~ o~ ~ood ~lll ~h;~irm,~ -f tht. i"vd~.r,d Civil Right. ~ h:~r~in~ lh.t ~tlcll l~,~iill~ .l~ tl.- ~1~’: ~ith .I.mt 25 per c, nl
bets hankers._
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St. lou s Voters
Turn Down Bonds
For Negro Schools

Onward and Upward in Harlem
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Nashville’s Conspiracy Of Silence ’Churches B ck’Sit-Downs’
(Continued from page I)
"’But you a.s Mayor dismiss this
[church-supported colleges and
press," and freedom of choice belightly and say to a small group of
and Division of Christian Citizenship. !institutions.
longs only to those who have the
it said "the demonstrations are not!
The 100th General Assembly
startled merchants, ’Break the sonaked power to indulge their decial customs of the ages, give up
simple instances of lawless behavior, :
sires, regardless of the rights of
the Presbyterian Church, U. S.
your perogatives under the law,
bl,t a o)eans of testing both law and
others."
Jacksonville, Fla., this month fountl
and get the Negroes off my hack.’
unwritten mores by which separationI
On4. store lUltnager commented,
delegates voting about &.to-I .ill
of
tile
races
are
maintained."
"By our highest moral precept-"This is a strictly business prnposi[ favor of a statement urging ~
The G()ldun R,,le--we sternly remind lion."
o~ning of the d~ ~ o~ ~
Claiming that ChriStian teaching~
you that we II|ust love and resI’n~ct
suppo~s "the rigM of c i v il dis- I
lions to qualifi~ ~uden~ wi~.
Said another: "M o n e y is all
the thai-given different’us of our
regard for r~ciai
we’re interested in. i’ve got dollar
obediance" in certain c rcumstances,,
nei~zhl~)r as we would have him love
marks in my eyes."
t h e report argued that civil dis-~
The pro~ml was pre~nt~ bv
and respect our~,.
But Nashville’s branch of the W. T. oht, diance might even help exalt the ~ Washington, D. C., churchmen.
Grant Co. chain was not a party to
dignity of the law.
I denomination has ~ off
"Tile Christk, u act. the moral act
the surrender negotiatinns. Grant of[a~ainst segregation since 1~,
is to r e s p e c t the integrity of our
~e
re~fl
~mted
that
o
n
¯
ficials saicl if Negroes sought service
[delegates to th~ month’s m~g
neighbor; it is an-Christian and imsour~ of ~e "sit-down" demomtrathere, they win,hi Ix, refused.
moral to destroy his integrity by a
tions h the eh~ch’s teaching of the
~eard complaints that "minion wo~
And in New York, Detroit and
m Af~ca" is being handicap~
forced and unwanted introsion.
¯ gnity of all men before God.
other
points
North,
national
chains
--..r
.,~
caue nahves can t get Into Sonthe~
"Bot you, frightened, quickly tell
..
., ~
held stockholders" meetings this
the out-of-state disciples of Martin
South ~.~,,~ ~ wrote coueges, tnsteao, toe
voted
to
aid
fiotin~
month. All agreed that they should
Luther King that morally, they have
~ ..........
. mixers whined the Af~ca~ take
not be expected to lead the way to
~’scholarships provided for them
a right to intnlde where they are not
integration
in
the
South.
wanted¯ This advice of yours is, in
i
’hind the Iron Curtain without racial
Despite picketing by the NAACP
fact, immoral.
I Echoing t h e National Council’s’ discrimination."
. .
and CORE, the Kress, Woolworth
I statement was Rev. George L Cldi- The assembly
v o t e d down
"What about the rights of white
and Kresge chains joined Grant in
let local
!gun, Episcopal B~shop of Missouri. _Flor~da.-sponsored plan to
citizens, Mr. Mayor? Have you
stating that their policy was that
-At
........
decide for themselves
forgotten them? Or h a v ¯ you
~
a May ,J ITleetnlg or r ne ! ~Preshyteries
.
of following community customs.
, how to handle the race que~tmn.
diocesan convention in St. Louis’
handed them to the merchants
A revealing aftern~ath to the Nash-[
also--to sell to the Negroes?
Christ Church Cathedral, Bishop
I (Editor’s Not~Another stedlng
ville surrender was an article earried l
Cadigan praised the work of the
on page one of the New York Herald
[ example of democracy in acfionl)
The same regulation states that il
"This is no question to be solved
NAACP and applauded the "sitTribune on May 15. A reporter for!
applies to any place where [~ in
by easy slogans, Mr. Mayor; no
l
~at
down"
efforts.
the
paper,
Bobert
S.
Bird,
went
to
l
question to be solved by a mob on
ready-to-eat form is ~ld or se~.
Nashville and interviewed officials Of,wo o
Violators may ~ fined $1~ [or each
the street corner mocking the
s]
:’" :able. ~ooAt~! integratiohhn-minded m i his let
’;~d~ c~a~"" s in~ti~d~:~:,
the six stores which agreed to serve
ti~,s~i’~m~er
day of violations.
sacred ritual of pra)er. The mob
as. ,b.c. e,n~e
l,e c. t e d
..........
r
t e Unl¢eU
rresnyterian
Negroes.
Ism.
the bishop said, or the possl-; .........
does
not
pray
to
God,
Mr.
Mayor,
Other Tennes~e stah~tory proviDescribing
terms
of
the
agreement
bility
of
nuclear
warfare.
~ t.norcn, tne nev. rterman t.. tnrner
for the Kingdom of Heaven -- it
sions give store managers the clea~
. recognition, or the lYor
. ~won
a narrow victory over a New
as "permanent, total, uncontrolled de- ¯ "’It is rather the
threatens the Mayor and demands
k Negro in the race for the post
right to choo~ their own customers
the
secular
satisfactions
of
’comsegregationBird
said
m°fe
rthesec
h
a
neatingt
s
wonderedPlaces""lack
of,
recognition,
~°f
the
’colored
....
and provide penalties lot ~ns re
Turner one of the architects of the’
persons as persons, lO my nllnU
plete integration’ -- regardless o|
l[ 1
fusing to leave the premiss.
¯ - ~ .....
t . mamrestos
.t .
,’~tmma
whether the move would "give rise
" ....
, .’ all,,,pro-integration
the rights of others.
IS
one oI toe nlalor miracles ella[
t
.a.~
~ .~¢~ ~ . s
McBride and Adcock said it was
to more violence, or drive cnstmners the non-white popuhxtions have nntl.
.,.
..
;,
,., ., .iorK
~ Hawlqns ol. l~;ew
~
"The people of the City of Nasha .r ~ . .
t ,. , ..
,,, tier r.lner L.
u~ to the attorney general to decide
away."
ville refuse tu ~ coerced by a mob,
whether the law should ~ enforced.
nv
a
vote
Attributing h i s conclusions to I Bishop Cadigan, who came to Mis- : ti~)n’s meeting in ol
Cleveland,
,~1-,~ at toe
Ohio
oenommathis
white or black. Civil law and ChrisGreenville Pit t s, vice-president of
TFCC officials then called on
sou.
from
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
a
year’,
month.
tian
law
forbid
it.
Coy. Bu[ord EIlington, who won
I Harvey’s Department S tore, who
ago, attacked all forms of sugre~ation! The 69-year-old Turner said he
acted as spokesman for the integrated
election after campalg~ng ~
"’We demand that you reassert the
--in education, employment, housing, l hopes to see a merger of the 3,209,old-[~hlon~ ~g~gationist," to enmerchants, Bird wrote:
law and enforce it!
votiu~, hospitals, restavrants
a n d 000-member U n i t e d Presbyterian
~o~e the ~g~gafion regulation
"’The
merchants
found
that
the
Christian churches.
"Do not turn it over to an extra;Church with the Presbyterian Cht,rch
¯ nd punish o[ficials of violating
essence
of
the
whole
problem
lies
legal cnmmittee!
"For many, many years I
have ;of the U. S., the Southern branch of
fi~s.
in the degree of commnnity acbeen
a
member
ol
the
NAACP,"
he
"Do not turn it over to the merthe denomination.
Ellington, too, said be would haw’
ceptance of integration. Their exboasted, tie complained that askin~
chants!
perience was that a community
to consult the attorm~ ~eneral.
A past president of the Georgia
Negroes
to
wait
indefinitely
will
"Do not tun~ it {wet to the mob!"
must have "preparation" of some
Council of Churches and head of
The governor said he would have
only make them servile or ag(Editor’s Note -- The mob rekind, w h e t h e r through vigorous
the Atlanta Christian C o u n e i !.
no comm,.nt unUl Attorney General
~rressive, and in neither case can
ferred to in the above statement
white leadership or otherwise, heTurner believes "steady pressure"
George McCanless has issued an
they regard themselves as persons.
is the one which formed on April
tore a de~egregatlon settlement can
, will be required to achieve integreopinion.
he reached,
19, after a born b shattered the
lion.
In a telegram to Ellington, ~Villis
home of Negro agitator Z. Alex"’In Nashville, they said, there w’,t~l North Carolina’s Episcopal clergy,
Ayres, chairman of the Memphis
He said "the majurity of city restander Looby. The blast occurred
no preparation of the community tin-~ o,~tvnted, s~.~regati, n-minded laymen, ’~ dents are ready to accept integration,
Shelby County chapter M the Tenat $ a.m. By 1 p.m., a protest mob
til it came through violence.
, flus m(mth. As a result, Negr)es w II h.t the rural areas ;ire strongly, o~
nessee ~deration h~r ConstituUona]
of 3,000 Negroes was marching on
"Thc ghmn,y view expressed hy ’be admitted to a y.uth cam~
fi)r posed, and are resisting any ch;;nge.’
(;overnment, said he was "distressed"
City
Hall.
9-to-I l-year-ohl~ this summer.
that Ellington had made no statePiers ~s that other Southcru communi,
E
a
c
It
participant
h
a
d
mimeomane.
ties may have to ~o thrnngh the same
Mectin~ at Tar~ro, N. C., on
graphed
instructions
telling
him
distressing violence it white leaderMay 11. the Diocese of Noflh Carp- ~ Financial support has been offered
The wi~ urged EllinMon
where to go and what to do.
ship d~:s not act to prepare the white
lina was urged to oppose acceptane~ , Negro "sit-down" demonstrator~ by
"examine the police ~wen o[
Leaders of the Negro mob were
comnmmty for ’what it knows ~s in~the C-.gregatiooal Christian Chorch.
o~ Negr~s at C am p Cheshire
state vest~ in you as chief execuequipped with typewritten preevitable."
Junior. Laymen voted 3g to 17%
tive and t~e p~mpt and effective
~ The demonination’s Board of Home
pared statements to deliver to the
in favor of segregation, but the
steps to enforce the regulation and
"One outstanding ad v ant age
~ Missions in
it would
¯ New York said
mayor and the public at large.
clergy
" who were
to push the six re,laurels
’[ rove
¯ financml
which existed in Nashville was that
- vot~ 68 to 6 to integrate
aid to Negroes
The whole affair, according to onthe camp.
Nashville which violated this reguthe white ~pulation has always
expelled from colleges for picketing
the-scene reports, showed evidence
lation."
maintained a working commu~ca: or demonstrating against private nrop.
_
of
extremely
careful
planning.
lion with the Negro population,
Guy. Ellington said he ~ceived a
erty right~. It also offered help to
For the third straight summer, there those who w~.re fired from their jobs
It is straining credulity to beTh~ has ~en done largely though
nmn~r o[ simil,;r telegrams from
will
be
no
youth
meetings
or
camp:
a~
~
re~t It of their "s t-down’ activian unusually big Negro intellec~l
lieve that such a demonstration
TFCG officials and meml~rs throughsessions at Hemlock Haven, owned:ties.
could be spontaneously organized
~mmuni~ in th~ ci~ of universiout the state.
by the Episcopal Diocese of South-;
ties and ~tio~l chu~h headquarEarlier, the Davidson Coun~ chap- and carried out in just S hours on
I
western Virginia.
Tuesday,
a
working
day.
ten
organi~fiom,
tar of TF(:~ in Nashville im’d t~ed
B
is
h
o
p
William
H.
Marmion
; An integration resolution has been
In
view
of
the
recent
confession
to ave~ possible violenee by calliog
"The merehant~’ ex~rience with
called on the diocesan council meetadopted hv flw Southern synod of the
of a Negro in Little Boek that he
’the white community was more (hs-,
on Nashville Mayor Ben ~est to
ing at Lexington, Va., May 13 to
wa~ paid to bomb the home of a
illu~ioning to them than their expert, Evan~elicM aml Reformed Church,
uphold the law.
let Ne~oes a~end integrated camp
Negro girl attending an integrated
l enee with the Negro commnnity,
In a statement issued Ap~] 20 ~ut
Mectin~ in Burlington, N. C.,
session, but ~gregate the camp by
school, is it too much to suspect
mainly I~causu the white community
I month, the 17,419-member g~up
ignored by the press, Dr. Clyde Alley,
se~. Laymen re~ed to accept the
that
the
same
thing
might
have
failed
to
provide
the
businessmen
declared that "o~ people ~ace the
chairman o[ the l)avidson Connty
plan, and the camp will be closed ~
been arranged for Br’er Loohy?
with an ’umbrella’ in the form o~
TFCG chapter, told Mayor West:
challenge of inte~acial justice in the
to
youth
meetings,
r
Our sources report that Nashville
conmmnity acceptance. Since white
, community and that we reco~nlze
’%Ve ~emand, Mr. Mayor, that you
police have not e v e n considered
leadership was deficient, the downThis year’s vote followed the earlier~
that ~mmunity ~acilitle~ ~hould ~
en[or¢~ the law o[ the land and
this interesting point. Could it be
town stores were left isolated and impattern, in which the clergy has gun-~
made available to all titizen~, re.
this ei~ and state.
that Looby’s home was bombed by
~riled by what they considered was
erally favored integrated youth meet-]
gardless of color."
"In addressing the Negro mob on
Negro agitators executing a carereally a comnmni~ "morar issue,
ings at the camp, while laymen have~
Tuesday a[tem~n, April ]9, yon
~ The resol.tion ~vas presented by the
fully prearranged plan? We believe
"In negotiating a settlement such
bitteHv" opposed integral t~n
claimed that you would enforce the
chairman of the sucial action comit’s worth looking into.)
as this, Piers advised, it is better to
Suuthern Presbvtvrian leaders have mittee, Bey. Marlin T. Schaeffer o~
deal wi~ h Negro nego~ators exc!nOne corresvamdent reported t,} The
voted tu s pee d up integration in Lexington, N. C.
"’~ut then you t~ed a~und and Citizens’ Council:
sively. When w hire sympathizers
encouraged the mob to violate the
with
the
Negroes
are
allowed
to
sit
"As yet, only a few lunch connters
law by suggesting that their
aronnd a confe~nce table, they tend
have been integrated. Gener’dly, only
coune was Io prevail u~n the
t,, "orate ,,n the moral issues,’ whereas
the poor eat at the lundi connters.
It
merchants by ~espass, [o~, and
the Negro leaders will get down to
The rich in Nashville still have their
obst~cting commas.
brass tacks and advance the di~.usrestaurants and clubs. They have
"This is mass violation of the law. Ix.co very self-sacrificing in their
It is a forn~ of insu~ecfion.
willingness to integrate thc poor man’s
""When ~he Negro ~ide comes ~
"You gave in to a conspiracy di- scht~l aml the pod r o,an’s }linch
retted ~y a nationwide networ
connter~. But stone of the shrewd
fl~e poinL" the ~t~e e~ecutive ~aid, The Nalional Board of the Young demon~t~aUon~ o~ ~h~den~ ~eeking the
anxious to foment disc~)rd and dest~y and wealthy saints wilt) have been
’it’s ~.~ ~ have the ~ympa~zing ~Vo m e n’~ Chrism/an A~oeiation e~minaUan o~ tho~e p~ac~iee~
conveniently suffering by proxy are
whi~e leaders ~u~t ~e~ a~ide. We
the law and private prnperty fights.
(Y~VCA) has is~;.ed a policy s~ate- deny ~ecogniti~n o~ bhe common
now wonderiog if they have opened
found that the Neg~s them~Ives
"You v~t¢d your ~s~nslbili~
merit ~upporting Negro "sit-down" humanity of all a~ childwn ~f
kn~w
whal
they
w~L
know
~h~
n
Pandora’s
box
of
integratior,
for
the
as Mayor and turned it over to the
demon~tra~ion~ m the South.
they
will
yield
on.
and
that
they
can
(Editor’s Not~In fairness to
merchants and the mob.
iNegrt)es’
~e statement, sent to more than
I~ [ully t~sted)
I~al YWCAs, i~ shmdd be emp~"’Meanwhile, the veil of secrecy
"’Eating tngether, hy the most an-[
1~ autonomous comm~ity and
si~d that the a~ve s~atement w~
and the w elk h t of supp~ssed
" Commenting on ~e p~s blackci,,,tt costoms in all hinds and among[
student YWCA units, said the ~ard
issued by t h e YWCA Nation!
opinion hang like a p~! over N~h~t, Pi~s ~id "’the ~w~a~ ~d
all i~.oples, is not a me~ matter of l
would ask officers o~ nation~ store
~ard in New York. It is NOT
villa.
the
I~al
bro~c~fing
media
d/d
go
hal)hazard ~nvunicncu. hnt a s~’ial[
chains to act so that "’se~ice at their
binding on I~al un/t~. Sup~
along
wi~
playing
down
~e
news"
"In
Nashville
t~ay,
the
[r~dmn
lunch
counte~,
wherever
they
may
syndml with grave aud intimate im-~
and pa~ons of i~al YWCA ~aeili~
o~
the
/m~ing
inte~afion,
’
of
the
press
is
the
"freedom
to
sup)ort.
be located, ~ provided without ~sm u s t asee~in f o r t~mselv~
"’~is was cons~ctive." he said.
cr/m/nation to all desi~ng this se~whether the I~ ~it endor~ or
"We asked ~em to do this, ~ice."
onnnses the stalem~. If the
.
ease we thought it w~ a ~s~CA is op~sed ~o ~e natin~
The ~WCA ~tatement c~ntinued,~
sa~ ~/ng in the handing o[ this
"~e national ~ard records its ~up~l~y, wide nublicity shoed ~
problem~sibly ~e mo~ necesport o~ the .bjectives of th nonviolent
given the fact.)
s~y action o[ ~1. And the Negus
(Contimw(l from page I)
()ffk’ials of the Tennes.~,e Federation for Constitutional (;overnulent
were quick to protest the ~nrr(,nd(.rI)y-suhterfuge.
Pointing to state restaurant reglllalions requiting segregation o[ the
races in all eating facilities, fl,.y
mamh.d that action he ta[(.n against
the merchants.
State Conse~ation and Commerce
Commissioner ). Brents McB6de and
EIliott ~V. A(hoc[, director o[ the
Hotel and Restaurant Division, were
urged to en[or(.e a regulation which
states flatly:
"Restaurants caleHng to
white and Neg~ patrons should
~ a~anged ~ that each race is
pro~rly ~gre~ted. Seg~gation
will ~ ~nsld¢~d pro~r whe~
each race shall have ~p~rate entrants and ~p~r~te [utilities
eve~ kind ~ces~ to prevent
patrons o[ the diffe~nt races [rom
coming in ~ntact with one another
in anteing, ~ing ~ed, or at ~ny
other time until they leave

YWCA National Board Says
Supports Negro Demonstrations

SUBSCRIBE NOW

Citizens’ Councils
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Ph’ase enter my subscripti<m to the Citizens"
Co,n(’il as follows and find p;tynlt’lll enclosed:
r ~ For One Year
S~.~
(Ple;l~e Print)

Address ....
City
St;lie

were in f~l a~rd on that ~int.

... ,he the des gr - FEPC Law Beaten In Indiana City

fion of the lunch counters had ~en
headlined all over the front page,
it probably would have incited . . .
wore viol~."
"Fhu~. ~i~ N~q,~ilh- ~t.r,...-hl their
wh~h, ~u~t.m,.r~ ,l-~n the. ~xer~in
~.crccy. And dt~ma~cd Nad~ilb,
,-~i~..~ had h, wad a Mcmphi~ ,,r
~,.~ Y.rL .cw~p.q~.r to fred .ut wi~:~t
h.ld h.ppc.~.d
~~[ tll;tll~ N.~q~x.dh. r,.~idcnt~, thi~
acc.nnt is thci~ first [.ll report on
c~cnt~ in tl..it tit,. ~1.... Ir,.~.d.m
.f tl.. press has I~.t.~ pe~’rted int.
"’trccth.u to ~q~press"~[or a pfi~..

An Indiana t ity has voted down
an FEi’C law ~hich wouhl have required I~u~ine~mcn to hire Negro
w~rkt.r~, re~ardlc~ of personal preferonce.
An .rdinance e~tahlishing a Fair
Emph,ynn,nt Practice Comm/~i~n in
Elkhart. Ind, was (h.feated hy a
6-h,-3 ~ote at a .May 2 ci~" conncil
mt.t.ti~. It marked ~e second time
in three y~-ars that EIkharrs council
has deft’areal an FEPC measure,
A e~wd of i~ ~r~, ~stly

Negroes. pa~ed the ~unc~ ~ambet for the vole. ~u~ilman I~
Kell desexed ~e FE~ ordure
as "ball bat legislation, somet~ng
~aken from another ci~ a~ ~t
suited to Eikha~."
Co.ncilman Clenn O. Davis said he
c~pl~)sed legislative action in such
fields as employment. Opponents of
the ordinance also pointed out that it
was rushed through without committee stndy, and described it as nnworkabh..
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Mississippi Gulf Coast Is Organizing!
White Solidarity Is
Theme Of June 18
$2$-A-Plate Dinner

Louisiana Negroes
Fear Census Is
Deportation Plot

Census-takers in Baton Bouge, La.,
were wondering why so many Negroes
were reluctant to cooperate by giving
census information.
Then they found out. It seems outGuy. Earl K. Long said last
One thousand business and civic leaders of the Mississippi going
month that he was willing to start a
Gulf Coast will gather for a $25-a-plate dinner the night of Junefund to send dissatisfied Negroes back
18 as a demonstration of white solidarity in the face of Negro to Africa. The governor made the
comment on the heels of a "sit-down"
integration efforts,
demonstration
The banquet will be held....at the Edgewater Gulf Hotel, mid. . . . ". . by Negro college stu nems tn eaton nouge.
way between Gulfport and Bdoxt, M~ss., on U. S. Highway 90, A,~,~-entb, the Nemm nt~mllatinn
of ]~to="~ ao~’ge took~-~v=’.-L~g at
at 7 p.m. Saturday, June 18.

Angry Whites Chase
Negroes Off Beaches
As Feds File Suit

The Mississippi Gulf Coast ~ where Negroes are trying to
iorce their way onto white beaches--is the scene of an intensive
Citizens" Council organizational drive.
Gulf Coast business and political leaders, joined by Mississippians from throughout the state, will attend a $25-a-plate banquet on Saturday night, June 18, at the Edgewater Gulf Hotel,
midway between Gulfport and Biloxi, Miss.
’
Featured s p e a k e r for the*
his word. A census official .com- An outstanding speaker wiLl~
address the m e e tl/~ g. He is Quave and police chief Herbert Mc""
"" orleans,
"’
"©Y "©’~
"~"~
Judge Leander H. Perez, power-Donnell.
--"- " New
zens’ "~otateus
m ..Orleans and
:-~a
ft. "~
t’erez ot ~
~ew
WhO " ’
" - -h
t’aek to Africa.
Basis of the action is a March 8,
e_lsew~re
in
~
I
eu~d~
was
instrumental in organizing] rerez tm~ appeared o spa
"~ ~t’~’e~’oncentrated efforts of ful Louisiana political figure 1948 recommendation by the Army
....
and
a
longtime
leader
in
the
Engineers. The report urged a FedI government of.rosai’ls
....teachers and
~
CltiZeus
Councils throughout
-’-tform~ across
.,
reachers to dispel the rumor. But
. the nation man ¯ :
Citizens’ C o u n c i I movement¯eral grant of $1,133,000 to repair the
Lomstana.
Perez has been at ~m
times, def~t~
~.m beUefs
seawall, which had been badly damlb’ the Ne’~oes were convinced
and ptineiple~.
the forefront of the segregation
[tha’~’~ ~e censusS’wasn’t the first step Proceeds from the banquet willaged by hurricanes.
.
help
finance
further
Citizens’
The Engineers recommended the
fi
t intthll
theoleo
New
area, He is generally recognized as onq. ltowards denortation.
~ng~l~
GuLfOrleans
O-oast leaders
_.2___
Council organizational activities.
of Louisiana’s most powedul political
condition that ~tate and
figures,
and
ts
regarded
as
an
e
¯
-.
.
.
The U. S. Justice Depart,.uthoritim a.~ure ~p~t~
the bene~ of his_w~de..expen,- quent and forceful speaker. Perez /m~sst,~,-’l
ownership of the
sent filed suit in Federal Dis. public
enee in the field. He will speag is extremely active in business and ~,,~taam~.aa
its administration for public u~
h’iet
Court
on
May
17,
seeking
only.
on "White Solidarity M e a n s civic groups in New Orleans, and is
well-known throughout the nation.
an order opening Mississippi Subsequently, the Mississippi LegWhite Beaches."
of Harrison County and
Gulf Coast beaches to Ne, islature authorized use of the Federal
Proceeds from the dinner theOfficials
funds and Congress approved the
cities of Bfloxi and Gulfport
groes.
will enable the Citizens’ will appear on the program along
pro~ect on June ;30, 1948. Congress
The suit claims that Gulf Coast
Councils to continue and ex- with Perez. Gulf Coast business
specifically ~rovided that the authoriofficials violated a Federal contract
zation be in accordance with the
pand their widespread organi- leaders, particularly those with fiCitizens’ Council leaders from 11
by keeping Negroes off the beach.
plans and subject to the conditions
interests in the tourist trade,
Southern states have agreed to reExtremely popular with tourists
zational activities, which are nancial
are welcoming the dinner meeting
recom,,mended by the Corps of Engidouble
their
organizational
efforts
in
from
throughout
the
United
States,
currently concentrated on the
enthusiastically.
neers.
behalf of Southern unity in the 1960
the
manmade
white
sand
beach
has
Mississippfs two U. S. Senators
Mississippi Gulf Coast.
presidential race.
Master of ceremonies for the eventraditionally been reserved for whites.

Ig

~ton

Renew Pledge
Of Dixie Unity

Louis W. Hollis, executive director
of the Jackson Citizens’ Council, who
is in charge of ticket sales for the
dinner, said demand is expected to
be heavy.
Hollis mid flakers may be obtained for Sg,~ each by completing
the couoon at the bottom of this
page and returning it to the Cititern’ Courier office in room 813
of the Plaza Building in Jackson,
Mi~.
Tickets may also be purchased from
R. B. Patterson, executive secretary,
Citizeus° C o u n c i I s of Mississippi,
Greenwood, Miss. In addition, they
will be available at several locations
along the Gulf Coast, including principal hotels and motels.
Judge Perez is currently serving as
district attorney of Plaquemines and
St. Bernard parishes (counties) in
Louisiana, a post he has held for
more than 25 years. Generally recognized as one of the nation’s foremost
authorities on constitutional i a w,
Perez has s p o k e n throughout the
United States in behalf of segregation and States’ Rights.
Perez is a graduate of Louisiana
State University and of the Tulane
University Law School. A practicing
attorney for some 40 years, he is
considered an authority on the tidelands controversy. He has testified
against proposed "civil rights" legislation before Congressional committees in Washington.

ing will be Bidwell Adam, Gulfport
attorney and chairman of the Mississippi State Democratic Executive
Committee. Adam, a former lieutenant-governor of Mississippi, is taking an active leadershi~ role in organizing new Citizens’ L;ouncils along
the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
Other prominent state and local
officials are also expected to be present at the banquet.
"Only about 1,000 persons can
be accommodated at the banquet,"
Hollis warned, "and we expect the
room to be filled to capacity, Anyone desiring to attend should order
tickets immediately."
He added that on orders received
after June 14, tickets will be held at
the door and may be picked up the
night of the dinner.
Gulf Coast leaders have extended
a special invitation to Citizens" Council members from other areas of Mississsippi, and from other states, to
be present at the dinner meeting.
They promise an enioyable weekend
for the entire family, with plenty of
tourist accommodations a v a i I a b l e
along "the American Riviera." White
sand beaches, swimming, fishing and
other attractions are close at hand-and still operating on a completelysegregated basis.
The banquet is to make certain
they stay that wayl

RESERVATION COUPON

GULF COAST LEADERSHIP DINNER
Ple, se complete this coupon and mail, with your
check, to:
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
813 Plaza Building
Jackson, Mississippi
Please send me
tickets at $25 each to
the Gulf Coast Leadership Dinner to be held Saturday,
June 18, at 7 p.m. in the Edgewater Gulf Hotel, midway between Gulfport and Biloxi, Miss., on U. S.
Highway 90. Judge Leander H. Perez of New Orleans
will speak on "White Solidarity Means White Beaches."

My check is enclosed for $

NAME_

(Please Print)

ADDRESS

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Tickets will be sent you by return mail.
On orders received after June 14, tickets will be held
for you at the door.

A group of 75 top Council leaders
athered in Jackson, Miss., May 7
r a regular meeting of the Citizens’
Councils of America.
The delegates heard Roy V.
Harris of Augusta, Ga., president of
the Citizens’ Councils of America,
declare that united Southern political action "could shake this country
from the top to the bottom."
"We must teach the left-wingers a
lesson," Harris continued, "and this
is the year to do it."
Harris urged that the South adopt
a no-compromise stand at the Democratic National Convention.
"We must recognize that we are a
minority bloc, and we must wield
the balance of power," he added.
Harris, a former Speaker of the
Georgia House of Representatives,
urged the South to choose independent presidential electors this fall. He
described the method by which concerted Southern action could deadlock the electoral college, place the
presidential election in the House of
Representatives, and possibly result
in the election of a president from the
South.
He pointed out that Alabama,
Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and South Carolina stand ready
to name independent electors. "It is
entirely possible that after the returns
are in from the Florida and North
Carolina gubernatorial contests, these
two states will rejoin the Confed-

~o

It has acconnted for millions of dollars in tourist business a lo n g the
thriving Coast--and wary businessmen fear the loss of a substantial
portion of their tourist trade should
Negroes gain access to the beach.
During April, the situation grew
increasingly tense. Several persons
were iniured A pril ~,4 when a
group of Negroes tried to swim at
the beach and whites stopped them.
The Negroes fled.
At least 15 persons were shot or
injured d,~ring racial clashes. Half-adozen Negroes were fined for carrymg concealed weapons.
Since the outbreak of violence, Negroes have kept away from the beach,
indicating they would take their fight
to the courts.
Negro leaders were jubilant when
they learned of the Federal lawsuit,
"The suit embraces what we are
trying to accomplish," said Dr.
Gilbert Mason, a Biioxi Negro doctor and leader of the beach integration effort.
In the Federal action, local authorities were accused of breaking
terms of a contract under which the
F e d e r a I Government contributed
$1,133,000 for constrnction of ,seawall
facilities along the beach in 1948.
The suit asks the court to order
officials to permit use of the beach
by Negroes as well as whites. Defendants named include the Harrison
County board of supervisors, the City
of Biloxi, Sheriff Curtis Dedeaux, and
two Biloxi city officials, Mayor Laz

era.~i" he
Southwide
added. conference of leaders in the Citizens’ Councils of
America was attended by delegates
from Alabama, Arkansas, F I o r i d a,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
’Dollars Against Dixie’
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas and Virginia.
Dinner Raises $50,000
In a welcoming address, Guy.
Boss Barnett of Mississippi said
For Detroit NAACP
"the Citizens’ Councils throughout
the South are making a great con°
The Detroit NAACP has raised a
tn’bution to the happiness and wel$50,000 "’l)o[lars Aginst Dixie" fund.
fare of all the people of the South,
More than 500 tickets were reboth black and white."
portedly sold to a $1f~)-a-conple din-I
Barnett pleaded for Southern nnity
her on April 24, at which ,Michigant
in the 1960 elections. "’We owe it to
Guy. C. Mermen \Villiams was l,re-I
fnture generations; we owe it to the
sented an NAACP life membership[
people of America to preserve the incertificate.
Speaker for the event was extegrit,y, of the white and colored
races.
convict llarry Golden, integration"We should e o m m i t ourselves
loving editor of the Carolina Israelunswervingly to Southern Unity,"
ire, who defended Southern lunchBarnett urged. "Our enemies want
counter "sit-down" demonstrations
us to go to the Democratic National
as "a natural and Christian outConvention divided: but if these 11
growth of the Negro’s struggle for
equality."
Southern states will unite, we can
whip the left-wingers."
Golden did not elaborate on his
"I’m not nmning for Vice-Presi- qualifications as an expert on Chrisdent," Barnett continued. "I want to tianity.
help save this nation of ours. I’m
going to work with you. i’m not
going to have to apolugize when m.vl
term is ended."
’
Barnett also nrtted the Council:
leaders to help "’tell onr st.qrv in every
state--North and Sonth. W,~ know ~e
are right, and a majority of the Amencan people are on our side. We must
c~’stallize public opinion."
Barnett was accompanied by attorney-general Joe T. Patterson and by’
Dugas S h a n d s, assistant attorney- ~
general.
Delegates from each of the 11
states represented at the meeting pre- t
sented confidential reports on current i
cond/tions in their states.

branded the suit "a raw, rank political gesture in an election year."
In a joint statement issued in
Washington May 19, Senators
James O. Eastland and "John
Stennls said Gulf Coast officials
"are being made the whipping boys
of trumped up partisan political
shenanigans."
"The Department of lustice was
driven to examining the terms of an
obscure contract executed by the
l~)ard of Supervisors of |larxison
County in 1948 under the anthorization of an enabling ,~t p,~d by
the Mississippi Legislature in order
to find even the remotest legal base
to bring this action," they said.
"They could find no basis for such
a suit in either the present or past
Civil Bights Acts and were forced
to dream up this so-called contract
theory.
"As far as we can sec, and we
have closely examined the bill of
particulars, it charges no offense at
all and it could nnt be based on a
breach of contract I~cause every/thing Harrison County agreed to do
under this contract has been done.
"If the situation were not so
serious, it would be laughable to
think of the Government bringing
a suit in such haphazard and unreasonable fashion with no specific
charges against any of the individuals named in the complaint.
"It is a travesty on justice to
use the iudicial processes for such
a nefarious purpose," they concluded.
C, ov. Ross Barnett and Attorney
General Joe Patterson pledged state
help in fighting the suit.
Several years ago, a section of the
beach was set aside for Nbgro use,
but the actiun was later rescinded.
At the time, anthuritics rcc.eived complaints of rel~ated instances of Negro drunkenness, brawls attd indecent
exposure on the beach, which were
offensive to tourists
and disturbed
residents of the area.

Mississippi

Outlook Is

"Gkmmy For NAACP
’
Black Monday was real!,~ black for
the NAACP thi~ year. A gh,)my Roy
IW kins told a May 17 NAACP rally
in Memphis that the South is "movin~
like a snail" t,ward integration
When asked whether he bvhew.s
Mississippi will ever be integrated,
the NAACP executive secretary de]clart.d, "I! re(l~res optimism (o say’
]that it will."
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Southerner May Win Presidency!
Tests Show---

Negro
Pupils
Lagging
Recently-completed tests of white
and Negro pupils in the Miami area
show a wide gap in achievement between the two races.
Florida school officials taint out
that under the state’s pupil assignment laws, the learning gap would
be a major deterrent to any integration attempt.
In one survey of 6th-graders in
Dade County, Fla., some 8,000 white
pupils and 1.~00 Negroes were given
the Metropolitan Achievement Test,
w h ic h measures reading comprehension, v o c a b u I a r y, arithmetic
fundamentals, arithmetic problems,
English and spelling.
In white schools, the top 25 per
cent of the 6th-grade pupils read
at the 7th grade-8th month level or
better. But the top 25 per cent of
Negroes tested could read only at
the 4th grade-7th month level.
The middle 50 per cent of the
white Oth-graders were reading at the
6th grade-Sth month or better. But
the middle 50 per cent of Negroes
""
read at the 4th grade level.
Figures for the bottom ’75 per cent
of both races showed whites reading:
at a 5th-grade level, while comparable
Negroes read at the 3rd grade-3rd
month level.
On an overall basis, the white
6th-graders were four months above
the national average in reading
achievement, while the Negroes
were two years and one month below the national average, for a total
actual difference of two years and
five months.
In other areas, white students
scored one year and five months
ahead of the Negroes in arithmetic;
two years and eight months ahead
in English; and one year and eight
months ahead in spelling.
A similar Negro educational lag was
shown in testing 8th-graders. The
California Achievement test was given
6,000 white students and 1,100
Negroes.
The top 25 per cent of the white
8th-graders read at the 9th grade2nd month level, while the top. ~
per cent of the Negroes could acmeve
only the 6th grade-6th month level.
The middle 50 per cent of white
students read at the 8th grade-lst
month level, while the same semnent
of Negroes read at the 5th grade-8th
month level.
Even among the bottom 25 per
cent, white stndcnts showed a clear
superiority, reading at a 7th grade1st month level, compared to 5th
grade-lst month for the Negroes.
The median group of white 8thgraders scored 10 percentile points
above the national average, while
Negroes were 41 percentile Ix~ints
below the national average figure.
Even the lowest-ranked white
students registered better scores
than the top-rated Negroes. The
tests reflect ¯ [gap of seven months
between the lowest white scores
mad the hi~hest Negro figures.
(See TESTS, p. 4)

Back In The Saddle Again! [Free Elector Plan
THE
SOUTH

A Southerner could be elected President this November, if
a Southwide independent elector plan materializes. That is the
conclusion reached by a staff member of Americans for Constitutional Action (ACA), a group of prominent conservatives from
both North and South.
"The stage has been set to permit the election, this year,
of a Southerner as President of the United States," said John J.
Synon, ACA’s assistant director, in a copyrighted article for the
weekly publication "’Human Events."
Headed "President From Dixie?--The South Holds the Cards
for a Spectacular Upset," Synon’s article is being given nationwide
distribution.
Syuon makes it clear that he is each state, regardless of size, has
one vote.
not talking about Lyndon John- but
"Even a cursory checking of the
son its the potential Southern Congressional
delegations," Synon
President. H e mentions Sen. wrote, "’will show neither party can
ttarrv F. Byrd (D-Va.) as the tmtstcr 26 state blocs~a majority~
the tit)use. Cannot, that is, if yon
"mos~ acceptable" choice for the in
take from the l)emocrats their ten

\Vhite ttouse.
’Solid South’ votes.
"Evt.n now, at the flood tide of
In his article, Synon pointed
Northt,ru l)emocratic strength, the
out that 57 electoral votes from
"libcr~ds’ can muster bnt ~2 delesix l),.’ep South states could very
gation majorities.
"In other words, given the best
well rel)rt,sent the balance of
of it, without the South the Demopo~ver in the November eleccrats ar~as are the Republieans~
tions.
a minority party.
lu these six states--Alabama
"Majority rnh’ is whitt coonts. If
Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Misthe majority of a state’s Congressmen
sissippi and South Carolina--voters
vote for a given candidate, that candiCITIZ ENS~ COUNCILt .TACKSON t
will have the opportunity this Nodate gets that state’s vote. So, while
vember to choose independent electhere is leeway for scalawags to jump
tors pledged to Southern principles,
the fence, party-to-party within their
rather than being bound by choices
delegation, it is probable that party
of the national conventions where
discipline will rule and those states
Southern wishes are ignored¯
which have a majority of CongressPowerfnl political leaders in all six
men of Republican per¯ha¯ion may be
expected to vote for the Republican
states -- and others, as well -- are
,ledged to the independent elector
candidate. And those No,hem states
with a Democratic majori~ may be
plan, seeing in it both a moral and
practical solution to the Sonth’s politiexpected to suppo~ the Liberal-Lalmr
Gentlemen:
candidate. And--it is pointless to
cal
woes.
Within the past few days, two incidents have occurred
The plan calls for the Deep South add--Southerners will snpport their
which are certainly deserving of your attention.
states to nnite, with each state’s elec- own man.
We shall take no position on either of these incidents, tars voting for an outstanding Sonth- "And these are the only candidates
the House can consider, these three.
since neither of them is directly related to our field of in-erner pledged to principle rather than
For, the Constitution alsn says, if the
In this manner, the Sonthern
terest; however, we do feel that it is necessary for you to doloc conld
Elec ora College proves u’nabte to
hold decisive power in
some serious thinking in the light of these two developments.naming the next President.
fulfill its mission, ’the persons having
the
exceeding
Perhaps a re-evaluation of some of your present attitudes is Synon believes the Sonth conld three,
onhighest
the listnumber,
of thosenot
voted
for’
called for.
wield enough infh,ence to get its by the college, shall be considered
One of the incidents to which we refer is the dapture in candidate elected, by denying South- by the House.
support to either party and thos
Argentina of a former Nazi leader, and his subsequent removal ern
"Translated, this m ea n s the
keeping either party from gaining an
Houm must choose from one of
to Israel, where he is now awaiting trial.
Electoral College victory.
thgse
three people: the Republican
Certainly, we agree that if this man is guilty of the heinous Such a situation woold exist if
nofninee, the ’liberal’ Democrat and
crimes charged against him, he should be brought to iustice. neither the Democrats nor the Rethe Southerner.
"With no faction having majority
No decent person could feel otherwise. Many of you have publicans were able to capture 209
electoral
votes--the
nnmber
needed
control the qnestion obviously must be
l~finted out this fact in your editorial columns~ however, this for a clear majority.
resolved by coalition. Which two of
is not our point.
If the two parties were deadthe three factions will combine to
We ask you, gentlemen, in all candor: What ff this locked with, for example, about 240
elect a President? The reasonable
criminal were not a German, but an American Negro, spirited votes apiece, then the 57 independanswer, it seems, woold be the two
ent
electors
from
the
Deep
South
most nearly cbmpatible, ideologically.
away from Chicago or New York and being held for trial in
would
indeed
be
able
to
name
the
And which two are these?
the Deep South for rape, or murder, or some equally-serious next President, either by bargaining
"As a handicapper, a person would
offense?
within the Electoral College or by
be well advised to rule out a marriage
of t h e Repoblicans (Nixon-GoldExamine your hearts and minds, gentlemen. \\’ould you not throwing the election into the"
House of Bepresentatives, where
water) and the Northern Democrats
be exhorting piously about the abuses thus accorded "doe process
(Renther-Kennedy). A n d if t h e
of law"? Would you not be angered over some imagined
Southerners had any idea of rejoining
violation of the suspect’s "civil rights’"? Would you not prothe Northern ’liberals,’ they hardly
would have come
this circuitous
claim to the world that it would be impossible to ~onduct a fair
rout~."
trial nnder these conditions?
Synon continued:
The second incident on our list is the recent mob scene in
Reprints are now available of
"So, t h e inevitable alignment
an
address
by
W.
J.
Simmons,
New York’s City Hall, where an American citizen was cursed and
would be that of the Republicans
editor of this publication, to the
and the Southern Democrats, thus
(Continued on page 2)
student body of Elmira College in
formal/zing a years-old partnership
Elmira, N. Y. on May 14.
¯ . This would be an entirely
In his statement, Simmons exnatural alliance.
plains the South’s position in the
"Given this, whose man would recurrent racial controversy, relating
ceive the 1 au r el, the Republican
Southern attitudes to Northern
candidate for President or that of the
customs and practices.
Southern Democrats?
His remarks were reprinted in
"’For the answer, look ,.again to the
full by the Jackson, Miss., Daily
Constitution. Look this time at what
also backed by most of the state’s
beaches. He pledged to preserve
News, which devoted an entire
it says regarding the Vice Presidency.
major newspapers.
segregation by all honorable, legal
editorial page to the address.
It says, when the Presidency is to be
But Bryant rolled up an impressive
and constitutional means.
Copies of the special page are now
resolved by the House, the Vice Presivictory margin of nearly 100,000 votes
available
to
interested
persons,
and
A former Speaker of the Florida
dent sha,U be chosen by the Senate,
to win the Democratic nomination,
several
thousand
copies
have
alHouse of Representatives, Bryant revoting as individuals, 51 votes being
tantamount to election in Florida.
ready been cireuhted throughout
ceived his legal education at Harvard.
the needed majority. The Senate’s
Bryant declared throughout his
the
nation.
He rolled up big majorities in the
choice, however, is restricted to the
campaign that Gov. Collins, an outnorthern and central portions of the
If you would llke a copy of
top two candidates (not the top three,
spoken "moderate" who called on
state, while Carlton carried Miami
this address, s/reply write The
as in the case of the House) in Elecmerchants to integrate lunch counCitizens’ Coundl, 813 Plaza Buildand the ,surrounding lower east coast.
toral College vote for Vice President.
ters this Spring, was out of step
ing, JaclL~on, Miss, Extra co~ies are
with most Fioddians on the race
Ironically, Gay. Collins was an"Now, since it is reasonable to asalso available for distr/but/on to
issue.
nounced as permanent chairman of
sume the Southern bloc will have less
your
friends
and
relatives.
Just
let
Electoral College strength than either
Bryant said Florida needed a goverthe Democratic National Convention
us know how many reprints you
m May 24----the same day his handof the tw6 major parties, it is reasonnor who had the training, ex~Sence
able to conclude its man, the South’s
i and the mind to combat ettorts to
licked "moderate" candidate was reintegrate schools, lunch counters and
radiated at tbe polls.
(See SOUTHERNER, p. 4)

An Open Letter To
The Northern Press

Segregationist Scores Big Win
In Florida Governor’s Race
Florida voters have delivered a
sweeping rebuff to racial "moderates"
by naminll{ a determined segregationist as their next governor.
Farris Bryant, 4~-year-old
FI~, attorney who urged ¯ firm
stand to maintain segregation and
States’ Rights, carried 55 of
da’s 67 counties in scoring a smashing triumida over State Sen. Doyle
E. Carlton, Jr.
The 37-year-old Carlton is the son
of a former Florida governor who is
now a member of the Federal Civil
Rights ~ommission. He had the sup~ of outgoing Gov. Leroy Collins
in the May 24 election. Carlton was

"Could Put Dixie
In .Driver’s Seat

~arty.
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Brownsv/lle~Havwood C o u n t y
deputies are checking reports that
Negroes are trying to pressure
Negroes to register to vote in
~e West Tennessee county.
Deputy Sheriff George Sullivan
said he had received complaints
that some Negroes had been told
they would be "fined or turned out
of the church" if they did not sima
up to vote. Sullivan said it was
reported that some Negroes had
been told by members of their own
race that their welfare c h ¯ c k s
would be stopped or their cotton
allotments taken away if they failed
to register.
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The Northern Press
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Chattanooga-~In answer to a recent integration suit, the Chattanooga
School Board told a Federal judge it
feared violence if integration were
hasty.
"In view of the temper of a large
segment of the population, these
defendants (the school board) are
reluctant to take a hasty step to
desegregate the schools for fear of
violence, bloodshed, civil riot or commotion," the board’s petition stated.

Attorney General’s Probe Of Voting
Rouses Cry Of ’Yankee Go Home’

Gatlinburg--The chief justice of
Tennessee’s Suprt;me Court, Judge
Alan M. Prewitt, bas told the Tennessee Bar Association that the judges
and the states mnst assert their rights
to the "clear intention" of the 10th
Amendment so as not to destrny the
sovereignty of the states.
, "Frnm now on, there will be a
I straggle hetweeu the advocates of the
10th Amendment and the advocates
of the 14th Amendment,°. Judge Prewitt declared.

(From the Charleston, S. C., News and Courier)
Nashville--By a n overwhehning
Extension of the U. S. government’s probe of voting into two more vote. students at Vanderbih UniversSouth Carolina counties confirms Southern fears of persecution in the name ity have eodorsed the prnposed with(Continued from page 1)
drawal of their school from the ore]of civil rights.
spat upon when he sought a permit to hold a rally at which he
Interference in local government by 3Nashington officials without integration U. S. National Student
knowledge or qualification is a form of tyranny. Carried to a logical ex- Associat ion..
could exercise his historic right to freedom of speech.
referendum conducted as ~
New York Maw~r Robert Wagner, in announcin~ that the treme, such a policy could set up conditions making some areas of our of A
the cam~ns-wide ~eneral election
ermit had been }efused, frankly stated that the New York region unfit for eivillzed residence.
tallied a 775 tu 3~ vote again~
The Attorney General of the United States has sent his agents into
the pink-tinged USNSA, elimasing
ity police force would be unable to protect this citizen, and Hampton
and Clarendon Connties to question voting records kept by reyear-long battle against mem~rthat mob rule would prevail should the rally be held. "Free spectable representatives of the local populace. Because he has indged aship
in the group, which w~
speech is not the issue," the mayor asserted. But evasion can- the number of Negroes registered in these counties to be tot~ small, this branded as "a great de~ t~ ’l~federal officer presumes to call in the police. He already has invaded eral’ for Vanderbilt."
not conceal the cold truth.
County on a similar mission.
:
Now, I~entlemen, ~vhether you personally agree or dis- McCormick
A number of Vanderbilt students
qualified him to judge the qttalifications of South Carolina voters? have
also given their backing to the
agree with the citizen in question, whether you favor or oppose WhyWho
does this man assume more intelligence, greater honesty or a deeper expulsion of Negro ex-convict James
the purpose of his proposed rally, surely you will concede thati sense of humanity than the registration boards of Hampton and Clarendon M. Lawson, Jr., and to the firing of
things have reached a sorry state in our nation’s largest city when Counties?
Divini~ Sch~l Dean J. Robert NelIs it possible for a bureaucrat in a Washington office to assess the son. Few tears were shed on the
the mayor must baldly admit that he is helpless to oppose mob rule.
and political interest of the residents of Hampton and Clarendon? Vandy campus over the departure of
¯ And surely you will ~gree that it is in the finest traditions ability
Is the national capital the sole repository of honor and ]~erty in this
th¢*e two trouble-makers.
of American freedom for all of us to uphold the right of every- Republic?
one to be heard, no matter how much we personally may oppose
The signatures of several hundred Negroes on registration books show
the views he expresses.
that Negroes are not excluded from voting rights because of race. Is the Memphis--Federal Judge Marion
Boyd has denied a request by
We ask you this, gentlemen: Suppose that the locale Attorney General capable of judging qualifications except on the gronnd S.
of race? Is he really color blind when it comes to justice? Or is he Marvin Brooks Norfleet, Memphis at~vere shifted from New York City to the Deep South. Suppose
torney and strong advocate of States’
)rejudiced against white people in Southern States?
that the local NAACP were prevented from meeting by local
that he be Riven permission
For too long we have been aware of the contempt in which some Rights,
to enter the Memphis school integraofficials, on the grounds that maiority sentiment in the comAmericans hold Southern whltc people. They have developed a kind
tion ease.
munity opposed NAACP views. What say you then, gentlemen?
of bias that extends beyond race. They regard yeoman citizens,
Norfleet songht to file a brief as
whose
ancestors
were
among
the
earliest
pioneers
of
the
American
conWould you not s.hout from the housetops about "gross abuse tinent, as hillbillies and crackers. Though great Northern cities seethe with
a friend of the court, on ~half of the
of civil liberties, would you not deplore the "pofice state vice, corruption, murder, rape and subversion, these self-styled "liberals" white children in the Memphis eity
tactics" used to prevent the meeting?
school system. ~e integration suit
criticize peaceful and respectable Southern countrymen as though they
has not yet been set fi~r trial.
Is this not rank inconsistency, gentlemen? Can any of ~ou were foreign devils.
honestly lay claim to actin,g, in the public interest when you ahow
Today in distant lands the U. S. government is being assailed by enemies
vour own parochial vie~s to discolor and distort happenings ff the Republic. "’Yankee Go ttome" and "Ike Stay Away" slogans are Nashviil, e~The six Nashvilh. stores
hurled in Asia anti Europe. These people have been tokl that Yankee
haany miles distant from your homes?
which surrendered their hmch coonimperialism imperils their way of life.
ters to Negro "sit-down" dt’monstraWe hope, gentlemen, that you will remember the way you
As patriotic Americans, white Sootherners have denied these charges. tots are now finding that many of
covered the two stories ~ve mentioned, the editorials you wrote It is with shame and humiliation as well as anger that today they too are their former white customers a re
on them. Then, the next time vou feel constrained to produce being forced to say to William P. Rogers, attorney general of the United shoppin~ elsewhere.
a sensationalized denunciation "of the South, please apply the States, "Yankee Go Home."
Scores of onetime white patrnm
: If this be treason, we are in historic company.
same standards you used on these two events.
have cancelled t h e i r charge
counts at the six stores, and it is
To do otherwise would be to admit that you have adopted
extremely doubffd that Nero busia journalistic double standard. And we are convinced that
ness will incream in volume ~the vast majority of you would not do s~ intentionally.
ficiently to offset the drop in white
That is ~vhy ~ve wrote this letter. Not to tell you ho~v to
trade.
run your papers--just to get you to thinking, to tal~ing another
Indicatinns are that the more than
(From the Wall Street Journal)
200 other eating establishments in
introspective look at how responsibly you are handling th, e trus,t
Nashville
will maintain s~ict segreTiffs newspaper has always been among those who ~_’lieve that the zation, as required
placed in you by the American people. The times ctemancl
by state law. Tenmere
passing
of
a
law
tellin~
people
to
love
one
another
i~
onlikely
to
}mnestv, and cry out for a straightforward presentation of the
nessee’s Atto~ey General is still nnaccomplish its purpose.
decided on whether to enforce existfacts, ~ree from’bias or distortion. That is all we ask.
The New York City Administration recognizes the exceptions to its in~ regnlatinn~ a~aiost the six goilty
Sincerely,
p,ospects to broaden the Fair Housing Practices Law to cover the rectal, merchants, who are riskin~ $100-aleasing or sale of nearly all private housing in New York City. The preseot day fines and other penalties by opTHE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
law prohibits discrimination in the sale of all muhiple dwellinzs and of erating mixed eatio~ ~acilities.
one-family or two-family boosts built in developn~mt~ of 10 or more
Officers of the Tennessee Fedora~houses. Now all private housing is to be included, with two exceptions.
’ lion for Constitutional Government
The exceptions are, we think, somewhat notable. Anyone owning a ~have requested Gov. Boford Ellington
(From the Phoenix, Ariz., Gazette)
two-family home may choose the occupant of the other half. And anyone to uphold the law aod punish el,’ six
The perennial so-called fair emplo)anent practices act has been intro- renting rooms in a one-family house or an apartment may decide to offending establishmeots.
duced in the Arizona legislature again, and we hope it is with the same whom he will rent the room. Such a policy, of course, fosters discrimination
in its most intimate form, but the City Fathers doubtless know that it
old result. Despite its high-sounding purposes, the bill essentially proposes
more government meddling in private employment. The evils it represents is one thing to tell people they cannot discriminate against prospective
Memphis~Narren S. Webb. svcneighbors and quite another to tell people they have no right to choose retary of the Shelby Conoty q’FCG
are far greater than any small good it might accidentally do.
Supposedly the bill would forbid discrimination against private em- who shall share their homes.
chapter, aod other Federation leaders
ployes or job seekers because of race, religion, color or ancestry. Actually
Indeed, one may ask whether the law as it stands has accomplished have adclres~ed a number nf Memphis
it would be unenforceable. Anyone who wanted to practice discrimination its purlmse. Apparently not, else it would not need to he broadened, for civic clubs and P-TA groups in rewould find good excuses qutsid.e the,realm of the,act. On, the o.t, her,hand New York City’s population has not increased that much ~ince 1957. And cent weeks.
the door would be opened to legal harassment, ardn to mac~matt, o~ em- .if this new id’ea doesn’t work, will the next step be to include no~ only "~e respoose to their plea for conployers with legitimate reasons for their employment decisions.
tieighlxorhoods bat the rt~ms in pe~ples" homes?
tinued segregation and racial }larlnOlly
Beyond this, we do not believe the state has the moral fight to
has been most enconraging.
The
trouble
with
attempts
to
enforce
neighborliness
is
that
it
is
tell a restaurant featuring Mexican dishes, for example, that it must
simply
impossible
to
legislate
effectively
against
prejudice
or
a
state
of
saerifi~ the atmosphere which is a valuable part of its stock in trade
mind. People will insist on choosing their friends and neighbors and no
by stopping the practice of hiring only Mexican.. W_e do.not believe
"The hottest places in hell are
law is likely to stop them.
a Catholic book store shmdd be compelled to hire Protestants, nor a
reserved for those who in time of
Discrimination
nf
the
sort
New
York
City
seeks
to
end
will
end
Negro .lamd to take in white musicians. Discrimination is not all prejuouly if people themselves decide it is wrong. And then there will be crisis maintain their neutraJity."
~ R has a sound eth~enl ba~m~L
no need for force.

~.

Legislating Neighborliness

Undesirable And, Unenforceable
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Some.Cogent Questions ’ Left -W,ng
"

On The Race Issue

"
" That
Wr,ter
Adm,ts
)rced Race-Mixing Is Wrong

(From the FL Worth, Tex., Star-Tele~am)
In all the bitter struggle over civil rights, in Congress and On the lunch
counter front in Southern cities, sume of the soundest words that have been
(Editor’s Note-The following !t/on in public schools, the general peared. Homogeneity and class w, orkastide by Anthony Harrigan first i situation in the South has deterior- ing together assure a ’likeness of
POmken
.have
come
from were
a Michigan
named August
E. aJohansen.
eot the
most
cogent
in theCongressman
form of questions
posed in
recent appeared on the editorial page of i ated.
clientele in an), given place that even
speech by the Michigan representative in the House, and some of these the Charleston, S. C., News and
"The most stmtling part of tl~
restriction and discrimination cannot
questions are worth more wide-spread attention than they will get from Courier.)
whole business was the federal deachieve in America."
publication in the Congressional Record.
cision to start integration in, of all
Miss Arendt’s comments on States"
For example:
"To force parents to send their chil- places, the public schools. It cer- Ri~,hts are equally interesting.
"Has anyone said what I gravely fear the facts all too obviously " - dren to an integrated school against talnly did not require too much
’For some time," she says, "it has
will means to deprive them of imagination to see that this was to been customary among liberals to
~lficate-7.
that even.
as weindebate
~ero and
over
legal terminology, r~e- their
ations between
the races
this country
arewrangle
seriously
deteriorating?"
rights which clearly belong to them burden children, black and white, maintain that no such issue exists at
in all free societies~theprivate right with the working out of a problem all but is only a ready-made subd "Has .a.nyone ventured to predict with cotJidence whether what we
over their children and the social which adults for generations have
terfuge of Southern reactionaries who
.~to will
h~eye
w~!l
halt
or
even
lessen
the
daterioration
or
whether,
unhappily,
proauce more controversy, more fitigation, new demands for still right to free association."
confessed themselves unable to
have nothing in their hands exc~_
broader legislation, more mass demonstrations, furth~ brea,k,down in huThis is the conviction, not of a solve."
’abstruse arguments and constitutionid
Southern
political
leader
or
newsMiss
Arendt
strikes
at
the
absurdity
man,, and understanding communication between the races?
history’.
In the demands i¢or Utopia--and in the methods being pursued to paper editor, but of Hannah Arendt, of forced integration in the public
"In my opinion, this is a dangermeet those demands~are we foreclosing the methods of human progress author of widely hailed books on schools, saying:
ons error. In contradistinetlon to
o| the sure and lasting type ,?Y"
totalitarianism, contributor to intel"The conflict between a segregated the classical principle of the., EuroIn tones more olr sadness than of censure, Mr. Johansen pointed out lectual iournals such as Partisan Re- home and a desegregated school, be- pean nation-state that power, l~e
that all involved in the igsuc are being driven into extreme positions.
view and ~the Jewish Commentary, tween family preiudice and school de- sovereignty, i s indivisible, t h ¯
Under the pressures brought to bear on them, Southerners are un- and a refugee from Hitler’s Germany. mands, abolishes at one stroke beth power structure of this country ~
able to acknowledge that all qualified citizens have the fight to vote.
Miss Arendt’s criticism of forced the teachers’ and the parents" author- on the principle of division of
Under a division of civil fights and anti-civil fights forces into two integration appeared in the magazine it), replacing it with the rule of pub- power and on the conviction that
warring camps, no one in the North dares to offer "sober and solemn Dissent, which is subtitled "A Quart- lic opinion among children who have the body politic as a whole i~
counsel agains,t, artificial forcing in a difficult and dangerous area of hu-erly of Socialist Opinion."
neither the ability nor the right to strengthened by the division of
man relations. ’
The article, entitled "Reflections establish a public opinion of their power.
Under rigid attitudes developed within their own group, no Negroes on Little Bnek," is evidence that own.’" This is an eloqnent reply to the
"If it is trne (and I am convinced
can embrace the principles of moderation, patience and co-operation lest even in intellectual c/rcles com- integrationists’ demand: "Let t h e it is) that unlike force, power genthey be accused of falling in with the opposition strategy of divide and mitted to socialism there is realiza- children decide."
erates more power when it is dividedt
conquer.
tion of danger in forcing a revoluSome of Miss Arendt’s wisest re- then it follows that ~very attemptof
Representative Johansen’s words contain much that is correct. He
tion in race relations.
marks are contained in her discus- the federal government to deprive the
looks upon the Negro sit-down demomtratlons as a retort to enforced
While Miss Arendt is not opposed sion of discrimination.
states of some of their legislative
metbod~ which are not the way to real progress in race relations. He
to breaking down racial barriers, she
"In American society," says Miss sovereignty can be justified only on
regards the cynleal efforts to sway the Negro vote in northern areas
warns of the trouble the nation will Arendt, "people group ~ogether along grounds of legal argument and conand to promote Negro bloc voting as extremely dangerous.
encounter in forcing change.
lines of profession, income, a n d stitutional history. Such arguments are
The United States is made upof many ethnic groups, and great effort
Awareness of trouble ahead, she ethnic origin (race), while in Europe not abstruse; they are based on a
has been made to make the members of these groups into Americans with- says, "does commit one to advocating the lines rnn along the class origin, principle which indeed was upperout hyphen or prefix. To try to reverse this process in the case of Negro t h a t government intervention be education and manners . . . Without most in the minds of the founders o[
citizens is, as the Michigan lawmaker points out, promotion of a new guided by caution and moderation discrimination of some sort, society the Republic."
form of segregation while professing to abolish segregation.
rather than by impatience and ill- would simply cease to exist and very
In other words, if the States’ Rights
advised messages. Since the Sopreme important possibilities of free associa- of Southern states are crippled, the
Court decision to enforce desegrega- tion and group formation wnold dis- entire nation is crippled. Miss Arendt
supports the Sontherners’ position that
appear."
While opposed to discrimination "the Constitntion is silent on education and that legally as well as tra(From the Jackson, Miss., Daily News)
nnder color of law, Miss Arendt
serts that "discrimination is as in- ditionally, pnblic education lies in the
For many years efforts have been made to get a so-called Fair Emdispensable a social right as equality domain o f state legislatiun. The
ployment Practices Commission authorized in Congress.
connter-argnment that all pu bite
is a l~olitical right.
Many Southern political leaders have been abused and accused of
"The question is not huw to abolish schools are federally supported is
bigotry for opposing such silly legislation.
discrimination, but hog’ to keep it weak, for federal subvention is inOut in California, where screwballs and nutheads are a dime a
confined within the social sphere, tended in these instances to match
dozen, a Fair Employment Practices Act has been adopted and the
and supplement local contribntions
where it is legitimate.
FEP Commission is bushy engaged in drafting rules in the latest little
and does not trausfonn the schools
socialistic baseball game.
"There cannot be a ’right to go ’into
For the s e c o n d time in three
federal institutions, like the fedThe commission reveals some of the questions it feels will be unlawful months, the St. Louis Board of Alder- into any hotel or recreation area or eral district courts."
to ask eml?loyment applicants. Feast your eyes on the latest bit of Cali- men has defeated a so-called fair em- place of amusement,’ because many
Miss Arendt concludes that "it
fornia crackpotism, as follows:
r~l%’ment practices bill, which would of these are in the realm of the
would be very unwise indeed if the
1. Questions relating to birthplace: birthplace of applicant’s parents,
have forced employers to hire purely social where the right to free
federal government . . . were to
spouse or dose relatives; and the requirement that applicant submit
Negroes.
association, and therefore to disuse its financial support as a means
birth certificate, naturalization or baptismal record.
crimination, h a s greater validity of whipping the states into agreeAldermen in the Missouri metropolis
voted
14
to
12
against
the
than
the
principle
of
equality.
g. Any question about the applicant’s religious affiliations or churchment with positions t h e y would
going habits and any statement about the firm s religious feelings.
measure on June 8. A virtually"The fact that the ’right" to enter otherwise be slow or altogether unidentical bill had been defeated by
3. Any question about complexion, color of skin or other questions
social places is silently granted in willing to adopt."
directly or indirectly indicating race or color; It will be hwful, however,
a 14 to 10 margin on March 25.
most countries and has become highly
This brilliant writer, who was
to ask the color of eyes and hair of the applicant.
Proponents of the plan claimed it controversial in American democracy forced to flee from totalitarian ~perwould"outlaw discrimination against is due not to the greater telex:ante secntion in Germany during ’ t h e
4. Requirement that applicant affix a photograph to his application
Negroes in work on city projects." of other coontries bnt in part to the 1930s, has made an important conform is unlawful; likewise a requirement that a photograph be made
The measnre would have barred any homogeneity of their popnlation and tribntion to the discussion of the issue
after interview but before hiring or that it be suggested an applicant
employer who violated the anti-bias in part to their class syste~n, which of forced integration. ’,Vhat she warns
submit a photo at his option.
5. Any question relating to the applicant’s national origin or an- provisions of the bill from bidding on operates socially even when its against is the nse of totalitarian mecestry will be unlawful, including such questions as date of arrival in city projects for six months. The em- economic fonndations have disap- thods against Southerners.
ployer could also have been fined up
the United States, bow long a resident, nationality of applicant’s parents
or spouse, maiden name of applicant’s wife or mother, language com- to $500.
The defeated measure wouid have
monly used by applicant and how applicant acquired ability to read,
write or speak a foreign language. (It will be lawful to ask if the ap- placed a St. Louis Fair Em.pluyment
Practices Commission in the city’s
plicant reads, speaks or writes a foreign language fluently.)
(From the St. Petersburg, Fla., Independent)
Council on Human Relations. The
6. It will be unlawful to ask the address of the applicant’s spouse
Thc first report of the Govcrnor’s Commission nn Race Rclations has
(if living separatdy) and minor dependent children, names and ad- FEPC wonld have been given authority to hear complaints and con- been reh’ased by Cody Fowler, chairman of the commission.
dresses of father smi mother or of any other relatives.
It is diffieuh to cmnment on this report, for it is a masterpiece of
duct investigations about alleged iob
7. It wRl be unlawful to ask the name and address of the nearest
relative to be notified in case of accident or emergency, although you discrimination. It conld have sub- ~olitical douhle talk, which seems to carry out the opportunistic and unrealistic Collins line.
poenaed witnesses and records.
may ask for the name and address of a "person" to be notified.
If one reads the report between the lines, it seems to tell Florida to
One alderman blamed most dis8. You can’t ask about an applicant’s military experience in general, but can inquire about hi.s military experience in branches of the crimination in the St. Louis area on shut its eyes and swallow the integration pill and be grateful for the
labor unions. He claimed there were Collins sugar coating which Mr. Fowler has applied most liberally.
United States armed forces.
only 15 Negroes in the 20,000-mem- And anyone who refuses to swallow the pill is, it appears, a stinker.
9. Yon emmet ask the applicant to ’qist all organizations, dubs,
The general tone of the report seems to presume that Florida will
ber carpenter’s nnion, and no Negroes
seeieties and lodges to which you belong", but you can ask this quesat all in the 4,200-member elec- indeed swallow the medicine as prescribed by Gnvernor Collins and contion if the applicant is directed to exclude the name of any such group
whose name or character would indicate race, religious creed, color, tricians’ union or the 800-member firmed by the Cody Fnwler cnnsultation. But will Florida take the pill?
We don’t helieve so. The Collins scheme for a sugar-coated integration
cement finishers" union.
national origin or ancestry of its members.
But despite editorial carping from was repudiated in tile defeat of Doyle Carhnn who had adopted the
10. Questions of citizenship will require careful wording, dependapproach and received the Collins endorsement. The Collins candiing on the commission’s final drafting of regulations. In the proposed the city’s left-wing press, white St. Collins
Louis residents expressed satisfaction date was swamped hy a decisive mljnritT of almost 100 thousand.
draft, for example, the question "Of what country are you a citizen.~"
at the defeat of the FEPC plan.
The report calls for racial cnmmtmications and emphasizes the need
is deemed to be unlawful, but the question "Are you a citizen of the
for "deliberations of reason." Of course, there can he httle wrong with
United States?" is lawful. You may not ask if the applicant or his
sincere discussions and committee studies, but the false principles npon
parents or spouse are naturalized or natural-born U. S. citizens, nor
which the idea of f.rced integration rests can],)t he removed or made
can you ask when the applicant, parents or spouse acquired U.S.
e
a,y less unsonnd hy bi-raeial discussions.
citizenship.
In its reference to "deliberations of reason", the report failed to note
It is clear that any business firm being forced to follow the rules of
that the entire problem of racial integration of the schools was brought on
the FEPC will open its dents to frauds, aliens, subversives, homosexuals
this country by a supreme court which ignored the idea of "deliberations
cheats, murderers, rapists, street-walkers, thugs and plain, ordinary, gangsters.
reason" and followed its own inclinations in usurpation of the power of
The liberals will applaud California’s lint-headed politicians as pro- Illegitimate births in the U. S. have of
set a new record, according to the the Congress and the people.
gressive and all that sort of iunk.
So, falsely conceived, the idea of forced intez, ration ml,st be falsely deMeanwhile, if all of these things come to pass prepare to kiss businesses U. S. Public Health Service.
of all kinds goodbye in the great state of California.
The agency said in a Washington fined and falsely promoted. Anti tile Cnllins commission has done a fair
t~lth.
After reading the regulations, Mississippians should feel promd of their report that 208,700 babies were h)rn iob ofThe
has asked for fairness but has itself pre-eondemned
representatives in Congress.
out of wedlock in 1958. Thafs an any who Commission
might be opposed to integration.
u
Bnt if ~’0 want to get a ease of the shudders over what the liberal ~ncrease of 7,00~) over the 1957 total.
The Comn~ission assumes, hut fails to prove, that the idea of forced
element ~n this nation has done to the United States, consider for a moment Figures for 1959 won’t be available integration
is morally correct. Of course, the fnrcing tot~ether of the races
the fact that there are thousands of defense plants and other critical in- until next year.
which cannot fail to reduce the general moral standards of the nation is
The
report
showed
that
1958
was
d,,stries which will come under the "Fair" Employment Practices Act.
Califurnia’s experience with its cute new law shmdd cause alarm to the sLxth straight year a rise in the morally wrong.
The Commission assnmes, but fails to prove, that the forced infig~lre was noted. During 1958, one’
every patriotic citizen of America.
of every 20 babies born in the U. S. tegration uf the r~g’es in Florida wonld be economically correct for this
state
which thrives on growth and lives on expansion. The reverse is obviwas illegitimate.
More than ’~0 per cent of the total onsly correct.
Integrated beaches and integrated eating facilities would certainly
non-white births were registered as
illegitimate, with more than one of not attract more tourists to Florida, The reverse would be true.
Integrated schools would not cause more families to move to Florida
every five Negro babies born out
1
and buy homes and help build and stabilize our great state. The reverse
of wedlock. Thi~ compares with a
I
Citizens’ Councils
would most certainly be true.
~ per cent figure for whiter~or
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
one of every 48.
Integration of the schools would mo~t certainly not raise the standI
The District of Cohunhia remained s-ds of education in the public schools of the state. The reverse would
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
in first place on the honor roll of il- obviously be true.
Council as follows and find payment enclosed: I
legitimacy, with an illegitimate birth
Integration wonld certainly not brin~ more indnstry and more jobs
$2.00
[] For One Year .............
rate of 192 per 1000. or nearly 2~ and more payrolls to Florida. Industrial plants follow ~pulation growth,
(Please Print)
I
cent. It should !~ noted that x~hich has tx.en demonstrated here in recent years. Plants locate where
Washington’s population is aronnd 70 the schools are ~,od, recreational facilities are satisfactory and the moral
I
Name ............................................................................
per cent Negro.
inflnences are uplifting.
I
In 16 states, inclnding l~o0nlons
That integration would bring families and plants and tourists to
Address ...................................................................
New York ;rod California, social work- Florida is too ridiculous an assumption, even for a Collins-appointed coraI
ers have succeeded in snppressing all mision. That these, basically false, deductions can be made any more
City .................................................................................
statistical reports of illegitimate births, correct by community talks a~¢d the most friendly of discussions is equally
t..h.e, report stated. And while such ridiculous.
State ....................................................................... I
acrmn may placate minority groups,
Florida must face up to the problems of integration and soon. There
it prevents accurate statistical re- i~ little to indicate that the recent report with its false premisc~, doubletalk and political ~de-stepping will serve much purpose.
~,,
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Doctors Wonder Why
High Blood Pressure
Hits More Negroes

Gulf Coast Leadership Banquet
Is Rescheduled For July 21

~

Southerner

The $2~-a-plate Cillze~’ Counofl with ~evera] new Citizem’_.Councils in I port within the next few d~.ys, .with
Dinno~ o~ abe M~at~dl~t the proc~s o~ formation. The race.tangI ~ also in pro~ect elsewhere
New York doctors ~are stunning Dr. Muser argued that many I~ade~aip,
C, oe~ bus beg~ rmg’hed~]ed ~>r date was changed to permit these[ along the Coast.
~ records in an dlort to l~m’n Negroes in IAberta and in the Wmt GUl/
new Cou~ils to epmplete their formal J Several hundred tickets have alwhy more Ne _grOm than whites adler Ir~es had high blood pmmure with- July ~-1.
Ori " all set for June 18, the organiza~.’o.ns ana pr~en.t their of- ready .beqn sold ..for .the banqu,et.
horn high blo6d premure,
out urbanization. He sakt these popu- blmq~eg?t
d~te was changed to allow ricers and directors at the banquet. These tickets will, o t course, be
At a June 2 symposium, th~ medical latiom were more comparable to conLeaders of the organizational cam- I ho~o.r,ed, on the n.e,w, ,date..
~.n div.ided ~tnto two camps: those temporary American Negroes than are full participation by new Citizens’
¯ ~o...4.~, ~ ....~,, ~o k;~kh, l~cgets are avmmme at ego each
’Cour~-’ils ~f.I ~ or anized
who attributed the lied/rigs to actual South African nat~es.
.~..o=a
,~a. ...... k.; ....
ao ~, at leadmg Gulf Coast busmess estab’al
on~
the
Gulf
Coast
~ differences, and those who rePerheps West Mrk~a Negro~
v ....
kshments,
at ~o,.ks
Cxtizens
]ndg¢ ~ Pore~ of New Or- the Gulf Coast. A CRizens Courted ,,¢~r;,.,~
;,, and
no,,,,;
.... Council
’ lmed to couoede race ltfferenc~ and have a gmmtle ~ty ~o high , .....
, _~_,__ a_ .....
"
who thus sought to put the blame on Ido~d imcmm~, he sug~m~L Im
o"~ has been o-~ed at 305 West ................. ~ .............
H.oward Ave. in Biloxi, staffed by -’~;r~"deslrlng to order U&eU
lw/thologlcal factors.
~
suld=ct
,"Wh~.
Solidor~
Me=m
am,
~
Dr.
M.o~T,
declared,
the
, tl~
volunteer members of the nearby
*’It Ires long imen Imown,
t...
__.:,
~.~aldanatian that ’~rm~" ~ White i~1~. TI~ haslquet ~
¯.
u7 m. .urn
~ ~__....~...
uy ~.vu.
, Gounc.
il
Jackson County ~tizens
be
held
at
the
F_,dgewater
Gulf
.New. York T/me, reported o. ~me
,k ..... 7
;n th,. I .... h.~..ka
hiSJ,
blnod.pre~ure.in
Amm/een
3, that Negro.-in the United
l~td midway b~ween Gulfport .....
Ne~oes is too easy.
Organizatiom~ efforts have been corner of th~s
Mi~.," on U. S. High-"
~ have higher blood immur~
"r~ie conference was attended ~ a~I ~ilo~L,"
.......
~...e~emely ruee..~....ful. Already,. a to the Jackson office.
,wly .l~g ~ ar i p.m. on lnl~i- Ci~’ Council has been orgamzThe Thursday night banquet will
the social sciences, who sought ways ~ay, jay "~L
~! in Biloxi, a steering committee permit many families to enjoy a long
~m~ to nine times as ~ dlf- of working together to determine the
Council officials reported that or- ap~ and a membership drive vacation weekend on the Gulf Coast,
effects of culture and society on in- ganizational activ/ties along the Gulf i~ underway. Another Council is which features luxurious aecommodaIhaa do eomporable whites from~the d/v/dual health.
tions and numerous tourist attractions.
~ of high blood prem~.
(Editor’s Note~Imtead, per- Coast have been proceeding swiftly, ~¢d to be eltablished at GulfScientists attending the eonferenco he~s, they came across still another
example of race difference in a
m~red
by the
New York
Academy
enees
couldn’t
agree
on the highiy-la’ovable form.
came of the higher rate of high blood
And whether the soeiologlsts llke
._p~e~s~re_ among Negroes. ¯
it or not, even if their "strm"
(Continued from page 1)
"Perhaps some factor not now rec- theory is correct, it only demon¯ o.gnlzed,, may be the cause of the strates that Negroes are unable to
Vice-Presidential candidate, u n d e r
d{~mse, the T’mses report stated.
adapt themselves phydcally to the this provision of the Constitution,
Citizens of New Rochelle, N. Y., Rochelle residents wanted to do.
A soc/ologbt f r o m Washington demands impo~d by modem-day
will be precluded from consideration. a fashionable suburb of New York
(Editor’s Note ~ And where,
State Un/versity in Pullman, Dr. Nor- white soeiety, eqseehily in .rban
"rherefore, since the South ean~ City, have voted nearly four-to-one pray tell, were t h ¯ swarms o[
man Scotch, reported on a study of areas.
not in fact, have its Viee-President- in hvor of continued school segrega- Southern reporters, investigating
committees, etc., piously telling
,1,053 Zulu tr/besmen in the Union
So c~l it a race difference, or a
iai candidate named Vice-President, tion.
¯ of South Africa.
racial eharacterbtie ~ take your
In a May 9.4 election, New Rochelle New Yorkers how to run their afit must get the Number One spot
Dr. Scotch declared that the 505 pick! Either way, it proves a point.)
or take nothing. And the South, residents favored building a new ele- fairs? Just imag/ne the way the
natives who moved into cities had
having come thus far, will hardly mentary school on the site of the pre- New York press wouldplay the
"significantly higher" blood pressure
dominantly-Negro Lincoln school A same story if it happened in the
agree to that sort of hanky panky.
than the 548 natives who stayed in
It has been too long in the sha- $I,300,000 bond issue was approved South! We Southerners can be
rural areas.
for construction of the new school thankful we were raised to mind
dows for that."
Thus, the sociologist ondnded,
our own business and let other folks
Synon pointed out that the South- by a vote of 7,992 to 2,330.
the stresses of city life on the Zulus
Opponents of the plan~ineluding
tend to theirs.)
ern revolt in 1948 drew 39 Electoral
at least’ pertially accounted for their
NAACP,
wanted the Negro
College votes for Sen. Strom Thur- the
Negro
population
figures
continue
sehool
elosedanditspupilssentto
higher blnod pressures,
to increase in the nation’s capital. And mond, and came very close to putting other ~ predominantly white ~
But medlcal men would not con- other
figures are also on the rise in the 1948 election in the Honse of schools elsewhere in t he city.
ede that American Negroes deRepresentatives.
Washington.
velop high blood pressure became
Lincoln’s enrollment is 93 per cent
If a total of 12,487 popular votes,
The
FBI’s
Uniform
Crime
Report
(Contirn,t.d from page 1)
of ~tresses involved in city riving.
Negro.
3,554
in
Ohio
and
8,933
in
California,
issued
June
2
shows
that
major
crimes
A cardiologist from Montefiore Hosl)nring
several
months
of
bitter
The
same held true for arithmeswitched from Democrat to BeItal in New York City, Dr. Marv/n increased 11.4 per cent in Washington had
publican in 1948, neither Truman nor arguments, the NAACP charged that tic, where the bottom 25 per cent
during
the
first
three
months
of
1960,
|oser, cited a four-year study of
Dewey would have had an Electoral building a new school on the Lincoln of white 8th-graders were still four
9~,350 Negroes in Liberia and the compared with the same period of College maiority.
site woukl preserve de facto segrega- months ahead of the "brightest"
1959.
West Indies. He pointed out that the
Negroes.
"So, as politically green as the tion in the Negro neighborhood.
Other
cities
i
n
Washington’s
ancestors of most American Negroes population group showed a total
Apparently, that is just what New
Test results showed the top 25 per
South was on national elections, in
came from West Africa, and thus increase of only 1 per cent for the 1948," Synon observed, "it came withcent of white students achievinl{ the
eou|d not be scientifically compared
8th grade-7th month level in arithmesame period. In every case, the in a heir’s breadth of having the Segregated Schools
with South African Zulu tribesmen.
tic, while the same category uf
other cities had smaller percentages Hol, s e of Reoresentatives decide
Negroes rated only the flth grade-3rd
of Negro population than did whom the President would be.
month ]evcl. On the natiunal scale,
"Dixie, this time out, will not re- Return To Brooklyn
Washington.
N. Y. Lawmakers Say
in this group rauked 58 perHere’s the sordid story of crime peat its third-party mistake of 1948
As Negroes Complain whites
centile ~)ints above the Negroes
in the District of Cohlmbia, as re- . . . There won’t be any third party
tested.
Insurance Cos. ,Biased ported by the FBh
in 1960, just a loose affiliation, an
Segregated schools are on the in- For the middle 50 per cent of the
Murders19 during the first ’understanding.’
"Instead, the South will continue crease in New York City. And Negroes Bah-graders, whites scored at the 7th
three months of 1960, up 5.6 per
Busybody New York lawmakers
grade-7th month level~the national
to vote within the confines of the are unhappy about the situation.
cent from last year.
---eager to mind everyone’s business
: .....
:,~ -~ ......
At a recent hearine before the New average for arithmetic ~ while
Fore~le rapes---42, an increase p* .... - -yr.__
but their ownmhave "uncovered" new
-- are -- ~M]II .. vote.¯ O r_
rreeo as mey
r _ lorK L, iry noar~t or eoucation
’ the Negroes rated only the 5th gradeof 90.9 per cent.
"evidence" of so-called "discriminaRev. Milan A. Galamison president
K ......
~1,~0 ~1-, .... ;,,¢t l;leo th,~
8th month level, 41 percentile ~ints
Robberles---243, up 36.5 per ¯.......
tion" against Negroes and Puerto
’ ~ ,~ ¯ - says mey snoutu, lUSt of
for Equality
. the
....Parents
~ /. ,Workshop
..
. below the national average.
~onsntunon
.
.
cent.
Bacons.
I~/IL
3cnools’, voIceo
For the lowest 25 per cent of the
- his,"dis."
Aggravated assaults--674, up like the Founding Fathers intended .... In
A group of Democratic state legispleasure over plans for bnilding still classes, whites achieved at the 6th
they should
14.8 per cent.
lurers told Gov. Nelson Rockefeller
grade-Tth month level, ~vhile Negroes
"Then I~t their radical, shrimp-I more se regated schools""
Housebreakings1,161, up 9.7
that atttomobile insurance policies
"" the number of rated only the 5th grade-3rd month
whistling brethren vent their spleen, I He "c~’
’tamed
- ’ that
per cent.
.
show "evidences of racial discriminasegregated
~ level.
. . Negro and
’ Puerto R~cin
The|as of more than $50-- let
tion."
¯ ’em scream---the
¯ ¯ election will be l"
in Brooklyn alone has
Miami and Dade County school
¯.
,. in]n the Honse, God in Has Heaven, and I schools
498, up 14.7 per cent.
The lawmakers claimed that increased from 9
the officials thus have concrete proof
’ to 38 since
"
be right with the world"
Auto thefts---479., down 4.~ all~will
surance companies are using the term
....
~;~;~,, ~=, n,,,A o’~" d,~ I Supreme Court’s Black Monday de-of the wide dispahty in educability
per cent.
"rob-standard risk" as virtually "syn"" ""~’"’~’""~
~’~ "~ch
""~
1954¯ Furthermore , h e be~n whites and Negroes. These
acceptable"~’"
Southern
o~
"ce
I oncisi
.o f ,
Total crimes in above cate- "more
onymous with Negroes and Puerto
the Presidency Synon noted that ~ ’charged, present budget proposals
’, ’of t~t r~ults could prove a potent
gories--3,109, up 11.4 per cent. for
Ricans/’
.......
’ a .....
nv__l the school
will increase
’" the weapon in any eou~r~m battle
i" of board
The group didn’t mention whether
(Editor’s Note~The next time l~.eouDllcans love anu respect o ru, number
segregated
schools "~n over school integration.
¯
"
and that the Virginia statesman has
their investigal~on s h o w e d that some do-gooder tells you about the
To fnrther bolster their arsenal of
to 47.
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, etc., actually "showplace o f integration" ~ nothing to lose by permitting his name Brooklyn
"For five years now we have facts, anthorities h~ve lannched a
Washington ~ show him the crime to be used in the contest¯
w~re "sub-standard."
been bringing in education equality pilot project in one ~egro clementarv
all," Syrian wrote, "there
(Editor’s Not~The truth often figures, and find out who’ll be left is "Above
by the teaspoon and throwing it school a i m e d at improving th~
this
to
be
remembered:
Harry
alive
to
see
the
"showplace.")
hurts.)
out with a bulldozer," Galamison arithmetic of Negro popils.
Flood Byrd was raised in the tradeclared.
This program was descrilx, d by nne
ditions that motivated Robert E.
"’This Board of Education continues official as "an experiment to see if
Lee. If the South calls, Byrd will
to bt, ild and to propose to build these the Negro pupils can ~ })ron~ht np
ampwer."
Stating that Byrd’s election would monuments to inequality and separa- to standard by intensive h~.lp.’"
RESERVATION COUPON
"be eminently satisfactory to the great tion to the shame and disgrace and in(E~tor’s Not~As these test re~lts clearly demonstrate, it would
maiority of our people. Republicans jury of our city."
He
maintained
that
three
of
the
be
im~ssible to integrate t h e
and Democrats alike," Synon also
new elementary schools sched- ~h~s involved without seriously
listed Sen. Richard B. Russell (D-Ga.) four
GULF COAST LEADERSHIP DINNER
as "of sufficient stature to lead his uled for construction wit be segre- lowering the standards of white
gated when they open. In addition ~dents.
people and his country."
he complained, the board proposes to
Obviously, it would be unreal"The
effect
of
such
a
development
Please complete this coupon and mail, with your
--the election of a Southerner as close underutilized schools in adioin- ~ie to exp~t hi~ ~hool work
check, to:
President of the United States--would ing white communities which lost from a Negro barely capable of
re~ing at the 6th-grade level.
be revolutionary," Synon added. "A population when integration hit.
By shutting down the um~ed fu~ere are but three alter~tives:
person
can
lose
himself
in
the
welter
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
(1)~Bring the white students
of benefits flowing from such a re- tilities, 3,400 classroom seats will
be lost. This, he sadd, will prevent
813 Plaza Building
down to the Negro level~an alorganization of our goverrmaent.
ternative patently unacceptable
Jackson, Mississippi
"Whatever the cost, the South future transfers and "efiminate the
means business. If anyone doubts this potential for integration."
to all;
In a parting blast at school officials
(2)~Let the ~h~ls provide
to be the South’s political tenor, this
he
shouted
that
"’the
presen~
policy
Please send me
tickets at $25 each to
~ly eust~ial care for Negroes,
Sixth Year of the Warren Court Des~ they would ~ unable to
cision, let him ask a Southerner, any of the Board o~ Education is creating
the Gulf Coast Leadership Dinner to be held Thursday,
more segregation than ever before."
a~orb le~ng~n eq~lly ~Southerner.
July 2.1, at "/ p.m. in the Edgewater Gulf Hotel, mid(Editor’s Note--Thus we are
~tib~p~aeh; or
"These
put-upon
people
have
had
way between Gulfport and Biloxi, Miss., on U. S.
treated to the strange spectacle of
(3)~Keep the schools ~greit, and if they can choose
J of sufficient stature to avoid the thwarted rae¢-m~ers in their sup~l~, and let the children of
Highway 90. Judge Lear~er H. Perez of Ne_w Or.lean, s,
~h r~s advance in line with
man trap of bn’bery--if they ’put pmed M~ea, New York City. It is
will speak on "White Solidarity Means White ueacnes ~~ illuminating to ]earn that
¯eir capabilities, a n d among
I only hanerlem~ on guard’~g
~r~ with the same abilflies
I can stop them.
New Ym’im~ too, solve their race
~gor this November, the South will problems by segregation. Maybe
~ a~i~des.
My check is enclosed for $
~e eho~e h
| in fact hold the balance of power. we’re not so backwards, after all!)
What is more, today it holds the only
promise this Nation has for rescue
NAMF
I Please Print I
from
the insidious
of socialism,
| now
smothering
ourcreep
personal
liberties,
| degrading our people."
I
(Editor’s Note---The 4-page reADDRESS
| print of Syrmn’s complete article is
available at g0 cents for one
I l0 fur $I, 100 eop/es $5, from
man Events, 4~ First Street
I Washington 3, D. C.
I
Tickets will be sent you by return mail.
It sheuld be "must" reading for
every polRically-mimled American,
On orders received after July 16, tickets will be held
particmlarly Soathemers and others
I
for you at the door.
who see the need fur Immediate
I
pment uend Umardsoridim and
...... .J
of powen.)

Crime On Increase
In D. C., Says FBI

Voters In Swank N. Y. Suburb
Favor Segregated Schools

Tests Show
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’Stand Up And Fight’ Policy Urged
Tops In State Contest

In tdississippi---

ssay
Winners
N med
The annual statewide h i g h
school essay contest conducted
by the Mississippi C i t i z e n s’
Councils has reached a new
high, with the submission of
more than 8,000 papers. Entries
were "received this year f r o m
163 high s c h o o 1 s, the largest
number ever to participate in
the contest.
First-place winners are Mary
Rosalind H e a ! y of Madisor~Ridgeland, Miss. and Lloyd Wilson of ltta Bena, Miss.
Other winners include Susan Goza
of Rosedale, placing second in the
girl’s contest; Larry Sauls of Tylertown, second-place boy’s winner;
Elisabeth Clark of Clarksdale and
Tommy Buford of Pickens, thirdplace winners.
The announcement was made by
Robert B. Patterson, executive secretary of the Mississippi Association of
Citizens’ Councils, and Mrs. Sam McCorkle, director of youth activities,
who presented $500 awards to the
two first-place winners.
The contest climaxed a year of
varied and highly successful activities
of the youth activities division of the
Mississippi Councils, which included
planning programs for high schools
and colleges; arranging for speakers to
school assemblies and P-TA groups,
e~couraging correspondence with student groups in other states and
various other projects.
One of the’ busiest persons in the
Council movement, Mrs. MeCorkle
ha~ made speeches and held conferences at almost every high school
in the state, in addition to advising
with Council officers about their own
local youth programs. She has won
wide acclaim for the effectiveness of
her work among the young people
of Mississippi.
A number of high schools listed the
contest as required work in English
ela~ses, and g~e credit for term
papers submitted as entries. Judges
were chosen from among the state’s
leading educators by the directors of
the Citizens’ Conncil Educational
Fund.
Many letters were received ~rom
iudges, s t u d e n t s, parents and
teachers attesting to the good accomplished by the contest in focussing attention on the reasons for the
Southern hi-racial social system and
the serious threats confronting it.
in addition to the statewide winners, prizes were awarded by many
local Citizens’ Councils for the best
boys’ and girls" essays in their localities.
Snb/ects of the e~says inclnded:
"Why I Believe in Social Separation
of the Rates of Mankind," "Snbversion in Racial Unrest," "Why the
Preservation of States’ Rights 1~ Im.~.,rtant to E vet y American," and
’Why Separate Schools Should Be
Maintained for the White and Negro
Races."

Mary Rusalind Healy, first plnce
girl winner, was born in Townsend,
Montana, and has lived in Mississippi most of her life. She is a
junior at Madison-Ridgeland l/igh
School, a straight "A" s t u d e n t,
plays forward on the basketball
team, sings in the Glee Club, is
a memher of the Beta Club, B~le
Club and Y-Teem, and will be
editor of the school annual next
year. She is a member of the Madison Baptist Church and president
of her Sunday School class. Her
future plans are to major in child
psychology at college and he a
youth courmelor.
Choosing as her topic, "Why I Be(,~-e ESSAY, p. 3)

ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS---These six Mississippi high school stu.dents are the statewide winners in the annual Essay Contest sponsored by
the Educational Fund of the Mississippi Citizens’ Councils. A $500 prize
goes to the boy and girl writing the best essays in the state among the
thousahds of entries. Shown above are: Top left, Lloyd Wilson. Itta Bena
Miss., first-place boy; top right, Mary Rosalind Healy, Madison-Ridgeland,
Miss., first-place girl. Second row, left to right, Susan Goza, Rosedale,
second-place girl; Larry Souls, Tylertown, second-plaae boy; Elisabeth Clark,
Clarksdale, third-place girl; and Tommy Buford, Pickens, third-place boy.

Lesson From The Congo

White Solidarity
Is Perez Theme
At Coast Banquet
"Stop running from Negroes," Southerners have been urged
by a segregation leader. "Stand up and fight if necessary."
In these no-nonsense terms, Leander H. Perez, Louisiana
l~,litical power and authority un constitutional law, addressed
a $2,5-a-plate Citizens’ Council leadership banquet on the Mississippi Cull Coast the night of July 21.
"We cannot surrender our ~
rights, our liberties, our free- he pointed out. Perez urged politidom, and above all, our fami- cal leaders to work together "to the
Southern bloc of inlies to the ravages which will end that aelectors
he eleetmi who
follow abject surrender to the dependent
~hall repudiate t h e Communist
Negroes or to subversion in manifesto represented by the
government," P e r e z told a Democratic platform and its candiwho swears allegiance to such
cheering crowd of some 400 date
persons from five Southern a platform."
Perez said if officials in other
states.
Southeru states were as dedicated to
The banquet was the first the welfare and happiness of their
meeting of the new B~loxi and peuple as Mississippi leaders, "there
be no duubt as to what the SouthGulfport Citizens’ C o n n c i 1 s.can
ern states will do in this serious crisis.
Both groHps were organized re- Therein lies our principal hope."
cently, after federal efforts to Clayton R a u d,. Gulfport editor,
integrate beaches in the resort syndicated cohmmist audnationallyarea, and officers and directors known speaker, told the meeting that
per cent of the trouble in the
of the new Councils were in- "ninety
world today is caused by somebody
tr(xluced at the banquet.
sticking his hag nose in somebody
Theme of the meeting was
"White Solidarity Means White
Beaches." Speaking to that subject,
Perez declared that unless Gulf
Coast citizens resist Negro attempts
to integrate the whlte-sand beaches,
"you may as well close your shops
and hotels, barricade your homes
and keep your wives and daughters
off the front porches."
"White solidarity," Perez emphasized, "means liberty, freedom
and the safety and happiness of our
families. White solidarity means
white beaches, and to that end,
may the good Lord be with us."

(An Editorial)
Black Supremacy has come to full flower in the heart of
darkest Africa. Congo natives celebrated their recently acquired Perez denounced as "traitors to their
country" the authors and stH?porters
independence from the faltering control of Belgium by going
of the Democratic Party platform.
on a spree of unbridled savagery. Luckless whites, unfortunate
He called for a bloc of independent
enough to think they could remain in safety under Negro rule,
Southern electors to repodiate the
platform and candidates who endorse
were raped, murdered, assaulted and made to suffer unspeakable
it.
personal indignities.
"To summarize this outrageous
Not in modern times has there been an outburst of such document called the Democratic
unrestrained and purposeless barbarism. Once the discipline platform," Perez said, "we might
of white conffol was removed, the innate savagery of Con- well call it a Communist indoctrinagolese Negroes burst through the thin veneer acquired by tion course.
"Or more apgroprlate still, it
several generations of exposure to Caucasian civilization.
might well bo called a Congolese
Even the blindest devotee of the "without regard to race, constitution to legalize assault and
creed or color" doctrine cannot ignore the lesson beat out on the violence by the blacks again,st the
whites, backed up by the coercive
jungle tomtoms and echoed by the screams and groans of tortured
power of the federal government to
victims.
destroy the peace and security, and
liberties and freedom of our
Black Supremacy means anarchy, chaos and an end to the
people.
civilization.
"Will the people of the Southern
Events preceeding the disorders foreshadowed what was to ~tates rise up and demand of their
come. A year ago, anti-white riots swept the region. In the back political leaders, from governors on
that they work together with
country., witchcraft and cannibalism were still practiced. Many down,
leaders of other Southern
natives thought independence was something you could touch, political
states?
and crowds hilled along railroad tracks waiting for the magical "It’s up to the people of the South
stuff to be delivered. Taking a cue from current political plat-to see that they elect free electors
form writers, witch doctors did a land-office business selling boxes this November. We have no other
of dirt which were supposed to turn to money when the great legal recmtrse; we have no law that
will stand lip in the Supreme Court
day arrived.
against the Communist trend of racial
Prospects for first-class citizenship, with a grim presage amalgamation.
of things to come, thought that independence meant the "National politics has deterioto a low standard of bloc vote
privilege of taking over the houses, autos and wives of white rated
We have in our hands, if
men. The whites learned tragically that it did mean just control.
we would but use it, the power of
exactly that.
a bloc vote far greater than that
any other bloc or blocs in this
When the eagerly-awaited day of self-government did ar- of
conntTy.
rive, one enthusiastic celebrant, in an unconsciously symbolical
"If the South fails to stand toact, seized the ceremonial sword of King Baudouin, who had gether this year, we can only forsee
come from Belgium to make the transfer of power, and scootedbitter years ~)f turmoil, strife and conflict until the tide will change from
off with it. The king himself, in a singular example of modernpro-Communism to the resurrection of
day white weakness, was humiliated by having to sit and listen real American patriotism and dedicatu’an abusive tirade by Prime Minister Pgtrice Lumumba against tion to constitutional government in
his country, during the very proclamation ceremony which granted Washington."
Perez, a Iongtime Citizens’ Council
independence to the Republic of Congo.
leader in Louisiana, urged Southern
To experts on Africa, these developments came as no sur- states to name free electors and throw
prise. One authority, Stuart Cloete, author of many books about the presidential election into ConAfrica, believes it "is quite possible that every European, from gress.
~ ar~ 146 electoral vot~ in
(Continued on page 2)
the South from Texas to Virginia,

else’s business."
Rand added that racial troubles in
Mississippi and the South are not
caused by Southern Negroes. "Our
trouble is with the Negro carpetbaggers who come here to create friction
and trouble," he said.
Sharply critical of the Democratic platform, Rand said "it ~
further toward the destruction of
this country than any other platform, including that of the Socialist
party.
"It wmdd set up an FEPC, compel
integration in all areas of community
life---including interracial marriages~
and wuuld brinl~ federal control of
elections," he adoed.
State Democratic Chairman Bidwell A d a m of Gulfport served as
master of ceremonies for the banquet.
Adam declared that "the only hope
left for civilization in this world is
absolute segregation of the races."
Adam, a director of the new
Gulfport Citizens’ Council, added
the warning that "if the evil forces
at work have their way, integration
efforts won’t stop until the bloodstreams of the two races are
mixed."
Attorney Dan Guice of Biloxi, a
director of the Bilo x i Citizens’
Council, delivered the welcoming address.
Dr. Emmett Lee Irwin, president
of the Citizens’ Council of Greater
New Orleans, told the group that the
Citizens’ Councils "are the o nl y
reason you don’t have total integration in all walks of life today."
Other out-of-state guests included
Mrs. J. C. Brnington of Pensacola,
Fla., secretary of the Florida Citizens’
Councils; Sen. Walter Givhan, chairman of t h e Alabama Citizens"
Councils; and George Parker of the
newly-organized Midland, Tex., Citizens’ Council.
L. M. Page, president of the Biloxi
Citizens" Council, and J. T. (Jack)
Simmons, president of the Gulfport
Citizens’ Council, introduced their offleers to the andience. A number of
Mississippi Citizens’ Council leaders
attended the meeting, which was held
at the Edgewater Gulf Hotel.
Officials of the two newly-formed
Gulf Coast Councils said they were
quite pleased with attendance at th~
banquet, and anticipate a regula~
series of meetings featuring simihrly.
outstanding speakers.
Now is the time for all white m-n
to stand up and be counted--or lie
down and he counted outl
--Jim True
Vice President,
Culfport Citizens’ Council
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Report From
Tennessee
By Richard Burrow, Jr.

momOdy m! 813 Plaza RuJldfnS, )ackmn, Mississippi, by the

Brownsville--A Negro preacher arrested for interfering with voter registration here has been fined $~) on a
disorderly conduct charge.
Magistrate Sam Lewis levied the
fine after Hiram New"m, Brnwnsville Negro preacher, pleaded guilty
to the charge. The 40-year-phi Negro
Sl~.nt one night io jail after his arrest by Deputy Ceorge Sulliwm, the
same man who a few days earlier had
punched a Civil Rights Commission
investigator.
Sullivan a~sed N e w b e r n of
bilking a street while voter re~stration w~ in pmg~ss at the cou~
hour. He said New.m. his p~kets
stuffed with voting lite~tu~,, wm
surrounded by a c~wd of Negus.
Amon~ the literal.re fonnd in Newhem’s possession, Sullivan said, was a
copy of "The Southern Patriot" co~tainin~ ;m article on the Hayw~
~Cotlnty racial situation, anti material
;l’r.m the m,tofioos Highlander Folk
~ Sch.ol at M.nteagle. Tenn.
Sullivan said Newhem~ repeatedly
~hr.kr into voter registration lmes at
ill.. co.rt house and called Negrm:s
~out to tdk with him. The deputy
also said he had received "numerous
complaiuts" from hot h whites and
~Ne~roes to the effect that Newbern
Iwas tryin~ to caumr frictinn between
the races,
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Editor

Lesson From The Congo

Nz~hville--The 40 and 8 Society of
the. Temat.ssee l)epartment of the
Al~t.rit’a~ Legion has gone oil record
i. favor of kepin~ the fim-makiu~
rrstricted to white Le~ionnairrs.
¯ White people in the South see a chilling parallel when ~roup
A rrs.lution asking Tenuessee deh’they read of the promises made by witch doctors to Negroesgat(’s to t,ke that stand at the Lein the Congo,, and then in the same newspapers read of ziot/s national cor~ventioo was passt.d
promises made in party platforms by political witch doctorsunaoin,msly at a husiness meeting

CITIZEN5~ COUNCIL~ ...~AC K.SO N~ I’.4 ISS-

40 and 8.
to Negroes in the United States. White people in big cities ,,t the
John D. Parrish of M e m 0 h i s,
of the North should be even more alarmed. ’
grand
chef de gate of the Tcnnes,
If proof were ever needed that the Negro is utterly incapal)le see 40 and 8, said the Tenuessee
is "very strong in its belief
of governing himself, much less governing anyone
else, the Congo ! group
that the white-only restriction
"
has written that proof in letters of fire and bh)od,
should be retained."

(Continued from page 1)
Meantime, reports from Florida said
the famous missionary, l)avid Livingstone, to the recently raped
thut thr 40 and 8 had been rt4used
permission to I)a~icipate in the hig
and murdered nuns, may have died in Africa to no good purpose.
Mi;m~i Beach parade which highlights
In a special article for the New Orleans Times-Picayune,
I tllt~ national l.e~ion convention.
Cloete wrote: "What has happened in the Congo is no surprise
40 and 8 delegates p r o m p t I v anto anyone who knows Africa. Every colonial administrator kne~v Today’s assignment for the social behaviorists: Figure out~ nounced plans to mow’ o.t of Miami
Beach hotels and into the city
what would t~cur. Withoot white men, every one of these newthe interrelatedness of two news stories.
Miami, where a somewh;~t more corAfrican countries which belong to the commdni~ of free nations
Here’s the first one:
dial welcome was assu~d.
and are members of the UN will disintegrate at once.
NEW
YORK,
Feb.
19~The
National
Conference
of
ChrisMonleagle ~ The Democratic
"What Belgians would go back to the Congo after the~
and Jews toc~ay proposed an intensive, continuous educaParty’s civil rights nlank has received
ex~en~s? After seeing their wives strip~d, paraded, tians
tional program in American schools to remove racial prejudice.the unqnalified endorsement of Mvles
raped, ~d after seeing their life work go up in flames?
director of the rahidly inte¢"Laws by themselves will not solve America’s intergroupHo~on,
~e UN has no technicians or Mminis~alors who can
rationist Hi~ldander Folk S t" h o o I.
said Dr. Lewis Webster Jones in a special Brother-Hizhlander has b~-n re~atedlv cited
~n ~s i~eme ~unt~ . . . Africa is a black ~ant whose problems,"
for its pro-Commnnist teachings.
fl~h is suppled by white ~nes, ne~es and sinews. When hood Week message. "A change of heart and of mind can be
S~id Ho~on: "~e Dem~r~tic
accomplished
only
through
education.
t~y are rmoved, the black flesh falls back, shapeless~ into
civil rights ,la~ rend~ llke tho
"The need for a long-range, intensified, year-round educa- Highlander statement of
the forest."
tional
program for brotherhood reaching every school child and
Cl~te says that the world d~s not want to know the ~th
every
adult
in our nation has never been more urgent."
a~ut Africa. People have met Africans who have been to college
~d wear dinner jackets, and ~ople judge the mass of Africans
Now, here’s the second story:
by these rare s~cimens.
We might add that two of these r~e specimens who are ST. LOUIS, April g--The National Conference of Christians
and Jews is among seven agencies dropped as members of the
now heads of state in the Congo, Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba
and President Joseph K~avubu, were shown in all their dinner-United Fund of Greater St. Louis.
The agencies are appealing to a special committee for rein- Bloc-votmg Negroes have: electc(l a
~acket soph~tication on the pag~ of Life magazine recentlv.
They d~om~ated their res~nsibili~ by simply vanishing "intostatement. Removal from United Fund participation would
governor in North Carolina.
de bush when things got hot. Lumumba sta~ed h~ "’administr~
force the agencies to either conduct their own fund drives or Tcr~ Sanford wo~ the I)rn.ocratic
gu~.rnatofial r, moff in the J;m~ 25
lion" by promoting eve~bodv in the army . so the Congo go out of business.
election by a n)at~i], of so..e 77.0(J0
rates some kind of re~itioh by having ~he ~ly a~y in the
The president of the fund, Ben F. Jackson, said the organi-vows o~er l)r. I. Beverly Lakr.
world with no privates.
zations were dropped because their programs "were not con- But, ~cknowtedged Time ntagazine,
Lumumba and Kasavubn are said not to get along ~vell tosidered essential when compared with the very critical needsSanford "got ove~’helmin~ suFport
from North Candiha’s l~h¢~m NeRro
before the community."
gether. In fact,,they are such bitter enemies that Life, ~ a moment
o~ rare sardonic humor, ~nsidermg its usual reverence for all
In addition to the NCCJ, agencies dropped are the Adult Dr. Lake. a prominent attorney
things ~lor~, re~unts this sto~ going the rounds in Leopold- Education Council, Community Music School, People’s Artwho campaigned on a program of
government, States’
ville:
Center, Volunteer Film Association, International Institute and constitutional
Rights and se~egatio~ d~w 275,It seems ~at N~ita K~hchcv ~ves for a visit of state American Social Health Association.
512 votes from Noflh Carolina
~d atte~ a f~al din~r p~ hinted ’by ~esident
whites. He had prorated to "e~ate
a climate ol ~ublie opinion in s~ong
Conclusions, anyone?
K~. As they ~e relishing t~ ma~ dish, Kasa~bu
opposition to integration."
says, ~ell ~, what do y~ th~ of Lumumba~ Gu~dedly,
Sa.foml ~nd Dr. Lake "were at opg~~v sayg ~He’s ~e~ g~." K~avubu replies, "Fine.
, I)o~ite poles nn the issue of ri.ee rela~ve ~r help~g."
li.ns," Time rel~rted, hailing the SanAnglican Church Advocates Mongrelization
ford victor, as "a clear mandate
~ it we~ not so ~a~c, the whole sor~ m~s would re(From The South African Observer)
~nd one of the old-time Ka~en~ammer Kids ~mic s~ip.
Lake’s campaign forces not(~l that
~e reason of our own gove~ent, if we can still call Vehat’s wrong--in principle~with interracial marriage’? Nothing at all,
"t},e NAACP-directed bkw voted as if
reported a Church of England study group last month.
one master ~n stroke from New York
it ~, to the si~a~on in Affi~ provid~ an interesting example
City had marked all of the Negro
This
and
other
vital
details
of
race
relations
were
discussed
in
a
51-page
of ~t might ~ ~ll~ "schizoid diploma~." When the w~ite
h:dlots in the state.’~
pamphlet
entitled
"Together
in
Britain."
the
church’s
first
fidl-length
disgove~nt of the Union of Sou~ Af~ w~ ~ing to protect
cussion of a new problem in Britain: Racial tertsions at home. Non-whites
decla~d that Dr. ~e was ac~lly
i~ ~li~ from ~g m~sa~ by m~ d ~w~g black savage,
(from the West Indies, India, Pakistan, and Africa) are immigrating at the
the choice of white votes by
our State ~ent denoun~ it in ~ unpr~ent~ act of
rate of some 25,000 a year. Interracial marriages are increasing, but many
3~,~ margin, but Iod the goverm~ing ~ ~e ~te~al ~a~ of a soverei~ ~fion. But when
churchmen resent the presence of Negroes in their churches.
~hip due to Ne~o bi~ voting.
the bladk government of ~ Republic d Congo let i~ ~
The pamphlet, written by s group of eight clergy and laymen,
~,, Dnrham Monna Sun renm amuck, k~ng ~d raping helple~ white, o~ gove~ment urged Anglieim to welcome colored people into the churches, act firmly
~rt~: "Durham’s five Negro precincts voted 3.~g} votes for Te~
Ig~il~t racild discriminatimh and face up to the pressing prosl~ct of ir~
sent it f~ by ~1~. ,
Sanford and only ~ votes for ~
ter~cial marriage.
A~ w~e ~ w~ gove~ d ~ We~em worl~
""Fhe
whole
purpose
of
God
in
the
creation
and
redemption,"
said
the
in a s~l~ ~phy of m~ ~w~ ~f~e ~ s~yRe~ing ~ t}~ Negro precinc~
study, "is to create one family . . ."
in Greens~ro, the Gr~s~ro Daily
~d~n~s d ~br ~ ~ E~m wml~ ~ ~
N~s li~ o~ Negro ~x as giving
Colored people, the report continued, "should share to the full in the
fr~~ ~ ~, ~ R~ ~ ~ R~ia
Sanford ~ votes to only 4 for ~.
worship and life of the parish church of their neighborhood."
~
watc~ ~...~fi~ ~.
~ke. Anot~r Neg~ p~qnct favo~
Moyeover, "it is ore" omidcrcd ~ that them is no essential
Sanford b~ a mar~n of 1,3~ to
Here at ho~, ~e~ ~e m~y s~om where Black Su- differet~e between nmrrlages ontracted between perums of the ~me
while the thDd gave Sa~ord all its
pre~ would ~ ~ab~sh~y even ~a~on.pf th~.raei~
~7 vote, with none f~ Dr. ~ake.
plicim promot~ by ~ ~nu~ a~ ~u~ ~ ~
~e tot~ Neg~ vote in Gre~m
"If the ~ ~ se~ the marriage of two o~ its members in this light,
e~. ~e~ ~e ~om m ~e S~th where me mUo ~
it can make ~I1 tl~ difference to the r~iationddp which that mar~al~ will
w~ 2,~ for Sa~o~, 8 for ~e.
d~o~ to tl~ mmmmat~ at tar~, b~ d~ing tbat the bo~l whic.h S~ ~h~ w~ reported
bl~ to w~ ~ m ~ m e~t to one, ~d ~ ~ ~-

Chain Reaction?

Negro Bloc Votes
Elect overnor

In North Carolina

~
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Essay-Contest Win ners

(Continued from p. 1)
integration are not contending for[
"We are definitely confronted with
the plainly visible problem ofpreservlieve in Social Separation of the Races’] something which is in the best ining the heritage with which God
of Mankind," Miss Healy wrote: i retest of the Negro. They are striving l
(From the New Orleans Times-Picayune)’
for somethingcontrol
far more
serious than]
blessed us," he wrote. "It is imp~a"Ample evidence is available to l integration~the
of our
tire that we forthwith take our stands,
show me beyond a doubt that segreThe civil rights plank on which the Democratic party supas en.er~etic young people, as congation represents the best thinking of eminent.
posedly stands, as a result of the Los Angeles convention, rep"Probably the reason which is most
cerneO lathers and husbands, and
representative America and is a timeprevalent, and certainly the most
decent mothers and wives, in order
rTsentS (as will any plank or program similar to it) a radical,
tested national policy ba sed on
easily d/scernahle for wanting to
that we may remain thoughout the
detailed program ~or forcing integration upon all people, morals,
in
ethics and racial pride~not
maintain separate schools is the moral
ages a proud race of people.
on blind, unreasoning prejudice as
pract/cally every fashion, throughout the iand; and this without
reason. Will close association with
"’Many individuals have realized the
many
latter-day
critics
have
charl~ed.
regard for what may stand in the way.
the Negro race cause a laxity in the
time element and the necessity of
"I know that the soc/al exposure
morals of the white race? Will inpositive action concerning this grave
In addition to the areas of voting, education and so-called of one race to another brings about
tegrated schools cause an increased
situation. They have acknowledged
"fair employment practices" (FEPC), the plank brings in the a laxity of principles and a comcrime rate? These questions have been
the fact that Ameri~ !s a land where
answered in my mind by the results I men and women know that morality,
"administration of justice"; lunch counters, housing, public placency toward differences, which
only develop into an incurable
of impartial suweys, which show that
conscience, and happiness are the exfacilities, transportation, federal services and institutions, gov- can
epidemic of interman’/age. T h i s
the crime rate is much higher in
clusive possessions of individuals and
ernment contracts, and federal housing (including federal-aid malady has but one /nevitable restates which ba’ve integrated schools.
can be achieved only by determined
housing).
suh---racial death. Thus, I must be’ "’We must realize that the
effort with divine guidance. These
lieve in the social separation of the
eventual result of integration is one
individuals have banded themselves
"The time has come," it says, "to assure equal access for races of manldnd because I am a
which is so repuls/ve to every per’together; through church organizaall Americans to all areas of community life, including votingChristian and must abide by the
son who has one drop of Southern
tions, young people’s groups, and
laws of God; because I am an inblood in his veins that even the
Citizens’ Councils thronghout t h e
booths, schoolrooms, jobs, housing and public facilities."
habitant of todaY’s world and must
thought of it incenses him. This
great Southland.
do that which can best benefit
result, of course, is the intermar"May God grant us the wisdom
progress and peac~; because
riage of the tM¢o races.
to face and acknowledge the
In practically every ¢spect of this sweeping attack on thewodd
I am an American and have faith
"The notcd historian, Allen Nevins.
dangers that confront us today.
historic fabric of American society, the achievement, or the ef-in the principles and ideals upon
said in an article in U. S. N(.ws &
May we, with finn faith in God, ¯
fort .to achieve, means taking away one or more of the rights of
which this country was built; beWorh] Rrport:
speak with divine authority when
cause I am a Southerner and want
we assure the officials of our gov"Once the Negro is as well edusome individuals, for every so-called right or "constitutional right"
to do nothing to endanger our way
ernment that they will not be
cat,,d, as well mannered, as well
imagined for, or conferred upon, other individuals.
of life.
mitred to abridge the freedoms that
, paid, ~,s well d~e,scd and well
God has given us. May we proceed
~uided as the white man, oot.e the
It clearly seeks to invalidate the principle of certain private "Since the beginning of the races.’
colored race has become socially,
with diligence in our efforts toward
property rights which either stand apart fromor are tied when
in two groups of different race or)
the preservation of our liberty, deeconomically and culinrally tl~e
culture have lived together in the’
v, itl, other individual rights.
term/ned that we shall remain free
absolntc ,’quat of the white race.
same area, the choice has had to beI’
to fulfill our o~vn destiny."
made, either for amalgamat/on and
a~ it must become if wc carD’ out
Its bendin~g of the knee to so-called "peaceful demonstrathe
precepts
of
the
Dcclaratiou
of
"racial
snicide"
or
separation
a
n
<1~
tions for first-class citizenship," in sequence to use of the termracial integrity. We have examples of
[ndependcucc. then intermarriage
Elisabeth Clark, a ~iirect descen"segregated lunch-counters," seems to indicate approval of extradent of John Clark, the founder of
will become
both in histo~.
legal tactics, along wgth utter unconcern either for the problem
Clarksdale, made the s eco nd’At first the fusion will be
"The Hebrew ~ople, for instance,
highest scholastic average in her
pcrccptibh:.: then it will be pcrof law enforcement or the rights of property owners.
segregated by G~ in Abraham’s tim~,
senior class, and had the secondccptibh’
but
~lmv;
then
it
will
mow,
prese~ed their racial stock and
highest average for her four )’ears
In some aspects it encroaches further upon the rights of have
with a r,~h. I could cite a do~cn
culture down throngh the centu~es.
in high school. She was a finalist
the individual states, and of the people making up thoseAs a result of this s~,ial isolatioo, thv~
analogies from hish)ry to prove that
in the 1960 National Merit Scholars.c.h
a
proccss
i~
incxorabh~,
irstates. Everything, in short (and if everything has not yet have achieved a hi~her moral an(t
ship competition, a representative
restiblc. We ~honkl n.t re:,;trd it as
spiritual
status
than
any
(~:l,.r
nation
been included, it may be only that something is being held
to Mississipp/ Girls State, a member
an chit.or ot our ohcdirnc,, to the
in
the
v¢orld
and
have
hv
,’x:maple
in reserve), must swing or be swung around one ~ingle pivot. contribnted greatly to th,’~se l~has,’s
of the student council, and was
l)vclaration .[ lndcI~-nd,’~ce; bnt
named 1he girl with the best school
Big Brother--Washington, "the nationfil administration--will of mankind’s development. L~ke the ~
w~. m.~t .chonl oursclve~ tt: .cccpt i
, spirit.~lis~ Ch~rk will enter Sophie
it a~ a final result.’
see that it is so swung.
waters of the Golf Stream in the’
Newcomb college in New ~leans
"’Rcceut incith.uts iu~olving mixed ~
midst of the o cea n, they have
on an hoper scholarship.
The methods proposed for this stir-up of ill. feeling and achieved
a missinn and (h~tin~’ which dating m.y mean that the Uuited~
On social separation of the races.
strife, for this artificial and arbitrary corruption of the American wonld bare been impossible ~ad they State~ is n~t far from frequent inter- shc
wrote:
¯
marriage
’’~
way, the American brotherhood, and the American system, are
not chosen to hold to their God-zive~ [
the races.
"flow the white race, as we know
"Wr must be williug t. fight and
laws of segregation.
it, will continne is today the probfeatured basically by the civil iniunction process in federal courts;
"~e ~cient Greeks. isolated froo~ h, give rverythinz that we posst.ss
lem of the North as welt as the
m,d by directive to the attorney generalso to proceed, to "prei..rdcr that we at~d .or postrrity
South. Racial tension is at fever
vent the denial of any civil rights on grounds of race, creed or the rest of the worhl by ~eo~r.phical ; tn~t~ rt.t~;~in free, XVc must rralizr onr ~
pitch in the North, and the threat
circumstances, were forced to remain .bfi~at,m to leave them the
coh)r."
of strife is always present as mixed
a pure race h~r hundreds of years, ht.rit.~c .m forefathers hqt ns.
crowds rub elbows in parks and on
which time they dcvel.ped a, sacred trevdom."
The scope of the Civil Rights Commission would be broad- during
beaches, and more recently in new
ohysical vigor and vitality, an intel-l
ened, its powers strengther~ed, and its existence perpetuated to
housing projects. There has also
lectual acnteness, an ar~stic peHec-~
Su~an Coza is president o~ the
been an increase of the killing~
"’aid eommnnities, industries or individuals" (whatever this means)
tion. and a political idealism never~
Rosedale lligh School senior class,
which cause the national scandals
sn~assed by any other civilization, t
to .implement "constitutional rights" in education, etc.
editor of the school annual, a cheer
referred to as "lynchings" if they
Not until their interminglin~ with the;
leader and member of the Beta
occur in the South, but the unWith respect to voting rights, whati~ver action is "necesinferior barbaric peoples .who had[
Club. She is chairman of the
fortunate are merely mentioned as
their
lands
great
sary" would be taken to eliminate literacy tests, as well as invaded
did
~his
.... ’ "
r"
’ ~ Methodist Youth Fellowship in her
"victims of racial violence" in the
etwhzatmn
crumble.
~
poll tax payments; vigorous employment of the full powers
church. Her plans are to enter the
North.
,"More like the problem of today, ~
University of Mississippi. She likes
"The mixing nf the races is still
of the Civil Bights Acts o~f 1957 and 1960 would he coupled however,
water skiing, ballet dancing, swimthat of the ancient i
not accepted. North or South. as mlwith str, ong, "imaginative presidential backing; and if this Eg~tians was
who bronght numerous]
ruing, c~king, and, according to
~ratiug Negroes soon discover. Reshouldn t work (which might mean, if insufficient chaos can- Negro slaves into their land and later [
her mother--she 1 o v e s ballr~m
lief rolls, flooded with nnemployed
not be created or existence of actual law-violation found)freed them. ~e E~pham then be-~
dancing and dating.
Sonthern Negroes, mount higher, as
~
On the s~ial separation of the[
gan inte~a~ng among these ex-i
"further powers would be sought.
do taxes, to snpport this migration.
capEves and when a half-breed ~ained t races, Miss Goza wrote:
The North now finds itself dealing
~’he plank hands down its own ultimatum date (1963) for
the.throne of E~pt this great civili"If we are bigoted, prejudiced and with a race prnblen~ of its own while
~
"first-step compliance with schools~integration in every district; zation fell.
still trying to tell the South how to
nn-American, so were George XVashhandle the Negro,"
ington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham
it conceives that "special problems of transition" can be overcome, "~us, si~ the welfare of all
Lincoln. and onr other illustrious formees will M promoted by preand offers to overcome them, by technical and money aid (from,
Tommy Buford of Pickem re0~earers who believed in segregation.
~ng ~e ~tegfi~ of each race,
presumably, federal sources).
ceived the Citizenship Award upon
-We
choose the paths of our founding
~d since ~ life and honor of our
graduation front Holmes Agriculfathers and refuse to destroy the
~un~ ~e at stake, I believe tbat
tural High School this year, for outachievements of their endeavors to
we mint not a~uie~ in o~ fi#t
"Executive orders, legal actions, legislation, and improved
standing abilities i n classroom,
please anyone, even internationalists.
to prese~e world-wide ~ial sepahome and community interest. He
The’ integration scheme ties right in
con~,ressional procedures to safeguard maiority (i.e., Democratic)ration. It E up to ME t~ a product
is an Eagle Scout. In school, he was
with the new une workl, one creed,
rule are listed as steps in the Big Brother march---and the omis- of the stmg#es of my fordatbem,
on the football, basketball and
one race, philosophy fostered by the
~
a
ltudent
of
t~ay,
and
~
a
sion of auv reference whatever to the possible need of c,.)ns~t,ttionbaseball teams. He plans to atpaint of tomo~ow to pre~e my
ohra-idealists and international left~.1 amendment to effect one or more of the general aims seems ~ial ~te#ty ~d keep it p~e. I
tend Holmes Junior College and
wipers.
.
major in Agriculture or A n i m a I
quite pointed.
~lieve ~at ~e’p~e racial a~es~
"The fact that the Sooth is now
Husbandry.
given me is a ~eat heH~ge ~ I
being propagandized towards acceptThe Civil Bights Commission already has been empowered pledge myself to do MI in my
Commenting on the preservation of
ing integration is obvious to any
States’ Rights, Buford’wrote:
by the conrts to withhold the right of cor/frgnting wituesses from ~wer to p~e~* t~ b~hHght
Southerner who lister,s to the radio,
"If we look at our Constitution we
looks at television, or reads national
those accused of law violations; and in its section on "civilfor ~steH~."
find that nowhere is there any refmagazines. The purpose of the camerence to pul)lic schools coming nn]ibcrties’i~ the platform compounds this inequif[ ~y restricting Lloyd W~on, [k*t-ph~ boy
paign, officially lannched by the
der Fe(leral jurisdietint.. })lit we have
its conce.rn iu this respect solely to persons Whose "public or win net, ~ val~i~om of h~
National Association for the Advanceseen our President, under the power
private employment or reputation is jeopardized by a loyalty
ment of Colored People. is to pre~ad~g el~ at ~ore ~unty
.f strong political leadt:rs, with one
pare public opinion for the total
or security proceeding." It is a fair inference that the "furtherHi~ Seh~l, a m~ber of the
scratch of a pen send Federal troops
integration of Negroes into white soba~, ~ Club, S~d~t ~il
powers" envisioned for this Commission would follow this trend.
with bayonets to carry nut the dicciety and the deadline has been set
and home~m pr~ident. His ~a~
tates of Supreme Court instates who
for 1983.
Sure, it is the South that would bear the first brunt, average h ~.
have asstnned Ix~wer equal ttt that
"Tbe ~ve for racial amalgamathe main and perhaps fatal brunt of this program. But if there Sel~ting as his subject, "Why
assumed by some dictators ih other
tion
~
~
illegal
and
i~o~l.
countries.
is a citizen in any section, not blinded or falsely committed Sep~ate Sch~ls Should Be Mainand
p~ple
who
praeti~
thi~
amal"’The schbols are snp[x~rted by
or hopelessly apathetic, he surely must see in it the blueprint tMn~ for ~e ~ite and N e g r o
~tion
art
following
flleg~,
immral
state and local taxes; the b,dldin~s are
Races." Wilco wrote:
of a drastically new kind of government and order.
"
and ~in[d d~es. In thi~ of
paid for by state and local taxes: the
"One of the main reasons for maino~ ~tat~, inte~age is proteachers are paid by state and local
tMning segregat~ ~h~ls ~ the inhibit~ by law. ~e~ r~e~ the
~ovemments. Textlu~ks are also
~uah~ o~ ~e mental abiliti~ of the
~n~er of mon~tion of tbe
~nght by state and local "{unds. The
~o races. S~tic. show ~at wh~
rae~.
federal govemmeot has no authod~
t~ ~o ~ces attend ~e mine ~h~,
’~ere is a fundamental objeet to
over public sch~,ls If thes,~ preeions
¯ e white pupils ~e definitely reintegration. It is the hreakinz down’rights are guarauteed in the ConstitardY, somet~es ~ much ~ ~ree
of s~ial bamers which would ulti-~tntion, then it ~s m r d ~ to see that
yea~.
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New Orleans Schools To Stay Segregated,
School Board Member Assures Council Rally

July, 1960

New Councils At
Biloxi And Gulfport
Announce Officers

A New Orleans school board mem- tion, Wagner noted that the board’s rice of education, declaring, in
ber has a s s u r e d Citizens" Council~ latest appeal for a stay was denied feet, that the state of Louisiana is
members that Louisiana Gov. Jimmie ion the same day that a federal appeals sovereign and not the United States
Davis will take over the New Orleans I court threw out Delaware’s grade-a- of America7
Two strong new Citizens’ Councils
public school system Sept. 8 and year integration plan and ordered full
Officers of the new Gul/port CitiPointing out that prior to the War
operate it on a segregated basis.
integration by September, 1961.
Between the States, nearly every state have been organized on the Missis- zens’ Council include J. T. (Jack)
Emile A. Wagner told a cheer"This indicates that when you had used the theory of interposition sippi Gulf Coast in the wake of fed- Simmons, businessman and restaurant
ing throng of more than 3000 per- have ’token’ or first-grade integra- successfully in contesting .f e d e r a 1 eral attempts to integrate the beaches operator, president; Jim True, owner
sons who attended a meeting of the
of a blueprint company, vice-presition, it’s only the first step in the power, Wagner added: "I never found in the resort area.
Officers and directors of the new dent; Mrs. Lula Wimberly, retired
Citizens’ Council of Greater New entire program,~ Wagner asserted. one instance where interposition was
Orleans at Municipal Auditorium
"the goal, without question, to used where the court decision or leg- Citizens’ Councils at Biloxi and Gulf- businesswoman, secretary; and F. J.
July 19 that such a move by the
be achieved- no matter how- is islation was not modified to the ac- port, Miss., were presented to the Real, official of a plumbing supply
governor would be "interposition-absolute and complete integration ceptance of the state or completely public at a July 21 leadership ban- firm, treasurer.
quet. Both Councils announced that
Gulfport committee chairmen are:
embarking on uncharted seas."
of the races in the public schools.
nullified."
Wagner added that his personal
"My own interviews with Gov.
Wagner stressed that Gov. Davis membership drives will begin immedi- Mrs. Rubye Laird, information and
i education committee; Ham/ G.
contacts with Gov. Davis have con- Davis show that he’s strong and will would interpose himself on the ately.
Thus, Harrison County, Miss., is be- Walker and David Cottrell, legal advivincod him t h a t "the governor is not break the faith.
grounds that education is not a power
strong and will not break the faith."
"’On Sept. 8, he’ll take over the ad- reserved to the federal government coming another strong link in the sory committee; Charles Long, politiCouncil movement’s Southwide chain cal and elections committee; and Any
A federal court has ordered integra- ministration of the schools of New nor prohibited to the states.
resistance to forced race-mixing. LeFeve, membership and f i n a n c e
tion of New Orleans schools this Fall. Orleans from the school board, and
If interposition fails, Wagner said, of Both
new Councils are headed by committee.
But Wagner said he looks "to any he’ll operate them on a segregated Davis still has the power to close all
The Gulfport group’s board of diother alternative rather than integrat- basis."
of, Louisiana’s public schools to avoid officers and directors who represent
the top b u s i n e s s and professional rectors is composed of 50 outstanding
ing the racos."
Such an act of interposition, integration of any one of them.
Reviewing the legal moves made Wagner said, would "throw the
citizens.
S u c h a closing, Wagner added leadership of the Gulf Coast.
Biloxi Citizens’ Council officers in- Directors of beth the Bfloxi and
by the school board to avoid integra- cloak of sovereignty over the ediwould be ~a disappointment, but not
elude L. M. Page, well-known bank Gulfport Councils voted to set annual
a disaster.
"Before 1800, there were no public official, president; William DuKate, dues at $5 for men and $9..50 for
schools in the country except" in cer.- broker, vice-president; and G. Wallace women and children. Citywide and
Allred, a banker, secretary-treasurer. countywide membership campaigns
rain areas of the East.
Named to head committees of the were scheduled to begin at once.
"l’he rnek-n~obed foundation of
Biloxi group were Mrs. Glenn L.
Both new Councils joined in sponthis
mighty
country
was
laid
on
a
(An Editorial)
information and education soring the $25-a-plate leadership, bansystem of private education. We Swetman,
It is becoming increasingly difficult for the people of the did it once. If we must, we’ll do committee; Victor Pringle, legal advi- quet on July 9-1, on the theme ’ White
sory committee; Arnaud Lopez,poli- Solidarity Means White Beaches."
it again."
South to understand their situation.
Wagner, the only outspoken seg- tical and elections committee; and Bill Leaders of the two new Councils
The Southern states comprise the 0nly region on the face
regationist on the five-man New Or- Cruso, membership and finance com- report that community response has
been overwhelmingly favorable. The
of the earth that is being pressured by the United States
leans school board, cited a law al- mittee.
A 30-member board of directors, groups are confident of becoming
ready in effect which enables any
government to subieet its social structure to an alien doctrine,
five citizens to set up a cooperative composed of business and professional large and strong organizations, adding
and submit its people to certain racial suicide. Almost every
to ron a private school under state leaders, will guide the activities of materially to Citizens’ Council memcoercive means at the disposal of the federal government short tuition grants and lease or buy school the Biloxi Citizens" Council.
bership and activity in Mississippi.
of armed conflict (save for the skirmish at Little Rock) is bebuildings on long-term credit.
He concluded his remarks by blasting used.
ing the Democratic Party platform
Why?
and scoring Southern politicians who
The spineless behavior of our present rulers in Washington "let themselves be kicked around, then
endorsed the Democratic ticket."
toward foreign nations compounds the puzzle.
Wagner,rged Louisianans to
American fliers are-shot down by Russian Communist im- choose independent presidential electors, pledged to support only friendly
perialists and there is scarcely a ripple.
candidates. Otherwise, he said, a third
American properties are brazenly seized in Cuba and nothing party
mast he formed.
Integration has failed to raise the effort that is made in the educational
happens.
The other featured speaker at the cultural level of Negroes, a cit~ of- environment to hring up healthy
American nationals are imprisoned and murdered overseas New Orleans meeting was Roy R. ficial in Baltimore, Md., stated re- youngsters."
Pearson of Farmville, Va., director cently.
The basic issue, he said, is the
and not even a word of protest is nttered.
of the Prince Edward County Seh~ml
Dr. Matthew Tayhack, Baltimore’s ability of the schools to show NeAn American president is wantonly insulted and intimidated Fnundation which last year substi- assistant commissioner of health, told groes how "to adapt themselves to
tuted private schools for all the coun- conference of school ]principals that family relationshi0s and a form of
trom visiting a nation supposed to be friendly.
ty’s white public schools, which were aintegrated
schools ’can make no
that is comistent with the
An American vice-president is almost mobbed in South closed when a federal court ordered chdms to be successfid in solving the behavior
needs of a modern, urban society."
America and there is no redress.
integration.
problem of s o c i a I disorganization"
He said that 50 per cent of the
Pearson desen’bed as ’.’highly suc- among Negroes in Baltimore.
171,lX~O children in Baltimore’s pubAmerica is reviled and her name spat upon with contemptuous cessful
last year’s operation of the
Dr. Tayback based his statement lic schools this September will he Neimpunity by those great friends of democracy and the common private system. He said some 1400 on illegitimacy rates, which he con- groes. By 1970, he predicted, half
man, Nikita Khrushchev and Fidel Castro, and. there is silence.
white children attended Classes, and sidered a prime indication of social of the city’s population and 70 per
actually learned more of the funda- instability.
cent of the school enrollment would
Her flag is desecrated, and there is no outcry.
mentals because of the stressing of
The health official told the June be Negro.
A Panamanian mob hurls insults, and the strategic Canal academic subjects and the de-em- 28 meeting that during 1959, adult
Dr. Tayback, in effect, admitted
phasis of extracurricular activities.
Negroes born and raised in Balti- that the South’s segregated schools
Zone is hastily offered in appeasement.
Pr~pce Edward County’s s.c h o o 1 more and Maryland gave birth to have done a better job raising Negro
Howls arise in faraway lands, and a timorous State Depart- probl’ems were complicated, Pearson a greater percentage of illegitimate
standards than has Baltimore’s inment .pleads for the execution of a convicted sex criminal to be noted, by the fact that the public children than did Negro women tegrated system.
school
buildings
could
not
be
used
staye~.
born and raised in the Deep South.
After the meeting, some school
by the private educational foundation.
He said 40 per cent of the births officials said they thought Dr. TayAmericans are taxed to the bone for "foreign aid" in an His group solved the problem by ns- among
native Maryland Negroes were back had assigned too much reignoble attempt to buy friendship, the one thing that cannot be ing Sunday School rooms in the coun- illegitimate in 1959, compared to 25 sponsibility to the school system
bought, and we receive in return contempt, derision and insults. ty’s churches, and o t h e r available per cent among Negro women in the for changing what they called "a
space.
South.
deeprooted cultural pattern." PreSoutherners see these things. T_hey wonder. And they are
Pearson stated proudly that the
Dr. Tayback warned that unless the sumably, they meant that illegiti.rivate school’s academic standards
¯ .~appalled, as are patriotic Americans everywhere at what is
macy among Negroes is such a
~,iroblem
of social and
stability
is solved,
were such that all of this year’s
~bappening to our country.
t will confound
defeat
every pattdrn.
graduates who applied for college
: Then they look at the attitude of their government toward admission were accepted. Financial
themselves . . . their government that they have supported
support, through voluntary contriwith the lives of their young men in war, and with their treasure butions and a small tuition charge,
the system to close the
in times of war and peace. They see an attitude--one might enabled
school year in the black.
call it the government’s "Southern policy"--of glacial unconcern The-Virginian reassured the New
for the portending havoc this policy will harvest.
Orleans crowd that a private school
system can operate successfully, if
What conclusions are Southerners to draw from the
federal decrees force a shutdown of
polic); of malice toward themselves and appeasement toward
~ublic schools. He stressed the imany bearded banana dictator who happens to be the darling
portance of maintaining wide suopert
The Negro race will drive the responsible for a ’m~Merate’ being
and confidence in the private facili- whites from the United States unless elected for Democratic nominee for
of the Northern press?
ties, and said a scholarship plan in more white Americans awaken, an governor of onr state. This vmdd
We repeat: What are they to think?
¯
his connty enables every white child audience of North Carolinians was not have been accomplished if the
Perhaps they should s,t, udy more carefully this wondorful to enroll in~ the private school system, told this month.
white people had been well nrganthing called "world opinion.’ For it seems to have found a magicregardless of his parents’ ability to
Bernard Dixon, a state director of ized."
my.
formula for having its way with the federal government in matters
the No r t h Carolina Defenders of
Dixon pointed ot,t that the black
States’ Rights, told members of the race is outbreeding the white race.
both great and small.
group, meeting at Yanceyville, that This is largely due to their high rate
We propose herewith a solution to the dilemma . . . a
white Americans in the United States of illegitimacy, he said.
solution.which will completely satisfy the South, and will
will be faced with the same crisis as
"Welfare money is being handed
the whites in the Belgian Congo.
regain for the United States its former place of high prestige
to Negro girls with six and more
Speaking at the Yanceyville court- out
illegitimate children," Di£on declared.
among the nations.
house July 9, Dixon said: "We
will be driven from our great "It is very important that we have
This solution is offered more in truth than in satire. If you
stop, or at least more corbs placed
Michael
J.
Byan
was
named
genate startled by it, reflect a moment, and you will realize that e r al membership chairman of the country unless we form a united on welfare money for illegitunacy."
front against the NAACP. We must
the very fact you are startled at all is proof of how far we have 5curb Louisiana Citizens’ Council at get more people to Din our segregaHe concluded, "I call on every
doclindt.
recent meeting in New Orleans.
tion organizations, or a few crack- white person in this audience to
The Council also named J. L. Shel- pots, carpet-baggers and scalawags, everything within their power to help
The solution?
ton chairman of the house solicitations along with the Negro, will soon us preserve the white race. We can
It is for the United States simply to switch policies.
committee, which will conduct a door- have full control of our county and help by subscribing to patriotic pubto-door campaign.
The present foreign policy should apply to the South, and
state governments, as they almost lications, talking’to every l~:rson we
Special donor and telephone com- have now of our federal govern- possibly can al~mt the .,a:riousness ~,~
the present Southern policy should apply to foreign nations
mittees will he organized in the near
the integration threat, and by
(if they would stand for it).
future, Ryan said.
Turning to the repent gubernatorial operating and lending assistance to
Perhaps in the interest of good international relations with
Jackson G. Ricau, executive di- race in North Carolina. Dixon con- our segregationist friends in every- way
the non-Communist countries, we shouldn’t extend the figt/re of rector of the Council, told the meet- tinued: "’I’he Negro bloc vote was possible."
"Our worst enemy is apathy,
speech to a~.ply the Southern policy of our govornment to them. in~,
and the only way we see to overWe wouldn t wish that on our British, French and other friends.
come it ~s by increasing our Council
No. The Southern policy should be made to apply only against membership and enlarging circulathe Communist countries.
tion of OUr monthly report. It is
Then we would enjoythe respect and admiration of our necessary for people to know the
if our way of life is to be
h’iends in the free world because we would have a policy, not facts
preserved.
of appeasement but of implacable hostility, toward the Russian
"’The ~overnor. the Legislature and
slavemasters.
the public school parents are deter
mined to c~ntinue public school eduAnd the South? As bendiciaty under the new foreign
cation on a segregated basis. But th~
cooperation of the Citizens’ Council
tTelicyinstead
of whipping
boy under
South would
go wild with
icy, the old Southern policy,
will be needed in the fight," Ricau
Is this fantasy? Think it ove~.
added.

A Solution To Our Dilemma

MixMg Hasn’t Raised The
Cultural Level Of Negroes,
Maryland Official Admits

Negroes Threaten To Drive
Whites Out Of U. S. Soon,
N. C. Defenders Are Told

South Louisiana
Group Plans Drive
For New Members
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Jackson, Mississippi

White Voters Aroused In Detroit!
On ’Rea Carpet’----I

Unbalanced

Power

Castro
Woos

Negroes

NORTH E R hi
PUBLIC

Cuban dictator Fidel Castro
has launched an all-out campaign to curry favor among U.S.
Negroes.
Even w h i ! e Castro castigates the U. S. government in
lengthy TV tirades, his supporters are avidly seeking the
favor and help of Negro
Americans.
That’s the report of the AP’s
Harold K. Milks in Havana.
Milks writes that "the Cuban
government is bombarding
American Negroes with massive
doses of propaganda and inviting them to visit this ’Negro
paradise.’ "
Milks continued:
"Ahnost weekly, delegatinns of Negroes from the United States are
bronght tn Cnl)a tu See for themselves
what the Cnban government says is
the ’true p i c t u re ’ of revolutionary
Cuba. Many travel at Cuban expense.
"Last year, Joe Louis and a public
relations firm were given a contract
to popularize C u b a among Negroes
in the United States.
"Informed sources say mailing
lists of Negro organizations in the
United States have been made
available to Cuban propagandists
for distribution of anti-American
and pro-Castro material.
"The Castro regime has established
a pattern for the treatment of Negro
delegations which in many ways resembles the Kremlin’s in handling colored visitors to Moscow.
"The visiting Negroes are put in
top-grade tourist hotels in Havana
given special tonrs and entertainment
and permitted to talk wit h Fidel
Castro and other Cuban leaders.
"They are shown the positions of
’equality’ Negroes hold u n d e r the
revolutionary regime as exemplified
by the chief of the Cuban Army, Maj.
Juan Ahueida, and the snb-secretary
of the nlinistry of h)reign relations,
Carlns Olivares.
"The visiting Negroes make television appearances~many of them
attack the United States and praise
Castro. They a r e interviewed by
the Castro-controlled press or have
articles published by the newspapers now controlled by the government.
"The semiofficial newspaper Revolucion published recently a supplement dedicated to "the Negroes in the
United States.’ "
(Editor’s Note--Perhaps Castro
has discovered the key to U. S. foreign policy. If he were only black,
the State Department couldn’t be
anything but nice to himl)

While the press, radio and television have been saturated
;with accounts of the activities of pro-civil rights groups at the
;Democratic and Republican National Conventions, including closeup shots and ingratiatingly obsequious personal "interviews" with
the Rev. Martin Luther King, et al, nothing--so far as we know,
literallv nothing--has been printed or broadcast concerning the
violent" opposition of other groups representing the vie~vs of the
vast maiority of Americans, both North and South, to the nauseous
spectacle of both maior political parties stultifying themselves in
a shameless bid for the Negro bloc vote.
One example of the kind of
these operators buy up propopposition to "civil rights" not tions
erty for later resale at fat profits.
reported by the great national This cruel practice frequently wipes
news media is the statement out entirely equities built up at
submitted to t h e Republican great sacrifice by hard-working citiplatform committee by t h e zens. It is known in most large
American cities as "block-busting."
National Civic Association, a
We do not like the effects nf racial
group representing 100,000 or
integration of the sch~ls which has
more voters in Detroit, Mich. follo~ved neighborhood integration in

CITIZENS~ COUNCIL, -TACKSON~ MISS.

An Open Letter
To The President,
President Dwight D. Eisenhower
Washington, D. C.

As rel)orte(I in The ltome Gazette
a neighborhond paper in I)etroit, the
statement called for "a mnre conservative approach to sn-calk, d ’civil
rights,’" which, as the paper ex)ressed it, "tend to destroy the right
(if choice and action on social itnd
neighborhood issties." While the ineulbets of the civic association did not
expect their views to be adnpted by
the political gathefin~ w h i c h was
bosily shaping its policies to "’uiatch
or equal" the Democratic party platform promises, "yet the document remains as indicative of Northe~ eommnnity action and voting in the November elee~on," The ttome Gazette
conchided.

As readers may recall, The Citizens’
Council has maintained for several
that the crucial turnin~ point in
In your address before the Republican National Con-years
the artificial leverage, exercised by
vention at Chicago, you proposed a world-wide referendum
Negro bloc voting in key Northern
states wonld be the creation of an
whereby each nation might choose for itself whether it wishes
off-setting ~hite bloc vote resnltin~
to be free, or whether it wishes to be Communist. Your dramatic
from the very excesses of unscrnpulons
proposal met with an approving ovation from the vast audience.
politicians seeking the Negro bloc
While the free world views with apprehension the
vote.
threatening advance of international Communism, the South
Since the statement from the Deviews with equal apprehension the threatening advance of
troit nei~h~rhood civic associations
is so significant in this respect, and
racial integration at home.
since it is so representative of tm~e
Mr. President, does the South not merit at least the conNorthern attitndes, the full text of
sideration accorded foreign nations?
the National Civic Association platSurely then, in the light of the proposition you so ably ~o~ recomrnendation on "civil rights"
stated at Chicago, there can be no objection from men of is presented herewith:

Dear Mr. President:

genuine good will for each state of this Union to determine
for itself, in a nation-wide referendum, whether its citizens
may enjoy the freedom to choose their own associates, or
whether they must be compelled to integrate without regard

NATIONAL CIVIC ASSOCIATION
1141 E. Seven Mile Road
Detroit 3, Mich.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE
to race, creed or color.
~REPUBLICAN PLATFORM
Your able leadership is therefore earnestly sought to
i COMMITTEE:
implement such a referendum, as an equable solution to the
The National Civic Association
racial strife being forced on our great region.
poses enactment into law of any
the widely discnssed proposals loo~ely
Respectfully yours,
and inaccurately referred to as a civil
rights program.

W. J. SIM/v~ONS
Editor
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL

Ghana Orders South African Travelers
To Condemn Segregation Or Go To Jail
Latest in the "liberal" bag of tricks
is this report from die new black nation of Ghana.
Sonth African citizens arriving at
Ghana’s capital, Accra, on a commercial airliner this month were met at
the airport by immigration officials.
The South Africans were given
their choice of s.igning documents
denouncing their government’s seg-

+Promise To Fight
Politicians Who Bow
To Black Bloc Rule

reption policies or going to jail.
The move is part of President
Kwame Nkrumah’s boycott of South
African trade and travel. Persons refusing to sign the documents can
detained, Ghanaian officials said.
(Editor’s Note- Where ar~ the
protests in t h e UN? Where are

ing this obvious denial of freedom
to travel? %Vbat are things coming
to when a citizen is forced, under
threat of "detention", to choose between loyalty to his country or jail?
Finally, how long must civilized
mankind tolerate such antics from
jungle blacks who suddenly find
themselves in positions of power?)

Our organization is composed of
twenty home owner groups in the
city of Detroit. Membership in these
groups totals approximately 50,000
and includes families representing
100,000 or more voters. We are
banded together for the general purpose of fostering high civic standards
and in maintaining the property
values of the homes in which we have
invested our life savings. We are a
non-partisan political organization.
We are the victims and proposed
victims of the depredations of unscrupulous r ¯ a ! estate speculators
who scheme to install colored people in white neighborhoods for the
deh’berate purpose o f debasing
realty values for their own enrichm~nL After creating pmaie eondl-

certain areas of onr city. The results
have been generally harnfful and at
no time have we seen any benefit
to the pupils of any race.
Wc believe that forced mixing in
some Detroit sections is responsible
for the disgracefidly high rate of interracial crime as reported hy our
police department.
Our determination to fight forced
neighborhood integration and all other
of the spurious civil fights proposals
has been intensified by the recent
promnlgation of a one-man manifesto
which purports to establish conditions
governing the disposal of real estate
in Michigan. We shall resist this outrage with every means at our disposal.
Many well-known Republican and
Democratic politicians have seen fit
to discuss publicly the so-called Negro
vote and to speculate on the effect of
their own activities in scenting this
vote for their respective parties. As
these discussions have been participated in by such illnstrious Americans
as Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Vice President Richard M. Nixon, New York
Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller and
Michigan Governor G. Menn~n Williams, the matter of the Negro vote
is obviously a proper political subect. Certainly it is a snbject in which
we have a vital interest.
We have news for these practical
politicians who support the civil’
rights program on the ground that
it is supported by Negro voters and
who say that these voters represent
the balance of political power in our
great cities. As of now, we undertake to destroy this so-called balance of power in our city by offering our support to eandldates who
oppose usurpation of power by selfstyled civil righters.
We shall vote for and work for
Repnblican, Democratic a n d Independent candidates who stand for
constitutional govermnent ;rod who
snpport true civil rights for all rather
than bribery in the form of special
3rivileges for pressure groups.
We respectfully suggest that out
votes will outweigh those that may
be controlled by the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People in Detroit as well as
those claimed by such letterhead
organizations a s Americans f o r
Democratic Action.
We hope the beleaguered ’citizens
of other great cities will take notice
of our efforts and be encouraged to
loin our political revolution. After all,
(See WHITE VOTERS, p. 3)
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Editor

A Citizens’ Council Platform
The Citizens’ Council movement is now going into its seventh
year. As everyone knows, it was burn of the crisis in 1954 ~vhen
the NAACP, after almost 50 years of intensive effort, sucx:eeded
in having the United States Supreme Court issue its infamous
Black Monday school integration decision.
In 1954, integrati’on was at our doorstep. Our people were
shocked, dispirited and helpless. Nothing stood between the
South and total integration except the logistical obstacles of
time, space and inertia.
Then the Citizens’ Council movement developed rapidly
from its tiny beginning at Indianola, Miss., where 14 men
organized the first local group, led by Robert B. Patterson.
The nature of the circumstances under which it came into
existence made it inevitable that the strategic position of the
movement would at the outset be defensive. The situation might
be compared to Pearl Harbor, in more ways than one, which
definitely placed the United States on the defensive, but aroused
it as nothing else could have. The ~vhite people of the South
were under heavy attack, and their first thought was of necessity
to defend themselves.
Therefore, the primary mission of the Citizens’ Councils was
to,defeat aggression by foiling attempts to force integration of l
th~ races in the South. In a real sense, the limited obiective of the
movement has been, if eve may paraphase the Golden Rule, "To
prevent the NAACP from doing unto us as it hath done unto
others."
In the Deep South, where it is strongest, the Citizens’
Council movement has, by general admission, been overwhelmingly successful in rolling back the forces of integration.
If it had not stepped into the breach and received the strong
support of our people, Providence alone knows what Congo¯ ~ like terror would be stalking our streets today.
While the Councils have been successful in this limited objective, the threat still remains and grows apace.
The reason why this is so should be evident to all. It lies in
the inordinately high percentage of Negro population in the South,
which has been and is being subiected to never-ending incitement
to take over. It lies in the nightmare of potential Negro political
domination from sheer weight of numbers. The threat is being
fanned to fever heat by base appeals from both political parties
to the Negro bloc vote. The fact that conditions in the South
have remained peaceful despite the most inflammatory appeals
to outright Negro aggression is a tribute to the excellent race
xelations that have built up under our bi-racial system over the
past eight" years.
But this peace will surely vanish if either one of the
major political parties makes a serious attempt to enact even a
portion of the so-called "civil rights" planks in their platforms.
One of the all-wise television commentators at the Democratic
convention in Los Angeles remarked that an historleal analysis
shows 60 percent of all political platforms have been enacted
into law. If either the Democrats or the Republicans enact
80 percent of their respective platform sections on "civil
fights" into law, indescribable chaos will descefid upon our

ahd Council leaders have felt the need to formulate a positive
long-range program to solve the problem.
A member of the state executive committee of the Mississippi
Citizens" Councils, J. O. Sams of Columbus, very clearly and
logically expressed the need for such an approach at a meeting
two months ago. Robert Patterson, executive secretary of the
Mississippi Councils and of the Citizens’ Councils of America,
was directed to study the idea further and make certain proposals.
After thinking about the question at length and discussing
it xvith a nmnber of his associates, Mr. Patterson drafted a proposed platform which has been submitted to the execotive committee for consideration.
The platform is presented below.
We invite your serious thought and comment. \Ve believe
tb.e program is realistic, that it is reasonable, and that such an
approach will provide a solution to the most vexing domestic
problem of our times . . . a solution as permanent as it is possible
to foresee in the changing affairs of mankind.
Here is the proposed platform of action:

We Advocate - -1. The recognition of racial differences as fact, and that
the solution of our race problems be based on experience and
logic rather than on nebulous theory and wishful thinking.
We believe that peace, good order, and domestic tranquility
can be brought about only in this manner.
2. The migration of Negroes and white people who seek
integration to states whose customs and laws sanction it.
3. The movement of Negroes and white people who desire to live among their own kind to communities populated
exclusively by members of their race. We advocate laws insuring the future racial integrity of these communities.
4. The strict enforcement of state voter qualification
laws. An illiterate and irresponsible electorate can only lead
to the degeneration of this republic.
5. Separate public schools and other facilities for the
black and white races where they are required to maintain
peace and order.

By Richard Burro.w, Jr.
Post mortem:
Senator Estes Kefauver won the
race against Judge Andrew "Tip"
Taylor for ~veral reasons. Some of
the maior causes of Kefauver’s victory
in the senatorial contest, generally
regarded as a toss-up in pre-election
forecasts, are considered to be:
1. Judge T a y I o r had supposedly
been promtsed the support of the very
considerable state organization controlled by Governor Buford Ellington
and his associates. However, in the
last weeks of the campaign it is
thought that a switch was made at
t~e insistence of Senator Lyndon
Johnson. Observers point out that if
the state administration was going to
support the Kennedy-Johnson ticket
on the national scene, then it was obligated to support Senator Kefauver
in his campaign for re-election, since
Kefanver had endorsed the Democratic platform and Judge Taylor had
condemned it.
2. The vast maiority nf East Tennessee Republicans had been expected
to back Taylor. But when the votes
were cuunted, they had beeu cast
for Kefanver.
3. The Negrues, as is always the
ease, vott~l in a bloc. In three Negro
precincts in Nashville, 2457 votes
went to Kefauver while Taylor received only 32. The story wits mhch
the same in Memphis and Chattanooga.
4. Judge Taylor ~vas handicapped
because of insufficieut financial backing, while the AFL- CIO gave
Kefauver a "blank check" to help
meet part of the cost of his re-election
campaign. Joseph 1). Keenan, a leader
of the Committee ou Pnlitical Education (COPE), the political arm nf
the AFL-CIO, reported that officials
of the merged federation had hehl a
special meeting in Los Angeles prior
to the election.
Keenan added that Kefauw~r did
not have ennugh money to option
television time for the l’ast wt’ek .f
his campaign.
"We made an agreement to let
him go and get what he needed,
and we, the labor movement, would
make it good," said Keenan.
"It is easy to be a liberal from
Illinois and New York. But when you
stand up as a liberal in Florida, Tennessee or Georgia, yon are taking on
a great assignment," he added.
.5. Judge Taylor did not make
"gronp iutegrity" a major issue. Although he st,,ted his opposition to
"civil rights" lcgislatiou, Taylor failed
to discuss the segregation question in
a forthright manner in his speeches.
An all-out attack on the evils of integration wonld have aroused much
entht,siasm.
To conclude that the re-electinn of
Kefauver indicated acceptance in Tennessee of the Democratic platform
and "’civil rights" would be hasty,
in view of the fact that all Democratic Congressmen in Tennessee were
re-elected, and they all voted a~ainst
"civil rig h t s." National orzanized
labor and national party political pressure were not brought into play in
the congressional races. They were
in the senatorial contest.

Memphis -- The first Negro since
Reco’astruction days has bee~ , lected
to tpe Shelby County De .,:,c~atic
6. The use of public welfare programs to help the unfor- E~" tire Committee.
tunate to rehabilitate themselves. We deplore the use of
ro Jesse H. Turner, a 40.year
o]
~ker, defeated two while candithese funds to encourage immorality and indolence.
d: : ;ncluding one woman, lte won
el
~ on the heavy tide of Negro
7. The establishment of a Federal Commission with adwhich played a maior part in
vt~
visory groups in each state to study and advance plans for
th.. s tory of Sen. Estes Kefauver
geographical separation of the black and white races.
Iov.:r Judge Andrew "Tip" Taylor.

Congo Atrocities Described By White Victims In
Shocking Official Report of Belgian Government

Rioting Congole~ savages cornmired unspeakable atrocities upon
helpless white women and children
during recent "independence" uprisings, according to an official report of
the Belgian government.
Countless documented cases of
~ult~, rapes, beatings, torture and
imprisonment of whites are deland.
tailed in a 22-page publication issued by t h e Belgian Government
To meet the basic problem, whid~ has been accentuated in
Information Center.
recent weeks by the. political conventions, a number of our friendsEntitled "A Preliminary Relmrt on

the Atrocities Committed by the Congolese Army Against the White Population of the Republic of the Congo
Before the Intervention of the Belgian
Forces," the document contains m,merous quotations from white victims
of the atrocities.
The report pulls no punche~
and makes for strong reading. Its
contents cannot be adequately desen’bed in a publication designed
for family consumption.
White refugees from the Congo are

quoted at length as they detailed the
horrors to which they were subjected
by the blacks.
Copies of the report are available
upon request at the Belgian Government Information Center, 50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
(Editor’s Note ~ This r e p o r t
should be "must" reading for every
white man who questions the dangers of black rule. It is not pleasant
reading, but its facts are unchal-
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’Repo.rt. From Conditions In O.S. Today Offer Alarming Parallel
Lou,s,ana ITo First Reconstruction Era Of A Century Ago
Numerous references are b e i n g "Georgia was heavily garrisoned property. It’s as good as yours now. those who had fought for the Conmade to the current political madness with troops and Atlanta had more Take it, if you can get itl’
federacy, held office under it or given
as "Reconstruction II." To grasp the thgn its share. The commandants of
(Editor’s Note -- And to think aid and comfort Io it were not allowed
full significance of the comparison the Yankee troops in the various cities that certain "liberal" editors have to vote, had no choice in the selection
presupposes an understanding of
had complete power, even the power been making fun of witch doctors of their public officials and were
construction I."
of life and death, over the civilian in the Congo for making almost
wholly under the power of an al/en
Earlier generations of ~outherners population, and they used that power.
identical promises recently~ For
rule. Many men, thinking soberly of
gained a vivid knowledge of the They could and did imprison citizens shame, gentlemen. Brush up on the General Lee’s words and example,
"tragic era~ from their parents andfor any cause, or no cause, seize their history of "Recoustructlon I" and i wished to take the oath, become citigrandparents who lived and suffered property, hang them.
you will avoid such embarra~ing zens again and forget the past. But
"They could and did hara~ and ineomistencies.)
through the twelve-year period folthey were not permitted to tak~ it.
By F. A. Willis
"Dazzled by these tales, freedom
lowing the War Between the States. bamstring t h ¯ m with conflicting
The state headquarters office of the But later generations, preoccupied regulatious about the operation of becanle a never-ending picnic, a bar- Others who were permitted to take the
Lo~dsiana Association of Citizens’ with different problems and taught their budne~, I~ wages they must becue every day of the week, a oath, hotly refused to do so, scond~
Councils has been moved to Baton from history books designed to suit pay tl~ir serv~mt~ what they should carnival of idleness and theft and to swear allegiance to n govemmeat
which was deliberately
Rouge from its former lnc~tion at
the tastes of the victors, are largely say in pubik and private uttenme~, insolence. Country Negroes flocked them to cruelty s~! humiliation."
Homer.
unaware of the grim and successful and whet ~ should write in into the cities, leaving the rural disThe new headquarters address is: struggle for survival waged by their newspapors.
So wrote Margaret Mitchell of
triers without labor to make the crops.
Association of Cittzem’
"They regulated how, when and
construction
I" in G o n e With
forefathers
after
military
defeat
in
Atlanta
was
crowded
with
them
and
a where they must dump their garbage
Councils of Louisiana
still they came by the hundreds, lazy Wind. It does not take a very astute
terrible war.
ll3 Doherty Building
and they decided what songs the
observer of the current scene to detect
Unfohunately, Northerners are al- daughters and wives of ex-Confed- and dangerous as a result of the new an uncomfortable similarity between
31~0 Florida Street
doctrines
being
taught
them.
Packed
Baton Bouge, Louisiana
most completely unversed in the hard erates could sing, so that the singing
the conditions prevalent in that en
The telephone number is DI 4- facts of this period. We recommend of "Dixie" or "Bonnie Blue Flag" be- into squalid cabins, smallpox, typhoid and those on our threshold in "Recon1074.
that they enlighten themselves. For came an offense only a little less and tuberculosis broke out among struction II" today.
"Reconstruction II" is aimed at them~ serious than treason. They.ruled that them. Accustomed to the care of their
mistresses when they were ill in slave
Citizens’ CounciLs in thf New Or- too, and by both political parties.
no one could get a letter out of the
leans area are continuing their battle What was "Reconstruction I" like? post office without taking the Iron days, they did not know how to nurse
to keep the city’s public schools opthemselves or their sick. Belying upon
Gone With the Wind, the famous Clad oath and, in some instances, their masters in the old days to care
erating on a segregated basis.
they even prohibited the issuance of
As this issu~ goes to press, Louis- novel by Margaret Mitchell (The marriage licenses unless the couples for their aged and their babies, they
(Continued from page 1)
now had no sense of responsibility for
iana Cov. Jimmie Davis has as- MacMillan Company, New Y o r k),
sumed control of the New Orleans contains a graphic account, written in had taken the hated oath.
their helpless. And the Bureau was a political revolution is in the best
public schools and ordered them simple and striking language, that re- "The newspapers were so muzzled far too interested in political matters American tradition.
opened in September with segraga- mains unsurpassed in modern litera- that no public protest could be raised to provide the care the plantation
We have the utmost respect for our
against the injustices or depredations owners had once given . . .
tion of the races as usual. A Fed- ture.
fellow citizens of the Negro race
eral court has ordered integration
One of the most widely read novels of the military, and individual protests
"For the first time in their lives the whom we have found to be people
of the first grade. Federal marshals, of all time, Gone With the Wind was were silenced with iail sentences. The Negroes were able to get all the of good will. We mention the subiect
however, have been unable to serve not only a best-seller, but had an im- ails were full of prominent citizens whisky they might want. In slave of the hypothetical Negro vote, only
process on Coy. Davis.
pact amounl~ng to an historical event. and there they stayed xvithout hope days, it was something they never because it has been introduced into
of early trial.
With continued hard work, victory
tasted except at Christmas, when each the political scene by exploiters of
Most of us have read it at one time
"Trial by jury and the law of one received a "drap’ along with his interracial problems.
can be oursl
or another since its publication in
habeas corpus were practically sus1936, and were entertained by Miss
gift. Now they had not only the
There is ample space in the
Here are some significant figures on Mitchell’s superior ability to tell an pended. The civil courts still func- Bureau agitators and the Carpetbagtioned
after
a
fashion
but
they
world population. Remember these
United States for all citizens of all
exciting story and her poetic grasp functioned at the pleasure of the gers urging them on, but tile incite- races to spread out and live in
and "use them next time a "one- of things uniquely Southern.
military, who could and did inter- ment of whisky as well, and out- peac~. There is no reason why peoworlder" tries to sell you on world
But have you read "GWTW", as fere with their verdicts, so that citi- rages were inevitable. Neither life pie should he shoved into any parguvernment.
Total world popolation is 2,800,- it became popularly known, in the zens so unfortunate as to get ar- nor property was safe from thena ticular neighborhood to serve the
light of political and racial develop- rested were virtually at the mercy and the white people, unprotected by purposes of the shovers. Surely
000,000.
law, were terrorized. Men were in- statesmen can serve better the cause
of the military authorities.
Of this number, 600,000,000 are ments of the past year or two? If
"And so many did get arrested. The solted on the streets by dn~nken
white; another 600,000,000 are yel- then we suggest that you are in for
of harmony through honest efforts
a new experience, no matter how very suspicion of seditious ntterances blacks, houses and barns were burned to provide the climate for happy
low; and 200,000,000 are black.
This totals 1,400,000,000---or nne- many times you may have read Miss agaiust t h e government, suspected at night, horses and cattle and and productive citizenship for all
complicit~ in the Ku Klux Klan, or chickens stolen in broad daylight, rather than arbitrary, senseless inhalf of the world’s people.
Mitchell’s classic in the past.
The other half--another 1,400,- ! For example, let’s take a look at,complaint by a Negro that a white crimes of all varieties were committed sistence on mixing races for the sake
000,000 E are already mixed or just a conple of passages. Change the man had been uppity to him were and few of the perpetrators were
of mixing.
mongrelized.
Freedmen’s Burean to the Civil Rights enough to land a citizen in jail. Proof brought to ~astice.
Conspicuous among the features of
Of the 000-million whites, 200-mil- Commission, tile military to the Su- and evidence were not needed. The
"But these ignominies and danlion live behind, the’ Iron Curtain. preme Court, change the frame of accusation was sufficient. And thanks gers were as nothing compared with the platform recently adopted by the
Thus, only 400-million whites, or 14.3
Democratic party is a plea for a
reference only slightly, along with a to the incitement of the Freedmen’s the peril of white women, many
per cent of the world’s total popula- few other transpositions, and a start- Bureau, Negroes could always be bereft by the war of male protec- better mental health program, the
tion, live in free nations.
found who were willing to bring ac- tion, who lived alone in the out- need for which is made apparent by
An estimated 155-million whites ling parallel betweeo the events of cusatious.
lying districts and on lonely roads. the fantastic civil rights proposals inlive in the U. S., representing 5.5 per 1866-1878 and 1954-(?) will become
"The Negroes had not yet been It was the large number of outrages eluded in the same document. This
apparent.
Emphasis
is
ours,
to
point
cent of the world’s total population.
given the right to vote but the North on women mad the ever-present fear platform was annonnced at the party’s
And the 11 Southern states have up the illustrations.
was determined that they should vote for the safety of their wives and recent Los Angeles extravaganza in
32½-million whites, a scant 1.15 per
"Looking about her in that cold
daughters that drove Southern men which numerous individuals competed
cent of the total population of the spring of 1866, Scarlett realized what and equally determined that their vote to cold and trembling f ur y and
should
be
friendly
to
the
North.
With
hysterically in praise of a program of
world.
was facing her and the whole South
caused the Ku Klux Klan to spring
government invasion of every nook
Now~how would we fare in a She might plan and scheme, she might this in mind, nothing was too good for up overnight.
o n e-world government, especially work harder than her slaves had ever the Negroes. The Y a n k e e soldiers
"And it was against this nocturnal and cranny of American life. Many
when the non-whites h a t e us so worked, she might succeed in over- backed them up in anything they organization that the newspapers of of the participants in this orgy were
much? Are we content for this coming all of her hardships, she might chose to do, and the surest way for the North cried out most loudly, never individuals who have never been decnation to have a 5 per cent voice through dint of determination solve a white person to get himself into realizing the t r a g i c necessity that ted to pnblic office and whose advice
in world affairs, or for the South problems for which her earlier life trouble was to bring a complaint of brought it into being. The North and opinions we can do without very
any kind against a Negro .... "
to count for only 1 per cent?
bad provided no training at all.
wanted every member of the Ku Klux nicely. Among these were representa(Editor’s Note ~ H i s t o r y has Klan hunted down and hanged, beThis would result from any system
tives of several efficiently organized
"But
for
all
her
labor
and
sacrifice
turned
full
cycle.
Today,
the
Northof rule-by-numerical-majority. Factors
cause they dared take the punish¯ of intellect, c u I t u r e, achievement, and resourcefulness, her small be- ern white people get into trouble ment of crime into their own hands profit-making pressure groups and a
talent must also be considered--else, ginnings purchased at so great a cost by bringing complaints against a at a time when the ordinary pro- number of labor union officials who
might be snatched away from her at Negro. Tomorrow it will again be
the white race is doomedl
have appointed themselves to roles as
any minute. And should this happen, the tuna for Southern white people cesses of law and order had been national statesmen and world planoverthrown by the invaders.
"
NOTE TO LOCAL COUNCILS she had no legal rights, no legal re-: unless Caucasians, both North and
"Here was the astonishing spectacle ners.
dress,-except those same drumhead South, turn on their political lead~You are invited to send us news courts of which Ton~ had spoken so
of half a nation attempting at the
We ask of the honest advocates
ers who are busily re-creating the point of a bayonet, to force upon the
of your activities for publication
of
these measures why they have
bitterly,
those
military
courts
with
Frankenstein
of
1866.)
in this column. A clipping of a good
other half the rule of Negroes, many
their arbitrary powers. Only the nestory from your local newspaper
Continuing in Cone With the Wind, of them scarely one generation out of never required of their less ideaconcerning your orgardzation may groes had rights or redress these days. Miss Mitchell writes:
the African iungles. The vote must be listic collaborators that the issue be
he sent, if you haven’t the time to
"The Yankees had the South pro"Aided by the unscrupulous ad- given to them but it must be denied
write the item yourself. Address strafe and they intended to keep it so.
submitted to the voters for decisventurers who operated the Freedsuch correspondence to:
to
most
of
their
former
owners.
The
ion? Never have the people of a
The South had been tilted as by a men’s Bureau and urged on by a,
Local Council News
giant malicious hand, and those who fervor of Northern hatred almost re- South must be kept down and dis- single state, county or city been
THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL had once ’ruled were now more help- ligious in its fanaticism, the former franchisement of the whites was one given an opportunity to voice their
’813 Plaza Building
less than their former slaves had ever field hands found themselves sudden- way to keep the South down. Most of
opinions. Why? Reliance is made on
Jackson, Mississippi
been.
ly elevated to the seats of the mighty.
legislative trickery and executive
There they conducted themselves as
decrees
to resolve issues w h i e h
creatures of small intelligence might
should be decided by voters. Why?
naturally be expected to do.
"L/ke monkeys or small children
What kind of democracy is this?
turned loose among treasured obThe founders of our country enjects whose value is beyond their
visioned
a pedect society based on
Massachusetts
Republicans
broke
comprehension, the.~ ran wild~
I
I
either from perverse pleasure in de- tradition this summer in their state the rule of law, free from whims of
Citizens’ Councils
struction or simply because of their convention and nominated a Negro men. Is this great American dream
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
ignorance.
for secretary of state.
to be replaced by a hideous colPlease enter my subscription to the Citizens’
"To the credit of the Negroes, inA Boston lawyer, Edward Brooks,
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
cluding the least intelligent of them, won the distinction of being the first lectivlst nightmare?
[] For One Year ......................................... $2.00
few were actuated by malice and those Negro ever nominated in MassaIt is not for us to suggest the
(Please Print)
few had usually been "mean naggers’ chusetts by a major party for a state- features that should be incorporated
even in slave days. But they were, as wide office. He was picked to run for
Name ................................
’_ .......
a class, childlike in mentality, easily secretary of state after his four op- in the statement of principles you are
soon to compose. "~Ve hope you will
led from long habit aceostomed to ponents dropped out.
Address .....
take orders. Now they had a new set
(Editor’s Note -- The four op- offer us something better than a mere
City
of masters, the Bureau and the Car- ponents could haye been seared off collection of vote traps.
pethaggers, and their orders were: rather than faoe accusations of
State ................
’You’re ~st as good as any white man, "racial preiudice" by daring to run
]’ours respectfdly,
so a¢~ that way. Just as soon as you against a Negro. Brooks is
can vote the R~publimm tick~, you doubtedly a m~mher d an old,
J. K. Gibson, President
~ to bare the white m~’s, Unguidmd New Englaml fmnfly.)
National Civic/k~mctatinn
(Editor’s Note--We welcome as
a new columnist for THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL F. A. Wallis,
newly-appolnted exeeutive director
of tke Association of Citizens’
Councils of LouiSiana, We are oerrain our mmay Louisiana subscribers
will" look froward with interest to
Mr. Wallis’ regular contributions to
the papor.)

White Voters
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GOP Picks Negro
For Sec. of State
In Massachusetts
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Virginia News
By Bey. Henry J. Davi~ Di~ctor
Citizens’ Councils of Virginia
Virginlans, are not pleased with
either platform of the two major
political parties -- especially the c/vil
fights plank. We do not know, as
of this date, jnst what will be the
]/ne-up in Virginia, but we have good
reason to believe that Southside Virginia will not stand for the Democratic platform -- and we are not
strong for the Republican platform
either. Some people will take Nixon
in preference to Kennedy, no doubt,
but we are confident that the rank
and file of Virginians are not for integration and the mixing of the races.
In some cities of Virginia, the "sitins" have won out with certain lunch
counters, bot others are still holding
fast to keep the lunch counters segregated.
Some of our Virginia newspapers,
including the Richmond Times-Dispatch and the Richmond News Leader
are writing some very fine editorials
on our side. We quote, word for word,
a splendid editorial appearing in the
Times-Dispatch Aug. 9:
INTEGRATION AND
AMALGAMATION
Another world-famous historian has
expressed agreement with the argument, often advanced by white Southerners, that integration of the white
and colored races in the South will
bring wholesale racial amalgamation.
He is Arnold Toynbee of England,
perhaps the most eminent living
writer of history.
In an article pnblished in the New
York Times Magazine for August 7,
Dr. Toynbee praises the Spanish and
Portuguese for being "conspicuously
free from race consciousness", and
for having "the best record in the
matter of race relations." He finds
the blending of races in Mexico, Brazil
and Portugal wholly admirable.
For example, be says of Mexico:
"A great majority of the population is of mixed race. Immigrant
European and African minorities
have blended with the pre-Columbian mass. In Mexico you will find
people of p u r e pre-Columbian
blood occupying the highest pesiConcerning Brazil he goes on:
"The Portuguese-speaklng peoples have the same point of view.
I have observed, at dose quarters,
the Brazilian delegation to the Paris
peace conference of 1946 and the
Brazilian battalion in the internatlonal force in the Gazastrip in
Egypt. In both the battalion and
the delegation you could see representatives of most of the world,
with all conceivable permutations
and combinations."
Dr. Toynbee deems it altogether
praiseworthy that neither the Mexicans nor the Brazilians are in the least
conscious of racial differences, and he
goes on to say:
"What is already an accomplished fact in Mexico today will
come to pass tomorrow in the Old
South of the United States."
Be it remembered that Dr. Allan
Nevins, the internationally famous
professor of history at Columbia University, said virtually the same thing
in 1958. He declared that once complete integration becomes a fact in
this country, racial "inter-nlarriage
will become frequent." He said he
could cite "a dozen analogies from
history to prove that such a process
is inexorable, irresistible."
We commend the works of Drs.
Nevins and Toynbee to those naive
"liberals," whether clerical or lay,
who have been pooh-poohing the idea
that integration would bring ultimate
racial anmlgamation, and have been
accusing apprehensive Southerners of
"seeing things under the bed."
The fact, as any objective person
ought to realize, is that throwing
the two races into proximity in
~hools, colleges, restaurants, sw/mming pools, dubs and evm3,thing
else is eertaln to lead, in time, to
wide-spread intermarriage.
Those who like this idea have a
right to their opinion. We happen not
to like it.
We in Virginia are proud to say
that most of our great editors are
still with us and opposed to iategration and the mixing of the rates.
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Here Is The Enemy!
--Part II

August, 19~0

Wodd Press Silence In Wake
Of Congo Atrocities Is Noted

In South African Report

In the November, 1959, issue of The Citizens’ Council
(Editor’s Not~--Foilowing is the
there was published a list of 74 o.rganizations appearing
fi~t in a series of spechl reports to
in official House and Senate committee records as favorTHE CITIZENS" COUNCIL by
ing "civil rights" and anti-South force legislation during
John R. Parker of the U nio n of
South Africa. Readers may write
1957 and 1959.
Parker at 64 Cydonia Road,
The list was entitled "Here Is. The Enemy!" It at- Mr.
Wychwood, Germiston, Transvaal,
tracted quite a bit of attention. This newspaper and the South Africa. We welcome his coleditor were viciously attacked in some quarters for pubumn to our publication!)
lishing the list, but no one has even faintly intimated that
By Iohn R. Parker
it was not factually ebrreet.
An authoritative S o u t h African
Now we have another list. And we do mean HERE newspaper has noted the "peculiar
silence" of the world press concerning
IS THE ENEMY!
recent atrocities in the Congo.
This group of 33 organizations comprises the "LeaderThe Afrikaans n e w s p a p e r Die
Vaderland of Johannesbnrg pointed
ship Conference on Civil Bights." It is the source of the
out that large segments of the world
"civil rights" planks in both the Democrdtie and Repubpress attacked the Sonth African guvlican platforms.
ernrnent for putting down native riots
recently, yet hesitate to criticize black
Do you doubt this? Then we suggest you write:
brutalities in the Congo.
Leadership Conference on Civil Bights
20 West 40th Street
New York 18, N. Y.
Request a copy of their pamphlet entitled "Program
for Civil Rights---1960" and see for yourself. It is interesting to note that the above address is also NAACP
national headquarters.
The introduction to the pamphlet modestly States:
"Program for Civil Rights---1060 has been prepared by
the organizations designated for submission to the Democratic and Republican parties as a proposed platform for
adoption at the 1960 National Conventions. We believe
that this program provides the basis for immediate governmental action to bring to fruition for all Americans
the goals of equal justice under law." The last sentence
is, of course, the unctuous propagandist’s way of saying
"integration without regard to R
., C
or
2__."
To save the time involved in reading the "civil rights"
sections of both parties’ platforms, just write for the
pamphlet listed above, and you can digest them both in
one publication.
As you look over the 33 groups listed below (21 of
them appeared in tho original Here Is The Enemy article) a peculiar fact will probably strike you, as it did
us: How on earth did the Americans for Democratic Action (the radical ADA left wing of the Democratic party)
succeed in helping put over the "civil rights" plank in
the Republican platform?
Here is the list of 33 organizations comprising the
"Leadership Conference on Civil Rights," the creators of
both platforms intended to usher in "Reconstruction II."
We repeat:
HERE IS THE ENEMY!
American Civil L~erties Union
American Jewish Committee
American Jewish Congress
American Veterans Committee
Americans for Democratic Action
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, AFL-CIO
Catholic Council on Working Rights
Catholic Interracial Council
Congregational Christian Churches, Race Relations
Department
Congress of Racial Equality
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Friends Committee on National Legislation
Improved Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks of
the World
Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO
International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers, AFL-CIO
Japanese American Citizens League
Jewish Labor Committee
National Alliance of Postal Employees
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People
National Bar Association
National Council of Negro Women
National Council of Protestant Episcopal Churches,
Division of Christian Citizenship
National Newspaper Publishers Association
National Sharecroppers. Fund, Inc.
Southern Christian Leadership Conference
Transport Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO
Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America
United Automobile Workers of America, AFL-CIO
United Steelworkers of America, AFL-CIO
United Synagogues of America
Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom
Workers Defense League
(We suggest that you may want to file this list for
future reference.--Ed.)

A verbatim translation of the July
29th Die Vaderland article follows.
AFTER SHARPEVILLE
A GREAT OUTCRY;
AFTER THE CONGO-SILENCE . . .
After Sharpeville, a large proporlion of the overseas press attacked
South Africa. Now, there is a pecnliar
silence overseas coucerning the happenings in the Congo.
D i e Vadedand interviewed Mr.
Eric Louw, Minister of External Affairs, this morning regarding the
q u e e r reaction of tile foreign press
concerning tile Congo iu comparison
with their attitude abnut riots in tile
Union of South Africa dnring March.
Mr. Louw said: "The reaction of
the press in the U.S.A. most be
seen in the light of an ’anti-colonial’
campaign in the United Nations during recent years. It is a campaign
which encouraged the peoples of
Africa to get rid of European colonial
control, and is supported by the
American press.
"T h e r e ,,vtLs also encouragement
from other sonrces in the U.S.A.
Two or three years ago, three Congressional Connnittees were s e n t tu
Africa. They encouraged African peoples in their efforts to obtain indebut at the same time
out that African territories
lad certain valuable markets for exports, and also had the resources for
raw materials," added Mr. Louw.
"American foreign ministers have
also clearly declared since 1949 that
the U. S. policy is to give assistance
to what they called the ’national aspirations of colonial territories,’ in
order to get their freedom. Such statements have been made by Mr. Acheson, and later by the late John Foster
Dulles.
"’It is thus to be understood that
the American press is now bewildered concerning the happeningS; in
the new African states--a dictatorial
government in Ghana; strife in the
Cameroons; Guinea’s flirtation with
Russia; and now chaos in the
Congo, in conjunction with murder
and outrage against whites.
"These conditions and happenings to a large extent knock the
bottom out of their anti-South African campaign.¯
"And now the American newspapers f I o u n d e r about. As they
eagerly said this of the Union Government after Sharpeville, they are no~v
busy with an ’agonizing reappraisal!’
"Now they seek a scapegoat elsewhere. Even a newspaper such as
the New York Times had the attdacity
to put all the blame on thee Belgian
government. Belgium was, so it was
stated, too hasty with the acknowledgment of independence! Bnt the same
New York Times praised the Belgian
government for its ’realism and generosity.’"
Mr. Louw said that during the
first few days, there were hardly
any expressions of sympathy for the
whites who were murdered and outraged in the Congo.
"’On the contrary, even the prominent New ..York Times tried to be-

little the event by describing it as a
’hangover’ of the independence celebrations! It was also stated that the
reports of murder and ontrage were
’exaggerated."
"One of the weekly newsmag~zin’es
blundered badly. In an issue which
was in the printing press ~nst before
the riots began, it spoke in glowing
language of the new African state,
and at the sanw time gave the Union
of Sonth Africa a dig by stating that
the opinion expressed here was that
the new ztate would be a failure.
When that issue came out of the
printing press, the Congo was un life!
"Organizations such as the American Committee on Africa, which made
such a fuss about the riots in the
Union of South Africa, are now as
still as mice. With the exception of
one or two newspapers, for instance
the Wall Street Journal, the majority
sought excuses for w h a t had happened, and placed rile blame on tile
Belgian government.
"It is obvious that the American
newspapers and also the British
press are in a pickle, considering
their violent c a m p a i g n against
South Africa, especially following
the Sharpeville incident. Therefore, whilst they are seeking excuses
regarding murder and rape in the
Congo, they never miss the opportunity to give South Africa a stab.
"For instance, the editor nf tile
New York Times writes that the racists
nf Sonth Africa and llhodesia with
suing indignation are bnsy stating that
the new Africau states cannot mainrain order.
"These Americau newspapers later
mentioned the assistance rendered to
Congo refngees, but not a word was
mentimmd of the Union of Snuth
Africa’s assistance. In one of the
American weeklies, there was a report
on the chaos in the Congo, but be-’
low that report was annther one mentioning how the boycott is damaging
South Af~’iea’s economy.
"I hardly need remind of the ontburst from the same newspapers anti
periodicals after the Sharpeville incident. They stumbled over one another to abuse the Union of South
Africa, and to express sympathy with
the ’victims of police brutality.’ Then
it was not said that the press reports
were perhaps ’exaggerated!"
"In the British press, there was also
general condemnation of Sonth Africa.
!.)o you still remember nay quotations
from tile press which I read to Parliament, and also the well-known Philips
case of false rcpnrting in the Toronto
Star?
"Recently when I arrived in London at three o’clock in the morning,
a crowd of demonstrators spent about
an hoot outside rny hotel shouting
’murder!’ The same people are now
making excuses concerning rape and
tnnrder in the Congo!
"In a report on the front page of
the Sunday Times, its London correspondent mentioned the attitude of
the British press. It is significant,"
stated the Minister.
"And now the Southern Rhodesian police h a v e also been compelled to fire on the natives, in
order to maintain law and order.
Already the American and British
newspapers are busy blaming the
whites of Rhodesia for what has
happened, and seeking excuses for
the misdeeds of the ’suppressed’ natives.
"It was quite a treat to see those
editors flonndering about!" ,
Of all the bhmders in the Con~o,
the sending of black UN troops is the
greatest. Whom did the black UN
troops come to protect?
It looks very m u e h as if they
came to protect the rapists from the
Belgian troops. Are UN troops
going to arrest the murderers and
rapists in order to bring them to
trial for their crimes?
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Jackson, Mississippi

Students Trained For Sit-In Strife
Experts Puzzled---

Pinning A Tail On This Donkey

Blacks
Reject
Mix Bid
Negro and Puerto Rican occupants of New York City’s
blackbuard jungles dismayed the
experts this month by failing to
jump at the chance for classrt~,m integration.
New York City’s board of education changed its zoning policies as schools opened Sept. 12.
Pupils attending a total of 21
junior (,r senior high schools
with ~ per cent or more Negro
or Poerto Rican cnncentration were
given the opportmaity tu transfer to
30 schools with higher perceutagcs
of white cnrolhnent.
Schnnl ufficials who jubilantly announced the new policy predicted
that 3,000 Negroes and Puerto Ricans
wonld take advaMage of the integration opportuuity a n d request transfers. A total of 12,000 application
forms were distribnted to pnpils.
But only 384 applied for ~its
to change schools.
The board promptly order~ a study
to see why integration wasn’t popular
~even among Negroes and Puerto
Ricans.
One official was gloomy. "It
could be," he said, "that the parents
wei~ed the advantages o~ sen~ng
their chilean to seh~ls in
~e~ against the benefits of keeping them in neJ~rh~ seh~ls
and fo~d that ~ey prefaced to
k~ their youn~te~ where
But most educators were stunned,
expressing disbelief at the low transfer
rate. The ~ard had confidently predict~ that next fall, when the same
transfer policy was to have been made
applicable to elementa~ schools, a
total of 15,0~ children would wander
from school to school in search
integration.
Superintendent John J. ~eobald
promptly advanc~t plans for elementaw ~ansfers, opening the way for
moves by third, fou~h and fifth graders next month.
Informed observers expressed donbt
that many transfer applications will
be received.
(Editor’s Note ~ ~e patent
failure of th~ lat~t a~empt at inte~afion-by~ion leaves des~rate
New Yo~ s~l authorities with
but one attentive: PAY the little
mn~e~ to move to white ~h~]
~e faille proves what we’ve been
safi~ all ~ong~hut the va~ maj~ity o~ pupils, ~ they white,
black, ~n or blue, prefer to
tend sch~! ~th ~ek o~ kind.
Oaly an ~asional ~db~l or ~rso~lity-p~blem-~pe s~ to force
h~ way w~ he’s not wanted.
has once again ~n demm~ated,
th~ month, in New York Cir. Su~ly, no one can claim ~at any bar~ers were im~ on any B~nx
black w h o sought ruination t o
white ei~s. Yet, ody 10 ~r
~nt of ~e expired nmber
que~ ~em. Th e iesmn
pl~.)

No Man Escapes
For no m~n escapes
When freedom fails,
The best of men rot
In filthy jails;
And they who cried
"Appease, Appe~e"
Are hanged by men
They tried to please.

South Is Victim Of
Installment Plan Surrender

’Peacemakers’ Hold
Mixing Institute
With Jailbird Faculty
A unique training course for pacifists, held this month in
New London, Conn., could spell troul)le for the South in the
months ahead. The announced program of the sponsoring group
could eventually result in internal strife in many Southern states.
This year, the group’s program -- entitled "Training In
Non-Violence" -- was expanded to include courses on howto
invade white swimming pools and beaches in the South and
how to stage sit-in demonstrations.
In a massive appeal last;spring, this training school sent "New e c o n o m i c relationships,"
out literature t(, colleges a n d "Sharing the intentional community
aud workers’ cooperatives," a n d
universities throughout the na- other
such topics related to sotion in an attempt to recuit stu- called non-violent action in opposidents for the program.
tiou to "the old society."
C o I 1 e g e s throughout the All ,,f thesc tnpics were listed, in
the grmtp’s literature along with many
Sotlth, both white and Negro,
others. As tile brochure pr,,udly anreceived the printed appeals.
nmmced: "’All over the world, small
In a 16-day program which ~roul)~ of arnused IneB and svomen
conclnded Sept. 4, "Training are marching, picketing, cmRhtctin~
In Non-Violence" offered a tax strikos, ilwading war phmts, and
in front of nmnitions trot.ks to
complete condensed course in ]yiog
ch,g thc war-making activitivs of the
how to subvert the lawful pro- state."
cedures of daily life and govThis was the fonrfl~ such program
ernment in the United States. con(luct,rd by t h e "Peacemakers"
Sponsored by a radical paci- groop, it is similar to many prok~ams
fist group labeled "Peacemak- being conducted by o t h e r- radical
snch as CORE and the
ers," the course in non-vlolent groups,
NAACP, about the country.
action listed some 26 faculty
the participants joined in
members who trained students thisWhether
program from misgnided idealism
in passive resistance pro- or were directed by all-knowing prescedures.
sure groups with hidden motives is

not known.
An editorial board member of the
"Peacemakers" publication, A r t h u r
Certainly, however, this and all the
Harvey, described the movement as
similar groops move ontside the
being "a radical pacifist organization.
normal channels of free government
We are against war preparations and
and seek to establish their alleged
against use of income tax for war
"rights" by passive resistance mea(Editor’s Note---The following expression of opinion ap-purposes. Our members also oppose
sur~s.
peared originally in Roy V. Harris’ newspaper, the Augusta, mandatory registration for the draft."
Yet these measles invariably [all
Ga., Courier, shortly before the people of Georgia voted on Harvey, incidentally, recently comoutside of legal li~ts and ~v~-’
serving a 6-month jail term for
ably, such g~ups as the "Peae~
whether the state’s Democratic Electors should be pledged pleted
attempting to halt construction of the
m~ers" are m~lly dis~vered to
or unpledged. Mr. Harris is given major credit for the large new ICBM base in Omaha, Nebraska.
be actually "Troublem~ers."
majority favoring Unpledged Electors. A prominent attorney
At least, that’s what the "PeacemakIt see~s sate to say that if they
and businessman as well as a publisher, he has served for the ers" proudly proclaim in their printed
invade the South in any sizable
literatnre.
past two years as president of the Citizens’ Councils of
numbers, they will be asking for the
America, the Southwide coordinating body of the Council Harvey denies being affiliated in trouble they seek to make.
any way with the Cmnmnnists.
movement.)
But on the faculty of the instiSoutherners have ]earned in recent
years to look behind high-sounding
By Roy V. Harris
tute, Harvey shares billing with one
names, and to cantionsly examine the
Carl Braden, field secretary for the
President, Citizens’ Councils of America
real mot yes of itinerant bands of
Southern Conference Educational
I don’t like this idea of surrendering on the installment plan.Fund, a group designated by a ~ agitators.
Congressional subcommittee as "a
Yet, that is what the leaders of the South have been doing
Communist front." Braden, if the
every four years since 1936.
courts are to be believed, is a reWe are just surrendering a little bit at a time and now cent convert to non-violence. He is
we have about surrendered and abandoned all our rights andcurrently free on bail pending U. S.
Supreme Court review of a sedition
all our freeedoms.
conviction.
The NAACP was dealt a legal setAt the 1936 convention of the Democratic Party, it was pro-In the printed brochnre distributed
back in Virginia this month, when
posed to abandon the two-thirds rule. Up until that time, it was
by the seminar, a brief sketch is given
the Virginia Snpreme Cot, rt rnled that
of several of the facolty members.
necessary for a candidate to receive a vote of two-thirds of all the
the NAACP and its tax-exempt "’Legal
Snme of the staff of this training
delegates to the .convention before he could be nominated. We
l)efcnsc and Education Fund" were
school are: Cincinnati minister
clearly engaged in the unlawful solicisurrendered and then our troubles began.
Maurice McK’J~rackin, who just served tation of legal business for their atUp until that time, they had to have the South to get the6 months in jail for not paying income
torneys.
taxes for defense spending; K a r 1
nomination. From then on, they didn’t need us and we have
In an opinion by Justice LawMeyer, a ttar,’ey help-mate in the
been getting little consideration since that time.
rence W. l’Anson, the high court
Omaha protest who also served a jail
said, "When we apply the plain
When the convention met in PhiladeLphia in 1948, Harry
sentence; V,,’allace Nelson. imprisoned
language and meaning of the stafor his opposition to XVorld War II
Truman’s Civil Bights Commission had just made its report and
tutes to the evidence it is perand described by the pamphlet as
the Democratic platform endorsed it.
fectly manifest that the NAACP, its
"lonz active in non-violent projects
Virginia conference, its branches
We nominated Dick Russell at the convention in Philadelphia against segregation"; Ruth Reynolds,
and the fund are engaged in un"active in protnoting Puerto Rico’s inand, of course, he was defeated.
lawful sol/citation of legal bnsine~s
dependence"; Robert Swann, "’builder
From all over the South, the people began to squawk.
for their attorneys in which remdtof integrated housing projects" and
ing litigation they are not parties
The Democrats in the South began to shout revolt and they formerly imprisoned as a ~,Vorld War
and have no pecuniary fight or
1I objector; Marjorie Swarm, another
talked a good game.
liability."
imprisoned for trying to stop ICBM
Then Strom Thurmond and Governor Fielding Wright, and
construction at Orhaha; Juanita NelThe court added that a State had
others, organized the Dixiecrat movement that year and they
son, "income tax refuser"; and Fred
a perfect right to regolate the practice
Shuttlesworth,
Negro
integration
leadmanaged to carry three or four states in his race for President.
of law in accordance with the stander in Birmingham, Ala.
ards of legal ethics under its police
We talked a good game, but we did not follow this oppor-The "Peacemaker" program this
powers. It said the fund did not serve
tunity.
year included courses and d/scnsas a legal aid society, since those
it aided were not necessarily indigent
It was a great opportunity. If Strom Thurmond andsions of such topics as "testing a
Crow swimming pool," "Lunch
and the aid was given only in matters
Fielding Wright had carried two more states, the election Jim
counter sit-lns and other forms of
w h e r e questions of constitutional
(Continued on page 9.)
rights were involved.

Virginia NAACP Is
Dealt Legal Blow
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South Is Victim Of Inst llment Plan Surrender Report From
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Tennessee

of the President would have beep thrown into the House and
It wonld put us in a trading position and in a position to trade
the Southerners would have been in position to dictate terms.
for concessions for our votes.
By Richard Burrow, Jr.
Yet, our leaders failed us in this hour of crisis and surrendered
Otherwise, we could vote for someone like Senator Russell,
just a little bit more. They shouted, "Stay in the par~y, and fight or Senator Harry. Byrd, and that would throw the election into Reconstruction 1I is underway in
out your battles within the party."
the House.
Tennessee!
But it was just another surrender on the imtallment plan.
At the next Congress, the Democrats will have a majority
U. S. Attorney-General William P.
In 1952, the Democrats met in convention in Chicago. Dick in the House. If the election of a President were thrown into Rogers has filed suit in Federal DisRussell was a candidate for nomination again and Stevenson got
trict Court in Memphis, charging that
the House under these conditions, the House would be forced
the nomination.
to choose from either Senator Kennedy, Vice President Nixon econotnic pressure was used to prevent N.egroes from registering to vote
The platform went further .against us than did the platform
or Russell or Byrd, whichever got the Southern vote.
in Haywood County, Tenn. The action
cf 1948. We shouted and talked about revolt, but we didn’t revolt.
’When Congress meets, the Republicans, under that situation, names 29 defendants, including two
1956 was similar to 1952.
would know that the Democrats had the votes, if they stuck to- banks and 27 individuals.
Then, in 1957, the Civil Rights Bill came before the Con- gether, to el.ect Senator Kennedy.
It madcs the first use of a ~ction
gress. Most of our leaders went along with Lyndon ~Johnson
The Republicans would ioin the Democrats in the House and of the 1957 Civil Rights Act which
on a compromise to surrender inst a little bit more on this in- vote for either Senator Russell or Senator Byrd to prevent Senator proh~its intimidation or threats to
prevent voting registrations by eligistallment plan of surrendering.
Kennedy from being President.
hie citizens.
In 1959, there was another Civil Rights Bill and Southern
Now, our Southern leaders aren’t taking advantage of
The banks named in the suit are
leaders once again followed Lyndon Johnson into another installthis opportunity. They are surrendering again. They are surthe First State Bank of Brownsville
ment on this plan of surrender.
rendering piecemeal. Once again, it is surrender on the in- and the Peoples Bank of Stanton. The
Those of our leaders from the South who did not follow stallment plan.
other defendants are individuals living
Lyndon Johnson in 1957 and 1959 came home and said the comThey are still shouting to forget the candidates, forget the in Haywood County.
promise kept the bill from being much worse than it’ was.
platforms and forget the principles for which the candidates stand T h e Federal government charges
that this group conspired to b r t n g
But, it was still another surrender imtallment on both and let’s stay by the party.
abont economic discrimination against
occasions.
I have said time and time again, and I repeat it, there is
Negroes identified with the Haywood
And now, we face 1900. The candidates of the Democratic only one issue between Kennedy and Nixon so far as the
County Civil and W e I f a r e League.
Party and the platform are even worse than they were in 1952 South is concerned. That is the question of which you wefer
which was organized in 1959 to encourage Negroes to register and vote.
and 1956.
to officiate at your hanging--Kennedy or Nixon.
On the subject of civil rights, the Democratic platform today
I have had a sneaky feeling all along that this would be an
The complaint alleges the ecois the most radical plank that has ever been written by any politi- awfully close election and independent electors from four or five nomic pressures included:
cal party.
¯ Termination of sharecrop and
Southern states would be able to control.
The Republican Party’s platform on the same subject is
Sen. Herman Talmadge told the Augusta Kiwanis Club on tenant farming relationships.
equally as radical.
¯ Termination o~ employment.
Aug. 1, 1960:
Now, this year, Senator Kennedy says that this will be the
~If the South wonld demonstrate its willingness to defend
¯ Refusal to sell nectqsmy goods
closet election h61d in this country in the last fifty years.
itself by having unpledged electors, we could be in a position to and services to c ¯ r t ¯ i n Negro, s,
either on credit or for cash.
Vice President Nixon says it is awfully dose and every pos- be bartered with and negotiated with."
¯ Refusal to lend money to
sible state will be needed "to win.
Now, I think that we could do a better job than negotiating
Negroes.
and
bargaining.
I
think
it
is
entirely
possible
that
if
four
or
five
Both candidates bear out what the experts are saying.
states in the South stand together, we could name a Southerner
¯ Refusal to des] with merchants
This will be an awfully close election.
suspected of selling to Negroes.
as President next time.
As a matter of fact, Truman beat Dewey in 1948 when one
¯ Inducing suppliers of s u c h
I have been contending this for several years, and every
vote in each voting precinct taken away from Truman and given day it looks as ff we are absolutely correct. The trouble with
merchants not to deal with tbem.
to Dewey would have changed the results in two states and would
have thrown the election of a President into the House of Repre- us is that we can’t get our leaders to fight. They seem to be
The Sept. lO issue of National Relost.
view contains a timely article by Dr.
sentatives.
There seems to be a fog of confusion hanging around ot¥ Donald David.son of Vanderhilt UniRecently, a United States Senator was elected by a one-vote
leaders and they seem to be timid about stepping out and taking versity. In his essay, Dr. Davidson
margin for each precinct in that state.
a firm position in defense of the South.
contends that the Southern states are
In 1877, Ruthedord B. Hayes was elected President of the
If we people in the South aren’t willing to fight in our own grappling at close quarters with the
immensely powedul Leviathan
United States by one vote in the Congress.
defense, and ff our leaders aren’t willing to use every opportunity vast,
government which we have allowed to
Senator John Kennedy, at a party caucus of political leaders to protect the people of the South, then we are doomed.
grow up in Washington. He writes:
at Senator Ellender’s place in Louisiana recently, stated to his
It is up to the people. You can rise up and take matters into "On short notice, that government
colleagues that the South this year has the power to make or break your own hands. You can demand of your leaders more intelligent can land armed paratroopers anywhere
in a matters of hours, tt can throw its
the Democratic Party.
leadership in the future.
net of FBI operatives over the homes
It is believed that Senator Kennedy is correct.
If you demand it, you will get it.
and offices of any community. That,
and ranch more, is what the Southern
If so, that gives the South an opportunity to get the
states face.
radicals in the Democratic Party and the radicals in the
"Much more, because of the treRepublican Party off our necks.
mendous discretionary powers vested
By simply electing Ur/pledged Electors, we wopld have
the Federal District courts, which,
This will be our first (and only) pre-election editorial dealingin
a weapon by which we can teach both parties a lesson.
under the Supreme Court ruling, can
with the November Presidential race.
take over the administration of schools
The Citizens’ Councils have, from their inception more and school systems. Through the use
of injunctions and contempt of court
than six years ago, been no~-partisan in nature.
O~ficial Publication of the
proceedings, a Federal iudge on very
But there is a vast difference betxveen being non-partisan thin excuse can throw citizens into
and being non-political. To our xvay of thinking, being non-partisan jail for peaceful protest, can try and
them, in some eases withont
means simplv that we have refrained from supI~rting the candi- sentence
a
jury
trial.
He can, in effect, end the
dates and p~litical philosophies of one party, while opposing the rights of assembly
and free speech
other.
guaranteed under the First AmendPublished monthly at 813 Pla~a Building, Jackson, Missi~ippt, by tim
Non-political, on the other hand, connotes a hands-off, backs- meat.
CITIZENS’ CO~TNCILS OF AMERICA
turned attitude towards .national affairs. It means, in a word,
"tie can do this as long as he
holds a school desegregation case
political
indifference.
Subscription $2.00 a year--payable in advance.
under his jurisdiction, as the SuSince the current crisis in race relations was brought
Group Subm~dptions $1.00 per Member
preme Court has empowered and
(Minimum of SO)
about
largely
by
political
action,
and
since
its
solution
lies
in
directed him to do; and that may
BULK RATE$~$S.00 l~r 100 Cople~ Pmtpaid.
the political arena, it would be blindness or worse for us to
be for years. Thus, by judicial proThe Citizens" Council is not responsible for the ret.um of un. sol!cited articles,
cess, under our present Leviathan
pretend unconcern with political developments.
mannscripts or other materials submitted for possable pubhcatmn. All s.uch
government, the schools of certain
matter should be accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope
d
a
¯
The Citizens’ Councils have one primary organizational pur- Southern communities have already
return of ~ach material is desired.
Set’mad Clan Mail l~ivil~t~ Authoda~l at Jadt~on, Mi~isstl~i
pose-to restore the philosophies of States’ Rights and racial in- been converted into Federal jails,
tegrity to their former pre-eminent position in our national, state in which the pu,ils, both white and
Negro, are in effect prisoners: and
EDITORIAL BOARD
and local governments throughout the United States. Other groups
ALABAMA
the
teachers are converted in to
WALTER C. GIVHAN ................................................
are organized to cope with fiscal matters, taxation, business and prison
guards.
Chairman, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
industry, and the other problems which confront our nation. We
ARKANSAS
L. I~. POYNTER .........................................................
"So far as our iudicial institntions
President, Citizens’ Councils of Arkansas
are the only national organization operating within our sphere.
are concerned, it is a retrogression to
FLORIDA
MRS. J. C. BRUINGTON ...............................................
Both national political parties have made it easy for us to be the notorions Star Chamber methods
Secretary, Citizens" Councils of Florida
non-partisan
without assuming a non-political attitude of indif- of 17th-century England."
GEOBGIA
R. CARTER PITTMAN ............................................
Dr. Davidson, a noted avthor and
ference. Both national parties have adopted platforms and selected
Vice-President, States Bights Council of Georgia, Inc.
is presently serving as chairCHARLES L. BARNETT ........................................ LOUISIANA candidates pledged to the total and immediate destruction of the scholar,
man of the l~mrd of the Tennessee
Preddent, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
South.
Federation for Constitt,tional G~vemROBERT B. PATFERSON ........................................ MISSISSIPPI
Both parties-and their candidates--hold views directly
meat.
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
opposed to ours in the field of race relations.
BEV. JAMES P. DEES ................................. NORTH CAROLINA
Preddent, North Ca~roli~a Defenders of States Rights, Inc.
Chaffanooga--A n explosive, prcBoth parties--and their candidates--are pledged to secure
dawrl fire has heavily d a m a g e d a
FARLEY SMITH ................................... SOUTH CAROLINA the maximum amount of integration in the minimum amount of
Executive St-eretaW, Citi~em’ Couneil~ of South Carolina
honse which a white couple planned
RICHARD BURROW, JR ............................... TENNESSEE time. Both parties~and their candidates--are scheming constant- to sell to a Negro family. It was the
ly to attract Negro bloc votes in the Northern big cities.
AdvisoW Board, Tenn. Federation for Constitutional Govt.
sixth soch incident in Chattant~ga in
"TEXAS
the past two months.
DR. B. E. MASTERS ...............................................
In
short,
we
have
reached
a
conclusion
which
should
be
Pr~ident, Citizens’ CouneiL~ of Texas
All of the explosions a p p e a r c d
obvious to anyone who has read the platforms and listened to
VIRGINIA
JAMES R. ORGAIN ............................................
aimed at stentming an inflnx of
the
candidates:
Director, Ddender~ of State Sovereignty and Individual
Negroes into historically white neighLiberties
A vote for John Kennedy is a vote for integration.
borht~ls. However, it has he e n
REV. HENRY J. DAVIS ........................................... VIRGINIA
pointed m|t that the "sit-ins" and atA
vote
for
Richard
Nixon
is
likewise
a
vote
for
integration.
Member Executive Committee, Citizens’ Councils of Virginia
temps to integrate the city’s schtmls
This is our obiective, non-partisan appraisal. We would be may have prompted some of the
W. J. SIMMONS
v.ditoz
less than honest ff we stated our position less bluntly.
botnbings.
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Electoral College System Explained;
How Do Unpledged Electors Function?

An idea likely to shock most Americans at first glimmer holds that the
(Editor’s Note---Since many of
Louisiana, Alabama and South tem. They have just witnessed it in
most-quoted clause of the Declaration of Independence--tha~ all men are our readers have asked m to pubCarolina ~ refused to accept the its sordid ugliness.
created equdl~not only misstates the truth but is perhaps the greatest social
lash an explanation of the Elecnominees and platform of the
I list these considerations in favor
and Imliticai liability of the United States.
toral College system and how it
National Demo~retic Pa~ and :of throwing the election into the
We have often harbomcl smjficions concerning supposed imoperates, we are happy to present
put up candidates of the/r own.
House: l~The House of Representapregnable accuracy of the wholesale-eqttality notion, especially when
the followin~ article as a public
It was a disassodat/on with the
tives is fresh from the people, being
service. Its author, Judge M. M.
elected every two years. P.--All should
seen in the light of many propaganda offshoots that suppress basic
national party at the presidential
rights and liberties in its sacrosanct n~me. We h~ve been more than
level. It missed success by a
agree that we have reached the state
MeGowan, is a distinguish~ cir’ where it is impossible for a great outdubious under the heavy hand of Supreme Court school desegregacnit judge in Jackson, Miss., and a
hair’s breadth.
veteran of many years on the
What was the background for such standing American statesman and
tion departure from accepted, and happily workable, "selNtrate but
~qtml" interpretatiom, by earlier courts, of the same Constitution.
bench.)
action? Chapter 312 of the Laws of patriot to ever again be President
1948, new section 3107.5, simply pro- under the party convention system,
Now comes a distinguished Southern attorney to clearly delineate the
vides that any party convention in because it is impossible for him to
conflict in its historical perspective and destructive force. August’s American
By Judge M. M. McGowan
get the nomination. 3--Throwing the
Bar Association Journal provides the soundingboard as R. Carter Pittman of
The framers of the Constitution our state may pnt up a slate of electors
Dalton, Ga., presents a scholarly extension of Alexander Hamihon’s salient provided that the President and Vice on the ballot under the title: "Un- election into the Hoose would break
pledged Electors of the
’overnight the stranglehold of the pontterance made amid Revolutionary thunder:
President should be elected, not di- Political Party" and make provision litical parties and lead to a realignrectly by the people, but by presi"Inequality will exist as long as h‘berty exists. It unavoidably
for another slate of electors, if any- ment of political parties upon honest
results from that very liberty itself."
dential electors. These electors are
one wishes to put them up, under the and sound lines. Only some such
Prominent legal writer and retired member of hi~ state’s Board of Barelected each presidential election year title on the ballot: "Electors pledged cataclysmic event could bring this
Examiners, Pittman traces with ample documentation the origin and adoption by the people on the first Tuesday to vote for
and
about. It wmdd be foolish to think
o! terms defining rights and freedoms in our national history and the basic after the first Monday in November. (Kennedy and Johnson).
it could be brought about by agreelaw of other countries, including Rmsia. He demonstrates their abuse and The electors cast their votes for Presiment or vohmtary arrangement. 4-Both
slates
of
electors
would
have
misconstruction intended to undermine Amerieanism’s philosophy and strength. dent and Vice-President on the first the sanction of the party convention, It would reduce the power of the big
Monday after the second. Wednesday
but the slate designated "unpledged" state-big city vote. About five or six
For flagrant example at high level be cites the Jefferson
of December.
Memorial imeription using a Thomas Jefferson fragrnent~"Nothing
These two dates are fixed by act of electors would receive the blessing of big states and cities now practically
is more certaiuly written in tha book of fate than that thee
Congress. Article II See. 4 of the the party convention, and be sup- :control the election. New York with
its 47 electoral votes would have the
people are to be free"--but omitting tim rest of the sentence:
Constitution provides: "The Congress ported officially by it.
Is it necessary to put up candidates same power as Arizona with three
"nor is it loss co, rain that the two ree.~, equally free, cannot live
may determine the time of choosing
in the same government."
the electors, and the day on which for the "unpledged" electors to sup- electoral votes, and Mississippi with
port? No, and to do so would be eight electoral votes, since each state
His research discovers Jefferson’s onetime rival John Adams. in mellowed they shall give their votes; which day unwise. For the first four decades of has but one vote in the tlouse election
1813 writing to Jefferson as a bosom friend, declaring "Inequalities of mind shall be the same throughout the the life of our republic, while it was of a President.
end body are so established by God Almighty in his constitution of human United States."
About the only argument aEach state shall have the number known who sooght the office, there
nature that no art or policy can ever plane them down to a level . .
ga/mt throwing the election into
were no party candidates as we know
of
electors
"equal
to
the
whole
numThe golden rule, do as you would be done by, is all the equality that can
the House is a negative one. It is
ber of senators and representatives to them today. What was good enough
be supported or defended by reason or common sense."
said t h a t the Representatives
which the state may be entitled in for Jefferson and Madison should be
good enough for us today. Instead of
would vote along party lines and
Counsellor Pittman points out that "the Declaration of Independence the Congress."
the result would be the same.
never became living law in America, and no provision of the Federal Con- The electors were supposed to use subjecting candidates to four months
stitution or Rill of Rights can be traced to it." In his opinion, "its influence discretion in selecting the President, of scurrilous abuse, we should just let
This is not necessarily so. If the
election should be thrown into
in state constitutions and bills of rights has been insignificant."
and hence in the beginning, men of the liberals wonder who they might
be. The electors were supposed to
the House, when the election
great
prominence
were
elected
as
He argues forcefully that the Declaration, written amid ham young
use their discretion in electing the there came up in January, 10411,
electors.
Revolution’s dark death struggle, had the primary purpose of bringing
highest officer of the land. Why can
the situation presented would be
France, where human equality was a bloody but popular creed, into the ’ In the beginning, there were no they not do it today?
something like this: There would
political parties. In fact, they never
unequal comqict against England.
If the Southern states shonld with-.
be two Democrats, one the ultr~became actually operative as such
l/beral Kennedy, and the other,
"No one quettiom the right of all men to equal justice ~
hold
their
electors
and
cast
them
for’
until Jackson’s time in the late 1820’s.
we will say, Senator Byrd, s
law," Pittman states, "but propagandists have carried tha do~rin*
a
third
candidate,
how
would
we
fare
l
There were indentifiable political
beyond eqnallty of rights to equality of things, and men are hamd
staunch conservative; and a Retheories or philosophies to which the in the House of Representatives if it
to proclaim human equality who would revoh at the mgle~ion
people attached themselves, such as should cause no candidate to receive publican, Nlxon. Since none
that all bird~, all fish, all cattle, all dol~ and all rece horse, are
the Federalists of Hamilton and a majority?
eqnal."
This question, of eourse, canhad to give way, many thoughtAdams, and the Republicans of Jefful people think the Republican
not be positively answered by
Says Plttman: "It is inequality that gives enlargemdnt to religion, to ferson, but no parties as we know
anyone. There is a grtmt deal of
representatives would emt their
intellect, to energy, to virtue, to love and to wealth. Equality of intellect them today.
votes for Byrd imtead of Kendark
talk
about
the
dangers
inThe
electors
as
a
group
are
stabilizes mediocrity. Equality of wealth makes all men poor. Equality of
nedy. It makes some.
volved.
Upon
investigation
this
referred to as the "Electoral Colreligion destroys all creeds. Equality of enerlD’ renders all men sluggards . .
talk is always traceable hack to
Mississippians and aroused Amerilege,"
but
as
~tn
orgmffzation
it
"Equality homogmaiz~, so that er~m do~ not ri~ to the tup.
the pro politician who profits by
cans everywhere are asking these
does
not
aetu~ly
exist.
The
elecIt puts the eagle in tha henhouse so that he may no longer soar.
the present convention arrangaquestions: What can we do to save
tors at the appointed time cast
It subvortt elvilization by m~couraging the Hottentot to claim equal
mont.
While
election
by
the
our country? Is a House election the
their votes for President and Vice
footing with abe enltured and intellectual in any scbemo of so~ial
Howe might not be a permanentanswer? In case the election is close
President by making a llst of the
administration."
ly preferable arrangement, still it
enough, the electors of one or two
same and signing and transmitting
appears to be the only method
states might do it. It is possible that
As Pittman reports, Gunnar Myrdal’s American Dilemma, guidebook of
it to the seat of the government,
whereby
we
may
extricate
ourthe six States’ Rights electors already
the Supreme Court in ordering integration of schools, notes with Hamilton
directed to the Pr~id~nt d the
selves from the deplorable situaelected in Alabama might do it.
the "inherent conflict" between equality and liberty, then observes that
Senate, who opera and canvasse~
However slim the chance, it would
tion into which we have fallen.
the rehams in the presence of the
"equality is slowly winning." Myrdal further finds the judicial order opposed
The people of the South and of the be tragic to fling it away in the
juint session of the Congress.
"’in many respects" to the equality creed.
nation have just been suddenly made dubions hope that the Republican
It requires a majority of the
"Naturally so," counters Pittman, "becau~ h‘berty may not exist
aware of the utter degeneracy anti Party might be our Number Two
electors to elect. At the present
without a Comtitution smtainmt, as written, by an emancipated
rottenness of the party convention sys- enemy instead of Number One.
time,
a
majority
is
269.
If
no
one
judiciary selected for learning and honor. Equality may be estabreceives
a
majority,
then
the
lished only when the judiciary is so prostituted that it will und~rHowe of Representatives elects
mine that which its members take an oath to support."
the President, each state having
Attorney Pittman notes that the Eighth Congress of the Communist
one vote, and a majority of the
International. held in Moscqw in 1928, agreed on advocating "social equality"
states being required to elect.
,s the surest method of destroying free governments. Russia’s constitution
The choice is made from the
pays lip service to "equality of rights of citizens of the U.S.S.R."
highest three. If no one receives
a majority for Vice President,
New York City’s professional pro- intergovernmental troubles. The State
But Robert P. Kennedy’s 1955 tour of the Soviet interior brought back
rooters of "tolerance" a re fighting Cummission Against Discrimination
~nformation nf svage, housing and school preferment for European Russians then the Senate elects the Vice
(SCAD) hits cited the New York City
among themselves.
over natives of the visited region. "The whole pattern of segregation and President, under the same terms
and conditions as prevail in the
discriminatiou was as pronounced in this area as virtually anywhere else in
The chairman of the city’s Com- Bnard of Higher Edncation, claiming
election of the President.
the world," Kennedy wrote.
mission o n Intergroup Relations that the board svas guilty of "unlawful
On two occasions the election has (COIR), Dr. Alfred J. Marrow, re- discrimination practices in the emPittman classifies the clause, "all men are equal," as a Combeen thrown into the Congress. In signed this month with a blast at ployment or promotion of f a c u 1 t y
munist tool "that has already done more harm to America than can
January, 1801, following the 1800 his lackadaisical staff and more than members at Qa,eens College."
ever be repaired." He quotes Aristotle ("equality may exist only
elections, Thomas Jefferson (of the a hint of deep trouble in the ranks
The Board of Regents countered
¯ among slaves") and adds: "Equality may be imposed only in a
Bepublican philosophy, which later of the "brotherhood brigade."
by obtainiog a temporary injunction
despotism . . . It is nowhere sought to be imposed except in the
became the Democratic Party) was
Marrow pointed out that COIR bas
barring any SCAD investigation on
communistic sewers of slavic slavery." Far from being the American
elected. In January, 18"25, following
an annual budget of almost $500,000, grounds that SCAD lacked jurisdiccreed, equality is "the creed of Marxism and the come-on of Comthe
1824
election,
John
Quincy
Adams,
munism.~
of the Federalist belief, was elected. and tht, s xvas spending about $2,0o0 tion in the case, since a non-profit
After the rise "of political parties, a day of city mone~. "There were dif- ’ educational corporation w a s inTo us it appears that able attorney Pittman has crystallized a mass
ferences between the commission and l voiced.
el spongy thinking into a hard core of evident truth. He cogently com- each political party in each state, put its staff as to what constituted a fair
t
New York City’s Conm~issioner of
municates his country’s credo of individual worth u, ntrampled by bull-dozed up its slate of electors. These electors day’s work," he added.
are presnmptively bound to cast their
social IoN, cling and Red-devilish lies.
Education, l)r. James E. All,.n, Jr.,
Dr. Marrow also note d that
vote for the party nominee.
filed a brief svpporti.~ the Fk~ard’s
With this background, let ns ana- Mayor Robert Wagner had dragged stand.
his feet in following the agency’s !
lyze the situation as it prevails today.
We hear much of "unpledged dec- recommendations ~ particularly i There were charges that Catholics
tors" and "independent electors." when COIR asked permission to ~ were discriminated against in filling
What of the States’ Rights movement hold hearings o n Negro boycotts faculty vacancies attd ira promotions
of 19487 Was it a party bolt? Was aimed at forcing H a r I e m liquor ~ ;it Queens Colh’ge.
stores to buy only from Negro sales- i
it a third party?
An "unpledged’" elector is one put men.
And in a strange bit of reverse
up by a regnlar political party’, such
The resigninz chairman said he be- !manet,verinz.
New Y o r k Attorney
as
the
Democratic
Party
of
Mississippi,
lieved
COIR’s
Imdget
could
be
cut
Citizens’ Councils
General Louis J. Lefkowitz hits debut who is freed by appropriate action $100,¢~)0 a year without impairing the elated war on "blockbttstir~g" -- the
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
of the party convention from voting agency’s efficiency, provided the staff, tried and tested technique for integraPlease enter my subscription to the Citizens’
fnr the national party nominee. An got to work. COIR was establisbed ’tintt a residential v, :’thborbotgl "’with
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
"independent’" elector is one not put in 1955, and was assit.med the task of all deliberate speed.’"
[] For One Year ......................................... $2.00
up by any political party. Since an "eliminating prejudice, intolerance,
Lefkowitz is considering drafting
(Please Print)
elector is a public officer, like any bigotry and discrimination." It also
other public officer, actually any per- administers the city laws compelling tighter laws to regulate real estate
Name ............................................................................
brokers, some of whom make iuerason might run for it. When an elector integrated housing,
casts his vote for President, if he is
Address ....................................................................
As new chairman of the group, tire livings in blockbusting. He sugelected, then the office becomes Mayor Wagner named Stanley H. *,~sted that brokers shouldn’t take
City ..........................................................
-’. ............
functns and is at an end.
Lowell, national vice-president of the l Negroes into white neighborhoods
to scare the whites into selling out
The
States’
Rights
movemant
American Jewish Congress and a di-i ---cheapl
State ................................................................................
of 1948 was not a third party
rector of New York City’s U r b a nI
movement. It was a party bolt
League.
I And, of conrse, on ce the profit
only to the extent that the Demomotive is taken out of blockbusting,
cratic party o~fizatiom of fou~
Meantime, a New York state in- residential integration will come to a
Southern States ~ Mississippi,
tegration agency was also having its screeching halt in New York State.

"Do-Gooders" In New York State
Are Fighting Among Themselves
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¯ Negroes Turned Away. From White Schools
As New Rochelle, N. Y., Keeps Segregation
Negro police and Negro school officials turned away Negro children
from all-white schools this month.
And lest .the reader be deluded into
believing that this trne-life version of
Uncle Tom took place in the Deep
South, we hasten to assure that the
dateline on the s tot y reads New
Rochelle, New York.
N e w Rochelle, a silk-stocking
suburb of New York City, follows
the Old Southern Custom of school
segregation. Not by open and direct means, howevermmerey, no!
The good burghers maintain their

separate schools through the subterfuge of geography.
It so happens t h at the Lincoln
school, with an enrollment of 475, is
93 per cent Negro. And last spring,
when voters balloted 3-to-I to build
a new Lincoln school on the same site
to replace the crnmbling, 62-year-old
structnre, the NAACP hit the ceiling.
But good sense prevailed, and plans
are now underway for a new $1,300,000 building on the same site.
This fall, the parents of 12 Negro
children decided to enroll their offspring in a new all-white school on

New Conservative Paper Launched
By College Students In Mississippi

the edge of the city. When they arrived at the William Ward school,
they were met by the city school
superintendent,, Dr. H e r b e r t C.
Clish, who ordered them back to
Lincoln school and their N e g r o
classmates.
The Negroes departed, promising
they’d try again at another w hi t e
school. Next day, they did. Accompanied by a Harlem lawyer, f ou r
Negro women took 13 children to
the Roosevelt school. Roosevelt has
555 pupils, including 6 non-whites.
The 6 Negroes enrolled at Roosevelt
are children of United Nations delegates from Ghana and Liberia. Presomably, imported Negroes rate higher
than the domestic variety.

September, 1980

Wisconsin Wakes Up
To Race Problems
Peacefui rural areas of Wisconsin
are waking up to a race problem.
In fact, ,two weekly newspapers in
Wisconsin published editorials on the
subject one week last month.
The Mid-County Times at Pardeeville, Wis., said it opposed having Negroes "Din us as citizens of
Wisconsin, Columbia County, and
Pardeeville."
The Mid-County Times editor also
lambasted both political parties for
their radical pro-integration platforms.
Meantime, the Sauk-Prairie S t a r
noted that residents of the area may
"face the Negro problem soon" becanse of the increasing number of
Negroes who come from the Chicago
area on Sundays to fish.
The paper questioned what the
attitude of Sauk-Prairie residents
would be if the Negro fishermen put
down their poles some Sunday and

attempted to attend local ch~urehes.
And the editor went out of his way "
to praise local businessmen for their
patience and forbearance in dealing
with "the influx of Negro fishermen
from the Chicago area."
"Yes, the ’Negro problem’ is getting
close to home," the editorial coneluded. "It isn’t going to be too long
before we will be forced to make some
decisions ourselves. Quite likely we’ll
have a fuller understanding of the attitudes expressed in the South . . ."
(Editor’s Note -- We w i s h our
Wisconsin friends the best of suecess in coping with their newlydiscovered "N e g r o problem." As
their eyes are forcibly opened to
the hard facts of racial realities, we
predict that they will come to learn
what we’ve known for the past 150
years -- that racial separation is
the only sure way to racial peace.)

Dr. Clish arrived on the scene, and
Students from four Mississippi col- manager; Wayne Trotter, Mississippi was reinforced by the principal of
leges and universities have launched Southern College, managing editor; Roosevelt school, a Negro w o m a n
a new statewide collegiate newspaper Jere Real, University of Mississippi, named Dr. Barbara Mason. She told
emphasizing conservative p o I i t i c a 1 associate editor; and Harvey S. Lewis the Negro mothers that she "completeviews.
and Harley McNair of Mississippi ly believed in" and would strictly enThe first issue of "The Campus State University, contributing editors. force school board regulations requirConservative" has already b e e n
Other Mississippi cnlleges will be ing pupils to attend the school nearest
published. It is being distributed to invited to join in backing the pnb- their homes.
students at all colleges and uni- lication, and present plans call for
The Negroes left, with the Harlem
verslties in Mississippi.
expansion to other Southern universi- lawyer nmttering that they’d strike
Editor of the new pnblication is ties as soon as a firm base is estab- again. A few days later, the Negro
John Perkins, a student at Millsaps lished.
parents and children showed ttp at
College in Jackson.
An editorial in the first issu~ setting a white school, eqnipped with chairs
A slender volume called "Essays On
Other contributors are the Right
Perkins s a i d "The Campus Con- forth the puq~oses of the paper said: and books, ready for a "sidewalk sit- Segregation" contains more endnring Bey. Albert S. Thomas, retired bishop
truth than most of the pamphlets, of South Carolina; the Rev. Henry
servative" was designed to "give a "Man’s most perfect political sys- in’" demonstration.
medium of expression for students in- tent svas not conceived by men who
But once again, they were out- books and periodicals noxv bei n g T. ERger of Charlotte, N. C.; the Bey.
terested in conservative governmental wanted it paternalistic, " centralized witted. After having been turned printed on race relations iu the United James P. Dees of Statesville, N. C.;
principles amid growing t r e n d s of i Federal government. Yet, there are
States.
the Rcv. Edward B. Guerry nf
those wit() seem to bare forgotten that away from one school by a Negro
This little book of 106 pages con- Charleston, S. C.; and the Rev. Gcnrge
liberalism in colleges."
principal, t h e integration-minded
"Every student should have the man’s needs are ft,lfilled by hard work Negroes were chased away f r o m tains articles by six clergymen of the l M. B r yd o n, registrar and historioand
determination,
not
charity.
Protestant Episcopal Chureh. T h e i r grapher of the Diocese of Virginia.
opportunity to present his views,"
their sidewalk sit-in by Negro cops. approach to a subject that has been
"This paper will serve as a forum
Perkins a d d e d. "Our so-called
We commend this book to the
’liberals’ with t h e i r socialistic for the college students of MissisAll of which must prove something. distorted out of all proportionin re- public at large, especially to persons
sippi
to
oppose
such
false
prophets
theories have monopolized the colBut we’re inclined to believe that the liginns as well as political forums is with pronounced views on either
and to support the principles of
legiate press too long."
whnle
situation w o u I d have been reverent and serious. They speak with side of the race question. Most parAmerican Constitutional Governas much authority, and in our judgStressing that the new paper will ment. We shall oppose forces which much simpler to handle if the good ment greater veracity, than certain ticularly we recommend it to anypresent articles on constitutional gov- would change this nation from one
burghers had followed their Old other churchmen who have adopted one troubled a b o u t the religious
meaning involved in t h e controernment and States’ Bights, Perkins of ambitious enterprisers to one Southern Custom just one step further new and alien concepts of race.
pointed out that the publication is not
with a population of beggars, hands and labeled their schools frankly and
These six clergymen, all South- versy.
affiliated with any political p a r t y, outstretched to t h a t omnipotent openly as white and Negro.
"Essays On Segregation" may be
erners, have performed a service to
faction, or individual.
alms-glver, the Federal government.
At any rate, Negroes in New the people of all the states and purchased for 82.95 from St. Thomas
The staff includes, in addition to
"We snpport t h e preservation of
every faith. They are bringing back Press, P. O. Box 3509~, Houston 35,
Perkins as editor, W. T. Wilkins of constitutional government and state Rochelle, N. Y. are happy -- or un- into focus a Christian viewpoint of Texas..The money would be well
happy.
It
all
depends
which
ones
yon
the University of Mississippi, business sovereignty."
a troubling sociological question. spent by individuals, congregations,
listen to. And it’s doubtful that disThe book was compiled by the Bey. study, groups or lo c a I Citizens’
couraged Negro parents will challenge T. Robert Ingram of Houston, Texas, Councils. The volume would be an
Negro police and a Negro principal :who wrote the introduction and one invaluable addition to any library, and
while the latter two preserve the racial chapter, both mastedul discussions of eonld be put to good use in Southa Christian position .on race.
ern schools.
integrity, of a white school.
(From the Richmond, Va., News Leader)
In an exceptionally stupid editorial, the New York Herald Tribune
burbled in perfect ’ecstasy over the Justice Department’s latest civil
rights suit in Tennessee. The complaint charges 27 private citizens and two
banks (the First State Bank of Brownsville and the Peoples Bank of Stanton)
with economic coercion of Negroes in an effort to keep Negroes from voting.
’°ghat such things persist," cried the Herald Tribune, convicting the defendants without hearing one word of evidence, "’cannot b6 taken as anything less than challenge to correction. And therefore we say hurrah for the
This is the one true dogma even
~Editor’s Note---This report by bitter attack from many quarters. So
Jnstice Department in cracking down on conspiratorial conditions in Hay- nationally-syndicated c o I u m n i s t be it.
where colored peoples are being thrust
wood County, Tenn."
The 1 o’n g and profoundly in’e- into an "independenco" for which they
William S. White is typical of a new
sponsible auction-bidding a m o n g are tragically unprepared.
That sort of asinine reaction might be expected from the young
trend. Every day, more and more
ladies in sophomore sociology at Vassar, though perhaps we do these
both parties for "the Negro vote"
And the great ma/ority of the
patrlotie Americans a re seriously
is assisting Soviet imperialist de- white professional liberals who have
darlings an iniustice. Some of them, surely, must have read the Constitroubled by the racial demagoguery
tution of the United States, which is more than one can say for the lad
signs all over the world. We are forced these policies h a v e never
currently being employed by both
deliberately helping in many areas
even been to sub-Sahara Africa and
who wrote the Herald Tribune’s piece. What the Herald Tribune is
political parties in t h e i r frantic
saying is hurrah for an action by the Department of Jnstiee so flagrantly
to destroy the 1 sat remnants of
lack the faintest notion of the realicampaign for minority-bloc votes.
ties there. They have a terrible
power of t h o s ¯ Western nations
unconstitutional in its purposes, and so destructive of the very principles
As White points out, the only eventof a free society, under law, that every person who loves h’berty, North or
ual winner in this campaign will be which for generations have been our simplicity of view: If you do believe
in democracy’s independence, but
South, black or white, should be profoundly shocked by its implications.
allies. And it was with iust these
the Soviet Union.)
nations that we once defeated
believe that among the unready and
Hurrah for what? The suit charges that private citizens -- not officials
uniformed it can only come gradualof government ~ have fired Negroes who register to vote, canceled tenant
By William S. White
another evil totalitarianism, Hitler’s.
The bad old "colonial" Belgians ly, you are, of course, a reactionary.
fa.rming arrangements, refused to sell registered Negroes household neces- The United States of America is
sities even for cash, boycotted merchants who sell to Negroes, refused to facing as perilous an autumn as it have been driven at last from ~the The Soviet dictator, Nikita Khrushlend Negroes money, and persuaded wholesale suppliers to stop "doing busi- has ever known. In a darkening world, Congo and a splendid new local "de- chev, prepares, without a by-yours hess with Negro merchants in communities supporting Negro registration the presidential campaign is bedeviled moracy" installed. At its head is a man leave, a propaganda visit to t his
drives. The suit asks a court order to halt such acts of coercion, under pain by the demands of an hysterical pro- who is obviously and dangerously in- country via an appearance in the
of fine and imprisonment for contempt of court.
fessional "liberalism" and a racist competent and irresponsible--but a United Nations -- to a country whose
The Negrophiles who are crying "hurrah" would do well to lock demagoguery that has already all but man who is allowed to defy and insult president he has repeatedly insulted
the United Nations itself. And the and threatened. This unexampled act
themselves in a quiet room for a few hours, and there contemplate the
paralyzed our policies abroad.
Constitution of the United States, especially the Fifth, Ninth, Tenth,
Never have presidential candidates bad old "colonial" Dutch have been of insolent intimidation conceivably
Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments thereof. They might
been under heavie~" obligation to put forced to leave Indonesia, down to the could have be e n contemplated by
Khruschev in any ease. But his plan
possibly discover, on mature reflection, that not one word of the Conaside mere pressure group vote-catch- last single Dutch diplomat.
These and other similar famous vic- has surely not been harmed by the
stitution authorizes this incredible assault upon the rights of the ining. What is at stake may be the
dividual citizen in the conduct of his own affairs.
;urvival of this country and of the tories have left large sections of the fact that American knee-jerk "liberals"
world either in chaos---a chaos for almost outdid his own Soviet propaThe Fifteenth Amendment, for example, says that no State shall abridge Western alliance.
Where we stand is pedectly clear, which the word "democracy" is a gandists in attacking the United States
any citizen’s right to vote on acconnt of his race. The Fourteenth says
that no State shall enforce any law abridging the privileges of a citizen. though to say it aloud is to invite sentimental fraud -- or ready to fall in the "spy-plane" episode and so in
into the Soviet sphere. Morever, they cutting down American credit abroad.
The Thirteenth says that invohmtary servitude shall not exist within
United States. The Tenth reserves broad powers to the States and to thf STATEMENT REQUIRED BY TH~ ACT OF have broken the Western alliance, in Then there is Fidel Castro’s Cuba.
truth if not in formality.
AUOUST 24. l~t2. A~ AMEMDED BY
The evidence for months has been
people. The Ninth further protects the broad, unenumerated rights of the
3. I~33. J~Y 2.
A~ OF ~H
For all this we may thank a pro- overpowering that this tinpot totalipeople. The Fifth, backed by the Fourteenth, says that no person shall
~
JU~ 11. I~ (74 ~AT. ~) SHOWfessienai-h’beral passion for a poli- tarian is raising a pro-Soviet bridgeING
T H ¯ O~P, ~AO~.
be deprived of his liberty or property without due process of law.
AND CItrON OF
tics which assumes not that the
head off the Florida coast. Here again,
The relationship between a farmer and his tenant is a close and personal ~ C~Z~S~ ~C~. ~ub~
races are of equal value before God maybe Castro conceivably could have
relationship. It is seriously contended that in a free country, a farmer can
and the law-~es indeed they should done it anyhow. But the saintly nnbe compelled, nnder threat of a prison sentence, to take as his tenant any
and must be--but rather that all touchability instantly conferred npon
man a Federal judge orders him to take? Is it seriously imagined that a
wisdom and all virtue rests within him at the start by the professional
banker may be compelled to loan his depositor’s funds to any prospective
the colored peoples alone.
"liberals" surely emboldened him.
borrower? For the past six months, we of this newspaper have been defending
the right of Negroes not to buy at stores whose policies they resented. But
in Tennessee, the Department of Justice seeks to deny this identical right more of ~ ~ of ~n~, mor~. o~
to white persons who resent the policies of certain local stores there.
~e a~er~e n~r of ~ o~ ~ ~
Is Tennessee still in the Union? Does the Constitution still mean
anything in terms of the rights of a freeborn citizen to buy, sell, hire,
fire, and to act in his own personal life upon his own personal desires
a~e w~: ~s ~nfo~on ~ r~u~r~ ~ the
and convictions?
We have it, st observed Constitution Day. Well, bnlly for Constitution
Day. If Attorney General Rogers wins this suit. we can count it the last
Constitution Day, and we can look forward to the time when the abolitionst
Herald Tribtme will be yelling hurrah for slavery and three cheers for the
Detmrtment of InJustice for robbing free men of their right to be free.

Episcopal Clergymen Write
’Essays On Segregation’

Hurrah, Says The Herald Trib

Columnist Urges Both Candidates To Stop
Frantic Bidding For Negro Bloc Votes
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Jackson, Mississippi

Mississippi Amendments Are Vital!
In Boston---

An Important Vote

’Slave

Trade’

Proposals On Nov. 8
To Strengthen Stand
Against Race Mixing
Mississippi voters who go to the polls for the Nov. 8 presidential election will also be asked to ballot on five proposed amendments to the State Constitution.
Three of the amendments are aimed at strengthening
the state’s position in the continuing struggle to maintain
total segregation of the races. The other two proposals deal
with fiscal matters.
Public officials urge Mississippians to approve the entire fiveamendment package, particularly the three segregation measures.
The three vital amendments~ ....

Exposed
"Slave dealers" are in business
in the center of the abolitionist
movementI
That’s the report from District
Attorney Garrett H. B y r n e of
Boston, Mass.
It seems that Boston--the
home of Harriet Beecher Stowe
-- is now the site of a modernday "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" in reverse.

,~.
WOUlO.

¯ R e v i s e qualifications

I cretionary power to maintain and sltp]port a public school system.
for i At present, the Mississippi Consti-

jury service.
I tution requires that the Legislature
~
I provi(le
fur a public
school
term of
¯ t~emo evconstatut
....
nat io
pr"- atoleast
four months
per year
throughvisions requiring the Legislature m,t tlw state.
to operate public schools, and This m a n d a t o r y requirement
Southern Negro girls are being
give the Legislature discretion- could prove a trap in the event the
"peddled like vegetables on the
Sup~’eme Court should, in the
s t r e e t s of Massachusetts," Byrne
ary power to provide for public U.S.
future, order integration of Missisreported.
education.
sippi public schools.
The Boston D-A ordered a crackThere are already laws on the books
¯
Tighten
voting
requiredown on what lie termed "slave dealempowering the Covernor and the
ments
by
adding
the
provision
er" emph)yment agencies, which have
Legislature to close puhlic schools as
that a prospective voter must a last-ditch defense against integrabeen importing Southern Negro girls
to work as maids for as little as $5
be of good moral character.
tion, but it is feared that these proa week.
The two fiscal amendments visions woul(I bc unenforceable so
The Negro girls are "lured and enlong as the mandatory four-month
would clarify tax assessing pro- term provision remains in the Conticed" to Boston from the South,
cedures and set limits on bonded stitution.
Byrne said, by promises of high-paying jobs. But many of them end up
indebtedness.
Adoption of the amendment would
on the welfare rolls.
Detailed explanations of the three
make it possible for the state to imByrne ~called for criminal proceedplement its segregation laws, should
segregation amendments:
ings against the operator of an emit ever be necessary to do so.
Jury Service -- Amendment proployment agency which originated the
Proponents of the amendment stress
posed by Hoose Concnrrent Resoln"slave" scheme. He also complained to
that the change svould have no affect
tion 23 (HCR 23) wonld change
the Boston Licensing Board of other
on present pnhlic school operations
Constitntion to pemait the Legislaagencies using the system.
in Mississippi. It merely provides anture t6 provide by law the qualifiAn assistant district a t t o r n e y,
other means of resisting any Federal
cations of grand and petit jurors.
Joseph A. Lanrano, conducted an
integration decree.
Under the present Constitutional
investigation after "several recently(See AMEND. p. 3)
requirement, a person must be a
imported Negro girls s u d d e n I y
(An
Editorial)
qualified voter to be eligible for
landed on the Welfare Department
jury service. Federal courts have
rolls."
Personal to Mississippi voters:
held, in the drawn-out Goldsby
Byrne said one employment agency
that a Negro cannot be tried
When you go to the polls Nov. 8 to cast your ballot in the trial,
originated the scheme, and several
in a county unless other Negroes
others joined with it to place the girls,
presidential race, you will be handed a large ballot. Study it in that county are eligible for jury
some of them minors, in jobs as
service. Some counties in Missiscarefully.
waitresses and maids.
sippi are presently unable to proUnder the plan, newspaper ads
vide Negroes for jury panels, since
What you do with the second part may be even more
were placed in Georgia, South Carothere are no qualified Negro voters
important than how you vote for President.
Forty Negro delinquents in a Delina and other Southern states, offerin the counties.
troit suburb may soon he in school
ing Negro girls jobs in Boston at from
This ballot will contain five proposed Constitutional amend- This seemingly places county offi--IF.
$36 to $50 a week.
in the awkward position of beinR
ments.
These amendments were adopted by over~vhelming ma- cials
IF--the George Washinvton Ca~er
Unsuspecting applicants were given
required by the Federal coorts to
district
school board resigns . . .
orities
in
the
Legislature,
and
have
been
endorsed
by
virtually
bus fare to Boston -- and required
force Negroes in the county to register
to sign contracts paying the employto
vote
and
pay
poll
taxes,
so
as
to
IF
no
one
runs for the school
all of Mississippi’s state officials.
ment agency up to $190 for the jobs.
become eligible for jury duty. Other- Ih°ard in a subsequent election . . .
Byrne said this meant that many of
Three of the proposed amendments will strengthen Mis- wise, Negroes cannot he tried in the; IF--the Oakland cou.ty board of
the girls received as little as $5 a week
~education t h e n dissolves the dississippi’s stand against forced integration of the races. It is con- county.
during their first six sveeks in the
Adoption of the amendment would trict . . .
cerning these three proposals that this editorial is written. The: remove this roadblock, The amend- And IF’~the district can
abolitionist capital.
then
"T h e s e conditions approximate
two other amendments deal with fiscal matters and they, ’too, ment removes Irom the Constitution ~, merge with another district.
slavery," Byrne complained. "These
the reqni}ement that a juror must be; It seems that the 40 Negroes have
come highly recommended.
women are supposed to be fully
a qualified w)ter, and snbstitutes a’finishcd 8 grades in the township’s
screened and medically examined,
The three amendments of most vital concern are those new section which gives the Legis-’only school. No high school is in opyet two were found pregnant. We
lature the duty of settin~ fair and’oration. And neighboring districts, preproposed by House Concurrent Resolution 23 and Senate
have no place in America for
, reasonable qualifications for j u r y i dominantly white, have refused to acwould-be slave dealers.
Concurrent Resolutions 143 and 147, We unhesitatingly sen’ice,
cept the Negroes "because eft crowded
"I am seeking immediate cessation
The proposed new section
reads: conditions."
urge all Mississipplans to vote for these ’amendments.
of these reprehensible practices. The
"The ~gislature shall, by
law, i The Negroes of Royal Oak Towndark days of compulsory labor and inActual text of the proposed amendments is contained in a provide for the qualifications of
I ship claina they arc vicitims of racial
.volt,ntary servitnde are over."
discrimination. Not so, say school ofdetailed report on the subiect, which may be found on Page 1 grand and ~tit jurors. The ~gisPerhaps, Mr. Byrne. Perhaps. At
{icials of Detroit, Oak Park and Fernlathe shall provide by law for proof this issue. In the few paragraphs whicfa follow, we shall con- curing a list of persons so qualified, ]dale. It’s just that white schools are
least they’re over in the "backward"
Southland. But maybe some of the
crowded, and, well, you know...
fine our remarks to brief summary statements, showing what each and the ~awing therefrom o [
Boston Brahmins haven’t yet he~d
grand ~nd ~tit jurors ~or each
So the Negroes, most of whom live
amendment will do and why it is needed.
of the 13th Amendment.
te~ oi the circuit coud."
in World War II barracks which cornThat noise you hear? That’s Charles
prise a public housing project, went
Passage of the amendment would
Sumner, turning over in his grave!
back to their elementary school for
Jury service requirements are revised in HCR 23, to per- thus enable the I~.~zislatt,re to proanother term of undisturbed vandal’ vide a system wherel~y some Ne~r,)es
mit the Legislature to fix qualifications for jury service. The could 1~, included on ju panels in ism. A n d Michigan’s DemocraticD’
Negro-Labor Gov. G. Mennen
present requirement that jurors be qualified voters has madeeach county to meet requirements of
Soapy) Williams is beside himself
the Federal courts. Nezroes could
There’s been quite a bit said lately
it virtually impossible to bring a Negro to trial in certain Mis- then ~ brought to trial in all counbecause there’s nothing lie can do to
concerning So-called "biracial comhelp the poor, downtrodden "scholsissippi counties.
ties without the danzer of a Federal
mittees," which are usually formed
ars."
court ove~umin~ the verdict, and a
iust before a community surrenders to
These counties have no qualified Negro voters--that is, Neresuhing breakdown of law and order.
Carver school is describe.d as more
the race-mixers.
of a custodial institution than an edugroes
who
have
registered
and
paid
their
poll
taxes.
Recent
FedTry this for a definition of such
cational plant. Officials gave up long
eral court decisions in the Goldsby case require that Negroes be P~lie Seh~ls ~Amendment progroups:
ago on trying to keep glass in the
pos~ by Senate Coneu~ent RemluA biracial committee is composed eligible for iury service in trials involving Negro defendants.
windows. And the b e t t e r elements
tion 143 (SCR 143) would change
among the local citizenry give the
of one-half Negroes and one-half
(Continued on page 2)
~n~tion to give ~gislatu~ dis- integratlonL~ts.
bnilding a wide berth.

Support The
Amendments!

Detroit Area
Schools Shun
40 Negroes

"Biracial’ Committees
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(Continued from page 1)
The proposed amendment would let the Legislature set up
qualifications for iurors, thus making it possible to include at least
a few. Negroes on jury lists in every county.
We believe the cause of justice will be served by adoption of this amendment.

The once-friendly relations between
whites and Negroes in two West Tennessee e o u n t i e s have practically
ceased. White citizens in Haywood
and Fayette counties report they are
now reluctant to stop a Negro on the
streets, or to be seen talking with one,
for fear that Federal agents will be
waiting to question them.
The Federal government, a c t i n g
through At~y.-Gen. William P. Rogers,
has filed a suit charging that 27 individuals and two banks in Haywood
’County conspired to bring about economic discrimination against Negroes
identified with a so-called "welfare
leagne" which was organized in 1959
to pressnre Negroes to register and
vote.
While the Governor of Tennessee,
who won elecUon by campaigning as
an "old-fashioned segregationist," has
remained silent on the case, not even
issuing a statement, support for the
Haywood Countians came from Gov.
John Patterson of Alabama, who
called the suit "the most ridiculous
thing I have ever heard of."
Gov. Patterson said the suit, in
effect, "says a bank can’t refuse a
loan to a Negro if (Atty.-Gen. William P.) Rogers feels the Negro is
worthy of a loan.
"The suit also says an employer
must hire a Negro if Rogers says the
Negro is (lualified," the Alabama chief
executive added.

Editor
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It will discourage mass registration efforts on the part
of irresponsible and immoral elements.
Jackson--The first attempt by agiIt will safeguard Mississippi from the black bloc vote, which tators to force integration on this
now manifesting itself so menacingly in the North and East. thriving We s t Tennessee city has
failed.
This amendment deserves the hearty endorsement of
An announcement by the Yankeeevery loyal Mississippian.
owned bus company that Negroes
could sit where they pleased on
local busses brought a prompt reFor members of the Citizens’ Councils throughout Misfrom Jackson’s chief of police,
sissippi, voting for these amendments is not enough. Council ply
Raymond Gala, who said "Tennesmembers should exert every effort to see to it that their friends see law requires segregated seating
and neighbors understand and support the amendments.
and arrests will follow complaints
Voters should be urged to approve the amendments. by passengers."

Another proposed amendment--and one against which We
expect a last-minute campaign of smear and deceit--is SCR 143, This is one practical way in which every Citizens’ Council The bus company’s "sit anywhere"
designed to free the Mississippi Legislature from the present
member in Mississippi can help preserve and protect his ownannouncement followed three days of
demonstrations by students at Lane
mandatory Constitutional requirement that a public school term liberty and freedom.
College, a Negro institution. Students
of at least four months must be provided each year.
picketed bus stops for three days folThe amendment substitutes new language, giving the Legislowing the arrest of nine Negroes for
lature discretionary power to provide for public schools throughviolating the law requiring segregated
seating.
out the state.
~ ’g ix~
Before the Negroes withdrew their
The reason for this amendment is simple--to make it
pickets, they in turn were picketed
easier for the state to resist any forcible race-mixing in its
hy a group of white citizens who carpublic schools, and to maintain segregation.
ried signs reading "If you don’t want
to ride the busses -- then walk!"
As matters now stand, the Governor and the Legislature
Another group of Northerners is fed
"S o u t h Deering has successfully
have the power to close public schools to avoid integration--but
TI~e Madison County chapter of the
up with integration.
stopped all forced, integration in the
Tennessee Federation for Constituthis power runs head-on into the Constitutional requirement of a
community and its citizens are aware
Residents of the South Deering
tional Government ran several newsof the safety and peaceful continuation
four-month school term. It is easy to imagine how a Federal
community m a Chicago suburb -paper ads informing the public of the
of life in this commnnity -- as it alcourt would resolve such a deadlock, should the occasion develop. have declared war on politicians
ways was and will continue to be.
state
laws involved. TFCG leaders
who sell white Americans down the
Such a Constitutional provision killed "massive resistconsulted with numerons city officials
"Many well-known politicians from
river for the sake of Negro bloc
who were concerned with the probante" in Virginia. We in Mississippi should learn and beneboth parties have seen fit to discuss
votes.
lem.
fit from the tragedy of the Old Dominion.
publicly
the
so-called
Negro
vote
and
i
A recent bulletin of the South Deerto specnlate on the effect of their l
A. S. Ingrain, cmmty TFCG chairWe fully expect the bleeding-hearts and left-wing elements ing Improvement Association -- a
own activities in securing this vote forI
man, charged that the bus company’s
groop "banded together to maintain
to raise a last-minnte cry against this amendment. They will no the property values of the homes in
their respective parties.
,
open invitation to lawbreaking was
doubt claim that an attempt is being made to destroy the public which we invested our entire life
"’We have news for these politicians’ simply a sell-out by out-of-state
school system.
owners to out-of-state Negro ~tgitators.
savings, week by week and month by
who’support the civil rights program

Residents Of Chicago Suburb,
Fed Up With Forced m ng,
Declare War On Politicians

To this we reply: Can anyone conceive of a member of month" -- devotes its entire front
the Mississippi Legislature voting against segregated public " page to a discussion of the race issue.
"We were the attempted victims of
schools and then going home to face the voters who elected
nnscrupulous
real estate speculators
him?
who did scheme and failed to buy
No--there is no sinister plot behind this amendfiaent. It is homes from the white residents and
merely an attempt to lock the barn door before the horse is resell them to Negro buyers for the
deliberate purpose of debasing realty
stolen!
values for their future enrichment,"
In fact, we predict that passage of this amendment will help the bulletin declared.
insure racial peace in our school system. The agitators Will know "’These rotten real estate operators
that Mississippi means to keep its public schools segregated. And wonld have realized a fat profit had
an overwhelming majori~ of Mississippi Negroes prefer segre- they succeeded in panicking the citigated schools to no schools!
zens of South Deering. This cruel
practice -- as we all know -- wipes
We believe in giving Mississippi every legal weapon out entirely the equities built up by
available to defend our segregated public schools. That is
great sacrifices and over a long period
why we urge a unanimous vote for this amendment.
by the hard-working citizens. This is
what is called "block-busting.’
"’South Deering doesn’t like the
Still another amendment tightens our state’s voter qualieffects of racial integration of the
fication laws by adding the requirement that registrants must
schools which has followed neighbe of good moral characfer.
borhood integration in many areas
Surely, no decent citizen opposes such a proposal. Nothing of Chicago ~ that’s why we are
fighting so hard to stay white. The
could be more reasonable.
results have been generally harmful
The amendment, SCR 1~t7, will help protect Mississippi as the readers all know, and at no
ballot-boxes from the self-seeking forays of bloc-voting pressure time has there been any benefit to

groups.

on the ground that it is supported by’
Negro voters and who say that theseI
voters represent the balance of politi-I
cal power in our great Northern cities.
"As of now, we will undertake to
destroy this so-called balance o f
power by offering our support and
publicizing the candidates who oppose the self-styled civil righters and
the renegades who are destroying
the white race and what it has done
for the entire world.
"There is plenty of space in the
United States for all of its citizens and
all of its races to spread out and live
in. peace. There is absolutely no reason
why people should be shoved around
and forced to live in a certain neighborhood just to serve the purposes and
the dreams and schemes of the shovers. do-gooders and bleeding hearts.
"Surely, there should be some politicians or statesmen who can serve
the cause of harmony between the two
races through honest efforts to provide the climate for happy and productive citizenship for all, rather than
the senseless, arbitrary insistence on’
mixing races for the sake of mixing."

Meantime, most downtown
merchants in Jackson have been receiving post cards from all parts of
Western Tennessee bearing the following message: "Tim t r o u b I emaking integrators are attempting to
racially mix certain facilities in Jackson. Should this occur, many West
Tennesseans may find it convenient
to shop elsewhere."

Knoxvfll~Although a few Negroes
have attended the University of Tennessee’s graduate school, none have
ever been enrolled in undergraduate
classes. When a Negro applied recently, he was turned away. This
brought a threat of Federal court
action to force admission.
As a result of this threat, the University’s board of trustees will discuss
integration at the board’s annual meeting in Knoxville on Nov. 18.
It will be interesting to learn
whether Gov. Buford Ellington, a
member of the board, will choose to
fight integration in the courts or surrender without a struggle.
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Effacing The Monuments
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New Citizens’ Council In Midland, Texas,
Provides Object Lesson in Organization;
Making Rapid Gains In Solving Problems

(From the Oceanside-Carlsbad, California, News-Advertiser)
In ancient Egypt, when a new king would come to the throne, it was
customary for him to erect monuments to himself and his rule throughout
the land¯" Further, if the new king held in his heart hatred for any previous
king, he would send his servants throughout the country destroying the
monuments of this previous king¯ Through this device, the new king believed
he could wipe from his memory, and that of time, the existence of his
deceased enemy.
members got busy. The latest Negro
(Editor’s Note---T h i s month’s
When Midland s c h o o I s opened
That such effacing of the monuments was effective is acknowlTexas Report is written by Candy block-bnster did NOT move in--- Sept. 6, two previously an-w h i t e
edged by historians whose records of these early times have been put
Patterson, secretary-treasurer of the
his attempt met with failure.
schools were f a c e d with potential
together with great difficulty because of this vindictive destruction of
Since that time, in early June, every Negro enrollments, because of changCitizens’ Council of Midland, TeL,
the country’s written history.
one of the nation’s newest and most Negro attempt at block-busting in ing boundary lines. There were 76
But of equal importance, what an example of petty arrogance for a active Councils. The M i d ! a n d
pouting, narrow minded, self glorifying monarch to believe that he, having Council may be contacted at P. O. Midland has met with failure. Some Negro families eligible to send their
Negro families have moved into blocks children to the Davy Crockett school,
ascended the throne, could not only rule the future but the past as well.
where Negroes were already living, and 18 Negro families could enroll
Such king might be able to erase for some, the memory of an earlier king, Box 1185 in Midland, Tex.)
-but at least three efforts to infiltrate children in the Elisha M. Pease school.
but he could not erase the fact of the earlier king’s reign. It is not lxmible
new areas were stopped cold.
Yet, on opening day only 7 Negro
to rewrite the course of events retroactively. Once a thing has happened
By Candy Patterson
In the past few weeks, we have
children enrolled at Davy Crockett
the fact of happening is not changed by the crowning of a new king.
We organized’a Citizens’ Council succeeded in moving three Negro school, and none at the Pease
It is always the lie of the arrogant, the petty, the narrow minded,
in Midland on May 30 of this year.
families out of the white area--each
school. We consider this a great
the self glorifying, and the dictatorial to efface from the cultural monu- Many white residents of Midland were one from a different block. Others
victory.
ments anything with which they do not agree. This is going on in our experiencing economic hardships be- were moved out earlier, and we beOur permanent officers and diown society today.
i cause of a well-organized campaign lieve the Citizens’ Council has been rectors were chosen Aug. 15, to serve
Everyone is familiar with the Stephen Foster songs and melodies. These i of "block-busting" -- that is, Negroes instrumental in reversing the trend. one-year terms. Stanley Bever was
beautiful masterpieces, which have thrilled the hearts of millions, were written !buying homes in previously all-white The block-busters have been
elected president; George Parker, first
in a file and cultural environment which approved Negro slavery. No one neighborhoods.
stopped, Negro families are moving vice-president; Leonard Miller, second
In America today believes in slavery. And no one sings Stephen Foster
away, and residential segregation is vice-president; and Candy Patterson,
When the Negroes m o v e d in,
melodies in order to coniure up a vision of how much fun it would be to
being restored to Midland rapidly. secretary-treasurer.
property v a ! u e s of surrounding
"whup’" slaves down on the old plantaUon. "
White citizens now realize t h a t
homes went down. Since to many
The board of directors includes
But the touchy, arrogant, petty, narrow minded, self glorifying, and
of the white residents, the eqnity in there is no profit in selling a home in Floyd Boles, Ben Dansby. Jr., Billy
dictatorial leaders of the National Association for the Advancement of their h o m e s represented a sub- a white neighborhood to a Negro. The
Farmer, Mrs. John Fribers,
Colored People, and others of their ilk, have decided that the Stephen stantial part of their life savings, we white homeowner almost always must Jack
Pauline Lee, Charles IAnebarger, Mrs.
Foster melodies use a few words, like "darky’, which are objectionable
accept
a
side
note
~
or
second
decided to organize and do someBita Pelletier, Jim Roberts, D. W.
to them. These leaders have insisted that the Stephen Foster songs be
mortgage -- as part payment for his Stuart and Dan Whatley.
thing to stop this block-busting.
rewritten to conform to the NAACP idea of what the culture of the first
property.
Our charter was also accepted Aug.
At our May 30 organizational meethalf of the last century would have been like if they had been running
It has been demonstrated repeated- 15.
ing, temporary officers and a steering
things. The sad fact is that the entertainment world, radio networks,
ly that the Negroes are unable to
television, etc., have cooperated with this arrogant gang in rewriting committee were elected. L e o n a r d make regular payment on both the ¯ During October, two Council meetMiller
was
chosen
to
serve
as
presirags were scheduled, and a regnlar
these songs prior to their presentation on radio and TV.
first and second mortgages, and the
This same effacing of our cultural monuments, being carried on in an dent. Other officers included Stanley whites are soon forced to repossess program of activities will continue
organized way by the NAACP, is again exemplified by the wording of the Rever, first vice-president; John Fri- the property. It’s hard to recognize throughout the winter.
We in Midland realize we have a
song "The Yellow Rose of Texas" which achieved popularity several years berg, second vice-president; Candy the house after the Negroes move out.
big fight ahead of us~and we are
ago. This is an old song, dating back to the time of the War Between the Patterson, secretary; and Loma NorthIt
then
becomes
necessary
to
grateful for the advice and support
States. It begins, "There’s a Yellow Bose in Texas that I am going to see, cutt treasurer.
spend large sums of money to clean
No other darky knows her, not half so good as me." Yet, when it was
A steering committee was also and repair the houses to make them of our friends in other areas.
Our fight is not with the Negro
released in 1955, this song was trotted out with slightly modified words chosen, consisting of Joe Nelson, Bill fit once more for human habitation.
conforming to the ideas of the NAACP.
Shipp, Charles Linebarger, H u g h And frequently, t h e disillusioned
as a race, but, rather with the
Communist-in filtrated organization
No one, in their day, had more power over a country than did the Sloan, Bill Pittman, A. J. Pittman, white property-owner finds that he
which is behind the integration
early kings of Egypt. They had the power not only to set up their own Ed Bryan, George Parker and Francis must make several back payments,
drive--the NAACP.
monuments, bot to erase the monuments of others. They had the power to Kimberly.
in addition to meeting the repair
We realize that unless all of us
attempt to rewrite h/story retroactively, at least in their own times. But
We voted to incorporate, and asked
get behind our Council, our children
was not the effacing of the monuments a misuse of this power?
our attorneys to draw up a charter. It bills.
Our Citizens’ Council is also proud and grandchildren will be deprived of
was decided that permanent officers
We in America have preached tolerance and equality in our day
of our part in holding the line on the right to grow up in a nation free
would be elected Aug. 15.
until we have given professional pleaders like the NAACP power almost
from racial strife.
schools.
equal to that of the early Egyptian kings. Today Negro agitators are
Plans were made for a membership
not only setting up their own monuments, but like the Egyptian monarchs,
drive to begin immediately. We also
they are destroying the monuments of others, and attempting to rewrite
took a careful look at the problem
American culture retroactively.
we xvere trying to solve.
No one in Modern America is more intolerant of the beliefs of others
Here is what we found:
(Continued from page 1)
than this minority of professional advocates of integration. They are comIn
December,
1959,
the
Negroes
The other section would state:
Officials point out that Virginia’s
mitting the most intolerant of atrocities in the name of the doctrine they
had started block-busting in a pre- "massive resistance" program was
"The Legislature may, in its dispreach.
viously all-w h i t e neighborhood.
cretion, provide for the maintenance
Just as no Egyptian king was ever able to destroy the ~act of the
struck
down
by
that
state’s
SuHomes in the area were valued at beand establishment of a free public
existence of his hated predecessor, the NAACP will never be able to
tween $8,000 and $15,000. White resi- preme Court because of a provision
school or schools in each county in
wipe out the fact of the existence in America of a cultural environment, dents had owned their homes for I0 in the State Constitution requiring
the state, with such term, or terms,
in the last century, of which it did not approve. This organization, and
to 12 years, and had built up sizeable that a public school system be
as the Legislature may prescribe.
its sympathizers, would be well advised to find some constructive goals,
maintained. Had the mandatory
equities
in
their
property.
It is generally felt that adoption of
rather than devoting their endeavors to the vindictive effacing of cultural
provision been removed, there
monuments.
The h o m e s had well-established would probably be no integration this amendment will show the racemixers that Mississippi means busilawns, shrubs, trees, and many of,
in Virginia today. Mississippi offi~ ness, and will serve to discourage the
them were fenced.
cials hope to profit from Virginia’s filing of school integration suits in
Negro block-busters had moved into oversight.
the state.
Passage of the amendment will
three
blocks
of
the
district
before
our
l
SCR 143 amends two sections of close a legal loophole, and will enThe editor of a weekly newspaper "That this was undoubtedly done Citizens’ Council was organized.
the Mississippi Constitution. Under able Mississippi to continue its treon the Mississippi Gulf Coast has for the purpose of getting votes is of
no consequence unless lying is a Just a few days after the Council the amendment, one section would mendous strides in improving educachanged his mind--in public.
Powell Glass, Jr., editor of the Sea virtue. Abroad, in the new state of was formed, another Negro tried to read:
tional facilities for both whites and
Coast Echo in Bay St.’Louis, Miss., Congo and in Southern Rhodesia, block-bust his way into the district-"The Legislature may, in its dis- Negroes.
anuounced in a recent editorial that NAACP-type Negroes have murdered a mile away from the other Negro cretion, provide for the maintehe svill ioin the Citizens’ Council, whites in cold blood because they are intruders.
nance and establishment of free ¯ Voter Qualifications-- Amendment
even though he formerly considered white.
public schools for all children be- proposed by SCR 147 ~would tighten
People
ffere
soon
awakened
to
"Organizations affiliated with the
himself a "moderate."
tween the ages of fl and ~1 years, state’s w)ter qualificatiou laws by inCitizens’ Councils appear to be the the fact that the block-bnsting elGlass wrote:
serting in the Constitution ~,n addionly
ones
able
in
any
way
to
combat
by taxation or otherwL~e, and with tional provision requiring that all apforts
were
organized
and
inspired
"This editor has for a long time
such
racism
by
the
non-friendly
Nesuch grades, as the Legislature may plicants for registration must be of
been opposed to the concept of the
by the NAACP. Our membership
Citizens’ Councils because he felt it groes, most of whom have been increased rapidly." Citizens’ Council
prescribe."
good moral character.
was too extreme in the same way that aroused by false, vicious and defamaThis requirement Would be in additory
demagoguery.
the NAACP is. He felt he was a
tion
to all present qualifications re"The
NAACP
and
its
Congo
affilimoderate and feels that moderation
quired of applicants for registration.
ates leave him no other choice. HE
generally is best.
Its adoption would insure that
"Events in this country and abroad WILL JOIN THE CITIZENS’
Mississippi
would continue to have
COUNCILI"
during the last few weeks have made
the highest type of electorate.
him reconsider this idea. In this coun(Editor’s Note--Followlng is an- sacrifices to bring the Gospel of Christ
(Editor’s Not~Welcome aboard,
Under this amendment, habitual
try, both major political parties have
other special report from our South to these primitive people.
petty criminals could be b,~rred from
endorsed extremists’ concepts against Mr. Glass. Good to have you on the
African
correspondent,
John
R.
team!).
the rights of whites.
Certain I i b e r a I clergymen in voting, along with persons livin~ in
Parker. Mr. Parker may be written
Africa are continuously agitating adulterous relationships and those
at 64 Cydonia Boed, Wychwood,
for the "political rights" of Ne- who persist in nroducing illegitimate
Germiston, Transvaal, U n i o n of
groes. Now, however, their silence offspring to burden state welfare rolls.
South Africa. His reporL~ ~ r a
concerning this crude manifestation
Passage of this amendment would
regular feature of THE CITIZENS’ of blasphemy is deafening!
discourage any mass a’t~mpt tq
COUNCIL.)
If this silence persists, one must as- register by large blocs of irresponsisume
that the liberal clergymen are ble and unqualified persons.
By John R. Parker
This additional qualification could
both about the distorIn Accra, the capital city of Ghana, unconcerned,
tion of Scripture and about the Ne- save numerous Mississippi counties
there stands a huge statue of dictator groes’ spiritual weifare~
Citizens’ Councils
from the threat of ride by black I-loe
Kwame Nkrnmah.
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
votes.
In
addition,
post
cards
and
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
On the base of that statue, the
The amendment reads:
posters are being distn’buted in
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
following inscriptions a p p ¯ a r:
"In addition to all other q.~allqGhana depicting Christ with
’~Kwame Nkrumah, Founder Of Kwamo Nkmmah. One post card
cations required of a person to be
[] For One Year ........................................ $2.00
The Nation" and "Seek Ye First
(Please Print)
has an ins~’iption reading: "Jesus entitled to register for the purpos~
The Political Kingdom and All
of becoming a qualified elector.
is speaking to Dr. Kwame Nkrumah
Name
Other Things Shall Be Added Unto
such person shall be of good moral
to stand firm while in the Lion’s
Yon."
eha’racter."
Address
Den." Below the inscription is a
The provision is a simple one; its
The words "political kingdom~ in verse: "Beholdll Kwame Nkrumah,
City
the latter inscription ar~ substituted I am the Lord thy God. Fear natl language is clear. The paths of judifor the Biblical phrase "Kingdom of I am with you always, even in the cial review would be open to anyone
State__
feeling that this provision was unGod" (Matthew 6:33).
Lion’s Den."
__.J
justly applied against him.
This is the tragic example which Another card shows Christ blessing
And a responsible, qualified deeis being set for the Negro race, while Nkrumah, saying ’~Arell done, thou torate can thus be protected against
white missionaries have made great i good and faithful servant."
pollution.

Proposed Amendments Described

A Change Of Mind

Nothing Is Sacred To Nkrumah,
Sacreligious Propaganda Reveals

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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Question: Where Did It Happen?

Terror-Stricken Negro Family
Flees As Whites Burn Home
A burning oil flare thrown onto the many miles North of the Mason and
porch of a Negro shanty. A Negro Dixon line.
The dateline on this story reads--¯ family of 10 fleeing in terror, leaving
the state to seek refuge thousands of Burley, Idaho.
miles away.
Negro A. J. Thomas, a 43-year-old
Victorious whites mapping plans to worker in a potato processing plant
remove other unwanted Negroes from in the Southern Idaho town of 6,000,
their community.
fled from Burley with his wife and
Where did this happen reoently? their 8 children a few hours after a
A casual newspaper reader, accus- burning oil flare was thrown onto the
tomed to the vicious anti-South bias porch of their $35-a-month shack.
of the Northern press, might well No one will say where the family
pass over this story as another inciwent, except to report that they are
dent typical of the Plantation South.
now somewhere in New Mexico.
But he would be wrong. For the
The Negro told pulioe the flare
incident described above took place was thrown from a ear which passed

AFL-CIO Wants Federal Law
To Force White Unions To Mix
When is a segregated union a bad ized and installed its firs~ officers
union? When it’s all-white, says the amid words of praise from AFL-CIO
AFL-CIO.
officials.
And when it is a segregated union
The Negro group was formed spea good union? x, Vhen it’s all-Negro, cifically to represent Negro union
members, and to push Negroes for
the AFL-CIO says.
To illustrate this paradox, two re- election to union offices in the
Philadelphia area.
cent events shonld be examined.
In a Sept. 22 address to officials of
A Negro steelworkers union official,
five railroad unions in Ithaca, N. Y., James H. Jones, is president of the
a union official called on the Federal group. He told newsmen the organgovernment to insure that all unions ization would be a "militant" one.
Naturally, the Negro group reare forced to admit any Negroes whoI
apply.
ceived immediate praise and supThomas E. Harris, associate genport from AFL-CIO brass. Joseph
eral counsel of the AFL-CIO, pointT. Kelley, president of the CIO
ed out that "Congress seeks to reguIndustrial Union Council said the
late internal affairs of unions. It
Negro organization was "long overshould also see that all applicants
due," and added, "We not only welare admitted to unions."
come you, we have no fears of you."
Harris told a reporter following his
These sentiments were echoed by
speech that he was referring specifi- Norman Blumberg, business manager
cally to Negroes.
of the AFL Central Labor Union.
By contrast, this event just a few Negro Congressman Adam Clayton
days later, Sept. 26. in Philadelphia," Powell was keynote speaker. He said
Pa. The Philadelphia Negro Trade "labor needs the democratic touch
Union Leadership Council was organ- you can bring."

by the house several times while he
and his family cowered inside. The
flaming torch climaxed a series of
threats, which included a bullet
fired through a bedroom window
several months previously, threats
by teen-aged whites to bum the
house, and firecrackers thrown at
the Negro children by the daughter
of a prominent white man.
Burley has only about a dozen Negro families. And the city editor of
the Burley Herald-Bulletin, Gayle
Norton, said the trouble started after
rumors circulated that potato processing plants in the area planned to
import Negro labor to displace native
whites.
A white man who lived near the
Negro family told reporters of a recent effort to force Negroes out of
the neighborhood. Four other Negro
A small Mississippi community has
Officers of the Cross Roads Council families still live in the shantytown.
demonstrated graphically how local include Alphia W i 11 i s, president;
The white man, William Reid,
Citizens’ Councils can be revitalized. Charles G o o d m a n, vice-president; said "About 60 of us drew up a
The Cross Roads Citizens’ Council Martin L. Hopson, secretary; and Dee petition last year and took it to the
of Pelahatchie, Miss., in rural Rankin Gray, treasurer.
city council. I think if they want a
Directors are R a n k i n Ferguson, Negro town in Burley, that’s all
County, found its active membership
down to 7 men in July of this year. Lloyd Moore, John Dick Harp,
now seek dle-ins so they may be
right--but don’t let them live around
(Editor’s Note---The demands of
The group decided to reactivate the George Warren, Vernon Banes, Luther us whites."
Negroes for "cradle-to-the-grave"
buried with whites. And in MichCouncil, and rebuild its membership. Rhodes and Virden Moore.
integration was never more graphigan, a Winnebago Indian’s body
Obviously,
the
officers
and
directors
Editor
Norton
said
the
racial
inciA recent meeting featured a barically demonstrated than in the
was removed from a grave beside
dents
have
divided
Burley’s
6,000
becued chicken dinner and a well- were willing to work hard to rebuild
following syndicated column by his white wife, because the cemeknown speaker. A large crowd at- their Council’s membership -- but residents into factions for and against Mississippi newspaperman Clayton
tery is restricted for members of
racial segregation.
their efforts were amply rewarded.
tended.
the Caucasian race,
Rand.)
Other
Citizens’
Councils
throughout
Today, the Cross Roads Citizens’
"The feeling here is no different
Now if all cemeteries are to be
Council has 133 members P an in- the South, particularly those in rural than in New Orleans, where ..I~ived
By Clayton Rand
integrated, with Catholics and Procrease of 1900 per cent in ]ms than areas, could profit from this ex- for several years," he added. "But a
Eleven Portsmouth, Va., Negroes testants, Jews and Gentiles, hlack,
perience.
three monthd
lot of townspeople are shocked that have filed suit in the U. S. District white, red and yellow men all hurled
such a thing happened here."
court at Norfolk, asking for.an injunc- together, it is going to be confusing
(Editor’s Not~As yet, no word tion restraining Portsmouth from on the Day o£ Judgment when the
Archangel Gab~’iel, God’s messenger,
from the Federal Civil Rights Cam- segregating its city-owned cemeteries.
Portsmouth
has
three
segregated
sounds his trumpet to arouse the quick
mission on whether it plans to hold
hearings in Burley. No word from cemeteries for white people, and two and the dead.
All mankind will then be reclassithe U. S. Justice Department as to segregated ones for the exclusive use fied,
the righteous and unrighteous
of
colored
people.
whether the Attorney-General plans
will be segregated, one from the other,
The
Negroes
claim
this
segregation
to file civil suits, as was done in the
in separate places, throttghont eternity.
Tennessee voting case. No press is in violation of the 14th Amendfacilities have been set up in Burley ment’s eqnal protection and dne profor the swarms of "war cortes- cesstory
clauses.
In addition
to a declarajudgment
and an injunction
they
pondents" from Time, Life, Look,
ask
for
two
million
dollars
"to cover
publican or Democrat, who ate his
the New York and Chicago papers,
(E d i t o r’s Note P Columnist
mother-in-law. The best we can
Morrle Ryskind of the Los Angeles
the TV and radio networks. The both compensatory and punitive damand claim the injunction is
hope
for
is
that
Tennessee
Williams
Times turned out the following
NAACP has remained silent. So ages,"
necessary "in order that there may
will make a play out o~ M’ Ba"s
column during the current UN seshave both Presidential candidates, eventually be integration of the citicareer.
A Long Island barber has b e e n
.;on.)
Why? We repeat~WHY?
zens from the cradle to the grave." charged with violating New York’s
The Ivory Coast, another of the
Along
with
the
sit-ins,
wade-ins
new African nations, offers an equally
Had this story carried an Alastate "anti-bias" law by asking $5 for
By Morrie Ryskind
and kneel-ins, segregated Negroes "kinky haircuts."
fascinating tale. According to Hilaire bama, or Louisiana, or Mississ/ppi
If there are "IV sets in Heaven-- do Barrier, a reputable foreign cor- dateline, all these things would have
A complaint filed with the State
and I concede it’s a moot point--I respondent, the former deputy from
happened immediately. The fleeMixed Wedding Postponed Commission A g a i n s t Discrimination
know the late Lord Tennyson was
(SCAD) alleges that in May, 1959,
watching happily as the 13 new Afri- that colony to the French National ing Negro family would have been
Hollywood’s celebrated mLseegena- barber Angelo Mustachio of Un’ionAssembly might have become presi- located and paraded through Harcan nations were admitted to UN
t/on of the year has been"postponed."’ dale, N. Y., attempted to discourage
membership. Here was what he had dent of the new state if he hadn’t iem. Fidel Castro would have
Negro Sammy Davis, Jr., had been Negro patronage at his shop by postgone home for some grass roots cam- praised them in the United Nations.
predicted, "the Parliament of Man paigning before independence.
scheduled to wed blonde Swedish ing a sign reading: "Kinky Haircuts-The
bleeding-heart
liberals
would
the Federation of the World."
actress May Britt on Oct. 16.
Months passed, but he never rehave had a field day.
$5."
It was a stirring spectacle even
But iust a few days before the
A white woman married to a Negro
turned to Paris. An investigation
Surely, simple iustice requires
to non-Ono-Worlders like myself,
revealed he had been eaten by his SOME action, even though the nuptials, the pair announced that bronght the complaint on behalf of
and part of the magic came, I sus- constituents; this automatically re"legal complications" had forced a the couple’s 8-year-old son. She said
Idaho incident happened 6 weeks postponement.
pect, from the very names of the
that on an earlier occasion, the barber
removed his name from the ballot ago.
states and the boyhood associations
and any wfite-in votes cast for him
The new date set for the ceremony charged her son only 75 cents for a
of mystery and adventure they conby grateful gourmets were necesOr does the Idaho locale make is Nov. 13. The couple didn’t say haircut.
lured up: Cameroun, Toga, Mala- safily invalidated. Anyhow, he lost.
Three SCAD commissioners are
this matter too sacrosanct for the what complications had made the
gasy, Somalia, Niger, Ivory Coast,
Now, I don’t argue that the boys agitators? Is there a double stan- delay necessary, bnt it was felt that hard at work on the case, and are exGabon.. ¯
chard which bars exploitation of the actress’ divorce from a law stu- pected to spend at least a month (and
from Gabon and the Ivory Coast
It was Gabon that broke the spell aren’t as entitled to sit in the United such events when they happen in dent last year might have created untold tax dollars) studyiog how
legal problems.
ranch "kinky haircots" are worth.
for me. I remembered making some Nations as are Nikita and Fidel. But the North?)
notes on that former colony of French I am uneasily aware that the African
Eqnatorial Africa, and hastened to bloc now totals 22, one more than
look them np. You may find them the Organization of American States.
Suppose, under theheady wine of
interesting, so I share them with you.
Gabon°s president, a sterling democrat by the name of Leon M’ Ba, had swinggetnationalism patriotically enough sweeping votes steamed to the
makeHas
up world,
they can of
Drive
Been and
Toosome
Successful
served under the oppressive colonial
their
customs
the
law
of
the
United
"
yoke of the French exploiters, a fourThe YMCA is worried because one sultation’" Sept. 24. The session was acutely conscious of the aspirations of
year prison sentence for the innocu- Nations? In at least one case, our
ous offense of eating his mother-in- courts have held a UN agreement of its integration projects has been held in the interest of improving inter- its neighborhood.
superseded the laws of our own coun- "too suecessh|l."
racial relations. The group lunched at
Negro real estate man John L.
law.
Procope, Jr., told the groop that the
The evidence was clear: it was try.
Leaders of the Yonng Men’s Chris- the Harlem YMCA.
Religious problems would arise, and tian Association of Greater New York
Principal luncheon spaeker was Bedford-Stuyvesant area YMCA isn’t
his own mother-in-law, and nobody
we’ve
had enough of them this year. were told recently that when integra- Edward S. Lewis, executive director operating properly, because its board
else’s property fights were involved.
And yet the inhuman imperialists, No Jew, Orthodox, Reformed or Con- tion is "too successful," it defeats its of the Urban League of Greater doesn’t understand the area’s Negroes
New York. He called on the Y enough to interest them in the Y’s
who saw nothing wrong in eating servative, would think of eating his own purpose.
leaders "to fan out your personnel activities.
suails, were so intent on imposing mother-in-law; conceivably, he might
Henry J. Beniseh, vice-chairman of
their own barbarous customs on a partake of a politician, but the poli- the Y’s camp and outing branch, said all over the city so that you are on
Asserting that it is not enough to
people proud of its native culture tician would have to he kosher--and two of the five YMCA camps and the the firing line of some of the crucial say that the door is open to Negroes,
how
many
kosher
candidates
do
you
issues such as housing integration."
Procope explained that Negroes are
and dietary that they decided to
Holiday Hills resort were "too muchI To this, Gayle J. Lathrop, execu- long aecustomed to discrimination
make an example of M’ Ba~and know?
integrated."
And come Friday, no Catholic in l
tive vice-president of the Greater New and segregation. Thus, he urged,
succeeded only in making a hero
good conscience would even taste’
These facilities are a~tracting so York YMCA, replied that the YMCA they must be given a "special invitaof him.
mother-in-law under glass or politi- many Negroes that whites are stayM’ Ba’s followers remained stead¯ cian fricasee. And there are many ing away in increasing numbers, he was not "a social action organization." tion" by "’people who can underHe added, however, that it should be stand their sensitivities."
fast to their faith and their idol, and squeamish Protestants, too. And what
reported, adding "If we don’t do
I am assured, were able from time to
time to smuggle into his cell some about a conscientious obiector who’s some constructive thinking, we are
going to be back where we started
of the simple food he craved. He a vegetarian?
many years ago."
Eventually, if we put up a fight,
emerged from prison as one of the
heroes of the resistance and today the matter might go to the World
To keep the camps from becoming
holds the highest office in the land. Court--which is one of the reasons all-Negro, and therefore sel~regated
If that isn’t a happy ending, I never I’m in favor of retaining the Con- again, Benisch recommended that nonnafly Amendment.
white campers be limited to a perheard one.
And I just thought of something. centage equal to their part of the]
And it is a saga, we may as well
admit, that could never have hap- Jack Kennedy sent Averell Harriman overall city population.
Some 33 Negroes were among theI
i~ned in a class-ridden country h~e to Africa to make a report for him
ours. I cannot, for the life of me, on the formerly dark continent. Any- 100 lay and professional YMCA
body heard from Ave recently?
leade~ who attended the all-day "con-

Small Rural Council Reactivates With
1900 Per Cent Membership Gain

’Cradle- To-Grave’ Mixing Demands
_Of Negroes Cited By Columnist

African Officials Play
A Quaint Game Called
’Swallow The Leader’

New York City YMCA Is Worried Because Its
Integration

New, York Barber
in Trouble Over
$5 ’Kinky’ Haircuts
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Presidential Race Isn’t Over Yet!
In New Orleans---

They Said It Couldn’t Be Done!

Stand
Firm

THE
~OUTH

I South Has Chance
ITo Control Outcome
In Electoral College

The Presidential race is not over yetl
The people of the South still have their best opportunity in
more than a century to put a Southerner in the White Housel
Unbelievable though it may seem to political pundits and
New Orleans is the scene of
pressure-group politicans, the people of the South now have the
the largest and most crucial batPresidency within their grasp.
tle to date in the wide-ranging
Make no mistake about it-- When the deadlock occurs in the
conflict between the forces of
College m when neither
this
election is now in the hands Electoral
segregation and integration.
Kennedy nor Nixon have the necesof the people of the Deep South. sary 269 electoral votes -- then it
Not since the days of the
It remains for the people to de- will be up to the Honse of Reprefirst Reconstruction P e r i o d
sentatives to choose our next Presimand that t h e i r Presidential
when the white citizens of the
Electors v o t e a s Southernersdent.
famed Crescent City wrested
such balloting, each state
when they east their ballots Dee. hasl)uring
just one vote. The ltouse delegacontrol of their local govern19.
tion from each state mtlst caucns to
ment from the hands of carpetfor whom that state’s one
Electors in the Deep South determine
baggers and scalawags in the
vote should be cast. The w~tes of 26
are responsive to the wishes states are needed to elect a PresiBattle of Liberty Place, has
of the people in their states. dent.
the course of history hung so
They do not want to be sad- And remember -- this is the new
much in the balance.
dled with the responsibility for ltouse w~ting -- the one just elected.
On the side of racial integrity
nn present returns, l)emocrats
turning over the national gov- Based
control Honse delegations from 29
stand the embattled people of
ernment to left-wing control. states -- inclnding the Sontt~. RepubNew Orleans; the well-organThey do not want to bear thelicans cnntrol 17 states, while 4 states
ized, powerful and ably-led Citiburden of forced integration are evenly split.
zens’ Councils of the area; and
of the races. They do not want Thus, it is apparent that conthe government of the state of
to assume the guilt and the servative llouse Democrats from 9
~
CITIZENS COUNCIL/,.TACKSON,
Louisiana.
states could ioin with their
blame for collaborating with Southern
Republican colleagues f r o m 17
On the side of racial disinNegro pressure groups. They. states to name the next President.
tegration stand Federal iudge J.
do not want to be branded as Fo r certainly, t h e Republicans
rather see a true conservative,
Skelly Wright, the NAACP and
traitors by their friends and would
a man such as Sen. Harry F. Byrd of
~undry Federal marshals, aided
neighbors.
Virginia, as President, than snbmit to
and abetted by the city adminisYet, that is exactly what could four years of the Clan Kennedy. And
tration, the New Orleans press
would be just that simple.
(An Editorial)
happen to any Southern Elector the choice
But of such simple truths is poand four out of five members of
who fails to join in this bold and litical history written. And if the
This can well be the year the South elects a President!
the local school board. Wright’s
determined move to save our na- Presidential Electors from the Deep
As outlined in detail in the lead story of this issue, election tion from certain destruction.
son attends a private s c h o o 1
South are responsive to the wishes
of a Southern President has become a very real possibility.
where there are no Negroes.
of their toeople this Dec. 19, the
As the Mobile, Ala., Press pnt it
hands will be playing Dixie on InYou can help bring this effort to a successful conclusion! in a Nov. 18 editorial:
Real instigators of the attempted
auguration Day.
integration, w h i c h has triggered
"Federal
efforts
to
torce
racial
Here are some suggestions for action:
All of this is within your grasp.
angry demonstrations by teen-ag~ers
mixing in New Orleans and the reIt remains for you to make yonr
If
your
state
voted
for
Unpledged
Electors,
let
the
Electors
and parents at the two target schools,
sultant violence should be enough
wishes known to your Southern Elecknow you are behind them in this drive to put a Southerner in to precipitate a revolt of all SouthMcDonogh 19 and Frantz, were the
tors and to yonr Congressmen.
four integrationist s c h o o I board
the White House. There are 8 Unpledged Electors in Mississippi, ern presidential electors against the
The prospects of success are highmembers who tried to implement a
and 8 in Alabama. These 14 men deserve your support. Give them candidates of both national parties."
ly encouraging. In fact, we venture
upil assignment plan by enrolling
And the people of the Sot, th have
your backing.
the prediction that the only way the
ur little Negro girls in the white
clearly demonstrated that they desire
Clan Kennedy will see the inside of
school. Judge Wright backed them
If your state voted Democratic and the Electors are likely snch action. In only three Soutlwrn
the White tlouse next year is if
up in a series of edicts, orders and
to support Kennedy, let them know how you feel. Tell them-you’states were voters given an opporthey get in line and take the guided
injunctions that must set a record
are counting on them to join with other Southerners to save this tnnity to chuose bctweeo principles
tour.
for quantity and unlimited scope.
"party loyalty." In every ease-And, we hasten to ad(I, thev’(I betnation from certain destruction. Be sure they are aware that it and
in Alal)ama, in Ceor~,ia, and in Mis- ter leave some of their polka~dot asThe world has seen vivid pictures
is within their power to bring the forced integration campaign sissippi--the p(~ophe responded en-]snrtmvnt of friends })chin(I, if /hey
of mothers and children bein~ driven
to a halt virtually overnight.
thusiastically and took finn stands for come rm the tour. You s-¢’, the guides
hack by armed police and drenched
by fircmen’s hoses.
principles.
~ will t,av~ strivt
orders to enforce
Call them. Write them. Form ~ommittees to visit them.
The job now confronting the
Lnuisiana’s legislature, fighting for
Democratic Electors in such states as Arkansas, Georgia, people
of the South is that of conits life to preserve state sovereignty,
Louisiana, North Carolina, South Carolina and Texas should be vincing t h e i r respective Electors
has invoked the doctrine of Interthat
they
shoed unite behind this~’’ ~~C:ca-o
contacted, along with the 5 "loyalist" Electors chosen in Alabama.
pnsitim~ and has remained in extraplan
to
name
a Southern President.
ordinary sessinn almost continuously
If enough people in these states contact their Electors, then the
There
is
still
time to (1o thin--lint
since the crisis arose.
South’s victory is certain.
(See NEW ORLEANS, p. 3)
If your state voted Republican, no action is presently indiOn Dec. 19, Electors meet in each
cated. This is the case in Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee and Vir- stale to cast their ballots for l’r,’si-Mixed
and Vice-President. For a candiWorth Remembering ginia. Citizens of these states should keep posted on late develop- dent
ments to be ready for any emergency action, should it become date to win either offke, he must
ceive 269 electoral votcs~a majority
"If our buildings, our highways,
necessary..
A Chicaz, P-TA zroup failed to
of the 537 total.
our railroads should be wrecked,
Every
Suutherner
should
also
let
his
Congressmen
know
he
Because of the extremely close conwe could rebuild them. If our cities
to f.rce housin~ intvgration on Chiis depending on them to fight the battle to its successful con- test between Kennedy and Nixon in
should be destroyed, out of the very
(.a~o area residents.
uther
sections
of
the
nation,
some
key
ruins we could erect newer and
clusion, once the Presidential election is thrown into the Honse
The Chicago region of the Illinois
are still in doubt. Recounts are
greater ones. Even if our armed
Congress of Parents and Teachers deof Representatives. This will be the moment for true greatness states
unde~vay in areas where fra.dulent
might should he crushed, we could
ft.ated a motion for the region to acon the part of our Southern Representatives in Congress. These Negro w~ting contributed to Dcmorear sons who would redeem our
tively promote lezistafion in favor of
men
should
know
they
have
our
united
support.
cratic majorities. It is entirely ~ssil)le ~ racially-mixed housing.
power. But if the blood of our
white race should become corrupted
If you do not know the names and addresses of your Presi- that lllinoi~with its 27 electoral]
The vole was 268 to 2~ agaimt
vote~might still wind np in the
and mingled with the blood of
the motion at an Oct. 25 meeting.
dential
Electors
or
your
state’s
Congressmen,
your
local
public
Nixon
column.
Africa, then the present greatness
Voting was by s~ret ballot~a rare
library or newspaper office should have this information available.
Sbdd th~ o~ur~hould ~linois
move in P-TA circles.
of the United States of America
~ Th.se opposed to the "’olmn ocRemember---the time for action is now*. Presidential go ~or Nkon in the recount~hen
would be destroyed and all hope
e ~ep ~uth ~11 have ~e dec~cnpancy" resolution pointed ont that
for the future would be forever
Electors meet in each state Dec. 19 to cast their ballots. For ¯tion
~ the bag~ Jmt 19 Sou~em
ibasic moral questions c a n no t
gone. The maintenance of American
your opinion to count in the balloting, it must reach your e~or~ votes todd control
the solved by legislation. They added
civilization would be as impossible
Electors as quickly as possible.
out.me,
that prope~y owners shonld not
for a negroid America as would be
Even if Illinois re~ in
the forced to take Negro tenants against
Surely,
each
of
us
will
be
willing
to
spend
the
few
moments
redemption and restoration of the
Kenn~y ~m~, ~y 46 Southern
their will.
required to make our voices heard. After all, the future of our el~orai
white man’s blood which had been
votes ~uld p~vent ~e
P-TA leaders had been t~ng since
mixed with that of the Negro."
children and grandchildren--and of this very .nation---hangs in ~~ of John Ke~y. ~is
last May to promote th~ ~xed housthe balance.
~THEODORE G. BILBO
fi~ b re~hfi~ly a~ble,
ing r~luUon.

How You Can Help Elect
A Southern President
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Nashville -- Although six or seven
lunch eonnters have been surrendered
to the tronble-making Negroes, the
maiority of this city’s eating establishments arc still rigidly segregated.
At many of the restaurants, "’door
guards" have been employed to discourage Negro agitators from enterrag.
Five Negroes and a white companion were recently chased out of
a Church Street establishment at
rifle-polnt. Herschel Erwin, owner
of the Tic Toe restaurant, said he
had the rifle in his hands as he
forced the six to leave.
Erwin said he pulled the white "sitinner" from a ~toul at the lunch
counter and then grabbed a Negro
girl next to him by the arm.
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"They are not going to eat in here,"
Erwin declared.

40 & B Votes To Remain
All-White; Vetoes Efforts
Tragedy Of New Orleans By Legion To Force Mixing
W. J. SIMMONS ................................................................

Editor

(From the St. Petersburg, Fla., Independent)
Not since 1815 when Andrew Jackson and his rugged band
from the Southern hills defeated the British in the Battle of New
Orleans, has the determined city stood up and fought off an outside force as it is doing right now.
Because the origin of the Louisiana malady is not in New
Orleans but in Washington we address this open letter,
TO CHIEF JUSTICE WARREN:
Unless you and your associates are as blind to the tragic
reactions to your fateful decision of 1954 as you were to the
warped reasons which prompted it, you must suffer some remorse
at the strife, bitterness and heartaches in New Orleans.
Perhaps your pseudo-liberal friends console you with the
fiction that there is a dread disease of bigotry in the South
which caused the eruptions in friendly and tolerant old New
Orleans. But, unless your wit is as feeble now as was your
wisdom in 1~54, you must know that the wilful decision
you made is, and always will be, as incompatible with the
will of the American people as it was contrary to the will
and wishes of the Founding Fathers who drafted the Consfitufion.
Unless you are as calloused to the eviden~ wrongs as you
were careless of your obligations, the God-complex which
prompted your rash and irrational act must have; by now, given
way to a guilt-complex at the evils your act has wrought.
You must know by now that your capricious efforts to
force an unnatural mingling and merging of the races will
fail because it is against the best judgment of both races,
as one hundred years of experience has shown.
The tragedy of your usurpation may pierce the hearts and
rend the souls in New Orleans, but the shame must rest beneath
your flowing robes.
This is ~ or was -- a democracy with just powers derived
from the consent of the governed. Unless you are duller in
observation than you were in interpretation you must know that
your attempts to force integration on once-protected children
would not now be approved by ten per cent of either of the races.
Unless you hasten to hide your conscience behind the
freshly starched dresses of the four little Negro girls in
New Orleans, may we remind you that they are as sad and
misused as the rest of their race which you have wronged.
You have granted them no rights. You have stabbed them,
with coercion. No one asked them about their rights or their
wishes. They were hustled off by United States marshals. The
many cruel knives that stab their little hearts were forged on
your anvil.
If you would close your eyes to the strife and cruelties of
the present and hope that time will heal the wounds and bring
forth a solution, you can see the future of this nation through
the anguished eyes of India.
If you read history, as you do books on psychology, what
you see in the future will not be a vision of happiness but
a nightmare of polyglot evils and anguish, two races destroyed
and with this the wreckage of a nation.
You have helped no one. What you have done to the cause
of education will hasten the nation’s downfall, unless Congress
acts to right the wrongs you have wrought upon a people.
You may feel proud and noble, arrogant even, but time will
prove that never did nine little wilful men ever do so much
damage to so many.

Report From
Tennessee

The 40 and 8 Society has voted
overwhehningly to remain it "white
only" organization.
The group was ousted by the
American Legion last year for its
segregation policy. But an Oct. 21
vote at the 40 and 8 annual convention in Miami showed 1832
votes in favor of maintaining the
"white only" membership clause,
and only ~54 for dropping it.
Even the 254 were not in favor
of integration, officials pointed out,
but voted as they did in hopes of
getting the 40 and 8 back into the
Legion’s good graces.
The 40-and 8, a fun-loving honor
society for Legionnaires, is now
, barred from using the Legion insignia.
:But 40 and 8 national commander
John Hobble of Liberal, Kans., said
there was no "break" between the
two groups, adding "You still have
to be a Legionnaire to get in the 40
and 8."
Meantime, the newly-elected national commander~of the -American
Legion, William R. Burke of Palos
Verdes Estates, Calif., promptly resigned his 40 and 8 membership, giv-

Pardon Our Pun
According to a recent news dispatch, Martin C. Ochs, editor of the
Chattanooga, Tenn., Times, has hailed
the attempted enrollment of four
Negro pupils into virtually e m p t y
white schools in New Orleans as the
first crack in the Deep South’s wall
against public school integration.
He told a group of college students in Pittsburgh, Pa., that it will
be only a matter of time before other
.solid South states begin some form
of school integration. .
Ochs said, and we quote, "The one
exception is Mississippi. There the
situation in the immediate future looks
hopeless."
Hopeless, Brother Ochs?’ It all de~ends, as the saying goes, on whose
Ochs is being gored. It all depends.

A Word Of Thanks
To all Miss/ssippi voters who
supported the Constitutional
Amendments in the Nov. 8 ekeThis publication endorsed a i !
five Amendments. All five passed
by overwlielming ma/orities. They
have now been ofr~’/ally inserted
Our State’s defenses are now
m~mger.

ing the segregation clause as his
rt~3son.

"I’m disappointed that the 40 and
8 failed to drop its race restriction
to conform with the Legion’s open
membership policy," Burke said.
His resignation brought arL immediate retort from the new40 and
8 chief, Reginald C. White of Charleston, W. Va.
"The assembly voted overwhelmingly to retain our white clause,"
White said. "We are a social,
secret, fraternal organization, and
we should be able to choose our
own associates."

Memphis -- Marvin Brooks Norfleet, prominent Memphis a t t o r n e y
and legal counsel for the West Tennessee District of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government
has written the Memphis PressScimitar, x,rging the paper to take an
e d i t o r i a I position on integration
threats.
Pointing to events in New Orleans,
Nnrfleet emphasized that the same
things could happen in Memphis,
where an NAACP school integration
lawsuit has been filed.
"The racial situation at Memphis
is incomprehensible to anyone who
entertains proper consideration of
the white citizens and taxpayers affected," Norfleet stated.
tie added that whites "pay for all
schools and the operation of our city’s
government in all its branches," yet
Negroes seek to impose their will on
:the white majority.
"Your white readers want to hear
how you stand in this most important and dangerous exigency, rather
than to observe y o u r continued
silence in this dire threat and public
emergency," Norfleet concluded.

Imagination, It’s Wonderful!
(From the Jackson, Miss., Daily News)
The history of the Civil War is one of the most dramatic stories ever
written. Nevertheless, fiction writers are continually striving to embellish~it,
and two recent efforts--written from a Southern viewpoint, so to speak-are especially interesting.
The forthcoming Civil War Centennial commemoration is the occasion for a renewal of "hostilities" between the states, and the South
chalks up two significant paper victories.
MacKinley Kantor, a distinguished novelist and Civil War historian,
is the author of a fictional spread in the current Look magazine entitled "If
the South Had Won the Civil War."
Kantor exercises a provocative scope of imagination in this piece, even
managing a happy ending which leaves the impression he believes a Southern
victory might have stabilized the course of history.
Another respected writer, John Masters, speculates on "The Day the
South Could Have Won the Civil War," in the November Reader’s Digest.
Masters takes a darker view of Dixie’s mythical triumph and its subsequent effect on world history.
A British career soldier who is now an American ~itizen, Masters
alters the Civil War’s outcome with one swift stroke--a Confederate
sweep into Washington at the heels of the routed Yankees at the first
Battle of Bull Run in 1861.
"Seizure of the capital, militarily feasible at the time, would have
panicked the North, swept wavering Kentucky, Maryland, Delaware, and
Missouri into the Confederacy, and gained enormous prestige for the South
abroad," Masters believes.
But of the Southern leaders, only General Stonewall Jackson had the
foresight to advocate this quick move to victory, and he was overruled.
Masters believes that a divided America would have been unable to
keep European powers out of the Western Hemisphere, and that Germany
and Japan--victorious in the world wars without opposition from the United
States---would be the dominant powers today.
Kantor, a Pulitizer-Prlze winner, selects Hinds County, Miss., as the
Yankees’ Waterloo, killing off General Ulysses S. Grant on a dirt road
near Jackson. Grant perishes in a most unheroic manner: his horse fell
on him. This monumental mishap sidetracked the Bluecoats from
Champion Hill where~dn actual histury---Camfederate resistance was
swept aside and the route cleared for the siege of Vicksburg.
But thanks to Grant’s skittish horse, a suddenly decisive Jefferson Davis,
and improved pedormances by Generals Robert E. Lee and Jeb Stuart at
Gettysburg, the South emerges the winner.
The victors annex Washington, but other than this inconvenience the
United States finds recoustroction, Southern style, only a minor bother.
And the South voluntarily frees its slaves a few years after the war.
Texas secedes from the South but this is handled agreeably since the
Confederacy hasn’t a principle to stand on in the dispute.
So the three nations dwell happily side by side, fight together
in the world wars, and stand on the threshold of comolidation as this
interesting little fairy tale closes.
This would seem to end it, but Kantor has unwittingly plantc~] the
seeds of new strife. In rearranging history, he annexes Cuba for the Confederacy. Presumably this means he also gave Fidel Castro to Dixie, and
the prospect of the Cuban plucking chickens at the Southern Governors
Conference is enough to start the Civil War all over again.
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Citizens’ Council Given Utah Oil L nd South African Correspondent
Notes Negro Progress Gap
Despite Better Environment
(Editor’s Note -- Following is
another spoeial report from our
South African correspondent, John
R. Parker. He may be written at 64
Cydonia R o a d, Wychwood, Getralston, Transvaal, Union of South
Africa. These reports are a regular
feature of THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL. Parker informs "us that he is
receiving a steady stream of mail
from our readers.)

white rule, cannibalism is inherent
among these people.

Consider another case where "environment" is no excuse for lack
progress.
The average elevation of Ethiopia
is 8,000 feet :above sea level. The
country has, therofor~;, a bracing and
heahhfnl climate.
Historically, this country has been
in close contact with Egyptian
By John R. Parker
civilization and the M i d d ! e East.
Despite the fact that psychometric
Historians declare that Christianity
intelligence tests over 44 )’ears have
was established in Ethiopia in 333
proven that average Negro intelligence
A.D. Monastaries ~ where Coptic
is consistently Io w e r than that of
rites have been practiced for
whites, "liberals" w i I I always insist
years ~ dot the countryside.
that enviro,ament affects the t e s t
The inhabitants of Ethiopia are of
scores.
Hamitic descent, and with the exIt is an accepted fact that for
ception uf the brief period of Italian
thousands of )’ears, the Negro had far , occnpation, have enjoyed independinore game at his disposal South of the
ence for 3,0~XJ years.
Sahara than did the average white
Despite th e s e favorable factors,
man iu Nnrthern Europe. Obviously,
’ these conditions still p r e v a i I in
ideal climatic conditions favored the
Ethiopia: The nation is run hy a feodal
Negrn, enabling him to grow more
monarchy. Education and literacy are
agricuhnral prodiwts daring a longer
low. There are few good roads, and
period of each year, whereas severe
these few were built hy tile Italians.
winters in Northern Enrnpe restrict
The conntry has an agrarian economy,
farming activity to abont six months,
with the nuly actual industry being a
Yet, despite being environmentalsugar refinery rnn hy tlollanders.
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL GIVEN OIL LAND----Prominent
who are d/rectors of the Jackson Citizens’ Council.
15’ favored in this regard, the Negro
Furthermore. the Johannesburg Star
bankers and Citizens’ Council officials in Jackson study
Standing from left to right, are Joe W. Latham, senior
has been a vohintary cannibal, while
noted recently, "Am e r i c a n s run
deeds to 30 acres of Utah oil land presented by B.C.
vice-president of Deposit Guaranty Bank and Trust Co.;
the white mall has not.
Ethiopia’s airline, Frenchnwn ruu the
Campbell of Salt Lake City. Marvin E. Collum Jr.
E.E. Laird, vice-chairman of the board of First National
One can rest asstu’ed that had the
rMlway. Swedes train the air force,
(seated), Citizens’ Council treasurer and senior viceBank; W. P. (Pat) McMullan, chairman of the board of:
environments been reversed--that is,
Norwegians the navv. Americans and
president of First National Bank, calls the gift the beDeposit Guaranty Bank and Trust Co.; and John R.
Indians the army. Britons and Ameriginning of endowment program for Councils, to assure
Wright, president of the Jackson Citizens’ Council. [the whites in Africa and the Negroes
cans are key advisors ill several minis*
continued growth of the pro-segregation movement.
Campbell expressed hope his gift would encourage I in E.rnpe-- the ~entimentalists woltld
have rubbed their hands with glee
tries. The Swedes have close liuks-Looking on as Collum accepts deeds are bank officials
Southerners to make similar donations,
while "explaining" that environment
they train tilt, police, run a hospital
is the cause of Negro catmihalism!
and missions, fill some important state
Quite recently, a white missionposts.
ary mentioned in Johannesburg that
"Yugoslav engineers are building
cannibalism was practiced ~der
the Red Sea port of Asxab. Israelis are
cover in the Congo during Bel#an
~h.ihling roads, Italians a hydro-elecrole and is rapidly increasing, now
tric project."
that the res~alnlng hand of white
The report adds that "Italians pro...~ to be on his own, there
civilization has been removed,
vide most of Ethiopia’s mechanics,
If the
N e gcalled
r °
is a great big
continent
l,es~ than 10 years a~o, a Roman
t Iwhite supremacy’
aaisans anti such. (;ermans nm the
Catholic nnn was murdered by blacks
M~ca, given and set .side fo~
hotels, while G r e e k s, Yugoslavs,
The Citizens’ Council h a s been ~rmit us to devote more of our time ,1 his use by Almi~ty G~. With
in the Cape, So,th Africa, and porCzechs and Indians handle most
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practice persists after 300 years
II
similar donations,
those who so feverishly support Negro
~eCifizens’Councilwasgiven’u’l New
"independence" in Africa, andinthe
same breath smear white S o u t h
oil, gas and mineral rights to the land,
Africa~
C""
of which is currently under lease to
major oil companies.
(continued from p. 1)
chairman of the Joint Legislative
board jungles tomorrow. And I know
WHEREAS, the parents of the
The situation is still in such a state
Committee on Segregation, called for
that you clo not want to subject your
In accepting the deeds, Marvin Colchildren attending the schools
of flax at the time we go to press that
the implementation of "full Interchildren to the type of education that
ordered to be integrated manifested
lure, Citizens’ C o u n c i I treasurer,
no outcome can be reported. Indeed
position." He explained that this
)revails today in Harlem or in Washpointed out that this marks the betheir indignation at the attempt to
indications are that the battle over
would mean the use of the state
~ington, D. C.’"
ginning of an endowment program
integrate their schools by removing
control of the poblic school system’s
police
to
return
the
schools
to
a
segreTo thundering applause, Wright
their children from said schools and
which can assure the Councils’ conracial
policy
may
continue
indefinitegated basis, by force if necessary.
asked the crowd, "Who is running
tinued growth.
have shown conclusively thereby
ly.
"We’ve passed all the laws we
the public schools of New Orleans,
their intention to assert their rights
Collum, who is senior vice-presiIn an impressive show of strength
need to pass and we’ve passed all
four little Negroes and a Federal
as citizens of this state and have
dent of First National Bank in
the New Orleans Citizens’ Councils
the resolutions," Garrett asserted.
judge? Or are the white people in
demonstrated their will to support
Jackson, Miss., urged all interested
held a mass rally in the spacious
"I’m now ready for actionl"
New Orleans still running t h e i r
the constitution and laws of this
persons to do their share in adding
Municipal Auditorium attended by
He said that Judge Skelly Wright
schools?"
state, and
to the endowment fund. Contribumore than 6,000 wildly cheering
should be arrested, along with the
Meanwhile, in Jackson, Lt. Gov.
WHEREAS, the act/on of these
tions in the form of real estate, semarching supporters.
deputy Federal marshals who are in
Paol B. Johnson, Jr., acting governor
parents and their children is a
curities, mineral lands and insurance
For an hour before speakers began
New Orleans to enforce integration.
while Mississippi Gov. Ross Barnett
courageous step on their part to
policies are welcomed, he said. In
appearing, the packed auditorium had
This brought cheers, whistles and
is in Sooth America on a two-week
maintain our customs and our tradiaddition, Collum noted that any
cheered, waved Confederate flags and
the stamping of feet.
tour, charged that the New Orleans
tions and our way of life, and
sang.
One
song
went:
"Hooray
for
individuals are including bequests
Former state senator William M.
Police Department has aided integraWHEREAS, positive action of this
Jimmie
Davis,
hooray
for
General
Lee~
Rainach, past president of the Cititionists and vowed that such "’will
to the Citizens’ Council in their
nature is essential by all who desire
Glory,
glory
halleujahl
The
South
shall
zens"
Councils
of
America,
called
on
never
happen
in
Mississippi."
Johnson
wills.
to preserve our democracy from
rise againI’"
governors of the other Southern states
proclaimed to Louisiana parents the
those who seek to destroy it and
"’Creation of a continuing endowto ioin Louisiana in its fight against
backing of Mississippians in the school
Several Council leaders from Louisto call attention to the oft neglected
meat program will increase the
school integration.
crisis.
iana and Mississippi addressed the
democratic principle that the will
fectiveness of the Citizens’ Council
In New Orleans, a boycott of the
emotion-charged throng.
"’We’re fighting Mississippi’s batof the majority of the people cantwo
target
schools
has
been
virtually
movement,~ Collum stated. "It will
State Representative John S. Gartles along with Alabama, Georgia,
not and should not be flouted with
100 per cent effective since the first
enable Council leaders to plan infelt. immediate past president of the
North Carolina, South Carolina and
impunity.
telligently for the future, and will
day of attempted integration. Fnur
Louisiana Citizens’ C o u n c i I s and
Virginia," Rainach said. "Let the
little Negroes have been escorted in
THEREFORE, BE IT REgovernors of those states call the
SOLVED by the Senate of the
every, day for a week, and then
legislatures into session and join
Legislature of the State of Loutsescorted out by Federal marshals,
the state of Louisiana."
iana, the House of Representatives
who,
appropriately,
wear
yellow
armDr. Emmett L. Irwin, a prominent
thereof concurring, that the parents
bands for identification. The Negroes
physician and president of the Greatwho withdrew their children from
er New Orleans Citizens’ Councils, attended schools designated as inthe schools sought to be integrated
tegrated, it is true, but schools virtualsuggested that adults join youngsters
and the children who were withly
empty
of
white
pupils.
in peaceful demonstrations at the two
drawn are commended for their
A major factor in the successful
schools.
courageous stand agalns~ the forces
boycott
of
the
schools,
as
well
as
Citizens" Councils
Judge Leander Perez, powedul
of integration and those who seek
in
the
aroused
spirit
of
resistance
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Louisiana political figure, called on
to destroy all that we hold near and
among
the
people,
has
been
the
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
citizens to "stand up and take action
dear.
vigorous leadership of the Louisiana
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
now. Don’t wait until the burrheads
Legislature.
Be It Further Resolved that this
are put in your sehnol.
[] For One Year ........................................... $2.00
Legislature does hereby urge these
In a histm’~-maldng move, the
(Please Print)
"Don’t wait until your daughter or
parents and their chfldran to conLegislature adopted famous S e n a t e
your wife is raped by these Congolese.
tinue their courageous stand and
Concurrent Resolution No. 1, "To the
Name ......................................................................
You must take the offensive," he
Parents of the Students Enrolled at
refrain from attendance at said
added.
Address
McDonogh No. 19 and Frantz, beth
schools.
John R. Wright, youthful president
Pnblic Schools in the City of New
Be It Further Resolved that this
of the Jackson, Miss., Citizens’ CounOrleans.’"
Legislature does a s s u r ¯ thes~
cil, told the massed thousands, "The
The full text of the resolution folparents and their children that it is
State ................................................................
people of Mississippi are with you all
lows:
standing behind them and will do
the way in your battle to maintain
WHEREAS, a Federal Distr/~
all in its power to assist them in
total segregation in your p u b ! i c
Court in the City of New Orleans
their brave fight, which will long be
schools. We all know that checkerhas ordered the integration of
remembered by th¢ Logidatur¢ and
board classrooms today mean blackthe eitfzem of this state.
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A.Rip In The "Paper Curtain’.---

Savages Stalk Corridors Of
Northern ’Blackboard Jungles’

November, 1900

Total Integration Proposed By
Catholic Priest At Special Mass

A Roman Catholic priest has pro- of social equality to Negroes in the
posed a program leading to "total in- North. He observed:
tegration" during a New York City
"Exclusion of Negroes from
Southern editors have long been year-old. Her mother paid me a ’ "’On other occasions he sidles up sermon at the first solenm mass ever country clubs, private hospitals,
aware of the existence of a double prompt call after the dance.
to me at the blackboard and sort of offered for the advancement of civil housing developments and superior
standard in the Northern press insopositions in industry is so clear in
"On no account, and no matter rubs up against me when my back is rights in the U. S.
far as reporting on racial incidents is how much Renata pleaded, was I turned. ’Dan,’ I say, with the aplomb
The Rev. Robert F. Drinan, a Jesuit all Northern metropolitan areas that
concerned. News of disorders involv- ever to allow Renata to dance again. of a-Supreme Court justice, "you’re priest who is dean of the Boston Col- one wonders whether the humiliaing persons of different races is head- She was using dancing, I was told, out of your seat. Please sit down.’ lege Law School, preached at the tions endured by Negroes who have
lined in box-car letters if they occur for exhibitonistic purposes, to attract
"Dan snickers, ’I don’ wanna sid- Nov. 5 mass at St. Francis Xavier migrated to the North are not in
Church in New York City. The cere- fact more s ¯ v e r ¯ and degrading
in the South. Similar news is buried sexual aggression. The mother was down.’
on back pages or omitted altogether quite certain that Benata was sexually
mony was sponsored by the St.
than the ordinary Negro’s experi" ’Please sit down, Dan.’
if it occurs in the North.
precocious."
Thomas More Society, a group of ence in the South."
"Dan
gets
as
close
to
me
as
be
Famed Southern editor Tom WarThe article continues: "Recently,
professional men and women.
ing of the Charleston, S. C., News following the sound of her giggles, can. ’I dare yah try to hit me~’
Among groups especially invited to
(Editor’s Note--This m~ks the
"He then prances away, waving his send representatives to the mass were: first
and Courier has aptly termed this she had tracked her down to the
occasion, to our knowledge,
hips.
double standard the "Paper Curtain." dark boiler room with the furnace
~NAACT.
that an integrationlst clergyman has
"Dan has wrecked at least temUnder the double sta~ a
--C~tholic Interracial Council of spelled out precisely what integraman. Another time it was the elecporarily and perhaps permanently
dangerously wrong concept is built
triciam Even at her seat in school
New York.
tion means to the average white
the health of every teacher he has
up in the minds of Northerners
Renata, I began to notice, fre~Natiomd Conference of Chris- citizen. Note "that Father Drinan
with respect to relative conditions
ever had. He has created a comquently raises her skirts and rails
tians and Jews.
said nothing about school integrapletely intolerable atmosphere in
existing in the segregated schools her eyes suggestively.
--Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Poro tlon--supposedly the greatest sin~e
of the South and in the integrated
"The boy she invariably attracts is every classroom be has entered.
~rs.
goal of Negroes. Nor did he menschools of the Ninth.
Dan, whom you will meet in a few Yet Dan is still in the school system
--Urhan League of Greater New tion lunch-counters. No. He went
Southerners know from personal minutes. Dan, after several minutes of and he will probably stay there unYork.
to the core of Negro ambition.
experience that their public schools teasing, beats her. Yet the following til he is seventeen.
--Fellowship of Reconciliation.
Here, then, according to Father
are peaceful and orderly. This applies week she is at it again."
"The school psychologist does
Father Drinan told his audience Drlnan, is what the Negro wants:
not consider him sufficiently de- that adoption of his three-point proequally to white and black schools.
Now let’s meet Dan.
--social equality.
Problems of discipline are of a minor But before we do, a word of ex- linquent to be suspended. ’The boy gram would achieve "total integration ~Membership in country dubs on
administrative nature, having to do planation and apology is due our has problems. We must be patient,’ and the total disappearance of all
an integrated basis.
with the traditional adjustment of readers. We wince at the language is his verdict?
segregation and discrimination."
~Full integration in all hospital~
high-spirited youngsters to the rigors in the passage that follows. Some
Thus concludes the passage conHe said his program consisted of
not just the ones operated by
of "readin’, writin" and ’rithmetic." may question the propriety of its ap- cerning Dan.
(1) A continnous appeal to state and
v a r i o u s units of government,
The only oecasions~we repeatm pearing on these pages. But the doubt
which Negro charity cases have
The school psychologist, in the in- Federal lawmakers for more and ~etthe only occasions when p o I i c ¯ is resolved in our minds by the fact effable fatuousness of the professional ter civil rights laws; (2) Intensive
already taken over.
have ever been called "to Southern
that the Ladies’ H o m e Journal, a n liberal where his pet theories are con- campaigns to influence pohlic opininn --Superior positions in indnstry~
schools have been in~ communities
eminently respectable f a m i I y type cerned, merely says, ’~l’he boy has about "the ir~erent eqoality of all
at the expense of white workers,
where attempts have been made to publication, saw fit to use it, and by problems. We must be patient."
men"; and (3) A "cn~sade of prayer"
it should be noted.
force racial integration.
for integration.
the fact that the seriousness of the
These are the real goals of the
Problems
indeed!
Lest
our
readers
By contrast, we Know from Con- integration i s s u e at the childhood
Hailing r e c e n t progress in civil integration movement. Father
assume that the case cited above is
gressional hearings on conditions in level calls for exceedingly plain talk. exceptional, we hasten to add that rights legislation, Father Drinan was Drinan is due a measure of thanks
tne Washington, 13. C., school system
In Dan’s case, we quote Miss Miss Carew’s article makes clear that less enthusiastic about the granting l for listing them so succinctly.)
of the violence and chaos resulting Carew’s comments verbatim:
the most remarkable thing about Dan
from classroom integration. We know
"In a school where we rated our is that he is not remarkable in the
from fragmentary press reports filter- children as one-ulcer and two-ulcer integrated metropolitan schools of the
ing through the "P a p e r Curtain", types, Dan was in a category by him- North. On the contrary, he is a not
mostly via reputable weekly news self.
uncommon type.
magazines like U. $. News & World
"Dan had been the major factor
Try to imagine, if you can, the
Report, and even an occasional ad- in the nervous breakdowns of both
mission in Time Magazine, that con- his second and third-grade teachers. picture drawn of general conditions
ditions in the schools of racially- One afternoon I saw his fon~h- in "School B:"
"When I taught in School B,
Negro parents in New York City filed requests. More than 96 per
mixed Northern neighborhoo~ls border grade teacher, a normally poised nearly
every boy had a switchblade apparently don’t want school integra- cent preferred their neighborhood
and sedate matron, chasing him
on the indescribable.__ ~,
knife. The hour teachers dreaded tion as badly as the NAACP would
schools.
An important rip in tbe ~’Paper
down the corridor brandishing an
most was the lunch hour. Three like to believe.
"These are about the same ratios
Curtain" has appeared in the Noumbrella.
New York City’s board of eduthat developed last month in open
" ’So help me,’ she was screaming, women teachers (there were no
vember issue of Ladies’ Home Jourcation offered nearly 8,000 Negro
enrollment transfers at the ]unior
nal. An article by Ruth Anne
"if I ever catch you in my room again, male teachers in this school) were
and Puerto Rican elementary school
high school level. There, 303 pupils
Carew, an experienced teacher, de- 1’11 murder youI’ Soon after this she placed in charge of about 1000
children an opportunity to transfer
of 1~,000 .eligibles asked for the
scribes in startlingly plain language quit her job. The principal felt that children, half of them boys with
from their black-belt schools to pretransfers."
the savage and impossible condi- the inexperienced substitute who took knives. The job was nothing more
dominantly white schools in other
So far, the NAACP and similar intlons existing in the Blackboard her place was no match for Dan, so nor less than to keep them from
areas of the city.
tegration-agitation organizations have
Jungles of our large Northern cities. he was added to my already long list murdering one another."
What is one to think of parents
As the New York Daily News put failed to explain the lack of enThe first example cited by Miss of problem children.
Carew concerns Benata, a "honey
Dan is a husky, brawny Negro who, even in the wildest flights of it in an editorial "the ’open enroll- thusiasm for integration among
equalitarian theory, would remotely ment’ plan hasn’t produced the re- Negroes in Deepest Harlem -- the
brown" child whose mother, a white boy of eleven. He’s about 5’5"
woman, is currently married to a and weighs 190 (80 pounds more consider subiecting their little children sults expected by its idealistic and most thoroughly integrationist-brainintegration-minded sponsors.
washed area of the nation.
white man with whom she had had than It. He has licked just about to the terrors of such a snake pit?
There is more, much more. Miss
"They hoped that some 3,000 of
two white children. The "black every boy in the school, and several
Carew describes the school extortion the almost 8,000 Negro and Puerto Sign Of The Times?
sheep," as Renata is literally called, of the girls.
is the product of an earlier liaison
"Psychologically, however, p o o r racket, the ever-present threat of Rican students eligible to take adSlavish pandering to the Negro bloc
with a Mexican Indian. Not un- Dan feels he is really a girl. He physical violence including the savage vantage of the new scheme would
naturally, the child neither is nor minces around the room in earrings beating of helpless younger children, move from schools where they are in vote in the recent presidential election
feels accepted by her immediate and bracelets. Once he came to the breeding of potential and actual the maiority to all-white or integrated has made serious-minded Americans
wonder what on earth this country is
family. Miss Carew points out that school wearing high heels, another criminals, the widespread incidence of schools in other areas.
"Only 284 of these students have coming to.
neuroses, and so on.
she senses quite correctly that the time his mother’s hat with a veil.
Teachers are in danger of assault, requested transfers up to now ~ less
They do indeed have cause for
whole block is pointing a finger at
"Dan is obsessed with sex in all
not only from pupils, if they can be
than 4 per cent of those who could concern.
its
forms.
He
uses
lewd
language,
her, the colored child in a white
dignified by the name, but from have made the shift.
Hollywood’s most widely-publicfamily. She is also not accepted by makes lascivious drawings in his
"So it looks to ns as if a lot of
ized case of miscegenation--the
notebook and, if I am momentarily irate parents, especially Negroes,
the white children at school.
grownups are far more concerned
who feel their children are not
racially-mixed marriage of Negro
Yet---and here is the sociological out of the room, on the blackboard.
about integration than are most
entertainer Sammy Davis, Jr. and
elincher---"beeause of her Indian
"His mildest epithet for me is ’big being treated, as the pundits say,
school students. The latter, by and
regard to race, creed or
blonde Swedish actress May Britt~
blood, she openly snubs the three white whore.’ The rest of his lan- "without
~
large, apparerRly like to stay with
may forecast the future trend of
Negro girls in the class, who," Miss guage is unprintable. Needless to say, co|or.
"White" tlouse society, if partyCarew matter-of-factly adds, "regu- he is a eom~pting infh, ence on the Miss Carew deserves high praise for their own racial groups and their
her
courage
and
ability
in
writing
old
friends.
line loyalist electors in the South
larly heat her up after school."
other children.
"Maybe it’s v e r y wrung and
really do put the Clan Kennedy in
(Editor’s Note ~ Here we say as she has of the conditions that have
Here is a helpless child of nine who
shortsighted of them; but if that’s
America’s highest official position.
is the pitiful result of a monolithic without fear of contradiction that become America’s most widely the way they feel, that’s the way
JFK’s sister Pat, wife of actor Peter
Miss Carew, on the strength of the hashed-up national scandal. It is a
drive to mongrelize us all.
feel, and we don’t see what Lawford, rushed np to the dusky
Bnt wait. Let’s see how she com- last two sentences, wins the prize sad commentary on the censorship they
for the understatement of the year.) pressure and personal retaliation in- the idealists and uplifters can do bridcgro, m at the wedding and, acpensates for her hopeless position.
it."
cording to news reports, was soundly
"Benata’s other method of escape
"Several times Dan has attacked dulged in by professional "’liberals" about
The New York World-Telegram and
is through dancing." (The first con- little girls in the hall (so far without against those who point out facts Sun summed lip the situation this hussed hy the ecstatic Sammy.
In an exchange that surely must
slated of highly romanticized day- harmfi|l results), a me ng them, of not in accordance with their theories
set some kind of record for diplothat Miss Carew did not feel free to way:
dreams about her Indian father.) "I cotlrse, Renata.
"Parents in the city’s Negro and matic conversation at the presiwas delighted to let her dance at our
"Possessed of an inquiring mind, speak oot nntil she had accepted a
talent show because she so obviously Dan spends a good part of his time safe position in an nnidentified pri- Puerto Rican sections are no more dential family level, she asked,
anxious to have their children nf ele- "How do you feel, chlcky baby?"
needed approval. Her dance turned on the floor, face up, looking up vate school.
The Ladies’ Home Journal deserves imentary age travel ~reat distances to
"Man, I’m electric," beamed
on, to be somewhat orgiastic, if such into my dress or that of any girl
high praise for first publishin~ the school than they were tn let their Davis in a grammatical disregard
a thing can be inmgined of a nine- who happens to pass by.
novel, "The Blackboard Jungle," with older brothers and sisters travel to for gender.
Now we’ll surely see a concerted
its backgronnd of the seamy side of ont-of-zone juninr high schools.
"This was evident today when of- prnpaganda drive to change the name
integrated city high schools, and now
the factual stvdy by Miss Carew. It l ficial figures were announced at Bnard of the "White" House t6 something
of Education headquarters showing
Angry white parents kept their chilSuccess of the boycott was demons- has thtss entered upon a coorageous, results of a poll on ’open enrollment’ more in keeping with "moving forward in the Sixties," snmcthing less
if
dangerous,
coorse--considering
the
trated
by
attendance
figures.
At
two
dren on, of school in Detroit last
in the interests of ethnic integration prejudiced like the "Tan" tfouse. It
month, rather than submit to a cross- white schools, two-thirds of the stu- climate of present clay opinion.
eonht even pass in proper Bostonese
dents stayed at }tome to protest the The article is "must" reading for ;it the elementary school level.
town integratinn scheme.
"Of 7,883 pupils in 16 elementary for "Town" House, and thus ease the
....t._a_.,_a : .......:__ ~
_ ¯ _, parents who are c~oncerned for the
The Detroit school board had
and welfare of their children schools eligible for the ethnic trans- transition to "’New Frontiers" for
.
ordered the transfer of 314 Negroes school reported an attendance dropsafety
fers, only 284~or 3.¢; per cent -- queasy New England consciences.
i wlaerever the possibilitT of attempted
from two Negro grade schools to of one-third during the boycott
l integration exists. It shoold be ]tierVthite
parents
won
a
victory
three predominantly-white schools.
when he
t ally
Negro
memorized
students
by parent.s
were
in conNew
."
A protest meeting was attended
fined to separate classrooms. The IOrleans, Houston and Atlanta.
by some 2,000 white parents. They
school board said this was so that
When the facts are sufficiently
voted unanimousty to keep their
classes already in progress wouldn’t known, we have no doubt that there
children home from school for three
be disrupted,
i is not it Federal judge in the land
days to protest the transfer.
Even the Negroes whose children ~who .can snceesshdly impose his will
The p a r e n t s demanded that no are being transperted bv bus to the on the ht ndreds of tbousands of
Negro kindergarten students be trans- "integrated" classes are complaining.Imothers who will not permit their
ferred, and that the transferred They would much prefer that new]children to become the helpless vieNegroes be kept to themselves in classrooms be bnih in Negro neighbor- 1 tins of anybody’s .social theories or
hoods/to relieve ~owded conditions, power politics.
segregated classrooms.

Less Than 4% Of Negro Parents
In New York City Are Willing To
Transfer Children To White Schools

Detroit Parents Protest MixMg
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Jackson, Mississippi

Sen. Byrd Defies Left-Wing Threats
’But We Were Just Looking
For A LITTLE Fight!’

"Togetherness’?---

White
Rights
Upheld

While the outcome of the Presidential election remains
clouded by uncertainty, a recognized leader of Southern conservative forces in Congress has challenged the Democratic
leadership in the Senate to act on recent threats against Southern
seniority.
Sen. Harry F. Byrd of Virginia, who remained silent dnring
the Presidential campaign and did not endorse the national Democratic candidates or platform, has taken issue with statements
made by "liberal" Democratic Sen. Joseph S. Clark of Pennsylvania.
In an historic letter to Clark,~
Sen. Byrd made it clear that he States Senate on a partisan political
alone," Byrd continued. "I prowill not snbscribe to platform basis
pose to act on these matters and
pledges with which he disagrees. others on the basis of nay most con-

A judge of the Washington
State Supreme Court has blasted
the NAACP for trying to force
"compulsory total togetherness."
Judge Joseph A. M a 11 e r y
also accused Negroes of trying
to deprive whites of the right
to choose their associates in
private affairs.
In concurring with a decision
which invalidated a state "civil
rights" statute, Judge M a 11 e r y
wagned:

"A victorious crusade of t h e
NAACP for the special privilege:
of Negroes to in t r ude upon
white people in their private affairs can only be won at the expense of the traditional freedom
of personal association which has
always characterized the f r e e
world."
The 64-year-old veteran j u ¯ i s t
continued: ’~he NAACP makes the
remit of every Negro lawsuit the
measure of its sucocss in securing
¯ not only fights equal to whites in
public affairs, but also of special
prlvileges for Negroes in private af"This explains why the NAACP administers massive retaliation u p o n
judges for opinions that do not advauce the Negro cause."
Judge Mallery said the NAACP had
actively opposed him in his ¯ecent successfnl bid for re-elect/on to a fourth
6-year term.
The court ruled in a 6-3 opinion
that a Washington state law barring
racial segregat/on in cemeteries was
unconstitutional. Judge M a I I e r y
termed the case "more significant
for what it reveals than for what
it decides."
A suit was filed by a Negro couple,
Milton and Bernice Price, who claimed
that the Evergreen Cemetery Co. of
Seattle refused to bury their infant
son in a section of the cemetery known
as "’Babyland," which was restricted
to whites.
Judge Mallery viewed the case
as aimed at eliminating the right of
white persons to associate exclusively with others of their own race.
The judge noted that the Price
family was offered equal burial facilities in another children’s section of
the cemetery which was open to both
whites and Negroes, but they "’refused to even look at it" after they
were denied nsc of the "Babyland"
area.
"This lawsuit is but an incident, the
second of a se¯ies, in the overall Negro
crnsade to judicially deprive white
people of their right to choose their
associates in their private affairs,"
Judge Mallery said.
"It remains to be seen how resistant our ancient i i b e r t i e s of
private association will be to the
variety of mass pressures b e i n g
mobilized by the NAACP. It is indeed a concerted a n d aggressive
force to be reckoned with. Experience has shown that an aggressive minority, can frequently exact
.special privileges f r o m an indifferent majority..
(See WHITE, p. 4)

Dares Radicals To
Put Up Or Shut Up;
Presidency In Doubt

D. C. Schools Now 80% Black;
Will Be All-Negro By 1967
Latest s c h o o 1 enrollment figures
from Washiugton, D. C. come as no
surprise to anyone who has kept
ab¯east of the post-1954 racial trend
in the nation’s capital.
Negro pupils in Washington’s
public schools now account for 79.7
per cent of the total enrollment.
This is a gain of 3 per cent over
last year, according to an official re¢im’l~ number of Negroes in school
increased by 7,494 this yea¯, to a
total of 97,897. The numbe¯ of white
students decreased by 2,499 to a total
of 24,982, or 20.3 per cent.
The Negro school ratio is an alltime high for Washington. The rate I
of increase has averaged 3 percentage
points a yea¯ since 1951. If this rate
continues, Washington schools will be:
virttsally 100 per cent Negro by 1967. :
In 1951, when Washington schools
were still segregated, Negro pupils
comprised 52.4 per cent of the total.
In 1955, the yea¯ after integration began, the figure jumped to 64 per cent.
Then it climbed steadily’to 74.1 per’
cent in 1958, 76.7 per cent in 1959,
and finally 79.7 per cent this year. I
In elementary schools, the Negro
enrollment percentage is even higher. Washington’s elementary schools
are now $3.2 per cent Negro, compared with 80.6 per cent last year.
In junior high schools, Negroes
make up 77 per cent of the enrollment, up from 72.5 per cent last
year..Mad in senior highs, 6’7.2 per
cent axe Negroes, up from 65.8 per
cent a year ago.
Meantime, t h e Washington Star
notes that enrollment figures in nearhy Virzinia and Ma~’land suburbs
show "few Negro pupils." The paper
reported a 10 per cent Negro enrollment in Prince Georges County.,
Md.; 4 per cent in Montgomery.
County, Md.; 3 per cent in Faidax
Connty, Va.; 1.5 per ee~t in Alexandria, Va.: and a scant 1 per cent
in Arlington County, Va. Most of these
suburban schools remain all-whRe.

Many are populated b y children
~vhose families fled to the suburbs
after Washington schools began integration.
While noting that the continued
increase in the percentage of Negro
pupils in Washington schools was
"’uot unexpected," Dr. Carl F. Hansen,
school superintendent, complained
that the rapid drift toward resegregalion is making it almost impossible
to implement the city’s policy of total
integration.
Hausen said the really tough
problem is getting white teachers
who are willing to accept assignments to all-Negro schools. Many
white teachers fear for their safety
under such conditions.
As of this yea¯, 22 "~Vashington
schools are all-Negro; one remains allwhite. Less than half a dozen have
anything resembling racial balance.
An overwhelming majority of the
schools have hundreds of Negroes
registered along with a handful of
white students.
Hansen said it "would be dange¯ous" not to realize increasing problems resulting from this situat/on, or
to ignore the problem by fating to
"reqnire truly inter-racial s c h o o 1
faculties."
But the superintendent franldy admitted he was having difficulty, in
ereatin~ flmse "truly inter-racial facadUes." He said as N~gro school population increases, it becomes increasingly
harder to attract white teachers.
Hansen added that as Negro
school population increases, white
teachers have "anxiety. about working in schools where enrollment,
staff and neighborhood are predomlnately colored.
"We need to persuade the white
teachers that they can come into
our schools with safety,~ he continued.
He conceded, sadly, that "it is
difficult to find teachers who will
accept such an assignment."

Meantime, a grand iury con- sidered judgment and conviction.
"In nay votes in the Senate,’l will
tinues its probe into voting
irregularities in pivotal Illi- follow the basic principle of onr representative democracy that a public
nois, without whose 27 elec- official owes his allegiance primarily
toral votes Democrat J o h n to those who elected him. I will subKennedy cannot hope to win mit tu no coercion such as you propose in performing my duties as a
the Presidency.
Senator from Virginia.’"
On Chicago’s South Side,
Sen. Byrd’s lette¯ is viewed by
where migrant Negroes contri- veteran Washington observers as an
buted to heavy Kennedy majori- opportnnity to bring into the open
ties, flagrant election violations and settle once and for all the
threats by Northern
have beeu reported. Incidents perennial
Democrats to penalize Southern
range from missing ballots in Democrats who c h al ! e n g e the
supposedly locked boxes stored party’s "liberal" wing. If Clark
in a vault to one South Side does not continue his drive to oust
precinct where 88 persons voted, Byrd, it will be regarded as a maior
even though only 22 voters were victory for Southern con~rvatives.
In recent years, Sontherners have
registered.
Republicans remain highly opt/~nistic that Illinois’ 27 votes can be
kept from Kennedy. Thus, the prospect of a Dec. 19 deadlock in the
Electoral College looms even
larger, and patriotic Southerners
are gaining new hope that Southern
Congressmen will be able to control the election of the next President by the House of Representatives next January.
In this setting, Sen. Byrd’s blunt
challenge to the "liberal" Democ¯ats
to make good on their threat to
oust him from the chairmanship of
the powerful Senate Finance Committee takes on added significance.
"I think it would be very wholesome if you word bring your pro’posal to the floor of the Senate,"
Byrd wrote Clark, "because many
fundamental principles a r e involved. Southerners frequently have
been threatened with loss of committee assignments or other prerogatives unless they support measures
obnoxious to them and their constituents. Personally, I resent this.
"My position is simple," Byrd’s letter stated. "I will support th o se
planks in the platform of which I
approve, but taken in its entirety I
rega¯d the Chester Bowles so-called
Democratic platform as being radical,
or as leading to socialism, and as
being fiscally irresponsible.
"Am I to be purged as chairman
of the Finance Committee because I
refnsed to support measures which I
believe to be dangerous to the Republic I pledged myself to serve
faithfully and to the best of my
ability?
".My allegiance is to Virg~nla,
where the people have elected me
six times to the United States Senate. I recognize no control over
my votes in the Senate from any
outside influence including the national Democratic convent/on and a
caucus of my Demncratie colleagues
in the Senate.
"You are apparently proposing that
questions of great public importance
should be considered in the United

been sul~jected to many simila¯ threats
of dire consequences to their seniority
or committee positions if they failed
!to endorse left-wing proposals.
Sen. Byrd’s letter now makes it
necessary for the "liberals" to put
up or shut up. lle has called their
bluff.

Anti with the Presidency itself still
in doubt, it is apparent that Sen.
Byrd’s fight/ng statement zives cause
for anxiety among Kennedy supporters, well aware that a move to purge
(See BYRD, p. 3)

Southern Cause Is
Topic Of Booklet
By Historian
A new publication entitled "The
South’s Just Cause" will be of interest to Citizens’ Council members
and students of Southern history.
An oration delivered by Dr. W. M.
Caskey on "Mississippi Day" at Vallt~y For~e, Pa., May 15, 1960, "The
South’s Just Cause" is an eloquent
and forceful presentation of Southern
adherence to constitutional principles.
Dr. Caskey has served as head of
the Political Science and Economics
Departments, and as Professor of History, Economics and Government for
many years at Mississippi College, the
oldest inst/tution of higher learning
in the state.
Dr. Caskey is an active Citizens’
Council member. He has filled numerous speaking engagements for local
~zroups in several states. As a measure
of his dedication, Dr. Caskey is serving" on one of several teams manning
the membership office in downtown
Jackson.
Copies of "’The Sonth’s Just Cause"
may be obtained by writing Dr. W.
M. Caskey at Mississippi College,
Clinton, Miss.
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Report From
Tennessee
By Richard Burrow, Jr.

LITTLE
ROCK

A prominent West Tennessee attorney has told a group of Madison
County citizens that man y of our
leaders are doing a grave injustice to
the Southern people by yielding to
the demands of such left-wing groups
as the NAACP.
"If the proposals contained in the
Democratic platform, or for that
matter, the Republican platform,
were enacted into law, tim result
would be bedroom integration,"
said Robert E. Lee Canlmore of
Martin, Tenn., a former state legislator.
"’Do Southern whites not have any
rights?" Gallimore asked persons attending a special meeting of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional
Covernment.

The CiU~ns’ Co~ ~ not r~ible for ~e re~ of ~l~ted ~,
m~pls or o~er mate~ lub~t~ for ~ble pub~a~n. AH m~
matt~ s~od~ ~ a~mp~ by a ~H-ad~d s~ ~velo~ if a
ret~ or s~h mater~ ~ d~.
Se~nd ~ M~ Pdv~g~ Au~ at JaSon,
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Chairman, Citizens’ Councils of Alabama
L. D. POYNTER .............................................. __ARKANSAS
President, Citizens’ Councils of Arkansas
MRS. J. C. BRUINGTON ............................. FLORIDA
Secretary, Citizens’ Councils ’of Florida
R. CARTER PITTMAN .................................... GEORGIA
Vice-President, States Rights Council of Georgia, Inc.
CHARLES L. BARNETT ........................................ LOUISIANA
President, Citizens’ Councils of Louisiana, Inc.
ROBERT B. PATTERSON ..................................... MISSISSIPPI
Executive Secretary, Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi
REV. JAMES P. DEES ...................... NORTH CAROLINA
President, North Carolina Defenders of States Rights, Inc.
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REV. HENRY J. DAVIS ..................................... VIRGINIA
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Nashvill~The "do-gooders" here
are finding out that there is no such
thing as "token" integration.
City school Supt. W. H. Oliver recently reported to the hoard of education that he believes Negro parents
are being pressured by integrationists
to send their children to predominantly white schools.
Oliver said he had received reports that "the type of persuasion
exerted upoh Negro parents by the
integrationists has been forceful,
and in some cases has approached
stability of onr communities, our states and of ot,r beloved South- coercion and intimidation."
land.
Some Nashville residents are preW. J. SIMMONS ................................................................... Editor
It has been well said that strong organization is the
dicting that their city’s public school
system will follow the re-segregation
answer to all of our problems. Two ingredients, and only two,
pattern of Washington, D. C., and
produce strength~people and money--plus a little common
heconw an all-Negro system by 1970!
sense and work to organize both.
Enrollment figures for this fall
There are none too blind to see the compelling need for showed a drop in white enrolhnent,
The sixth annual membership campaign of the Citizens’ the mobilization of every resource at our command. And the time for the first time in recent years.
Meanwhile, Negro enrollment scored
is right now.
Council movement is now underway.
another large increase.
,
Heretofore,
only.
the
more,
perceptive
among
us
might
have
Local officers are completing their year-end congressional
foreseen the day when Federal iudges would, like Commissars,
district meetings for the purpose of reviewing activities of 1960,
Sweetwater--Attorney W. E.
to discuss plans for the coming year, and to elect representatives usurp the legislative and executive functions of state and local as Michael, a member of TFGG’s legal
xvell
as
national
government.
who will serve during 1961 on the state executive committees.
staff, has addressed the following to
But today, our compatriots in Louisiana are face-to-face with U. S. Attorney General William P.
Uppermost in their minds are ways and means of meeting
this precise condition. All of us will be tomorrow.
Rogers:
their responsibilities as local officers to strengthen the forces
If ever the need were urgent and the call dear, that time "I respectfully challenge your statefighting for segregation in their respective communities.
ment that sending five little Negro
1s now.
girls to Negro schools provided by
Their primary task is to provide the capable, enlightened
Events in famed New Orleans, the Queen City of the
the state of Louisiana instead of forcleadership that has made the movement so successful in the
South so fond in our affections, are demonstrating beyond the
ing tens of thousands of white chilattainment of its obiectives. As leaders on the local level, it
dren to accept them in the white
shadow of a doubt the overriding importance of having a
is their duty to provide liaison, to instill in their membership
powerful, well-organized and ably-led Citizens’ Council when schools, in plain violation of the laws
of the state of Louisiana, violates any
a high. sense of purpose, to iniect the essential qualifies of
the crisis comes.
Federal law.
vitality, drive and momentum in their local organizations, and
Our friends in New Orleans are putting up a tremendous
"It wonld be a great public service
to inspire the will to victory.
fight. We are supremely confident that they will not submit to if yon could point out, publicly, the
The observation has been truly made that the local officers brazen judicial tyranny or to NAACP power politics.
five violations of Federal law to which
you referred. The tntth is, of conrse,
are the backbone of the entire movement. Upon their character,
Not detracting in any way from the history-making fight
and you and I both know it, that
intelligence and ability depend the basic sinews which must be
being waged by the Louisiana state government, it is safe
there is no Federal law requiring any
had to deal the forces of integration a decisive defeat.
to say that without the Citizens’ Councils in New Orleans,
of the Southern states to admit
there would be no real resistance where it counts most--in ’Negroes to white s~hools."
It may be taken as a correct generality that the strength and
No answer has yet been received.
effectiveness of any local Council will directly reflect the diligence the city itself.
We predict that the embattled people of New Orleans will
and ability of its leaders. Variations in external conditions and
Jackson--Six veterans organizations
public attitudes from one community to another will have ap- triumph over the integrationists and peace-at-any-price cowards
have
voiced strong protests over the
preciably less influence on the organizational success of a local in their m~st. We predict that they will not knuckle under, no playing of the Russian national
matter
what!
The
Councils
there
are
fully
capable
of
fierce
reunit than will the application to duty of its officers.
l anthem by the Lane College band
,during the Negro school’s homecomThe debt all of us owe to the thousands of dedicated men sistance for years to come, ff that be necessary.
ling game activities here Nov. 12.
Here
is
the
crucial
lesson
of
New
Orleans
for
all
of
us.
who are serving ifi these key positions cannot be overstated. We
The-Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Unless thousands of members had paid their dues and
take this occasion to salute them as respected and invaluable
American L e g i o n and Disabled
comrades-in-arms.
kept up their renewals every year, unless trained and exAmerican Veterans declared the act
one "to give aid and comfort to
perienced leaders had been supported by a large, vigorous
But local officers cannot, in the nature of things, do the iob
our enemy."
and determined membership, they would not have been in
expected of them without the enthusiastic support of their mereThe three VFW posts, two Legion
position to fight at all.
posts and the DAV group called npWith the example of New Orleans foremost in our minds, let on like-minded citizens to join the proThere are certain basic things every member can and should
as
all
renew our memberships right now. Then let’s ioin a team test.
do.
In addition to the vigorous protests,
to
enlist
every family in our neighborhood.
First, he should keep himself informed of developments
the veterans also urged Jackson city
When
we
do
that,
no
power
on
earth
will
be
able
to
in the fight to maintain racial integrity and our constitutional
officials to deny Lane College further
subject us or our children, or our children’s children, to the use of city-owned Rothrock Stadium,
form of government. He can do this by reading and digesting
nihilism of racial amalgamation.
where the incident occurred.
communications he receives from Council sources and by

Members Mean Strength!

following day-to-day happenings through the usual news
media. He svill gain a thorough understanding of the techniques of propaganda and psychological warfare used by the
forces of integration. He will become a highly effective soldier
and will qualify for a position of leadership. He will study
methods of organization, how to cope with purely admlnlstrative problems and how to deal with the all-important subject of his personal relations with others.

South Is Now A Special Target Of Communist Agents,
Noted Speaker Tells Georgia States Rights Rally

"The South is at present the special
target of the Red ~angsters, traitors
and dupes headin~ the Communist
revolution in the U.S.. becaose the
Southern people constitute the last
Then, he will do the most effective thing any of us can
stronghold of conservative, construcUve, patriotic Americanism," Stanley
do. He will pay his membership dues just as soon as he reads
F. Morse told an Au~usta, Ga., rally
these lines.
last month.
That is the minimum effort each member may expect of Morse, president of the Grass Roots
League of Charleston, S.C.. spoke to
a mass meeting sponsored by the
Next, he will offer his services to his local leader, andI States Rights Council of Richmond
volunteer to ioin a team making house-to-house calls, inviting County, Ga.
every member of the family,to enlist in his Citizens’ Council. He
"This evil alliance has g~mged
will explain the simple facts as to why they should have a part
up, aided and abetted by the Fedin this cause that is so vital to the racial peace and economic end government, to beat the South

into submission to ’civil rights,’ integration and labor dictatorship,"
Morse added.
"Many of the Communist attacks,
each designed to undermine some
phase of free American life, are
cleverly camouflaged," he continued.
"’Here in the South, there are two
angles of attack. One is to abolish
the right to own private property-the number one aim of Communism.
The other is to break down all state
laws and other barriers against ruinous
racial integration and to deprive state
governments of t h e i r constitutional

Communist inception, with the remit that some businessmen have
advocated appeasement o f t h e
Negro demonstrators by formation
of hi-racial committees, and some
state and local officials have failed
to protect the public by strict enforcement of the laws. They do not
realize that the Communists will
succeed in breaking laws v/tal to
the South uuless public officials nip
this clever conspiracy in the bud."

Morse is the author of a number
of special articles on Communism, and
The pu~, tic does not understand has done much research on the subthat the sit-in’ movement is of iect.
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Los Angeles Area Builders Sen. Byrd Defies
Won’t Sell Homes To Negroes
~..~ from p. 1) Republic I pledged myself to serve gun action would destroy pnl)lie
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Left-Wingers

Los Angeles homebuilders are re- Mont, who also represents the
faithfully and to the best of my education systems in many comjecting moves b.y Negroes to buy Jewish L a b o r Committee and the Byrd from the party would do little
munities.
to enhance Kennedy popularity anaong ability?
homes in white subdivisions.
California Committee for Fair Prac- Southerners.
My allegiance is to Virginia where
4. I am opposed to establishment
The Southern California Conference tices, said a law will be introduced
the people have elected me six times of a Fair Employment Practices
on Human Relations, a group favor- in the next session of the Legislature
to the United States Senate. I have Commission (FEPC) which would
The text of Sen. Byrd’s letter:
ing racially-mixed housing, recently setting up a state agency to promote
what is to me the supreme honor of
conducted a test at 12 new housing integrated housing.
December 2, 1960 having served in the Senate longer~ g i v e bureaucrats in Washington
power over who is to be employed
tracts in the San Fernando Valley, The Rt. Rev. James A. Pike, Epis- Honorable Joseph S. Clark
than any other Virginian in history. I or who can be dismissed in private
a Los Angeles suburban area.
copal bishop of California and chair- United States Senator from
recognize no control over my votes in business. This is a field which
"We sent Negroes to a dozen new man of the civil rights group’s sub- Pennsylvania
the Senate from any outside influence should not be invaded by the Fedtracts," a conference spokesman, Max committee on minority h o u s i n g, Washington, D. C.
including the national Democratic con. eral Government.
Mont, said.
presided at the committee hearings. My dear Joe:
vention and a caucus of my Demo"They were told stories like, ’We
5. I am opposed to the platform
cratic colleagues in the Senate.
You
have
been
quoted
in
news(Editor’s
Note--Exactly
why
the
inst sold our last house,’ ’The pri~
recommendation for compuLsory medipapers
as
saying
you
are
leading
a
I
think
it
would
be
very
wholein the ad was a mistake,’ or ’The bishop should concern himself with
cal service and hospitalization under
tlais problem is unlmov~ Perhaps movement in the Senate to deny at- some if you wonld bring your pro- the social security system. I am consalesmen are all out today.’"
Mout said one salesman apparently
it occupies his time so la~ won’t tendance in Democratic caucuses to posal to the floor of the Senate vinced this would lead to socialized
panicked when the Negroes arrived. have to worry about the 100 per any Democratic senator who did not because many fundamental princi- medicine, with the possibility that it
endorse the national DemocraUc ticket pies are involved. Southerners
He locked his office and d/sappeared.
would bankrupt the social security
and platform.
frequently have been threatened trust fund. This matter came before
But when white fam/I/es were
many of his churches, especially
You were further quoted as saying with loss of committee assignments
sent to the same trae~ they were
the F i n a n c e Committee and was
those in the pimhar silk-stoddng
that a Democratic ~enator holding a or other prerogatives unless they
welcomed and warmly invited to
fought out in the post-convention sesneighborhoods.
O~
course,
the
support
measures
obnoxious
to
them
Senate committee chairmanship should
buy homes, Moat added.
sion of Congress last August. The
be purged from his chairmanship ff and their eomtitneuts. Personally, Senate voted 54 to 41 in opposition
He complained to the Cailfornia B~le says something about "~sting
I resent this.
Advisory Committee on Civil Rights the beam out of thine own eye," he did not approve proposals in the
to the Democratic platform proposal,
national Democratic platform which
that segregated housing patterns are but no doubt the Revi~ed Standard may come before his committee in The Democratic Party was founded and instead adopted a fair plan for
"due to organized and systematic ef- Version m a d e exception to this
by Thomas Jefferson on the principles medical service and hospitalization for
the form of legislation.
of a system of representative govern- those in need of it.
forts by realtors, financial institutions where matters of race, color or
It happens that I am the only
ment, sound and frugal, with authority
and builders."
creed are involved.)
Democratic senator who holds the divided between federal and state In the area of platform recomchairmanship of a major Senate governments to prevent coercive, if mendations involving federal expendicommittee~the Committee on Fi- not despotic, centralization of power. tures which might easily become exnanee m who remained silent and Democrats in Virginia adhere to these cessive, there are such proposals as
did not endorse either of the na- fundamental principles and yield to those for mnch larger housing and
shun clearance programs, expansion of
(From the Richmond, Va,, News Leader)
tional political party presidential none in their dedication.
foreign economic aid, farm price supIt seems likely that many of us in the South are as ignorant of race candidates or ’platforms. Therefore,
relations in the North as Northerners are ignorant of race relations in the it ~s evident that your statement was As a member of the Senate, I am ports at 90 per cent of parity, federal
under oath to support the Constitution guarantee o f government-promoted
South. In any event, visitors from below the Potomac were astonished by directed at me.
of the United States. This I have done. economic growth at the rate of 5 per
some little-publicized facts presented in New York receotly on a local teleSenator Paul Douglas, a member Every president of my time has had cent a year, federal aid for schonl
vision program,
of the Senate Finance Committee,
Edward S. Lewis, director of the Urban League of Greater New York, i likewise has been quoted as saying my full support when there was need eonstn~etion, expansion o f federal
and Dr. Alfred J. Marrow, chief consultant to the New York Commission tha/ I should not be chairman if I for strong national defense and when ~ublie works, more scholarship and
on Intergroup Relations, candidly admitted that racial discrimination con- disagreed with national Democratic there xvas need for unity in inter- fellowship programs, ere.
tinues to operate to a fantastic degree in presumably "integrated" Man- platform planks which might come natiooal crises.
I have tried to estimate the cost of
hattan.
Beyond this, my unqualified al- these lilatform recommendations; this
before the Finance Committee in the
Son~ of New York’s continuing rac/al barriers are open and form of legislation.
legiance to the people of Virginia is impossil~le, lint they are certain to
obvious. For example, said Mr. Lewis, Negroes are systematically exhas been preserved, and it will be. increase annnal budget expenditures
As
the
Senate
will
be
organized
eluded from jobs on New York’s watedront. Of 4,000 "checkers" on the
I know their principles. I have con- by billions of dollars. These would be
when
the
new
Congress
is
convened
docks, only two are Negroes; of 2,218 watchmen, and 408 pier superinfidence in their judgment as to what added to the public debt or financed
in January, I think I should be
tendents, not a single one is a Negro. Negroes still are generally barred
is good for the country. I have fob by increased taxation, with the result
frank
and
advise
you
now
of
my
from the construction industry. It is only this past week that a Negro
lowed their will as I understood it that onr fiscal situation wonld he
attitude
toward
the
Democratic
plumber managed to wangle a job. At professional levels, Negro lawyers
in the past, and I shah conform to fnrther weakened.
I
do
this
so
you
can
preand accountants "are almost unknown,"
it in the future.
The continning loss of gold clearly
Most of New York’s discrimination, however, is covert and disguised. pare your case against me with
full
knowledge
of
what
my
position
To umke my position very clear, indicates declining confidence in the
Dr. Marrow said the city’s best restaurants insist they admit all customers
specifically some of nay obiections to American dollar. In m v iudffment
regardless of race, but the Negro finds "his service bad, his food cold, and will be. And, at the outset, it should
the reservation list long -- even when empty tables may be seen." Enroll- be clearly understood that I have declarations in the platform are as world confidence in the ~ollar is imperative, not only to ns in the United
ment of white children in Manhattan’s public schools is dwindling rapidly: always refused to be bound by a follows:
Seventy per cent of the school population is Negro and Puerto Rican, and caucus as to my votes in the Senate.
1. I am opposed to any political States, but all over the world where
the problem of school officials is to find some remaining white pupils the
I have served on the Finance Corn- manipulation of the Federal Reserve the dollar has been regarded as a
Negroes can integrate with. Meanwhile, registration is soaring in private mittee twenty-eight years and, by tea- System in order to influence interest sunnd base for international transactions.
and parochial schools. Dr. Marrow said that among New York’s opinion son of seniority, I became chairman rates, or for any other purpose.
leaders, discrimination is publicly abhorred; it is "fashionable to favor in- six years ago.
It is not necessary f’or me to
2. I am opposed to repeal of righttegration."
My position is simple: I will sup- to-work laws which, by federal legis- elaborate on the weakness of the
"They say, ’We’re all for it,’" Dr. Marrow added, "and then they port those planks in the platform of lation, are permissive in any state de- dollar, which is the result of excesmove out of Manhattan."
which I approve, but taken in its en- siring such lasvs. The effect of the sive federal expenditures both at
There is no point in dwelling upon the South’s intricate problems of race, tirety I regard the Chester Bowles platform pledge would be to nullify home and abroad. We have been
and little is to be gained by a pot’s calling the kettle black. Evidently both so-called Democratic platform as right-to-work laws in twenty states attemptirig to be the world’s policeSouth and North have a long way to go. But at least it may be said that in being radical, or as leading to social-where they have been enacted, and man, world’s banker, and at the
the South, customs of racial separation exist above-board; in New York, they ism, and as being fiscally irresponsi- constitutional provisions which have same time the world’s Santa C~aus.
have discriminaUon~and hypocrisy too.
ble.
We are now beginning to see the
been adopted by eight states.
dangerous effects of these global
Am I to be purged as chairman
.3. I am opposed to the recomdispensations.
of the Finance Committee because
mendation in the Democratic platThe Senate Finance Committee has
I refused to support measures which
form for forced integration in every
I believe to be dangerous to the school district by 1963. Snch shot- ~urisdietion over legislation with respeet to:
(From the Jackson, Miss., Clarion-Ledger)
An intriguing case of racial "discrimination" in reverse comes to light
1. Federal taxatinn, debt and inin the statement by the president of a former all-Negro college in West
terest.
Virginia, citing action of colored students "bent on excluding white students
2. Social seenrity, tariffs and cusfrom student government positions and social honors."
toms;
and
Dr. William J. Wallace, Negro head of West Virginia State College,
recently told the Associated Press that he has noticed "interracial hostility"
3. Veterans’ compensation, pen(From the Charleston, S. C., News and Courier)
on his campus, where white and colored students have integrated voluntarily.
sions and insurance.
Thoughtful Southerners, mindful of their region’s history, often ask
The state-operated college began admitting whites after the 1954
These are matters of vital interest
themselves
whether
the
South
will
lose
its
identity
in
the
years
ahead.
Supreme Court decision against segregation. White students now comprise about 70 per cent of the total enrollment of 2,057.
One school of thought holds that the central theme of Southern history to all of our people, individually and
Dr. Wallace’s statement, published on the front page of the student ~s supremacy of the white man. If existing forms of racial segregation are collectively.
newspaper, said in part: "There are indications that colored students right abolished, these observers say, the South will become completely like the
I have mentioned some, but not all,
here on our campus are as prejudiced as the meanest demagogue in the North and West. They point ont that already minor differences between of the serious matters confronting us.
North and South--regional accent and personal manners--are being obliter- You are apparently proposing that
South."
Perhaps the Civil Rights Commission needs to look into this matter, ated by widespread travel and mass communications.
questions of great public importance
or maybe West Virginia’s integration-minded governor will want to disThe question of Southern identity is worth considering. After all,
should be considered in the United
patch state troops to the scene. As we go to press, the NAACP has not
Southerners have been distinctive in the nation. They are a breed apart
States Senate on a partisan political
issued a statement blasting this "discrimination."
even in the mid-20th century. Though their region is increasingly inbasis
alone. I propose to act on these
Seriously, there is a moral in the West Virginia episode, if integrationist dustrialized and urbanized, they have in their makeup mneh of the
zealots care to look for it.
older agricultural and rural world. Their outspokenness and lack of matters and others on the basis of my
most considered judgment and conhypocrisy go back to a world that had little of modem conformism.
Of course, changes will come in the South. This region cannot stand viction after study of all the facts
apart from what is happening elsewhere in the nation. But this does not available and all the circumstances,
existing and foreseen.
mean that Southern identity will be blurred beyond recognition.
Changes in race relations, which may result in a new form of
In my votes in the Senate I will
segregation to replace existing legalistic forms, need not cause Southernfollow the basic principle of our
ers to forget their regional experience. Whites in this region should be
representative democracy t h a t a
able to accommodate themselves to more rapid advancement of Negroes
)ublie official owes his allegiance
without losing their centur/es.old understanding of the importance of
Citizens’ Councils
primarily to those who elected him.
race.
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
I will submit to no coercion such as
The lasting effect of a master class in the South is comprehension of
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
real differences between people. This leads to a kind of realism in human you p r o p o s e in performing my
Council ~ follows and find payment enclosed:
affairs, inch]ring politics, ~vhich is desperately needed in the United States. duties as a Senator from Virginia.
$2.00
~ For One Year ..........................
The President-elect is confronted by
Because they firmly understand that people are unequal, Southern(Please Print)
many great problems at home and
ers are better prepared than other Americans to face up to world realities.
abroad. It is my strong desire to give
Name .......................................................................
People reared in the utopian liberal tradition of the North constantly
confuse what they desire with what exists.
him my full support in all measures
Address ..........................................................
What Southerners can’t afford to lose is the history of their region. he proposes which I believe to be in
Life in the South has been harder than in any other section of the United the best interests of our nation and
States. Only the South has known invasion and military rule. It has had our people.
deeper and more bitter experience of lasting poverty t~an other regions.
State.._
Sincerely,
Out of the hard times of the South have come wisdom about life
and a toughness of mind that can save the nation in an age of comHarry F. Byrd
munist aggression. The South must preserve its identity and at the
United States Senator from
same time help save the Republic.
Virginia

And Hypocrisy, Too

’Prejudice’ In Reverse

South Can Preserve Identity And Aid
Nation In An Era Of Swift Change

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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Form War Units---

Councils
Plan For
Centennial

Wonder Whatever Became Western Nations Undermine
Of ’Soapy’ Williams?
White Influence In Africa
O

A project that each local Council
might seriously consider undertaking
this month is the organization of a
unit to participate in the Civil War
Centennial. The observance will last
four years, 19(i1-1965, and will feature
memorial services, pageants, parades
and other colorful events.
M~ny eve~s are planned in
which Southwide particlpatima is

Typical of plans underway in the
former Confederate S t a t e s is the
formation of Mississippi’s uniformed
Centennial Military Force in Memoriam, the Mississippi Greys.
There is no other movement of
which we have knowledge that is
so clnsely interwoven hlstodcally
and emotionally with the cause the
Citizens’ Councils are fighting for.
The opportunity is unexcelled to
bring honor and recognition to yore"
community and to the Cotmci]
movement.
It is therefore appropriate i n
every way for each Council to offer
an opportunity to those members
who may want to form a unit of the
Mississippi Greys and iden~y the
local Council w lth one of the
famous Confederate military un/ts
from their area.
Some Cooneils have already obtained authority to organize units. Officers bave been chosen and uniforms
ordered.
Council members in Mississippi may
obtain information and assistance in
forming their units by contacting:
Mississippi Commission
On The
War Between The States
50’2 East Pearl Street,
Jackson, Mississippi
Phone FL 2-1313
Men, bets in other states may contact the appropriate agencies in their
respective state capitals.

White Rights
(Continued from p. 1 )
"It may be that the realization of
the Negro dream o f compulsory
total togetherness is just around the
corner."
In its opinion, handed~down in
Olympia, Wash., on Dec. 8, the Washington Supreme Court declared the
state "civil rights" statute unconstitutional because it violated a section of
the state constitution which limits any
bill passed by the Legislature to a
single subiect which must be expressed in the bill’s title.
The title of the "civil rights" bill
did not reveal its "civil rights" implications.
Thus, it is entirely possible that
the Legislature could have adopted
it without fully realizing the extent
of the measure -- truly aimed at
iorcible integration from the cradle
to the grave.
The state supreme court ruling was
the second legal victory in recent
months for embattled whites in Washington state.
In July of 1959, King County
Superior Court Judge James W. Hodson ruled that a white couple could
not be compelled to sell their home
to Negroes.
That ruling also held a state "civil
rights" law to be unconstitutional.
Judge Hodson told a crowded
courtroom that "a private individual
acting in a private capacity is perfectly free to discriminate as he
pleases."
The 1959 case involved a Coast
Guard officer who refused to sell his
Seattl~ home to a Negro letter carrier.
The State Board Against Discrimination had earlier ordered the white offleer to sell to the Negro.

Sumter Council Elects
The Sumter County, S.C., Citizens’
Council has elected officers for the
coming year.
,Ralph B. Kolb was named chairman
by a recent membership meeting.
Other officers include R. O. Purdy III
and J. D. Dinkins, vice-chairmen; H.
C. Eldridge, treasurer; John M. Brabham, secretary; Julius A. S t u b b s,
liaison officer; and John S. Wilson
assistant liaison officer.
The Sumter County organization is
the largest Citizens’ Council in South
Carolina.
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THE CITIZENS" COUNCIL

(Editor’s Note---This is another
special report from our S o u t h
African correspondent, J o h n R.
Parker. He may be writte~ at 64
Cydonia Road, Wychwood, Germiston, Transvaal, U n i o n of South
Africa. These reports are a regtdar
feature of THE CITIZENS’
COUNCIL.)
By John R. Parker
By competing with Russia in order
to curry favor w/th the blacks, Western authority and influence has been

The Natives Are Restless!
(From the Orangeburg, S. C., Times and Democrat)
It is really amusing to read all the analytical offerings on the Congo,
its leaders, probable trends, backgrounds, etc. In fact, several of the large
metropolitan newspapers have expounded volumes on leaders themselves,
tbeir future, their problems, etc.
The truth is the Congo is like a Saturday night rnckus. No one
knows what will happen and there is no way of telling. Moreover, there
is no sound or traditional basis on which to make forecasts. It is, to
a large degree, a case of dog eat dog and the more confusion the
merrier.
For the sober-minded pink-clouders to sit around and waste hours and
days trying to foresee the future in the Congo and predict what the boys
over there are going to do adds up to so much wasted effort. All th~
analysis in the world from the do-gooder eggheads will not give the slightest
clue as to whom will be arrested next, ousted next, sieze control next or
even be given the knife next.
That is because no one knows. The happy brothers who are
running things in the Congo move from day to day and most of them
know very little about the democratic world and what democracy is all
about. Give them credit for doing their best and that is still unpredictable.
We wish the Congo the best of luck but trying to analyze the wild
disorder and chaos over there, in terms of putting down on paper what will
probably happen to whom and when, is impossible.

Tragedy In New Orleans
(From the Indianapolis, Ind., News)
The tragedy which has gripped the city of New Orleans is grim testimony to what men can do when they try to coerce one another into virtue.
Under Federal pressure to integrate its sehnols, New Orleans was
turned into an armed camp. UPI reported: "Carloads of Negroes roamed
the city streets . . . shoo~ng wildly at white pedestrians . . . one white
man was shot in the hand by a gang of Negroes . . . pedestrians had to
dash into shop doorways when a car carrying three Negroes cm’eened
througrh downtown streets. Police said shots were fired from the car
before it overturned . . . A Negro with a knife slash across his chest
said his attacker was a white youth."
White students walked out of New Orleans schools. The Legislature
cut off school funds.
When government action brings events of this sort, it behooves us all
to examine its policies and its objectives with care. Is what the Federal
government wants to do in New Orleans capable of attainment? Is its action
successful enough to justify the destruction of civic order?
The stated object of school integration is to promote the welfare
of the Negro in the South. The real result has been to marshal economic
pressures against Negroes, to inflame latent preiudlee, to incite racial
violence..Moreover, it would seem the integration effort has not achieved
the explicit point on which the entire struggle has been staked.
Until the Supreme Court decision of May 17, 1954, Southern schools
were governed by the doctrine that "separate but equal" facilities had to
be provided for both Negroes and whites. The court said this was not good
enough; from the very fact of being schooled in a different building, it
argues, Negro pupils would perceive the whites did not want to associate
with them, and so feel discriminated against. "Separate educational facilities,"
the court concluded, "are inherently unequal.’"
The object of all the bitter struggle, therefore, is the psychological
security, of the Negro student. Waiving the problem of whether a decision
so constructed is constitutional, let us see what the actual results have been.
Does a six-year-old girl led through a screaming mob under armed
guard feel psychologically secure? Do three Negro children sit~dng alone
in an empty, school believe they have been accepted? Even in areas
where token integration has been achieved, do the Negro students,
grudgingly admitted under massive pressure, feel they have been received as equals?
If it is the psTchological welfare of the Negro child we must consider,
nothing could be more harmful than to use innocent children as shock
troops in a major social revolution.
The end of discrimination, in the psychological sense which so
concerned the court, can come only "when the while people of the
South want it to come. If they do not want it, there is no way to force
them into willing compliance.

It was through pressure from Westtern nations that the Belgians were
compelled to make their humiliating
withdrawal from the Congo.
Suda premature "emancipaaon"
of prlm/tlve peoples, who have not
reached the stage of development
to be indepondent in the true seine
of the wo~l, ha~ ~,rved ody to
fulfill the porsoual ambltlom of ¯
few demagogues, while destroying
the security of the masses of black
Africans. The Congo is a glaring
example of this trend,
What has been aeh/eved? Under
Belgian leadership, the Congo was
productive and prosperous. With the
single exception of the Un/on of South
Air/ca, the Congo’s general development and the standard of living of its
inhabitants was the h/ghest in Africa.
By contrast, Ethiopia, after 3,0(}0
years of independence, is the most
backward state /n Africa.
In Ghana, it is commordy known
that the opposition is behag suppressed
an<] many black politicians have fled
the cmmtry in fear.
A Negro t each er from South
Africa---thinking that Ghana is a
b I a c k man’s paradlse-mlgrated
there. Not long afterwards, he re.turned to the Union of South

A f r i c a completely disillusioned,
stating that "Ghana is a l~ving hell!"
Today, the Congo is a povertystricken area with a population which
destroys and burns instead of producing. The West must now waste
millions of dollars on the Frankenstein of its own creation.
Dag Hammarskjold now declares
that the United Nations is facing the
coming year with a "’virtually empty"
treasury because of the financial drain
of the Congo intervention. Presumably, the American taxpayers will have
to foot the bills, as the U. S. has recently granted $20,000,000 to save
the UN the embarrassment of withdrawing its troops. Meantime, Russia’s
UN payments are long overdue.
Despite all ~ the West persists in trying to drive white influence out of Ahlea. "fine witchhuat is on to get South A~rica’s
scalp, even if it would drive the
West to bankruptcy in maintaining
a second Congo Frankenstein.
In a recent speech, South Africa’s
Prime Minister, Dr. H. F. Verwoerd,
stated that "apartheid~ (separate development) does not meat~ oppression.
"So stupid and unchr/stian we
are certainly not. In the applleation
of our (apartheid) policy, we are
prepared to insure the growth and
development of every group in its
own sphere," he stated.
"If we do not want to go under,
we will always have to think clearly
within the pattern of our policy," Dr.
Verwoerd added.
Dr. Verwoerd is convinced t h a t
within a few years, other countries
will look upon South Africa "with different eyes." The Premier concluded
that becanse of events in Afriea, other
nations will soon recognize S o u t h
Africa as a firm bulwark of the West
and of Christendbm in Africat

Kennedy Not Elected Yet!
(From the Chattanooga, Tenn., News-Free Press)
For several years, a few voices crying in the political wilderness have
counseled that the South’s only real hope of gaining fair consideration in
the Federal Government is by working itself into the position where it
would hold the balance of power in the electoral vote, and thus be able
to be decisive in the choice of a President.
By a gradual process, Southern political power has been pared away.
The Democratic Party, Presidents, Congress and the Supreme Court often
have ridden roughshod over Southern viewpoints and rights. This would
be uncomfortable for the South but less serious were it not for the fact
that this process has also surely damaged the Constitution of the United
States.
It has been counseled that ff the South would just band together
and withhold its electoral votes from the candidates of both major
political parties, neither could achieve an electoral majority. Thus both
would have to seek those withheld Southern votes, and neither could
win until guarantees were given for a resumption of constitutional government and an end to the anti-South campaign.
But when suggestions of that kind were made, there always were many
who replied that the idea was "visionary," or "impractical," or just "wouldn’t
work" for some other reason.
Yet today the South has before it living proof that the independent
elector plan could work.
Sen. John Kennedy currently leads in states having 300 electoral votes, with
269 needed for election. But if Georgia exercised the power of its 12 unpledged Democratic electors, and was joined by Arkansas with its 8 unpledged Democratic electors, and by Louisiana with its 10 unpledged
electors, these votes could be withheld from both Kennedy and Nixon.
Thus Kennedy’s electoral vote would dwindle to 270.
And if he lost ouly two more electoral votes, he could not wln!
If South Carolina had joined in the independent elector movement, its
8 electoral votes could easily have been withheld.
Even now, the Mobile Press and the Mobile Register are urging an
"elector revolt" throughout the South to deny Sen. Kennedy Southern
electoral votes, thus giving Southern electors "yes or no" power over
selection of the next President. The Mobile Press declared editorially recently
that the stakes are so high the South "must seize the opportunity."
Today the independent elector plan does net appear so visionary,
so impractical, so unworkable as critics of it were claiming a month ago.
Today there is clear proof it would work.
The South and Constitution face the prospect of a new President, a
new Congress and the same old Warren Court that will give the South and
the Constitntion little fair consideration in the four years ahead.
Just consider how different the outlook would be if the South were
exercising its electoral power to have the deciding voice in the electlon
of a President, refusing to give its votes to anyone unt~ Southern terms
for a return to constitutional government were met!
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Jackson, Mississippi

Negro Named Federal Housing. Boss!
Uncle Bob’s Cabin

Federal "Aid’?---

CRC Is
Probing
Colleges

Total Mixing Is Goal
Of NAACP Chairman
With Red Leanings

ROBERT

The chairman of the board of the NAACP has been appointed
overseer of the Federal housing program.
In the post as administrator of the Housing and Home Finance Agency (HHFA), Negro Robert C. Weaver will be given
The Federal Civil Rights
a budget of approximately one billion dollars a ye~ of taxpayers’
Commission apparently is conmoney, presumably to be spent to promote racial integration
vinced that the only way to
according to NAACP dictates.
secnre racial integration in
Weaver is already on record with several published articles
Southern colleges is to buy it.
In a report issued Jan. 15,
and ne~vs-conference statements saying that no Federally-insured
the Commission called for
home loans or Federally-financed urban renewal projects shoukl
action to cut off all Federal
be approved unless they provide for total forced integration.
ftmds to segregated state-supAdditionally, Weaver is a
ported colleges and universisvell-kno~vn supporter of Com-[saying it wa~ "a little prcnmtnre to
i g~.t into the t(’(’]mi(lues."
ties.
munist causes, with a record of
A roportcr a~k(’d Weaver: "’I)o ynu
The action would affect all
pro-Communist affiliations favor
a rcquir¢’m(’nt that homes I)e
state-supported institutions of
dating back over many years. availabh, for s.h, to Ne~ro(’~ I)efnre
higher learning in Alabama, MisDocumentary evidence de-~ I}I{’V wollld I}t. made eligil)le for Vedsissippi and South Carolina -scribed in detail elsewhere on I1’1;|1 illSttl’an(’l’ O1
Weaver replied: "’1 think it is a
and all bnt a few in Arkansas
this page shows Weaver’s links
premature to get into the
Florida, G e o r g i a, Louisiana
with six pro-Communist or- little
techniques
Ihal wonhl be nscd, but
North Carolina, Tennessee
ganizations.
certainly l favor the idea of open
Texas and Virginia.
Weaver:s last job was in New occupancy aod nnndiscrimination
Ironically, t h e Commission’s
York City, where he was an of- in huusing.’"
recommendation would, if followed,
ficial in the city agency which Anoth~,r qm,~tion: "And this could
result in the cutting off of all Fedenforces
integration in rental he dooe by administrative decisionP"
eral funds from the hundreds of
crTIZEN S! CO UNCILz 3"ACKSON z M ISS.
Weaver’s rcply: "Again, I think
Negro e o I I e g e s throughout the
property.
is premature to say how it will ~."
South--the very institutions which
As housing administrator,
Note the answers ea~fdly.
educate most of the Negroes the
Weaver
~vould be in direct
Weaver s~d pla~ly that for~
Commission professes to be incharge of the Federal Housing housing integration "will be," while
terested in helping.
The report referred to Alabama,
Adminis~ation (FHA), which declining to dese~be "the t~hthat would be ~sed" to acFlorkla, Georgia, Louisiana, Missis(An Editorial)
insures home loans, the Public niques
complish
his goals.
sippi and South
Carolina as "the
Housing Adminis~ation, t h e
We see from an ad in the New York papers that a big fundAnd in his relentless d~ve for comresistant states,"
where "education
Urban Renewal Administration plete housine integration, Weaver
for the Negro is indeed separate and
raising deal to push integration in the South is scheduled for
and the Federal National Mob- makes it plain that his efforts will
I I ne(lual ."
Jan. 27 at Carnegie Hall.
be restricted to Federally-financed
gage Association.
"The Federal Government has
d.m-clearance or "nrba~ renewal"
According to the ad, "The most exciting theatrical personali- "fhe appointment is ~ubject to
been a silent partner in the creation
projects aimed at low-income families.
and perpetuation of separate colties of onr time--Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr.,
S.nate confirmation, anti thonsands
N~he has his t.ye~ on thv white
leges for Negroes," the Commisnf protests have already been sent to
Peter La~vford, Joey Bishop--will appear in a spectacular evening
s.hnrbs which ~nrround eve~ large
sion continued.
W.shingtou,
stwnuously
objecting
to
to honor one of the great figures of our era."
city--both North and South.
Weaver in the post.
"As to land grant colleges particularIn a news reh.asv issued by
And iust who is this "great figure" who is to benefit fily, the Federal Governn|ent has been
ttearings on Weaver’s fitness fro"
NAACP
nation.l headqoarters on
heavily involved, uot only becanse of
nancially from this performance of the Rat Pack?
the iob will s~n be conducted by

STOP!

The Rat Pack Rides Again!

its spousorship of separate colleges iu
the second Mnrrill Act of 1890 and
its financial support to such collegesI
ever since the first Morrill Act
1,~6°_, but becauseit....
has allo~ved I

fl~e Senate Banking and Currency

Why, it’s none other than the most nou-violent seeker afterCommi~ee, whose Chai~an is Sen.
violence since Mahatma himself---preacher Martin Luther King.A. Willis Robe~son (D-Va.). Sens.
Orchestra seats will cost the faithful 850 each, with prices J. William Fulbfi~t (D-Ark.) and
John J. Sparkman (D-Ala.) are
Son|hem legislatnres to channel almost] scaled down to $’25 and $17.50 in the more rarefied altitudes.
other Southern members o[
all Federal funds for specific pro-]
Proceeds, it is announced, will go to King’s own personalcommittee.
uram~ in ~uch institntions to the
integration machine, the so-called "Southern Leadership Confer- ~V].,n Weaver’s appointmenl was
~,parah’ white colleges.
"’The Fcderal Government [wars a
heavy rc~pcmsibility for continued,
~e~re~ati(m", the report continues.
The Commissiou was sharply critical of five types of Federal-aid pro-’
(See COLLEGES p. 4)

Nov. 14~a fidl f~ weeks before his
appointment as housin~ administrator
was annrmn(,ed~Veaver h,t the cat
out of the ba~.
Quotinz directly from the NAACP

:renounced by President K~moedy on
Dec. 31, ~Vcaver made it plain
rep.rters that h- feels FIIA loan io(Incidentally, it might be noted in passing that this outfit
surzmce will b. nsed a~ a device
was called the "Southern Christian Leadership Conference"-require racc-mixin~ in b.nsin~.
until it started raising money in New York.)
Ih. balked, howcw:r, ;~t describing
(ConUnued on page 2)
the exact t~c’hlaiques I.~ ~vonld
enee.

"Only a policy of ripen ot~upaney
in urban hnusing will enable the
large cities of the Noah to halt the
flight of middle-i~ome white families from urban ceuters, the NAACP’s board chairman declared in
a quarterly journal adicle published
recently.
S.,’ WEAVER p.

The Pro-Communist Record Of NAACP Board Chairman Robert C. Weaver
Robert C. ’Weaver, the
:.am,xl by President Kennedy as admioistrator of the Federal Housing
and lhm.’ Finance A~ency, has a
h)n~ rt’c(~rd of affiliations wi~ and
support of Ct)mmnnist and pro-Comilnlllist t’allbCS.

~,umentation of evidence in
our files on Weaver, the
board ehai~an, is puhikhed in fall
below. ~is info~aHon has ~reedy
been fomv~rd~ to the proper
authorities in W~shlngton, and they
have gratefully acknowledged its
receipt.
I~ is bad enon~h that the HHFA’s
,mnnal bodget of some one billion
d.llar~ is to 1~- ~med over to the
NAACP’s board chaimnan, to I~ spent
to promote rat-ial integration accordin~ to NAACP dictates.
But read this Negro’s pro-Communist record carefidly.
Note his affi~aHon ~ one group
described as "the Commnnist P~ty’s

snpreme bid for power in this
country," and with another "’formed to
provoke racial f~c~on."
Now. Weaver is apparently to be
given the oppofluni~’ to ~nd one
billion dolla~ a year of the taxpayers’ money. ~fis will eed~My
place him in an extremely ~rategie
position to prov~e fu~er radal
~etion.
It is incouceivable that such a person could receive security clearance
to assume an important position in
our Federal ~wernment.
~Vcaver’s pro~ommnnist back~rmmd, listing organizations and citations by official govermnent agencies:

ROBERT C. ~A~R

Clark, letters to LoyalW Review
{Special Committvc on Un-American
Board, released I).c.o|b.r -t. 19,17,
Activities, llousc Roport 1311.)
anti S(?tember 21, 1948.)
~ "’The Communi~qront move(5) Social Work T~ay~conment in the United Stat~ among
trib~tor in 1940.
is known ~s the N~tion~
(2) Conncil on African Affairs Negroes
¯ "A (~onnnunist magazine."
Negro Conzress. ~e offi~m of the
---endorser of program--"Nexv National Negro C~ngress ~re oul(Sl}(.cia] Co,mnittpc on Un-Arnerican
Africa," October, 1945.
s~ken Communist sympathizers, and
A( ti~ |tit’s. I h,u.~’ Report ] 311.)
a maiofity of those on the executive
¯ "’Cited as subversive and Com(6) ~%~hington B~k Sho~
~ard are outright Communists."
munist.’" ~Attorney General T o m
(S p e c i a l Commi~ee on Un-AmeriClark. letters to Loyalty Review
affiliated with~House Commitcan Activities, Annnal l{eport, fl.nse
Board, released Decen~ber" 4, 1947,
t(’(’
~. 3, 1, 3)9 (. p. 81,
" 1.9:13’
.
ReFx~rt ~
:, lanna~
and September 21, 1948.)
cited ir, A.mlal R-ports, llouse ~
¯ "’Cited as subversive and Corn¯ "Cited as a Communist front
Rtport
Jmu~m
~ lq40
q /name ’W~shington
~
- -14,6
~ : - ~,
’ , ¯ -, monist
underp the
’formed to provoke racial friction’.’"
~
Hose....
Report
194 ......
I Book Shop Ass~ahon.
~ .... 0077 Jt~e 25
(Internal Secority Subcommittee of
p 20. and in Hon~e l,eport 1:311 on ....
~ c ~ ....
~ .... 1.,
the S e n a t e Jndiciary Committee,
the CIO I ol~hc’al Act on Comm]ttet, [
’
¢
x~
c.
Handbook for Americans. S. Doc. 117.
., . 9 ..............
Revi. ’ B :~rd released December 4
April 2’3, 1956, p. 92, also p. 5.9.)
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Editor

Residents of North Mississippi
are viewing the breakdown of tradiditional patterns of segregation in
Memphis w/th concern. Should
the trend continue, North Mississippi citizens might turn to Jackson, l~Ksslssippi’s still-segregated
capRal elty, for t h e i r shopping
/aunts, thus giving Jackson’s economy a multi-million dollar boost at
the expense of Memphis merchants. ’

We Say Fire The,m!

The Rat Pack Rides Again!

Marvin Brooks Norfleet, prominent
Memphis attorney, reports that apparently no valid defense is being
made by the ci~"s school board in the
NAACP lawsuit to force Negroes into
white schools in Memphis.

Of all the news coming from Athens, Ga., during recent Statements made by so-called "co,ndays, none is more disturbing than word of the pro-inte~ation munity leaders" indicate that Memmoderates are pushing for surpetition signed by some 300 facultT members of the Universityphis
(Continued from page I)
render via a plan of "token"
of Georgia.
integration.
Thus, to mix a metaphor, the cool cats of the Rat Pack will
Certainly, no other development gave greater cheer to the
Still, many patriots are wa~zin~ a
kick about $I00,000 into King’s kitty during their evening ofrace-mixers. The fact that half the faculty of a great state-sup- deternfined campaign through the
ported institution in the Deep Sonth went on record publicly Shelby County Chapter of the Tenmerriment. And of course that’s just a drop in the bucket.
Federation for Constitutional
Last year~1960~the NAACP spent a total of $1,131,248 as favoring integration of their university will be made much ofnessee
Cover,amcnt. But if they are to be
by
the
NAACP.
to force integration. And the NAACP is only one of the dozens
successful in defendin~ t]wir homes
of organizations agitating for race-mixing. Millions of dollars
This--even more than the court-enforced presence of two and their racial birthrights, they mnst
are spent each year to advance the integration cause. And the unwelcome Negroes on the college campus--will delight the have the undivided support of nearby
residents of North .Mississippi, East
substantial contributions of various governmental units must
hearts of the integrationists. At last, they will say, the race-mixers Arkansas. and West Tennessee. who
be considered.
are beginning to win converts among Southern whites.
live in the Memph[s trade area.
State and local "buman relations commissions," FEPC groups
It is our opinion that every one of the faculty members
These friends and neighbors of
and the like add further millions of dollars to the integrationists’ who signed the infamous integration manifesto should beMemphqs must make their voices
budget. And the free legal talent supplied by the U. S. Govern- given one last opportunity to remove their names from the
heard. Dollar-conscious merchants and
politicians will be listening.
ment makes that much more money available to the agitators.
petition. All who do not do so should be fired forthwith.
White Southerners should not, however, be disheartened.
The question here is not one of "academic freedom." This
Bristol -- State Rep. Harry Lee
Despite the inroads of the race-mLxers, despite the constant agiis
not
the issue. The issue is whether any person~ollege pro- Senter plans to introduce a bill creattation for integration, despite the anti-South and anti-white propain~ a Tennessee States Rights Comganda efforts, racial segregation is still a fact of day-to-day life fessor or othel-~vise---should receive state funds xvhile working mission in the 1.961 l,effislah~re.
to
subvert
the
public
policies
of
the
state.
throughout the nation.
Senter said impetus was given his
The public policy of the state of Georgia is one of racial
And as more and more Northern citizens become aware of
proposal by r e c e n t Federal court
segregation.
Surely,
no
honorable
man
could
accept
a
state
the dangers inherent in forcible integration, the South’s chances
orders affecting the Louisiana Legispaycheck in full knowledge of this policy and proceed to enlature in its battle a~ainst forcecl into win the battle will continue to improve.
tegration of New Orleans schools.
dorse and support integration. Yet, that is exactly ~vhat these
Two things and two things only are needed~people and
faculty
members
are
doing.
"When an inferior Federal court
money. When thousands of determined white citizens band
It remains for Georgia taxpayers to demand that their tax ear by decree or restraining order
together to preserve their racial purity, they will win. And,
its will, whether constitugiven adequate financing, they will likewise be able to organize dollars be spent in accord with Georgia’s public policy of segre- inflict
tional or not, upon a sovereign legtheir fellow citizens, thus making the eventual victory even surer gation. Few, if any, Georgia. taxpayers favor integration. The islature in Louisiana, then there is
state’s tax dollars should be appropriated accordingly.
no doubt that it can happen again
and faster.
in
Tennessee or in any other supWe are convinced that the white citizens of America are
For too long, Southern states have kept on their payrolls posedly
sovereign state," Senter
determined to win this fight. We believe that you will act to college professors and others who have worked single-mindedly said.
cancel out the Carnegie Hall benefit staged by the Rat Pack for to break down Southern traditions. It is time for drastic action-- "It is unprecedented in the history
Martin Luther King.
in Georgia and elsewhere.
of Federal-state relations for a FedHere is how you can do this--it’s simple. Every contribution
eral restraining order to be issued and
served ,pun the speaker of an asof $50, $0_5 or $17.50 to your Citizens’ Courier will cancel out one
sembly havin~ the effect of dissolvin~
ticket to the Rat Pack’s Carnegie Hall performance.
the legislative process relatin~ to matAnd while our contributors will see no integrated Rat Pack
ters of sole concern to the sovereign
stage show, each of you can be secure in the knowledge that you
state."
are doing your part to help win this fight.
Whither the YWCA?
How many tickets do YOU want to cancel?
Somerville -- A Negro landowner
To the dismay of its thousands of Southern supporters, who
refnsed to vote says that other
the YWCA donated three full pages of its December magazine
members of his race are trying to
to Negro agitator Martin Luther King, Jr., for publication of punish
a
him for his refusal.
propaganda piece glorifying the "sit-in" demonstrations, school Negro Arthur Luellen, who lives
integration, and defiance of dnly-eonsti.tuted authority.
near Moscow, Tenn., is one of the
(From the Jackson, Miss., Clarion-Ledger)
82 defendants in eviction suits filed
King’s
article
was
entitled
"The
Rising
Tide
of
Racial
ConDo some Federal iudges think and admit that forced racial integration
by the U. S. Department of Justice
sciousness."
of teachers in public schools in any state would be even more chaotic and
on behalf of Negro tenant farmers,
destn~ctive than forced integration of pupils?
Lest the casual reader imagine it to be even faintly possible who claimed they were forced to
That reasonable question is inspired by this interesting news from
that the piece was in any manner obiective, it was prominently move because of their political actiNashville, Tennessee:
The landowners stated that
identified in the magazine as "abridged from an address at the vities.
"Federal Jodge William E. Miller turned down proposals to integrate
increased farm mechanization had reGolden Anniversary, Conference of the National Urban League."
teachers and staffs of Davidson County schools when the classes are deduced the number of tenants needed.
segregated throngh the fourth grade this month.
Now
just
what
is
the
YWCA
up
to?
Why
is
it
using
its
Luellen said he thought about
"The attorneys for the Negroes sought integration of personnel when
qualifying to vote on one occasion
national
magazine
to
spread
such
blatant
propaganda?
the court ordered desegregation of the county schools beginning Jan. 2.3.
and went to Somerville. "The line
Judge Miller said he would not make the order because he thought it would
If the YWCA really wants to be objective--and we doubt
was so long that I went back home
result in chaotic conditions when the classes begin."
that it deceit will now make three pages available in a future
and never made another attempt to
"... would result in chaotic conditions!!"
register," he said.
magazine
for
a
refutation
of
King’s
irrespons~le
mouthings.
That seems to be a valid and effective reason to prevent integration of
We will be h~py to recommend several people capable of"’I figure they (the other Negroes)
public school teachers and personnel.
are out to punish me because I did
Wouldn’t it also support and iustify prevention of integration of pupils
submitting a piece favoring segregation.
not register," he added. "Apparently
in the schools through the alleged "law of the land" which has created so
The challenge has been issued~does the YWCA dare acI have been too good to them over
many "chaotic conditions" in Little Rock and New Orleans, and which
cept? Let’s find out just who is "biased."
the years, and this is my repayment."
threatens similiar chaos in other states and cities?

A Challenge To The YWCA

Argument Against Mixing
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Recommended Literature Available From The Citizens’ . Council
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SIGNIFICANT SPEECHES ON SEGREGATION
Si~jle
copy

1A--STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY by Gov. Ross
R. Barnett of Mississippi- an address that
electrified New Orleans and the South! .... 25¢
2A THE VOICE OF THE SOUTH MU,ST BE
HEARD! by Gov. Barnett~is first speech
following his election as Governor ........ 25¢
3AqTHE CHALLENGE TO THE SOUTH AND
HOW IT MUST BE MET by Judge Leander H.
Perez of New Orleans---a powerful plea for
white solidaritv! ......................
25¢
4A--WE’VE REACHED ERA OF JUDICIAL
TYRANNY by Sen. James O. Ea st I a n d
(D-Miss.)Dthe classic attack on forced integration! .............................
25¢
5ADSEGREGATION AND THE SOUTH by Judge
Tom P. Brady---an historic talk by the author
of "Black Monday"! ................... 25¢
6A--THE MIDWEST HEARS THE SOUTH’S
STORY by W. J. Simmons, editor of The
Cifixens’ Council--Iowa gets the facts! .... 25¢
7A--SEGREGATION---AN AMERICAN CUSTOM
b}~ W. J. Simmons--an address to students at
Eemira College in Elmira, N. Y ........... 10
8A---THE SOUTH’S JU’ST CAUSE by Dr. W. M.
Caskey, professor of History, Economics and
Government at Mississippi C o I I e g e -- an
eloquent oration delivered at Valley Forge, Pa. 25¢

copy

Quantity
rate "

3E--EQUALITY VERSUS LIBERTY: THE
ETERNAL CONFLICT by R. Carter Pittman
Da carefully researched article from the
American Bar Association Journal ....... 25¢
4E--INTEGRATION BY DEFAULT by Carter Pittman ~ the noted constitutional lawyer and
historian hits the soft spots in token resistance 25¢
* SEETHE LAW OF THE LAND by Carter Pittman~a basic treatise .................
25¢

6 for $1.00
6 for $1.00

1F---THE CITIZ~:NS’ COUN(~IL by R. B. Patterson -- basic organizational pamphlet .... 10
2F---EDUCATIONAL FUND OF THE CITIZENS’
COUNCILS ~ its aims and purposes ...... 10
3F-~WlNNING ESSAYS ~ the award winners of
the 1960 high school cor~tests in Mississippi 25¢
4F~WHAT IS THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
DOING? -- a handy leaflet ............. free
5F-~THE EIGHT IFS . . . AND YOUR ANSWER!
~uestions everyone should ask himself! . . free

6 for $1.00
6 for $1.00
6 for $1.00

/~,ississippi
Dr. D. M.College---an
Nelson, President
Emeritus
of
exchange
of letters
with an alumnus .....................
25¢
3C--A JEWISH VIEW ON SEGREGATION by a
Jewish Southerner~a seldom-heard point of
view is candidly expressed! ............ 25¢

1G~THE UGLY TRUTH ABOUT THE NAACP by
Attorney General Eugene Cook of Georgia--a
slashing attack that hurt! .............. 25¢
2G---PRO-COMMUNIST RECORD OF ROBERT C.
WEAVER D documentation on the NAACP’s
board chairman ! .....................
I0
3G~TEN DIRECTORS OF THE NAACP---exhibits
from the 195-/ Joint Louisiana Legislative
Committee hearings showing associations
with Communist fronts! ................ 50¢
4G-~THE STORY OF THE NAACP--revealing excerpts from the book by the white woman
who helped found the NAACP .......... 10
5G~THE NAACP LEGISLATIVE SCOREBOARD
--how the left-wing lobby operates ....... 10
6G-~SOUTHERN CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL
FUND FOLDER--photo-copy shows sponsors
of integration program among college teachers in the South ......................
10

6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00
6 for $I .00

15 for$1.00

6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00

15 furS1.00
15 for $1.00
6 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
25 for $1.00

6 for $1.00
15 for $| .00

2 for $1.00
15 for $1.00
15 for $1.00

15 for $1.00

NEGRO CRIME AND MIGRATION
1H--WHERE IS THE REIGN OF TERROR? by
Representative John Bell Williams (D-Miss.)
--shows Negro crime rampant in integrated
North! ............................
25¢
6 for $1.00
2H--INTERSTATE MIGRATION OF NATIVE
WHITE AND NON-WHITE POPULATION
by Dr. Otto Rosenkranz--a statistical study
of the Negro’s northward trek .......... 25¢
6 for $1.00
1J---THE CASE OF THE SLEEPING PEOPLE by
Dr. Dale Alford (D-Ark.) and Mrs. Alford-the inside story of Little Rock .......... $3.00
2J~THE AGE OF ERROR by W. E. Michael--a
factual and hard-hitting treatment of integration by judicial decree ................ $350

6 for $1.00

PERIODICALS
1K---THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL~-official paper
of the Citizens’ Council movement
(monthly) ..........................
$2.00 per year
2K--THE AUGUSTA COURIER~a plain-spoken
and fearless weekly edited by Roy V. Harris.. $4.00 per year
3K--THE MANKIND QUARTERLY ~ an international quarterly journal dealing with race
and inheritance, published in Edinborough,
Scotland by professors of established reputation ...............................
$4.00 per year

6 for $1.00
15 for $1.00

LAW
1E---THE SUPREME COURT MUST BE CURBED
by James F. Byrnes~the distinguished former
Justice of the U’. S. Supreme Court sharply
attacks judicial usurpation of the powers of
Congress and the States! ............... 25¢
2E--WE NEED NOT INTEGRATE TO EDUCATE
by Charles J. Bloch ~ an eminent authority
shows that the states cannot be compelled to
operate mixed schools! ................ 25¢

6 for $1.00

BOOKS

6 for $1.00

SCHOOLS
1D~CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE REPORT-what happened when the schools were integrated in Washington, D. C ............. 25¢
2D~MIXED SCHOOLS AND MIXED BLOOD by
¯ Herbert Rave.nel Sass -- a South Carolina
author of national repute goes to the very
heart of the controversy! .............. 25¢
3D----HOW TO KEEP SCHOOLS OPEN--a widely
quoted editorial from The Citizens’ Council
on how to prevent integration ........... 10

6 for $1.00

INTEGRATION AND COMMUNISM
15 for $1.00

RELIGION
1C--A CHRISTIAN VIEW ON SEGREGATION by
Rev. Guy T. Gillespie--a reasoned, scholarly
presentation before the Synod of Mississippi 25¢
2C--CONFLICTING VIEWS ON SEGREGATION

ra~e

ORGAN I ZATIO N

6 for $1.00

TIMELY ARTICLES ON RACE RELATIONS
I B--HIGH COURT’S ’ARROGANCE’ IS VIEWED
BY NORTHERNER, AND SECOND PUTNAM LETTER CUTS ROOT OF INTEGRATION FALLACY by Carleton Putnam--the
famous Putnam letters to the President and
the Attorney General of the United States.. 25¢
2B-~THE VARDAMAN IDEA by former Gov.
James K. Vardaman of Mississippi--how he
would solve the race question ........... 25¢
3B--RACE IN AMERICA: THE CONSERVATIVE
STAND by W. J. Simmons -- Congressional
Record reprint of an article commended by
the Mississippi Legislature! ............ 10

Q.a.ti

6 for $1.00

NOVELTI ES

6 for $1.00

1L---CONFEDERATE CUFF-LINKS -- reproductions of C.S.A. buttons worn on cavalry tunics $2.00
2L--BLOTTERS~famous quotations in attractive
color, with the Citizens’ Council emblem.. 5 for 10 15 for 25¢
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SUBSCRIBE NOW
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813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to the Citizens’
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Housing Boss Weaver Inferior Role Of Negro In American Culture
Aims For Total Mixing Is Subject Of N ghly-$ignificant New Book
THE NEGRO IN AMERICAN CIVILImerely as an effort to trace the Ne- Negro made more material progress
ZATION by Nalt~aniel Weyl. Public gro’s changing status under the Ameri- than ever before in his history, and
(Continued from p. 1)
"Urban renewal offers new and Affairs Press, Washington, D. C. ~21 can Constitution. IuitiaIly, there was
finally to the racial turmoil of the
"’NAACP Board Chairman Robert undreamed of possibilities in this pp. $6,00.
little to indicate the result would be present era.
direction,"
the
nation’s
housing
C. Weaver, writing in the curren~
remarkably different from a dozen or
In the remarkable treatment of
boss-nominee wrote.
issue of Land Economies, says:
Reviewed by W. J. Simmons
so
other efforts in the same field.
the ethnic issue--the issue of race
"All housing facilitated by Federal
" ’Opening the suburbs to nonWeyl is a social scientist by training itself--will come the severest jolts
assistance should be open to all racial
whites is one of the necessary prices
and experience. He has done graduate for advocates of integrated social
"Get
thee
glass
eyes;
elements
in
the
population.
for attracting and holding middleAnd, like a scurvy politician, seem work at Columbia University, in eco- eqmdity between blacks and whites.
"The Federal Housing and Home
income whites in the central cities.’
nomics, philosophy and history. His
To see the things thou dost not."
Finance
Agency
is
constantly
conEthnic characteristics are shown to
"Dr. Weaver is vice-chairman of
--Shakespeare, King Lear. previous books, Treason and its sequel be determined by genetic structure.
cerned
with
the
problem,"
he
added.
the new Housing and Redevelopment
volume,
The
Battle
Against
Disloyalty,
Many radical differences exist at the
"Nondiscrimination requirements
Board that supervises the urban rethe first and only comprehensive moment of birth.
in
urban
renewal
would
probably
¯
In
this
day
mad
age,
when
most
newal program in New York City."
accelerate the spread of token com- writings on the Negro problem are trea~nent of the supreme political
Weyl t a k e s on the "paint job"
crime from the founding of this counThus, the NAACP spelled out pliance with school desegregation,"
theory of race propagated by inteobviously
the
products
o~
glass
eyes,
try
to
the
coming
of
the
Soviet
spies,
Weaver’s goal of complete residential Weaver continued.
seeming to see things that are not, it have won praise from columnists such grationists, and riddles the fallacious
integration throughout America. To
"The power structure in many
keep whites in the big cities, where Southern cities is increasingly becom- is an immensely stimulating experi- as Marquis Childs and from profes- generalizations usually advanced to
they can be forcibly integrated by ing committed to the need for, and ence to find a book resulUng from sional historians such as Henry Steele support it.
eyes that see clearly and honestly.
laws enacted by politicians sensitive the desirability of, urban renewal . .
Commager and Arthur Schlesinger, In the area perhaps most critical
This is estmcially true when the
as far as racial integration in the
to the pressure of Negro votes, Wea- When the local situation has required
Jr.
of the author see things which
schools is concerned -- intelligence
ver knows that the suburbs must be them to bargain and negotiate with eyes
After spending the past three years and aptitude tests--it is pointed out
their owner is not prepared to like,
integrated at any cost.
tile Negro leadership, they have done but nevertheless r e p o r t accurately studying the Negro problem and re- that despite revolutionary improvelated aspects of ethnopsychology,
For, Weaver knows, ff the so in order to effect the purposes and what they see.
ments in the Negro’s economic, social
suburbs are integrated, then whites goals they desire’.., consultation
The Negro in American Civilization Weyl is now working on another and educational opportunities, no
"book
in
the
general
area
of
ethnic
will gain nothing by evacuating the and cooperation between white and is such a book.
corresponding gains resulted in Nebig cities. And the Negro domina- colored leaders emerges in Southern
In the upinion of this reviewer, dimensions of intellectual abilities.
gro intelligence as measured hy I.
tlon of urban America will then cities when it is required to secure it is the most important book on
In his preface, Weyl states that his tests.
be complete.
money from Washington.
the American Negro problem to ap- beliefs and preconceptions on the
Nor do the usual excu.~es’ offered
In his new post as Federal housing
"The middle and upper-class~ pear since the sehool-integr~lion really large aspects of the race prob- suffice
to explain the gap. Other
lem
in
this
country
had
been
formed
boss, Weaver will be in an excellent ,Negro families, which of necessity
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court
handicapped
minorities, such as Jews,
long before he began work on ~
posiUon to act as a "traffic cop" to occupy accommodations provided rendered its solution ixdinitely more
Japanese and Chinese, score as well
force whites to remain m the c~fies. in any areas of new housing for
complex and dangerous than it had Negro in American Civilization, and as native Americans when the lanhe had no reason to believe they
been since Reconstruction.
Using Federal pressures--and his non-whites, are the households most
guage handicap is removed.
In many respects it is the most would change.
billiou-dollar-a-year Federal budget-- apt to press for integrated schools.
In a passage of penetrating how
"Their
children
are
the
ones
most
significant
contribution
that
has
been
But
as
he
studied
the
evidence
acWeaver will proceed to use the white
esty, the Yankee do-gooder is
likely
to
qualify
for
immediate
transadded to the entire literatnre /3n the cumulating before his eyes, Weyl betaxpayers’ own money to destroy the
nailed. "The goal of total integraproperty values of their homes and fer on placement and associated tests. subject. This is especially tn~e, in came convinced that an analysis of tion and racial blending is parto’force nnwclcome Negroes into By concentrating these families in that it is so well-referenced that it the Negro problem based ou dog- tlcularly attractive to those ’friends’
separate ~segregated) sections, school would be ,eminently snitable as a matic preconceptions concerning the
happy white neighborhoods.
integration will be delayed and frns- textbook.
psyehology, of race would serve no of the Negro whose attitudes
This would likewise result in the trated in large measure.
ward him are characterized by reuseful purpose.
As
Dr.
,Frank
C.
J.
McGurk,
asracial integration of s u b u r b a n
pression and conflict and who wish
"The
Federal
government
cansociate
prufessor
of
psychology
at
schools throughout the North, and
The principal reason for this, he
that he would resolve their difficulVillanova
University,
well
states
in
not be neutral in this matter,"
millions of white children would
says, "was the discovery that maties by disappearing as a race."
Weaver
declared.
"By
failing
to
his
introduction,
"It
is
a
book
which
be newly-exposed to integrated
terial which passed for the objecWeyl sees the ultimate battleact,
it
is
supporting
forced
resiserious
students
of
the
Negro
will
Blackboard Jungles.
tive findings of social scientists grounds of the integration struggh~
dential segregation."
neglect at their l×’ril."
could
more
accurately
be
characNo wonder the politieal pundits in
as lying not in the resnr~(’nt South
"~Veaver concluded that "there mast
Nathaniel Weyl started oat to write
Washington are predicting t h a t be a general nondiscri,nination clause The Negro in American Civilization terized as rationalizations and propa- where "the position of the dominant
ganda wearing academic cap and segregationist majority is very strong."
Weaver’s post will soon be elevated in urban redevelopment.’"
gown."
to Cabinet rank, with Weaver bebut in the darkening and deeayine
Thns wrote the Negro whn has
coming the first Secretary of the De- been named to head this nation’s
Having been subjected tn a plethora cities of the North.
partment of Urban. Affairs (more muhi-billion dollar Federal honsing
Dat Am De Style of snch material for the past 20 years, This is due, he points out, not only
aptly named the Department of Inte- program.
this writer has his own choice name to a massive Negro migration, bnt
gration).
ltere’s a fashion note on what
for it, bat 1,Veyl’s definition does to the phenomenal Negro hirth rate,
By expressing these views, the
nicely.
¯ Weaver makes it plain that he is Richmond News Leader declared in the well-dressed Negro is wearing
which does not diminish with urbaniseeking residential integration not an editorial, Weaver has demonstrated to classes at the University of
The extent of the author’s thorough zation as does that of other grouffs.
solely for its own sake, but because "his unfitness for a job that requires, Georgia these days¯
scholarship is indicated by the fact
The conclusion as to the harmful
he knows it is the only way to force to an extraordinary degree, an underAcording to the New York that his book contains 30 pages of effects of racial integration on educarace-mixing in the schools of the na- standing tolerance of the customs, Times, Negro Hamilton Holmes
bibliography and reference listings. tional opportunities for white children
tion.
preindices and personal feelings of "strode briskly to class Jan. 16~
Beginning with a survey of the ~s very positive, and should be comIn an article, ~’Southern Confort: millions of American tenants and dressed in a green coat, tan slacks,
historical aspects of the Negro’s three pulsory reading for anyone concerned
A Possible Misapplication of Federal homeowners who want to live their black socks and white canvas centuries in America, Weyl places all for the future of this country.
sneakers."
Funds," written for the Summer 1960 own lives in their own way, with their
Even after presenting a formidable
that is to folloxv ih correct perspective.
issue of The Journal of Intergroup own kind."
array of facts from unimpeachable
Relations, Weaver spelled out his
He has excellent chapters on the I scientific sonrces, Weyl apparently
views of Thomas Jefferson and hesitates to arrive at the solution
views.
Abraham Lincoln, which should go would demand.
The Journal of Intergroup Relafar toward setting the record straight
tions is published by the National
The force of his own evidence.
on the constantly-n~isrepresented ideas
Association of Intergroup Relations
confirmed by the realities of life
of
these
two
great
political
leaders.
Officials, which is an organization of
known to Southerners generally, intop-echelon executives of race-mixing
While there is no material not al- dicate clearly that the only way yet
organizations, i n e 1 u d i n g public
ready
known
to
Southern
stndents
of
devised for two radically different
(Continued from p. 1)
tration will not follow the misguided
agencies, labor and church organizarecommendations of the Civil Rights history, it would be difficadt to find races to coexist satisfactorily is nnder
tions, schools, and sundry assorted do- grams, because "in none of these
a more succinct and accurate presen- a system of social separation hased
Commission by attempting to inflict
gooders.
programs is any consideration given this punitive action on the South hy tation of Jefferson’s and Lincoln’s trne on race.
attitudes.
Interestingly enough, a footnote by the Federal Governnlent to the executive action."
Weyl almost gets there, but not
presence or absence of discrimination
in the Journal identified Weaver as
Thus, both were convinced that
quite. One wishes he had. This
Indicating clearly th~/t the Com"until recently Consultant on the by the recipient institutions."
the problem posed by the incapalack is perhaps due to the lingering
mission’s proposal m a y impair
Public Affairs Program of the Ford
city of the Negroes to be citizens
Federal-aid programs e x a m i n e d chances of adoption of a Federal
effects of his earlier sociological
Foundation."
in
a
free
society
could
best
be
were: college housing, teacher-train- Aid-to-Education bill, Stennis called
idealism, which partially obscured
It went on to list his post as ing institutes, basic research, fellowsolved by projects to rccolonlze
his vision at the end.
it "iust another example of what
NAACP board chairman, named him ships for advanced study and GI train- will be attempted if advocates of
them outside the North American
His eyesight, which was functionin~
as "one of three.members of a newly ing and student loans.
continent.
Federal aid-to-education at the
20-20 in presenting objective fact.
created Housing and Redevelopment
In an interesting chapter on the developed a slight astigmatism when
After .spending several thonsand elementary and high school levels
Board of the City of New York" and
are successful in pushing their bills status of free Negroes prior to the it became time to peer into the fnas "President of the NaUoual Com- words bemoaning the status of Negro
XVar Between the States, Weyl has
mittee Against Discrimination in education in the six resistant states, to passage in this (Congressional) some news for the (]ear seals who turc delineated by those fact_s.
the
Commission
proceeded
to
issne
a
session."
Housing."
But this detracts in no way from
reconmaendation which would, in ef- "Since these integraUon advocates l~qie.ve this conntry was founded
In his article, Weaver stressed the fect, cut off all present and future
withont regard for r___, c__ the probity displayed throughout, or
need for haste. "The danger is that aid to every public Negro college in already have their foot in the door at Or C’__.
from the unassailable mass of evithe college level," he said, "they now
dence reported.
(segregated) patterns of living may these six states.
He
proceeds
throngh
the
devastatare trying to buy integration by using
be established before the implications
The Negro in American Civilization
ing postwar period ("V~’hen the tides
"The Commission recommends Federal funds as bribery."
and consequences of the determinacould have a devastatin~ impact
of
the
Reconstruction
Revolution
rethat the Federal Government, either
Uons are nnderstood," he wrote.
ceded, the Negro gravitated in every. the position of those who .~em afWeaver noted that the drive for by executive or, if necessary, by
respt~.t and particular to the bottom flicted with a compulsive nrge
Congressional
action,
take
such
The
Civil
Rights
Comnfission
rep,)rt
school integration in the South has
of
American societv.") to the peaceful Congolize the nation.
measures
as
may
be
required
to
followed on the heels of demands by
"given impetus to a new and expanddevelopment
of a "segregated hi-racial It is "must" reading for every seried program for residential segrega- assure that funds under the various the National Urban League that "no society under which the American
programs of Federal assistance to federal dollar be spent to condone,
ons student of the race question.
higher education are disbursed only encourage or tolerate discrimination
"Obviously," he wrote, "if.during
to s u e h publicly-controlled insti- of ~.tny kind."
the period of resistance to the
tutions of higher education as do
Supreme Court decisions on this
"There is an unparalleled feeling
not distTiminate on grounds of race,
matter and of token compliance in
color, religion, or national origin," of urgency among both colored and
some of the communities, hous. ing
white Americans for reconstruction
the report stated.
patterns can be manipulated so that
of the American social order," the
Beaction to the Commission’s pro- Urban League said in a 26-page
colored residents are concentrated
in well-defined areas, there can be posal svas immediate and unfavorable. report delivered personally to Presischool desegregation with little or
Sen. John C. Stennis (D-Miss.) dent-elect Kennedy at his Palm
no mixture of the races in public
accused the Federal Civil Bights Beach home on Dec. 29.
Commission of trying to "buy inteCalling on Kennedy to bring the
Weaver expressed the fear that un- gration~ in Southern universities with nation to the "integration frontier",
less drastic Federal action is taken
Federal funds.
the report said "now is the time for
once, Southern cities will use the
governme.,t to act."
Stennis
called
the
Commission’s
slum-clearance programs to relocate recommendation an attempt ~at
their Negro residents into well-de- bribery7
The pro-integration group repeated
its demands for total integration in
fined and concentrated areas, thus
making any actual race-mixing in He added that Southern lawmakers employment, housing, welfare tmy~ Coagress ~ the new adminh- monla ~ edueatkm.
schools ~y impmsible:

Colleges Are Blasted By CRC For
Taking Federal ’Aid’ Without Mixing
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Louisiana Fights Mixing Propaganda
Ritzy N. Y. Suburb--

Message From Louisiana State Officials Urge

Citizens To Resist
Brainwashing Drive

Board
Battles

Two Louisiana s’tate agencies are cooperating in a campaign
to show the people of Louisiana that public schools need not be
integrated.

" Blacks

Louisiana’s State Sovereignty Commission and Joint Legislative Committee on Segregation are mailing citizens of the state
a brochure entitled "Don’t Be Brainwashedl We Don’t Have to
Integrate Our Schools!"

How does the school board
of a Northern city react when
a Federal judge orders the city’s
schools integrated?

Although aimed primarily
at residents of Louisiana, the
folder contains much information of general interest to
persons who oppose school integration. Its c o n t e n t s are
reprinted below:

The answer is simple -- the
board up North does the same
thing any Southern s c h o o !
board could be expected to do
in a similar situation. It appeals the ruling.
That’s just what the city board
of education in New Rochelle,
N. Y., voted to do Feb. 7.
Federal district j u d g e Irv.ing R.
Kaufman had issued an order Jan.
24 demanding that the board act to
"desegregate" a Negro school in the
wealthy New York subnrb.
A group of Negro parents filed
the suit after school officials told
them their children must attend
classes at the school in their neighborhood. In the case of the
Negroes, this meant sending the
children to L i n o I n elementary
school, which lust happens to have
a 94 per cent Negro enrollment.
New Rochelle voters had previously
voted a bond issue to build a new
school building on the site of the
present Lincoln school. The NAACP
had objected violently that the new
building would perpetuate segregation.
Before the NAACP complaint, few
Southerners were aware that New
Rochelle was among the thousands of
cities openly defying the "~aw of
the land" as set forth in the 1954
Black Monday decision.
But when Negro parents tried to
enroll their children in white
schooh last fall and met with reslstance, Southern eyebrows were
raised in mild interest. This interest
grew rapidly as N ¯ w Rochelle’s
police anmted some of the more
disorderly Negro pickets.
The integration suit came a f t e r
picketing efforts failed to crack the
segregation barrier.
New Rochelle, a prosperous suburban community in Westchester
County, just 20 miles from "tolerant"
Manhattan, numbers 17,500 Negroes
among its population of 82,000. The
city’s population is, therefore, slightly
over 21 pc[ cent Negro.
Yet, the L i n c o ! n elementary
school, focal point of the c o u r t
action, is 94 per cent Negro. Of
Lincoln’s 483 pupils, only ~9 are
listed as white, with the remaining
454 Negroes.
Even though the school is located
in a predominantly Negro neighborhood, the Negro parents argued in
court that their children were entitled
to more integration.
School board attorneys countered
that a predominantly Negro school
(See BA’I’rLES, p. 4)

DON’T BE BRAINWASHED!
Your very freedom to think is bein~
challenged!
Your freedom tu believe in the cnstoms and traditions of our Sonthland
is being slandered with ridicnlc and
derision.
You are heing persuaded into blind
obedience to the decrees and edicts
of the "Nine Old Men of the Potomac," who are taking over lawmaking from Congress and setting
themselves up as "’politburo" like that
in Russia.

Mississippians Warned Of
Phony ’Civil Rights’ Agents
(From the Jackson, Miss., Daily News)
Several men have been going over Mississippi posing as civil rights investigators, putting pressure on Negroes and whites alike for intensive
questioning. One citizen was quizzed for three hours, we are told.
A. H. Rosenfield, chief of the U. S. Civil Rights Commissi6n, has told
the Associated Press that none of his investigators have been in Mississippi for
some time.
Atty. Gen. Joe T. Patterson, having received reports of the mysterious
inquisitions, has advised .public officials and private citizens not to entertain these unidentified snoopers.
A statement issued by Mr. Patterson said, "It has been called to my
attention that there have recently been individuals in the state representing
themselves to be agents of the Civil Bights Commission who call upon whites
and colored citizens for the purpose of questioning them with reference to
violations of civil rights, particularly with reference to registration and voting
as well as other matters.
"I wish to inform the people of Mississippi, beth wkite and colored, that
they are not required by any law, federal or state, to submit to questioning by
these individuals. Especially is this true where these individuals refuse to
identify themselves.
~Any person seeking to question a citizen without positively identifying himself should be immediately reported to the sheriff of the county.
In all probability, a person refusing to identify himself is not a represcntarive of the Civil Rights Commission but is probably a representative of the
NAACP, the Americans for Democratic Action, or some other similar organizatlon whose primary mission is to agitate," said Mr. Patterson.
That sounds like excellent advice.
We don’t know whose iob it now is to snoop on these cute little snoopers
and we couldn’t care less. The main thought is for Mississippians to listen to
’the advice given by the attorney general.
With so much twisting and warping going on by the racial agitators, if
you give this sort of person the time of day it will likely come out a batch of
silly, moist-eyed hate propaganda, serving no worthwhile purpose.
Since an apparent effort is being made to convert the South into a
Gestapo-style region, there was some sound military advioe for American
soldiers back in the day of the original Gestapo. Tell the anonymous quizzers only your name, rank and serial number.
If you don’t happen to have rank or serial number, a fishy eye is an
excellent substitute.

Deleware Negroes Vote To Keep Segregation
Delaware Negroes d e a I t t h e I
Negro ~chool, despite NAACP pleas [ Nonetheless s c h o o ! s in Sussex
for~’no" vote~.
NAACP a sharp rebuff this month]
. . [County, which has a heavy Negro
Various propaganda lists circulated
by voting overwhelmingly for con- [
tinued school segregation. ,
[by race-mixers show Delaware as an]t’’t" .....
~," ......... ~.-":, ...... ~. ....
New Castle County, m me Northern
Negroes i n Delaware s Sus~x [ "integrated" state. The U. S. Supreme [
County, whi~ cover~ the Southern [ Court has thrown out a grade-a-year part or me state, has a few mtegrareo
third of the state, voted 441 t~ 19 [ integration plan and ordered total [ schooL% while the state’s third county,
in favor of Imiiding a new Iff~l,0O0 [ mixing.
I Kent, has only "token" integration.

There are those in our very state
who have been so brainwashed that
they serve the Communist objectives
of confusion. One self-appointed, selfanointed committee recently circulated a brochure contending that we
no longer have a choice between
segregation and integration--that the
issue is now "education and
illiteracy."
This is the familiar Red technique
of "fear."
We DO have a choice. We can
stand up and be counted. This is,
after all, a government BY the
people, and what we demand we
will, eventually, get.
Remember, the order to integrate
came from the same court that has
set Florida and Texas borders ten
and a half miles out in the Gulf -and h e I d Louisiana, Alabama and.
Mississippi down to three miles. Of
course it’s ridiculous--and we haven’t
given up on that fight, either.
REMEMBER OUR HISTORYI
When this nation first came into
existence as the United States of
America, it was expressly provided in
the Constitution that the several states
were free to regulate their internal
affairs. The Federal government was
given certain specific powers, and all
other powers were reserved to the
states.
It now appears that the Federal
courts propose to forget all that and
force upon the people such laws, rules
and regulations as they may choose
from left-wingers and other ultra-liberals. If they succeed--and they are
well on their way--there will be no
such thing as state sovereignty, none
of the local powers so wisely reserved
by our founding fathers. The people
of America will be subiect to the
type of arbitrary rule of the governments of Hitler and Khrushchev.
THE REAL ISSUE
The real issne is: What kind. of
a state do we want for our children?
What kind of cultural and moralI
climate do we want them to grow np
in? Do we want o~r children to attend racially integrated schools w~ere
they will be mixed with children of
another racial, cultural and s o c i a !
background? Do we want our youth
thrown into close social contact with
a people of different racial origin,
setting the stage for inter-racial marriages?

THIS IS A LEGAL FIGHT
The people of Lonisiana are loyal
citizens of the United States and are
dedicated to the democratic principles in the Coustitution. It is for
this very reason that we resist the attempts of Federal courts to snbstitute government by a few men for
oor traditional govermnent by laws
approved hy men.
RETURN OF CARPETBAGGERS
Yes, the "Caq~ethaggers" are with
us again. Their modern connterparts
range all the way from aetnal Communists, interested in creating controversy, tu misguided do-gooders,
frustrated crackpots and left-wing "intellectuals." A little stndy by those
so-called intellectuals w o u ! d teach
them what race-mixing has done,
thruughout history, such as in Egypt,
Brazil and Haiti.
The Communists know exactly
what they are doing. They are not
really interested in promoting better race relations. This is a smoke
screen. They are, actually, trying
to stir up racial hatred that they
know could weaken and destroy
America. Their dirty work is being
done by a sorry lot of dupes who
have fallen for the false promises of
socialism. They don’t think.
Your action now will determine the
kind of future you want for your
sons and daughters. It is time to let
your elected officials know where you
stand. Demand immediate action to
save our sovereignty, our freedom,
our Southern way of life. Stand up
and be countedl
WHAT YOU CAN DO
1. Resist all attempts of subversive
groups to brainwash you into helieving that all is lost, that we now
have no choice in the matter, that
integration is inevitable.
2. Write to our U.S. Senators and
Congressmen and ask them to
initiate legislation to limit Federal
encroachment on states’ rights.
3.

Let your governor and other state
officials know that you are behind
them in their fight for free public
schools.

4. Organize local groups and com.lnittees to support the fight to
keep onr state in control of our
public schools.
5.

Let the President, members of the
U.S. Supreme court and other
Federal officials know how you
feel.

6. Keep up your courage ~ never
g~ve up in our fight for the American Way of Life.

Quotable Quote:
"These so-called Fair Employment laws sometimes make me
wonder. What would happen if a
white man wanted to be a Pullman
porter or dining car waiter? Or
work in a Chinese restaurant?"
--Lee Mortimer, in his column,
"New York Confidential"
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Editor

Highhandedness In Georgia
(From the St. Petersburg, Fla., Independent)
Not since 1864, when General Sherman pot the torch to Atlanta and
burned his way to the sea to destroy old Savannah, has the state of Georgia
been so ground into the dust as dnring one recent trying and hnmiliating
week.

In a series of Federal conrt decisions which went off in chain reaction
fashion, Georgia’s nearly two-century old university was forced to accept
two Negro stndents and the governor and the state officials were warned
to keep their hands off or face charges of contemvt of court.
The rapid-fire action of the courts with decisions exploding in rhythmic succession would seem to indicate that the overall action wa~ rigged in
advance to give the state of Georgia another taste of the scorched earth
policy which Sherman demonstrated a near-century ago.
This time it was a legal onslaught and the torch was put not to the
buildings and homesteads but to the principles and foundations of states’
rights and democratic government. The oligarchic court turned the full
force of its usurped power on the state of Georgia with ruthlessness
which makes William Tecumseh’s march look like~ the peaceful stroll of a
winter tourist.
If tile false principles under which tile court now operates are permitred to continne without legalization or moderation, the story of Athens
will be not merely the integration of a’ state university but also the subjugation of a state and the will and wishes of its people.
Sherman said that war is hell and he destroyed a state to prove it.
The court said racial integration is socially correct and breached the Constitution to effect the illegal maneuver.
The Sherman torch may have weak~ned the South’s power to resist,
but the Warren Court foray into Athens and Atlanta will add fuel ~to the
fires of resistance.
Troops clanking through Little Rock and propagandists dashing about
New Orleans have served only to enrage the South, and the highhanded
and uncalled for move in Georgia will further postpone the day when
integration will be acceptable to the citizens of the South.
The more ruthless the application of the usurped power, the more the
resistance will grow. Forced integration has less chance to succeed now
than it did in 1954, and then it had less chance than did the prohibition
amendment which at least had tile advantage of an honest enactment and
some semhlance of dne process in attempts at enforcement.

Just Good, Clean Reprisals
(From the Richmond, Va., News Leader)
By an ironic coincidence, the same day’s paper recently brought two
stories dealing with economic reprisals growing out of the South’s racial
tensions.
One story originated in ~annville, where "Prince Edward County
Negroes began mobilizing to carry out a possible economic boycott to force
reopening of the closed pnblic school system."
The other story came from Memphis, Tenn., where the Department of
Justice sm~ht a court order "to halt economic reprisals it said are being
taken by 82 white defendants against some 4(X} Negroes in Fayette Connty,
Tenn., becanse they registered and voted in the November election."
A eateehlsm seems to be developing: When is a boycott unlawful?
A boycott is unlawful when it is maintained by whites against Negroes.
And when is a boycott lawf~? A boycott is lawful when it is maintained
by Negroes against whites. But do we not hold that in a free country men
stand equal at law? Yes, but some are more equal than others.
By this interesting exercise in reasnning, the Department of Justice
proposes to compel white persons in Tennessee to sell goods to 400 Negroes,
to extend retail credit to them, to lend then) money, to enter into sharecrop arrangements, and to put them to work at salaries subject to court
approval.
But let no one imagine that if the Bey. L. F. Griffin pulls off an
organized, boycott in Farmville, any Department of Justice slmkesman will
intervene in the merehanls’ behalf. What is a diabolical violation of civil
rights in Tennessee is just good clean fun in Virginia.
We would have supposed, naively, that a Negro’s right not to buy wonld
be equated by a White merchant’s right not to ~ll, but new rules of equity
appear to prevail. The position of the Department of Justice is that the
people cannot tatrn the clock back to 1868, or to 1896, or to any other
period when saut~ for a goose was sauce for the gander, too.

February, 1961

Report From
Tennessee

It is one of the snpreme ironies of history that in the mid20th century, when racism is at its peak among the colored peoples
of Asia, Africa and the Northern United States, anti-racism should
dominate the thinking of Caucasian leadership to a degree so
/extreme as to court disaster.
By Richard Burrow, Jr.
The new colored nations that are spriuging up like dragons’
teeth from the disintegrating empires of Caucasian Europe are Maoy restanrant operators in Tenpropelled by a fanatical race consciousness as their central IlCSSee are fiuding that it is g¢md
to h’t the public know that
driving force. Surely, the tough and realistic leaders of these htlSiUt,Ss
they have no iutcntiou nf turning their
new nations must be puzzled by the strange malady of moral
business over to the NAACP.
weakness that has paralyzed the white hand once strong enough As an example of this o~n reto extend its civilization throughout the globe.
sistance, one of the lea~ng restauAt a time when Black Nationalism is rampant on the continent rants in Jackson, Tenn., now has a
of Africa, ~vhen ~vhites are subjected to the most humiliating in- neatly-leVered sign s~ng over
dignities imaginable, the threat is met only by a flabbiness and lack the sidewalk. The sign rea~: "~
of conviction on the part of European and American govermnents NKA~ has never eaten he~ and
will never eat here."
that bodes ill for the future of the West.
The owner of the Coffee Cup
Tom M’boya, the native political leader of Kenya, recently Restaurant
in downtown Jac~on said
said: "If they (the British) stay, they must get qut of politics. We he wanted the NAACP to know that
are going to have an all-black Parliament and an all-black Govern-he wonld not tolerate any "sit-ins."
ment. We are going to diuide the land among our people. If the On the other side of the ledger,
Europeans want to stay, they can stay on as squatters. If they there are also encoura~ng si~s. The
want to work, they can work for us."
handful of Middle Tennes~e busiAt these words, the African audience was reported to have nessmen w h o surrendered to t h e
strongarm tactics of the race-mixers
screamed with glee.
accepted a dose of "token" inIn our own country, ,black domination of local politics and and
at their hmch counters are
the channels of power in the metropolitan centers ot the North tegration
learning that their sell-out was bad
grows rapidly. The control of national politics has shifted so far business.
into the orbit of black racism that almost every major policy One large department store is
decision is made in the light of the calculated reaction of the es~cially suffe~ng because of the loss
Negro minority bloc.
of much of its white trade.
Consider the future in terms of the attitudes being fostered
Memphi~A criminal inh)~mtiun
among the youth of our nation. Young blacks are taught to be
to have the newly-founded
aggressive, demanding, ebnllient. Young whites are taught to seeking
Memphis Transit Management Co.
be passive, apologetic, meek.
punished for operating iotegrate(I ci~
The so-called liberals who have been in positions of leader- busses in violation of the law has been
ship since the 1930s have continuouslv weakened the Caucasian’s filed with the Criminal Court t’lerk
morale and his faith in the values that" have sustained him through
the centuries. They have done such a thorough job of this that in
The petition ~vas filed by Marvin
many areas the Caucasian seems incapable of even defending Brooks Norfleet, attorney for the
himself against physical assanlt, much less protecting his basic Tennessee Federation for Cons~tutional Gow~rnment, in behalf of J. E.
long-range interests.
Thorn, a re,red police inspector, and
At the same time, these same misnamed liberals have flattered Helm Cooper. vice-bhairman of the
and inflated the non-Caucasian’s ego to the point of explosion.
Shelby County Chapter of TFCG.
In their senseless quest after the unsound social theories
The Shelby Connty Grand Jury last
spun by their pet pundits, these foolish liberals are playing with month indicted the old bus company
dynamite.
for disobeying Tennessee law. Sec.
For, in their fatuous preoccupation with "brotherhood" and 65-1708 of the Tennessee Code prohibits the operation of busses with
"equality,~ they have handed over the power of decision to racial
fanatics who care for equality only as a step on the road to integrated seating.
domination.
Cleveland -- The Tennessee
Implicit or explicit in practically every propaganda utterance Veterans
of Foreign Wars, at a middesigned by the liberals to force integration is the rationalization winter meeting here, commended the
that we must mix to please the new African nations. This dogma Jackson, Tenn., VFW post for "taking
is even being awesomely promulgated as being "in the national a stand against playing of the Russian
national anthem at Rothrock Stadium
interest."
How it may be in the national interest to appease savage in Jackson."
The band from Lane College, a
tribes whose aim is to .exterminate or subjugate white people Methodist-supported
all-Negro school,
simply because they are white has yet to be explained.
played the Russian anthem at a game
.There is the threatening hint by leading liberals that the during the time that "sit-in" demoncolored nations will be displeased with us if we don’t merge withstrations were being conducted by
the Afro-Americans in our midst. Since a maiority of the world’sNegro agitators in Jackson.
population is non-xvhite, it is argued that we will be at their Diekso~e driver of a Greymercy. Therefore, we must make every supplication necessary hound bus required more than 100
to stay on the good side of our new masters.
stitches after an attack by a knifeWithout commenting on the obvious fact that so craven wielding Negro passenger.
an attitude does not entitle one to survival, the wonder is that Forest Damell, d r i v e r of the
the liberals actually think characters like the late unlamented N~hville-to-M e m p h i s b~, was
Lumumba, or Kasavubu or M’boya will be impressed by such brutally a~acked at t h e ~c~on
bus station by ~o~ Ne~s who
cringing.
were making insdting remarks to
Their appetites would merely be whetted, if the figure of white women a~ard the bus.
speech may be permitted.
All four Negroes were arrested and
Seen in terms of the world struggle between Communist ailed. A state trooper said the
~mrded the bus at Nashville,
imperialism and Western civilization, the liberals" folly in under-Negroes
and had been "leaning on some white
mining the racial integrity of their own people, which created women" and using profanity.
the very values they are supposedly trying to protect, becomes
Several white passengers tried
little less than criminal.
quiet the Negroes, who promptly
To preserve and defend the United States and the Western vited the white men to get off the bus
and fight. The bus driver was stabbed
world, the strongest appeal must be made to racial solidarity.
one of the passengers was in
The historic Caucasian virtues of personal courage, tenacity, while
a phone booth calling police.
pride, organizing ability and devotion to duty cannot be rallied Driver Darnell was listed in "good"
UlSOn the false grounds of theoretical racial equality, or hazy condition at a hospital following the
generalizations like "keeping the peace."
Feb. 3 attack.
They can be rallied, and quickly, as Teddy Roosevelt knew,
as Lee and Lincoln both knew, and Marlborough and Charles Ike’s Negro Aide,
Martel, by a stirring of racial pride. There are multitudes of
Job-Hunting, Faces
young men and women, softened by over-exposure to egalitarian
theories, to whom this would be a regenerating breath of fresh ’Return To Jungle’
air.

We can win. And we can win decisively when we develoo The Negro a(hninistratiw, assistant
leaders Who will stop apologizing for their race--who will exhibitto President Eisenhower is joh huntthe same qualities that swept the Saracens from the plains of ing.
But not jt,~t any job ~’ill do.
France and centuries later carried San Juan Hill.
E. Frederick Morrow, a member
We will win--if we deserve to win.
of the Eisenhower staff for the last

Over 5,000 American Clergymen
Have Red Records, Minister Admits
A prominent Methodist minister has forced to admit that more than
5,000 ministers do have records of
grudgingly admitted that more thanI
affiliation with Communist efforts.
5,000 U. S. cler~.,Tmen have beeu
He branded some 2,5 ministers its
affiliated with Commnnist activities
since 1930.
I "Communists, or persistent anti identi’ Dr. Raloh Lord Roy, in a new b~mk [ liable fellow travelers," but did not
: entitled ""C o m in u n i s lU and t h e I nalne then). Most of them are not
Churches," reports on his stody of actively serving its pastors of churches,
Communist efforts to gain footholds he a&ied, but are employed in other
in U. S. religions organizations.
]capacities "by church-controlled orW~nik altempting to whitewash ganizations (such as lx)ards, senti~ clergy in I~*~’ml, Dr. Roy was I n aries or .schooLs).

five years, said he was looking for
an executive position that does not
require him to work with other
Negroes.
Morrow complained bitterly that
the only job offers he had received
to (late "would confine me t¢) workiog
with the Negro community."
He said he turned down such an
offl:r at double his White Hmese
sala~ of $18,(~10 a year.
Mo~ow re~ated his determination to hold out against any job
that would ~qu~re him to deal
mainly with other Negroes.
"It’s ve~ dismay~g to have to go
back to the jungle", he said so~owfidly.
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Complete List ofSenators and Congressmen Serving in the 87th Congress
Please save this list for reference during 1961-62. It cannot be repeated. (D) or
(R) indicates party. House members are listed by district.

Mail address for all Senators: Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
Address for all Representatives: House Office Building, Washington, D. C.

U. S. SENATE
ALABAMA
Lister Hill (D)
John J: Sparkman (D)
ALASKA
E. L. (Bob) IMrtlett (D)
Ernest Gruening (D)
ARIZONA
Barry Goldwater (R)
Carl Hayden (D)
ARKANSAS
J. W. Fnlbright (D)
John L. McClellan (D)
CALIFORNIA
Clair Engle (D)
Thomas H. Kuchel (R)
COLORADO
Cordon Allott (R)
John A. Carroll (D)
CONNECTICUT
Prescott Bush (R)
Thomas J. Dodd (D)
DELAWARE
J. Caleb Bdggs (R)
John J. Williams (B)
FLORIDA
Spessard L. Holland (D)
George A. Smathers (D)
GEORGIA
Richard B. Rnsseil (D)
Herman E. Talmadge (D)

HAWAII
Hiram L. Fong (R)
Oren E. Long (D)
IDAHO
Frank Chnrch (D)
Itenry C. Dworshak (R)
ILLINOIS
Everett M. Dirksen (R)
Paul H. Douglas (D)
INDIANA
Homer E. Capehart (R)
Vance Hartke (D)
IOWA
B. B. Hickenlooper (R)
Jack Miller (R)
KANSAS
Frank Carlson (B)
Andrew F. Schoeppel (R)
KENTUCKY
John S. Cooper (R)
Thnrston B. Morton (R)
LOUISIANA
Allen J. E11ender (D)
Russell B. Long (D)
MAINE
Edmund S. Muskie (D)
Margaret C. Smith (R)
MARYLAND
J. Glenn Beall (R)
John M. Bntler (R)

MASSACHUSETTS
Leverett Saltonstall (R)
Beniamin A. Smith, 11 (D)
MI(;HIGAN
Philip A. Hart (D)
Pat McNamara (D)
MINNESOTA
Hubert H. Humphrey (D)
Engene J. McCarthy (D)
MISSISSIPPI
James O. Eastland (D)
John Stennis (D)
MISSOURI
Edward V. Long (D)
Stuart Symington (D)
MONTANA
e Mansfield (D)
Metcalf (D)
NEBRASKA
Carl T. Cnrtis (B)
Roman L. Hruska (R)
NEVADA
Alan Bible (D)
Howard W. Cannon (D)
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Styles Bridges (R)
Norris Cotton (R)
NEW JERSEY
Cliffortl P. Case (R)
H. A. Williams, Jr. (D)

~

NEW MEXICO
Clinton P. Anderson (D)
Dennis Chavez (DI
" NEW YORK
Jacob K. Javits (R)
Kenneth B. Keating (R)
NORTH CAROLINA
Sam J. Ervin, Jr. (D)
B. Everett Jordan (D)
NORTH DAKOTA
Quentin N. Burdick (D)
Mihon R. Young (R)
OHIO
Frank J. Lausche (D)
Stephen M. Ymmg (D)
OKLAHOMA
Robert S. Kerr (D)
A. S. Mike Monruney (D)
OREGON
Wayne Morse (D),
Mrs. Maurine B. Nenbeiger (D)
PENNSYLVANIA
Joseph S. Clark (D)
Hogh Scott (R)
RHODE ISLAND
John O. Pastore (D)
Claiborne de Borda Pell (D)
SOUTH CAROLINA
Olin D. Johnston (D)
Strum Tlmrmond (1))

SOUTH DAKOTA
Francis Case (R)
Karl E. Mondt (R)
TENNESSEE
Albert Gore (D)
Estes Kefauver (D)
TEXAS
William A. Blakley (D)
R. W. Yarborongh (D)
UTAH
Wallace F. Bennett (R)
Frank E. Moss
VERMONT
George D. Aiken (R)
Winston L. Pronty~ (R)
VIRGINIA
Harry Flood Byrd
A. Willis Robertson (D)
WASHINGTON
tlenry M. Jackson (D)
Warren G. Magnnson (D)
WEST VIRGINIA
Robert C. Byrd (D)
Jennings Randolph (D)
WISCONSIN
William Proxmire (D)
Alexander Wiley (R)
WYOMING
J. J. "Joe" Hickey (D)
Gale W. M¢~3ee (D)

U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ALABAMA
1--Frank W. Boykin (D)
2~George M. Grant (D)
3--George W. Andrews (D)
4--~’Kenneth A. Roberts (D)
5--Albert Rains (D)
.6--Armistead I. Selden, Jr. (D)
7--Carl Elliott (D)
8--Robert E. Jones (D)
0--George Hnddleston, Jr. (D)
ALASKA
At-L.--Ralph J. Rivers (D)
ARIZONA
l--John J. Rhodes (R)
2--Vacancy
ABKANSAS
1--E. C. Gathings (D)
2--Wilbur D. Mills (D)
3~Jamcs W. Trimble (D)
4--Oren Harris (D)
5--Dale Alford (D)
6~Vacancy
CALIFORNIA
1--Clement W. Miller (D)
2--Harold T. Johnson (D)
3--John E. Moss, Jr. (D)
4--William S. Mailliard (R)
5~John F. Shelley (D)
6---John F. Baldwin (R)
7--Jeffery Cohelan (D)
8---George P. Miller (D)
g--J. Arthur Younger (R)
10---Charles S. Gubser (R)
ll--John J. MeFall (D)
12--B. F. Sisk (D)
13---Charles M. Teague (R)
14--Harlan Hagen (D)
15---Gordon L. McDonough (R)
16---Alphonzo E. Bell, Jr. (R)
17--Cecil R. King (D)
18---Craig Hosmer (R)
19--Chet Holifield (D)
20--H. Allen Smith (R)
21--Edgar W. Hiestand (R)
22--James C. Corman (D)
23~-Clyde Doyle (D) .
24--Glenard P. Lipscomb (R)
2.5--John H. Rousseiot (R)
26~lames Roosevelt (D)
27--Harry R. Shepoard (D)
28---lames B. Utt (R)
29---D. S. Sanhd (D)
30--Robert C. (Bob) Wilson (R)
COLORADO
l~Byron G. Rogers (D)
2~Peter H. Dominick (R)
3--I. Edgar Chenoweth (R)
4--Wayne N. Aspinall (D)
CONNECTICUT
1--Emilio Q. Daddario (D)
2--Horace Seely-Brown (R)
3---Robert N. Giaimo (D)
4~Abner W. Sibal
5---John S. Monagan (D)
At-L.~Frank Kowalski (D)
DELAWARE
At-L.~Harris B. McDowell (D)
FLORIDA
l~William C. Cramer (R)
2---Charles E: Bennett (D)
3--Robert L. F. Sikes (D)
4--Dante B. Fascell (D)
5~A. Sydney Herlong, Jr. (D)
6--Panl G. Rogers (D)
7~James A. Haley (D)
8--D- R. (Billy) Matthews (D)
GEORGIA
l~Elliott Hagan (D)
2~John L. Pilcher (D)
3--E. L. Forrester (D)
4---John James Flynt, Jr. (D)
5---Janws C. Davis (D)
fl---Carl Vinson (D)
7~John W. Davis (D)
8---Mrs. Iris F. Blitch (D)
.~Phil M. Landrum (D)
lfl~Rol~ert G. Stephens, Jr. (D)
tIAWAII
AbL.~Daniel K. lnonye (D)
IDAHO
l~Mrs. Gracie Pfost (D)
2~Ralpl~ B. Halding (D)
ILLINOIS
l~William L. Dawson (D)
2---Barratt O’Hara (D)
3---William T. Mm’phy (D)

5~John C. Klnczynski (D)
6---Thomas J. O’Brien (D)
7--Rolant[ V. Libonati (D)
8--I)an Rostenkowski (D)
9--Sidney R. Yates (D)
lib--Harold R. Collier (R)
11--Roman C. Pucinski (D)
12--Edward R. Finnegan (D)
13---Marguerite S. Chnrch (R)
14~Ehner J. Hoffman (R)
15--Noah M. Mason (R)
16--John B. Anderson (R)
17--Leslie C. Arends (R)
18--Robert H. Michel (R)
19--Robert B. ChiDerfield (R)
20~P,ml Findley (R)
21--Peter F. Mack, Jr. (D)
22--William L. Springer (R)
23---George E. Shipley (D)
24--Melvin Price (D)
25--Kenneth J. Gray (D)
INDIANA
1--Ray J. Madden (D)
2---Charles A. Halleck (R)
3---John Brademas (D)
4---E. Ross Adair (R)
5--Vacancy
6---Richard L. Roudebosh (R)
7--William G. Bray
8---Winfield K. Denton (D)
9---Earl Wilson (R)
10--Ralph Harvey (R)
ll--Donald C. Bruce (R)
IOWA
1--Fred Schwengel (R)
2--James E. Bromwell (R)
3--H. R. Gross (R)
4--John Kyl (R)
5--Neal Smith (D)
6--Merwin Coad (D)
7--Ben F. Jensen (R)
8--Charles B. Hoeven (R)
KANSAS.
1--William H. Avery (R)
2--Robert F. Ellsworth (R)
3--Walter L. McVey (R)
4--Garner E. Shriver (R)
5--J. Floyd Breeding (D)
0--Robert A. Dole (R)
KENTUCKY
1--Frank A. Stubblefield (D)
2--William H. Natcher (D)
g--Frank W. Burke (D)
4---Frank Chelf (D)
5--Brent Spence (D)
6~John C. Watts (D)
7--Carl D. Perkins (D)
8---Engene Siler (R)
LOUISIANA,
1--F. Edward Hebert (D)
2--Hale Boggs
3--Edwin E. Willis (D)
4--Overton Brooks (D)
5--Otto E. Passman (D) ,"
6~James H. Morrison (D)
7--T. Ashton Thompson ( D )
8--Harold B. McSween (D)
MAINE
1--Peter A. Garland (R)
2--Stanley R. Topper
3--Clifford G. Mclnfire (R) .
MARYLAND
1--Thomas F. Johnson (D)
2--Daniel B. Brewster (D)
3--Edward A, Garmatz (D)
4--George H. Fallon (D)
5--Richard E. Lankford (D)
6~Charles M. C. Mathias, Jr. (R)
7--Samnel N. Friedel (D)
MASSACHUSETTS
l--Si]vio O. Conte (R)
2~Edward P. Roland (D)
3--Philip J. Philbin (D)
4--Haroldl). Donohne (D)
5---F. Bradford Morse (R)
6---William H. Bates (R)
7--Thomas J. Lame (D)
8---Torbert H. Macdonald (D)
9--Hastings Keith (R)
10---l~mrence Cnrtis (R)
1 l--Thomas P. O’Neill, Jr. (D)
12--John W. McConnack (D)
]3--Jan~s A. Bnrke (D)
14--Jn~ph W. Martin, Jr. (R)
MICHIGAN
l--T. M. MachrnwitT. (D)
2--George Meader (B)
’ 3---Augttst E. Johansen (R)

4--Clare E. Hoffman (R)
5--Gerald R. Ford, .Ir. (R)
6---Charles E. Chamberlain (R)
7--James G. O’Hara (D)
8--James Harvey (R)
9~Robert P. Griffin (R)
10~Elfo~l A. Cederberg (R)
¯ ll--Victor A. Knox (R)
12--John B. Bennett IR)
13---Charles C. l)iggs, Jr. (D)
14--LoHis C. Rabaqt ~D)
15--John D. Dingell (D)
16--John Lesinski (D)
17--Martha W. Griffiths (D)
18---William S. Broomfield (R)
MINNESOTA
l--Albert H. Quie (R)
2--Ancher Nelsen
3--Clark Mat~regor (R)
4--Joseph E. Karth (D)
5~Waher H. Jpdd (R)
6--Fred .Marshall (D)
7--tt. Carl Andersen (R)
8---John A. Blatni,.k (D)
9~Odin Langen (R)
MISSISSIPPI
l--Thomas G. Abern~thy (D)
2--Jamie L. Whitten (D)
3~Frank E. Smith (D)
¯ --John Bell Williams (D)
5~Arthor Winst6ad (D)
6---William M. Colmer (D)
MISSOURI
1--Frank M. Karsten (D)
2--Thomas B. Cnrtis (R)
3--Mrs. Leonor K. Snllivan (D)
4--William J. Randall (D)
5--Ri~:hard Boiling (D)
O--W. R. Hnll, Jr. (D)
7--Dnrward G. Hall (R)
8--Richard H. Ichord (D)
9-~Clarence Cannon (D)
10--Paul C. Jones (D)
ll--Morgan M. Moulder (D)
MONTANA
1--Arnold Olsen (D)
2--James F. Battin (R)
NEBRASKA
1--Phil Weaver (R)
2--Glenn Cunningham
3~Ralph F. Beerman (R)
4---Dave Martin (R)
NEVADA
At-L.--Walter S. Baring (D)
NEW HAMPSHIRE
1--Chester E. Merrow (R)
2~Perkins Bass (R)
NEW JERSEY
l--William T. Cabill
2---Milton W. Glenn (R)
3--James C. Ai~chincloss (R)
4~Frank Thompson, Jr. (D)
5--Peter Frelinghoysen, Jr. (R)
6---Mrs. Florence P. Dwyer (R)
7--William B. Widnall (R)
8--Charles S. Joelson (D)
9---Frank C. Osmers, Jr. (R)
10---Peter W. Rodino, Jr. (D)
1 l--Hogh J. Addonizio (D)
12~George M. Wallhanser (R)
13--Cornelius E. Gallagher (D)
14--Dominick V. Daniels (D)
NEW MEXICO
At-L.--Joseph M. Montoya (D)
At-L.--Thomas G. Morris (D)
NEW YORK
L--Otis G. Pike (D)
2,--Steven B. Derounian (R)
3---Frank J. Becket (R)
4---Seymoor Helpern (R)
5~Joseph P. Addabbo (D)
6---Lester Hohzman (D)
7--James J. Delaney (D)
8---Victor L. Anti,so (D)
9---Engene J. Keogh (D)
10---Mrs. Edna F. Kelly (D)
1 l--Emannel Celler (D)
l’??,~Hngh L. Carey (D)
13--Abraham J. Multer (D)
14---John ]. Roonev (D)
15--John H. Bay (R)
16---Adam C. Powell. Jr. (D)
17--John V. Lindsay (R)
18---Alfred E. Santange|o (D)
19---l_,eon;ixd Farbstein (D)
2n--William Fitts Rvan (D)
21--Herbert Zelenko (D)
2g--. James C. Healey (D)

23--Jacob H. Gilbert (D)
24--Charles A. Bockley (D)
25--P,ml A. Fino (R)
26---Edwin B. Doolcy (R)
27--Robert R. Barry (B)
28~Nlrs. Katharine St. George (R)
2O~J. Ernest Wharton (R)
3()~’o W. O’Brien (D)
31~Carleton J. King (R)
32~S,mmel S. Stratton (D)
3~Clarence E. Kilburn (R)
34~Alexander Pirnie (R)
35~R. Walter Riehhnan
3~John Taber R)
37~Howard W. Rohison (R
3~Mrs. Jessica MacC. ~Veis (R)
39~Harold C. Ostertag (R)
4¢~William E. Miller
4 l~Thaddens ]. Dulski (D)
42~lohn R. Pillion
4~Charles E. Goottell, Jr. (R)
NORTH CAROLINA
l~Herbert C. Bonnet (D)
2~L. H. Fountain (D)
~David N. Henderson (D)
~Harold D. Ctmlev (D)
~Ralph J. Scott (D)
~Horace R. Kornegay (D)
7~Ahon Lennon (D)
8~A. Panl Kitchin (D)
9~Hngh Alexander (D)
l~Charles R. Jonas (R)
ll~Basil L. Whitener (D)
l~Roy A. Taylor (D)
NORTH DAKOTA
At-L.~Don L. Short (R)
At-L.~Hialmar C. Nygaard (R)
OHIO
l~Gordon H. Scherer (R)
~Donald D. Cla~y (R)
~Panl F. Schenck (R)
4~William M. McCulloch (R)
5~Delbe~ L. Latta (R)
~Wm. H. Harsha, Jr. (R)
7~Clarence J. Brown (R)
~Jackson E. Betts (R)
9~Thomas L. Ashley (D)
l~Walter H. Moeller (D)
ll~Robert E. Cook (D)
12~Samnel L. Devine (R)
l~Charles A. Mosher (R)
l~William H. Ayres (R)
l~Tom V. M~rehead (R)
~l~Frank T. Bow (R)
17~John M. Ashbr~k (R)
l~Wayne L. Hays (D)
l~Michael J. Ki~an (D)
2~Michael A. Feighan (D)
21~harles A. Vanik (D)
22~Mrs. Frances P. Bolton (R)
2~William E. Minshall (~)
OKLAHOMA
l~Page Belcher (R)
2~Ed Edmondson (D)
~Carl Al~a (D)
~Tom Steed (D)
5~John Jarman (D) .
~Victor Wickersham (D)
OREGON
l~Walter Norblad (R)
2~AI Ullman (D)
~Mrs. Edith Green (D)
~Edwin R. Dnrno
PENNSYLVANIA
l~William A. Barrett (D)
2~Mrs. Kathryn Granahan (D)
~James A. Byme
~Ro~ N. C. Nix, St. (D)
~Wm. J. Green, Jr. (D)
~Hemaan Toll
7~Wm. H. Milliken, Jr. (R)
~Willard S. Chain
~Paul B. i)ague (R)
l¢~William W. Scranton (R)
l l~Daniel J. FI~
12~Ivor D. Fenton ~B)
l~Richard S. Schweiker
l~George M. Rhodes (D)
l~Francis E. Walter
l~Walter M. Mnmma (R)
17~He~an T. Schn~li (R)
l~J. l~ing Whalley
l~orge A. ~dling
2~Jam~ E. Van Zandt (R)
21~John H. Dent (D)
22~John P. Saylor (B)
~on H. Gavin (R)
~oll D. ~ (R)

25--Frank M. Clark (I))
26---Thnmas E. Morgan (1))
27--James G. Fulton (R)
28~William S. Mnorhead (D)
29~Rnb:.rt J. Corbctt (R)
3f~Elmer J. Holland (I))
RIIODE ISLAND
1--Fernand J. st. Gennain (D)
2~John E. Fogarty (1))
SOUTit CAROLINA
I~L. Mendel Rivers (D)
2--John J. Riley (1))
~W. J. Bryan Dorn (D)
4~Rohert T. Ashmore (D)
5--Robert W. Hemphill (D)
6~John L. McMillan (D)
SOUTH DAKOTA
1--Ben Reifel (R)
2~E. Y. Berry (R)
TENNESSEE
I--B. Carroll Reece (R)
2--Howard H. Baker (R)
~James B. Frazier, Jr. (D)
4~Joe L. Evins (1))
5--J. Carlton Loser (D)
~Ross Bass (D)
7--Tom Murray (D)
~Robed A. Everett (D)
~Clifford Davis (D)
TEXAS
1--Wright Patman (D)
2--Jack Brooks (D)
~Lindley Beckworth (D)
~Sam Raybnrn (D)
5~Bruce Alger (R)
6--Olin E. Teagne (D)
7--John Dowdy (D)
~Albert Thomas (D)
~Clark W. Thompson (D)
l¢~Homer Thornber~ (D)
II--W. R. Poage (D)
12--James C. Wright, Jr. (D)
l~Frank Ikard CD)
l~John Young (D)
15~Joe M. Kilgore ~D)
l~J. T. Rntherford (D)
17~Omar Burlesnn (1))
18--Walter Bo~ers (D)
19--George H. Mahon (D)
20~Panl J. Kihlay (D)
21--O. C. Fisher (D)
22--Bob Casey (D)
UTAH
I~M. Blaine Peterson (D)
2--David S. Kin~ (D)
VERMONT
At-L--Ro~rt T. Stafford (R)
VIRGINIA
l~Thomas N. Downing (D)
2~Porter Ilardy, Jr.
3--J. Vanghan Ga~ ~ D)
4~Watkins M. Abbitt (D)
5~William M. Tnck (D)
~Bichard H. Poff ¢R)
7~Bnrr P. Harrison (I))
~Howard W. Smith ~D)
9~W. Pat Jennings (I))
l¢~Joel T. Broyhill (R)
WASHINGTON
l--Thomas M. Pelly (R)
2~Jack Wcstland (R)
~Mrs. Jtdia Butler Hansen (D)
~Mrs. Catherine May
5--Walt Horan (R)
~Thor C. Tollefson l R)
7--Don Magnuson ~1))
WEST VIRGINIA
1--Arch A. Moore, Jr.
2--Harley O. Staggers (D)
~Cleveland M. Bailey (D)
4--Ken Hechler
5~Mrs. Elizabeth Kee (D)
~John M. Slack, Jr. (D)
WISCONSIN
l--Hen~ C. Schadeberg (R)
2~Robert W. Kastenmeier (D)
3~Vemon W. ~omson (R)
4~Clement J. Zablocki ~D)
¯ ~Hen~ S. Reuss (D)
~William K. Van Pelt (R)
7--Melvin R. Laird (R)
~lohn W. Bymes (R)
~ster R. John~n (D)
lf~Alvin E. O’Kons~ (R)
~OMING
At-L.--Wm. He~ Hahn
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Race Or Color No Longer Mentioned
On Birth Certificates In New York City
New York City health official’s may licenses be able to prove their race.
have created more problems than they Dr. Walter Gardiner, New Orleans
solved by their dec~ision to eliminate health director, noted that the dropinformation on color and race from ping-of racial information from
birth certificates.
birth certificates may make it difThe city’s health commissioner,
ficult for persons born in New York
Dr. Leona Banmgartner, announced City to acquire marriage licenses
that effective Jan. 1, the item rein Louisiana.
garding tolor or race was taken
Another qnestion arose in New
from the face of the birth certifi- York, when health m~thorities were
cate and placed in the confidential
asked if the policy change might
medical record, which is available complicate nmtters for Indian babies
only to public health workers for svho might some day wish to claim
research and statistical purposes
tribal lands.
and is not subieet to subpoena.
Apparently the only persons happy
In a companion action, Dr. Baumgartner announced that references to abont the decision were "ostrich-type
race or color on death certificates will liberals" who believe that if they bury
be eliminated later this year and will their heads in the sand and not menbe included instead in the confifiential tion the fact of race, it will disappear.
medical history of each deceased per-

February, 1961

I Pegler Blasts ’Staged’ TV Film
IOf Flew Orleans Integration Protest

Things are not always as they seem
"l’he scene was loaded with ’types’ for purposes of propaganda or co,tin newspaper photos or TV newsfiim. and I would not have tonched it as vcnience. He conchuled:
That’s the point n~de by Westbrook a subject of comment without deep"I clearly detected in the New
Pegler in a recent nationally-syndi- er inquiry--nor do I now.
Orleans clamor the provocations of
cated coh:mn.
"I jnst didn’t know how all the a distinct type of New York rePegler noted that "’Ave Maria’, proponents of ’integration’ could be porter, c o m m o n to TV and the
the magazine of Notre Dame, recent- so winsome and tidy and all the op- weekly so-called news magazines.
ly carried an editorial ’column" by a ponents so vulgar, hostile and nn- They were needling people with the
yonng priest of the resident faeul~’ ’kind.
kind of questions that would poke
berating some women who stood near
"Because I know "integrationists’ them up and set them to snarling.
a public school in New Orleans shout- are not uniformly appetizing, and
"The priest in ’Ave Maria’ should
ing hostile sentiments at white and many segregationists a re genteel
study skepticism. It certainly was
colored individuals, including two tidy and more hostile toward Earl Wartrue that those white women looked
little colored girls.
ren on constitutional grounds than
mean, riled up as they were and
"I had chanced ~o see this inci- to colored people on any grounds.
needled by provocateurs whose pro"?rhe author of this editorial in ’Ave fessional rating rises according to
dent on TV, and it seemed to me that
the little girls were remarkably pre- Maria’, a cleric of pronounted pul- their ability that way."
possessing and starchy," Pegler added. chritude, might very well entertain
ideas of a TV program of his own.
On the same subject, even the proHe seemed to me to have taken more integration Atlanta newspaper.,i have
for granted than a callous and worldly blasted CBS television film crews for
The action was taken" following
columnist would. In the crnel world trying to "stage" film scenes during
numerous complaints from pressure
at large--as distinguished from the integration protests at the University
groups, including the NAACP and
soft, intellectual world of the cloisters of Georgia.
the Urban League.---Bvt as usual, the
(From the Richmond, Va., News Leader)
--we laiety learn that things are not
Observers at the scene report that
agitators weren’t satisfied.
always as they seem."
the GBS propaganda team u r get
I.,ester Granger, executive director
The "’liberal" mind is a wondrous thing, especially when it engages in Pegler proceeded to recount several white students to "act mad" and
of the National Urban League, called
that ;nverse racism which might well be called Crow-Jimism. Ne~w York is
the change "an improvement but still the focal point of this blind reflex of racism: men there have achieved what notable incidents of "staging" pictures "make f-aces."
a violation in principle."
Granger as much as admitted his must be considered masterpieces of the missed point, as when Huck Finn was
belief in racial inferiority of snatched from the classroom. It did not matter that Mark Twain gave a
Negroes by stating flatly to the sympathetic and discerning picture of the Negro. He called his wondedul
New York Times that as long as character of 1880 "Nagger Jim." The word was right there on the page,
(From the Charleston, S. C., News and Courier)
and it set beh~ to ringing in the brain of the blindly prejudiced man.
. any racial records are kept, they
Havana and Athens--two cities in the news~are reminders that we live
Surely, one might think, no further symptom of mental breakdown in an age of revolution destructive to civilized living.
tom:aCute "a standing threat .to
Negro welfare."
could top that one. But man’s ingenuity has come up with an even crazier
The old Cuban capital, which Ameri~ns now may not visit because the
Granger went on to complain about way of erasing from the mind all words that identify the differences be- Iron Curtain stretches across the Florida Strait, long was known as the Paris
what he termed "fanciful stereotypes" tween men, No child born in New York City hospitals henceforth will of the New World.
which he said developed about the have his race recorded on his birth certificate. Now this is confusing and
Few cities on earth have a more beautifid bmdevard than the Malecon,
"character/stic differences" of inefficient; it will cause inconvenience to all those who have to use these magnificent drive along the water’s edge. Czech artillery pieces today are
certificates to supply information about themselves in later life. But, then, emplaced on that avemte. Handsome Cuban girls are attired in barbaric
Negroes.
He cited as an example that perhaps the legislators hope that in coming years, no one will care what costume of Communist militiawomen. The Cuban I~ople -- enthusiastic,
"Negroes were believed to be physi- race, or sex, or anything, one has. Man will be neuter, a digit.
charming and once strongly pro-American--are being forced into the mold
cally weak because of their death
The attempt to solve race prohlems by refusing to admit or identify any of a collectivist state.
record."
In the quiet university town of Athens, Ca., with its ante-bellum mandifferences has about it something so zany that the imagination has to strive
Elimination’of the racial informa- tu come to grips with the insanity of it all. Are doctors supposed to wear
sions that reflect civilized values of the lasting South, Federal peliee agents
tion from the New York City birth blindfolds while delivering a baby, so they will not know, or breathe abroad, stand watch. They are posted there to see that a governmental edict,
certificates may create difficulties what the child looked like? Perhaps something can be done to the eye’s which overrides the rights of the state and people of Georgia, is carried
for residents of the city who seek to retina that will :hake it nnahle to register skin-shades. Better color-blindness, out.
marry in other states.
Whether one looks overseas at Havana or within onr own conntry in
and a grey world, than any record--printed on the hrain as well as on paper
For example, Louisiana, Mississippi --that man differs frnm man as star from star.
Athens, what is taking place is dismal and disturhing. Liberty is in retreat
~nd many other Southern states have
everywhere. The insistent, centralizing state tightens its claw on citizens
The assumptions at work in a piece of legislation like this could well accustomed to personal freedom.
laws forbidding issuance of marriage
send us into the graveyard of all republics. There is a temptation, to
licenses for interracial marriages.
But there is no freedom of choice for subjects of the superstate,
theorists who deal with blueprints of society instead of with men, tu reduce
These anti-miscegenation I a w s
whether it Ls bossed by a hysterical foreign tyrant or by mild-mannered
all
other
reality
to
insignifleance
when
one
is
taken
with
an
Idea.
One
of
require that applicants for marriage
judges, who as a result of a mistaken social doctrine have determined to
these ldeas that levels human richness and variety is the idea of Equality. ¯ cast aside historic curbs on absohite government.
In the ideological dreamworlds of certain movements, equality has meant
Events in Havana and Athens are reminders that we live in an age of
that the equal aspects of man are the only ones that taunt. A sure sign
revolution that aims to strip the individual of rights and thrust him into an
First Mixed Dining In
of this mentality is the reduction of Mr. and Mrs. and Miss to ’~l’ovariseh." ant-hill society in which he must obey Big Brother. These events also are
Atlanta Is At YWCA
The American Revolution was nniqne among such movements in that it warnings that Americans must fight a two-pronged war to save their liberdid not go crazy on one concept. The Jeffersonian doctrine of equality did ties. The enemy is both overseas and at home, external and internal.
A sign of the times?
In Havana, Communists have cast aside their disguises. In the United
not mean all men are equally tall, or equally talanted, or tinted in uniform
News reports state that in Atlanta pigments. The essential doctrine was asserted without a defiance of real States, the enemy is camouflaged. The sign of Communism at work is disrecently, five Negroes ate lunch at differences on all other levels. But the absurdities we avoided in the days ruption of traditional society and destrnetion of constitutional government.
the downtown YWCA cafeteria.
of our foundation have at last caught up with us, and it is time to go back Directly or indirectly, the hand of the enemy can be seen in the assault on
"They dined with scores of white: and learn our lessons again.
government by consent of the people in Georgia.
persons," the AP reported. "A few
Open the book, then, for lesson one: Man’s spiritual dignity, his basic
white pe.rsons entering the cafeteria
left quietly on seeing the Negroes. equality, is not to be equated with the differences that make up the unique
"’It was the first desegregated dining mystery of every person. "Men shonld be what they seem," as Shakespeare
facility in the city," the report con- put it, in a play called "Othello the Moor." But shhhl Moors had dark skins,
arid we don’t think of things like that any more.
tinued.
"And the "Movement to Impeach
A nationwide patriotic group has
launched a drive to impeach U.S. Su- Earl Warren’ is an effort of much
preme Court Chief Justice Earl War- deeper significance than merely drivren, principal architect of the 1954 ing an utterly nnqnalified and grossBlack Monday school decision.
ly misbehaving justice out of" office.
One
lawyer
for
the
school
board
"’Judge
Kaufman
objects
to
the
en(Continued from p. 1)
The
John
Birch
Society,
an
anllIt is an attempt to meet the Comwas not in itself a violation of the noted that if Kaufman’s decision rollment of 454 Negro children and Communist group, is u r g i n g its
munist influences behind Warren
Constitution, even as interpreted by
were allowed to stand, s c h o o ! 29 white children at Lincoln school, members to enlist public support head-on, in a struggle over their atpolicies of most Northern
a situation he deems unfair to the for Warren’s impeachment and to tempt to destroy our Constitotion, oor
the Warren Court.
munlties would require some drastic Negroes," a Journal editorial stated. write Congressmen giving the rea- form of government, our States’
In his Jan. 24 ruling, Judge Kauf"In his opinion, the proportion
man said: "The constant reiteration revision.
sons why Warren should he re- Rights, our individnal freedoms, and
The attorney for the Negro parents, does not afford the Negroes ’the
of this argument indicates the
moved from office.
our abilities to resist the Communist
Paul
B.
Zuber,
agreed.
educational
and.
social
contacts
and
board’s preeeeupation with seman~Under Warren’s influence and tyranny now closing in on us from all
"Boston,
Chicago,
Detroit
and
other
interaction’
guaranteed
by
the
Suties at the expense of realities. This
leadership the Supreme Court of the sides.
is not a case where the existence of cities will have to start looking very preme Court desegregation edict of United States has become complete"If we can inform and alert enough
an all-Negro school is an unfortu- closely to determine whether their 1954.
ly unavailable and worthless for the of our fellow citizens to what is really
schools
are
predominantly
white
or
"At
issue
here,
then,
is
not
the
nate fortuity."
proterction of the Constitutional rights taking place, we can win this battle
He ruled that the board had "gerry- Negro by accident or design," Zuber principle of integration, but the defi- of farmers or businessmen or ordi- and go on to new and even greater
nition of the exact mix of integration.
mandered" school district ! i n e s to said after Kaufman’s decision.
The ruling, he added, "will have And New Rochelle schoolmen, need- nary patriotic~Americans of any level battles in a war that already enkeep white and Negro students sepagulfs us all.
o n practically less to say, are perplexed. How and or calling, a John Birch Society
rated, and that it had made under- tremendous impact
bulletin recently stated.
"We have based our plea for
~ city in the United
every
Northern
where
shall
the
court-ordered
district
cover transfers of white students when
Warren’s impeachment simply on
"It
has
been
converted
in4o
an
the gerrymandering was unsuccessful. States where segregation is prac- line be drawn?
"One man’s standard of ’interac- agency serving especially and al- violation of the Constitutional proNegroes were not allowed to transfer, t/ted on a wholesale basis by ofmost exclusively to protect the
vision for good behavior in office,
ficials
who
mouth
support
for
intion’
may seem arbitrary to another.
he said.
’rights’ of those sponsored by snch
for we believe these grounds to be
tegration.
If
454
to
29
is
an
unconstitutional
During trial of the case, Judge
groups as the NAACP, the ACLU
adequate and clear, lie has been
"There is no difference between racial ratio, what is a valid one? Is
Kaufman repeatedly emphasized his
del~erately tearing down the Conand the Commun/sts themselves."
belief that integration was mandatory, segregat~:,n in Georgia and segrega- it 300 to 1507 Or must there be a
The bulletin continued, "’So War- stitution which it is his sworn and
50-50
mix
to
assure
legally
aetion
in
New
York
state,"
Zuber
coneven if the school board had to use
ren’s decisions and actions, however official duty to uphold."
force or coercion to achieve it. He cluded, "’only in the North officials ceptable ’educational and social h~ may have sugar-coated his own
As one res.lt of the drive, a Texas
chastised school board 0ttorneys for outwardly profess to follow the law.’" contacts’?.
purpose for his own conscience, have city already has a large banner nn"Shmdd
Judge
Kaufman’s
ruling
New
Rochelle’s
Negroes
were
undiscussing the concept of neighbor:definitely become a most important furled across its main street. The banrestrained in their glee. One Negro stand, mauy Northern commnnities part of the whole ’
hood schools.
acJvancing Com- net reads simply: "Help Impeach Earl
may
be
forced
to
wrestle
with
Kanfman’s ruling added that he woman called Judge Kanfman’s demunist
front.
Warren!"
could not accept the proposition cision "a wonderfnl victory for the sociological intarlgihles. For the ncighNegro people." She said it would be horhood school is. a widerTread adthat "in this relatively small com"’good for white children if m or e ministrative convenience proved nsemunity in the North" a plan could
fnl to both parents and schools.
not have been devised for the order- Negroes were in their classes."
While many Negroes thonght ¯ "But N o r t h e r n neighborhoods
ly desegregation of Lincoln school.
He repeated that compliance with Limx)ln ~.hool was providing their usually are predominantly of one
the Warren Court’s Black Mondcy children with gond edncations, one race or another. So unless a comedict "was not to be less forthright in delivered himself of a typical state- muuity abandons the neighborhood
men: of "’tolerance," New York-style. school and resorts to mass shifting
the North than in the Sonth.~
"Every white man who ins/sts on
of pupils to strike a racial "balance,’
Following a public n~eting the
night of Feb. 8, the school board segregated s e h o o I s should b e as in New York City, !ts school system may he at the mer~y of any
¯ voted the following day to appeal hanged," Negro Joseph Green told
parent who finds the arrangement
Kaufman’s decision. The appeal was the New York Times. ¯
The whole case left the Wall Street not to his liking and takes his tomordered by a 6 to 3 vote of the school
~umal wondering.

Crow-Jimism

A Tale Of Two Cities

National Patriotic Group Launches
Drive To Impeach Earl Warren

New Rochelle Battles Mixing Order
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Jackson, Mississippi

Councils Reaffirm N.o-Mixing Vows!
Prison Race Riots---

"Oh, What A Tangled

’Sit-In’
Solution
Simple

Web We Weave..."

CCA Leaders From
11 States Meet To
Plan For Victory

"Eternal resistance to racial integration" has been pledged
by delegates to the sixth annual meeting of the Citizens’ Councils of America.
Some 1221 delegates from 11 Southern states and California
met in New Orleans Feb. 24 and 0,5 for the yearly session of the
A series of "sit-in" demonstranationwide coordinating body of the segregation movement.
tions by Negro convicts led to
four days 6f race rioting at CaliRoy V. Harris of Augusta, Ga.,~
FINALLY, we recognize that milfornia’s Folsom Prison early this
wgs re-elected president of the
lions
of white Americans who believe
month.
Citizens’ Councils of America. as we do are today prevented from
But the solution to the probHarris, ar~ attorney, is also presi- speaking out becanse of intimidation
lem proeed just as simple indent of the States’ Rights Coun- and police-state tactics. We call upon
cil of Georgia, and has won our fellow citizens to stand firm. conside the walls of the maximum-security prison as it is
natiomvide recognition for his fident in the knmvledge that our just
cause will triumph.
in the outside world. Racial
efforts to preserve segregation.
segregation was restored, and
Robert B. Patterson of GreenPRAISE FOR LOUISIANA
the convicts promptly quieted
wood, Miss., executive secretary
WltEREAS, the government of the
d o w n. Atlanta Chamber of
of the Mississippi Citizens’ State of Louisiana, including especialCommerce, take note!
Councils, was re-elected secre- ly Governor Jimmie H. Davis, Lt.
Governor C. C. "Tad d y" Aycock,
The riots were triggered
tary of the nationwide group.
Speaker of the Honse Tom Jewell,
March 2, when a group of Negro
Delegates exchanged information members of the Legislature and other
concerning
recent
developments
in
convicts staged a "sit-in" in a
State officials have by their couragetheir states, and discussed future ous conduct dnring recent months
section of a prison mess hal 1
strategy. Reports on current situawon the admiration and respect of
which white inmates considered
tions in New Orleans and in
all freedom-loving Americans, anti,
theirs by tradition.
Georgia spotlighted t h ¯ two-day
WHEREAS, the said officials of the
closed meeting.
Some whites got up and left,
State of Louisiana have set an exwhile others chose m o r e violent
Two resolutions were adopted ample for all other States to follow,
meam to express their displeasure
unanimously. One pledges "’eternal re- NOW THEREFORE,
at the black invasion. A swarm of
sistance to racial integration," while
BE IT RESOLVED that the
guards finally descended to quell
the other praises the stand t a ken
Legislature and officials of the State
the disturbance.
by Louisiana’s legislature and state of Louisiana be hereby commended
officials during the New Orleans in the strongest terms for their
Next day, it was more of the same.
school crisis.
About 100 Negro convicts swarmed
priceless contribution to the cause
of constitutional liberty and state
into a white dining room. Somebody[
threw a tray of food, a guard firedI
sovereignty, and,
Text of the two resolutions:
a warning shot, and it took 20 guards [ ~,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
to restore°rder. An°therwarningsh°tl~[~l~
that all other State Legislatures are
ETERNAL
RESISTANCE
was fired when an inmate knocked’-urged to join with our sister state of
PLEDGED
(An Editorial)
over a stack of trays.
Lonisiana in her heroic and uncomWHEREAS,
nearly
seven
yea
r
s
Warden Robert Heinze told repromising stand for the basic rights
It
is
time
to
rip
through
the
paper
curtain
of
fuzzy
thinking
have
gone
by
since
the
Supreme
Conrt
porter, that when the Negro conof her citizens against Federal envices came into the mess hall, many
and take a close look at facts. It is time to turn a deaf ear to the of the United States arrogantly at- croachments.
of the white prisoners got up and
frenetic bleating of the South’s professional bleeding-hearts while tempted to force the evils of racial
integration upon the citizens of this
left. The rest stayed to defend their
examining the issues of the day in the objective light of simple
nation, and,
territory.
morality and logic. Consider these cases:
On Marcb 3, violence flared again
WHEREAS, segregation of the
during a "sit-in" attempt. The x~r~,cas
races continues today to be pracItem: A professor at a state-supported university stages
left 10 convicts injured--fm~r whites a public temper tantrum at a student meeting arranged by
ticed by a vast maiorlty of Ameriand six Negroes. Two prisoners were
cans
in all 50 states, the unconstihigh officials of his state. This happened recently in Missiswonnded by bnllets which spattered
tutional "Black Monday" edict of
sippi.
from the ceiling when guards fired
said U. S. Supreme Court notwithThe executive secretary of the Miswarning si~ots.
standing, and,
Item: A group of professors at another state-supported unisissippi Citizens’ Conncils has arrived
When the riots were first tooched versity signs a petition repudiating long-established public poliWHEREAS. the Citizens’ Cmmcil at some interesting conclusions after
off, prison nfficials tried the standard
movement has. throu~zhout the past a recent study of census reports.
"liberal" approach -- that is, they cies of their stote. This happened recently in Georgia.
seven }’ears, been the principal sonrce
Official releases concerning t h e
hauled two white convict "ringleadItem: A newspaper expresses editorial concern over the of organized resistance to j u d i c i a 1 1960 census are most interesting,
ers" away to solitary confinement and
effects in its area of the alleged "recession," yet wages open usurpation and Federal tyranny, and,
"and should be very encouraging to
left the blacks untmmhed.
warfare against the public officials, institutions and policies of
WHEREAS, racial integratima is a white Mississippians," said Robert
Warden Heinze even organized
principal objective of the Comnmnist B. Patterson of Greenwood.
the state, publishing bitter, vicious and vituperative propaganda
a hi-racial "committee" of prisoners
"According to the census," Patterto "work out something to ease the
in a manner h,’u:dly calculated to improve the confidence of conspiracy, NOW THEREFORE,
situation."
BE IT RESOLVED that we, the ~on nnted, "’the nation’s Negro popuinvestors contemplating projects within the state. This, too, is
But his determination to maindelegates to this sixth annual meet- lation rose abont 25.5 per cent in the
happening in Mississippi ~ and, with slight modification, is
tain prison discipline soon won out
ing of the Citizens’ Councils of past decade. This evidently takes into
happening elsewhere in the Southland.
America, do hereby rededicate our- consideration both births and deaths.
over the bleeding-heart approach,
and the warden reacted much as
"Assnming that Mississippi’s Negro
Now the bleeding-hearts would have us believe that in the selves and our respective state orany Southern. jailer~he became a
ganizations to t he principles o f population equals the national averthree cases outlined above, no criticism whatever should be States" Rights and Racial Integrity age in fertility and longevity, our
segregationist!
The first nmve to restore order xvas directed at the individuals concerned. In pious ton~ , the phrases upon which the Citizens’ Council 25.5 per cent increase over our 1950
Negro population of 986,494 would
the transfer nf 24 ?,, gro convicts, in- "freedom of speech," "freedom of the press" and "academic free- movement stands, and,
be 251,555 Negroes.
cluding 11 leaders of the bl’ackBE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
snpremacy Mnslim cult w b ic h re- dom" are invoked, as if to cloak the persons involved with com- that xve shall redouble our organiza"Evidently, these 251,555
portedly tonched off tbe riots, to plete immunity.
tional activities, being fully cognizant Negroes have left the state. And
Snlvdad Prison as a "secority move."~
when you add our decrease in
This is exactly where the basic fallacy of the bleet’ling-heart of the fact that the vast majority of
"Somebody has to take the bull’
Southerners believe--as, indeed, do Negro population of 70,751, aoeording to our 1960 census, we arrive
by the hmns," tbc warden explained. concept is exposed. No one is challenging the professors’ freedom most Americans--that the social sepaThe next step was the installation of speech, or their precixms "academic freedom," whatever that ration of the White and Negro races at the astounding figure of 322,306
Negroes.
and cnfor(ement o f a no-nonsense’ is. No one has suggested that freedom of the press be curtailed. is essential to the preservation of the
American social strncture and econn"We find that most old Negroes
plan for mess hall ~eating.
Instead, we question the MORALITY of their conduct.
mic s.vstem, and to the vet3’ survival and school-aRe Negroes remain in
"Negroes are eating on one side
M Lssissippi.
of the mess halls and whites on the
What possible moral justification could the Mississippi pro- of this nation, and,
oflaer," th~ San Francisco News- fessor have for his actions, which have made him the darling of
"In other word.s, in the past 10
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
Call Bulletin reported March 6.
that we pledge ourselves to eternal years, Mississippi h a s contributed
the
do-gooders?
What
sort
of
man
is
this
who
acdepts
a
state
"In the middle are tables for
resistance to racial integration. In 32’9,308 breeding age. Negroes to the
Negroes and whites who want to i paycheck, only to turn upon his benefactors and, almost literally,
those states where the wicked use economic and s o c i a I struetnte of
eat together. There were only four bite the hands which feed him? Is his conscience dista~rbed by of naked force and political chica- Northern and Border states. This conprisoners at these tables for breaknery have driven the thin wedge tribution will do more to create an
his juvenile display of contempt for his employer?
fast today."
of so-called "token" integration, we understanding of our Yegro problem
The paper reported that the
Let the bleeding-hearts ask themselves this question: If this hereby serve notice thai ~e regard than all the written--logi.c and drasuch action not as the end of the matic presentation of facts would have
segregated seating plan "appeared
ame professor were working for the ~liberal" state of New York struggle, but as only the be~nning, ever done. We trust that this migrato be working out." There were no
(Continued on page 2)
tion will increase in the next decade."
more rio...
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Be Brotherly!

Report From
Tennessee

(From the Richmond, Va., News Leader)
Once upon a time, a city editor of oar acquaintance used to assign some
of the lighter items on the daybook with a peremptory connnand to the reporter: "Be funny!" The resulting copy, as often as not, was lamentable,
hnmor is not something that can be produced as readily as a couple of fried
eggs and an order of toast. Humor has to come from withiu.
These not very original reflections come to mind now and then in
reading of the travails of Northern integrationists with rebellious white
patrons of their public schools. Washington, D. C., has seen its public
school system move steadily back toward full segregation. New York
author/Ues are finding it increasingly difficult to carry out compulsory
integration in the face of white withdrawals. Now comes a report in the
Philadelphia Bulletin, describing the anguish of George Schermer, executive director of the Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations.
Mr. Schermer came before the city school board on JanuaD’ 14 to complain bitterly that not enough was being done to make people accept integration. In 1.946, he said, only 7 per cent of Philadelphia schools were all
Negro; today the fignre is 14 per cent. In 1956, some 36 per cent of the
pupils were Negro; today that proportion is 47 per cent (and we may assume
that in the lower elementary grades the number of Negro pupils well surpasses the number of-white pupils). More than a third of the city’s schools
contain no Negro teachers, he said, and it is difficult to persuade white teachers to accept positions in predominantly Negro schools.
What especially annoyed Mr. Schermer was the city’s transfer system,
by which any child may be transferred to any school with room to accept
him. At all white Henry R. Houston School, 120 vacancies opened up.
School officials and parents, afraid that Negroes might request transfer,
frantically recruited enough white transfers to f/ll out the enrollment. At
another school, Mr. Schermer c~mplained, the school board a few years
ago achieved a race mix ’*considered ideal"--20 per cent Negro, 80 per
cent white. The parents did not think so. Today the school is entirely
Negro.
These social revolutions, we have said repeatedly, cannot be achieved
by fiat, and they cannot be achieved overnight. Human nature doesn’t
work that way--an)avhere in the United States. Even in the City of Brotherly Love, we snspect, Mr. Schermer will get nowhere by cou~manding his
reluctant subjects, "’Be Brotherly!"

By Richard Burrow, Jr.
Nashville--Davidsen Couuty school
authorities have released the results
of intelligence tests given last ~ring
which show that the county’s 11 white
high schools all had higher average
IQs (intelligence quotients) than the
county’s Negro high school.
Eleventh-grade students in the
white schools had an average IQ
of more than 107, while the same
age group of Negro students averaged only 88 on the IQ tests.
A. E. Wright, assistant s n p e r i ntendent of the Davidson County
school system, said the achievement
tests given 8th-graders revealed that
white students are seven months
ahead of the national average in their
training, while the county’s Negro students are two years and one month
below the national average.
Thus, on the 8th-grade level, white
students average two years and eight
months ahead of the Negroes.

Detroit Parents Oppose Forced Mixing
(From the Jackson, Miss., Clarion-Ledger)

In Michigan, a group uf Detroit parents have protested a recent school
board action which transferred 314 Negro children from distant areas to
all-white schools to bring about compulsory integration merely to satisfy
pressure groups. Protesting parents expressed their views in a formal stateW. J. SIMMONS ............................................................
ment to the superintendent of education and members of the school board.
Editor
This portion is especially quotable:
"We believe the family is the basic unit of American society. Homes
are established in neighborhoods with environments acceptable by parents,
who have the right and responsibility of bringing up their children under
home and school conditions of their own choosing. We shall exercise this
right and carry out this responsibility. We shall not permit our children to
(Continued from page 1)
become victims of the cruel political power program now being conand dared to take a public stand for segregation, how long would ducted...
"We believe the parents of the (colored) pupils you propose to transhe hold his job? We venture that the only difference of opinion fer have
the same right to have their children educated in their own
among New York’s do-gooders would be ~vhether to ride him out schools, and that these youngsters, too, are victims of this ruthless program. The fight of the State to impose its will on parents has been estabof town on a rail or whisk him away to a mental institution.
lished in Fascist and Communist countries, but not here in free America,
Or, take the ease of the Georgia professors. Is anyone so notwithstanding the insolence of crackpot sociologists who would have it
naive as to believe that these same men, if transplanted to a state- otherwise."
This is part of the statement by the Parents Committee of Detroit’s
supported campus in "liberal" Minnesota, would escape reprisal
Schaefer-Meyers Property Owners Association which suggests that no few
if they banded together to express their belief in racial segregaMichiganders resent politically inspired, government-enforced integration.
Of course, the Detroit protest has received very little or no attention from
tion? They would be fired before sundown.
the Northern press, radio or television.
So what is the excuse for this group of ivory-tower academi- The great majority of Mississippians sympathize with the Detroit parents
who are being subjected to such a radical act of power politics. Nevertheless,
cians? Is it moral--is it RIGHT---for them to accept state paylike so many other of our fellow Americans, are jnst a little late in voicchecks, knowing full well the public policies of their state, while they,
ing their complaint.
at the same time using their names, positions and influence in
There are many other citizens of this country who sat in silence while
an attempt to subvert those selfsame policies? The intellectual the Supreme Court destroyed legal precedents that had existed for years,
honesty of their conduct is certainly open to question by theobserved the occupation of Southern regions by Federal troops and agents,
and also observed the power politicians as they pushed radical measures
taxpayers of the state, at whose expense the professors feed, against the South.
and whose laws, customs and traditions they would so gladly People who are beginning to complain simply ignored these sinister
actions. They assumed the attitude that "it can’t happen to us", but now the
destroy.
chickens ard coming home to roost.

A Simple Matter Of Morality

How can a newspaper claim to be operating for the benefit
of a community, and a state, while almost every issue spexvs forth
vicious diatribes ~,hich brand the state in the minds of outsiders
as virtually unfit|or the habitation of decent men?
No amount of pussyfooting can hide the simple truth that
this newspaper is literally stabbing the state and its people in the
back.
U.S. Sen. Strum Thurmond (1)S.C.) will address a banquet meetLet it here be stated categorically that the professors and the
ing. of the Jackson, Miss., Citizens’
newspaper involved are completely free to hold whatever opinions
Council on April 22.
they choose, and to express themselves freely. Is it too much In keeping with current cerethen, to ask that, in return, they practice the simple morality re-monies commemorating t h e Centennial of the War Bet~*.en the
quired of all decent men?
States, Sen. Thurmund will speak
on the great contributions to the
It may be old-fashioned, but we still hold to the precept
Confederacy of a Mississippian,
that loyalty to one’s employer is a virtue. If these professors Jefferson Davis, and on the significan no longer exhibit such loyalty, they should in good con- cance of Davis" services as President
the Coniederacy.
science resign their positions and seek employment elsewhere, ofMembers
of units of the "Missisat institutions they deem more worthy of their loyalty.
sippi Greys" from Jack’son and
throughout the state are urged to atIf a newspaper can no longer be happy in a community--ff
tend the banquet in uniform, adding
it no longer feels pride in its state---then it has outlived its use-to the Centennial theme.
fulness. Its staff should seek new and more satisfactory oppor- Tickets to the banquet are priced
at $7.50 each, and may be obtained
tunities elsewhere, rather than engage in a wicked campaign to
at the Jackson Citizens’ Council ofbesmirch leadership and tear down confidence in the community
fice in the Plaza Building. The event
will be held in the Olympic Room
and respect for its laws, customs and social order.
of the Heidelberg Hotel in Jackson.
This is the path of morality and of honor. We might, in "Cost of tickets to this banquet has
been deliberately kept at an absolute
fact, call this a new "freedom’--one which the do-gooders and
minimum, in order that as many of
the bleeding-hearts haven’t yet discovered. It is, simply stated,
our friends and members es possible
the freedom to go elsewhere.., the freedom to resign a job if
may attend," stated John R. Wright,
president of the J a c k s o n Citizens’
one can no longer be loyal to his’ employer . . . the freedom to
seek new opportunities if the prevailing atmosphere where oneCouncil.
"We are very fortunate to obtain
resides becomes seemingly oppressive.
such a prominent speaker and outstanding Southern leader as Senator
To do otherwise is to live a lie. And such conduct containsThurmond," Wright added. "We
within itself the seeds of its own destruction.
hope that our friends from through-

Memphis--A petition seeking to include the Memphis Transit Managemeat Co. in an indictment of the old
Memphis Transit Co. for operating
racially-mixed busses has been filed
in General Sessions Court here.
Judge William B. Leffler set a hearing on flu, move for April 6 at 10:30
a.m. Matin Brooks Norfleet, legal
cmmsel for the Memphis chapter of
TFCG, is attorney for the petitioners,
R. F. Mitchell and Helm Cooper.
Norfteet sought to have Criminal
Court J u d g e W. Preston B a t t I e
broaden the indictment Feb. 16, but
Battle declined to assume ~urisdiction,
and’ suggested that the petition be
taken to General Sessions Court.
Tennessee state law forbids operation of bosses which have raciallymixed seating.

Councils Elect
State Office s In
South Carolina

Senator Strum Thurmond Will
Address April 22 Banquet
Of Jackson Citizens" Council

out the state will plan to attend the

Thus it is that the whole question, when clearly stated, bebanquet and hear what we know
comes a simple matter of morality.
will be an inspiring message."

Jackson--Seven I e a d e r s of t h e
Madison County chapter of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional
!Government met recently with Jackson Mayor Quinton Edmonds. Details
of the conference were not revealed.
However, A. S. Ingrain, chairman
of the TFCG chapter, said he thought
the mayor now understands p n bl ic
sentiment, and knows tbat integration
will not be sanctiooed.
Jacksou’s merchants fear a spontaneous hoycott from their white cnstomers if forced integration should
come to their city. Their fears appear
to be justified, since the Jacksen tradin;~ area is 100 per cent segregationist.

South Carolina’s Citizens’ Councils
have elected their state officers to
serve during the coming year.
William Lowndes of Greenville,
S.C., was named chairman of the
state association. H. M. Shaw of Rock
Hill was chosen vice-chairman.
Other officers include J. A. Manning of Columbia, treasurer; S. L.
Gentry of Sumter, recording secretary;
Thomas H. Carter of John’s Island.
chaplain; J. A. Stubbs of S u m t e r,
liaison officer; and Rev. L. B. McCord
of Manning, executive secretary.
(Editor’s Note--In addition to
assuming the duties of executive
secretary, Rev. L. B. MeCord has
also become the S o u t h Carolina
member of this newspaper’s Editorial Board. We take this occasion
to bid’ him a hearty welcome.)

Council officials, anticipating an
overflow crowd at the April 22 banquet, urged interested persons to order
tickets promptly. Mail orders should
he sent to the Jackson Citizens’ Council, 813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Miss.,
enclosing check or money order in the
amount of $7.50 for each ticket.
(Editor’s Note---An order coupon
may be found immediately below,
for your convenience in making
reservations for the banquet. Hope
to see you there!)

Clip and Mail To:
JACKSON CIT/ZENS’ COUNCIL
813 Plaza Building
Jackson, Mississippi
Please send me

tickets to the April 22 banquet at

which Senator Thurmond will speak. .My check for $
is enclosed to cover cost of the tickets at $7.50 each.
(Please Print)
Name
Address
City & State
(Note: On orders received aher April 17, tickets will be held for you at
the entrance to the banquet hall. )
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Recommended Literature Available From The Citizens’ Council
(Please use the coupon below to order this material. The prices listed represent only postage and handling costs of pamphlets.
Books and periodicals are offered at their regular prices. A minimum order of $1.00 is necessary. If larger quantities of any
literature listed are desired, write for special prices. All orders filled promptly -- please allow sufficient time for delivery.)
s:-s~,
~,~w
SIGNIFICANT SPEECHES ON SEGREGATION
Sidle

Quentil7

olCF

rate

1A-:-STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY by Gov. Ross
R. Barnett of Mississippi- an address that
electrified New Orleans and the South! .... 25¢
2A-~THE VOICE OF THE SOUTH MUST BE
HEARD! by Gov. Barnett~is first speech
following his election as Governor ........ 25¢
3A--THE CHALLENGE TO THE SOUTH AND
HOW IT MUST BE MET by Judge Leander H.
Perez of New Orleans-~a powerful plea for
white solidarity! ......................
25¢
4A--WE’VE REACHED ERA OF JUDICIAL
TYRANNY by Sen. James O. Eastland
(D-Miss.)--the classic attack on forced integration ! ’
25¢
5A--SEGREGATION AND THE SOUTkl by Judge
Tom P. Brady--an historic talk by the author
of "Black Monday"! ................... 25¢
6A--THE MIDWEST HEARS THE SOUTH’S
STORY by W. J. Simmons, editor of The
Citi=e,n=’ Council--Iowa gets the facts! .... 25¢
7A--SEGREGATION--AN AMERICAN CUSTOM
by W. J. Simmons---an address to students at
Elmira College in Elmira, N. Y ...........
10
8A--THE SOUTH’S JUST CAUSE by Dr. W. M.
Caskey, professor of History, Economics and
Government at Mississippi Co I Ieg e -- an
eloquent oration delivered at Valley Forge, Pa. 2_5¢

copy

for $1.00
6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00
6 for $1.00

15 for $1.00

6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00
6 for $1.00

15 for $1.00

RELIGION
for $1.00

for $1.00

6 for

$1.00

SCHOOLS
6 for $1.00

for $1.00
! 5 for $1.00

LAW

ORGANIZATION
IF--THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL by R. B. Patterson -- basic organizational pamphlet .... 10
2F--EDUCATIONAL FUND OF THE CITIZENS’
COUNCILS -- its aims and purposes ...... 10
3F--WINNING ESSAYS -- the award winners of
the 1960 high school contests in Mississippi 25¢
4F--WHAT IS .THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
DOING? -- a handy leaflet ............. free
5F--THE EIGHT IFS . . . AND YOUR ANSWER!
---questions everyone should ask himself! . . free

15 for $1.00
1Sfor $1.00
6 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
25 for $1.00

1C,~THE UGLY TRUTH ABOUT THE NAACP by
Attorney General Eugene Cook of Georgia--a
slashing attack that hurt! .............. 25¢
2G---PRO-COMMUNIST RECORD OF ROBERT C.
WEAVER -- documentation on the NAuKCP’s
board chairman! .....................
10
3G-~TEN DIRECTORS OF THE NAACP-~exhibits
from the 1957 Joint Louisiana Legislative
Committee hearings showing associations
with Communist fronts! ................ 50¢
4G~THE STORY OF THE NAACP--revealing excerpts from the book by the white woman
who helped found the NAACP .......... 10
5G~THE NAACP LEGISLATIVE SCOREBOARD
--how the left-wing lobby operates ....... 10
6G--SOUTHERN CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL
FUND FOLDER--photo-copy shows sponsors
of integration program among college teach10
ers in the South ......................

6 for $1.00
15 for $1.00

2 for $1.00

15 for $1.00
15 for $1.00

15 for $1.00

1H--WHERE IS THE REIGN OF TERROR? by
Representative John Bell Williams (D-Miss.)
--shows Negro crime rampant in integrated
North! ............................
25¢
2H--INTERSTATE MIGRATION OF NATIVE
WHITE AND NON-WHITE POPULATION
by Dr. Otto ,Rosenkranz--a statistical study
of the Negro s northward trek .......... 25¢

6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00

1J--THE CASE OF THE SLEEPING PEOPLE by
Dr. Dale Alford ID-Ark.) and Mrs. Alford-the inside story of Little Rock .......... $3.00
2J--THE AGE OF ERROR by W. E. Michael--a
factual and hard-hitting treatment of integration by judicial decree ................ $3.50
1K--THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL--official paper
of the Citizens’ Council movement
$2_.00 per year
(monthly) ..........................
2KmTHE AUGUSTA COURIER-~ plain-spoken
and fearless weekly edited by Roy V. Harris.. $4.00 per year
3K--THE MANKIND QUARTERLY -- an international quarterly journal dealing with race
and inheritance, published in Edinburgh,
Scotland by professors of established reputa$4.00 per year
tion ...............................

NOVELTI ES

1E---THE SUPREME COURT MUST BE CURBED
by James F. Byrnes---the distinguished former
Justice of the L~. S, Supreme Court sharply
attacks judicial usurpation of the powers of
Congress and the States! ............... 25¢

6 for $1.00

I

L0

6 for $1.00

PERIODICALS

1D~CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE REPORT-what happened when the schools were integrated in Washington, D. C ............. 25¢
2D~MIXED SCHOOLS AND MIXED BLOOD by
Herbert Ravenel Sass N a South Carolina
author of natjonal repute goes to the very
heart of the controversy! .............. 25¢
3D--HOW TO KEEP SCHOOLS OPEN--a widely
quoted editorial from T~e Citisens’
10f
on how to prevent integration ...........

( Please Print)

$I .00

BOOKS

/~iDr.
D. M.College~-an
Nelson, President
Emeritus
of
ssissippi
exchange
of letters
with an alumnus .....................
25¢
3C--A JEWISH VIEW ON SEGREGATION by a
Jewish Southerner--a seldom-heard point of
view is candidly expressed! ............ 25¢

The Citizens’ Council
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription
Council as ~oll,,ws anti find payment enclosed:
.
¯
,$2.00
~ For One Year

6 for

NEGRO CRIME AND MIGRATION

l C--A CHRISTIAN VIEW ON SEGREGATION by
Rev. Guy T. Gillespie~a reasoned, scholarly
presentation before the Synod of Mississippi 25¢
2C:~CONFLICTING VIEWS ON SEGREGATION

SUBSCRIBE NOW

rate

INTEGRATION AND COMMUNISM
for $1.00

TIMELY ARTICLES ON RACE RELATIONS
1B--HIGH COURT’S ’ARROGANCE’ IS VIEWED
BY NORTHERNER, AND SECOND PUTNAM LETTER CUTS ROOT OF INTEGRATION FALLACY by Carleton Putnam--the
famous Putnam letters to the President and
the Attorney General of the United States.. 25¢
2B~THE VARDAMAN IDEA by former Gov.
James K. Vardaman of Mississippi--how he
would solve the race question ........... 25¢
3B--RACE IN AMERICA: THE CONSERVATIVE
STAND by W. J. Simmons -- Congressional
Record reprint of an article commended by
the Mississippi Legislature! ............ 10

3E--EQUALITY VERSUS LIBERTY: THE
ETERNAL CONFLICT by R. Carter Pittman
--a carefully researched article from the
American Bar Association Journal ....... 25¢
5E--THE LAW OF THE LAND by Carter Pittman---a basic treatise ................. 25¢

1L~ONFEDERATE CUFF-LINKS w reproductions of C.S.A. buttons worn on cavalry tunics $2.00
2LwBLO’l-rERS--famous quotations in attractive
color, with the Citizens’ Council emblem.. 5for10 15fo’25

USE THIS CONVENIENT COUPON TO PLACE YOUB ORDER!
Quantity.

Number

Title

Price

I-I SPECIAL OFFER~C, omplete assortment of pamphlets and Confederate cuff links for each contrtbution of $5 or morel

Address ....

TOTAL AMOUNT OF MY OBDEB ...................
MY CONTRIBUTION ............................
TOTAL ENCLOSED .........................................

City. ..........

NAME

State

ADDRESS

CITY & STATE

$

MAIL THIS COUPON
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
813 Plaza Building
! ,ckson, Mississippi
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Professor Urges Use Of
State Tax Funds To Show
Why Segregation Is Best
A professor in a North Carolina supporting personnel and a director
medical school thinks that it’s time
capable of finding, understanding,
for eve~3, Southern state to set up’
analyzing and popularizing the data
agencies, financed with state funds, ;
relevant to the race problem, or of
¯ to show its people the evils of racefinding the proper litera~nre already
mixing.
written, and circulating it where it
Dr. W. C. George, professor of
will do maximum good.
embryology at the University of
North Carolina medical school, says
"’This letter is being written to you:
~tte money is already be;-g used
with the thought that you might think
to persuade people to accept inteI well of the idea and be in a position
gmtion. Now, he feels, it’s time to
to interest’the people who could put
present the other sicle of the story.
it into effect in your state."
In a recent letter to a Georgia
newspaper, Dr. George wrote:
(~ditor’s Note---Agencies per"Unless the situation in Georgia is
for~ing functions closely related
different from that in North Carolina
to those outlined in Dr. George’s
state money and the facilities of the
letter have already been created
colleges have been and are being
in some Southern states. For exused to ’educate’ students and the
ample, Mississippi a n d Louisiana
people to accept the desirability of
have active Sovereignty Commis’promoting be~ter race r e I a t i o n s’
siena. But as ye~, no such agencies
through integration.
have been set up by Alabama,
"It might not be politic m" wise
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina,
to ’suppress free speech’ in the colSouth Carolina or Texas.)
leges, but sinc~ tax money has been
[nd is being used so extensively to
promote a one-sided outlook on the
race problem, isn’t it time that the
state legislatures and governors beif, an finding some money to show
our people the other side of the
question?
"We cannot afford to depend upon
a few private individuals to oppose
agitators and propagandists subsidized
by state and Federal funds, and UN
funds, and by a large number of organizations committed to radicalism.
I do not believe that we can make:
sufficient progress this way, e v e n
though we have truth and virtue on
our side.
"As I see the situation, we badly
need the states to establish and support offices for the purpose of presenting the evil side of race amalgamation and the advantage to each
race of maintaining separation of the
races in schools and in some other
areas. Such an office would require

Atlanta Stores
Face Boycott
If Mixing Comes
The sellout of Atlanta’s white residents in the negotiated surrender of
the city’s lunch counters by the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce h a s
drawn a warning from members of a
pro-segregation group called "Georgians Unwilling To Surrender"
(CUTS).
Immediately following the
Chamber of Commerce announcement
that "lunchroom and other facilities"
would be open to Negroes in several
downtown Atlanta department, drug
and variety stores as soon as public
school integration has b e g u n (it’s
scheduled for this fail, but we have
the feeling it won’t happen then-Ed.), GUTS isst,ed a statement noting
that "the membership of the Atlanta
Chamher of Commerce has never
been polled on this qnestion."
"’We feel that this action of surrender to the outside and Commnnistinspired lawless agitators will bring
untold economic harm to our city
and state, for which these merchants
and the public officials involved shall
be held accountabh’," the statement
continued.
GUTS announced that it is circulating petitions pledging that "we
do not intend to trade with any
store which maintains integrated
eating facilities or integrated rest
The statement, signed by acting
chairman Lester Maddox, continued,
"The tens of thousands of Georgians
who have indicated their support of
this pledge are now being called upon
to announce their unswerving intention to discontinue their patronage
and support of ea£.h and every store,
immediately upon the actual desegregation of any facilities in such stores.
This action will al,o include any merchants who publicly support such
desegregation, whether they provide
eating facilities or not."
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New Society In South Africa Seeks
Closer Ties With White Southerners
(Editor’s Not~Here is another
special report from our South African correspondent, John R. Parker.
Mr. Parker may be written at 64
Cydonia Road, Wychwood, Germiston, Transvaal, Union of S o u t h
Africa. His reports are a regular
feature of THE CITIZENS’
COUNCIL.)
By John R. Parker
A n ew organization has b e e n
created in Sooth Africa, with the announced objective of promoting firm
bonds of friendship between the
Sonthern states of the U.S. and the
Union of South Africa.
The new group, called the Society
of the Two Souths, was launched in
Germiston, Transvaal, i n January.
Another branch was organized a week
’later in Pretoria, the nation’s administrative capital, and further organizational work is underway.
The Society of the Two Souths has
established offices in Johannesburg.
Its mailing address is P. O. Box 175,
Cleveland, Johannesburg, Union of
South Africa. This correspondent is
serving as secretary of the organization.

Among the projects planned by
the Society are formation of correspondence clubs, obtaining closer
~ournalistlc cooperation, exchanging
visits, establishing c I o s ¯ r commercial ties, and securing consulate
representation in the South, at New
Orleans or Houston.
Establishing correspondence b etween white Southerners and South
Africans is an important first step
toward achieving the airr~s and objectives of the Society. White Sootherners and South Africans with the
same interests could enjoy exchanges
of correspondence, thos fostering lasting friendships which could lead to
later exchanges of visits.
Already, several dozen S o u t h
Africans have indicated their desire to correspond with w hit e
Southerners. The list includes men
and women of all age groups, representing various professions a n d
occupations, and w i t h numerous
fields of interest.
Southerners wishing to correspond
with South African residents may be
placed in contact with a South African
by writing:
Society of the Two Souths
P. O. Box 175
Cleveland,
Johannesburg,
Union of South Africa
Please indicate your occnpation and
special interests, and mention any desire for correspondence with South
Africans in specific occupations, age
groups, etc. The Society will endeavor
to submit all inquiries to interested
South Africans for their reply.

For South To Win Grim Fight,
We Can’t Tie Our Hands While
Enemy/s Us/ng Brass Knucks
(Editor’s Note ~ The following
column recently appeared in the
"Mississippi Notebook" of the Jackson Clarion-Ledger.)
By Tom Ethridge

A citizen awpke one night to find
an intruder standing at his bedside
brandishing a sharp ~nife. The intended victim sprang up and fought
desperately for his life.
This true story, reported some years
ago, is a classic in the annals of crime,
During the furious struggle, the
citizen bit his attacker’s hand, forcing
him to drop the knife,
"That’s not fair," screamed the
intruder. "You’re not fighting fair."
Mississippi and the South are in
much the same situation as the intended victim in the above story,
Almost every attempt at self-defense
is denounced as "unfair" by our attuckers,
Anti-Southern forces have not
hesitated to use vicious and underhanded t a c t i c s against us-tactics revolting the sense of fair
play. They have subverted the nation’s laws, cou.rts, schools, churches
and government to an incredible
extent,
They have w a g ed an unceasing
propaganda attack on the South via
national ~etworks, newspapers, wire
services, magazines, b o o k s, movies
and every information medium. At
the same time, they have denied us’
’full opportunity to give our side of
the story,
Our enemies have established a
donble standard of "respect for law."
They endorse sit-in demonstratio~
but condemn anti-mixing demonstrations. They encourage anti-segregation boycotts but denounce anti-integration boycotts,
They have rushed to the defense
of vicious criminals wl~o corn mit
murder and rape against our people,

They have nullified states’ r i g h t s
guarantees in the Constitution. They
have subsidized quislings and traitors in our midst.
But let us so much as lift a finger
in self-defense and our e n e m i e s
promptly shout, "Unfairl
UnAmerican! Un-Oemocrati~l"
A friend of ours has come up with
There are some among us who
a new idea for spending a pleasant
uiterly fail to understand that this is
evening at home.
not a game of tennis or ping pong,
This friend--who happens to be a
played by the Alphonse-Gaston code,
publishing executive---tells us he had
but a grim contest to preserve a way
a "record-breaklng party" at his home
of life--a civilization--against powerthe other night, and enjoyed every
ful odds.
minute of it.
We are playing for keeps and
It seams that our publisher friend
the game is now in progress. There
was relaxing after dinner, when he
will be no re-match nor any appeal
was suddenly blasted out of his easy
from the outcome. If we lose, dechair by the raucous blaring of the
feat will be permanent.
phonograph.
Violence is unthinkable, of course,
Upon investigation, our f r i e n d
but this business of "fighting fair"
found h i s teen-aged s o n listening
i should work both ways. Unchivalrous
raptly to a collection of iungle-type
adversaries can hardly expect chivalrecords. A quick investigation failed
rous treatment.
We are not honor-bound to respect
i rules that tie our hands tightly, but
’ leave our opposition free to slug with
(Editor’s Not~The following is
i brass knuckles or back-stab us to
an excerpt from a recent column
death.
by Jack Kofoed in the Miami
Our resistance must be legal and
Herald.)
peaceful, certainly, but we do not
have to fight with powder puffs
The soldiers raced through t h e
and lace handkerchiefs when those
streets of Luluabourg, teeth starkly
against us e m p I o y switchblades,
[white against black skins, screaming,
s le d g e-hammers and subversive
[firing rifles, slashing the humid air
shenanigans, while demanding "fair
[ with knives. They were Kasavubu’s
play.
I soldiers, and were frantic w~th rage,
The most "unfair player" of them[because three of their men had been
all is the wolf-in-sheeps-clothing, the lslaughtered b y a Lumumba-loving
termite boring from within and the l mob.
fifth columnists posing as friends. Such
It didn’t matter who they killed
treachery exists here and throughout
. . . guilty or innocent. They had a
the South. It deserves complete exlust for blood, and blood ran in
posure and public contempt,
the getters.
It seems remarkable that some who
They’re killing each o t h e r all
are ever-ready to protest "unfair play"
over the Congo. Soldiers and civilby segregationist forces are notably
inns, people only a step removed
tongue-tied about the outrageously
from the savagery of the iungle, can
unfair tactics of integrationists and
be aroused to a mad emotional
their stooges,
pitch by their semi-literate leaders.

New Home Entertainment Idea:
A ’Record-Breaking’ Party!
to turn up a single white musician in
the pile of discs.
Our friend and his son m a d e a
quick "bnsiness" transaction, with the
youth stuffing several dollars in his
pocket after promising to use it to
boy records which might pass for
music in polite society.
Whereupon, o u r friend gleefully
proceeded to break the Matt Ma,tstyle records, smashing them one by
one. With an expression of profound
contentment, he recalled the next
morning that it had been a real
"record-breaking party]
We thought yon might like to
know.

Black Savages In Congo On Warpath Again

Negro Riot At UN Shows Nation
How ’Eq l’ Blacks Behave
American Negroes in action, from
a March 6 UPI report on the riot
at the United Nations:
"The riot in the Security Council
qarted at 11:40 a.m. on Wednesday,
Feb. 15. About 100 Negroes, many of
them women, were involved. A dozen
burst into the room while Adlai
Stevenson was speaking.
"There was a furious fight, to
the background of screams, in the
chamber and the corridors when
the guards threw them out.
Eighteen guards were mauled and
struck by fists. One woman drew a
knife. Two photographers were hit
in the head by a man with brass
knuckles or a chain wrapped
around his fist. Eight Negroes were
hurt. One had his front teeth
knocked out.
"The public was removed from the
UN building for the first time in history,"

(Editor’s Note--Special postage
rates apply to mail addressed to the
Union of South Africa, as well as
to other overseas mail. Unless you
are familiar with these rates, your
letters should be taken directly to
the post office for mailing. Air mail
reaches South Africa in less than a
week; boat mail may take as long
as a month.)
The Society is also pleased to offer
cultural and geographical films on all
aspects of South African life. These
films will be loaned, free of charge,
to universities and other responsible
organizations.
Similar films showing life in the
Amer/can Sooth are most welcome in
South Africa, and the Society would
be pleased to learn of the availability
of such films, and to arrange/or their
showing.
Another project of the Society could
well have far-reaching significance.
This is a program calling for exchange
visits by Southern and Sooth African
newspapernaen, allowing each journalist to work for a period of three to
six months on the staff of a newspaper
in the South, or in South Africa.
The overall aim of the Society
is to present facts objectively, depicting the South and South Africa as they are, and in this way to
defeat the activiffes of irresponsible
reporters who consistently p a i n t
false pictures of the Two Souths to
the public.
Comments and suggestions f r o m
white Southerners will be most welcome.

From the same stirring story of
"equality" a n d "brotherhood" i n
action, this choice quote from the lips
of one Adam Clayton Powell, Harlem’s gift to the Congress of the
United States.
Quoth Powell, "It is going to hap-!
pen again--~until some black faces are l~
included by Adlai Stevenson in the
UN delegation."
The millions t~ persons who saw
the riot close-up on TV and read
such accounts as the one above
might now have a slightly better
understanding of the Sou~’s determination to maintain segregation
of the races.
For, if these sterling examples of
black "equality" were carrying knives
and brass knuckles on a quiet little
visit to the UN, what sort of heavy
artiller,.’ would they likely tote to
a meeting of the P-TA or deacons in
any "enlightened~ Southern city foolish enough to abandou segregation?

They have murdered their own;
they’ve killed white civilians and U.N.
soldiers. Only a powerfid U.N. force,
permitted to fire when the need arises,
can hold the peace in Congoland.
Antoine Gizenga, one of the big
men in Stanleyville, says: "We don’t
want white faces around here." He
doesn’t mean only Belgians, whom
the Congo’s people loathe, but all
white men.
If these people had their way,
they’d chase all pale faces out of
the Congo. It seems a little ironic
that, in view of what’s happening
there, some Americans f e el our
skittish integration problem w i I I
make the United States lose prestige
in Afriea.
Why should it? The deepest of the
Deep South never practiced the kind
of segregation the Congolese want in
their turbulent areas.

North Carolina Defenders Appoint
Full-Time Executive Secretary
The North Carolina Defenders of In announcing the appointment on
States" Rights have appointed a full-I March 16, the president of the North
time executive secretary.
I Carolina Defenders of States" Rights,
The Rev. Joseph S. Jones, retired, tht. Rev. James P. Dees of Statesville,
pointed
out thatto,~’.
Jones’ services
Presbyterian minister of M°r°headlwill
be available
individuals
City, N. C., will serve as field man
groups throughout the state. He may
for the pro-segregation orgartization,
be contacted at Morehead City, or
traveling throughout the .state to orthrough the state headquarters office
ganize new units, -promoting the edu- I of the Defend~rrs at 336~/2 S. S:tlisbury
cational program, a n d performing St., Raleigh, N. C. Mailing address is
other organizational duties.
P.O. Box 1613, Raleigh.
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Jackson, Mississippi

Councils Observe Seventh Birthday!
.@

"Y’all Mixl. "----

Recommended Reading! Rally In Jackson On

May 17 Spotlights
7 Successful Years

GI Bids
Slowed
By LBJ

"Seven Years Of Successful Segregation" will be celebrated
by the Jackson, Miss., Citizens’ Council at a mass meeting on
May 17--the seventh anniversary of the U. S. Supreme Court
infamous "Black Monday" decision.
Mississippi Lieutenant-Governor Paul B. Johnson, Jr., will
be featured speaker at the rally, to be held in the Victory Room
of the Heidelberg Hotel at 7:30 p.m. The event will also mark
the annual membership meeting of the Jackson Citizens’ Council.
O In announcing the theme of
the gathering, Council offiFailure Predicted For
cials pointed out that despite
Most Of Negroes In
the "Black Monday" ruling of
seven years ago, and despite
N. Y. White School
all that the NAACP and other
Iienwmber last fall, when New
race-mixers could do, MissisYork City school authorities tried unsippi remains 100 per c e n t
snccessfn]ly to coerce Negroes to
segregated.
travel across the ci~ to attend white
No integration lawsuits have
schools?
been
filed in Mississippi. And
The Negroes who stayed with their
isolated attempts to break the
t~wn kind have good reason to be
i color line have been dealt with
happy, according to the New York
Times. whivh recently repnrted on
speedily, properly and perma~me example of unsuccessful integranently. Segregated schools and
lion.
other Iacilities have been exTbe Times, in a rare di~lay of
panded as needed, but along racalR]or, noted that "Two-thirds of
cially-separate lines.
the Negro and Pue~o Riean chil-

America’s military men may
soon be clad in threadbare uniforms. And when this sorry
state of affairs comes to pass,
the 2½-million members of the
nation’s armed forces can thank
one Lyndon B. Johnson, exSoutherner.
Feeling his oats after his
"promotion" to the high-andmighty post of Vice-Presidentin-c h a r g e-of-integration for
the New Frontier, LBJ has
been spending his time of late
on such weighty problems as
how to force people who do
business with the F e d e r a !
government to hire all the
Negroes whose votes the
party-in-power must have to
stay in power.
While pursuing his lordly
dren attending one predominantly
white public sch~l ~der ~e opentasks with creditable zeal, Johneurollment program are exacted to
son has magnanimously consentbe left back ~is J~e."
ed to let his youthful chieftain
Crediting this report to one Harold
deal with such lesser items as
Siegel, executive ~rector of the
Cuba, men-in-space, Laps, the
A new book with the eye-catching title of "Race And ReaU~ted Parents Association, the Times
budget, and similar trivia obvi-senna Yankee View" is just off the press. Author of this signifi-said
Siegel ~vas told by file school
ously undeserving of LBJ’s per- cant new work is Carleton Putnam, prominent businessman and
principal in March ~at two-flfirds of
sonal attention.
noted as a scholar and historian, who is perhaps best-known the
in Negroes would fail their classPromptly upon assuming the role as
the South as the author of the now-famous "Putnam Letters" work.
to
chairman of the President’s CommitSince 18 blacks were pressured
the President and Attorney-General.
tee on Equal Employment Opportuniinto becoming eommuter-el~smates
"Race And Reason" should be "must" reading for every perty, Johnson made it known that he
of the upper-cl~ white chil~en
son interested in the race question.
xvho are in ~e majoH~ in the unmeant business. An edict was issued
We predict this book will fast become one of the primary named school, Siegel’s repo~ meam
to the private contractors who do 50authoritative reference works on the subieet~ particularly among that an even dozen Negr~s will be
billion dollars a year in business with
sorry they tried ~tegration.
Southerners and open-minded Yankees.
the Federal government. No nonThe 12 Negroes who failed their
After
publishing
the
texts
of
his
two
famous
letters,
Putnam
sense, Johnson warned -- ~ust hire
those Negroesl
cites 92 questions which were asked most often by Northernerssdmol work will no doubt be inclined
to cast jaundiced eyes upon the next
Already, heads of the 50 largest
who read his letters. Each question is answered in a thorough,
do-gooder who ventures to tell them
defense contracting firms have been
yet easy-to-read manner. The result is a veritable encyclopedia
,bnut "equality" and "ability" and
summoned i n t o the Johnsonlan
of information from virtually every field concerning race.
MIch.
presence to hear the "blacks or az"
Anyone with relatives, friends or business associates in the
ultimatum. Relmrters didn’t say
North would be well-advised to read Putnam’s new book carewhich of the two dozen-bald offices
fully.
It has the answers to most of the questions you’ll be asked
maintMned for The LBJ at taxCombined Issue
concerning race relations in the South.
payers’ expense was used for the
This issue of THE CITIZENS’
occasion, but the rich tapest~es,
The secretary of the Citizens’ Councils of America, Bob COUNCIL
Ls a combined Aprilheavy draperies and thick carpeting
Patterson, has urged every member, officer and friend of the May number. Regular monthly
failed to muffle the murmurs of
Council movement to read "Race and Reason," and to see to itpublication will resume in June.
discontent which arose.
that copies are supplied to schools and public libraries. In this A combination of factors, including heavy travel schedules, an
~,) critical has the situation now
we heartily concur.
overload of work, an epidemic of
Iwcome that Pentagon officials are
"Race
And
Reason--A
Yankee
Vie~v"
by
Carleton
Putnam
illnesses among the staff and sevtomplaining of the "critical supply
is published at $3.~5 by Public Affairs Press, 419 Nexv Jersey eral emergency situatiom made
probhm~" now existing in military
a~ion unavoidable.
Ave. SE, Washington, D. C. ’It may be obtained at your local thisWe’ll
,mifonus and other textiles.
be back again next month!
bookstores or ordered direct from the publisher.
In brief, according to a Wall Street
--The Staff
Jot, rnal report, "textile manufactnrers
We urge our subscribers to read this important new book.
and to send copies to Northern friends or relatives.
(See LBJ, p. 3)

New Book Is Headed For Fame

Keep Fighting For Southern Principles,
Senator Thurmond Tells Banquet Crowd
"’A fight for principle is never lost,"
Seu. Strom "rhunuond-(D-S.C.) told
an enthusiastic crowd at an Apr. 22
hanqnet meeting of the Jackson, Miss.,
Citizens’ Council.
Thurmond was guest speaker for
a "Jefferson Davis Inaugural Centennial" banquet. Confederate uniforms worn by members of the Mississippi Greys added a Centennial
flavor to the event, which was attended by several hundred Council
members and supporters from
throughout Mississippi and the
South.

Paying tribute to the Citizens’
Council movement for its work in
preserving States" Rights and racial
segregation, Sen. Thurmond noted
the "very favorable response" he received from across the nation following his appearance on "Citizens’
Council Forum" TV and radio programs.
The 1948 Presidential candidate
spoke on "’Jefferson Davis and the
South’s Struggle for Self-Rule." Calling Davis "the most misunderstood
man in history," Thurmond pointed
out that even in the South, the Con-

federate President has "not been full5
understood, has not been ~iven his
full due, has not, in short, been appreciated for the great and good man
that he was."
"’The War Between the States has
sometimes been called q’he Second
American Revolution’," Thurnmnd
noted. "The term is an apt one. It
should always be borne in mind,
however, that the revolutionary, party.,
in the true sense of that term, was
the North, not the South.
(See THURMOND, p. 3)

Outside agitators have been unable to create major incidents in
Mississippi, despite numerous efforts. Paid NAACP officials and
their plate-passing subordinates,
plus a handful of vocal but physically-timid white nan-conformists,
comprise the total strength which
the forces of integration have been
able to muster in Mississippi in the
past seven years.
Council spokesmen express pride
in the fact that Mississippi, the birthplace of the Citizens’ Council movement, has maintained its enviable
record of tntal segregation.
While acknowledging the dedication of loyal public officials and
the general spirit of unity prevailing among white Mississippians on
racial matters, Citizens’ Council
leaders are convinced that the high
degree of organization aehleved in
Mississippi is one reason why the
state has remained free of racial
turmoil.
Citizens" Council members from
throughout Mississippi and the South
are invited to attend the May 17 rally
in Jackson, and join in the celebration
of s~.ve~ .years of victory against
~v,.min~ly-overwh~lufing ndds.
"l’h(’ occasion will also provide an
opportunity fnr members to rededieate
tl.m~sclves to the goals of the Citiz,q,s" Council mow,ment, and to
phd,.z’,, rvdn.lded ~4forts to assure
future: ~ lotteries.
C.u.~i] members living in or near
Ja.k~o..re urged tn make a special
.tfmt to b~: present at th~ meeting.
"’S~.v.n Y-ars Of Successful Segre~afion"--a. accornplishment to be

Episcopal Minister Is Anxious To
Preserve Integrity Of White Race;
’Says Mixers Are Morally Depraved
(Editor’s Note~The following
article was written by the Rev.
James P. Dees of Statesville, N.C.,
an Episcopalian. Mr. Dees is
president of the North Carolina
Defenders of States’ Rights, and
a member of the editorial board
of this publication. His writings
have been published widely
throughout the U.S. ~md overBy Rev. James P. Dees
I am growing weary of the namecalling and the unkind epithets that

!are being heaped on those of us who
stand for segregation of the race~.
They classify everyone opposed to
!integration with those who would deny
our Negro brethren justice his due
c~vfl rtghts, etc. In this they are
mistaken.
My position is simply this: mixing the children in integrated
schools and churches will break
down all sense of race comeio~sness (which is the express purpose of the integrat/ou~) and
(See MINISTEB, p. 4)
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"There’s More Than One Way To
Skin A Southerner, Adam"

Report From
Tennessee
By Richard Burrow, Jr.
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Jackson---"The movement to preserve States’ Rights and racial integrity has continued to grow nntil
!it is now assuming nationw/de proportions," Robert B. Patterson, secretary of the Citizens’ Councils of
America, told an andience here.
Patterson spoke to a meeting of
the Madison County chapter of the
Tennessee Federation for Constitntional Government at the Jackson City
Hall.
He reported that there are now
numerous organizations in the
North, East and West which are
working effectively to preserve the
Southern way of life.
Following his address, Patterson
answered quesUons from the andience.
Most of the questions concerned the
means hy which the evils of forcible
integration may be most successfully
co~nhatted.
Patterson was introdnced by Jackson businessman Ralph Lewis, a director of the local TFCG nnit.
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Editor

Did You Know?

Consider The Source!

Brownsville--A recent decisiun of
the Sixth U. S. Circuit Conrt of Appeals ordered issuance of a preliminary injtmctiou barring eviction of
Negro sharecroppers because t h e y
registered to vute.
Attorney Thomas R. Prewltt, who
represents 11 of the lamlowner defendants, pointed out that the order
does not e n j o i n the landowners
from refusing to renew contracts
with Negro tenants, or discharging
them, so long as the actions are
not taken to punish Negroes who
registered to vote.
Some residents uf this area are
wondering if the Negro sharecroppers
whn are gradt,ally being displaced by
modern farming methods and
mechanization will avail themselves
of the numerons "adw~ntages" offered hy such cities :is St. Luuis, New
York. Detroit or Chicago.

Did you know that your tax dollars paid for the following
items?
A vicious campaign of hate, smear and distortion has re- ¯ The White House Conference on Children and Youth, an
annual propaganda mill to promote racial integration and a
cently been leveled against the Citizens’ Council movement and
monolithic statism. (By a curious twist of coincidence, the
other groups active in the fight to preserve racial segregation.
This campaign is part and parcel of the Communist.in1960 conference cost $350,(K)0--the exact amount of the total
spired drive to destroy any person or organization which stands
budget of the Mississippi Sovereignty Commission for the
for Constitutional government and true American patriotism.
current biennium.)
Union City--U.S. Rep. Robert A.
The Reds and their allies and dupes have embarked on a fanatiEverett has responded to a letter
¯ The military occupation of Litde Rock.
from Don K. Lansing with this
cal and frenzied effort to vilify those who dare oppose Communist aims and objectives.
¯ The "civil rights" agents who are prying into voting records pledge: "’I svill vote to impeach Chief
Justice Earl Warren.’"
We are proud that the Citizens’ Council movement has
in several Southern states.
been singled out as one of the major targets of the Communist
Memphis--General Sessions Judge
Party, U. S. A. It means that our movement is effective; that it ¯ The Civil Rights Commission, state advisory committees, and W. B. Leffler has decided to rule
expenses of assorted "volunteer" agents.
on whether the city may be included
is doing its job well; and that it has the Reds and their liberalunder an indictment against the old
left associates worried.
¯ Litigation brought at the behest of the NAACP to force Memphis Transit Co., charging failure
Our answer to these Communist-inspired attacks is to pledge
Southern communities to integrate.
to enforce a state law requiring segreourselves to redouble our efforts, armed with the knowledge that
gated seating. The 260-bus system
¯ Integration literature distributed by the U. S. Information was sold two days before the indictour cause is just and right, and that victory is certain.
Agency.
ment was handed down last Jan. 10.
To our friends who have expressed concern over these someLeffler overruled a motion
times-slanderous assaults, we say only this: consider the source. ¯ Defense contracts amounting to billions of dollars, used to byJudge
City Attorney Frank Gianotti to
To the best of our knowledge, no one who believes in racial
halt the proceedings until a bus inforce integration in industry.
segregation has attacked the Citizens" Council movement; no one
tegration s u it pending in Federal
These are just a few examples of the ways your tax dollars court is settled. Leffler’s ruling, in
who is sincerely dedicated to the preservation of our precious
are being used to promote race mixing and to undermine state effect, represented a victory for atheritage of freedom has spoken out against us.
torney Marvin Brooks Norfleet and
sovereignty.
Let our would-be detractors show one single example of
his clients, who are attempting to
what THEY have done to help preserve racial segregation in Did you know that there are numerous so-called ’qauman stop integrated seating on busses in
the South. Let them desist from their journalistic trophy-hunts
rights commissions" in the North, all financed by city and state violation of state law.
to deny that their, scurrilous attacks are aiding the cause of tax funds?
Milan--The Gibson County chapter
Communism.
of
the TFCG, Box 349, Milan, Tenn.,
We have ~vatehed with interest as the unrestrained bitterness And did you know that the government of New York City will send a free tri-color sign for use
to an outfit called "Institute for American Demo- in restaurants to any care operator
of this small and highly vocal, but physically-timid, group contributes
of
cracy, Inc." which places slick four-color posters promoting ra- requesting it. The sign states the inscalawags has revealed its. position to be coinciding more and
tentions of the management to choose
cial integration in the public transit vehicles?
more with that of the NAACP.
its own patrons. The group requests
In a current propaganda piece declaring total war on our If you didn’t know these facts of life, then it’s time you did. that 25 cents be enclosed with each
order to cover postage and mailing
state, the NAACP invites local white Mississippians to join
As Dr. W. C. George, a noted professor of medicine at the costs.
"Operation Mississippi" to remove racial segregation "from all
areas of Mississippi life, using both old and new techniques,University of North Carolina, recendy wrote:
Memphis -- The Shelby Connty
and employing every available resource in the process."
"We cannot afford to depend upon a few private individuals chapter of the TFCG has mailed
It seems that some have answered the invitation.
nearly 7000 booklets on the subject
to oppose agitators and propagandists subsidized by state and
of "Forced Racial Integration" to colFederal
funds,
and
U.N.
funds,
and
by
a
large
number
of
organiAgain we say: consider the source. The ravings of our
lege students and faculty members
zations committed to radicalism. I do not believe that we can in the Memphis area. Secretary.
enemies on the lunatic left merely confirms them as the rabid
make sufficient progress this way, even though we have truth Warren S. Webb reports that reintegrationists we have long known them to be.
and virtue on our side."
sponse has been most favorable.
It has been wisely said that no one is really in trouble until
their friends attack them. Happily, this is not the case with us.
Rather, the record of accomplishment which the Citizens’
Council movement has compiled during the past seven years
has given our enemies a bad case of emotional jitters. With aAmerican Negroes just don’t know
when they are well off!
few more enemies like these, our work would be much, much
That’s the conclusion of a British
easierl
magazine which reported Jan. 6 that

U. S. Negroes Better Off Than British Whites

Even The ’Moderates’ Balk At Intermarriage
(Editor’s Note--The following
column by Jack Kofoed appeared in
a recent issue of the Miami, Fla.,
Herald.)
By Jack Kofoed
Some of the worst enemies Negroes
have in their fight for integration are
prominent people of their own race
¯ . . particularly those who practice

Americans have always expressed
revulsion at marriage, or ex’tra-marital relations, between white women
and men of the black, yellow or red
races. There are many people . . .
including many Southerners . . . who
want colored people to have equal
legal fights, equal job opportunities,
equal educational advantages, but
(See INTERMARRIAGE, p. 3)

in every way, the American Negro is
better off than the average white man
in Britain.
The national ~veeldy Time and Tide
took note of the manner in which the
American Negro usually is regarded
with a "woolly pity which f 1 a r e s
into righteous indignation with each
new story of riots, sit-in strikes at
restaurants, parades of Hare’men, or
what have you," but, the journal said,
a recent American embassy publieaUon on the economic situation of the
American Negro say, he is better off

than most white citizens in Great
Britain.
"In 1958, for instance, his (the
Negro’s) average income was 947

pounds ($2,650), which compares
favorably enough with the 667
pounds ($1,867) which the average
Briton---film stars, company directors and so on included--had before taxes in 19b’7-59", the magazine
said.
"Livimz costs are higher in America,
but a disproportionate number of
Negroes are in low-paid iobs. Job
for iob, the Negro in America must
be comfortably better off than the
white man in Britain.
"Some 36 per cent of all American

Negroes own the hou~ they live in.
The equivalent figure for everyone in
Britain is about 32 per cent.
"Most shameful of all is the
trend in education. Nearly ,34 per
cent of American Negroes between
18 and 19 are still at school. In
Britain, less than a third of the 15year-olds stay on for even one extra
year, and more than half of these
drop out when they are 16."
These facts led the magazine to
conclude that "there is certainly no
economic incentive for the American
Negro to emigrate to Britain.
"And if he did," the magazine
asked, "would he really find the social
discrimination so much less?
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Sen.. Thurmond Urges Continued Fight
For Self-Rule, Southern Principles
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Segregation In Labor Unions Causes
Rift Between NAACP And AFL-CIO

The NAACP and the AFL-CIO are~ Shiskin said Hill had not even been
feuding over continued segregation in in touch with his department during
(Continued from page I)
the year 1960.
New Enghnd colonies and founders are different, that great differences labor unions.
The NAACP’s labor secretary, Her"Far from engaging in revolu- of the Southern colonies were "vast do exist.
The chairman of the AFL-CIO’s
fundamental a n d persisting," the
"And this, my fellow Amedcam, bert Hill, charged that the AFL-CIO civil fights committee, Charles S.
tion, the South was forced to deis what is so important for all of "has failed to eliminate the broad Zimmerman, accused Hill of "doing
clare, and to fight fo~, its inde- Senator noted.
"The culture that developed in
us to remember. America is a pattern of racial discrimination and damage to civil rights" by "trying to
pendence, as the only means by
the South has always been, in the
land of broad distances, of great segregation in many unions."
create a wrong image" of organized
which it could defend its estabIn a report to the NAACP board of labor’s civil rights effort.
differences, of almost frightening
lished life and order against revolu- bro~lest sense, tolerant of its
diversity. In order for us to live directors on Jan. 3, Hill claimed that
tion launched by f o r e e s in the
In his report, Hill said racial segrethe AFL-CIO "has repeatedly reused
ing to co-exist with the Nortk, together peacefully, we must reNorth to subvert and overturn the
to take action on its own initiative" to gation is not confined to Southern
existing condition of affairs and the politicalb/, cultundly, or sne/ally, speet these differences ~ which
unions, and exists particularly in the
me,ms that we must recognize not eliminate segregation.
but has s/reply wanted to be let
long-established patterns and incrafts unions and building and cononly
the
existence
of
these
difalone
to
live
its
own
life.
"AFL-CIO
affiliated
unions
are
stitutions of life in the U n i t e d
ferences, but also their right to
today guilty of discriminatory racial struction trades.
"It seems to be a cluu-a~, terlstic
States. The Confederacy, in short,
exist.
practices in fonr categories: outof the Northern culture, on the
He leveled specific attacks on the
w a s actually a cotmter-revolu"Of course there are many dif- right exclusion of Negroes, segre- railway brotherhoods, the carpenters,
other hand, that it must vi~onmsly
tionary force.
to expand, and to reform and ferences which are not besed’on grated locals, separate racial the seafarers, the electrical workers,
"The South, far from being revolu- seek
remake others in its own /maga. geographical or topographical or cli- seniority lines in collective bargain- operating engineers, iron workers,
tionary, represented conservatism, It has been trying to do this to matic factors, or are not reflected ing agreements and exclusion of
plumbers, plasterers, sheet-m e t a 1
continuity, and the Constitution. But
the South since around 18~0~ geographically. Some are economic, Negroes from ,apprenticeship pro- workers, boiler makers and hod carthe North was bent on revolutionary without
much success, so far as some social, some are racial or reli- grams controlled by labor unions," riers, saying these unions practiced
change, and Southerners who looked
gious; most perhaps are simply the Hill charged.
segregation in various ways.
to the Constitution for protection of
individual differences between man Hill attacked the AFL-CIO’s civil
"But
despite
this
lack
of
success
their rights could take little comfort
Hill said several unions, including
and man.
rights department, saying its activities
from the expressions of some of the it has caused much friction and misery
the
fire fighters, firemen and engine"That
is
why
it
is
so
vitally
imNorth’s most prominent public figures. and bloodshed, in the process of portant to the welfare of our coun- "would seem to indicate that its maior men, nil-rating plasterers aud cement
trying to "wean the South from its
function is to create a ’liberal’ public
"In seceding," Thurmond declared, divergences and bring it into the try and our people that we return relations image."
masons bar Negroes from member"the South was only resisting, in the flow of the nation."
ship
altogether.
to the historic principle of States’
To this, the director of the desurly effective way it could, the
"As a result, Negro workers
"Now as to whether this evangeliz- Rights on which our nation was partment, one Boris Shishkin, reNorth’s revolution."
throughout the South are experiencing and reforming spirit on the part founded. I regret to say that we in plied, "’Herbert Hill has not conThurmond urged an examination of of the North is commendable or the United States have drifted very suhed with us or made one move
ing an acute sense of alienation and
the basic motivation of the North in otherwise, I shall not presume to far from that principle in recent years. to help us with civil rights prorejection from organized labor,"
"’A new and dangerous trend seems gram."
the 1860s, pointing to an "overpower- say. As to which culture is ’better’
Hill claimed.
ing desire on the part of the North or "superior,’ the New England or to be in the ascendancy: Instead of
to remake the South in the Northern the Southern, I shall not presume to preserving our tested constitutional
image.’"
judge. As someone has so wisely system whereby the great body of
Differences in philosophy a n d said, ’comparisons are odious.’ I only decisions in the domestic field were
(From the Oeeanside-Carlsbad, Calif., Banner)
ideals between the founders of the make the point that the two cultures made at the State level, where government is close to the people and where
One of the oustanding characteristics of the domination in America by
the varying conditions of "each indi- left-wing thought has been this country’s consistent repudiation of any
vidual State would be reflected in the fnreign government which is doing a really effective job of combating
decisions, ~he idea today seems to be Cummunism. Much of this attack has been conducted by the leftist press
to consolidate the entire decision- in America, aided and abetted by the striped-pants aui,uals in our own State
making process in Washington and Department.
to treat the entire country as though
Some of the governments so attacked have been those of Spain, National(Continued from page 1)
representatives of 15 companies, it were a single, monolithic, standincluding Burlington Industries ardized, unvarying whole--permitting ist China, and that of the Union of South Africa.
have practically stopped bidding on
The Banner is not moved by the efforts of colonial empires to exploit
Mills and J. P. Stevens Co.
a simple maiority of the national ag- native populations in Africa, Asia, or anywhere else. It must be rememmilitary contracts for the past few Cannon
made clear why they’re slow to gregate to make al[ the decisions.
weeks."
bered, however, that the white population of South Africa is not a colonial
seek military t e x t i I e contracts:
"if we allow ~ trend to conThe story said the Pentagon’s
population. It arrived on the scene in South Africa a long time before
Dixie-based companies say that
tinue
to
fulfillment,
we
will
have
supply woes came about because
the present natives moved in from the north. White men settled South
President Kennedy’s new executive
in this country the worst of all
manufacturers were "fearful of
Africa at about the same time white men settled in the United States
order against discrimination in contyrannies, the Tyranny of the Untrouble if forced to reverse tradi(the 1600s) and, like the people of the United States, South African
tractors’ hiring sounds much tougher restrained Maiority.
tional hiring patterns in the South." than past pronouncements.
whites severed their ties with foreign lands; established homes, a separate,
"In a land as vast and varied as independent government, and a distinct nationality. It is now no more
The Apr. 28 report continued:
"And until the Government makes ours, if we are to have any semblance
"Unless things change soon, a top clear the contractors’ obligation by of liberty and iustice, it is essential realistic to tell them to surrender their lands to the natives and go back
defense official reports, the armed issuing detailed new regulations, they that mtr governmental pattern be to Europe than it would be for someone to tell the citlzem of the United
forces face ’a serious snarl’ in kcep/ng don’t want to get too deeply involved; based firmly on the tolerant principle States to surrender our homes and go back where our ancestors came
the country’s 2½-million uniformed only a rough draft of some proposed of States’ Rights, which recognizes
South Africa’s aim is complete self-government for its native populamen and women properly clothed, rules has been circulated thus far.
and respects local differences.
tion, and toward this end the government is moving rapidly. An educasheeted and toweled. And some of
"States’
Rights
is
not,
as
some
"’If the Government requires
Uncle Sam’s warriors, ff not actually strict compliance,’ asset, s one textile would have us believe, simply an tional program designed to eliminate native illiteracy within the next twenty
frayed around the edges, may at least man, ~1 would say they are going outworn political tradition. States’ .vears, health, social, and economic programs are all moving toward the end
have to make their garb last extra- to get little goods out of Southern Rights is an enduring and valid prin- uf separate independence for South Africa’s 10,000,000 natives. There is
not a nation on earth which is doing as much for its Negro population as
long.
textile mills; if they go slow, they ciple, an ancient and a universal is South Africa. All of this is ignored, of course, by our country’s left-wing
principle -- it is the fundamental
"So sefions is the problem conmight accomplish something.’
press.
sidered that Army Secretary Elvis
"Left to itself, management might human right of local self-government,
The result of native independence in the absence of adequate preparation
Stahr, whose serv/ce buys cloth for be willing to go along with tough new a right for which our ancestors over was never better evidenced than in the Congo. Chaos is a mild word to
all military branches, summoned anti-discrimination rules. But some- the centuries, both in Europe and in describe present conditions there.
top textile executives to an
thing more is involved--the attitude America, havo struggled and fought
It may be argued that ff the "free" natives of the Congo want to run
’emergency meeting’ in the Penta- of Southern workers.
and died. L o c a I self-government, wild, that is their own business. The Banner would be inclined to accept that
gon recently. Mr. Stahr complained
States’ Rights, self-determination -- ’viewpoint, and it would be completely valid if it was not for the very real
"~In Georgia, Alabama and other call it what you will--they are one
to the closed session that contracmenace of the Communist conspiracy in Africa.
states, it’s not a quesUon of what and the~same.
tors are causing ’a critical supply
It is one thing to let a child run wild in his own back yard. It is
top management decides to do,’
problem’ by declining to bid on de"The right of a people to govern quite another when a clever adult comes along and organizes the irresponsisays
one
executive.
’It’s
the
emfense work.
themselves is something that men ble children of the neighborhood for purposes of organized subversion and
ployees themselves, who for so
"In one case, he declared, no com- many years have not been used to have fought for through the ages, destruction.
pany could be persuaded to bid for Negro and white working on the and it is something that they will
Communists are hard at work in Africa today. They are the real benecontinue to fight for in the future, ficiaries of the premature independence of the African native populations.
an order of three million towels. ’
~me
for as long as the spirit of liberty
"On procurement of 630,000 yards
If the Congo fiasco has accomplished anything, it should have caused
Thus, in a manner reminiscent of exists in the human breast.
of cotton uniform twill--a preduetion
the United States to reconsider its left-wing oriented attitude toward the
Nero
in
the
days
of
Ancient
Rome
"L
o
e
a
[
self-government
in
the
test run with awards of 105,000 yards
government of the Union of South Africa. Here is a nation which has
each planned to go to six different LBJ "integrates" while U. S. troops form of complete national inde- effectively outlawed C~mmunism at a time when our so-called liberals are
suppliers--the service received only face a clothing shortage. NAACP pendence for the South may no I securing the overthrow of our anti-subversive statutes in cases before the
one firm proposal."
ADA, USSR and other assorted longer be an issue; but local self- highest court in America. Here is a nation which is encouraging Christianity
"When the Quartermaster Corps alphabetical groups may now rejoice government in the form of States’ at a time when our left-wing elements have succeeded in kicking the mention
sought to buy 766,000 yards of Army ~ur national administration has, at Rights definitely is an issue. And of God out of our public schools. Here is a nation which is building schools
green cloth, companies cited prices long last, decided that minority pres- those who battle for States’ Rights for thousands of Negroes instead of trying to force two of them into the
’far in excess of our estimate,’ ac-sure groups come ahead of the wel- today are waging a fight for govern- University of Georgia. Here is a country which has been content tu provide
mental prlneiples which are for its own people without running to the United States for foreign aid.
fare of our armed forces.
cording to Mr. Stahr.
"And on a planned test production
U. S. fighting men around the fotmded on the bedrock of the
The United States is an enlightened country in many respects, hut we
Con~tution, and w h i c h spring
run of new Air Force cotton and world may not understand ff they are
have not yet learned all the answers. Our government could afford to take
from
manHnd’~
age-old
struggle
polyester cloth, the Army hoped to ordered into combat without neeessome lessons from the Union of South Africa.
make awards of 300,000 yards each saD’ supplies and clothing, but for freedom.
"Your
liberty
and
that
of
every
to fo.ur different contractors. But only integration just naturally is more imone company bid for tl~ job.
portant than combat uniforms. Just American citizen is personally involved in the fight for States’ Rights
"At the recent Pentagon meeting, ask LBJ--he’ll tell yonl
. and local self-government---on your
future conduct the outcome depends]
James O. Risher, Jr., prominent Selma, Ala., cattleman and farmer,
and chairman of the Dallas County Citizens" Council, died suddenly
Intermm=’ioge
following a heart attack Apr. 8.
(continued from page 2)
The 43-year-old Risher was serving his second term as chairman
of the Dallas County Citizens’ Council, an honor never before accorded
look on mixtures of the races with
a chairman. Under his leadership, the Council gained national promihorror.
The Citizens’ Council
nence and recorded a steady increase in membership.
813 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi .
That is the basic reason for opposition to integrated schools and sncial
Please enter my subscription to The Citizens’
Jim Risher helped organize his local and district Councils in 1954,
acceptance.
and fast became a valued friend of Council leaders throughout the
Council as follows and find payment enclosed:
South.
Most white Americam don’t
[] For One Year ............................................. $2.00
want a mulatto race. They see in
(Please Print)
As partner in an extensive cattle and farming operation, he held
marriages to wh/te women of such
offices in his local Farm Bureau and cattlemen’s association. A graduate
well-known Negroes as night club
and loyal alumnus of Auburn University, he was also a devoted sportsentertainer Sammy Davis, Jr. and
man and outdoorsman.
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell
In tribute to Jim Risher’s untiring service, the executive committee
a trend in that directio-- Such
of the Dallas County Citizens’ Council adopted a memorial resolution
higldy-pubficized unlom raise a
recognizing his leadership, and extending condolences to Mrs. Risher
high barrier against eventual rapState _
and their two daughters.
proachment between the races, no
Men like Jim Risher are all too few. He will be greatly missed.
cegenatlon have to my.

U. S. Could Learn From South Africa

LBJ’s Job-Mix Order Makes Firms
Hesitant To Bid On Defense Needs

lrt k.mriam
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’Citizens’ Council Forum, It United Nations Had Existed 100 Years Ago,
TV-Radio Series Adds
Confederacy Would Have Won Independence
Another 75 Stations

(Edaer’s Note--Bad there beon the Congo situation -- would have tended for, and been entided to, a
a United Natiom 100 yean ago,
seat in the General Assembly of the
properly elected ~
W~ B~ ~ S~ ~ ~
United Nations. There, the Confeder"Citizens’ Council Forum" is a ~ve ~ a ~ ~ ~s
acy would have had the same voting
weekly scales of 15-minute interviews
despoilan who endeaed a w~. stre~tgth as the United States or any
with leading Senaton and Congress- column by ~~
other membe~ natio,~
men f~om all parts of the nation,
called upon the United Natlem
~ W. D. W~ ~
All this refers to what might have
~ ~e C~ for ~e ~.~
send in hundreds o/ tralnod teehbeen -- but what can be, now, is a
The series has feasted about one
better appreciation of how the Conout of four mmnbe~ of the Senate
By W. D. Wodmmn
and House of Represontatives.
federacy should be evxhated in the
pense.
Here’s a fascinating question for And, while all of this want on,
light of present-day attitudes toward
During 1960, a total of 7719
who dabble in the coujectural~ Confederate States could have coa- %armoniz~g the actions of nations."
progratm were di~ributed by "Citi- those
school of history: .
;

The weekly TV and radio "Citizens" Council Forum" series has recorded a substantial increase in the
number of stations served.
During the past six weeks, a total
nf 75 additional stations have scheduled "Citizens’ Council Forum" programs, Richard D. Morphew, execuUve producer of the series, reported.
New stations added to the line-up
served byf’Citizens’ Council Fortun~
"What ff there had been a United
include 17 television and 59 radio
Nations a hundred yeats ago, when
~tations in 13 states, he noted.
6419 radio broadea~i.
"This brings to 383 the total
The programs are supplied h~e to the Confederate States of America
Some random thoughts on current events:
nmnber of statiom served by ’Citi- TV and radio stations. The series is tried to become an independent
zens’ Council Fo~un,’" Morphew financed by voluntary contributions nation?"
Are we unwittingly helping the race-mixers by taking them
added. "Of ~ total, 64 are tele- from individuals throughout the naC~mnees are that there would too seriously?
vision stations and 319 are radio
have been no War Between the
The question came to mind after we read a recent column
star, ms. Broadcasters in 43 states ceived from the Mississippi S t a t e States, none of the tremendous los~
by John Pennekamp in the Miami Herald.
have scheduled our programs.
Sovereignty Commission.
Pennekamp said--and we agree--that ridicule is not being
"We plan to continue this steady
While steadily increasing distribuent United Nations policies could
used enough to combat some of our present-day headaches.
increase in the distribution of our tion to the North and West, "Citizens"
programs as rapidly as our resources Council Forum" is serving a growing have been applied then, the South
He tells of a telephone call from a man on this point. "I was
permit. It is significant that recently number of Southern stations as part w6uld have become simply a new out in ~dia,~ the caller said, "in the Mahatma Ghandi days
stations in such states as Nebraska, of its sustained educational effort to member of the UN.
of the passive resistance movement. I had no quarrel with the
Pennsylvania, Nevada and Montana !preserve freedom in the face of
Since there are no eligibility rules
have expressed interest in our pro- mounting campaigns of propaganda for admission to the United Nations, movement and I think that its success is its own iustification.
grams," he continued.
and coercion.
"But the campaign several times got out of bounds; its
except for concurrence in a general
statement of purposes and principles, adherents attempted to assert themselves in non-related areas,
there would have been no valid basis probably to induce pressure.
for excluding the Confederacy. For
"They’d lie down in the street where they had no business
certainly the Confederate States of
and
thus
impede persons and operations which ~vere in no way
America could have made out a valid
case of being an organized, self- connected with their purpose.
sufficient, and self-respecting govern"The British, who were closely involved in the deveropments,
ment.
attempted to meet the situation in military fashion--with guns,
Two Mississippians appeared be- Rep. Wilham H. Johnson, Jr. of
Here were eleven states, each with threats and arrests.
fore a committee of the South Caro- Decatur, a member of the State its own representative government
"When the movement broke out into the area where the
lina legislature Apr. 11 to tell how Sovereignty Commission, and William and each with its own duly-constituted
Mississippi is presenting Southern J. Simmons of Jackson, president of members of the Confederate Congress. United States had an installation we got hold of a lot of paddies,
the Citizens’ Council Forum.
viewpoints to national audiences.
Here was a responsible government the kind that students use in high school and college fraternity
As correspondent W. D. Workman
"Simmons showed the Ways and with executive, legislative and judicial initiations.
"We simply threatened to "lay-to’ with these. The intruders
wrote from Columbia, S. C., in his Means Committee one of the numer- branches, operating under a constitudispatch to the Charleston News and ous filmed interviews (this one with tion essentially the same as the one pictured themselves in the ridiculous and undignified position of
Courier:
Nebraska’s Sen. Carl Curtis) in which then (and now) controlling the gov- being paddled, or fleeing before a paddle squad.
"The visitors appeared by invitation Congressmen and other prominent ernment of the United States.
"That ended the lying down in our area.
before the Ways and Means Com- persons discuss issues of constitutional
So far as the purposes and prin"We don’t use ridicule enough to devastate adversaries;
government.
He
said
the
programs,
ciples
of
the
United
Nations
are
mittee of the House of Bepresentawe build up our enemies by treating them seriously; our crimitives. The occasion was a committee which are shown on a number of concerned, here was a 8,vernment
hearing on a bill introduced early in television stations and heard over which obviously would subscribe to
nals by an approach which, in their twisted minds, makes them
the session by Bep. A. W. (Bed) radio stations throughout the coun- "the suppression of acts of aggresheroes. Making them look silly is more effective; that they
Bethea of Dillon. The Bethea bill try, are doing much toward "bridg- sion." Since the Confederate States
can’t stand."
asked only to be allowed to go their
calls for an appropriation of $100,000 ing the sectional gap."
Now--is there any reason why a method that worked so well
way
in
peace
and
independence,
to establish a continuing committee
"Rep. Johnson described in some
in India couldn’t be adapted to this country?
on States’ Rights, charged with pro- detail the functioning of the 12-mem- they manifestly wanted no part of
rooting an understanding of Southern ber State Sovereignty Commission of the acts of aggression which were
How many college students--black or white---do you think
aimed at forcing them to remain as would enage in "sit-in" demons~ations at lunch counters ff they
attitudes on constitutional govern- Mississippi. That agency was allotted
ment, racial segregation and related $250,000 for the y e a r s 1956-57, unwilling parts of an unfriendly
knew they soon would be paddled in a manner befitting their
issues.
$150,000 for 1958-59 and currently
iuvenile conduct?
And certainly the Confederate States
"Bep. Bethea, who recently suffered is operating on a $350,000 appropriaHow many do-gooding society matrons do you think would
a heart attack and has been confined tion for 1960-61. Some of that money would have subscribed whole-heartedrisk
a paddling to escort white children to "integrated" schools
goes
into
the
Citizens’
Council
Forum
ly
to
the
UN
principle
of
"sel~-deterto a Charleston hospital, came to
in New Orleans?
Columbia by ambulance to appear program and was described by Rep. ruination of peoples." Belief tn that
before the committee and introduced Johnson as ’som,,e, of the best money concept brought the Confederacy into
When people behave as children, they should be treated as
existence in the first instance:
~the Mississippians. They were State we have spent.
children. There is no point in recognizing such conduct as proper
So far as believing in the UN’s adult behavoir.
"international cooperation in solving
international problems of an economic
Besides, the resulting "IV films would be so funny that the
social, cultural, or humanitarian charac- networks wouldn’t dare use them--the whole country would be
ter," the Confederate States from laughing at the Negro demonstrators and their white sympathizers.
the very beginning offered to enter
As the poet Horace wrote many years ago:
into agreements for the maintenance
to amwer for yourself. I~ it Chrh(Continued from page 1)
of friendly relations with the United
"Ridicule often decides matters of importance more effecfinn? How can it be?
will break down finally whatever
I think that every member of the States in both economic and govern- tually, and in better manner, than severity."
exists of the integrity of the white
white and Negro races has the solemn mental affairs. One of the ~irst acts
races and white heritage as op- obligation under God to preserve his of the Confederate Congress was to
Another thought that occurs to us is that the "liberals" in this
posed to that of the Negro.
race from amalgamation, or mon- create a commission to go to Washington:
country
must have a peculiar sort of double standard somewhere
I think that this would he bad, very grelization. I think this is not only
bad. I do not believe that the major- legitimate action: I feel that it is
"For the purpose of negotiating in their mental processes.
ity of the Negroes want this any more morally mandatory. If this means the friendly relations between that GovPolice use dubs, fire hoses and tear gas to break up picket
than the majority of the white people. setting up of caste, then that is what ernment and the Confederate States of lines of whites protesting integration in New Orleans and in
it means, but I don’t tldnk so. Sepaand for the settlement of all
I was in Italy during the war and ration does not necessarily mean caste. America,
~ncstions of disagreement between Athens, Ga., and the "liberals" applaud. Such "violence," they say,
what I saw there lends substantiation I do not think there is any stigma the two Governments, npon principles cannot be tolerated.
to this conviction. In southern Italy, attached to my being separated from of right, iustice, equity, and good
Yet, let these same police use these same tactics to break
and especially in Sicily, where you the Negro, and neither does the se]f£aith."
have a largely polygenetic people, the
through a picket line at a labor dispute, and all of a sudden it’s
people and the culture are far inferior respec~ng Negro.
F~rther evidence of t~e Confeder- a horse of another color. "Police brutalityl" the "l~erals" will
I think it’s time we quit this
ate’s desire for friendly relations was,
to those of the north. This, I think,
name-caillng
and
personal
~udgthe enactment of legislation establish- cry.
is generally recognized. It certainlymerit of pemm~ and that we conis recognized by the Italians theming freedom of commerce along the
It might well be that we in the South are missing the boat
fine ourselves to the basic issue
.Mississippi River for all states, North by not ins/sting that the same rules be applied to both racial disselves. This situation has been dupinvolved, which, it seems to me,
licated in other areas of the world.
~r South, which bordered on the river. turbances and labor disputes. Then we would be able to see just
is whether or not you want the
Amalgamation -- some people
An~ even in the touchy field of
white race extinct in the South
it mongrelization -- has taken place
"human rights," which so deeply con- how "liberal" and "tolerant" these "liberar" advocates of "tolerof the future, whether you want
where there has been integration. I
cerns the United Nations, it is worth ance" actually are. At any rate, we have nothing to lose.
believe that amalgamation, or mon- the South in the future to consist
notin~ that the Confederate Constituof one race only, a mulatto race.
grelization, does not contribute to the
tion flatly prohibited the further imFrankly, though, the ideal of the paddles intrigues us more.
Many people say this will not hap- portation of slaves from other ]ands.
well-being of a race.
It’s been a long time since our college fraternity days, but
pen. It has happened everywhere else
Furthermore, there were many more
Trying to preserve racial inthat two races have been thrown to- anti-slavery societies in the South than there are certain things one remembers. And those paddles
tegrifies does not make a person
gether, insofar as my knowledge goes. in the Nor~, when the two regions made a lasting impression!
unchristian, in my opinion. I be- I prefer not to have my deseendant~ broke apart.
marrying members of the Negro race,
lieve, on the contrary that those
So, rather than having been
and many of the Negro race, I suspect,
people who are aiding and abetare like-minded. This is the basic forced to fight for a came which
ring in the destruction of the
it believed in, the South could have
white and Negro races via inteappealed to the United Natinm.
I believe that the leaders of the
gration, are in fa~t ~eklng to
Instead of being invaded by hast~e
NAACP desire amalgamation. I
destroy what God has done in
Union troops, the Confederate
abhor itl I consider amalgamaStates could have called upon the
creating separate races.
lion to be a crime agaimt nature.
consequently, is immortal, since it
United Nations for protection against
Where races have integrated, they
aggression.
is in violation of God’s natural
law in Creation, and, therefore,
Instead of having the leaders of
lies this. How can anyone be so
seems to me to be evidence of
the Confederate government hounded
naive as to suppose this will not
down and arrested by Federal troops,
happen here? How caa we afford
the United Natiom~tf it acted as in
t~ne, I mite the que~ioa fer you
to take the risk?

Do We Take Mixers Too Seriously?
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On Nt,sslsslpp,
"" ....
’ s Activities In
Taking South’s Story To Nation

Minister Says Integration
Violates God’s Natural law
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Jackson, Mississippi

Agitators Land In Mississippi Jails!
At Jackson Rally---

’Hadn’t You Better Look
Into That Luggage?’

Council
Success
Praised

State Moves Swiftly
To Frustrate Plans
Of CORE ’Riders’

A strange breed of Yankee "tourists" headed South last month,
determined to flout Southern laws and customs in a provocation
to violence. But the publicity-hungry agitators made a fatal
mistake. They underestimated Mississippi’s ability to see through
their cynical plot.
Mississipt)fs Citizens’ CounAs a result, the so-called "freedom riders" found that they
cil movement celebrated "Seven
had bought a one-way ticket into assorted Mississippi jails.
Y e a r s of Successful Seg, regaAnd a wave of national revulsion turned upon the self-styled
tion" at a May 17 rally in Jack"freedom riders" and the sponsoring race-mixing zealots of
son, and received high praise
CORE.
from a top state official.
A total of 164 white and black agitators have been convicted
Lt.-Gov. Paul B. Johnson of
for breaching the peace in Jackson, Miss., as of press time. While
Hattiesburg told the cheering
Jackson officers handled the unwelcome visitors with efficiency
crowd, "the membership of
and dispatch, the public looked on with an amused contempt.
the Citizens’ Council has
There was no violence, no
meant more to Mississippi in
Since the Congress of Racial
turmoil, no crowds of onlookers. Equality
its segregation fight than any(CORE) was reluctant to
The 164 self-styled "freedom pay the fines once the "riders" had
thing else I know off
riders" came to J a c k s o n in served CORE’s purposes, most of
The meeting xvas held on the
driblets, from one to 27 at a the jail inmates must also serve an
seventh anniversary of the U. S.
time. All 164 tried to integrate additional 66 days to work out their
Supreme Court’s "Black Monfacilities at the city’s bus or rail- fines at $3 per day.
day" school integration order.
way stations or airport terminal. When the first two busloads
Mississippi still maintains comof "riders" arrived in Mississippi on
Patient Jackson police May 24, still nursing bandages from
plete segregation.
issued 164 orders to "move their Alabama "welcome," Mississippi
In crediting the Cit ize n s’
on." They were met with 164 authorities were ready. Highway
Council movement ~vith playing
refusals. Police then made patrolmen and National Guardsmen
a major role in the preservation
met the busses at the Alabama line
164 arrests, there were 164 . and
of peaceful segregation in Mishustled them non-stop to Jackson.
trials in Municipal Court and There, local police took over. The
sissiI)pi, Juhnson made this signi164 convictions.
whole operation went like clockwork.
ficant statement:
"Violence, b r u t a I i t y and
Each "’rider" xvas, upon con- Citizens’ Council leaders in Jackson
and throughout Mississippi worked
viction,
fined $200 for a breach cloa.ly
~nob action a r e products of
with top officials of city and
of the peace. In addition all 164 state government
frustration. In Mississippi,
to insure the success
there has been no frustration
Much of this issue is being devoted to detailed accounts of received jail terms. In some of carefully-laid plans.
~and there has been no vio- how one city--Jackson, Mississippi--handled a recent invasion cases, the sentences were susSeven years of intensive organizapended. In others, the convicts tional work showed its effectiveness
lence. There has been, to re- by self-styled "freedom riders."
xvere ordered to serve from two as Citizens’ Councils won high
place frustration, organization
Why are ~ve doing this? There are two reasons.
praise from throughout the nation
.~organization by the CitiFirst, this highly-significant story occurred on our very door- to four months in jail.
for their part in the smooth, suezens’ Council in practically step, and we ~vould be remiss in our journalistic responsibilities
cessful operation.
every county in this state.
should we fail to provide first-hand reporting for our readers.
Communists Mount
And, in a virtually routine manner,
Second--and perhaps more important--this is a case history
"The lessons that we learned
the best-laid plans of CORE and its
Soapboxes
In
NYC
in Little Rock and in Nashville which deserves careful study. In it may be fonnd the formula by
Communist-t i n g e d supporters coland in New Orleans and other ~vhich one community sonndly defeated a major attack by the To Back ’Riders’
lapsed like a house of cards.
trouble spots in the South have integrationists.
Nearly 100 reporters from all over
This information can be extremely important to you!
shown us that there can be no
the conntry and from abroad provided
~,Vhat’s going on in New York while
Is your community prepared to repel a similar invasion? the so-called "freedom riders" are bethe vanguard for the first batches of
successful integration movement
ing entertained in Southern jails?
so-called "freedom riders" to arrive
whatsoever by the NAACP and How would the "freedom riders" be handled in your to~
in Jackson. They came in eager anAccording to the New York Times
the Negro racists unless they today or tomorrow?
ticipation of the stories of violence
of June I, here’s what’s going on:
Don’t
wait
until
it
is
too
late!
Plan
now--it
could
happen
to
first have help from the inside.
and bloodshed they expected to file
"Communists
set
up
temporary
you!
(See COUNCILS, p. 4)
with a Jackson dateline. As the days

It :ould Happen To You!

Jackson Citizens" Council Plays Major Role
In Successful Handling Of "Rider" Invasion
"We are determined to protect our
system of segregation from any attack
that may come," John Wright, pre~dent of the Jackson Citizens’ Council,
told an enthusiastic mass meeting at
Columbvs, Miss.
Approximately 1,000 persons at-.
tended the stx~cial May 31 meeting
the Lowndes Cuvnty Citizens" Council at Colnmbus City Auditorinm to
hear Wright’s first-hand account of
"freedom rider" attempts to breach
segregation practices in the state
capital.
He told the applauding audience
that the Citizens’ Council played a
major role in the orderly handling
of the "riders" trips to ]ackson~
"which could have been dynamite."
The youthful capital city leader
said that "it took seven years of educating the people of Jackson; of pooling our local strength to cope with
the recent racial situations in the city."
"Most of those handling the situation are card-carrying members of
the Citizens’ Council," the speaker

said. "This is true for our Governor, Ross Barnett . . . it’s true for
most of our top state officials . . .
it’s true for the Mayor of Jackson,
Allen Thompson, and our two city
commissioners . . . and it’s true
for most of our law-enforcement
authorities, i n e I u d i n g our city
policemen," Wright added.
He stated that many members of
the Northern press were disappointed
on the "freedum riders’" visits to Jackson because "there was no fanfare, no
commotion, no mob scenes, no bloodshed and no violence."
"P. T. Barnom in his heyday never
had as many advance men in his cirotis caravan," he said jo’kingly.
"Some of them hoped to see mob
actions and for Federal marshals to
move in," he charged.
"Is Columbus ready for such an
assault?" he asked.
"%that wotdd happen ff the ’freedam riders" were tu come tomorrow?
1)o you know the answer?
"The areas where you have the
strongest Citizens’ Councils is where

you have the least racial trouble,"
he continued. Wright cited the
wade-in racial incident on the Mississippi Gult Coast. He said since
the beach episode last year, two
new Citizens’ Council groups had
been formed in the area, and since
then racial h’ouble on the Coast had
ended.
"And another result," he added,
that the newly-elected mayor of BiIoxi, Dan Guice, is one of the adtive
Citizens’ Council I e a d e r s on the
Coast."
Stressing the importance of presenting a united front against integration attacks, Wright nrged: "’No
one must allow petty politics to cloud
I the issue. As long as Mississippi
!stands united, Mississippi will remain
1 segregated."
"We must never allow the Earl
Warren court to rule the South,"
he told the applauding crowd.
"I urge you here tonight to be
ready now to seize the offensive from
the enemy," Wright challenged. "If
we do this, the victory will be ours."

rostrums in midtown Manhattan
yesterday to protest against recent
Southern incidents involving ’freedam riders.’

"For half an hour during the lunch
~eriod, a sound truck parked at
Seventh Ave. and 29th St. amplified
i the remarks of Irving Potash, a labor
operative of the Communist party;
Negro James Jackson, editor of The
, Worker, and Evelyn Weiner, administrative secretary of the party, who
presided.
"Leaflets were distributed among
the 150 listeners along the curb, quoting an editorial in The Worker that
urged President Kennedy to act. The
speakers advised the audience to ’take
up the fight with the union, in your
shops, and in your neighborhoods."
"Fifty to 200 persons listened to
three speakers at a midday rally at the
southwest corner of 38th St. and
Eighth Ave.
"’Benjamin J. Davis, national seeretary of the party and former New
York City councilman, urged that
the "law of the land’ be enforced in
behalf of the ’freedom riders’ in the
South. Other speakers were Milton
Rosen, the party labor secretary,
and Mildred Maeavoy Edelman, a
national eommitteelady."
Those few paragraphs speak volumes.

wore on, their frustration mounted.
When an NAACP rally widely
proclaimed as a "giant statewide
protest meeting" drew a total crowd
of 19.8 persons, including those who
were on the program, CORE’s press
agents yielded to frustration, and
dejectedly slunk away.
Fourteen of the Negroes who
"rode" into Mississippi found that
their troubles won’t end when they
get out of jail. The 14 were students
at Tennessee A&I State University.
But the school’s discipline committee,
acting swiftly after their arrest, put
them on probation -- which means
they’ll be unable to re-enter the
school or transfer to another accredited institution.
And one white participant was disillusioned quickly. The Rev. Richard
Leroy Gleason, 24-year-old Baptist
minister and social worker from Chicago, told Jackson police and reporters
he became disgusted with the criminal
backgrounds, Communist leanings and
atheism of his "questionable" associates.
Gleason told how his three cellmates made him an unwilling participant in a short-lived hunger strike, by
telling guards that no one in the cell
wanted to eat.
(See ’RIDERS’, p. 3)
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Report From
Tennessee
By Richard Burrow, Jr.
A statcwide protest sparked by
members and friends of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional
Government has resulted in the dismissal of 14 Negroes from Tennessee
A & I State University. The Negro
students had participated in efforts
to create racial disorder in Mississippi by participati,ag in the so-called
"freedom titles."
The 14 Negroes were notified
by letter that they will not be permitred to re-enter Tennessee A & I
to continue their studies or to receive graduate training. All 14
were convicted in Jackson, Miss.,
for breaches of the peace in connection with the so-called "freedom rides."
The Negroes were identified as
Catherine Barks, Birmingham, Ala.;
Charles Butler, Charh.ston, S. C.;
Allen Cason, Orlando, Fla.; Larry
thtnter, Atlauta; Frederick Leonard,
Chattanoog:t; Lafayette MeKinnie,
B o 1 i v a r, Tenn.; William Mitchell,
Oklahoma City; Clarence Wtight,
Mason, Tenn.; and Panline Knight,
Ernest Patton, Etta Simpson, Mary
Jane Smith and Frances x, Vilson, all
of Nashville.
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Editor

Statement By Jackson Council
There’s A Silver Lining In On Eve Of "Rider" Invasion
Even The Darkest Cloud! Urges "Cool, Calm Confidence"
For a inonth, now, two sister states of the Deep South have
been invaded by scores of so-called "freedom riders." The selfadmitted agents provoeateurs came for the avowed purpose of
breaking the law, violating orderly racial conduct, and causing
trouhle.
After an unusually warm reception in Alabama, these wandering minstrels of racial friction turned their attention to Mississippi.
th, ading for Jackson---often called the "’Segregation Capital
of the U.S.A."--the beatnik characters are still coming.
What have they ac, omplished?
Well, they did b~:eak the law--and went straight to jail.
In fact, the efficient Jackson Police Department now makes
the regular paddy wagon run from bus station to the Crossbar
Hotel in five minutes flat.
They have been permitted to violate not one canon of decent
racial conduct.
And they have been able to cause no trouble -- except to
several dozen press agents who must have gnashed their teeth
ida frustration when heads didn’t crack.
But their principal and outstanding accomplishment is solid
proof to the nation that the Deep South still says NEVER.
As the New York Herald Tribune so correctly observed:
"If the ’freedom riders’ have accomplished nothing else, they
have shown the nation that the South is determined to stick to
its way of life despite decisions to the contrary by the United
States Supreme Court."
What else have they accomplished?
Resistance to integration has been immeasurably strengthened, and an overwhelming degree of unity has been established
tlaroughout the region.
The state of Mississippi has foiled the invaders with an
adroitness which has drawn reluctant admiration, even from
unfriendly sources. A smooth-working team of public officials
and Citizens’ Council leaders has utterly defeated the purposes
of CORE and the NAACP.
Our people have gained a poise and confidence that come
only with the success of complete victor3.,.
The small but highly-vocal group of local "moderates," ~vho
just last mm~th were growing bolder by the hour, have suddenly
lost their voices.
Interest and membership in the Citizens’ Councils are
growing steadily, as more and more individuals realize the
vital role that organizational strength must play in winning
complete victory, over the forces of integration.
lnvahmble experience has been gained in the skirmish.
Our public officials have set an enviable example for others
to follow. Their "’don’t give an inch" determination and their
demonstrated ability to handle difficult situations xvith dispatch
and poise have draxvn praise from patriots everywhere.
Those are inst a few of the things the "’freedom riders" have
accomplished.
And then--as a reward for their efforts--they get a free trip
to a well known 21,000-acre plantation in the Delta named Parchman. The guest facilities there can accommodate almost any num-i
her of persons. Here, ~veary "riders" are taking a nice long rest.
There is plenty of solitude, the meals are free, and they get .$3 a
day credited on account.

(Editor’s Note -- Even before the so-called "freedom riders" announced their plans to come to Mississippi, the Jackson Citizens’ Council
was holding strategy sessions, studying the best way to deal with a potentially explosive situation. On May 23---the day before the first wave of
"freedom riders" arrived in Mississippi’s capital city--the executive committee of the Jackson Citizens’ Council adopted as policy and authorized
the release of the following statement, which received widespread distribution throughout the state. President John R. Wright presented a condensed version of the statement on the NBC-TV "Today" program the
following mornlng, and his appearance drew much favorable comment
from all parts of the nation.)

STATEMENT BY JOHN R. WRIGHT
President, Jackson Citizens’ Council
For the past seven years the Citizens" Council has been working to
preserve racial peace in Mississippi hy maintaining racial segregation. For
seven years the Citizens’ Council has been organizing our people to resist
integration by every lawful means. For seven years we in the Citizens"
Council have been t~ing to info~ our people of the great need for uni~
of pu~ose and action in time of crisis.
To~y, Neg~ and white agitators are t~ing to create a trois here
in Mississippi by promoting racial violence ~ our state. ~ese ap~tles of
discord have already said that they plan to come to M~ssippi by the
bus-load for the sole pu~se of brewing our state a~ I~M laws. Nothing
would please thee agitators more than tu see F~eral tr~ps occupying
Mississippi, under the guise of "protecting" those who seek to violate o~
We in Mississippi are fortnnatc~ Our poblic officials and our law-enforcement authorities are nnited in their determination to prevent these busloads of traveling agitators from causing trouble in Mississippi. ~r State
Highway Patrol, local police depa~ments and other peace officers have
planned carefully. ~ey will see to it that Mississippi does not provide any
grist for the Northern propaganda mills~ They will make certain that the
Negro and white agitators will NOT have the oppo~tnity to create any
so-called "incidents" on Mississippi soil~
Our Governor, the Mayor of Jackmn and other state and ei~ officials
have already stat~ plainly that these outside agitators will NOT be permi~ed to s~r up ~ouble in Mississippi. Fo~nately, the v~st majofi~ of
o~ public officials are Citizem’ ~unefl members. These dedicated men
share with us the dete~ination that peaceful segregation will be maintained in Mississlppi~
You and 1 can help by lettin~ our ltighway Patrolmen, policemen and
other peace office~ handle any siltation which ~nay arise. Oor law enforcemeat authorities know what to do, and we are convinced they are capable
of doing their jobs~
You and I can help by letting our pnblic officials and police officers
know that we’re ~qfind them all the way--and by not addinR to their pr.hlcms in time of crisis.
Most of all. you and I can help hy refusin~ to cooperate with the
side agitators in their evil plans to create racial violence in Mississippi.
So long m o~ public offieials and law enforcement offi~ ~ntinue
tu en[or~ the segregation laws a~ other laws of our state and cities, we
can help most by supoofling ~eir actions. ~ long as all of us ~n
dete~i~d and united, ~e outside agitalom will find sllm pickings in
o~ statC
With the dedication of oar pohlic officials . . . the diligence of
police officers . . . and with the hacking of folks like yon and I. law and
order will prewdl in Mississippi~and peacefol seRre~ati.n will he maintained~
As ~e battle neam o~ state, we can be tha~ful that Mi~ssi~pi
ready~ We can remain c~l, calm a~ confident that we shall m~nta~
our seg~gated way o[ life, which is in the best inte~st of all of our people.

Chattanooga -- T h e "edncation
director" of the notorions Highlander
Folk School, Septima Clark, was
among those who under,vent 8-hoar
examinations here recently as prospective members nf President Kennedy’s "Peace
Septima, a hespectacled Negress,
helped cond,ct integration "workshops" at the Red-dnminated Monteagh,, Tenn., instit,tion, which recently was ordered closed hy the
Tennessee Siiprenle COllrt.
"lqm high conrt upheld a lower
court rnlin~ that Iiighlander’s taxexempt welfare charter shonld he reraked, and that the agitation center
should he dissnlved for violating the
terms nf its stale charter and
crindnal law violations.
Somerville ~ Thrt. c Fayett
County Negroes have been bonnd
over for grand jn~ action on charges
of violating state voter registration
]aws.
The thre~William Johmon, Jr.,
Ernest Johnson and James OId~
were ch~g~ with registering to
vote after being convicted of c~mes
and ~ing "rendered infamous ~d
deprived of the right of elective
franchise" as pad of ~eir sentences.
At a prelimina~ hearing, each was
placed under $500 hond to await
grand jn~ action.
Tennessee--like most other states~
does not allow persons to vote after
being convicted of certain crimes.
N~hville ~ The Nashville Transit
Co., faced with a heavy loss of business, is curtailing its city bus schedales in an effort to su~ive.
Just before city busses were integrated, the firm carried 23,762,692
payin~ passengers per year. T h a t
figure has dropped to 17,~5,61~a
loss of some 6%-millinn cnstomers per
/ear.
In temps of dollars and cents, integration is costin~ the Nashville bus
line at)oat one million dollars a year.
Memphis~ Fo, r members of the
Memphis City Commissinn have repnrtedly a~reed that a Negro lawyer
should he appointed to the three-man
Transit Authnfity. "~ey ure said
have decided to nominate Negro A.
W. Willis, Jr., an outspoken inte~rationist who has represented Negroes
in a nnml~r of integration cases in
local
The first Negro city b,s driver has
already heen hired in Memphis.

Coming Soon!
Sssh! Mustn’t breathe a
word! But big things are
happening ~ and you’ll soon
know what we mean!
We can only say now that
it means a "new look"---and
a more effective voice.
For full details, see next
month’s issue of this publication. Be watching for it in
the mail! And ~ this final
hint~you’d better watch the
mail carefully, ’c a u s e big
things are happening!
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Traffic Snafu

Where Do We Go

The Minority Opinion

Meanwhile, Back In
New York . . .

From fete?

¯--’-~:.i~2
::~.,:, .... "~..

iTemple in New Orleans Times-Picayune

--Fletcher in ]ack~on Daily New~

--Alley in Memphis Commercial Appeal

--Howie in Jackson Daily New$

Frustrated ’Riders’ Come Looking For Trouble, But Quietly Land In Jail
(Continued from page 1)
Upon leashing the criminal
records of some of his companions,
Gleason said, "I could hardly believe that someone who was courtmartialed in one branch of the
United States armed forces and dishonorably discharged from another
branch of the service had any right
to meddle in anything of this nature.
"1 will not affiliate ~vith any person
or iudividuals who may be considered
qnestionable," he added.
Glcason, who does social work with
Negroes at the Bible ~/itness Mission
~n Chicago’s South Side, said his cellmah,s praised the Commnnist-led riots
in San Francisco last year, and said
"they would belong to an organization
knowing it was Communist-inspired,
if that nrganization was doing some
go~d."
"It was at this point that they
considered me as an outsider, for
which I was thankful. I came on a
’freedom ride’ and suddenly, for
the first time in my life, I was told
by questionable people, who in no
way feared God, what was right,
what was wrong, what I could do
and what I could not do."
(;leason then paid his $200 fine and
retnrned to Chicago after two days in
iail. Newsmen there twisted his words
to provide a different slant, but his
signed statement remains on file with
the Jackson Police Department, and
several reputable newsmen heard him
tell his story.
Reports from Jackson jails indicate
that CORE is apparently unwilling or
nnahle to provide funds for those who
wish to pay their fines or post appeal
honds to return borne.
AP writer James Saggus repnrted:
"Of the original 27 riders who arrived May 24, only seven remain in
jail and all but one of the seven are
21 years of age or younger.
"The only rider remaining from
the first wave is James Farmer, 42year-old New York Negro who is
national director of CORE, sponsor
of the rides.
"’Reports filtering from the jails
indicate Farmer is staying behind
to keep a rein on those in jail.
CORE put up the money to free
most of the early riders, ministers
and other fluent speakers.

"CORE says it is freeing riders
who want to leave. Jail reports indicate there are others who would
like to get out but cannot afford it."
Ken Davis of the AP added:
"CORE hasn’t paid fines and apparently is making bail only for
certain key officials or the more
articulate riders."
Of the 164 "riders" arrested iu
Jackson, 52 have been released on
bond, 4 have paid their fines and gone
hnme, 58 have been transferred to the
maximum-secority ccllblock at the
State Penitentiary at Parchman, and’
the remaining 50 are in city and
county iails in Jackson.
"Let ’elTI conic," a policeman colnmented. "We’ve got lots of room.’" ’
Many of those arrested admit to
hmg criminal records, with crimes
ranging from draft-dodging to trespassing and disorderly cnndnct, lnclutled are a member of the New York
State Legislatnre, the chaplain of Yale l
University, and the New York State;
NAACP president. These "celebri-’
ties," however, have now departed,[

after enjoying their brief moments in
the hometown headlines.
As Jackson proceeds about its
routine .’fffairs, Mayor Allen Thompson vowed to keep all facilities open
and segregated.

Eastland pointed out that a CORE
leader, James Peck, who was injured
in the Biru~ingham inch,e, "is a Communist agitator and organizer of the
most dangerons kind. He is disloyal
to his country," the Senator added.

Thompson, a Iongtime Citizens’
Council member, said "this city
will not follow the course of some
Southern cities who have yielded to
integration or closed facilities to
everyone."

"The day has come when these
agents prow,cateurs mnst be stopped,"
Eastland continued. "’1 salute the
governor aud the officials of my state
for the prompt, efficient and peaceful
treatment they extended."

In Washington, Sen. James O.
Eastlaud (D-Miss.), Chairman of the
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, pointed o,,t that CORE "’follows
the pattern set by Commnnist agitators the world over."
"CORE is known as the war department of the U. S. integration
movement," Eastland t old the
Senate. "Since its inception, its
creed has been lawlessness and its
tactics have followed the pattern
set by Communist agitators the
world over."

"’Those who go looking for
trouble usually find it," said Sen.
John Steunis (D-Miss). "’It is far
more important that the Constitution be preserved and the sovereignty of our states protected than
to encourage a few troublemakers
to travel over the nation in interstate commerce with the intent to
incite riuts. Federally subsidized
and encouraged riots must be
stopped."
Stennis introdnced ;t bill which
would outlaw interstate travel to in-

cite riots or violate state laws. Offenders could be fined $5,000 and sentenced to 5 years in prison.
Sens. John McClellan (D-Ark.) and
Allen Ellender (D-La.) were sharply
critical of Atty. Gen. Robert Kennedy when he reported it cost taxpayers $225,000 to send 600 U. S.
marshals to Montgomery.
Rep. John Bell Williams (D-Miss.)
called the "freedom riders" a "part o|
the Communist cnnspiracy to destroy
America. This conspiracy is using the
Negro as a vehich, to destroy our
system of ~overntnent," Williams declared.
Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S.C.)
charged that "the self-styh.d ’freedom
riders" set out deliheratcly to create
trouhle at all cnsts. Their avowed
puq~ose, publicly expresse(l, was not
to work toward the creation of better
race relations, but to incite incidents.
They were encouraged hy both a large
part of the press and the Administration."

Harry Truman Brands "Riders" As "Outside Agitators, Meddlesome Intruders"
Former President Harry S. Truman
--never one to mince words--has
branded the "freedom riders" as publicity-seeking agitators who should
stay home and mind their own business.
And when CORE officials and their
black-and-tan comrades cooldn’t-~or
wouldn’t-~believe that he’d said it,
Truman told them to their faces, again
. . . and again . . . and again.
In New York for a visit early this
month, Trnman first hit the headlines
on June 2, after chatting with reporters during his traditional earlymorning walk.
"’Outside agitators stirring up
trouble in the South," the plainspoken former President labeled
the "riders."
"These meddlesome intruders
iust stir up trouble in the South,"
he added. "They ought to stay up
here and tend to their own business°"
He explained that it’s up to Southern citizens to test the laws and customs of their own states, since this is

Confiscation For CORE

--Howie in Jackson Daily News

properly "their own business."
Truman noted that "in the late
1850’s William Lloyd Garrison and
Harriet Beeeher Stowe did their
part in bringing about the Civil
War." Garrison was an abolitionist
editor, while the Stowe woman
wrote "Uncle Tom’s Cabin."
It apparently took a little Ume for
Trnman’s comment to reach CORE’s
jailed high command. At any rate,
CORE waited three days, then interceptcd Truman on his Jnne 5 morning
constitutional.
James Peck, editor of "The Corelator," accosted Truman as he left his
hotel. Peck, pointing to the battle
scars he received as a "freedom rider,"
said he just couldn’t believe Truman
had made the earlier statements attributed to him.
Truman brusquely assured Peck
that it was no mistake. "I’11 stick to
those statements," Truman continued.
"Integration can’t be done in the
manner you’re doing it. You should
stay up North."

Sucker Bait

Although this was the first time
Peck had met Truman, he came
close once previously, in 1948,
when Peck chained himself to a
White House gate to protest the
draft laws.
Even after the former President
had reaffirmed his position, t he
masochistic nrge of the i~tcgration
zealots cooldn’t be cnrbed.
His morning walk was again interrnpted on June 6, when two Northern
integrationists asked hiin his views
for a third time.
The pair identified themselves as
Joel Geier, 22, of Chicago, national
secretary of the Yonng People’s Socialist League, and Thalia Syracopulos,
18, of Akron, Ohio.
When they told Truman they were
connected with a group currently conducting a sit-in in the New York ofrice of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc., in an attempt to
force integration at Austin, Tex.,
movie theaters, Truman responded:
"Oh, you mean intedering with
somebody’s business and hoping to
get a little publicity out of it?"

’1 Bought My Seat’

~Knoz ia Naahvflle Banner

"Sweep your own yard first," Truman advised. "In New York, Boston
and Chicago they take a hypocritical
approach to this thing. There are
many places in these cities where Jews
and Negroes can’t enter. You should
let the South work ot,t its own probTurning to the accompanying
group of reporters, Truman commented, "It’s those eager beavers
who make all the trouble. Nine
times out of ten, their own back
yard needs cleaning worse. Those
sit-in demonstrators and ’freedom
riders’ give me a pain in the neck."
The cnrrent episode is Truman’s
second brush with advocates nf forced
integration. In March nf 1960, he
criticized the Negro sit-in movement
by declaring, "If anybody came to my
store and tried to stop bnsiness, I’d
throw him out.’"
A few days later, two Detroit
NAACP officials challenged the statement, and Tnlman snapped that he
meant exactly what he’d said.
Big things are happeningI See
next month’s issue for full detailsl

Thanks, Harry!
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Council Success Praised
By Lt.-Gov. Johnson
(Continued from page 1)
"Public officials on the local and
state level must first become ’moderates’ or ’token integrationists" and participate and help protect the agitators.
That is the lesson that we have
learned from studying events all over
this conntry.
"As far as I am concerned, there
will never be on the part of state
officials or employees any assistance or help given to any agitators
for race violations in the state of
Mississippi u n d e r any circumstances, so long as I am in office,"
Johnson pledged to the cheering
"We are facing some frightening
years," Johnson declared. "Yet, the
people of the South and of Mississipp~
have faced frightening years before,
but they were not timid nor did they
stand afraid. They met headlong the
problems which confronted them, because they were armed with the facts
and with the truth.
"That is the thing which integrationists--and the Communists from
which they are offshoots -- cannot
stand," Johnson pointed out.
"There are in this country certain
media of mass communications and
certain insidious groups which have
been boring from within for many,
many years. They have attempted to
sell the rest of this nation an image
of Mississippi as a state which believes in the brutal face of violence
and the symbol of the sword.
"On the other hand, the uncontradieted f a c t s are that Mississippians have sold to the rest of
the country an image of a peaceful state--a state in which there
is harmony, in which there is racial
integrity, and in which there is an
expanding growth a n d economic
progress. The nation has watched
as Mississippi h a s continued to
grow, despite the fact that the
m e d ia of mass communications
were trying to sell the rest of the
country a bill of goods.
"We have, through the Citizens’
Council movement and its Citizens’
Council Forum programs on radio
and television, carried the message
of Mississippi and the message of the
South and the message of people all
over this nation who believe in the
fundamental principles of constitutional government as it was conceived
by the forefathers of this country
and written in black and white.
"We have sold ourselves to the
rest of the country insofar as peaceful segregation is concerned, because
onr people in America know--and
particularly the Negroes in Mississippi
know--that they have been fooled
and duped this way and that way by
the NAACP and other groups which
have sought to exploit the question
for their own benefit.
"The people of Mississippi and
other Southern states -- and particularly the Negro people -- are
finding out now that when the
agitators come to them and say
that the South has been integrated
in every state except two or three,
they are not fooling the Negro,

The States’ Rights Conncil of Georgia will present two outstanding
Southern lawmakers as featured
speakers at the group’s annual fundraising dinner in Atlanta next month.
Sens. Herman E. Talmadge
(DGa.) and James O. Eastland
(DMiss.) wil 1 address members and
friends of the States’ Rights Council
at t h e $25-a-plate banquet, which
will be held at the Dinkier-Plaza
Hotel in Atlanta on July 24, starting
at 7:30 p.m.
Roy V. Harris, Angnsta, Ga., attorney and president of both the
Citizens’ Councils of America and the
Georgia group, annmmced the theme
of the July 24 meeting as "regrouping, reorganizing and adopting a new
offensive to maintain t h e Southern
way of life and to restore Constitutional government."
This year’s meeting "will be more
interesting than ever," Harris added,
"because Georgia has now come face
to face with the integration problem
which has been, so far as Georgia
was concerned, a mere theory in the

Reuther Makes Unauthorized Gift Of $5,000
From AFL-CIO Treasury To CORE "Riders"
As Southern Unions Voice Violent Objections

because the Negro knows that what
they cMI integration is one or two
or five or seven Negro children
placed among 1,000 or 2,000 white
Southern union members are protesting an AFL-CIO donation to
children.
CORE, and have won national sup"They know also that in these past
port from the powerfid Communicaseven years since the infamous decitions Workers union.
sion of the U. S. Supreme Court, the
The industrial union department of!
amount of integration whicb has taken
place in all the Sonthern states
is the AFL-CIO sent CORE a $5,000
check to aid the so-called "freedom
minute, despite the reports presented
to the Negroes in this country.
riders."
The check was enclosed in a
"There is a judgment day for all
letter signed by Walter P. Reuther
of those who deal in falsehoods~
as president and James B. Carey as
who use misrepresentation in dealvice-president of the AFL-CIO ining with members of their own
dustrial u n i o n department. The
race. There is a judgment day be.
letter was addressed to CORE nacause the Negroes of this country
tional director James Farmer, lately
are now finding out that they have
an inmate of the Jackson, Miss., jail.
been helping to support something
In their letter to Farmer, Renther
that was not really there. They
and Carey said in part:
have received all kinds of promises
which have not come to pass.
the path of sanity and the path of
"The leadership here in Mississippi
safety is the path of segregation]
knows and realizes completely that
"The fires of integration and agithe people of Mississippi are at least
tation
are burning all around thfi
98 per cent behind the leadership
country. Sometimes, a woods fire
of this state in the position these
seems to be a lots further away than
leaders of government have taken.
it actnally is. But I shall be satisfied
"We welcome people from the
if these fires of integration which
West and from the North and every
have been kindled by the agitators
part of this nation to come to Misand by the minority groups of this
sissippi, to make their homes here
conntry who wish to destroy the
to cast their lots with us, to bring
country by dividing our people---if
their Y a n k ee ingenuity and their
these fires of integration do not proenergy, and help us in building
a duce any more integration than has
grander and more progressive state
occurred in the Southern states durfor the future of ourselves and onr
ing the past seven years, then the
children to follow.
agitators will have nothing upon
which to rest their laurels.
"~,Ve welcome people such as these
"When the others put out the
--and, friends, Mississippi is filled
falsehoods and the non-factual inxvith people from other states, many
formation, we must meet them at
of whom have made better Souththe crossroads with the truth--that is
erners than some of us have oorselves!
what will win the battle for us in
"’They have come here and helped
Mississippi. Our one real problem is
ns to boild us a fine state becanse
to get the infonnation to the rest of
they have learned- they know and
this country.
understand and appreciate the posi"All of us are indebted to Citition which the people of Mississippi
zens’ Council Forum for the trehave taken in preserving our racial
mendous programs they have been
integrity.
putting on all over t he United
States. The thing that has meant
"But to those from other states
who want to come into Mississippi
so much is the fact that the Citiin order to agitate--to come into
zens’ Council realizes t h at this
question of segregation is part and
our state to sow the seeds of
parcel of the effort to destroy conseverance and division and dissension among our people and to cause
stitutional government in this country. They have brought these facts
eventual destruction of our state--those people are taking upon themto light on their broadcasts. They
selves an unusually large task in
are undertaking a tremendous procoming here.
gram. They need all the help you
can give them financially. They
"They subject themselves not only
need an expanding program of getto criticism and to bodily injury, but
ting the true story to the people
they cause injury to other innocent
in the rest of this nation.
people by coming here and bringing
"We in Mississippi are making great
gasoline to throw on the fires of
progress, and we are going to controuble.
tinue to make great progress in the
"These so-called ’freedom riders’
future- indnstrially, culturally, eduare making their trips through the
cationally, socially, and in
eve r y
South for just one purpose--to caus~
sphere of life.
tronble and meddle in other people’s
"Mississippi is the last
frontier
bnsiness. I am afraid the Supreme
of freedom in this country.
Hero in
Conrt of this country, in some of its
Mississippi, there is peace among our
past decisions, has held up their
people.
hands by saying that this Constitu"We know that there are but two
tion of onrs gives people a right to
sides to this struggle--the side of
meddle in other folks’ business.
segregation, and the side of integration. There is no neutral ground!
"Many other states are looking
"I am proud to know tonight that
to Mississippi for leadership in
we stand on the side of segregation,
maintaining segregated relationand with the tenacity and the unity
ships harmoniously. Our people in
of purpose and the determination of
Mississippi of every race know that
our people, we have captured the
high ground of truth and facts---and
ave are on the way to eventual victory!
"From this high ground -- this
position which we have captured~
there will be no retreatl"
Lt. Gov. Johnson was introduced
"But due to recent legislation and
to the audience by Circoit Jndge Tom
Federal court decisions, Georgia is
Brady of Brookhaven, Mississippfs
no longer facing a mere theory.
Democratic National Committeeman
Instead, a solid problem confronts
Iongtime Citizens’ Council leader, and
us. Therefore, the officials of the
author of the book "Black Monday."
States’ Rights Council feel that new
"The people of the South are
plans and new strategy must be definally and forever divided into two
vised for the coming year," he conuncompromising c a m p s," Judge
tinued.
Brady declared.
AII prospective candidates for
"Our camp is composed of the
g o v e r n o r and lieutenant-governor
gemdne segregationists and the
have assured the Council of their snp’States’ Righters who refuse to trade
port. In past years, more than 2,000
or compromise. The other, which,
people from all over Georgia have
I am giad to say is much, much
gathered for the annual fund-raising
smaller, is composed of the ’moderaffair.
ates’, the conformists, the gradualists and the token integratlonists-Gov. Ernest Vandiver joined with
and we know who you are!
Harris in signing a letter to prominent
"’You are either in one army or the
citizens from throughm~t the state,
other--there is no middle camp!
urging their help in promoting at"We must as never before close
tendance and ticket sales.
ranks--exelode the timid, the afraid
Banquet tickets may be pnrchased
and those who would compromise
by mail from the Atlanta office of
our way of life." Judge Brady conthe Conncil. The address is: States’
eluded.
Rights Council of Georgia, 1522 William-Oliver Building, Atlanta 3, Ga.
Want to know our secret? We
Mail orders should be accompanied
can’t tell you now---but watch for
by checks for the number of tickets
the July hsue! Big things are haprequested at 825 each.
peningl

Eastland And Talmadge To Address
Georgia States’ Rights Council Dinner
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"’The industrial union department,
AFL-CIO, is pleased to forward to
you the enclosed check for $5,000
as an expression of our solidarity
with CORE and our support of its
work in the field of civil rights...
"The struggles for civil rights are
close to us both becanse of labor’s
commitment in this area and because
we, too, have had to endure similar
trials. We know that every positive
gain in civil rights is a victory for
labor and the entire nation."
Such arrogance on the part of
Beuther and Carey proved too
much for long-suffering Southern
union members to endure. Across
the South, scores of local unions
affiliated with the AFL-CIO passed
protest resolutions. And the CWA
added its censure at a national convention.
In Louisiana, 11 presidents of locals
of the Commnnications Workers of
America ioined in a sharply-worded
statement of protest.
Calling the gift "an t, nwarranted
diversion of ~tnion funds," the 11 local
presidents urged that "every possible
action" be taken to "see that this
money is refunded to the treasury by
the individuals responsible for the
ontrage."
The CWA local leaders said the
gift "’should in no way be interpreted to represent the views or
desires of the overwhelming majority of CWA members in this
state."
The statement was signed by union
leaders from Shreveport, Baton Rouge,
Lake Charles, New Orleans, Bogalusa, Houma, Alexandria and Monroe.
CWA members are telephone company employees. The industrial union
department is composed principally
of unions once affiliated with the CIO
before the merger of the two giant
labor groups.
At the Communications Workers
national convention in Kansas City,
delegates adopted a resolution June
21 condemning the Reuther-Carey
action.
The resolution, introduced by
James Sanders, president of a
Shreveport CWA local, put the entire CWA membership on record as
disapproving the "s p e n d i n g of
members’ money for causes that
have not been approved by participating unions in the industrial union
department of the AFL-CIO."
In Memphis, a local of the International Union of Electrical, Radio
and Machine Workers protested the
donation of labor funds to the selfstyled "freedom riders."
In a letter to AFL-CIO president
George Meany, the local demanded
that union officials responsible for
"this illegal use of our money be
required to pay it back."
The Mississippi State Council of
Carpenters also joined the protest.
In a letter to Meany, W. H. Wood of
Jackson, president of the Council and
of the Jackson Building and Construction Trades Council--both dues-paying AFL-CIO affiliates~denounced
the so-called "freedom riders" as
"racial and social agitators who desire
changes in our way of life."
Wood declared that "these funds
were not entrusted to you and our
other officers to be used to create and’
foster racial discord, social upheaval,
and the destruction of everything
sacred to the cause of peace and harmony.
"We are a peaceful and peaceloving people in Mississippi," Wood
added, "but we will not be driven
into, nor tolerate any drastic
changes in our social order by fanatics and agitators who have no
other desire than to stir up trouble,
create discord, incite to violence and
ultimately destroy those things that
make for real freedom."

The Renther-Carey handont to
CORE was also denounced by the
Lonisiana State Federatiun of Post
Office Clerks, and by nt,merous other
statewide and local union organizations in the Sonth.
In an editorial praising Southern
union members for their aetions, the
influential Shreveport Journal declared:
"In donating $5,000 of union
money to CORE to sponsor ’freedom riders’ in the South, Beutber,
who is a director of the NAACP, is
taking a portion of union dues collected from Southern laborers and
using it to try to force their sons
and daughters into racial integration.
"Especially to be commended is
Shreveport’s Local 418 of the Lonisiana Federation of Post Office Clerks,
which is withholding funds from the
AFL-CIO while awaiting action by
the organization’s state convention
here this week on a resoultion condemning Reuther’s inexcusable misuse
of union dues.
"Among others who also have
blasted Renther and Carey are the
Shreveport locals of the Window Glass
Cutter’s League of America, the Communications Workers of America and
the Carpenters’ Union.
"There are few, if any, union
laborers in the South who are iq
accord with the race-mixing programs of national labor leaders.
The union members who are speaking out now against Reuther and his
cohorts are acting in their own best
interests and in the best interests
of America.
"’Local representatives of twu nationally-independent unions -- t h e
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
and the Order of Railway Conducturs
--served the Souttfs cause well several days ago ~vhen they annmmced
prot,dly they have no affiliation with
the AFL-CIO. ’Supporting freedom
riders or ()tiler race agitators has not
come within the reahn of our mistakes,’ declared a spokesman of the
railway unions.
"Southern laborers should be applauded for their adamant stands
against the diversion of union funds to
such organizations as CORE and the
NAACP. Union dues which are being
used to send racial agitators on bus
rides to Southern cities could be better
spent to provide scholarships or other
worthwhile incentives for the sons and
daughters of union laborers."

Most Americans
Criticize ’Riders’
A Gallup Poll released on June
21 shows that nearly three-fourths
of the American public ~ both
North and South-disapproves of
what the "freedom riders" are doing.
The nationwide opinion sampling
showed a growing tendency to describe the "riders" in such uncomplimentary terms as "agitators," "troublemakers," "Communist-inspired," and
similar unfavorable eptithets.
The poll reported that 83 per cent
of tho~ questioned--a remarkablyhigh percentage for a current event-knew something about the "riders."
These were then asked their reaction. The resgonse:
Approve ..............................
~%
Disapprove .......................
64%
No opinion .......................
12%
Distributing the "no opinion" re)lies on a proportional basis, the result is:
Approve ......................
28%
Disapprove ...............
72%
Watch your mail carefully for
the July issue! Big things are happening!
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Jackson, Mississippi

Southern Officials Are Organi.zing
Sneak Preview of Your New MagazineilGoYernor$, ayor$

Form New Groups To

.....

Plan United Action

The South’s political leaders are organizing for action.
Flurries of activity in State Houses and City Halls throughout the South in recent days bear witness to the growing realization among Southern city and state officials that a united South
can be a potent force in the nation.
For the man on the street, the organizational surge gives
rise to the latent feeling nf Southern nationalism, h)ng dormant
among Southern leadership, but at last rekindled with a spark
glowing too brightly to extinguish.
T h i s reawakening of the
Sonthern spirit also puts the
Combined Issue
North on notice ~ and holds
little comfort for pink-tinged
This issue is a combined JulyAugust number.
zealots who would i m p o s e
total integration upon an unSummer vacation schedules plus
willing people by the naked
a move to new and larger quarters
have kept tts on the go! And the
use of f o r c . The sleeping
daily’ workload grows increasingly
Southern giant is emerging ~
heavier.
and a proud people are reWe’ve tried our best to include
ceiving renewed inspiration in
as ranch news as possible in this
their determined effort to
issue--and the September issue
maintain their h c r it a ge of
will be on its way to you soon.
valor and honor.
See you next month!
()utwardly, ~,t least, the first
--The Staff.
sign of this Sot,thern Renaissance came on July 19, w h e n
four S o u t h e r n governors and
representatives of f o u r others
met in Jackson, .Miss.
MEET ’THE CITIZEN’--Here are the working drawings for the first issue of your big, new publication!
THE CITIZEN will begin publication with the October issue. Featuring a freshly-styled magazine format with
larger, easier-to-read type, THE CITIZEN is being designed to bring you more of the information you want
and need each month. Planned and produced by skilled professionals, THE CITIZEN will be a magazine you
will be proud to receive and eager to read! It’s colorful, and filled with brand-new features, along with the
same reliable reporting and exclusive, documented analysis which is now found in this newspaper. Be watching
for THE CITIZEN---coming in October!

Race Equality Is
’Scientific Hoax’

A highly important and significant
breakthrongh has occnrred in t h e
miasma of fear which has snffocated
free discnssima of racial valnes in
academic circles for the past three
decades.
Writin~ in "Perspectives in Biology
and Medicine," pnblished by the University of Chicago Press, I)r. Henry
E. Garrett, farmer head of the psychology department at Colmnbia University, has wielded a sharp axe on
what he aptly terms the "eqnalitarian
dogma."
His conclusion: "The equalitarian
dogma, at best, represents a sincere
if misguided effort to help the
Negro by ignoring or even suppressing evidence of his mental and
social immaturity. At w o r s t, the
equalitarian dogma is the scientific
hoax of the century."
The fall text of l)r. Garrett’s anth.ritative artich- apl)ears iu th<. Ang.
14 issue of U. S. Nev.’s & \Vorld Report. It is eminently worth reading.

We’re Becoming A Magazine In October;
"The Citizen" Brings You Many New Features
THE CITIZEN is nn the way-because ynu asked for it!
Effective with the October issue,
this monthly pnblication will assomc
an attractive new magazine format
(see artist’s drawing above). Along
with the new format, there’ll be a
new, shorter name~THE CITIZEN.
Retaining the most l~opnlar featnres
of this newspaper, THE CITIZEN will
sparkle with color, and will bring
readers still more of the type of material which has been so effective during the past six years.

It’s bigger and better! It’s easier to
read! It has more.uf the information
yon need and want] It’s attractive and
colorful~ And it’s coming in October~

tion which Amcricans must have if our
country is to snrvive.

It’s THE CITIZEN ~ your new
magazine~

Anticipating i|ll immediate and continued inerease in circulation, the staff
of THE CITIZEN pledges its eve~’
effort to make ynur new publication
even better than before.

Eve~’ staff member is enthusiastic
about yonr new magazine. All feel
that it will play a major role in spreading throughnttt the natinn the informa-

In September, you will receive
another issue of thi. newspaper. Then,
in Octnhcr. TIlE CITIZEN is comin~
Be watchin~ for it[

At a conference called hastily by
(;or. Ross Barnett of Mississippi, the
leaders representing eight states heard
a proposal for action, aimed at:
¯ Bolstering the South’s position in
its fight for local self-determination and for the preservation of
States’ Rights and local selfgovernment.
¯ Increasing t h e South’s political
power in the nation.
¯

Expanding the South’s economy
and improving the region’s economic position.
¯ Improving the scientific and technological education and research
facilities in the South.
¯ Increasing trade with Latin
America.
Thi’; program, dnl)bed "Southern
Action For Expansio,~"--or SAFE, for
short--called for pnsitive, forward
(See OFFICIALS, p. 3)

Group Subscriptions Urged As Rates Revised
i

The new magazine will incorporate
many snggestions received from readt’rs of this newspaper. For vxamp]e:
6~Some of the larger Councils
Offic’er~, and member., of local Citi-i Many loc;tl Couac’ils inch.Iv sc.ho(ds,
Atmouncenwnt by the editorial dct You asked for larger, easier-tozens" Councils are especially urged to~ libraries, ministers, etc. Yon may want ~ have a regular program of mailinRs to
i partment of the attractive ncw magaread type. TllE CITIZEN will
zine [ornlat inzlkes it snlnewllnt easier i reVlC~ t ~t’ procedure for handhng to 1 ,t p( rs( ns n )o r cr nmt. t) ~h their members. If desired, copies of
have it!
~r.up snbscriptions, and t. retain this should be Co.ncil members. Ma.v[ vmtr official publicatinn nmy be pnrthe bu.invss office to make a stat(£
inf(,rmation f-r ready, reference. ~,.uncil~ ~iv,, members a ch;t.c’e t~, ~’t,ased in bulk and shipped to the
¯ You asked for more material to
mvnt which wonld h.ve he~’n forthl,)c.al Conneil each month for inclnsion
show you what others are doing
The group subscription plan is , send t h e i r official publicati.n
C(lllli~ in all~’ event.
in membership mailings, or far other
to help win this fight. Yotfll find
the best way to make ceflain that fri~.nds a.d relatives, especially those
redistribntion. For complete informaContin.ally-incre;~sin~ c o s t ~ .f
more of such adicles in TIlE
e,,ery Council member keeps in
livin~ in the N.rth.
tion and rates, please write this ofCITIZEN!
: vvvr) thing we b,y is nothing nvw fi~r touch with the nationv.’ide Citizens"
fice.
3----A~ your Council enrolls new
Council movement. Most Io c al
¯ You asked for I publication which I a.) .f us. And risin~ ¢..sts have necvsmt.ml)ers (Inrin~ the year, their names
~is g ro u p subscription proCouucils allocate a portion of each
can be conveniently filed from. ~itatt,d s~,ne l(m~-ovt’rduc rcvisi(}ns in
~hould by added to your ~roup suhced~e will remain unchanged for
member’s
dues
for
a
group
subyear to year. The attractive uew ~the ~nl~scriptit,n ratc~ f.r this intl~lica
scripti.n. Please send at least
the new magazine, TH~ CITI2EN,
scription.
magazine fonnat of TIlE CITI-’ ti.n.
names nn each additional list, along
whleh begins publication in OcZEN ,,viii make it easier to save-lh.rv’s the wav f-r h~c’al Citizens"
Effective with this issue, indi~
with
S2
for
each
name.
tober. Again, we urge I~al Coune~
and the heavier paper ,*’ill make
C,nmcils t(, takt adv;mt.gc of the
vidual subscriptions are $3 a )’ear,
officers and members to ~ve this
each issue more durable!
..z’ronp
snbscription
plan:
I
4--Each
person
listed
in
ynur
group
or $5.50 for two years. A handy subinformation for future reference.
¯ You wanted a publication in
1--Send ;t li~t nf xrour memhers JS.b~eription will receive yoor official
scription coupon may be found ou
All of the state associations comhandy pocket size--which can be
with thcir mailin~ a(~drt.s~es, along lpublication by mail each month.
page 3.
pfisin~ the Citizens’ Councils of
mailed without damage in an ordiwith remittanc," of ~2 per member. ~ 5~Your group’s renewal date is the
nary envelop. T tl E CITIZEN
Group subscriptions -- with the
t. THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL. INC. J same for all members of the grou~ ; America have adopted the gronp subwill meet this need~
publication mailed directly to each
315-25 Plaz. Building. J.cks.n. Miss., Ione year after your first Rronp sub-’ scription plan as recommended policy
member of a h~al Council--are
Namt.s of hnsbauds and wives lnay. .cription is entered. This makes the for their local organizations.
Xhmth~ .f planning haw’ ~nrn’ into
now $2 a year each, in groups of
of c.nrse, bt. combined as "Mr. and
low gronp rate ~ssible, by saving~ Local Council officers should Rive
thv lit’iV In,l~ilzine fornlat. A nlllllller
25 or more.
nf altt’r.atives were carefully studied
Mrs." to awfid dnplicatinn,
the high clerical costs of processing ~ their prompt attention t o entering
Iwfore the final th.cisinu was made.
"l’hesc rates will al’,o apply to TIlE
2~To take advantage of the group
individual renewals. ~cal Council~ group subscfiptiom and processing
Skilled pr(,fc~sionals are workin~ t.
officers handle group renewals. Group
renewals. Experience has sho~ that
snbscription
rate,
there
must
~
25
CITIZEN.
your
new
official
ma~,azine
make TIlE CITIZEN a publicatinnl
members will not ~ billed by ~is
an intoned mem~r is an effective
which makes its debut in Octnber as
names in a group. However. this is
of wl ich every snbscriber may be
membefl
the snccessor to this newspaper
not restricted to Council mem~rs,
office,
proud.
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Memphis--Mayors frnm sonte 250
Sonthern cities expressed amazement
at the creeping integration which
fast transforming this o n c e-pleasant
Sonthern city into a caricature of
llarlem.
Meeting to organize the Sonthwide
Association of Mnnicipal Officials. the
mayors got an official cold-shoulder
from Memphis Mayor Henry Loeb. lnvitt~t to welcome the delegates
Memphis, Loeb spent most of his alIntted time throwing cokl water on the
pnrpose of the meeting~lhe creation
of an organization to nnify the Sonth
and combat Negro bloc-voting pressnre groups.
Several of the visiting mayors remarket openly on Loeb’s dis~urtesy.
And not a few left Memphis vowing
never tn retnrn. This conkl prove
tremely ~stly to Memph/s merchants,
many of whom relyon the rich Mississippi Delta for mneh nf their hnsi-

i[ a

~eSS.

f,aying ’NYET’ To CORE!

Beh~re the meeting concluded, those
who had favored holding it in Memphis voiced their public apologies to
the rest of the group. And it took quite
a bit of persnasion to find anyone willing to volunteer to ask Memphis attthofities fi~r a police escort for a guest
speaker whose plane was late in arriving.
At the closing hmcheon, delegates
fmmd a colorfid t~rochnre inviting
them to hold their next session at
Biloxi, Miss.--where they couhl be
assured of receiving some real Southern hospitality~

The redoubtable editor of the Jackson (Miss.) Daily News,
Jimmy Ward, has started a back fire against CORE which is
producing cuughs and smarting eyes in the New York headquarters of that beatnik outfit of professional agitators.
It started this xvav:
CORE purchased a half-page ad in the Augnst 15 New York
Times to solicit funds for attorneys’ fees during the forthcoming
trials of so-called "’freedom riders" here in Jackson.
W. J. SIMMONS ...................................................................... Editor
The ad, replete with inflamato~, and tear-jerking pictures,
g-es on to make the usnal pitch about these characters being on
trial "’as a direct resnlt of an act of conrage in the face of savagesegregation is in harmony with the
Word of Cod," the Rev. William A.
Southern segregation." It appeals to the gullible to pay fortrans- James told a recent meeting of the
porting CORE’s hordes to Jackson, and to feed and house them Madison Connty chapter of the Tenonce they are in this peaceful city to stand trial for attempting nessce Federation for Cnnstitnlional
(;overnment.
to breacJ~ its ~ace.
The Rev. Mr. Jmnes, pastor o[ the
(Editor’s Note--This issue’s guest editorial comes from the
Editor Ward fired right back. In a lead editorial, he launched First Preshyterian Chnrch at Hmnboldt, Tenn.. strongly denonnced inSummit Sun, nationally-known Mississippi weekly edited by
a fund drive of his own to relieve the suffering of victims
tt.gration efforts bein~ pushed by the
Mrs. Mary Cain. Mrs. Cain is recognized far and wide as an
savage integration in New York.
Fe d e r a 1 Governmenl. An overflow
outspoken advocate of racial segregation, States’ Rights and
Calling his project the New York Emergency Treatment,
crowd responded warmly to his adfree enterprise. In her paper, she headlined her report "Meredith
Ward observes ~at this is saying "NYET" to CORE in language
dress.
Negro Needs No Higher Education: He’s A Genius!" Our hats
"Jesus commanded ns to,love our
they can understand.
neighbors, but he did not command
are off to her!)
He goes on to explain the reason for his action, pointing the Jews and Snmefians lo integrate,
ont that dnring the past 12 months, a total of 1,780 police of- nor did he command integration of the
By Mary Cain
races in His teachings,’~ the clergyficers have been assaulted on New York’s streets, while 107
man stated.
Instead of holding ot.r regnlar meeting last week, directors liters were ~vounded while making arrests.
"Segregation was the establ/shed
of the Paul Revere Ladies gathered at the Federal district conrt
According to New York’s Police Commissioner, Michael J. order until it became the target
in Jackson for the hearing on the case of James H. Meredith, the Mnrphy, this means that almost fiwr times a day policemen violent politically-inspired opposition
28-year-old Negro Air Force veteran who is trying to enter Ole have been set upon and have had to "defend themselves against several years ago," hc eont/nned. "It
Miss, thus breaking down the bars of segregation in onr instituti~ms criminals or hysterical mob action." He says that in certain sec- is the white man’s right to protect
himself against the poisoning of his
of higher learning.
tions of New York City, few if any persons would assist police blood stream. That is man’s greatest
After sitting there, listening to the incredible story drawn who were trying to protect life and property.
right.
"We can live together srparatcly,
from him by Assistant Attorney General Dugas Shands, I came
Attacks on p~)lice have become so acute that a special debut integral/on just will not work.
to the ~nclusion that he doesn’t need to enter any college if
tail ()f 3(~) officers has been assigned to rooftops to protect their Selective bree,lin~ always b r i n
his sto~ is t~e: he can get a job anywhere as executive directorc~)llcagnes beh)w from beer bottles and concrete slabs tossed progress. Mongrel breeding, however,
of almost anything he wishes.
will qnickly retard prngress. Ew.ry
1)v missile-throwing thugs.
intelligent farmer k n n w s lifts and
In essence, he told the Court that he gets Sl60 a month from
Ward points out that citizens of Mississippi, the third
’separates his animals, even keeping
his Korean GI bill, and he has had n~ donations or gifts from lowest state in crime rate in the nation, frequently visit New
the red d~ickens apart frnm the white.
anyone, but on tiffs slender sum hc has:
York, and that sort of public conduct serves as a ~tential
"Men have a right nnder God
Supported a wife and a child;
limit their associations to members
threat to visiting Southerners. Upon the suggestion of several
citizens who ~vere concerned about New York’s image in the ~o~ their own race."
Bonght a Volkswagen and ~t Cadillac;
Bought an 84-acre farm in Attala C~nmtv on which he o~ves South, the NYET Fund was created.
Jefferson City~Discn.tinn won over
All monies collected bv NYET will be offered to the ~vel- valor when five tronbhr-seeking "freenothing;
fare and hospital fnnd of the New York City Police Depart- dora riders" pulled into this nmnntain
Attended smnmer school for two sessions in Jackson, at a c~st
community on a bns recently. The
ment.
of S70 or S~ per session;
wonhl-be agitators noted the expresRecognizing that such an offering of "’Dixie dough" will besions on the qnickly-galhering crowd,
Paid $40 per month in Jackson for rent, while in school.
met with protests and demands from do-gooding societies to re- and the total absence of TV cameras.
All of which adds up to one of three things: liis wife is a
ject the contribution, Ward savs that if such dew, lops, a widow then th,d.ced that the rt’ception
woman of means who is "keeping" him; he’s a genius; or finally, of a policeman who died in ti~e line of duty figlfling the "’civilbe s~m,’what warmer tb,n they’d anlicip;ttvd. The "riders" new,r I~’ft thcir
he’s a plain old garden variety o~ liar. And I incline to the last- righters" or the wife of an ~ffficer wotmded and in financial bus seats, but rt’nlain,.d
uamed hazard.
, need will be tl.e recipient of NYET f,nds.
the bus depart~l.
The whole business m~x’ed to. slowly for me and was in(hn’bst~me conversation in Jackson has tlevelo,)ed still another
sufh’rahh’, I ctnlldn’t havc been in Mr. Sh:mds" place. When the alternative~the purchase of Cerman Shepher~ do~s for the’
high-brown gal wh¢~ i~ Meredith’s attornex, challeng~’d Mr. Shands" Jacks, m Police l)epartnaent, named NYE’F 1, NYET II, etc.
pronnnciation of the word "Negro" as "’Nigra"~which is the wax:
At h.ast one receptive ear was cocked in the big city. Thc
most ,f ns pronotmce it~Judge Sidney Mire, wh, was presiding, Nrw York Journal-American commented ~m Augnst 17: "’:~ New
told Mr. Sh:mds t, "indulge her" in her de~ir~’ l}lat il be pronmmcrd York (.~)l)’S lot is particnlarly not
"knt,c-~r~)xv.’" (That remiutls me that it’s reached the place in
Quote of the
bars, ti~ev tell me, where one no longer asks for a "jigger" ot I1.~’ (.itv of Jackson Miss., at }fast. is trying to (’]mnKe the" sitna"From every c~nceivable directi~m ,nd is putting its m~,wv where its s3 mpathy is.’"
whiskey: the word is "jccgrow"~)
lion, the radicals m~d liberal~ o~ this
The CITIZENS’ C()tXCIL officr is hal)py tt~ have been nalion ~re trying deM~eralely Io reIn .’xir. Shands’ place, I think I’d ],txr t.hl .lndgt’ Nitre, "’N~,x~. d,:.si~nated by the Jackson l)aily Nexvs as cnst~;dia, ,f tht~ NYET
const~ct the South lo Ihelr own
Jud~r. are we here f~r h,ss,ns in English, m t~ find ont what tl~i~ Fired. All t’~;ntributions are being at.knowled~ed by the Jacks.n liking.
than really is? Yon kn.xv m,~st of us say "Ni~ra’,
itlld n~anv O{ IIh~
"’! tell you, my friends, the people
"
~Dailv News in print.
of the South will not hJerate such
say "niggt’r’!"
All who wish to help the victims of savage integration in
uuco~titutlonal ~l~at-ks upm~ their
They bent over backv,,rd to be polite to her.
sovereignty.
New York may do so by sending their checks payable to NYET
"We will not be mm over by doFund,
c/o
CITIZENS’
COUNCIL,
Plaza
Building,
Jackson,
Miss.
N~t only is this "Nit~ra"-’~ smart cooky iu a finaucial sense,
g~ers from ~he outside, uor by
be’s also slnart~as far t~l~ many Negroes are~at establishin~
We realize that ~’vervonr is not privih.~ed to r,j,~y the blessmoderates from the insideF’
resiCh:uce in several states, lie says he i~ a native o| Koseiusko, ings ,ff our progrt.ssive and l~mSlwrous s~¢’it,ly, where tin’ races ]ire
~ov. R o s ~ Barnett
of Mis~is~ippl, in au
Alt,l:: Connty, but he has lived in Gary, Ind., Detroit, Mich.. in se~r,.’gated amity, and xvh(.’re no man ft.~rs for the safety ,,f
addr~s lo the Nest,mcsvhere in Florida aud the Lord knocks where else.
his lift. or property. Let’s extend a helping hand t- those h’ss
shoba County ~air,
f,~rttmate than uurselves. ~t’s say "NYET" to CORE~
(See I~CIH’~DIBLE "I’AIA~-, p. :3)
~il~d~lphi~ ~i~.

The Incredible Tale
Of The Darkies In Court

’South Will Not
Be Run Over,’
B rnett Pledges
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Six High School Students Win Officials Plan United Action
$1,000 In Prizes In Councils’
Big Mississippi Essay Contest

(Continued from page 1)
¯ To strengthen the Southwide
nomy by encouraging industrial
a c t i o n. Its presentation by Gov.
growth.
Barnett met with a friendly reception.
Govs. John Patterson of Alabama, ¯ To foster the mutual interests of
Southwide municipalities.
Orval Faubns of Arkansas and Ernest
Hollings of South Carolina agreed SAMO will soon employ an executhat Southern unity is vital to the tive vice-president and establish a
future of a free America. Favorable permanent office. Its founders
comments were also voiced by repre- visage a massive educational and insentatives of the governors of several formation campaign as a first step in
Jimmy Pongetti--second place boy other states who attended.
taking the South’s story to other parts
Cash prizes totaling $1,000 have munist dictatorship? And above all,
been awarded to six outstanding Mis- are we going to fail our God who left ~Active in all sports, Jimmy will be
In addition to Mississippi, Alabama. of the nation. The group also plans
sissippi high school students by the His disciples on this earth to carry a senior this fall at the Shelby High Arkansas and South Carolina, othe~ to issue policy statements on public
School. He is on the staff of the Southern states represented at the issues and make appearances at
Citizens’ Councils of Mississippi. The on His workY’
school newspaper and yearbook, and Jackson meeting were Florida, Congressional and legislative hearsix were state winners in an annual
enioys a wide range of hobbies, such
ings.
essay contest which drew thousands
Jerry Serivner--first place in boys’ as oil painting, golf, reading and Georgia, Louisiana and Kentucky.
Cities becoming charter members
of entries from thrnughout the state. division--Currently on a 0-month tour
The group agreed to hold a
In addition, many local Citizens’ of active duty with t h e National classiscal music. He also en- second meeting in Montgomery, of SAMO are in these states: Alagages in a rather Ala., which is expected to find even bama, Arkansas, F l o r i d a, Georgia,
Conncils in Mississippi awarded prizes Guard, Jerry is a 1961 graduate of
unusual avocation more states represented. The MontLouisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina,
to writers of the best essays in local Dublin High School. He was a memfor one of his age gomery meeting will be called with- Texas and Virginia.
high schools.
ber of the football team and com--investing in the in the next few weeks.
A Tennessee delegation w a s on
peted in other
Entrants in the 19~1 contest wrote
stock market, and
~Mississippi and its governor are hand for the Memphis session, but
sports, yet mainpapers of 3,000 words or less on one
keeping posted on going to act in the areas covered by did not participate in the organization
tained a high
of four subjects: "Why I Believe in
h i s investments. this proposal," Gov. Barnett assured of SAMO. In fact, the Tennesseeans
g
r
a
d
e
average.
(
Social Separation of the R a e e s";
After graduating
withdrew from the meeting when it
~ ~"
the Jackson conference.
An active 4-H
"Subversion in Racial Unrest"; "Why
from high school
became evident that their efforts to
"We
deeply
and
sincerely
hope
all
Club
member,
the Preservation of States’ Rights Is
next summer,
sabotage t h e bndding organization
Southern
states
and
their
governors
~.
Jerry
plans
to
enImportant to Every American"; or
Jimmy plans to attend Ole Miss, and will ~oin with us. We are counting were futile.
roll
in
an
agricul"Why Separate Schools Should Be
North Carolina mayors were contural college fol- is seriously considering a career as an on the courageous to stand firnfly with
Maintained for the White and Negro
attorney.
spicuous by their absence. Largest
us.
We
are
all
better
off
without
the
lowing
his
release
Races."
delegations came from Mississippi and
In telling "Why Separate Schools timid and the Inkewarm."
from active military duty.
Three state winners were selected
Newsmen f r o m throughout the Louisiana.
Should
Be
Maintained
for
the
White
Writing on "Why I Believe in the
from essays submitted by girls, and
and Negro Races," Pongetti wrote: South gathered at the Jackson meetthree from the best papers by boys. Social Separation of the Races of
Thus, in less than 30 days, Southern
"The people of America, through ing. One of them commented that governors and Southern mayors took
First-place w i n n e r s received $250 Mankind," Jerry’s prize-winning essay
the
session
could
well
be
considered
ignorance, are not conscious of what
each, while second place in each di- ~ointed out:
the framework for a new conference the first firm steps toward Southern
is going on in our country. We must
vision carried a $150 prize. Writers
"The Negro of the South has
of conservative governors, w h i c h unity.
become
aware
of
these
dangers
if
of third-place papers received $100 made more progress than his race
Some future historian might well
could, in turn, bring about the longwe wish to preserve our democracy overdue political realignment which remark upon the effect of these two
awards.
has in any other area, and the white
and heritage by protecting t h e m would assure the South fair treat- meetings, and upon their lasting
Peggy Bell of Sebastopol won first man is responsible for these adplace in the girls’ division, with Fay vaneements. We have learned to from these organizations which are
import. It could well be recorded
ment.
seeking to submerge our governLomax of Greenwood placing second live together harmoniously w i t h
that these two meetings--held in
ment and lead us to the greatest
and Donna McLeary of Shelby third. little violence and bloodshed. We
Southern mayors, meantime, after a the South, by Southerners~changed
enemy of democracy, Communism. preliminary session in Baton Rouge, the course of history.
Jerry Scrivner of Dublin captured have taught him, provided for him,
"Anyone w h o believes in our held a full-scale meeting in Memphis This would be applauded by the
top honors in the boys’ contest. Jimmy educated him, and tried to make
democratic way of life will realize
on Aug. 11-12 and formally organized Southerner of today, who is certainly
Pongetti of Shelby won second place, of him a worthwhile citizen. All of
that any proposition which supthe Southwide Association of Munici- ready for such a change, and who
and Walter Howell of Clarksdale fin- this has been possible because of the
may be depended upon to do his part,
posediy advances or betters one pal Officials.
ished third.
social separation of both races.
to give his leaders his support, to
group while it hinders the other
Some
250
cities
in
nine
Southern
Brief hiographical sketches of the
"The Negroes of the South have
~ress on to victory.
will
not
be
successful
in
its
end
states
became
charter
members
of
winning contestants and highlights aigher educational and e c o n o m i c
SAMO, anti elected Mayor W. L.
from their winning papers:
standards than anywhere else in the results.
"The anti-segregation decisions (Jack) Howard of Monroe, La., as Conservative Leader
world There are many who are wellare
dishonest
decisions . . . released the gronp’s first president.
educated and wealthy. This is not
In its constitution, SAMO listed as
Peggy Bell--first place in girls’ di- true of the Negroes who have been by political pressure groups set upon
John U. Barr Is Dead
vision--A 1961 graduate of Sebastopol forced into integration in the North the destructiou of the Am,~rican sys- its¯ purposes:
To
work
for
the
preservation
of
John U. Burr, prominent New OrHigh School, Peggy is the daughter and in other places By remaining te,n of government and the mongreli-I
our national sovereignty and state leans industrialist aud conservative
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Bell of Lena. within their own race, they can make zation of the white race. The Supreme
sovereignty.
leader, died of cancer July 31. He
Court has responded to a radical,
She is a member of the Lena Baptist greater progress."
Church, a Snnday School teacher,
~ro-Communist movement, and has ¯ To encourage a return to eomtitu- was 72.
tional government.
Mr. Burr, president of Industrial
become the weapon, or agent, to force
member of the choir, and active in
¯
To work for the decentralization Maintenance, Inc., in New Orleans,
Fay
Lomax--second
place
in
girls’
integration."
church youth
of government and to bring back was a native of Lauderdale County,
groups. An "A" contest--With the h i g h e s t 4-year
to the municipalities not only the Miss.
student, she edi- grade average a m on g fellow 1961
right but the responsibility of
For many years, John Barr was at
Donna McLeary--third place girl-ted her school’s graduates at Greenwood High School,
managing their own affairs.
the forefront of the fight for conF a y found time An "’A" student, Donna will be a
yearbookand
for many extra- senior this fall at Shelby High School. ¯ To discourage the F e d e r a I and stitutional government. In 1~44 he
newspaper, was a
state governments from preempt- was national chairman of the Senator
curricular activiShe tms been
cheerleader, a n d
ing the sources of revenue avail- Harry Byrd for President Committee.
:ties. She was coelected editor of
won numerous
able to municipalities.
And in 1948, he was one of the prime
~/ieditor
of
her
the
school
paper,
honors in school
~ school paper, a
and is a cheer- s To foster, encourage and promote movers in the States’ Rights Par~
activities. During
the American philosophy of free campaign.
class officer,
leader and officer
her jnnior year, she was voted most
enterprise.
Early in 1955, Mr. Barr was instaacheerleader,
of
several
clubs.
talented. Her fellow students declared
/
actress in school
Donna is looking ¯ To seek to preserve individual mental in organizing the Federatiun
her most intellectual and most likely
freedom and to encourage indi- for Constitutional Government. H¢
plays, and the AItowards a career
tn succeed during senior-year ballotvidual initiative and self-reliance. served contimmusly as chairman of
in elementary
ing. Valedictorian of her class, she trusa Club’s girl of the year. Fay is
¯ To promote better understanding its executive committee, holding that
~lk ~l~ltm,, education.
won the citizenship and commercial active in her Sunday School and
of Southwide problems through office at the time of his death.
awards along with a scholarship to Methodist church work.
Using as her subject, "’Why I Beeducation.
John U. Burr was an indefatigable
William Carey College in Hattiesburg, Choosing as her topic "Why the lieve in the Social Separation of the
¯ To solve problems common t o worker and a keen analyst of men and
where she plans to major in journalism Preservation of States’ Rights Is Im- Races of Mankind," Donna pointed
Southwide municipalities through affairs.
or education.
portant to Every American ’" Fay out:
cooperation.
: Many good men in our cause have
In her prize-winning pa per on wrote:
"Whenever two races live side by
¯ To reflect the attitudes of South- gone to their reward. Few were equal
"Subversion In Racial Unrest," she
"As the State is a basic political
side without social separation--or
wide municipalities upon public to John Burr, and none were superior.
wrote, in part:
entity of the Federal government,
segregation~intermarriage is inissues.
We will miss him.
"Any loyal American who beso is States’ Rights a basic entry of
evitable, whether it. takes one genlieves in freedom and right cannot the American way of llfe.
eration or ten thousand generations.
believe in integration. The very
"Jefferson saw the assertion of
"When two different races mix, the
powers that are opposing freedom
State powers as a great bulwark better one does not pull up or elevate
are behind this movement and they
(Continued from page 2)
against the one calamity he feared the lower one. In fact, the situation is
are dedicated to their task. We need
just
the
opposite.
This
is
not
a
blind
more
than
disunion--’the
greatest
Mississippi has been keeping birth certificates, I understand,
to be lust as dedicated to our task
calamity of all,’ submission to a gov- statement, but, rather, a proven fact."
of preserving democracy at all
since 1911. If he was born in Kosciusko, the birth records ought
ernment of unlimited powers.
costs.
to show it. And if he was born out of wedlock and has no record
"We must realize and appreciate
"The Communists are striving for
Walter Howell--third place boy-- of birth, the burden of proof should be on him, not the state. And
snbversion through racial unrest. Are this ’great bulwark," too, if we wish A football player and musician as
xve have no obligation to educate non-residents, black OR white.
wc Americans going to stand by and to keep faith with ot,r forefathers and
as an "A" student, Walter will be
I see from Sunday’s papers that when Judge Mize postponed
watch them obtain that end? Are we our descendents by preserving a basic well
a senior at Clarksdale High School this
going to fail our children and grand- ConstituUonal principle, States’
a
continuation
of the hearing until Tuesday, the Motley woman
fall. He is an
children by leaving them a Com- Rights."
active leader in (that really IS her namel) charged that the state is deliberately
church work and stalling and that Meredith is entitled to a "speedy hearing without
S c o u t i n g, and delays."
hasnotyet
Thank Heaven Judge Mize overcame his politeness sufficiently
decided what his
college major will to remind her that "the court itself must determine when cases
will be heard."
be.
Waiter’s paper.
(Mr. Shands was scheduled to represent the state Monday in
"
on"Why thcl
it "civil rights" voting case filed by the U. S. government.)
Preservation
of
Statcs’
Rights
Is
hn-I
The Citizens’ Council
The courtroom was a demonstration of "segregation within
portant to Ever), American" drew this’,
315-25 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
conclnsiml:
t integration’. One row of Negroes sat in one section, and there
Please enter my subscription to The Citizens’
were four or five rows of Negroes near the back in the other
"Why, then, is the preservation
Council as follows and find payrnent enclosed:
of States’ Rights so i m p o r t a n t section. (Only a handful were real Negroes-- the rest were, like
[] For One Year $3.00 [] For Two Years $5.50
to every citizen? Their preservation the .Motley woman and her aides, high browns.)
(Please Print)
is important because it will deThe courtroom was filled with white citizens who look with
termine the conditions under which
distaste
upon the reprehensible efforts of these Negroes to break
Name
we and our children will live in the
down barriers constitutionally established. Above their heads, a
Address
next decade and the one after it.
mural revealed the role of the Negro as cotton pickers and I
It will determine whether we live
City
in a land controlled by the Federal
could not help wondering what thoughts ran through the minds
State
government and the Supreme Court,
or one under the rule of our original of the Negroes and high browns who faced it.
It takes a strong stomach to be able to stand Federal court
Constitution. Our futa~ is da1~-ndtoday. Mine’s very weak.
ent on e~ch o~ of
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Dallas Whites Betrayed By Local ’M0derates’!
Disaster Looms In ’Big D’
As Hews Blackout Hides
School, Cafe Mixing
Dallas is about to commit racial
suicide.
And it’s an inside job, being pulled
off by a small high-society clique in
cahoots with the NAACP, while the
white majority of the body politic is
kept in the dark.
This paper has repeatedly pointed
out that no Southern community can
be forced to integrate solely from
Washington or New York or any
other place.
A number of cases have been cited
over the past few years to show that
a community can only be integrated
from within. In every instance where
mixing--token or otherwise ~ has
taken place, io~al m o d e r a t e s -whether they be school board members, politicians or businessmen, have
undermined white solidarity.
Now, the city of Dallas is giving
us a classical example of how the job
is done.
What differentiates D a I I a s from
other cities so unfortunate as to have
sizeable blocs of moderates, such as
Little Rock, Charlotte, Atlanta or
New Orleans, is the scope and
thoroughness of the Dallas "operation
integration."
And the irony of it is that a group
calling itself the "D a 11 a s Citizens
Council" is responsible and is taking
"credit" for Dallas’ plunge into the
mixing pot.
Needless to say, there is no relationship of any kin d between
those misguided Texans" and the
Southwide Citizens’ Council movemont. In fact, to turn a phrase, the
Dallas outfit might be called the
"Unwhite Citizens Council."
The Dallas blueprint for integration
is worth considering in some detail,
because it is a glaring example of the
planned surrender of a proud but unorganized Caucasian community to the
tender mercies of the NAACP.

The Dallas Citizens Coundl is an
unofficial body of the chief executives
of about "250 of the city’s largest busi~ ness enterprises. It shapes p u b I i c
policies through the simple circum:stance that its members control most
:of the money which is the community’s life-blood. It is about 30
i years old, and until the past couple
’of years had presumably been a con:structive influence in civic life. But
now, it is leading the good people of
Dallas toward tragedy.
You see, the integration they have
in mind isn’t for these "super civic
dads," as one admiring columnist
calls them. Oh no, their children
and grandchildren are in private
schools! No, integration in Dallas
is for the not-so-rich white parents
who can’t afford to insulate their
children from the social experimentation of these Daddy Warbucks
types.
Will the Petroleum Club be integrated? The Cipango Club? Or
any number of other exclusive private establishments where t h e s e
wealthy big shots disport themselves?
Certainly n otl THAT’S DIFFERENT!
What induced these big businessmen to commence "operation integration" some 18 months ago. no one
seems to know. But commence it they
did, and their tactics would do justice
to Machiavelli himself. They include
economic pressure, deception, propaganda, intimidation and the threat of
force.
Let’s see how they did it.
First came a softening np period.
Among the methods used were a
propaganda film entitled "Dallas at
the Crossroads," prepared by t h e
DCC, which was viewed by nearly
10,000 persons in 40 showings;
100,000 brochures on the blessings of

integration distributed to church con- The manager of the Sheraton-Dallas
gregations with the enthusiastic apHotel, Randall Davis, said if school
proval of the clergy and lay religious
integration is completed without "unleaders; inserts bearing the same mespleasant incidents," downtown hotels
sage distributed by many companies
would "’accept and solicit integrated
with their employees" paychecks (!);
¢~onvention groups" about Oct. 15. He
thonsands of posters in public places
didn’t say what they would do in
presenting" the face of a happy Dallas
the event of "unpleasant incidents."
looking forward hopefully to peaceful
Stephen Chandler, Jr., a vice presiintegration; and finally, support was
dent at the Sanger-Harris department
arranged from the Dallas Bar Asstores, said, "’We now serve them
sociation, the Dallas County Medical
(Negroes) on a limited scale. The first
Society, the Greater Dallas Council
floor tea room is integrated and if it
of Churches and organized labor.
is handled logically and we don’t get
One tract distnlmted by the DCC
a great influx of colored people there,
frankly states, "... if Dallas’ exwhy, we will continue to serve them."
perience parallels that of o t h e r
One wonders what will happen when
more than a few Negroes come for tea.
Southern cities~and there is no
reason to suppose that it will not-What were the Dallas press, telethe schools are only one area of
vision and radio doing during the
community life in which Negro
episode that one New York corresleaders will press for change.
pondent described as "a great iceberg of effort calculated to change
Restaurants, theaters, increased use
of department store facilities, hotels,
the face of Texas’ largest city (Wait
churches---all are likely targets."
till he hears from Houston!~Ed.) as
The conditioning operation is
radically as any evolution in its hisgeared to a very detailed communicatory?"
tions program shaped under the diThe entire Dallas communications
rection of Sam Bloom, an advertising
media became a party to the strange
man, with the collaboration of groups
conspiracy of silence that descends
ranging from doctors, lawyers and
at strategic times over the machinaministers to psychologists at Southern
tions of moderates.
Methodist University.
As one observer wrote, "Newsmen
At the core of "operation integraknew what was happening all too
tion" was a special integration comwell; they were sitting on a story.that
mittee composed of seven whites from
by any standards at all was bigger
the DCC, headed by C. A. Tatum,
than tile Little Rock race troubles
president of Dallas Power and Light
anti New Orleans’ school shntdown
Co., and seven Negroes headed by
¯ . . as ranch as it rankles with them
C. Maceo Smith, regional inter-group
to consider their role in suppressing
relations director for the F e d e r a I
rather than printing the news, the
Housing Administration. The NAACP
newsmen were a part of the comis also represented on the committee
munity experiment."
by its regional counsel, W. J. Durham,
Throughont the experiment ran the
a Negro lawyer.
basic idea that the citizenry had to
’be conditioned to accept school inThe first real coup. of the special
tegration, scheduled to begin with the
integration committee came on July
first grade Sept. 6, and continne one
~6, when after the usual thorough
grade at a time each year until the
planning, 159 c a r e f u l I y chosen
mixing is complete.
Negroes received service in selected
eating places, such as the expensive
The schnol integration order
came from U. S, District Jntl~c T.
Zodiac Room at Nelman-Marcus department store.
Whitfield Davidson, whose initial decision in the case met disapproval from
Further integration steps are
the NAACP, which immediately had
planned.
the Fifth U. S. Circnit Court of Appeals order a favorable ruling.
Jndge Davidson issued his order for
the m i x i n g of Dallas’ six-year-old
children with ohvious reluctance, and
at the same tinw bitterly took Federal
court~ to task for causing forced mixin~ of the races.
lh’ ~aid the order for l)allas schools
r,’fh.ct(.d the mandates from hi~her

Mixing Plans Dramatized

1FIFTH GRADE.
PUPIL ADMITS
"The Court’s decree may take
STABBIHGeffect
HER
through the office of the
]Found in Class;
I Clothe~ Billy

U. S. Marshal or with the soldiers’
bayonets," s a i d the 84-year old
jurist. "It is forced just the same."
Notit):~ that Dallas voters by a vot(,
()f f()ttr to on(. r(’jvctcd a propt)sal for
x()h),d;try int(,~r:ttion, h(’ continued:

"They have integration now not
by consent, not by choice, but by
force."
Judge Davidson’s original order had
called for a "salt-and-pepper" plan
for Dallas schools, which would have
given both races a chance to attend
segregated or biracial schools. This
was set aside by the U. S. Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals in favor of an
NAACP-approved "stairstep" system
starting in the first grade.
Of the reversal of his decision,
Judge Davidson said:
"It by-passes Article 10 of the
Bill of Rights as though it had never
been written. History will mark this
as an epoch in the lives of the
American people, and particularly
so as a rip in the judicial powers of
our nation."
If the bigwigs of the Dallas Citizens
Council had shown a small fraction
of the devotion to principle evidenced
by Jndge Davidson, their city would
not be facing Africanization today.
Instead, they Ilad to show how
"sophisticated" they were by devising
their own home-grown plan for cooperating with evil.
But the best laid plans of mice and
men go oft astray. And the moderates
of Dallas are no exception.
Seizing upon the opening made
by the Dallas Citizens Council, the
NAACP quickly began putting pressure on the parents of some 3,000
Negro children who will enter the
first grade next month to seek transfer to previously all-white schools.
Area "workshops" are now in t)usiness, at which Negro parents will receive instructiou iq tile mechanics ()f
asking transfers for the children.
And GIoster B, Current, director
of branches for the NAACP, urged
Negroes to "flood" the Dallas school
board with applications to attend
white schools, lie said they have
the full support of President Kennedy’s administration, and that Kennedy is repaying Negroes for helping elect him.
It will be interesting to watch developments this fall as the Dallas
moderates come to grips with the
NAACP. Perhaps they deserve each
other!
Meanwhile, () t h e r commnnities
thronghout the South may count
themselves fortunate that civic leadership is organized in the real Citizens"
Councils to maintain their racial integrity-not destroy it.
Dallas stands as a terrible warning. It is a warning of what happens
when apathy and indifference permit the moderates to take control
of public policy.
l)on’t let it happen to your home
town!

Natl. Education Assn. Membership
Said Illegal For Louisiana Teachers
32 Negroes Held
a Rape of Girl, 19

A l.ouisiana s c h () o 1 official has
war.t.d tl.d l.ouisiana h’achers will
I)rt.akin~ the law if they retain their
mvml)(’rships in the National Educati.n Association.
F. C. 11 ;t I e y, supt’rintcodent of
sch.ols in Claibor.e P;trish, said the
NEA, in cffcct, made lawbre.kcrs o~
its Louisiana members by endorsin~
~c’hool iotegration at its Juue 30 nallaley pointed out in Shrevepo~
that a 1956 Louisiana law makes
it possible for school boards to remove teachers who beloug to any
group which adv.’ares racial integration.

HARD-HITTING BOOKLET--Parents in Little Rock, Ark., are receiving copies of 16-page booklet shown
above, urging protests against further classroom integration by moderates who control local school board. Distributed by Capital Citizens’ Council of Little Rock, booklet reprints clippings from Northern press on racial
violence in schools, and shows soaring rates of crime and illegitimacy in mixed communities. Names, pictures,
and home and office telephone numbers of school board members are included for convenient reference.

In addition. H ;t ] e y n,)t(’d, school
hoards will no Io.~(’r be able to withhohl NEA (h)cs from teachers’ salary
checks without "ai(lin~ and abetting"
the tc;tt’h(,rs in vi()lating the
llah.y su~eested that So.th(.ma teaci,vrs form their own organization.
TI., president of the I.ouisi;ma
"I’o.chvrs Association, Mrs Hudson S.
J.h.~ton of Benton, immodiatcly
t.lh’(l a Sl)(’cial me(-ti.g of tltc LTA
C()IIIICi] tO consider tilt" (lll(’stioo
NEA Mfiliation. She said th(,
~roup has about 23,000 m(,mb(,rs, only
8,000 ()f wholu aro also NEA mcm-
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Jackson, Mississippi

Total’ Effort Can Win Total Victory!
Brother Bobby Can’t Come
Right Now-- He’s Busy!

One Killed In Riot---

Negro
Baptists

°CCA Notes Change
In Northern Views,
Says South Can Win

Brawl
The self-proclaimed N e g r o
apostle of "non-violence," Martin i
Luther King, has been accused l
of touching off a riot w hich
killed an elderly Negro preacher
dnring a church convention in
Kansas City, Me.
Pandemonium erupted
when some 5,000 Negroes attending the National Baptist
Convention USA disagreed
over the choice of a president
Sept. 6.
The arena of Kansas City’s big
Mnnicipal Auditorium became ai
battlefield, as backers of rival[ ~,~.__
"
factions tried to storm the speakcr’s platfurm to take control of
the meeting.
During the riot which followed,
one delegate, 64-year-old Detroit
Negro minister A. G. Wright, received fatal head injuries when he
was pushed off the platform. He
died the next day without regaining
consciousness. Another Negro suffered a heart attack during the
melee.
At issue was a contest for the convention presidency between two
Negroes whose approaches on civil
rights differ sharply.
The incumbent president of the
convention, Chicago Negro minister
J. H. Jackson, favored a "go-slow"
approach to integration, and disapproved of the "slt-in" demonstrations and "freedom rides" sponsored
by COBE and similar groups.
Jackson’s leadership was challenged
by a faction led by Negro preacher
Gardner C. Taylor of New York.
Taylor had the backing of Martin
Luther King and other Negro agitators
who demanded militant action for integration.
At the group’s 1960 convention in
l~hiladelphia, Jackson won re-election
in a voice vote, but the Taylor faction
later held a rnmp convention and
"elected" Taylor as convention president. The matter wonnd np in the
courts.
The Kansas City fracas was tonched
nff when Taylor and his backers
marched into the auditorium and tried
to capture t h e speaker’s platform.
Police tried in wdn to clear the aisles,
as Taylor delegates shouted and
milled about.
At a news conference after the
convention had ended, J a c k s o n
(See NEGBO BAPTISTS, p. 2)

Text Of CCA Policy Statement
Adopted At New Orleans Meeting

Here is the text of a statement issued by delegates to the
Continning Northward migration of
Aug. o-.5-26 semi-annual meeting of the Citizens’ Councils ofNegroes was also cited as a factor in
changing Northern attitudes towards
America in Nexv Orleans:

Eggheads Demand
Mixed Swimming

tion held its annual meeting at the
Chase-Park Plaza Hntels in St. Louis
late in August.
segregation. "O n e million m o r e
When N e g r o convention deleNegroes in New York City or Chica~n
gates tried to enter the swimming
provide the Smith with an argopool, they were told they needed
We are proud of the people of the South. More than seven will
ment far inure powerfnl than ~nere
passes, because the pool was leased
years have passed since the infamous "Black Monday" decision words," the CCA added.
to a private club. The hotel manof the U. S. Supreme Court; yet, the amount of actual integration
"So long as the South continues
agemant refused to issue passes to
achieved in the Deep South has been held to practically nothing. to resist, no court in the nation
the Negroes.
Thousands of .years would be required to achieve total in- can bring about integration," the
The blacks calh.d the city’s Conncil
declared. "A court order
on Human Relations, signed a corategration if it were to continue at its present pace. But we are statement
is valid only if the
majority acl )laint, and pressed their demands.
determined that integration will not continue -- in any degree cepts it."
’
Still, the hotel said no.
whatsoever!
The gronp directed
specific mesT h e n, the sociuh)gists" governing
Instead, we pledge ourselves to stop integration by every sages to the people of four Southern council
warned the management that
means at our command, and to restore to the people of the
cities.
the conw’nfion would leave the hotel
nnless the Negroes were permitted to
South and of the nation the right of local self-determination of "To the people of New Orleans:
Congratulations for yotlr bernie stand!
integrate the swimming pool. This
racial policies.
You have won the first round of yonr
was not entirely bad news to the hotel
In dealing with attempts at integration, which pose serious battle, and we know you may be declerks--they were getting fed up. And
threats to the continued existence of the white race, the people pended npon to win the second round
the pool remained a "’white only"
of the South have displayed an astonishing degree of restraint this fall! Your schools have not been
private chlb.
. . . your actions will mak(,
and forbearance. But the patience of the South is now wearing integrated
Next, the sociologists called their
certain that they will never
comrades-in-i n t e g r a t i o n of the
thin. The people of the South are fast realizing that organized "’To the people of Little Rock: The
Amer/can Psychological Association
, force can be defeated only by strongly-organized counter-force. tide is turning! Keep up the fight! . . .
at the latter group’s convention in
"’To the people of Atlanta: Don’t
The time for restraint is fast ending.
New York City. The APA had
give up! The one sure way to destroy
scheduled its 1962 meeting at the
(Continued on page 2)
}’our city is by accepting integration!
St. Louis hotels.
No court or newspaper or group of
Overflowing with brotherhood-byNegroes can decide whether your
public schools will be integrated ... ,long-distance, the psychologists inintegration will come t,, ~ ~,l ....... ! formed the hotel management that nn.... Atless the sociological
Negroes were"
stay only if the white people or
."
permitted to get into the swim, the
lanta want it!
i psycholog sts would "review"
their
"To the people of L, anas: .....
lourl ....
Iptans to come to 3t. Lores.
Putnam will tell of the circumracial
heritage
is
not
for
sale!
.
It
is
across the South for its incisive sumThe hotel finally capitulated--anstances which led him to write "Race
up to you to show the selfish int%rests
mary of racial differences.
nouncing late one night that the pooI
and Reason," and will describe
that their money cannot buy integraIt has won wide ac~:laim for telling
wotdd be integrated the next day,
Northern reaction to his book.
tion! You have been deceived and misthe South’s story in terms the North
as the sociologists’ convention was
An eminent historian and scholar,
led, but there is still time for #trposecan nnderstand.
coming to a close.
Putnam was also a pioneer in U. S.
ful
action.
Dallas
shows
signs
of
A large crowd is expected at the
domestic aviation, and is still active
finally awakening to the threat of inExtremely pleased over their sucOct. 26 banquet meeting to hear l
in airline management.
tegration . . .
cessful experiment in brotherhoodPutnam.
Citizens’
Council
I
e
a
d
e
r
s
His book sets forth reasons behind
"’To the white people of the South:
by-f o r c e, the sociologists in St.
from throughout the South are being
the South’s position on race, from the
The
ftlture
of
your
children
is
in
your
Louis and the psychologists in New
urged to attend.
viewpoint of Putnam’s native New
hands! Softness today may be repaid
York returned to their conferences,’
A eonvenient order c o u p o n for
England. "Race and Reason" has been
by mongrelization tomorrow! This is
no doubt to deplore the evil
banquet tickets appears on Page 2 of
hailed by editors, critics, businessa time for action . . . a time for
"economic pressure~" invoked by
men, educators and political leaders
this issue.
courage.., and a time for determinaSouthern se~e~ationsts.

"Race And Reason" Author Carleton Putnam To
Speak At Jackson Council Banquet Oct. 26
Carleton Pntnam, author of "’Race
and Reason," will address a banquet
meeting of the J a c k s o n Citizens’
Council on Oct. 26.
The meeting will be held in the
Olympic R co m of the Heidelberg
Hotel in Jackson, Miss. Dinner will
be served at 7 p.m.
Tickets to the banqnet are $25
each, and may be obtained at the
Citizens’. Council office, 315-25 Plaza
Building, in Jackson. Proceeds will
finance the continued expansion of
the Councils’ educational work.

’"The white South must rededicate itself to a total effort for
total victory in its battle to preserve racial segregation,~ Citizens’
Council leaders from throughout the South declared in a statement
issued recently in New Orleans.
Gathering in New Orleans Aug. "9-5-26 for the semi-annual
meeting of the Citizens" Councils of America, delegates heard
situation reports from each Southern state and discussed future
strategy.
The Citizens’ Councils of America serves as a nationwide
coordinating body for Citizens’ Councils and other affiliated
pro-segregation organizations in’~"
11 Southern states, and similar tion. It is also a time for unity. Continne to encourage yonr mayors and
!groups throughout the nation.
governors to work with their fellow
Some 75 leaders from across Sontherners. But remember that--in
’ the South attended the Ne~v Or- the final analysis--it is the people
i leans session at which Roy V. who’ deternlin~ the quality of their
Harris, Augusta, Ga., atto~ey, political leadership. The people will
receive the kind of leadership they
:presided. Harris is president of demand -- or the kind they deservel
.CCA, and of the States’ Rights The ultimate decision is in the hands
of the people!
Council of Georgia.
"And to Anlericans everywhere:
Noting "changing Northern
with us ill this battle to preserve
attitudes" and "a national re- Join
our prieeh,ss heritage uf ffeedoml
awakening to the threat which ~Vake iil) tn the fact that those who
racial integration poses to the
tdw)cate integration of the races are
w h i t e race," the delegates’ :tiding the CilllSe (if Comnulnisnd The)’
wt.akeninR America at a time
statement called on the people are
when naliumd strength is vital. We
of the South to "stand firm
are confident of victory. With the
to wage the battle relentlessly, help of Americans everywhere, onr
until all America is informed victory will ~ ~n sooner!"
arid aroused."
"Our adversaries are losing
ground," the CCA statement
noted."They are being discredited daily, and their public
An amazing display of economic
support is fading rapidly with
opened the swimming pool
each new disclosure of Com- pressure
of a swanky St. Louis hotel to Negroes
munist involvement in the in- briefly late last month.
tegration drive."
The American Sociological Associa-
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Editor

Text Of CCA Policy Statement
Adopted At New Orleans Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
The white South must rededicate itself to a total effort
for total victory! The enemies of the South must be completely
crushed!
We are confident that white Americans throughout the nation are rapidly learning the facts of life on racial matters. We
are now experiencing a national reawakening to the threat which
racial integration poses to the white race. The South is gaining
support at the grass-roots level from citizens in all parts of
the nation. This support will soon be translated into action, and
will soon evidence itself in the political arena. Until then, the
South must stand firm; the South must wage the battle relentlessly i
nntil all America is informed and aroused.
As evidence of changing Northern attitudes, we cite a
recently-published book entitled "Race and Reason: A Yankee
View," written by Carleton Putnam, an eminent scholar, historian and business leader from New England. This book is
having a tremendous impact upon Northern minds. It explains the South’s problems in terms the North can understand.
Our adversaries are losing ground. They are being discredited daily, and their public support is fading rapidly with
each new disclosure of Communist involvement in the integration
drive. In addition, the organizations which advocate forcible
integration are now fighting among theruselves for power, glory
and money. Their cynicism is being exposed to public view!
And the few misguided idealists who lfnt respectability to their
activities are fast deserting the integrationist ranks. This confusion will hasten the defeat of the integrationists and the destruction of their propaganda machine.
The continuing Northward migration of Negroes is likewise
a factor in the increasing national support for the South’s position
on segregation. "vVe hope fhis migration will continue until every.
doubtful Northerner is convinced through personal experience
that the South has the only workable solution to the problem
of maintaining peaceful race relations. One million more Negroes
in New York City or Chicago will provide the South with an
argument far more powerful than mere words!
Finally, we would point out again to our friends throughout the South that racial integration has never been achieved
bv court decree. School integration has not occurred -- and will
n~t occur ~ in any community where the white majority is determined to preserve segregation. A court order is valid only if
the majority accepts it.
So long as the South continues to resist, no court in the
nation can bring about integration!

September, 1961

One Killed As Negro Baptists Riot;
IMartin Luther King Blamed For Death
(Continned from p. 1)
blamed Martin Luther King for the
fatal riot, and announced that King
had been stripped of his official
convention position.
"King masterminded the invasion
of the convention floor which resuited in the death of a delegate,"
Jackson asserted.
"The method of Taylor’s campaign was due largely to King. His
backers marched in boldly and took
over the convention.
"’This disregard for convention ofricers and the pushing of folks off
the platform was the result of an
election campaign so vicious it produced violence," Jackson continued.
When the riot began, a reporter
said, the wooden steps leading to the
temporary platform were broken. The
reporter saw one delegate pick pp a
large piece of broken wood and swing
it at someone. Said the reporter, "1
dncked."
A Negro "reverend" from
Chicago boasted loudly, °’Ah got
m e a m a hi" The "clergyman"
identified his victim as a fellow
"minister" from Chicago, and observed, "Ah role dem befo’ we left
Chicago dat ef’n enny blows wuz
struck, Ah’d done get mine in!"
A riot call was sent out, and 80
Kansas C i t y policemen arrived on
the scene, swinging blackjacks~’and
night sticks, and brandishing shotguns. It took the riot sqnad more than
an hour to restore some semblance nf
order to the howling mob scene.
Police Chief Clarence Kelly aud
his top aides rnshed to the auditorium
and threatened to close the bnilding
and end the convention nnless t]~e
tnmolt ceased. Bnt the natives were
still restless--and the crowd couldn’t
hear the chief’s nltimahnn. Someone
had cot the microphone wires on the
pnblic-address system.
Kansas City’s 300-pnnnd mayor, tt.
Roe Bartle, then mounted the stage.
In a booming voice which made the
mblic-address s y s t e m unnecessary,
Bartle momentarily shocked thv
Negroes into silence.
Bartle, a prominent Presbyterian
and nationally-known orator,
thundered to the Negro Baptists:
"If you have come to Kansas City
to raise hell in the name of the
Lord, then I think you ought to
go back home."
Hecklers from the Taylor (King)
faction then nrged the mayor to preside over the convention election.
Bartle retorted: "When Baptists get to
the point where the,/ have to get a
Presbyterian to hold their election,
they have hit a new low in the Baptist:
church."
After the mayor’s remarks, disorder
broke out a gain. A Pennsylvania
Negro tried to respond to the mayor’s
"welcoming" address. Bnt it was no
u~. Somebody had cut the microphone wires aagin.
Repairmen were summoned, and
a police guard was posted along
the microphone cable to prevent
further razorings.

Death Claims Actor
Charles Coburn, 84,
Jackson CC Member
Veteran actor Charles Coburn, a
member of the Jackson (Miss.) Citizens’ Council, died Aug. 30 in a New
York hospital. He was 84.
Mr. Coburn died of heart failure,
shortly after a minor throat operation.
He entered the hospital after a 6-day
appearance in a play in Indianapolis.
Born in Macon, Ga., in 1877, Mr.
Coburn began his career at 14 as a
program boy in the old Savannah
Theater. He went to New York five
ears later, and appeared on the stage
in numerous hit productions. At the
age of fl0, he began a movie career,
and later appeared on both radio and
television.
He won an Academy Award in
104,3.
Mr. Cobnrn’s lifelong dedication to
the principle of States’ Rights and
to the maintenance of Southern tradition was typified by his insistence
that a Confederate flag be displayed
on his limonsine.
In 1959, Mr. Coburn visited Jackson
and became acquainted with several
officers, directors and members of the
Jackson Citizens" Council. He
cepted an invitation to membership in
a gracious letter to the board.

A California N e g r o got np to The Taylor group, Jackson claimed,
preach. "No," the mob of blacks
favored militant protests against segregation, but refnsed "to do anything
screamed.
about alleviating the problems. They
The California Negro’s wife tried
want somebody else to solve them.
to sing. Delegates would have none
They want the government to do it,"
of it. Her accompanist played the inhe added.
troduction o v e r and o v e r. Tears
VCell-known Negro agitators attendstreamed d o w n the would-be performer’s face. Finally, she went ahead
ing t h e convention in addition to
Martin Luther King were Ralph D.
and sang anyway, althongh few conld
Abernathy, King’s right-hand boy, and
hear her.
ex-NAACP chairman Robert C.
Meantime, the Jackson and Taylor
Weaver, now high in the councils
factions were in court, working out
of the Kennedy New Frontier.
an agreement for an "honest" election
Weaver spoke to one session of
of convention officers.
An 85-year-old Kansas City Negro
the convention~or what was left of
it--presumably b e a r i n g personal
preacher was picked to preside over
the balloting as a c o u r t-appointed
greetings f r o m JI;’K and Brother
Bobby. Since no one was arrested
monitor.
It took all day Sept. 7 to check
or jailed after the fatal fracas,
"credentials" of the "delegates," and
Bobby’s further influence was, for
balloting finally began at 10 p.m.,
the present at least, unnecessary.
lasting until nearly 4 o’clock the folAlso present was Beniamin Mays,
lowing morning.
Atlanta college president and a chief
"When the votes were tallied, Jackarchitect of the Hartsfield sell-out of
son had retained his convention presithe city’s white schoolchildren. Mays
dency by a 2 to 1 margin. He polled
gaid he wasn’t a delegate -- iost a
2,73"2 votes to Taylor’s 1,51~.
"visitor." Natnrally, he was backing
Taylor.
While Taylor fo ,r~s licked their
After witnessing the brethren at
wounds, Jackson d e a ! t swift retribution. A Sept. 9 convention vote
play, Mays summoned whatever intellectnal honesty he had left and
approved a rules change which
told a reporter the black mob scene
stripped Martin Luther King of his
official convention positio~that of
was "disgracefnl -- an effrontery to
God."
vice-president of the Sunday school
and Baptist training union congress.
In a rare moment of candor,
Mays observed:
A Dallas Negro was named as
"It’s a mockery of Cod. We
King’s successor.
oughtn’t be singing and preach|ha:
Jackson told a news conference that
we ought to be playing jazz and
he blamed King for the fatal riot.
dancing."
’%Vhen a campaign is so vicious
tie negh.cted to mention that ninny
that it leads to violecce, it creates
of the "delegates" were "graduates"
violence," Jackson charged.
of the "theological" institution which
Jackson also took a slap at King’s
he heads.
current pet project, the "freedom
A Kansas City Negro newspaper.
rides," and at CORE techniques
thd Call, s n nl ol c d op the "wihl
strongly backed by King.
demonstration" this wily:
"’What do you produce when you
"It was a sad day in Kansas
are in jail?" Jackson asked, referriog
City," the paner stated. "It was a
to the jailed "freedom riders" in the
snd day for the (Negro) Baptists.
South.
It was disgraceful conduct on the
He ~aid his re-electinn was due tn
part of men who call themselves
a difference in ohilosophy between
Christians and preachers of the
Taylor and himself.
gospel!"

South African Lawyers, Students
Seek Southern Correspondents
Onr special correspondent in South Africa, John R. Parker. is also
secretary of a gronp called "Society of the Two Sot,ths," which was
formed "to cement tile bonds nf friendship between white Southerners in
the U. S. and the emhattled whites of the Repoblic of Sonth Africa.
The Society acts as a clearing-honse for persons wishing to correspond with their coonterparts abroad.
Recently, Parker relayed the following request:
"A large groun of law students and qualified gentlemen in the
legal profession wish to correspond with law students and people of
the same profession in your South.
"These Afrikaners are ardent segregationists, and art, citizens of Pretoria, the administrative capital of Sooth Africa.
"Interested U. S. residents shonld write:
lohn R. Parker, Secretary
Society of the Two Souths
P. O. Box 175
Cleveland
Johannesburg
Republic of South Africa
"’The pairing off of correspondents will he done to the best of nut
.ability.
"American correspondents will receive a regular and free supply
of authentic literature on South African affairs."
We are certain that many of our readers will want to avail themselves of this opportunity to correspond with like-minded South Africans.
Correspondence should be taken to your local post office, where the
correct amonnt of postage may be determined, Air mail is, of conrse, much
faster -- but somewhat more expensive.

Use This Handy Coupon To Order Your Tickets
To The October 26 Banquet~Hear Carleton Putnam!
Mail to:
JACKSON CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
315-25 Plaza Building
Jackson, Mississippi
Please send me ,

tickets to the October 26 banquet at

$25 each. bay check for $

is enclosed.

(Please Print I

Visit To UN Reminds British Peer Of Minstrel Show
A British peer reported to Parliament recently on a trip to New York.
Lord Brabazon of Tara, 77-year-old
aviation pioneer, industrialist and
sportsman, told the House of Lords
that he looked in on a United Nations
debate.

Said Lord Brabazon: "I really got
the impression that there was a convention of nigger minstrels going
on. That is the situation we have
reached in the United Nations."
Muffled laughter was heard
throughout the chamber, as the august
peers tried manfully to stifle their
mirth.

Name
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Recommended Literature Available From The Citizens’ Council
(P tease use the coupon below to order this material. The prices listed represent only postage and handling costs of pamphlets.
Books and periodicals are offered at their regular prices. A minimum order of $|.00 is necessary. If larger quantities of any
literature listed are desired, write for special prices. All orders filled promptly -- please allow sufficient time for deliven/.)
SIGNIFICANT SPEECHES ON SEGREGATION
s~.~
Q.,.t~
Simjle
1A--STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY by Guy. Ross
R. Barnett of Mississippi D an address that ¯
electrified New Orleans and the South! .... 25¢
2ADTHE VOICE OF THE SOUTH MUST BE
HEARD! by Guy. Barnett----his first speech
following his election as Governor ........ 25¢
3A--THE CHALLENGE TO THE SOUTH AND
HOW IT MUST BE ME’F by Judge Leander H.
Perez of New Orleans---a powerful plea for
white solidarity! ......................
25¢
4A---WE’VE REACHED ERA OF JUDICIAL
TYRANNY by Sen. James O. Eastland
(D-Miss.)--the classic attack on forced integration ! ............................
25¢
5A~SEGREGATION AND THE SOUTH by Judge
Tom P. Brady~an historic talk by the author
of "Black Monday"! .................... 25¢
7A~SEGREGATION~AN AMERICAN CUSTOM
by W. J. Simmons~an address to students at
Elmira College in Elmira, N. Y ........... 10
8ADTHE SOUTH’S JUST CAUSE by Dr. W. M.
Caskey, professor of History, Economics and
Government at Mississippi C o I I e g e ~ an
eloquent oration delivered atValley Forge, Pa. 25¢

Quantity
rate
for $1.00

for $1.00

6 for $1.00
6 for $1.00
15 for $1.00

6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00
6 for $1.00

15 for $1.00

6 for $1.00
6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00

15 for $1.00

LAW
3E~EQUALITY VERSUS LIBERTY: THE
ETERNAL CONFLICT by R. Carter Pittman
Da carefully researched article from the
American Bar Association Journal ....... 25¢
SEETHE LAW OF THE LAND by Carter Pittman~a basic treatise ................. 25¢

6 for $1.00

SUBSCRIBE NOW
The Citizens" Council, Inc.
315-25 Plaza Building, Jackson, Mississippi
Please enter my subscription to The Citizen
as [ollows and find payment enclosed:
[] For One Year $3.00 ~ For T~vo Years $5.50
(Please Print)
Name
Address
City
State

I~THE ~LY TRUTH ABOUT THE N~CP by
Att0mey ~neral Eugene C~k of ~orgi~a
slashing a~ack that hurt~ ..............
25
2~PRO-COMMUNIST RECORD OF ROBERT C.
W~VER ~ d~umentation on the N~CP’s
board chairman~ .....................
10
3~TEN DIRECTORS OF THE N~CP~xhibits
from the 1957 Joint Louisiana Legislative
Committee hearings showing ass~iations
with Communist fronts~ ................
4~THE STORY OF THE NAACP~revealing excerpts from the b~k by the white woman
who helped found the NAACP .......... 10
5~THE NAACP LEGIS~TIVE SCOREBOARD
~how the left-wing lobby operates ....... 10
6~SOUTHERN CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL
FUND FOLDER~hoto-copy shows sponsors
of integration program among college teachers in the South ......................
10

6 for $1.00
15 for $1.00

2 for $1.00
15 for $1.00
15 for $1.00

for $1.00

I H~WHERE IS THE REIGN OF TERROR? by
Representative John Bell Williams (D-Miss.)
~shows Negro crime rampant in integrated
North ~ ............................
25
2H~INTERSTATE MIGRATION OF NATIVE
WHITE AND NON-WHITE POPULATION
by Dr. Otto Rosenkranz~a statistical study
of the Negro’s northward trek .......... 25~

6 for $1.00

6 for $1.00

IJ~THE CASE OF THE SLEEPING PEOPLE by
Dr. Dale Alford (D-Ark.) and Mrs. Alford~
the inside stoW of Little R~k ..........
$3.00
2J~THE AGE OF ERROR by W. E. Michael~a
factual and hard-hitting treatment of integration by judicial decree ................ $3.50
3J~RACE AND REASON by Carleton Putnam~
the outstanding new b~k currently soaring
to fame~states the ~uth’s case in terms
the North can understand~UST reading~
... hard-cover edition ................. $3.25
4J~RACE AND R~SON by Carleton Putnam~
paper-back edition ....................
$2.00

PERIODICALS
1K~THE CITIZEN~fficial journal of the Citizens’ Council movement in attractive new
magazine format (monthly) . ." .......... $3.00 per year
2K~THE AUGUSTA COURIER~a plain-s~ken
and fearless weekly edited by Roy V. Harris.. $4.00 per year
3K~THE ~NKIND QUARTERLY ~ an international qua~erly journal dealing with race
and inheritance, published in Edinburgh,
~otland by professors of established reputation ............................... $4.00 per year

6 for $1.00

NOVELTI E$

15 for $1.00

1L~ONFEDERATE CUFF-LINKS ~ repr~uctions of C.S.A. bu~ons worn on cavalW tunics $2.00
2L~BLO~ER~famous quotations in attractive
color, with the Citizens’ Council emblem.. 5 for 10 15 for 25¢

ORGANIZATION
1F~THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL by R. B. Patterson -- basic organizational pamphlet .... 10

6 for $1.00

SOOK$

SCHOOLS
D~CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE REPORT-what happened when the schools were integrated in Washington, D. C ............. 25¢
2D~MIXED SCHOOLS AND MIXED BLOOD by
Herbert Ravenel Sass ~ a South Carolina
author of national repute goes to the very
heart of the controversy! .............. 25¢
3D--HOW TO KEEP SCHOOLS OPEN~a widely
quoted editorial from TEe Citizens° Council
on how to prevent integration ........... 10

15 for $1.00

NEGRO CRIME AND MIGRATION

RELIGION
1C~A CHRISTIAN VIEW ON SEGREGATION by
Rev. Guy T. Gillespie~a reasoned, scholarly
presentation before the Synod of Mississippi 25¢
3CDA JEWISH VIEW ON SEGREGATION by a
Jewish Southerner~a seldom-heard point of
view is candidly expressed! ............ 25¢

ra~

INTEGRATION AND COMMUNISM
6 for $1.00

TIMELY ARTICLES ON RACE RELATIONS
B~HIGH COURT’S ’ARROGANCE’ IS VIEWED
BY NORTHERNER, AND SECOND PUTNAM LETTER CUTS ROOT OF INTEGRATION FALLACY by Carleton PutnamDthe
famous Putnam letters to the President and
the Attorney General of the United States.. 25¢
2B~THE VARDAMAN IDEA by former Gov.
James K. Vardaman of Mississippi~how he
would solve the race question ........... 25¢
3B~RACE IN AMERICA: THE CONSERVATIVE
STAND by W. J. Simmons -- Congressional
Record reprint of an article commended by
the Mississippi Legislature! ............ 10

~1~
2F--EDUCATIONAL FUND OF THE CITIZENS’
COUNCILS ~ its aims and purposes ...... 10
3F--WINNING ESSAYS -- the award winners of
the 19~ high ~h~l contests in Mississippi 2~
4F~WHAT IS THE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
~ING? ~ a handy leaflet .......... ’... free
5F~THE EIGHT IFS... AND YOUR ANSWER~
~uesti~s eye,one should ask himself~ . . free

Quantity.

USE THIS CONVENIENTCOUPON TO PLACE YOUR ORDER!
Numbe~Title

Price

[] SPECIAL OFFER--Complete assortment of pamphlets and Confederate cuff links for each contribution o£ $5 or more!
TOTAL AMOUNrT OF MY ORDER
MAIL ThIS COU’t~N TO:
MY CONTRIBUTION ........................................
CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
TOTAL ENCLOSED ..........................................
315 Plaza’ Building
NAME
Jackson, Mississippi
ADDRESS
CITY & SWATE
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School Segregation Mixers Urge Stale Department To Adopt
Returns To Baltimore Anff-White Hiring Policy, Despite Fact
A Negro school official in Balti- ferior to white schools," the story conmore, Md., says there’s more segrega- tinued.
tion in that city’s schools today than
The 62-year-old Dr. Jackson, who
in 19,54.
headed the city’s Negro school system
"Neighborhood patterns and the at- before integration, said the qualificatitudes of parents and pupils have tions,of teachers at the Negro schools
resulted in maintaining segregation in generally .was lower than at white
the former Negro schools," the Balti- schools.
more Sun wrote of a statement by
"It will be a long time before an
Dr. Houston B. Jackson, assistant sup- 80 grade in a Negro school equals
erintendent for special services and
an 80 in the white schools," he stated.
the top-ranking Negro school official
White teachers in Baltimore avoid
in the city.
assignments t Negro schools be"In addition," the story continued, cause "they are9afraid it stigmatizes
"he said many formerly white schools them," he added. ’Whey are afraid
had turned Negro and at least 11 of what their friends will think and
schools had been built to serve Negro what their parents will say."
residential areas.
While praising the Baltimore school
’~l’hat leaves more Negro children system for ihtegrating, he expressed
today in essentially s e g r e g a t e d doubt that the schools could "change
situations than we had when segresocial attitudes so as to overcome the
gation was compulsory," Dr. Jack- reluctance of w h i t e teachers and
sun said.
principals to accept assignments in
During the 1953-54 school year, Negro schools and of white parents
there were some 50,000 Negroes
to leave their children in those
rolled in Baltimore’s s e g r e g a t e d schools.
schools. By 1960-61, Negroes made
’Whe schools in the long run can
up 87,634 of the city’s total enrollment of 170,00(g--or more than half. only reflect community attitudes,"
Of this number, 48,428 Negroes he said.
were attending segregated, all-Negro These observations drew angry fire
schools in 1960-61, while more than from a Baltimore Negro newspaper,
10,000 others were enrolled in schools the Afro-American, which blasted Dr.
where only a few non-Negroes could Jackson for admitting "that s o m e
be found.
colored children posed teaching prob"Negro s c h o o I s generally, par- lems because of their cultural backticularly elementary schools, are in- ground."

That Negroes Can’t Pass Job Exams

Racial discrimination in reverse is
being urged for the U. S. State Department. And possum ’n sweet ’tath, s
bid fair to replace tea and crumpets
as the main course at diplomatic teas,
if U. S. race-mixers have their way.
A secret meeting was held in
Washington on Aug. 16, attended

Next Month--

THE CITIZEN!
Next month, you will receive
your first copy of THE CITIZEN,
your new official magazine!
To our many readers who have
written us, expressing pleasure
with the new magazine, our sincere thanks.
We are making every effort to
l~ve up to your high expectations.
THE CITIZEN will c o n t a i n
many sign/ficant articles. A number of "firsts" and exclusive features are included in next month’s
issue.
Next month also, coincidentally,
marks the start of our seventh
year of publication. Our six successful years have been made
possible by you---our friends and
subscribers. We believe youql be
proud of THE CITIZEN! Watch
for it next monthl

ACLU Demands Individual Has No Obligation
Legal Immunity
To Cooperate With Federa.I .
For U.$. Reds
The American Civil Liberties Union
has urged U. S. Atty: Gen. Robert
F. Kennedy not to prosecute any more
Communist Part~ officials under the
membership section of the Smith Ach
In an Aug. 13 statement, the ACLU
also urged that the indictment of
former Illinois Communist chairman
Gilbert Green not be pushed. He
was arraigned recently on a Smith
Act violation, after serving two terms
in a Federal prison for his Communist
activities.
The ACLU told Kennedy that
further prosecutions of Communists
would be unwise, even though the
U. S. Supreme Court had finally validated such actions against U. S. Reds.
A possible factor in the ACLU
statement could be the fact that
ACLU attorneys are working overtime
these days, defending "f r e e d o m
riders" and other undesirable lawbreakers in the South. Appeals from
more than 200 "’riders" have been set
for trial in Jackson, Miss., alone. And
even the ACLU can’t be everywhere.

Snoopers, Attorneys Reaffirm
Members of the LeFlore County, he wishes, advise the investigator
Miss., Bar Association have announced that he does not wish to answer any
that in view of recent inquiries in questions and can legally refuse to
counties in the state, they felt it apdo so.
propriate to reiterate the following
"In expressing that opinion, the Bar
resolotion passed last year.
Association does not imply that in"In view of the public interest in formation in any real criminal investipossible investigations under Ci v i 1 gation should be withheld from any
Rights legislation of various local af- investigating officer. The FBI is a
fairs by the Attorney General of the very efficient and honorable law enUnited States, the LeFlore County forcement organization, and the Bar
Bar Association feels that as a public Association urges that all citizens coservice it should inform local citizens operate with it fully in its endeavors
of their individual rights if they should I against crime and !subversion.
be approached or questioned by FBI
"On the other hand, we do point
or other agents in connection with
out that when the FBI or another
such investigations.
agency is ordered to make an in"A citizen is under no legal obli- vestigation, not against a criminal
gation at any time to answer any
or against a subversionist, but under
questions asked by any investigator
Federal Civil Rights legislation, a
about anything except in a court
citizen can legally stand silent and
hearing or at a c o u r t-connected refuse to assist in that investigation
proceeding.
by refusing to answer any question
"For example, if an FBI agent
of any kind, harmless as such quesor other investigator contacts a cititions may appear, about voting,
zen at home, at work, on the street,
schools, emvloymant, or anything
or elsewhere, such citizen can, if
whatsoever."

Ford Foundation, McGill, SRC
Team Up To Give Foreign Newsmen
Biased Image Of Racial Situation
The Ford Foundation is once again
collaborating w i t h the notorious
Southern Regional Council--this time,
it would seem, to make certain that
fforeign newsmen relay properly-distorted s t o r i e s concerning "freedom
riders" and other current Southern
phenomena to their readers.
Correspondents f r o m Argentina,
Germany, India, Italy, J a p a n, the
Netherlands, Communist P o I a n d,
Sweden, Turkey, Egypt, England and
Red Yugoslavia visited Atlanta recently to absorb the SRC slant on how to
get the most propaganda mileage
while sensationalizing accounts of
Southern happenings.
According to "Editor a n d Publisher," the trade publication of the
newspaper industry, Negro reporters
were on hand in Atlanta to greet the
visitors and see to it that they were
thoroughly brainwashed.
"As (segregation) restrictions are removed, there will be some intermarriage," E&P quoted one Negro reporter as telling the group.
The E&P story continued:
"The f o r ¯ i g n eorreslmndents
questioned Atlanta newsmen on the
rachd situation at a session arranged
by the Southern Regional Council,
an ageney w?rking for better rme¢

relations (D. The visitors, touring a single theme: the South must inunder a Ford Foundation grant, tegrate to please "world opinion
came to Atlanta from Pittsburgh for whatever that is.
a three-day stay.
But, apparently, "world opinion"
"Numerous ctnestions were put to wasn’t properly aroused. And since
Atlanta’s newsmen in a s e s s ion in McGill said it was aroused, it had to
which it was agreed their names would be. That was that.
be off the record."
How to do it? Simple! Just get
Anyone familiar with propaganda
techniques will recognize this cute the Southern Regional Council to
little plot immediately. It’s c a I I e d have the F o r d Foundation send
down a group of i~opedy-receptive
"feedback," and it works like this:
foreigners, who’ll be eager to help
One Ralph McGill (better known Nit-Gill set about creating "world
as "Rastus" among Atlanta’s white opinion." Then, McGill can get back
folk), erstwhile publisher, columnist, to demanding that the South destroy
darling of the liberal-left, and self- itself to please the same "’world
appointed voice and conscience of the opinion" which Mc~ill h e ! p e d
South, happens to be one of the di- create.
rectors of the Southern R e g i o n a I
Council, and a prime mover in the All of which will endear McGill
even more among the bleeding-hearts
group’s propaganda activities.
and the lunatic fringe of the liberalMcGill, by happy ooineidenee, is
currently peddling his syndicated left. And--by sheer happenstance, of
column t o Northern newspapers. course---McGill will also uncover rich
And from its recent content, he ap- new Yankee markets for his columns
parently has found the magic of anti-South diatribes.
formula, to increase sales up Nawth,
Quite possibly, the Ford Foundasimply rise to new fren~es in at- tion didn’t know it was financing a
tacking the South, Southernen, and sales campaign for McGRI’s columns-their customs and institutions.
but that’s the way it’s working out!
Of late, the McGill typerwriter has The effect on Southern sales remains
been pecking out infinite variations on to be seen~

by Secreta~. of State Dean Rusk
Or if---as is more likely-~offieial
and 35 ringleaders in the drive to Washington errs on the side of
darken the image of the U. S.
caution, what repercussions could
abroad.
come from a discourse on foreign
Two days later, an announcement policy rendered by a tuxedo-clad,
was issued, quoting Rusk as saying Georgian-born d a r k y -- a simple
that the State Department had to hire bartender who’s ies’ too polite to
more Negroes for the "’success of the disillusion the foreigners?
foreign policy of the U. S."
It could be amusing, to say the
Statistical surveys show that at least. And frankly, we would have
present, the State Department has
far less concern for the future of
4,570 Civil Service employees, most the country in the second instance
of whom work in Washington. Of this than in the firstl
number, 1,064 are Negroes--but #5
per cent of the Negroes are in
"menial" jobs.
At U. S. diplomatic missions around
the world, the Foreign Service Officer
Corps has 3,732 officers--including As part of the War Between the
only 17 Negroes. Of another 1,140 States Centennial observance, the
Foreign Service Be.serve officers, 3 Confederate Flag is being flown along
are Negroes. And just 38 Negroes are with the Stars and Stripes at both the
included in the 3,527 members of the courthonse and city hall in Meridian,
Foreign Service staff, which includes Miss.
clerical and secretarial employees.
J. B. Collier, chairman of the MeriOne highly-revealing bit of in- dian Citizens’ Council and vice-chairformation showed that 59 students
man of the Lauderdale County War
from predominantly-Negro colleges Between the States Centennial Comtook one recent Foreign Service en- miss/on, suggests that it would be
Dance examination. None passed, highly appropriate for similar action
despite the fact that such tests are
to be taken all over the Sooth.
given and graded without knowledge of the applicant’s race.
The usual assortment of race-mixers Army Wants To Buy
including Pullman p o r t e r boss A.
Philip Randolph, ex-athlete J a c k i e 200 Police Dogs-Robinson, Atlanta University president
Rufns Clement and Fisk University What’ll NAACP Say?
president Stephen Wright, attended
the day-long session.
Somebody in Washington got the
A list of recommendations sub- lines crossed up again~
mitred by the pro-mixing g r o u p
The Army Qnartermaster Corps is
would, in effect, institute an upen looking for 200 German shepherd dogs
policy of discrimination in favor of to serve as sentrics at Army and Air
Negroes and against whites in filling Force bases.
State Department posts.
In an Aug. I appeal, the QuarterThe group urged the State Departmeat to begin a campaign to publicize master Corps asked for "alert, agthe fact that it wants to hire Negroes. gressive and vigorous" police dogs.
Obvionsly, the appropriate NAACP
Other demands include appointment of Negroes to high-level policy and CORE directives hadn’t arrived
positions and revisions in testing in that section of the Pentagon. Anyprocedures to make it easier for one in Kenoedyland should know that
Negroes to make passing scores, police dog~s just won’t do--why, they’ll
along with advice to Negro colleges even help control Negro mobs down
on how to prepare Negroes better South, and the Administration couldn’t
possibly sanction that!
for the tests.
A I t h o t, g h even such ambitions
To add insult to injury, the
schemes are unlikely to produce many Quartermasters stated flatly t h a t
Negro recrnits for the striped-pants
mixed-breed animals were unaeset, Washington’s Embassy Row is eeptabl~they specified thoroughchuckling over the possibility of re- bred German shepherds!
sultant confusion.
We predict a Civil Rights ComFor example, one diplmnat asked mission probe to ascertain just what
with barely-restrained m i r t h, what bigoted Pentagon employee dared to
happens at an elaborate social fnnc- assume that American military persontion when a nearby waiter is sum- nel and Government property deserve
moned, only to have it develop that protection. And Heaven help the poor
the "waiter" is, in reality, a genuine fellow if some black intruder gets
U. S. Foreign Service officer?
nipped in the breeches!

A Good Ideal

Racial Integration Makes
Intermarriage Inevitable
Marriage Counselor Says
’A noted marriage counselor says
"Mace predicted that bitter feelracial intermarriage is the inevitable ings of today will ultimately be reby-product of social integration.
solved in what has been called ’the
After outlining conflicting opinions coffee - c o I o r e d compromise’ ~
on intermarriage, a recent Associated neither white nor black."
The story also qnoted from an
Press dispatch by J. W. Davis conctuded with this significant statement: NAACP statement which said:
"Even if it should at some time in
"At the latest White House Con- the fttture develop that interracial
ference on Children and Youth, Dr. marriages took place on a large scale,
David B. Mace of the University we would not consider that in any
of Pennsylvania school of medicine, sense a cause for alarm."
a marriage counselor, said:
It will be noted that even the most
rabid integrationists do not deny that
" ’Bacial integration, whatever miscegenation will surely resnlt from
anyone says to the contrary, will
forced social integration. Instead, they
lead inevitably to intermarriage.’
say, in effect: "So what?"

